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Grainger Re^Opens
ymmknmm fjmmm^

Nick Elmes

Assistant EtUtor

The new Grainger, dedicated

on August 19, may appear similar

to the original on the outside, but

looks are deceiving.

Inside the 27,694 square foot

building is a state-of-the-art educa-

tion center unrivaled in Virginia.

"This is

the first

classroom

building

on cam-

pus, and

probably

one of the

first in the

Common
wealth, to

have

completely wireless infrastruc-

ture, as well as a hard-wired infra-

structure," said Dr. Frank Moore,

assistaht vice president for infor-

mation technology.

"Grainger is high-tech: every

classroom has a high-end com-

puter in an instructor's console

with a DVD player, VCR, visual

presenter and a ceiling-mounted

projector; access to the

Longwood network and Internet;

and study areas with data and

power," President Patricia

Cormier said at the dedication.

"This building is both wired and

wireless.

Wireles s

means that

students do

not need to

physically

connect
their lap-

tops to data

ports to

:iccess the

University

network and Internet - they can

access the network and Internet

without plugging the computer

into an oudet - and they can walk

around the building surfing the

web."

See GRAINGER p.4

RoLlDeri) at Worskam Grocerij
Liz Richards

Editor-in-Chief

Saturday night around 10 p.m., a

black male entered the Worsham

Grocery Exxon gas station on

Farmville Road.

With a pistol in hand, he ordered

the man behind the register to hand

over all the cash in the drawer,

according to Captain Wesley Reed, of

the Prince Edward County Sheriff's

Office.

The robber fired one shot, took

the money and left. The man is

described as a six-foot-tall African

American, weighting around one

hundred sixty-five pounds, according

to Reed.

He was wearing jeans, a blue shirt,

and a blue bandana around his face.

The robber left in a dark colored

vehicle parked behind the store,

which was being driven by a white

female with. "busy hair,"according to

police.

At the time of the robbery, there

were two employees and three cus-

tomers in the store.

"Thankfiilly no one was hurt,"

said Reed..

Hampden-Sydney police were

first on the scene, followed by seven

more officers.

Currendy, the robbery is under

investigation.

"We have a few leads, but no

arrests have been made," said Reed.

A similar r9bbery happened the

night before at approximately

9:30p.m., at Prospect Chevron, ,

according to reports in the Farmville
'

Herald.

A black man walked in with a towel

around his face and a gun in his hand.

According to the Parmville Herald, he

left with approximately $300.

Reed advised students to "stay

aware of what's going on in their sur-

roundings, and if they are ever in a sit-

uation like this one, just comply (with

what the perpetrator wants]."

Anyone with information is advised

to call the Prince Edward County-

Sheriffs office at 392-8101.

SoBigA Big ProLlem
Nick Elmes

Assistant Editor

Two major viruses clogged

campus computers last week,

making preparations for the first

week of classes a difficult task for

professors and IT staff.

The problems started two

weeks ago with the Blaster worm,

an invasive program that attacks

Windows operating systems

released after 2000 by exploiting

a feature designed to allow

remote access to a computer.

Continual automatic reboots is

a common symptom of a Blaster

infection.

Blaster also attempted to pre-

vent computer users from access-

ing the Windows Update web

page to download the patch nec-

essary to fix the computer,

according to Synamtecs, the pub-

Ushers of Norton Anti-Virus.

Then, a week later, the e-mail

virus SoBig attacked campus

computers.

"Since last Tuesday, Blaster has

not been as big a problem as

SoBig," said Assistant Vice

President of Information and

Instructional Technology

Services Dr. Frank Moore III.

"In a 24 hour time period

between midnight Wednesday

and midnight Thursday we pre-

vented 186,000 virus laden

attachments from coming on

campus."

Moore said that SoBig has

been such a problem because it is

"essentially running an e-mail

server off of your PC.

"The bad thing about this

virus is that you might get an

email saying that I sent you a

virus attachment when in fact it

didn't coriie from me because the

virus is spoofing addresses," said

Moore.

The IT support staff held an

emergency meeting on August 19

to try to figure out how to clean

all of the facult\' computers on

campus.

"The staff wanted to scan the

network to see who had the

Windows patch and also looking

to see who had SoBig," explained

Moore. "We identified just under

200 faculty and staff PCs that did

not comply.

"We have a total of 467 net-

worked PCs so just a littie under

half were infected," he added.

The IT staff sent out informa-

tion explaining how to fix the

computers and gave the faculty

24 hours to solve the problem

themselves.

"We ran the scan again and it

was still around the same figure,"

said Moore.

See SOBIG p.4

A sister of Alpha Delta Pi, an RA in the Colonnades, a

Mortar Board member, and a Big Sibling, Annie Danvir
touched the lives many Longwood students.

She will be deeply missed as a friend and citizen leader.

There will be a viewing for friends at the Moser Funeral
Home in }yarrenton on Thursday, August 28from 7:00 p.m.

to 9:00 a.m.

You can call Moser at 540-347-3431 for more details.

The funeral is scheduled for Friday, August 29 at 2:00

p.m. Morners are asked tp meet at Moser's Funeral Home,
where they will be directed to ant}ther location.

See pictures from last night's candlelight vigil on
page 2.
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come to

the first

issue of

T /; e

Rotunda,

and my
first

issue as editor.

Already, there is a lot going

on around campus, as you will

read in this paper.

There's the progressing

Brock Commons, the faculty'

only parking deck, and tons of

freshman!

I've been told by my wise

professors that humans are

the dominant species, due
mainly to the fact diat we can

adapt to change. Here at

Longwood, the administration

must be tr)ing to breed super

humans widi everything that

is changing around here.

Starting with Brock

Commons,and ending...who
knows when.

Not that I have a problem

with this, 1 kind of welcome
it. To me, change is the way
we grow, and mature. I mean,

think of how painful it would
be if you tried to wear the

same size underwear as you

did when you were six?

This is a namral mamrity

progress, being able to move
past the little choo-choo trains

is a good thing.

OK, seriously though, are

you the same person you were

five years ago? And do you
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think you will be the same

person five years from now?
No, and that's because we

go through things that change

us, and we adapt to them. I'm

doing my best to adapt to my
new position, but it's like

walking into a room com-
pletely blindfolded.

I know with time I'll work
out the kinks, and for now I'm

doing the best I can. I'm sure

a lot of our new students feel

that way, like they should

know what they're doing this

first week of school.

I've walked in your shoes,

and let me ask you; it's a hum-
bling experience, isn't it? Members oj Alpha Beha Pi

There's a lot to be learned this *P<**^
'"" memorj of their

year, my best advice is to take »<;''«"0' *"f«' Wednesday

it in stride. '^^B^^ °^ ^^^ candlelight vigil held in Annie Danvir's honor.

Tlie Hitcliin' Post

Staff Writers: Brian Burton, Paula Nusbaum

The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood Universit\', is pub-
lished weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam peri-

ods) and is printed in the offices of the Farmville Herald, Farmville, VA.
All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must b(

received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the' next Thursday's publica

tion. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and tele=

phone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not appear
on die published letter must request so in writing. All letters are subject

to editing.

The Rofunda is an equal opportunity employer and is looking for peo-
ple who are interestedin writing or layout. We currendy have positions

available and ask anyone who is interested to come to our meetings,

Mondays at 9:15 p.m.

That's right, I have
spent my summer in
the throws of wedding
plans and stratagems,
and thought I would
share some of my trials

and tribulations with
any other couples out
there who are tighten-
ing the knot.

On September 20, I

will look into the eyes
of Melissa Ridley, my
"roommate" for three
years, and fiance for
two, and say 'I Do.'"
Now Melissa, a for-

mer Longwood stu-

dent, and I are operat-
ing on a shoe string

budget here.

But that shouldn't
matter, all you need are
two rings, a preacher,
and eternal love, right?

Riiiight...

When we started
planning last winter, we
wanted a small, inti-

mate ceremony w^ith

around twenty relatives

and a bagpiper in my
parent's backfield.

Then our parents got
involved in the plan-
ning process....

The current plan
requires two locations
to be reserved, a pro-
fessional caterer to

feed the 150+ guests
who are now coming, a
horse drawn carriage,
two singers, profession-
al photographers, flow-
ers, gifts, center pieces,

reserved hotels, port-a-
potties, flower girls, the
list goes on., and on,
and on.

The scariest thing is

that it is added to daily.

See, we forgot that a
wedding is an event
that has traditional

requirements that must
be met.

There are things that
just haaave to be done.
People

, (family)
expect certain things
when you are married.
Apparendy this is a

well kept secret among
the married couples of
the world.

When I explain our
difficulties in actually
achieving what we saw
as the perfect wedding,
married people just nod
their heads sympatheti- •

cally, wink, and whisper
that they went through
the same thing.

Then there are the
people who ask if I am
nervous yet.

What does that mean?
Am I supposed to be

nervous about spend-
ing my life with some-
one I love?

Or do they mean am I

nervous that the actual
wedding will go
smoothly?
Because, they are

very, very different
questions.

Is the nervous ques-
tion the same as asking
if we ate ready?
Because that is the

most popular question
- are you ready yet?

Are you ready yet?
I think I can answer

that one right now for
anyone who is still curi-

ous.

My fiance and I have
been ready to be mar-
ried for over a year, as

for the wedding, I am
not so sure how ready
we are for that circus,

but I know our bags are
half packed for a trip to
Vegas.

Nick Elmes

Assistant Editor
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Welcome Back, Longwood
The adveniurejust keeps ^eitin^ better andbetter

Amy Whipple

Assistant Editor

I can honesdy say that it's good to be

back at the Wood.

Ix)ngwood, thank you SO much

for completing Grainger in time for.

classes. Knowing that five out of six

of my classes are in the newly finished

building makes me quite possibly the

happiest student at Longwood. No

more poles in the middle of squashed

rooms in Curry; no more walking up

to Wynne in the middle of the night

for a novel class; no more trying to

remember exacdy which side of the

doors a room is on; no more keeping

eighty-six buildings in mind for class-

es all within the same department; no

more trailer park trash professors; no

more bullshit.

Thank you.

And Longwood, thank you for

continuing your funding and love of

The Rotunda, everyone's favorite stu-

dent publication since 1920. Thank

you for affording me the opportunity

to laugh hysterically with my friends

as we put together the first issue of

The Rotunda after an atrocious first

week of classes (I'm trying in Spanish

101. Promise.)

It m!^de my day today when a

member of the faculty told us (to our

faces no less) how much she loved our

paper. What? People really actually

read this? Love it? No kidding!

Everyone who knows me, and is

reading this, is waiting for the com-

plaining to start; this I'm sure of This

wouldn't be a column by me if I did-

n't in some way or another break

down the spirit of Longwood.

So I confess. There are many

things on my I-Really-Hate-

Longwood-and-I-Hope-the-Giant-

Mutant-Flies-in-the-Newspaper-

Office-Wind-Up-in-Someone's-

Awful-Excuse-for-Dining-Hall-Food

List.

Many of these issues, I was just

going to let go: automatic paper towel

dispensers, how the stairwells in the

Student Union seem to get painted

every summer (whereas the

Residence Halls are on four-year

cycles), pretty new trashcans, etc.

My issues are with the big things,

and they are as follows:

Problem the First. Class sizes. Ever

since I got my first brochure from

Longwood, four long years ago,

they promised me smaU class sizes,

low ratios, something that, in a large

high school, sounded like a good

idea.

I started my freshman year with

classes averaging about twenty-two

people for the courses I took.

Last year, things started to creep

up, more people being placed in

classes well past their established

limits.

But this year, I wind up in my

300-level English classes, only to

find upwards of thirty people.*

Really, not that big of a jump, but,

at the same time, a huge problem.

My professors have complained; my

classmates have complained; I'm

complaining big time.

Many of my classes in high

school were this big, and it's just

enough people to zap the profes-

sor's individual attention. By the

time I got to my junior year, I

would have thought I'd have nice,

cozy classes, complete with heated,

educated discussion.

Professors that normally have

their classes sit in circles in order to

enable this kind of environment

now find themselves stuck in the

classic spot: professor on a high,

cushy, roily chair, with her students

in desk-chairs, staring at her nose

hairs through binoculars (and not

paying a bit of attention to what

she has to say).

Problem the Second. The Cafe. Can

someone please explain to me the

purpose of redoing the cafe? Was it

a dire issue? Was the roof caving in?

The walls coming down? Didri't

Bene Pizza and Java City just, get

built the previous summer? I'm

sure that, even though they were

under' the construction supervision of

Longwood, they were done weU enough

that they don't need renovation. I know

plenty of rooms, offices, and buildings

that could use the money. Why the

money for doors with pretty windows,

only to have tables on either side of said

doors? Yes, the cafe was crowded during

peak hours, but it was nothing we could-

n't handle. At least give it a couple more

years.

Problem the Third. Lying. I'm not going

to complain about parking, but I am

going to complain about the school

lying to us about it. As of last spring,

Longwood has had us all hyped up for a

brand-new underground parking garage.

Okay, so it's not done yet, no big deal;

we're used to that. What we all did not

expect, however, was to open up the

new parking regulations booklet handed

out with every parking decal, only to

find that the new garage was for faculty.

Really wouldn't be a problem,

Longwood, if you had been up-front

about it. The faculty and staff deserve

parking; they go here just like we do. I

could be happy for them if the school

had come out with a plan, such as a

garage will go to faculty, we'll open up

faculty lots to commuters, and so on.

That may be the case, but just inform us;

we're not six-years-old, so there's no rea-

son to hide your motives. And, not to

complain about prices, but raising stu-

dent parking to $100 for a year, only to

take away parking spaces? Please.

Problem the Last. ADD construction.

The part of Brock Commons that is

done is absolutely beautiful; I honesdy

didn't expect it to be that nice.

Longwood's campus is supposed to be

beautifiil, but having arbitrary fences

while the construction company makes

up its mind on the other side of campus

just makes things...well...ugly If this

were three years ago, there's no way I

would have picked Longwood as my col-

lege of choice.

I came here for a good, small, classic

education. Instead, I'm getting a lesson

on the ins and outs of interior design.

And not a very good one at that.

props and drops

Props:

+ Fountains being turned on

+ Grainger!

+ Pirates ofthe Carribean

+ Guy on the red motorcycle

+ Air Conditioning

+ Little Hug variety juice drinks

Drops:

- $100 for a parking permit

- Dry erase board erasers in Grainger

- Automatic paper towel dispensers

- Hcnic Dinner first day back

- To the freshman that asked for their "crusts to be cut off

their sandwich."

- Internet being down

Speak Oil t
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Caie?
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"It's a lot bigger and isn't as

crowded."

~Marge, Sophmore

"It looks like an actual resturant."

~Daniien, Sophmore

-/

"Its really dark and the fact that

you can only get from one end of

the SU to the other by walking

through it is terrible,"

~Leslie, junior

"The color scheme is

better...everything has

improved."

~Zach, Senior
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GRAINGER cont'd p.l

"The Ruffners, when they

come on line, will also be a wire-

less building," she added, "As will

the new science building that will

be under construction later this

month."

While architects endeavored to

retain the feel of- the original

building, incorporating five

carved stone medallions salvaged

from the old Grainger and main-

taining the same basic width and

depth, the improvements are

obvious when viewed from top to

bottom.

"The new Grainger is about six

and a half feet taller," said

Longwood University Media

Specialist Kent Booty, "Because

of all the new mechanical equip-

ment that had to be installed

cont^d p. 1

Moore adds: "So I just looked at

the lead network engineer and told

him to cut them from the network

and walked out of the room.

"Then we realized that we were

having registration on Friday and

you can't register your students if

you don't have the network up. So

wc put together a triage team, and

I took any personnel in this build-

ing that was not doing mission crit-

ical stuff and armed them with

CDs, and we went out and slowly

did every PC.

"There was one point on

Thursday when I was updating

eigjht PCs all at once, running up

and dovm the hallways as daey were

scanning," he added.

Any virus problems in the com-

puter labs' were fixed using a clone

prc^am, but classroom computers

had to be cleaned and-updated by

hand, according to Moore.

Once the University computers

were fixed, the IT s^ff had to

worry about re-infection from

incoming student computers.

"Ninety percent of them were

infected with either SoBig or the

worm or did not have their OS
updated," said Moore. "We figured

that when all 4,100 laptops finally

arrived on Sunday 3,600 of them

were goir^ to be re-contaminating

"

the network."

An IT engineer re-scripted the

network registration page so that it

redirects students to a site diat

scans for viral infections and then

turned the student system off until

eigjbt a.m. Monday morning,' so

there would be aM staff to mon-

between each floor."

The new building contains 12

classrooms, a state-of-the-art

computer classroom and language

lab and offices for 33 faculty

members.

"The original Grainger housed

the library, the infirmary' and the

training school in addition to

classrooms and dorm rooms,"

said Booty. "It was named in 1967

for Dr. James Moses Grainger,

who taught English at Longwood

from 1908 to 1950, chaired the

English Department for all but

his first two years and was co-

founder of the Virginia

Association of Teachers of

EngHsh."

Although open to students for

the first time last Monday, faculty

have been busy getting the build-

ing ready for the fall semester

itof any problems,

"Stiidents will not be able to ren-

ter for the network if they are infect-

ed with Blaster or SoBi^" said Moore.

"Instead they will be sent to a site to

have their computer cleaned

"If die computers are cleaned and

they are still having problems they

heed to contact their RTA's and if the

RTA can't de^ with it they will be

referred to a computer repair center.

"If you are getting a This Page

Can Not Be Displayed' message it is

beausc too many people are hitting

the server," he added. "We can only

have about 10 ISP addresses hit die

server at the same dme so its going to

be a three or four day pnxess to get

the students up and running"

Moore hopes that the recent prob-

lems will help to educate both stu-

dents and faculty on the importance

of up-to-date virus software and

operating Systems.

"When the dust setdes after

September 10, we are going to do a

massive re-education of the faculty

and staff on how to do stuff like

this," explained Moore. "Students

need to make sure that they are doing

an auto update during a time that

their machine is on and tiiey need to

do it daily, Monday darough Friday, at

least until September 20."

"I don't care what anti-virus soft-

ware they use, but use someriiing and

keep it up to date," he added.

The odier key thing, according to

Moore it to use Windows Update to

make sure that operating systems

have aU of the/ current patches

installed.

"If they could do those two things

we would have no problems on cam-

pus."

News
throughout the month of August.

"They began moving in their

furniture August 4, and began

occupying their offices the fol-

lowing week," said Booty.

"I don't think there is anything

bitter about coming back to the

new Grainger," said Professor of

French, McRae Amoss. "Certainly

the period of fire and the loss of

our building and our offices is not

something that people are going

to forget, but that just makes the

staff even gladder to be back."

The original building, which

dated to 1903, was demolished in

the fall of 2001 due. to extensive

water and smoke damage sus-

tained during the massive

Ruffner's fire in the 2001 spring

semester.

"The fire damage was so exten-

sive that investigators, while rul-

ing out arson, say the cause may

never be determined," Booty said.

"The fire destroyed the Ruffner

complex, which at the time was

undergoing a $12 million renova-

tion that was about eight percent

complete.

"About 175 firefighters from

13 companies fought the fire," he

added.

English Construction, the same

company that just finished

Grainger, is currendy reconstruct-

ing the Rufftier complex.

"The 83,143-square foot build-

ing, which will also look identical

to its predecessor, will house four

academic departments, the

provost, the office of Academic

Affairs, and the dean of the

College of arts and Sciences," said

Booty. "Work began last

December and is due to be fin-

August 28, 2003

ished in January 2005."

The entire project, including

Grainger, is expected to cost

sHghdy more than $22,000,000,

according to Longwood

University's Office of Public

Relations.

Construction costs for the new

Grainger, including furnishings,

totaled $5.5 million, another big

difference from the original build-

ing, which, including equipment,

only cost $27,500.

Despite the hefty price tag the

new Grainger symbolizes the

future of Longwood University.

"The Great Fire of 2001 was

truly a devastating time in

Longwood's history, but the new

buildings rising from the ashes

will, like, the Phoenix, allow us to

soar into the future," Cormier

said.

Platoon Loaders Class

PLC is a high-intensity internship where you attend paid
training over the summer for 6-10 weeks.

We deveiop and evaiuate you Leadersh/p and Management
Skills.

Upon compietion of summer training you return to college to

complete your degree. Upon graduation from college, you
decide whether to accept a commission as a Second
Lieutenant in the United States Marine Corps.

What we guarantee;

-Unsurpassed leadership and management training.

-Guaranteed Pilot positions.

•Guaranteed Ground positions.

-Esprit de Corps, and pride for a unique accomplishment.
-Competitive salaries for summer training.

-Financial assistance for your remaining time In college.

•For qualified aviation officer candidates, free flying lessons upon
completion of training.

«

What we look ffon
.1

-Men and women who aspire to lead.

-Men and women, freshmen through seniors.

-Men and women who are drawn to tough mental and physical
challenges.

-Men and women who want to belong to an elite organization that pride
itself on service to country.

You can contact Captain Bruno G. Mitchell or Staff Sergeant Michael
Armstead at (800) 552-9548 for more information, or visit our website
www.marlneofncer.eom.
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Catck tke Spirit: Longwood's Very Own Key Master
Public Relations

In addition to ourfantastic students, the

spirit of Longivood University is reflect-

ed in ourfaculty and stciff. Each mem-

ber of this educational institution is

deeply committed to the well-being and

achievement of every student. The

Rotunda will be printing a Catch the

Spirit column during the upcomingyear.

This column is designed to^ve students

insight to thefaculty and stt^ who sur-

round them. Ifyou have inputfor this

column, please send it to Jennifer Wall

atjwall@,lonffvood.edu.

The "Key Master," as Pinkey

Baldwin is often referred to, is the

man you want to have around

when your key is impossible to

find. With over 5,000 keyed locks

on the Longwood campus, the

"Key Master" is essential and

always busy.

"When I first started, working

with locks here at Longwood,

there were endless keys and it was

very complicated. About twenty

years ago, we went to a unified

system that allowed master keys

and interchangeable cores.

Thanks to this system, I can do

more in less time," stated Pinkey

With interchangeable cores,

which he builds in die facilities

plant, locks can be repaired,

replaced, or changed

with lower cost to the

University

There are 28 pin seg-

ments in seven barrels \t <^

within a lock core. A
locksmith must know

the correct order to put

the pin segments in

each barrel in order to rebuild a

lock.

"Locks are like anything

mechanical; it's ongoing mainte-

nance. What works today may
not work tomorrow, but it can get

fixed," said Pinkey!

What if a student loses a key?

Pinkey explained, "Students must

report lost keys to their REC who
will then notify me. We will

replace keys, however, if we feel

there is a security risk, such as a

stolen key, we will change the lock

core.

Unhappily for students, there is

a $50 cost for a core change and

two keys and a charge of $10 for

each additional key."

I V E R S I T

Catch the Spirit
For 33 years Pinkey has walked

to work, back home for lunch,

back to work and back home at

the end of the day, approximately

four miles a day. Rain, snow, heat,

cold, etc-nothing stops him. He
loves his home, his job, and walk-

ing so he combines them with

determination.

"Pinkey Baldwin is one extraor-

dinary man, often pulled in many

MuT

directions, Pinkey is always

upbeat and helpfiil. His dedica-

tion to Longwood and to com-

munity service is an example to

us all. I only have one problem-

many of my students and even

my wife have confiised the two of

us! Students have actually apolo-

gized to Pinkey for miss-

ing my class," stated

Wayne McWee, acting

dean of the College of

Y Business & Economics.

Dr. McWee has known

J^_ Pinkey for 20 years, both

on campus and on the

littie league fields. "If I

have to be confiised with anyone,

I am glad it is Pinkey I respect

him tremendously" When asked

about his life outside Longwood,

Pinkey says, "Worsham Baptist is

my hobby. We have great wor-

ship and fellowship and I invite

any student to come join our

service. Just telephone me to

arrange a ride." Baldwin also vol-

unteered for the rescue squad for

over 1 5 years and encourages stu-

dents to get involved in some sort

of community service. Pinkey

and his wife, Brenda, have two

sons, John and Pinkey Byrd

Baldwin III, better known as Pee

Wee. Pee Wee is an administrative

program specialist in the mail

department at Longwood.

"Longwood has changed a lot, but

we continue to have some of the

best people working here. I am
especially proud of the people in

die facilities department. They

are dedicated to their job/trade

and produce quality work day-in

and day-out." concluded Baldwin.

Upcomif^ events:

Monday, September 8 at 1 p.m.

Topping off Ceremony of the Rotunda

Dome skeleton framework atop Main

Ruffner.

Thursday, September 11 at 10 a.m.

Unveiling of the Longvood University his-

torical highway marker at the comer of

Main and Redford streets.

IJ IWO Cents
Willard A. Vaughn

Opinion Editor

Well before we knew what hit us,

a new semester was upon us full

of delightful opportunities, a

brand new world of learning and

education, and the chance to

meet and greet some of the great-

est people on earth.

Yeah right. A new year is upon

us and so I would like to take this

opportimity to introduce myself

My name is Willard and I will be

writing this feature that will

showcase all of the questions

about love, sex, relationships,

friendships, and the mysterious

opposite sex that all of you have

been dying to ask for your entire

lives but were afraid to do so.

This article was written last

year by die great Adcock who has

since graduated and moved on to

bigger and better things. So I

decided to pick up the torch (and

the burden) and carry it with me
for the next year.

I don't pretend to have all the

answers, nor do I claim to be an

expert on human relations, but I

will do my best with the experi-

ence and education that I have to

help you out.

But enough of that introduc-

tion stuff, let's get on to the ques-

tion.

Dear Willard:

I was at a party last weekend and

some girl came up to me and started

talking and stuff. One thing led to

another and we ended up having hot

monkey sex alt" over my living room,

kitchen, and bedroom. It was great.

Anyway, the next day I wake up to

a note on my pillow saying "thanks"

with herphone number on it. I call her

a couple of dcrys later and she says that

herparents are in town and she wanted

me to meet them.

So Willard, what do I do?

Obviously one night of drunken pas-

sion does not equal a relationship that

qualifies meeting her parents, but then

again, I don't want to be rude and blow

her off.

Sincerely,

Too muchfun

Well, Too Much Fun, I must

applaud you for not being the

type of person to just blow some-

one off, especially someone that

obviously has relationship and

intimacy issues.

I would make sure that she

understood what went on

between you and what it meant to

both of you. It may be thatWen
though large amounts of booze

were influencing her decision

making abilities, she was still look-

ing for love in all the wrong

places.

If talking, to her doesn't work,

it may be in your best interest to

run as far away from this girl as

humanly possible. Like I said, she

obviously has issues that you

don't want to deal with, and you

shouldn't have to. Try to let her

down gendy, but if she's not hav-

ing that, be a dick.

If any of you have any ques-

tions or comments, feel free to

send them to rotunda@long-

wood.edu with "Willard" as your-

subject. Don't be sfcaj;pd, I won't

use your real name. Always

remember to be carefiil with each

other's hearts; the next one that

breaks might be yours.

The Office of Leadership

and New Student

Programs and

Orientation Leaders and

the members of S.E.A.L

welcome the

Class of 2007
We hope that you have

enjoyed Preview, the New
Lancer Days, and

challenge you to continue

spreading new inspiration

and Longwood Lancer

spirit across our campus!
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^ 29
Men's Soccer
@Tusculum (Tenn.)

5 p.m.

LP Movie

MatrixBjdoaded

ABC Rooms
7:30 p.m.

Blu Sanders

Cafe

10 p.m.

<
Men's Soccer
@Tusculum (Tenn.)

3 p.m.

Women's Soccer
@Elon (N.C.)

4 p.m.

Field Hockey
@Georgetown (D.C.)

12 p.m.

V*Qi31
Field Hockey
@American (D.C.)

2 p.m.

^^
Rotunda Meeting
Student Union (across

from the Post Office)

7:30 p.m.

Labor Da>t!n

N€ $€ti€€L

>

\'^
SGA Meeting

Lankford ABC Rooms
3:45 p.m.

Men's Soccer
vs. Elon (N.C.)

7 p.m.

^w^
\

Hypnotist

Tom Deluca

Jarman

7& 9:30 p.m.

Women's Soccer
@Campbell (N.C.)

7 p.m.
Just for Seniors

Career Center

4-5 p.m.

Resume and Cover

Utter Writing

Career Center

7-8 p.m.

Interviewing Workshops
Career Center

4-5 p.m.

Volunteer Orientation

Career Center

6-6:30 p.m.

How to Prepare

for a Job Fair

Career Center

7-8 p.m.

* t t It
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Foottall Jerseys Aren't Just lor Fans Tongueji ch«ek
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By Ellie Woodruff

L/-tt'7RE

Most college undergrads weren't

even born when the United States

Football League existed for three

seasons during the mid-1980s.

But, thanks to the retro trend,

teams like the Oakland Invaders,

Pittsburgh Maulers, and Houston

Gamblers live on, if only on t-

shirts.

"Clearly, most of our college

customers have never heard of

the USFL and could care less

about some old football teams

from 20 years ago," said Chris

Anderson, whose five-year-old

company. Classic Sports Logos,

manufactures and markets t-shirts

featuring the authentic logos of

more than 250 now-defunct

sports teams and leagues.

"What's important to them is

that no one else on campus has a

shirt like it."

When Anderson and his broth-

er launched their website in 1 998,

their target market was sports

fans, primarily men, who remem-

bered the old Wms. And while

those customers still make up the

bulk of their business, more

recend)', they've seen a younger

consumer - including many

women - visiting the site.

"This isn't about sports; it's

about fashion," said Anderson.

"A lot of the teams we carry

from the 1970s had fiinky logos

and names and very unique colors

- orange and purple, mustard and

brown, orange and light blue -

that teams today would never

use."

Besides outiandish colors, cus-

tomers are drawn to the obscurity

and the genuineness of the teams,

all of which actually existed,

though in some cases for only

short time.

"These teams may not have

played for long, but there's some-

thing authentic about them.

Something kind of innocent,"

said Anderson, whose \yarehouse

is just two blocks from the cam-

pus of Southern Methodist

Universit}- in Dallas.

"The Hawaii Volcanos may

have only played for one season -

in 1979 - but there's a mystique

about them. The old Michigan

Stags didn't even play a full season

in 1974, but they bring us back to

a different time, when it wasn't all

about big money and TV con-

tracts and shoe endorsements.

People are looking for something

real."
oVu.S

44ot(ysw)f)es
Merks: "Wkere Families Come Together to Di

by: Sam Wise-Ridges

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)

Happy Birthday to all of our Virgo readers. If life has got you down, grow up.

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22) .

He knows you dream about him naked.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)

Stop laughing at Metamucil and Citrucel commercials because God will plug your butt, and laugh heartily at your con-

stipation.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

The fire of your teachers will rain down on you if don't stop flatulating in class. Don't burn your britches.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)

Your youth does not put you at a lower risk for brain cancer caused by cellular telephones. Detach those phones from

your ears, FRESHMEN.

Aquarius 0an.2O-Feb.l8)

This is not a good year for education. Keep your bags packed.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

The weeks to come are looking much brighter for you than weeks passed- when pigs fly that is. Put on your wings,

and head for the air-strip.

Aries (Mar. 21-Aprill9)

Check your ceiling tiles: you never know what former residents have left for you. You may find gold or a dead rat.

Itaurus (April 20-May 20)

Good things come to those who' wait...
°

^

Gemini (May 21-June20)

Forget all your fears; drink more beers.

Cancer Qune 21-July 22)

If your dandruff is crawling... welcome to Longwood. You have caught more than the spirit.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

Is anyone monitoring the underground piss pot? Just think of all the possibilities for that garage.

Huston' Daniels

Style Ediitor

Sick of eating "industrial

strength" food found at

McDonalds', Taco Hell, Wendy's,

Burger King, and Kentucky Fried

Chicken?

Have you been one of the cus-

tomers waiting for hours for the

food at the new Applebees?

If your appetite is growing

bored with the usual student

eateries in Farmville or if your

pockets are going broke, you

should give Merk's a try.

Many students are unaware

that this small, family owned

restaurant even exists. Located

me

just outside of town, one mile

past Charlie's on Main Street

toward Cumberland, the menu at

Merk's is fiill of home-cookin'

that will surely feed your fancy, no

matter what it is.

With everything from subs,

sandwiches, and pizza to steaks,

quesadillas, and home baked

desserts, all of which are afford-

ably priced, there is plenty to

choose from for even the pickiest

of taste buds.

Open from 6-10 Monday

through Thursday, till 11 on

Fridays, and from 7-11 on

Saturdays, you should stop in

sometime and give Merk's a tiy.

Getting Married? Need a Wedding

Dress? Beautiful, brand new, size

6. $600 value. Bargain at $150. If

interested call Dawn @ 391-3413

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,

America's #1 Student Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts:

Information/Reservations 1-800-648-

4849 or www.ststravel.com.
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Women s Soccer Gets Readv) for Division I

* Lauren Cooper

Asst. Sports Information Director

Longwood University will enter

its 2003 women's soccer cam-

paign with a talented and experi-

enced roster under the guidance

of lOth-year head coach Todd

Dyer '93.

The Lancers return six starters

among 13 letter winners, and have

added 10 newcomers as the pro-

gram looks to post another suc-

cessful season.

Longwood will open this

Saturday, August 30, on the road

in North Carolina at NCAA
Division I Southern Conference

member Elon University.

Longwood finished 15-3-1 a

year ago, winning its first CVAC
Tournament Championship. The

Lancers, however, will compete as

a Division II independent this fall

as the institution begins its four-

year transition toward Division I

re-classification.

"Winning the conference last

fall was the culmination of a lot

of hard work over the years by

some very special people that

finally paid off," said Dyer.

. "Now our challenge is to lead

the program to Division 1 status

while maintaining the level of

success that we all worked so hard

to establish. I'm excited about

this unique opportunity and I

know we have the student-ath-

letes to lead the way."

Returning senior starters

include forward Phoebe

Munson/Virginia Beach (13g,

9a), and midfielder Gina Powell/

Bowie, Md. (6g). Munson, an

All-Region selection last year,

ranks second in career goals with

39 and should surpass the

school-record of 44 (Erin

Hirschi, 1997-2000).

"Our current seniors got to

experience a championship last

year as juniors, and I know they'll

do everything posisible to make

sure they leave the program with

that same type of feehng,"

explained Dyer.

Returning junior starters

include keeper Lindsay Naill/

Alexandria (0.42gaa, .849sv%,

12Sho), and midfielder Mikaela

Bizer/Annandale (3g, 3a). Naill

ranked fourth nationally in goals

-

against average (0.42) last year.

"We have a team full of lead-

ers and our juniors are no excep-

tion," added Dyer.

"I'm sure they'll help build the

foundation to make us successful

against Division I competition."

Returning sophomore starters

include midfielder Melissa

Cary/Bristow (2a) and defender

Tiffany Rice/Virginia Beach (2g,

4a).

"Our sophomore class was

such an instrumental part of our

success during their freshmen

year," stated Dyer.

"They will continue to be the

cornerstone of our program's

growth and success over the next

several years."

Other returning juniors

include forward Christine Clay/

Amelia (4g, 2a), defender Laura

Kilmartin/Virginia Beach (4a),

midfielder Rachel Krekorian/

Virginia Beach (Ig), defender Stef

Langton/LaPlata, Md. (Ig), and

forward Sarah Mathis/Richmond

(3g,la). -

Additional sophomores back

are midfielders Amanda

Guckian/Stafford (6g, la) and

April Lockley/California, Md.

Longwood s Sports Teams Goes Division I

Lauren Cooper

St. Sports Information Director

Longwood University President

Dr. Patricia Cormier recently

received a letter from the NCAA
stating that the organization's

Division I Management Council

Membership Subcommittee has

approved the institution's move

into the first year of a four-year

provisional membership period

toward Division I reclassification.

Dr. Cormier had informed the

NCAA last fall of Longwood's

intention to reclassify its intercol-

legiate athletic program to

Division I as part of an overall

strategic plan to raise the visibility

and profile of the University. .

As Dr. Cormier said recentit

"We have made our first success-

ftil step to Division I and this is a

natural and logical move for

Longwood. Our academic pro-

file has been raised over the past

few years and we believe that

Division I status will enhance

both our institutional image and

our recruitment efforts. Our Stu-

dent-athletes deserve to play at

that level and we look forward to

developing some great rivalries."

During the upcoming year,

Longwood must satisfy the fol-

lowing requirements of the

NCAA: compliance with all min-

imum contests and participation

requirements for sports"sponsor-

ship as set forth in Bylaw

20.9.3.3; submit a strategic plan

based on feedback from the pre-

vious plan; apply Division I legis-

lation to the greatest extent pos-

sible; participation at the NCAA
Convention by the chief execu-

tive officer, the director of ath-

letics, the senior woman adminis-

trator, the faculty athletics repre-

sentative, and the compliance

coordinator; attendance (by the

same representatives mentioned

previously) at an orientation ses-

sion conducted by the national

office related to the application of

Division I legislation and issues

impacting Division I; and submit

an annual report and updated

strategic plan by June 30, 2004

based on feedback from the pre-

vious year's annual report.

"The receipt of this letter from

the NCAA is just one more step

in the evolution of the

Longwood athletics program,"

commented Direttor of Athletics

Rick Mazzuto.

"It's also one more indication

that we're handling reclassifica-

tion the right way and are on

schedule." Longwood University

completed its NCAA-mandated

one-year "exploratory period"

during 2002-03.

(Ig. 3a).

The 10 newcomers include

redshirt freshman Stacy Crites/

Manassas, along with true fresh-

men Nicole Bossieux/

Mechanicsville, Kelsie

Bradberry/Richmond, Sarah

Carter/Fredericksburg, Tiffany*

Crane/Virginia Beach, Anna

Gravely/Virginia Beach, Carlyn

Kubler/Union HaU, Whitney

Slack/Leesburg, Heather Storrie/

Spring Grove, Pa., and Lexi

Torrice/Richmond.

"I'm very excited about this

year's freshmen class," said Dyer.

"It is a very deep class and we

have added a great deal of skill

and quickness with this group.

Nearly half of this class earned

either All-State or All-Metro hon-

ors during their' senior high

school seasons. They are "win-

ners" at the club and high school

level and this is a great asset in

building a Division I soccer pro-

gram."

Longwood will play a 16-match

schedule, highlighted by six

Division I opponents. In addition

to Elon, the Lancers will play

Division I Big South Conference

members liberty, VMI, and High

Point; Adantic Sun Conference

member Campbell; along with

Howard of the Mid-Eastern

Athletic Conference.

Division II oppynents on the

schedule include Francis Marion,

Barton, Tusculum, Pfeiffer,

Queens, Clayton College and

State, Kennesaw State, and Lees-

McRae.

Rounding out the schedule are

Division III in-state opponents

Roanoke and Christopher

Newport. Coach Dyer will once-

again be assisted with the program

,
this year by fourth-year assistant

coach Kayla Miller.

New S Coacl:occer ^oacn
Sam Clegg

Guest Writer

Dave Barrueta is Longwood's

new head coach for the men's

soccer team. Barrueta comes with

an extensive list of strong creden-

tials.

His most recent coaching

experience was at Division 1

Mercer University in Macon,

Georgia. He was formally the

head coach of the men's club

soccer team at Georgia Tech He

was also an assistant men's soccer

coach at Division I Yale

University from 1996-97.

Barrueta played collegiate soc-

cer at Division I Rutgers

University and Loyola (Md.)

College, as well as a playing career

in the professional ranks. He has

played for the Maryland Boys

(1997, APSL), Baltimore Boys

(1993-96 USISL), as well as pro-

fessionally for the New England

Revolution (1996, MLS), and the

Atianta Ruckus (1996, A league).

Barrueta hopes to achieve suc-

cess with the program by focus-

ing on a dedicated training regi-

men centered toward defense.

He believes the Lancers can meet

this goal even with their challeng-

ing Division I schedule, by play-

ing consistent and mistake-free

soccer. Barrueta has gxine as far as

,j:ecruiting international talent to

integrate their quick game play

both on and off the ball. He plans

to integrate his new ideas in order

to prepare his young talented

squad to achieve success in the

NCAA Division I ranks.

"Integrity, honesty and fiercely

competitive ... these are some of'

the qualities- that come to mind

when I think of Dave Barrueta. I

played college ball with him for

three years and enjoyed his friend-

ship greatiy. He will be an asset to

Longwood's current and future

student-athletes," said Alexi Lalas,

an MLS soccer player.

r-
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Longwood Opens Year witk Largest Total Enrollment Ever
Press Release—^

—

Longwood Universit)' opened the

new school year on Monday,

August 25 with 4,200 students,

the largest undergraduate student

body and total enrollment in its

164-year history.

An application increase of 9

percent over last year and 24 per-

cent over the 2001 applicant pool

made the admissions process

more competitive than in previ-

ous years.

Also adding to the competi-

tion for the limited number of

new student slots was the quality

of the applicants.

According to Bob Chonko,

director of admissions, the aca-

demic qualifications of the appli-

cants were the "strongest in my

17 years at the University. Only

64percent of the applicants were

offered admission."

New to campus will be 890

freshmen and 210 transfer stu-

dents. SAT average scores for

freshmen rose 12 points to 1085

and the grade-point average rose

to 3.3.

The grade-point average for

transfer students rose- to 3.1.

Constmction Continvies, Nears Completion

Liz Richards
Bditor-In-Cbief

With the opening of Grainger last week, and

the completion of Brock Commons within

sight, Brent Douglass, Director of Facilities

Management, and the rest of his team are busy

rebuilding die campus.

Plans for the new science building were

finalized last week, and it's projected to open

in the spring of 2005: Brock Commons will

be completed in November, with a grand

unveiling ceremony scheduled for November

8.

The final touches are being made to the

landscaping behind the Lankford Student

Union, which saw a newly renovated cafe

open to the students last week. Two of die

next projects in line are die new recreation

center and the new Theatre and

Communications Studies building.

The recreation center will be located on the

side of the lower Frazer parking lot, construc-

tion will begin in die fall of 2004, and it's pro-

jected to open in the fall of 2005. The new

Theatre and Communications Studies building

will be located adjacent to Wygal and Bedford.

Construction will begin in the fall of 2004,

and it's expected to open in die fall of 2005.

Tkriftxj Alternative ContriLutes to Communiti)
Liz Richards

Editor'In-Chief

Madeline's House, Thrift Shop,

located behind McDonald's, is

the newest store to open in town.

It's a consignment store which

receives it's merchandise through

donation, and sells it to the pub-

lic "at a very reasonable price,"

according to the store manager,

Linda Fox.

All the proceeds from sales are

given to Madeline's House, a

shelter for battered women. The

shelter provides 24 Hour

Hotline, referrals to doctors, vic-

tim support, and education

through local schools.

It services Amelia, Brunswick,

Buckingham, Charlotte,

Cumberland, Dinwiddle, Halifax,

Lunenburg, Mecklenburg,

Nottoway, Powhatan, and Prince

Edward County, and runs solely

on donations. ;

Madeline's House Thrift Shop

originally was an idea that Louisa

Lackey, Manager of the

Longwood Bookstore. As part

of a group project for

"Leadership Farmville," a com-

munity involvement initiative,

Lackey came up with the idea for

the thrift store.

See MADELINE p.4

The new class of 2007 includes a

2.8 percent increase in diversity

and the highest number of new

male students in Longwood his-

tory, and 3.6 percent increase

over last year's entering class.

The new class represents 21

states and Denmark. Longwood's

newest major - Criminology and

Criminal Justice - enrolled 33

new students and is predicted to

continue to be popular in" the

future.

The education programs also

continue to be strong, both in

interest and in the quality of.

enrolled students; 194 new stu-

dents are enrolled in liberal

Studies for elementary and/or

middle school education alone.

See ENROLLMENT^

Swappers Deware
UWire and staff

Arguments and itfontroversy

have arisen recendy over what

music industry officials are call-

ing "piracy," involving Internet

users downloading copyrighted

materials by using peer-to-peer

service provider.

The activity, known as "file

sharing," sparked by die

Recording Industry Association

of America (RIAA) to start gath-

ering evidence against individu-

als to prepare lawsuits against

those who offer "substantial

amounts" of copyrighted music

online, raising the possibility of

college students being sued by

the industry.

"For each occurrence of an

illegal song on your PC that the

RIAA finds you can be sued for

$150,000," said Longwood

Assistant Vice President of

Information and Instructional

Technology Services Frank

Moore III. "I think if you ask the

RIAA, the fact that you have an

illegal song on your PC, even if

you are not sharing it, is probably

problematic."

"The law is clear," said Cary

Sherman, president and general

counsel for the RIAA. "This

activity is illegal, you are not

anonymous when you do it, and

engaging in it can have real con-

sequences,"

See SWAPPERS p.4

Photo by: NicA iims

Read about Longwood's parking situation,
and other fun parking facts on page 5.
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Words From tlie Editor
Wow, what

a week.

The first

issue went

out, a full

week of

classes is

now over,

and here

we are at the second issue.

Lately I've been trying to get

myself into shape, and let me tell

you...running is tough; I don't

care what anyone says.

I am a pretty avid exerciser, but

over the summer I injured my

ankle and had to stop running

altogether.

Recendy I've started to hit the

pavement again, and I feel as if

my body is screaming at me,

"NO! STOP THIS TORTURE!"

There are areas where I'll go

running that have less incline

than an anthill, yet I feel as if my

heart is going to explode out of

my chest, and that's after one lit-

de mile!
**

It's almost niasochistic the way

I'm treadng myself, but I did it

today and I'll do it again tomor-

row.

After all, what's the use of sit-

ting on my arse when I have some

perfecdy functioning legs that can

be used to get me moving?

As lazy as I want to be, I feel

like a million bucks after my daily

run, even if it lasts just twentf

minutes.

In some ways I feel this way

about school too.

It's tough getting back in the

swing of things, and classes are

isl. -^
.
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torture, but I still continue to go.

It'll take a litde time, but I

know that I'll be grateful that I

got my stuff done. The fruits of

my labor will taste especially

sweet at the end of the year when

I'll be able to walk across the

stage and get my diploma.

So tomorrow morning, after

my two mile (if I'm lucky) run, I'll

get a shower and drag my butt to

class, with the mindset that every

step is one closer to my own fin-

ish line.

Liz Richards

Editor-in-Chief

WRITE FOR

THE KOTUNDAl

Experienced or not, you can

be a staff writer.

Weet?ly meetings held in our

office Monday's at 7:30 p.m.

Email: Rotunda@longwood.edu

Phone: 395-2120

The Hitcliin Post
Traditionally marriage is sup-

posed to be a commitment

for life.

This means that two people

put up with each other for the

rest of their earthly existence.

It's a pretty difficult and

amazing thing when you think

about it.

And I have been recendy,

with only two weeks to go

until I agree to enter into an

eternal bond.

Over the past three years,

my fiance and I have made it

through some pretty difficult

times in our relationship, and

are confident that our love for

one another is strong enough

to make it for the long haul.

We are certain of this

because experience has taught

us to avoid certain potentially

relationship ending topics.

It's a small list, but each

topic packs the strength of

the atomic bomb.

Baseball is at the top.

My family is from New
York, and I like winners. My
fiance, unfortunately, finds a

strange romance in the per-

petually under-achieving Red

Sox.

We each check the stand-

ings on our own time (I try to

hide my smirks) and the

American pastime is never

mentioned while we are in the

same room.

The second issue, we

recendy discovered while reg-

istering for gifts in Bed, Bath

& Beyond, is dishes.

It sounds weird, I know, but

I have worked in restaurants

for years and recognize the

importance of a simple, large

plate to accentuate the quali-

ties of the food.

My fiance likes mix and

match china with hand painted

cows and roosters.

If I am serving steak I don't

want my guests to finish their

meal only to find the cheery

visage of the animal they just

ate staring up at them.

We quickly added dishes to

the list after realizing that, had

the scanning guns been real

the store would have to

renamed - Bodies, Broken &
Bloody.

The dishes are just a part of

the third item on our "Don't

you go there list," - the wed-

ding itself.

See, I don't care what hap-

pens on the day of the wed-

ding as long as it ends with a

ring on my finger and my new

wife by my side.

The problem is the conflict-

ing visions of rr\y parents and

my fiance, big extravaganza

and small simple eloquence

respectively.

My only wish is that it be

perfect for those that I love.

But who is that?

Is it my fiance with whom I

will share my life with or my
parents who gave birth to me
and raised me to be who I am
(and are also picking up a large

chunk of the wedding bill)?

Walking this tightrope I

have gained a new understand-

ing of what a wedding really is.

I had always assumed that it

was just a ceremony and party

celebrating a marriage.

. It's not.

It is in fact the final test, the

rite of passage before entering

into married life.

I have had to fight (tooth,

nail, and elbow at times) with

my parents just to keep the

wedding as small (ha!) as it

currendy is.

I have had to tell those that

reared me, "No! This is my
life, and this is how it wiU be

Uved!"

A wedding is the true con-

clusion to childhood.

You enter into it as a son or

daughter, and leave as man
and wife.

Forever.

NickEbnes

Assistant Editor
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Tke Persecution of tke Greek Community
Timothy Kiser *

Vice-President, Alpha Sigma Phi

A persecution is under way at

our university.

For numerous reasons, forces

in the administration of this

school seek to phase out the

Greek Community to the point

of eventual extinction. An anti-

Greek sentiment has existed for

several years now, propelled by

stereotypes portrayed in the

media and the actions of indi-

viduals.

Yet now the movement is dif-

ferent.

The Greek Community is

responsible for decades of serv-

ice to the school, in a multitude

of forms. The fraternities and

sororities of Longwood do end-

less hours of work on campus,

such as trash pick up, sponsor-

ing of essential school events,

attending guest speakers, and

coundess other tasks.

We, the fraternities and soror-

ities, perform hours of service

in all areas of the community,

like adopt-a-highway or other

individual organization charities.

We also constitute a consider-

able percentage of the patron-

age for many of the businesses

in the town of Farmville.

The list of things we do for

the school and the community is

far too lengthy to expand on

here.

Suffice it to say that, despite

our service and goodwill

towards the school, it is not only

unappreciated, but returned 'in

the form of punishment.

The school, through its

actions and implications, has

shown that the Greek

Community is not wanted here

at Longwood, at least not in any

recognizable form.

Members of all organiza-

tions, both male and female,

undergo ongoing sanctions,

often based on ridiculous

charges.

Individuals in the universi-

ty have an obvious agenda to,

for lack of a better word,

"persecute" the Greek

Community.

Their exact goal is

unknown to all but them-

selves. However, it is appar-

ent that they want us steadily

removed from the campus,

and then steadily relocated out

of the community.

Chapter rooms that were

once free are now being

charged an annually increasing

rent, which will reach an out-

rageous sum in the next cou-

ple of years.

.They intend to quiedy relo-

cate us to apartment complex-

es far from campus as they

continue to "phase us out" as

organizations.

They have allied themselves

with the conservative officials

of the town against their own

loyally involved students.

Now, organizations with a

house cannot even have a

party of legally aged guests of

a reasonable amount. The

police are quickly converging

on any such house on false

charges, and mercilessly

charging the tenants with

heavy fines and sanctions.

One might ask, what hap-

pened to the days when a

police officer would come to

your house and be reasonable,

giving a warning and allowing

the tenants to turn down the

music, or have their designat-

ed drivers commute people to

their homes if it is time to

leave?

Apparendy, those days are

gone. Apparendy, it is no

longer within the confines of

common sense to accept the

fact diat 18 to 22 year olds (or

the few of us a litde older

than that) are human beings

and want to have a good time

in between the demands of

college classes and commit-

ments.

Everyone of middle age or

older who attended college par-

tied and had fiin. If they say they

didn't they're lying. And if they

didn't then they have missed out.

So, while the Greek

Community constitutes a large

percentage of the student body,

and while the work we do and the

time we give for the school is

enormous, what do we get for

this?

We get a Greek Week and a piti-

fvilly waning Greek Awards night.

And besides that?

Nothing.

.

The school does litde for us

other then burden us with ever

increasing financial obligations,

even as they seek to remove us

from the radically new

"University" visibly rising from

the ground around us.

Furthermore, they aggressively

punish us for what was once com-

monplace, and seek constantiy to

find ways to sanction us through

their high and mighty J-board.

Enough is enough.

The members of our Greek

Community have had enough of

this hypocrisy.

Speaking on behalf of my own

fraternity, as well as involved

members of other organizations,

we have decided that we are tired

of working so hard -for the broth-

erhood and sisterhood we so

deeply cherish only to have it sys-

tematically worn away by political

agendas.

This is a declaration to anyone

who wishes to dissolve our organ-

izations. We will not tolerate it.

In closing, I ask that any mem-

ber of the administration, the

community, the school body, or

any other institution that has

qualms, fears or bitterness

towards the Greek Community to

confront us on a diplomatic level.

You will find that we are more

than willing to discuss any misgiv-

ings in a reasonable manner.

props and drops
Props:

+ To the new Assistant Director for Commuter Life and

Leased Properties.

+ To the personnel in the Fmancial Aid Office.

+ To sparkling personaUties.

+ To folk music.

+ To Professor Whores (sucking up has never been so

much fun).

Drops:

- To enforcement of the 15mph speed limit (or having said

speed Umit in the first place).

- To tickets for parking in the correct space, parking decal

and all.

- To people who suds the fountains.

- To the inability to upgrade dorms for personal air condi-

tioning units; it's not that hard.

Speak Oil t

Wkat advice do ijou kave lor all tke

ireskresnmenr

"Have as much fun in the four

years as you canjiave."

-Matt Gillette, Senior

"Don't loose sight of who you

are. Get involved as much as you

can but don't forget you're a stu-

dent first."

—Audra Long, Sophmore

"Be stingy with who you trust

until you know who you're dealing

widi."

-Lynsey Riddle, Sophmore

"Find something you love: cit-

izen leadership does not lend

itself to involvement, however

involvement lends itself to

leadership of a greater kind."

--Amy Whipple, ]unior

lABi^^aHUi^ -" "
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Longwood Alum / Armi^ Lieutenant

Colonel to Speak at Convocation

^^^^^^g -̂m^^-^ - ^SU:- t^ =

Pnss Rflease

Troy Littles, a 1984 Longwood

graduate who is a lieutenant

colonel in the U.S. Army, will

be the speaker for Convocation

on Thursday, September 1 1 , at

4 p.m. in Jarman Auditorium,

which officially opens the aca-

demic year.

Litdes, an expert in the field

of weapons of mass destruc-

tion, is a veteran of Desert

Shield/Desert Storm and other

contingency/crisis operations

in Afghanistan, Haiti and

Somalia, and he has traveled

extensively throughout the

Middle East and Europe.

He has received numerous

awards and decorations,

including the Bronze Star,

Defense Meritorious Service

Medal, Joint Service

Commendation Medal, and

Global War on Terrorism

Service Medal.

He is currently serving as the

Command Force Protection

Officer, NATO Headquarters,

United Kingdom. Litties was in

Longwood's Army ROTC pro-

gram and was commissioned

as an infantry officer after

graduating with a B.S. in psy-

chology.

He is president of the

African-American Alumni

Special Interest Group, which

organized and endowed the

Dr. Edna Allen Scholarship,

honoring a longtime sociaJ/*

work professor and announced

in July 2001. He and his wife,

the former Karen Watson, a

1 985 Longwood graduate, have

two sons. Seniors and cappers

should line up on Wheeler Mall

at 3:15 p.m.

A picnic on Lankford Mall

($5 for faculty and staff) will

follow Convocation.

Longwood's Convocation fea-

tures the longtime custom of

seniors being capped with col-

orfully decorated mbrtair-

boards prepared by their "big

sisters^' and "big brothers."

iNU confd p.t

Shermm md du: RIAA is seddi^ all

persons distribuiii^ latge anounts of

copyr^tal matraiai

"Docs that iiidwle coB^e students,"

he asked. "Sure."

"One RTA reported that everyone is

file sharing in Ffazcr," said Mcx>re. "^e

have never received a sul^jocna (torn

die RIAA, but I have made die president

aware diat it is goii^ to hqjpen eventu-

ally. We are just waiting for die first one."

The RIAA has issued about 1,0(W

subpoenas to undersides around die

United States, seeking die names of stu-

dents partidpatingm file shaiing.

In April die company sued four col-

lege students for file sharing on collie

networks.

The suits were filed out of court,

with the sttKlent agreeing to pay

between $12,000 and $17,000 to die

music industry over die next several

years.

"And you diink student loans are

expensive," said Moore.

He added diat diere is a plan of

action lined out, should die school be

subpoenaed to release information a stu-

dent for file sharii^

"The first diing I'll do is call die

Attorney General of the

Commonwealth of Vir^nia," he

explained. "Then Iwill contaa die chief

ENROLLMENT cont'd p.l

s*^-^-
The College of Business and

Economics welcomes 178 new

students. - - '

Dr. Patricia Cormier, presi-

dent, noted that the University's

planned growth is progressing

at a rate to not overcrowd the

residential and academic facili-

ties.

The reopening of Grainger

Hall has provided needed aca-

demic space in a high-tech,

state-of-the-art educational

facility

As Dr. Cormier stated during

the recent dedication, "This

building is unique on

LongwoocTs campus, and one

of Only a few in the nation that

is totally wireless. In Grainger,

students do not need to physi-

cally connect their laptops to

data ports to access the

Internet. Students can walk

around this beautiful new build-

ing while they surf the web.".

Work is also well underway

on a reconstructioii of Ruffner

Hall and the signature Rotunda

that was destroyed in a fire in

200L

Future campus construction

and , re-constructiotir will meet

the needs of '|»r6jected future

enrollments. Brock Commons, a

beautifully landscaped central

promenade that will transform

and unify the campus, will be

completed in November.

Elsewhere, ground was bro-

ken over the summer on a new
science building that will be one

of the best undergraduate sci-

ence facilities in the state and a

new student center is in the

planning stages.

According to Dr. Cormier,

"These new facilities will pro-

vide our faculty and students

•with the very best technological

infrastructure so necessary in

the 21st century."

This year, Longwood begins a

four-year reclassification process

in its move to NCAA Division I.

.According to Rick, Mazzuto,

director of athletics, the move to

Division I will provide benefits

to both fans, students, and stu-

dent-athletesr "Fans should

expect that recruiting networks

for sport teams will cast a wider

net both domestically and

abroad. The core of student-

athletes will continue to come

froni the Comrtionwealth but

^ expect a greater diversity of stu-

dent-athletes to enroll at the

University."

Recent additions to the town

are also having a positive impact

on the University.

The new apartment complex-

es and restaurants have made

Farmville more appealing to tra-

ditional-aged college students.

A significant increase in the

number of visitors to the

admissions office this summer

indicates that future students

are becoming more aware of all

that Longwood and Farmville

can offer and that the growth

will benefit both the town and

the University. Longwood
begins the new academic year

with some additional good
news from U.S. News '(& World

Report.

For the sixth year in a row,

Longwood is ranked as one of

the top public universities in the

Soudi in the new 2004 L/.J.

News <& World Report Best

Colleges Survey: #10 in the cat-

egory "Top Public Southern

Universities - Master's."

" offica, ifld dttfi die net-

work security administrator."

He explained diat in addition to die

legal issues file shadi^ can cause serious

ftfoUems for the opeiaoon of die uni-

versity's n«worii.

"It got to a point a year and a half ago

where we couldn't even upbad payroll to

Richmond because die students were

do^g all of die bandwiddi," said

Moore. "A couple of years ago I had the

network administrator rtm into my office

saying die network in die CoUonades

kept collapsing. A student had down-

loaded a crystal dear copy of "Iron

Monkey" and 200 people were trying to

copy the file at die same time.

"That was the first instance where we

knew diere was going to be problems,"

he added.

Moore said Longwood was trying to

reduce file sharing tiirough education

prc^rams and a new technology called

Packetar

"It looks at die packets of data going

across the network to see If diey stt

MPSs," he said "We are dirotding back

the speed of the huge DS3 pipeline

down to next to nodiing for diese

MP3s."

He added diat Longwood also uses a

service called NETPD which notifies die

University if smdents have illegal files oil

their computa^.

MADELINE cont'd p.l

Not long after her presenta-

tion of the idea, were plans in

the works to open an actual

thrift store in town to benefit a

local charity.

Madeline's House Thrift

Shop showcases items like fur-

*niture, clothing, they even have

hospital beds. All items are

sorted and sanitized, and what

is sellable is what gets put on

display.

"We have had such a terrific

turnout," said Fox. She attrib-

utes the influx of sales to good

word of mouth, the low prices,

and faith. "I really believe God
has called \ipon me to do this

job, and I think my faith has

had a lot to do with why I got

this job," said Fox.

With specials like "brown-

bag sales," which customers

can fill a paper grocery bag

with clothes and take it home
for five dollars, or complete

bed sets for seventy five dol-

lars. Fox believes the store will

continue to have good busi-

ness.

"For information on how to

donate to Madeline's House

Thrift Shop,. 0^395-1255.

wm

Lon£iuooc[ University

Office ofMutticutturdaffairs
"

'
invites you to the

Hispanic/Latino Awareness CeUSration

ufith

0\{ichetZajur, Jounder/Tresident andCEO,

Virginia Hispanic Chamber ofCommerce

"Ihe %apidPopulation Qroivth and

Marli^t ofjHispanics in Virginia

September IS, 2003 @ 7:00 pm- 8:30 pm

WygafAuditorium

Sponsor:

Assistant Professor MitchettAdrian, ofManagement and

'Business & 'Economics,

' CoCUge of'Business

'R^ption to ^FoCtow
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Tke Longwood Parking Situation: Going From Bad toWorse
Liz Richards

Editor-in-Chief

Parking pass fees are the highest

they have ever been, the enroll-

ment rate seems greater than

the numfeer of parking spots

available, and with all of the

construction, the number of

parking spots has dwindled.

"I guarantee that the top

complaint at most schools is

their parking situation.

Longwood isn't the only univer-

sity with a parking problem.

We are doing our best to

accommodate everyone, but it's

hard to do that widi all of the

construction," said Laura Rice,

Parking Services Manager.

The recent jump in parking

decal prices is a result of the

construction of the parking

deck. "The underground (park-

ing] deck isn't funded by the

Brock Commons grant money.

Longwood has to fund that

jQurselves.

We know that enrollmeht is

rising, and more students are

coming here, so we need to

open up more areas for them

[students] to park," said Rice.

Once the parking deck is fin-

ished, the Faculty and Staff park-

ing lot behind Wheeler

Residence Hall, as well as the

Faculty and Staff spots on
Franklin and Madison, will

become commuter.

There is a possibility that the

prices will rise again, this

depends on if the school wants

to continue building more park-

ing lots.

When the new recreation

facility is built, it going up over

the lower Frazer lot, which

means Longwood loses over one

hundred commuter spots," said

Rice. "I'm not really sure where

we are going to continue build-

ing these lots for the students

because there is an issue of space

on this campus. There isn't a lot.

Unless we start buying out some
of the residential properties on
and aroi^nd campus, there will be

no places for the students to

park."

Currently, all parking spots

become open to the public from

7 p.m. to 7a.m. the next morning.

"Many stijdents think they can

park whertver they want after 5

p.m. So, what we [campus police]

are doing is issuing warning; tick-

ets to all vehicles parked in the

wrong spots. On September

15th, we will start issuing actual

parking tickets, but for now the

students will fust get a warning,"

said Rice.

The current issue tiiat Rice is

dealing with is the opening of

Grainger, and tiie lack of faculty

parking located near it.

"I am always at loose ends with

the students, but now the faculty

that teaches in Grainger aren't

happy because there is not a lot

of space for them to park on that

end of campus. We aren't going

to mess with High street because

it's so historical, but one option

we have is to get rid of the bicen-

tennial park that is right across

die street from Grainger," said

Rice.

Once tip of advice from Rice

for students parking on campus,

"don't let anyone borrow your

car. You don't know where they

are going to park it, and you will

end up having to pay die ticket,

or the fee to get it out of the

impound after it's been towed."

ParKinq Soaces C assification P0Qals l$?M?d
{as of September 2002)

506 Commuter 935
560 Jr/Sr 486
505 Fac/Staff 562
336 Sophmore 480
45 Freshman

Npn-Oepal Spaoe^s

33

33 Loading

28 Visitor

39 Handicap

Total spaces: 2.052

Total decals sold: 2,496

When the garage Is opened, It will create 146
new spaces for faculty and staff, but only open
up 70 more spaces for only commuter students.

Other Colleges and Their Parking Fees:
VA Tech r $58/year

UVA - $88-$248/year

Radford - $50/year

J/Villiam & Mary - $135/year

VGU - $105-$140/year

A Little Blu toMakeYou Happij
Sin^er/Son^wriietBlu Sanders kicks oliLancer

Productions Concert Series in Lancer Cafe
Amy Whipple

'

Assistant Editor

Last Friday, LU students had an

opportunity to participate in an

acitivity that included music,

friends, and, yes, even beer.

Sometimes known as Lancerts,

Cafe Nights offer an alternative

to the normal weekend scene.

Lancer Productions is in charge

of a series of Friday night con-

certs, at times when students usu-

ally party

"I think it's awesome having

music in die cafe. It gives people

an alternative to partying," said

sophomore Angela Francis.

Francis is not alone; many
attendees concured with her

statement. Director . of the

Student Union and Activities,

Susan Sullivan, highly encourages

students to join those who went

to the first performance.

"The new addition to the cafe

provides a great atmosphere,"

said Sullivan.

The first of these performers

was Blu Sanders, a singer/song-

writer, who hailed all the way
from Texas.

Sanders and his acoustic/elec-

tric guitar tour the country, play-

ing mostiy on college carnpuses,

but not entirely

He says there's something to'

playing alone in small gigs, as it

lends to the starving artist atmos-

phere of his life, which, in turns,

.

adds to' his song.

"Something is lost when you

get old and rich," said Sanders. "I

enjoy that die fire, the spark, of

being young is still there."

Sanders enjoys this type of life

.because it also affords him the

opportunit}' to see things he

never would otherwise.

"Life Farmville? I would never

go there," said Sanders. "I mean,

Sanders plays his set in

Lancer Cafe.

what die hell is^that?"

Sanders's music is reminiscent

of early James Taylor and also of

some Van Morrison, which

Sanders deems "required listen-

ing." His singing is passionate, yet

fluid. His guitar work is simple,

but strong, which shows off his

poetic lyrics.

"Keep concerts on campus,

and take the time to attend," said

freshman Sarah Gayle. "If you

didn't see Blue, you missed a real-

ly ^reat show."

l/^ideo SHomng of Ihe Lemon grove Incident,

"Producedby TauC'Espiiwsa ofK^S in San "Diego , 19S6

58:22 minutes

SeptemSerlS, 2003 @ 11:45 am -1:15pm

LankfordStudent Union ("B ^om)
'The Lemon grove Incident' is the story of the nation's

first successjuCkgalchaUenge to schooCsegregation, 14 years

Before the Supreme Court outtazvedseparation By race in the

(andmartcase "Broum v. "Boardof"Education. "Using a com-

Bination ofdramatizedscenes, archivaCfootage, andperson

atrecottections, theprogram e7(amines the response ofthe

Me?(ican-Jlmerican community, ahngunth the qnti-

9^e7(ican cCimate prompted By the "Depression era.'

Jesus ligngetfor the O^io "ybrfCTimes, 1986

Sponsors:

The fMtdtictdtundAdvisory Committee, Ihe InternationalStudent

SUvisory Committee and IntematimalStudies !Hal[

Questions to Lorniie CaOumn 434 395-2395
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Men's Soccer

@VMI
4 p.m.

Interest Meeting

Gyre, Longwood's

Literary Magazine

Amelia Room
5:30 p.m.

LP Movie

Bruce PAmx^nty

ABC Rooms

7:30 p.m.

Jennifer Marie

Singer/Pianist

Cafe

10 p.m.

^^
S6A Meeting

Lankford ABC Rpoms
3:45 p.m.

How to Prepare

for a Job Fair

Career Center

5-6 p.m.

Interviewing Workshop
Career Center

7'8p.m.

Comedian
Eric O'Shea

Lankford Ballroom

8 p.m.

Field Hockey
vs. Virginia-Wesleyan

1 p.m.

Men's Soccer
@North'Carolina Pembroke

7 p.m.

vji 1̂0
Women's Soccer
@Francis Marion (S.C.)

4 p.m.

Just for Seniors

Career Center

5-6 p.m.

.Field Hockey
©Virginia

7 p.m.

Resume and Cover

Letter Writing

Career Center

7-8 p.m.

Volunteer Orientation

Career Center

3-3:30 p.m.

Resume and Cover

Letter Writing

Career Center

4-5 p.m.

Rotunda Meeting

Student Union (across from

the Post Office)

7:30 p.m.

\<
Convocation

Jarman

4 p.m.

Involvement/

Volunteer Fair

Lankford Mall

5 p.m.

Unity Alliance

Grainger G16

8 p.m.

j BASie GGSPEL CHOIR
Rehearsal

If you love to sins and

praise GOD then this

is the place for you«

Every Thursday

WysaM06 7 p.ni«
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Mij Two Cents: Wliy Relationships?
Willard A. Vaughn

Opinion Editor

Here it is another week and

already I want to graduate. It's too

bad that they won't just give me a

degree for showing up. Hey, it's

my senior year, I deserve a break.

Yeah right.

Anyway, before I get into the

questions, several of you wanted

clarification as to what exacdy

constitutes "hot monkey sex".

Contrary to what you may be

thinking, it does not involve mon-

keys. Hot monkey sex is sexual

intercourse that is hard, fast, and

rough, and usually occurs in sever-

al different locations and in sevet^

al different positions during the

course of the activity.

Additionally, hot monkey sex

skips the awkward foreplay and

'getting to know you' stages of the

process and goes straight to the

copulation stage. This is why I

highly recommend hot monkey

sex to anyone.

However, there is some degree

of danger involved in hot monkey

sex. First of all, you have to be

physically fit and flexible enough

to perform at the optimum level

of hot monkey sex.

Second, it is wise to pick a part-

ner for hot monkey sex that you

can easily pick up and move as

need be.

There is nothing more embar-

rassing than engaging in hot mon-

key sex and attempting to move

from one area to the other and

realizing that this is not possible.

(FYI: If it is not possible to move

your parmer around the room,

then what you are doing is just

having sex, not monkey sex.)

Finally, when picking areas to

engage in the hot monkey sex,

make sure that the surface which

you choose is stable enough to

support you and your parmer in

whatever position you end up.

For example, a glass table

would be a very bad idea, but a

kitchen countertop, on the other

hand, would be a very good idea.

Now here is the question of the

week:

Dear Willard:

Whji is it that girls always want a

relationship? Can't theyjust be satisfied

with what the^ get?

Sincerely,

I know nothing about the opposite

gender.

Well, I know nothing, I will

attempt to answer this as concisely

as possible. But be aware that there

have been thousands of books

written on this topic so I could go

on for days and days. \

All humans have a need to

belong. This could mean anything

from joining an organization on

campus to wanting to be in a rela-

tionship. A relationship, meaning

going out with someone on a reg-

ular basis exclusively^ creates a dif-

ferent paradigm of belonging all

by themselves.

People, particularly women
want to feel wanted. By putting

them into a simarion where you

are being romantic with them and

all the things that go along with

that, but yet you don't want to be

in an exclusive relationship with

them, confuses them. Then they

start wondering what is wrong

with them, and it just turns ugly

from then on.

Coincidentally, guys also think

like.this to some degree, but usu-

ally don't express it for various

reasons

Basically what I am saying is

that people at this...4tage in their

life want to believe that what they

are doing is going somewhere. My

best advise to you is to examine

what you want out of the relation-

ship and go from there. If you just

want to be friends, then just be

friends. If you want more, discuss

that with her. If you don't want

either, make sure you have a reason

why You don't want to blow

something off and then regret it

later.

As always if you have a question

about love, relationships, sex,

and/or the opposite gender, feel

free to send them to

rotunda@longwood.edu.
Remember to be kind to each

other's hearts; the next one that

^^breaks might be your own.

Rotiinda Dome Signing

Platoon Loaders Class

PLC is a high-intensity internship where you attend paid

training over the summer for 6-10 weelcs.

We develop and evaluate you Leadership and Management
Skills.

Upon completion of summer training you return to college to

complete your degree. Upon graduation from college, you
decide whether to accept a commission as a Second
Lieutenant in the United States Rflarlne Corps.

Pubic Relations

The framework for the new

Rotunda dome at Longwood

University is set to go up - but not

before the Farmville community

has a chance to sign the Rotunda.

In what is >
'

a"To;S LONGWOOD

this Friday, September 5, from

3:30 to 5 p.m., and Saturday,

September 6, from 9 a.m. to

noon.

Facilities Management person-

nel at Longwood will be on hand

to direct people to the signing

location at the main construction

entrance on

y II I V iOff cere-

mony, the

Rotunda
framework

will be hoist-

ed to the top of Main Ruffner by

a 170-ton crane on Monday,

September 8, at 11 a.m.

To commemorate this mile-

stone in ' Longwood's history,

members of the public are invited

to sign the base beam of the

Rotunda before the ceremony.

The pre-signing will take place

$ I T Y

High Street.

Pens will be

provided.

Prior to

lift-off, the

beam will

be signed

by selected representatives from

Longwood, the architectural firm

of Kuntz & Associates, English

Construction Co., and the Town

of Farmville.

Also that day, a U.S. flag and a

Longwood flag will be raised on a

flagpole that will be welded to the

top of the dome framework.

What we guarantee;

-Unsurpassed leadership and management training.

•Guaranteed Pilot positions.

•Guaranteed Ground positions.

-Esprit de Corps, and pride for a unique accomplishment.

-Competitive salaries for summer training.

-Financial assistance for your remaining time in college.

-For qualified aviation officer candidates, free flying lessons upon
completion of training.

What we look fon

-Men and women who aspire to lead.

-IMen and women, freshmen through seniors.

-Men and women who are drawn to tough mental and physical

challenges.

•Men and women who want to belong to an elite organization that pride

Itself on service to country.

You can contact Captain Bruno G. Mitchell or Staff Sergeant MIcliael

Armstead at (800) 552-9548 for more Information, or visit our website

¥nifw.marlneotneer.Gom.
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HOROSCOPES by Sam Wise-Ridges

September 4, 2003

Virgo (Aug. 25^Sep. 22)

You will receive timeli) reciprocation for you good deads after a long delay in bed.

Lil>ra(Sep.23-Oct22)

You will kave kot monkey sex witk a stranger wkom you know, not in bed.

Scorpio (Oct 23. ^Nov. 21)

Sorry
,
you simply won't kave sex, not even in bed.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22^Dec 21)

Today is you lucky day, no wait, take tke week, ok kell, take tke wkole montk, in bed.

Capricorn (Dec22Jon 19)

^ Wkat do your mom and a monkey kave in common? Your bed!

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Stock up on bananas and condoms, tkere is a sweaty nigkt akead.

Pisc^(Fekl9-Mar.20) fODgU^ fe) Ch^efe
Hay un mono en su cama y queso en sus pan-

talones.

Aries(MM.21-Aprill9)

Cki is watcliing you, in Bed.

Taurus (April 20-^May 20)

Spank tkat monkey, in bed.

Gemini (May 2Uune 20)

. No wait, don t spank tke actual monkey in

your bed. Leave tkat to someone else.

Gmcer (June 21'-Julij^22)

Your future is expansive, in bed.

by Ellie Woodruff

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

You will make new friends, and visit new

places, in bed. .

Things I like to see #7; Neighbors moving in with guitars and basketballs.
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Dating Becomes Group Event

Wendy Gorman

V- Wire

Ah, the thrill of a big date: The

careful grooming, intense

wardrobe scan, and excruciating

wait for the ring of the doorbell.

Such thrills sepm to be rather

scarce in today's lifest)'les.

More frequently, single people

turn to peer groups as a dating

method.

"There's a safety in hanging out

in a group because

you get to know

them as a person

more," said Michelle

Krehbiel, a Kansas

State University

graduate and doctor-

al student in family

studies and human

services.

"Friendships are a

good way to start in

a formal relation-

ship," Krehbiel said.

The trend is evi-

dent among stu-

dents. Amy
Donnelly, sopho-

more in business,

said.

"I think people

just hang out and

start to see each

other casually rather than getting

called up and going on formal

dates together," Donnelly said.

"All my friends tend to start

dating that way. They don't go on

dates, they just hang out with

friends and meet different people

through diat."

Brad Sirnmons, junior in jour-

nalism and mass communica-

tions, also said that people are less

likely to invite a person out for

the evening.

"People are getting a lot more

lazy and they are not as quick to

go out, to take somebody out on

a date," Simmons said.

Krehbiel, whose research lies

primarily in teenage relationships,

said that earlier generations went

through more formal dating

processes, but that's changing due

to the rising average age of mar-

riage.

Many young adults want to

focus on their careers, she said.

For them, a more casual style of

dating is a preferred tactic.

"It depends on what you want

out of a relatiotfship," Krehbiel

said. "What is the goal of dating?

Is your ultimate .goal to get a life

partner?"

"I see many students who want

that out of school, to find a

spouse. I have some who say, 'I

want to get a career and set

myself up, then I'll worry about a

partner.'"

Gone are the days when guests

at a party filled out dance cards to

allot intimate, one-on-one time,

Krehbiel said.

"I find it interesting hpwjhe

formality and expectations have

changed over the years," Krehbiel

said.

Michael Oldfather, associate

professor of economics, said he

has seen dating change from the

years when he dated.

"My children range in age from

17 to 37, and none of the three

ever dated quite the same way I

did 40, 45 years ago or more - in

the '50s was when I was doing my

dating," Oldfather said.

Oldfather said he did see simi-

larities between the manners in

which people got to know each

other then and now.

"I remember times . when

groups of young men and groups

of young women found each

other at hangouts, you know the

popular, sort of like Arnold's

place," Oldfather said.

"That phenomenon that's so

much a part of the way things are

done these days is not all brand-

new. You still had to figure out

who you wanted to get to know

better."

One big change that has

occurred

over the

years,
Oldfather

said, is the

practice of

last-minute

planning.

I

remember

having
things
nailed
down for

the week-

end at least

by the mid-

dle of the

week.
What you

were going

to do for

the week-

end, if you

didn't know by Thursday, you

probably weren't going to do it."

Donnelly said planned, formal

dating has its benefits.

"I think there are advantages

because you get to know a person

one-on-one rather than just

knowing who your friends are

hanging out with," Donnelly said;

Simmons also thinks there is an

advantage to going out for a more

structured date.

"I think they are a lot more per-

sonal, a lot more intimate, because

you actually get to know a person

without your friends hanging

around you or people always com-

ing in and bugging you,"

Simmons said.

"Me personally, I'm old-fash-

ioned, so I'm all about taking a girl

out on a date and going to see a

movie or to dinner or to the park

or something like that," he said.

Yard Sale. 905 High Street. 8 A.M. -

1 P.M. Come check out the goods.

Clothing, house hold items, various

collegiate items, wedding dress, and

anything else miscellaneous A-Z.

Getting Married? Need a Wedding

Dress? Beautiful, brand new, size

6. $600 value, bargain at $150. If

interested calVDawn ©391-3413
•

.
•k.ixm,'.

T

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,

America's #1 Student Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas

and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts'.

Information/Reservations ^ 1 -800-648-

4849 or www.ststravel.com.

Rovie ixeview:

MvBy uoss s

Liz Richards

Editor-in-Chief

Ashton Kutcher equals funny.

Have you seen Punk'd on

MTV? Or have you caught an

episode of That 70's Show?

The man

knows his com-

edy, and once

again he gives

his audiences,

oh so many

laughs in his

directorial

debut, Mj Boss's

Daughter.

Kutcher
plays Tom, a

guy who works

for the boss

from hell (Andy

Richter), and is

simultaneously

falling in love

Tmi^ !# S0vit IhinpiyM yuit oOf^ 49.

Daughter
with the boss from hell's daughter

(Tara Reid).

Offered a rare chance to hous-

esit for his boss, Tom is ready to

impress his unimpressible boss

while simultaneously making his

move on Lisa (Reid).

Or so he thinks.

The housesit-

ting begins with

a threatening

doorbell ring,

and from that

moment on the

havoc doesn't

stop.

Amidst all of

his troubles (los-

ing , an owl

named OJ, driv-

ing a man to sui-

cide, etc), Tom
must come to

grips with the

fact that he

might not only

lose his job, but also the g^l.
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Women s ooccers.

sports

Opens

Season Witli 2^1 Victory
sports Information

I.ongwood University opened its

2(X)3 women's soccer campaign

with a 2-1 upset victory on the

road Saturday afternoon at

NCAA Division I Elon

Uriiversit}' in North Carolina.

The Lancers received the

gMne-winning goal from fresh-

man Kelsie

Bradberry/Richmond
(Monacan) on a header at 68:48,

assisted by classmate Tiffany

Crane/Virginia Beach (Kellam)

on a corner kick.

Longwood, competing as a

Division II independent this

year during the first year of its

four-year transition to Division I

reclassification, improves to 1-0

while Elon drops to 0-1.

The Lartcers were scheduled

to play again Tuesday,

September 2, at Division I

Campbell University in North

Carolina.

At Elon, Longwood opened

the scoring about midway

through the first half when
freshman Anna
Gravely/Virginia Beach (Cox)

another corner-kick play at

20:16, also assisted by Crane,

and the Lancers led 1-0 at the

intermission.

» The Phoenix tied the match

at 1-1 early in the second half

when Kerry McCarron notched

a goal at 51:34, assisted by

Laura Fogg, but Bradberry's

late goal proved decisive.

Elon managed to take a 12-9

advantage in shots; however,

Longwood took the important

5-1 edge on corner kicks that

made the difference.

Freshman keeper Heather

Storrie/Spring Grove, Pa.

(Spring Grove) started in goal

for the Lancers and played all

90 minutes and made three

saves to preserve the season-

openirtg triumph. Jessica

Geguzis played the first half for

the Phoenix with no saves, and

Kara Zagol played the second

half with two saves.

"We knew it would be a

tough test starting on the road

and playing against a solid DI

program in Elon, but we were

focused and up to the chal-

lenge," said head coach Todd

Dyer.

"The key was not to give up

an early goal and we defended

prett)' well in the beginning and

throughout the match. Our
passing is getting better every

game and that is important for

us because it forces the other

team to chase the ball and do

their share of defending. Both

of our goals came off of corner

kicks, which is exacdy what we
worked on Friday in practice.

On both goals. Tiffany Crane

served a fantastic ball and then

Anna Gravely and Kelsie

Bradberry did their part with

each finishing touch. We started

six freshmen on Saturday and

they certainly produced with

both of our goals and assists.

Tiffany Rice and Laura

Kilmartin were awesome in cen-

tral defense and April Lockley

had a very strong stretch in the

second half where she was real-

ly having an effect on the game.

Our goal now is to not get over

confident because we know
we're going to have to batde

every game and really earn our

results throughout the season."

Following the Campbell

match, Longwood will be idle

for just over a week before trav-

eling to South Carolina to play

Division II Francis Marion

University' on September 10.

Field Hockey 0-2 Alter First Weekend
Sports Information

The Longwood field hockey

team was held scoreless against

American University, falling to

the Eagles, 4-0, at Reeves Field.

The loss drops the Lancers to

0-2 in their first weekend of

action, while American

improves to 1-0. American took

a 2-0 lead in the first half with

strong defensive efforts that

prevented Longwood from tak-

ing any shots.

The Lancers failed to convert

their four shots in the second

half, while American tallied two

additional goals.

The Eagles outshot

Longwood, 23-4, with Sarah

Hitchings (Virginia Beach,

Va./Kempsville), Julie Price

(Stafford, Va./North Stafford),

Alexis Ramey (Westminster,

CaUf./Marina) and Shannon

Ratte (Virginia Beach,

Va./Kempsville) tallying one

shot each for the Lancers.

With 11 saves, Longwood

goalkeeper Julie Patterson

(Esmont, Va./ Monticello)

recorded her second-straight

game with more than 10 saves.

"The team was ftiuch

improved from yesterday," stat-

ed coach Joel.

"We did some nice things

today out on the field. Alexis

Ramey continues to play well,

along with Erin Sixsmith

(Alexandria, , Va./West

Potomac) and Jen Hawkins

(Virginia Beach, Va./Frank W.

Cox) who put up solid efforts as

well. The backfield greatly

improved from yesterday's per-

formance and Julie Patterson

(Esmont, Va./ Monticello) had

some spectacular saves. I really

want to acknowledge our great

support that we had this week-

end. The team is very apprecia-

tive and it was great to have

them here."

Up next, Longwood plays its

first home game against

Virginia Wesleyan on Sunday,

September 7. The 1:00 p.m.

match-up will be on Barlow

Field.

September 4, 2003

Scoring Summanj lor Men s Soccer

Tusculum - Paul Hopkins (Jonathan Gordon), 6:39, Paul

Hopkins (penalt)' kick), 30:57, Paul Hopkins (Angel Mero),

39:03, Andre Nesfield (Gerald Watt), 55:57, Paul Hopkins
(Matt DeMartini), 73:57

Longwood - Stuart Bertsch (penalty kick), 43:42

Shots: TC 13, Longwood 18

Comer Kick^: TC 3, LU 3

Fouls: TC 18, LU 24

Goalkeepers

TC - J.P. Swaminathan (10 saves, 1*GA, 90 min.)

LU - Justin Brock (5 saves, 5 GA, 90 min.)

^^'e Longwood men's soccer

team suffered its first loss of the

season to 17-th ranked

Tusculum, 5-1, today at the

Greene Coach Classic at Pioneer

Field.

Tusculum College junior for-

ward Paul Hopkins was credited

for the first three goals of the

match, scoring the first goal just

6:39 in, after taking a pass from

junior Jonathan Gordon.

His second came off a penalty

kick and junior midfielder Angd
Mero assisted on his third.

Longwoqd made it a 3-1

match with just over a minute to

play in the opening period when

junior midfielder Stuart Bertsch

(Norfolk, Va,/Maury) converted

a penalty kick past Pioneer keep-

er J.P. Swaminathan,

In the second half, Tusculum's

Score by Period
Longwood (1-1)

Tusculum (z~0)

Andre Nesfield found the back

of the net for the second time

this season at the 55:57 mark and

Hopkins added his fourth in the

73rd minute.

Longwood managed to out-

shoot Tusculum 18-13, with

Berstch and Henrik Anerskov

(Denmark /Rungstead
Gymnasium) credited with one

each. Freshman Justin Brock

(Palo Alto. Calif/Palo Alto)

made five saves for the Lancers.

The match proved to be a

physical one, as the teams had a

combined 42 fouls and seven yel-

low cards. Longwood drops to 1-

1 on the season, while Tusculum

remains undefeated at 2-0.

The Lancers take on NCAA
Division 1 opponent Elon

Wednesday at 7:00 on Lancer

Field.

1 2 F
1 1

3 2 5

Ambassador Spotlight

By: Emily Miller

Who are the people in the blue and khaki leading

around a group of parents and prospective stu-

dents? They're Ambassadors!! Ambassadors hold

many roles on campus; being tour guides is just

one. Ambassadors work closely with Alumni

Relations, as role models to other students, and'

work to enhance the Longwood community. Our

mission statement sums up what the Longwood

Ambassadors are about: Uniting the Past, Living

the Present, Guiding the Future.

J

itmtm
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RA Corner: Scantilij

Clad Preacker s Son
You know they 'bust' peopkfor

hamg alcohol or extension cords,

you know tbeji do something called

rounds, andjou know they some-

timesgii>e youfreepi:^ at hallpro-

grams. But doyou realfy know who

an KA is or what they do?

Each KA (Resident Assistant)

on Longwood's ccimpus comes back

to school early for a full week of

intensive training. Sessions include

topics such as: conflict mediation,

corfrontatwn, alcohol and drugs,

and sexual assault.

Ijeaming how to handle various

aspects of residential life prepares

RAs to helpyou.

Ifyou're interested in making a

difference on campus, in affecting

Bves, and in having a life-chan^ng

experience; thek you may want to

consider becoming an RA.

Watchfor advertising to he^n in

October that will let you know

whereto get an explication and what

the requirements arefor becmoing an

RA. More information is also

available on the Residence

Educationpage of Ijm^ood's web-

site.

To let you in

on what RAs do

and to help you

decide whether or

not to apph) to become an Rj\, The

Rotunda will bepublishing a story in

each issue from current andformer

RAs. Some are amusing and some

are serious, but all are true.

Just last night, I was on

rounds and, as I went onto 2nd

floor Cox from the stairwell, I

was nearly plowed over by a

naked freshman. He was hold-

ing boxers in his hand and cov-

ering his crotch (thankfully). I

made him stop and he became

really scared saying that he was

going be in so much trouble

because his dad was a preacher!

Then, his roommate came in

and begged me to say it was

him, so his friend wouldn't get

in trouble.

- Morgan Boehning

3rd Year Resident Assistant

Credit Card Companies May Sell Information

Ryan Floersheim

V-Wirt

Many students do not under-

stand the risks associated with

establishing a line of credit and

they are often, unaware that the

University of New Mexico could

be making a profit by selling their

information to credit card com-

panies after they graduate.

MBNA, the world's largest

independent credit card issuer,

has come under fire from public

interest groups nationwide for

contracting with universities to

purchase student information

intended to be used for solicita-

tion for their credit cards.

According to its Web site, the

credit card giant has contracts

with more than three million uni-

versity students and alumni.

The company also has con-

tracts in place with more than

700 educational institutions,

many of them wortli more than

$2 million, in return for access to

student information.

Christine Polansky, an admin-

istrative assistant at UNM's

Meatless Diet Linked to Disorder

By DanieUe Hilluc

UWire

Vegetarianism may be related to a

risk for eating disorders, accord-

ing to a recent study.

The study, conducted at

California State University-

Northridge, found that college

women who claimed to be vege-

tarians had a significandy greater

risk of developing eating disor-

ders than their meat-earing peers.

"This smdy is not saying that

all vegetarians are destined to

develop a disorder," said Ann

Chapman, dietician at Watkins

Memorial Health Center. "This

goes OH a case-by-case basis total-

ly-"

The smdy consisted of 143

female college smdents. Of these

143 participants, 30 were self-

reported vegetarians and 113 par-

ticipants were non-vegetarians.

According to the study, all par-

ticipants were similar in height,

weight, age and body mass index.

In addition, there was no differ-

ence in supplement use or meal

skipping between the two

groups.

Participants were asked to take

the Eating Attimdes Test, a 40-

item questionnaire commonly

used to assess eating disorder

tendencies. A score of greater

than 30 indicates weight preoc-

cupation and an increased risk

for eating disorders.

Thirty-seven percent of the

participating vegetarians record-

ed a score higher than 30. Eight

percent of non-vegetarians

scored above 30.

The study results showed veg-

etarians generally reported feel-

ing extremely guilty after eating,

as well as being preoccupied with

a desire to be thirmer.

Chapman said that many

women used vegetarianism as a

stepping stone to a dangerous

diet.

"When women become

restrictive with their diets due to

the fear of weight gain, meat is

one of the first things to go,"

Chapman said.

Madeline Baker, Huntsville,

Texas, junior, did not become a

vegetarian to lose weight. Baker

quit eating meat eight months

ago because of ethical and health

reasons. But she agrees with

Chapman that some women
become vegetarians for the

wrong reasons.

"Some people use vegetarian-

ism as an excuse," Baker said.

"It's a good front in public. It's an

excuse to say 'Oh, I can't eat that,

I'm a vegetarian.'"

The study supports Baker's

thinking. Because vegetarianism

is a socially acceptable lifestyle,

the study said admitting to being

a vegetarian may be an acceptable

method of eliminating entire

food groups.

Chapman said, however, that

this study does not mean vegetar-

ianism was a dangerous lifestyle.

She said that if vegetarians

included essential nutrients in

their diet, they would be fine.

"As long as the right compo-

nents and nutrients are there, veg-

etarianism, and non-vegetarian-

ism, can be healthy," she said.

Alumni Association, said the

department has a contract with

MBNA, but that it only involves

the transfer of information

about university alumni.

Polansky declined to com-

ment on how the UNM gradu-

ates' information is passed to

MBNA or how much the

Alumni Association stands to

gain. from the parmership.

"The selling of information is

a very common practice," said

Jeanne Bassett, executive direc-

tor of the New Mexico Public

Interest Research Group.

"Despite increasing pressure

from privacy groups, it is still

perfectiy legal, unethical as hell,

but perfectiy legal."

Bassett said the practice of

selling smdent information does-

n't stop there.

"Once they are through with

someone's information, they sell

it to many other companies," she

said.

"The majority of our society

is unaware of the information

that is floating around about

them. Basically, we're being sold."

Many students and alumni said

they don't appreciate mass mail-

ings and telemarketing phone

calls for credit cards.

"I always wondered how the

companies got my address and

phone number, because being

that I couldn't afford a credit card,

I never even filled out an applica-

tion for one," said Joseph Chavez,

a former smdent who attended

UNM for three years.

Sharla Reinhart, membership

development director for the

New Mexico Educators Federal

Credit Union, said while she is

aware of the practice of credit

companies purchasing informa-

tion to solicit new members, her

bank has stringent rules for

whom they offer credit cards to.

"We do not even offer lines of

credit to freshmen or sopho-

mores, and though we can't deny

anyone over 18 from applying, we

have numerous programs in place

to educate potential clients about

the risks involved with credit

cards," Reinhart said.

W.I.LL.
Women Involved in Leadership and Learning

WILL \H an organization dedic^ated to educating oth-

ers on women's issues and increasing the visibility of

women's leadersliip.

Everyone (male and female) is invited to

attend WILL'S meetings, Tuesdays at 9 in the

Student Union

Unity Alliance

We RocIl

Thursday nights

8 p.m.

Grainger G1
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Chi Alpjia Christian Fellowship

at Longwood University

Every Tuesday at 7pin in the "B" & "C"

room

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship is charged with

music, given to humor, and deals with everything

from relationships to the nature oftruS:

Visit us on the web at

www.longwoodchialpha.com
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RESERVINGAPLACE IN HISTORY

The Rotunda beams were open to faculty and students for signing last weekend,

and President Cormier takes her turn at signing a beam Monday before the hoist-

ing ceremony commenced. For more pictures of the Rotunda lifting, see page 4.

Responders Join Prince Edward

Willard A. Vaughn

Opinon Editor

Following a year-long study of

emergency services on campus,

Lx)ngwood has implemented a

new way of responding to -med-

ical emergencies.

Until the spring of last year,

campus police would do non-

emergency transports to the

hospital, as well as pick up the

students after their treatment,

free of charge.

"Campus Police [was] looking

out for the well being of stu-

dents," says Dr. Tim Pierson,

Vice President of Student

Affairs, "...but it was not in

their nature [to provide this

service]."

For liability reasons, and

because officers did not neces-

siarly possesses the training to

transport the sick and injured,

this was stopped.

Following this, Longwood

First Responders would respond

on campus to all medical emer-

gencies, no matter how minor,

and then determine whether or

not the person needed to be

transported to the hospital or

could just make an appointment

at student health.

If the student needed to be

transported, an ambulance

would be called.

The problem was that often-

times the rescue squad only had

one crew on duty to cover the

entire county.

If they were on a call, the

patient would either have to

wait, or Farmville would attempt

to send, the mutual aid organiza-

tion, Davis Ambulance.

If no crew was available, the

student would just have to wait

or find someone to take them in

a personal vehicle.

Starting this semester, there

will no longer be a wait for the

much needed emergency servic-

es on campus.

The Longwood First

Responders, who have provided

medical coverage to this campus

for a number of years have now

teamed up with Prince Edward

Volunteer Rescue Squad to pro-

vide coverage to Longwood and

the surrounding area.

The squad has also gone so

far as to allow this new affiliate

program the use of one of their

ambulances, which is planned to

be housed on campus once the

parking garage is completed.

See SERVICES p.4

Anti^Abortion Group to Visit Longwood on Day One of Tour

Farmville Second Stop

on "Virginia College

Campus" Tour

Amanda Segni

Staff Writer

An anti-abortion group plans to

protest at Longwood and other

public schools and universities

throughout Virginia as part of

their "Virginia Campus

Outreach" starting Monday,

September 1 5th.

It is all part of their "Eace

The Truth" tour, and consists of

protesters from all over the

country with a goal to educate.

students and the general public

on abortion and the use of birth

control,, both of which they

believe to be

immoral, anti-

Christian practices.

It is important that

this information is

given before the

arrival of this group

to make sure all, stu-

dents, faculty, and

staff are aware of

what this group

stands for, and what

wiU be going on when

they visit our campus.

This IS just to prepare every- ti^e that the protestors are here

one for what they might see, at Longwood.
hear, or experience during the xhese protesters are very

determined to

get their point

across, and will

use their First

Amendment
rights as much as

they can.

If you do nof

wish to witness

the protesting,

please know that

the protesters

will .not be

allowed access to

enter the dormitories and will

not be allowed to enter class-

rooms, for it will be considered

"dismrbing the peace."

These "Face The Truth" pro-

testers are planning to arrive in

Farmville on Monday, September

15th around 12:45 p.m. and will

be on Longwood's Campus until

about 2:30 p.m.

These protesters will arrive in

trucks displaying very graphic

posters and photographs that

show alleged fetuses after the

abortion process.

See ANTI p.4
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W^ords From tke Editor

A wise old man told me to

never try and eat an elephant

in one bite.

He was right, I shouldn't try

to eat a giant mammoth when
I'm never THAT hungry

I'm one of those people

that likes to get involved in

things, and I mean IN-volved.

I don't join an organization,

I join five, and then move on

to hold an office in all of

them.

The start of every fall is

alwavs hectic, and I'm luckv if

I can hold onto my sanity and

make it through the first

month.

AU of that craziness, and

exams are hiding just around

the corner. Nevertheless, I

can manage to hold everything

together with the help of my
assistants and the wonderful

Java Hut.

At one point, about a year

ago, I had piled way too much
onto my plate.

For weeks I tried being an

assistant editor for The

Rotunda, a sorority sister, an

aerobics instructor, and an

athlete, all while being enrolled

in seventeen credits.

I finally took a step back,

and realized what my priorities

were. It took every ounce of

pride to step down from one

of my "duties," but in the end

I was happy.

I realized that I wasn't

superwoman, and I couldn't

take on the world.

Every now and again, I'll

lose sight of my better judg-

ment, and add an extra helping

to my (already) overflowing

plate, but then I stop, and

remember that my eyes are too

big for my stomach.

It's hard not to get involved

at Longwood, I think the cam-

pus (almost) forces us to get

involved with other students

than just those those in their

classes.

I've heard so many times

that if "you aren't greek at

Longwood, then you don't

have a social life."

There is also the idea that if

you aren't a "citizen leader" on
campus, i.e. being involved in

more than one organization,

then you're .good deeds will be
overlooked.

A word of advice to all those

workaholics, involvementa-

holics, and I-like-being-busy-

aholics out there.

Don't overdo it, take on one

task at a time, and if all else

fails take a day off. No one will

every penalize you for taking

just one day for yourself

Remember, the elephant

cannot fit on anyone's plate,

not even yours, so don't try to

lure him on there.

Liz Richards

Editor-in-Chief

Box 2901 Phone: 434-395-2120

Longwood Universit)' Fax: 804-395-2237

Farm\ille,VA 23909 rotunda@long\vood.edu

http://lancer.long\vood.edu/org/rotunda/
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The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood University, is pub
lished weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam peri-

ods) and is printed in the offices of the Farmvilk Herald, Farmville, VA.

All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must be

received by nine p.m. die Sunday prior to die next Thursday's publica

don. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and tele

phone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not appear

on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are subject

to editing.

Tfje Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is

looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We current-

ly have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to come to

our meetings, Mondays at 7:30 p.m.

In the past .week my
fiance has informed me
that I will be kicked out
of the house two days
before the wedding cer-

emony.
Naturally, I was a litde

upset, r

As if the days leading
up to the event weren't
stressful enough, I now
have to find some place
to rest my weary head
and prepare for the cir-

cus.

Why, I asked.

Tradition.

This idea of traditions

is so wrapped up in the

wedding ceremony that

I started to wonder how
some of them began.

First of all, why am I

being put on the street

next week?
After some surfing

and checking, I discov-
ered that this is

entwined in the idea
that it is bad luck to see
the bride before the
wedding.
This tradition appar-

endy began in the
Middle Ages when mar-
riages were more of a
business proposition
than a profession of
love.

See, back then getting

married got you land,

and a lot of the girls

were apparendy, well,

hideous to look at.

Consequently many
real estate deals fell

through when the
groom saw and disap-

proved of the fine print

(his future wife).

This also led to the tra-

ditional veil and the pro-
cessional process of giv-

ing the bride away.

Apparendy, some land
deals were so important,
and the brides so ugly,

that they wore veils so
thick they could not see

where they were going,
thus the father had to

lead the bride down the
aisle and actually give
her away.

This is not to say that

all wedding traditions

are based on ugly
women, quite the con-
trary.

In fact, in Germany,
during the second centu-
ry A.D., many women
were so beautiful that
the groom had to actual-

ly steal or kidnap them
from their parents.

In such an event, the
groom would gather up
his best knights (hence
the idea of best men)

and storm the bride's

abode.

During the ceremony,
the bride was forced to
stand to the left of the
groom so that his sword
hand would be free to

fight off the bride's fam-
ily, should they discover
where the ceremony was
taking place.

The newlyweds would
then go into hiding until

the bride was pregnant
so that her family had to
accept the marriage.

Some people say this is

where the idea of a hon-
eymoon comes from.
A cheerier reason can

be found in Ireland dur-
ing the middle ages.

There, the newlyweds
were given a months
supply of mead (an alco-

holic beverage similar to
wine, but made from
honey) in order to cele-

brate the new union.
Now that is a tradition

that I can live with.

Nick Elmes

Assistant Editor
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Persecution Too Strong of a Word
Shawn Garrett

Guest Writer

Before I submit my argu-

ment against the Op-Ed
piece in the September 6th

issue of The Rotunda., "The

Persecution of the Greek

Community," I'll say this on

their behalf: it isn't the

Greeks.

There is indeed a level of

hostility (usually playful,

sometimes serious) towards

the Greek Community here

at Longwood.

Most people have an image

of frats and sororities as

being these sprawling organi-

zations lined up one after the

other in a row of university-^

owned houses along a partic-

ular street, not a couple of

guys in a room on the first

floor of some high-rise.

Whether this is the fault of

the school, the members, or

simply limited space and a

relatively small student body,

I don't know. So, yes, perhaps

there is an undue prejudice

against the Greeks, just like

the police or

Republicans...well, let's not

lose our heads.

But, this was not the point

of the article, and it isn't

mine. Mr. Kiser raises some

interesting points about cer-

tain inequities imposed on

the Greek community that I

think could use some atten-

tion from the other side.

It takes a minute for the

article to come to concrete

examples of this persecution,

and the first clear one is the

mentioning of fees. Without

talking to anyone' in the

administration about the rea-

soning behind these chapter

room usage fees, two things

occurred to me:

First, I wonder if some of

these rooms, if not ail, are

located in places that could

be used, or renovated, for

other purposes, such as

classes, offices or other

university business?

If so, it makes sense to

me that, in a school grow-

ing faster than her facilities,

every square foot becomes

solid-gold real estate.

A reasonable fee,

increased annually as finan-

cial aid requests rise and

state assistance falls, does-

n't seem to me like malice

masking as prudence.

Second, are these rooms

like.most others on campus

where student organiza-

tions meet? That is, are

they multipurpose, or are

they for the sole use of the

chapter?

Perhaps if the Greek

organizations used rooms

like other organizations, a

fee might not be in order.

However, I don't mean to

say the Greeks are at fault;

I do understand the need

for a dedicated space, and it

would be great if all organ-

izations on campus had

this opportunity. I am only

posing this rhetorically.

The next and subsequent

points deal with parties and

the seemingly unreasonable

police presence.

The cops aren't out look-

ing for a fight. Cops need

two reasons to respond to

suspected criminal activity:

being summoned, or hap-

pening upon it. Someone is

callii)g them or, by experi-

ence, they are arriving^on

their own.

Is the latter right? Just?

Well, it's not my call.

Were I a parent and my
child were at a party where

suspected criminal activity

was taking place, would I

want the cops to show up?

Of course.

Also, they can't fine or

charge you for something you

aren't doing, and I doubt they

would. Mr. Keiser uses the

phrase "of legally aged guests"

and later clarifies that as "18 to

22 year olds."

Anyone of any age can

attend a party, and you are

right, 1 8 is a legal age, but what

does that matter? The cops

aren't going to arrest you for

smoking or voting at these par-

ties.

I don't care what people do

on their o>vn time, and I too

like to relax at a party, but the

cops do care (not to mention

the universit)'), especially if

alcohol is involved.

These guys aren't crooked or

mean, they're professionals

With a long history of deatiflg

with college students. They
know what they're doing. I'm

not against parties, but neither

are the cops.

And finally from the article,

the "pitifully waning Greek

Awards night." I just wonder

how is it w^aning? Fewer atten-

dees, or fewer deserving of

awards, and how is this the

fault of the university?

But all of this is debatable

and I don't claim to be any

kind of expert.

I do however think it's not a

bad idea to bring up a recent

attempted take over by the

embattled Greeks of the Gyre

office. Not only is the name on

the door, but also the Gyre is

very much an alive and func-

tioning organization.

If you guys need some place

to meet, you might want to

check out Lancaster. I'm sure

financial aid doesn't really need

all that room after the year has

started, or maybe Dr.

Cormier's office. I'm sure

she'd love to hear about the

"radically new *Uniyersity' visi-

bly rising from the ground

around us."

props and drops
Props:

+ To President Cormier because we love you!

+ To passing Spanish exams.

+ To Sexual Responsibility Week.

-h To no more references to Monkey Sex

+ To trying to mail yourself home so you don't have to pay

for a ticket.

Drops;

- To the overcrowded Language Labs.

- Picnic Lunches

:z.

Students Brace Themselves

for Street Preacher

TVudy Berry

Guest Writer

Students expect Dennis Green, a self-described "street preacher,"

to conduct one of his "sidewalk" ministries on the public streets

of Longwood on Monday, September 15, between 1 1 :00 a.m. and

4:00 p.m. Mr. Green has targeted Longwood for his annual "Face

the Truth. Tour," where students expect him to demonstrate

against freedom of choice agendas.

We expect Mr. Green to preach, evangelize, and distribute

biased and misleading literature, and display large, graphic pho-

tos of aborted fetuses in his attempt to promote his pro-life agen-

da; we also expect him to protest against homosexuality.

Mr. Green is well versed on legal matters and he^ and his fol-

lowers who we expect to rally with him on campus, take their

aggressiveness to the full limit of the law: we fully expect them

to engage in antagonistic, in-your-face tactics to intimidate and

anger students and cause them to retaliate against them through

verbal or physical assault.

Student leaders have joined together to organize a non-verbal,

non-violent counter demonstration to allow students to exercise

their freedom to peaceably assemble, their right to free speech,

and to exhibit their confirmation of their right to freedom of

choice by distributing informative literature and displaying their

own signs, posters, and banners depicting their opposing views of

Mr. Green's agendas.

Additionally, your SGA is organizing a panel of student and

guest speakers to engage in a peaceful, informative debate

regarding abortion rights issues: all students are welcome and

highly encouraged to attend this Open Forum to listen to the

speakers, to ask questions, and ultimately gain more knowledge

about this controversial issue. The Open Forum is scheduled for

September 16 in the Student Union (Lankford) Balhroom (time

TBD).

Ifyou wish to protect your right to choose, and to join us in our

counter demonstration, contact Trudy Berry (tbberry@long-

wood.edu), or Mike Smith (masmith@longwood.edu). Or meet

us in the Ballroom where we will make signs, posters, and ban-

ners on Thursday, September 11, at 9:00 p.m.; bring your poster

board and supplies (we will have limited supplies available).

Ifyou wish to exercise your freedom of choice; before pro-life

advocates rescind it, to stand with and supp<Ht Mr. Green and his

agendas, you are also welcome and free to do so.
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PAGE 4 News
Monday morning ^ at
II, President
Cormier spoke at the
hoisting of the new
dome Rotunda
structure.
Students, faculity,
and townspeople
had been invited to
the ceremony.
The finished exteri-
or dome will be
made round with the
addition of wood
trusses.

Di1Vision Ui Come
Steve Reeves

Guest Writer

Ready or not, here we come.

The Longwood University

Athletic teams are gearing up

for what is to be an exciting

year of intercollegiate sports.

The new classification of

Longwood to Division I sta-

tus is the outcome of an April

1999 meeting which brought

up the option of re-classify-

ing Longwood from Division

II, to Division I.

The "exploratory period,"

which was set into place last

year was the first step in a

process that will take an addi-

tional four years to complete.

This year the teams of LU are

looking at schedules that con-

sist of 75% Division I com-
petition.

This increase in the num-
ber of Division I opponents

will prove to be a good indi-

cation of the level of compe-
tition that will soon be seen

night in and night out.

Leleand Beale, a member
of the Men's basketball team

stated that this move would

be a "Big step up for the

University, and it would bring

great things in the future."

As well as there being an

increase in the number of

Division I opponents, there

will also be an increase in the

number of scholarship grants

.given from 43 per year, (pres-

ent amount) to 103 per year,

once the school is officially

classified as a Division I com-
petitor. (Source- Athletic

Director Rick Mazzuto)

This increase of almost

150%' will allow for the

recruiting of athletes to be

done more frequendy, which

will in turn, raise the quality

and overall skill level, of the

teams here at Longwo<Sd. As
stated by President Cormier
in a previous ardcle enddled:

"Longwood's Sports Teams

Go Division I," written by

Lauren Cooper: "Division I

status will enhance both our

institutional image and our

recruitment efforts."

In a recent conversation

with Director of Athletics,

Rick Mazzuto, it was men-
tioned that along with the

newly acquired Division I sta-

tus, there would also be an

enhancement of on-campus

sports facilities, a change that

would benefit the student

body, as well as the athletes.

As Longwood approaches

a new phase in its develop-

ment as an institution for

learning, as well as a place

where sports thrive, one thing

is certain. Division I status

will no doubt serve as a cata-

lyst for the overall quality of
the school.

The dream of playing at a

Division I level is soon to be

the reality of many student-

athletes.

September 11, 2003
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New Director of Honor and Judicial Board
Kelly Fischer

Guest Writer

A new Honor and Judicial

Board director is on the

Longwood Universit)' campus

and he goes by the name of

Richard Chassey. For those that

don't know, the honor and judicial

system is a huge part of

Longwood Universit)'. Chassey is

in charge of all three main

branches which are the Honor

Board, Judicial Board, and the

Senate.

Richard Chassey is not new to

the Virginia area. Richard was

born in New York and grew up in

Massachusetts and Vermont

before his family moved to

Virginia in the early 80s. With an

impressive academic record, it's

no surprise that Chassey was cho-

sen for the job here at Longwood.

Richard attended college in

Michigan, where he was a Pre-

Veterinarian Science major, but

soon moved over to our neigh-

boring school, Hampden-Sydney,

where he switched his major to

Psychology. Chassey then went

on to acquire his Masters in

Counseling at the University of

Virginia. He also obtained his

PHD in Counselor Education and

Developmental Psychology.

Richard is excited to be here at

Longwood and has plans to

observe the system and make

changes where needed. He adds,

"I admire the fact that the system

is student-run." Chassey has

mosdy new board members for

the Judicial and Honor Board but

for the Senate, he says they are

still working on nominations that

*should be sorted out within the

next week.

When asked how students

should get involved with the

Honor and Judicial system.

Chassey comments on upcoming

events, "Honor and Integrit)'

week is the last week in October

and there are several things going

on during that week that inform

students about the system. Also,

smdents should attend the mock

hearing to get a better under-

standing of how a hearing actual-

ly goes. Another way to get

involved is to apply for the Senate

which is a good balance of the

Honor and Judicial system."

Richard Chassey is a good pick

for the job. He strives for an hon-

est and fair system and conclude^-'

with advice to the students of

Longwood when coming to a per-

sonal trial, "The best thing to do

is be completely honest, com-

pletely truthful. If they are

responsible for a violation, to

think about what they did and

why. If there are questions and

concerns, to give me a call."

SERVICES cont'd p.l

In addition, the county and

the Town of Farmville are

now utilizing paid crews dur-]

ing the weekday hours to

ensure adequate coverage for

the county.

This has apparently been

effective; "The amount of

mutual aid calls have

decreased," said Joe Sposa,

NREMT-P, Director of

Operations for Davis

Ambulance.

However, the drawback to

this new system is that now
students could potentially be

cliarged a great deal of money

for an ambulance ride to the

hospital.

Prince Edward Volunteer

Rescue Squad will bill the stu-

dent's insurance first, and if

there is a co-pay, it wijy|^en be

the responsibility of the stu-

dent.

This can be avoided by pur-

chasing a squad care member-

ship for $25 a year.

This membership will cover

any additional expense

accrued by a trip to the hospi-

tal not covered by insurance.

It does not cover mutual aid

calls, and there are no plans in

the future for the University

to cover this expense on

behalf of the students.

Additionally, the Universitv

does not get any part of the

funds generated by the sale of

the squad care memberships.

If you, or someone you

know, is sick or injured on

campus, 9-1-1 is still, the best

plan <)f acdon to ensure that

,any life (threatening problems

are ad<squately assessed.

Students are still able to

transport people to the hospi-

tal via personal vehicles, and if

the rescue squad shows up a

student does not necessarily

have to be transported by

them.

However, in the case of

severe injury or sickness, going

by ambulance is still the best

option.

New Recreation Director

ANTI Cont'd p.l

There >vill be protesters

carrying signs, posters,

and pictures, while

protesting things such as:

all forms of birth control

(the pill/patch, Depo-
Provera, and the morning-

after pill), the performing

of abortions, and may try

to incorporate the protest-

ing of homosexuality at

this event as well.

Several students have

plans to peacefully count-

er-protest this event, and
they have asked th;it all

other Longwood students,

faculty, and staff do the

same.

In the opinion of an

anonymous student, "This

is not just about abortion,

this is about having the

right to choose."

As far as classes and all

other activities on campus
are concerned, everything

is to be business as usual.

It is not encouraged that

students miss their classes

to witness or participate in

the event.

It is also important that

if approached by a pro-

tester, that all students,

faculty and staff of
Ix>ngwood handle the sit-

uation in a calm and
mature fashion, despite

what the protesters say or

do.

This is a matter of
much importance to

many women and w^ith

valid reason.

As Mahatma Gandhi
once said, "We must be

the change we wish to see

in the world."

Speak up, now is your

chance to let yourself be

heard.

Stacey Kluttz

GtmtWnttr

Over the summer,
Longwood University post-

ed an available job position

for Campus Recreation

Director and successfully

hired Jeromy Runion.

For some students, the

unfamiliar face has been
seen working in the Her

Btiilding and Lancer Gym
involved in various jobs and

activities.

Runion isn't from
Virginia. Instead, he grew
up all over the Southeast,

and attended college in

Knoxville, TN,, where he

Studied and received a

Bachelor's Degree in Sports

Mariagement.

He then continued with

graduate work in Mississippi

and earned a Master's in

College Student Personnel.

While involved in under-

graduate and graduate work,

Runion helped construct a

new recreation building, a

huge project he is proud to

.have been a part of.

As a result, he says, "I'm

looking forward to working

with the students and pro-

viding the best programs for

everyone."

As Campus Recreation

Director, Runion is involved

in providing open gyra

activities such as basketbafl

and hockey in Lancer; run-

ning the pool area and

weight room, as well as fill-

ing job positions; intramural

sports; and aerobic pro-

grams. ;

Keeping busy and work-

ing on improving the cam-
pus, Runion wanted to work
at a smaller campus so he

could interact and work with

students in areas they enjoy,

such as sports.

He's open to new ideas

and carries a confident, pos-

itive attitude that will

become more familiar to

students, faculty, and the

campus of Longwood
University as the school year

continues.

Runion is enthusiastic and

ready to move forward by

saying, "My goal for

Longwood is to have the

best campus rec. in the state.

I believe it can happen and i|

will happen." f

Video Sfwming of Ihe Lemon Qrove Incident,

"Produced Sy 'Pmd'Espinosa of*K!PBS in San "Diego , 1986

58:22 minutes

September 15, 2003 @ 11:45 am -1:15 pm

LanffirdStudent Union ("B "Rpom)

"Ihe Lemon Qrove Incident' is the story of the nation's first

successful legal chaiknge to schoolsegregation, 14 years Before

the Supreme Court outlawedseparation Sy race in the land-

marlicase "Broum v. "Boardof'Education. Using a combina-

tion ofdramatizedscenes, archivedfootage, andpersonal recol

lections, the program ejcamines the response of the Me^Qcan-

American comTnunity, along ziith the anti-Mexican climate

promptedBy the "Depression era.'

'

«

:}esus "Ksmgelfor the "J^w "Jorkjmzs, 1986

Sponsors:

Th iMuttictdturcUAdinsory Ccmmittee, The IntematianalStudent

Mtisoni Committee and InternationalStudies 9{al[

L Questions to Lonnie Calhoun 434 39S-2J95

mmmmammmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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fAnniuf wee/fEHO
Barry Drake
60's Rock & Roll

Lankford Ballroom

9 p.m.

Men's Soccer

@ODU
4:30 p.m. /V-

S6A Meeting

Lankford ABC Rooms
3:45 p.m.

Volunteer Orientation

Career Center

5-5:30 p.m.

Picnic Lunch

Lankford Mall

11:30 a.m.

Cross Country

@Averett Invitational

11 & 11:45 a.m.

Tennis

vs. shepherd (W.Va.)

1p.m.

LP Movie

Findingl^emo

ABC Rooms

2:30 p.m.

Second City

Comedy Tour

Jannan

8 p.m.

Field Hockey
@IUP

10 a.m. & noon

Women's Soccer
©Liberty

4 p.m.

Getting Married? Need a

Wedding Dress? Beautiful,

brand new, size 6. $600 value

Bargain at $150. If interested

call Dawn @ 391-3413

NPC & IFC

Recruitment Begins

Field Hockey
©Indiana (Pa.)

12:30 p.m.

Men's Soccer

@ODU
2:30 p.m.

6yre Meeting

Amelia Room
6 p.m.

Jewish Student

Organization

Interest Meeting

Lankford A Room
7 p.m.

Mi 1̂7

Mini Job Fair

Hiner Lobby

10 a.m.- 4 p.m.

Women's Soccer
@Barton (N.C.)

2 p.m.

Disney Recruitment

Wygal204
5 p.m.

Martial Arts Club

Tabb Wrestling Room
7:30' 9:30 p.m.

Sexual Responsibility

Week Begins

How to Preparje

for a Job Fair

Career Center

4' 5 p.m.

Interviewing Workshop
Career Center

7'8 p.m.

Rotunda Meeting

Student Union (across from

the Post Office)

7:30 p.m.

Hispanic Heritage

Symposium
See ads p. 5 and 9

\

Ûnity Alliance

Grainger G16

8 p.m.

Woodburn Road
Lighthouse Cafe

9:30 p.m. $3 cover

BASIC GOSPEL CHOIR
Rehearsal

Iff you love to sins and

praise GOD then this

is the place ffor you*

Every Thursday

Wysal 106 7 p*m*
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Letters from London
Paula Nusbaum

Staff Writer

Hello. My name is Paula Kay

Nusbaum and I am a senior

English major here at

Longwood University.

This semester I will be

studying at the University of

Westminster right in the mid-

dle of London, England.

1 am very excited about this

new adventure and can't wait

to leave this upcoming week-

end.

As a former section editor

for The Rotunda I thought this

would be a great opportunity

to share my thoughts and

experiences of Lxjndon life

with you in this weekly col-

umn.

I have never visited coun-

tries outside the US, so I am
somewhat of a novice when it

comes to European travel. I'm

hoping that through this expe-

rience I will not only learn

more about another culture,

but also more about myself.

The only thing I'm expect-

ing is the unexpected. To pre-

pare for something you have

no experience for takes the

fun and adventure out of it.'

So I hope you enjoy reliv-

ing my experiences this

semester and will be left with

a better understanding of life

outside the US.

If you are considering a

semester abroad, or just want

to learn more about the expe-

rience, you can contact the

International Affairs office,

located in Lancaster 124 or

call them at x2172.

You can also learn more

about other cultures by get-

ting involved in the new
organization, the Internati-

onal Student Advisory Club,

which you can e-mail at

LU_ISAC @yahoo .com . If

you have any questions or

comments about my column

while I am abroad you can

contact me at

pknusbau@longwood.edu.

Ambassador Spotligkt
Emily Miller

Guest Writer

What is the history of

Longwood's name?

Longwood University has had

many names.

In 1839, when it was founded,

the school was called Farmville

Female Seminary Association.

In 1 860, die school became the

Farmville Female School. The

school became the first state insti-

tution of higher learning for

women in Virginia when it became

the Normal School.

As the curricula expanded, the

named changed. In 1914, it became

the State Normal School for

Women, then the State Teachers

College at Farmville in 1924, and

Longwood College in 1949. In

2002, Longwood College became

Longwood University.

Where did "Longwood"

come from?

In 1928, the college bought a

piece of the Longwood Estate to

expand onto.

The Longwood Estate was

established in 1765 by Peter

Johnston, Sr. Johnston, a Scottish

immigrant purchased a large

spread of land in Prince Edward

County, where he build the origi-

nal Longwood House.

The name Longwood seems to

be bastardization of the Scottish

word "Loughwood," which was

the name of the Johnston castie in

Scodand.

Features

My Two Cents: Psijckotic Blunders
WiUard Vaughn

Opinion Editor

There is a certain point in

your life when you realize that

birthdays don't mean as much
anymore.

At 16, your life changes

completely because you finally

have the freedom to drive by

yourself At 18, you legally

become an adult, which

means you can vote, smoke,

and buy porn legally.

At 21, you can drink alco-

holic beverages. After 21, the

downhill spiral begins, and

you start to realize that with

each passing year you just

become older, fatter, and

balder.

I realized this on Monday,

when I turned 22 years old.

I've driven my first car,

smoked my first cigarette, and

drank my first drink in a strip

club. I've been in fights,

known a few women, and

looked death in the eye. Now,

my young life is over. I think

now it's time I became an

adult. Which sucks, because

now all I have to look forward

to is old age, and having more

hair on my butt than on my
head.

Anyway, this week's ques-

tion is something that I think

we can all relate to:

Dear WiUard:

No matter what I do or where I

go, I seem to always attractpsychot-

ic women. These women are always

nice and sweet atfirst, hut the more

I get to know them, the more their

deep emotional problems come out.

Or, I meet someone, and a week

later they're deeply in love with me

and want to spend the rest of their

lives with me.

So exactly what causes these

women to be that wccy and what can

I do to meet someone normal?

Sincerely,

Can't take it no more

Well, there are many rea-

sons why people (not just

women) act in the maimer in

which you described. I am of

the belief that this "psychosis"

is more socialized than it is

psychological. If someone is

told all their life that they're

fat and smpid, they're going to

grow up believing that they

are fat and stupid and because

of this they feel inferior.

Now, just because someone

Comnittter
Open Fonim with Town
QfBcials and Longwood

Officials

September 16, 2003

3-5:00 p.m.

Ballroom In Lankfbrd

Come and share your
questions, comments, and

concerns

Offlcx (MTOMiumatfv iJfi^ llieCoimmitw Studcatt Association
Inter-finternhyCouncil, StodeBtGo^cmmentAssocladkHi,

and die LanldSMid StftKleiitUotoa

feels like this on the inside,

does not necessarily mean that

they will go around appearing

to feel sorry for themselves on

the outside. This is also social-

ized, because most people

don't consider it normal to

walk around crying and telling

everyone they see "My daddy

called me smpid when I was

8". So, humans develop

defense mechanisms, or

"fronts," so that their vidnera-

bility doesn't always show.

Then, in walks you. My
guess is that you've probably

been told once or twice that

you're a nice guy. You gen-

uinely care about other people

and you let them know this.

The problem is that when

you tell someone that may not

have been conditioned to

know what it means to be

cared for correctiy, that you

care about them for who they

are, they will either open up

completely (thus the psychotic

effect), or they will shut down
and never speak to you again.

The only advice that I can

give you my friend is to stop

being so damn nice. If this

isn't an option for you, then

you need to learn to maintain

control of the relationships

you develop.

Don't let someone take you

to a place in their lives that you

don't feel comfortable going

to. It may be a bit insensitive,

but you have to take care of

yourself before you can ever

care about someone else.

If you continue to act recep-

tive to someone's issues, then

that is what is going to define

the relationship.

When she runs out of prob-

lems to complain about, then

she's going to move on to

someone else and leave you

wondering what happened.

It's okay to be there for

someone, but make sure that

you have more in common
with who you choose to have a

relationship with than just

your mumal emotional scars.

If you have any questions

about sex, love, relationships,

women, men, or anything else,

feel free to send them to

rotunda@long;wood.edu with

"Willard" as your subject.

Always remember to be kind

to" each other's hearts; the next

one that breaks might be

yours.
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HOROSCOPES by Sam Wise-Ridges

Virao(Aufl.23-SeFx22)

Ckeck out ike (ootvyeor in ijoiur signilicant otkers doseiU it is lander tkan ^oiur own, ma^be ijour signilicant otker lias

been wearing tkoaeboot^soootin skoes to Ix^t-scootwitk someone else.

libra (Sep. 23-Oct 22)

People witk hiQ konkers don t visit mij ideal paradise. But il i^ou kave a good tan ijou can still get lei d.

Scorpio{Oct23.^Nov.2I)

You know il ijou were on Cops tkeworld would be a muck better place. Don t take tkis newlound autkoriti) too lar tkougk

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21)

Molest tkejudge and bui) ijoursell an aquittal

Capricorn (Dec 22--Jan 19)

Don t drop tke soap.

Aquarius (Jan. 20''Fek 18)

Don t grope tke coack.

Pisce8(Fdxl9^Mar.20)

Tell ijourmom tkanks.

Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)

Don t tell ijour dad.

Taurus (April 20-Ma^ 20)

Temptwko?Wko needs tobe on T.V. tobe a

skit?

Gemini (Ma^ 21-June20)

Ckupa ckups, ckocolate sauce,and ckerries.

Okm^!

Cancer (June21-Jul^ 2^

«;.;'^

foijgae Id CT:ie«k by Ellie Woodruff

\,

V f -
i

w i \

lour T r s fe^idS w , \ \
- Tt!:>T

HCro v^'^ort '^\\c>,'i^ l.^OU'T

6u^...'!T
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"GREASE " is tkeWord
The generational favorite is coming back to the theatre

PAGE 9

Press Release

The first production of the

Academy of Fine Arts'

2003-2004 MainSTAGE
season is the rollicking,

lively and funny musical,

"GREASE."
An exhilarating parody

of high school high jinx

during the golden age of

rock 'n' roll, "GREASE"
takes a look at the dress,

manners, morals and music

of 1950's teenagers.

Blast back to Rydell

High and experience (or

re-experience) the 50's

with Danny Zuko, the

Burger Palace Boys, Sandy,

Rizzo, and the Pink Ladies.

Enjoy hit songs like

"Summer Nights,"

"Greased Lightnin'," "We

Go Together," "Born to

Hand Jive" and "Beauty

School Dropout."

Find out why
"GREASE" is still the

word! Performance dates

and times for this KALEI-
DOSCOPE Event are

September 13, 19, 20, 26

and 27 at 7:30 p.m., and

September 14 and 28* at

2:30 p.m. (*The show on
the 28th will be sign inter-

preted with discount tick-

ets available for the hearing

impaired.)

Tickets range from $7 to

$14 and go on sale

Tuesday, September 9.

Call (434)846-3804 or

visit the Box Office at 1815

Thomson Drive,

Lynchburg, Tuesday
through Friday between 10

a.m. and 6 p.m., Saturday

between 10 a.m. and 2

p.m., or one hour prior to

curtain.

/Mtt^^'

Alumni On Fox Television

Kristin Cobb and Eric Hurt, both Lon^wood^rads,

heat up this season on Temptation Island

Liz Richards

Editor-in-Chief

Longwood alumni
Kristin Cobb and Eric

Hurt are one of the cou-
Tettiptation Island, Fox's pies on the show,
successful show about Cobb, 22, reigns from
couples willingly putting Mechanicsville, and Hurt,
their relationship to the 26, is from Charlottsville.

test by staying on a The couple were in the

secluded island, only to process of moving to

be separated from their California when they
loved ones and tempted were asked to audition

by the sizzling singles for the show while mak-
that also live on the

island.

On the very last day,

the couples reunite, and
decide whether they

want to stay together.

ing a pit stop in Las

Vegas.

Cobb, a Graphics
Design major, is now a

stand-in -on Fox's new
show "the O.C."

lbitniit.lilLli$iiy:

'rt r^cmitlngm
,
lippsiN* If. I^lc fM f»»

Hiik ijijj' ..ji'iiiip
'

Loti^iiuood University

Office offMtdticuCturatAffairs

invites you to the Hispanic/Latino Awareness CefeSration

ivitk

MidieC Zjajur, J^ounder/President andCEO,

Virginia ^panic CfiamBer ofCommerce

1he%apidPofulatioiiQro'ivtfiand

^ar^t of9€spanics in Virginia

SeptemBer IS, 2003 @ 7:00 pm- 8:30pm

lihfgaiAuditorium

Sponsor:

Assistant Professor MitcMCAdrian, ofManagement and 'Business &
'Economics,

College of'Business -^J-s.

^R^ption to JoUow
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Men s Soccer Wins One Loses T
sports Information

Longwood University had an

unusally busy week of competi-

tion, facing NCAA Division I

opponents Elon and Virginia

Military Institute along with

Division II North Carolina-

Pembroke.

The Lancers fell to Elon 1-0

September 3, defeated VMI 2-1

September 5, and lost at NC-
Pembroke 5-0 September 7.

longwood drops to 2-3 on the

season, and is back on the road

this weekend, September 12-14, at

the Stihl Classic hosted by

Division I Old Dominion

University.

The Lancers' first home game

of the season against Elon proved

to be a challenge as both teams

fought through rough field condi-

tions left by early /afternoon

storms. '

Both teams came out in full

force in the first half Longwood

missed three scoring opportuni-

ties during the first 45 minutes of

action, as shots by freshmen

James Agorsor (Gambrills,

Md./South River) and Henrik

Agerskov (Denmark/Rungsted

Gymnasium) along with sopho-

more Matt Dishner

(Mechanicsburg, Pa. /Jefferson

Forest {Va.}) came up short.

The teams were scoreless at the

break. In the second half, Elon's

Matt Bengston gave the Phoenix

a 1-0 lead at the 60:11 mark,

booting the ball into the back

right corner of the net from 25

yards out.

Longwood had several

chances to convert late in the

second half but Elon's defense

proved to be too much.

The Phoenix outshot the

Lancers 11-9, including five shots

on goal to Longwood's three.

The Lancers' sophomore goal-

keeper Bryan Sanford

(Springfield/West Springfield)

allowed one goal, but managed

to Collect four saves.

At VMI, junior Stuart

Bertsch's (Norfolk/Maury) head-

er with three minutes left lifted

Longwood to a 2-1 victory and

marked the Lancers' first win

over a Division I opponent this

season.

The Lancers got on the board

13 minutes into the first half as

Dishner drilled a 30-yard shot

into the back of the net.

VMI evened things up at the

42:23 mark when freshman for-

ward Alec Winsper scored his

first collegiate goal.

At Pembroke, the Lancers

were handed their second

shutout of the season this after-

noon as Longwood was taken

down by the Braves 5-0 at the

Irwin Belk Soccer Complex.

The Braves jumped on the

WO
board 13 minutes into the contest

and did not let up, as three goals

were scored £^nst the Lancers

in the first half and two in the

second.

Longwood freshman goalkeep-

er Justin Brock (Palo Alto,

Calif/Palo Alto) grabbed seven

saves in 90 minutes for the

Lancers.

Senior forward Mark Connelly

(Warrenton/Fauquier) led

Longwood with four shots, fol-

lowed by freshman Adonis

Stowers (Hampton/Phoebus)

with two.

Through five games, the

Lancers are led by Bertsch with

three goals, including two game-

winning goals.

Dishner and Stowers are both

credited with one goal this sea-

son.

Bertsch also leads Longwood

with 13 shots, followed by

Dishner with eight. Sharing time

in the net this season are Sanford

and Brock.

Sanford has tallied nine saves

in 180 minutes and has a .818

saves percentage.

Brock is credited with 15 saves

and a .577 saves percentage in 270

minutes of action.

At the Stihl Classic, Longwood

will face Division I the College of

William & Mary on the 12th at

4:30 p.m. before playing host

ODUonthe 14 at 2 p.m.

COME SEE WHAT IT'S ALL ABOUT!

ALUMNI & GUEST
SPEAKERS

PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIELDS OF HUMAN
SERVICES, SOCIAL WORK AND

HEALTH CARE.

SEPT. 18^« 7PM GRAINGER 116

TIME FOR QUESTION AND ANSWER
FOLLOWED BY A RECEPTION.

SIGN UP AT THE CAREER CENTER X2063

OR IN LANCASTER 139

THE FOLLOWING ORGANIZATIONS WILL BE
REPRESENTED:

-UVA, CLIMCAL SOCIAL WORKER
-HOSPICE OF CENTRAL VA, MEDICAL SOCLVL WORKER

-VIRGINL\ COOPERATIVE EXTENSION, EXTENSION AGENT
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT

Women s Cross Country Takes Fourtk

Place at Elon/Higk Point Invitational

Women s Tennis Goes toMWC Invitational

sports Information

Longwood University

women's tennis participated in

the 2003 MWC Invitational

hosted by Mary Washington

College in Fredericksburg

September 6-7.

The event was a singles and

doubles format with no team

scores.

The Lancers will next play

September 13, hosting

Shepherd (WVa.) at 1 p.m. on
the Lancer Covirts.-

At MWC, freshman

Romana Bucur/Brasov,

Romania, senior Cecilia

Robinson/Lynchburg
(Brookville), sophomore
Ashley Moore/Midlothian

(Midlothian), and senior

Laura Whitehurst/

Chesapeake (Western

Branch) led Longwood with

their respective 1-2 records in

singles competition. Bucur

.^

\

X
^.,

played in flight one,

Robinson played in flight

two, while Moore and

Whitehurst each played in

flight four.

Others competing in sin-

gles included senior Loren

Robertson/Fairfax
(Robinson) (0-3, Fl), sopho-

more , Jessica

Farr/Williamsburg {Lafayette)

(0-3, F2), along with freshman

Nancy Hott/Fairfax (WT.

Woodson) (0-2, F3).

In doubles, Moore and

Whitehurst led the Lancers

with their 1-2 record in flight

two, followed by Bucur and

Robertson (0-2, Fl) along

with Farr and Hott (0-2, Fl).

Following the Shepherd

match (a doubleheader with

the Lancer men), Longwood
will participate in the East

Coast Collegiate

Championships October 19-

21 in Newport News.

Sports Information

Longwood University totaled 91

points to finish fourth among 12

teams at the 2003 Elon/High

Point Invitational September 6 in

Greensboro, North Carolina.

First-year head coach Rich

Firth is guiding the Lancers this

season.

Carson-Newman College took

the overall title among the non-

Division I schools with 58 points

at Hagan Stone Park.

Longwood will return to

action September 13 with its par-

ticipation in the Averett

Invitational in Danville.

At the Elon/High Point meet,

Women s Golf in

sports Information

The Longwood University

women's golf team carded an

overall team score of 645, tying

the Lancers for 18th place, at the

Unlimited Potential/Bay Tree

Classic. The three-day tourna-

ment was shorted to two days of

competition, with Saturday's

round being cancelled due to rain.

Coastal Carolina took first place

in the competition with a team

score of 602, followed by James

Madison in second with a team

total of 615. In individual scor-

ing. Tiffany Woodyer (Braunton,

North Devon, England/ Millfield

junior Lyriette Robinson/Mineral

(Louisa Co.) led Longwood with

her time of 20:47 to place 14th

among 118 runners overall in the

5K (3.1 miles) event.

Following Robinson across the

finish line were classmates Jessica

Walton/Williamsburg
Qamestown) (20:55, 16th) and

Tiffany Denby/Charlottesville-

(Monticello) (21:39, 29th), senior

Kristel Moser/Roanoke

(Northside) (21:46, 32nd), along

with junior Holly Miller/Newport

News (Woodside) (23:21, 60th).

Following the Averett competi-

tion, Longwood will participate in

the James Madison Invitational in

Harrisonburg.

Eigkteentk Place

School) led the Lancers with

rounds of 78 and 77 for a total of

155 and tying for 29th place.

Stephanie Hicks (Bumpass, Va./

Louisa County) finished tied for

32nd with a two-round total of

156, followed by Amanda
Diamond (Leesburg, Va,/

Potomac Falls) tied for 55th with

a total of 159, Mary Millage

(Ennismore, Ontario, Canada/St.

Peter's Secondary) with a 175 and

Tucker McCarthy with a total of

185. The Lancers will be back on

the.course September 27 and 28 at

the Elon/Sea Trail Intercollegiate

Championships in Sunset Beach,

N.C.
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sports Information

Longwood University Director of

Athletics Rick Mazzuto has

announced die appointment of

three new assistant coaches at the

institution.

Jon Atkinson is the assistant

coach for men's soccer; Ahmad

Dorsett is a second assistant for

men's basketball; and Kiera

Manlove is a second assistant for

women's basketball.

The new appointments coincide

with Longwood's current four-year

reclassification transition toward

NCAA Division I certification in

2007 as part of an overall strategic

plan to raise the visibility and pro-

file of the University.

"These three new hires are part

of the building process to enter

Division I competition next year,"

explained Mazzuto. "These indi-

viduals are a key to a more aggres-

sive recruiting program and inten-

sive skill instruction."

Atkinson previously was an

assistant coach at West Virginia

Wesleyan College since 1999.

He was the ,WVIAC Scholar-

Athlete of the Year as a senior

team member at Wesleyan, scoring

a school-record 28 goals.

As an assistant coach, Atkinson

helped guide WVWC to t\j^o con-

ference tides and a runners-up fin-

ish in three years.

He also was the head coach of

boys and girls soccer at Lewis

County (W.Va.) High School dur-

ing 2001-02.

Atkinson managed Pitz Soccer

in England from 1997-99, and has

coached youth soccer in both

England and the United States

since 1996.

A native of Newcastie,

England, Atkinson earned his B.S.

in sports management from

Wearside College, his B.A. in busi-

ness administration from

Sunderland University, and his

MBA from West Virginia

Wesleyan College.

Atkinson is married to women's

basketball assistant coach Nikki

Atkinson, a former Ail-American

and Academic Ail-American stu-

dent-athlete at Longwood.

Dorsett previously was an assis-

tant boys varsity coach at Forest

Park High School in Manassas

since 2001 after one year in a sim-

ilar position at Stonewall Jackson

High School, also in Manassas.

He was a health and physical

education teacher at Forest Park as

well, and was the camp director

for the school's basketball camp.

Dorsett has also been involved

with summer basketball camps at

the University of Virginia and his

alma mater, George Mason

University.

Dorsett^as a four-year team

member at George Mason, earn-

ing Colonial Athletic Association

(CAA) All-Rookie Team honors in

1997.

A team captain as a senior, he

helped the Patriots to the 1999

CAA Tournament Championship

and an NCAA Tournament

appearance. Dorsett received his

B.S. in exercise science and health

promotion from GMU in 2000,

and is currendy pursuing his mas-

ter's degree in counseling and

development.

A native of Woodbridge,

Dorsett and his wife, Deborah,

have a two-year-old daughter,

Leiannah and are expecting their

second daughter this winter.

Manlove is a 2003 graduate of

West Chester University in

Pennsylvania where she was a

four-year team member and the

2000 Pennsylvania State Adiletic

Conference (PSAC) East Rookie

of the Year. She was also a three-

time PSAC East first-team selec-

tion and three-time team MVP
honoree.

Manlove was a two-year team

captain and earned PSAC scholar-

athlete honors for four years while

at West Chester as a Dean's List

student.

She earned her B.S. in kinesiolo-

gy with minors in nutrition, health,

and coaching; and served on the

Student-Athlete Advisory

Committee as well.

A native of Wiknington, Del.,

Manlove has previous coaching

experience with the West Chester

Sparks AAU team, the Padua

Academy (Del.) summer league,

and with Wilmington city parks

and recreation.

She has also served as a sport

specific training coach for

Lightning Fast Training Systems in

Downingtown, Pa. and as a youth

counselor in her hometown of

Wilmington.

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,

America's #1 Student Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas

and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations 1 -800-648-

4849 or www.ststravel.com.

w< somen s ooccer leam inowTeam Now \-\

Men s Cross Countrij Finiskes Seventk of Twelve

sports Information

Longwood University totaled 210

points to finish seventh among 12

teams at the 2003 Elon/High

Point Invitational September 6 in

Greensboro, North Carolina.

Lynchburg College took the

overall tide among the non-

Division I schools with 19 points

at Hagan Stone Park. It is the high-

est team finish for the Lancers in

the three-year history of the pro-

gram.

Longwood will return to action

September 13 with its participa-

tion in the Averett Invitational in

Danville. At die Elon/High Point

meet, freshman Keith Smith/

Powhatan (Powhatan) led

Longwood with his new school-

record time of 29:07 to place 26th

among 124 runners overall in the

8K (5.0 miles) event

Following Smith across the fin-

ish line were Lancer classmates

Chris Gibbs/Richmond (L.C.

Bird) (30:40, 59th) and Wes

Spece/Martinsviile (Carlisle)

(31:54, 71st), sophomore Joel

Burkett/Chesterfield (Manchester)

(31:56, 72nd), junior Greg

Harrison/Fairfax (Robinson)

(32:09, 78di), along widi sopho-

more John Lampkins/Chesapeake

(Western Branch) (34:45, 101st).
"^

Gibbs' time also surpassed the

previous school-record of 31:24

established by Kevin Rock in 2001.

Following the Averett competi-

tion, Longwood will participate in

the James Madison Invitational in

Harrisonburg. First-year head

coach Rich Firth is guiding the

Lancers this season.

Sports Information

Longwood University dropped

a 2-0 decision on the road

September 2 at NCAA Division I

Campbell University in North

Carolina.

The Lancers are now 1-1 this

season, and will play again

September 10 at Division II

Francis Marion University in

South Carolina. At Campbell, the

Fighting Camels led 2-0 at the

intermission and made it stand

for the victory - getting first-half

goals from Lauren Dittrich

(18:47) and Sara Da\ns (38:55).

Susan Persson assisted on the

first goal while Hanna Wadefalk

assisted on the second goal.

Campbell keeper Erin Switalski

made one save to preserve the

shutout as the Camels took a 14-

2 advantage in shots.

The two teams each had three

corner-kick opportunities.

Longwood freshman keeper

Heather Storrie/Spring Grove,

Pa. (Spring Grove) made nine

saves.

Through two matches,

Longwood is led in scoring by a

trio of freshmen with two points

(1.00) each.

They include Kelsie

Bradberry/Richmond (Monacan)

(1 goal), Aima Gravely/Virginia

Beach (Frank W. Cox) (1 goal),

and Tiffany Crane/Virginia

Beach (Kellam) (2 assists). Storrie

has played all 180 minutes in

front of the net, allowing three

goals (1.50) with 12 saves for a

.800 save percentage.

Following the FMU match,

Longwood will remain on the

road to play at Division 1 Liberty

University of the Big South

Conference September 13 at 4

p.m. in Lynchburg.

Women s Tennis Played Invitational

sports Information

Longwood University partici-

pated in the 2003 MWC
Invitational hosted by Mary

Washington College in

Fredericksburg September 6-

7.

The event was a singles and

doubles format with no team

scores.

The Lancers will next play

September 13, hosting

Shepherd (W.Va.) at 1 p.m. on

the Lancer Courts. At MWC,
freshman Romana
Bucur/Brasov, Romania, sen-

ior Cecilia Robinson/

Lynchburg (Brookville), soph-

omore Ashley Moore/

Midlothian (Midlothian), and

senior Laura Whitehurst/

Chesapeake (Western Branch)

led Longwood with their

respective 1-2 records in sin-

gles competition.

Bucur played in flight one,

Robinson played in flight two,

while Moore and WTiitehurst,

each played in flight four.

Others competing in sin-

gles included senior Loren

Robertson/ Fairfax
(Robinson) (0-3, Fl), sopho-

more Jessica Farr/

Williamsburg (Lafayette) (0-3,

F2), along with freshman

Nancy Hott/Fairfax (W.T.

Woodson) (0-2, F3).

In doubles, Moore and

Whitehurst led the Lancers

with their 1-2 record in flight

two, followed by Bucur and

Robertson (0-2, Fl) along

with Farr and Hott (0-2, Fl).

Following the Shepherd

match (a doubleheader with

the Lancer men), Longwood
will participate in the East

Coast Collegiate

Championships October 19-

21 in Newport News.
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Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship

at Longwood University

Every Tuesday at 7pm in the "B" & "C"

room of Lankford.

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship is charged with

music, given to liumor, and deals will, evetytliing

from relationships to the nature of truth

Visit us on the web at

www.longwoodchialpha.com
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Students Love Hurricane Isabel students Partaked Lon6wood Tmaition

Brette Lawrence

Guesi Writer

This week, much of the east coast is

bracing for Hurricane Isabel, which is

likely to affect areas from North

Carolina to New Jersey for the next

several days.

Isabel will be the first major hurri-

cane to hit the east coast since

Hurricane Floyd of 1999. .

On Sunday, Isabel's winds were

measured at well over 125 mph, quali-

fying as a category 5 hurricane, the

most powerful class of storms.

Fortunately for coastal communi-

ties, winds have since died down to

around 110 mph and Isabel has been

downgraded to a "strong category 2"

hurricane.

Several areas in North Carolina,

including the Outer Banks and its' sur-

rounding islands have already been

evacuated, and other areas are expect-

ed to follow suit shordy.

Governor Mark Warner has

declared Virginia to be in a 'state of

emergency', and have put both the

National Guard, and the state police

officers on alert at all times. Hospitals

in the Hampton area of Virginia have

begun to evacuate patients to odier

facilities in the state.

Here at Longwood, the smdents

and faculty are preparing for die worst.

By the time Isabel reaches Central

Virginia, it is expected to loose both its

hurricane and tropical storm status.

However, we can still expect heavy

rainfall and strong winds.

The Longwood University has can-

celled all classes from Wednesday

through Friday. They are encouraging

all students who feel that they can trav-

el home safely to do so; however, they

will remain open for those who can't

do so.

All those who are staging have been

warned to remove all things from near

dieir window. They also should keep

their blinds and windows closed, and

clear the floor of their room.

Also, all appliances and electronics

should be unplugged. Resident

Advisors should be notified if stu-

dents are planning on staying in the

dorms.

For students who are staying, sever-

al things are being done to lessen the

problems that would arise if a black-

out should occur.

Each dorm room is being provided

with a flashlight. Students need to

carry their ID card and key with them

at all times, as they will need these to

be able to enter the buildings.

Classes are expected to resume as

scheduled on Monday, and the condi-

tions should return to normal shordy.

Senior Class President, Monica Sober (right), and junior,

Kristy Holland, took part in last Friday's Convocation cere-

mony. Speakers included President Cormier, Senior Class

Vice President, Bryan Lee, and guest speaker, Lieutenant

Colonel Troy Littles. For more pictures, turn to page 6

Headsvs.Feds
Abortion Protesters and Counter-Protesters on Campus

Leslie Smith

Neu^'s Editor

Bob Stutman, wearing a button-up

shirt and khaki pants, a 25-year veteran

of the D.E.A., and called die "most

famous NARC in America" by the

New York Times and "a true American

hero" by Dan Rather.

Stutman is die drug consultant for

both PBS and CBS, and appears regu-

lariy on national tele\isi6n as a drug

expert.

His autobiography, Dead on Delivery

was a New York Tims BestseUer and

was made into a televison movie enti-

^ed Mob Justice.

Steven Hager, wearing beat-up

jeans and a jean jacket, has a Masters

degree in Journalism from the

University of Illinois, and has been an

Editor-in-Chief of High Times for fif-

teen years.

He is the founder of the Cannabis

Cup, the "academy awards" of mari-

juana.

Hager's most recent book is

Adventures in the Counterculture.

Each side had fifteen minutes each

to introduce their side of the issue,

then three minutes each to respond to

each question asked by the audience.

Hager started the debate. by pre-

senting his five reasons for wanting

"mary jane" legalized:

1. It works as good as medicine.

It helps relieve the symptoms of

asthma, strokes, etc.

Hager claims that it is better than

any other substance under the sun for

treating such problems.

He did emphasize diat pot would

not cure those diseases, though.

Hager also points out that big phar-

maceutical companies own patents of

Ritalin and other drugs, but would

never be able to patent weed itself and

therefore would not be able to make

much profit off of it.

"It would be free medicine for

everyone," Hager said.

2. Hemp is good for the environ-

ment.

"You could produce four times as

much paper with an acre of hemp dian

an acre of trees over a twenty year

period," said Hager.

He went on to explain that George

Washington was a hemp farmer and

encouraged farmers to grow it every-

where,

25,000 different products used to

be made out of hemp before marijua-

na was made illegal.

See POT p.6

Abortion protesters were met by numerous i.ouiU>:t -protesters beside Curry last Monday
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All around campus students were rallying for or against abortion. Students carried

signs, wore shirts, even shouted their beliefs to bystanders during Monday's protest.
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W^ords From tke Editor

What another event-
filled week. WeVe got
hurricanes, people
speaking about mari-
juana, protesters spit-

ting at students, and
lots of other crazy
stuff.

There is so much

going on around cam-
pus, but it amazes me
how Htde people know^
about this school.

There are committees
that make changes
affecdng our life at

school all the time, and
we never know about
it.

For instance, the

Board of Visitors had a

meeting and decided to

make changes to the

Student Handbook.
Hello?! This directiy

affects us, and I bet you
would never know if

wasn't printed in this

Box 2901 Phone: 434-395-2120

Longwood University Fax:804-395-2237

Farmville, VA 23909 rotunda@longwood.edu
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paper.

And let's talk about
this situation with the

Old Dominion
University students
evacuating to our
school.

I think it's a really

nice idea that our
school w^ill open it's

arms to other universi-

ties in times of need,
but do w^e reaUy have
the resources to house
all of these students?

These poor kids have
to sleep on mats in

Lancer Gym, and
where are they going to

eat? The Lancer Cafe
is closed Wednesday
night as of midnight,
and can the Dinning
Hall really handle all of
these extra students?

The administration
initially was going to

allow five hundred stu-

dents come and stay

here.

FIVE HUNDRED?
Thank goodness that

number dropped down
to two hundred stu-

dents.

As much of a hassle

this is causing, I still

would say Isabel is my
best friend right about
now.
A four-day weekend?

Hell yeah!

What about this dis-

pute between the Greek
community and the rest

of the school?
I swear, this has been

going for as long as I

can remember.
Every year an angry

Greek will write in to

the paper complaining
that surviving as a chap-
ter on this campus is so
much work, and there

are cops out to get
them, and administra-

tion hates them, etc.

The writer's main
claim to Greek fame is

the countiess hours of
community service they
do each semester.

But is it reaUy com-
munity service when
you are fined for not
showing up?
Is it considered com-

munity service if it's

mandatory for your

chapter to be there

because you have to

earn a certain number
of re-qualification

points every year in

order for your chapter
to stay active?

Come on, we all know
that community service

is supposed to be done
on your ow^n free will,

not something that

Greeks should be
forced to do.

Social fraternities and
sororities are around
for the sole purpose of
giving students more of
a social life.

Whatever, enough
ranting. It's like I said,

there is a lot going on
around campus.
Keeping an open ear

to the ground is all it

takes to make sure our
campus is sta)dng stu-

dent friendly, and not
falling into the w^rong
hands.

Liz Richards

Editor-in-Chief

Letters to tlie Editor
Dear Editor:

I am an officer in my sorority

and am writing in response to the

article that was written for the

Sept. 4th issue of The Rotunda

entitied "The Persecution of the

Greek Community".

I do not feel that the Greek

Community's volunteerism is

"unappreciated." The Greek

community here at Longwood

puts in coundess hours of com-

munity service, which I'm not

debating here.

However, I cannot find any-

where in the community or on

this campus where the services

that the Greek Community pro-

vides goes unappreciated.

If the work that the Greek

Community goes unappreciated,

then why does the Big Sibling

program still seek Greeks and

other students on this campus? If

the work goes unappreciated, then

why does the Farmville United

Methodist Church seek Greek stu-

dents for its nursery during its pro-

grams?

The fact is, the Greek

Community does a good job (as

well as non-Greeks) in its commu-

nity service. That should be the

reward; the fact that we are contin-

ually invited back to provide

another good service.

Exacdy what kind of reward or

thanks are you looking for? Is a

red carpet supposed to be laid out

for us for all the work we do? Do
you want a trophy?

I hear the phrase "thank you" all

the time from the Adopt-a-

Grandparent program that my
sorority participates in each

month.

A reward for Adopt-a-Highway

is the cleanliness of the highway

after the trash has been picked up,

and the fun of the truckers honk-

ing as they drive past!

Big siblings should only seek

the smile of a child's face, and

because you made that child's day

is all the appreciation you need!

Please help fiie understand what

I'm failing to see here - where

there aren't any rewards or appre-

ciation. If someone of the Greek

Community doesn't feel that these

are rewards, then I don't know

what would be considered a

reward.

If a member of the Greek

Community is only looking for

praise for his or her service, then

that person is in the wrong organ-

i2ation.

Community service is supposed

to be selfless, and the act of the

service should be the only reward

that one should seek.

Kate Feldvary

Historian, Sigma Kappa
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"If ycHi're not mad, you're not paying attention!"
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Students Are Educated, Protesters Are Not
I have experienced considerable

disappointment in Longwood

over the past couple of years. I've

seen my school uprooted and

destroyed all in the name of

progress.

I've seen us accept more stu-

dents than we can house. I've

seen vast amounts of money

spent on improvements that have

nothing to do with me or the

quality of my education.

However, what happened this

week took my disappointment in

Longwood to a whole new level.

This week, as most everyone

knows, we were visited by the Life

and Liberty Ministries.

I guess I made the mistake of

assuming, as did most of the rest

of you, that these people would

be at least somewhat educated.

That they would at least be

informed as to what exactly it was

that they were protesting against.

I was wrong.

But I was more shocked to

notice that most of the rest of

you were also wrong.

You were actually surprised

that the ringleader of this organi-

zation was an uneducated, igno-

rant, bible thumping, inbred red-

neck that hated women, homo-

sexuals, and.^retty much anyone

else that disagreed with him.

This is where my disappoint-

ment started.

I was very ashamed by the

way that some students reacted

toward this organization. Some

people even going as far as spit-

ting on and cursing at these

individuals.

Did you not stop and think

that this is what they wanted?

These types of groups don't

go around and try to persuade

you with carefully planned pre-

sentations of their point of

view. The goal of this group was

to piss people off Which in my
opinon solves nothing and just

leads to conflict.

Which is exactiy what hap-

pened.

However, I was disappointed

because as students of this col-

lege, we are the educated ones.

We know that the morning after

pill prevents sperm from uniting

with an egg, thus preventing the

need for abortion.

It was publicized that this was

the reason that these people

were attracted to Longwood in

the first place, yet there was no

mention of this that I heard. We

as students are the ones that

should have been knowledgeable

and mature enough to not buy into

what they were doing.

Instead, we did exactly what

they wanted us to do. Get angry,

upset, and do things such as spit

on them.

Finally, I'm disappointed that

Longwood and the Town of

Farmville would even allow them

to cpme here.

I understand it's their right and

all of that, but this is private prop-

erty. I understand that sometimes

it's good to be exposed to ignorant

individuals such as that in the

interest of promoting discussion

and free thought.

But this was just too much for

me to handle. Pictures of mutilat-

ed fetuses rolling down the streets

of my campus. Not to mention the

picture of the World Trade Center

being hit and some reference to

that being God's wrath.

It's good to be disturbed and

angered by something, but this was

too much to handle. Shame on you

Longwood for allowing this to

happen. Shame on you students

for feeding the frenzy.

Anonymous Submission

Want to ¥rrite for

The Rotunda ?

Or do you just want to submit an article?an ]

1
ijuail us at rotunda@longw€M>d.edu or esSl x2120

Our Weeldy meetings areMondaj^s at 7:30 pan.

super props and drops

Props:

-f To ISABEL!

+ To no classes! A little rain can go a long way

+ To nice guys that like The Rotunda

4- To ODU students coming to Longwood, the

more the merrier

+ To Hurricane Parties!

+ To family members who send "care packages"

+ To being in love

+ To magnetic poetry

+ To the Equate brand at Wal-Mart

+ To WMLU, the only local station that plays

semi-good music

+ To the Communication Studies Majors: those

cunning linguists!

+ To The Family Guy, the new and funnier ver-

sion of The Simpsons

+ To male gymnasts, wow they are buff

+ To the FOX television network, finally a basic

cable channel that shows soft porn!

+ To Rrates! Arrrrr.... (it's so much fiin to say)

Drops:

- To having to take the GRE*s in order to get

into Graduate School; the SAT's were bad

enough

- To Greeks vs. the rest of Longwood; enough is

enough^

- To Pro-life protesters using pictures of dead

fetuses

- To old people who smell like urine

- To all the make up work from missing two days

of classes

- To rats and cockroaches on campus

- To rotting food that your roomate just won't

throw away

- To Lifehouse no longer playing at Oktoberfest

- To Greek silence being extended for another

week

- To lovers who cheat

- To the cooler weather, finally those who don't

have air conditioning can live comfortably

- To the California recall election, just appoint

the Terminator to office and call it quits

- To creepy roomates that steal your Victoria's

Secret underwear and razors and money and etc.

- To the Library closing even though students

will have so much make up work to do

- To Pirate haters, Arrrrrr.
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Greek Honor Student Fires Back
Dear Editor:

I recently picked up a copy of The

Rotunda and sat down to read it as I

do on a waJdy basis. I came across

the rebuttal written by Shawn Garrett

and got a litde fired up.

The past week has been a week of

debate and stereotypes about the

Greek community here on campus. I

want the Longwood student body to

know what we are about before

jumping to the stereotyped confusion

that we are dumb, alcoholic, young

adults, who do nothing but party.

While I am not going to sit here

and teU you that parties, underage

drinking, and premarital sex do not

go on, I am going to tell you that

these things are done by a vast num-

ber of people who may be Greek,

non-Greek, athlete, non-athlete,

honor student, academic probation

student, white, black...etc.

The average GPA of a Longwood

female is in fact lower than the aver-

age GPA of the Longu'ood Sororit)'

smdent (as obtained by the office of

Sorority and Fraternit)' Life).

If you are having doubts look at

the President's list and Dean's list.

On it you will find an incredible num-

ber of Sororirv' and FraternJr\- stu-"^

dents.

Involvement in on and off cam-

pus extra curricular activities is done

vasdy by Greeks. Volunteer work is

done in a brag worthy amount by the

Greek community.

On one last note, the idea that die

cops are "not out to get" anybody.

This is entirely uninformed. I consid-

er dressing in street clothes and wait-

ing for unsuspecting freshmen to

walk home "looking."

This is something that has not

only been accounted by many stu-

dents but acmally recendy discussed

by a professor during class.

The efforts made by these cops to

make partying with fraternities illegal

are an infringement upon our rights.

The Greek community should not be

the target of the cops.

If they want to attack underage

drinking diey need to realize it's done

by a lot more than just the Greek

community, and is usually done with-

out such precautions as designated

drivers and [Greek] brothers or sis-

ters who don't , drink and instead

watch out for the well-being of the

other people at these parties.

Longwood and its police need to

ta^e a look at what good the Greek

community adds to the campus.

They need to realize that we do

have a large percentage of Greeks

and diat is a factor about the campus

that entices many of its successful

students to come here. Partyii^ is

going to happen.

We are young adults trying to live

life in the moment. We may be going

about it the "wrong" way or endan-

gering our lives but consider this: die

Greeks support the designated driver

program so people aren't drinking

and driving, we also frequendy cover

die risks and consequences within

our chapters.

Also realize that the majority of

die people getting in trouble for

underage drinking aren't the Greeks;

it's odier students. This should show

that it's not the Greeks that are the

problem, if there is a problem at all;

it's just the way things have been, are,

and will continue to be niany years,

the Ix)ngwood communit}' should

worry about die student body as a

whole and not discriminate against

one hardworking and dedicated

group of individuals.

Rachael Amos

Delfa Zefa Sororit)'

SuperSpeak Ou
Wkat are ijour tkou^ts on tke alx>rtioii''

protest tkat come to campus last Mondaii?

"I didn't like die pictures

vaas, and I didn't like the fact that

litde kids were hattding out pam-

phlets, but I guess controversy is

always good."

-Angle Woicll, St<^

"I didn't see many protesters, but

I talked to students and they felt

the protesters were very obtru-

sive.

-Deirdre Milligan,/««/or

Hitcl1111 Post
Well this is it; in two days I will

be a happily married man.

The fun days of late nights

out with the boys, later nights

with girls and painful mornings

trying to remember it all, are

over.

But that's O.K.; it's time for a

change and a fresh start on how

I live my life.

^ The question is, what changes

will married life bring?

My fiance and 1 have been liv-

ing together for three years now,

so the day-to-day can't change

that much right?

But then we already have a

room filled with old baby stuff

that friends have given us, so at

least one big change is probably

around the corner.

My fiance is not pregnant, I

can assure you of diat after the

mood she was in last week, but

her bio-clock is obviously ricking

judging by the glazed and greedy

look that comes into her eyes

anytime a word even begins with

"ba."

And there have been several

uncomfortable conversations

regarding names like Ewan or

Dickens (who could be so

cruel?).

The baby discussions have led

to talk of buying a house, with

what money we are not sure,

because the place we are current-

ly renting is not up to par safety

wise.

And of course with the house

comes worries about mortgages

and insurance and saving for

retirement at the end of it all.

But wait, I'm not old yet, let's

slow things down and think

about all the good things that

could happen in between.

I would like to take my new

wife to all the wonderful places

that I have been in my life (a

story for anodier time) and show

her what I think makes diem so

special.

Hopefully we will share many

wonderful plays and movies and

concerts.

Not to mention the romantic

dinners, and relaxed lazv after-

noons playing with our dogs.

1 don't really know all of the

wonderful things that married

life will bring, just like I cannot

know what challenges will lie

along the path.

The future is just that, a hazy

and impenetrable mystery upon

which to lay our hopes and fears.

The only thing diat I know is

that after Saturday, I will have

someone to share the journey

with as we help each other along

the way.

Oh and after a six-week mora-

torium on sex I'm finally going

to get some Saturday night.

No monkeys invited.

"I thought the pictures were dis-

gusting, I didn't want to eat lunch

after I saw that"

--KeUy Slye, Senior

"I thought those protesters were

crazy."

-Keysha Foster, Sem'or

Nick Elmes

Assistant Editor

"I was glad to see Longwood stu-

dents participating, we should

have more protests to get people

raUied up."

—Lakisha Page, Senior

"It got everyone in an uproar, but

more than anything students were

just laughing at the protesters."

-Mark Rjitherford, /««/<?r
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Convocation: September 11, 2005

Lieutenant Colonel Troy Littles spoke about being an

American, appreciatingfreedom, and thefight on terrorism.

A veteran of Desert Shield/Desert Storm, Littles has won
many awards for his efforts while serving in the U.S. Army.

Board of Visitors Meeting Update

Press Release

The Longwood University Board of

Visitors took the following actions

during its meeting on September 13:

*Approved Operating and Capital

Budget requests for faculty salaries,

additional faculty, a new hospitality

program, a 2+2 teacher preparation

program with John Tyler Community

College, modernization of the heat-

ing plant, to build a lacrosse/field

hockey complex, renovate Blackwell

and the bookstore, renovate and

expand Lankford, convert some of

the Recreation Center funding from

private to State funding, and to

replace information systems.

Approved an allocation of

$835,000 from the University's

General Reserve Fund and $75,000

from the Housing Reserve Fund for

repairs on the Bristow, Lancer, and

Curry roofs and for property pur-

chases.

Approved changes in Student

Handbook policies.

Approved new policies regarding

Safety Enforcement, Space

Allocation and Assignment, and

Space Configuration Management.

Approved changes in the

Employee Cash Match Plan to reflect

provisions of the Economic Growth

and Tax Relief Reconciliation Act of

2001. •

Awarded emeritus status to the

late Dr. Edward D. Smith, professor

of psychology and director of assess-

ment and institutional research, and

also awarded the distinction of Board

of Visitors Distinguished Professor.

A member of the Longwood fac-

ulty since 1971, Dr. Smith, a national

expert on student assessment and a

former president of the Faculty

Senate of Virginia, died August 2.

Elected Barry Case rector, Helen

Phillips vice rector, Dr. Helen

Warriner-Burke secretary, and Ricky

Otey member-at-large of the Board's

executive committee.

Approved resolutions of appreci-

ation for James Hu^es and Sarah

Terry, whose terms on the Board

expired recendy.

Senior Class officers, President, Monica Sober, Secretary, Angie Bottoms, and Vice-President,

Bryan Lee, gave a toast to those attending. "The toast was found in a yearbook from 1899; it

was readfor the first time last year and our class did it again in an effort to make it a tra-

dition. We saw it as something that would enhance the spirit, and it will be up to every sen-

ior class president to make it a part of their speech at Convocation," said Sober.

Students took part in Convocation's long time tradition of seniors being capped by their

"little brothers" or "little sisters," who are generally underclassmen that are good friends
with the senior they are capping. NEED MORE FILLER!

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmimmimmmmmmimimimim^ mmmmmmmmmmmtmmimimimmmmmmmmmmmm

SmpoRT TOE MoTON MusEiM ON CrmiN Ijeadir Day
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pmts vn\i k»m ahcmt kiw cvciik in Prince lyJ*»Rl Oittmy airrtribHtcjJ to tW mcslcfn Civil

The IxTfugwwxil aimmwnji>* jiwitcs you to prtkipie in CinZEN UEADERIW hy ttwinliqg,
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President Busk Wants To Expand Tke Patriot Act
UWIRE

On the second anniversary of the

September 11 attacks, President

Bush rallied Congress to imple-

ment new provisions to the

Patriot Act, expanding power to

the Justice Department and other

government agencies over indi-

vidual citizens and suspected ter-

rorists.

"The Patriot Act imposed

tough new penalties on terrorists

and those who support them. But

as the fight against terror pro-

gressed, we have found areas

where more help is required," said

Bush.

These new provisions have

been voiced by Attorney General

John Ashcroft, who wants to pur-

sue the death penalty in more ter-

rorism-related cases, to hold sus-

pects without bail and to remove

the grand jury from the steps

needed to issue a subpoena.

President Bush pressured

Congress to act quickly to pass

this legislation.

"For the sake of the American

people. Congress should change

the law and give law enforcement

officials the same tools they have

to fight terror that they have to

fight other crime," he said.

Many argue that it will be hard

to sell these proposals to

Congress.

They argue the political climate

of the nation has changed con-

siderably since the passage of the

first Patriot Act, as the pro-

American fervor which arose

after the September 1 1 attacks is

beginning to wear off.

The ACLU launched a back-

lash against Bush's endorsement

of the "unnecessarily broad sur-

veillance and domestic spying

powers" and "anti-democratic

security measures" granted in the

bill, according to a press release.

In launching the "Patriot 11"

Act, President Bush has even put

himself at odds with some

Republican legislators who have

joined Democrats in an effort to

tone down part of the original

Patriot Act.

According to an Associated

Press wire story, House Judiciary

Committee chairman, James

Sensenbrenner Jr. (R-Wis.) said

he has reservations about the new

subpoena powers the President is

seeking for anti-terrorism investi-

gations.

However, a recent CNN/USA
Today/Gallup poll found that

only 22 percent of Americans

thought the administration had

gone "too far" in restricting civil

liberties.

The poll also found that two-

thirds believe the government

should not take anti-terrorism

steps which violate civil liberties.

The President promoted the

new measures during the second

anniversary of the September 11

attacks, calling the nation to action

against future terrorists.

"We will not wait for further

attacks on innocent Americans.

The best way to protect the

American people is to stay on the

offensive," he said.

Student groups in universities

across the nation are rising up

against the implications of the

new Patriot Act.

"Expanding the Patriot Act is

simply expanding the shame our

president is bringing to this nation

by attacking our principles in lib-

erty," said Timothy Kaldas of

Students for Peace and Justice at

The George Washington

University.

16^1)earmold Allegedly Raped at William S^ Mary Party
UWIRE

A 16-year-old girl

announced last weekend

that she was raped at a

September 6 fraternity party

at the College of William &
Mary.

The girl, an unnamed res-

ident of the middle penin-

sula area near Williamsburg,

was at a party at the Lambda
Chi Alpha fraternity when
the incident allegedly

POTcontrpr
3. The ovetpqjulation of die ptison

system.

8,000+ pco{^ get peiwlizcd widi the

nMudatory aanimum sentence of ten

years. Piison systems are being prepared

to be given ova to cofpotarions to pro-

duce products for a h^cr profit Hagcr

pdnts out that the anti-^in^ campaign

wiB be used to "fiid d^ slave labot"

4. The miions of dollars that go

toward the drug war.

Hager points out that the miions

dut go towatds djc wm on difugs could

be used to educate people m the dan-

gers of more harmM drugs and ihc

tehai»litati(Hi of substance abusers. He

talked abcmt bo«^ in his middle and hig^

school, the teachers wouJd tdl dwatn "\(

lyou] ^noked pot, [fon\'d grow breasts

like Dc% Parton, or...bea«ac sterile."

5. Weed is a big part of Hager's cul-

ture.

Hagei; (mce a Lutheran, found diat

die Goufitercultuie Imed anHind n(»i-

bccurred.

Though the girl has not

filed charges and the

College is not involved in

the case, a state investiga-

tion is ongoing,

"The matter is in the

hands of the

Commonwealth's attorney,"

Vice President for Student

Affairs Sam Sadler said.

"We are not pursuing any

investigation on our own,

so not to prejudice his

plans."

violence and acceptance of all cultures,

was more agreeable with his ideals.

Beause pot is such a lai^ part of die

counterculture, Hager asgats diat he

should have the ri^t to smoke in accor-

dance with his faidi.

Bob Stutman, d^t away, defended his

fiiendship widi Haget, s^ing, **You will

never see us personally attack each

odier...you caa disagree widi someone

without bcii^ personally disagreeable."

He dien goes on to completely contrast

Hager's ai^juncnt. He says "just because

niaiiju^ia is natural, does not mean it is

good."

In response to Hager's argument diat

it is medicinally favoraUe, he said,''uiy

doccor diat tells you to smoke anydiing is

a fool"

Stutman does ^ee with Hagcr,

though 1^ bdking pecfk ^ for die

use of dru^ is stupid, and die nation

could save money if they wouU chat^

diepotides.

As for heinp, Stutman points om diat

A campus police state-

ment said the girl was danc-

ing with an unnamed male

student when his female

friend invited her upstairs

for a drink. The girl accept-

ed a shot of rum, and pro-

ceeded to follow the male

student into his room, she

told police.

The police statement

then said the student imme-
diately closed the door,

pushed the girl dow^n and

began to aggressively tear

it is legal in Europe, but die majority

does not write on hemp ps^ or wear

hemp clothes.

He points out, to oppose Hager's reli-

^us argument, diat "just because we do

it in the nanc of religbn also does not

mean it's right..Pbur guys smokir^ in a

basement somewhere docs not consti-

tute a religous experience."

Stutman reported th^ die number of

pot users has gcMK down during the last

tea years, and if "we kphe it, we will

have far more users," therefore losing the

progress diat the nation had gainai.

Both had many quotes taken from

medical jcwrnals to back xxp their pdnts

of wehv - Hager, pulled firom medBcal

journals diat were pronmaojuana, quot-

ing doctors diat wrc forced into early

tetircmcnt dmt had been in stq:|>ott of

legalizii^ mcdkal marijuana.

Ultinately, they wanted to show that

dicy appreciated the odier's side of die

issue, and hoped diat the students wodi

uodeist^ didr points.

off her clothes. She told

police that although she was

yelling "no" repeatedly and

crying, he held her down,

put on a condom and had

sex with her.

The report then said that

the male student said the

condom broke, at which

point the girl yelled "stop"

and the student allegedly sat

up, giving her an opportuni-

ty to get dressed and run

away.

According to the report, a

student who worked in the

fraternity complex said he

saw the girl immediately

afterward. The student said

the girl looked to be in a

state of "mental and physi-

cal" distress.

The girl sought treatment

at Riverside Walter Reed
Hospital in Gloucester, and

the campus police were

notified of the incident

early Sunday, September 7.

Following the incident,

the College of William &
Mary' has requested an

internal review of social

functions and alcohol on
the campus, led by Sadler.

The task force will access

policies and procedures

regarding alcohol that gov-

ern student activities.

William & Mary President

Timothy Sullivan told the

school's Board of Visitors

that he expects the report to

be finished by October 1

.

William & Mary officials

stressed that they are taking

the matter seriously.

"We're not just twiddling

our thumbs waiting for the

results of [the

Commonwealth Attorney's]

investigation," Sadler said.

"All social privileges of

Lambda Chi Alpha have

been suspetlded until fur-

ther notice."

National Lambda Chi

Alpha administrators also

are involved in the investiga-

tion.

"We have someone work-

ing directly \vith the campus
police in Williamsburg, and

we are cooperating thor-

oughly with the college and

legal authorities," said Kip

Zurcher, chief operating

officer of Lambda Chi

Alpha.

In a press release from the

National Chapter of

Lambda Chi Alpha, the fra-

ternity expressed regret.

"Lambda Chi Alpha
Fraternity is aware of and

deeply saddened by the alle-

gations regarding one of its

members at William &
Mary," the release stated.

"At this time no further

details are known, but the

fraternity will complete its

own investigation as well."
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Campus Wide Protest HeldOn Campus Mondaij

A Pro-.Choice banner was displayed behind Lankjord Student Union

A Pro-Life van was used to transport protesters and banners on Monday
Some students even protested the protest. Senior Jake Von Keyn and

friends stood outside to speak out against the abortion protest.

Disgusted students make an effort to block the graphic pictures presented by the anti-abortion group.

NOTARY PUBLIC

Do You Heed Something Notarized? Then

You Heed A Hotary Fubtic.

If You Heed a Hotary Public Call x4112

and Ask For Zach:

Its only Two dollars and I'm on campus

50 you don't have to walk far.

YEARBOOK

THAT'S RIGHT! THE VIRGINIAN IS COM-
ING BACK TO THE LONGWOOD CAM-

PUS AND WE NEED YOU!

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BEING ON
STAFF, PLEASE COME TO A SHORT

INFORMATIONAL MEETING:

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23

7:30PM

HINER207



Pa^8 Calendar September 19- 25, 2003

^ 19

All Classes

Cancelled!!!!!

23
SGA Meeting

Lankford ABC Rooms
3:45 p.m.

Just for Seniors

Career Center

5' 6 p.m.

Men's Soccer
vs. Gardner-Webb (N.C.)

7 p.m.

Graduate/Professional

School Admissions

Career Center

7-8 p.m.

<
Field Hockey
@Rider (N.J.)

Noon

Men's Soccer
@Mary Washington

2 p.m.

V2̂1 ^^2
Women's Soccer

@Roanoke

1p.m.

Field Hockey
@Monmouth (N.J.)

1 p.m.

Syre Meeting

Amelia Room
6 p.m.

<
Job Search

Strategy Workshop
Hiner Lobby

7-8 p.m.

Mortial Arts Club

Tabb Wrestling Room
7:30' 9:30 p.m.

Sexual Responsibility

Week Begins

Finding Summer
Internship

Career Center

5' 6 p.m.

Rotunda Meeting
Student Union (across from

the Post Office)

7:30 p.m.

^'^

Getting Married? Need a

Wedding Dress? Beautiful,

brand new, size 6. $600 value.

Bargain at $150. If Interested

call Dawn ©391-3413

Just for Juniors

and Sophomores
Career Center

5- 6 p.m.

Baptist Student Union

Behind Stubbs

5:15 p.m.

Unity Alliance

Grainger G16

8 p.m. »

BASIC GOSPEL CHOIR
Rehearsal

If you love to sins ^nd

praise GOD then this

is the place for you*

Evtry Thursday

Wysal 106 7 p.ni*



Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship

at Longwood University

- \

Every Tuesday at 7pm in the "B" & "C

room ofLankford.

99

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship is charged with

music, given to humor, and deals with everything

from relationships to the nature of truth.

Visit us on the web at

www.longwoodchialphaxom
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Tke Man Came Around; Tke Life and Deatk of Joknnij Cask
Shawn Garrett

Staff W'riter

On the cold, gray morning of

September 12, 2003, the man

finally came for Johnny Cash.

Cash, a music legend made

famous by his mournful, often

bitter yet slyly optimistic sound,

died of complications from dia-

betes Friday at Baptist Hospital in

Nashville, Tennessee. He was 71.

With his gravelly, baritone

voice, he helped spread the popu-

lar rockabilly sound with the likes

of Chuck Berry, Elvis Presley,

Carl Perkins, Ricky Nelson,

Buddy HoUy, Bill Haley and the

Comets, Jerry Lee Lewis, Rov

^^Orbison, the Everly Brothers,

and Ritchie Valens.

Unlike some of his contempo-

raries Cash was determined to

stay true to his country and folk

beginnings, writing and singing

compassionately about the rough

edges of Americana: the West,

cowboys, outlaws, prisoners,

hobos, blue-collar workers and

desperate lovers. "1 Walk the

Line," "Folsom Prison Blues,"

"Sunday Morning Coming

Down," "I Still Miss Someone,"

"A Boy Named Sue," and "Big

River," are among his greatest

hits, as well as "Ring of Fire,"

which was written by his late

wife, June Carter Cash.

Although slowed in recent

years by mounting illness and

infirmity. Cash continued to

release roughly an album a year

up until last year with the record-

ing of his acclaimed American

IV: The Man Comes Around.

The tide track. Cash's biting

lake on Judgment Da)", is an

example of all that Cash has

come to rule in the world of

music: that deep, pensive voice,

gritty country-folk sound, and

eerie topical significance.

His latest string of albums,

called the American series

include a number of spectacular

and redefining covers, such as

Depeche Mode's "Personal

Jesus" and Nine Inch Nails'

"Hurt," the video for which won
MTVs Video Music Award for

best cinematography.

John R. Cash was born on

February 26, 1932 in Kingsland,

Arkansas. Over the next 71 years

the singer-songwriter recorded a

staggering 1,500 songs and sold

more than 50 million records.

In a career that stretched back

to the birth of rock n' roll, the

music of the "Man in Black"-as

he was called for his lifelong

protest of injustice by wearing all

black both on and off stage-came

to exemplify the stories of the

downtrodden and disenfran-

chised, while blending the sounds

of folk, country, blues, and pop.

For those who loved him. Cash

was a rebel, an outlaw in his own

right from the soulless and empty

majority of the recording indus-

try. No fancy lights or special

effects, usually standing alone on

stage with guitar in hand, one got

the impression he had done it all

himself-no roadies, no producers,

no mixers.

He opened every concert like

somebody new on the scene,

humble and unassuming. "Hello,"

Mvj Two Cents: Ckeatin Heart
Willard A. Vaughn

Opinion Editor

The word of the week is igno-

rance.

Merriam-Webster defines

ignorance as "...resulting from

or showing lack of knowledge

or intelligence" (www.m-

w.com).

I think that its safe to say that

we all saw a gross display of this

world at least once this week.

Whether it be having to run

out of our dorms at 3 a.m.

despite the knowledge that the

fire alarm equipment was dam-

aged (also due to ignorance)

thus causing the alarm to go off.

Or, our beloved school

expecting us to study by flash-

light assuming that there is a

power outage associated with a

hurricane that seems to want to

come ashore.

The word of the week is

ignorance.

Now on to the question of

the week:

Dear Willard:

Ok., l^t's say [hjpothetically]

you have a girlfriend while you're in

college, but yc^ij girlfriend lives back

home and you see each other maybe

once a month. You two love each

other a lot; you get along perfectly

and the sex is great. But while

you're at college, you meet another

girl and becomefriends with her and

there is a strong sexual attraction,

but you're no more than friends.

What doyou do?

Sincerely

Oops, I did it again.

One piece of personal infor-

mation that I edited out of this

letter was that "Oops..." is a

freshmen. I don't want- to

sound ignorant, but stick with

me here a second and I'm pret-

ty sure that if this hasn't hap-

pened to you, you know some-

one to whom it has happened.

My friend, you have fallen

victim to what I call the

Freshman Relationship Curve.

I will spare you the math les-

son; what it boils down to is

that if you decided to go far

away to college while having a

string attached to this person

back home, you're relationship

is more likely to fail within the

first month of school.

Now, before I get angry let-

ters, think about it. I'm not say-

ing that all long distance rela-

tionships are destined to fail.

They are just more likely to fail;

especially if you're a sociable

person, You go out, you meet

people, you see someone you're

attracted to, and you have some

premarital sex.

Then, you realize "HOLY
CRAP I HAVE A
BOYFRIEND/GIRL-
FRIEND!"

And it all goes to hell in a

handbasket from there.

What you need to do (or

what I would do) is to evaluate

the situation. You have to ask

yourself, "Am I willing to give

up this potentially healthy, lov-

ing, long lasting relationship for

a fling."

See TWO CENTS p. 11

he would always inform the audi-

ence, "I'm Johnny Cash." Cash

was the recipient of 11 Grammy

awards, most recendy for Best

Male Country Vocal Performance

for the song "Give My Love to

Rose."

He was inducted into the

Country Music Hall of Fame in

1980 and into the Rock and Roll

Hall of Fame in 1992. His influ-

ence touched a generation of

singers who followed him, includ-

ing Bruce Springstein, Tom Pett)',

and Bob Dylan, who often sited

Cash as a major source of inspi-

ration.

Cash got his start on the now

legendary Sun Records in

Memphis. Sun owner Sam

Phillips initially denied him a

recording contract. In order to

convince Phillips, Cash wrote the

lyrics to the little known "Hey

Porter," and then "Cry, Cry, Cry"

which was released in 1955 and

sold more than 100,000 copies.

Also in 1955, Cash recorded

"Folsom Prison Blues," which

reached No. 4 on the Billboard

Country and Western chart. He
went on to tour with Elvis, Luther

Perkins, and George Jones and in

the following year released "I

Walk The Line," which reached

No, 1 on the C &W chart and the

top 20 on the Billboard Pop

chart.

Cash began to turn out hit after

hit and started making several tel-

evision appearances on variety

and music programs. At the

zenith of his popularity, Cash was

making more than 250 appear-

ances a year and was starring in

his own show entitled "The

Johnny Cash Show."

Even with aU of his success.

Cash was unable to resist the

temptation of drugs and alcohol.

His personal life began to col-

lapse after week long binges and

tirades from his abuse of over the

counter medication and then

heavier drugs, such as cocaine and

heroin.

After a spiral into self-destruc-

tion that lasted several years and

See CASH p. 11

Ambassador Spotlight

By Emily Milter

There were times at Longwood when...

/^ It was lights out at 1 1:00pm for the freshmen, so they hid in

the bathrooms to study.

/*i You couldn't drink within the town limits of Famiville- taxi

loads of students would go down to "Leo's" (a beer joint at

Dowdy's Comer,) just outside the town limits.

<4« There was no Oktoberfest- only "Circus" a homecoming
weekend for alums.

/*i Girls were required to wear a hat to church (everyone had to

go to church.)

d^ Freshmen were known as "rats" and had to wear beanies.

/»•; Raincoats were worn over nightgowns to breakfast and to

class.

A The dorm room door had to be left open and feet had to be
kept on the floor when you had a visitor.

/»•: It was 107° for ten days straight.

/»; The students lived with the college president, and he was their

legal guardian.

A Girls sunbathed on the roof In dyed underwear and bras,

/»-: A date had to come calling for his girl at the RoUinda and wait
for her in the parlor.
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Letter s From London
Paula Nusbaum

Staff Winter

I'm finally in Ix>ndon. I've been

here for three days and ever)thing

is so overwhelming.

I'm not sure even where to

begin. London is such a wonderful

city - it isn't what I expected. The

weather has been perfect -

although I've been told that it

won't last long,. The students are

friendly.

I'm living in Marleybone, which

is in Zone 1 or central London. It's

the perfect location for someone

who wants to really experience the

city atmosphere, very much the

opposite of Farmville.

London is a lot like NYC where

there are lot of people, lots of

shops, and tons of things to do.

The biggest difference I can find

between the two is that London

smells a lot better - at least in the

area I live.

I haven't met many British stu-

dents yet because the international

students have to do a lot of orien-

tation sessions together, but I'm

hoping that once classes begin I

will be able to meet more people. I

have mosdy English classes, includ-

ing: Modernism I, Post War British

Fiction, and Linguistics. I also have

a course called Art and Society,

where teachers take students to the

museums like the National Gallery,

the Tate Modern, and St. Paul's

Church for

the class peri-

od.

I'm some-

what of a

novice at art,

but I'm hop-

ing to learn a

lot through

the course. I

also had my

first outing

last night.

Cultural

Experiences

Abroad,
a.k.a. CEA, is hosting my trip here

at the University of Westminster,

and besides helping prepare the

students for their trip here, they

also organize periodic excursions

and events for us.

Last night Danielle," our on-sight

director, took us out to Wine's

Wharf, which is south of the River

Thames.

At the restaurant we had the

opportunity to do wine tasting

(don't worry - I'm 21) and try tapas

(appetizers).

The wine was ok (don't really

have a taste for it) but the food was

good. It was a lot different from

American food like buffalo wings

and onion rings. My favorite tapa

was a duck spring roll it was differ-

ent but very good.

So far adjusting to London has

been relatively painless. You do

have to accommodate certain dif-

ferences, but those differences are

so subde or insignificant that it's

easy to adapt to them.

For example, driving in the UK
is opposite that in the US. So you

just need to be cautious when

crossing the road to make sure you

don't get run over (I've come close

a few times).

Also, the drinking water tastes

different here it's very subde, but

definitely different. Still, water is

water.

Even though it can be frustrat-

ing at times I like the differences. It

not only forces you to appreciate

luxuries you enjoyed in the US, but

also to become flexible and patient,

which are good qualities to have.

I will update you again next

week with my fiirst couple days of

classes.

TWO CENTS cont'd p.lO

You have to figure out what

each person in this love tri-

angle means to you and

carefully define that. Like I

said last week, don't let

someone else define w^hat

they mean to you.

You have to work on
making yourself happy
before you can make some-

one else happy.

If your current signifi-

cant other fails in compari-

son to this new healthy

strong attraction, then per-

haps it*s time to cut them

loose and see what hap-

pens. Just make sure you're

completely honest the

entire way with everyone

involved.

If you have any relation-

ship related questions, feel

firee to send them to rotun-

da@longwood.edu with my
name in the subject. And as

always* be kind to each

otiier*s hearts; the next one

that breaks migjjt be yours.
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CASH cont'd p.lO

culminated in a bod of final inter-

nal strugg^ in a cave just outsick

Chattano<^, Tennessee, Cash

found what he called ''a peace widi

God" and emerged widi a renewed

faith in Christ "It was said of jazz

great Duke Ellington that his music

was Iscyond category,'" said Charies

Wolfe, music historian and author at

Middle Tennessee State Unh^rsity.

"The same could be said of

Johnny Cash - he too was beyond

category. His music was simply i

genre unto itself, Johnny Cash

music."

Cash continued to work in an out

of the spotligjht, most rccendy widi

famed producer Rick Ruben, wIkj

signed such acts as Run DMC and

was responsible for much of tl«

early success of labels like Dcf Jani^

Johnny Cash is survived by four

dau^ters, one son, 12 grandcMs

dren and miflicMis of &ns die wofil

over.

Richard Cline of \AC!U ana

Jlistin Dhv^ of Middle Tenni

State Chiversity catttritautfid to

tias cepxt.

Lnily Alliance
Do you support equal rights for everyone?

If you care about diversity issues, this

is the organization for you! We seel( to

promote inclusion and equality.

Anyone and everyone is welcome!

WUnSWifS AT 9 PM.

IN mUHQik 16

TkeNewWay To Evaluate Professors
John Swapceinsld and Justin

Ranson

Guest Writers

Each semester, college students

are asked to fill out teacher eval-

uations, only to watch the infor-

mation disappear into the abyss,

never to be seen again.

Word of mouth was the only

option students had to learn

about professors until recendy.

At RateMyProfessors.com

(http:/ /www.ratemyprofessors.c

om), students can now anony-

mously rate professors on their

helpfulness, clarity, difficulty of

classes, and even physical attrac-

tiveness.

Students can also leave com-

ments about professors and the

courses they teach.

The website was founded in

1999 by John Swapceinski, who

graduated that year from San

Jose State University. "I got the

idea for the site after taking a

class with a particularly dastard-

ly professor who often left stu-

dents in tears and genuinely

seemed to enjoy it," he said.

Students who visit the site

can check professors' ratings, or

rate professors on a 1 to 5 scale,

5 being the best, in the cate-

gories of helpfulness, clarity,

and easiness.

Although some expect the

site to be just a place to bash

professors, almost 70% of the

ratings are positive, according to

Swapceinski.

At the tirfie of this writing,

RateMyProfessors.com had a

total of 583 ratings for 130

Longwood University profes-

sors.

Lotigwood University's high-

est rated professor was

Professor Jim Jordan of the

Anthropology department, with

an overall rating of 4.9.

Of the 15 ratings for this pro-

fessor, comments included "if

you don't laugh in class, you

should see a physician as soon

as possible," and "Dr. Jordan is

DA BOMB!! His stories rock

and he makes anthropology

fiin!"

The website also displays

each school's "hottest" profes-

sors, indicated by a red chili

pepper icon. With 10 "hot"

votes. Professor Larissa Smith

just may be the sexiest professor

on campus.

The site is not without its

critics. Some students question

the validity of the ratings, espe-

cially since students are not

reqvdred to log in to rate profes-

sors.

Even the site's list of fre-

quently asked questions admits,

"Remember, we have no way of

knowing who is doing the rating

- students, the teacher, other

teachers, parents, dogs, cats,

etc.

The website includes a section

of the funniest ratings ever post-

ed. One reads, "Boring! But I

learned there are 137 tiles on the

ceiling." Another: "He will

destroy you like an academic

ninja."

Swapceinski stated he receives

threats of legal action from irate

professors every week. "It's

amazing," he said, "the number

of professors with Ph.D's who
don't get the concept of the First

Amendment."

About the authors: John

Swapceinski is the founder of

RateMyProfessors.com.

Justin Ranson is a Sophomore

Music Education student at

Longwood University.
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HOROSCOPES by Sam Wise-Ridges

Virgo (Aufl.23^Sep. 22)

Hopefullij tke flocxl from ijour waterij tutt will drij up before kurricane Isabel comes and wastes botk of ijou down stream.

libra (Sep. 23-Oct 22)

QoiioQ in tke Student Union tastes like waterij butt; connections? I don't know.

Scx>rpio(Oct23.-Nov.21)

If ijour partner is spending more time in gijm tkan witk you maijbe i)ou skould re-tkink your bedroom teckniques. Did ijou

see tke interview witk Arnold on Oprab?

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-060 21)

Don t kead lor cover; kead for tke partij.

Capricorn (Dec 22Jan 19)

You mean Greeks can't talk to non-Greeks tkis week? Maybe tkis rule skould be implemented all year long.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

You look like a dead fisk.

Pisces (FeklQ-Mar. 20)

All kail to tube tops and booty skorts.

Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)

Wko doesn t love tke boobies?

Taurus (April 20'-May 20)

It would do some good to listen toWMLU 913

on Fridays from l'-3pm. Except not tkis week

or next week, but after tkat, you're good to go.

Gemini (Maij 21June 20)

My mom says you're welcome.

Cancer (June 2Uuli) 22)

Tke only vertical korizon tke sckool kas seen

tkus far is your ass crack

Leo (lull, 23-Aug, 22)

Welcome Isabel witk open arms.

for^gue to Cheefe by ElHe Woodruff

h
"^.^"

fc.

^i)*" MMii iii i i

.

i

,,

' " '
III "'"'' - -y

• . -Yes t^ i"5 o sW*ne .
.
We ft^mK

j

1^*4^ {Junna F<xv^,1u Vieekertd
,
m

ro'T Z Axuj a^ boved iuncheS^

\\tr mini !)«S^ Srtw.fped.

joke ye^!

'Help protect your local satirist, stop overwhelming stupidity/*
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Ouidoor Film Series Ends Early
Greg Tsigaridas

Guest Writer

The Downtown Film Series was

supposed to present West Side

Story, the final film of the sixth

season of the award-winning

"Stars Under The Stars" pro-

gram.

The winner of 10 Academy

Awards including Direction,

Cinematography, Score, and Best

Picture, West Side Story is consid-

ered to be among the best musi-

cals ever and helped to usher in a

new era of movie musical.

Echoing _the,,4€nre story of

Shakespeare's Komeo ana Juliet, the

film stars Natalie Wood and

Richard Beymer as star-crossed

lovers whose ethnic backgrounds

tie them to rival gangs.

As their impossible love affair

develops, the Sharks and the Jets

fight to claim and protect their

share of territory in early 1960's

New York.

The familiar story is supported

by a memorable soundtrack by

Leonard Bernstein and Stephen

Sondheim, stunning choreogra-

phy, and brilliant direction from

Robert Wise and Jerome Robbins.

The influence of West Side

Story is far-reaching, and can be

seen in everything from GAP ads.

to movies such as Shrelk. and

Analy:^ That to Micheal Jackson's

video for "Beat It."

West Side Story will be canceled

due to hurricane Isabel. The

Outdoor Film Series will resume

again next summer.

Parents Weekend. Still a Jovj in tke Rain

Brette Lawrence

Staff Wnter

For many students, Parents

Weekend is the first time since

they've moved in that they are

able to see their family.

Despite the rain, students

seemed to enjoy seeing their par-

ents and participating in the activ-

ities that the school had planned.

The weekend included several

workshops, as well as the quarter

mile fundraiser that was put on by

the Universits's Fraternities and

Sororities.

Also occurring on Saturday

afternoon were the "Captains

Choice" golf tournament, and

other fun family athletic events.

Also, Lancer Productions showed

the popular film Finding Nemo

early in the afternoon.

There were also several per-

formances including Barry Drake

doing a bit on 60's rock, and

when the music mattered.

Also performing was David

Binder, who played music during

lunch on Saturday Saturday night,

the Jarman Auditorium was hys-

terical, courtesy of the comedic

antics of the Second City

Comedy Troupe.

While it was good that a variety

of activities were provided, many

students felt a litde overwhelmed

by the assortment of events that

they had to decide between, and

not everyone was able to attend

all of the activities that they had

wanted to go to.

The bookstore was also

opened extended hours this

weekend to fdl the needs of visit-

ing families who were flocking to

the store to stock up on

Longwood University spirit-wear.

They bookstore gave out valu-

able coupons that were worth

20% off of any item.

While most of the activities

were not affected by Saturday's

inclement weather, a few changes

had to be made.

The picnic lunch that was

scheduled had to be moved

indoors, and many of the partici-

pants who were supposed to

attend the golf tournament on

Saturday afternoon did not show

up.

Despite this, those who did

show up seemed to enjoy them-

selves.

Overall, parents "
. weekend

seemed to be a hit. On Sunday

afternoon, the families headed

for home thinking about the fun

time they had at this year's par-

ents weekend at Longwood

University.

iHE Tymsic or i longwood university

Got something on your mind?

Can't find anyone who plays your music?

Need to meet some really fun new people?

Join WMLU
Longwood's very own radio station.

Meetings: Sundays at 9 in the Miner Auditorium.

PAGE 13

Woodburn Road
Performing Virginia

Acoustic Rock

$S C0K/€/1

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL AT
CHARLEYS!

4flB FEATURING:

Mr |1 CHILI DOGS

|0.25 CHICKEN WINGS

ADULT BEVERAGE SPECIALS

ORRYTOEATAPOUNDOF^
ATOMIC WINGS FOR A FREE^

T-SHIRT!

GAMES BEGIN AT 9PM, SO PONT BE

LATE!

HHili UiiiMHiiiiiHii iliil
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Field Hockey Victorious in Jokn

Wesner Memorial Tournament

September 18, 2003

sports Information

The Longwood University field

hockey team captured the John

Wesner Memorial Tournament

championship this weekend

winning three games in two days

over Catawba, Kutztown and

Indiana-Pennsylvania.

Sophomore Alexis Ramey
(Westminster, Calif. /Marina)

was named the Tournament

MVP among five LU players

earning All-

Tournament Team
honors.

Ramey was joined on

the All-Tournament

Team by Hawkins,

along with sophomores

Sarah Hitchings

(Virginia Beach,

Va./Kempsville), Julie

Price (Stafford,

Va./North Stafford),

and Marina Sizow

(Virginia Beach,

Va./Kempsville).

In the first game

against Catawba, the

Lancers came out in

full force, scoring three

goals in the first half.

Sizow nailed a shot

straight into the back

on the net off of a

penalty corner at the

20:50 mark, Ramey

also scored for

Longwood off of a

penalty corner at the 10:20

mark.

Senior Andrea Wilkinson

(Chantilly, Va./Chantilly) made

the score 3-0 going into the half,

putting the ball past the goal-

keeper off of a cross from Price

at the top of the circle with 30

seconds left.

In the second period,

Hitchings put one in the net at

the 18:20 mark with help from

Wilkinson. Price put the finish-

ing touches on the shut out,

scoring on a penalty corner

from senior Erin Sixsmith

(Alexandria, Va./West Potomac)

with five minutes left in the

match. «.

Longwood split its time in

the net between junior Julie

Patterson (Esmont, Va./

Monticello), who played for 50

minutes and had one save, and

freshman Chris Cimino (Fairfax

Station, Va./Hayfield) who was

credited with four saves in 20

minutes.

Senior Maria Maculaitis (Red

Bank, N.J./Rumson-Fair

Haven) and sophomore

Shannon Ratte (Virginia Beach,

Va./Kempsville) were credited

with one defensive save each.

In game two of the tourna-

ment, the Lancers took a 1-0

lead over Kutztown going into

the half, with Ramey scoring at

the 12:61 mark.

Kutztown came back in the

second half and scored with

three minutes remaining to

send the game into overtime.

In the extra period, Hawkins

gave the Lancers the victory

scoring off a rebound from the

goalkeeper at the 11:10 mark.

Patterson played all 70 min-

utes in net for Longwood and

recorded 1 1 saves.

In the championship match,

Longwood opened the scoring

in the first half when Ramey
found the back of the cage at

13:43, assisted by freshman

Katy Lernihan (Fredericksburg,

Va./ Chancellor) on a penalty-

corner play.

Wilkinson gave the Lancers a

2-0 lead at the intermission

when she tallied a goal at 16:43,

assisted by Hawkins. Ramey
added an insurance goal in the

second half at 52:25, assisted by

Ratte on another penalty-corner

play for a 3-0 lead.

The host Indians

avoided the shutout

when Chrissy Hill

scored a goal at 54:36,

assisted by Kandice

Pyles.

Patterson played all

70 minutes in net for

the Lancers and made

12 saves as Indiana-Pa.

took a 12-8 advantage

in shots, and a 16-13

edge in penalty-cor-

ners. Jamie Parell five

saves for the hosts.

Longwood is now 3-

4 overall and will play

again this Friday, Sept.

19, at NCAA Division

I Towson University in

Maryland.

The Lancers' offense

this season is led by a

group of underclass-

men.

Sophomore Alexis

Ramey has tallied five

goals and one assists in seven

games, including scoring four

goals this past weekend at the

John Wesmer Memorial

Tournament.

Sophomore Julie Price and

freshman Jen Hawkins follow

with one goal each, while senior

Erin Sixsmith leads Longwood
with two assists.

In net for the Lancers, junior

Julie Patterson has recorded 56

saves and a .737 saves percent-

age.

Freshman Chris Cimino saw

her first action for Longwood as

goalkeeper against Catawba

Saturday and had four saves in

20 minutes.

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

I nformation/Reservations 1 -800-648-

4849 or www.ststravel.com.

Women s Cross Country Wins

Danville Collegiate Ckallenge

sports Information

Longwood University totaled

33 points to win the seven-

team 2003 Danville

Collegiate Challenge

September 13 in Danville —
the second-straight year that

the Lancers have won this

event.

Junior Jessica Walton/

Williamsburg (Jamestown)

who won the 5K (3.1 miles)

race with a course-record

and personal-best time of

20:41 among 34 runners

overall.

Longwood will return to

action September 20 with its

participation in the James
Madison University

Invitational in Harrisonburg.

In Danville, Walton was
followed by junior Lynette

Robinson/Mineral (Louisa

Co.) with her time of 20:43 to

place third — also bettering

the previous course-record.

Other Longwood runners

included juniors Tiffany

Denby/ Charlottesville

(Monticello) (23:13, 9th) and

Holly Miller/ Newport News
(Woodside) (23:28, 10th),

along with graduate student

Theresa Bridge/Farmville

(Prince Edward Co.) (24:11,

14di).

Following theJMU compe-
tition, Ix)ngwood will partici-

pate in the Maymont Festival

September 26 in Richmond.

Men s Cross Countrij Second in

Danville Collegiate Ckallenge

sports Information

Longwood University totaled

77 points to finish second

among seven teams at the

2003 Danville Collegiate

Challenge September 13 in

Danville.

For the second-straight

week, it is the highest team

finish for the Lancers in the

three-year history of the pro-

gram.

Barton (N.C.) won the

event with 46 points.

Longwood will return to

action September 20 with its

participation in the James
Madison University

Invitational in Harrisonburg,

In Danville, freshman

Keith Smith/Powhatan
(Powhatan) led Longwood
with his time of 30:21 to

place fourth among 47 run-

ners overall in the 8K (5.0

miles) event.

Smith was followed by

classmate Chris

Gibbs/Richmond (L.C. Bird)

(32:42, 15th), sophomore Joel

Burkett/Chester field

(Manchester) (33:47, 20th),

junior Greg Harrison/Faijfax

(Robinson) (33:48, 21st),

freshman Wes
Spece/Martinsville (Carlisle)

(34:14, 25th), sophomore
John Lampkins/Chesapeake

(Western Branch) (35:58,

29th), along with freshman

Deo Smith/ Bridgeport,

Conn. (Kolbe Cathedral)

(41:28,44th).

Following theJMU compe-
tition, Longwood will partici-

pate in the Maymont Festival

September 26 in Richmond.
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Men s Soccer Takes Double Loss at

OldDominion StiUS aoccer v^iassic

sports hformoHon

The Longwood University men's

soccer team faced tough compe-

tition this past weekend at the

Old Dominion Stihl Soccer

Classic in Norfolk, Va.

In Friday's match against

William & Mary, the Lancers

came out strong, but couldn't

hold off the Tribe, falling 6-0.

Longwood split time in the

net between freshman Justin

Brock (Palo Alto, Calif/Palo

Alto), who had two saves, and

sophomore Bryan Sanford

(Springfield, Va./West

Springfield) who was credited

with one save.

Senior forward Mark Connelly

(Warrenton, Va./Fauquier) led

the Lancers with two shots, fol-

lowed by senior midfielder

Shawn Spilman (Cincinnati,

Ohio/Oak Hills) with one.

In Sunday's gairie against No.

6 Old Dominion, the Lancers

battied tough for the opening 45

minutes as the hosts could only

manage one first-half goal at

22:52 from Attila Vendegh.

The powerful Monarchs

pulled away in the second half,

getting goals from Vendegh

(49:05), Kyle Hartiey (55:16), a

pair from Kevin McMenamin

(64:50, 75:46), and Gianni

Cimini (84:27) for a final score

of 6-0.

Sanford started in goal and

played the first 51:39, allowing

just two goals with two saves as

Old Dominion took a 15-3

advantage in shots and an 8-1

edge in corner-kicks.

Brock fmished in front of the

net, playing the final 30:21 and

allowing four goals with two

saves.

Monarch keepers Samuel

Cameron (1) and John Connelly

combined for one save.

Spilman and junior Stuart

Bertsch (Norfolk, Va./Maury)

were each named to the AU-

Tournament Team.

The Lancers are now 2-5 this

season and will play again this

Wednesday, September 17, at

Division I Winthrop University

in South Carolina.

The Lancers are led this sea-

son by Bertsch who has scored

three goals and tallied 14 shots

through seven games.

Matt Dishner

(Mechaniscburg, Pa. /Jefferson

Forest (Va.]) and James Agorsor

(Gambrillis, Md./South River)

each have one goal for the

Lancers, while Spilman and

Tony Soles Springfield,

Va./West Springfield) have been

credited with one assist apiece

this season.

In the net. Brock has record-

ed 18 saves and a .514 saves per-

centage, while Sanford has 12

saves and a .632 saves percent-

age.
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ROOMMATE WANTED!

Longwood Viilsigc apariiiirxii)^

C^IMLY lW5/month!

Muvr-Iti ^8 somi as OCTOBER 1**", 2003!

* Wsitct

* KIcctridty

* Ileal/Ait CotidMiofiinR

"k Hi^i-flfpcGd internet coimectuiti

"k Use of Bt» ie-uf-ilDe-»fI dMhhoii»c,

bwiiiitvufi^ |K)o1 ^\^A hot tub

CONVENIENT LOCATION!

DISCOUNTEO RENTini!

3^1 'X C'^-nnrarr via tnm\ ar sjlownharchcr^Tahon.ocscn

Women's Soccer Overall Record: 1-^2^1

sports Information

Long;wood University

went 0-1-1 during the past

week, including a 0-0 double-

overtime tie at NCAA
Division I Liberty University

September 13 after a 4-1 set-

back at Francis Marion (S.C.)

September 10.

The Lancers are now 1-2-1

this season, and were sched-

uled to play again September

17 at Division II Barton

College in North Carolina.

At Liberty — a member of

the Big South Conference,

the Lancers and Flames

played through 90 minutes

of reg;ulation and an addi-

tional 20 minutes of over-

time (two 10-minute peri-

ods) with neither team able

to dent the scoreboard.

Longwood's best scoring

opportunity was a

shot that went just

wide of the far

post when senior

Phoebe
Munson/Virginia
Beach (Tallwood)

beat the host

keeper.

Junior keeper

Lindsay
Naill/Alexandria

(Bishop Ireton)

made seven saves

as Liberty took a 9-3 shot-

advantage, and a 3-2 edge in

corner-kick opportunities.

At FMU, the Patriots led

3-0 at the intermission en

route to the victory,

Longwood tallied a goal

early in the second half to

narrow the deficit to 3-1 as

sophomore April

Lockley/California, Md.
(Leonardtown) finished a

cross from freshman Kelsie

Bradberry/Richmond
(Monacan) at 55:49.

The hosts wrapped-up the

scoring with a goal at 89:25.

Freshman keeper Heather

Storrie/Spring Grove, Pa.

(Spring Grove) played the

first half with no saves,

while Naill had one save in

the second half for the

Lancers.

Francis Marion took a 10-

5 advantage in shots, and a

6-3 edge in corner-kick

opportunities.

Through four

Naill has played 155 min-

matches, utes in front of the net,

allowing just one

goal (0.58) with

eight saves for an

.889 save percent-

age.

Storrie has

played 225 minutes

in front of the net,

allowing six goals

(2.40) with 12

saves for a .667

save percentage.

Following the

Barton match,

Longwood will

return home to Lancer Field

to host Division I Virginia

Military Institute — another

member of the Big South

followed by Lockley (1 goal) Conference September 19 at

along with freshmen Anna 7 p.m. in Farmville.

Gravely/Virginia Beach The Lancers will then play

(Frank W. Cox) (1 goal) and on the road again September

Tiffany Crane/Virginia 21 at Division III Roanoke
Beach (Kellam) (2 assists). College.

Longwood is led in scoring

by Bradberry with one goal

and one assist for three

points (0.75). Bradberry is
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SexuarResponsibility^eek

September 22
nd

Monday, September 22 - Sex in the Dark
LOCATION: Lankford Student Union 'C Room

hA? mill 11.11 mill''

Come hear what others have to say about sexuaUiealth. This program

will give you the opportunity to ask questions and talk openly without being

recognized It is completely in the dark!

Tuesday, September 23 - Sex Jeopardy

LOCATION: Lankford Student Union 'A' Room 6:00pm

This fun spin on the popular game show will help attendees gain a

better understanding of sexual health issues facing college students today,

Wednesday, September 24 - Fearsome Foursome
LOCATION: Lankford Student Union 'B' & 'C Rooms 6:00pm

This is the true story of 4 Longwood students and their journey to help

others understand what it's like to not be heterosexual on college campuses.

Come see what happens when people start asking questions and getting

informed! M
Thursday, September 25iii Healthy Relationships

LOCATION: Lankford Student Union ^B' & 'C Rooms 6:00pm

Come hear Dr. Frank Howe talk about what it means to have a healthy

relationship and characteristics of healthy relationships.

Sponsored by the Student Health and Wellness Center, Counseling Center,

Unity Alliance, Wellness Advocates, and Peer Helpers

Ifyou have questions, please call 2509!
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Tke Aitermatk of Isabel
Liz Richards

Editor-in-Chief

Only days after Hurricane Isabel

hit the eastern seaboard, and left

a number of Virginians without

power, tornados touched down

over the Richmond area.

Residents, some still without

power, were woken by pre-dawn

tornados with winds as high as

112 mph, stronger than those of

Isabel.

The wind and rain left behind

even more flooded roadways,

damaged homes and uprooted

trees.

Tornados touched down in

Nottoway, then moved towards

Richmond and then northeast

into Maryland.

Another tornado that began

in King William County also

touched down in King and

Queen counties southeast of

Hampton Roads.

Six areas were hit although

there's no report on how many

individual tornados caused the

damage.

According to the National

Weather Center, one spotted near

a middle school in Chesterfield

County left a path 3 miles long

and 200 yards wide.

According to The Richmond

Times Dispatch, damage costs have

risen to $500 million, becoming

Virginia's most expensive natural

disaster.

A number of residents went

without power after Tuesday's

tornados, raising the total num-

ber of those without power to

600,000.

See AFTERMATH p 4

Shawn Garrett

Guest Winter

Margaret Gibson Reads at Longwood
head Dr. Craig Challender. Dr.

Challender read from Mrs.
~

Gibson's work before giving

"Voices, voices. Listen my heart about 35 Longwood faculty and

as only saints have listened..." So students, as well as a handful of

began the first reading of the local residents, a brief personal

2003-2004 Author's Series, a history of die poet, including her

chain of celebrated prose and local ties.

poetry writers who came to Gibson has degrees from two

Longwood to give readings from Virginia colleges, Hollins College

their selected works.
'

and the University of Virginia;

The readings, in the same vein her mother was a Longwood

Begging for Free Condoms Since 1920 September 25, 2003

Flag Football toarnamait btjfoo

Thursday, Stptemher 2itb.

This Inuamural sport is (^ered erer/

foil through eampus recraition.

Atty student can participme as hrtg

as thej con ga tnough ptopkjor a

itam and pay an entryfee.

Winners of the chmxpioaship ^aw

are awarded with t-shirts.

The games take place on Herfield-

To cheek oa the schedule, go to:

www, longwood.edu/teatabaD /

fchedule .

Tke Fearsome Foursome Retvirns

Leslie Smith

News Editor

as a piano recital or gallery exhibi-

tion, grant the work of the author

the intended narrative voice, and

thus an incredibly enriching and

often moving experience for the

audience.

Last night's reading was given

graduate of the class of 1928;

and her sister, who was present at

the reading, is a resident of

Farmville.

The readings moved between

the sorrow of a besieged South

American village, and the novelty

by renowned poet Margaret and fancy of a bird trapped in the

Gibson. Gibson is the audior of poet's living room, determined to

seven collections of poetry escape tiirough a single closed

including Icon and Evidence (2001); window though all the others

Earth E/egy, New and Selected Poems were wide open.

(1997); The Vigil, A Poem in Four Discussions in her poems

Voices; Out in the Open (1989); touched on other scenes such as

Memories of the Future, The the Hail Bopp comet, love affairs

Daybooks of Tina Modotti; hong with trees and fellow poets or the

Walks in the Afternoon; and Signs personification of a beloved field

(1979). in "Episde to the Field."

Gibson, dressed in a knee- Notably among the attending

length kimono, seemed to glide faculty was Dean Cordle and a

across the stage following an

introduction by Author Series See POET p.5

Walter Gray, Amy Whipple,

Natasha Caballero, and Jessica

Smith were Wednesday's

"Fearsome Foursome," with Sarah

Rogers and Jenn Dize mediating.

Rogers and Dize gave a few sta-

tistics before starting the forum,

including: "92% of gay men and

women have suffered through

verbal attacks and 40% through

physical," Rogers said. Dize says,^

"In 1974, homosexuality was con-

sidered a psychological disease."

Jessica Smith started off the

discussion, saying that she is a

senior, and has been a vegetarian

since 8th grade, which was a char-

acteristic according to the movie

But Vm a Cheerleader.

She admits to being a "girly

girl" as a child, with a bubblegum

pink bedroom.

Smith flirted with the boys, and

did her girlfriends' hair for prom

and danqes. She grew up with a

liberal nonreligious background,

and her mom was pretty open

about sex.

Smith knew from high school

that she had similar feelings for

girls as she did for guys, but she

never thought that it might be

abnormal.

Then, when she was accepted

to Sweet Briar College, she found

out that her roommate was -a les-

bian. Smith was unaffected by the

news, though her parents, surpris-

ingly, were uncomfortable with

the idea, and told her that getting

a different roommate might be a

better idea.

Smith stuck with her though,

and found quickly that she was a

polar opposite to her roommate.

But, after a while, they talked

more and they became fast

friends. Eventually, Smith started

to have feelings for her, and

became very confused.

Smith confessed to her friend

one night, and found out that she

was having feelings for Smith also.

They started going out not long

afterwards.

When Smith decided to come

out to her friends and family, she

did it slowly. She gained the

acceptance of her friends, and

over winter break, she came out to

her mother.

At first, her mom was okay with

it, not saying much, and they both

cried. Then, a while later, her mom
became depressed and aggravated,

acting out violentiy toward both

Smith and herself

The moment that Smith

remembers the most is that one

morning, a while after she had

come out, her mother entered her

room, sat on her bed, and said, "If

I kiU myself today, it's your fault."

See FOURSOME p.5
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Words From tlie Editor
So, what

did you do

during
Hurricane

Isabel?

Me, I sat

in my
house with

my room-

mates and watched lots of

movies, all while consuming lots

and lots of calories.

I sat on my butt Thursday, and

did absolutely nothing. In the

midst of my boredom, I began to

think about what my other

friends were doing, particularly

those from high school.

Some have gone onto college

to become athletes, talented

singers, painters, etc.

A few are spread across the

United States in random states.

most along the east coast, and I

couldn't help but wonder if they

were doing the same, nonproduc-

tive things that I was.

It's strange, the things you

think about when you're in a state

of total boredom.

What's funny is how different

my friends are from one another,

but we all want the same thing,

success.

Ask anyone what their defini-

tion of success is, and you'll get

many different answers. Is it grad-

uating from l^ngwood? Landing

our dream job? Starting a family?

Everyone has their own defini-

tion of success.

I have a friend that I went to

high school with, and when we

both graduated together she went

to New York Cit\' and I came

here.

She landed a job with MT\^,

The Rotunda
Box 2901 Phone: 434-395-2120

Longwood lni\crsit\' Fax: 804-395-2237

f^arm\illc, VA 23909 rotunda@longu'ood.edu

http://lancer.l()ngu'()od.cdu/()rg/r()tunda/
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and now has a show on the WB.

I would say she's pretty suc-

cessful. In fact, if that were me, I

would be happy living in New
York Cit>'!

I received an email from her,

and she was really excited about

everything that was going on in

her life, but more than anything

she couldn't wait to get married.

To her, being married is it. So

while the rest of my friends and I

are all envious of her rock-star

status, we are simply trying to

make it to our 8 a.m. classes!

Me, I'm waiting to graduate,

just like a lot of us, and hoping to

make a life for myself after

Longwood.

Liz Richards

Hditor-in-Chief

Want to write for

MEETiNQS held every MoNdAy

7:50 pM

EMAil us AT ROTUNdA@loNqwood.Edu

OR caU 595-2120

Letter to tke Editor: There is Glass in My Pizza

Dear Editor:

No one is more excited than 1 at

the fact that Longwood gave stu-

dents an extra $50 on their cafe

cards per semester this year.

Along with other students I now

can splurge a littie more on good

wholesome fast food and not have

to worry about running out of

money before October even

comes.

This has been a wdcome addi-

tion to my college experience, but

eating glass Thursday, September

llth was not.

After an ordinary day, one of

many here at Longwood, I went

out to Bene Pizza around 1 1 p.m.

with a couple of friends with an

intense hunger that only the cafe

could satisfx'.

I walked into the dimly lit, newly

decorated cafe, and proceeded to

deliberate upon which side 1 want-

ed to get food, and that is where I

made my fateful decision. I headed

for Bene Pizza, craving a slice of

cheese pizza.

I stepped in line and waited

patiendy to place my order, and

made my second fateful decision, in

* which I decided to sprinkle parme-

san cheese and oregano onto my

slice of pizza, a decision I usually

say no to.

Littie did 1 know that the

oregano container had been

chipped, small enough that no one

noticed and big enough so that

when I took my first bite I realized

very quickly 1 was biting something

other than cheese pizza. Enraged, 1

suppressed the urge to call a lawyer,

and instead reported the incident.

Obviously, I did not die, and in

fact as far as 1 can tell no perma-

nent damage was done. Bene Pizza

did contact me and give me a cer-

tificate for a free large pizza. And

while 1 will be checking to make

sure no glass makes it onto my

pizza, word to the wise, check

before you shake.

~Susan South

To ike Directors of Student Leaderskip and tke Greek Communitij

Dear Editor:

I have a few questions for you

regarding the sudden change of

plans with Fraternity and Sorority

Recruitment.

I've heard a lot of rumors sur-

rounding your lack of faith in the

Greek Community. I've heard that

your directors teamed up on diis

decision to practically force us to

participate in Citizen Leader Day

(an all day event this Saturday), and

Walk has been pushed back (from

Friday night to Saturday night)

because you think those who signed

up for Citizen Leader Day wouldn't

go, or would show up hung over?

This, I have a few problems with.

First of all, Greeks are not the only

ones to go out and party on the

weekends. 1 guarantee you tiiat there

will be other "independents" at

Citizen Leader Day that went out

the night before.

And besides, students aren't

going to call it a night at 10 p.m. this

Friday just because they know they

have to get up early the next morn-

ing

Hello?! We stay up until 2 a.m.

during the week, and then go to our

8 a.m. classes the next morning!

What makes you think students

are going to stay in on a Friday

night? My second point is that there

are not a whole lot of Greeks that

participate in Citizen Leader Day I

went as a freshman, and that was the

last time I'll ever go.

Sure there are Greeks that go, but

diey are spread few and far between,

that is. . .unless they are forced to go.

If you can honestiy tell me that

Greeks make up more than half of

those that attend Citizen Leader

Day, then I'll retract tiiis entire argu-

ment, but I know tiiat I'm right

when I say that there are very few

Greeks that attend.

My third and final argument is

this: since Walk has been moved to

Saturday, do you really think Greeks

will go to Citizen Leader Day? Or

will you (please) face the reality tiiat

they will be hanging out with their

Fraternity or Sorority.

See GREEK p. 4
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Place Blame Wkere it Belongs

Anthony Sinecoff

Guest Writer

Shame was brought upon

Longwood University during the

Life and Libert)' Ministries anti-

abortion rally held earlier this

month. This [was the subject of

last week's activist], according to

an anonymous writer, whose titled

story proclaimed: "students are

educated, protesters are not."

In fact, extremism was evident

on both sides of the issue, and fair

and open discourse was lacking,

not just on the part of protesters.

The writer suggests that the

town of Farmville and Longwood

University itself should, along

with students; share in the shame

of inciting such "ignorance" right

here in our back yard.

Should Longwood feel

ashamed for allowing a group to

exercise their constitutional

rights?

Should Longwood feel

ashamed for allowing a group to

protest on campus?

The writer incorrectly labeled

Longwood as private property. It

is anything but. While there were

areas the protesters could not

enter into, Longwood is a public

university, and as such provides

venues for constitutionally pro-

tected freedoms.

Is it more or less just to prevent

freedom of speech and expres-

sion even if one ardendy dis-

agrees with the precepts of the

message?

Shame wasn't just heaved upon

our institution but it was also for

you, the fellow students, who
"incited" a fundamentalist group

and thereby provided the very

attention that should have been

avoided at all costs.

In speaking of this action the

writer states, "Instead, we did

exactly what they wanted us to do.

Get angry, upset, and do things

such as spit on them." What is

most surprising about this state-

ment is the fact that the regret is

not relegated to the terrible acts

aforementioned but the fact that

the protestors: "got what they

wanted."

If such acts actually took

place, chastisement should be

applied to the merits thereof

instead of worrying about the

"evil desires" of protesters being

satisfied.

Acts such as spitting on a pro-

testor are shameful in and of

themselves because they are dis-

gusting acts, not because a pro-

testor may get attention for

them.

The writer goes on to

describe the ringleader as an

"inbred redneck that hated

women, homosexuals and pretty

much anyone else that disagreed

with him."

If the protestors paint with a

broad stroke, this anonymous

writer seems to be coloring with

crayons, outside the lines.

Remarks such as these seem

only to propagate the retaliatory

gestures that the writer is so

concerned about and is accusing

the students of.

Is it more or less educated to

resort to name-calling such as

this? Just because someone may

"thump" a bible doesn't let one

off the hook from formulating

an intelligent argument against

him or her.

Just because they quote scrip-

ture doesn't mean one automati-

cally rise above the merits of any

argument. Making such broad

and generic statements not only

harms the counter protest but

also taints any semblance of

intellectual honesty.

What was shocking was the

blatant double standard that was

applied to the protestors. In one

instance a student demanded the

exact number of college girls

that had aborrions, a clearly

vague question with many

dynamics.

When, in the spirit of open

debate and discourse, the protestor

responded with an unfavorable

answer the student yelled to the

crowd in an attempt to sway opin-

ion: "This man is trying to preach

to us about abortion and he doesn't

even know the number of students

that have abortions!"

To any objective observer such a

standard is absurd and would not

be applied to someone purporting

to be pro-choice.

The protestors brought up inter-

esting points when one of them

said to a student: "I'm surprised

that you are more upset with the

picture than the act it represents."

VtTiat this anonymous writer saw as

a disgusting poster is an act that, in

reality, occurs very often, whether

you are for or against it, and the

viewing of such media should be

taken with a grain of salt if he/she

indeed adheres to a pro-choice

agenda.

Indeed, many students did go

about their business on that tumul-

tuous day without bothering to

notice what was happening behind

the Student Union building - these

students were apparentiy either too

busy or confident enough in their

belief that they didn't feel a need to

argue their point ad naseum.

Other students talked with the

protestors and respectfully shared

their views on the issue and respect

was given in return.

Instead of suggesting that the

source of our problems is a group

that was given a chance to demon-

strate in the public forum, we

should admire the freedom we have

to exchange such, ideas, even

though we may disagree with them

or the methods used.

Shame should be reserved for

the actual atrocities mentioned and

a more introspective approach

should be taken before critiques

and the fire and brimstone of

shame are cast down upon our fel-

low students.

props and drops
Props:

+Ugly people on TV
4- Alicia Silverstone

\- Benny andJoon

+Being proposed to and getting married

+ Ending sentences with prepositions also

+ Romantic kisses in the moonlight

Drops:

- To having electricity on campus after the storm.

- To broken air conditioners

- Making soldiers pay for their hospital food.

- People that don't shower and come to class all funky

- Water Damage

- Tornados

Speak Out
Wkere were you

during Hurricane Isabel?

"Driving to Chariotte, NC for

my step-brotiher's wedding"

-Brooke Lineberry, Sophomore

"I was at home in Colonial

Heights and we lost power. It was

fiin for awhile playing cards in the

dark by candle light"

—Stephanie Gattis, Sophomore

"I was woridiig as an RA fon sec-

ond Frazier]. We had flooding on

the hall. Wc had to distribute food

and flashlights, answer questions,

and enforce the lock down."

-Bethany Rababy, Sophomore

"I drove back to Northern

Virginia to be with my
mommy. We were the only

ones that had power."

-Whitney Mercer, Sophomore
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New Federal Reserve Bank President Speaks

UJ Public Relations

J.
Alfred Broaddus Jr., president

of the Federal Reserve Bank of

Richmond, will speak Tuesday,

September 30, at 7 p.m. in

lx)ngwood University's Hiner

Auditorium on "The Economy:

Where's it Headed and VCTien?"

He is the first speaker in the

2003-2004 Executive-in-

Residence series by the College

of Business & Economics,

which brings corporate leaders

to campus.

The series is made possible

through support from SunTrust

and Philip Morris. A Richmond

native and an economist,

Broaddus has worked at the

Federal Reserve Bank of

Richmond, one of 12 banks in

the Federal Reserve system since

1970 and has been president

since 1993.

Additionally^ he is a member

of the Federal Open Market

Committee, which manages the

nation's money supply to help

the economy achieve sustainable

growth and is the Fed's chief

monetary policy-making body.

"I've been at the Fed for more

than 32 years and have had the

privilege of either advising mon-

etary policy-makers or being a

policy-maker myself throughout

my career," he said. "It has been

quite a ride."

For much of this period the

Fed was struggling either to pre-

vent inflation from rising fur-

ther, or to bring it down.

"I've been giving talks about

the economy for over 30 years.

Frankly, it's more fun to give

them when the economy is clear-

ly doing well than when it is not.

One of my most vivid career

memories is speaking to a

Homebuilders' Association in

the late 1970s when inflation

was roaring and interest rates

were well into double digits.

Most of the audience showed

up with little two-by-fours,

which was a bit intimidating. "As

our nation's central bank, the

Federal Reserve has an impor-

tant role to play in economic

education.

"At the Richmond Fed, we

feel that the more the public

understands about monetary

policy and the Fed's role in sta-

bilizing the economy, the rtiore

successful the Fed will be in pro-

moting a strong and stable econ-

omy."

Broaddus, who has a Ph.D. in

economics, was Executive-in-

Residence at Longwood in 1994

and was the speaker for

Longwood's December com-

mencement in 1997.

Cither speakers in this year's

Executive-in-Residence series

will include Peter
J.

Bernard,

CEO of Bon Secours Richmond

Health System (November 5), C.

Gilmer Minor III, chairman and

CEO of Owens & Minor Inc.

(January 19), and Charles T. Hill,

chairman, president and CEO of

SunTrust Bank, Mid-Adantic

(February' 2).

Last year's speakers included

S. Truett Cathy, founder and

chairman of Chick-fil-A

Restaurants, and Jane Maas, a

retired advertising executive who
developed the highly successful

"I Love New York" campaign.

AFTERMATH con't p.l

Domimon Vuginia Power hopes

to have 75 percent of all resi-

dent's power turned on by

Thursday. There is no word on

how long it will be for the rest,

according to The Richmond Times

Dispatch.

Some schools on Virginia's

southeastern seaboard are still

without power, and have can-

celled classes for the rest of the

week.

Restaurants along die coast

are taking extra measures to

make sure they meet health stan-

dards after days without power,

while some are still waiting for

power.

According to The Richmond

Times Dispatch, state agencies

released these figures: more than

626 homes destroyed with

another 6,000 sustaining major

damage; 47 shelters housed more

than 1,000 residents; three main

roads partially closed and 238

secondary roads closed; more

than 19,000 customers without

telephone service; and 87

Amedcan Red Cross sites serving

more than 59,000 meals since tihc

rain began Thursday morning, j

To help with recovery, a disas-

ter recovery shelter was opened

in Poquoson, with more than 70

people lined up outside the shel-

ter before it's 9 a.m. opening last

Tuesday.

^Tiile most officials were con-

cerned with beginning recovery

of the land, others were interest-

ed in recovering goods for them-

selves, like an ATM machine that

was reported stolen in

Fredericksburg.

Some stores on the seaboard

were reported to have raised

prices on many items.

The state set up a toll-free

number, (877) 245-5513, for

those who want to make contri-

butions - goods, services or cash

- to help Virginians affected by

Hurricane Isabel

Donations will go to the

American Red Cross, the Centxal

Foodbank of Virginia, Goodwill,

the Salvation Army and the

Church World Service.

Spy Serum Sold as Hangover Cure
V-Wire

Would you pay $4.99 to be privy

to the secrets of Russian spies."

Some students may when they

find out an old spy remedy could

cure the hango\ners that ravage

them every Saturday and Sunday

morning.

RU-21, a new supplement its

'manufacturers claim works to

control the negative side effects

of alcohol, is now declassified

and on the U.S. market. Spirit

Sciences USA Inc., a Los

Angeles-based firm, imports the

pills from Russia.

The Russian Academy of

Sciences developed RU-21 in

1978 to help its spies remain

sober as they drank with enemy

marks, said Emil Chiaberi, Spirit

Sciences chief operating officer.

After testing, scientists realized

the spies didn't acmally - remain

sober. However, the scientists did

find that the spies didn't have

hangovers the next day, Chiaberi

s«d. The benefits of the com-

pound were revealed to the public

four years ago when the project

files were declassified, Chiaberi

said.

"This product is not a miracle

cure," Chiaberi said. "It is

designed for light to moderate

drinkers to help balance the ben-

efits and risks of drinking."

Consumers are told to take two

pills either before or during the

consumption of two drinks.

Users will still feel the alcohol's

effects, but the pills will stop

hangovers the next morning,

Chiaberi said.

Some critics say that this prod-

uct is a bad idea because it will

only encourage people to drink

and it will promote risky behav-

ior. University of Maryland

University Health Center officials

and workers at the Center For

Substance Abuse Research on

Hartwick Road said they have not

heard of the product

It is a common belief that if

people do not have a reminder of

their behavior from the previous

night, they will continue to drink,

Chiaberi said. But he disagrees

with the presumption.

"Hangovers do not deter alco-

hol consumption. People who are

hung over are likely to consume

alcohol again," he said.

Hangover-induced absenteeism

and poor job performance costs

the U.S. economy more than $100

billion a year, he said, and RU-21

can change those numbers. He

also said the drug could stop

poor driving caused by hang-

overs, and could also help curb

alcohol cravings.

Spirit Sciences has not done

any advertisements for the prod-

uct, although Leo Rossi, from the

movie "Analyze This," volun-

teered to appear in an ad endors-

ing the product.

Despite a lack of advertising,

Internet sales for RU-21 in the

United States are about $70,000 a

month. The product is becoming

popular by word of mouth, he

said, and soon the pills will be

available at General Nutrition

Center locations and possibly

CVS pharmacies, Chiaberi said.

Consumers can buy one packet

with 20 piUs for $4.99 plus $6.99

for shipping and handling at

www.ru-21.com.

EXECUT IVE EXCELLENCE

Al Broaddus Jr. on CAMPUS
President

Richmond Federal Reserve Bank

Tuesday, September 30

7 P.M. IN Hiner Auditorium

At a time when issues ofcoriwratcgovcmana',

fijwncial reporting and husine^ ethics arc making headlines daily, it is

important to remember that AnM^rican industr)^ continues to pnivide val-

ued leadership for our glolxd economy; This month, wx> arc pleased to fea-

rure J. Alfred Brr>addit$ as our guest s|x»aker in tlie 2003-04 Execuriw-iiv

Residena- scries. Dr. Broaddus, Presidcur of tlit- Fedend Rc.vtrve liuik of

Richmond, will speak on Th( Economy: Wfjfm it Headedand Whai^

hiblic Invited - Seating Limited - Free Admission.

J. Alfred Broaddus Jr., joined rhe Ik^nk's research sraff as an Fx onomist in

1970. He \va.s nairutl Senior Vice President and Director of Rensirch

in 19«5 and was promoted ro iiis prcscnt position on January 1, 1993.

In addition to his responsibilities at die Richmond Bank, Dr. Broaddus

serves on the Federal OfXMi Market Committee of the Fedei^l Reserve

Sysuni. Dr. Broaddus. a native of Richmond, is the author of nuiner<M(s

artick*s on banking and monetarv- policy;

Ihe Executive- in- Residence series is a public service of rhe College

of Business & Ec5t>t>oniics and is made possibl*; rhrmigh the geneitxjs

corporate support ofSunTrust at>d Philip Morris Companies.

To learn moi«, call 4.34.395.2045 (TRS: 71 1)

or visit m on the web at: wwwJongwo<xl.cdu/i)u$incss

COLLEGE OF

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
LONGWOOD
UNIVERSITY W
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POET cont'd p. 1

good number of English profes-

sors. Dennis Burges, I>ecturer in

English, commented that, among

colleges and universities with simi-

lar programs, "Ixjngwood has a

better record of drawing bigger

name and better credentialed writ-

ers than larger universities."

Margaret Gibson was born and

raised in the Richmond area and

has had five of her books nomi-

nated for the Pulitzer prize.

Among her other awards and nom-

inations. The Vigil, A Poem in Four

Voices was a Finalist for the

National Book Award in 1993;

Memories of the Future, The Daybooks

^ of Tina Modotti was a co-winner of

the Melville Cane Award of the

Poetry Society of America in

1986-87; and Ung W'a/ks in the

Afternoon was the 1982 I^mont

Selection of the Academy of

American Poets.

"Earth Elegy," the ride poem of

New and Selected Poems, won The

James /^Boarwright III Prize for

Poetry. "Archaeology" was award-

ed a Pushcart Prize in 2001

.

Gibson has been a Visiting

Professor at The Universit)' of

Connecticut since 1993. She has

been awarded a National

Endowment for the Arts Grant, a

Lila Wallace/Reader's Digest

Fellowship, and Grants from the

Connecticut Commission on the

Arts. Her most recent work,

Autumn Grasses was published by

LSU Press in 2003.

You Are Wkat Yoii Drink

FEARSOME cont'd p.l

Smith was allowed to finish

out the semester, then had to

leave the campus, resulting in her

attendance here at Longwood.

She and her girlfriend went

out for two years, and have since

broken up. Smith is now dating a

naale friend of many years, and is

communicating better with her

parents.

Following this harrowing story

came Natasha Caballero, a soph-

omore psych major. She was

raised Catholic, but she "failed"

at it Caballero always knew she

liked boys, and believes a lot in

equality for everyone. She is a

member of Unity Alliance and

participates in their functions.

Amy Whipple is a junior

English major. She could tell she

was different in middle school,

because all of her friends liked

Jonathan Taylor Thomas, and

she did not know why.

She dated boys, but lost inter-

est in them quickly. "I played in

the creek, I played with the ham-

sters," she said. Her dad was

A joke?

nonreligious, and her mom was

"very Catholic," and very

repressed about sex and sexuality.

Whipple did not have a drive to

find out any information on her

own until chatting one night with

a random man in a chat rcjom on-

line. He talked to her about his

being bi, and it was the first time

she had ever encountered this

type of sexuality. Interested, she

searched and found out.

When she was 16, she and a

friend fix>m church decided to

experiment together, and

Whipple experienced a feeling,

"even though it was pure lust, it

was different," than any other

thing she had felt with a boy.

Now she has a steady relation-

ship, and has a lot of love.

Her view on religion in the

context of love is that, "even

though at church they said it was

wrong, I didn't, and I still don't,

believe that God thinks it's

wrong."

Finally, Walter Gray, a junior

English major, spoke. He told the

audience that he was unable to

come out of the closet to himself

until he was a jutiior in high

school. Afterwards, he realized

that he had been gay since birth,

and could see in old photos that

he was definitely a "little flame."

Gray had always dated ^Is "that

everyone else wanted to date,"

and had considered himself

straight. But, after he had come

out to himself, he dated a man,

and had "the best time I've ever

had with anyone,"

Coming out to his friends was

easy, and when he came out to his

parents, they had only small

problems with it, and readily

accepted him. He is comfortable

with himself, and has not ever

had problems with other people

not accepting him.

The audience sat transfixed

during the discussion, and asked

many questions at the end.

People in the audience also got

up and shared experiences that

they had lived through with the

group.

The "Fearsome Foursome" has

been held at this campus many

times, and will be held again in

the Spring.

Liz Richards

Edior-in-Chief

A recent smdy published in the

Journal of Nutrition reveals that

what American's drink, along

with what they eat, can have an

effect on the size of their waist-

line.

The frequency of alcohol con-

sumption, as well as what kind of

alcohol, and the amount con-

sumed, can have an impact on

abdominal fat.

Also known as a "beer gut,"

central adiposity can be measured

by abdominal height.

One way to test the presence

of abdominal fat is to lie down on

the floor, stomach facing up, and

the excess fat that extends above

the torso is an estimation of the

amount of central adiposity.

The type of alcohol consumed

also plays a role in the accumula-

tion of abdominal fat.

Wine drinkers are reported to

have the smallest "gut," while

liquor drinkers tended to have the

largest.

The term "beer gut" would be

an oxymoron according to this

study's findings, which claim that

beer doesn't account for abdomi-

nal fat.

Those who binge drink, infre-

quendy but heavily, have mote

central adiposity than those who

drink smaller amounts frequendy,

even if the amount over a set peri-

od of time is the same.

These findings also support the

idea that central adiposity con-

tributes to heart disease, and is

therefore the unhealthiest area to

accumulate fat.

Roommate Wanted
905 High Street. $280/month

+ utilities. Call Dawn 547-

5510. Move in ASAP.

The Longwood Muslim Students Association (MSA) :

is seeking persons of peace to re -start the association.

Please contact the Office of Multicultural Affairs,

if you are interested. 395-2395

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,

America's #1 Student Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations 1 -800-648-

4849 or www.ststravel.com.

tiisLa^^iB^^ttttj^gmmtubmmmi^immmmmiamitattM
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^ 26
Men's Tennis

@Liberty Invitational

Tournament

TBD

Cross Country
@Maymont Festival in

Richmond

TBD

LP Movie

RoTiember the Titans

Moton Museum
9 p.m.

30
S&A Meeting

Lankford ABC Rooms
3:45 p.m.

Finding a Summer
Internship

Career Center

4' 5 p.m.

Women's Soccer
@Tusculum (Tenn.)

4 p.m.

Christinia Draper
Ms. Wheelchair Virginia

Lankford Ballroom

8 p.m.

< ^8
HAPPy NKW yCAR

5764

FROM THE JEWUH

/TUDEHT ORGAHIZATIOH

Citizen Leader Day

Men's Tennis

^Liberty Invitational

Tournament

TBD

Field Hockey
©Philadelphia (Pa.)

Noon

Men's Soccer

@Radford

7 p.m.

Women's Soccer
vs. Christopher Newport

7 p.m.

Singer

ChinuaHawk
Lankford Ballroom

8 p.m.

v^

Field Hockey
@Lehigh (Pa.)

1p.m.

Syre Meeting

Charlotte Room
6 p.m.

WMLU Meeting

Hiner 207

9 p.m.

Mappy 21 St

Eirthday
Liz!!!!

Martiol Arts Club

Tabb Wrestling Room
7:30' 9:30 p.m.

Greek Recruitment

Begins Again

Just for Juniors

and Sophomores
Career Center

7' 8 p.m.

Rotunda Meeting
Student Union (across from

the Post Office)

7:30 p.m.

^<
Baptist Student Union

Behind Stubbs

5:15 p.m.

Unity Alliance

Grainger G16

8 p.m.

InterVarsity Christian

Fellowship

Hiill Auditorium

8:30 p.m.

Are you looking for an apartment

for the spring semester?

For just $250/month you can sublet a single

room with private bath. Comes with bed, desk,

chair, and dresser. Free ethernet hookup

through Longwood. All utilities except phone

and cable included in rent.

Call 392-2252 for more information.

BASIC GOSPEL CHOIR
Rehearsal

Iff you love to sing and

praise GOD then this

is the place ffor you*

Every Thursday

Wysal 106 7 p.m.

-A
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Waskington DC Puts tke Frenck Back in Frenck Fries

In an effort to smooth over past

grudges, lawmakers in

Washington, D.C., have decided it

is time to put the "French" back

in French fry and French toast

and have ordered restaurants to

follow suit.

When France declined involve-

ment in the United States' war in

Iraq last spring, an angry U.S.

House of Representatives

ordered House cafeteria menus

to read "Freedom fries" and

"Freedom toast" instead of

"French fries" and "French

toast."

Now, as the situation in Iraq

continues to unfold, the United

States government needs help

rebuilding the country's war-torn

infrastructure and is trying to

repair ties with France as soon as

possible.

"President Bush is now urging

that all parties put aside past bick-

ering," Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee,

D-Texas, said in a press release

last week.

"Delays in rebuilding interna-

tional goodwill are costing

American lives in Iraq and billions

of dollars to the American [peo-

ple]. A symbolic start to that

effort would be reinstating foods

in the House cafeterias and dining

halls and their tradirional

'American' names [such as]

French toast and French fries."

Originally, the Bush administra-

tion intended the switch from

"French" to "Freedom" to show

America's disapproval of France's

position on the war in Iraq, but

the actions ultimately had litde

effect on the political views of

either the United States or France,

according to University of

Wisconsin French history profes-

sor Laird Boswell.

Boswell said the change from

"French" to "Freedom" was cov-

ered in the French press, but the

French people saw it as "petty and

ridiculous."

"The French don't even call

them 'French fries.' They think

[the food] originated in Belgium,"

Boswell said. University of

A little kelp from our Friends
f

Wisconsin senior Megan Dills

studied in Paris during the switch

and agreed that the change held

little significance in France.

"It's not like the French people

care." Dills said. "French fries

aren't even French, and they don't

eat French toast. I remember talk-

ing to a bartender one night and

he was just really confused about

the whole thing."

Dills said that when she read

about the change in the papers,

she was more concerned with

what the United States and

France were doing politically than

what the Americans were calling

fries.

For some people, the switch

from "French" to "Freedom"

never even came to their atten-

tion.

The menu at the McDonald's

restaurant on North Lake Street

V-Wire

1994 was a big year for pop-cul-

ture junkies. It was the year we

met "Forrest Gump" and said

goodbye to Kurt Cobain.

Quentin Taranrino defied the

rules of film and became a house-

hold name with "Pulp Fiction"

(not to mention reviving John

Travolta's career).

OJ. Simpson became the star

of his own courtroom drama.

And Sept. 22, 1994, NBC pre-

miered their newest Must See TV
sitcom, "Friends.

"^

Nine seasons ago, the world

was introduced to Ross, Rachel,

Monica, Chandler, Phoebe and

Joey.

In the first episode of what

would become TVs highest-rated

sitcom, we learned that Ross had

married a lesbian, Chandler had a

job no one really understood,

Phoebe was a free spirit, Monica

had bad luck with men, Joey was

a struggling actor and a very suc-

cessful skirt-chaser, and Rachel

had no job, no money, no qualifi-

cations, but really great hair.

Over the last nine years, we've

learned more about these six peo-

ple than we know about many of

our family members.

And although these New
Yorkers are not real people (as my
concerned loved ones are con-

standy reminding me), they have

certainly had a real impact on our

lives. As we've watched the lives Last but not least, from the

of these characters unfold with vault of Rachel Green wisdom,
our own, we've picked up a few ^e know that a good haircut and
Ufe lessons to carry beyond the a trendy wardrobe are the first

in Madison still reads "French

fries," and according to assistant

manager Dana Neimi, the menu

was never changed.

Neimi said no customer ever

requested Freedom fries.

"I actually never heard anything

about it," Neimi said. Though the

government did order a change

for the phrases "French fries" and

"French toast," they never passed

legislation concerning, for exam-

ple, French bread, French kissing

or French braids.

Some critics of the switch

argued that instead of boycotting

the actual word "French," it would

have made more sense to boycott

French imports. University of

Wisconsin senior Rachel Abbott

said the legislation was ineffectual.

"I only know of family friends

who stopped buying French

wine," she said.

final curtain call.

From the eccentric Phoebe

we've learned that it's okay to be

what some people would call

"strange." She showed us diat

looking at the world a litde side-

ways only makes things more

interest-

ing
' -

Joey
taught us

that even

macho
womaniz-

ers have a

soft side

and that

sensitivity

doesn't

make you

We've learned tkat it's

okay to JDe wkat some

people would call
ff . fr

strange

steps to solving all of life's dilem-

mas.

While the pearls of wisdom

bestowed on us by our fictional

friends are certainly valuable, we

must learn to separate the world

of television from the world of

reality (at

least that's

what my
therapist

keeps telling

me).

There are

some televi-

sion lessons

that must be

left in the

black box

from which

Ambassador Spotlight
By Emily Miller

Applicants Wanted!!!

Do you want to conduct tours to prospective students? Do you want to

work with Longwood Alumni? Do you want to be a role model to other

students? If this sounds like something you would like to do, become an
Ambassador!! Applications are out for those who sib interested in joining

our organization. You will need a 2.5 GPA, be in at least your second
semester, along with having commitment, dedication, responsibility, and
pride in Longwood University. Ambassadors must be knowledgeable and
be able to present the school with respect and enthusiasm. If this sounds
like you, email Membership chairman Chrisleech at

cmleech@lonqwood.edu

any less masculine. (I hope you they came. These are just a few of
guys are paying attention to this.) the "Friends" gems that I recom-
And Monica proved that being

neurotic, anal-retentive and the

teensiest bit obsessive-compul-

sive doesn't mean that no one will

ever love you. So girls, it's okay to

embrace your inner head case.

From Ross and Chandler we

learned that being a litde dorky

mend leaving behind.

First of all, it is not likely that

you'll be able to afford a spacious

apartment in the heart of New
York City if you don't have a job

that you actually go to on a regu-

lar basis.

Jobs that subsidize this sort of
isn't so bad. In the long run, just urban lifestyle do not include out
being a nice guy could win you of-work actor or coffeehouse
the girl of your dreams. waitress.

And if you pay attention in And if you do decide to move
school, you could get a job diat to the Big Apple, or any city with
lets you play with dinosaurs all more than 300 residents, it's prob-
day Pretty cool, huh? abiy not a good idea to leave your

apartment door unlocked at all

times.

To prevent future frustration

and disappointment, you should

not expect the best seat in your

favorite coffee house to always be

available. Chances are somebody

else is going to want the couch

seat.

And for all of you who have

been wearing layers in your hair

since the mid-'90s, having

Jennifer Aniston's coif does not

mean that Brad Pitt is going to

marry you. It's time to give up

that dream. Sorry.

Perhaps most importandy, it is

not realistic to expect that your

closest friends will always live just

a few feet from your door.

Only in TV land do people

never move more than five min-

utes away So appreciate them

while they're close.

Television can't teach you

everything. That's why our parents

make us go to school.

But every once in awhile,

between the commercial breaks

and the cheap laughs, you can pick

up a tip or two on how to make it

in the real world.

So a year from now, when the

show that America fell in love

with fades into television history,

just remember what your

"Friends" taught you: All you real- .

ly need in life is a handful of peo-

ple who love you and a good cm)

of coffee.
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HOROSCOPES by Sam Wise-Ridges

Style

foDgue to Chedi:

September 25, 2003

by EUie Woodruff

Litra(Sep.23X>ct22)

Fucksia is not your color, so don t wear it...ever

Scorpio (Oct 23. -Nov. 21)

Tnj not to step on otker people s toes, it kurts!

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21)

Don t worry, it kappens to everyone.

Capricorn (Dec 22Jon 19)

Love can t conquer tke voices in your kead.

Aquarius (JaiL 20-'Feb. 18)

Isakel is gone, so stop calling ker!

Pisce«(FekI9-M«r.20)

Wky aren t you cool? Take a look at tkat kaircut,

I mean come on--

Aries (Mar. 21^April 19)

Don t care atout tke California Recall? iVell you skould! H Arnold loses, ke 11 go tack to making movies.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Despite wkat your motker told you, men in spandex are not cute, in lactYOU in spandex is not cute eitker.

Gemini (Mai) 21-June 20)

d ukixvdo wl welqn zlwklq wkk grgkldjrq, pxik

okwwkk era (You wisk you knew)

Cancer (June 21--July 22)

Looking lor love? Don t look in Farmville, unless

your idea oi a kot date is driving around town,

witk your date s kids in tke back seat, eventually

ending up at Wal-Mart.

Leo (lull, 23-Aug. 22)

Dogs are man s best friend, wko couldn t love an

animal tkat is skameless enougk to lick kis kutt

and tken your iace.

Vir6o(Aug.23-Sep.22)

U your name kas more letters tkan tke alpkaket,

ckange it, otkerwiseke prepared to sulier torn a

keinous nickname.

VO/iHOlV by Zach Wilhide and Ellie Woodruff
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BookReview: rAe Devil W^ears Prada
Shannon Harrison

Public Relations Manager

For all of us soon to be

Longwood graduates, Lauren

Weisberger brings insight into a

world of overpowering employ-

ers and long awaited dreams.

Starting as a lost, small town

girl with aspirations to work as a

writer for The Neii' Yorker, Andrea

Sachs lands the job "a million

girls would die for" and finds her-

self on the fast track straight to

the top.

She accepts the position of

new personal assistant to Miranda

Priestly, the prestigious editor in

chief of Runway magazine.

Before long she begins to real-

ize she has sold her soul to the

devil who incidentally wears

nothing but the finest of design-

ers: Armani, Versace, Gucci, and

Prada.

She finds herself in a world of

endless demands and round-the-

clock-beck-and-call to Miranda.

From collecting the dry clean-

ing to dog sitting she takes a

glimpse into the world of the rich

and famous and has mixed feel- ing a cateer that you can be proud

ings about what she sees. of. Although we may end up

The person Andrea was is not starting from the bottom and

accepted into the world she has working our way up, we may do so

now been sucked into. She finds with dignity intact,

herself being seen as the compa- Andrea fights a battle that ends

ny's charit}' project, transforming up beating her. It was worth wait-

her into the chic look of ALL ing till the very end to see how

CD Review: Kelly Clarkson s Thanklul

Kelly Fischer

Guest Winter

Runway employees.

Despite her low salary she

focuses on the end result of her

self-degradation. If Andrea can

make it through her grueling,

12-month contract with a

recommendation from The

Miranda Priesdy, her career

possibilities are endless.

Her struggles do not stop

at her stressful assistant job

but stem into her best friend

and roommate's struggle

with alcoholism and phobia

of men.

Andrea also batdes with

time restraints that make see-

ing her boyfriend an impos-

sible task, if sleep is ever

going to be factored into her

daily tasks.

This novel opens our eyes

to the importance of choos-

Andrea deals with the Queen of

the Fashion world, the devil in

prada! It's the season's MUST
READ! .

After the conclusion of the first

American Idol, winner Kelly

Clarkson was the talk of the town

and so was her soon to be released

debut album.

After the late August release of

Thankful, the direction of the

album was somewhat simple and

straightforward.

The twelve tracks are a general

fusion of musical genres. Songs

like "The Trouble with Love",

"Some Kind of Miracle" and

"Anyfime" are reminiscent of

songs from Mariah Carey's early

days.

Clarkson went with a rock edge

on the song "Low." She also had

assistance from other power

singers such as Christina Aguilera.

Aguilera assisted in writing "Miss

Independent" which was a hit sin-

gle.

Fellow American Idol singer,

Tamyra Gray, lent a hand in singing

"You Thought Wrong" which mrns

out to be a somewhat mellow song

with a monotonous beat that is not

as impressive as some might think.

The tide track "Thankfiil" has a

smooth jazz/blues st)'le and the

song "What's Up Lonely" is anoth-

er that has an even beat aqd high-

lights some good harmonies.

To end the album, Clarkson has

her hit single "A Moment Like

This" and the follow up single

"Before Your Love" that are differ-

endy mixed.

The album is safe in the way of

musical st}'le meaning there is not

too much originality'.

Clarkson did not try to stand out

too much with her first album. The

album is lacking slighty in showcas-

ing Clarkson's obvious talent. Yet it

still is entertaining and a leads one

to hope for a more daring follow

up album.

Inspired to tell you the Truth

Discriminated against because of my historical roots

I sometimes wonder what if I was 2 shades lighter would life for me be

brighter?

Segregated schools, the county broke the rules, Barbara Johns walked to the

courthouse with her whole crew

Demanding equal rights her passion keeps me reflecting all night

But have things really changed?

Since when has the color of your skin been a sin?

LOST GENERATION NO EDUCATION
For those who opposed strict laws were imposed

Robert Russa Moton Museum tells stories of broken dreams, separate but

unequal don't let history be a sequel

So I plead...LEARN, LOVE, and LEAD

Become a Part of History on September 27, 2003

Citizen Leader Day
Citizen Leader Day is an opportunity for you or your organization to understand how events in

Prince Edward County contributed to the modem'Civil Rights Movement. This year the

Longwood community is invited to experience how far we have come since the Moton School

walkout and explore ways to continue in the direction of understanding, respect, and appreciation

of difference. So, ifyou want to expand your definitions of leadership and diversity widt leaders

and friends register to be a part of

Citizen Leader Day 2003!

Register as an individual or an oi^anization at:

2 16 Lankford Student Union, Office of Leadership and New Student Programs

www.longwood.edu/leadership/programs/html

Ask a member of S.E.A.L. (Student Educators for Active Leadership)

You'll make It through college because you've got dedication

and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also

have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl Bill,Tuitlon

Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members

serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll

still have time for your friends and family. Join the team that

will help you get your college degree. In VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard,YOU CAN!

I-SOO-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARD.com

./
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Field Hockeij Takes Two Losses; Townson Game Cancelled Due to Hurricane Isabel

sports Information

The Longwood University field

hockey team went 0-2 this week-

end after losing to Division I

opponents Rider and Monmouth.

The match at Townson on

Friday was postponed due to the

aftermath of Hurricane Isabel

and will be schedule for a date to

be determined later.

At Rider, the Lancers held their

\\ n in the first half with strong

efensive efforts coming from

>.enior Erin Sixsmith (Alexandria,

Va./W^st Potomac) and sopho-

mores Marina Sizow (Stafford,

Va. /North Stafford) and

Shannon Ratte (Virginia Beach,

Va./Kempsville).

However, Rider picked up the

pace in the second period and

scored three goals for the victory.

Junior All-American Lorrie

Watts (Fredericksburg, Va./

Stafford), who was back on the

field after sitting out seven games

due to an injury,,and sophomore

Julie Price (Stafford, Va./North

Stafford) got of one shot each

for the Lancers.

Junior keeper Julie Patterson

(Esmont, Va./Monticello) man-

aged to rack up 23 saves for

Longwood, while Rider's Krysta

Bearish had two.

Against Monmouth, the

Hawks jumped out to a lead mid-

way through the first half as

Susan Ganghamer tallied a goal

on an assist from Jess Miller with

17:18 remaining in the period.

Longwood answered four

minutes later when Watts

deflected a pass from Ratte into

the back of the cage to even the

score at 1-1 with less than 14

minutes remaining in the half

Both teams batded during the

remaining minutes for the victo-

ry, but the Hawk's Kristen

Hulmes scored off of a pass

from Katie Niemczyk to give

Monmouth a 2-1 advantage.

Patterson recorded 14 saves

for the Lancers while

Monmouth's Carrie Colbert was

credited with four.

Watts, along with sophomore

Sarah Hitchings (Virginia Beach,

Va./Kempsville) led Longwood

with two shots, followed by

Sizow, Sixsmith and freshman

Kat}' Lernihan (Fredericksburg,

Va./Chancellor) with one each.

Up next, the Lancers (2-6)

travel to Pennsylvania on

September 27 to take on

Philadelphia University at 12

p.m., then face Lehigh on Sept.

28 at 1 p.m.

The Lancers' offense through

nine games has been led by Alexis

Ramey, who has tallied five goals

and one assist this season. Andrea

Wilkinson (Chantilly,

Va./Chantilly) and Julie Price fol-

low with two goals each, while

Erin Sixsmith leads Longwood

with two assists. In net for the

Lancers, Julie Patterson has a

recorded 91 saves.

Women's SoccerNow 3-2-1; 2-0 Last Week
Sports Information

Longwood University went 2-0

during the past week with road

victories past Roanoke 1-0

September 21 and Barton

(N.C.) 2-0 on September 17.

A scheduled home match

with NCAA Division I Virginia

Military Institute was post-

poned due to Isabel and

rescheduled for October 26 at 5

p.m. on Lancer Field.

The Lancers are now 3-2-1

this season, and will play again

September 27 at home against

Christopher Newport at 7 p.m.

on Lancer Field.

At Division III Roanoke,

sophomore Tiffany

Rice/Virginia Beach (Kellam)

scored the game's only goal in

the first half as the Lancers won
their second-straight contest.

Rice tallied her first goal of

the season unassisted in the

opening half at 13:20 as

Longwood took an 11-7 advan-

tage in shots against the.

Maroons, and a 7-1 edge in cor-

ner-kick opportunities.

Junior keeper Lindsay

Naill/Alexandria (Bishop

Ireton) played all 90 minutes in

front of the net to preserve her

third consecutive shutout.

At Division II Barton,

Longwood scored both of its

goals in the second half as

freshman Tiffany

Crane/Virginia Beach (Kellam)

scored her first collegiate goal

at the 52:00 mark — the assist

from sophomore April

Lockley/California, Md.

(Leonardtown).

Senior Phoebe Munson/
Virginia Beach (Tallwood)

added an insurance goal at

75:48, assisted by freshman

Anna Gravely/Virginia Beach

(Cox).

It was the 40th career goal

for Munson who ranks second

in goals scored for the Lancers

(Erin Hirschi, 44),

Longwood took an 18-7

advantage in shots against the

Bulldogs, and a 5-0 edge in cor-

ner-kick opportunities.

Naill played all 90 minutes in

front of the net and made six

saves for. her second-straight

shutout.

Through six matches,

Longwood is led in scoring by

Crane with one goal and two

assists for four points (0.67).

Crane is followed by Lockley

(1 goal, 1 assist). Gravely (1

goal, 1 assist), and freshman

Kelsie Bradberry/Richmond

(Monacan) (1 goal, 1 assist)

with three points (0.50) each,

along with Munson (1 goal) and

Rice (1 goal) with two points

(0.33) each.

Naill has played 335 minutes

in front of the net, allowing just

one goal (0.27) with 14 saves

for a .933 save average with the

three shutouts.

Naill, with 21 career

shutouts, ranks second all-time

for the Lancers (Amy Kennedy,

25). Freshman keeper Heather

Storrie/Spring Grove, Pa.

(Spring Grove) has played 225

minutes in front of the net,

alloAving six goals (2.40) with 12

saves for a .667 save average.

Following the CNU match,

Longwood will play on the road

again on September 30 at

Division II Tuscvdum (Tenn.).

ROOMMATE WANTED!

Longwood Village apartments

ONLY $365/monthl

Move-In as soon as OCTOBER V\ 2003!

Includes:

* Water

ic Electricity

"k Heat/Air Conditioning

i( High-speed internet connection

ic Use of state-of-the-art clubhouse,

swimming pool and hot tub

CONVENIENT LOCATION!

DISCOUNTED RENT!!!!!

Interested? Contact Loren x2816 or after 9:30 pra at 391

38 1 9. Contact %na email at alorenhatcher@yahoo.com
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ism Replaces
V-WIRE

Right now, a student somewhere is

thinking about that unfinished

five-page essay — due in two hours.

No problem! Just zip off to the

computer lab, enter some key

words into a search engine, cut,

paste -- and plug the gaps in that

essay with someone else's writing,

someone else's ideas. In other

words - plagiarize.

Plagiarism -- which means, basi-

cally, stealing someone else's intel-

lectual propert}', and claiming it as

your own - is an ugly word that

seems to have lost some of its

impact on a generation weaned on

instant information. Songwriters,

artists, and authors make a living

from producing original material,

which is their intellectual proper tv.

Like music file-sharing Web
sites, online sources for research

material are available for the taking

to anyone with Internet access.

These sources are also \ailnerable

to the same types of misuse.

Plagiarism.org is a Web site ded-

icated to teaching people about

the growing problem of plagiariz-

ing information from the Internet,

and how to combat it.

They report that plagiarism

"has become a booming industry,"

due to the many online "cheat

sites" where students can find

research papers on a multitude of

topics. Some sites will even cus-

tomize your paper for an extra fee.

However, not all incidents of pla-

giarism are so obvious.

An article from the National

Council of Teachers of English

Web site quotes Gary Layne

Hatch, an English professor at

Brigham Young University as say-

• ing that defining plagiarism itself

is a murky issue. Hatch says that

many students are not properly

trained in academic research meth-

ods, which can lead, inadvertendy

Of not, to plagiarism. To him, it is

more a matter of "misrepresent-

ing" sources of information as

opposed to stealing them.

The free and open nature of the

Internet and electronic databases

has led to new concerns about pla-

giarism in schools. Instructors and

administrators at Washtenaw

Community College, and at col-

leges and universities across the

country, are alarmed at the ease

with which information can be

found, cut and pasted into a stu-

dent's essay.

Clarinda Flannery, an adjunct

English instructor at WCC,
requires her English 1 1 1 writing

students to provide a thorough

background check of all Internet

sources used in their assign-

ments.

"If they quote a source, they

need a copy of the source page

with the quoted material high-

lighted, and MLA st\'le informa-

tion written at the top," said

Flannery, "the same as it appears

on their Works Cited page."

But teaching proper research

techniques is only part of solu-

tion. According to Flannery, pla-

giarism mosdy occurs because

students are afraid they can't do

the work.

"Depending on their experi-

ence, many students don't have a

clue about how to do research for

a college paper," she said. "A big

problem is that many students, by

the time they get to high school,

view writing as some kind of

punishment."

"I had one student who avoid-

ed the library because his high

school used it for detention," said

Flannery.

Like many college instructors,

Flannery believes that writing

phobia starts with poor academic

instruction at the high school

level. And, by the time they enter

college, students are over-

whelmed by the amount of

attributed research required to

complete essays and papers.

"Students are trained early on

to simply spit back information. I

try to change this by making

them start with a question about

something they are interested in,"

she said. "This is foreign to most

students who are used to regurgi-

tating information."

So far, this method has been

successful in her classes. By hav-

ing students choose a research

question personal to their own

lives; she can circumvent some of

the motivations for plagiarism.

"Students do amazing things

when you give them the space to

do it," said Flannery. "The ques-

tion is everything."

Charles Avinger, a full-time

English instructor, clearly spells

out his policy on plagiarism in the

syllabi for all his classes;

"Any evidence of cheating or

intentional plagiarism wiU result in

an F for the course. The incident

will be documented and a copy will

be forwarded to the Dean of

Humanities and Social Sciences,

and the Vice President of Student

Services for further review and

possible institutional sanctions."

This stern warning serves to

emphasize the serious nature of

plagiarism, giving students fair

warning about. the consequences

of cheating.

However, Avinger says that in

his experience most people are

conscientious, and usually "plagia-

rism" is an honest mistake. "It is

important to forestall (plagiarism)

before it happens. I ask for copies

of all sources," he said. "I also

look at all the drafts so I can see

the writing process."

A recent study by The Center

for Academic Integrity found that

"almost 80 percent of college stu-

dents admit to cheating at least

once," and a survey by The

Psychological Record reports that

"36 percent of undergraduates

have admitted to plagiarizing writ-

ten material."

Reactions from WCC smdents

are widely varied on the subject of

plagiarism. Due to the incriminat-

ing nature of their responses,

some have chosen to remain

anonymous. "A couple of times,

I've been sick or something at the

end of a semester and I had to get

a paper in or fail a class. I prom-

ised I'd make up for it later, but I

,

still felt bad about it." '

"I've plagiarized a couple of

times. Obviously, if you just copy

and paste right off the first hit you

get on Google, you'll get caught.

But obviously it's cheating and I

haven't done it a whole lot."

"I haven't plagiarized. I think

it's wrong. But one time I helped

my friend by giving her a paper I

wrote for the same class last

semester. I felt bad about it, but

she had reasons why she couldn't

write the paper and the instructor

was totally unhelpful. If she could

have gotten an extension or some-

thing, she wouldn't have had to do

it."

Monamie Bhadra, a WCC stu-

dent employee said, "People just

don't understand the reasons for

properiy crediting their sources.

Plagiarism undermines the aca-

demic and professional discourse.

Otherwise, you end up going in

circles and never really reach the

'truth."

Elaine Razzano, a mentor from

the NCTE Web sites offers pro-

found insight on the subject of

plagiarism. "Perhaps students need

to take some courses in ethics

instead of in how to write a

research paper.."

Mvj Two Cents: Single and Looking at Longwood
Willard Vaughn

Opinion Editor

Hurricane Isabel has come and

gone this week. So did my hopes

for a five-day weekend.

As I was heading back to

Farmville on Friday after spend-

ing the storm in the back of an

ambulance in Chesterfield, I was

looking forward to a relaxing cou-

ple of days with my friend

Alcohol.

I was pissed to find that not

only did all of Farmville have

lights, but Longwood did as well.

Classes went on as normal, and I

never did get to hang out with my
friend. Oh well, such is life.

Anyway, on to the question:

Dear Willard:

I've been single for about two years

now. It's notfrom lack of trying. I meet

people. I go out. I do my thing. But I

stillJust can't get anybody. In fact, I'm

not even able to hook up with anybody.

What's wrong with me?

Signed,

Sexually Frustrated

Well, to answer this question

I'm going to not only rely on what

I know, but also I'm going to con-

sult the great Dr. Phil for this one

(u^avdrphil.com/advice).

1 personally think that Dr. Phil

has some insight into relation-

ships and so forth, but I don't

think that his advice is any more

profound than any other clinical

psychologist could offer.

The difference is that Dr. Phil

knows how to market himself, and

he has the funding to do it.

Anjway, the first thing that I

have to offer you is to find out

who you are. I tell people all the

time that there is no way that you

can make someone else happy

until you are happy with who you

are.

If you look at yourself, and you

decide that you cannot be happy

with yourself, then that my friend

is what you .need to be worried

about rather than chasing tail.

In fact, knowing yourself and

being comfortable and confident

witii that is half die batde in die

dating game.

After you've done this, then

you'll be able to determine exacdy

whom it is that you want to date.

Once you've figured this out,

according to Dr. Phil, "...put

yourself in a target rich environ-

ment..."

This means that if you want

someone who is a brain, start

hanging out in the library. If you

want a party animal, start going to

parties.

Additionally, make sure that

you're not setting yourself up for

failure. People do this in two ways.

First, they act too desperate.

Desperation works if you're a girl

trying to pick up a guy to engage in

the horizontal mambo with on a

Samrday night, but not for form-

ing a lasting relationship.

Unformnately, guys, this doesn't

work the opposite way; giris don't

really fall for desperate guys unless

they themselves are desperate.

Secondly, again pulling from Dr.

Phil, people set themselves up for

failure by expecting the worst. If

you say to yourself that you've only

been able to attract one type of

person, then you're going to only

expect and be looking for that type

of person.

So go out there and be yourself

and you'll find the person that is

right for you. If any of you have

questions about life, love, relation-

ships, or the horizontal mambo,

feel free to send them to rotun-

da@longwood.edu with Dr.

Willard in the subject. As always,

be kind to each other's hearts; the

next one that breaks might be

yours.
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Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship

at '& niversity

Every Tuesday at 7pm in the "B" & "C

room ofLankford.

99

a
. •

Fellowship is charged with

music, given to humor, and deals with everything

from relationships to the nature of truth.

Visit us on the web at

www.ionswoo axoi
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Reviving tke Goddess: Wicca 101
Leslie Smith

News Editor

Yesterday kicked off

"Wednesday with Women
Studies," with the subject of

"Reviving the Goddess in

Modern Times," featuring Dr.

Carl Riden.

Her talk centered on Wicca,

Goddess Worship, and Earth

Spirituality.

She covered the theology, his-

tory, academic analysis, and

pagans' point of view.

Riden became interested in

this topic when studying for a

portion of her Sociology of

Religion class labeled "Neo-

paganism and Witchcraft."

She acknowledges that all

types of pagans have different

ideas and preferences when

talking about rituals, gods/god-

desses, pantheons (the different

sects of gods, such as Greek or

Celtic), the usage of magic, etc.

"There's no way to get

around it. Part of the belief sys-

tem is that each individual, each

organization, can establish their

own rituals, or write their own

guidelines in respect *to their

own practice," Riden said.

Rituals are fairly similar,

though, as most aspects are usu-

ally kept throughout the differ-

ent types of Wiccan and pagan

ritual.

The majority of pagans

"believe that you are responsi-

ble for your own actions," she

said.

See WICCA p.5

A Celebration of Diversity
EiUe Woodruff

Cartoonist

September 27th, Longwood held

its 3rd annual Citizen Leader Day

at the Moton Museum, sponsored

by SEAL and New Student

Leadership Programs.

The program consisted of 3

separate sessions in which volun-

teers would attend a seminar

explaining the history of the

Moton School, Farmville's recent

history in desegregation, and

Prince Edward County public

school's role in the Brown vs

Board of Education legal batde.

After the seminar on Saturday

morning, volunteers spent the

afternoon serving plates of food

donated by local businesses for

five dollars a piece. The funds

raised are to be matched and dou-

bled by government agencies

The effort raised some five

hundred dollars, a cheering

prospect for the oft-ignored

museum.

. Previous Citizen Leader Days

have addressed the crisis simations

in New York City following 9/11

and a series of individual mono-

logues focusing on smdent issues

ranging from eating disorders to

academic honesty to sexuality.

SEAL and the office of New
Smdent and Leadership Programs,

an organization of young men and

women driven to make a differ-

ence on Longwood's campus have

headed all these. The current

advisor for both is Sarah Schoper,

Iowa native, who is ecstatic about

the record number of volunteers

this year, an excess of 300 people.

The program attracted faculty,

staff, and students from both

Longwood and Hampden Sydney

and members of the Farmville

community. Faculty and staff

applauded the effort. The reac-

tions from students, however,

were mixed.

During the initial seminar,

numerous smdents had the "cour-

tesy" to doze off, but were thank

See CITIZEN p.4

LEA.F. Initiated Campus^-Wide Recijcling Effort

Stacey Kluttz

Staff Writer

In hopes of improving faculty and

student awareness, the Longwood

Environmental Awareness

Foundation (L.E.A.F.) is working

with the administration and student

body to provide a recycling program

here on campus for this semester.

Organized in 1996, L.E.A.F. has

been involved in such activities as

tree planting, water quality monitor-

ing, programs with speakers involv-

ing learning activities, "Paint the

Town Green," International Coastal

Clean-up, and an upcoming trip to

Fox Island for a two week activity

that teaches one to live self suffi-

cientiy.

L.E.A.F. is known for their con-

tributions in helping improve the

environment, but according to

Juliette Enfield, "I wanted a way to

be involved with issues on my cam-

pus and it first started because there

was no recycling on campus. I want-

ed to get it going."

In 2001, LEA.F. sent out a peti-

tion with 500 student and faculty

signatures showing their support for

the program.

Jennica Ames, Vice President of

L.E.A.F., said, "My goal is for the

recycling program to be successful

and for people to become environ-

mentally aware."

The effort to arrange recycling

has not been an easy task according

See LEAF p. 4

The sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha (above) pose for a picture

before WALK commences. The sister of Alpha Delta Pi

(below) crowd around one of their newest members,

greeting her with the traditional "shirting," in which the

initiated sisters run out to the girl who has accepted

their bid and give her a shirt displaying the sorority's

greek letters. For the full story on recruitment, see p.5

New Contraceptive: Seasonale
Shannon Harrison den. The only key difference is the

PRManager piU is taken consecutively for 84

The FDA approved a newly devel- days of active pills followed by 7

oped Seasonale birth control piQ days in-active pills throughout

that cuts periods from 13 a year to which time you have your period.

4. As said by the FDA the use of

^seasonale*

Developed in Norfolk by Barr

Laboratories the piQ will be in

drugstores the beginning of

November.

The pill is the first of its kind,

and works similarly to pills we are

all familiar with like Ortho-tricy-

SEASONALE® provides women

with more hormonal exposure on a

yearly basis than conventional

monthly oral contraceptives con-

taining similar strength synthetic -

See SEASONALE p.4
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I find it real-

ly funny

when peo-

ple say that

" West
Virginia

Strippers

are classy."

I mean, is

that really possible? To me, it

seems it would be kind of hard to

be a stripper while maintaining

one's class.

Drunk men, and maybe some

lesbians, are grabbing for your

boobs, touching your butt, and then

during the day you are an upstand-

ing citizen of your communit)'?

Don't think so.

I was talking to some guy friends

of mine, and according to diem a

classy stripper is one that doesn't

look "cracked out."

So if your entertainer for the

evening doesn't have a lot of teeth,

and she's pushing fourty, that qual-

ifies a stripper that doesn't have

class?

Yet, a pretty girl with fake boobs,

thin thighs, and will take your dol-

lars IS classy?

Sorry, don't think so...again.

One friend even told me that he

saw a stripper (I don't remember

where) who was an elementary

school teacher by day, and by night

she was a stripper. What is this?

What if one of the dads (or

moms) came in and saw her?

Wouldn't that take away from her

credibility?

As a professional, I really don't

think it's wise to have a job in the

"entertainment" business.

I feel like it would be pretty hard

to be taken seriously. Truthfully, 1

don't really think it I could see a

stripper/professional as "credible".

Don't get me wrong, I'm a work-

ing girl. I totally understand what it
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means to pay for school, and I

understand the value of a dollar,

but there are a few lines I just won't

cross.

Be it my pride, or my dad telling

me "if you ever get a job as a strip-

per I'll kick you out," that have

tained my views, but there's just

something about those girls (and

guys!) that make me chuckle.

There are a lot of odd jobs in

this world that pay good money, so

spare your dignit}', and kick die

sweaty old men waiving their dol-

lars to the side, and KEEP YOUR
CLOTHES ON!

Liz Richards

Editor-in-Chief

Want to write for

T4« ^9ii4H4f(y

MEETiNQs held every MoNdAy

7:50 pM

EMAil us AT RoTUNdA@lQNqwood.Edu

OR caU 595-2120

Letters to tke Editor: Wkere are tke Sausages?
Dear Editor:

With Octoberfest right around

the corner, we expect to start see-

ing the decorations in the dining

hall change from the lovely

Aramark signs, to those of beer

steins and people wearing leder-

hosen.

Along with the decorations,

comes the selling of the tradition-

al Octoberfest t-shirts in the

lobby.

With the excitement of the

weekend building amongst the

students, us seniors especially, this

year I was actually going to spend

the $10 dollars on a t-shirt, which

in years past I have saved for the

field party tickets.

In one of my many communi-

cation classes, my professor

brought attention to the flyer pub-

licizing the sale of the t-shirts; my
mouth dropped to the floor.

A woman who is not so much

attractive as is unattractive, and

fully endowed in the "chest" area

adorned the backs of the t-sliirts.

Complete with steins of beer, I

began to wonder "was this just the

shirt for the men to wear?"

Now it wasn't the fact that the

"lovely" woman was carrying beer,

I myself am a big fan of the brew,

however the fact that her chest was

falling out of her dress was dis-

turbing to me.

I for one, being a woman, do

not want to wear a shirt widi a

blessed bosom lady on the back;

why can't I have a shirt with a man
on the back?

Perhaps in .fitting with the

theme of Octoberfest, a man with

sausages? Or possibly one big

sausage?

Don't get me wrong here, I am
all for attractive women showing

the world their beauty, however I

don't want to wear it on my back.

So this weekend while all the

Longwood guys are proudly strut-

ting their stuff in their bosom

woman t-shirts, I will be searching

for my men with sausages and per-

haps he will be lucky enough to

need more than four steins of beer

to cover his prized possession.

Ke/fy Redding

S.EA.L s Response to tke Greek Commtinity
Dear Editor:

This past weekend, there was a

conflict between the scheduling of

Citizen Leader Day and the

rescheduled WALK date.

The best possible solution to

diis was for WALK to be resched-

uled for Saturday evening so it

would not interfere with any pre-

viously scheduled campus-wide

activities. The people involved in

the decision did their best to

accommodate the needs and inter-

ests of all Longwood Students,

both Greek and non-Greek.

A substantial number of

Greeks participated in the entire

Citizen Leader Day program.

Those Greeks who did participate

in die program were not forced to

attend, but rather willfully attend-

ed.

It is a disappointment that you

would think that Greeks would not

want to participate with Citizen

Leader Day.

By writing the anonymous letter

in the manner that you did, you

chose to speak for the entire Greek

community. By doing this, you are

giving Greeks a bad reputation at

Longwood.

As members of the Greek

Community, we continually strive

to create a better relationship with

Longwood. Your quick accusa-

tions and uninformed assumptions

hinder the positive strives we have

made so far this year. As a mem-
ber of the Greek community,

shouldn't you be looking to better

die relationship between die Greek

community and Longwood?
There are numerous other ways to

enjoy and enhance your sisterhood

or brotherhood than merely "cele-

brating" prior to walk. A vast

majority 'of Greek organizations

are founded on principles of lead-

ership. Therefore, maybe you

should ask yourself if you are

apart of your organization for the

right reasons. We know that we
are a part of bodi our Greek

organizations and S.E.A.L.

because of these leadership princi-

ples and challenge you to enact not

only the leadership principles of

your organization but also the mis-

sion of Longwood.

Sarah Schoper - Pi Beta Phi

Marvin Simms - A^ha Sigma Phi

Drew Jefferson - Phi Kappa Tau

Mark Rutherford - Phi Kc^pa Tau
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Petition to Amend Longwood s Anti-Discrimitory Statements

Students of lx)ngwood call upon to the Board of Visitors to Conduct Standards and

the Board of Visitors to rectif)' an amend lx)ng\vood's Affirmative Regulations and the Honor Code

inconsistency between

Longwood's "Statement

Regarding the Intolerance of Bias

Incidents at Longwood

Universit)'" and their Affirmative

Action statement

The former provides protec-

tion to those of a different "sexu-

al orientation" from offenses

committed against them motivat-

ed upon their sexual orientation.

The latter, however, fails to

provide protection to this same

group of individuals from dis-

Action statement to include

"sexual orientation."

If you desire to sign the peti-

tion, thus indicating that you

wish the Board of Visitors to

amend the Affirmative Action

statement to include "sexual ori-

of Conduct Standards and

Regulations, any offense motivated

by bias will not be tolerated. An

offense motivated by bias is any

offense wherein the accused inten-

tionally selects political affiliation,

sexual orientation, gender, age,

entation," please contact Jon marital stams, or inclusion in any

Miller (jemiller@longwood.edu), group protected by law.

Jessica Smith (jtsmith@long-

wood.edu), or Trudy Berry Affirmative Action Statement:

(tbberry@longwood.edu). I>ongwood College, an agency of

You may also visit the the Commonwealth of Virginia, is

Commuter Student Lounge an equal opportunit}' institution of

crimination as indicated by the [Student Union (Lankford) 211] higher learning. The College pro-

exclusion of "sexual orientation."

By excluding "sexual orienta-

tion" in Longwood's Affirmative

Action statement, the Board of

Visitors effectually fails to pro-

mote equal opportunit)' for all,

and creates a loophole that per-

mits tolerance of discrimination

or come to the table that we will motes equal opportunity for all

set up in the Dining Hall foyer prospective and current students

during lunch and dinner on and employees. The College will

Tuesday and Wednesday, not discriminate against any indi-

October 7 & 8. vidual on the basis of race, color,

religion, national origin, sex, age.

Statement Regarding the or disability status, except in rela-

Intolerance ofBias Incidents tion to employment where a bona

against those of a different sexu- at Longwood University: fide occupational qualification

al orientation. Longwood University seeks to exists. Anyone with questions con-

We have drawn up a petition, foster a safe environment con- cerning access or accommodations

currently containing signatures of ducive to learning and the free should contact Disability' Support

66 student petitioners, that we exchange of ideas. In accor- Services at 804-395-2391 (V); 800-

will present to the SGA, request-, dance with all the policies resid- 828-1120 (TT Relay),

ing that tiiey submit it, and appeal ing under the Judicial Code of

Feminists Can Enjoij Fun, Games, and Big-BreastedWomen
If you don't have a sense of You know what happens next,

humor, you're not going to get Granted, we're not off by that

anywhere in this world. I have much (roughly 50 to 50), but still.

Amy Whipple

Assistant Editor

Kids, I complain about a lot of

things. Too many things as some

claim.

I do not, however, have a stick

up my ass, and, while it's never

been a problem before, it's get-

ting me into hot water now.

For the record, I do not have a

problem with the Oktoberfest

shirts, but everyone thinks I

should, and when I express a dif-

ferent opinion, I get attacked.

Yes, I am a feminist. Yes, I

have problems with the overall

objectification of "people (not

just women). Yes, I am a

Women's Studies minor. Yes, I

am president of W.I.L.L., but,

ladies and gentiemen, I have a

sense of humor.

litde tolerance for people with

thin skin. Ijt's a tough world out

there, you can't be sensitive to

everything.

And, friends, there are much

bigger problems on this cam-

pus than busty women with

beer on the backs of tee-shirts.

We bent so hell over backward to

accomodate males that we went

overboard. It kind of always

seems that way.

And, yes, I make fun of the

Greeks, but that's another issue on

this campus. Aren't many sorority

girls just embracing fetnininity?

And not even your typical run Why are they constandy taken

of the mill problems either, down for just being girls? When I

Feminist problems. Gender first came to Longwood, I found

problems. Our problems. . many feminist sorority girls, but

Longwood University, which now the number has diminished

is a historically female institu- (or they're just in hiding). Who's to

tion, does not meet Tide IX say you can't be a feminist and act

standards. We roughly have a 60

to 40 ratio of female to male

students. In accordance to Tide

IX, we should have the same

ratio of female to male athletes.

Uke a girl? WE ARE WOMEN,
after all.

Women who wear shirts with

other women and beer on them.

And it's all going to be okay.

PAGE 3

props and drops

+ To Professor Chili Pepper for making history a hot topic.

+ To big euphemisms.

+ To getting a "B" on a Spanish test. (That's right!!!!)

+ To recycUng '80s vocabulary.

+ To Nick-at-Nite bringing back Full Home (and the Hug-

a-Thon to start it off right).

+ To kissing.

Drops:

- To those who want to have sex with sheep.

- To those who are easily offended.

- To unfair parking tickets.

- To computers that crash.

- To screwing up classic cartoons.

- To flies that spawn in the Residence Halls.

Speak Out
Wkat do you tkink about tke

OktolDerlest T-Skirts?

"I can't see much cleavage,

however there definitely is a

tan line. You can't see the line

between the boobs, thus it

doesn't qualify as cleavage."

-Aaron Canada, Sophmore

"When you think about beer and

Germany.,.you think about a girl

wearing that."

-Jacqueline Laudie, Freshman

"If it will make them feel better, I

can dress up in that, show off my
cleavage, dye my hair blonde, and

walk around."

-Stu-pac Davis, Freshtaan

"I don't really have a problem

with it. But if Longwood was

going to represent the student

body, then it should show a

male and a female.

—Jessica Titmus, Sophmore
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Marijuana: It s Not Always Tke Happy Hask

Amanda Sengi

Staff Writer

Marijuana. "Pot," "trees," "herb,"

"weed," "grass," and all the other

nicknames have been made up

for this mood-altering drug.

Marijuana is the bi-product of

"cannabis sadva," otherwise

known as a hemp plant.

The part of this plant that is

used for the purpose of smoking

are the leaves, after they have

been cut and dried.

The thing about this drug that

makes you feel "high" is the

chemical known as trans-delta-

tetrahydrocannabinol, but more

commonly called by the abbrevi-

ated name, "THC."

There are different ways to

smoke marijuana, but it can also

be consumed by combining the

drug with food, because when

done in a specific way it brings

out the THC from the marijuana

leaves.

Some of the ways of smoking

marijuana include: rolling the

drug in paper to make joints

(marijuana cigarettes) and

through using different types of

pipes or "pieces," which are typi-

cally called bowls or bongs.

There are many side effects to

using marijuana, some good and

some bad. Most people smoke

marijuana to achieve a euphoric

and stress free mood.

Although it can create feel-

ings of relaxation, some people

have been known to suffer from

paranoia after using marijuana.

It can cause some distortion

of the senses, as well as affecting

the memory and can lower one's

inhibitions.

"In my own history here at

Longwood, I remember going

to a party freshman year, where

there were people offering mari-

juana to anyone who was inter-

ested in smoking it.

There were two girls whom I

knew that decided to smoke,

and although they did not know

these people who were offering

them marijuana, they thought

nothing of it," said junior,

Amanda Sengi.

"These girls ended up having

terrible reaction after smoking,

because what they did not know

was that the marijuana was laced

with "hash" [a hallucinogenic

drug].

They spent the night in severe

paranoia of everything around

them and needed to be taken

home as soon as possible.

Although this type of occur-

rence is rare, it is important to

remember that not everyone can

be trusted," said Sengi.

Many people talk about

whether or not marijuana

should be legahzed, without

thinking of the benefits or con-

sequences.

Marijuana has more cancer

causing agents than cigarettes,

yet it does not cause the smoker

to obtain the addiction that a

tobacco smoker suffers from.

It is proven that marijuana

does have medical benefits, espe-

cially for people suffering from

cancer who experience many

debilitating symptoms.

For these cancer patients, it

can relieve nausea and increase

appetite, allowing them to get the

nutrition they need.

When asked on her thoughts

about the ongoing debate of

whether or not marijuana should

be legalized, Longwood junior,

Stephanie Childress, said,

"I think marijuana should be

legalized because tobacco is

legal, and tobacco kills so many

people every year."

Marijuana has commonly been

called a "gateway drug," a state-

ment that tends not to sit well

with those who smoke marijuana

and have never felt the need to

try any other drugs.

Whether or not marijuana

ever becomes legalized, people

can still say "no" to using it. If it

always stays illegal, Sengi said, "I

have no doubt that people will

still find a way to smoke it."

CITIZEN cont'd p.l

fully outweighed by the num-

bers that hung on every word

said as the program facilitators

circled the room, rattling off

the events in Farmville leading

up to a student strike and the

five-year shut down of public

schools in Prince Edward
County that followed a few

years afterwards.

Speaker Reverend Sam
Williams was a student of

Moton High School at the time

of the strike and remembered it

for the assembled volunteers.

At the end of his speech, he

reminded the students that the

judges responsible for the lost

years of education and count-

less deprived children were

never held accountable for

their actions.

The ripple effect of this crit-

ical decision is still being felt in

Farmville today. Remember
that these events took place

only 29 years ago, not more
than a decade before most cur-

rent Longwood students were

born. Businesses avoided

opening in Farmville because

they were afraid of hiring uned-

ucated employees. Longwood
and surrounding schools lost

valuable teachers and profes-

sors, not only due to lack of

facilities, but because their fam-

ilies could not get an education

in the area.

Anyone interested in more

about the Moton Museum, the

building is located across the

street at the far corner of

Longwood's campus, near the

practice fields or email Martha

Cook at mcook@moton.org.

The Longwood Muslim Students Association (MSA):

is seeking persons of peace to re-start the association.

Please contact the Office of Multicultural Affairs,

if you are interested. 395-2395

SEAS6NALE cont'd p.l

estrogens and progestins (an

additional 9 weeks per year).

This 91 day regimen gives

women more options when
exploring birth control.

When asking Longwood
students about this new
product, one women said, "I

would not take it because I

like to get the monthly reas-

surance" of a period.

This is the view of some,

but not all Longwood stu-

dents; others feel that with

the same rate of effective-

ness they don't need the

extra hassle of monthly

menstrual cycles.

Women have experienced

increased sporadic bleeding

and spotting while using

Seasonale but it's a factor

you might want to overlook

if seasonale appeals to you.

Side effects are limited

and everyone is affected dif-

ferendy. For more informa-

tion or concerns you should

consult your physician.

October 2, 2003

LEAF cont'd p.l

to Juliette Enfield, President of the

o^anization.

Though the Student Government

Association supports the program

fully, money is limited due to budget

cuts.

L.E.A.F. is currendy focusing on

gaining a Recycling Coordinator

through Aramark to design a recycling

program on campus that will allow stu-

dents and faculty to recycle items such

as paper, plastic, glass, aluminum, and

more. As Ms.Ames said, "Every col-

lege that has a recycling program has a

coordinator We are one of the few

tiiat doesn't."

Once a recycling program is estab-

lished, L.E.A.F. plans on distributing

booklets to every student on campus,

which provides helpful information on

environmental issues.

The organization is working to pro-

vide recycling on campus and as

Ms.Ames said, "Recycling is just die

beginning." Students interested in

learning more about L.E.A.F. can visit

www.LEAF@longwood.edu. or

attend meetings every two weeks at

6:30 p.m. in Stevens room 111.

Storyteller to perform

"Women of Magnificent Birth"

Queen Nur, a professional storyteller, will present
a program titled "Women of Magnificent Birth" in

Wygal 204 on Thursday October 9, at 8 p.m. In

the multicultural program, which is free and open
to the public, Queen Nur Will tell stories about
women in history. Queen Nur, also known as

Karen Nur El-Amin, founded Duinsity Storytelling

& Lecturing Group in 1993 and has become
"nationally known for her highly energetic, cre-

ative and expressive storytelling style," according
to a promotional brochure. Her programs have
been described as "packed full of moral lessons

and educational, family and community
values...from the oral tradition." Her visit is spon-
sored by Alpha Delta Mu. the social work hon-

orary fraternity.

Your Questions Answered!
Come and hear from the President, Vice^'President and

selected University officials at an Open Forum sponsored

by the Student Govemment Association on Wednesday,

Octoljer 8th in the Student Union Ballroom. There will t)e

open microphones for any student who wishes to ask ques-

tions or make comments. Potential Topics Include but are

not limited to:

-Parking -Constmction

-YOUR TOPIC HERE -Residence Halls

-College Policies -Division I Status
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Thcfe are three broad heada^

for neo-paganism - Earth

%iritualrty. Goddess Worship, and

Wicca.

Earth Spirituality followers are

people who arc "practicing a belief

system that doesn't necessarily put a

face on tht entity that they.are wor-

shipping - the worship of the earth,

the worship of nature," They tend

to hold their practices out in nature,

in order to realize the contact

throi^h their ceremonies.

Goddess Worship "focuses basi-

cally on the female aspect," and

these people connect their worship

accordingly with different

Goddesses, both inside and out.

Wicca is really at the center of all

^ese different types of practices.

"Most of the core practices. . .came

out of Wicca," Riden said. The can-

dles, incense, ritual chants, etc have

all come out of Wicca at some

point

The origin myth of certain

aspects of Wicca date back to the

Mesopotamian times, with the

Goddess, who would be seen as the

Mother (Earth Mother, Moon
Mother), and the God of the Hunt.

Pagans prove this through cave

paintings, carvings on rocks, ancient

statuaries, and sculptures. While the

names might varj' through different

cultures, the basic pnnciple stayed

the same throughout different

times, a female power and a male

powet

Religious people who conquer

different places tend to try and get

p«^le to join their reli^on, or

sometimes diey are tolerant, and

usually end up immersii^ the older

religion into the new.

"Initially people converted [to

Christianity] from the upper class-

es, while everyday people, rural

people who are a part of the uni-

versal pagan concept," had their

religion incorporated into the

Qiristian religion, which can be

seen by Christmas (the Christmas

tree, the Yule log), or Easter (egg,

fertiUty as seen dirough the sym-

bolism of the Easter Bunny). But

they also turned the homed God
into the Christian Devil, and

btimed and tortured many of the

practitioners of the old practice.

The period of time in which

witches were persecuted was called

"The Burning Times."

The triple Goddess, the

Maiden/Mother/Crone, tends to

be the image of the Goddess. It is

also associated with the season -

spring is the Maiden, summer is

the Mother, and fall/winter is the

Crone. The Horned God is very

much an embodiment of sexuality,

nature, the Sun or Sky. He is usual-

ly seen as the opposite of the

Goddess.

The "Wheel of the Year" is a

calendar of the Sabbats (holidays)

as pagans and Wiccans hold them.

Yule (Solstice): (Dec 22) This

Sabbat traditkaiaUy celebrates the

return of the Sun God to the

Earth.

Imbolg: (Feb 2) Celebrates the

returning Sun God and his bride

the Virgin Goddess.

Ostara (Equinox): (March 22)

Celebrates new life and emerging

sexuality with the opening of

spring.

Bealtaine: (May 1) Symbolizes

the actual wedding of the Goddess

and God.

Midsummer Solstice: Honors the

Sun God at the he%ht of his power,

and the Goddess as the pregnant

mother-to-be.

Lughnasadh: (Aug 1 or 2)

Celebrates the first harvest.

Mabon (Equinox): (Sept 22)

Celebrates the second harvest,

wine, and balance.

Samhain: (Oct 31) Marked the

beginning of winter and the Celt's

new year. It is a day to honor the

Crone Goddess and the dying God

who will be reborn at Yule Also

marks the end of the harvest sea-

son. (Information about the

Sabbats came from Edain McCoy's

hock Sabbats:A W^itch's Approach to

Umg the Old Wa^s)

It basically follows the charing

of the seasons, but also the cycle of

life and rebirth.

"We're about to move into the

season of death. Death is not a bad

thing to Wiccans. Death is a neces-

sary thing, it's a good thing. It has

to happen...in order for life to

Fall Recruitment Over: And It Only Took Two Weeks!

Kelly Fischer

StafI Writer

It was September 14, 2003 when-99

ladies began Greek recruitment for

this fall semester.

Longwood received notice that

Hurricane Isabel would hit

Farmville that Thursday September

18, classes were cancelled and stu-

dents were advised to make their

way home if it was safe.

This also meant that recruitment

would be stopped. Hurricane

Isabel caused damage on the east

coast but did not harm Farmville as

many had speculated, and classes

resumed the following Monday.

The decision also meant that

recruitment, being that it was

stopped on the Wednesday before,

would just restart the following

Wednesday and continue through

Friday

The last day of recruitment was

the day when sororities were sup-

posed to give out their bids, and

receive their new members that

evening at Walk.

Unfortunately this was not the

case and the 99 girls had to wait

another day to receive their bids.

The decision was made due to a

conflict in schedules of events

taking place on campus.

Citizen Leader Day was sched-

uled for the evening of Friday,

September 26th and Saturday,

September 27th during the day

Sarah Schoper, Director of

Leadership and New Student

Programs said, "Myself and SEAL
started setting up for Citizen

Leader Day on Friday at 3 p.m. It

would have been impossible to be

ready in time without the help of

all the SEAL members.

Since 7 out of 17 SEAL mem-

bers are Greek, had they chosen to

participate in Bid Day, we would

have had to cancel Citizen Leader

Day for Friday night.

1 also don't think it is fair to

them to have to make a choice

between Bid Day and Citizen

Leader Day-both events should

support each other and not com-

pete against each other"

During this past fall recruitment

most of the 99 girls accepted a bid

from a sorority. The Director of

Sorority and Fraternity life, Olivia

Acosta, says,

"We are really trying hard to fol-

low national guidelines. The fall

recruitment should be more relax-

ing and less strenuous."

Girls should contact Acosta for

more information about spring

recruitment. As for the mix-up

about "Bid-Day," Acosta says,

"We hope that it never happens

again and we were happy with

everyone's cooperation and flexi-

bility."

begin again in die spring,^ Ritkn-

said.

The basic law oiWuccA is "Do

what ye will, as Icmg as ye harm

none," and the Threefold Law

badcs it up, by stattt^ that whatever

j-ou send out into die univeree, it

will come back on you threefold.

TTiis warning usually keeps practi-

tioners firom turning to hM;inful

acts.

M^c is the element that makes

Wicca a mysterious, spiritual reli-

gion. "There is this notion that one

really can create change in this

worid, the tangible world, througjh

ritual and specialized knowledge,"

Riden said.

Different pagans believe that

magic works in different ways,

whether it is changing their minds

or habits, or helping someone with

health issues, or aeating a differ-

ence in the environment. There are

men and women that are green, or

kitchen, witches, and they are com-

monly herbalists and midwifes.

Wicca itself developed out of

various bits and pieces of different

religions that date back from long

ago, like Tarot cards and tea leaf

reading. Mai^arct Murry wrote a

book called The Witch-Cult in

Western Europe, and it sparked a

whole new idea that there was still a

pagan religion to be found in

Europe.

Sexuality is a big part of Wicca,

with the asapects of the Goddess

and the God. To what degree sexu-

ality is a part of actual rimal is

dependant on the group or coven

that is practicing.

It is more often a symbolic act,

between the God and Goddess.

They believe that there are "real

forces out tl^re, male aiui itxiaSe^

Riden said. People taoA to be very

comfortable with Wicca and odier

pa^ practice due to its qpen door

to all sexualitks.

When Wicca came to tkit United

States durii^ die 19^ arid 30s, it

came into contact with die growii^

movements of feminism, dvil

rights, environmentalism. Native

American spirimality, etc., and there

came a great variety oi different

practices of Wicca and other Neo-

I^^nism. "^

There are some major points

against Wicca, though, including the

basic points of lack of proof. There

was no proven universal goddess

religion, though goddesses were

worshipped; Just because goddesses

were worshipped did not mean

women were equal or in control;

There is no evidence that this reli-

gion was maintained or passed

down in European families into

modern times; The majority of

those burned as witches were

women, and many were healers,

herbalists, and midwives, but there is

no evidence that tiiey were attempt-

ing to maintain pre-Christian p^an-

ism as such.

"Today, most Wiccans just accept

it, and move on," Riden said. "Ko

one can prove the stories in the

Bible are true either, right? They just

move on also."

As for statistics of the amount of

pagans today, there are approxi-

mately 150,000 to 200,000 self iden-

tified Neo-pagans, witches, and

Wiccans. 65% female, 15.9% male,

19.1% don't answer 64,1% have an

undergraduate degree or higher.

(Data from Berger 1999 and Orion

1995)

Roommate Wanted
905 High Street. $280/month

+ utilities. Call Dawn 547-

5510. Move in ASAP.

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,

America's #1 Student Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations 1 -800-648-

4849 or www.ststravel.com.



Oktoberfest 2003: Here's to Longwood, Cheers to Oktoberfest!

Schedule

Thursday, October 2

5:00 pm
5:00-7:00 pm

Friday, October 3

4:00 pm
4:30-9:00 pm
4:30-7:00 pm
9:00 pm-1 :00 am

Saturday, October 4

ll:30am-l 2:30 pm
1 2:30 pm
1 2:30-2:00 pm
12:30-1 :00 pm
1:00-1:10 pm
1:10-1:20 pm
1:20-1 :30 pm
1 :30-2:30 pm
2:00 pm
2:00-7:00 pm
2:30-3:45 pm
3:45-4:30 pm
4:30-7:00 pm
4:30-5:45 pm
5:00 pm
5:45-6:45 pm
6:45-8:00 pm
7:00 pm
9:00 pm

Alzheimer's Walk

Block Party on Main Street

Color Wars, Wheeler Mall

Battle of the Bands

Picnic Dinner on Stubbs Lawn
BSA Ball Lankford Student Union

Booth Setup

Booths open
Picnic Lunch on Stubbs Lawn
BASIC Choir Performance

Spirit Leaders perform

Klowns perform

Dance team performs

Band: Soldiers of Jah Army
Women's Basketball-Alumni Game, Lancer Gym
Biergarten open, Lancer Cafe
Band: Virginia Coalition

Band: Darren Jesse of Ben Folds Five

Picnic Dinner on Stubbs Lawn
Band: Sister Hazel

Women's Soccer v. Pfeiffer, Longwood Soccer Field

Band: Lonehawk
Band: Vertical Horizon

Men's Soccer v. Pfeiffer, Longwood Soccer Field

NPHC Step Show

*Note: All performances are at the main stage area unless otherwise noted.
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Letters From London
Paula Nusbaum

Staff Writer

I've now started my second week

of courses at the University of

Westminster and I'm starting to

feel overwhelmed with the work-

load and different classroom

methods.

I only have classes Monday

through Wednesday, since most

of my classes only meet once a

week.

At first I felt really fortunate,

because I had such a long week-

end, but the downside of this is

that I haven't been spreading my
work out and have had to read

three novels in one weekend.

Hopefully I will plan better this

week

I had a great English class sec-

tion today. In my Modernism

class we were discussing Conrad's

Heart of Darkness.

I'd have to say the biggest dif-

ference between US and UK
English courses is that in the US,

there seems to be more of a focus

on the text itself and close read-

ing, while in the UK there is more

of a focus on the general move-

ments and context in which the

novel was written.

I don't think one way is neces-

sarily better than the other it's just

different.

I'm getting along

well with the girls on

mv hall. We^iave a lot

of intense conversa-

tions about politics,

religion, and our dif-

ferent cultures.

The one dominant

theme seems to be

how much the non-US

girls hate George W.

Bush.

They think he's

uncouth, dumb, and an

embarrassment to

world politics.

We US girls are

always on the defen-

sive, because nobody really likes

America's politics, especially with

the war in Iraq.

While these conversations can

become quite intense, there is

always a level of respect among

us, and none of us are personally

insulted by each other's remarks.

Besides politics we also often

talk about differences in our cul-

mres. Dating and sex are probably

the biggest topics.

I was most shocked when

Miriam, a student from Morocco,

described the dating practices in

her country.

She says dating isn't really

allowed, at least not openly in her

culture.

For example, if a girl and boy

are walking down the street

together, holding hands, a police

officer will often stop

them and demand them

to show proof of mar-

riage.

Miriam actually has a

boyfriend, but she says

it's very difficult to date

since it's not openly

accepted, and that they

often have to lie or hide

out in order to maintain a

relationship.

Girls from other coun-

tries, such as Spain and

Italy, seem to have dating

practices like the US. '

They say basically any-

thing sexual is permissi-

ble as long as a woman
keeps her virginity.

Sex still seems to be taboo in

most European countries, but

they are gradually lessening their

standards and restrictions.

Last week most of the hall went

out to celebrate a birthday on the

floor.

We went to a club called The

Zoo Bar, which is the same as any

US club, with music, dancing, and

drinking. I had a good time,

although it's not something I like

to do ver)' often.

The music is the same, if a bit

older than in the US. They played

a lot of Michael Jackson, which I

have never heard in a bar or a club

in America, but I liked it.

I had the chance to visit the

British Museum, which is amazing.

It is a huge museum that hous-

es some of the oldest, most rare

artifacts in the world.

There were old mummies,

Roman jewelery, the Rosetta

Stone, and much more.

So overall I had a very success-

ful week. I'm going to try and see

a matinee of a musical, and go to

the Tea Museum this week.

If you have any questions about

London you'd like to have

answered, please e-mail me at

pknusbau@longwood.edu.

Protest Held to Support Same-Sex Marriage

V-Wire

The largest ever statewide lob-

bying effort for lesbian and gay

civil rights was held at the

Wisconsin State Capitol on

Tuesday.

Sponsored by Action

Wisconsin, over 200 citizens

met to persuade state legisla-

tors to support civil marriage

equality for same-sex couples

and domestic partner benefits

for state employees. Activists

also urged legislators to vote

against Assembly and Senate

bills that wbuld redefine mar-

riage stric^dy^as union between

one man and one woman.

Wisconsin law defines mar-

riage as an arrangement

between "husband and wife,"

but if the currentiy proposed

bills would be passed, the law

would be specified as "one man

and one woman."

President Bush asked

Congress this summer to devel-

op federal legislation that would

legally define marriage as a

union specifically between one

man and one woman. This

action has drawn support from

Congressional Republicans and

party members alike.

"The president made clear

that nnarriage is between a man

tTke riglit to same-sex mar-

riagej is about wketker we

kave tke ri^kt tockoose

wkom we love, wkom we

come kome to at ni^kt.

and a woman," Angela Frozena,

the State Chair for the College

Republicans, says. "By passing

[the bills], Wisconsin legislature

is just attempting to clarify their

legislative intent."

But the organization Action

Wisconsin feels that this change

is unnecessary.

"At the federal level, there are

1,049 rights associated with

marriage, and there are hun-

dreds more already at the state

level," says Christopher Ott,

Executive Director of Action

Viiigconsin. "Wisconsin law

slams a door in the face of

same-sex couples who cannot

marry."

But not all lobbyists for

lesbian and gay civil rights

' have immediate marriage

intentions.

"It's important to know
that not all gay couples want

to marry," University of

Wisconsin graduate Victor

LeClaire says. "It's mostly

about having the right [to

marry], and being accepting of

a different lifestyle."

The University of Wisconsin

is one of out of three remaining

Big Ten schools that still does

not offer state employees

domestic' partner benefits like

reduced rates on health care and

See SAME p. 9

Ambassador Spotlight

By Emily Miller

You've read the Spotlight, you've seen the table in the dining hall,

and you've seen us all over campus. Come meet the

Ambassadors at our

OPEN HOUSE! !

!

One is on Wednesday October 1 , 2003 at 9:30pm in the A and B
rooms of Lankford Student Union

The second one is Tuesday October 7, 2003 at 9:30 in the

Ballroom of Lankford Student Union.

Come on out and meet some Ambassadors, ask some questions.

and pick up an application!!!

%terested in helping others? ^Learning about yourself?

doing in an influential position on campus?

Waunit to Ibxe an ]EiA?

Applications available soon at

http://www.longwood.edu/housing/

V
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Oktobcrfc5t Wcckcnb

Cross Country

@Gardner'Webb (N.C.)

Invitational

4:45 p.m.

\^
S6A Meeting

Lankford ABC Rooms
3:45 p.m.

Job Search

Strategy Workshops
Career Center

5' 6 p.m.

Just for Seniors

Career Center

7" 8 p.m.

W.I.L.L. Meeting

TBA
9:15 p.m.

Women's Soccer

vs. Pfeiffer (N.C.)

5 p.m.

Men's Soccer

vs. Pfeiffer (N.C.)

7 p.m.

y^^ 8
Women's Soccer

@Queens (N.C.)

1 p.m.

Just for Juniors

and Sophomores
Career Center

4' 5 p.m.

Martial Arts Club

Tabb Wrestling Room
7:30' 9:30 p.m.

Are you looking for an apartn^ent

for the spring semester?

For just $250/month you can sublet a single

room with private bath. Comes with bed/desk,

chair, and dresser. Free ethernet hookup

through Longwood. All utilities except phone

and cable included in rent.

Call 392-2252 for more information.

v 5̂
Gyre Meeting

charlotte Room
6 p.m.

WMLU Meeting

Hiner 207

9 p.m.

^K9̂
Baptist Student Union

Behind Stubbs

5:15 p.m.

Interviewing Workshops
Career Center

5' 6 p.m.

Unity Alliance

Grainger G16

8 p.m.

InterVarsity Christian

Fellowship

Hull Auditorium

8:30 p.m.

BASIC GOSPEL CHOIR
Rehearsal

If you love to sing and

praise GOD then this

is the place for you.

Every Thursday

Wysal 106 7 p«ni.

October 3- 9, 2003

\^
6

Resume and Cover

Letter Writing

Career Center

5' 6 p.m.

Outdoor Club

Lancer 208

7 p.m.

Just for Juniors

and Sophomores
Career Center

7' 8 p.m.

Rotundd Meeting

Student Union (across from

the Post Office)

7:30 p.m.

O

i:
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Catck tke Spirit: A Lon^woodLiiesaver
Jennifer WaU

UU Public ReJaiioHS

An officer whose face is very famil-

iar to Longwood students is also

the officer who recendy saved a

colleague's life.

Responding to a 911

call, Police Sergeant

Roger Sudesberry arrived

in the dining hall to find a

dining hall employee,

Sally Saunders, lying on

the floor.

She was responsive,

but complained of her

side hurting. The rescue

squad was called. Soon

Saunders became uncon-

scious; she did not have a

pulse and was not breath-

ing. After calling for the squad to

speed up, Sgt. Sudesberry did the

only thing he could: start CPR.

On the 10th compression,

Saunders began to breathe again,

sustaining her life until die arrival

of the rescue squad. Sally Saunders

had suffered from a stroke.

"You always wonder if you

could really do this right, but when

the time comes to save a life,

everything falls into place," stated

Sgt. Sudesberry.

Only a couple of weeks prior to

this incident, he completed a train-

ing course in the use of the

Automatic
External
Defibrillator and

CPR.
" R o g d r ' s

actions certainly

saved a life.

Without lifesav-

ing CPR, she

would have died.

Roger took the

training he had

received and put

it into action.

Roger's reaction

under pressure is indicative of a

compassionate professional," stat-

ed Charles Lowe, Director of

Public Safety and Chief of Police.

Having worked for Longwood

for 17 years, Sgt. Sudesberry has

seen and experienced a great deal.

He chuckles as he recalls nego-

tiating with a couple of streakers

and he is grateful for having talked

a student from jumping out of one

of the high-rises.

Sgt. Sudesberry received the

Jaycees' Police Officer of the Year

award for pursuing on foot a

purse-snatcher, catching him and

then talking him into surrenderii^

to police. Twice he has been Spirit

Leader for OktoberFest and has

received seven Chi commenda-

tions.

Sgt. Sudesberry is well known

on the Longwood campus. He is

known to be approachable and

friendly yet effective in upholding

the law.

"Roger is probably the best per-

son to go to when there is a prob-

lem - his way of dealing with stu-

dents is funny and personable, but

he stiU gets the job done," stated

Wendi Strickland, a senior psychol-

ogy major.

"I want to make sure that stu-

dents know me, so if a student

needs something they kna/ they

can come to me," concluded Sgt.

Sudesberry.

Sgt. Sudesberry and his wife of

26 years, Teresa, have two daugh-

ters. Crystal and April.

Wanted
Hunt Seat Instructor for beginner level

horseback riding students. Part-tinne

two to three afternoons/week. Teaching

experience a must. Contact JoAqn Jones,

evenings @ 983-3247. ^^

SAME cont'd p. 7

other insurances. California,

Connecticut, Hawaii, and

Vermont offer limited recogni-

tion to same-sex couples, but

Wisconsin docs not

"Contrary to what many

believe, it's not all about the

sex," Mary Fiore, an active mem-

ber of Parents, Families, and

JFriends of Lesbians and Gays,

and a heterosexual Republican

mother of a lesbian daughter

says, "(The right to same-sex

marriage] is about vdiether we

have the t^ht to choose whom
we love, whom we ct)mc home

to at night. As a mother, I want

that for my daughter."

Fiore spoke out along with

five other civil rights activists at

Tuesday's rally, two of whom
were members of openly homo-

scKual couples.

Action Wisconsin claims that

over 200 people from across the

state have made appointments to

speak with legislators, and 31 out

of Wisconsin's 33 senators are

scheduled for questioning. An
Assembly Committee recently

approved the marris^-dcfining

bill to progress to a full floor

vote, but it is not dear when that

w)te will occur.

Trade Blumcntritt and

Rebecca Angle, a lesbian couple

with a two-year old daughter,

Parker, are taking a stand for

their same-sex couple dvil tigjhts.

"People always want to know

what (our daughter Parker] calls

us," Blumentritt says. "We tell

them Parker is very dear about

which one of us she wants. She

caJls me 'Mama' and Rebecca

•Mommy'."

Luxury Student Apartment Home Living

Fully equipped kitchens

Private bathroom for

everyone (with your own
bathtub!)

Unen Room (W/D)

Computer lab open 24/7

Swimming pool and killer

sundeck

Gym open 24/7

Movie theatre and more!
Come out

for afree

tour!

Sigma Kappa Sorority

R BOARD
Annual MzlNinnr's Waft

WhaelBr Lawn

RogbtrattaistartsatA

Waft Starts at S

n!toli8r2^

Sinnrt MzlninMir's Rasaarch
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HOROSCOPES by Sam Wise-Ridges

Style

for)gu§ to Ched^

October 2, 2003

by EUie Woodruff

Libra (Sep. 23^0ct 22)

Your luture is filled witk kadlij written gay

porn.

Scorpio (Oct 23. ^Nov. 21)

Ske s part girl and ske's part boy; ske's got

parts everijbne can enjoy

.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21)

Today s lesson: How to proposition kook-

exs in sign language.

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Stay away Irom tke corn wkiskey, it migkt

lead to cornkoling.

Dance, dance, revolution breaks into the country market.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

If you re not sure if tke person you're going kome witk is a kermapkrodite you've kad too muck to drink

Pisces (fyxlOMar.20
Just because you re a fisk doesn't mean you kave to drink like one.

Aries (Mar. 21-Aprill9)

Im a god and you're not and I just tkougkt tkat you skould know.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

No matter wkat tke waitress brings you skou^ld drink it and always be full.

Gemini (May 214une 20)

If Friday s dinner is on your floor Saturday morning just remember tke five second rule does not apply.

Cancer (June 21'-July 22)

Mountain Dew Just remember too muck can lead to skooting blanks.

Leo(Julij25-Aug.22)

Don t trust your roommate wken ke kands you a warm cup of beer in tke morning.

Virgo (Aug. 25-Sep. 22)

Forget tke vaseline; spit works just as well.

^H>^_
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CD Review: Earlij Novemter's ForAll oi This

Stacey Kluttz

Guest Writer

Have you ever been listening to

a really great CD while driving

and found yourself drumming

the steering wheel and scream-

ing the lyrics?

Maybe that sounds a litde

farfetched, but certain songs

and lyrics like those of Early

November certainly capture a

listener's attention.

The band excited fans on

Tuesday, September 23 during

their statewide tour.

Bands like Alhster, The
Starting Line, Senses Fail, and

Homegrown are touring along-

side Early November at the

Norva Theatre in Norfolk, VA.

If the band doesn't sound

familiar, that might be because

they are from Hammontown,
New Jersey. However, they

have their record deal with

Drive Thru Records alongside

bands like Good Charlotte.

Their eclectic album. For All

of This, carries a similar sound

to those of Dashboard

Confessionals and Jimmy Eat

World, who the band admires.

The sounds of Early

November alter with each track

with the sounds of a bass and

electric guitar, drums, and

strong vocals about love, rela-

tionships, and heartache to get

the listener attentive.

Tracks #4, #6, and #10
carry a melody vibe with soft

vocals by Ace Ender (the lead

singer). He makes you feel the

emotion of the words he sings

with the use of his guitar and

vocals alone.

This allows you to listen to

the words more closely and

relate to situations he

describes.

Tracks as #2, #9, #11, and

#14, for instance, have a dis-

tinct, energetic sound with

incredible guitar and drumming

talent by band mates Sergio

Anello and John Dubistksy.

Though there is loud singing,

it isn't hardcore, but instead

effective with words like, "For

all of this, I'm better off with-

out you."

Even if you aren't into this

type of music, the album is

something you can listen to

while working on a paper, driv-

ing down the road, or even

exercising to.

It carries a vibe of energy

that keeps your feet moving

and your head nodding to the

beat.

The album is available in

stores and for more informa-

tion on the band and tour dates

check out www.dri-

vethrurecords.com/theearlyno-

vember.

Enterprise Rent-A-Car

Full time positions after graduation

Resume Deadline October 17

Interviewing On Campus October 22

Go to. LancerTRAK, under Employers

Coming to Campus, for submitting

resume, interview requirements, room
location, and other details.

Lnify Alliance

Do }/ou support equal rights for everyone?

If you care about diversity issues, this is the

organization for you! We seek to promote

inclusion and equality. Anyone

^pJ?I^J and everyone is welcome!

+ « "''' THinSMYS AT 9 PM
IN GWUNGBt 16

Movie Review: JJnder the Tuscan Sun, Not Your Usual Ckick Hick

U-Wire

A sudden divorce leads novelist

Frances Mayes (Diane Lane) to

seek solace and succor on a

vacation to Tuscany. While on a

bus tour, Frances spots a quaint

villa, the "Bramasole," and hasti-

ly purchases it. This marks the

end of her American life and the

beginning of her Italian journey

of independence.

In Under the Tuscan Sun, Diane

Lane does not disappoint in her

first performance since her Best

Actress Oscar nomination in

Unfaithful. She is in her element

as an unassuming, confused

writer who is certainly out of

her element in a foreign land.

Lane's handling of the dramatic

moments pairs nicely with her

comedic dming, which is sprin-

kled effectively throughout the

story.

Loosely based on the national

bestseller of the same tide,

Under the Tuscan Sun is the stor\'

of a woman's self renovation as

she renovates her new home.

Throughout her massive

home improvement project,

Frances encounters an assort-

ment of vibrant characters:

Katharine (Lindsay Duncan), a

middle-aged hedonist seeking

her own destiny, Signer Martini

(Vincent Riotta), the charming

realtor who helps her purchase

the ruddy "Bramasole," and

Marcello (Raoul Bova), the daz-

zlingly handsome Italian man
who courts her.

Another scene-stealer is

Sandra Oh (of HBO's "Arliss"),

who portrays Frances' best

friend Patti, a gay woman who
becomes pregnant.

Her concern for her friend is

what starts Frances on her path

to self discovery: it is Patti who
arranges for the reluctant

Frances to take her Italian vaca-

tion in the first place.

Oh is funny and engaging in

the role and brings depth to a

relationship between female

best friends (a relationship that

is often misrepresented on film).

Considering the location, it

would be difficult for writer-

director Audrey Wells (author of

The Truth About Cats and Dogs

and director of Sundance-win-

ner Guinevere) to not create a

beautiful film.

Though Under the Tuscan Sun

is not a movie about Italy, Italy-

lovers will not be disappointed

with the sweeping landscapes

that abound and the lovely shots

of the minutiae that comprise

Italian culture (handfuls of

olives, bustling marketplaces and

bumpy, narrow roads to name a

few).

Along with cinematographer

Geoffrey Simpson, Wells makes

Italy an ideal backdrop for the

story. Because its beauty is so

dramatic and expansive a thing

to capture, Italy's visuals could

have easily overwhelmed the

story, but Simpson and Wells

present them in just the right

amount.

Wells should also be credited

for creating an original, realistic

film about feminine heartbreak.

Sobfests and chocolate binges

are sparse. Rather, Under the

Tuscan Sun portrays a strong,

interesting female character who
takes a proactive approach to

starting a new life and moving

past a man who betrayed her.

For this reason. Under the

Tuscan Sun does not fall into the

loathed "chick flick" category.

Instead, it is an in-depdi charac-

ter study that ignores traditional

storyline conventions. In fact,

the highlight of Under the Tuscan

Sun is its ending - because it's

pragmatic and believable —

something male viewers will

enjoy.

The film also takes an original

approach to painting an accurate

picture of Italian life — it

dichotomously downplays and

reinforces the stereotypes of

Italian culture. In one scene

between Frances 'and Marcello,

Frances laughs as Marcello

makes a romantic statement that

"American women think Italian

men say." Frances then proposi-

tions Marcello to sleep with her,

and Marcello retorts, "That's

exactiy the kind of thing we
Italian men think American

women say."

Like the delectable feasts that

Frances prepares. Under the

Tuscan Sun is seasoned well —

with breathtaking images,

delightfully funny moments and

an impressive, diverse cast.

More than a life lesson it is a

study of life. It shows that there

are second chances, nothing can

be predicted and almost any-

thing can be cured with a hearty

Italian meal.
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Sex Kola: Rkcxle Island s New Diet Soda

V-Witre

Sex sells. Or at least that's what

Suzanne Manzler and Dana Paul

The drink is a direct competitor

to energy drinks like Red Bull,

Manzler said.

But it also provides another

Right now, four scantily clad

women in pinup poses dominate the

labels of each flavor.

"Eventually we want to hold a

hope as they roll out Sex Kola, a option to diet drinks and sodas, she contest for label girls," Manzler said.

new diet soda botded in

Providence.

The provocatively-named con-

coction hit New England shelves in

early August, according to Manzler,

who co-founded the brand with

Paul.

said. The co-founders are also working

"Sex Kola is a unique drink that on a slogan for the sweet drinks.

really doesn't have an equal com- Manzler said they have a few ideas -

pedtor," she added. - the current favorite being "Cut the

"We've grown a great deal over Mart on Thayer,

the past six weeks," Manzler said. But, Ben said, more established

describing sales as "remarkable" drinks continue to sell better than

since production began almost two the upstart soda,

months ago. "Red Bull is still doing much bet-

"The soda market was much eas- ter, and drinks such as Diet Coke

ier to get into than I thought," she are much stronger," he said,

said. The diet drink comes in four fla-

"We were both on the Atkins diet vors: Lust Lemonade, Randy Root

at the time, and an energy drink that Beer, Scream Orange Cream and

tasted like a soda seemed quite Discipline Ixmon Lime.

"The sales have done well, and bull and try some sex."

we plan to keep it in stock," said Manzler and her co-founder are

Mohamed Ben, who works at Metro also focusing on expanding the dis-

tribution area beyond New England,

she said. Next on the list are stores

in New York and Philadephia. Clubs

in California and Washington have

received Sex Kola samples.

For the time being, though, the

co-founders are enjoying the drink's

success in Providence, which

Manzler attributed in part to its

broad customer base.

My Two Cents: Alternative Tkreesomes
have to be trothfiJ with your

boyfiicnd and tell him how you

felt.

But before you completely

dump him and move on, make

GOOD WELL AND DAMN
SURE that you are in fact into

women more than men. You
may find that you like both

sexes.

There is nothing wrong with

being a homosexual. Its better

Dear Willard:
^° ^ honest with yourself than

For a birthday present last ^^ ^ ^^^ P^^^ ^ "^^^ ^** X^"

month, I ^ve my bt^fiiend some-
^^"'^ ^^^ comfortable playing.

thing every man desires. Myfemak ^^^ ^^ *^ ^'^^^g^ experience is

fiiend and I got together and
discovering yourself and who

Opimon B.iik)r

Oktoberfest is upon us which

means one thing. Its time to

get drunk.

This of course leads to

some undesirable things like

having drunk monkey sex with

your best friend's girifriend.

That's never a good thing.

On to the question:

appealing," she said.

The Sex Kola on shelves at con-

venience stores like Store 24 and

Metro Mart is a fruit- flavored,

"I'm finding many women over

In addition to the eye-catching ' the age of 40 who enjoy our prod-

names, the Sex Kola botdes feature act because of the

engaged in a threesome. The prob-

lem is that I discovered that I Hhed

doing it with myfriend rather than

wy bffjfriend. What do I do?

Sincerely,

Confused, and Bewildered

Well, Confused my respnse

to you is very simple. You

you are. So if that is who you

are, don't be afraid to express it.

As always if you have a ques-

tion about life, love, or sexuality

feel free to send it to rotun-

da@longwood.edu care of

Willard. Be careful with each

other's hearts, the next one the

breaks might be yours.

vintage-st\'le labels,

(jnnamon Altoids

inspired by

containers,

brighdy colored liquid that is free of Manzler said. The com.pany plans to

sugar, carbohydrates and calories. It change the labels periodically, with

gets its sweetness from Splenda, a the hope of making them col-

sugar derivative. iectible items.

health benefit,"

she said. "Older

men enjoy it not

just for the diet

taste but also for

the label."

You'll make It through college because you've got dedication

and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also

have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl BHI.Tultlon

Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members
serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll

still have time for your friends and family Join the team that

will help you get your college degree. In VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard,YOU CAN!

l-800-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARD.com

EXECUTIVE EXCELLENCE
Nancy C. Everett on CAMPUS

Chief Investment Officer

Virginia State Retirement System

Monday, October 6

7 P.M. IN HiNER Auditorium

In a time when issues ofcorporarcgoveni.ince,

hnaiicial reporring and business erhics are malting headlines daily, it is important

to remember that American industry continues to provide valued leadership

for our global economy. Hiis month, we are pleased we are pleased to feature

Nancy C. Everett as our guest speaker in the 2003-04 Executive-in-Residence

series. Ms. Everett. (]hief Investment Officer tor the Virginia State Retirement

System in Richmond, will speak on "Institutional Investing: Refocusing on

Investment Fundamentals." Public Invited - Seating Limited - Free Admission.

Ms. Everett joined the VRS in July 1979 and is responsible For managing its

$31 billion defined benefit plan and the over $500 million defined contribution

plans. She is also res}x>nsible for ail investment programs including equit)', fixed

income, re;il estate and cash. Pfe\'iously she managed in-house equity fiinds and

all international programs.

The Executive- in- Residence series is a public ser\'ice of the College of Business

& Economics and is made possible riuough the generous corporate support

of SunTrust and Philip Morris ('companies.

To learn more, call 434.395.2045 (TRS: 711) or visit u.s on the web and see the

complete ExtH;utive Excellence schedule at: www.longwood.edu/business

COLLEGE OF

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
LONGWOOD
UNIVERSITY
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Men s Cross Country Finiskes 7tk

PAGE 1)

Sports Information

Longwood University totaled 203

points to finish seventh

among seven men's teams

at the Ukrop's X-Country

Festival at Maymont

September 26 in

Richmond.

NCAA Division I the

University of Richmond

won the 8K event with 31

points, while the race win-

ner was Goran Nava

(26:37) of Division I

Radford University.

The Lancers return to

action October 3 at the

Gardner-Webb Invitational

in North Carolina.

At Maymont, freshman

Keith Smith/Powhatan

(Powhatan) once-again led

Longwood with his time of 29:49

to place 18th overall among 52

runners.

Other Lancers running includ-

ed classmate Chris

Gibbs/Richmond (L.C. Bird)

(32:22, 36th), senior Greg

Harrison/ Fairfax (Robinson)

(34:51, 47th), sophomore John

Lampkins/Chesapeake (Western

Branch) (37:42, 50th), along with

freshman Deo
Smith/Bridgeport, Conn. (Kolbe

Cathedral) (49:46, 52nd).

Through the first month of

the season, including four

competitions. Smith has post-

ed the fastest time for

Longwood with his school-

record 29:07 at the

Elon/High Point Invitational

September 6.

Other season-best times

include Gibbs (30:40), fresh-

man Wes Spece/Martinsville

(Carlisle) (31:54), sophomore

Joel Burkett/Chesterfield

(Manchester) (31:56),

Harrison (32:09), Lampkins

(34:18), and Smith (41:28).

Following the Gardner-

Webb competition,

Longwood will participate in

the Virginia Division II-III

State Championships October 1

1

in . Harrisonburg hosted by

Eastern Mennonite University.

Women s Soccer Team

Defeats CNU 4^0

Men s Tennis Plays in LilDerty Invitational Tournament

sports Information

Longwood University participat-

ed in the Liberty Invitational

Tournament hosted by Liberty

University in Lynchburg

September 26-27.

The event was a singles and

doubles format with no team

scores. The Lancers will next play

October 7 at nearby Hampden-

Sydney at 3 p.m.

At Liberty, freshman Rashko

Patnikov/Bankya, Bulgaria

(Smirnenski) led Longwood with

his 2-1 record in singles competi-

tion.

Others competing in singles

included junior Chris Newman
/Chesapeake (Hickory) (1-2),

along with sophomores

Diego Quiros/Quesada, Costa

Rica (Maria Immauulada) (0-3)

and Ian Young/Bowie, Md.

(Eleanor Roosevelt (0-3).

In doubles, Patnikov and

Newman led the Lancers with

their 1-2 record, followed by

Quiros and Young (0-3).

Following the Hampden-

Sydney match, Longwood will

participate in the East Coast

Collegiate Championships

October

News.

19-21 in Newport

Sports hfmKaikn

Longvdxjod University won ^ Its

only game played during the past

week, defeating NCAA Division

III Christopher Newport

University 4-0 September 27.

The Lancers arc now 4-2-1 this

season wiA thfee-straight victo-

ries and four consecutive

shutouts.

Longwood will play again

September 30 on the road at

Tusculum fTenn.), a team ranked

#20 in Division II widi a 6-2-0

record. Tuscuium's only losses are

to defending national champion

and #2 ranked Christian Brothers

(2-0) and to #5 ranked Kennesaw

State (3-1).

Agsdnst CNU in the first home
match this season, senior Phoebe

Munson/Vii^nia Beach

(Taliwood) scored what proved to

be the game-winning goal at

12:37 of the first half for

Longwood - assisted by fresh-

man Tiffany Crane/Virginia

Beach (KeUam).

• Crane added her own goal less

^an two minutes later at 14:18,

assisted by sophomore Tiffany

Rice/Virginia Beach (KeUam).

Redshirt-freshman Stacy

Crites/Manassas (Osbourn) tal-

lied her first collegiate goal unas-

sisted at 31 :44 and the Lancers led

3-0 at the intermission.

Freshman Anna
Gravely/Virginia Beach (Cox)

added a late goal for the hosts at

80:18, also unassisted. Longwood

took a 10-5 advantage in shots

against Christopher Newport,

and a 6-0 ed^e in corner-kick

opportunities.

Junior keeper Line

Naiii/Akxafidfia (Bishop Iretof^

pbj^d all W minutes in fixMit of

die net for the Lancers widi four

saves to preserve her fourdi con-

secutive shutout I

Through seven matched

Longwood is led in scoring 1^

Crane with two goals and three

assists for seven points (1.00)5

Crane is followed by Gtavdy (2

goak, 1 assist) with five pointt

(0.71), Munson (2 goals) with four

points (0.57), along with Rice (1

goal, 1 assist), sophomore Api8

Lockley/Califbmia, Md^

^Leonardtowi^ (1 goal, 1 assis^

and fceshman Kelsi4

Bradberry/Richmond (Monacaa)

(1 godi, 1 assist) with three points

(0.42) each, and Critcs (1 goal)

with two points ^,33).

Munson, with 41 career goals,

ranks second all-time for the

Lancers (Erin Hirschi, 44). Nail}

has now played 425 minutes in

front of the net, allowing just one

goal (0.21) with 18 saves for a .947

save percentage with the foujf

shutouts in a row. Naill, with 22

career shutouts, ranks second all-

time for the Lancers (Amy

Kennedy; 25).

Fi«shraan keeper Heathd

Storrie/Spring Grove, Pa. (Spring

Grove) has played 225 minutes in

firont of the net, allowing six goals

(2.40) with 1 2 saves for a .667 save

percentage.

Following the Tusculum con-

test, Longsraod returns home to

host Pfeiffcf University October 4

at 5 pjn. on Lancer Field during

Oktobcrfcst at the University.

Women s Cross Country Finisked 6 of 8 at Maijmont

sports Information

Longwood University totaled

197 points to finish sixth

among eight women's teams

at the Ukrop's X-Country

Festival at Maymont
September 26 in Richmond.

NCAA Division I the

University of Richmond won
the 5K event with 15 points.

including the race winner

Amanda Russell (19:03).

The Lancers return to

action October 3 at the

Gardner-Webb Invitational

in North Carolina. At

Maymont, junior Lynette

Robinson/Mineral (Louisa

Co.) led Longwood with her

time of 21:41 to place 24th

overall among 64 runners.

Other Lancers running

included classmate Jessica

Walton /Williams burg
(Jamestown) (22:03, 29th),

senior Kristel

Moser/Roanoke (Northside)

(22:46, 42nd), juniors Tiffany

Denby/Charlottesville
(Monticello) (23:57, 48th)

and Holly Miller/Newport

News (Woodside) (24:21,

54th), along with senior

Leslie Lineberry/Glen Allen

(Hermitage) (26:36, 61st).

Through the first month of

the season, including four

competitions, Walton has

posted the fastest time for

Longwood with her 20:41 at

the Danville Collegiate

Challenge Sept. 13.

Other season-best times

include Robinson (20:43),

Denby (21:39), Moser

(21:46), Miller (23:21), gradu-

ate student Theresa

Bridge/Farmvilie (Prince

Edward Co.) (24:11), and

Lineberry (26:26).

Following the Gardner-

Webb competition, Longwood
will participate in the Virginia

Division II-III State

Championships October 1 1 in

Harrisonburg hosted by

Eastern Mennonite

University.

6^
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Lancer Men s Goll Finiskes FourtkAmon6 11

Sports Information

Ixjngwood University opened

its 2003-04 campaign with tour-

nament participation at both

Eastern Kentucky University

and James Madison University'

during the past week.

The lancers finished fourth

among 1 1 teams at the I^astern

Kentucky/Colonel Classic

September 26 in Richmond,

Kentucky after a 16th-place

effort among 17 teams at the

JMU Invitational September 21-

22 in Harrisonbuig.

I-x>ngwood will play again

October 13-14 at the 54-hole

Tennessee-Chattanooga/Sonic

Intercollegiate.

At EKU, thunderstorms

forced cancellation of the final

round as l^ngwood finished

with a 30-hole total of 287-297-

584 at the 6,638-yard, par 72

Arlington Golf Club.

Lancer freshman standout

Brett Chambers/Mount

Sidney (Fort Defiance) won his

first collegiate tournament, in

only his second event, with his

new 36-hole

school-record of

66-71-137. NCAA
Division I host

Eastern Kentucky

I'niversity won the

team tide with its

565 total featuring

six Division I

teams.

Chambers'
seven-under par

137 total was the

best by one stroke

among the 71 -play-

er field, and sur-

passed his own pre-

vious school-

record that he established just

five days earlier (73-66-139,

James Madison Invitadonal).

His 66 equaled another of

his own previous school-

records, the round of 66 from

earlier in the week at JMU as

Well. Chambers was the runner-

up at this summer's Virginia

Men's State Amateur.

Other Lancer scores in

Kentucky included junior Trey

Deal/Martins ville
(Martinsville) (76-73-149, t-

25th) and sophomore Michael

Joyce/Peterborough, (Ontario

(Peterborough Collegiate) (71-

78-149, t-25th), freshman Chris

Shuford/Fredericksburg
(Colonial Forge) (74-76-150, t-

33rd), along with, senior

M i k e

Nemcosky/ Chesapeake
(Great Bridge) (81-77-158,

t-55th).

At JMU, Longwood fin-

ished with a 54-hole total

of 302-291-299-892 at the

6,517-yard, par 71

Lakeview Golf Course.

NCAA Division I

Georgetown University

won the event with its 846

total in the tournament

featuring 15 Division I

teams.

The Lancers were led

Chambers who finished

with a 7^-66-79-218 to tie for

29th individually among the 85-

player field. Chambers' 218

total ranks fourth-best all-time

for the program following his

record-setting effort during the

first two rounds while making his

collegiate debut.

Other lancer scores included

Joyce (75-74-73-222, t-49th), sen-

ior Carl Magnusson/IJnkoping,

Sweden (Katedralskolan) (77-75-

75-227, t-70th), Deal (77-76-74-

227, t-70th), along with senior

Matt Paciocco/Richmond (Mills

Godwin) (77-77-77-231, t-76di).

Through the first two tourna-

ments, including 90 holes of golf.

Chambers has posted a low scor-

ing average of 71.00 with the two

outstanding rounds of 66.

Chambers is followed by Joyce

(74.20, 71), Deal (75.20, 73),

Magnusson (75.67, 75, 54-holes),

Paciocco (77.00, 77, 54-holes),

Shuford (75.00, 74, 36-holes), and

Nemcosky (79.00, 77, 36-holes).

The Lancers are averaging

295.20 as a team through the first

two events. Following the

Tennessee-Chattanooga tourna-

ment, Ixjngwood will compete at

the Fast Carolina Invitational

October 20-21.

Campus Atkletics More Tkan Just Win Or Lose

V-Wire

A typical day for most college stu-

dents may be a few lectures, a dis-

cussion, and a whole lot of

homework. But for a select few, a

typical day includes the lectures

and the homework, as well as a

nationally televised championship

game or a rigorous 6 a.m. prac-

tice.

College athletes must keep

demanding schedules at most

universities across the nation.

Ivy league graduates William

Bowen and Sarah Levin recendy

conducted a study on the uni-

versities in the New England

Small College Athletic

Conference, known as

NESCAC. Bowen and Levin

published their findings in the

book "Reclaiming The Game:

College Sports and Educational

Values", debuting this week by

Princeton University Press.

In their book, Bowen, a former

Princeton president, and Levin, a

2000 graduate of Harvard

University and an All-American

sailor, claim some athletes are

falling behind their class^iates

and separating themselves aca-

demically and socially. Bowen

and Levin trace this rift through

a number of areas, such as high

school academic performance,

choice of major and college aca-

demic performance.

The NESCAC schools, nine

of which are Ivy League, all

count athletics as a significant

part of campus life. But most

offer no athletic scholarships to

recruited athletes and are classi-

fied as Division III schools,

unlike other big-time athletic

universities, such as the Division

I athletics at the University of

Wisconsin.

Bowen and Levin found that

athletes in the NESCAC tend to

pick the social sciences and busi-

ness majors; 56 percent of

recruited male athletes at Ivy

League schools decided on these

academic disciplines, while only

34 percent of the entire male stu-

dent population at these

universities declared these

majors. Bowen and Ixvin

also argue that heavily

recruited athletes account

for as much as 25 percent

of incoming classes in

NESCAC, and they

receive a considerable

advantage in admissions

over more qualified stu-

dents.

With the pressures of

big-time athletics being

placed on athletes at

Division I schools'such as

UW, the transition

between student and athlete can

become easier with the right

time-management skills. With

some athletic teams practicing

until as late as 1 1 :30 p.m., finding

See ATHLETE p. 15

ROOMMATE WANTED!

Longw ood Village apartments

ONLY $365/monthl

Move-In as soon as OCTOBER V\ 2003!

Includes:

• Water

• Electricity

• Heat/ Air Conditioning

• High-speed internet connection

• Use of state-of-the-art clubhouse,

swimming pool and hot tub

CONVENIENT LOCATION!

DISCOUNTED RENT!!!!!

Interested? Contact Lorcn x281 6 or after 9:30 pm at 391 |

3819. { >>niact via email at alorenhatcherffl/vahoo.com
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FieldHockeijl'-2LastWeekend
sports Information

The Longwood University

field hockey team went 1-2 this

weekend, with a win on

September 26 at Division II

Philadelphia University and loss-

es at Division I teams Towson

September 27 and Lehigh

September 28.

At Philadelphia, Sophomore

midfielder Echo Naugle (Virginia

Beach, Va./Princess Anne)

dropped in two goals late in the

first half as the Lancers shutout

Philadelphia University 3-0 this

afternoon at Alumni Field.

Entering the game with otily

16 minutes left in the first half,

Naugle fired a shot into the back

of the cage at the 25:21 mark off

a pass from freshman forward

Jen Hawkins (Virginia Beach,

Va. /Frank W.

Cox).

Almost a

minute later,

Naugle found the

net again off an

assist from junior

forward Lorrie

Watts
(Fredericksburg,

Va./Stafford), giv-

ing Longwood a

2-0 advantage

going into the

break.

In the second

half, Julie Price

(Stafford,
Va . / Nor th
Stafford) sealed the victory for

the Lancers with a goal at the

52:35 mark off a cross from

sophomore forward Sarah

Hitchings (Virginia Beach,

Va./Kempsville).

Junior keeper Julie Patterson

(Esmont, Va./Monticello)

recorded her second shutout of

the season and tallied seven saves

in 70 minutes.

Rams keeper Jill Martin was

also credited with seven saves for

the game.

Price led the Lancers with five

saves, followed by Naugle with

three and senior midfielder

Andrea Wilkinson (Chantilly,

Va./Chantilly) and Hawkins with

two each.

Watt's assist in today's match

moves her into ninth-place on

Longwood's? top- 10 career

assists list with 16, tied with,

Janelle Kern.

At Towson, Longwood put in

a valiant effort, but was stopped

short this afternoon against the

Tigers 5-3 at Minnigan Field.

Jessica Burkhardt gave the

Tigers a 1-0 lead with 19:01

remaining in the first half

Longwood tied it at 1-1 less

than five minutes later when

Price put the ball in the far back

corner of the cage off a cross

from Watts.

The Lancers took the lead

with just 12:00 minutes to play

in the first half when Watts

scored off on a penalty corner

pass from Katy Lernihan

(Fredericksburg,
Va. /Chancellor).

The Tigers were able to tie

the game up less than two min-

utes later as the pass from

Andrea Schlezes gave Julie

Lambi a wide open shot in front

of the Lancers' goal.

Towson took its second lead

of the game early in the second

half when Ashley Lobach

scored unassisted with 28:10 to

play.

The Lancers stayed aggressive

and managed their third goal of

the game with 20:06 remaining

when Naugle slipped one passed

Loren Wolf on a broken penalty

corner to tied the game at 3-3.

Towson answered with two

more goals in the final 18 min-

utes to seal the win.

Patterson taUied seven saves

in 70 minutes, while Towson's

Loren Wolf recorded three. The

Lancers took the advantage on

shots 9-7, while the Tigers had

six penalty corners to

Longwood's five.

At Lehigh, the squad stumbled

4-1 at the Ulrich Sports

Complex. Lehigh got on the

board early when Blaire

Goodwin netted a goal off of an

assist from Sheila Clabby just 34

seconds into the contest.

Goodwin "then fed Dana

Griffin for another score at the

9:31 mark and the Mountain

Hawks were ahead 2-0. With 18

minutes remaining in the half,

Goodwin scored again, putting

Lehigh up by three.

longwood managed to get on

the board when Hawkins scored

and the lead was two at halfrime

for Lehigh.

In the second half, Lehigh's

Maureen Harrington scored her

third goal of the season off an

assist from Kirsten Wyche with

five minutes

remaining to seal

the victory

Patterson tallied

seven saves in 70

minutes, while

Lehigh split time

between Jeanine

Hoff (4 saves) and

Meghan Gove (0

saves). Sophomore

forward Echo

Naugle led

Longwood with

two shots, followed

by one a piece

from Hawkins,

Price, Watts and

sophomore midfielder Marina

Sizow (Virginia Beach,

Va./Kempsville).

After a two-week break, the

Lancers (4-8) return to action at

Radford October 11 at 12:30

p.m.

After a strong performance

this past weekend. Price leads the

Lancers with 18 shots and is sec-

ond in scoring with four goals.

Sophomore forward Alexis

Ramey is first in scoring with five

goals, followed by Echo Naugle

with three. Jen Hawkins and

Andrea Wilkinson have two

goals each for the Lancers.

Wilkinson, along with Sarah

Hitchings are the assists leaders

with two a piece. In net for

Longwood, Julie Patterson has

racked up 111 saves in 12 games

and a .760 saves percentage.

ATHLETE cont'd p. 14

the time to do homework
can prove difficult.

"I definitely have to get

all of my homevirork fin-

ished before practice,"

Brittany Guynn, a wing
player and driver for the

water polo team, said. "I

spend a lot more time at

the library than I normally

would."

Organizations such as

the Student Athlete

Advisory Board and the

Champs Life Skills

Program attempt to inter-

twine the academic, athletic

and social aspects of a stu-

dent athlete's lifestyle.

SAAB showcases a repre-

sentative from every sport

offered at UW and discuss-

es common issues that each

sport may face.

The Champs Life Skills

Program, "sponsored by the

NCAA, delivers guest

speakers for athletes on
many nationwide issues

that plague every college

student, not solely athletes,

such as date rape and aico-
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hoi abuse.

"Many of our athletes

come from far places and

are away from their parents

for the first time," UW
Associate Athletic Director

for Communications Steve

Malchow said. "It's a lot of

pressure being hes^>ed on
them because athletics are a

very visible way to see the

university" ^flf

IVlalchow^ is quick to stress

that academic performance

is an equal part of the col-

lege experience, though.

"It's a cooperative effort

between academics and ath-

letics, and if you don't com-
plete the • academic side,

there is no athletic side,

either," he said.

Malchow also acknowl-

edged the pressure that

many athletes face due to

the high profile of universi-

ty athletics, but emphasizes

the scope of the campus as

a w^hole. "There is a lot of

focus on how many games
we win, but athletics here at

the UW is just so much
more than that," he said.

Longwood University

Martial Arts Club

JIGOKUDOJO
Kodenkan Danzan Ryu Jujitsu

"We are looking for a few

good men and women"

All Styles are Welcome

Where: Tabb Wrestling Room
When: Every Wednesday

Time: 7:30 pm-9:30 pm

Learn discipline, restraint, and

how to defend yourself

(if need be).

limimS 3992395
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Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship

at Longwood University

Every Tuesday at 7pm in the "B" & "C"

room of Lankford.

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship is charged with

music, given to humor, and deals with everything

from relationships to the nature of truth.

Visit us on the web at

www.longwoodchialpha.com
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Sniper Trial Begins
Liz Richards

Editor-in-Chief

The trial of John Allen

Muhammad, the suspect o(

last fall's sniper shootings,

began with a surprising, state-

ment from Muhammad who
decided to defend himself in

court.

According to the Associated

Press, Muhammad began his

opening statements by quoting

Jesus and explaining the mean-

ing of truth.

'"Ye shall know the

truth... the facts should help

us identify what's a lie, [and]

what's not a he," said

Muhammad.
He is being charged with

capital murder in the killing of

Dean Harold Meyers, a 53-

year-old Vietnam veteran who
was shot last October during

the sniper's three week shoot-

ing spree in Maryland,

Virginia, and Washington D.C.

It is believed that the shoot-

ings were part of a plot to

extort $10 million.

Fifteen days after the killing,

Lee Boyd Malvo, another sus-

pect in the trial, and

Muhammad were found sleep-

ing in their vehicle at a high-

way rest stop.

Within the first five minutes

of his arguments, Muhammad
did not mention anything

about the sniper shootings,

instead he spoke of his chil-

dren, and asked the jury to pay

close attention to detail

because, "my life and my son's

life is on the line," referring to

Malvo who is believed to have

pulled the trigger, killing

Meyers.

All suspects in the trial are

being tried first in Virginia due

to its harsh capital punishment

laws.

Second to Texas, which has

310 executions, Virginia has

sentenced 89 criminals to the

death penalty since the U.S.

Supreme Court permitted the

restoration of capital punish-

ment in 1976.

McGann and

Stwodak To

Present

Kent Booty

LU Public Relations

A foreign service officer involved

in rebuilding Iraq and

Afghanistan will discuss U.S. for-

eign policy, and an Afghan-born

employee will discuss his native

country, Wednesday, November

12, at 7 p.m. in Longwood

University's Wygal Auditorium.

Steven McGann, director of

the Office of Assistance for Asia

and the Near East in the US.

State Department's Bureau of

Population, Refugees and

Migration, will speak on "The

Role of Humanitarian Assistance

in U.S. Foreign Policy."

Ibrahim Stwodah, a longtime

Longwood librarian, will speak

JSO Celebrates Harvest

This sukkah was sponsored by the Jewish Student Organization
gSO) and erected behind Lankford Student Union in honor of the

Festival of Sukkot. This Jewish holiday is a celebration of the har-

vest and a commemoration of the forty years during which the

children of Israel wandered in the desert. The word "Sukkot"
means "booths" and the sukkah is a temporary shelter that the peo-
ple would live in during the seven days of Sukkot. All information
courtesy of http://www.jewfaq.org.

Pantij Raid on Longwood s Campus

about Afghanistan after the fall of

the Taliban, focusing on social

and economic conditions today

and on the reconstruction. In his

remarks, tided "Personal

Reflections," he also will give a

brief history of the country.

See FOREIGN p. 5

This article was originally printed

in the Farmville Herald in 1953.

Hampden-Sydney College stu-

dents have been forbidden dates

with Longwood College students

indefinitely, as a result of a

"panty" raid staged last Thursday

night by a group of Hampden-

Sydney College students on

Longwood College dormitories

Dr. Dabney Lancaster immediate-

ly until further notice.

Dr. Edgar Gammon president

of Hampden-Sydney College,

said the incident was very

deplorable and that appropriate

action would be tiaken. Such mat-

ters are referred to the Student

Assembly, which now has it under

consideration.

The Hampden-Sydney Student

Assembly, which is charged with

students acts at the College, has

been in session since the occur-

rence and on Monday at a Student

Body meeting disciplinary action

was to have been recommended.

The raid occurred Thursday

night shortly after 11:30 o'clock

when as many as fifty Hampden-

Sydney College students entered

the dormitories.

Entrance in some cases was

made by breaking windows and

door locks. The principal raid was

on the junior-senior dormitory,

Cunningham Hall, where the

matron and a senior student

attacked the raiders with brooms.

The raid, a recurrence of the

rash of "pantie" raids which

swept colleges last year, was over

in a short time. A considerable

quantity of lingerie was taken,

before police reached the scene.

Local and State officers set up

road blocks and patrolled the

entrance roads to Hampden-

Sydney College and collected

some of the lingerie taken from

the dormitories.

Names of 18 Hampden-Sydney'

students thought to be implicated

in the raid were furnished by

school authorities.

Damage to school buildings is

estimated between $25 and $30,

being broken windows and

screens principally The students

lost an estimated $230.00 worth of

lingerie, a part of which was

recovered.
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Words From tke Editor

I will openly admit to watching

the show jackass and Uidng it.

I think the stunts on the

show are hilarious, and the

stuff they think of amazes me.

I'm surprised they haven't run

out of ideas.

Call me twisted, but my
favorite segments are when
Bam Margera slaps around his

dad, Phil.

A movie has even been

made based on the popular

MTV show, and Johnny

Knoxville is nothing short of

a celebrit}^ these days.

The show has started a rev-

olution, and is, in reality televi-

sion, a genre all its own.

What strikes me is the num-

ber of people who try Evil-

Kanevil-like. stunts on their

own. Why?
Recendy I read about this

guy who jumped off of

Niagra Falls, and had a friend

videotape the whole thing.

There is only one other per-

son to have ever survived a

leap from the falls without a

life jacket or life-preserving

device of any kind; no all oth-

ers have been so fortunate.

According to the story, the

police have ruled out suicide,

which apparendy happens a

lot at Niagra Falls, and they

think he was doing this as a

stunt.

Falling down a fountain that

gushes 150,000 gallons per

second, and living to tell the

tale might give someone brag-

ging rights, but after a while

your friends get sick of hear-

ing how vou bodv surfed the

falls.

Life is so precious, and

while it might be funny (and

entertaining) to see KnoxvUle

staple his ass cheeks together,

it's quite another when some-

one is so careless with their

fragile existence.
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Letter to tlie Editor
Dear Editor:

Tobacco is a big issue on cam-

puses nationwide. Almost every

campus has developed a smoke-

free policy or is in the process of

doing so.

Cigarette smoke is much
more dangerous than what many

people are aware of A report

from the Surgeon General stated

that cigarette smoke is the pri-

mary cause of cancer deaths in

the United States.

Along with causing cancer, it

speeds up the heart, attacks the

lungs, can cause cataracts in the

eyes, stains your teeth, as well as

causing your skin to have a gray-

ish tint, which is called "smokers

face."

Of course these are just a few

of many It can also cause infer-

tility in women as well as men,

and lots of time does. Women
who smoke are three times more

likely to be infertile.

Women that smoke also reach

menopause 1 V4 years earlier than

non-smokers.

Secondhand smoke is just as

dangerous. It is considered to be

a group A carcinogen, which

means that it causes cancer.

Secondhand smoke is the

third leading cause of preventa-

ble death in the country. As a

smoker you may be aware of

what the smoke is doing to you,

but did you ever stop and think

about what it might be doing to

those around you?

People who are exposed daily

to secondhand smoke have a

thirty percent higher death and

disease rate than that of a non-

smoker.

Did you know that pets of

smokers have up to a fifty per-

cent greater chance of develop-

ing cancer, and that smoke from

one-cigarette can remain in a

room for up to five hours after

smoking?

On a positive note, the major-

ity of college students do not

smoke. However, when surveyed

on this question, many report

their perceptions to be the oppo-

site.

It may look like the majority of

your campus smokes, but in real-

ity they don't. In fact, 7 out of 10

Longwood University students

DON'T smoke.

While the majority of the cam-

pus doesn't smoke, many of the

sorority and fraternity members

unfortunately do not meet this

profile.

The Health and WeUness

Center has collected data on this

topic and are in the midst of put-

ting it all together. We do know
that the majority of the new
members in the sororities come
in saying that they do not smoke.

However, by the time they are

a sister, this number tends to

decrease and by a pretty signifi-

cant amount.

What is the explanation for

this? Members of sororities and

fraternities are looked upon as

being positive role models for

the new members.

Often times the younger

members will look up to the

older members for advice and

guidance. This particular statistic

is a littie bothersome.

Why are new members com-

ing in as non-smokers and leav-

ing as smokers? There will be

more on this in the near future.

As a concerned member of a

sorority, I am simply trying to

make people aware of the conse-

quences of smoking.

Smoking is not something that

just stops overnight and I know
that. But by providing some facts

and insights it is a good first step.

In fact most smokers do want to

quit.

There are people out there,

such as friends, family members,

and health educators and work-

ers, who will help and support

you every step of the way.

Always remember: where

there is a will there is a way. And
for the majority of students that

don't smoke, keep up the healthy

behaviors!
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"

TTie' "/^cttvi^t* t4'^/(>M^ outlet/brbotfit^^ thi^ikyour
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Can'tWe All Just Get Along?
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Willard A. Vaughn

Opinion Editor

I wonder why it is that organiza-

tions on campus are unable to get

along with each other.

During Oktoberfest, the radio

station put me in charge of security

for Batde of the Bands. I have been

in security and later in EMS for

about three years now, so I have

had experience with doing these

sorts of events.

This experience has taught me

two things: first, to take the job

seriously, and to prepare for the

worst because when you are not

prepared for the worst, that's when

it happens.

I'm not saying that the task was

difficult, especially considering how

many people patronized Batde of

the Bands this year, but still I had a

responsibility to everyone that was

there to protect them and make

sure they had a good time.

In attempting to fulfill this mis-

sion, I contacted the former presi-

dent of the now disbanded First

Responders. I wanted to borrow

some of the basic medical equip-

ment they had just in case some-

thing happened there.

In years past, the First

Responder organization has pro-

vided a standby for all of

Oktoberfest so that people like

me didn't have to worry about it.

I know this because I myself

spent last Oktoberfest sitting in

the mule watching Violent

Femmes.

Now that this organization has

chosen to distance itself from the

people they have the responsibili-

ty of protecting, this is no longer

the case. So as the person respon-

sible for ensuring the fun and

safety of everyone, it then became

my job to ensure that this need

was fulfilled should it become

necessary.

Not only was I ignored in my

request to borrow the equipment,

but later when I went to the office

area to get something else, I

noticed that it had all been

cleaned out and locked away so

that no one could get to it.

This bothered me.

It bothered me to the point

where I had to write a letter not

only to the SGA president, but also

Dr. Pierson.

It bothers me that one organiza-

tion would do this to another organ-

ization, especially considering that

both organizations, in theory, share

the same goal of doing what is best

for the Longwood community.

It also bothers me because my

student activity fees went to pay for

the equipment that the First

Responders carried. Now, since this

organization is not part of

Longwood, but rather an auxiliary

unit of Prince Edward Volunteer

Rescue Squad,' the equipment that

they carried is now state property

(according to the SGA president).

Yet I, a trained and qualified indi-

vidual that wanted to do nothing

more than take my task seriously and

provide this coverage should it

become necessary, could jnot do so,

because the equipment that I paid

for was locked up so that I couldn't

have it.

Fortunately, it did not become an

issue, but if it had, you have to won-

der who would be responsible.

See UNITY p. 19

U.S Patriot Act not a Violation ol Civil Liberties

Anonymous Author

There has been much published

about the USA Patriot Act

(USAPA), passed overwhelmingly

by Congress after September

11th, and alleged violations of

civil liberties surrounding the law.

However, there hasn't been

much in the way of substantive

debate.

Left-wing opponents assault

the new law as an attack on our

civil liberties while very rarely cit-

ing specifics within the amend-

ments that directiy threaten us.

Civil libertarians, concerned

with government intrusion, also

criticize the bill as too far reach-

ing, while again, failing to men-

tion the critical aspects of the bill.

Despite hyperbole from indi-

viduals such as Jerry Barlow and

organizations such as the

American Civil Liberties Union

(ACLU) there is a lack of hard

evidence that suggests the

Patriot Act is a threat to our

freedoms.

Most of the provisions within

the Patriot Act were already laws

prior to 9/11. It is strange why

activists would start opposing

such measures now when they

have been in place for many

years.

In fact, the Pen Register

Amendment, (the provision that

allows officials to seek a court

order on envelope information

of internet transmissions)

received endorsement by the

Clinton White house in July of

2000 C'US Hopes to Extend

Online Wiretapping" - Washington

Post, July 17, 2000). Prior to that.

Congress and the courts upheld

individual parts of the act legisla-

tively and through court cases,

respectively.

The act collected hundreds of

minor amendments to federal law,

grouped into 10 subparts or

"Titles" on these amendments

from immigration to money laun-

dering. There is the common mis-

conception that the Patriot Act

actually created new statutes, but in

fact, most were simply modifica-

tions to U.S code. Chapter 18,

specifically. The Patriot Act only

broadened law enforcement's reach

when it came to terrorist investiga-

tion.

See PATRIOT p. 19

props and drops
Props:

+ To being a cockeyed optimist.

+ To colored panties

+ To thongs

+ To Latina Ballerina

+ To the French Toast Man
+ To Litde Miss Santa Slut

+ To the dude that jumped into Niagra Falls

+ To boobies

Drops;

+ To skid Marks

+ To reduced job prospects

+ To girls that leave their ass hanging out of their jeans

+ To running out of Cafe Money

+ To Five Million Papers due next week

+ To Kitten Mutilators

Speak Oil i

Wkat do i^ou tkink of Panti| Raids?

"Do you get them back.?"

-Ashley, Sophomore

"How desperate do you have to

be to get some booty?!"

~M. Voshzy, Junior

"I've never done it, but I think it'd

be fiin." *v

"Nick, Freshman

'I've ahvays wanted to travel."

—Victoria S., Thong
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Tkompson Talks AlxDut Drugs,

Alcokol, And Sexual Assault
Stephanie Riggsby

Staff Admsor
the smoking of marijuana and

cocaine and a booklet used in

law education programs on

college campuses.

Thompson also discussed

the use of consensual search

forms on campus.

The form is used when a

Investigator John Thompson
led students in a discussion

about drugs in the college

environment on Wednesday,

October 22.

Thompson held a very

detailed discussion, despite the resident is suspected of using

fact his scheduled co-speaker narcotics in their dorm room.

Chief Charles Lowe was according to Thompson,

unable to attend, due to an ill- The form is then signed by

ness. the resident of the dorm

Thompson has worked in room, giving Thompson per-

law enforce- - mission to

freely searchment smce

1972 and has IJieTj make you ^^^ '^oo"''

worked in until the resi-

Narcotics heredrink and drink and dent asks

at Longwood
since 1992.

Topics
included the

various dan-

gers of illicit

drugs and how
they can be ^____,^^^_
used in sexual

assaults. Thompson centered

much of his discussion on

"date rape clubs," most specif-

ically parties off campus.

"They make you drink and

drink and drink until you're

obliterated," said Thompson.

He used various visual aids

to illustrate points, including

marijuana collected from a

search, paraphernalia used in

drink until you re

obliterated.

'-Tkompson

him to stop. .

At this

point,
Thompson
said he

would call

another offi-

^^^^^^^^ cer to the

location
while he would go to the

courthouse in town swear out a

search warrant.

Thompson said that if resi-

dents were up front with him

and presented all contraband,

he would do whatever he could

to help them.

"I always ask them to tell me
the truth and I always stick the

honor code in there," he said.

News October 23. 2003

DoYou Want to Hear Sometking Really Scary?

Lancer Productions, the campus activity board, has

added to their yearly Halloween traditions. Along

witfi the yearly hayrides and Dt Jordan's

near-le^ndary presdntadon, there will ntwsr be a

camp-style bonfire, complete with marshmallows and

scary stories. Here's the lineup:

Sunday, 26th:

8-9 p.m.

Dr. Jordan's presentation:

Once Upon a Time at Longwood,

Tales from Under the Ground

9-11 p.m.

Haunted Hayrides

Ride around campus and learn which ghost haunts your

dorm

Bonfire

Out on the Wygal parking lot

Listen to scary stories, or tell one yourself

Bring your own marshmallows

(Hayride signup and starting point)

Friday, 31

Movie; 28 Days Later, 7:30 p.m., Lankford ABC Rooms .

Along with the LP actixities, here are other ways to

have fun for Halloween on campus:

Thursday, 30th

Children trick-or-treat in Dining hall and dorms

* "

Friday, 31

Halloween party and costume contest in the commuter

lounge in Lancaster

S.Tabb haunted House

A

The Shortest Distance Between You and a Job...

Set your foot in the door
Make rescpyations now to attend

upcoming workshops/programs

Lancaster 139

395.2063

career@longwood.edu

Calendar of

workshops/events can be

found on website

www . longwood .edu/career

...Is Straight Through Our Door!

Roommate Wanted
I am looking for a female student to

sublease a room from me spring semester of

2004 in a four bedroom townhouse in

Stanley Park. Rent will be $275 a month.

Contact information: Paula Speight

392.4391 (home) or (703)

217.5663 (cell) 808 Grace St.

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,

America's #1 Student Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations 1 -800-648-

4849orwww.ststravel.com.
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The program is part of

International Awareness Week.

McGann was deputy direc-

tor of the Office for Pakistan,

Afghanistan and Bangladesh

Affairs in the Bureau of South

Asia Affairs from 2000 to

2002.

Since joining the Foreign

Ser\ace in 1979, he also has

served with the U.S. Mission to

the United Nations for U.N.

Security Council Affairs,

responsible for Central and

South Asia and Cyprus, as well

as at U.S. embassies and con-

sulates in Kenya, South Africa,

Zaire, Australia and Taiwan.

Stwodah (pronounced Stew-

duh), a reference librarian who
has worked at Longwood
Library since 1981, has been

personally affected by the

political turmoil that has

gripped his homeland for a

quarter-century.

A native of Kabul, the capi-

tal, he graduated from Kabul

University in 1964 and worked

at the university (teaching

English and editing publica-

tions) before studying at the

University of Wyoming for

three months in 1967 in an

exchange program.

He went straight from there

to Indiana University, where he

earned a master's degree two

years later and met his wife, a

fellow graduate student.

After returning home, he

became director of Kabul

University Libraries, and his

wife, an American, taught at

the American International

High School.

The Soviet Union invaded in

1979 and established a

Communist government, and

he was replaced by a

Communist party member.

"My family and I managed

to leave Afghanistan at the end

of 1980," said Stwodah, who
has seven children, including

five from a previous marriage.

Three of Stwodah's children

- son Naweed and daughters

Fikria and Khalida - graduated

from Longwood in 1991.

Along with their two older

siblings, they were in the first

group that escaped from

Afghanistan into neighboring

Pakistan.

They had to travel by them-

selves from Kabul to

Islamabad, Pakistan, which

took two weeks.

They spent 40 days in

Pakistan before the entire fam-

ily was reunited there and flew

to the United States in early

November that year.

The ultra-orthodox Islamic

militia known as the Taliban

ruled Afgharustan from

September 1996 until being

overthrown in November 2001

by a U.S. military campaign.

They had taken power after

several years of unrest and civil

war - they were the third fac-

tion to seize power over a four-

year period - which followed a

nine-year war with the Soviet

Union in which about a million

Afghans were killed, at least

half of the population was dis-

placed and the countryside was

devastated.

The Soviets, who had been

opposed by U.S.-fiinded muja-

hadeen ("holy warriors"), with-

drew from Afghanistan in 1989

after more than 25,000 of their

soldiers were killed.

"At first there was a warm
welcome for the Taliban. The

people were fed up with war

by that point," Stwodah said,

adding that support waned as

their brutality became evident.

By the time of the U.S. war

against Afghanistan, the

Taliban government, which

harbored Osama bin Laden

and was widely criticized for its

human rights abuses, had

diplomatic relations with only

Pakistan.

Many of the former Taliban

leaders have retreated to what

Stwodah called the "tribal belt"

between Afghanistan and

Pakistan.

"They're trying to regain

power, but they're not wel-

come back," he said.

Afghanistan was governed

by a monarchy from its birth in

1747 until 1973 when the king,

during a visit to Italy, was over-

thrown in a coup d'etat by his

cousin, Mohammed Daoud,

who gradually instituted a

more democratic government,

Stwodah said. Daoud was

killed in a bloody Communist

coup in 1978, touching off a

fractious power struggle that

led to the Soviet invasion in

December 1979.

Stwodah is a member of the

Tajik ethnic group, which com-

prises close to 30 percent of

the Afghan population, and his

native language is Dary, the

predominant language of busi-

ness.

He still has cousins and

other relatives in Afghanistan,

which he has not visited since

leaving in 1980, though his sib-

lings are also in Virgihia.

"I'm very optimistic about

Afghanistan's future," said

Stwodah, whose wife Patricia

taught at Prince Edward

Country High School until

1995.

"Business is booming.

Schools, especially for girls, are

opening. International banking

has started.

The value of the Afghani

(unit of currency) with the dol-

lar exchange is worth more

than the money of Pakistan or

India.

It will take time to stabilize

the country, but it's going to

shape up."

Mulligan's Sports Grille

/' »

»

'
' H

. ,.«.«• Best Costune x'^m
'*^

1 50.00- aid W» nvV
Diwr|or2-3rdiiria

Caitest starts mini 11 P.III. Friiii^ Oetabtf 31fl

mmmtWffHiitatKfOtmmWk

FmHiiiIMtef • 'JauTMfbMttad

202 High Street

315-B787

W H % V S^ T ^

StiidtiU Health and \\vllruNs ( ifUci

THEYiREHERE!!!

FLU SHOTS

COST: $15.00

Please bring exact change!

DATES:

Thursday, October 30, 2003 1 1 :30ani - 1 :30 pm

Wednesday, November 5, 2003 6:30-8:00pm

Thursday, November 13, 2003 1 1 :00am- 1 :00pm

Tuesday, November 1 8, 2003 7:00pm
(with Wellness Program)

Thursday, November 20, 2003 1 1 :30 - 1 :30 pm

Lancaster 319

Stubbs

Dining Hall

Curry Commons

Lancaster 319

Monday, December 1 , 2003 6: 1 5pm-7:30pm, and Halftime Lancer
(Will be part ofthe Hampden-Sydney vs. Longwood Basketball Game)

Ifyou have any questions, please call x2102
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CHI SIGMA IOTA. INTERNATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY
FOR COUNSELORS, IS VERY PROUD TO INTRODUCE ITS

NEWEST GRADUATE MEMBERS TO LONGWOOD
(PICTURED FROM LEFT TO RIGHT):

WMLU Fired by Atkletics

Lon^wood radio station will no

longer covetbasketball^ames
Stacey Kluttz

Staff Writer

Tracy Miller-Goode; Ebony Lynch; Tami Park; Sharon Lyles; Alvena Greene; Holly
Campbell; LaNeisha Bonner; Katrina Stevens; Paula Johnson; David Skipper

. Dr. Nancy Blattner, Interim Associate Provost for Graduate

Studies and Support Programs, was the speaker for the initia-

tion ceremony and Dr. Carolyn Cooper, Associate Professor

of Guidance and Counseling is the advisor for the group.

the decision over the summer after

they were unhappy with WMLU's
performances at the basketball

games, according to Canada.

"WMLU is more than welcome

to air any games," Mazzuto said in

Over the summer, commercial

announcers from VCTAK radio

were hired by the Athletic

Department here at Longwood to response to this,

broadcast away games in an effort "We would be delighted to have

to improve coverage. diem do it," he added. "This is

A contract

was signed

with WPAK
radio to

broadcast 35

of the men

and women's

basketball

"Tke Atkletic

Department...was not

kappij witkWMLU s

performance

good training

for the stu-

dents but the

reach is the

most impor-

tant to get as

much cover-

age as possi-

games, according to Rick ble,"

Mazzuto, Longwood Athletic The radio station, WMLU, is

Director. continuing their announcing at

The new system will allow fiill Longwood's home basketball

web cast coverage of the games. games with help from WPAK for

"We have no real opinion about away games,

it," saTd Aaron Canada, WMLU's "We are perfecdy happy with

sports manager. "There is no con- the change in program," said Matt

troversy we just feel it was pushed Taylor, WMLU General Manager,

on 'JS," "As long as we can announce that

The Athletic Department made is all diat matters."

Need Help with a Writing Assignment?

The Longwood Writing Center provides:

-Help with papers from any class or discipline

-Friendly student staff

And best of all it's absolutely free!

Hours:

M-6-10 W- 10- noon, 6- 10 F-l-S

T/R- 9:30- noon, 3- 7, 8- 10

LocaM in the Gnhm BuMng. Call 2578

formon Information or ipgiointments.

EY OFFICE SUPPLY. HMC.

10% ditcount for Ungwood Studonts

Printer CaftrkJges for UxmafK Hewlett4>^^

121 North Main SL

Famwie,\^

OFFICE SUPPLIES - OFFICE MACHINES - OFFICE FURNITURE

Oil/FUter/Lube:

Wash Windshield

Check Air Filter

Full Service:

12 Point Safety Check

Top All Fluids

Oieck Tire Pressure

Wash Windshield

DurtMeMi:
Includes Full Service

Syitlietic:

Includes Full Service

IhoMwitiiM ¥UM Change:

lUdiatM- FkMli:

AMERILUBE
Oil Change Center

1806 Peery Drive ~ Fannville, VA
434-315-5500

Mon- Fri 8 a.m.- 6 p.m./Sat 8 a.m.- 3 p.m.

$20.99

$25.99

r

I

I

I

$3.00 OFF!

OIL CHANGE
Ful Santo (My

Not Vriid WMh Any (Mwr CMmb
12-31-03

I

I

I

4

4

$35.99

$40.99

$79.99

$59.9$

P*" — - — — — ^

I $1.00 OFF! I

I
OlL/FlLTER/LUeE I

Not WNdWMi Any CNtar Olhn

I
Eiqiiras 12-31-03 I

400CrowderSt

SoylliHitl,VA 23970

434^7-5823

51 CattMge Greco Drive

Adiland, VA 23005

804-798.1755
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Wkat Are Tke Facts On Ipso Facto? General Wilson to Speak

Stephanie Riggsby

5/<j^ Advisor

This silent but deadly ncwletter

has been appearing on campus

for two volumes and is in its

fourth issue this semester.

Though this one page flyer is

chock full of a wide variety of

articles, many questions remain.

Who is the author? How is it

getting published? Why are you

not writing for Tbe Rotunda?

Ipso Facto^ which means "by

that very fact, by the fact itself,"

translated by William Whitaker

at www. erols.cotn, appears to

be, in fact, no way factual.

To the best of this author's

recollection. President Bush

has never visited Longwood

University in effort for peace,

no commuters who are seem-

ingly enduring on campus with-

drawal, and no students rvm-

ning around in "UnafllliateA" t-

shirts.

The author, known only to

readers as "H. Roark," is

knowledgeable and humorous.

Are you an English major?

Perhaps you arc a

Communication Studies major.

Could you be a Political Science

major? This author wonders.

Your top ten list of

Oktoberfest questions makes

one think. But this author

must ponder on such musings

on "Rohypnol," "Monkey

Pox," and "Klown."

Is this and the newsletter's

ponderings on the future of

the University really and truly

"the long and wood of it?"

This author is interested in

knowing whether or not the

mysterious Mr. Roark is making

any money on "the series of

hydraulically operated mechani-

cal arms" that are now in

charge of the production of

this newsletter.

Was it worth sacrificing

complete control of your

paper?

And yet, the students of

Longwood University wait with

baited breath for your next

installment. Are you getting

feedback at your Hotmail

address?

Who is the author of the

"Sunchase Monolith?" Why do

you give free advertising to the

Fox Network and Tide?

Are you one who lives as if

tomorrow will expire and learns

as if you are always alive?

Will you next attack the loss

of Boston to New York for the

World Series Playoffs? Are you

a sports fan?

What year are you? What are

your interests? Will you be

printing up your next install-

ment soon?

So many are left to wonder as

they walk through these hal-

lowed halls whether or not they

will look up and see the latest

edition.

Most students can count

on The Rotunda, but can they

count on you Mr. Roark?

But this author will pose a

final question: If you reveal

yourself, would you be as

interesting? We'U see.

Kent Booty

W Vttblk KelatUms

lieutenant General Samuel V.

Wilson of nearby Rice, once die

nation's top mililary intelligence

officer, will speak on "American

Foreign Policy in the Age of

Terrorism" on Monday, November

10, at 7 p.m. in Longwood

University's Wygal Auditorium.

General Wilson was director of

the Defense Intelligence Agency

(DIA) in 1976-77 just before retir-

ing fix)m active military service fol-

lowing a distinguished 37-yeat

career, and he held two separate

deputy directorships for the DIA in

1973-74,

He was deputy to the director of

the Central Intelligence Agency

(CIA) for the Intelligence

Community in 1974-76. A Russian

Speaker and expert on the former

Soviet Union, he was U.S. defense

attache in Moscow in the eariy

1970s.

In his military career, durii^

which he rose from infantry private

to lieutenant general, General

Wilson spent half of his tunem
intelligence and half in speda|

oper^ons,

A highly dccomted World Wat Ij

veteran, he fbi^t with dtie fabledl

"Merrill's Marauders" in the North

Burma campaign in 1944.

He traveled extensively through

out the former Soviet Union anl

odxcr Iron Curtain countries in die

late 1940s and 1950s with the State

Department's Diplomatic Pouch

aujd Courier Service; he was an ofife

cial interpreter in Berlin, Potsdani

and Vienna and a liaison wit^

Soviet armed forces in the formei

East Germany and Austrii.

General Wilson, a native of Ricc;

was president of Hampdcn-Sydney

College from 1992 until retiring «i

2000,

He is the college's President

Emeritus and Wheat Visiting

Professor in Leadership He served

on Longwood's Board of Visitors

from 1983 to 1987.

His talk is part of Longwood's

celebration of International

Awareness Week.

Frt% OrNl>er51,2003

Commiiter Lounge CLan|cfbr<v

ik

Refreshments 5 Sc»nj ^nies

Ccine tb have «joi&r jslcNre tilcen ^ nten

Sttf ly anJ n>te fcetween 12 anj 1:30 f.w.

Prizes avaitatle fbr winners

S^nscrej ^ CSA

Madeline's House
African American
Women's Hair Care

Products needed!

'•?'''*;?;-

, ,

Partially used products
welcomed (shampoo, moUturisera, etc.)

Drop off donations in

Commuter Lounge (located in

Lankford)
» / •. .;V:fir-'.,^ •*:<.: 3<V ^-V-"-.-«i».HiV..,.:- —*.-«i-'**i-iJi«»'#» -.v i; ' '"a ' i.-:jO»..
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k'^. o>^ m A &.« ^27^ 24 ^5 V26
LP Movie Field Hockey Women's Soccer Field Hockey

Legally Blondll @Shippensburg (P.A.' 1 vs. VMI vs. Roanoke

ABC Rooms Noon 5 p.m. 3 p.m.

730 p.m.

'80s Night Mock Honor
Mulligan's Syre Meeting Board Meeting
9 p.m.

charlotte Room Lankford Ballroom

IaaI 1^^
6 p.m. 7 p.m.

Outdoor Club

\,aM^
^•^9

Tancer208

^*^8 Klezmer Band
Lankford Ballroom

7 p.m.

7 p.m.

Will Cheating Hurt Women's Soccer ^^Your Career?

Hiner 207

vs. Virginia-Wesleyan

^"^
Dr. Jordan's

3:30' 4:30 p.m.
%% ^^ v* 6host Stories
Open Expressions Grand Dining Room Baptist Student Union

S6A Meeting
Open Mike Night/CAA 3. 9 p

m

Meeting
Behind Stubbs

5:15 p.m.
T ^nkford ABC Rooms Java Hut '

3:45 p.m. 7:30 p.m.

Men's Soccer
vs. Lynchburg

LP Comedy/Novelty Martial Arts Club WMLU Meeting 7 p.m.

Committee Meeting Tabb WrestUng Room Hiner 207

Charlotte Room 7:30' 9:30 p.m. 9 p.m. Unity Alliance

8 p.m. Grainger GI6

LP Traditions
8 p.m.

W.I.L.L. Meeting
Meeting

Nottoway Room
IBA

"

InterVorsity Christian
9:15 p.m.

8 p.m. Hay Rides Fellowship
Wygal Parking Lot Hull Auditorium

9' 11 p.m. 8:30 p.m.

Are you looking for an apartment

for the spring semester? BASIC GOSPEL CHOIR j

For just $250/month

)

(ou can sublet a single ^ gft Rehearsal

room with private bath. Comes with bed, desk, Bonfire H you love to sins and

chair, and dresser. Free ethernet hookup Wygal Parking Lot
r% 1

1

praise GOD then this

through Longwood. All utilities except phone
9' 11 p.m. ; is the place for you*

and cable included in rent.
Every Thursdav

Call 392-2252 for more information.

^W^P" * ^VHVBw •

WysaMOi 7 p.ni.
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Mt) Two Cents: Relationskips Gone Awnj
WiJlard Vaughn

Opinion Editor

This is a busy time of the year

for me, so I decided this week

to visit one of the many advice

websites and answer some of

the questions.

From user Chica_Power

(ummf.ffrlposse.com): Okay I've been

dating this guyfor 10 months nom

But during our relationship I've

done stuff to hurt him. for example

I kissed anotherguy. now he doesnt

trust me and he doesnt let me do

anything he always thinks I am
going to hurt him I reallyjust dont

know what to do. I love him hut I'm

not sure which way to go with him

My Advice: You're doing

stuff to hurt him because

you're bored with him and you

don't have enough intestinal

fortitude to dump him. Move
on with your life and let him

do the same

From userH (www.consciouslov-

ing.com): My ffrlfriend and I have

been dating for 2 years now. We

have confirmed to each other that as

soon as the right time comes, we'll

get married. However, the reason

that this "right time" isn't here is

because of our long distance from

one another due to college. I thought

I could trust her, and I thought that

she trusted me, but then about 5

days ago Ifound out that she cheat-

ed on me with afriendfrom school

over 4 months ago. She claims that

shefelt neglected by me, and that she

was angry at me because she thought

I was having "a lot of fun" at my

college, so she wanted to get back at

me. At the same time she also

claims that she heUeved that I would

cheat on her, so she was trying to

"stay a step ahead of the game" hy

cheating on me before I cheated on

her. She claims that she has nofeel-

ings for him whatsoever, but such

things are so easy to sayjust to make

amends and there's no wcryfor me to

tell whether she's fying to me or not

On top of that, when I pursue this

subject, she becomes impatient at me

for keep on "dig^ng" it up. Now,

we've been in collegefor 2years. We
only made it official offer 1 year of

college and neither of us had any

interest in anyone else. Yet after we

made it official shefinally cheated on

me. Doyou think what she did was

really based on what she told me?

That she did it out of emotional self-

defense?

My advice: Dump the girl

and make her hurt for what

she did to you. Find someone

that is going to care and

respect you for who you are

and never mention girl #1*8

name again.

From unnamed user (www.con-

sciousloving.com): I met a man who

I was instantly attracted to both in

a physical and a personality way. I

made the mistake offalling into bed

with him way too soon. Atfirst, he

could not get enough of me. He
called me several times every day.

We spent weekends together as well

as a night or two a week. Now, he

calls less often and we see each other

less often. At first it seemed we

could talk. Now, if I try to begin

any kind of personal conversation

or even try to tell him I love him or

other tenderness, he immediately

turns me off. He does not respond in

kind. He does not "converse" about

any subject it seems except sexual

ones. I try to interest him in doing

other things, going places, etc. he is

not interested. On the other hand, he

ACTS as if he cares, getsjealous,

etc.

My advice: If you want to

keep him as a dance parmer, by

all means do so. But don't

expect anything else out of

him because you're not going

to get it. If this is too hard to

handle, get some therapy.

If you have any relationship,

love, or sexuality questions feel

free to send them to rotun-

da@longwood.edu. As always,

be careful with each other's

hearts; the next one that breaks

might be yours.

Amtassador Spotligkt: Joan oi Arc

Emily Miller

Guest Writer

Joan of Arc was born in 1412 in

France and raised on a small

farm.

When she was about 13 years

old, she began to hear voices. At

first the voices told her to behave

because God had a special plan

for her life.

At this time, England and

France had been at war for about

100 years.

When she was 14, the voices

told her that she needed to drive

the English back off of French

lands.

For two years, she studied mil-

itary science, history, the structure

of the church, and French cul-

ture.

At age 16 she began to rally

with the traditional leaders of the

community and was put in charge

of a military unit.

Joan and her army began to

release the French territories

from English control. She was

made commander of almost the

entire French military.

The English were on the brink

of being forced back to their own

soil when Joan was betrayed by

jealous French officers and cap-

tured by the enemy. She was 18.

The English military tried Joan

as a witch not as an enemy mili-

tary commander and she was

burned at the stake.

After she was burned, the exe-

cutioner commanded that the

embers be pulled away from the

body so everyone could see that

this 'witch' was dead.

When they did this, they

noticed that her heart hadn't been

burned.

It was doused with oil and

burned until the next day when

her remains were thrown into a

river.

There are two statues of Joan

of Arc on campus. One is 'Joanie

on the Pony' and it sits in the

Colonnades. It was given to the

college in 1927.

The odier is 'Joanie on the

stony' and it used to sit in the

Rotunda, but was moved to the

dining hall. This was a gift from

the class of 1914.

Thanks to Dr. Jordan of the

Anthropology Departmentforproviding

information.

'Becoming a Teoekei?

Or

Iiiterected ia Motk?

With only 1 1 NCTM student affiliate groups in

the country, join Virginia's first:

Join Longwood University's

Student Council of Teachers of Mathematics

Meeting-November 3rd, 7:00- Hiner 107

If you have any questions contact:

Stephanie Bowles (President)-

slbowles@longwood.edu

Dr. Gary Nelson (Faculty Advisor)-

gtnelson@longwood.edu

"Labels are for Things, not People."

Mental Health Awareness Week.

April 12-16, 2004

Interested in sharing your experience with a mental illness?

Be a member of a panel of students that serve to inform

and educate our peers on mental health issues.

For more information, contact

Jenn Colvin

jlcolvin@longwood.edu

Habitat for Humanity

In search of officers:

President, Vice President
*

Secretary and Treasure

Ifyou are interestedplease pickup an application

at the Career Center in Lancaster
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Greek Involvement on Longwood s Campus
Shannon Harrison

Greeks make up a large per-

cent of campus organizations,

making them leaders in the

Longwood Community.

The Greek women's GPA is

higher then the overall

women's GPA of Longwood.

Once involved in a Sorority

or Fraternity students are

encouraged to broaden their

horizons and give their time

and individual talent to cam-

pus improvement.

In addition to the executive

councils that exist tvithin every

Greek organization and the

Panhelienic council that con-

sists, of all Greeks, they are

leaders in many campus organ-

izations.

When referring to a general-

ized group of people it's

imperative to put aside stereo-

types, but many students have

a hard time doing so when it

comes to Greeks.

"Joining a sorority opened a

lot of doors, I'm now
involved in Kappa Delta Pi

fThe Nationally Recognized

Fraternity for Teachers), [and]

ODK (The ' National

Leadership Honor Society)

and Judicial Board,"Ashley

Lankey replied, when asked

what fraternal life has done

for her, that

To show a few ways Greeks

strengthen the student body.

The Up till Dawn, Executive

Board is made up entirely of

Greeks and raises money for

Saint Jude's Research hospital.

Individually, Greeks spon-

sor many events around cam-

pus. Philanthropic events are

brought to campus by each

sorority throughout the year.

For example, the Sigma

Kappa's along with Mortar

Board put on the Alzheimer's

Walk; Zeta Tau Alpha puts on

the Bowl-a-Thon to raise

money for the Susan B.

Komen foundation for breast

cancer awareness; Kappa
Delta does the Shamrock Run
every spring.

The Student Government

Association, The Judicial

Board, and The Honor Board

are all elected positions.

Longwood students choose

the best leaders to represent

the student body in making

critical decisions.

The fact that almost half of

those that sit on these boards

are Greek shows the strength

Paula's "Letters from London*' will return next week, the above picture is

of her and her hallmates before they headed to the Ministry of Sound, a
nightclub in London.
Back L to R.- Visitor, Me, Melanie, Visitor, Cristina, Sarah, andElkn Front L to Rj Kel/y, Claudia

jA

To Lead is to Serve

Princeps would like to recognize:

Kim Redford

Dr. Larissa Smith

Heather Van Dyke

Monet Salvadore

Shannon Tooley

Sarah Woitesheck

Dave Ramirez

of our Greek system.

Greeks are often confronted

with how Independants are

going to embrace Greek-life.

They have to deal with how
Independants and administra-

tion are going to perceive

members of sororities and fra-

ternities who want to be recog-

nized for what they do outside

of their sorority or fraternity.

One Independent student

stated "when you are not

Greek you tend to notice the

things Greeks do. They stand-

out and sometimes it makes

you intimidated seeing so

many in other organizations."

Another . Independent stu-

dent comments, "Seeing

Greeks being active around

campus makes me rethink

what it's all about being

Greek."

By taking the initiative to

become involved, the number

of Greeks around campus will

continue to rise.

Inside the Greek communi-

ty, there is The Order of

Omega, an Honorary Greek

Organization composed of

the leading members of

NPHC, IFC, and CPC with a

cumulative GPA of at least

2.75.

They put on Greek Week,

which is dedicated to service,

scholarship, brotherhood/ sis-

terhood, and social enrich-

ment, held the week leading up

to Spring Weekend.

Finally, to mention a few

outstanding Greeks, the SGA
president Mike Smith is a

member of Phi Kappa Tau fra-

ternity, Emily Conkey, Michelle

Ash, Dora Teal, Jean-Marie

Weaver are just a few of

Longwood's Resident Assistant

staff, the Editor of The Rotunda

is a member of Delta Zeta, and

many members of

S.E.A.L.(Student Educators for

Active Leadership) and SAFE
(Student Association for a

Fearless Environment) are

Greeks.

Being Greek is about getting

involved and living to be the

best you can be, meaning you

are not only representing the

Greek system but Longwood
as a whole.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
AWARENESS WEEK
OCTOBER 20-24. 2003

Tuesday, October 21, 2003

AlcoholJeopardy 6:00-7:30PM Amelia Room
Come learn facts about alcohol in a fim and interactive format.

Come compete against others and take away some information

that can help you make healthy decisions in your everyday life.

Wednesday, October 22, 2003

Allyou ever wanted to know about drugs... And more

6:00-7:30PM LankfordABC Rooms

Come hear Investigator John Thompson and Chief Charles

Lowe talk about drugs in the college environment. They will

enlighten you on different drugs and tell you all you ever won-

dered about and some things you may not have.

Thursday, October 23, 2003

What's your UPI? 6:00-7:30PM Amelia Room
What's a UPI you ask? Well come find out while taking part in

a fun and interactive program that deals with alcohol and some
pretty interesting situations students seem to find themselves in

after a night of partying. BASED ON ACTUAL SITUATIONS
SUBMITTED BY LONGWOOD STUDENTS.
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CD Review: Atom and His Package

PAGE 11

Leslie Smith

News Editor

As for his new CD, Attention! Blah

Blah Blahy Goren is mixing his

punk views with good fun. Track

three, "The Palestinians Are Not

the Same Thing as the Rebel

Alliance, Jackass," tries to send a

message across to the listeners

about the war, with lyrics like:

"You're so Leftist/You're so

pro-peace/you're hate the death

penalty/But love it in the Middle

East."

Songs like "I, Professional

Gambler," "Does Anyone Else

in this Room Want to Marry His

or Her Own Grandmother?",

and "I'm Downright Amazed at

What I Can Destroy with Just a

Hammer," have more of a satir-

ical twist to them, due to the

focus of the songs.

While Goren may not have the

most conventional sound, it is

definitely a fun CD to try out if

you like punk bands like Dead

Kennedys or Planet Smashers.

1.Possession

2.Mustache TV
3.The Palestinians Are Not The

Same Thing As The Rebel

Alliance, Jackass

4.Does Anyone Else In This

Room Want To Marry His or Her

Own Grandmother?

5.1, Professional Gambler

6.0ut To Everyone

7.Friend, Please Stop Smoking

S.Head Widi Arms

9.rm Downright Amazed At

What I Can Destroy Widi Just A
Hammer

lO.LyingTo You

11.Dear Atom, You Do Not

Want Children, Love Atom

12.For Aliza, Wherever She May

Sleep

n.MattWerth Speaks

When you listen to Atom and

His Package, it may seem like

there are many people singing,

and maybe even many people in

his band.

But, you will be interested to

know that he writes, performs,

and records all of the music him-

self with a QY700 Music

Sequencer, an RMIX music

sequencer, and a B.C. Rich guitar.

A Pennsylvania-native, Adam
Goren, aka Atom, has toured

internationally, including trails

across the entire U.S.A., Canada,

Japan, the UK, Netherlands,

Belgium, and Germany

You can find bumper stickers

proclaiming, "My Child is an

Honor Student at the Punk Rock

Academy" and "Go Metric. Now"

at www.atomandhispackage.com.

Wanted
Hunt Seat Instructor for beginner level

horseback riding students. Part-time

two to three afternoons/week. Teaching

experience a must. ContactJoAnn Jones,

evenings @ 983-3247.

Book Review: Dirty

Liz Richards

Editor-in-Cbief

Ahsa Valdes-Rodriguez has

penned a masterpiece with her

novel. The Dirty Girts Social Club.

Six Latin women who became

friends in college are now in their

late twenties and are all on the

verge of achieving the life they

want.

None of the characters are per-

fect, they are unhappy with their

luke warm love lives, and dissatis-

fied with their jobs.

Each chapter is narrated by one

of the six characters, which makes

for interesting plot shifts.

Lauren is a columnist for her

local paper. Usnavys is looking

for a man who can afford her

expensive taste. Rebecca is a suc-

cessful magazine publisher, but is

Girl s Social Glut
not as successful with her mar-

riage. Elizabeth, a TV anchor, has

a secret that could ruin her career.

Sara is a Martha Stuart-esque

mother, but is paying a large bun-

dle for her lavish lifestyle. Amber

is a musician trying to break into

the business.

The six women reconvene

every year at their annual "Sucias"

meeting (That's "dirty girls" in

Spanish).

The book starts out with their

meeting at a small restaurant. The

women, while very close friends in

college, have grown into their

own and are now six very differ-

ent personalities.

No matter what life hands

these women, their friendship has

endured the test of time.

This book is a perfect read for

any woman, and a great gift idea.

You'll make it through college because youVe got dedication

and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also

have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl Bllljuition

Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members

serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll

still have time for your friends and family. Join the team that

will help you get your college degree. In VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard.YOU CAN!

l-800-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARD.com

Simchah
A Klezmer music experience

from UVA will be performing!

S\yiv\.da\A October 26th

Enjoy great music, a Jewish cuitural eiqierl-

ence, and great iuiosiil (snaciis)

Brought to you by the Jewish Student Organization (JSO)

and the Office of Multicultural Affairs.

/PiaAL THAMKI' TO /GA. ARAMARK. AMBn«
LAMKrOBD nVOIHT UMIOM.
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HOROSCCPES by Sam Wise Ridges

•f^lJ^U^ fo Ch^^^ by EUie Woodruff

LitM(SeFx23-Ott22)

Keep i^our panties on. Longwood alreadi} kas

enougk ol an STD problem.

Scorpio (Oct 25. --Nov. 21)

Stop stealing ijour grandmotkers' panties. Even

tkose aren't big anoiigk to cover ijour ass.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-^Dec 21)

Close ijour legs, tke environment is polluted

enougk. Do us all a lavor and wear extra

panties.

Gipriconi (Dec 224aii 19)

Wask \jour panties. Tkat last trip to Taco

Bell lelt some tracks.

Aquarius (Jan.20-7^ 18)

Relax, don't get ^our panties in a kunck It kurts more wken you pull out tke kairs.

Pisoe5(FeK19^Mar.20)

Cki is watcking. 1 wouldn't run around drunk again tkis weekend witk ijour panties on ypur kead, or witkout ijour panties

lor tkat matter.

Aries(Mar.21^AprillO)

Just because ijou wear a G-string doesn't mean ijou kave to ask guijs to floss. Flossing is supposed to remove crusties from

ijout teetk, not add to tkem. .

TWus (April204^ 20)

It is acceptable to admire ijour girlfriend's panties, but it is not acceptable to borrow tkem.

Gemini (Mai) 2tJu]ie20

Don't get caugkt witk your panties down- now tkat would be a lull moon.

Cancer (June 21Jul^ 22)

Just because your sign is a crab doesn't mean you kave to give tkem a kome in your panties.

L8oOJi,23^Aua.22)

Skave, tkere is not enougk room left in your panties lor your mane.

Viifto(Aii6.2i^22)

Your virginal wkite pantieswon t lool anyone.You were spotted last week in front of tke train.



Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship

at Longwood University

Every Tuesday at 7pm in the "B" & "C

room of Lankford.

99

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship is charged with

music, given to humor, and deals with everything

from relationships to the nature of truth.

Visit us on the web at

wv^rw.longwoodchialphaxom
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Men s Cross Country Finiskes Tkird Year

sports Informal

Longwood University totaled 494

points to finish 15th among 20

teams at the Gettysburg

Invitational October 18 in

Pennsylvania.

It was the final competition of

the season for the Lancers, in their

third year of existence under first-

year head coach Rich Firth.

At Gettysburg, Longwood was

led by freshman Keith

Smith/Powhatan (Powhatan) who

finished 51st overall among 198

runners with his new school-

record time of 28:18 in the 8K
race.

Smith was followed by class-

mate Chris Gibbs/Richmond

(LC. Bird) (30:52, 143rd), senior

Greg Harrison/Fairfax

(Robinson) (31:33, 151st), fresh-

man Wcs Spece/Martinsville

(Carlisle) (32:31, 160th), sopho-

more John Lampicins/

Chesapeake (Western Branch)

(33:08, 167th), along widi fresh-

man Deo Smith/Bridgeport,

Conn. (Kolbe Cathedral) (38:30,

195th).

Harrison, Lampkins, and Deo

Smith also ran personal-best 8K

times.

Through the seven competi-

tions, Keith Spiith posted team-

best 8K and 6K times for

Longwx)d with his school-record

efforts of 28:18 and 22:14, respec-

tively

Other season-best times (8K,

6K) include Gibbs (30:40, 23:10),

Harrison (31:33, 25:02), Specc

(31:54), sophomore Joel Burkctt/

Chesterfield (Manchester) (31:56),

Lampkins (33:08, 24:35), and Deo

Smith (38:30; 28:35).

The Lancers had one top five

team finish this fall; their best team

effort in the three years, among

five top 10 team finishes overall.

Longwood could return as

many as six letterwinners for the

2004 campaign.

Men s Golf Establiskes New Sckool Record

sports Information

Longwood University estab-

lished a new school-record

scoring total for 54"-holes of

291-277-289-857 to finish fifth

among 14 teams at the

Tennessee-Chattanooga/Sonic

Intercollegiate October 13-14

in Tennessee.

NCAA Division I

Jacksonville State University

won the event with its 832 total

at the 6,149-yard, par 71 Signal

Mountain Country Club.

The Lancers, the only non-

Division I team in the tourna-

ment, set new team scoring

records for 18 (277), 36 (568),

and 54 (857) holes.

Longwood will conclude its

fall season October 20-21 at the

East Carolina Invitational in

North Carolina.

In Tennessee, Longwood was

led by sophomore Michael

Joyce/Peterborough, Ontario

(Peterborough Collegiate) with

his one-under par 68-70-74-

212 to finish in a tie for 12th-

place individually among the

76 golfers.

Joyce's 212 total is also a

new school-record for 54-

holes. Joyce was followed by

junior Trey Deal/Martinsville

(Martinsville) (72-69-73-214, t-

20th), sophomore Kevin

Johnson/Forest (Jefferson

Forest) (74-69-72-215, t-25tii),

freshman Brett Chambers/

Mount Sidney (Fort Defiance)

(77-69-70-216, t-27th), along

with senior Matt Paciocco/

Richmond (Mills Godwin) (80-

71-80-231, t-68th).

Longwood, coached by

Kevin Fillman, has enjoyed an

outstanding fall through three

tournaments (144 holes), led

by first-year standout

Chambers who has posted a

low scoring average of 71.38

with two school-record rounds

of 66.

Chambers is followed by

Joyce (72.88, 68), Deal (73.75,

69), Johnson (71.67, 69, 54-

holes), freshman Chris

Shuford/Fredericksburg
(Colonial Forge) (75.00, 74, 36-

holes), senior Carl

Magnusson/Linkoping,
Sweden (Katedralskolan)

(75.67, 75, 54-holes), Paciocco

(77.00, 71, 108-holes), along

with senior Mike Nemcosky/

Chesapeake (Great Bridge)

(79.00, 77, 36-holes).

The Lancers are averaging

291.63 as a team, a scoring pace

that would also set a new team

record.

Longwood is scheduled to

open its spring campaign

March 8-9, 2004 at the

Butler /North-South
Intercollegiate in Jacksonville

Beach, Fla., a 36-hole event at

the Jacksonville Beach Golf

Club.

Women s Golf Team Finiskes 7tli

sports Information

The Longwood University

women's golf team shot a final

round of 314 this afternoon to

capture seventh place (308-302-

314=924) out of 17 teams at tjie

East Carolina Fall Intercollegiate

October 13-14.

Mississippi State snapped East

Carolina's two year winning streak

at the tournament with a team

score of 894.

Longwood was led by junior

Tiffany Woodyer (Braunton,

North Devon, England/ Millfield

School) who took 18th place (72-

77-77=226).

Woodyer was followed by

sophomore Stephanie Hicks

(Bumpass, Va./Louisa County)

(73-75-79=227, t-19th), junior

Amanda Diamond (Leesburg,

Va./ Potomac Falls) (82-74-

78=234, t'39th), iunior Tucker

McCarthy (Richliond, Va./

Douglas Freeman) (81-78-

80=239, t-62nd) and senior Mary

Milage (Ennismore, Ontario,

Canada/St. Peter's Secondary)

(83-76-81=240, t-67th).

The Lancers conclude their fall

tournament schedule at the

FlU/Pat Bradley Intercollegiate

October 21 -November 2 in

Miami, Fla.

ROOMMATE WANTED!

Longwood Village Apartments

ONLY $365/month!

Available: Immediately! Perfect timing to begin the

Spring 2004 semester

Includes:

*Water

Electricity

*Heat/Air Conditioning

High-speed intemet connection

*Use of state-of-the-art clubhouse,

swimming pool, and hot tub

CONVENIENT LOCATION!

DISCOUNTED RENT!!!!

Interested? Contact Loren x2816 or after 9

p.m. at 390-2988. Contact via email at

alorenhatcher@yahoo.com

Women s Cross Country

sports Information

Longwood University totaled

305 points to finish 1 2th

among 19 teams at the

Gettysburg Invitational

October 1 8 in Pennsylvania.

It was the final competi-

tion of the season for the

Lancers, in their third year of

existence under first-year

head coach Rich Firth.

At Gettysburg, Longwood
was led by junior Lynette

Robinson/Mineral (Louisa

Co.) who finished 36th over-

all among 191 runners with

her time of 25:25 in the 6K
race.

Robinson was followed by

senior Kristel Moser/
Roanoke (Northside) (25:35,

42nd), along with juniors

Jessica Walton/Williamsburg

(Jamestown) (26:09, 58th),

T i f f a n y
Denby/Charlottesville
(Monticello) (27:12. 90th),

and Holly Miller/Newport

News (Woodside) (28:25,

130th). Robinson and Moser
each ran personal-best 6K
times.

Through the seven compe-

titions, Walton posted team-

best 5K and 6K times for

Longwood with her individ-

ual race-winning efforts of

20:41 and 24:43, respectively.

Other season-best times

(5K, 6K) include Robinson

(20:43, 25:25), Denby (21:39,

26:52), Moser (21:46, 25:35),

Miller (23:21, 27:54), graduate

student Theresa Bridge/

Farmville (Prince Edward
Co.) (24:11), and senior Leslie

Lineberry/Glen Allen

(Hermitage) (26:26).

The Lancers won two races

this fall among five top five

team finishes, including their

first Virginia Division II-III

State Championship, and had

six top 10 team finishes over-

all.

Longwood could return as

many as four letterwinners

for the 2004 campaign.
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Rick Blanc Joins Basel^all Program; Dong

Tkibault Joins Men's Baskettall Program

sports Information

Longwood University Athletics

has announced the appointment

cf two new assistant coaches at

the institution. Rick Blanc is the

new assistant coach for baseball;

and Doug Thibault is a new vol-

unteer assistant for men's basket-

ball.

These latest coaching appoint-

ments coincide with Longwood's

current four-year reclassification

period toward NCAA Division I

certificadon in 2007 as part of an

cverall strategic plan to raise the

visibility and profile of the

University.

"We have selected Coach Blanc

from a sizeable number of appli-

cants, and we feel that he is an

excellent choice as we move to

Division I," said veteran baseball

head coach Buddy Bolding. "His

sarong pitching background in

both collegiate and professional

baseball as both a player and

coach will serve Longwood

Baseball very well.

"He is a diligent worker, a long-

hour man, and is just what I have

been looking for.

"His youthful enthusiasm,

resourcefulness, sophisdcation,

modern approach to recruiting

and player development, and my
get down and dirty old school

sty'le should make for a fine

coaching team.

"Moreover, Coach Blanc is

scholarly, emotionally mature

beyond his years and, like me he

likes to win & better than that, he

doesn't like to lose," he added. "I

look forward to building a suc-

cess fill Division I baseball pro-

gram with Coach Blanc standing

between the lines with me on

Lancer Field."

Blanc has served as a pitching

coach for the Chillicothe Paints

of the Independent Frontier

League since April 2002.

He was responsible for the

pitching staff with the Paints

while developing the running

program and bullpen workouts

as well as assisting in player

recruitment and signings.

Blanc played for Chillicothe

Men s Tennis Makes Records
sports Information

hongwood University' participated

'.A the Old Point National Bank

;TA Invitational in Newport

vcu's October 17-19.

The predominantly NCAA
)ivision I event was of singles

nd doubles format only with no

cam scores, and was the final

cimpetitjon of the fall for the

Lancers. .

Sophomore Diego Quiros/

(juesada, Costa Rica (Maria

Inmaculada)' led Longwood with

his 3-2 singles record in Flight C

as he reached the consolation

finals before falling 8-3 to an

opponent from the University of

Richmond.

Others competing in singles

included senior Garrett Green/

Fredericksburg (Stafford) (2-2,

Flight D), sophomore Justin

Dorsk/Virginia Beach

(KempsviUe) (1-1, FUght D),

freshman Rashko Patnikov/

Bankya, Bulgaria (Smirnenski) (1-

2, Flight A), sophomore Dan

Conte/Midlothian (Monacan) (0-

1, Flight D), along with junior

Chris Newman/Chesapeake

(Hickory) (0-2, Flight A) and

sophomore Ian Young/Bowie,

Md. (Eleanor Roosevelt (0-2,

Flight B).

In doubles, Quiros and "ioung

led' the Lancers with their 1-1

record in Flight C, followed by

Patnikov and Newman (0-1,

Flight A) along with Green and

Dorsk (0-1, Flight D).

Through two fall tournaments,

Patnikov led Longwood with his

3-3 record in singles.

Other records included Quiros

(3-5), Green (2-2), Dorsk (1-1),

Newman (1-4), Conte (0-1), and

Young (0-5). In doubles,

Patnikov and Newman were 1-3,

followed by Quiros and Young

(1-4), along with Green and

Dorsk (0-1).

Longwood is scheduled to

open its spring campaign

February 21, 2004, hosting

Augusta State University at the

Lancer Courts.

from 1998-2002, earning IFL

Pitcher of the Year honors in

2001 with a 13-1 record, and was

a two-time IFL All-Star (2001,

2002).

The two-time team M\T
(2001, 2002) posted a five-year

career record of 28-14 with a 3.80

ERA and 12 saves with the Paints.

Blanc also has previous coach-

ing experience at Adrian (Mich.)

College (2001-02) and Sylvania

(Ohio) Southview High School

(1998-03), and has worked as a

scout and consultant for Premier

Scouting Service in Ohio since

1998.

"This is a very exciting time for

Longwood University Athletics

and I am very excited to have the

opportunity to be here," said

Blanc. "I am looking forward to

working with and learning from

Coach Bolding. The Longwood

baseball program has a strong

history and I see it getting even

stronger with the move to

Division I."

See COACHES p. 18

NPL Update: Week 7
Pat Sullivan

Staff Writer

If one thing is certain it is that

nothing is certain in the NFL
anymore!

Another thing people should

realize by now, the Chiefs and the

Vikings are looking like actual

Super Bowl contenders.

After Stephen Davis and the

Panthers got the first notch in the

'L' column courtesy of the Titans,

Minnesota and Kansas City are

last unbeatens in the league.

In a week many expected them

to get their first loss, the Vikings

pulled one out against a banged

up Broncos team.

The other undefeated team,

Kansas City, was one yard away

from what could have been a

Monday Night head-hanger

against their bitter rivals, the

Oakland Raiders. Could a Vikings

vs. Chiefs Super Bowl be leering

around the corner? Naw... well

maybe, anything could happen

now a days!

Speaking of anything happen-

ing, the Jets have actually put two

wins together after defeating the

Texans and are getting Chad

Pettington back. Last year they

were under similar circum-

stances and made the playoffs,

could some deja vu pop-up?

On the other side of the east

coast New England finally man-

aged to \^in in Miami while

another Florida native, Tampa

Bay, suffered similar results in

San Fran.

In the NFC East, the

Redskins continue to fall after a

loss to the Bills, while somehow,

::cough:: Bill Parcells ::cough::,

the Cowboys continue to gain

ground after a complete beat

down on the Lions.

The struggling Eagles were

able to move in right behind the

Cowboys after edging the

Giants.

Marvin Lewis's Bengals

scored a victory against his old

team, the Ravens, buts its

Baltimore who may have the

last laugh, as they are still num-

ber one in the AFC North.

At least some things are still

certain, the Bears can still

See NFL p. 18

Take Back the Night

Tuesday October 28th
9 p.m.

Student Union Ballroom

CSBMIIlyMlWMirJUIIaiMIIMMn II CMiiiiiliii IIIMHBmi^^

Mary Dickerson, Jamie Fletcher, Chelsea Higgs, Dana Kavanagh, Don Butler,

Dave Barciz, Dana Barr, Eric Marsteller, and Adrienne Hampton!

CAA IS committed to creating an ailiance of persons wt)o see/( to fundamentaiiy ctiange ttie

environment of support for tliose who experience discrimination or prejudice. Contact Jenn Dize

(jmdize@longmod.edu) or Jessica Smith (itsmith@iongwood.edu) for more information.
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Women s Field Hockey Season Gomes to a Close
sports Information

The Longwood University field

hockey squad took on diird-

ranked Lock Haven and

Mansfield on the road this

weekend.

At Lock Haven, the Lady

Eagles appeared on the board at

the 34:05 mark of the first half

when Megan Kurt2 scored on a

penalty shot.

Lock Haven held the 1-0

advantage going in to the break.

Lady Eagle Sarah Huber scored

twice in the second period

along with Courtney Hughes to

give the Lady Eagles a 4-0 lead.

With 52 seconds left in the

game, Longwood junior Lorrie

Watts (Fredericksburg, Va./

Stafford) put in the Lancers'

lone goal off an assist from

freshman Jen Hawkins (Virginia

Beach, Va./Cox), but it wasn't

enough as the Lady Eagles

defeated the Lancers 4-1.

Watts led Longwood with

four shots, while Marina Sizow

(Virginia Beach, Va./

Kempsville), Shannon Ratte

(Virginia Beach, Va./

Kempsville) and Katy

Lernihan (Fredericksburg,

Va. /Chancellor) had one shot

each.

Lancer keeper Julie

Patterson (Esmont, Va./

Monticello) tallied her best per-

formance in net this season

with 25 saves.

The Lady Eagles split time

in net between Melissa

Stubblefield (64 min., 3 saves,

GA) and Megan Barclay (6

min., 2 saves, 1 GA).

At Mansfield,. Longwood

doubled-up on the

Mountaineers 6-3 at Spaulding

Field.

Hawkins put Longwood on

the board at the 16 minute

mark of the first half off a

cross from sophomore mid-

fielder Julie Price (Stafford,

Va./North Stafford).

Hawkins then set up a pass

to Watts for the Lancers' next

goal. Sophomore forward

Echo Naugle (Virginia Beach,

Va. /Princess Anne) sent one in

at the 8:56 mark off a pass

from Watts and scored again

two minutes later off another

Hawkins' assist.

Mansfield got on the board

before the end of the half, mak-

ing the score 4-1 going into the

break.

Naugle put another one in at

the beginning of the second

period, getting her first hat trick

of the season.

The Mountaineers would

score two more times, but it

wasn't enough as freshman

defender Katie Murphy

(Virginia Beach, Va. /Princess

Anne) sealed the victory scor-

ing with 17:33 left in the game.

The Lancers held a 23-19

advantage on shots, while

Mansfield controlled the penal-

ty corners 17-5.

Longwood's defensive

efforts from senior midfielder

Erin Sixsmith (i\lexandria, Va./

West Potomac), Ratte and

Sizow also contributed to the

Lancer win.

The Lancers will take on top-

ranked Shippensburg October

25 at 3 p.m., then return to face

Roanoke October 27 at 3 p.m.

With only three games,

Longwood continues to put up

a balanced scoring attack with

11 Lancers having found the

back of the net this season.

After her hat-trick perform-

ance on Sunday, Naugle comes

off the bench to lead the

Lancers with seven goals on 22

shots (.318).

Hawkins, Price, Watts and

sophomore midfielder Alexis

Ramey (Westminster, Calif./

Marina) have five goals each

while Lernihan and senior

Andrea Wilkinson (Chantilly,

Va./Chantilly) have three.

Watts, who is currently

ranked second nationally in

assists per game (.860), has

seven on the season, followed

by Sixsmith with six and

Hawkins and sophomore Sarah

Hitchings (Virginia Beach,

Va./Kempsville) with three.

In goal, Patterson ranks fifth

nationally in saves this season

with 1 62 stops in 1 ,080 minutes

and has a saves percentage of

.779.
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shift freshman Sacy

Crites/Manassas (Osbourn) (I

goal, 0.18) with two points e«:hu

Naill has played 922 minutes in

front of the net, allowing nine

goals (0.88) with 41 saves for an

.880 save percentage with six

shutouts.

Naili, with 24 career shutouts,

ranks second all-time for the

Lancers (Amy Kennaly, 25, 1997-

00).

Stotrie has played 336 minutes

in firont of the net, allowing eight

goals ^.14) with 17 saves for a

.680 save percentage with one

shutout, and freshman keeper

Nicole Bossieux/Mechanicsville

(Atlee) has played 24 minutes in

front of the net, allowing no goals

(0.00).

Following the Howard contest,

Longwood returns home to

Lancer Field for its final tw'o

matches of the season.

The Lancers will host Division

I Virginia Military Institute

October 26 at 5 p.m. before clos-

ing the campaign against Division

III Virginia Wesleyan College

October 29 at 6 p.m. during

Se/iior Night.

You're lord and master of quite possibly the most versatile automobile on the planet. Matrix is an entirely

new breed of vehicle-cutting edge staling* standard air conditioning, and up to 180 horsepower with
available B^peed. Matrix is designed to be whatever you wantu including affordable.

Visit www.buyatoyota.com for details. * Based on EPA estimatBS for 2CXI13 B-speed manual.
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Yankees/Marlins Matck^vip

Mai^ Be tke Best ol tke Year
Shannon Harrison

PR Manager

As the opening pitch from David

Wells screamed across the plate

Saturday night, it was evident the

2003 World Series would be one

of the best in Major League his-

tory.

Brought by brilliance and

sheer talent, the Yankees and

Marlins met this weekend to

scuffle out game one and ulti-

mately earn jhc^tte" of world

champio;

Both teams, clearly dominating

their/conferences .in league play,

conscious they had the

fpability of earning bids to the

7orld Series.

The Yankees, power-housing

the American League with a solid

pitching staff and the depth of a

strong bullpen, showed fans and

teams abroad that steady pitching

followed by a proficient offense

could produce a game-winning

season.

They took the Boston Red

Sox to seven games in the ALCS

(American League Conference

Series), and prevailed with a

game winning home run by

Aaron Boone.

This win gave the Yankees the

American League Pennant and

an opportunity to host game 1

of the 2003 World Series.

On the contrary, the Florida

Marlins proved to the world that

a dominant, run-driving offense

accompanied by a steady defense

could prevail in season play

Facing elimination in the

NLCS (National League

Conference Series), the Florida

Marlins came back from a 3

game to 1 deficit to overcome

the Chicago Cubs.

This included a long eight-

run-scoring inning, late in game

6, to bring the Marlins back and

later win the National League

Pennant.

With such diversity in both

clubs, this seven-game series

could prove to be the number

one sporting event of the year.

Both teams have earned their

spots in the world championship

on virtually complete opposite

tangents.

This would not only create a

series of suspense and hard-

played baseball, but also give

viewers an aspect on different

techniques of management.

To catch a glimpse of the

series yourself, you can tune into

your local FOX television station

at the following scheduled dates:

Game 4 Wednesday, October

22nd (at Florida); Game 5

Thursday, October 23rd. (at

Florida); Game 6 (if necessary)

Saturday, October 25th (at New
York); and Game 7 (if necessary)

Sunday, October 23rd (at New
York). This is definitely a series

worth watching and a must-see

for sport-lovers abroad.

COACHES cont'd p. 16

A native of Sylvania, Ohio,

Blanc earned his bachelor of sci-

ence degree in technology from

Bowling Green State University in

1998 where he was a starting

pitcher and led the Division I

Falcons to the 1998 NCAA
Tournament and Mid-American

Conference diampionship.

Thibault previously was the

head men's basketball coach at

Jamestown Community College in

Glean, N.Y during 2001-OZ

He has also been an assistant

coach at North Idaho College

(2000-01), Howard (Texas)

College (1999-2000), Washington

(Tenn.) College Academy Prep

School (1998-99), and at Treasure

Valley (Ore.) Community College

(1994-98).

Thibault has worked numerous

summer camps and coaching

activities at Gonzaga University,

Eastern Washington University,

Furman University, Wake Forest

University, Oregon State

October 23, 2003

larvetsity, wwtern

University, the. University of

Oregon, Southern Utah Univetsitj',

and with the Portland Trailblazers

of the NBA.

"I am very pleased to have Doug

Thibault join our coadiing staff,"

stated men's basketball head coach

Mike Gillian. '^It says a lot about

the progress our basketball pro^

gram has made in a short period ol

time to have someone of Doug's

ability and charaacr join us in this

position.

He brings fantastic experience

with him to Longwood, having

been involved in basketball at many

different levels over the past eight

years.

"I know Doug to be a hard

working and dedicated professional

who will share in the commitment

we have made to being a successful

Division I basketball program."

A native of Eagle Point, Ore.,

Thibault earned his bachelor of

science degree in political science

from Boise State University in

1998.

Women s Soccer Player PkoeLe

Munson: Record Breaker 2005
Kelly Fischer /-i-^a^

Staff Writer

In Ix>ngwood University's book

of records, a new name, Phoebe

Munson, will be added.

This Longwood senior broke

the record for Career Goals for

a Longwood woman soccer

player on Saturday October 18,

2003 at a game against High

Point University held on Lancer

Field.

The previous career record of

44 goals was held by Erin

Hirschi (1997-00).

Munson broke that record by

making her 45th career goal in

the second half of the game

against High Point University

on Saturday.

Munson broke away with the

ball and beat the keeper from

HPU to finish with the record-

breaking goal.

When asked about her

thoughts on her accomplish-

ment, she stated, "I feel like I

accomplished one of my goals.

Going into this 2003 Fall sea-,

son I was determined to break

the record. We have 3 more

games, I am hoping to score

more for the record to be

unbeatable for a litde while."

With that kind of confidence

it's not hard to see how Phoebe

has also received other recogni-

tions.

Munson spoke about her

career at Ixingwood and said,

"Career playing at Longwood

has been awesome. I've started

every game since freshman

year; we won the CVAC
(Carolinas-Virginia Athletic

Conference) the last possible

season we could, last fall. Not

only did I-come out first place

with my team, I was also named

CVAC tournament MVP.

Throughout the years, I've been

very blessed to receive many

honors and awards."

Phoebe Munson hails from

Virginia Beach and attended

Tallwood High School.

Her plans after graduation

from Longwood in May 2003

are undecided as of now.

She quickly says, "Though

traveling is definitely in the

books!"

When asked for some com-

ments on soccer in general

Munson quotes, with emotion,

her Longwood soccer coach.

Coach Dyer. "Somewhere

behind the athlete you've

become, and the hours of prac-

tice, and the coaches who
pushed you, is the little boy/girl

who fell in love with the game,

and never looked back. Play for

him/her."

NFL cont'd p. 16

snatch defeat from the jaws of

victory as they did against the

Scahawks.

Brett Favre stiU struggles in

domes, especially when his

Packers are facing the Rams. No
Vick for Atlanta, No Vick-tory

for Atlanta, no surprise to any-

one, especially New Orleans.

With all this parody going on

in the word, at least one thing is

safe to say, "the Cardinals still

suck."

Player of the Week: The New
LT (LaDainian Tomlinson)!

Rushed for 200 yards caught for

21 more and broke a 70 plus yard

run for the first game winner for

Marty and The Chargers this yeat

against the Browns.

Tell Me When: ...will Andy

Reid and Donavon McNabb shal-

low their pride and start an Eagle

quarterback who doesn't have si

sprained thumb... and complete

more than 9 passes for 64 yards.

Datein^OtilSii

it's S o'clock

here!!!!

* ACoroedy «ho» with « |K>vrCTMB>M»(w <»hi>!h-r»kd*MUc«)j»?!!!!
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Under Uod Under Fire

The pledge of allegiance case,

which will be heard by the

Supreme Court without conser-

vative Justice Antonin Scalia next

year, will bring forth not only

questions of the constitutionality'

of the phrase "under God" in the

pledge, but also the issue of legal

standing.

The case, brought forth by

atheist Michael Newdow, argues

that his right as a parent is being

infringed upon when his 9-year-

old daughter is forced to accept

others' religious beliefs by recit-

ing the pledge every day in

school.

Reviewed by the 9th Circuit,

the San Francisco-based liberal

federal appeals court ruled that-

the public schools' reciting the

pledge's phrase "under God" was

unconstitutional. However, the

9th Circuit's decisions are often

over ruled by the more conserva-

tive Supreme Court.

Acting as his own lawyer,

Newdow faces two key questions

before the court: whether he had

legal standing at the time the case

was filed and whether or not the

school policy that says teachers

are "required to lead willing stu-

dents" in the pledge is constitu-

tional.

"The father is asserting that he

is entided to the upbringing of

his daughter and what she is

exposed to at school," said Steve

Wermiel, Professor of

Constitutional Law at American

University. "The pledge is pre-

venting him from shaping her

religious beliefs but that may not

survive the question of stand-

ing."

"They may throw out the case

based on this alone without say-

ing anything about the law," he

said.

Newdow has recendy gained

legal custody of his daughter.

However, there are reports that

his .daughter does not object to

d^ie pledge at all.

{ "The problem is whether the

father, at the time of filing, actu-

ally was an injured party because

at the time of the filing he did

not have legal custody. But he

isn't asserting [his daughter's]

rights, he's raising his own," said

Wermiel.

While the first issue of stand-

ing • may end the case without

comment on the school board's

policy, the courts framing of the

second point reframes the argu-

ment in terms of "willing stu-

dents."

"While the 9th Circuit ruling

had a plausible basis, by empha-

sizing the school board policy,

the court skewed the issue. Part

of the Supreme Court's rationale

is to protect the center and focus

on willing students because the

only objector seems to be Mr.

Newdow," said Case Western

Reserve law Professor Jonathan

Entin.

Adding another layer to the

case, Justice Antonin Scalia has

recused himself from hearing the

case, offering no explanation^ as

is custom with the court. This

absence opens up the possibility

of a 4-4 split, which would allow

the 9th Circuit ruling to stand.

"I really don't think he needed

to recuse himself I guess ^xe.

don't want justices to comment

on pending cases, but there is

nothing that Justice Scalia said

that would come as a surprise to

anyone based on his work and

other speeches on church-state

related issues," said Wermiel.

Entin agreed. "He made a

comment off the bench, but jus-

tices, in opinions, often indicate

their feelings on things. His com-

ments were probably ill advised,

but had he made them in an

opinion he might have had to

recuse himself," he said.

Newdow had filed papers on

September 9 with the court ask-

ing Scalia to remove himself cit-

ing that he violated the code of

conduct for United States judges

that states, "Judges should avoid

public comment on the merits of

a pending or impending action."

This came from comments Scalia

made on the case at a January

Religious Freedom Day rally in

Fredericksburg, VA.

"I think in this case we must

ask what impact it will have on

our civic life if it ends in a 4-4 tie.

Meaning, is there a greater harm

that Justice Scalia may have bias

than if we had a definite answer.

Some may say yes, but I think the

question needs to be asked," said

Wermiel.

The case. Elk Ridge Unified

School District v. Newdow, will

be heard early next year.

The "^acak and peak" amend-

ment (Section 213 of USAPA)

allows delayed notification of

search warrants.

Of course, as with most all

instances, officials are required to

have a warrant of some sort

before they enter a suspect's

premises.

For purposes of this article, I

will limit the explanation to

phone taps, although a major

intention of the act was to extend

the privacy protections that relat-

ed to phone use to the internet

(Le. officials had to obtain a

Wiretap or Pen Warrant for inter-

net communications intercep-

tion).

Under 213 an official is

allowed to enter into one's prem-

ises and tap the phone without

letting the suspect know about it

for a "reasonable" amount of

time.

On the face of it, the amend-

ment does seem far-reaching, but

is all too reasonable when applied

to a practical case.

There is no way a terror sus-

pect would continue to talk on

tfee phone after officials notified

him of the tap.

This section was upheld prior

to its codification in Kats^ v United

States.

The court ruled: "Officers

need not announce their purpose

Cont'd UNITY p. 3

But this bothers me on an

entirely different level as well.

. Are other organizations on

campus as uncooperative?

Do not all campus organiza-

tions exist to serve the campus

community and to provide the

students with an opportunity to

get involved?

Do not all these organizations

exist for the betterment of

Longwood?

I think so, but apparently

there are organizations that dis-

agree with me.

For example. Lancer

before conducting an otherwise

authorized search if such an

announcement would provoke

the esc^ of the suspect or

destruction of critical evidence."

Section 206 of the Patriot Act

makes a provision for "roving

wiretqjs" to be used in terrorist

cases.

Roving wiretaps have been

used for years to allow officials to

monitor an individual who

changes phones instead of having

to acquire a warrant for every

phone number a suspect may use.

The Electronic

Communications Privacy Act of

1986 and the Unites States v Petti

both made dlowances for such a

method.

Section 215 is the Business

Records Provision, which allows

investigators to obtain docu-

ments related to terrorist activi-

ties including, in theor)', docu-

ments firom libraries.

Grand juries have always been

able to subpoena records if they

are relevant to a criminal investi-

gation, now counter-terrorism

officials can use it.

Aside firom that, privacy cases

have been deddcd on the basis of

whether or not the accused had a

''reasonable expectation of priva-

cy."

Does a computer user in a

library have a reasonable expecta-

tion of privacy?

Not if checking out Ubrary

Productions and WMLU 91.3

have been feuding for years

about Oktoberfest and Spring

Weekend and- who can provide

better entertainment.

Could not Lancer

Productions (which is appropri-

ated well over $100,000 yeariy)

and WMLU (which is appropri-

ated somewhere between

$50,000 and $70,000 a year)

work together to make one kick-

ass weekend?

That remains to be seen.

Perhaps one of the goals of

this new "University" concept,

should be for campus organiza-

tions, both Greek and non-

books or web surfii^ is revedcd

to a third party.

Courts have repeatedly denied

fourth, amycndment protection to

individuals who willingjiy submit

private informiation to diird par-

ties.

This section would allow inves-

tigators to obtain information

firom flight training schools if

there is a suspicion that terrorists

had used such a school to train for

terror acts.

Although the Justice

Department and other officials

could subpoena records from the

Ubrary to see who read Catcher in

the^ in 1993, it's not very likely

they will, let alone, whether a

judge would issue a warrant for

such a request

While there are many other

sections of the law, the aforemen-

tioned are ones that have received

the most media attention, even

though most of dieir mention was

•in passing.

Mainstream media oudets have

failed to inform people of the

details of the law.

While violations are possible

(as violations are possifc^ with dU

laws) the chance of such intru-

sions are not probable.

As alwajrs th^validity of law

should be judged in the context of

justice by fair, balanced, and judi-

cious minds.

Hyperbole can be relegated to

network news.

Greek, to work together for the

common good of bettering

I^ongwood.

This would not only foster a

sense of community that the

administration has been trying

for years to create, but it would

make the entire campus infra-

structure work more efficiendy,

which would bolster student sat-

isfaction.

Maybe then, we would have

this thing called school spirit,

which seems to be seriously lack-

ing at our institution.

Then we could all proudly say

that we went to Longwood

University.

Next Week See Tke Otker Side Of Amy-

(Victoria S.)

We Celebrate Tke Mcx>n For Halloween!!
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Luxury Student Apartment Home Living

Fully equipped kitchens

Private bathroom for

everyone (wdth your ov^^

bathtub!)

Linen Room (W/D)
Computer lab open 24/7

Swdmming pool and killer

sundeck

Gym open 24/7

Movie theatre and more!

wish I could

live at

Sunchase!

ribbit

Come out

for afree

tour!

434-392^7440

www.sunchase-longwood.com
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Take Back tke Nigkt
Stephanie Ri^sby

Ireak Advisor

Somewhere in America, every

two minutes, someone is sexually

assaulted, according to Rape,

Abuse, and Incest National

Netw^ork, (wu^v. rainn.org)

.

According to the crime statis-

tics for 2002, Longwood

Universit)' recorded six total sex-

ual offenses.

On Tuesday, October 28,

S.A.F.E presented its annual

"Take Back the Night," an open

forum in which students can

share their stories of abuse and

assault with others.

The forum opened with a

slide show, including statistics

such as one in four women and

one in seven men will be the vic-

tims of sexual assault in their

lifetime and ten percent of all

acquaintance rapes occur on

actual dates.

A pensive audience waited to

hear from the many sur\wors

who had prepared remarks.

Dr. Richard Chassey, Director

of the Honor/Judicial board,

stated diat there was a commit-

tee currendy in place to reexam-

ine the current policies held by

the boards.

Chassey encouraged anyone

with questions or comments to

please call him at his extension,

x2490.

The first speakers, Lindsay

and Kelli Tuck, bravely shared

their stories of abuse by a man

they knew.

Lindsay, abused at age 16, stat-

ed that people told her "[the

abuse] would make her stronger"

and "no matter how much time

passes [the pain]... it's still

diere."

Lindsay urged everyone in the

audience to believe "you're not

alone and it's not too late to take

back the night."

Kelli, her sister, said that

adults usually knew better and

"when something happens, don't

question it."

Jenn Dize, who was abused by

her father, followed the Tuck sis-

ters.

She stated her recovery was

"something I decided to make

happen."

While growing up she had "lit-

tic to no confidence." She also

stated, "I knew, though, if I did

tell, there would be hell to pay."

Holly Weiss related her heart-

breaking story of forcible assault

by a young man that she had

been seeing.

She walked to the podium,

looked out at the audience and

said, "1 want people to know

what happened to me, so they

won't be as naive as I was."

She recounted her story of

meeting this young man, getting

close to him, and how he assault-

ed her.

She later told the audience

that after many days of soul

searching, she came upon the

RAINN web page, realized what

had happened to her and said, "I

wanted to know how he could

sleep at night, because 1 could-

n't."

Though she pressed charges,

they were later withdrawn.

Jenn Knob, one of the last

speakers of the evening, spoke

of love gone terribly wrong.

She told her storv, which

began with verbal abuse, saying,

"It's not a big deal because he

loves me."

Verbal abuse led to physical

abuse.

On her Senior Skip Day, the

young man brutally took her vir-

ginity, but Jenn justified this by

thinking, "It's OK, he's allowed

to do this, he's my boyfriend."

She told the audience that this

was her third year of "Take Back

the Night," and told the audi-

ence "I encourage you to take

back the night."

Earlier that afternoon, Dr.

Tim Pierson and Chief Charles

Ix)we were interviewed for their

input on the evening's upcoming

event.

See NIGHT p. 7

T>r. Don Merkle and Peyton Wall work to remove a sticker from the snake found
in Peyton^ s playroom recently.

Catck tke Spirit: Dr. Merkle tke Snake Expert

Jennifer Wall

Office of Public Relations

When Peyton Wall, age 8, ran

up the stairs for bed she saw

what she thought was her litde

brother's rubber snake.

Having not seen this "toy"

before, she picked it up.

A split second later, Peyton

was shrilbng to the top of her

lungs, "Mommy, I picked up a

real snake and it hissed at me!"

There on the upstairs play-

room floor was a real 14-inch

snake.

It could not slither; however,

its middle and tail tip were

stuck to a sticker that Peyton's

brother, Guy, had left on the

floor sticky side up.

"Do I have more snakes in

my home? Where did the

snake come from? Is the snake

a copperhead?" These were the

questions that "Mommy" need-

ed to have answered.

Who do you call?

Do we have a snake buster?

Longwood University's Dr.

Don Merkle came to mind.

After getting up close and

personal with our uninvited

guest. Dr. Merkle assured

Peyton Wall that the snake was

harmless, a rat snake.

In the snake's attempt to

catch a bird it^ had probably

fallen off a tree limb on to the

roof of her home.

Since the home is warmer

than the outdoors, it found an

opening and decided to look

around for some mice, and

voila, it got caught by a sticker.

Dr. Merkle has been a mem-
ber of the Department of

Natural Sciences since 1975.

His research interests include

the population genetics of nat-

ural populations, especially

amphibians and reptiles.

Studies conducted at

longwood include the popula-

tion genetics of Virginia popu-

lations of the Cottonmouth

Water Moccasin Agkistrodon

piscivorus.

He is currently working on

hybridizing diploid spider and

unusual form daylilies, and

chemically converting them to

tetraploids.

Dr. Don Merkle took his first

herpetology course at the

Dayton Museum of Natural

History when he was 10 years

old and helped teach that

course in following years.

He entered the Universit)' of

Dayton where he completed a

B.S. in biology and then a M.S.

in biology.

While at U.D. he was in

charge of the Comparative

Anatomy l^ab and worked with

the U.S. Air Force at Wright

Patterson Air Force Base doing

research on primate anatomy.

His efforts helped lead to the

redesign of the seats used in jet

fighters and reduced the num-

ber of spinal cord injuries

occurring in fighter pilots as

they ejected -

See SNAKE p. 5
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Words From tke Editor
IF ^

Our generation has come up

with some interesting ways to

describe ourselves, my
favorite being the AIM pro-

files.

A few quotes on one's pro-

file can identify the type of

personality, likes and dislikes,

organizations, etc. that are

behind the screen name.

Original poems, quotes,

from great thinkers may lead

others to believe that this

person is an intellect, while

quotes like "eat my shorts"

may cause people to think

the opposite.

Let's not forget the color

scheme of the profile. Who
wants to be boring with

black and white when there's

a wide selection of colors to

choose from?

Many people can match

their color scheme with their

favorite sports team, Greek

affiliation, or show some

school spirit with

Longwood's colors.

What amazes me is the

number of people who put

their address on their profile.

The only people you want

to visit are those who should

know where you live.

Some sketch-ball could

very easily get a hold of your

screen name and find all the

information he needs on

your profile.

We assume that people

who never change their pro-

files are lazy, and those with

none at all are boring.

Somehow, people stumble

for words when asked to

describe the kind of person

they are, yet can sum up their

personality^ in less than 2000

characters on their profile.

Not to sound like an adult,

but it really is a sign of the

times when our identities

have gone digital.

TNI HAUNTED
Box 2901 Phone: 434-395-2120

Longwood University Fax: 434-395-2237

Farmvolle, VA 23909 rotunda@longwood.edu

http://lancer.longvvood,edu/org/rotunda/
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NFL UpdateWeek 8
Pat Sullivan

Staff Vampire

Most people would agree that

the quarterback is undoubtedly

the leader of a team's offense.

While that may be true, this

year it's all about the running

backs.

Three running backs, Jamal

Lewis, Priest Holmes and

Stephen Da\ds, are all principle

factors in their teams leading

their respective divisions.

Baltimore's Jamal Lewis has

rushed for triple digit yardage

every game since week two

when he set the single game

record with 295.

The former Tennessee Vol is

'llso on pace to shatter Eric

Dickerson's single-season rush-

ing record, but only if he con-

tinues his explosiveness which

he definitely had during the

Ravens win against Denver.

An old teamnriate of Lewis's is

also doing pretty well for himself

in Kansas City. Priest Holmes is

a crucial piece behind the

Chiefs's undefeated season,

which is now up to 8-0 after a

win against the Bills.

Holmes is also a receiving

threat, catching for 330 yards

giving him the highest yards

from scrimmage this year. The

former Redskin, Stephen Davis,

is enjoying his time in Carolina

where he has rushed for over 100

yards in all but two games, both

of which he played while suffer^

ing from bruised forearm which

seemed better as he lead the

Panthers in a win against New
Orleans.

What's most impressive about

Lewis and Davis is their team's

lack of a passing game, which

means even though opponents

only need to focus on the run,

the still can't stop them! So while

the quarterback may be the

leader of the offense, the run-

ning backs are the backbone of a

team.

As for the other games around

the NFL, the Cowboys and the

Bucs looked more like them-

selves last year as the Bucs

defense was able to blank the

overachieving Dallas 16-0, can't

win all Parcells.

Speaking of being back, Eddie

George had 2 TDs in the Titans'

win over the Jaguars and is look-

ing like his old self. On his ftrst

day back. Chap Pennington and

the Jets were faced with a loss

against the Eagles.

The Fighting Irish aren't the

only people chanting "Rudy,

Rudy" as Rudi Johnson filled in

for Corey Dillon and lifted the

Bengals to a victory against the

Seahawks. Down in Texas, after

surviving a record number of

sacks last year, the Texans' David

Carr may miss his first game after

getting hurt in a loss to the Colts.

In two kickers duels. New
England beat Cleveland and the

49ers' kicker Owen Pochman not

only lost a game against the

Cardinals, but also his job!

The Vikings tasted their first

defeat this week against the

Giants but they still have a stran-

gle hold on their division.

In what was supposed to be a

battle of two greats, St. Louis

routed struggling Pittsburgh, but

it was still a battie of losers in

Chicago as Da Bears proved to

just slightly less horrible than the

Lions.

Player of the Week: Brian

Griese. Ok, so a lot of people

played better, but you know Bob

Griese had to have had a tear in

his eye as Brian and his old

Dolphins whipped the Chargers

on Monday Night.

TeU Me When: ... will the

Chiefs lose! They are Safe this

week with a bye and only have

two more opponents with win-

ning records and they've already

beat one of them. I've already

mentioned Bob Griese once, but

could the Chiefs do their best

impression of him and the 1972

Dolphins and have a ::gasp::

Perfect Season?!
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Little Santa Slut

Rotuntia St^ff Atxrher

A/ct So Catliolif Sclictolgirl

ftrtfxs tr\i ifrtfs

Pnys:

4- To the Wiccan New Year (a.k.a. Halloween)

+ To Halloween parties

+ To turning tricks for treats

+ To peanut m&m's for Joeybear!

+ To candy

+ To plaid skirts

+ To Heath Ledger

+ To TNT for showing Angei and Charmed

+ To the women who shared their stories at Take Back the Night

Drops:

+ To creepos who put razor blades in candy

+ To unattended hall programs

+ To networks

+ To computers that won't save

+ To hangovers

+ To rude people

5^ea^ Out

Wkat are ijou going to te for

Halloween?

"A wench!"

^Hden Pitman, Freshman

"The perfect Uttle angel"

--^Crystal Butler, Freshman

"A banana.'

"Jaclyn MerriUs, Freshman

'World Peace."

-Jenn Dize, Junior
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i^.^».^.
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COST: $15.00
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at http://www.longwood.edu/healtfa/Fluinfo.htm
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RickmondCEO to Speak at Longwood

Press Re/ease

Peter
J.

Bernard, chief executive

officer of Bon Secours

Richmond Health System, will

speak Wednesday, November 5,

at 7 p.m. in Longwood

University's Hiner Auditorium on

"Healthcare Today - The Realities

of an Industry in Flux."

Bernard will be the third

speaker in this year's Executive-

in-Residence series by the College

of Business & Economics, which

is presented as a public service

and made possible through the

financial support of SunTrust

and Philip Morris Companies.

Bernard has spent more than

25 years in healthcare administra-

tion in Michigan, Texas, Iowa,

Kentucky, and South Dakota.

Before joining Bon Secours

Richmond Health System in 2000

he was president and CEO of

Caritas Health Services ' and

Saints Mary & Elizabeth

Hospital, both in Louisville,

Kentucky.

Bon Secours Richmond Health

System is a not-for-profit,

Cathohc-sponsored healthcare

system with $490 million in net

operating revenue, 4,900 employ-

ees and 1,400 physicians.

It is the parent corporation of

Bon Secours St. Mary's Hospital,

Bon Secours Memorial Regional

Medical Center, Bon Secours

Richmond Community Hospital,

and other related facilities.

Bernard has led the effort to

build a $75 million, 130-bed

replacement hospital in

Chesterfield County to open in

2004.

"The business of healthcare is

unique because the exchange is

between many stakeholders:

patient, hospital, doctor and

insurance company as well as

government regulations," he said.

"The healthcare emnronment

is constandy changing; therefore

it is a necessity to learn and grow

professionaUy. As a CEO for ten

plus years, I still learn something

new every day."

See CEO p. 7

NIGHT Cont'd p. 1

When questioned about

sexual assaults on campus,

Picrson stated, "Most of the

cases we hear about are

acquaintance rapes."

When a case of assault is

reported, Pierson noted that

every case is different and

stated "we can't take some-

one's situation and tell them

what to do."

In a case of sexual assault,

Pierson urges the victim to

tell someone they trust.

Chief Lowe stated "it is

not uncommon to receive a

report of a sexual assault

after the fact," when ques-

tioned about the October 28

Student Notice where the

victim reported her attempt-

ed assault nine days after the

occurrence.

He commented, "Students

do not like to report on

other students."

Lowe also asked that stu-

dents be notified of the

anonymous e-mail engine

with which students may
report crimes.

The link to report a crime

anonymously is www.long-

wpod.cdu/police-

The link for anonymous

reporting is on the home
p^e for this site.

Names and e-mail

addresses arc optional.

On Wednesday, October

29, Dee Herger, the student

president of S.A.F.E., stated

she was "impressed with

everyone who came out and

spoke" and "the stories

made a huge impact on

those who came."

She also stated that vic-

tims are "heavily influenced"

in discontinuing the pursuit

of charges against their

jjttacker.

She stated that "when

someone is brought up on

charges, that person will be

let go or the victim will back

out."

Pierson stated in a conver-

sation held later that same

evening that these situations

are "very much on an indi-

vidual basis... every student

makes their own decisions."

Chief Lowe commented

that Merger's statement is a

"broad generalization," and

that he was not sure how to

comment.

Though it may be safe to

say that no assault case is

alike, what can be said is tha^

every victim can become a

survivor.

Survivors have the oppor-

tunity to make their stories

known, be heard and find

some peace.

If you have been sexually

assaulted or emotionally,

physically and/or verbally

abused, please contact an

R.A., an R.E.C., campus

police, or the Wellness

Center.

You are not alone.

There is help to be had.

Though, according to

Herger, "sharing is a matter

of time," don't become over-

whelmed by your emotions.

. Don't let your fear hold

you back.

Tell someone what hap-

pened to you.

Don't let your attacker take

away your future by control-

ling your past.

Halloween
at

Mulligan's Sports Grille

$100.00*' Best Csstume

$ 50.00 -2Nll>N2e

DiMKr ftr 2 " 3rd Priie

CMest starts flrnni 11 P.M. FrJdiy October 31st

Senior Mug Club Specials every Monday from 11:30 a.m.- 2 a.m.

Buy one sandwich get the second one FREE.

We deliver on-campus untH 1 a.m. on weekends.

202 High Street

315-8787

y H I V I t $. I t X

Stddt !H Hf.ttth jnd Wtlliu ss ( s ntci

THEYiREHERE!!!

FLU SHOTS

COST: $15.00

Please bring exact change!

DATES:

Thursday, October 30, 2003 1 1 :30am - 1 :30 pm

Wednesday, November 5, 2003 6:30-8:00pm

Thursday, November 1 3, 2003 1 1 :00am- 1 :00pm

Tuesday, November 1 8, 2003 7:00pm
(with Wellness Program)

Thursday, November 20, 2003 11 :30 - 1 :30 pm

Lancaster 319

Stubbs

Dining Hall

Curry Commons

Lancaster 319

Monday, December 1, 2003 6:lSpm-7:30pm,andHalftime Lancer

(Will be part ofthe Hampekn-Sydney vs. Longwood Basketball Game)

Ifyou have any questions, please callx2102
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Viirginia21 Turns to tke Internet

Press KeJease

Vii^nia21 began an era of grass-

roots activism with the launch of

the VA21 Online Action Center

website.

Virginia21.org is an online

advocacy center that lets 18-24

year-olds have a voice in the

political process, giving them a

"digital seat at the table."

Virginia21 is the first genera-

tional advocacy organization for

18-24 year olds in Virginia, and

the launch of the Action Center

marks one of the first online

issue advocacy campaigns for

young adults in the country.

Campus Action Teams across

the commonwealth are busy put-

ting up posters, emailing stu-

dents, and handing out fliers as

part of "e-Storm the

Statehouse."

Team members are encourag-

ing students to use

www.Virg;inia21.org and its "Tell-

A-Friend" peer-to-peer grass-

roots tools to spread the word

about their new voice in

Richmond.

The new website encourages

users to take action with Action

Alerts easy-to-use programs that

let them send letters to their leg-

islators and the editors of local

newspapers.

Users can also view informa-

tion about candidates' stands on

issues important to their genera-

tion, such as higher education

and financial aid funding.

The site launch also marks the

kick-off of the "Fund Virginia's

Future" Campaign, an effort to

save higher education by fully

funding the state's base adequa-

cy requirements. The campaign

includes an online petition to

"Fund Virginia's Future."

"Where AARP has postcards,

we have action alerts. When they

talk about social security, we talk

about education. While they talk

about the commitments made to

our past, we talk about the

potential of our future. We are

the voice of Virginia's tomor-

row," said Jesse Ferguson,

Executive Director of

Virginia21

,

Virginia21 is an action-tank

that engages young people in the

political process with an active

purpose and agenda.

Virginia-21 promotes political

engagement among young

adults on issues related to educa-

tion, economic opportunity and

quality of life.

To engage Virginia's youth in

politics we tie their action to a

bold agenda of common goals

centered on these issues.

For more information, visit

www.Virginia21 .org.

Melanie Marks Runs for Board of Superivsors

The ^yre

U)iA.0wood's Art C{\A,d Llttram hAaojaxivit

Please send literary submissions to:

thegvrelwu@vahoo.com

Please contact Ellie Woodruff for art

submissions:

erwoodru@lon^woQd.edu

Meetings: 6:00p.m. Sunday, in the Amelia Room

EY OFFICE SUPfLY. INC

Shannon Harrison

Cohin

Melanie Marks, Associate

Professor of Economics and

Director of Economic

Education for Longwood

University, is rJhning for the

Board of Supervisors, on

November 4th.

This is a write in Campaign

that gives voter's opportunity to

write-in the full name of the

opposing candidate Melanie

Marks on the ballot.

Since 1993 Longwood has

benefited from the expertise of

Marks background, which entails

an MBA and Doctorate from

Texas A & M University

The Campus is directiy affect-

ed by this election, because the

Board of Supervisors governs

the county altogether controlling

the budget, land use, and zoning

changes along with the local

school system.

Longwood Student Farmville

Expenditures reach $12.61 mil-

lion each year; which was proven

in a recent study done by the

University to achieve the eco-

nomic impact Longwood has on

the community.

Considering the contribution

students have on the economic

welfare of FarmviUe one would

assume that the current repre-

sentative on the board of

Supervisors Mr. Howard

Simpson would have more inter-

est in communicating with stu-

dents, but that does not seem to

be the case.

In the open forum held

Tuesday evening by Longwood

University, the current candidate

did not attend at all, after receiv-

ing a written invitation as well as

a verbal invite.

Since this position on the

Board of Supervisors has such a

big role in the economic devel-

opment of our county, who
would be better at the job than

an economist with many years of

teaching and research of eco-

nomic systems, such as Marks?

Marks said, "In a recent issue

of the Farmville Herald, the

commissioner of revenue for

Farmville wrote an inaccurate

statement that may have scared

students away from being part of

the county's diplomatic process."

His statement suggested that by

registering to vote in Farmville it

will put your financial aid and

scholarships in jeopardy

On the contrary Longwood's

financial director has enforced

that this is not the case and no

such financial assistance is at risk.

Students are strongly encour-

aged to vote if pre registered in

Farmville's district.

Marks "questions why a public

official would discourage stu-

dents from voting," making stu-

dents feel separate from the

town and questioning their right

to participate in the election.

Marks wishes to bridge the

gap between the community and

campus, and states that students

have expressed their concerns,

that the l9cal government is not

responsive to their needs.

Who could better represent

and hear the needs and concerns

of students then someone who
interacts with them on a day to

day basis. " [Marks] has made it

clear to students that [she]

understands the need for regula-

tions that help keep students and

citizens live together in harmo-

ny."

Some of her other political

positions are concerns dealing

with the long-term economic

development plan and ensuring

that the local schools stay strong

by providing insight to the deci-

sion making that includes input

and interests of the community.

A lot of these politicians con-

sider themselves unbeatable; in

fact no one has opposed Mr.

Howard Simpson in the past two

elections.

Because these elections take

place every four years, Simpson

has not been apposed for the past

eight years of his term.

Politics can be a vicious world

that is often leaves voters with no

alternative, and can be based on

connections within the system

instead of the view of its citizens.

Melanie Marks "wishes to offer

voters a choice in this election."

In our district, Marks " expects

that approximately 600 votes wiU

be cast, given this small number

of voters, every vote counts

especially since it is expected to

be a tight race".

The new polling location for

District 101 is in the new

Farmville Area Bus building

located next to the new Rescue

Squad building on Dosweli

Street.

Polls will be open from 6am to

7 pm on November 4th. From
Main Street, you can get to the

voting site by taking Second

Street past DMV and up the hill.

Dosweli is on the left.

The bus station will be on the

right.

J.

,
. ^

; 10% discount for Longwood Students (except sale items)
|

I
Printer Cartridges for Lexmark, Hewlett-Packard, and Canon •

•ia>«i-» — — ai—i.JI
121 North Main St.

Farmville, VA

OFFICE SUPPLIES - OFFICE MACHINES - OFFICE FURNITURE

rnCUlTY BflBYSITTinC

floyofflbor 2 1 /I

6-10 p.m.

ProYided by /ororilie/

In Slubb/ Si/tefhood Room
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Napster Returns Witk Paij^to^Plaij

U-\nRE

When the innovative software

application known as Napster

first ignited the music-file trad-

ing frenzy in 1999, consumers

celebrated the birth of "free"

music for all. Napster was put to

death three years later by the

Recording Industry Association

of America in its famed copy-

right infringement lawsuit, but a

new class of person-to-person

file-sharing services sprung up

that include KaZaA, Aimster,

Morpheus, the Gnutella

Network and BearShare.

At the peak of its power,

Napster boasted over 80 million

users, and when legal troubles

forced Napster CEO Shawn

Fanning to resign in 2002, it was

clear that the millions of users

were not just going to go away as

the RIAA had hoped. A
September 2003 survey of over

40,000 computer users conduct-

ed by the consumer tracking

firm the NPD Group reported

that nearly two-thirds — 64 per-

cent - of all U.S. households

with Internet access had at least

one digital music file on their

hard drives, and more than half

of that group had 100 such files.

Now, just one year after the

original Napster was officially

retired, a new pay-to-play ver-

sion of the software, deemed

Napster 2.0, was scheduled for

release Wednesday.

Fanning participated in the

trial runs with Napster 2.0's par-

ent company Roxio.

"I've used Napster 2.0 and it's

really great," Fanning said on the

Napster Web site. "It's fast, easy

to use, and the sound quality sur-

passes that of the original."

Doug Morris, Chairman and

CEO of Universal Music Group,

is also excited by the revamped,

"legal" version of the popular

software.

"The launch of Napster adds

yet another option to the grow-

ing number of legitimate oudets

for consumers to buy music

online," Morris said. "We are

committed to offering fans many

ways to experience the music of

their favorite artists."

Napster 2.0 will offer con-

sumers the choice of purchasing

either a la carte music from its

extensive catalog of over

500,000 tracks at 99 cents a song

and $9.95 per album, or users

can register for its premium

service for unlimited download-

ing and personal radio stations,

priced at $9.95 a month. Users

can also listen to 30-second clips

of all songs in the music catalog

and burn CDs more easily using

the service's "drag-and-drop"

technology.

"I don't really get why they're

calling it 'Napster,'" said

University of Wisconsin fresh-

man Emma Newart. "It doesn't

even sound like the old Napster

at all. I mean, why bother? I will

probably just keep downloading

for free off KaZaA instead."

UW sophomore Ben

Sherman disagrees about the

SNAKE cont'd p. 1.

j&rom their planes during the

Vietnam War.

Dr. Merkle was awarded the

Ph.D. in Zoology from Miami

University. While at Miajaii he

was awarded the fiirst Teaching

Fellowship in the Zoology

Department and received the

Outstanding Graduate Student

Award from Sigma Xi.

Dr. Merkle has received

research grants from the

National Science Foundation

and Sigma Xi, the Scientific

Research Society of North

America. He was the second

recipient of the newly created

Maude Glenn Raiford Award

for Outstanding Teaching pre-

sented by the Longwood

Faculty (1991) and received the

Student Facxilty Award for

CEO cont'd p. 5

"Working in a faith-based

healthcare administration is

rewarding because one has the

opportunity to practice stew-

ardship on a daily basis, mak-

ing decisions that directly

impact patient care," he added.

"Cathohc healthcare weaves

mission and values into daily

operations and strategic deci-

sions. If one alternative is best

for the patients, it is the best

alternative."

The other speakers in the

2003-2004 Executive-in-

spirit of the reincarnated pro-

gram.

"I think I would use the new

Napster service, but only in addi-

tion to Morpheus," Sherman

said. "It would be cool for get-

ting songs that you can't find the

real versions of on the free serv-

ices."

In addition to Napster 2,0,

other pay-to-play services popu-

lar with music customers include

Rhapsody, MusicMatch, iTunes

and buymusic.com. Non-paying

services such as Morpheus and

KaZaA still dominate the online

music scene, but with the num-

ber of RIAA lawsuits growing

every day, pay-to-play services

may soon be music lovers' most

viable option for music down-

loads.

Outstanding Service to Students

presented by Longwood

Students in 1997. In addition to

teaching his classes, he is the

director of the Pre-Professional

Medical Programs, the adviser

for Beta Beta Beta, and is m
charge of the College

Greenhouse and the Natural

Science Department Web Pages.

The Longwood Center for

the Visual Arts currently has on

exhibit works from Dr. Merkle's

private collection of bird illus-

trations. Birds of Prey: Five

Centuries of Illustration traces

the development of ornitholog-

ical illustration during the gold^

en age of natural history illustra-

tion (late 1500s up to 1900) to

the 20th century. This collec-

tion of art will be on exhibit

through November 8 at the

LCVA.

Residence series are G. Gilmer

Minor III, chairman and CEO
of Owens & Minor Inc.,

January 19; Charles T. Hill,

chairman, president and CEO
of SunTrust Bank, Mid-

Adantic, February 2; Jean Clary

Bagley, president and CEO,
Cenmry 21 Clary & Associates

Inc., March 24; and Willie E.

Lanier, senior vice president,

Wachovia Securities, April 1

.

All programs are at 7 p.m. in

Hiner Auditorium, except

April 1, which is the senior

banquet and is not open to the

public.

Preliminary Hearings Begin lor Scott Peterson

Liz Richards

Ghoul-iti-Chief

A preliminary hearing has

begun in California to deter-

mine if Scott Peterson will be

tried for the murder of his wife

Laci, and their unborn son, who

they were to name Conner.

According to cnn.com,

Peterson, who has been in jail

since his April 18 arrest, has

pled innocent to the charges. If

convicted, he could face the

death penalty for both crimes.

Last Christmas Eve, after

returning from a fishing trip,

Peterson reported his 27-year-

old wife was missing.

Four months later, the

decomposed remains of a

woman and her fetus were

found by dog walkers miles

away from where Peterson said

he had been fishing.

The prosecution's argument

is that Peterson killed his wife at

home and dumped her body

from his boat into the San

Francisco Bay.

Evidence that is expected to

be presented is a DNA analysis

of Laci Peterson's hair found on

pliers in Scott Peterson's boat,

bloodhounds used to pick up

the scent of Laci Peterson in the

boat or at a storage warehouse

her husband rented, and wire-

taps and global positioning sys-

tems used to monitor and track

Scott Peterson, The Associated

Press reported.

Both the defense and prose-

cution have been ordered to

provide a list of any wimesses

that will testify and none of

whom will be allowed into the

courtroom before their testimo-

ny during the preliminary hear-

ings.

After being postponed three

times, the judge ruled to have

the trial postponed again until

Wednesday due to a scheduling

conflict with one of the defense

lawyers.
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Pages Calendar October 31- November 6, 2003

^^
HafjfHj Hal![oween!!!!

Halloween Party and

Costume Contest

Commuter Lounge

Lankford

Women's Solf

Miami (F.L)

[T^^v:;;:'"'*^^'^'

LP Movie

IBDays

7:30 p.m

ABC Rooms

Costume Contest

Mulligan's

9 p.m.

Riverside Jazz

Quartet
. Charley's

9 p.m.

^
The Goldenfish Show

WMLU 91.3

10 p.m' 12 a.m.

^^
S&A Meeting

Lankford ABC Rooms
3:45 p.m.

Just for Seniors

Career Center

7' 8 p.m.

Talent Search
By Sigma Alpha Iota

Wygal Recital Hall

8 p.m.

W.I.L.L. Meeting

TBA
9:15 p.m.

Are you looking for an apartment

for the spring semester?

For just $250/month you can sublet a single

room with private bath. Comes with bed, desk,

chair, and dresser. Free ethernet hookup

through Longwood. All utilities except phone

and cable included in rent.

Call 392-2252 for more information.

2̂

^

Field Hockey
vs. C.W. Post

Noon

Syre Meeting

Charlotte Room
6 p.m. .

WMLU Meeting

Hiner 207

9 p.m.

5̂
Wednesdays with

Women's Studies

Library 147A

3 p.m.

Just for Juniors

and Sophomores
Career Center

7' 8 p.m.

Martial Arts Club

Tabb Wrestling Room
7:30' 9:30 p.m.

LP Traditions

Meeting

Nottoway Room"

8 p.m.

Executive in

Excellence

Peter J. Bernard

Hiner Auditorium

7 p.m.

\A

3
Outdoor Club

Lancer 208

7 p.m.

Vagina Monologues/V

Day 2004 Meeting

?

? p.m.

Just for Seniors

Career Center

7' 8 p.m.

6
Baptist Student Union

Behind Stubbs

5:15 p.m.

Just for Juniors

and Sophomores
Career Center

7' 8 p.m. '

Basic Gospel Choir

Wygal 106

7 p.m.

Unity Alliance

Grainger G16

8 p.m.

InterVarsity Christian

Fellowship

Hull Auditorium

8:30 p.m.
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7bere were times at ^ngwood when...

Tuition was based on the courses a student took for the five-month term

$20 for a term of piano

$15 for a term of senior English

$12.50 for a term of freshman English

$3 for a term of each foreign language

Board was $10 a month

*A student's typical day began with morning prayers, breakfast,

and an obligatory chapel service.

*Six hours of classes followed. No record of a lunch break any-

where in those six hours has been found.

*After classes, students could walk around the grounds or study

until what was called 'tea time', probably supper.

*At night there was a mandatory study hall overseen by a profes-

sor.

Family prayers followed, then about a half hour of free time

until lights out.

Parents were asked to supply their daughters "with a very simple

state of dress" and "not to give them any considerable amount of

pocket money"

Thanks to Dr. Jordan of the Anthropology Departmentfor the information

(Written by Emily Miller)

Tke Avrett Brotkers to Perform
Press Release

Last February, down in the darkly

lit confines of the "old" Lancer

Cafe, a group of students were

treated to something they wouldn't

forget.

They were fortunate enough to

experience the musical majesty that

is The Avett Brothers.

This trio lured in unsuspecting

Cafe patrons with their original

heart-felt sound that made that

night a night to remember.

For these reasons and more,

Lancer Productions is bringing

back The Avett Brothers back for

an encore performance Saturday,

November 1st at 8:00 pm in the

Lancer Cafe.

The Avett Brothers, featuring

Bob Crawford and brothers Scott

and Seth Avett, are originally from

North Carolina, and travel across

the country winning fans with

every performance.

When people ask Scott and Seth

Avett how long they've been play-

ing music they'll usually say, "forev-

er."

The trio's sound is a mixture of

old-time country, bluegrass, pop

melodies, folk, rock n' roll, honky-

tonk and ragtime.

The overall sound is without the

need of a label, because franklv

none would do the music the jus-

tice.

It's the intensity at which the

Avetts pour their angst, heartache

and love into each show that has

captivated crowds across the coun-

try

And it's those audience reac-

Letters From Lonclon
Paula Nusbaum

Staff Vampire

Another busy week. I can't

believe I only have seven more

weeks here. It's going to be hard to

leave here in December.

On Saturday I went on a trip

with my CEA group to Oxford

and Stratford-upon-Avon. Both

are beautiful cities, and it was nice

to get away from the city atmos-

phere.

We arrived in Oxford around

10:30 a.m. and Danielle, our

director, gave us a tour of the

university.

Oxford has such an old, tradi-

tional atmosphere, probably simi-

lar to something like Harvard or

Yale.

It would be an experience to

actually study there, but Danielle

told us that the studies can be very

intense. Although, the semesters

are only for eight weeks, there are

usually about two to three papers

due each week. I defmitely prefer

Longwood's system.

Also, for each class the students

have to dress up in their black

robes, almost like graduation

gowns. And when their professors

walk into the room they all have to

rise, as if in a courtroom.

After Oxford, we went on to

Stratford-upon-Avon which is

renowned for its association with

William Shakespeare.

First, we went on a tour of Anne

Hathaway's cottage. She was the

wife of Shakespeare. The cottage

was a compact litde house, with just

enough rooms for three bedrooms,

a kitchen, and a small living room

area.

After the tour, we headed into

central Stratford-upon-Avon and

just walked around the city. A small

group of us went to see where

Shakespeare and some of his fami-

ly are buried, which was located in

Holy Trinity Church.

That night, CEA got us tickets

to see the Royal Shakespeare

Company's production of The

Taming of the Shrew. The comedy

was perfect for a visit to

Shakespeare's city, and was well

acted by the company. The theatre

was packed, but we had a good

view from the balcony.

On Sunday, I met up with a girl

from class, who lives in the

Camden area. She took me around

her hometown, which is host to one

of the most popular markets in the

city.

Markets are very popular,

because they are the place to go for

cheap buys of semi-quality goods.

It also has a strange mix of people,

with wild hair and funky clothes.

There was even one punk rock

type store, in which one of the

employees was required to dance

to this weird techno music on top

of one of the checkout counters.

It was really strange.

I liked Camden. In many ways

it's more authentic than Oxford

Street, which houses the big shop-

ping brands and is always packed

with shoppers.

Camden has more of a personal-

ity, and seems to cater to aU sorts of

buyers. Some of my paper and proj-

ect deadlines are starting to come

up, so I need to start focusing on

schoolwork.

It's very hard for me to get moti-

vated for classes when there are so

many distractions in the city, but

London universities are traditionally

harder to pass than American uni-

versities, so I need to stay focused.

All in all it was a very good week.

I will be going to Belgium this

upcoming weekend, as a part of a

CEA-sponsored trip, so I have a lot

of work I need to get done before

this weekend.

tions that propel The Avett

Brothers to continue.

Scott Avett explained, "When

people hear what we're sayii^ in

our songs and listening to things,

for the right reasons - when they

get quiet when we're playing - it's a

blessing.

To know that somebody has a

problem in their life that we can

temporarily soothe... that's what

it's all about."

You will be able to participate in

this one of a kind musical experi-

ence in Lancer Cafe as Lancer

Productions brings the Avetts back

for yet another jaw-dropping per-

formance.

For more information on The

Avett Brothers show visit Lancer

Productions website at wwvy.long-

wood.edu/lp or call 395-2110.

Roommate Wanted
I am looking for a female student to

sublease a room from me spring semester of

2004 in a four bedroom townhouse In

Stanley Park. Rent will be $275 a month.

Contact information: Paula Speight

392.4391 (home) or (703)

217.5663 (cell) 808 Grace St.

Who wants to be a MILLIONAIRE???

Learn whether you should lease or buy your next

automobile, or rent an apartment or buy a house.

Learn how to plan for your retirement.

Earn 3 credits in ONE WEEK during the semester

break by taking FINA 250-JOS, Personol Finance,

January 5-9, 2004.

For complete details visit www.benniewaller.com or

contact Dr. Bcnnie Waller for more information

(395-2046 or bwaller@lonqwood.edu)

REAL WORLD information that everyone needs to

know! AU, MAJORS ARE WELCOMED.
For syllabus and assignment due on Jon. 5 visit

www.benniewaller.com .

Registration begins November 3.

lAAPORTANT:

• Summer tuition rates apply, but no comprehensive or

technology fees required if you are enrolled for Spring

Semester. Payment must be made by Jon. 5, 2004, and no

financial aid is available.

" Longwood residence hdls and food service wilT be closed that

week. Students who live on campus and wish to take the

course must make other living and dining arrangements.

3.

4.

5.
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A Blast from tW Past: frea^ M/?e^

By: Jo Leili

This article originally appeared

in the 10/29/1975 issue of The

Rotunda.

Do you believe in ghosts,

spooks, witches, haunted houses,

and other similarly related eerie

phenomenon?

Have you developed, while at

Lxingwood, an interest in such

ghoulish activities due to the flur-

ry of wild rumors which circulate

on campus about "spirited" dorm

visitors or the "friendly fiends"

which visit rooms at the midnight

hour?

Well, if so, then die Student

Union has devised an upcoming

program sure to stimulate the

imagination of the firmest believ-

er and the most sincere skeptic

alike! Called "Freak Week" as co-

chaired by S-UN member, Becky

Tuck and Erin Lee, a number of

activities will range from Monday,

November 10, to Thursday,

November 13, varying in form

but all designed to entertain and

inform the audience or partici-

pant.

The official launching of

"Freak Week," beginning Monday

night at 9:00 p.m., will consist of

three horror movies to be shown

in the Commons room between

Curry and Frazier.

The movies, as chosen by the

Student Union Films Committee

Chairperson, Ann Ranson, are

DialM for Murder, Twisted Nerve,

and The Boy Cried Werewolf, with an

admission price of 50 cents, and

free popcorn with coke sold, the

atmosphere will be casual, so

bring a blanket for the floor, a pil-

low for your head, and be pre-

pared for a few screams and a lot

of laughs!

Tuesday night, "Freak Week"

takes on a partying aspect, with a

costume hall to be held in the

ABC rooms in the Lankford

Building.

Starting around 7 p.m. until

about 10:00, with beer, coke, and

"real" pizza to be sold, admission

will be free for all when attired

completely in costume.

An invitation to join will be

extended to Hampden-Sydney,

which of course, will be necessary

in order to get enough suitable

contestants to run in the Mr. and

Ms. Freak Beauty Pageant, one of

the highlights of the evening.

Records will be playing

through die night for those who

feel inclined to dance, and rumor

has it, that none other than

Bowman Body (The Bad?) will

make a guest appearance that

evening to act as "Freak M.C."

(among other things!). He will

attempt to top off last year's

famous Longwood campus visit.

On November 12, Wednesday

night, the atmosphere turns to

one of the utmost seriousness

and intrigue with the entrance of

the Warrens (Ed and Louise):

Seekers of the Supernatural!

Wednesday night's topic will be

"Haunted Houses and Ghosts."

This phase of the program,

continued on Thursday after-

noon, November 13, will include

visits by Ed and Louise to various

classrooms to answer any addi-

tional questions or discuss any

subjects as desired by the stu-

dents.

Thursday night, at 8 p.m., once

again in Wygal Auditorium, the

Warrens will close "Freak Week,"

speaking on "Witchcraft and

Demonology in the United

States," as further aided by typed

interviews, sworn affidavits, pic-

tures and slides from both partici-

pants and observers of

Witchcraft.

Novel in concept and execu-

tion, the Longwood' Student

Union with "Freak week," when it

invades the campus from

November the 10 through the 13,

hopes to impress and intrigue,

starde and shock, amuse and

entertain the students.

Voe History of Halloween

StaceyKluttz

Staff Vampire

Every year on the last night in

October, children and adults cele-

brate Halloween with costumes,

"rick-or-trearing, parries, and pump-

kin carving.

But how much do you really

snow about the origins of this

Done-chilling holiday?

It aU began 2,000 years ago^when

he Celts celebrated their new year

in November 1st.

The Celts believed that on the

night before the new year, the

vorids of the living and the dead

merged.

Samhain was a festival to cele-

brate the ghosts of the dead return-

ing to earth.

Then in die 800's, Chrisrianity

'ipread through the Celtic lands,

designating October 31st as All-

hallows Eve, which eventually

became known as Halloween;

November 1st as All Saint's Day,

and November 2nd as All Soul's

Day

The three combined became

known as Hallowmas.

Many of us celebrate our holiday

tradition by dressing in our scariest

or most clever costume.

That tradition dates back to both

European and Celtic roots hun-

dreds of years ago.

On Halloween, people would

wear masks after dark so they

would be mistaken as fellow spirits.

To keep the spirits away, people

would also place bowls of food

outside their homes to soothe the

ghosts and prevent them from

entering.

Today, the tradition of trick-or-

treating has evolved into Americans

spending $6.9 billion annually on

Halloween.

This exciting holiday has become

the second largest commercial holi-

day in the country.

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,

America's #1 Student Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuico, Baliamas

and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations 1-800-648-

4849orwww.ststravel.com.

Hooters ^\r\

What do oil these businesses hove in

common?

QffkeDSPOT

Ct^Bi>a>i>!
DL

TIME

Thty (and many ethirs) dtvclop & ust

Mod«ls and Simulaters!

MOVIE PRODUCTION - EMPLOYEE TOAININe - FORECAST

DEMAND - IMPROVE PRODUCTIVITY - INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
- FASTER CUSTOMER SERVICE - PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT-

REDUCE COST- QUALITY CONTROL

Want to learn mopc? A ONE-WEEK, 3-credit special topics

course in Modeling 4 Simulation (MANS 495- JOS) will be taught

January 5-9, 2004, (Prereqi MANS 275, or MATH 171 or 271)

Want more information? Contact Mr, Roy Creasey (come by

Sroinger 2 14; call 395-2371j or visit

wWW ,longwood .edu/staff/ re reosey)

Rcjis-tpatien begins Novcmbci* 3,

IMPORTANT:

1. Summer tuition rates apply, but no comprehensive or techno logy fees

required if enrolled for Spring Semester. Payment must be mode by

Jan. 5, 2004, and no financial aid is avaibble.

2. Longwood residence halls and food service u/illbe closed that week.

Students who live on campus and wish to take the course must make

other living and dining arrangements.
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Book Review: In the Company oiHeroes

Huston Daniels

The Mummy

In his book. In the Compaq of

Heroes, prisoner of war Michael
J.

Durant offers a personal account

of his time in captivity in Somalia.

Beginning with the helicopter

crash that is detailed in both the

book and movie, B/ack Hawk

Down, Durant opens a window

into the lives of Special

Operations Forces that had not

been revealed prior to the pub-

lishing of this book in 2003.

Not only does Durant graphi-

cally illustrate the fourteen days

he spent in captivity, he also

offers a history of his time spent

in the Army and how he became

a member of Special Forces.

The book is compiled of chap-

ters describing the days and

nights spent as a prisoner of war

and describing former places of

deployment and the training that

led up to this mission in

Mogadishu, Somalia.

After ten years of emotional

and physical recovery Durant

reflects upon his experience in

Somalia and the lost lives of

some of his feUow comrades.

For those unfamiliar with

United Nations Operation

Somalia or for those interested in

learning more about Michael

Durant's time in captivity in

Somalia, this book offers educa-

tional insight as to the important

jobs of Special Operations Forces

of the United States Army.

KJezmer Band Rocks Longwood
Michele Thompson

Head Witch

Wanted
Hunt Seat Instructor for beginner level

horseback riding students. Part-time

two to three afternoons/week. Teaching

experience a must. Contact JoAnn Jones,

evenings @ 983-3247.

As part of the Jewish Student

Organization's QSO) ongoing

effort to increase awareness of

Jewish culture the KJezmer band

Simchah played last Sunday night

in Lankford Ballroom.

The music was lively and

inspired many listeners to get up

and dai)ce.

Katrina Stevens, President of

the JSO, taught audience mem-

bers the hora, which is a circular

dance of celebration.

It is done most often at wed-

dings and bar/baht mitzvahs.

Simchah is led by Dr. Daniel

Engel, an Associate Professor of

Microbiology at the University of

Virginia, and includes his fellow

faculty members as well as stu-

dents.

The name Simchah means joy

in Hebrew.

The word Klezmer is a combi-

nation of two Hebrew words

"kle" which is a vessel and

"zemer" which means song.

The idea is that the instru-

ments take on human qualities,

like crying or laughter, becoming

a vessel of song and emotion.

Klezmer music comes from

the Eastern European Yiddish

culture and was brought to the

United States by Jewish immi-

grants.

It contains Gypsy, Greek, and

Romanian elements as well.

Most of these musicians did

not know how to read music, but

were often regarded as very gifted

in their art.

They were also seen as odd

drifters, usually traveling in groups

of from three to six people and

playing at weddings, synagogues,

festivals, and even for Polish

nobles.

Klezmer music is known for its

improvisations and innovations

and is often called "the grandfather

of jazz."

The JSO will next host Rabbi

Zvi Ron on Sunday, November 9th

at 7 p.m. in Bedford Auditorium.

He will speak on Jewish festivals

and holidays.

The JSO will provide knosh

(snacks) and all members of the

Longwood community as well as

residents of Farmville are wel-

come.

im JSO WOULD UKE TO THANK THSHAff OF

LANKFOm STUPSMT UNION, AnAMAtUC AND

SimYONi WHO CAMS OUT TO ENJOY SiMCHAH!

You'll make it through college because youVe got dedication

and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also

have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl Bill.Tultion

Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members

serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll

still have time for your friends and family. Join the team that

will help you get your college degree. In VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard,YOU CAN!

|.80d-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARD.com

FREE AND CONFIDENTIAL

HIV TESTING

NOVEMBER 4, 2003

4:00-6:00PN in the Student Health
andtWellness Center

Calf for an appointment x2102

in Partn^hip with the Prince
Edward Cowity Heaith Departnmnt
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HORRORSCOPES by Sam Wise-Ridges

Ijtm(Sejx23^0ct22)

Trick or treat, smell my leet, Leslie tkinks your

grandma is good to eat.

Scorpio(Oc± 23. -Nov. 21)

Halloween is kere, so drink some iDeer.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-^Dec 21)

Trick or treat, don t turn tricks lor treats. You never

know wkat kind ol treats migkt turn up in your tail.

Capricorn (Dec22Jan 19)

Watck out lor goblins, gkosts, and gkouls.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Fek 18)

Double double toil and trouble, lires burn and

Dudweiser bubbles.

for)gU€ Id Cheefe by Ellie Woodruff

Things I like to see tf^2: Goths with dandruff.

Pisces (Feb. ig-Mar. 20)

Liitle ckildren will walk tke streets, watck out lor tke witckes tkey may meet.

Aries (Mar. 21^Aprill9)

Witk yo face you dont need no stinkin mask.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You aint no special treat.

Gemini (Maig 2Uune20
Somebody lound you in tke post kalloween bargain bin.

Cancer (June 2I-'Juli| 22)

You wkore, you.witck, you ve got tke itdL..go to student kealtk

Leo(Juli,25-Aug.22)

Your breatk is enougk to scare somebody.

yiiSo(Aii6.2^^22)

Cbi is kaunting you.
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Movie Review:: Texas CLainsawMassacre
Kelly Fischer

Staff Vampire

This thriller is set in the 1970s

and is about five teens making

their way across the Lonestar

state on their way to a Lynyrd

Skynyrd concert.

The trip turns sour when

the teens pick up an unbal-

anced and obviously shaken

young girl who then com-

mits suicide in the back of

their van.

This scene gives a premo-

nition that the rest of the

film will become more and

more horrific. Enter, the

fanatical madman known as

"I^atherface."

"Ixatherface" is played by

Andrew Bryniarski who has

an incredible height of 6'5",

a great physical aspect for

the character he plays.

Bryniarski plays the mad-

man well and is certainly

scary and intimidating.

His character picks a chain-

saw as his weapon of choice

and tortures his victims in

many ways, one of which is

removing his/her face to wear

as a mask, hence the name

"Leatherface."

The movie insinuates that he

does this because of a skin dis-

ease that he has.

Making his directorial debut

is Marcus Nispel.

This famed music video

director's background certainly

helped give this film a different

spin.

Jessica Biel {Seventh Heaven)

heads up the cast of teen char-

acters as the typical horror film

"girl."

It is nice to see her in a dif-

ferent light as compared to

Seventh Heaven.

She plays the role well.

Overall, if you can't handle a

little blood and your own rac-

ing heart, this movie is not

for you.

A hand to squeeze, shoul-

der to hide in, and a shirt to

crumple are things that may

come in handv when seeing

this movie.

Texas Chainsaiv Massacre is

rated R and for good reason.

The film is truly a chilling

and spine-tingling horror.

What makes it worse is

that it is based on a true

story.

Don't bet on having sweet

dreams after this one.

Leslie Smith

^room Editor
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Book Review: Lies and the Lyin^

Liars Who Tell Them:A Fairand

BalancedLook a i the Ri^h t

critical people like Ann Coulter,

Bill O'Reilly, and George Bush,

one must only read this wonder-

ful piece of left-wing writing to

gain any ammo needed against

the right.

Franken's witty commentary

on the problems that are plagu-

ing our media and airwaves

relieve the painful right-wing

insincerities.

People tend to either side

extremely on the side of

Franken, or extremely against

him. Many conservatives have

claimed that Franken is nothing

more than a "whinev liberal crv-

baby" (amazon.com reviews),

while many liberals call him a

"savior to our cause"

(amazon.com reviews).

One review in particular was

enlightening: "1 will never look

at the right-wing main stream

media the same way again -

instead of being serious, I will sit

and laugh my ass off"

Al Franken, also known as

Smart Smalley, is known for his

political-minded comedy.

He has written many books,

including Oh, the Things I Know!:

A Guide to Success, Or, Failing

That, Happiness, Why Not Me?:

The Inside Story of the Making and

Unmaking of the Franken

Presidency, and Rush Umhaugh Is a

Big Fat Idiot: And Other

Observations.

IJes and the Ij^ing Liars and the

People Who Tell Them: A Fair and

Balanced Took at the Right has

been a controversial book for

Franken.

First came the mess over the

Fox motto: "Fair and Balanced."

After finishing that batde, he

tackled the many issues in the

government and media that

needed to be aired.

Speaking out against hypo-

Dream It. Do It. Disney:

We're recruiting on campus!
LONGWOOD COLLEGE

Tuesday, November 4, 2003

4:00 pm
Miner 207

Mark )\x]r cidendars~ .All maj(irs and aU coltq^ leveb invited This is )'CH^

Ihs wcHld-^muus Rson, biiU )niv Rsane, ndworiiMb
meet sUKknts fimm ammd the wDiU.

Check out a VUift Disnry \Hati\d* Coik^ Piogratn paid teansh^. 24-hour secured housing '& offetnL

CoHegie credit opportunities mn)' be available. Visit our website at

wdwcoBtypreyMBLCoa and then oonie to the presmtaiiua Attendance is luquind to inieivievK

\Jcolle6e p.COLLEGE PROGRAM wdwcollegeprogram.com

The Gospel According to the Simpsons

Tuesday, November 4, 2003 at 7pm.

In the ''B-C" rooms of Lankford.

How do you respond when faced with

a moral dilemma?

Don't miss this interactive large group

meeting and discussion on what lessons The
Simpsons might have for University Students

of varying spiritual, moral, political,

and social stripes.

Sponsored by Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
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Women s ooccers.

sports

Now 9^64

October 30, 2003

Sports Information

Longwood University split its

two games during the past week,

defeating NCAA Division I

Virginia Military Institute 5-1

October 26 at Lancer Field fol-

lowing a disappointing 3-2 loss

at Division I Howard University

October 23 in Washington, DC.

The Lancefs are now 9-6-1

this season with one match

remaining on the schedule.

Against VMI, sophomore

Mehssa Cary/Bristow

(Brentsville) scored just 3:50 into

the match off a cross from sen-

ior Phoebe Munson/Virginia

Beach (Tallwood) for the early

lead. Freshman Tiffany

Crane/Virginia Beach (Kellam)

made it 2-0 when she dribbled

the ball past the goalie and shot

it into the back of the net for

what proved to be the game-

winner at 37:44.

The Keydets did close to

within 2-1 at the intermission on

a penalty-kick goal at 42:45.

Sophomore April Lockley/

California, Md. (Leonardtown)

beat the goalie for a score two

minutes into the second stanza,

giving longwood a 3-1 advan-

tage at 47:12.

Crane tallied her second goal

of the evening as Lockley

crossed the ball from the right

side into the middle at 52:01.

Junior Christine Clay/Amelia

(Amelia Co.) finished the scoring

at 72:48, scoring off a rebound

from a missed shot.

lx)ngwood took the advan-

tage on shots 21-5 and corner

kicks 7-3. The Lancers split

time in goal between junior

keeper Lindsay

Naill/Alexandria (Bishop

Ireton) (45:00) and freshman

keeper Heather Storrie/Spring

Grove, Pa. (Spring Grove)

(45:00).

At Howard, Lockley scored

the first goal of the match at

9:23 off an assist from fresh-

man Kelsie

Bradberry/Richmond
(Monacan). The Bison knotted

the match at 1-1 with a goal just

before the intermission (0:09).

The Lancers batded back in

front 2-1 when sophomore

Tiffany Rice/Virginia Beach

(Kellam), assisted by Lockley,

tallied a goal at 55:51. Howard

tied the contest again at 2-2

with a goal at 62:44 and scored

the game-winner at 72:40.

Howard took a 15-8 advan-

tage in shots against the

Lancers, though each team had

six corner-kick opportunities.

Naill played the entire match

in front of the net with five

saves.

Through 1 6 matches,

longwood is led in scoring by

Crane with five goals and five

assists for 15 points (1.07), fol-

lowed closely by Munson with

six goals and one assist for 13

points (0.81).

Lockley (4 goals, 3 assists) and

Bradberry (4 goals, 2 assists) fol-

low with 1 1 points (0.69) and 10

points (0.63), respectively.

Other scoring includes fresh-

man Anna Gravely/Virginia

Beach (Cox) (3 goals, 2 assists, 8

points, 0.67), Rice (3 goals, 1

assist, 7 points, 0.44), Clay (2

goals, 4 points, 0.57), Cary (1

goal, 2 points, 0.13), along with

junior Mikaela Bizer/Annandale

(Annandale) (2 assists, 2 points,

0.13) and redshirt freshman

Stacy Crites/ Manassas

(Osbourn) (1 goal, 2 points,

0.15).

Naill has played 1057 minutes

in front of the net, allowing 13

goals (1.11) with 46 saves for a

.780 save percentage and six

shutouts. Naill, with 24 career

shutouts, ranks second all-time

for the Lancers (Amy Kennedy,

25, 1997-00).

Storrie has played 381 min-

utes in front of the net, allowing

eight goals (1.89) with 20 saves

for a .714 save percentage and

one shutout, and freshman

keeper Nicole

Bossieux/Mechanicsville (Adee)

has played 24 minutes in front of

the net, allowing no goals (0.00).

longwood will be trying to

attain at least 10 wins in a season

for the ninth consecutive year

when the Lancers face the

Marlins this week in the season

finale.

Men s Soccer Record Falls to 5^10
sports Information

The Longwood University

men's soccer team suffered a

heart-breaking overtime loss

October 23 to Division I UNC
Asheville 1-0 on Greenwood

Field.

With the defeat, the Lancers

fall to 5-10, while the Bulldogs

improve to 7-6-2.

Both teams batded through-

out the match, but neither could

score in regulation, sending the

game into overtime.

Eight minutes into the second

period, UNC AsheviUe's Greg

Yelverton received a pass from

Jordan Holthouser and ripped a

shot from 20 yards out past

Lancer keeper Bryan Sanford

(Springfield, Va./Springfield).

Freshman forward James

Agorsor (Gambrills, Md./South

River) led Longwood's eight

shot effort with three, followed

by sophomore defender Justin

Williams (Richmond, Va./

Godwin) with two.

Longwood held the advan-

tage with eight corner kicks and

five saves. The Lancers head

home for their next match

today against Lynchburg at 7

p.m. on Lancer Field.

The Lancers are led through

15 games by Bertsch, who has

tallied six goals (2 game-win-

ners) in 34 shots for a .176 shot

percentage and 12 points.

Bertsch has also connected on 3

of 4 penalty kicks.

Agorsor, senior forward Mark

Connelly (Warrenton,

Va./Fauqiuer) and sophomore

defender Tony Soules

(Springfield, Va./West

Springfield) each have two goals

for Longwood, while freshman

Henrik Agerskov (Denmark/

Rungstead Gymnasium) and

senior midfielder Shawn

Spilman (Cincinnati, Ohio/Oak

Hills) have one goal this season.

In the net this season, fresh-

man keeper Justin Brock (Palo

Alto, Calif/Palo Alto) (2.88 gaa)

has racked up 41 saves in 875

minutes for a .594 saves per-

centage.

Sanford (2.37 gaa) has 19

saves in 495 tninutes for a saves

percentage of .639.

ROOMMATE WANTED!

Longwood Village Apartments

ONLY $365/month!

Available: Immediately! Perfect timing to begin the

Spring 2004 semester

Includes:

Water

Electricity

*Heat/Air Conditioning

High-speed internet connection

Use of state-of-the-art clubhouse,

swimming pool, and hot tub

CONVENIENT LOCATION!

DISCOUNTED RENT!!!!

Interested? Contact Loren x2816 or after 9

p.m. at 390-2988. Contact via email at

alorenhatcher@yahoo.com

EXECUTIVE EXCELLENCE

Peter J. Bernard on CAMPUS
Chief Lxecutive Officer

Bon Secours Richmond Healih System

Wednesday, Novtmber 5

7 P.M. IN Hiner Auditorium

At a time when issues of torjx^ate governance,

rtnaiicwl R'jw)rring iind biisim'^s ethics .ire makitig hciidlines diuly, it is

iinjx>rtaiit to rciucmlKf that Aiiocfican itKiustry ^ojitinues to pR.>vi<,k

vaiucd leadiTship for our glolwl economy. Tliis nunuli, we are plcascti to

fouure Wxiix j. Bcrtwrd as our gu<rst spt>akt'r i» the 2fH)3-()4 Extvutiw-in-

Residonc^ scries. Mr. Bcrt>ard, CJiief Fxectitiw Offi<:er for the Bon Secours

Rkhraotid Healtli System, will s|x*ak on ^'Healthcare Tcxlay ~ The Realities

of m Industry in Flux." Public Inviretl - Seating Ijtniicd - Free Admission.

IVtei Berttiird has split more than 25 ye.V!!. in hedthcarc admitmtration in

Michigan, Texas, Iowa, Kentucky aixl South Dakota. In 2000, Mr. Bernaitl

iHtanu' the t^EC) of Bon Satnirs Richmond Htuilth System where he has

led the eftort to buiW a $75 million rq>lacernent hospital of 130 beds in

Chesferfieki ("oimty to ofwn in 2(K)4. Prior to moving to Richmond

Mr. Bernard serwd as president and CEO of Carit*$ Health Servkes

and .Saints Mary & Elizabeth Hospital lx>th in U)utsville, Kentucky

The Executivf-in-Residence series v> a public service of the College

of Business H. Economics and U made jH>ssible fhrtwgh the gencmus

corporate .sup|>ort of SimTmst and Philip Mt)fris Companies. To learn

more, call 434 .V>5.2045 (TRS: 711) or visit us online and see the

complete Exeaitive Esoellence schedule: vvwss',K)ngw«xx,l.edu/busjness,

COLLEGE OF

BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
LONGWOOD
UNIVERSITY
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Men's Golf Season Ends Field Hockey Defeated Bu No. 1 Team
Sports Information

Longwood University totaled a 54-

hole team score of 295-302-310-

907 to finish 13th among 18 teams

at the East Carolina/ Pirate Fall

Intercollegiate October 20-21 in

North Carolina.

NCAA Division I and tourna-

ment host East Carolina

Universit)' won the event with its

882 total at the 7,033-yard, par 72

Bradford Creek Golf Club.

The event concluded the fall

season for the Lancers. In North

Carolina, longwood was led by

junior Trey Deal/Martinsville

(Martinsville) with his score of 71-

73-74-218 to tie for third-place

individually among the 96 golfers.

Deal was followed by freshman

Brett Chambers/Mount Sidney

(Fort Defiance) (78-74-77-229, t-

47th), sophomore Michael

Joyce/Peterborough, Ontario

(Peterborough Collegiate) (71-80-

79-230, t-53rd), freshman Chris

Shuford/Fredericksburg (Colonial

Forge) (75-79-80-234, t-74th),

along with senior Mike

Nemcosky/Chesapeake (Great

Bridge) (88-76-82-246, t-86th).

Ix)ng\;rood, coached by Kevin

Fillman, enjoyed an outstanding

fall covering four tournaments

(198 holes), led by the first-yeal

standout Chambers who posted a

low scoring average of 71.73 with

two school-record rounds of 66.

Chambers was followed by

Deal (73.45, 69), Joyce (73.91, 68),

senior Matt Paciocco/Richmond

(Mills Godwin) (77.00, 71, 108-

holes), Shuford (76.80, 74, 90-

holes), Nemcosky (80.80, 76, 90-

holes), sophomore Kevin

Johnson/Forest Qefferson Forest)

(71.67, 69, 54-holes), along with

senior Carl

Magnusson/Linkoping, Sweden

(Katedralskolan) (75.67, 75, 54-

holes).

The Lancers averaged 294.55

as a team this fall, a scoring pace

that would set a new team record

if it holds-up during the spring

season.

Longwood is scheduled to

open its spring campaign March

8-9, 200^ at the Buder/North-

South Intercollegiate in

Jacksonville Beach, Fla., a 36-hole

event at the Jacksonville Beach

Golf Club.

Sports lnf»m^»H

The Longwx)d Univetsity field

hockey team dropped a 7-1 deci-

sion Saturday at No. 1

Shippensburg at Groves Stadium.

After dieir final road game, the

Lancere fall to 6-U while the

Raiders move to """

18-2.

Shippensburg

came out strong in

the first half, hold-

ing Longwood to

only two shots

while tallying four

goals.

The Lancers

were a lot stronger
"""

in the second period tallying nine

shots and Lorrie Watts

Shippenburg's six.

Longwood finished the match

with nine shots, while

Shippensburg had 19.

The Lancers headed home for

(.194) ai^ is firet on the team with

sev^n assists, which ranks 10th

nationally and second in assists

per game (.78).

Freshman forward Jen Hawkins
their next match against Roanoke (Virginia Beach, Va./Cox), sopho-

October 27 at 3 p,m. on Barlow more midfielder JuUe Price

Reld. (Stafford, Va./North Stafford)

. and sophomore mid-

fielder Alexis Ramcy

(Westminster,
Calif./Marina) have fi% e

goals each while foesh-

man midfielder Katy

L c r n i h a n

(Fredericksburg,
Va./Chancellor) and

senior Andrea

Wilkinson (ChantiJly,

Va./ChantiUy) have three.

Senior midfielder Erin Sixsmith

11 Lancers kaving

lound tke back ol tke

net tnis season

With only two games left,

Longwood continues to put up a _„.

(Fredericksburg, Va./Stafford) balanced scoring attack widi 11 (Alexandria, Va./West Potomac)

getting the ball past the goaHe at Lancers having found the back of is second on Che squad with six

the net diis season. assists, followed by Hawkins and

Sophomore forward Echo sophomore Sarah Hitchings

Naugle (Virginia Beach, (Virginia Beach, Va./Kempsville)

Va./Princess Anne) comes off udth diree.

die bench to lead the Lancers In goals, Patterson ranks fourth

with seven goals on 22 shots nationally in saves this season with

P^8). 175 stops in 1,150 minutes and
Watts is next widi six goals has a saves percentage of .768.

the 17:19 mark.

However, the effort fell short

as the Raiders added diree more

goals for the victory.

Sophomore keeper Julie

Patterson (Esmont,

Va./Monticello) racked up 13

saves in 70 minutes to

mBVBi
53.2s cu. ft.

of cargo space
Available wrH^ 4'Wheel
anti-lock brake system

Up to 130 Ibs./ft. torque,

180 horsepoiMer

SONPGCfty
35 MPG Highway'

%%%%_^ ^^

TJkvwMfcjyriii
I'l itfan t

^-^^^^

TOYOTA 'JS^^ 6ETTHEFEEUNG
®TOYOTA

You'PB lord and master of quite possibly the most versatile automobile on the plan^. Matrix is an ertarehf
new breed of vehide-cutting edge staling, standard air conditioning, and up to 180 horsepower with

available 6-spaed. Matrix is design^ to be whatever you wafit. nciudif^ affords^le.

Visit www.buyatoyota.com for dotaite.

®TOYOTA
'Based on EPA estimatss ftr SOTS S-speed manual,
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Ckeating: riarmiul

To Your C^v^ov9
Brette Lawrence

Staff Writer

As part of the Honor Integrity

Week, I^ngwood University pre-

sented a panel discussion called

"Will Cheating Hurt Your

Career?"

This panel featured three

Longu'ood Professors, Dr.

Theresa Clark, Dr. Tim Pierson,

and Dr. Wayne McWee.

The discussion began with

Clark sharing several synonyms

for the word cheating, which

included words like dishonest,

corrupt, and unethical among

many other colorful words.

She explained ].ong\\'ood's pol-

icy on cheating, which states that

there is "no forgiveness for cheat'-

ing," and that it will go on a stu-

dent's record.

McWee followed by sharing the

business department's policy on

cheating, which states that anyone

who cheats in any of that depart-

ment's classes will automatically

fail that course.

He went on to tell stories of

students who wanted to work for

the government, but could not get

jobs because they had a cheating

incident on their record.

Pierson described the impor-

tance of good character, and

believing in yourself, and summed

it up by saying, "The person who

you say you are is the person you

are when you're alone."

He stressed the importance of

areer i

helping I^ngwood maintain its

excellent reputation, and that the

consequences of peoples' actions

can effect the entire school.

Another point brought up by

Pierson was that of exuding con-

fidence, and believing in ones'

self.

He went on to describe how

important this was by saying,

"You're competing with the best.

You have to be cowboy up. You've

got to have confidence and a

sense of who you are. You need

to know that you were the best

vou could be."

Students were given a chance to

ask questions of the professors

about the honor and judicial sys-

tem, and about cheating in gener-

al.

Each student in attendance was

given a pamphlet entitied Avoiding

Plagiarism: A Guide for Longuood

Students, which contained helpful

hints for students on topics such

as when and when not to cite

sources used.

It also had websites listed that

can show students how to make a

proper MLA format bibliography,

as well as several examples of how

and how not to do so.

The attendance at this presen-

tation was fairly high, and those

w^ho attended the program

seemed to learn a lot of important

information about not only how

cheating will affect their career at

Longwood, but how it will affect

the rest of their lives as well.

On ike Verge

The cast of the new
Longwood Theater pro-

duction. On the Verge, poses

for a picture during a prac-

tice.

The play is primarily

about three women explor-

ers during the year 1 888.

For more information on
the play and cast, please

refer to the article on page

9.

Longwood s College ol Education Scores Higk

Hi--Tecli Grassroots Lobbijing
Press Kekase

One day, young voters may visit

Ashley Boyd in the General

Assembly to ask her help in

funding Virginia's public col-

leges and universities.

But now, Boyd is doing the

lobbying.

She's among the leaders of a

statewide student coalirion that's

trying, among other things, to

boost state funding of higher

education by $398 million.

The nonpartisan group is

called the 21st Centurjf Virginia

Coalition, or Virginia21 for

short.

It's an outgrowth of the

Students of Virginia Political

Action Q)mmittce, which was

founded in May 2002 at the

College of W'iiUam and Mary

See VIRGINIA p.5

Jennifer Wall

lU Public Relations

Once again Longwood
University has proven itself as .

a leader in the preparation of

professional educators.

On Thursday, October 30,

the joint accreditation team

representing the National

Council for Accreditation of

Teacher Education (NCATB>)

and the Virginia Department

of Education, released the

report it will give the NCATEl
Unit Accreditation Board

(UAB) and the state Board of

Education, verifying that

r^ongwood. University met all

NCATE and Commonwealth

educator preparation stan-

dards.

The UAB will meet in

March, 2004, to consider the

recommendations of the team

and to make the final decision

on accreditation.

NCATE has accredited

Longwood since 1954, when

Longwood was one of the first

six institutions accredited

nationwide.

"The tradition of preparing

high quality education profes-

sionals is embedded into the

fabric and culture of the

Longwood community and in

our school division parmers,"

the Dean of the College of

Education and Human
Services, Di-. Sue McCuUough,

said.

"This NCATE recommen-

dation confirms Longwood

University's reputation for the

best teacher preparation in the

Commonwealth," stated Dr.

Patricia Cormier, president of

Longwood.

"The NCATE team left witii

a convincing impression of

Longwood. .They talked about

the quality of our students, the

dedication of our facult)' and

how well they worked together.

The committee was also truly

impressed with our Board of

Visitors involvement in the

process."

Elated with the committee's

findings. Dean McCuUough
commended the extraordinary

teamwork and dedication of the

faculty and staff

See SPIRIT p.4
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There is

a time in

every-
one's life

when we
have to

let our

hair
down.

The daily grind of classes

and tests can wear on any-

one's nerves, and we need to

let loose every once in a

while.

For some that means eat-

ing a pint of ice cream and

watching a movie, for others

it's dancing the night away at

a club.

For me, it was going to a

bar on a Tuesday night.

Sure, sure, I sound like

some deadbeat who has

nothing else to do but waste

time sitting on a barstool, but

it was pretty liberating know-

ing that I had a quiz the next

day while hanging out with

my girlfriends in downtown
Richmond.

My friends and I were hav-

ing such a great time chatting

up the bartenders, dancing

on the bar, and meeting new
people; the stress of gradu-

ate school applications, tests,

and papers were pushed to

the back of my mind.

I could have stayed at

home and watched movies

while eating lots of Ben &
Jerry's, but that just wouldn't

do it for me.

Knowing that my home-

work was within five feet of

my couch would be too

much pressure for me to

handle.

In order to truly let loose,

and put all my worries aside,

I had to take a road trip.

Yes, my head felt like it was

going to explode the next

morning, and my quiz cer-

tainly wasn't going to take

itself, so after a night of

debauchery it was back to

the real world.

I^ tell you, with all the

stress^ that goes along with

being a senior in college, my
Tuesday night escapade was

what I needed.

I don't plan on making this

a habit, but at least I know
that there is a place I can go

in Richmond when I need to

unwind with some friends.

Liz Richards

Editor-in-Chief

Want to write for ...
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'I'he Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood Universit)', is pub-

lished weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam peri-

ods) and is printed in the offices of the Farmfi/k Herald, Farmville, VA.

All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must be

received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursday's publica-

tion. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and tele-

phone number. Any person uashing to have his/her name not appear

on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are subject

to editing.

The Rotunda is an equal opportunit}' volunteer organization and is

looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We current-

ly have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to come to

our meetings, Mondays at 7:30 p.m.

Post HitcliinA
I have decided that I must be

psychic.

I knew the Red Sox wouldn't

make it to the World Series, and

the last time I wrote a column I

predicted that married life would

soon be filled with dirt) diapers, a

bald head and unbeliev-

ably small fingers.

A month and a half

into the ball and chain

routine, I can proudly say

one thing, "My boys sure

can swim!"

Before we had even

finished writing thank

notes for all the loot our

union won us, the verdict

was in - we are proud

parents of a little, unrec -

ognizable blob slowly

growing in my wife's

belly.

This shocking news really has

proven to be life changing.

A whole gamut of emotions

has surfaced over the past few

weeks - fear, joy, anxiety,

expectancy, worry, confusion,

ambigusness, tiredness, elation,

stupefaction, and on and on.

And, that's not even including

the emotions my wife is going

through.

I suddenly find myself worry-

ing about putting money away for

a college education before 1 have

even begun to pay off my own.

Despite having an ultrasound,

muldple books on parenthood

and baby names, and growing col-

lection of tiny bootees and mit-

tens, I am still having a hard time

FVilfR-ROBeRTS ClIKIC
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adjusting to the fact that I am

going to be a father.

Not that it is a bad thing, quite

the contrary; it is the best thing

that has ever ha.ppened to me.

Which is why it might be so

hard to accept.

How can I be a father?

Luckily I have some rime to

come to grips with wonderful real-

ity, which is maybe one of the rea-

sons that gestation lasts for nine

months.

I have accepted that my psychic

abilities seem to be gone for good.

See my wife's life revolved

around hourly coffee fixes before

this whole pregnancy thing start-

ed.

Now, she worries about half a

cup of decaf a day, not to men-

tion the pack and half

of cigarettes that we

have both had to learn

to do without.

Add to this constant

tiredness, raging hor-

mones, constant bath-

room trips, morning

sickness and random

outbursts of tears, and 1

never know what to

expect when 1 walk in

the door.

And she can't even

have a drink at the end

of the day.

At least I know I will be able to

find a job when this is all over.

I am sure they need social

workers in Hell's Kitchen, and I

will already have experience work-

ing with kids and craving addicts.

Nick Elmes

Assistant Editor
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"

They "ActiA/Cit" CyyOiAr OiA^etfor batdi^ig^ioclaru^i^^

yoi^ch£uux^1xtd4yi<ym£ihl¥\^ahotAtioc^^ So-
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Patriot Act Raws are Hard to Ignore
search your home does not have to

be issued to you before the search

(or at any definite time afterwards) if

telling you they have court authority

for the search would result in (from

section 2705) "(A) endangering the

life or physical safety of an individ-

ual; (B) flight from prosecution; (C)

destruction of or tampering with

evidence; (D) intimidation of poten-

tial wimesses; or (E) otherwise seri-

ously jeopardizing an investigation

or unduly delaying a trial" (as if their

busting down the door wouldn't

result in some of that anyway); or if

the warrant does not allow the

seizure of electronically stored infor-

mation; or if the warrant demands

you be notified of its issuance. This

means no warrant issued has to be

made aware to citizens. This allows

the Justice department to search and

seize anything at any time and never

give a reason.

Section 215 of the Patriot Act

amends sections 501-503 of the

Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act

of 1978, specificall); section (c)2 to

read "An order under this subsection

shall not disclose that is it issued

under purposes of an investigation

described in subsection (a)." The

icind of investigation described in

subsection (a) is a confiscation of

any tangible tilings (books, records,

papers, documents, and other items)

kept by U.S. businesses that are sus-

pected of terrorist ties. The orders

for the production of such items no

longer needs to divulge the purpose

of their confiscation. This means law

enforcement can confiscate anything

they wish from any business and

never give a reason.

It goes on to hinder die free

speech of any person searched under

the Act by declaring that "(d) No
person shall disclose to any other

person (other than those persons

necessary to produce the tangible

tilings under this section) tiiat the

Federal Bureau of Investigation has

sought or obtained tangible things

under this section." A person or

organization forced to turn over the

Shawn Garrett

Staff Writer

"Civil libertarians," to quote the

recent anonymous article "US

Patriot Act not a Violation of Civil

Liberties [Opinion, Oct. 23], I

assume means those who support

the defense and preservation of the

individual rights and liberties guar-

anteed to all people in this country

by the Constitution and laws of the

United States. If it does, if this is

the correct interpretation of this

phrase, than I wonder who among

us would feel compelled to distance

themselves from this label? As one

who enjoys the rights that his coun-

try's constitution affords him, I

suppose I can be considered a "civil

libertarian" and therefore feel I am

in a position to respond to the

recent opinion article.

House Resolution 3162, the

Patriot Act, expands the govern-

ment's ability to use new and

heightened surveillance, investiga-

tion and interrogation techniques

to combat terrorism generally, and

domestic terrorism specifically

Most of the changes to surveillance

law made by the Patriot Act were

part of a longstanding law enforce-

ment wish list that had been previ-

ously rejected by Congress, in some

cases repeatedly.

The Senate version of the

Patriot Act, which bore a striking

resemblance to the legislation

requested by Attorney General

John Ashcroft, went straight to tiie

floor with no discussion, debate, or

hearings, as are granted to all laws.

Many Senators on bodi sides of the

aisle complained that they had littie

chance to read it, much less analyze

it, before having to vote.

In the House, hearings were

held, and a carefiilly constructed

coinpromise emerged from the

Judiciary Committee. Suddenly

however, with no debate or consul-

tation with rank-and-file members,

the House leadership threw out the

compromise bill and replaced it

with legislation that mirrored the

Senate version. Neither discussion

nor amendments were permitted,

and once again members barely

had time to read the thick bill

before they were forced to cast an

up-or-down vote on it.

The Bush Administration

implied that members who voted

against it would be blamed for any

ftirther attacks - a powerful threat

at a time when the nation was

expecting a second attack to come

at any moment and when reports

of new anthrax letters were

appearing daily.

Congress and the

Administration acted without any

careful or systematic effort to

determine whether weaknesses in

our surveillance laws had con-

tributed to the attacks, or whether

the changes they were making

would help prevent further

attacks. Indeed, many of the act's

provisions have nothing at all to

do with terrorism.

In response to the accusation

that few details have surfaced as

to the specific nature of groups',

such as the ACLU, concerns, the

following is a list of specific prob-

lems identified within the Act:

Section 213 of the Patriot Act

amends USC 18, section 3103 so

that notification of the issuance

of a warrant of search and seizure

may be delayed if "1) the court

finds reasonable cause to believe

that providing immediate notifica-

tion of the execution of the war-

rant may have an adverse result (as

defined in section 2705); 2) die

warrant prohibits the seizure of*

any tangible property, any wire or

electronic communication (as

defined in section 2510), or,

except as expressly provided in

chapter 121, any stored wire or

electronic information, except

where the court finds reasonable

necessity for the seizure; and 3)

the warrant provides for the giv-

ing of such notice within a rea-

sonable period of its execution,

which period may thereafter be

extended by tiie court for good

cause shown."

This means that a warrant to

props and drops
Pro;

+ To Nick's baby!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

+ To 25-cent drafts, 10-cent tacos, and hottie bartenders in

Richmond.

•f To solving the second Da Vinci code.

+ To good advisors.

+ To Clarissa finally getting good 1,000 pages into the novel.

+ To flip flops in November.

+ To Pirates ofthe Caribbean finally making it to the dollar the-

atre in Lynchburg! (Now I can see it 5 more times)

Drops:

- To not so sweet suitemates leaving plastic spiders in your

bed.

- To people who spit in the Grainger stairwell (what is your

damage.'').

- To English Education faihng to get accredited.

- To registration: the worst hour of the semester.

Speak Oil i

When doYOU think Brock

Commons willhe completed?

"Hopefully, sometime before

graduation."

-Courtnev Redmond

'December 4th at 8:36 a.m."

~Wes Specey

1 hope it's done soon because all

that noise is getting on my
nerves, it's terrible."

~Andrew Peden

"Urn, what year are we in,

2003? Honestly I think it will

be doneM 2004."

-Antwyone Mitchell

See ACT p.4
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records is prohibited from disclos-

ing the search to anyone. As a result

of this gag order, the subjects of

surveillance never even find out that

their personal records have been

examined by the government. This

means that use of counsel against

such actions is prohibited.

Discussing the search and seizure

with a lawyer constitutes disclosure.

Effectively, fighting the govern-

ment's actions becomes a crime,

giving the Justice department free

rein.

What's more, attorney-client

privilege, doctor-patient privilege

and any other association in which

communication between two par-

ties is held in confidence is no

longer a problem for the govern-

ment. Section (e) states, "A person

who, in good faith, produces tangi-

ble things under an order pursuant

to this section shall not be liable to

any other person for such produc-

tion. Such production shall not be

deemed to constitute a waiver of

any privilege in any other proceed-

ing or context."

The wording sounds like it pro-

tects doctors and lawyers and such

from lawsuits brought on accusa-

tions of breaking their client's con-

fidentiality, when it in fact means

that such a breech is no longer a

crime if done under the auspices of

the Patriot Act.

The government is no longer

required to prove that persons

searched for terrorism investiga-

tions are agents o,f a foreign power,

nor do they have to prove that such

searches are related to criminal

activity, much less probable cause.

All that needs to be made is the

broad assertion that the search is

related to ongoing terrorism investi-

gations.

The role of the courts is made

nearly completely impotent. All that

needs to happen, as said above, is

that the government must certify'

that the searches are necessary. The

judge is not even granted the

authority to accept or reject the

granting of the warrant. As the

anonymous article pointed out,

surveillance orders can be based in

part on a person's First

Amendment activities, such as the

books they read, the Web sites they

visit, or a letter to the editor they

have written.

A person or organization forced

to turn over records is prohibited

from disclosing the search to any-

one. As a result of this gag order,

the subjects of surveillance never

even find out that their personal

records have been examined by the

government. That undercuts, an

important check and balance on

this power: the ability of individu-

als to challenge illegitimate search-

es.

The article also discussed wire-

taps. Under the Patriot Act, the

FBI can secredy conduct a wiretap

on American citizens to obtain evi-

dence of crime without proving

probable cause, as the Fourth

Amendment explicidy requires.

A 1978 law called the Foreign

Intelligence Surveillance Act

(FISA) created an exception to the

Fourth Amendment's requirement

for probable cause when the pur-

pose of a wiretap or search was to

gather foreign intelligence.

The rationale was that since the

search was not conducted for the

purpose of gathering evidence to

put someone on trial, the standards

could be loosened. In a stark

demonstration of why it can be

dangerous to create exceptions to

fundamental rights, however, the

Patriot Act expanded this once-

narrow exception to cover wiretaps

and searches that DO collect evi-

dence for regular domestic criminal

cases. FISA previously allowed

searches only if the primary pur-

pose was to gather foreign intelli-

gence. But the Patriot Act changes

the law to allow searches when "a

significant purpose" is intelligence.

That lets the government circum-

vent the Constitution's probable

cause requirement even when its

main goal is ordinary law enforce-

ment.

The eagerness of many in law

enforcement to dispense with the

requirements of the Fourth

Amendment was revealed in August

2002 by the secret court that over-

sees domestic intelligence spying

(the "FISA Court"). Making public

one of its opinions for the first time

in history, the court revealed that it

had rejected an attempt by the Bush

Administration to allow criminal

prosecutors to use intelligence war-

rants to evade the Fourth

Amendment entirely. The court

also noted that agents applying for

warrants had regularly filed false

and misleading information. That

opinion is now on appeal.

Finally, anonymous states that

"Although the Justice Department

and other officials could subpoena

records from the librar}' to see who

read Catcher in die Rye in 1993, it is

not very likely they will, let alone

whether a judge would issue a war-

rant for such a request."

I wonder, anonymous, why cre-

ate laws that would never be acted

on? Perhaps we should amend the

Constitution to say that soldiers can

be quartered in your home, or that

the right to vote can be denied to

blacks if the states wish to, or that

on every leap year, the President

can federalize the national guard to

seek out and murder the first born

in every state whose electoral votes

he or she did not win in the previ-

ous election. »

I mean none of these would

actually be carried out, but why not,

just for fun?

SPIRIT cont'd p.l

"This was truly a team effort of

die College of Arts and

Sciences and the College of

Education and Human
Services,, and a true team suc-

cess."

"In addition to the

Longwood team work, we can-

not say enough about our

school division parmers who

support our field experiences

and partner with us to achieve

goals that benefit each of us,"

continued Dean McCullough.

Superintendents from seven

school divisions, principals,

regional leaders, and teachers

traveled to Longwood to meet

with the accreditation teams.

Members of the team also visit-

ed in the Prince Edward and

Charlotte County school divi-

sions interviewing student

teachers, Partnership students,

cooperating teachers and princi-

pals.

"Mike Willis, superintendent

of the Cumberland school divi-

sion, came after a tough day at

work and in the driving rain to

report to the NCATE team that

Longwood is a true partner

with Cumberland County

Schools.

He reported on the differ-

ence Longwood has made in

increased SOL scores and about

the positive effect the

Partnership students and profes-

sors have on that school sjrs-

tem," concluded Dean

McCullough. After hearing of

the successful NCATE report.

Superintendent Willis reported,

"Longwood does produce the

best teachers in the state. If !

could, I would hire every one of

its education majors!" W
Dr. Barbara Chesler and Dr.

Gary Nelson, NCATE Co-

Coordinators, along with Dr.

Judy Johnson, associate dean,

were recognized for their intense

work effort in the review

process.

NCATE is the professional

accrediting organization for

schools, colleges, and depart-

ments of education in the

United States.

The NCATE volunteer peer

review system involves a com-

prehensive evaluation of educa-

tor preparation programs that

emphasizes high quality stan-

dards judged by performance

outcome data.

Educator preparation pro>

grams must demonstrate that

they prepare educators who
make a positive difference in the

lives of children and youth, edu-

cators who learn and grow as a

result of excellence in profes-

sional practice.

The Virginia Department of

Education partners with

NCATE in the examination of

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,

America's #1 Student Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas

and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations 1-800-648-

4849 or www.ststravel.com.

If EY OFFICE SUPPLY, INC.

^k^ FAX 434 3»3 36«3a5 ^^^

J
10% discount for Longwood Students (except sale items)

|

1 Printer Cartridges for Lexmark, Hewlett-Packard, and Canon i

121 North Main St.

Famfiviiie, VA

OFFICE SUPPLIES ~ OFFICE MACHINES - OFFICE FURNITURE

Sponsored by Residence Hall Association (RHA), the Of The Month awards

are an excellent way for you to recognize leaders and programs on your

campus.

Jonathan Perok is September's RA Of The Month. This is his first year as an

RA, and he is responsible for 60 co-ed first year students. In the brief one-

month period that Jonathan has been an RA, he has deaU with a variety of

challenging situations. However, Jonathan has handled the stress and

repercussions that come with confi-ontation in a stellar fashion. Congratulations

to Jonathan Perok, RA of Cox/Wheeler halls.

RESIDENTIAL &COMMUTERmfi
L NO WOOD UNIVERSITY
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"If it

weren't

for my
horse, I

wouldn't

have

spent

that year

in

college."

Lewis Black

VIRGINIA cont'd p.l

Boyd, who lives in

Chesapeake's Western Branch

section, and other Virg;inia21

leaders have been preparing

for Tuesday's General

Assembly elections by urging

students to vote or, if they

can't get to the polls, to cast

an absentee ballot.

"We want to show Virginia

politicians that students reaUy

can make a difference in an

election," said Boyd, who
attends Christopher Newport
University and plans to go to

law school.

Virginia21 leaders believe

the way to get moire students

interested in politics is to

bring higher education issues

to the forefront.

While many young people

don't vote, they often volun-

teer for community service.

"That's because they can

see the result. Someone is fed

when they scoop food in a

soup kitchen," said Jesse

Ferguson, the 22-year-old

executive director of

Virginia21.

"So we're trying to bridge

the community service-poli-

tics gap by making politics rel-

evant to students' daily lives."

For instance, when tuition

hikes are the issue.

Another key to getting stu-

dents involved is to use the

Internet, Virginia21 leaders

say.

"Our generation is very

technology oriented. We're

used to doing everything

online," Boyd said.

So Virginia21 has just

launched the "VA21 Online

Action Center," an elaborate,

but user-friendly, Web site -

WWW.virginia2 1 .org.

The Website includes a

directory of General

Assembly members with e-

mail links, a survey of candi-

dates on education issues, and

a petition demanding more

state money for colleges and

universities.

" We call the petition drive

'e-Storm the Statehouse,'"

said 22-year-old Jesse

Ferguson, a 2003 graduate of

William and Mary and the

executive director of

Virginia21.

Virg;inia21 isn't relying sole-

ly on technology.

The coalition also relies on

old-fashioned word of mouth.

"Surprisingly, the best tactic

is peer-to-peer, friend to

friend," Ferguson said.

And Virginia21 plans to

arrange meetings between stu-

dents and General Assembly

members during the winter

break and 2004 legislative ses-

sion.

The message Virginia21 is

circulating on campuses goes

something like this: "Are you

sick of seeing your college's

budget being cut and your

favorite professors leaving for

other states? We've been silent

on these issues far too long.

Let's get involved."

At Old Dominion
University, Virginia21 liaisons

have used music events to

connect with fellow students

"Then we turn off the

music and people start turning

their heads to see what's going

on. That's when we start talk-

ing about the issues," said

Karl Grandel, a junior study-

ing civil-engineering at ODU
and president of the student

body. ^

So far, Virginia21 is active at

Virginia's 15 four-year public

colleges and universities,

Ferguson said.

The organization plans to

lobby at community colleges

next year and private institu-

tions after that, he said.

Ferguson says the campaign

is catching on.

As of Friday, more than

1,200 students had signed the

e-petition. Also, Virginia21

claims to have helped over

3,000 students apply for

absentee ballots for Tuesday's

elections.

The idea sounds good, said

Adam Anthony of the nation-

al Campaign for Young Voters

and a William and Mary grad.

But persuading General

Assembly members to act

takes patience, Anthony said.

"They'll have to be persistent

for the long term."

Then again, student leaders

like Ashley Boyd already are

looking ahead to the day they

might be in charge.

Mulligan's Sports Grill

(315-8787)

Friday Nov. 7: Liv€ Band 'Sling Shot'

Saturday Nov. 8: Live Band "CYA"

Friday Klov. 21: Live Band "Janitors"

- Longwood Mug Specials

Monday 1 1 :30 a.m.- 2 a.m.

- Karaoke Night every Sunday

8- close $2 drinks all night

- Free Taco night every

Thursday 5- 7 p.m.

LONGWOOD
Mtidcnl Ih.tifhand Wi liiu ^^ < nOt r

THEYiREHERE!!!

FLU SHOTS

COST: $15.00

Please bring exact change

DATES:

Thursday, October 30, 2003 1 1 :30am - 1 :30 pm

Wednesday, November 5, 2003 6:30-8:00pm

Thursday, November 1 3, 2003 1 1 :00am- 1 :00pm

Tuesday, November 18, 2003 7:00pm
(with Wellness Program)

Thursday, November 20, 2003 1 1 :30 - 1 :30 pm

Monday, December 1 , 2003 6: 1 5pm-7:30pm, and Halftime Lancer
(Will bepart ofthe Hampden-Sydney vs. Longwood Basketball Game)

Ifyou have any questions, please call x2102

Lancaster 319

Stubbs

Dining Hall

Curry Commons

Lancaster 319
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LP Movie

lermmatorl

7:30 p.m

ABC Rooms

Express Yourself!

Open Mic Night

Cafe

10 p.m.

11

S6A Meeting

Lankford ABC Rooms
3:45 p.m.

Resume and Cover

Letter Writing

Career Center

7' 8 p.m.

Ĉarbon Leaf w/

Junction

Lancer Hall

8 p.m.

V 9̂
6yre Meeting

charlotte Room
6 p.m.

Men's Soccer

@Mercer

7 p.m.

WMLU Meeting

Hiner 207

9 p.m.

vji
1̂2

Professional

Etiquette Dinner

Salon A
5:30' 7:30 p.m.

Martial Arts Club

Tabb Wrestling Room
7:30' 9:30 p.m.

Are you looking for an apartment

for the spring semester?

For just $250/month you can sublet a single room with pri-

vate bath. Comes with bed, desk, chair, and dresser. Free

ethernet hookup through Longwood. All utilities except

phone and cabfe included in rent.

Call 392-2252 for more information.

\A

10
Job Search

Strategy Workshop
Career Center

5" 6 p.m.

Young Democrats
Stevens 103

6 p.m.

Outdoor Club

Lancer 208

7 p.m.

Men's Basketball

©Liberty

7 p.m.

^'^
Baptist Student Union

Behind Stubbs

5:15 p.m.

Careers in

Communications

Grainger 116

1" 8 p.m.

Basic 6ospel Choir

Wygall06

7 p.m.

Unity Alliance

Grainger G16

8 p.m.

InterVarsity Christian

Fellowship

HuU Auditorium

8:30 p.m.
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Nineteen Sixty --six...A Ricky Kind of Year
From the Febntary 1 5, 1967 issue of The Rotunda

1966 was a year of schizophrenia with

pizazz, according to the University of

Kansas Dait^ Kunsan.

It was the year that launched the

YeUow Submarine, the Kansan noted,

then almost sank John Lennon.

It was the year skirts went up and

hair came down. Men cheered the

change, even if it meant girls had to roll

two feet of hair on soup cans. Tom the

^Peeper never had it so good when girls

tried to sit down in their thigh-high

mini-skirts. Modesty died an awkward

death.

And it was the year topless clubs

spread coast to coast, but one club,

apparendy unsure that the body was

really all that beaudfiil, asked patrons to

sign a statement saying their morals

weren't being corrupted.

In passing, it was a good year, if you

weren't 1-A, afraid of becoming 1-A, or

in Vietnam. The emphasis was on

youth, and adults responded.

Sometimes this response caused a few

lifted eyebrows, however.

Justice William O. Douglas married

a 23-year-old college co-ed, Cathleen

Heffernan, and Congressional tongues

wagged. Frank Sinatra married that 21-

year-old Peyton Place kid and got a few

sly winks. The oldsters were acting like

youngsters.

Using imagination all their own, the

kids turned the tables. Old movies,

silent movies, monster movies became

a fad. The Bogie cult came on like

gangbusters. Even clothing fell into

step.

London mods, short on money but

rich in imagination, discovered second-

hand stores and the Salvation Army

look. Girls looked like soldiers or

sailors of pieces of high-fashion tinfoil.

Shiny silver dresses and accessories

became a New York rage, and women

wore enough metal to make the US.

Treasury envious.

It was also the year of the accessory

with a message; lapel buttons sounded

the sentiments of the moment Campus

wits wore buttons proclaiming, "Hire

the morally handicapped" or "Custer

died for your sins." Then there was the

button that read, "God is not dead; He

just doesn't want to get involved."

And was God dead? If he were the

controversy over His demise generated

almost enough heat to assure a second

coming

like God, folk music went under-

ground, and a new, homogenized

sound- folk rock- rose to the surface.

Enter musical groups with bizarre

names and bizarre but often beautiful

sounds, like the Mammas and the Papas,

Simon ajjd Garfunkel.

And in 1966, Camp didn't really die,

it just went on the tube. In his superkeen

Batmobile with Robin at his side.

Batman roared into the vast wasteland

and was greeted with die biggest howl

heard in a long time. Everyone over age

nine knew it was designed to be High

Camp... or was it?

So for 12 months it went-- a very fine

madness and a kicky kind of year.

Letters From London
Paula Nusbauin

Staff Writer

Six more weeks to go. While the novel-

ty of London has started to wear off

I'm still having a great time here.

I have two papers due this week so

I'm starting to get stressed. It's so easy

to forget about homework here since

there aren't that many assignments.

This past weekend I went on my

first International trip. CEA took us to

Ostend and Brugge in Belgium. We left

early Saturday morning and got back

late Sunday evening,

Ostend was sort of a small city,

especially when compared to London,

but had its own charm. There were a lot

of litde shops selling clothes or choco-

lates.

The oddest thing I noticed were that

there were a lot of dogs. Not just any

dogs, but really small, petite dogs, that

you could easily carry in a bag.

I was really put off when I was

shopping and noticed that the dog

owners were bringing their pets into the

stores.

Strange, but apparendy not uncom-

mon since I was the only one that

seemed to notice.

The next day we went to Brugge. We

got a tour from a local Belgian, he took

us around to all the historical spots

around the city.

My favorite story of the tour was

about an old cannon with a Latin saying

inscribed in the wall above it

The story goes that a long time ago

some foreign king wanted to invade

Brugge.

This king took his army and headed

in for invasion when he realized he was

far outmatched and proceeded to skip

out as fast as he could.

He was in such a hurry that he left

behind one of his cannons, which was

seized in victory by the Belgians.

The Latin saying above the cannon

describes the king's retreat with, "He

came, he saw, he left."

Belgium is basically known for four

goods: lace, beer, chocolate, and mus-

sells. So I bought a lace Christmas

ornament for my mom, and bought

chocolate. That was pretty much all

there was to do.

After lunch I decided to go off on

my own for a while and ended up being

lost for about two hours.

The scariest thing was that I was lost

among these deserted streets and alleys

and there wasn't a single person in the

area, nor could I hear any cars or hors-

es.

It was like being in a science fiction

movie where you're the last person alive

on Earth.

The biggest news event in the last

week has been a strike by the postal

service. Therefore, the mail has

stopped being delivered and there are

many delays.

I called my parents to warn them in

case they had sent anything, but they

assured me that they hadn't sent any

mail nor had they plaimed to in the

future, so not to worry.

The mail here is dealt with different-

ly than at home. Our mail is delivered to

our residence halls, and from there is

separated into hall boxes. So whenever

you open the box for mail and get excit-

ed that it might be for you, you are

almost always disappointed.

And consequendy die person who

does get mail is secredy envied by

everyone else on the hall. It's a lose-lose

situation.

I got my first grade back on Monday.

It was a 67 for my Introduction to

Linguistics class. I was shocked because

I thought I had done good work.

A classmate explained to me that the

grading system is different in the UK,

and that 67 is like an A- in the US, so I

was relieved. Apparendy, English teach-

ers rarely grade above the 70 mark.

I'm very excited, because my twin

brother, Donnie, who is a senior at

George Mason University is going to be

visiting me during the Thanksgiving

break. He's a lot of fim to go around

with and likes museums so it should be

fion.

It's something to look foward to,

since I miss ftiy friends and family from

home.

iBliassadorSpollilllt

By Emily Miller

This week I have a bit of trivia about

Longwood. The first two people with the

correct answers will receive prizes! Email me
at elmiller@longwood.edu with the answers.

1. On what date (day and year) was
Longwood University (then known as

The Farmville Female Seminary)

founded?

2. How did Longwood get its name?
3. What year did Longwood become

coeducational?

4. Which residence halls are female only?

5. Which building houses the President's

Office?

Correct answers will be in next week's edition

of the Rotunda! Have fun and good luck

Roommate Wanted
I am looking for a female student to

sublease a room from me spring semester of

2004 in a four bedroom townhouse in

Stanley Park. Rent will be $275 a month.

Contact information: Paula Speight

392.4391 (home) or (703)

217.5663 (cell) 808 Grace St.

itlllB DemoCfaiS

Interest Meeting
Monday, Nov. 10, 2003
6:00 p.m. 103 Stevens

Closet Dems and liberal

Republicans are we/come...

what your parents don 't

know won 't hurt them!

For more information, contact

Dr. Hardin at x2581 or

dhardin@longwood.edu
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by Sam Wise-Ridges

Lilwa(Sefx23-Oct22)

So you can t lick ijour own nipples^

and you know tkis kow?

Scorpio (Oct 23. ^Nov. 21)

Watck out for creepy nudist neigk-

bors.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21)

Your motker was in a German

Sckeister video.

Capricorn (Dec22Jan 19)

Confused akout wkere tkat STD came

from?Wken was tke last time you sat on tke SGA couck?

Style .

Reflective Citizen Leaders

November 6, 2003

by EUie Woodruff

Aquarius (Jan. 20''FeK 18)

Just because your neopet is kappy doesn t mean your goldlisk won t te following little Nemo down tke toilet.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

And tkis one time». in TlejRo^unda office^.

Arie«(Mar.21-Aprill9)

Don t tkink about it. Just-, don t.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You can love your pets, just don t iove your pets.

Gemini (Ma^ 2Uune20
Turkeys?Wky?

Cancer (June 21^Juli) 22)

If, in tke future, you re still raw, 111 Le waiting.

Leo (July 25-Aug. 22)

Give it up. Tke rum is gone.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)

You will wake up to find Joknny Depp in your bed. Tken 1

will come to kidnap kim. How sad for you.

A Checking I'rDgiani I hat Stiideiils I .iii (.imv With

Got Oiecking? nuT^naT^ i

Will wctivt: « am* mte'Xieat N:{3^iii^

ctekiwg *afa«nl isei|ttW»| &nif »

tnmmttm i»f $iM u* 0f^m WIlIN I

ii fm ATM iM, im ^ %im mp: J

mi
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On the Vei>?e of Production Movie Review: 25DaysLa^^
^"^

fBSk Stacie IQun hospital to discovet dat he has skpt

Bobbi Thibo have visions of the future. norms during different time peri- ^^ St^^ Wrikr throuah the whole ordealBobbi Thibo

Staff Water

After a successful production of

Everyman, die theater department

here at I^ngwood already has

another show underway.

Students and staff members

are hard at work in preparation

for On the Verge.

Directed by Pam Arkin the

cast includes Brad Tuggle, Anna

Richardson, Courtney Kappel,

Mel McConnel, Maggie

Szydolwski, (stage manager),

Kyle Ankiel, (assistant stage man-

ager), Pat Ness, (costume design-

er), and Eric Kogef.

Set in 1888, the play focuses

on three women explorers who

have visions of the future.

This play, as explained by Pam
Arkin, promotes three "strong,

intelligent, and adventurous"

women characters. "We [women]

have made great strides and this

play highlights that," she said.

The single male actor, Tuggle,

has eight roles, which represent

the relationships women have

with men.

Rehearsing since the beginning

of October, the cast and crew

have come a long way.

The research that has gone

into this show is endless.

The strong language in the

script has required hours of

studying definitions, as well as

research of cultures and social

Wanted
Hunt Seat Instructor for beginner level

horseback riding students. Part-time

two to three afternoons/week. Teaching

experience a must. Contact JoAnn Jones,

evenings @ 983-3247.

norms during different time peri-

ods.

The actors are now "off

book," meaning their lines are

from memorization without the

script.

Although they've come far,

there is still much to do before

opening night on Wednesday,

November 19, 2003.

"It's a matter of rehearsing

with the costumes. The girls

aren't used to wearing corsets,

petticoats, and long skirts. They

need to continue practicing wear-

ing their corsets and costumes,"

Szydolwski said.

With its strong story line, beau-

tiful language, and comical

charm. On the Verge will definitely

be a show you won't want to miss

out on.

"Despite the amount of work

and time that goes into this show,

working with Pam and the cast

and crew is amazing. The script

by itself is incredible, so add to it

all the people making it come

alive to make it the best show

Longwood has seen in a long

time," said Szydolwski.

StacJeiQun

Sttg Wrikr

Eariy in this sci-fi film, director

Danny Boyle presents disturbing

images of chimpanzees .encag«i in

a small, dusty laboratory. Civilians

attempt to set the chimps free after

learning about the location, but

soon find these animals carry the

infectious disease that is about to

destroy all of London.

The disease, transmitted throu^

blood, results in humans spewit^

blood, and becoming red-eyed,

turbo-chaiged zombies on a hunt to

kill those who enter their path.

Honestly, let's cut to the chase.

This mosie sucks!

In the w>rds of one student heie

at Longwxxl, "This had to be the

worst movie ever made." And I

wonder why: it was dhieaply made

with camera an^cs so jostled diat

scenes were more disoriented than

they were scary. The music playing

during the scenes frightened me

more than zombies running around

with red eyes.

During the plot, die protagonist

Jim, played by Gillian Murphy,

wakes fi^om a coma in an empty

hospital to discover dat he has skpt

tliroi^ the whole orckaL

If" the zombies attacked and

infeaed those in the hos{«cal, why

would they leave just him? Of
course there must be a hero to cverv

thriller.

As the stor)' unfoUs, Jim finds

that the streets of London are en^'
except a few survivors he eventually

teams up with.

What is most distmtang is that no

matter who die character is, Selena,

one of the survivors, will beat them

to death if she believes they are

infected.

Save your money, and do not

attempt to sec the film.

If you like to watch images of

violence and gore, than diis is the

film for you. But persoaally, as a fan

of horror flicks, i was disappointed

with die stor)' line and m^ the

cheesy ending. If I had to give this

movie a raring, I would give it 3 neg-

ative stars for being the worst mode
I have seen all summer.

However, though I may not enjoy

the film, you perhaps may disagree.

The film can be rented at your local

movie store and is rated R for strong

violence and gore, nudity, language.

ijimugh college.

help you

You'll make it through college because you've got dedication

and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also

have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl Bllljuition

Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members
serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll

still have time for your friends and family. Join the team that

will help you get your college degree. In VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard,YOU CAN!

LONGWOOD
UNIVERSITY

Blood Drive

l-800-GO-GUARD • www.I-80a.GO-GUARD.com

Sponsored by the

November 1 8, 2003
9 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Lankford Ballroom

One pint of whole blood can Iwlp save as many as three nves;

P^ise give trioodandl^lp save a lite

Register with Ctoamnm at m20S7 or 90 to wyir>vfw(OBOrt<»fti
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Munson, Powell CloseCareers
sports Information

A pair of seniors closed-out their

Ix)ngwood careers as Phoebe

Munson and Gina Powell played

their final matches for the

lancers.

Munson (74 career games)

completed a record-setting

four-years as the women's soc-

cer program's career leader in

goals (46) and points (111),

ranking third in career assists

(19).

She also holds school-records

for single-match goals (4) and

assists (4). Powell (74 career

games) finished her career with

seven goals and five assists for 1

9

points.

Longwood was 51-19-4

(.716%) over the past four years.

Ix)ngwood enjoyed two separate

three-game winning streaks this

season, and earned two wins

over Division I competition -

defeating Elon Universit}' 2A

and Virginia Military Institute 5-

1.

Overall, the Lancers were 2-3-

1 against their six Division I

opponents this season.

Unfortunately, this is the first

time since the program began in

1994 (5-6-0) that the squad did

not reach at least 10 wins in a

season.

However, 1 0-year veteran

head coach Todd Dyer, a 1993

graduate of Longwood, has

compiled an impressive career

coaching record of 123-53-9 for

a winning percentage of .689

percent since beginning the pro-

gram 1 years ago.

Longwood could return as

many as 22 letterwinners for the

2004 campaign as the Lancers

will enter the second year of the

institution's four-year reclassifi-

cation period toward Division I

certification in 2007.

Longwood will be required to

meet the Division I scheduling

requirements next year, including

a minimum of 11 Division I

opponents in women's soccer.

Field Hockeij Team Ends

Season witk Two Victories
Sports Injormation

The Longwood University field

hockey team finished out the 2003

season with two. home victories over

Roanoke and CW. Post The Lancers

finished the season with an overall

record of 8-11, including a 2-1 home

mark and 3-0 in neutral territory.

On Monday, the I-anccrs battied

through rainy conditions and man-

aged to upend visiting Roanoke

Collie 6-1 on Barlow Field. Senior

midfielder Erin Sixsmith (Alexandria,

Va./West Potomac) started off the

Lancers' scoring nine minutes into

die first half off of a pass frcMn firesh-

man midfielder Katy Lcrnihan

(Fredericksburg, Va./Chancellor).

Junior forward Lorrie Watts

(Frederickburg, Va./Staffofc^ scored

at the 23:95 mark when she dribbled

past die goalie and shot die ball into

the back of the cage. Sophomore

midfielder Alexis Ramey

(Westminster, Calif/Marina) made it

3-0 going into the half connecting on

a cross fi:om sophomore midfielder

Marina Sizow (Virginia Beach,

Va./Kempsville). Ramey and Si2ow

SeeHOCKEYp.il

Equestrian Team Competes in Two Sliows
WillPettus event.

Sports Editor The team is coached by KC
Heran of Boston, Mass. They

The Longwood University eques- have four more IHSA shows this

trian team competed in their sec- year. The next one will be held

ond and third IHSA

(Intercollegiate Horse Show

Association) show of the

2003-04 season this past week-

end at Randolph-Macon

Woman's College and Hollins

Universit}'.

On Friday October 31

twelve riders from the

Longwood equestrian team

competed against Bridgewater

College, Holhns University,

James Madison University,

Lynchburg College, Radford

Universit)', Randolph-Macon

Woman's College, The

University of Virginia, and

Washington and Lee

University at the Randolph-

Macon Woman's College rid-

ing center in Lynchburg,

Virginia. Caitlin Moore with her Third Pla

The members rode in both fibbon at last Friday's show.

over fence jumping events and

on the flat walk and canter events.

Eight riders placed in these events.

On Sunday, November 2, the

riders from the Longwood eques-

trian team rode at Hollins

University against a number of

region IV teams

November 15 atJMU's riding cen-

ter.

There are still spots available on

the team for any student interest-

ed in English Riding.

You may contact either Cariy

Buttram at

Six of the Longwood team cabuttra@longwood.edu or Jenn

members placed in this IHSA Farneth at

jvfarnet@longwood.edu if you are

interested in joining the team.

Results from Randolph Macon

Women's College show on Friday:

Carly Buttram: 2nd in Advanced

Walk/Trot/Canter

Caitlin Moore: 3rd in Novice

Equitation on flat

Erin Konrad: 6th in Advanced

Walk/Trot/Canter

Erin Wilson: 2nd in Advanced

Walk/Trot/Canter

Jenn Farneth: 2nd in Advanced

Walk/Trot/Canter

Tricia Engle: 4th in

walk/trot

Emily Hillard: 5th in

walk/trot

Alex McCabe: 6th in

Advanced Walk/Trot/Canter

Results of the Hollins

^ University show:

I Katherine Sammons: 6th in

f"- Intermediate equitation over

^ fences and 6th in intermedi-

ce ate flat

Kate Brandenburg: 2nd in

novice equitation over fences

Andrea Noseck: 5th in novice

equitation over fences

Tiffany Smith: 4th in Advanced

Walk/Trot/Canter

Erin Konrad: 3rd in Advanced

Walk/Trot/Canter

Erin Wilson: 5th in Advanced

Walk/Trot/Canter

Tricia Engle: 5tfi in W^k/Trot

Help Longwood

Earn it's Halo

with Angel Tree 2003

Peer Helpers are sponsoring this event and you
can visit us at the adoption table in the Dining

Hall during lunch and dinner from November 3-

25. All gifts are due no later than the 25th to the

Peer Helper office or the adoption table. Adopt

your Angel today!

ROOMMATE WANTED!

Longwood Village Apartments
\>

ONLY $365/month!

Available: Immediately! Perfect timing to begin the

Spring 2004 semester

Includes:

Water

Electricity

*Heat/Air Conditioning

High-speed internet connection

Use of state-of-the-art clubhouse,

swimming pool, and hot tub

CONVENIENT LOCATION!

DISCOUNTED RENT!!!!

Interested? Contact Loren x2816 or after 9

p.m. at 390-2988. Contact via email at

alorenhatcher@yahoo.com
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Week Nine Develops Plaijoy Pictures

Pat Sullivan

Staff Writer

It's the end of week nine and

everyone has played at least half

of their regular season games

and the playoff picture is start-

ing to come in a litdc more

clearly, which is more than can

be said for some teams quarter-

back position.

Two teams, the Broncos who
lost to NEPATS and the Raiders

who lost to Detroit, are playing

with their third string quarter-

backs due to injuries.

Also, if Patrick Ramsey con-

tinues to have to leave games

for medical attention,

Washington might soon get

added to this list.

Even after a bye week in

Cleveland the debate over

J Couch and Holcombe still rages

on.

Two teams that seemed to

have settled their problems at

quarterback are Chicago who

won against San Diego with

Chris Chandler and St. Louis

with Marc Bulger even after

their lose to San Francisco.

Speaking of San Francisco,

some fans may now join in

Terrell Owens call for Tim

Rattey to replace Pro-Bowler

Jeff Garcia.

If the formerly 6-0 Vikings

drop a third game after the loss

against the Packers this week, it

will be interesting to see how

long it takes fans to start chant-

ing Gus Frerotte's name.

Elsewhere around the NFL
two powerhouses, the Colts

and Dolphins, played with the

Colts winning. Indianapolis

managed a win against the

Dolphins.

In a battle between the two

New York teams that share a

stadium in New Jersey, the

Giants managed to beat the Jets

in overtime.

Houston was able to pull out

yet another fourth quarter win

against Carolina.

The current Super Bowl

champs again fail to win back-

to-back games as former

Cav^er Aaron Brooks and the

Saints trash the Buccaneers.

The Ravens were able to

extend their AFC North lead

with a win against the struggling

Jaguars and losses by Cincinnati

and Pittsburgh to Arizona and

Seattle, respectively.

Player of the Week: If cruel

irony is your thing, check this

out. Michael Vick is suffering

from the same injury that side-

lined Donavon McNabb for

eight weeks last year and

returned just in time to beat

Vick and Falcons in the play-

offs.

McNabb scorched the

Falcons secondary again to get

312 yards and his first touch-

down pass to a wide receiver,

not to mention a win.

Tell Me When: ... will

Michael Vick come back? After

Atlanta's loss to Philly it

becomes clear they need Vick.

Problem is, Vick doesn't feel up

to coming back even though his

wounds are healed and he's fin-

ished with rehab. The former

Hokie says he will be ready by

Dec. 7, maybe. Suck it up Mike

and get out there!

HOCKEYcontdp.lO

teamed up to score again early in

the second half, giving Longvwxxi a

4-0 advantage. Sophomore mid-

fielder Julie Price (Stafford,

Va./North Stafford) put one in the

net at the 50:50 mark as sophomore

forward Sarah Hitchings (Virginia

Beach, Va./Kempsville) crossed the

ball into the middle of the field.

Sixsmith scored Longwood's final

goal, co.nverting a pass from Price

at the 60:50 mark. Roanoke's lone

goal was the result of Kelly Lyons

connecting on a penalty shot with

less than three minutes left.

Sophomore keeper Julie

Patterson (Esmont, Va./

Monticello) racked up three saves

for the Lancers, all in the second

half, while Maroon keeper Beth

Litchy tallied three as well.

Longwood held the advantage in

shots 16-4 and in penalty corners

15-9.

On Sunday, Longwood ended

the season on a positive note,

defeating visiting C.W. Post 1-0 on

Senior Day at Barlow Field.

During the first period of action,

Watts failed to convert a penalt)'

shot three minutes into the game.

Both teams continued to battle the

remainder of die first stanza and
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into the second period. Just as it was

looking like the teams were going

into overtime, Watts converted a

cross from Price with seven minutes

left to give Longxx^xxi the 1-0 victo-

ry.

Longwood held die advantage on

shots 12-8 and penalty corners 9-6.

Watts led Longvwxxi with 5 shots,

followed by freshman forward Jen

Hawkins (Virginia Beach, Va./Cox)

and Ramey with two each. Patterson

played all 70 minutes for the Lancers

and recorded four saves. Pioneer

keeper Christy Gardner tallied nine

saves in 70 minutes.

Longwood continued to bring up

the last line a balanced scoring

attack througji the end of the season

with 11 Lancers having found the

back of the net this season. Watts

led the Lancers with eight goals and

seven assists, which puts her in sec-

ond place nationally. Ramey and

sophomore forward Echo Naugle

(Virginia Beach, Va./Princess Anne)

are next with seven goals. Price has

six goals, v/hilQ Hawkins has five.

Sixsmith is second on the squad

with six assists, followed by

Hawkins and Price with four.

In goal, Patterson ranks third

nationally in saves this season with

182 stops in 1,290 minutes and has a

saves percentage of .771.

ICirffttf^cfy&^fMMMl^cifftfclifTcfJCgJfi^^
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Teddij Dear Run is a Success
Kelly Fischer and Stacey Kluttz

Stciff Wnters

The 2 1 St Annual Teddy Bear .

Run was held on November
1st, 2003 at the Richmond
Children's Hospital.

Ever}' Fall, the Richmond
Children's Hospital holds the

event to collect teddy bears

for the children at the hospital.

The Teddy Bear Run is spon-

sored by the Blue Knights and

Kappa Delta Sororit^'.

The Blue Knights are a

motorcycle club of law

enforcement officers and they

participate in the parade bf

motorcycles and classic cars

that occurs on the day of

Teddy Bear Run.

There were up to 1,000

motorcycles and cars involved

in the parade, and afterwards

Kappa Delta Sorority was
invited for a tour of the hos-

pital and lunch.

They have donated more
than $1 million doUars to the

Qxticer Sandij s Gonna

Kick Your Ass

And now so can many

Longwood students

On October 2Isr Lambda Alpha

Rpsilon, the criminal justice

honor society at b)ng\Aood, host-

ed a self ciefetise seminar for all

members of the l.'niversitv com-

munity.

The photograph shows

IxmgVk'ood public safetv officer

Sandra B. Mail detiionstrating the

technique to escape from a hear

hug from someone u'ho is much
bigger than the victim.

The bear-hugger is l,.A.I->.

Vicc-Fresidc^nt Brian Bowman.
Approximately .^0 persons attend-

ed the seminar.

i..A.K. meets Tuesdays at 8:00

p.m. in the L)ng\vood fibrarv to

discuss criminal justice issues.

1-or specific meeting infortna-

ti<m, contact the society at

r'CdS.Vvinator^a^hormail rnm

Children's Hospital. Other

regional area chapters of

Kappa Delta were there along

with Longwood's Alpha

Chapter; Kappa Deltas from

Lynchburg, UVA, and UNC
Wilmington.

The parade of Blue Knights

began at 1 p.m. and continued

until 2:30 p.m. in the after-

noon.

Several Kappa Deltas joined

in the fun by hopping on the

backs of the motorcycles and

riding through the parade.

The Children's Hospital

also has other events for the

kids such as a Halloween Party

and an Easter Egg Hunt in the

spring.

If anyone wants to contact

the Hospital for possible treat-

ment, the website is

http: / /childrensh osp-rich -

mond.org.

There is a contact sheet on

the website as well as all the

treatment information avail-

able at the Hospital.

Waiting for Pirate Booty! (ARRR) Since 1920 November 13, 2003

Nomini Hall Dig Done by 101 Honors Antkropologtj Class
On October 23, 2003, Dr. James Jordan led his Honors Introduction to Anthropolog)' class to

Westmoreland County on an archaeologicai excavation at Nomini Hall.

The Arnest family, descendants of the famous Carter family of Virginia, currently lives at Nomini
Hail. The smdents resided at die Longwood farm donated by longwood Alumni Mary Farley Ames
Lee.

During the three day trip, the students visited many historical sites including the Yecomico Church,
the birthplace of George Washington, the childhood home of General Robert E. Lee, and the remains
of a slave cemetery near Nomini Hail.

Here, the students are shown digging at the location chosen for this semester's trip. They are exca-

vating what is believed to be the remnants of one of the cabins of over 500 slaves owned by the Carter

famil}'.

New Men's Basketball Head Coack
Amanda Segni

Staff Writer

Besides the excitement of

moving into Division I status,

Longwood University also

welcomes the arrival of the

new Men's Basketball Head
Coach, IVIike Gillian.

Gillian came to Longwood
this year from George Mason
Universit)', where he spent six

years as an Assistant Head
Coach.

Gillian jumped at the

opportunity to come to

Longwood, not only for the

chance to become a Head
Coach, but also, he said, "For

the opportunity to be a

Division I Head Coach."

This will be a transitional

year for Longwood Basketball,

slowly mo\dng into Division I

status and adjusting to this

level of playing.

"Next year will be the first

full Division I year in terms of

schools we play," Gillian stat-

ed.

Longwood will be plajing

against three Division I teams

tills season, including Radford

University, South Carohna

State, and Liberty University.

"Those [Division I teams]

will be some of our toughest

games," Gillian remarks.

When asked what he sees

for this season, Gillian replies,

"All of the teams will be qual-

ity opponents, so it is hard to

say who will be better than

others."

However, Gillian was quick

to add, "Other than the

Division I games, Hampden-
Sydney will be our toughest

opponent."

Despite this new Division I

status and games with new and

challenging opponents, Gillian

is optimistic about this season

and the seasons to come.

"I plan to teach and coach

them in a way to be success-

ful," Gillian stated.

Gillian is preparing his team

for the new and exciting

change to. Division I and

believes Longwood can be suc-

cessful in this venture.

, "Since we are moving into

Division I, we are going to

continue to recruit players that

can play at that level in order to

be successfiil," Gillian said.

He is enjoying life in

Farmville and loves working at

Longwood, as well as with the

Men's Basketball team.

Gillian said, "I love the

working environment and all

the progress that is being

made."
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Editor

If you are like me, or most sen-

iors in college around die coun-

try, you've been dunking about

what to do after graduation.

Personally, I've been contem-

plating graduate school, but I

have no clue where to apply or if

the schools I like will even admit

me.

There is the choice of going

out of state, but then tuition and

fees double.

When every penny is coming

out of my pocket I have to take

the money issue into considera-

tion, not to mention the cost of

finding a place to live.

I've never really considered

getting a real job after gradua-

tion, I just figured I would go to

grad school, wait tables to pay

my way through classes, and

find a job when I'm getting

ready to graduate with a master's

degree.

It never occurred to me that I

might not get into a school, or I

might not find a school I like in

time for the application dead-

line.

Sure I could move to

Richmond, like everyone else

that graduates, and try to find a

job in the Fan, but I would like

to expand my horizons beyond

central Virginia.

The thought of moving back on a park bench every night,

in with my parents is just way It's really scary knowing that

too scary. the future is so unsure, and that I

I know a lot of people do it, have limited control over what's

but I just can't bring myself to going to be thrown in my direc-

diat. tion.

I love my parents to death, There is no telling what is

and I know they will be there to going to happen, so I guess I

support me no matter what Qust better keep my schedule book

like most parents would) but the

idea of them breathing down
my neck to get a real job, or

reapply to graduate school

would be too much for me to

handle.

So that leaves me with what?

Packing my backpack and mov-

ing to a larger metropolis only

to live in a cardboard box?

As appealing as that sounds,

I'll try to find another route that

would keep me from sleeping

open

years.

for the next couple of

» Liz Richards

EJitor-in-Chief
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Money Well Spent? How is Your Tuition Being Used?
Willard A. Vaughn

Opinion Editor

Since I have been a student at

this school, tuition has gone up

significantly. I can't remember

the exact percentage, but I do

know that I (or rather the nice

student loan people) have paid at

least double what my tuition was

my freshman year.

Having said that, it's interest-

ing to me what litde improve-

ment has been made with my
extra money. Other than campus

beautification projects, I do not

see any significant improvement

on anything that distinguishes a

university from a college.

To me, the difference is in two

things. The first is the type and

diversit}' of classes and programs

offered. The second is the over-

all living conditions of the stu-

dents on campus.

I do, however, acknowledge

that Longwood has made signifi-

cant strides in increasing the

diversity of classes. I believe just

this year alone, a strong criminal

justice program was started, as

well as a not so strong military

science program. I believe that

these two programs are a huge

benefit to the campus and I hope

to see more programs like this in

the future.

The problem is that two pro-

grams were cut from the budget

that not too many schools offer.

Furthermore, for some, these

programs were cut right in the

middle of their college careers.

The result was that the people

that were in these programs had

to either transfer, or go into

something that they may not have

necessarily wanted to go into.

This, of course, does nothing to

boost student morale.

Secondly, this school has virm-

ally no funding for research proj-

ects or clinics that would enhance

a student's practical learning

experience. This is a particular

problem because most programs

now require an internship of

some sort. Therefore, what hap-

pens is that advisors are forced to

stretch the imagination of what is

considered an internship. For

example, when I asked what I

couldn't do for my internship in

Psychology, my advisor replied

"wait tables."

There are, however, many clin-

ics not affiliated with Longwood

diat offer internships. But these

spots are normally reserved for

the elite 4.0 GPA persons.

General love for the major is not

taken into consideration.

I've always .stated that

Longwood did this whole

University thing backwards. I

have finally, through heated dis-

cussions with many people on

campus, changed my stance on

the Brock Commons project. I

still think that the school was a

bit too hasty with its university

designation. Furthermore, I do

believe that they went headfirst

into the campus beautification

projects without really trying to

address the aesthetic needs that

should have been taken care of

first. The residence halls.

I was finally fortunate enough

this year to live in a residence hall

that had the essential heating and

air conditioning, both of which I

can actually adjust to my comfort

level. But some of my fellow stu-

dents are not as formnate.

Additionally, I do think it's

unfortunate that smaU things can-

not get fixed in residence halls.

The blinds on my window have

seen better days. It has now got-

ten to the point where they can

no longer close all the way When
asked if they could be replaced,

the facihties worker replied

"housing won't let me do that."

That's unfortunate.
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Are Oif Campus Students Being Over Ckarged?
Trudy Berry

Guest Writer

I occupied a Longwood-man-

aged Stanley Park apartment

for two semesters; sharing

that apartment with another

graduate student for the first

semester and having it to

myself the second.

I paid a $100 room damage

deposit, and on April 30; I

signed an exit inspection

accepting 'damage' to two

walls for $25 each.

The inspector told me 'he'

won't like your patch job of

the pinholes. I made the mis-

take of not asking why 'he'

liked the two-inch eyesore of

a patch job 'he' left in a wall

for me to live with.

I guess 'he' liked the filthy

carpet that hadn't been sham-

pooed as well. We turned the

bottoms of our feet or socks

black because of the dirt. I

guess 'he' also liked the dirty

kitchen floor, the dirty oven,

the filthy bathtubs; all of

which 'he' must have felt were

acceptable for us to live with.

I verbally denied the dirty

bathtub charge because it was

listed on the move-in inspec-

tion and I informed inspector

that I left it cleaner than when

I moved in. I also mentioned

leaving the kitchen floor

cleaner than when I moved in.

In July, I attempted to log

onto WIN to check my grade

for a summer course, and I

was denied because a Hold

Flag was due to $310 worth of

room damage!

I hit the roof I know how
to take care of property, espe-

cially property that is not

mine, and I did not damage

that apartment.

I appealed the charges on

grounds that my exit inspec-

tion declared $50 worth of

damage, and that any damage

to the coffee table, window or

window screen, the other

walls, and whatever other

damages they came up with

(if they, in fact, existed)

occurred between the time I

exited on April 30th and the

day 'they' looked at the

apartment.

In August I received an e-

mail from, I believe. Student

Accounts, requesting pay-

ment of $210, diat they had

sent me a previous request

and were reminding me of

the Hold Flag. I replied that

I had not received any previ-

ous notification, that I had

appealed the charges and

had not been notified of the

results.

I e-mailed the Housing

Office, where they assured

me they approved my appeal

and that Student Accounts

would remove the charges

and Hold Flag.

I asked Housing if that

meant I'd receive my $50

refund. They replied they'd

let me know as soon as they

heard from Student

Accounts.

In mid-October, as I sat,

literally with $23 to my name

because the second half of

my Student Loan that

Financial Aid said I'd receive

earlier in the month had still

not arrived, I remembered

that Student Accounts owed

me $50.

I asked Housing if they'd

heard from Student

Accounts yet. They contact-

ed Smdent Accounts and let

me know that they said, "All

charges were removed.

Nothing due." Many of my
professors can tell you that I

am dyslexic when it comes

to math... I turn numbers

and formulas upside down
and backwards.

Even so, I can compute

that $100 deposit minus $50

appealed and approved, and

removal of the additional

$210 damage charges equals

a $50 refund.

All was setded in half a day;

I received my $50 refund (and

did, finally, receive my student

loan); however, I must ask: did

'he' charge me for the same

holes in the wall and same

'dirty' mb etc. that 'he' charged

the previous occupant... and

the occupant before that?

Did Housing charge the first

student and each successive

student for the very same dam-

age(s)? I ask myself, how many

of those students graduated,

moved on and away, and were

unwilling or unable, to refute

the charges?

How many of those stu-

dents, whether they graduated

or simply moved to a different

apartment, were simply oblivi-

ous to the charges and paid

them to be able to register for

classes?

And I ask: who is profiting

from these collected charges?

Putting a drop of spackle on a

pinhole does not take $25

worth of material, time, and

labor. ..because they certainly

do not paint the wall after-

wards.

And Jf_ .'they' collected

money for a dirty bathtub from

the previous occupant, why
was it still dirt}' when I moved

in?

Is Longwood profiting from

these collected charges? Or is

Longwood the middleman,

collecting and turning over

these funds to the property

owners?

Tf the latter, does Longwood
receive a percentage of these

paid charges? What about

Longwood-m an aged
Residence Halls? Is this also

the practice on campus?

Whatever the answers to all my
questions may appear to be,

whether this practice is deliber-

ate or an oversight, this entire

process warrants investigation

and audit.

props and drops

Props;

-To finishing papers on time

-To being given extentions on those that can't be finished on

time

- Dope Wars

- The songs stuck in my head

- To the sunny warm weather..may it continue

- To not being the only one in the tennis class that can't play

- Emily Dickenson

Drops:

- To professors who are scrambling to collect grades from their

students and are assigning tons of work

- To Orange Colored Tests and their after effects

- To unscheduled Exams

- To chipmunks and their nuts

- To people that deface library books

Speak Oil t

Wkat can be done to improve campus

morale?

"More advertisements about

[athletic] games going on on

campus."

"Sarah Dasilva, fnshmam

"Have more activities Uke

Midnight Madness."

-Jenny Munden, Freshman

"A football team/

-Kristen Durette, Freshman

'More unit}' among organiza-

tions.

-Cole Hoyd, Sophomore

>^'--x>- <«'ft<.«.s^A.a<
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UMI Students Impress Emploijers Witk False Organizations Two Sopkomor^ Turn Vegetauntan

V-Wm

Students are always iootcing for

ways to spruce up their resumes to

ingress potential employers and

graduate schools. But some

University of Michigan students are

gaining an edge over other appli-

cants by creating fake student

oiganizadons for the sole purpose

of filling out their applications.

According to one LSA sopho-

more, many Business School appli-

cants have been creating University

clubs meant to improve the content

on their resumes. "I think that this

is so unfair for those people who

(apply) fair and square," said the

student, who asked to remain

anonymous.

One such club at the University

was founded by her friend, she said.

"But this club doesn't do anything,

it is just a waste of another club,"

she added. The six members of the

dub registered themselves under

the different club positions, such as

president and vice president, which

they would eventually write on their

Business School apphcations in

order to improve them.

"I asked seniors who are in the

Business School and they said that

this has been going on since God

knows when," she said.

Michigan Student Assembly

administrative assistant Amy
McGovern said students possibly

could register a club under MSA
that holds no club activities and is

instead used to boost the members'

resumes. "A club doesn't have to

have a function according to the

(MSA) guidebook," McGovern

added.

"Groups must contain five

(University) students, and we check

everyone through their University

of Michigan identification. It's the

only way of verification we have.

We don't monitor the groups."

Registering a student oi^aniza-

rion under MSA is not necessary

for a club to exist at the University.

"It's a voluntary process,"

McGovern said. Clubs who do reg-

ister with MSA gain privileges such

as funding and room usage, but

there are also many clubs on cam-

pus that have not registered.

Even though no stipulations

explicidy state that dubs must have

an established purpose, McGovern

said MSA could disband groups

that do not hold any meetings.

She explained if an organiza-

tion's name does not accurately

describe the activities of the club,

MSA can cancel it. Because of this,

an organization registered under

MSA that does not hold any activ-

ities at all could be misleading of

its dub's name and then could be

revoked of its MSA privileges.

Furthermore, MSA Treasurer

Elliot Wells-Reid said if a club is

misusing its MSA funds, the

assembly can not only revoke the

dub's status, but also issue a fine.

"But a lot of this (club validity)

relies on honesty," added

McGovern.

University admissions officers

also have to rely on the honesty of

its applicants when admitting stu-

dents. University spokeswoman

Julie Peterson said no university

could check every reference on all

the applications it receives. "We

have to rely on the honor system,"

she added.

This year, undergraduate admis-

sions at the University have

attempted to prevent students

from falsifying extra-curricular

activities on their applications.

Peterson said die undergraduate

application now asks students to Ust

the clubs they have joined in order

of their importance to them, mak-

ing it more detailed and harder to

falsify. 'Tliis provides a more per-

sonal view for us, and then they

also have to write something about

why it's important to them," she

said.

James Hayes, assodate director

of admissions at the undergraduate

Business School, said the school

checks its applicants' transcripts

and recommendations on a random

basis. But the Business School does

not verify information about club

involvement. "We just don't have

enough time. There's not enough

man power," Hayes said.

But Hayes said extracurricular

information about the student is

still very important to the applica-

tion process.

The Career Center at the

University also does not verify the

resumes of its registered students.

Lynne Sebille-White, assistant

director of recruitment services at

the Career Center, said the large

number of students registered

there makes checking them all

impossible. "However, before stu-

dents can register they have to read

and agree to a falsification agree-

ment, attesting that they under-

stand all the statements they pro-

vide (to the career center) have to

be true," she said.

"If it is found that they have vio-

lated the policy, then there are seri-

ous ramifications," she said.

Students in violation can no longer

use the Career Center's services.

Sebille-White said students

should be aware that employers

thoroughly verify the information

of its employees.

-1978-

This arH(k otigutalijf apptand in the

DectMber 5, 1978 issue &f The

Rotunda.

Vox some college students, a

perfect meal might consist of a

Quarter Blunder, a lai^c Coke,

and french fides (with extra salt

and ketchup). But for others,

the Golden Ardics only sym-

bolize Junk Food Patadisc.

If you question whether or

not the food you eat is healhy

for you, you might be interested

in what sophomores Celeste

Rodriguez and Jeanne Nolte

decided to do about their diet

They are both vegetarians -

Celeste has been for three years

and Jeanne became one this

scmseter.

Their diet consists of fruits,

ve^tabies, cheese, eggs, whole

grain cereals, rice, and some-

times tunafish.

Some "veggies" let chicken

and fish remain in their diet

because they do not have the

&t that pork and beef have, yet

they contain about the same

amount of nutrients.

Jeanne explained that she

torned vegetarian because she

wanted to become more aware

of what she was eating. "I've

lost weight since I started and I

fed better, physically and psy-

cholc^cally.

'*Whcn I used to eat meat, I

would usually leave out the veg-

etables and cat seconds or

thirds of the meat and starchy

foods. I was probably missing

out on a lot of important vita-

mins," -^
She has found that she can

eat more and still lose weight.

She watches against foods with

refined st^ar and instead uses

honey or brown sugar as sweet-

eners.

Celeste commented that not

just,anyone can turn vegetarian.

"Some people enjoy meat too

much to do without it. The

Dining Hall should become

more aware of the people who
are conscious of what they eat,"

Some of her suggestions

induded more of a variety of

vegetables, serving a tossed

salad at least once a day, serving

dark breads at each meal, having

fruit juices available as well as

soft drinks, and fruit for dessert

for those that don't want cake

or pie.

Jeanne expressed it well when

she said, "I have become very

picky about what I eat and I

think it's good because my body

deserves to be treated right."

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,

America's #1 Student Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations 1-800-648-

4849 or www.ststravel.com.

f^ EY OFFICE SUPPLY, INC

1 ^^ 434-392-54S.'3 ^^E
1 ^k FAX 434-392-3655 ^^^
1 mik \ -800-'669-4586

1
10% discount for Longwood Students (except sale items)

|

1 Printer Cartridges for Lexmark, Hewlett-Packard, and Canon i

,

121 North Main St.

Farmville, VA

OFFICE SUPPLIES ~ OFFICE MACHINES ~ OFFICE FURNITURE

RESIDENTIAL &COMMUTERm
I. O N W O D UNIVERSITY

Attention Current Residents:

Residential students not returning for spring semest^r or wanting to make a

mid-year room change must communicate intentions befpre 5:00pm on
Monday, November 17, 2003.

Click www.longwood.edu/liousing to learn more.

(After Nov. 1 7, room changes will not be accepted until Jan. 19, 2004.)

Main campus residents, needing to stay during Thanksgiving Break (10am on
1 1/26 - 2pm on 1 1/30) must register at www.longwood.edu/housing

Deadline: 5:00pm on Monday, Novembefr 24, 2003.
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Catck tke Spirit: Pat Barber, Ckemistry Extraordinaire
Jennifer Wall

LU Public Relafions

For over 25 years Pat Barber,

professor and co-director of

chemistry, has been a true

spirit of education.

"I love to see students

come alive," said Barber. "I

create opportunities and then

stand back and watch as they

make the most of them."

Outside of Longwood,
Barber has been known as a

crystal grower and has

attracted international inter-

est.

His theories, research data,

and computerized calcula-

tions have been shared with

scientists all around the

world.

His research has been used

by several prestigious institu-

tions, including the NASA-
Langley Research Center.

Each academic year Barber

concentrates on teaching,

and each summer he con-

ducts research at larger facili-

ties.

This has enabled his stu-

dents to work on a variety of

projects, all involving the

structure of matter.

These projects have

included preventing radiolog-

ical contamination of paint-

ed ship surfaces, new batter-

ies for electric cars, structural

analyses of metals in sub-

marines, thermodynamic

analyses of fuels in marine

gas tubine engines, the

growth and analysis of com-
pound semiconductors

grown in the normal gravity

of earth and microgravity of

space, and improved solubili-

ty of ibuprofen.

His work has taken him
and his students overseas.

He has studied at the

Liquid Crystal Institute at

Martin Luther University in

Halle in former East

Germany and at the CSIC
Centers for Crystal Growth

in Barcelona and Granada in

Spain.

Barber's eyes light up when

East Germany in the early

90s.

Patrick George Barber was
born in Santa Barbara,

California, and attended

pubic schools throughout the

United States, including ones

in Hawaii, California,

Kansas, Washington, and

Virginia.

He earned his Bachelor of

Science degree in chemistry

from Stanford University in

1964. After graduating from

Stanford, Barber completed

his graduate studies at

Cornell University.

In 1969 he accepted a

post-doctoral position in the

Department of Chemistry at

Duke University.

In 1971 he was hired by

the newly opened Southside

Virginia Community College.

He joined Longwood in

1978. He has served as

director and co-director of

he discusses taking a group of chemistry for more than two

Chemistry Club students to decades.

While at Stanford, physical

education was required for

graduation: one team sport

and one individual sport.

At that time there were

three men to one woman.
Barber decided that the

best individual physical edu-

cation course would be one

where he might meet a nice

young lady. Folk Dancing.

His love for Scottish

Country Dancing began in

this course.

Scottish Country Dancing

developed in America when
the Scots came to settle in

Western Appalachia.

Few dancing masters came
to the wilds of America so

the few who came had to do
what never would be accept-

able in their home country,

shout instructions, a precur-

sor to Square Dancing,

He is a lifetime member of

the Royal Scottish Country

Dance Society in Edinbur^,

Scotland.

Mullisan's Sports Grill

(315-8787)

Friday Nov. 7: Live Band "Siing Shot"

Saturday Nov. 8: Live Band "CYA"

Friday Nov. SI: Live Band "Janitors"

- Longwood Mug Specials

Monday 1 1 :30 a.m.- 2 a.ni.

- Karaoke Night every Sunday
8- close $2 drinks all-toight

LONGWOOD
MtuKiU Mi.ilth and Wtlhussl nUir

Free Taco night every

Thursday 5- 7 p.m.

THEYiREHERE!!!

FLU SHOTS

COST: $15.00

Please bring exact change!

DATES:

Thursday, October 30, 2003 1 1 :30am - 1 :30 pm

Wednesday, November 5, 2003 6:30-8:00pm

Thursday, November 1 3, 2003 1 1 :00am- 1 :00pm

Tuesday, November 18, 2003 7:00pm
(with Wellness Program)

Thursday, November 20, 2003 1 1 :30 - 1 :30 pm

Lancaster 319

Stubbs

Dining Hall

Curry Comnxms

Lancaster 319

Monday, December 1, 2003 6:15pm-7:30pm,andHalftinje Lancer
(Will bepart ofthe HampdenSydney vs. Longwood Basketball Game)

Ifyou have any questions, please call x2102
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V
14
LP Movie

?\rotaof^ Caribbean

7:30 p.m.

ABC Rooms

Cafe Nights

Bon Coribe!

Lancer Cafe

9:30 p.m.

SGA Meeting
Lankford ABC Rooms

3:45 p.m.

Women's Basketball

vs. Lenoir-Rhyne

7 p.m.

Interviewing

Workshops
Career Center

7-8 p.m.

<
Women's Basketball

@West Chester, Pa.

1p.m.

Men's Basketball

@Winston-Salem, N.C.

7:30 p.m.

Comedian

Cocoa Brown
Lankford Ballroom

8 p.m.

v5^j^
19

Volunteer

Reflection Sessions

Career Center

7' 8 p.m.

Martial Arts Club

Tabb Wrestling Room
7:30' 9:30 p.m.

S«1̂6

Women's Basketball

@West Chester, Pa.

3 p.m.

Syre Meeting

charlotte Room
6 p.m.

^ WMLU Meeting

Hiner 207

9 p.m.

Are you looking for an apartment

for the spring semester?

For just $250/month you can sublet a single room with pri-

vate bath. Comes with bed, desk, chair, and dresser. Free

ethernet hookup through Longwood. All utilities except

phone and cable included In rent.

Call 392-2252 for more information.

Want to Be a Peer

Health Educator?

Charlotte Room
6' 7:30 p.m.

Young Democrats
Stevens 103

6 p.m.

Outdoor Club

Lancer 208

7 p.m.

\<
Baptist Student Union

Behind Stubbs

5:15 p.m.

Vagina Monologues

Auditions

BRoom
7 p.m.

Basic Gospel Choir

Wygall06

7p.m.

Women's Basketball

vs. Pittsburgh-Johnstown

7 p.m.

Unity Alliance

Grainger G16

8 p.m.

InterVarslty Christian

Fellowship

Hull Auditorium

8:30 p.m.

MliMik
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Letters From London
Paula Nusbaum

Skywriter

I've had both a good and bad

week.

The bad part of my week

had to do with my school-

work. I had three papers due

in two days and had to rush to

get everything done on time.

I'm not used to working on

papers in public computer

rooms, so it was really hard for

me to concentrate.

The good part is that half

of my coursework is complet-

ed, and I have a while until the

next paper is due.

Because of my
papers I didn't get the

chance to do much

earlier in the week.

Last Thursday after

turning in my papers,

I decided to go to a

musical. So I went

down to Leicester

Square and got half

priced tickets for a

matinee of Thoroughly

Modern Millie, which

just premiered here

three weeks ago. It

was a fun play and

relieved a lot of the

stress I had earlier in

the week.

On Friday, I went to Covent

Garden and the London

Transport Museum. Covent

Garden was strange, but cool.

They had all these street

performers on the pedestrian-

ized streets. Some of the acts

included a man making bird

sounds and a man painted and

dressed in gold on a bicycle

who would stay in a frozen

position until someone paid

him and then pop into a new
position.

The Transport Museum was

okay. It basically had a lot of

transportation vehicles on dis-

play, such as old buses, parts

of the tube, and taxis.

It was more geared for chil-

dren, so I didn't get much out

of it. I've started reading the

local paper, , The Evening

Standard^ and magazines dur-

ing the week.

In almpst every single paper

and magazine I buy there is

some mention of soccer star

David Beckam and his wife,

former Spice Giri, Victoria.

The British are completely

obsessed with this couple,

unlike anything I have ever

seen in the US. I don't think

even Michael Jordan got this

much during the height of his

fame.

There is a lot of tension on

my hall now. I'm not sure if

it's the fact that there are 12

girls in constant proximity of

each other or the differences

in culture that is causing all

this tension, but it's starting to

escalate.

It's difficult for me because

I was an RA for over two years

at home and am used to taking

charge of a situation and

resolving conflict, but doing

that here would immerse me
into the conflict, which is

something I'm trying to avoid.

A major source of the

problems is the Spanish

group. l!^he majority of the

arguments are over the cleanli-

*^ ness of the kitchen, noise, and

smoking, not too dissimilar

from conflicts in US residence

halls.

On Sunday, I went off on

my own to do more sightsee-

ing. First I went to Sigmund

Freud's last house.

After being exiled from

Austria, Freud setded in

London. He lived there a year

before dying of an ailment.

The house was set up as it

would have been if Freud still

lived there.

They had his famous couch

on display in his study. I was

most interested in the fact that

a lot of Freud's possessions

were not linked to psychiatry.

I know that sounds rather

obvious, but sometimes when

you think of someone famous

you only picture him in a one-

dimensional context, so that

with Freud I only thought of

him as a pioneer in psychiatry.

Freud seemed to have a

wide interest in historical fig-

urines and objects. It was odd

seeing images of Freud in the

last stages of his life, because

he appeared so weak and frail

from his illness in the film.

When I studied

psychiatry in high

school, I had always

seen pictures of

Freud as very confi-

dent and healthy, at

the height of his

fame, so it took me
aback to see images

of him in any other

way.

I also went to John

Keats' house. Keats

was a Romantic poet,

who was very suc-

cessful but died very

young at the age of

25. He lived in the

Hamstead house for a year

with a friend of his, and he

met his future wife in that

neighborhood.

I wanted to see the house

mainly because the garden was

where Keats wrote his most

famous poem, "Ode to a

Nightingale." In the house,

there was a display of masks

made of Keats' face when he

was 21 and then again on his

deathbed four years later.

It was kind of depressing to

think about since I am only 21.

I didn't really feel like hanging

around the house much after

that.

This week I am going to try

and get ahead in my work so I

don't get too stressed out at

the end of the semester.

I'm going to the Dali

Exhibition, a tribute to the

surrealist painter Salvador

Dali, on Friday with a friend

from class, but more on that

later.

"Labels are for Things, not People"

Mental Health Awareness Week.

April 12-16, 2004

Interested in sharing your experience with a

mental illness?

Be a member of a panel of students

that serve to inform and educate our

peers on mental health issues.

For more information, contact

Jenn Colvin

jlcolvin@longwood.edu

Family Fun Extravaganza

Hosted by Alpha Kappa Alpha

Saturday, November 22, 2003 from 1 1 :30 a.m.

until 2:30 p.m. The purpose is to support troops

by making cards and/or writing letters and,

most importantly, have fun in the process.

NO^ftfel 7-21, 2003

r-N
\

V-'

ALL WEE11L0N6 P1(|K (|P^WF^>RMAT10N ON HOWTO
QUIT^lUM^i^pkMjfflUT^ IN THE DINING HALL

./ ^ DURING nniCH AND DINNER

TUE^X NOVEMfiER id, 2003
1" ANNUAL^I^JlTURKEV5K RUN/WALK

4:00-5:30 PH ATTHE LONGWOOD GOLF COURSE

Wednesday November 19. 2003
3* annual fitness fair

come find out how fit vou are!

llK)0AMN2.i)0PM ABC ROOMS OF STUDENT UNION

THURSDAY NOVEMBER

GREAT AMERICAN
GET INFORMATION AND QUI

HALLLI

sroNsoiED ivTw snncifr malhi
BOEHciKPArniEiir,

pot MOtE WraUUTKM

liiAHIilliilli
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by Sam Wise-Ridges

Liljra(Sep.25-Oct22)

Mcx) witk pleasure.

Scorpio (Oct 23. -Nov. 21)

Do a hooi\^ dance on tke table. Be sure to take pictures!

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec 21)

It is not impossible, it is inevitable tkat you will catck tke

clap.

Capricorn (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Wkat goes up must come down, like ijour ass at tke age ol

lortij.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-^Feb. 18)

foD^ue to Cheek by Ellie Woodruff

Things I've learned in college #42
Don't leave food to rot. . . the molds aren't

amusing enough to be worth it.

Estudit nollar espanoi es morir.

Pisces (Fekl9-Mar. 20)

Evenj timeAmy s clotkes come oii an angel gets its wings.

Aries (Mar. 21-Aprill9)

Ske didn't get kigk!

Taurus (April 20-Mai) 20)

Ckeck out your career possibilities witk a Longwood degree; download Dope Wars, (www.dopewars.com)

Gemini (Mai) 21-June 20)

Text messaging tkreats to your dealer is not going to get you a free lix.

Cancer (June 21-Jul^ 22)

Waving wkeat is really neat and Ellie s leet are good to eat. Damn it Deatk!

Leo(Julij23-Aua.22)

Tke Wingo ate your baby

.

Virflo(Aug.23-Sep22)

FCUK wants you to model.
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Movie Review: Terminator 3: Rise oi the Machines
Zach \rilhide

Cartoonist

"I hate machines" Kate

Brewster presciently remarks at

the beginning of Terminator 3,

the third installment of the

Terminator trilogy.

After this prophetic remark,

the movie takes the viewer

through a torpid array of visual

effects mastery once again pit-

ting man against the machines

he created.

John Connor, played by Nick

Stahl, is now 10 years older, a

vagabond roving between a

plethora of menial jobs.

He is beset daily by horrifying

glimpses of the future world he

thought he had already prevent-

ed. Unbeknownst to Connor, a

new futuristic foe-The TX
Terminator model-portrayed by

the sensuous Kristanna Loken,

arrives via time machine into

present-day California.

Her mission is to destroy

those who would provide the

resistance in the future.

Enter Kate Brewster played

by Claire Danes of the Mod
Squad fame.

The TX soon targets her and

Arnold Swartzermeggar returns

to not only protect John

Connor, but Brewster as well.

The trio of Brewster, Connor

and the TlOO all must race

against time to prevent the

upUnking of the SKYENT
defense program with the mili-

tary defenses of the United

States.

Of course, following the

precedent set in T2 the

California Governor-Elect is

once again an obsolete model in

comparison with his foe, the

TX.

For those not fully aware of

the premise behind the

Terminator trilogy here is a

quick synopsis.

In the not so distant future

machines have taken over a

world permanendy frosted in

the fallout of nuclear war, a

nuclear winter.

The sky is scorched and only

a few humans survived the holo-

caust.

The machines achieved con-

trol via a defense pirogram

known as SKYNET, which

enabled a computer to control

the defense matrix of the

United States.

SKYNETs creators heralded

the machine's level of artificial

intelligence as almost sentient.

Unfortunately, the creators

were right.

These humans emerge from

their shelters into a post-apoca-

lyptic hell where sentient war

machines are masters.

In the 1980's a Terminator

model, the Arnold played TlOO,

is sent back to assassinate Sarah

Conner, mother of future recal-

citrant leader John Conner.

Following the TlOO comes a

man known simply as Reese.

His mission is to protect John

Connor's mother.

Together Reese and Sarah

Connor defeat the Terminator.

In T2, Arnold returns as

TlOO, but now must protect a

pre-teen John Conner from a

machine assassin from the

ftiture the T-IOOO.

As one can imagine, the T-

1000 was defeated allowing for

Connor to live and in the

process of defeating the T-1000

the creator of SKYNET was

killed seemingly ending the

SKYNET threat.

As T3 explains, however,

SKYNET was not destroyed.

Judgment Day was not totally

prevented, just postponed.

Thus, in T3 amidst runaway

police vehicles, cranes, and sen-

tient war machines, Connor,

Brewster, and the TlOO strive to

once again prevent the nuclear

holocaust

One must see the film's con-

clusion him or herself to fully

appreciate the cinematic splen-

dor.

To call the conclusion horri-

fying would be hyperbolic, but it

is definitely thought provoking.

Ultimately, the movie is rife with

the cliched one-liners and pre-

dictable explosions often associ-

ated with Arnold Swartzeneggar

movies, but those are the aspects

that, if nothing else, at least

make the movie exceedingly

entertaining.

Sophomores...

And the Winner is-

THE UNCER STATUE!

Thank you for your participation,

Sophomore Class Officers

You'll make It through college because you've got dedication

and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also

have a v^ay to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl BillTuition

Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members

serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll

still have time for your friends and family. Join the team that

will help you get your college degree. In VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard.YOU CAN!

I-SOO-GO-GUARD • www.l-SOO-GO-GUARD.com

LONGWOOD
UNIVERSITY

Blood Drive

Sponsored by the

November 1 8, 2003
%lf 0>I|1b ** mm,m<J^^ P»in«

Lankford Ballroom #4

Qm pint of whole blood can help save as many as ^ree lives;

Please give blood and help save a life

Register with Clara ilohnson at 395.20S7 or go to www.vadonor.com
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Drock Commons Opening Postponed;

Carlx>n Leaf Plays LancerGym Instead.

Pat Sullivan

Staff Writer

There are certain things that

every Longu'ood student

should experience in. their

time while attending

Virginia's newest University.

Examples of such experi-

ences are going to

Oktoberfest and Spring

Weekend, attending "the

field party," a Chi walk,

and of course seeing a

free concert featuring

Virginia's own Carbon

Leaf

This experience is,

according to freshman

Stephen Da\ds after his

first ever Carbon Leaf

concert, "impressive."

Originally this show
was scheduled to take

place on Brock

Commons after the rib-

bon cutting ceremony.

Even though the opening

of Brock Commons has was

pushed back Lancer

Productions, Longwood's stu-

dent-run activities board,

decided to let Carbon Leaf

play anyway and moved the

concert into Lancer Gym.
Before the American Music

Awards dubbed "Greatest

Unsigned Act in America"

took the stage, the opening-

band Junction entertained

the crowd of around two

hundred Longwood students.

Reminiscent of Charleys

many years ago when the

bands played together, the

electric mandolin powered

sound of Junction had stu-

dents grooving in Lancer

Gym.
Then it was Carbon Leafs

turn to take the stage and

they quickly had the crowd

singing along to "Torn to

Tattered" and clapping along

to the lighting fast tempo of

"Mary Mac."

Lead singer, Barry Privett,

even stopped to read a letter

from an audience member
given to him before the show

asking the band to dedicate

"Mellow Tones" to a friend of

his.

Carbon Leafs mix of

Celtic, rock and pop music

entertained well into the

night.

After the Richmond based

band finished their set, they

honored the fans

request for "one more

song" and left the

crowd with "Any

Given Day" and a

cover of John Denver's

"Country Roads"

which even inspired

some students to start

a hoe-down.

All in all, as

Longwood student

Matt Taylor said "They

Rock as always. Great

mix of familiar songs

and covers."

After the show the

students crowded

around Carbon Leafs mer-

chandise booth for the bands

stickers, t-shirts and, of

course, CDs which Privett

encouraged fans to burn and

give to friends.

All the members of the

band signed autographs and

took pictures with their fans.

Even after the show many
students still couldn't wait

until Carbon Leafs next visit.

A Checking Program That Students Can Grow With

Got Checking? Citi^^g^
rust

©

r

COMPANY
As a member of the "Getting Your Career

Started Checking Program" you will

receive a non interest bearing checking

account requiring only a minimum of $100

to open. With additional benefits of unlim-

ited checks, a Free ATM card, $500 to

$1000 loan upon graduation, and no service

charge with a minimum of $25 average bal-

ance.
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Help Longwood

Earn it's Halo

with Angel Tree 2003

Peer Helpers are sponsoring this event and you

can visit us at the adoption table in the Dining

Hall during lunch and dinner from November 3-

25. All gifts are due no later than the 25th to the

Peer Helper office or the adoption table. Adopt

your Angel today!

ri2s.

4.M.,V)2."(,.V^

17 Wt-sl Ihiid Street.

434.3')2.3()7K

Mcnihii

FDIC

ROOMMATE WANTED!

Longwood Village Apartments

ONLY $365/month!

Available: Immediately! Perfect timing to begin the

Spring 2004 semester

Includes:

Water

Electricity

*Heat/Air Conditioning

High-speed internet connection

Use of state-of-the-art clubhouse,

swimming pool, and hot tub

CONVENIENT LOCATION!

DISCOUNTED RENT!!!!

Interested? Contact Loren x2816 or after 9

p.m. at 390-2988. Contact via email at

alorenhatcher@yahoo.com
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LU-HSC BasketlDall Game Tickets On Sale

Sport InfirmatioH

Longwood University Director of

Athletics Rick Mazzuto has

announced plans for the general

public sale of tickets to the

Longwood versus Hampden-

Sydncy basketball game sched-

uled for December 1 at 7 p.m. in

Lancer Hall.

General public ticket sales to

this highly-anticipated game will

begin Monday, November 17, at

the Athletics Office Complex #2

(middle mobile unit behind the

Longwood Library), at 10 a.m.

Ticket prices are as follows:

Adult (general public) $8;

Longwood Faculty/Staff $3;

Children (ages 4-12) $2.

Children ages 3 and under will

be admitted free. Ticket sales will

continue daily Monday through

Friday from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m.

through November 25, 10 a.m.

until 12 p.m. November 26, and

then again December 1 as tickets

remain available.

"This is clearly an event that

has generated great interest in the

Farmville community," said

Mazzuto.

"Persons interested in attend-

ing the game should try to pur-

chase tickets as soon as possi-

ble."

Longwood University season

passes will also be available for

the following prices: Adult Pass

(general public) $40; Family Pass

(2 adults, 3 children) $80;

Longwood Faculty/Staff Pass

$25; Longwood Faculty/Staff

Family Pass $60; and Children

Pass (ages 4-12) $12.

For more information, please

contact Bonnie Robertson at

434.395.2655. Remember,

Longwood University will be

closed for the Thanksgiving

Holiday break from November

26 at 12 p.m. through November

28.

f »-~<,?'C 'j.-'M^i^.'S ,

LUVS.HSCBASKEIBAI1
vjAMt liv^jvcl rKiCEo

On Sale Novemi>er 13, 2005

Adult (general public) $8

Longwood Faculty/Stafl $3

Children (442) $2

Ckildren (3 and under) Free
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Men s Soccer Season Wrap Up
sports Information

In its final game of the season,

the Longwood University men's

soccer team batded Division I

Mercer to a 1-1 tie Saturday

evening.

The Lancers finished the sea-

son with a record of 6-10-1.

Thou^ neither team found the

back of the net in die first half,

Longwood narrowly missed a

goal towards the end of the

frame.

Freshman forward James

Agorsor (Gambrills, Md./ South

River) headed a ball past Bear

keeper Jonathan Riley but Jason

Erickson was there to head the

ball out of the goal. The Lancers

got on the board first in the 73rd

minute when freshman forward

Henrik Agerskov (Denmark/

Rungstead Gymnasium) ran on

to a ball misplayed by the

Mercer defense and fired a shot

out of the reach of Riley.

Michael Smith evened the

score eight minutes later, notch-

ing his first goal of the season.

Alan Colgan started the scoring

attack, finding an open Del

Olaoye in the middle of the

field. The Lancers were led this

season by junior midfielder

Stuart Bcrtwrh (Norfolk,

Va./Maury)t who tallied six goals

(2 game-winners) in 40 shots for

a .150 shot percentage and 12

points. Bertsch has also connect-

ed on three of four penalty

kicks.

Sophomore defender Tony

Soules (Springfield, Va./Wesf

Springfiel(^ is credited witl|

three goals, while Agerskov^

Agorsor, senior forward M;

Connelly (Warrenton Va.

Fauquier), sophomore midfieldi|

er Dmitri Isakovski (Norfolk|v

Va./Maury) each have two go:

for Longwood.

After five saves at Merce^;

freshman keeper Justin Broci .

(Palo Alto, Calif/Palo Altc^;

(2.88 gaa) has racked up 46 save$;

in 995 minutes for a .613 saveS''.

percentage. Sophomore Bryaii;

Sanford (Springfield, Va./We^f

Springfield) (2.16 gaa) has TJ^i

saves in 584 minutes for a save$^

percentage of .632. i

iWJUJUmULatM

53.26 cu. ft.

of cargo space

Available \^rth 4-yiheel

anti>lock brake s^tem
Up to 130 lbs. /ft. torque,

180 horsepoywer

3(3 fVPG City

35 MPO Highfway*

^%SjHH^Hi:a^ab._ fe;

TOYOTA 6ETTHEFEEUNG
®TOYOTA

You're lord and master of quite possibly the most versatile automobile on the planet. Matrix is an anirely

new breed of vehicle-cutting edge string, standard air conditioning, and up to 1 BO horsepower with

avalabie B-speed. Matrix is designed to be whatever you want, including affordable.

Visit wmfiiif.buyatoyiitai.coni for dstaihEH.

®TOYOTA
*Bssed on EPA estsnatss for i2CX)3 B-speed manual.
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Veteran s Daij Speaker.

General Sam Wilson
Zach Wilhide

Staff Writer

On Veteran's Day, retired General

Sam Wilson spoke to a group of

Longwood students in Wygal

auditorium as part of the Office

of Multicultural Affairs's week-

long program of InternationaJ

Awareness.

General Wilson schooled those

in the Wygal auditorium on

Veteran's Day 2003 in "American

Foreign Policy in the Age of

Terrorism." General Wilson is

currendy president of Hampden-

Sydney College and a member of

longwood University's Board of

Visitors.

Ixannie Calhoun, director of

Multicultural Affairs, stated the

purpose of the program was

"promoting a greater understand-

ing of global affairs."

Wilson began his lecture with a

number of anecdotes intended

both to amuse and to inform the

audience of his significant qualifi-

cations.

Wilson has been involved in

Intelligence since the 1940s as a

member of the Office of

Strategic Services (OSS)-the

World War II precursor to the

Central Intelligence Agency.

He was also a member of the

battalion operating in the China,

India, and Burma theatre during

WWII known as Merrill's

Marauders.

In regards to terrorism.

General Wilson cited three vital

reasons concerning the involve-

ment of the United States in the

War on Terror.

First, the United States has

become a direct and primary tar-

get of terrorist groups.

Second, modern terrorists pos-

sess extensive technology allow-

ing them access to avenues of ter-

ror pre\nously forbidden.

Third, and finally, in part due

to terrorist technology, terrorism

has become a trans-national

threat.

Wilson continued by announc-

ing what he felt were contempo-

rary areas of tension.

These threats ranged from the

obvious -Iraq- to the not so obvi-

ous - Japan's turbulent economy.

Intertwined with these threats,

Wilson included those of drugs

in Latin America, AIDS in Africa,

Russian political and economic

chaos, FLurope's emerging intro-

verted behavior, overpopulation

leading to world hunger, and the

increasing prevalence of nuclear

proliferation.

See VETERAN p. 4

Wken Turkeig Was Still Good
This article was original}/ pub-

lished on November 20, 1979.

PEJ

Staff Writer

With the approaching of

Thanksgiving, a person begins

to think of home, roasted turkey

with all the trimmings, and a

break from studies.

For some of us, however.

Thanksgiving also means it is

time to finish up projects, the

term papers, or anything else the

teachers decide on at the "last

minute."

Also there are exams to start

worrying over. ,

liow many of us, though,

reallv buckle down fo study

when we kiv i\v we are ;it home,

free from our cla«;s- to class,

homework, and paper- tilled

schedules?

Probabh' not manv.

\X~h;itever hitppened to the

old fashioned Thanksgivings we

had when we were kids?

You remember - grandmoth-

er's house, a big turkey cranbcr-

r\' sauce, your favorite pie, and

all your aunts, uncles, and

cousins?

Sure you do!

Ever}'one was happy to see

vou, to find out how vou were

doing in school, and to tell a

tales of what Thanksgiving was

like when they were "your age."

Life was easier then, wasn't it?

Today, it seems, the only time

the family really gets together

for the turkey and the talk
,
is

betw'een the football bowl

games or at halftime!

Vv'c all sav we are thankful for

our health, for our friends, and

for our family.

Bur do we reallv mean what

wc say or do wc iu">r i-.w ir once

or twice a year (I'hunksgiving

and Christmas) to please others?

In this rapid paced world we

live in today, it is hard to know

exacdy what we mean.

The simple joj^ of life are lost

- joys like those of Thanksgiving

because Mom doesn't want a

house full of people or she just

doesn't w^ant to do all of the

cooking herself

Thanksgiving - or any holiday

that brings the family together

for that matter - should not be

this wa\;

While it is true that college

life does somewhat alter past tra-

ditions of a homework free

break, try not to let that be the

only tiling you do while you are

at home.

Take the ume to enjoy your-

self and your familv. And instead

of having Thanksgiving once a

year, why not gi\e thanks every

dav?

Longwood Celebrates

International Diversitij

Bobbi Thibo

Staff Writer

Last week students at Longwood

University got a closer look at the

"bigger picture." Monday,

November 10, kicked off

"International Awareness Week."

The goal of those sponsoring

this annual event was to "pro-

mote a greater understanding of

global affairs."

Through a scries, of programs

scheduled during the week, stu-

dents were given an opportunity

to gain a better undei^tanding of

other cultures.

These events included a video

and discussion based on Islam

and American relations.

The video allowed for a look at

the west from the Muslim's point

of view and illustrated the "per-

ception of America from differ-

ent eyes," as Lonnie Calhoun,

director of the Office of

Multicultural Affairs, said.

Other parts of the world were

explored as well.

The Hispanic dance festival

gave an entertaining, yet insight-

ful, look into the Latin world,

while the culture of the Caribbean

was represented throng music.

So why is it so important to

give students here at Longwood

the opportunity to explore other

lifestj-ies?

In a small town like FarmviUe,

Longwood students are at some-

what of a disadvantage when it

comes to diversity, and as Calhoun

points out, this week was an

attempt to remedy that.

"Once students leave the insti-

tution, they need to be part of the

real world. All concentrations,

business, education, are global

issues, not just concerns in our

country," Calhoun said, emphasiz-

ing the importance of

International Awareness Week

and all that it stands for.
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Editor
I was

watching

Jeopardy
with one of

my room-

mates last

Saturday

night.

Yes, you heard me right. I

chose not to go out on a

Saturday, but instead I watched

Jeopardy with my roommate.

It was college night for the

show, during which the produc-

ers brought in three college stu-

dents (Heather^ Grant, and

Amanda) from institutions I've

never heard of, and asked them

questions from categories like

"IV" league, and Latin phrases.

The contestants seemed to be

doing O.K. for the easy ques-

tions in the $200 categories, but

once they got up to the more

pricey questions the college elite

began to answer questions

incorrecdy, sometimes not at all.

If you've ever seen Jeopardy,

you'll know that if an incorrect

answer is given, or none is given

at all, the host Alex Trebek will

read the correct response from

his secret stash of answer cards.

Call me crazy, but there are a

few times when Alex sits a litde

too tall on his high horse, and

(in a somewhat condescending

tone) reveals the answer that the

contestants missed.

His tone just screams, "You're

an idiot, I can't believe you did-

n't get that answer. You should

just quit college because it's

obviously not doing you any

good."

What is obvious is that with-

out those cards, Alex wouldn't

know half the answers on the

show.

What I would really like to see

is a contestant who doesn't

know an answer, buzz in, and

their response to Alex and the

judges would be,

"What is...your mom?!"

How do you think Alex

would react to that? Maybe the

contestant would get kicked off

the show, or maybe lose all of

their money, but it would be

worth it for that one moment of

glory.

Really, if you think about it,

there are people in our lives just

like Alex. The ones who pretend

to know it all but really don't.

"We all know the kind, some of don't, they are just reading off

us have class with them, diere their own answer cards (pun

might even be a few in our own intended),

families.

Just remember when encoun-

tering people of this nature that

you may only have a few of the

answers, but at least you're being

truthful.

These others who pretend to

know everything, but really

<5u^1^LA^^^^

Liz Richards

Editor-in-Chirf
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Letter to tke Editor
Dear Editor:

Many people always write to

you to show their displeasure

with Longwood. I am writing to

you to possibly show the student

body one of the greatest attrib-

utes about this place we call

"home" from August to May
Student Health, by far, is one

of the best organizations here

on campus. Hopefully you will

have room for my letter. It is to

thank them, and alsp to tell you

why they are so wonderful,

I am a 20-year-old female liv-

ing in a residence hall. I went to

class, I made good grades, and

had a wonderful boyfriend.

Things were quite normal for

me until about 7 weeks ago. Let's

call my boyfriend "Tony" Tony

had cheated on me many times

during our relationship, and he

did not feel that I needed to be

privy to that information, until

much later.

One night we were doing

what most college couples do,

and I noticed that I had medium

sized bumps on my outer labia

that were not there the day

before. I immediately suspected

Human Papilloma Virus, or

"genital warts."

Of course, I had no idea

where I got them from, and

asked Tony. Three or four days

later 1 found out he cheated.

That's definitely a different

story.

I called Student Healdi. That

was the only thing I knew to do.

I told them that I thought that I

had genital warts, and that I defi-

nitely had been exposed. I had an

almost immediate appointment.

Now, I had been to Student

Health before, so I knew the

ropes about filling out paperwork

and other things of that nature.

This time felt different. I felt

like I had done something wrong.

Soon after I sat down, the

woman who I would soon com-

pare to my best friend, Beth

Poore-Bowman, called my name.

She lead me back to the exam

room, and I told her what had

happened.

HPV. I had it.

My world was crashing down
so fast there was no way that I

could pick up the pieces quick

enough. 1 cried, and Beth told me
that I'd be okay. I really wanted to

believe her, but I seriously had

my doubts.

I got a prescription for Aldara,

and went on my merry littie way.

Beth said if I ever needed her, to

call or come over.

It was comforting to know
that I could go talk to someone

who wouldn't judge. About three

or four weeks passed, and I

thought I was doing better. The

outbreak was almost gone, and I

was feeling quite.educated about

HPV
One day, I felt a sharp pain in

my vaginal area. I have my cli-

toral hood pierced, so I thought

the ring had scraped my skin.

That's why that sore was there

right?

I put some ointment on it, and

thought that it was over. A few

days later, I got another sore, and

another one. Okay, this isn't

right, I thought. On Tuesday, I

was back in Student Health.

My gynecologist said that the

Herpes culture came back nega-

tive, but I wasn't convinced.

"You've got Herpes," Beth said.

She was right. I couldn't

believe that I had Herpes AND
HPV.

This was too much. I lost my
boyfriend, and gained two

Sexually Transmitted Infections,

both of which have no cure.

I cried again, and Beth told me
that I would get over this.

She's right, which brings me to

the point of this letter. I DID lose

a person who I was very much

See EDITOR p. 15
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you , you're not paying attention!"

your chxMice^txy-da^ iomethln^ about i<x>Ut^ So-

ipeah Uf) (Mui/ cu:t up. BecauiC', Of you're' not moui>, you re' not paying' aXte^ntLon. Email
Actl\>Cit Uiea^to roUuuioi&longwood/.edu

Tke Bitck Is Back,And Ske's Not Bitckin'

LoD^woods favorite cynic takes a stepback to celebrate the holidays the nice way.

have your babies? Please? Amy on this crazy small campus.

12. For Dr. Lund and his crazy If only the people in high school

stories, even if he locks us in a could see me now.

box. If Dr. Challender says no, 29. For the days when the to-go

can I havejo»r babies? line in the Dining Hall has

13. For the way Dr. Taylor mac'n'cheese and sandwiches

never lets me make up stuff in without that really creepy cheese,

class. Well, maybe I'm not 30. For the fact that friends can

Amy Whipple

Asst. Editor

I complain a good deal about

Longwood, I know. The very

first thing I did this year was

complain. It's not that I really

hate Longwood as a whole, I just

hate a lot of the things that go

on here. The real problem is,

though, my total lack of respect

for authority in any arena, not

just this one. It'll get me far, I

know. So here's the deal. I'm feel-

ing trite; I'm feeling like I'm in

elementary school. To celebrate

Thanksgiving and all it has to

offer, here is a list of fifty things

I appreciate about Longwood. I

could, you know, just draw a pic-

ture of my hand and turn it into

a mrkey and have it placed on the

comics page, but I won't. It's

tempting. But, honestiy. Let's go:

1. First and foremost, my won-

derful girlfriend. I love you,

Libby. QThe rest of you, com-

mence puking.)

2. For the best roommate in the

world.

3. For the best hall in the world.

Nothing rocks like ARC base-

ment and its fabulous RA.

4. For the fact that Longwood no

longer has a Dining Hall

Etiquette Board. I'd hate to see

what I got busted for there.

5. For President Cormier and the

way she really loves the students

of Longwood.

6. For the shrine to President

Cormier on my desk in The

Rotunda office. It's not that

creepy.

7. For the one and only Rotunda

and its wonderful staff

8. For sitting in a circle in class, if

only to stare at one another.

9. For the great discussions that

also occur in the aforementioned

circle.

10. For Doc Brock. For

just...everything. I mean it.

11. For Dr. Challender. Can I

thankful for that, but I sure am
thankful for Dr. Taylor and how

he is a clone of Grimey Grimes.

14. For Pam" Tracy taking over

the Women's Studies depart-

ment.

15. For babies!

form.

19. For deadline nights full of

music, craziness, and dinners

out.

listen to "Endless Love" in the

dark.

31. For how someone out there

remembers me 'and has a folk

singer come out for Spring

Weekend.

32. For how **Your Mom" jokes

16. For Joeybear because Steph just never, ever get old.

claims that he needs a number 33. For people who actually read

all his own. The Rotunda and not just to find

17. For finally meeting the real out what's wrong with it.

Dr. Lund. I can see why you 34. For all the great people, espe-

picked her. cially Ed, who work at Java City.

18. For reading Great You keep me awake during my
Expectations in the original serial classes.

35. For people who put up with

my grammar nazi side, and

remember not to use impact as a

verb, and that there's no such

20. For Marlboro Lights in a word as towards. No s, people,

box and the finally cheaper 36. For the neat traditions that

prices at the Quick Mart now Longwood has; it's got to be the

that Par-Bils is gone. best thing about having a school

21. For dancing in various that was once all female.

37. For Dr. Walls for keeping my
head above water.

38. For the fact that Chi used to be

22. For UA getting over thirty really scary, even though it's not

people every week. Where did anymore. Let's bring that back, eh?

that come from? I hope it stays 39. For having one of the biggest

tills way. Wal*Marts ever, and for all the

23. For bonding experiences at time we spend there.

Babes in Richmond. 40. For the Dos Passos prize, and

24. For WILL and all the all the sucking up that can happen

Women's Studies love. there.

25. For WMLU: all tiie DJs, all 41. For having two Bs on Spanish

the board members. Dark Lord, tests to combat the two most

and, of course. The Caffeine recent Fs.

Diary (Fridays from 1-3 in case 42. For people who took Spanish

you've forgotten). in high school and can teach me
26. For all my upstanding all the dirty words. Cause that's

friends and even the not so really what it's all about, isn't it?

upstanding ones. 43. For those who understand my
27. For all the people who have inability to leave my clothes on. It

grown into the love of Dar (and just gets hot.

her having a baby come April!)

28. For die three degrees of See THANKS p. 6

restaurants, no matter how
many evil stares we get for

being rowdy college students.

PAGE 3

props and drops

+ To all the COMM professors being at conference, and

cancelling all of their classes.

+ To Thankgiving Dinner served at the Dining Hall, it

doesn't get any better than Baked Alaska.

+ To an excellent time at the Dos Passos ceremony. Well

done!

+ To family, because they stick with us through everything.

+ To Shawshank Redemption.

Drops:

- To Wednesday's rain storm that was stronger than Isabel's

storm.

- To graduation slowly becoming a figment of the imagina-

tion.

Sp^kOui
Wkat s tke best part ol Tkanksgiving?

"Family coming to visit"

-Sara Barialull, Freshman

"Going to the beach with a

friend"

-Leslie Smith, Jwwor

'Having homecooked meals.'

-Lindsay Tutwiler, Smor

'The parade that comes on

TV."

-Tim Damazyn, Senior

;-;»:-K«^swR<^W»Ki^i?i«*SWifriSS«!^
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Longwood Awards

Rickard Powers
American Novelist Receives

AnnualDos PassosAward.
Amy Whipple

Assistant Editor

Tuesday night marked the twenty-

third time Longwood presented

the Dos Passos Award. Author

Richard Powers received the prize,

which consisted of $2,000 and a

medalion (though it was not ready

for last night's ceremony).

Held in the Wygal auditorium,

Powers gave a reading from his

eighth and most recent novel, The

Time of Our Singing, which was

published in January of this year.

The piece he read was of a man

in his mid-twenties, struggling to

find himself in the seedy, under-

ground bar scenes as a lounge

singer. The product of a mixed

marriage, the troubles of the

young man go deeper than trying

to be successful. They infiltrate

everything; from the music to

which he listens to his strained

relationships with women.

Another problem Jonah goes

through is his lack of knowledge

in popular music. It is here that

one can see the deep and witt)'

writing of Powers's book. At one

point, he talks about the bar

scene, in which the young man

thinks that "Being dark would

almost be an asset." Other places

have quite the poetic style about

them. In describing his love inter-

est: "the finish she longed for was

smokey and deep."

Interestingly, as Powers read

about various trials with songs

on the piano, someone some-

where else in Wygal was practic-

ing. Melodic notes strained into

the room, leaving the audience

stricken in the mood.

Aside from his most recent

work. Powers has also written

seven other novels, all of which

are highly acclaimed.

"Powers's work is described as

'witty,' 'dazzling.' 'mind-boggling'

and 'fearless,'" said Dr. Martha

Cook, an English professor at

Longwood, who chaired the

committee and also gave the

introductor speech.

"His characterizations and fic-

tional techniques challenge the

reader's concept of reality. As

one reviewer notes, 'his subject

remains fairly constant: the accel-

eration, and consequent dehu-

manization, of modern life."'

Before the ceremony and sub-

sequent reception, where stu-

dents, facult}', and other visitors

alike could speak with him and

purchase his books. Powers

spent the day visiting and lectur-

ing to various English classes,

including those taught by Cook

and by Dr. Derrick Taylor, who

revelled in the oportunity to

mesh their daily lessons with the

instruction of such a well-known

writer.

The prize, which was founded

in 1980, is awarded especially to

American fiction writers whose

work emulates the focal charac-

teristics of the great American

writer, John Dos Passos. Writers

delve into the great American

experience with all its trials and

tribulations in various points and

places of life

Funding for this year's Prize

came from the Longwood

Foundation, the offices of the

Provost and the Dean of the

College of Arts and Sciences, and

the Department of English and

Modern Languages. The latter is

the department which organizes

and awards the prize.

In addition to Cook, other

members of the Dos Passos Prize

Committee included Dr. Rhonda

Brock-Servais (assistant professor

of English), and Dr. Jena Burges

(associate professor of English

and director of general educa-

tion).

The prize jurors, which include

Cook, were Beverly Jarrett (direc-

tor of the University of Missouri

Press) and Randall Kenan (last

year's recipient).

Powers ended his speech with

a quote from Dos Passos, finish-

ing the ceremony with as much

strength as it started.ecdy.

VETERAN cont'd p.l

The intelligence sphere,

which General WUson has

extensive knowledge of, is

moving away frona the "gar-

gantuan Cold War meth-

ods" and toward the gather-

ing of human intelligence.

In other words, the art of

interrogation is re-emerging

as a vital component of

infbrtnation ^thering.

Before his lecture con-

cluded, Wilson caused a

noticeable outburst from

within the crowd as he cas-

tigated contemporary

American society for being

myopically monolingual.

He proposed the United

States institute a program

similar to that of the

French, Belgians, and Swiss

wherein the majority of the

society is fluent in up to

three languages.

General Wilson fielded

five questions from the

audience ranging from the

media's impact upon the

conflict in Iraq to the

increasingly political effects

upon the intelligence indus-

try.

Wilson responded, stat-

ing the media has had an

increased effect upon for-

eign policy and the intelli-

gence community should

diligently act towards a pol-

icy of cooperation.

To illustrate his point he

dted a situation where the

CL\ asked the editors of

prominent newspapers to

delay the publication of a

story in deference to

national security concerns.

Wilson closed his lectu«;

with a charming anecdote

of fond remembrance for

those Americans who have

perished in armed conflict.

He reminisced about the

war memorial located at the

front entrance of Hampden
Sydney containing 1 58

names on 7 plaques com-

memorating those fallen in

the Revolutionary War, Civil

War, Spanish American

War, XICWI, WWII, Korean

War and the Vietoam War.

He closed with a recita-

tion of an elegy located on

plaque in Burma:

Whenyou go home tell them

of us and say,

For their tomorrow we gave

our today.

The audience, upon
request by Wilson, repeated

this dirge and he reassured

the audience with the words

"good will prevail."

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,

America's #1 Student Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas
and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations 1-800-648-

4849 or www.ststravel.com.

OFFICE SUPPLY, !NC.

10% discount for Longwood Students (except sale items)

Printer Cartridges for Lexmark, Hewlett-Packard, and Canon

121 North Main St.

Farmvllle, VA

OFFICE SUPPLIES - OFFICE MACHINES - OFFICE FURNITURE

Sponsored by Residence Hall Association (RHA), the Of The Month awards are

an excellent way for you to recognize leaders and programs on your campus.

Shannon Staley is October's RA Of The Month. She is an RA in Frazer and has

consistently shown herself to be a dedicated and giving staff member. Regarding

weekly responsibilities, she is always on top of things and is generally among the

first to complete any task or assignment. She is very available to her residents

and does not hesitate to deal with any hall issue, whatever the case may be. She is

also a strong contributor to staff morale, either by verbally communicating her

appreciation to others or by leaving notes of encouragement or thanks in the

boxes of her fellow staff members. Submitted by: Melissa Lucas, REC Frazer

hall.

RESIDENTIAL &COMMUTERIh!
I O N C W O D U N' I V J- R S J T Y
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National College Tuition Rate Jumps 9.8 Percent From Last Year
U-WTRE

In a report released in October,

the College Board, a nonprofit

association that runs college pro-

grams and services, found that

state school tuition rose an aver-

age of 9.8 percent from last year.

The rise in tuition is startling

given that the current rate of

inflation, as measured by the con-

sumer price index, has consistent-

ly been just over 2 percent.

No exception to the national

average, University of Louisville's

tuition for the 2003 - 2004 aca-

demic year rose 9 percent from

$2,041 to $2,225 per semester for

full-time undergraduate residents.

Originally, when the Board of

Trustees met in 2001 to decide on

tuition for the next year, they

approved increases of 6.4 percent

for both the 2002 - 2003 and

2003 ~ 2004 academic years. At

that time, the tuition increase was

proposed after an internal tuition-

setting workgroup comprised of

faculty, staff and students exam-

ined rates of local and regional

schools, tuition rates of bench-

mark schools and the needs of

the university. The rise was also

approved to fulfill the Kentucky

Council on Postsecondary

Education's requirement that

tuition revenue * account for

approximately 37 percent of a

university's institutional operating

funds.

In April 2003' the Board of

Trustees met again to propose a

fault 2.6 percent tuition increase

for the 2003 - 2004 academic

year on top of the already sched-

uled 6.4% increase. Proposed as a

component of a three-part plan

to address a projected $6.4 mil-

lion deficit due primarily to

reduced state funding, the

increase was unanimously

approved.

Some students, including sen-

ior English major Mickey Weber,

aren't terribly upset with the

increase. "I'm not outraged at

tuition increases because I can

still afford to pay tuition. It does-

n't seem unreasonable that the

price goes up over time because

everything else does," he said.

Many other students still

object to the rising prices, even

though the 9 percent increase was

the smallest tuition hike of all the

state institutions in Kentucky and

University of Louisville's tuition

is still far below the national aver-

age of $10,636 a year for state

universities.

"I'm opposed to tuition

increases by default because I

have yet to see them go to things

that will direcdy benefit the stu-

dents," said Steven Watson, a

Speed School junior. "They always

seem to go to things that will

make the university look better to

people who aren't even prospec-

tive students."

Wes Johnson, a senior political

science major, understands that

state budget cuts have left the uni-

versity in a tight financial situa-

tion, but doesn't believe that

tuition increases are the right

answer. "Rather than raise tviition,

we should eliminate unnecessary

things in the budget," he said.

Some students are also ques-

tiorung why the Board of

Trustees is now proposing a salary

increase for President Ramsey

when the university is facing

financial hard times.

In a separate but related report.

the College Board also found that

financial aid has increased signifi-

cantiy to accommodate for the

frequent tuition hikes. Most of

this tuition, however, is in the

form of loans rather than grants,

which don't have to be repaid and

essentially decrease tuition costs.

Last year, approximately 60 per-

cent of undergraduates through-

out the nation received some

form of aid, according to the

College Board report.

Also similar to the national

trend, the number of students

receiving financial aid in the form

of loans has risen along with the

amount of financial aid available.

According to Financial Aid

Director Patricia Arauz, approxi-

mately 8,500 loans have been

processed for nearly $50 million

dollars from the beginning of the

semester through the end of

October. The number of loans

processed does not necessarily

indicate the number of students

receiving loans since students

often receive more than one loan.

For some states, including

Kentucky, tuition hikes are even

harming individuals not yet in

college as prepaid tuition pro-

grams suspend enrollment.

Prepaid tuition programs allow

families to purchase tuition credits

based on current rates in order for

the state to pool the money in

long-term investments with the

hope that earnings will match or

exceed tuition costs when the

child is ready to attend coUege.

Tuition is currendy rising far

faster than investment earnings.

After the Kentucky Higher

Education Assistance Authority

took over Kentucky's Affordable

Prepaid Tuition Program this

year, the Kentucky General

Assembly imposed a moratorium

on new accounts until next June.

The assembly also asked

KHEAA to commission an actu-

arial study to assess the program's

financial health since many of the

other states offering prepaid

tuition plans were facing multimil-

lion-dollar deficits.

On Oct. 27, KHEAA released

the results of that study, which

found that the program is finan-

cially stable for the short and long

term, although the moratorium is

still in place.

Mullisan's Sports Grill

Open 11:30 a*iii* 7 days a wtck (315-8787)

Liv€ €ntertainm€nt Fri. and Sat. nights

Fri. November 21 ^Th€ Janitors"

- Free delivery on and around campus

untill a-m. (353-8787)

Karaoke Night every Sunday 8- close $2 drinks all night

- Longwood Mug Specials Monday 1 1 :30 a.ni.- 2 a.ni.

- $1.50 Fat Tuesday steak night from 5-7 p.m.

- Oldies and beach music every Wednesday with

Steve Leonard

- Free Taco night every Thursday 5- 7 p.m.

No cover charge for the ladies

I
FHs coimMnnmrHWHT \

with this coupon

Plea§eBcekmark thl§ Date.

Ycu are cerdlallrInylted

U)

the festivalctUahts CelelMratlcn

December 3, 2003
7HX) pjm.

Student Unk>a Ballroom

Music and refreshments reflecdye

of each culture \tfill be served

Presentattoro by stafl^ students, andcommunity peisons

on each of the hottde;^, Christmas (Christian), Ramadan
6t Ekl (fadamki Dhvali (Hindu), Chanukah (JeiMfaAi), Kuwanzaa

(Afikian American) and The Three Kings (Latino)

Sponsor by The Otkx ofMuitkumttBlAOa^
Multk:ultiMBlAdMK)iyConuntt^

For kiRxmaOon please phone
The OOce ofMuUcuttuml Affi^ 3952395
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Same^Sex Marriage Approved lor Massackusetts
UWire

The Massachusetts Supreme

Judicial Court declared the state's

ban on same-sex marriage

unconstitutional in a four to three

ruling yesterday, and gave its leg-

islature 180 days to remedy the

problem.

In Lawrence, students and

communit)' members gave mixed

reaction to the ruling.

The stances reflect a national

poll on attitudes toward gay mar-

riage showing that people 20 to

30 years old are evenly split on

the issue.

The Pew Research Center for

the People & the Press conduct-

ed the poll.

Patrick Ross, presidertt of

Queers and Allies, said he was

ecstatic about the decision. He is

a member of the Kansan editori-

al board.

"I think it's a step in the right

direction," the Topeka sopho-

more said. "Slowly, everyone is

realizing that gay rights aren't

special rights, and we deserve

protection just like everybody

else."

Ross said domestic partoer-

ships and civil unions were fine

but that the queer community

deserved the same right as

straight couples: legal marriage.

The ruling helps make Ross

feel optimistic about the possi-

bilit)'.

"I'm hoping it's a foreshadow-

ing for things to come," Ross

said.

It's unlikely that Kansas will

follow Massachusetts' lead, since

Kansas legislators passed a law

in 1996 reiterating the state's

long-standing policy against

allowing gay marriage.

Other state courts have dealt

with the issue differendy

In 1999, Vermont passed a

law allowing civil unions for

homosexual couples.

State courts in Hawaii and

Alaska havfe both also said that

states could not deny marriage

rights to homosexuals, but the

rulings were counteracted by leg-

islature-supported constitutional

amendments restricting marriage

rights to heterosexual couples,

according to the Associated

Press.

Ross said he was concerned

about backlash from the public.

"I think a heterosexual society

is content with queer people as

long as we're happy with the

place they have allowed us in

societ)'," Ross said. "I think

there's an idea that says *What

more do thev want from us?'"

Ross said he thought the rul-

ing was sparked by the Supreme

Court's decision to take down

anti-sodomy laws in a ruling ear-

lier this year, and the

Massachusetts decision could

push a scramble by conservatives

to get the Federal Marriage

Protection Amendment passed.

The amendment, which oppo-

nents believe essentially will ban

same-sex marriage, is currendy

under debate.

Brian Donelson, director of

family life at St. Lawrence

Catholic Campus Center, 1631

Crescent Rd., opposes the

Massachusetts change and same

sex marriage.

Donelson, who does couple

counseling, uses the Vatican's

Canon Law of the Catholic

Church to define marriage.

That definition begins:

Marriage is the intimate, exclu-

sive, indissoluble communion of

life and love entered by man and

woman at the design of the

Creator for the purpose for their

own good and the procreation

and education of children.

The nature of marriage makes

the proposition of same sex mar-

riage impossible, Donelson said.

"We can love a lot of people,

but to marry them means some-

thing different," Donelson said.

"What makes marriage different

from any other relationship is

that is has a procreative poten-

tial."

Julia Katz, Leawood senior,

said pressure from religious

groups should not determine

whether gay marriage was illegal.

She said that marriage could

be secular, though methods such

as courthouse ceremonies.

"Two men or two women
should have just as much protec-

tion," Katz said.

THANKS cont'd p.t

44. For Betty, and for those

of you know what that is.

And for all the good times

we've had together.

45. For rainy days when
teachers cancel classes, if

only because it's raining.

46. For being an English

major, and for having Dr.

Cook as the best advisor

ever.

47. For having a schedule

that allows me to spend

Tuesday and Thursday morn-

ings watching reruns of EK-

48. For how Leslie makes me
look like the least homy per-

son on the face of this earth.

Leslie says, "Just on the face."

49. For pickles and Fimyuns,

even if the/re not together.

But the things that make my
breath sraell probably should

be kept together.

50. For everyone who keeps

an LJ and keeps me enter-

tained for hours on end.

There are only so many away

messages on AIM, but there

are endless things to read on

LJ.

O -i-^ -M 1^-vr Exceptional living witbin walking distance

to Longwood and Downtown Farmville

T>ark
TOWNHOMES
• 4BedbrooiiiTovfii]iOiiiCi

• 2ft4BedFOGimAp8irtiiien.1i

* Mlj Flmlihedplui wdbcr k dE^fT

* FuD/pGiroi

* FmiifilleAxietBaipidiouip

* ctuci'ucit flfwniiTcdon tp LoiWfmou fa ctoi beunxMi

* CihlgT.V. qoimcwtioamcicbbeiinwmipddgn

• New FkviBon Willi FSoiicTaUet^

• yoaieybflIlftBad:ettMnCowti,I%litisd

New
Oubhouse
FaU 20041

12 Moll«l^ 10Month ft6 IWoBlliLcMcsAvaflaUe

We're right around the comer!
For iaSa, cmitectLomeWitm, Frapaty Mgr.
434^390-7075 * 434^392-6197 • cmMa@facMMar.aoaL
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Trans^-Siberian Orckestra Rocks tke House

Greg Tsigaridas

Gttest Writer

epDW

"You got your rock band in my
orchestra!" said the gendeman

in the suit.

"No way, man...your orche

tra is in my rock band," rej

the teen in a black t-shirt and

jeans.

An exchange like this would

not have been surprising to hear

at last December's performance

of the Trans-Siberian Orchestra

at the Carpenter Center in

Richmond.

Trans-Siberian Orchestra was

formed in 1996 by members of

the hard rock outfit Savatage,

after one of their tracks,

"Christmas Eve/Sarejavo

12/24" garnered praise and

popularity during the holiday

season.

Since then, TSO has released

two holiday-themed albums as

well as one based on classical

work by Beethoven—and their

fanbase grows larger every year.

The Carpenter Center per-

formance was to be a presenta-

tion of TSO's first release,

Christmas Eve <& Other Stories.

The album's storyline tells of

an angel who helps a young girl

return home to her family in

time for Christmas.

Throughout the show, the

mood was set perfecdy with

smoke effects and an astound-

ing light show that included

"freakin laser beams."

Performers that evening

included an eight-piece orches-

tra, six members for the band,

and a narrator who kept the

story moving between* pieces.

Four singers and a small choir

would take turns on the micro-

phone, giving each of the songs

a distinctive feel and emotional

presence.

Having been a fan of TSO
for years, my expectations of

seeing them live for the first

time were set high, and I wasn't

disappointed.

The performance that

evening was brilliant as their

arrangements highlighted the

strengths of both the orchestra

and the rock band.

Never have thundering

drvims, crunching rhythm gui-

tars, and searing solos blended

so well with violins and cellos

(Metallica, Scorpions, and KISS

should should take.notes when

composing any future

rock/orchestral collaborations).

The group worked the audi-

ence throughout the show-

switching between more tradi-

tional pieces like "Silent

Nutcracker" (a blending of

"Silent Night" and music from

The Nutcracker) and hard-hit-

ting ones like "Mad Russian's

Christmas."

After nearly three hours, even

the folks in suits were pumping

their fists and cheering out loud.

And in grand rock tradition,

guitarist Chris Caffery ran up

the aisle, into the lobby, up the

main staircase and onto the

mezzanine-all while never miss-

ing a note.

To top the evening off, the

performers came to the lobby

for an autograph session and

meet-and-greet after the show.

And though the line of fans

waiting for their chance to meet

the group stretched to over an

hour long, the members of

Trans-Siberian Orchestra were

gracious and pleasant to each of

us as we passed by their tables.

Siri Neuzil Rosen, a '96

Longwood graduate, works with

promotions for TSO and other

musical acts.

Commenting on the

Christmas-themed show, she

says, "The tour that TSO does is

MASSIVE. East coast and West

coast simultaneously. They start

working on this tour before the

rest of us can even make plans

for our summer vacations."

Indeed, the energy and effort

that TSO puts into their tour is

certainly apparent when you see

them perform live.

For more information about

the Trans-Siberian Orchestra,

including discography and tour

dates, check out

http: //www.trans-
siberian.com/

Their East coast tour comes

again to the Carpenter Center in

Richmond on December 11,

2003.

If you're looking for some-

thing to rock you into the holi-

day spirit, this show is highly

recommended!

"Labels are for Things, not People"

Mental Health Awareness Week.

April 12-16, 2004

Interested in sharing your experience with a

mental illness?

Be a member of a panel of students
'

' that serve to infomn and educate our

peers on mental health issues.

For more information, contact

Jenn Colvin

jlcolvin@longwood.edu

Movie Review: Matrix Revolutions

Marred witk Emptij Moments

V-Wire

The ending of the The Matrix:

Revobitiotts leaves you with more

unanswered questions than you

originally walked into the theater

with; a trademark of the

Wachowski brothers that is quick-

ly proving tiresome.

In their third (and hopefully

final) Matrix installment, the

Wachowski brothers investigate a

wide array of metaphysical ques-

tions, but fail to provide concrete

answers to most of them.

The film opens just where its

predecessor left off However,

Neo (Keanu Reeves) is now

trapped between the two worlds -

- the Matrix and the real world.

Trinity (Carrie-Ann Moss) and

Morpheus (Lawrence Fishbume)

race to rescue Neo before the

machines destroy Zion, annihilat-

ing the human race.

Once liberated, Neo will return

to the Oracle (Mary Alice replac-

ing the late Gloria Foster) for fur-

ther counsel. Although the Oracle

has a new face, she still lends her

characteristic advice, which

preaches choice above all.

Meanwhile, Zion's inhabitants

are working vigorously to fortify

the city for the ensuing attack,

while Neo is pondering what h^s

role in the war is, which will even-

tually lead him to Machine City for

the film's conclusion.

Whereas the first installment

provides an open-ended, yet satis-

See MATRIX p. 9

FREE MASSAGES!
EXAMS ^-^"^ VOU STRESSED OUT?
HEN WE MAVB SOMETHING TO HELFi

Students can come have a FREE 15 minute massage!

WHEN?

DECEMBER 8-12

Sign-up for 15 minute appointments in the Dining Hall from

9:30am-l:00pm and then 2:00pm-6:00pm.



Pi^8 Calendar November 21- 27, 2003

^^
LP Movie

BadBoysU

7:30 p.m.

ABC Rooms

The Janitors

Mulligan*s

9 p.m.

Woodburn Road
Lighthouse Cafe

9:30 p.m.

S6A Meeting

Lankford ABC Rooms
3:45 p.m.

Women's Basketball

vs. Lenoir-Rhyne

7 p.m.

Men's Basketball

@ffickory,N.C.

7:30 p.m.

<
Women's Basketball

vs. Slippery Rock

2:30 p.m.

Men's Basketball

@Mount Olive, N.C.

8 p.m.

Thanksgiving

Breali Begins-

NO

SCHOOL!!!

V*OQ23
Men's Basketball

@Mount Olive, N.C.

4:30 or 6:30 p.m.

Gyre Meeting

Charlotte Room
6 p.m.

WMLU Meeting

Hiner207

9 p.m.

Are you looking for an apartment

for the spring semester?

For just $250/month you can sublet a single room with pri-

vate bath. Comes with bed, desk, chair, and dresser. Free

ethernet hookup through Longwood. All utilities except

phone and cable included in rent.

Call 392-2252 for more Information.

^ 24
Young Democrats

Stevens 103

6 p.m.

Outdoor Club

Lancer 208

7 p.m.

Women's Basketball

@Elon, N.C.

7 p.m.

Happy Turkey

Day!!!!!!!!!!

Roommate Wanted
905 High Street. $280/month

+ utilities. Call Dawn 434-547-

5510. Move in ASAP.
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CD Review. Things

that Fall irom ike Sky
Amy Whipple

Asst. Editor

Charley's favorite Sunday night singer,

Vyktoria Pratt Keating, is just amaz-

ing.

* Not that I'm biased.

I've taken the liberty of reviewing

her fourth, and most recent, CD, enti-

tled Things that Fallfrom the Skf, which

was released earlier this year.

First of all, without even listening

to the CD, I respect Keating for hav-

ing written all her own songs. It's such

a rarity today, especially amongst the

cookie-cutter pop and rap that infil-

trates the Dining Hall.

Keating is of the folk-rock geme,

which is more apparent in her live

performances. This particular CD
rings very closely to Tori Amos,

though.

I don't like Tori Amos.

I do, however, enjoy this CD.

The songs take on a spacey atmos-

phere (ha, ha). The music part is okay,

but her lyrics arc what impress me the

most

The lyrics are thick and poetic, but

fairly light, espe

cially for a folk

singer. The last two

tracks are the most

impressive. "You

and Me" and "1

Am" very much

capture more typi-

cal feelings without

being trite, the for-

mer being about

love, while the lat-

ter is about (obvi-

ously) the self.

One verse from

each of .these espe-

cially capture me.

In "You and Me,"

it's:

"Here I am, waitress to the dead /

They feed off my stomach / and their

nice words feed my head / But I grow

weary and tired of this discovery /

That only reminds me of how blind

love can be / But I want you to know,

how our love should go."

From "I Am," this verse is the best

probably out of the whole CD:

"Paint the liUies in your hair / And

climb the winding spiral air / Tell

God and all of diem up there / HeUo

from me down here / I am almost

there."

It's easy to see how Keating has

opened for phcnominal acts such as

Jethro Tull and Mary Chapin

Carpenter. It was actually during her

tour with Tull, her self-proclaimed

greatest achievement, that she found

inspiration for this latest CD.

MATRIX cont'd p. 7

fying finish, the third film just

leaves you frustrated. For the

alleged final film of the series, the

conclusion is quite unsatisfying

and leaves you musing over fur-

ther developments.

Luckily, as the plot lines have

weakened, the special effects

have improved. The Wachowski

brothers dazzle the screen with a

20-niinute batde sequence for the

control of 2Lion. Although a bit

drawn out, the seamless conver-

gence of computer animadon

with live action maintains your

visual attendon.

Yet there is more to the

movies than just Computer

Graphic Images. Although reli-

gious all^ories weren't as appar-'

ent in the second installment as

the first, even the most casual

observer would have no difficvdty

in spotting them in diis film. The

film is teeming with religious

metaphor and allusions, primarily

of Chrisdan overtones. And as if

it wasn't blatant enou^, this film

will leave no room for interpreta-

tion. Neo symbolizes Jesus Christ

Despite all the hype. The

Matrix: devolutions failed to cap off

the trilogy. The first introduced

you to a brilliant concept; the sec-

ond flipped you around, changed

your thinking, and left you want-

ing more; and the third couldn't

produce.

The Wachowski brodicrs ran

out of ideas, resulting in simplistic

answers ~ or in some case, nega-

tion ~ to complicated plot scenar-

ios. Perfiaps, in retrospect, a few

more months spent writing the

third installment wouldn't have

been a bad idea.

Attention Longwood Students

Underclassmen yearbook pictures will

be taken Tues, Wed and Thurs, Dec 2,

3, and 4th from noon to 7 p.m.

Yearbooks will cost $45.

You'll make it through college because youVe got dedication

and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you1l also

have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl BilJ.Tultion

Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members

serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll

still have time for your friends and family. Join die team that

will help you get your college degree. In VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard,YOU CAN!

^H%AM
l-SOO-GO-GUARD • www.l-aOO-GO-GUARD.com

I
Longwood Theatre

Presents

OnThe

Verge
or The Geography ofYearning

lyjl Eric Ovemyer

THIS WEEKEND ONLY!

November 19 -23 at 8 PM
Matinee November 23 at 3 PM

For tickets call Jarman Box Office at 395.2474

Or stop by Tuesday - Friday, 3:30 to 5:30 PM

Tickets on sale at the door one hour before the show.
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HOROSCOPES
by Sam Wise-Ridges

Sagittarius (Nov.22-Dec 21)

Get your Lands out ol tke potato ckips and put it some-

wkereelse.

Capriooni (Dec 22-Jan 19)

Savvy?You skould Le!

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Fel>. 18)

BBC is fioodt but tkere are no real Mr. Darcijs in tke world,

so find someone you can deal witk and fantasize later-

Pisces (Fekl9-Mar. 20)

Drinking is good, I)eing a iisli? Not so good

Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)

Pepsi or Coke? Tke eternal debate. Just drink up!

foijgue to Cbeefe by Ellie Woodruff

Things I like to see i^66: Driedfruit
sitting next to bottled water.

laurus (April 20-Mai| 20)

Wkat were you tkinking? Uk kuk,we tkougkt so.

Gemini (May 214une 20)

Twins, double tke trouble, reality ckeck yoursell and ckew some gum.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

It s not tkat serious, you still kave tkree weeks till grades come out, bake some cookies and all will be good.

Leo(Julq23-Aug.22)

Roar! Don t be timid, state kow you leel.

Virgo (Aug. 25-5ep. 221

Consider tke Lily...and ^|e rose....and tke tulip, nowwake up and consider yoursell.

l|p«a(Sep.23-Oct2^

:er Oats guq £istalking ^ou.

Scorpio (Oct 23. -No7.2D

SnuH films are not cool, qo!
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Letters From London
Paula Nusbaum

Staff Writer

This has been a fairly ordinary

week so far. Things are starting

to wind down.

I'm trying to get all my papers

and homework done. It's diffi-

cult for me because the

University of Westminster does-

n't have exams until January, so I

have to finish all my work this

December while still attending

classes.

I wish I didn't have work to

do, then this whole experience

would be perfect.

President Bush is visiting

London this week on an official

state visit.

I was told this is the first offi-

cial visit by a US president.

Apparendy an official state visit

means that you are invited by

the queen to stay at Buckingham

Palace.

This whole visit has dominat-

ed the news here for the last

week or so.

There are a lot of protests

planned throughout the week all

around the city.

People here passionately hate

Bush. They think he is uncouth,

unintelligent, and greedy. When
I first came here I had the

impression that because of

Bush and his administration, the

English would dislike

Americans.

This really isn't true. It seems

like people dif-

ferentiate
between the pol-

itics and the peo-

ple.

As one British

friend put it,

"It's not that we

don't like

Americans, it's

just that we just

don't like

America."

An interesting

episode hap-

pened earlier in

the week. I was

sitting around the kitchen table

with a group of my neighbours.

Somehow we ended up talk-

ing about our addictions.

Someone mentioned their

addiction to cigarettes, another

to food.

So I mentioned that I used to

be addicted to coke, and went

on to say that I had tried unsuc-

cessfiilly twice to quit, but the

third time was easy.

Patrick, a boyfriend of a girl

on my hall, just kind of started

at me and said,"I really wouldn't

expect that from you", and kept

saying how surprised he was.

I was really confused, think-

ing that being addicted to soft

drinks wasn't that big of a deal.

Then Brigetta, his girlfriend,

explained that I was talking

about the soft drink and not the

drug. It seemed like most of the

people present thought I was

saying I used to be addicted to

cocaine.

Misunderstandings like that

happen all the time.

Even thought my classes are

ok, I am finding my teachers a

littie difficult. I guess being at

Longwood, I'm used to teachers

being friendly and open.

While the teachers aren't nec-

essarily unfriendly here, they

aren't exactly approachable

either.

The student-teacher relation-

ship is much more like a busi-

ness here, where, the student is

paying for an education, and the

teacher is providing it.

While that happens in the US
as well, it seems that at

Longwood there is more interac-

tion, and it doesn't feel so much

like a business relationship.

me

exe^njmlieS mi/ me aXud^e^ '0/o3u

mot iA p/tc^i/en/t aX me (JUcbMcA,

<uv3 cfioQAA/uiaeA me c<m\UujuJ[iQn

v)veep me Q)twiAJL G)'tioaa,

CHI 2004

BASIC GOSPEL
CHOIR PRESENTS:

WINTER

GOSPELFEST

November 22,2003 at

4 p.m. in Bedford

Auditorium. Come help

us lift the name of

Jesus higher...

Come and be blessed!!

PAGE 11

Paula visiting the Roman Baths

mb
^M

With Manx Special Guests

Lighthouse Cafe
311 l\. Main Sf Farmvillo VA

$1 COVER 9:30 PM

•noMfll
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A fiistorij ol Tkanksgiving... Dinner Tkat Is!

Stephanie Ri^sby
Su^ Adidsor

If any of you students reading

this article have never been to

Thanksgiving dinner here at

Longwood then I really feel

sorry for you.

You are missing perhaps

one of the best, if not the very

best, dinners this school has to

offer.

Nothing beats the delicious

roast turkey, the yummy good-

ness of the whipped potatoes,

and the sweet and wonderful

reward of the Baked Alaska at

the end of the meal.

But what those of you may
not know is that this is the

48th consecutive year that

Thanksgiving Dinner has been

served at Longwood.

The dinner has actually been

served for 49. years, as long as

Lewis Walker, the premier

baker of the Dining HaU staff

has been making those fabu-

lous Baked Alaskas from
scratch.

Yes, boys and girls, there is

a Santa Claus and the wonder-

ful Baked Alaska you crave

this time every year is actually

homemade, not store bought.

According to Mike Lysaght,

director of Dining Services

for Aramark here at

Longwood, every meal for

all the students prior to at

least 1985 was a sit down
meal.

Breakfast, lunch, and

dinner were served to

tables of eight to twelve

and the food was passed

around just like traditional

family meals.

In 1985, a buffet style

meal was added to the reg-

ular sit down dinner style

for those students unable

to attend regular dinner.

When the New Dining

Hall was built, it became a

major task of Lysaght's to

translate the Thanksgiving

dining experience from the

old Blackwell dining hall to

the New Dining Hall.

He drew up a proposal that

incorporated the Grand

Dining Room, a Buffet-Style

Menu, and Salons A and B for

the faculty and staff

The Grand Dining Room
and Salons A and B would

incorporate all the aspects of

the traditional sit down dinner,

right down to the tablecloths,

bowls, and dinnerware, so that

according to Tina Harris, "It's

just like you're at home away

from home."

The Buffet-Style menu is

perfect for students who are in

class or just don't have time

for the sit down experience.

The menu is the same for

both the buffet and the sit

down dinner. Harris states

"our workers work very hard"

to bring you a din-

ner that you'll

remember long

after you have left

Longwood.

Both Lysaght

and Harris encour-

! age all of those stu-

dents who have

reserved tables for

the sit down dinner

to arrive on time

with your entire

party and have your

Student ID's ready.

As always, the

seating is limited and it is rec-

ommended that you arrive no
later than five minutes after

your reservation time and that

all of you attending cannot

change your attendance time.

Harris, who has been with

Longwood for nineteen years,

explains one of her favorite

aspects of this Longwood
Tradition.

She says she loves this din-

ner because "you're here with

your family at school."

Lysaght loves it "when stu-

dents come down and have

dinner and take pictures."

He says, "It's great when the

cameras come out"

Don't miss out on the

opportunity to break out the

camera and come down to one

of the best traditions . this

school has to offer.

There's going to be turkey,

ham, cranberry sauce, whipped

potatoes, green beans, corn,

yams, assorted breads, gravy,

stuffed shells for the vegetari-

ans and, of course, Baked
Alaska.

By the way, did I mention

that the Baked Alaska is served

with strawberry sauce?

Mmmmmmm, sooooo

goood!

Tlianksgiving Dinner
presented by Aramark dining services

Including both buffet and sit down style dining opportunities!

Tke menii will itielude:

tuifcM

koia

enmberrt| semee

wkifiped f»ototoes

green, beans

eom

i|oins

assoitedl bteoils

gravil

stufleii skeUs A>t tKe vegetortons

Qofceil Oioska

llMiassadorSiMllgK

By Emily Miller

Congratulations to the new AmbassadorslII!!
Those who have joined us to Unite the Past, Live the
Present, and Guide the Future are:

Lauren Gilcz

ScottyHutick

Courtney Crawford

Ashley Johnson

Jennifer Escobar

April Lockley

Christina Rabiey

Hilary Palmer

Amanda Jones
Caroline Costello

Meredith Carr

Josh Elder

Christine Mann
Catherine Kelly

Kaitiin Aardahl

Anne ReWy
NidcThru^on

Ashley BHbo

^ngratulatlon^
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Longwood Women's Basketball

Holds Oft Lenoir^Rkyne 63^59
sports Information

The Longwood University

women's basketball team was

victorious in its home opener

this evening as they held off

Lenoir-Rhyne 63-59 in Lancer

Hall.

The Lancers improve to 2-1

with the win, while the Bears

drop to 1-2.

Longwood led by as many as

six points in the first half, with

junior All-American Candidate

Marita Meldere (Rujiena,

Lativa/Lynchburg Christian)

hitting five of eight shots from

the floor. Lenoir-Rhyne went

on a 4-0 run to close the lead to

26-24 at the end of the half

The Lancers came out strong

in the second half, building the

lead to 54-39.

However, an almost four

minute scoring drought allowed

the Bears to come with in four

points with less than three min-

utes left when Lanica Williams

stole the ball and ran down the

court for an easy lay-up.

Senior Ebony Smith

(Palmyra, Va./Fluvanna

County) connected on a pair of

free throws late in the game to

give Longwood a 59-52 advan-

tage.

Lenoir-Rhynei got to within

four with 17 seconds to go, but

the Lancers managed to pull-

out the victory.

Meldere tallied her third con-

secutive double-figure scoring

night and second double-dou-

ble of the season with 19 points

and 12 rebounds. Senior Erica

Marcum (Charleston, W.Va/

George Washington) chipped

in 11 points, three steals and

two assists, while freshman

Ashleigh HoUman Centreville,

Va./ Westfield) came off the

points to add 10 points on 4-of-

8 shooting. Smith pulled down
a career-high 11 rebounds as

well.

For the game, the Lancers

shot 39.6 percent from the

floor, out rebound the Bears

40-35 and forced 27 turnovers.

Longwood will host the 12th

Annual C&L Lancer Classic

November 20-22 in Lancer

Hall.

The first game of the tourna-

ment features the Lancers and

Pittsburgh-Johnstown on

Thursday at 7 p.m.

Watts, Ramey and Lernikan Earn

Post-Season Field Hockey Honors

sports Information

Longwood University sopho-

more forward Alexis Ramey

(Westminster, Calif/Marina),

junior forward Lorrie Watts

(Fredericksburg,
Va./Stafford) and freshman

Katy Lernihan

(Fredericksburg,

Va. /Chancellor)

racked up postsea-

son honors this

week from several

field hockey organi-

zations.

Ramey and Watts

were named to the

2 3

STX/NFHCA
Division II All-American sec-

ond team, while Lernihan

earned All-American Rookie

team honors from wom-
ensfieldhockey.com.

Ramey, who started 11 of

12 games, this season, was

second on the team with

seven goals and had an assist

for 15 points.

She fired 25 shots in 2003

for a .280 shots percentage.

Watts led Longwood in scor-

ing with eight goals and

seven assists for 23 points.

She finished the year

ranked
fourth
nationally in

assists per

game (.580).

This is

Watts sec-

ond-straight

All-America

honor.
Lernihan
tallied three

goals and two assists, while

starting 18 of 19 games for

the Lancers.

Lernihan's 26 shots gave

her a shots percentage of

.115. The Lancers finished

the 2003 season with a record

of 8-11.

w^iSb^lSkirmssaniaiiSISie^i^
53.2b cu. ft.

of cargo space

Available with 4-wfieel

anti-lock brake system
Up to 130 lbs. /ft. torque,

180 horsepower

30 MPG City

35 MPO Highway*

TOYOTA
,«««»»*>«/

GETTHEFEEUNG
®TOYOTA

You're lord and master of quite possibly the most versatile automobile on the planet. Matrix Is an ertarety
new bread of vehicle-cutting edge staling, standard air conditioning, and up to 180 horsepower wth

avaHable 8-speed. Matrix is designed to be whatever you want, including affordalile.

Visit WMfiiif.iiuyatoyota.com for details.

®TOYOTA
Based on EPA estimates for 2003 B-speed manual.
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Men's Basketljall Overall Record: I'-O

sports Information

Charles Stephens/DanviUe (GW-

Danville) hit a three-point field

goal at the buzzer to lift

Longwood University past

Winston-Salem Statfe University

71-70 November 15 in North

Carolina.-

The exciting season-opening

win by the Lancers (1-0) gave

first-year head coach Mike Gillian

a victory in his first game at the

institution.

Longwood will play again this

Friday, November 21, at Mount

Olive College during the first-

round of the 38th Annual Pickle

Classic hosted by the Trojans in

North Carolina. Stephens, a 6-4

senior All-America candidate,

nailed his game-winning three-

pointer while fading away from

about 23-feet just right of the cir-

cle on an in-bounds play under

the Longwood basket with just

nine-tenths of a second remain-

ing

Winston-Salem State had

missed on a pair of free throw

attempts with 12.8-seconds left,

and the Lancers had missed on a

shot attempt in the lane with the

ball going out of bounds off the

Rams before the decisive in-

bounds play and game-wirming

shot at the end.

"Charles made a great shot

against two defenders," said

Coach Gillian. "It was just an

incredible game and an incredible

finish. It was exciting and very

fiilfilling to win that first game."

The game was close through-

out with 11 lead-changes and

nine ties, including a 31-31 dead-

lock at the intermission.

Stephens scored seven points

in the opening half, but it was a

pair of freshmen who kept

Longwood in the game early as

6-4 Maurice Sumter/Alexandria

(T.C. Williams) and 6-3 Michael

Jefferson/Chesterfield
(Meadowbrook) totaled nine and

six points, respectively.

Sumter's points came on 3-3

shooting on three-pointers,

including the third trey that gave

the Lancers their largest lead of

die half at 19-12 (8:17).

In the second half, the two

teams went back and forth with

six of the lead-changes and six of

the ties over the final 20 minutes.

W-SSU took its largest lead at

57-52 with 6:57 remaining before

Longwood made its final run to

lead 67-66 at 2:55 on a layup

from 5-9 senior Ryan

Earl/Tustin, Calif (Tustin).

Jefferson then tied the game at

68-68 with a free throw at 1:05,

but the Rams went ahead 70-68

with 30-seconds remaining on a

shot-clock-beating jumper from

the baseline, and the Lancers had

to overcome a last-second

turnover as well before the final

possession.

Jefferson led Longwood with

a game-high 22 points in his col-

legiate debut, adding six

rebounds.

Stephens finished with 19

points, nine rebounds, and two

blocks, while Sumter had 15

points on perfect 5-5 shooting

from beyond the arc in his debut.

The Lancers shot 58% (25-43)

from the field, including 65%

(15-23) in the second half, and a

torrid 82% (9-11) on three-point

field goals, whUe adding 60% (12-

20) at the free throw line. Audley

Wehner led Winston-Salem State

with 20 points. Jay Maynard

added 17 points, and Alleggrie

Guinn had 15 points.

The Rams shot 41% (29-70)

from the field, including 29% (5-

14) on three pointers, and 54%

(7-13) at the line.

This weekend at the Pickle

Classic, Longwood will play a

Mount Olive team that it split two

games against last season - win-

ning 81-76 in Farmville before

falling 66-63 in North Carolina.

Stephens averaged 29.5 points

against the Trojans a year ago,

while Mount Olive's 6-7 senior

forward, Marcus West, averaged

24.0 points against the Lancers in

the two games. Elizabeth City

State University and the

University of Tampa are also par-

ticipating in the tournament.

Tip-off Friday night is sched-

uled for 8 p.m., while Saturday's

game will be at either 4:30 p.m. or

6:30 p.m. "We are really looking

forward to heading down to

Mount Olive to compete in the

See MEN p. 15

NFL Update: Week 11

A Chcckiii" Program That Students Can Grow With

Got Checking?
CitbensBaok

wVrvii^_
C 6 M PA NY

As a member of the "Getting Your Career

Started Checking Program" you will

receive a non interest bearing checking

account requiring only a minimum of $100

to open. With additional benefits of unlim-

ited checks, a Free ATM card, $500 to

$1000 loan upon graduation, and no service

charge with a minimum of $25 average bal-

ance.
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Pat Sullivan

Staff Writer

My how things have changed

since the start of the season

eleven weeks ago. Teams that

started off strong are now strug-

gling for wins, and teams that had

trouble finding the end zone are

now tied atop their division.

Philadelphia's roller coaster

season started with people pro-

claiming them the team to beat in

the NFC, to being the butt of

every joke, and then right back to

where they started especially after

their impressive win against the

Giants.*

Then there are the Bizzaro-

Eagles, the Minnesota Vikings,

who other teams wished were on

their schedule.

This quickly changed as the

team won their first six, but all is

back to normal as a defeat by the

Raiders is the fourth the team has

dropped since then, yet still

remain first in their division.

Another team that had started

strong and seemed to hit a wall is

the Bills who, after combining for

nearly 70 points in the first two

outings, have not registered a

touchdown in three straight

games.

Steve Spurrier thought his Fun

'n' Gun was off and running

when his team started three and

one, but dropping five of their

last six, including this week's loss

to Carolina, has dropped them to

the bottom of the NFC East.

Their long-time rivals the

Cowboys, despite being shut out

against the Patriots, are still cling-

ing to first place in their division.

Possibly one of the biggest sur-

prises this year has been the other

flop the Buccaneers have been

dropping yet another game, this

time to the Packers.

Similarly, the Steelers looked

like easy favorites to win their

division where thrashed by the

49ers to drop them near the bot-

tom of the NFL.

Another has been how bad the

Falcons have become without the

help of Michael Vick, losing a

divisional game against his cousin

Aaron Brooks and the Saints.

Of course there are still some

teams performing as predicted.

Detroit continues its losing ways

against Seatde and Chicago once

again blows it in the fourth quar-

ter against the Rams. And of

course the fans in Arizona contin-

ue to hide their faces after the

Cardinals stiD look for a road win

after a defeat in Cleveland.

Player of the Week: Peter

Warrick caught six passes for 114

yards and a touchdown alongside

with a punt return for another

touchdown helped fulfill Chad

Johnson's guarantee of a Bengals

win against the previously unbeat-

en Chiefs. Add the Ravens' loss to

the 'Fins and now the Bengals are

in ::gasp:: first place?!

Tell Me When: ... all the dust

is settled and the season has

ended who will win the AFC
South; the Titans fresh off a win

against the Jaguars or the Colts

who just downed the Jets?

Whoever it is, with both teams at

eight and 2, they will have an

excellent chance for home-field

advantage in the playoffs.
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Blast From tke Past: Lancers

Take Three Straight Victories

EDITOR

mudh in k>ve with, but it seems

that I'm better off without him. I

do have two STTs, but I can soD

have a vety^ life.

PAGE 15

new {Kidis that I htve ch<^ca

Thc/ve also helped nic Icam from

the bad ones.

Because I have bc^n helped by

the wonderful people at Student

R<^r Strong

Staff Wnter

This artick oriffnali)! appeand in the

December 5, 1978 issue of The

Rotunda.

The Longwood Lancers

opened their season November

24 with an 81-72 victory over

Bluefield at the Hampden-

Sydney Invitational. Randy

Johnson led the Lancers with 21

points. Johnson's sparkling per-

formance off the bench keyed a

Lancer scoring spree midway

through the first half, which

gave the Lancers an 11 -point

lead with seven minutes left in

the half From there on in the

Lancers were never seriously

threatened.

Coach Ron Bash commented

after the game that he expected

the Lancers to run away from

the Rams, but he was neverthe-

less pleased with the victory.

In the final game of the

Hampden-Sydney tournament

the H-SC Tigers defeated the

Longwood Lancers by a score of

60-44. The first eight minutes of

the game proved disastrous for

LC as the Tigers rolled to an

early 12-0 lead. After leading 23-

15 at half-time, H-SC continued

to build the margin down the

stretch, hitting over half of their

second half points from the

free-throw line. H-SC was led by

Tommy Jackson with 23 points.

Longwood was led by all-tour-

ney selection "Tee" Alston with

16 points.

Kenny Ford led a balanced

scoring attack with 17 points to

propel the Longwood Lancers

to a 76-58 victory over N.C.

Wesleyan Tuesday night in

Rocky Mountain, N.C.

Ford was followed by Kevin

Newton with 13, and Shack

Leonard with 10.

Alston led the Lancers on the

boards, hauling in 1 5 rebounds.

Longwood moved its record to

2-1 with its win.

Shack Leonard's 20 points

led Longwood to a 74-70 victo-

ry over King College last

Thursday night in Bristol,

Tennessee.

Leonard, hitting on eight of

1 1 field goal attempts, and four

of seven from the free throw

line, had his best offensive night

of the year by far. Three other

Lancers were in double figures.

Kenny Ford continued to con-

tribute his steady scoring punch

to the Longwood attack with 1

1

points. Randy Johnson also had

11, while Kevin Newton added

10. Tee Alston once again led

the Lancers in rebounds with

seven. With Thursday night's

win, Longwood upped its record

to 3-1.

"Easy Tee" Alston pumped in

18 points, and Shack Leonard

had 17 as the Longwood

Lancers crushed Christopher

Newport's Captains by a score

of 72-60 Saturday night.

The Lancers jumped out to a

31-20 halftime lead and were

never threatened in the second

half, building the lead to 19 at

one point.

Alston hit on seven of eight

field goal attempts and once

again led the Lancers rebound-

ing attack with 11 retrieves.

Leonard continued his strong

offensive play, dishing out five

assists in addition to tallying 17

points.

Longwood placed nine play-

ers in the scoring column as bal-

ance continued to punctuate the

Lancers' success. Kenny Ford

scored 13 points, hitting in dou-

ble figures for the fourth time

this season.

Longwood improved their

record to 4-1 with their third

consecutive win.

The Lancers have shown con-

stant improvement in every

game this year. Their record is

quite impressive at this point

considering that every game has

been on the road. French Gym
should undoubtedly be packed

for the Lancers' home opener

on Thursday against Averett's

Cougars.

I tafcc two grams of Valtrex a Health, I vk>\M also Kfcc to take

day, three Aidara treatments a some responsibility \o hdp some-

one cl«. I have

set t;^ an email

Tkis doesn't L

down, if I don't

let it

w^k, along

with an add

treatment.

That is «^en

ackl is placed

directly on

the lesions,

and they are

burned off

It's definitely

not pleasant
-----------

This doesn't have to bring me

down, if I don't let it If it wasn't

for Beth and Student Health help-

ing me throu^ this, I don't know

where I would be. Most likely I'd

be failing out of school from

de|»ession, and that's no way to

live.

Student Health has educated

me, and hdped me make some

MEN cont'd p. 14

Pickle Classic next weekend,"

explained Gillian. "There is an

excellent field that has been put

together for the tournament and

the games will be a big challenge

for us. Our match-up with Mount

Olive on opening night should be

a good one, featuring two players

in Charles Stephens and Mount

LOeSn t nave accoum if any.

- one would like

to bring me to email me
their questions

on STTs, preg-

nancy, HIV, or

any issues that

need discussing,

—«—

—

It's die least I

can do to give back to the

Longwood community, when they

took care of me first The address

is asktheherpster@aol.com.

Thank you so much, Studc

Health. I know sometimes

health field seems diankless, biit

you truly are appreciated.

"A Greatfni Lrngvod Student i

Olive's Marcus West, that are both

deservedly receiving national

attention."

All Longwood University men's

basketball games are broadcast

locally in the Farmville area on

The All New Eagle 1490, WPAK-
AM as well as worldwide on the

Internet at longwoodlancers.com

via TRAMLINE and TRZ Sports

Services.

JWICIAL dOAKO

Is looking for new members. Applications can

be picked up from and returned to the Office of

Honor and Judicial Programs in Lancaster.

Deadline December 1

Longwood"nieatre

Auditions
Jin ItaCian Straw Hat

By Eugene Labiche and Marc-Michel

Tuesday Dec 2"*' 6:30 PM—PUn for a few hours.

At Jarman Auditorium Lobby

Necessary Preparation:

1) Read the Piay—Scripts can be checked out from Cecelia Culler at the

Theatre/Comm. Dept. Office (first left at the back door ofJarman,

open till 5 PM)

2) Prepare a comic monologue or presentation lasting

30 seconds to 1 minute

Be LASLGE. LOUD andPHYSlCAU
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Catcl Spirit:

Two Longwood prolessors prepare lor jOtli

anniversarv) of Brown vs. State Board oJfEducation
Jennifer Wall

LU Press Rekfions

"We conclude that in the field of

public education the doctrine of

'separate but equal' has no place.

Separate educational facilities are

inherently unequal," wrote

Supreme Court Chief Justice F^.arl

Warren in the Court's opinion in

Brown v. Board of Eiducation on

May 17, 1954, in what is generally

considered the most important

case decided by the U.S. Supreme

Court in the 20th century.

In the fall of 2002, Theresa

Clark, associate professor of

social work, and Larissa Smith,

assistant professor of history,

joined thoughts and energies to

ensure Ix)ngwood's commemora-

tion of the 50th anniversary of

Brown vs. State Board of

Education.

. As co-chairs of the Brown vs.

Board Commemoration

Committee, Dr. Clark and Dr.

Smith have worked to plan events

on campus during the spring of

2004. The planned events will

enable the l^^ngwood community

to learn more about the history of

the Brown decision, to explore

the consequences and legacies of

that decision, and to stimulate

discussions acknowledging

Longwood's role in these past

events and develop plans to work

for a more just and equitable soci-

et)', both locally and nationally.

"By increasing the level of sen-

sitivity and awareness to the

issues surrounding Brown vs.

State Board of Education as they

relate to today's societ}', we want-

ed to provoke discussions on

campus on what we can do to

bring about a just and equitable

societ)','' stated Theresa Clark.

"In addition to the commit-

tee's work, plarming these events

has demonstrated the university's

commitment to the commemora-

tion project," said Larrisa Smith.

"It has been a collaborative effort

across campus. Support has

come from the President's office,

office of Smdent Affairs, Student

Government Association, office

of Public Relations, University

Lectures committee, office of

Multicultural Affairs, Lancer

Productions, and the office of

Alumni Affairs."

Theresa A. Clark is a native of

Prince Edward County. She

attended Lunenburg County

Schools during the school closing

in Prince Edward. After graduat-

ing from Prince Edward County

Public Schools, Theresa received

her B.A. in sociology from

Virginia State University (VSU),

her M.S. in education from

Longwood and her Ph.D. in

social work from Virginia

Commonwealth University. Dr.

Clark was the first female to be

appointed and elected to the

Prince Edward Count)' Board of

Supervisors. She has been presi-

dent of the Prince Edward

County Council on Human
Relations, chair of the Prince

Edward County Department of

Social Services Board and a mem-

ber of the Crossroads Services

Board. Currently, Dr. Clark is

serving as a board member to

Southside Community Hospital

and is a member of the Alpha

Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. pro-

viding community service.

See SPIRIT p.4

WMLU DJs Reack Out to Communiti)

Leslie Smith

Cojry Editor

DJ moguls, "Lick it" (a.k.a. Josh

Howell) and "Stick it" (a.k.a.

Aaron Canada), have introduced a

service to the campus, the On
Campus Disc Jockey Service

(OCDJS).

They have preformed at a few

functions last semester: the Sigma

Kappa Alzheimer's Walk, the

Color Wars, the Tri Sigma

Battered Woman's Walk, and the

Unity Alliance Drag Show.

This service used to be avail-

able through William Lynn and

Rick NeDer, who still give the

service to bigger events, but

Howell commented that he

thought that it was more personal

if a student DJ would come to

play music at a student event.

As for the services themselves,

Howell and Canada would like

organizations to follow certain

steps: contacting OCDJS at least

two weeks before the proposed

event. Preparing a detailed letter

of intent for OCDJS to. review.

Specifying what kind of services

are required ,- whether or not

not items such as microphones

are needed at the event. The for-

mat of the show is essential

when the DJs pick out appropri-

ate music for the event.

There have been problems in

the past with unorganized groups,

but Howell and Canada hope to

put those times behind them with

stricter policies.

Any group on campus that has

been approved by the SGA has

this service available to them, but

Howell and Canada stress that no

personal parties will be catered.

They did say that frat socials

could be acceptable, as long as it

is not a party setting.

Howell and Canada were the

first in the history of WMI.U
(and, previously, WLCX) to come

up with the idea of student-run

DJ service. They are interested in

finding commited DJs to help out

with the (currently) two-man

show.

Though they do not ask for

monetary compensation for their

services, Howell did say that "we

will take donations that go strict-

ly towards our equipment, but

we're trying to get more estab-

lished so that the SGA will even-

tually recognize us."

"We just try to have fun with

it," Howell finished.

Contact Josh Howell at jlhow-

ell@longwood.edu or Aaron

Canada at amcanada@long-

wood.edu for further informa-

tion.

Introducing LonAwood

Lance. Dl Pepsi Cans
Jennifer WaU
W Public Kektims

words, "DIVISION I HERE
WE COME," along witii the

longwood Lancers web site.

So keep a sharp eye out for

the special Lancer/Pepsi can.

As 1/^ngwood University con-

tinues its intrepid trek towards

NCAA Division I, you'll want to

make sure you stock up on a They're sure to go fast!

new limited edition, highly

collectible, Lancer/ Pepsi

can that will be available in

most major grocery outiets

on January 15 from

Roanoke east>\'ard to

Amelia (including

Farmville).

Through special arrange-

ments with Pepsi, over

1,000,000 Lancer/Pepsi

cans will be produced to

help promote our move to

NCAA Division I. The

Pepsi can will feature the

new Lancers logo with the

Longwood University
IS ON THE MOVE
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Editor
It's 12:40 in

the morning,

first issue of

the paper,

second week

of school,

and there are

two of us in the office. Four

classes in a row tomorrow morn-

ing, four hours of work, and

meetings. Tonight, I shall not

sleep.

And I realize, I've got so much

space to fiU.

Perhaps you shouldn't start

reading this until you maybe need

to take the biggest crap in the

world. It's going to be awhile

before it ends.

Leslie tells me it's not going to

be okay. I'm going to slug her.

First, I suppose, an introduc-

tion of sorts is due. I also sup-

pose that this will be the longest

editor introduction in the histo-

ry of The Rotunda.

I started my journalism career

in the fourth grade when my
best friend and I were pulled

from our class. For what, we had

no idea. Good kids, we knew we

weren't getting in trouble. Littie

did I know that waiting for me at

the end of the hall would be a

meeting that would change my
entire life.

It was a cheesy paper. One

legal-sized pink page every

month or so, but I loved it.

Near the end of sixth grade, I

applied to be on the paper at the

middle school. To my delight, I

was chosen to join the staff,

rather than take the introduction

to journalism class that most of

the seventh graders were

Box 2901 Phone: 434-395-2120

Longwood University Fax: 804-395-2237

Farmville.VA 23909 rotunda@longwood.edu

http://lancer.longwood.edu/org/rotunda/
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Amy Whipple

Bobbi Thibo

Shannon Harrison

Leslie Smith

Jenn Dize

WillPettus

Scott Dill

EUie Woodruff

Stephanie Riggsby

Naomi Johnson

Staff Writers: Lamont Brand, Kelly Fischer, Shawn Garrett, Stacey

Kluttz, Paula Nusbaum, Amanda Segni, Pat Sullivan

The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longu'ood Universit\vis pub-

lished weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam peri-

ods) and is printed in the offices o\ the Famvilk Heraki, Farmvillc, VA.

All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must be

received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursdays publica-

tion. All letters to the editor must he t)ped and include name and tele-

phone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not appear

on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are subject

to editing.

The Rotunda is an equal opportunit}- volunteer organization and is

looking for people who are interested in writing or !a\f)ut. We current-

ly have positions available and ask anyone whf) is interested to come to

our meetings, Mondays at 9:15 p.m.

required to take.

Middle school is a weird, weird

time, but I found a home for

myself Even at thirteen-years-old,

journalists are already a really dis-

tinctive bunch.

I owe' a whole bunch to our

journalism teacher. We were a

product of Whole Language, what-

ever that really means, thus none of

us had any grasp whatsoever on

grammar or the like. So besides

learning journalism for those two

years, we were force fed everything

we didn't learn in elementary

school language arts. I still, howev-

er, can't spell for the life of me.

(Those who know me today

probably can't see an Amy who
isn't a grammar nazi. It came

quickly to me, though, and has

smck by me ever since.)

From middle school, I was sent

into the depths of journalism 1, a

mandatory class for anyone who
wanted to work on the newspaper

or the yearbook.

Brooke Ramey Nelson was a

loud-mouthed Texan with more

credentials than most high school

newspapers ask for. (A hint as to

my personality - I'm cringing hard-

core that I just ended that sentence

in a preposition, but it's 12:58, and

I just don't care.) She had spent

several years writing and editing for

The Washington Post, and from her

knowledge, she filled our heads

with journalistic tidbits I still share

with everyone that steps into this

office.

High school journalism was a

good time for growing, not only in

terms of journalism, but in life as

well. At sixteen, I had finished my
eight-year stint as a cheerleader,

and I was ready to expand my hori-

zons. (Whoever just made fun of

me being a cheerleader is going to

be the victim of a sharp right

hook.) I wasn't the same person 1

had been for all those years. At six-

teen, I had found an actual talent.

Nhke, Nikki, and 1 were the only

three sophomores that were sec-

tion editors on the paper, When
senior year rolled around, the three

t)f us (VC'W\X' as our last names

would have it), were all named co-

editors. I had a glorious time that

year, beginning with a story that

grabbed national attention and

ending with the highest award

from the \'irginia High School

League,

But when I walked out of room

215 of West Springfield High

School, I was sure that I was done

with journalism. Longwood

CoUege in Nowhere, Virginia had

accepted me to be among their

ranks as up-and-coming elemen-

tary school teachers. That was a

hard decision for me - choosing

between journalism and teaching.

It slipped my mind that I could do

bodi.

It only took two weeks for me
to realize how absolutely boring

Farmvillc was, so as a scared and

lonely freshman, I joined The

Rotunda. As it turns out, I was the

only freshman on the staff, so the

juniors and seniors took me as

their baby, and I spread the knowl-

edge I had accumulated over the

past several years.

(Oh my God, this page just isn't

filling up the way it needs to be.

Time check says it's 1:17 a.m. If

you see me today, perhaps you

could punch me in the face and

put me out of my misery. Perhaps

you could also write a Letter to the

Editor, so I don't have to do this

again next week.)

Perhaps a bit more about me,

but not in terms of the paper?

This is the first semester I've

actually done my work. I gave up

on homework in the third grade,

but I'm making a valient effort to

change the way I work. However,

because of this paper, I am not

finishing my reading for American

Lit II. Sorry, Dr. C. By that alone

can you tell I'm an English major?

I get really snobby about being

an English major. I actually get

reaUy snobby about a lot of things:

coffee, museums, what actually

constitutes as Northern Virginia,

books, music, and life in general. I

need to stop doing that. It's 1:27 in

the morning, though, so I'm not

sure now is the time.

Dispite being a feminist and a

lesbian, I'm really conservative,

I've learned to keep my mouth

shut around most people, as it

only leads to trouble when I don't.

I'm also very strong in my faith,

though I'm also very strong in the

idea that faith is very personal,

thus you do not have to run the

risk of me pushing my ideals onto

you. Ask, and 1 will share, other-

wise you probably won't catch me
talking about God.

I'm very into folk music, prima-

rily contemporary folk. If I could

have a one-night stand with any-

one in the world, it would be

singer/songwriter Susan Werner.

(If anyone wants to cut this out

and send it to her, that's fine with

me. Just as long as I don't get

arrested.)

I'm stalking a dead woman.

(I should just leave it at that

and let everyone wonder.)

Let's see. I'm the webmaster

for both the radio station and

UA. For the radio, my regular

show widi DJ Rog Pog (I'm DJ

Good Game) is on Fridays from

1-3 p.m.. "The Caffeine Diary" is

two hours of wonderfiil folk and

soft rock goodness. On Mondays

from 11-12 a.m., Mr. Canada and

I have "Pimp Juice" (he thought

that name up, just so you know),

which is the first ever Longwood

Sex Talk Show.

(If my mother ever reads this

column, I do believe that I am
out of a home and college

tuition.)

I say lots of odd catch phrases

like "Good Christ on a popsicle

stick" and "What die nut." I call

people in my classes "Dippity

doo heads." I don't ever really

make sense.

(I haven't really left this chair in

the last eight hours. My butt is

starting to go numb.)

I really love being female. I

don't hate men, even though

popular theory says I should. My
only regret about being female is

not being able to pee my name in

the snow. I suppose I'll survive.

My biggest promise for the

semester, besides the whole

doing my work thing, is to stop

showing my underwear to every-

one. Something about it being

time to grow up; I'm sure it's all a

lie anyway

I think I just broke the desk.

So 1 leave you with this, at 1 :47

in the rriorning, Patt\' Griffin is

playing over the computer speak-

ers; Scott and Leslie arc sitting

beside me. The night is just

beginning.

Here's to the semester. Here's

to us. Here's to you.

Amy Whipple

l:ditor-in-Cbief
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Tfyou're not mad, you're not paying attenflon!"

Tlxe/"ActlA/i4t' U'your ouXietfor hcUXiii^yycUi^ Thlyiyyour

your d^xxnce^tod/y^ometh^A^(ibotAtiO(U>^^ So-

ipeah up M\d/ act Up. BecauiCi ufyou/'re^ v\at mad/, you/re/ not paying cUtB^vUont. E-mcUl

Act(A/i4t id£4Ai'txy- ir>tun(i(^lon^ood/.eduA

Ckange ol Heart, Ckange of Plans
say, who they were, or to maybe

actually do a hard hitting journal-

istic account of the corruption

exposed by the students of this

school (again, I had lofty expecta-

tions). Each time that I attempt-

ed to do this, these traits were bla-

tantiy apparent.

Most were very surprised and

agitated that I would actuaUy fol-

low up with them, and most were

unable to answer the queries

posed to them.

But that's the beauty of having

an opinion and being given the

first amendment right to be able

to print such opinion. This I was

reminded of harshly by another

editor when I attempted to

"proofread" a piece that was

incredibly inflammatory, and

again when I wanted to amend

something that was...well... just

plain gross.

Most people are not going to

do is think to themselves:

"Gee...maybe I am an idiot that

doesn't deserve to be in a college

setting; I think I'll just go home."

As the old saying goes, you

can't fight fire with fire. This is

why I have made the decision to

attempt to think more positively.

I predict that in the coming year,

it will make me happier and more

tolerable to the people around

me. The challenge is to see if

people around me follow suit.

For its not easy to be positive; it

involves reprogramming you're

entire way of thinking.

We'll see how it works out.

WiUard A- Vaughn

Staff Writer

For most of us, a new year brings

a new set of empty, unfijfilled

goals that we set for ourselves to

achieve throughout the year.

These New Year's Resolutions,

usually based on bad habits that

we have created for ourselves,

normally bring us right back to

the same place a year later, having

gained twenty pounds and drink-

ing enough to make an alcoholic

smile.

But this year for me is differ-

ent. I have made the conscious

decision to make a change for

myself in the positive direction.

This change is largely based

upon a book that I have started

reading entitled Hojf to Win

Friends and Influence People by Dale

Cai-negie.

This book I noticed was

required reading for a class in the

Psychology department, so while

I was purchasing my $110 book

that I needed for the class I was

taking, I spent $13.50 on this

book that I didn't (and thus suc-

cessfully ripping it out of the

hands of one of the students in

that class-sorry). I wanted to

read it for entertainment purpos-

es; unbeknownst to me how life

changing it would be.

In just reading the first chap-

ter, I have decided to change my
oudook on life. This change is

twofold. First of all, this littie

editorial marks the end of my
journey as Opinion Editor of The

Rotunda. This decision is based

upon the latter half of my
epiphany: I have decided to no

longer look at things negatively.

Within the pages of this paper

I have written several things that

have for the most part been neg-

ative. One such article writteri at

the beginning of last fall semes-

ter, resulted in the removal of me
as president of one organization

and most likely a demotion in

another. Oh, and not to mention

a nasty backlash of politicking

and lies that resulted in me
loosing a job within the town.

But even that in of itself is a

good thing. It led me to the

office of the Rotunda to seek

new experiences in an organiza-

tion that I knew nothing about.

I was welcomed with open

arms and immediately placed in

a new leadership position that I

knew even less about.

I thought I could make a

change for the better by being

the person accountable for. the

words within the Op/Ed pages.

I suppose I had lofty expecta-

tions, and everything pretty

much remained the same. But

that's okay. Sometimes unifor-

mity is a good thing and The

Rotunda is a shining example of

this principal.

Without publications like the

Rotunda to make us laugh or to

make us think, this campus

would most likely not be a very

interesting place to be. For this

reason alone I think that this

newspaper and its entire staff

should receive ever)' award that

Longwood has to offer.

So as I close one door, I

open another. For I've realized,

again referencing this experi-

ence, that most negativity is

inspired from three things:

ignorance, annoyance, and

inconvenience. Over the last

semester I've attempted to fol-

low up on a few claims made by

opinion writers in order to

either confirm what they had to

pp

FraNMis

Snowman Jam
Friday January 23, 2004 / ^ .

FeatMiing..

Junction

Woodbum Road

Here Today

McLaws Drive /

Lighthouse CaK 3jiN.MJu«stF,mii^
Mt^MH^MIMll^Mk^
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props and drops
Props;

4- To Mary CarroU-Hackett's Dramatic Writing class

+ To finally being able to take Young Adult Lit

+ To two Challender classes in one semester!

+ To being able to walk between the Student Union and

the D-Hall. Now, for the rest of it.

+ To the only time in the semester when we can get all our

work done

Drops;

- To Stephanie's large course load

- To no longer sleeping twelve hours at a time

- To freezing weather and no snow

- To bad grades from last semester

- To professors with bad attitudes

- To Bush's stance on gay marriage

Speak Out
Wkat would ijou ckange alx>ut

The Rotunda?

I would like to see

more book reviews.

Soyna Montoya
-Junior

More music reviews on
undergoround or less

kown bands.

Nicki Saunders
-Sophomore

Personal Ads!

Jacob Thomas Striebeck

von Reyn XXIV
-Senior

Bring back the organiza-

tional spotlight, to let

students know about
great student organiza-

tions, such as WNG.
Dan Youngsma

-Senior
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Larissa Smith grew up in Northern

Virginia and graduated from Chantilly

High School in 1989. She received her

BA. in political and social thought from

the University of Virginia in 1993.

^Tiile at UVA, she was an Echols

Scholar and served as a program director

for the tutoring program at Madison

House, UVA's student volunteer center.

Dr. Smith became interested in histo-

T)' when she took a course on the histo-

ry of the civil rights movement with

Professor Julian Bond, now chairman of

the board of the NAACP, in 1990. She

went on to pursue concentrations in

African American studies and southern

history, and she wrote her senior under-

graduate thesis on Charles H. Houston,

the architect of die NAACP's legal cam-

paign to challenge segregated education

and the mentor of Thurgood Marshall,

the first African American to serve on

the U.S. Supreme Court. In 2001, she

earned her Ph.D. in American history

from Emory University in Adanta, Georgia.

She came to Longwood in the fall of 2000,

following a one-year position teaching at

VSU in Petersburg.

In March 2003, Dr. Smith received a

Resident Fellowship from the Virginia

Foundation for Humanities and Public

Policy (VFH) in Charlottesville. In die

spring semester 2004, she will be in resi-

dence at the VFH, working on her book

manuscript, tided "XX'hcre the South Begins:

Black Politics and the Struggle for (jvil

Rights in Virginia, 1930-1956."

Upcoming events:

January 22, Video & Discussion: The Lost

Generation, Hull Auditorium, 3:30-5 p.m.

January 29, Video & Discussion: The Rise and

Fall of Jim Crow, Hull Auditorium, 3:30-5 p.m

February 5, Video &c Discussion: Massive

Resistance, Hull Auditorium, 3:30-5 p.m.

February 23, Simkins Lecture, Dr. Jeff

Abernathy, '85, Wygal Auditorium, 7:30-9 p.m.

March 3, An Evening with attorneys Oliver Hill and Jonathan Stubbs, Wygal Auditorium, 7-

8:30 p.m., Co-sponsored by Robert Russa Moton Museum

March 18, Woodrow Wilson Fellow Lecture, Ms. Callie Crossley, Woodrow Wilson Fellow,

Wygal Auditorium, 7-8:30 p.m.

April 8, Simkins Lecture, Dr. Waldo E. Martin Jr., Wygal Auditorium, 7:30-9 p.m.

May 8, Commencement Address: Julian Bond, Wheeler Mall, 9:30 a.m.

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS, Anner392-

3135ica's #1 Student Tour Operator to Jamaica,

Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring

on-campus reps. Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations 1-800-648- 4849 or

www.ststravel.com.

Mullisan^s Sports Grille
Open 1130 a«m« 7 days a week (315-8787)

Llv€ €nt€rtalnm€nt Fri. and Sat, nights

I-S3 - Slingshot

i-S4 - False DImltri

I-30 - Southern Justice

1-31 - Frontiers (a Uourney" tribute

band)

- Free delivery on and around campus
until 12 a.m.

- Karaoke Night every Sunday 8- close $2 drinks all night

- Ladies Night every Thursday night (no cover fee)

HOOTENANNY - COMING SOON...

mm comt nrnv or suftnmrHmr
with this coupon

Pick up an application in Wynne 104 or

in your Residence Hall.

\ For more information, contact Paula

Nusbaum (pknusbau@longwood.edu) or

jlj Dr. Larissa Smith

/ .'/ (lsmith@longwood.edu) or Dr. David

Coles (dcoles@longwood.edu)

Deadline for applications: Tuesday,

February 3 at noon

Omicron Delta Kappa - The National Leadership Honor Society

Sponsored by Residence Hall Association (RHA), the Of The Month awards

are an excellent way for you to recognize leaders and programs on your

campus.

Jonathan Perok is September's RA Of The Month. This is his first year as an

RA, and he is responsible for 60 co-ed first year students. In the brief one-

month period that Jonathan has been an RA, he has dealt with a variety of

challenging situations. However, Jonathan has handled the stress and

repercussions that come with confrontation in a stellar fashion. Congratulations

to Jonathan Perok, RA of Cox/Wheeler halls.

RESIDENTIAL &COMMUTERlri=E
I. O Ni G W O O D U N I V E R S I T Y

e:HADLEY<S^
WatcrffofilCafc

' ' ' '
I-

,.,Where The Neighborhood Comes Together

Casual Dining - Private Parties

Catering

ANNE SiMBOLi
Pastry Chef

(434)392-1566

201 B Mill Street

Farmvllle, Virginia 23901

The creator of the Chocolate

Tantasy, the *J(gy ^ime Tart,

and the ^ese's ^ake invites you

to *6barleys Waterfront *6afe,

celebrating its tenth year in

Tarmville. 8top by today to try

5inne's latest desserts, changing

daily! Start a new tradition by

purchasing a graduation cake to

celebrate your big day. All cakes

and desserts are made to order

with a lot of love. Do something

special for your S^alentine; make

your dinner reservations today!
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Penn StateLaunckes File-Skoring Experiment

V-Wire •

Since its birth in a college dorm room

nearly six years ago, Napster has been a

word-of-mouth sensation, on the cover of

Time magazine, the defendant in a lawsuit

filed by Metallica and bought by a

German media conglomerate, only to

become a complete and utter business fail-

ure.

But after Napster filed for Chapter 11

bankruptcy in June 2002 and was presum-

ably left to die, the infamous name and

unmistakable logo have been revived.

The deal signed in November between

Napster, owned by parent company

Roxio, and Pennsylvania State University

saw fruition last weekend as the digital

music progenitor returned to the commu-

nity that first embraced it: the college

campus.

And as students take time to test out

the software, they can rest assured that

every CEO of every major technology -

and music ~ related business is watching

and waiting for their opinions.

"We're the first in the nation, or world

even, [to have this parmership]," said Sam

Haldeman, assistant to the associate vice

provost for information technology serv-

ices, aka the man who was commissioned

to test and choose the online music serv-

ice for Penn State.

But there's more behind Haldeman's

statement than sheer bravado. It's a state-

ment that points out Penn State's unique

position, and it isn't just the techies who

are paying attention.

Congress has praised the university in

its efforts to combat illegal file sharing,

and "NBC Nightly News" scheduled a

segment discussing the deal.

"We are concerned about what we per-

ceive to be a wide-spread illegal phenom-

enon, while educating students about the

legal and moral implications and ramifica-

tions of copyright infringement,"

Haldeman said.

But perhaps more specifically, as Matt

Jackson, assistant professor of telecom-

munications, pointed out, the real thing

these businesses want to find out is:

"Once they graduate, will students contin-

ue to use a legal service, or will they go

back to what is free?"

Jackson likened the situation to Penn

State's current contract with Pepsi, which

has been the university's soda of choice

for the past eight years.

"Pepsi pays extra to be the only soda

with the hope that when students gradu-

ate, they continue to buy it," he said. "That

is taking advantage of a controlled atmos-

phere. This is a bad thing to the extent

that students who wovild use another serv-

ice continue to use Napster because it is all

that is offered."

But it seems, at least for now, students

are still able to find an alternate means.

And while this sounds like a great deal

for everyone involved, Haldeman's expla-

nation brings up another point that has

consistently been raised against the

Napster agreement.

"It is not a valid answer [that Penn State

got a good deal]," Jackson said. "It could

be a very good deal, but money is still

going from Penn State to Napster. Instead,

it could be going to new technology funds

or a refund to students. The university is

being very disingenuous [when saying stu-

dents don't have to pay]."

Haldeman, however, represents the uni-

versity's philosophy toward the project,

which has been one of taking advantage of

a situation.

"We recognized that students were in

dire desire of music, and we had the lever-

age and power to do something about it,"

Haldeman said.

Here is where the skeptics point out that

Spanier is co-chair of the Committee on

Higher Education and die Entertainment

Industry along with RIAA president Cary

Sherman, not to mention Penn State

trustee Barry Robinson, who also spUts his

administrative time as senior counsel for

corporate affairs with the RIAA.

"Some of the criticisms [against the

deal] stem from ignorance of laws and a

bias towards viewing the RIAA and artists

as tyrannical millionaires," Haldeman said.

Brian Morrison, a junior in film and

video, who has posted fliers around cam-

pus that read, "Do You Know About Bad

Napster?," would have to agree that

Haldeman has his cynics pegged.

"File sharing, whether or not people

realize it, is a revolt against the system,"

Morrison said. "Essentially, the recording

industry has been exploiting people for a

long time, and file sharing is an answer to

it."

Morrison said the university should have

never gotten involved in the first place

because the students, not the record Indus-,

try, should be its first concern. He said he

believes Penn State is taking money from

university operations, such as the

Microsoft software that is no longer avail-

able for free to students, and putting it in

the recording industry's hands without

providing an actual product.

In 2001 the record industry reported a

10 percent decrease in sales and a slew of

figures pointed to online piracy as the cul-

prit. The RIAA said that one peer-to-peer

system was responsible for 1.8 billion

unauthorized downloads per month and

that the number of burned CD's world-

wide was most likely equal to the number

of CD's sold at retail.

"Basic economics says they need to

lower prices [to solve their decreased sales],

but the recording industry would rather

manipulate the system and tell us what to

listen to [with programs like Napster],"

Morrison said.

And that seems to be the bottom line

when it comes to criticisms of the Napster

deal.

"My major concern is if Napster is

catering to the Big Five [record labels,

which are Uriiversal Music Group, BMG
Entertainment, Sony Music Entertainment,

EMI Group and Warner Brothers Music]

or offers unprofitable deals to other

artists," Jackson said. "That would be hor-

rendous, and the university should have no

part. They should have a stipulation that

Napster offers the same deal to secondary

artists and opens its service on a non-dis-

criminatory basis."

As of Saturday, about 6,000 of the

18,000 students who live on campus have

registered to use the Napster software. And

despite a project that has never been

attempted before by anyone, let alone the

technology department at Penn State, the

overall atmosphere in the student union

was one of optimism.

"We expected some difficulties since

we're the first to do this," said Bill Mahon,

university spokesman. "But so far everything

is very optimistic."

According to Haldeman, only 20 com-

plaints have been received, all of which he

described as simple technical errors, such as

registration difficulty and wrongly config-

ured Internet settings. But neither Mahon

nor Haldeman received complaints from

Mac users, whose systems are not compati-

ble with the Napster software.

"The issue is which songs are available,

where the service can be used and who can

use it," he said.

Napster currendy adds 10,000 to 30,000

songs every week and offers more than

500,000 total tracks, but the company is not

to be blamed for the absence of a specific

artist, Haldeman said. It is up to the artist to

give permission.

Greg Gabbard, die owner of City Lights,

agreed that the Napster deal was a positive

step toward curbing illegal file sharing. He

also said he thipks that the service is geared

toward the selling of single tracks, which is

something his store doesn't deal in.

"If it's just singles, then there's no com-

petition," Gabbard said. "Artists are getting

paid, and that's the bottom line."

^otcKo/V5aXon/ onod/Vay Spa/
101 hJ. McUwStreet

T^arymiUe^, Virglt^iou 23901

43^-395-0105
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Buy 3 monfl^j receive/ one/ movyXh/ free/

Free/ Lotion/ for the/ firs^ teKV people/
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^ 23
Once Upon a Time

in Mexico

LP Movie of the

Week
8:00 p.m., ABC

rooms

< V^5
Elvira Kurt

8:00 p.m., Lankford

Ballroom

Listen for "The

6oldenfish Show
10-12 a.m.

WAALU91.3 fm

II

^27
Volunteer Orientation

Sessions

4:00 p.m.. Career

Center

Chamber Music

Series: Guitar,

7:30 p.m., Wygal

Listen to "Alterna-

Head" tunes

10-12 a.m.

WMLU91.3 fm

How to Prepare for a

Job Fair

4:00 p.m.. Career

Center

Comedy Hypnotist

Dale K

8:00 p.m., Jarmen

6et that homework

done...

WAU.U Meeting

9:00 p.m.

Hiner 2nd floor

Auditorium

\^^
Come edit pages for

The Roiwda in your

copious free timel

Tune in to **Midnight in

the Garden of Good

and Evil"

12-2 a.m.

WMLU91.3 fm

^ 26

Listen to "Pimp

Juice"

11-12 a.m.

WMUJ 91.3 fm

\^
Interviewing Workshop

4:00 p.m.. Career

Center

Unity Alliance

8:00 p.m., Grainger

G18

Pick up a copy of The

Rofundd

Remember to secure a

designated driver

before you go out

tonight

Are you looking for an apartment

for the spring semester?

For just $250/month you can sublet a single room with pri-

vate bath. Comes with bed, desk, chair, and dresser. Free

ethernet hookup through Longwood. All utilities except

phone and cable included in rent.

Call 392-2252 for more information.

Catch the Spiritl

Congratulations to the 229 students who made the

President's List and the 546 students who made the

Dean's List!

For a complete listing of recipients see:

http://www.longwood.edu/registrar

Honor Requirements:

President's List full-time students with a semester GPA
of 4.0 and a minimum of 12 hours completed.

Dean's List: fiill-time students with a semester GPA of

3.5 to 3.99 with a minimum of 12 hours completed and

no grade received under a C-.

i^iMi*
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HORCSCOPES
by Sam Wise-Ridges

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)

The snowmen might leave you alone for a

couple of days now that you've harnessed

the power of your hairdryer.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Speak up in class this week! You never know

when a teacher might be impressed.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20) .

Remember to call your grandparents every once ^^
and a while and thank them. You wouldn't be

here if it weren't for them.

Style

foDgue tD Cheek

PAGE?

by Ellie Woodruff

Well, Tm afraid that If

your weekly firealarm

checks aren't sufficient,

we'll have to let the build-

ing burn to the ground.

After all, rewiring them

wouldn't be very cost

effective..."

Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)

Spiders will avoid you this week.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

If you pass a black cat, give to die poor.

Gemini (May 21-June 20) -^

Tricksters are looking for you this week, but not

You know It's going to be a

long day when you wake up

In the morning and mis-

take your girlfriend's bot-

tle of Nair for hair gel.

because they want to congratulate you on your newest ideas. Keep a low profile.

Cancer 0une 21 -July 22)

Eat your vegetables! And ketchup doesn't count.

Leo (July 23-Aug 22)

Remember that the "weapons of mass destruction" are now actually "weapons of mass destruction development

programs,
»

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)

Spring is coming, so break out your dancing shoes.

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)

I see a house in your foturc.a glass house. Be careful, diey tend to heat up quick.

Scorpio (Oct. 23. -Nov 21)

If you go on a mystical journey this week, make sure you wear your hiking boots.

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec. 21)

Wrap it before you tap it!

iiiii^MiiiMHMIi
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Movie £//is Fine Holidatj Fun
Anthony Sinecoff

Siaff Writer

For the longest time after Sponge

Bob Square Pants was making

waves with kids, and then eventu-

ally college kids, critics and ana-

lysts were trying to figure out the

success of the yellow porous

creature.

After being compared ad nase-

um to Jerry Lewis, they finally

decided that everyone loves Mr.

Bob because he is completely

oblivious in a non-oblivious

world.

For this same reason £^is also

appealing, and no one really plays

the part of oblivious as well as

Will Ferrell, of SNL fame.

Buddy (Ferrell) is a man who
thinks he was raised in the North

Pole by Santa's elves. He doesn't

realize he's human; he just thinks

he's a bit tall, and rather slow at

making toys.

Santa (Ed Asner) and his adop-

tive Papa (Bob Newhart) finally

break the truth to him and

encourage him to find his biolog-

ical father (James Caan) in New

York.

The city is alien to this

Christmas-loving elf-man, and as

he bumbles along he manages to

get under the skin of his Scrooge-

like dad, sweet step-mom, litde

brother and a cute girl who works

as an Elf in a retail store's

Christmas department.

The story is truly silly, but it

maintains that important quality

that lets us suspend our cynical

disbelief

There are several hilarious

parts in the film, most all having

to do with Buddy's inept style in

the Big Apple, including the part

where Buddy is warned about not

eating gum off the street: "It's

not candy," Papa Elf warned him,

yet Buddy indulges himself any-

way.

Ferrell, while looking a bit aged

for an Elf, fits the part like a

glove, and seems to be one of the

few actors out there that can play

this manically oblivious part con-

vincingly.

The casting of Asner and

Newhart is a throwback to yester-

year when neither of their politi-

cal affiliations mattered.

Now even in the movie, Asner

has to have a foot on the soapbox,

reviling the "New York Central

Park Rangers" when they try to

attack his sley. The scene is either

a spoof on Ring Wraiths from

Lard of the Rings or a negative tes-

tament to New York's finest - on

horses.

Despite that, Asner and

Newhart are perfect for their

roles, and they allow Ferrell to

cement his silliness as he plays off

of their sincerity.

Favreau directs the film like a

holiday classic - bright and wacky,

with witty touches and references

that will make the film enjoyable

over multiple viewings.

The ending is a bit thick on the

cheese factor, and a little light on

the humor that saturated the rest

of the movie, but it doesn't do

irreparable harm.

In fact, you may want more of

this type of humor, which can

lead to back-to-back episodes of

Sponge Bob.

Tijpical Teen Angst in

Chasing Liberty
BoM>iThibo

Asst. Edi&tr

Mandy J^oore's most recent

cinematic endeavor. Chasing

Liberty, is a normal teenage

movie. Angst about separation

ftom parents, gaining independ-

ence, along with young love, are

the three focuses of this movie.

As the president's daughter,

Anna Foster ^andy Mooi«) is

under the constant surveillance

of her father's secret service.

Although a common and pre-

dictable storyline, Mandy
Moore's natural charismatic on-

screen personality compensates

for the lack of originality.

Taking a stand against her

father's ai\rays-watchlul surveil-

lance, Anna runs around to tour

Europe with her new boyfriend,

Ben (Madiew Goode). This on-

the-road adventure of a typkal

"chick flick" storyline is cute,

airy, and a good attempt at what

tiiis film is meant to b^ a %ht-
hearted and fun movie centeared

around overbearing parents,

teenage oppression, and ihek

acts of rebellion.

J

You'll make It through college because you've got dedication

and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also

have a way to pay for It with the Montgomery Gl Billjuition

Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members
serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll

still have time for your friends and family. Join the team that

will help you get your college degree. In VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard,YOU CAN!

it^iwim

Hate what you've been reading?

Wish Jtfere were better pictures?

-Can't get over the grammatical mistakes?

THEN JOIN The Rotunda, AND FIX IT!

Meetings - Mondays at 9:15
Right across from the Post Office in the bottom of the Student Union

i-800-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO.GUARD.com

AMi V0U msp OFfimum AHri-oarnmnm

99 nii rmmnummn

P99wcnif9 mnn9i9if

99f99mmr9mLP
mmimmrnt

Unity Alliance needs your help!

^iiii
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Longwood HieatreWelcomes Guest Artist Daniel Stein
Becky Creasey

Lonfffood Theatre

Continuing its tradition of host-

ing world-renowned theatre

artists, Longwood Theatre wel-

comes actor, director, and teacher

Daniel Stein for a week-long resi-

dency Januar}- 19 through 24.

Mr. Stein will present work-

shops for Longwood Universit)'

theatre students and faculty, and

will present a public performance

of his piece WINDOWSPEAK
on Saturday, January 24, 2004 at

8:00 p.m. in Jarman Auditorium

on the Longwood University

campus.

Daniel Stein has just complet-

ed serving his five year rotation as

School Director, and now carries

the tide of Projects Director of

The Dell'Arte International

School of Physical Theatre where

he also teaches "Preparing the

Instrument," "Generadng New
Material" and "Improvisation."

After studying m the

Professional Actors Training

Program at Catnegie-Mellon

Universit)', where he had the priv-

ilege of working with Jewel

Walker, he then went to Paris to

study with Erienne Decroux, and

subsequendy made his home in

Paris for 20 years.

Mr. Stein started his profes-

sional career as an actor with the

French National Theatre. Since

then his performances have

toured in more than 25 countries.

He had his own school in Paris

for 1 5 years and has taught master

classes throughout the world at

institutions such as Juilliard

School of Drama, New York and

The Institute of Dramatic Arts,

Tokyo.

Mr. Stein has received grants

from the National Endowment

for the Arts, the United

States/Japan Commission, the

Pew Charitable Trust, and has

been named a John Simon

Guggenheim Fellow.

Daniel Stein will be performing

his acclaimed WINDOWSPEAK
on Saturday, January 24, 2004 at

8:00 p.m. in Jarman Auditorium

on the Longwood University cam-

pus.

Admission is free and the gen-

eral public is welcome. For further

information call the Jarman Box

Office at (434) 395-2474. Box

Office hours are Tuesday,

Wednesday, and Thursday after-

noons from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Wanted
Hunt Seat Instructor for beginner level

horseback riding students. Part-time

two to three afternoons/week. Teaching

experience a must. Contact JoAnn Jones,

evenings @ 983-3247.

MERBENCY

BLOOD NEEBEBI

1
^^^^^^HHHft
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Women's Basketl>all Continues Successful Season witk Eleventk Win
Sports InfomaHon

Longwood University split a pair

of games last week, defeating

Francis Marion (S.C.) 66-59, Jan.

12 in Lancer Hall, before falling

to in-state foe Virginia Union 83-

67, Jan. 1 5 in Richmond.

The Lancers are now 11-7 on

the season and will remain idle for

two weeks until they travel to the

nation's capital, Jan. 31, to take on

the University of the District of

Columbia - tip-off is set for 4

p.m.

Against Francis Marion (S.C.)

(7-4), Longwood erased a 13-

point deficit to start the game en

route to a 66-59 victory over the

visiting Patriots.

In the first half, the visiting

squad jumped out to an early 13-

lead as Longwood was scoreless

until sophomore Ashley

Mason/Virginia Beach (Princess

Anne) hit a field at the 12:22 mark

to put the Lancers on the board.

The host school fought back

with 25-9 run to lead 30-26 at

halftime. Longwood continued

its control of the game during

the second stanza, stretching the

advantage by as many as 17

points (52-35, 9:32).

The Patriots, however, put

together a late second half rally

courtesy of Jennifer Howard,

who hit three consecutive shots

rom three-point territory to put

her team within reach, the latter

trey tying the game at 57-57 with

3:45 remaining.

Senior Erica

Marcum/Charleston, W.Va.

(George Washington) then pro-

vided Longwood with a much-

needed steal and lay-up with 35-

seconds left that sealed the win

for the Lancers.

Ashley Mason paced the

Lancers with her second career

double-double - first of the sea-

son - of 21 points and 13

Men s Baskettall Falls Furtker
sports Information

Longwood University lost two road

games played last week, falling 61-

53 at the University of the District

of Columbia Jan. 17 after an 82-63

loss at Southern Virginia University

Jan. 14. The Lancers are now 3-14

this season and will not return to

action until Jan. 29, a 1 2-day break

in the schedule, remaining on the

road at Saint Paul's College in

Lawrenceville beginning at 7:30

p.m.. Longwood has played 11 of

17 games this season away from

Farmville.

Longwood continues to play

without senior Ail-American

Charles Stephens/Danville (GW-

Danville) who had averaged 22.7

points and 12.4 rebounds through

the first 11 games this season.

Stephens' mother, Rachel Dean

Calloway, had been terminally ill and

passed away Jan. 3 at her home in

Danville following a batde with can-

cer. Unfortunately, Stephens has

not returned to the program and his

status for the remainder of the sea-

son is uncertain at this time.

At the District of Columbia (10-

6), Longwood lost a hard-fought

decision after rallying from a 10-

point halfdme deficit to within 53-

51 with 2:19 left before the

Firebirds made two late three-point

field goals to secure their record

28th-straight home win. UDC led

4-0 to begin the game before the

Lancers batded back to lead 11-9

on a jumper from freshman

Maurice Sumter/Alexandria (T.C.

Williams) at 13:44. Classmate

Husein Pistoljevic/Richland, Wash.

(Hanford) had put Longwood into

gear early with consecutive three-

pointers to open the team's scoring.

The visitors led 14-11 after a three-

pointer from Sumter, and another

basket by Pistoljevic tied the game

at 20-20 (6:01). The Firebirds,

however, used a 14-4 run to close

the half and take a 34-24 lead at the

intermission. UDC scored first in

the second half before the Lancers

closed to within 40-36 at 14:12 as

freshman Michael

Jefferson /Chester field

(Meadowbrook) scored 10 of the

Lancers first 12 points in the peri-

od, including a two-handed slam-

dunk off a fastbreak. The hosts

managed to extend the lead to 52-

43 with 6:04 remaining before

another rally by Longwood nar-

rowed the score to 53-51 (2:19) -

the fmal four points of the run

from Sumter on a rare four-point

play. Sumter had connected on a

three-pointer, and was fouled, and

made the free throw before the two

late treys (1:43, :49.7) made the dif-

ference.

rebounds. Mason went 9-13

from the floor and 2-4 from the

foul line, while hitting one trey

and getting one steal, one block,

and two assists. In addition to

Mason's team-best night, fresh-

man Ashleigh

Hollman/Centreville (Westfield)

added her own double-digits of

11 points, including three treys,

while Marcum finished with

seven points and a team-high

four assists. Senior Ebony

Smith/Palmyra (Fluvanna Co.)

also contributed seven points

and pulled down eight boards.

Longwood shot 37.3 percent

(26-67) from the floor, including

30.0 percent (6-20) from three-

point territory and shot 47.6 per-

cent (10-21) at the foul line.

Francis Marion shot 42.3 percent

(22-52) from the field, 33.3 (5-

15) from beyond the arc, and

76.9 percent from the line.

At Virginia Union (12-2), the

two teams stayed evenly matched

throughout the first half, tying

the game seven times and chang-

ing the advantage four times.

Longwood took its first lead

(20-19) of the game at the six-

minute mark off on a field goal

from junior Marita

Meldere/Rujiena, Latvia

(Lynchburg Christian) but quick-

ly gave up its margin after the

host school hit a pair of free

throws. Both schools then trad-

ed baskets for the remainder of

the half until the Panthers took

control of the game with 2:14

left to enter the intermission

with a 37-32 advantage. After

the break, Virginia Union

opened the half where it left off

and never relinquished its lead.

The Panthers stretched their

margin by as many as 18 points

in the second stanza to close out

the contest with a decisive home

wm.

Smith paced Longwood with

her team-high 15 points, including

one three-pointer, while grabbing

six rebounds.

Three other Lancers registered

double-digits, including Meldere,

who posted 10 points and eight

boards, while sophomore Amber

Mason/Virginia Beach (Princess

Anne) and Hollman also con-

tributed 10 points apiece. Junior

transfer Catherine

Dunn/Aberdeen, N.J. (St. John

Vianney) led the Lancers on the

glass, pulling down a team-best 10

rebounds.

Longwood shot 40.3 percent

from the floor on 25-for-62

shooting, 21.1 percent on 4-for-

19 from three-point territory, and

65.0 percent on 13-for-20 from

the line. Virginia Union shot 42.9

percent (30-70) from the floor,

27.3 percent (3-11) from beyond

the arc, and 80.0 percent (20-25)

at the line.

LONGWOOD ATHLETICS ANNOUNCES HONOR STUDENT-ATHLETES

Longwood University Director of Athletics Rick Mazzuto has announced dut 44 Lancer student-adiletes have been named to

ddier die President's list (4.00) or Dean's List (3.50-3.99) for the just-corapkted fell semester at the institution. The President's

List teduded 17 student-athletes from 11 different sports who achieved perfect academic progress during the semester. The

Dean's List included 27 student-athletes from 12 different sports who achieved near-perfect academic prepress during the scmes-

tct Overall, 44% (87) of the 199 student-athletes attained a GPA of at least 3.00, incJudmg the 22% (44) on these two presti-

gious lists. 'TTiese student-athletes represent the best we have to offer," stated Mazzuta 'TTiC)' have set a standard for all of us

who are im-olved in intcrcoUeg^te athletics. I congratulate dieir efforts and achievements."

Lancers on President's List (4.00) Garrett Green/Fredericksburg, Senior, Men's Tennis

Snjart Bertsch/Norfolk, Junior, Men's Soccer John Hines/Smithfield, Sophomore, Baseball

Emily Bikowski/Fairfax, Junior, Women's Lacrosse Dmitri Isakovski/Norfolk, Sophomore, Men's Soccer

Megan Camden/Bedford, Junior, Softball John Tompkins /Chesapeake, Sophomore, Men's Cross

Christopher Gibbs/Chesterfield, Freshman, Men's Cross Country

Country Jon Larson/I^esbxirg, Sophomore, Men's Basketball

Anne Hundley/Norfolk, Freshman, FicU Hockey . Amber Mason/Virginia Beach, Sophomore, Women's

Michael Joyce/Peterborough, Ontario, Sophomore, Men's Golf Basketball

Ashley Mason/Virginia Beach, Sophomore, Women's

Basketball

Toni Matkovich/Wheeling, W.Va., Senior, Women's

Basketball

Kathleen Murphy/Vitginia Beach, Freshman, Field Hockey

Diego Quiros/Quesada, Costa Rica, Sophomore, Men's

Tennis

Joe! Rowc/ColonJal Heists, Freshman, Men's Basketball

Kerry Ryan/Sprii^field, Sophomore, Women's Lacrosse

Stacey Sdimidt/BerHn, N.J., Senior, Women's Lacrosse

Chris Shuford/Predcricksbui^ Freshman, Men's Golf

Shawn Slotke/Baltimore, Md., Junior, Women's Lacrosse

Ebony Smith/Kents Store, Senior, Women's Basketball

Jennifer Steele/Manassas Park, Junior, Softball

Headier Storrie/Spring Grove, Pa., Freshman, Women's

Soccer

Kristy Taylor/Lorton, Senior, Women's Lacrosse

Jessica Wilkerson/Roanoke, Sophomore, Women's

Basketball

Heather Williams/Btookneal, Senior, Softball

April Lockley/Califomia, Md., Sophomore, Women's Soccer

Tucker McCarthy/Richmond, Junior, Women's Golf

Catherine Melvin/Newport News, Junior, Women's Tennis

Mary Millage/Ennismore, Ontario, Senior, Women's Golf

HoUy Miller/Newport News, Junior, Women's Cross Country

Matt Paciocco/Richmond, Senior, Men's Golf

Whimey Slack/Lecsburg, Freshman, Women's Soccer

Shawn Spllman/CJncinnati, Ohio, Senior, Men's Soccer .

Jessica Walton/WillJarasburg, Junior, Women's Cross Country

Evan Weinstein/Totonto, Ontario, Senior, Baseball

Zach Zigrang/Vitpiia Beach, Freshman, fiaseball

Lancers on Dean's List (3.50-3.99)

Kathleen Barry/Annandale, Freshman, Women's Lacrosse

Justin Brock/Palo Alto, Calif., Freshman, Men's Soccer

Isa C<Aen/Mineral, Junior, Women's Lacrosse

Tiffany Dcnby/Charlottesville, Junior, Wc«nen's Cross Country

Cat Dunn/Aberdeen, RJ., Senior, Women's Basketball

Leah Graham/Salisbury, Md., Junior, Women's Lacrosse
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Recruitment a

Succedful Start to

New Semester
Bobbi Thibo

Asst. Editor

The end of winter break not

only brought around the begin-

ning of a new school semester,

.

but it also meant the start of a

whole new experience for some

students.

The Thursday before the

majority of campus returned for

the spring semester, those girls

hoping to join a sorority returned

early for recruitment.

During formal rush the

prospective girls go around to

each chapter and then narrow

their visits down from there;

depending on which sororities

they are interested in and those

who invite them back.

Recruitment is an exciting

time for not only the girls going

through it, but all of the sisters as

well.

"Recruitment was a blast. Not

only was it a chance to meet and

get new girls, it was also a chance

for the sisters to grow closer."

Commented Aubrie Therrien, a

sister of Delta Zeta, which

received eleven new girls this

semester.

"Our favorite part of recrviit-

ment is Walk. It is the time that

we can celebrate all of our hard

Stick Tkis on Your

DoorandBurn It!
Cavalier Daify

Two older ASA sisters pose for a picture after their own
walk. The experience gives all rushees a chance to see where

their classmates will be pledging for the semester.

work by welcoming our new girls

into our sorority." Kristy

Holland, Delta Zeta president,

added.

One aspect of recruitment

that many of the sisters seem to

enjoy is coming up with a theme,

decorating the halls in Stubbs,

and preparing their parties.

"This semester our sorority

chose ASA in the city, after the

popular T.V series Sex in the

City. By choosing this theme it

was easy to create an upbeat

atmosphere, which made conver-

sation with the girls ea^ and

entertaining." Kelly Creamer,

president of Alpha Sigma Alpha

sorority, explained.

The new pledges are also very

anxious and excited about

recruitment and what is to come

in the weeks ahead as they join

their new sisterhood.

DZ pledge Sydelle Gonias

commented, "Recruitment was

one of the most nerve racking

things I have gone through here,

because it really is a life long deci-

sion, but its the best decisions I

have ever made, and I can already

tell that this is going the be worth

ever minute of the stress that may

come with pledging"

Overall, recruitment is an excit-

ing event for everyone involved

that all the sisters anticipate.

"The sisters of ADPi are very

excited to welcome the new

alphas to our chapter and we can't

wait to help them along on their

journey through pledging, it's an

experience we're all thrilled to be a

part of." Concluded Mel

McConnell, a sister of Alpha

Delta Pi.

CauiionlLook BeloreYou Si^n ikat Lease
Boi^i Thibo

Asst. EdikfT

If you've even glanced at any of

the posters hanging around

campus, the red "Stop, Don't

Sign that Lease!" signs have

surely grabbed your attention.

Although moving off cam-

pus is a very exciting step, there

is more to the process thetn just

finding an apartment and sign-

ing a lease.

Before making any commit-

ments diat you can't get out of,

be sure to pay attention to the

signs and that all your bases are

covered.

Those students that have 56

credits and who wish to move

off campus next semester must

fiU out the online off-campus

housing application that can be

found at

www.iongwood.e<lu/housing.

After completeir^ the form,

one of the two mandatory meet-

ings must be attended.

The dates for the orientation

sessions are February 4th, 2004

at 3:00 p.m and February 5th,

2004 at 3:30 p.m in the ABC
rooms.

Like many rising Juniors

Ashley Cross is excited about her

move from the dorms to apart-

ment living, and is pleased with

the overall application process.

"1 think it b very convinent

and efficeint to be able to com-

plete the application online, and

I think the meetings are a good

idea to make sure everyone

knows whats going on." Ashley

commented.

"I do think that some feed-

back should have been given

after filling out the online thing

to be sure that it went through

ok, that's the only thing I'm real-

ly worried about." She added.

Although there are

See LEASE p.4

Today the Virginia State Fire

Marshall is conducting an

inspection of all University' R2-

zoned residence areas, which

include Old and New Dorms,

the Lawn, apartments, suites and

residential colleges, and when

she's done, U.V.A. will be as ster-

ile and boring as a prison.

In an overreaction to an inci-

dent last semester when a first

year burned a flier on his hall-

mate's door, the new fire mar-

shall has decided to strictiy

enforce the Commonwealth's

fire code, outiawing any flamma-

ble paper (as opposed to non-

flammable paper!) from hanging

on residents' doors.

No fliers. No posters. No pic-

tures of friends. No nametags.

Nothing to distinguish one

personality from the next. Just

boring, blank doors for the

roughly 6,000 undergraduate and

graduate students living in the

affected areas.

Past fire marshalls have been

more lax on the state code,

allowing a reasonable amount of

paper cover on students' doors.

However, this year there is a

new fire marshall, and in

response to last semester's inci-

dent, she has decided to strictiy

enforce this ridiculous code.

This is ludicrous for so many

reasons, and the fire marshaU

should quickly realize both the

possibility and necessity for

compromise.

The biggest problem with the

strict enforcement of the code is

that it won't accomplish what it's

set out to accomplish.

Forbidding students from

hanging paper on their doors will

not make it any less likely that

their rooms will catch on fire.

Their rooms will be fiill of

innumerable paper products

impossible to contain in a tragic

blaze, and there will always be

that one trigger-happy first year

with a lighter and too much booze

in his system.

To forbid fliering a Lawn door

and yet still allow piles of stacked

firewood is nonsensical, and

speaks to the overly cautious

enforcement of the code.

Yes, the idea of a poster catch-

ing fire and burning down an

entire residence area is scary, but

unrealistic.

And no one wants to live in a

hall where every room looks as

unappealing as the next.

Whether it's a first year proud-

ly displaying her new sorority let-

ters, an upperclassman showing

off pictures of his friends, or a

Lawn resident championing a

cause for students and visitors

alike to see as they stroU by, this

new strict enforcement will take

away so much of what it means to

be a unique member of the

University community.

Decorating your door lets your

individuality stick out in a com-

munity in which it is so important.

Corny as it sounds, it also con-

veys a sense of home; you'll

always know which door is yours

when you get back from a long

day of classes.

Friends and strangers alike can

get a sense of who the University

is when they see the fliers on

Lawn room doors or visit other

residence areas.

Most importandy, students

need all the help they can get

advertising and finding out about

events that are important to them

— the pages of this newspaper

cannot fit them all.

Unfortunately, the University

has its hands tied when it corner

to matters of Commonwealth law,

but there's still hope.

Compromise and looser

enforcement of the ridiculous

code has been done in the past

and should be again.

Contact the State Fire

Marshall's Office and let them

know how you feel.

^
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Editor
F'lrst of all,

excellent

work to peo-

ple writing

this week.

S ec o nd 1 \ ,

look down

there |p(^int^] - the staff box is

slowly starting to fill back up; be a

fJtizcn Leader and join the staff,

just kidding. Don't be a Citizen

Leader, just join the staff. 1 almost

added a winkv face, but thought

better of it. We are in college,

after all.

During one of our crazy snow

days, I had the privilege of con-

versing with my baby sister (she

turned twelve last week) about a

topic other than Neopets, Ijord of

the Rififf, or Harry Potter, none of

which 1 actually converse about -

I just listen and pretend to care.

Fivery once in a while, she sur-

prises me, such as in this situa-

tion:

I come from a very conserva-

tive family, half of which is

strictly Catholic. As a general

rule, the children maintain a

similar sense of conservatism

and religion, so it isn't unusual to

run into resistance if I bring up

a hot topic (this week: homosex-

ualit)). It's not rare that I tease

my sister about how I kiss girls

(though she and my parents are

unaware of my sexual prefer-

ence). She says it's gross, and we

move on with the conversation.

Neopets, right?

This time, she brings up how

I'm not voting for George come

the Presidential election. W'fjy?

she asks. I respond that he says

lots of hateful and mean things

that I just can't support. She

responds with (no joke because

I'm copy and pasting this from

our IM conversation, and I

The Eotimda
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never use more than two question

marks anyuay), IJKE

Well, I tell her, the biggest prob-

lem I have is that he only wants a

man and a woman to be able to

marry, which is very hateful to the

gay communit}'. I tell her gay peo-

ple love each other just as much as

heterosexual people.

W^hy is it nron^ then? So he's saying

that all people Tbil li to he straight to

live in America?

If they want to get married, I

explain. If two women love each

other very much for a very long

time, just like Grammy and

Grandpa love each other, one can't

do anything say if the other is in

the hospital if they are not mar-

ried. I'm thinking also the lines of

// These Walls Could Talk IJ

She expresses sadness about

that, knowing how much our

grandparents depend on each

other in sickness and in health. She

then tells me that her best friend's

aunt is gay. So I ask her if this

woman is just like other adults she

knows except that she loves

women. She concurs.

She says 1 can't tell my parents

that she's okay with this woman

being gay. Like I would rat her out

on that. I^ok who she's talking to.

God tells us to love everyone.

I agree. I tell her that there arc

gay people and straight people

alike who respect their bodies and

themselves and there are some of

each that don't. She gives me a

biblical example of straight people

doing something they shouldn't.

She asks why our mom doesn't

like it when I express these views,

and I tell her she wants us to think

like she does because she believes

she is right

Thai'sJust silly. You can't make peo-

ple think certain ways unlessyon brain-

wash them hy deprimng them of sleep

then maybe but she isn't doing that to us,

is she?

We discuss current options for

gay couples, and how they can

have families too, but that it's just

harder for them to adopt.

She brings up religion again.

Whoever said that people HAD to

like people of the different gender? Oh

I know!! People are going hy the story

of yldam and live since Godput them

on the planetfirst.

She's an insightful young lady.

As a final example, I bring up

Platcj's Symposium {You have a

mTH01DG \
' class? Lucky.)

where people used to be connect-

ed in pairs: some were two males,

some two females, and some one

of each. After a fight, Zeus split

all humans apart, so everyone

spends the rest of their lives

looking for their other half By

having a mix of all, it provided

the Greeks with a namral expla-

nation for homosexuality.

That's nice of the Greek people.

Isn't it?

Yea.

-^(M^
Amy Whipple

Hditor-in-Chief

Martin Lutker King s Legaci} of Non-Violence
Janet Jfones

Staff Writer

Why is it that war is often glori-

fied more than peace? The

answer is that our society is so

hell-bent on praising heroes who

have based their valiant qualities

on fighting, rather than rational-

izing.

To win a war one must kill

more people than their oppo-

nent. That is the most animalis-

tic and brutal concept 1 have ever

heard and honestly have a hard

time fathoming how this can

seem like the right answer.

Innocent men die "for their

country" while the leaders, who
began the war, are later praised.

The leaders never have to live

witli looking at the person whom
they have just shot, breathe their

last breath of air, and wonder

what he did to deserve death.

I believe, and I am not alone,

that there should be more holi-

days to remember peace- keepers,

rather than those people who
come up with the brilliant idea to

begin a war.

On January 19 Longwood

University and many other insti-

tutions and businesses did not

observe the holiday of Martin

Luther King Day.

This is one of the only days that

venerate someone tiying to bring

harmony to our chaotic world. I

am not be^ng for a day off of

school, but sincerely believe that

we should observe a holiday for

peace.

In an issue of Time Magazine

Jack E. VCTiite wrote, "It is a testa-

ment to the greatness of Martin

Luther King Jr. that nearly every

major city in the U.S. has a street

or school named after him. It is a

measure of how sorely his

achievements ^re misunderstood

that most of them are located in

black neighborhoods."

This may be why this holiday is

often overlooked and considered a

holiday that only African

Americans should have reason to

celebrate.

This, however, is not the case.

Jack E. White also wrote in Time

Magazine, "For all King did to free

blacks from the yoke of segrega-

tion, whites may owe him the

greatest debt, for liberating diem

from the burden of America's

centuries-old hypocrisy about

race.

It is only because of King

and the movement that he led

that the US. can claim to be the

leader of the 'free world' with-

out inviting smirks of disdain

and disbelief"

If there were more days of

remembrance for the altruistic

people trying to make the worid

a more civilized place, perhaps

there would be more people fol-

lowing in their path.

Not only in war, but in their

own microcosm. Children

would not be so quick to hit

their friends when they did not

get what they want and adults

would reconsider acts as well.

However, since the leader of

our country is so anxious to

embrace war I do not for see a

mass change of ideas.

Martin Luther King was only

one of many peace believers.

He was only one person with

one voice and look at the mas-

sive impact he had on the entire

country.

Do not give up the fight and

remember, make love, not war.

t ' ' . '
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Conversation: It s Wliat's for Dinner
CTN provides a problem for a Longwood student who just wants a peaceful meal.

Nate Spencer

Staff Writer

There is no contending that we

live in the Information Age. In

this period of human civilization

we can now access any amount of

data at the touch of a button,

click of a mouse, or poke of a

stylus.

We can, in the same sitting,

look up information on the wed-

ding of Britney Spears, the ins

and outs of the Atkins diet,

Avagadro's number (6.022 x

1023), Dennis Rodman's dress

size, or the schedule of televised

ping-pong in the 2004 Summer

Olympics (woefully nonexistent).

This is all possible, of course,

assuming your AIM doesn't

throw in your face the Window of

Procrastination.

Our society's arsenal of gad-

getry must be using enough elec-

tricity to singe the hair off a

wookie; everywhere you turn,

another device is invented or

implemented to further decrease

our moments of sanit}'.

One of Wal-Mart's newest

addirions to the Shopping

Experience is the new closed-cir-

cuit Wal-Mart Network.

Finally, my life is complete: I

can watch advertisements and the

occasional Bush speech while I

shop for my smiley-faced boxers.

The knowledge of this increas-

ing phenomenon leads me to

pose questions about our own
campus.

Not to speak for the whole of

the student body, but I think I'm

not far off in stating that eating is,

at present, a common social activ-

ity.

If I were to poll the student

body at random, I doubt very

highly that I would find a top rea-

son for eating in the dining hall to

be memorizing the lyrics of "Hey

Ya."

1 acknowledge that the glasses

through which I view the world,

when compared to most others,

are incredibly unique.

I could personally rant and

rave about the fact that, being an

English major, listening to Nelly

Furtado and the crew of CTN
horribly interferes with my
enjoyment of Shakespeare,

Fitzgerald, or Miller.

But not everyone is like me,

and I acknowledge this fact.

In fact, NeUy Furtado, when

I'm not trying to concentrate, is

actually one of the more enjoy-

able music acts.

However, I believe strongly in

the growing need in our society

for what I like to call, "human

moments."

This means that we are in dire

need of shutting off the tech-

nology.

I can at this moment hear my
friends muttering about my own

personal obsession with gad-

getry.

But I aspire, if not succeed, in

putting my face-to-face human

encounters above my newly

found love of text messaging or,

yes, even the lure that we all face

to stare into the televised obliv-

ion while our companion obvi-

ously needs a listening ear.

I make it a point to avoid

senseless bitching.

If I don't have a reasonable

alternative, I don't have a right

to complain.

Whether or not you are a fan

of the music itself, the fact

remains that you cannot sit and

have a decent conversation in

the dining hall without being

within 30 feet of a blaring box

whose sole existence is to make

us take the focus off of each

other and onto the materialistic

world.

I hear those of you raging

that dining hall television isn't all

bad-CTN shows the news peri-

odically.

To that I suggest closed cap-

tioning. To those of you mak-

ing the very astute point that

music is infinitely more than print-

ed text, I hear you; my entire fam-

ily is composed (pun intended) of

people of your persuasion.

However, to you (and my fami-

ly), I say that background music is

one thing; presenting an entirely

new medium of entertainment to

bisect our eternally fragmented

attention span is entirely another

I guess this soapbox-summit

rambling of mine is a senior's fee-

ble attempt at trying to impart an

iota of the wisdom I've gained in

my relatively short life.

As a camp counselor this last

summer, I worked at an island

camp in which we took every bit

of technology' from the campers

upon arrival.

The point was to take their

focus from their everyday world

and help them rediscover what it

was like to be human (the fact that

it needs rediscovering is frighten-

ing in and of itself).

But now that I've been back in

Virginia for around 5 months, I'm

realizing that I've botii been strug-

gling to keep a grip on what it is to

be human.

I try to aggressively throw

myself out of my comfort zone,

turn attention away from my own

vices and make myself engage

more people in conversation for

the sake of conversation itself

I now randomly ask even close

friends questions like "If you were

a billboard, what would you adver-

tise?" or, "What are you passionate

about?" and my books of thought-

provoking questions have become

something of a wonderment to a

few.

Sure, I might be a short, odd,

eccentric young man bitching

about the tired topic of material-

ism's evils.

But take my advice-make a con-

scious effort to increase your

humanity.

If it doesn't shock you how far

our society has strayed, I welcome

feedback...

props and drops
Props:

+ To the lovely people willing to help get cars out of the

snow, especially those who are not police officers (thus it is

not their job).

+ To Jeromy Runion and his wonderful tool box!

+ To two snow days,

+ To fiin-nay pooties.

Drops;

- To the Longwood Bookstore for playing the HSC radio

station during WMLU's student broadcasting hoUrs.

- To people who come to class reeking of pot and acting

stoned off their asses.

- To getting stuck in the ice.

- To wet pant legs from walking in the snow.

- To people who don't know when to just shut the hell up.

- To yellow caution tape around the walkways.

Speak Out
Wkat did ijou do on ijour snow

laijSi

Hung out and shot
pool.

-Stan Schoppe

I went sledding on the

soccer field and played
snow football.

-Becky Winter

I slept and went sledding
on the soccer field.

-Giancarlo Coello

I worked out.

-Darren Holmess
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pros to living off-campus, some

students feel living in the dorms

is the best option for them.

Mel McConnel, a current jun-

ior, has lived on-campus since she

was a freshman and plans on

doing so as a senior as well.

"It's practical and easy to get

around. I don't have to worry

about parking or making my

schedule one consecutive class

after another so that I don't have

to drive back and forth to cam-

pus." Mel explained.

Another student, Becca Gille,

agrees. ""Well to be completely

honest, it's hard enough to get up

and walk to class living on cam-

pus. I don't want to go through

the hassle of actually getting in

the car, driving to campus, then

spending 30 minutes looking for a

parking space. No thanks. I'd

Nem January 29, 2004

rather wake up 5 minutes before

class and just go."

While some don't agree, off-

campus living is a popular trend

many people follow after spend-

ing the first two years in a dorm,

and those who are going through

the process for the first time

need to pay special attention to

what they should be doing.

If you are not careful about

the process, you may find your-

self in the unhappy predicament

of paying both on and off-cam-

pus rates. So make sure you dou-

ble check your dates and times.

Next rime you're walking past

the posters hanging up on cam-

pus, pay special attention to the

bright red signs that shout "Stop!

Don't Sign that Lease!"

Four new e-mail worms have

been squirming their way into

students' inboxes since last week.

E'-mail Virus Plaques Students Computers

The viruses ~ Beagle,

Dumaru.z, Dumaru.y and

MyDoom - infect madhines by

mass mailing themselves to

other users once the recipient

has opened an attachment in an

infected e-mail, said Shirley

Payne, director of security and

policy at Information

Technology and

Communications at the

University of Virginia,

Three of the worms have

consistent e-mail headers, mak-

ing them easier to identify. But

MyDoom is more problematic

because it does not have a spe-

cific subject line, Payne said.

Possible e-mail subject Unes for

MyDoom include "test," '*hi"

and "heUo."

The source of the virus is

unknown, Payne said. "Viruses

like this can come from any-

where. This, is widespread aU over

the place, not just U.Va."

Payne said ITC became aware

of the e-mail viruses when stu-

dents called in to report the mass

e-mdlings. Students should not

open any attachments from an

unknown sender because hackers

could then access the students'

machines, she added.

"They are really dangerous

because you can loose complete

control over your computer asid

personal information," she said.

To prevent viruses from attack-

ing students' machines, FTC has

information on its Web site to

educate students about proper

computmg.

"We make anti-virus programs

available to the university com-

munity free of charge, and there

is a lot of education on our Web

site," Payne said.

First-year student Lauren

Bruce said she received six e-

mails. "It said "Your e-mail

account is about to expire, so

open this attachment to find out

more,'" Bruce said. Regardless

of the e-mail's claim, she said

students' e-mail accounts will

not expire

"The good news is tiiat if peo-

ple have updated their virus

detection every day or two times

a day, they are protected," Payne

said. "The problem with viruses

is that they never really die,"

Payne said.

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS, Amer392-

3135ica's #1 Student Tour Operator to Jamaica,

Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring

on-campus reps. Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations 1-800-648- 4849 or

www.ststravel.com.

Mullisan's Sports Qrilk
Open 11M a*n« 7 dflfs a wttk ^5-t7BI)

Uv€ Gnt€rtalnm€frt FrI, and Sat nights

I-S3 - Slingshot

1-24 - False DImltri

I-30 - Southern Justice

1-31 - Frontiers (a ^Journey" tribute

band)

- Free delivery on and around campus
until 12 a.m.

- Karaoke Night every Sunday 8- close $2 drinks all night

- Ladies Night every Thursday night (no cover fee)

HOOTENANNY - COMING SOON...

• •

with this coupon

Omicron Delta Kappa
The National Leadership Honor Society

Pick up an application in Wynne 104

in your Residence Hall.

or

For more information, contact Paula

Nusbaum (pknusbau@longwood.edu) or

Dr. Larissa Smith

(lsmith@longwood.edu) or Dr. David

Coles (dcoles@longwood.edu)

Deadline for applications: Tuesday,

February 3 at noon

Umm Diniiig •• PrtvMi ^rtits

mmmmm
InPPwTf VfPPF

^4143 592 156i
ton i iMii m^^

rfpvile. Virginia 25001
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmMmmmtmiM

Tb< creator of the Chocolate

fantasy, the %gy ^Jma 7art,

and the ^ese's ^ake invites you

to Charleys Waterfront ^afe,

celebrating its tenth year in

7armville. 6top by today to try

5^nne's latest desserts, changing

daily! Start a new tradition by

purchasing a graduation cake to

celebrate your big day. 5^11 cakes

and desserts are made to order

with a lot of love. Do something

special for your S^alentine; make

your dinner reservations today!
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CD Review: Ani DiFranco Proves Cerebral witk Educated Guess
U-W'ire

Ani DiFranco, in her latest

release. Educated Guess, takes the

personal as political.

Educated Guess rises above the

relative mediocrit)' of the two-

CD release Reve//ing/ Reckoning,

and in the spirit of her last, Evolve,

distills DiFranco's unique voice

and the talented guitar placing

found throughout her catalog.

DiFranco goes solo on this

CD, playing, singing, recording

and mixing it by herself

Though she doesn't have a

backup band, she layers her voice

and guitar tracks, essentially

accompanying herself She uses

this technique very discordandy

at times to create tension within

the songs, as in "Swim."

DiFranco combines her

singing with spoken word, with

no less than four of the 14 tracks

being poetry with slight back-

ground guitar and choral arrange-

ments.

It is in these poems that her

politics pierce through, with lines

such as this from "Grand

Canyon": "1 love my country / By

which I mean / I am indebted joy-

fully / To all the people through-

out its history / >XTio have fought

the government to make right"

This is not to say that when

DiFranco picks up a guitar, her

politics disappear. "Animal" rails

against the way humans treat

nature,
explores patri-

otism and cas-

tigates imperialism.

"Bodily" is devoid of politics,

focusing instead on the pain of

her recent divorce from her hus-

band and recording engineer.

Songs such as "Swim" and "Rain

Check" also mirror this senti-

ment.

Educated Guess is classic Ani in

many ways, but also illustrates

her growth as a musician and

poet - it is not To the Teeth without

a band.

In going solo, DiFranco goes

out on a limb, but her reliance on

her talents only proves how" tal-

ented she can be.

Educated Guess retains essential

DiFranco, and her newest album

won't disappoint old fans even

though it provides a sound diver-

gent from her past works.

NOTE-TAKERS
AT LONGWOOD
Looking for a quick way to make a buck

on campus???

BE A NOTE-TAKER!!!

The ASC is looking for student volunteers who are willing to

share their notes with classmates who have disabilities that affect

their capacity to take notes.

The process... it's easy! Take notes as you normally would during

class, photocopy them for FREE, and place them in the appropri-

ate student's box here at the ASC. It's that

simple!

For more information, or to be a volunteer, please call the

Academic Support Center at (434) 395-2393 or E-mail Holly at

hrcampbe@longwood.edu

**
University Policy Requires a minimum

3.0 GPA for eligibility
**

Do you see this letter a lot?

If you do, the Academic Support

Center is looking for you!

We're currently recruiting tutors for the

following subjects:

Math, Biology, Economics, Accounting,

and all foreign languages.

You must hold a G.RA. of 3.0 or higher and have earned a

letter grade of "A" In the course you wish to tutor.

Please call 395-2393 for details!!!

Residential lifeguard staff needed at a summer camp
located in Wakefield, Va.

Employment runs Memorial Day-late August.

Current Lifeguard and Professional Rescuer CPR
certifications required.

For information, contact the Airfield 4-H Center at

757-899-4901

.

Qotcho/ySodofv cund/Day Spa/
101 hJ. MoiO^Styeet

parwtvtllej Vir^vnia/ 23901

^3^-395-0105

pedicure^, and/fuH-hody wcufu

TannCng^Special/

Buy 3 Yvuynihi^, recei^i/e/Ctne/vyionth/free/

free/ Lotixm/ for the/fir^te^ people/

Ma/rUc4Are/ancl/PedCc4Are/Spe€i4^

re^uLc^r - $^5

idle/- $35

feoturiA^Halr hy Mary: CMt, color, ityle/, and/ more/

434-547-9795

$5 offcolor, cut; and/nfyle/

— — — — «»W»MWWw — — — *«aJ



Pi^6 Calendar January 30 - February 5 , 2004

^ 30
LCVA Opening

Exhibits

S"? p.m.

The Caffiene

Diary Radio Show
1-3 p.m.

Educational

Recruitment Doy in

the Career Center

4-5 p.m.

S.A.F.E. Meetings at

4:30 in the Student

Union

Listen to "Alterna-

Head" tunes

10-12 a.m.

WAW.U 91.3 fm

9
3̂1

Men's Basketball vs.

District of Columbia

3 p.m.

Listen for *The

6oldenfish Show
10-12 a.m.

WMLU91.3 fm

M

V5i 4̂

Come edit pages for

The Rotunda in your

copious free time!

Tune in to **Midnight in

the Garden of 6ood

and Evil"

12-2 a.m.

WMLU91.3fm

S-V
1

Mulligan's Superbowl

party starts at

5 p.m.

WA^LU Meeting

9:00 p.m.

Miner 2nd floor

Auditorium

\A

2

Want to join The

Rotunda staff?

9:15 p.m. in the

bottom of the

Student Union!

Listen to Timp

Juice"

11-12 a.m.

WAW-U91.3 fm

Are you looking for an apartment

for the spring semester?

For just $250/month you can sublet a single room with pri-

vate bath. Comes with bed, desk, chair, and dresser. Free

ethemet hookup through Longwood. Ail utilities except

phone and cable included in rent.

Call 392-2252 for more information.

5
Unity Alliance

8:00 p.m., Grainger

618

Pick up a copy of The

Rotundd

Am YOUmm ofimm$Mm-OMwnmm

w YOU THimnumm
90SH §S WROMO 40007mO-

mrmommuiOif

00 Yoo mntr to hup
mHTiMOSWE?

Unity Alliance

needs your help!

Grainger G1

8

Thursdays 8 p.m.

^^ ^la^^^Hta
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HCRCSCCPES
by Sam Wise-Ridges

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)

Running around in the snow doesn't make

you a bunny.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

The ice looks pretty..until it's rushing toward

your head.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

Just because you're in Wonderland doesn't

mean you're Alice.

Aries (Mar. 21-April 19)

Not even your shovel can dig you out of this

mess.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

No two snowflakes are alike, kinda like how no

two moms are alike.

Gemini (May 21 -June 20)

As much as you like to run around in your

underwear, this is not the season for it.

Cancer (June 21 -July 22)

The ounces of alcohol you drank during the

snow days should not exceed your I.Q.

Style

foDgue to Che«&

PAGE?

by EUie Woodruff

"I'm sorry Ms.

Brooks, but we're only

following the revised

firecode and the

toilet paper Is Just as

much a hazard as

posters on your door'.'

Foot to Koufti by Ellie Woodruff

Science

s,noumieAv

OH/

campus/

Co«*i^^*" Science

Kn^rop>\o^«^

Leo (July 23-Aug 22)

In case you didn't get the news, classes are back on. Not that you ever went in the first place.

Virgo (Aug 23-Sep. 22)

The wolf must run free.

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)

Be on the lookout for Mr. Right... but be careful, those snow men are deceptive!

Scorpio (Oct. 23. -Nov. 21)

When peeing in the snow, make sure you spell your name correcdy.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

Only you can drink for 10 hours straight and not puke. Kudos to your liver.
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Lon^wood Tkeatre Starts

Spring Semester witn

The Italian StrawHat
Bobbi Thibo

Asst. Editor

Longwood University's theatre

department is at it once again.

After the production of On the

Verge, they are for their upcoming

show, The Italian Straw Hat

The story is centered on a man,

Fadinard, who is about to be wed

played by Austin Eichelberger.

Fardinand is in search of an

Italian straw hat to replace the

one his horse ate.

The original hat belonged to

Anais, an adulterous woman,

played by Aubrie Therrien, who

must return with her hat so that

her husband doesn't suspect her

musbehavior.

According to stage manager

Kyle Ankiel, the most difficult

aspect of this play is catching on

to the 19th-century French Farce

style, and he is very pleased with

the progress of the cast.

"They are doing wonderfully,"

he commented.

Cast members and crew all

seem very enthusiastic about their

contributions and roles within the

production.

Eichelberger stated, "It (having

a lead role) gives me a chance to

interact with all the characters in

all the scenes, and gives me the

chance to understand the play

better and to have the most fun I

can in this production."

The Italian Straw Hat opens

February 25, 2004 at 8 p.m and

will run into the following

Sunday, closing with a matinee

show at 3 p.m.

"This play should be a lot of

fun for the audience, not only

because the script is hilarious, but

also because the ensemble cast

brings such a joyful qualit)' to the

performance that it's hard not to

smile and laugh." Concluded

Aubrie Therrien.

Cabin Fever Suits Longwood s

Wintenj Landscape
Leslie Smith

Q^ EtHtor
fans.

Track 1 1 , "Hunter's Kiss," has

a scratchy old time feel to the

tune. It starts off with "Here's

the sad story about a deer and a

man..." and then the singer takes

1

.

Gingerbread
Coffin
2. Thimble Island

3. State Fair

4. Sweet Water Kill

(The Ocean Song)
6. Remnants of
Percy Bass
6. Rats
7. Clipped
8. PJ + Vincent &
Matthew + Bjork
9. My Orphanage
10. Crosswalk
11. Hunter's Kiss
12. Our Lies
13Antique High
Heel Red Doll

Shoes
14. Cooped
15. Quitter

Described as "...an Atire in

Wonderland psychedelia..." by

Katherine Turman on

Amazon.com, Raspu^na has an

eerie quality not found in many on the feelings of the hunted

bands today. deer, who is presumably targeted

The band was started Melora by the arrows of love.

Creager, a classically-tiained eel- There is one spoken track,

list, who found her other two number 8, "PJ + Vincent &
band members, Julie Kent and Matthew + Bjork," with a cello

Agnieszka Rybska, by putting out playing hauntingly in the back-

a newspaper want ad. ground. "Bjork" really does

The three helped develop their sound like Bjork.

image by wearing Victorian cos- Whereas many of these songs

tumes complete with tight corsets are etherea, there are a few

and full skirts. songs, such as number 4, "Sweet

Rasputina had their first debut Water Kill," which are soft, light-

in 1996 with Thanks for the Ether. hearted, and much brighter than

The just-resleased Cabin Fever the others,

is their second album. It contin- Overall, this CD offers up a

ues along the same cello-heav)^, different sound than the pop

nocturnal sounds of Kasputina.

There are different ideas

behind each song. One of the

that is usually found on the radio

today. So if you are looking for a

different sound and/or a differ-

most interesting is track 12. The ent stj'le of music you should

song, "Our Lies," was created definitely give Kasputina a

solely on lyric submissions from chance.

You'll make it through coiiege because you've got dedication

and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also

have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl Billjultion

Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members

serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll

still have time for your friends and family Join the team that

will help you get your college degree. In VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard,YOU CAN!

l-800-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARD.com

Hate what you've been reading?

Wish there were better pictures?

Can't get over the grammatical mistakes?

THEN JOIN The Rotunda, AND FIX IT!

Meetings - Mondays at 9:15

Right across from the Post Office in the bottom of the Student Union

Kfiior 79 Men otf-cAutws?
mometormiMmmMPcotmmaimmwmfwnATmn!

AMUmSMT LIVING 101
Mamfefory QrientatiQn Sgssipn?;

Wed 2/4/04 3:00 p.m.(1 hour)

Thure 2/5/04 3:30 p.m. {1 hour)

Qpfena< Rffly Fair?;

Wed 2/4/04 4^:00 p.m.

Thurs 2/5/04 4:30-6:30 p.m.

This is a iMtnAfWy session to move off campus!

Students who have completed 56 credits by the end of the spring *04 semes-

ter and who have submitted an "Off campus request application" must

attend one of these sessions.
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NAGS HEAD
student Summer Rentals

see seabreezeralty.com for pictures - 252-255-6328

EXECUTIVE EXCELLENCE

CHARLES T. HILL on CAMPUS
President mCEO
SunTrust* MtD-AruiNTic

MONDSAY, FfieRlTARyi, 2004

7 PAt. m HiNBR Auditorium

At a time when issues cyft^rp&mt E^fcmattoe,

fittuteki ttpomftji; and budneas tcUa ai% nutog httdUnes d^iif, n k

mpotttm to nsmerobcr tkt American ia-cbstiy c:»Btinu«» to piovijie

vaUiad i^dffship for#mr {[k»bAl «eo&oKi|cTyi tscuMich, weiitt pUii^ to

feature Ckd« T. H\M»t eurfu«ft speebr is the 2003-04 EacecgtiwKn-

Reskjenetseriet. Mt Hill. Chairman, Pt^idimt. a&d ChiefEbeajitve

OGkta nfSiiMtiit ^tik, Mid-Ari*ntk will preaeata ptibik learnt *»

kici«rihi|^ P^lic Irndtd ~ S«itim| limjt»d - Free Adbis»&».

Mt HiU bee;Aft hu hmiaag aaxtr. enm thirr|fyetn a|^ with Uatied VUfrittk

Bittiibbpfsp, « S^cTEnKJ; QBokisredecwioi; H*ki i«cfed ift imBraip*cm«

4«ii% hii bkuMi^ <36retf u Stial^wx-Hki « Oimxcitfobi A>i»»uai CMiber i£>

1S«©> Qvjnm«»<i»l Dmijon H«wt in 19^3 aad Carpidl B«gion Conunerastl

€toupH£ad i& 1^. Hemstikettid Ftcxidtttiid OSD in 2000 atid

Cbdanawui <?f the Bcwnl in 2001. T}irc>ti|[^<«rt h» <areei; he bi? pk»A i

BeeeUe^oe, ajkI it tsmaxfids ill of t<»db^s b»iwi» - busb«s, ec&xiCkiaiA,

The Eiteafdye4»*{(Miieik%$am if » piMc itmct ^f the C&lhte

<»iBfimm dt Ecooomta ted » nudle povsibJe thr&ttgh tbe f«i«i9u$

Mrp«nftG£ siipf>on of SueLTfait aad Phiiip' )iid<srrk C&mp«iiiit&% Itttfi

ffiopei call #i.59l2045 (IBS: 7U) or viiit «» ottline «a4 me 4«

COLLEGE OF

BUSINESS at ECONOMICS
LONGWOOD
U rf I V i i S I T ¥
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Make a Name for Yourself

Apply to become an

Orientation Leader for 2004!!

Applications are available today in the Lankford Student Union,

Room 216, in the Office of Leadership and New Student

Programs, at the front desk of the residence halls, the dining hall,

and online at:

www.longwood.edu/newstudent/welcome.html

Applications are due Friday, January 30, 2004

Has your schoolwork gotten out of hand?

If so, the Academic Support Center can help!!

We offer tutoring in most - ^ f^^ >^ >a v/
subjects, including free

group tutoring for math

and language courses.

Please call 395-2393 for

details!!!

Warmer weather is around the corner...

^ What do you do for Spring Fever?

€
Z The Bucking B Ranch and KC Heam,

J^ Hosts of the Longwood University Equestrton ClUb and Team

Offers.

6nxs;t trail rides (1 to 4 hours), Graves Mountain day-long trail rides (ride to breakfast or

lunchf), 'Cowboy College" bofs (Cowgirls welcome}), as w^\ as o variety of lesson programs.

(biscounts ovoiloble for eoHy registration and poyment.)

For more information or to book your event, please contact:

KCHeam

Faculty, Students... (^^^> ^47 7717 ...Family A Friendis

hey2kc^yohoo.com

Wanted
Hunt Seat Instructor for beginner level horseback riding

students. Part-time two to three afternoons/week. Teaching

experience a must.

Contact JoAnn Jones, evenings @ 983-3247.

sponsored by Residence Hall Association (RHA), the Of The Month a\;«^s are an excel-

lent way for you to recognize leaders and programs on your campus.

Ellie Woodruff, RA of die Colonnades, was November's RA Of The Mondi. In her RA leadership

she has continually excelled in creating an environment in her halls that could be seen as a model for

a diverse community that is particulariy willing to struggle with toug^ conversatians of diversity and

the many related issues.

Ellie has developed a yearlong programming series that she is currendy implementing diat pushes res-

idents to take the conversation of diversity to the next level. In this series of programs, she has been

showing films that hig^ght one area of diversity and then leading follow-up discussions to challenge

students.

Examples of films that have been shown and discussed are American History X and Ameritan Beauty,

both of which are timely, and intellectually and emotionally challenging.

This RA's sensitivity, ability to keep residents engaged, and her ability to lead academic discussions

surrounding such difficult films is what marks this student's efforts as superior and the results have

been nothing less then impressive.

RESIDENTIAL &
COMMUTERifflLONGWOOD UNIVERSITY

i
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Big Ten Football May Soon Use Instant Replaij
U-Wire ^^ Penn State Monday.

"It is an interesting experi-

It appears the griping of Penn ment, and I hope I get to see it

State football coach Joe Paterno work."

over officiating hash't fallen on An experiment that may come

deaf ears after all. to fruition because of the efforts

By giving serious considera- of the Penn State athletic

tion to the use of instant replay department ~ which requested a

by referees in conference games formal review of officiating in

for football, the Big Ten may take

a step toward improving officiat-

ing.

However, if conference refer-

ees are to have the aid of replay

for the 2004 season, the league

will have to first gain the

the 2002 football season.

During that season, Paterno

was involved in several contro-

versies concerning officials.

Following a 42-35 overtime

loss to Iowa, Paterno, angry

about two calls made by a side

approval of the NCAA Football judge late in die game, chased

Rules Committee. after the officials, grabbed the

The 1 2-member panel of shirt of the referee and appeared

coaches and athletic directors to be yelling as the two left the

will hold its annual meeting from field.

Feb. 9-11 in Indianapolis. Two weeks later in Ann
The measures are also yet to Arbor, Mich., Paterno called into

be fully accepted by the confer- question the integrity of some

ence's athletic directors. of the league's officials after a

"It has to be adopted by the 27-24 overtime loss to Michigan.

Rules Committee, and that is still Penn State Athletic Director

Though he did not support

replay prior to the 2002 season,

Paterno has since said the Big

Ten should institute replay.

Paterno and the Nittany Lions,

as well as many Lions' fans, felt

officiating mistakes had cost the

team a shot at a Big Ten champi-

onship.

As one of the most profitable

conferences in Division I athlet-

ics, the Big Ten would be one of

the few conferences able to sup-

port the costs associated with

implementing a replay system.

Instant replay in the Big Ten

will be the dominant topic of the

February meetings, said Richard

-^Lackner, a Rules Committee

member and Carnegie Mellon

football coach.

"There are typically several

issues discussed, but [instant

replay] is going to be the big

issue," he said. "It's the one I've

been hearing about; the one peo-

ple are calling me about."

If the committee approves the

measure, it would be the first

an open question," said NCAA Tim Curiey asked for the review

President Myles Brand, who was of officiating shordy thereafter.

Super Bowl Sunday Promises to Be Excellent Entertainment lor All Sports Fans

Patrick Sullivan
*

Staff Writer
achievers, the Panthers have

constantly been , proving

One on Sunday ever mondi, the doubters wrong by beating

nearly the entire United States is heavily favored teams all season,

effected by one simply football and now they hope to continue

game. the trend in the Super Bowl.

Unlike other major sports that The New England Patriots

have a best of series, the Super are the odier side of the coin,

Bowl is a one shot, winner take the most dominating group in

all, out-right brawl for the right to the NFL having the best record

host the prestigious Lombardi at 14-2 and hasn't been defeated

Trophy.

Unlike other major sports, it

truly is win or go home. Unlike

other major sports, this champi-

onship game is by far the most

watched television event.

Unlike other major sports, this

one game is the undisputed king

of sports entertainment.

The Carolina Panthers who,

like last year's champions

Buccaneers, are playing in their

franchises first ever Super Bowl.

Carohna is using the same

strategy diat die 2000 Ravens by

since week four against the

Redskins.

After their Super Bowl victo-

ry two years ago, the Pats missed

the playoffs last year but

returned with a vengeance this

season.

New England is hoping to

contain the Panthers with the

same smash-mouth style

defense that has hindered some

of the best offenses this season.

While hea^7 underdogs,

Carolina is being picked by

many experts to beat New
combining a powerful running England,

game with an extremely dominat- The reason for this is the feel-

ing defense. ing that the Panthers are to

They have reached the pinna- physical to be overtaken by the

cle of football by defeated the Pats take-no-prisoners defense,

two top seeded NFC teams, the Also many experts believe the

Rams and Eagles, respectively key to winning games is 'in the

This season's continuous over- trenches' and the Panthers'

offensive and defensive lines are

both incredibly dominating.

During the regular season,

Delhomme has been seen as the

question mark of the Panthers

but has been a rock in the post-

season.

Delhomme will show his true

talent Sunday if he is able to

master the complicated New
England pass defense.

However the Patriots enter

this championship game the

favorites and Panthers are the

hungry surprise team.

Panthers Jake "Day Light

Come And Ya Wanna"

Delhomme is being strongly

compared to the Tom Brady of

2002.

Like the Patriots two years

ago, Carolina is trying to unseat a

quarterback who appears

unbeatable in the postseason.

These comparisons and more

had better be planted in the

minds of the Patriots these last

weeks leading to the Super Bowl

if they plan to walk away with

another victory.

This is Panthers receiver Ricky

Proehl third Super Bowl in five

seasons, both winning and losing

a Super Bowl with the Rams.

time college football would use

replay in officiating at any level,

but other conferences might not

necessarily follow the Big Ten's

lead. Big East Associate

Commissioner John Paquette

said there are many factors to

consider with using replay, one

being if a conference would

work with television to provide

replay or establish its own infra-

struture.

Monday, Big Ten spokes-

woman Sue Lister said the Big

Ten office would not discuss the

specifics of how a replay system

would be applied until mid-

February. .

The league's athletic directors

will meet in February to fmalize

their decision about replay, she

said. In previous years, the

administrators voted against it,

despite a unanimous vote in

favor of replay by the confer-

ence's football coaches.

In the last campaign to get

replay into Big Ten football, the

coaches voted unanimously at a

January meeting to use replay

Curiey indicated that he would

vote in favor of using replay, say-

ing, "Right now Penn State is in

favor of replay"

Penn State Sports Information

Director Jeff Nelson said Paterno

is busy recruiting and would not

have a comment on the possibility

of replay until next week at the

earliest.

At a press conference Monday,

Brand said he was "glad" the Big

Ten is looking into using replay,

but said he knows replay will have

limitations at the college level.

"I'm not sure Division II or

Division III is going to want to do

this because of the cost associat-

ed," he said. "It probably will be

done in a way different from the

[NFL] way

It will help officiating. It's not

going to be foolproof. Fans are

still going to get excited about cer-

tain calls, and what would college

football be if we couldn't get

excited about what an official

said?"

Mulligan's Sports
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Oll-'Campus Living Comes Under Fire

Stephanie Ri^sby

Staff Advisor

In an interesting turn of events

Wednesday, a number of on-

campus juniors recieved letters

telling them that they would not

be moving off campus next

semester.

Currently scheduled after

press time today is a protest

behind Lancaster.

Posters currently floating

around campus urge students to

"not sit back and let Longwood

screw us over!"

For the benefit of discussion,

an open forum has been imme-

diately organized to discuss the

problem amongst concerned

students.

This forum, organized by

Bobbi Thibo, assistant editor of

The Rotunda, and Deanna

Martinez, members of the junior

class, who have taken it upon

themselves to get the event

organized. ^
Those invited to be members

of the panel include Laura

Bayless, Tim Pierson, Doug

Howell, ail in administrative posi-

tions on campus.

Rick Chassey has been invited

to facilitate discussion between

the junior class and the panel.

Many of the questions that

juniors have include "why can't

some of the student dorms be

closed for renovation or other

purposes if there aren't enough

students to fill them?"

"Why read the manual if the

only requirement is the number

of credits that we [juniors eligi-

ble] have to have to live off cam-

pus?"

Their most pressing concern is

"where do we go from here?" for

those eligible juniors who had

plaimed on moving off campus

after the fmish of the current

semester.

Thibo noted in her article enti-

tied "Caution! Look Before You

Sign that Lease!" in last

Thursday's edition of The Rotunda

that "although moving off cam-

pus is a very exciting step, there is

more to the process then just

finding an apartment and sigining

a lease.. .pay attention to the

signs... make sure you double

check your dates and times."

Notes made available by the

Housing Office to The Rotunda

reflect numbers that might in fact

shed light on the situation.

According to the document, 477

applications were submitted by

the deadline for consideration.

However, the document

reflects that due to the high vol-

ume, only 171 applications were

accepted for off-campus housing.

Consideration of applications

stopped after certain determina-

tions were made, including senior

status, current Stanley Park resi-

dents, and the number of stu-

dents that would be 23 by the

beginning of the fal^semester.

All students are urged to

attend the open forum on Friday.

Voice your concerns at 3:00 p.m.

in the Student Union Ballroom.

Members of The Rotunda staff

will be available to hear com-

ments from all of the students

and staff involved.

Catck tke Spirit

Wkat s Going on witk tlie SGA
Kristen Casalenuovo

SGA Correspondent

The new term of student govern-

ment started out with a retreat to

Richmond the weekend of the

January 23rd to get to know one

another and to develop individual

and group mission statements for

the upcoming semester.

Each person on the Senate

wrote out their own personal goals

and together everyone decided on

goals for the SGA as a whole.

Parking, publicity of SGA
events, constitution revisions, and

heightening the function of the

committees are a few of the spe-

cific issues that SGA will target this

semester.

Generally, the SGA wants to

become a stronger, closer group

that will run more efficiendy and

will stay open-minded.

Due to the inclement weather.

the first official meeting of the

SGA, scheduled for the 27th, was

cancelled.

President Alicia Moody called

an emergency meeting of the

Senate that Thursday in order to

take care of some important busi-

ness issues: appointing a new

Executive Senator, committee

chairs, a Historian, and two new

Senators.

After being selected from a

pool of candidates at the retreat,

new Executive Senator, Daniel

Wray, was voted into office by the

Senate.

Executive Senator Wray is also

the freshman class President.

Together, he and the presidential

appointed Executive Senator,

Andy Peterson, will be the watch-

dogs of the Senate and the

Executive, ensuring that everyone

is fulfilling their duties.

The new Historian is Megan

Beazley, who was already in action

taking pictures at the retreat after

being sworn in at the Tuesday

meeting.

In the Treasurer's report,

Treasurer Jon Miller has been hard

at work auditing all the organiza-

tions.

He has appointed an unofficial

Vice Treasurer, Alecia Mullins, to

help him perform the audits. Miller

also announced the available funds

the SAFC has to allot this semes-

ter, which is approximately

$200,000.

There are $74, 778 available in

the accounting office right now

and there is an extra $124,000 wait-

ing in the Treasury.

Finally, Miller proclaimed

February 28th an important date to

mark because all organizational

budgets are due.

See SGA p.4

Julie PfeifFef

Public Relations Student Intern

Referred to by faculty as the

"Front Line" and to herself as

"The Longwood Mom," Kathy

Dunnavant has been with

Longwood's College of Business

and Economics (CBE) since July

1998.

She is the executive secretary

for the CBE and the friendly,

helpfiil face everyone turns to.

From band-aids to big dilem-

mas, Mrs. Dunnavant can do it

all. "She does more for the kids

than anyone," says CBE Dean

Wayne McWee.

"She also advances the spirit

of Longwood by uniting the fac-

ulty and helping with dilemmas

they may face."

Mrs. Dunnavant is a graduate

of Buckingham Central High

School.

Before coming to Longwood,

she worked for 22 years at the

Virginia Department of Forestry.

She has volunteered for the

Rescue Squad as a registered

Emergency Medical Technician

and for the Farmville Volunteer

Fire Department (FVD): Ladies

Auxiliary.

Mrs. Dunnavant attended

classes .at Southside Virginia

Community College then trans-

ferred to Longwood.

She continues to take classes at

Longwood and enjoys communi-

cating with students on that level.

Born just a few blocks from

Longwood at Southside

Community Hospital, growing up

in the area and now a resident of

Cumberland County, Mrs.

Duimavant has had plenty of time

to get to know local people.

She states, "At Longwood, she

knows some of the staff because

they are her friends from hig^

school."

She has known Rita Harris, in

the admission's office, since the

first grade.

Mrs. Durmavant said, "We used

to sit at the same desk together."

Mrs. Dunnavant is proud of her

home life. She is the wife of

Stuart Dunnavant, Farmville's

chief of police.

"I think everything's cute about

Stuart," she says. "He's my teddy

bear and security."

She has two stepchildren, Stuart

Gregory and Lynn Daniels, and a

granddaughter, Aarica Daniels,

who she enjoys a great deal.

"Aarica loves Longwood.

See SPIRIT p.4
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rom Editor
An Open

Letter:

I love this

school with

all my heart

and all my
soul. I can

say that, and I can say it honestly.

Why else would I be here, week

after week, writing, editing, and

fixing well-past midnight?

Why else would I have been

president of an organization?

Why else would I be on the exec-

utive boards to two other organi-

zations? Why else would I live in

ARC (though, I must be honest, I

am not an Honors student)? Why
would I be out of my room for

fourteen hours at a clip between

classes, work, and activities?

I complain because I'm devot-

ed. I complain because I want to

see change. I complain because I

can't do it alone. I complain

because I want to see you get off

your ass and join me.

Right now, I'm scared.

It has come to my attention

that some of my favorite organ-

izations are under fire for vari-

ous wrong doings.

Okay, fine.

With the newspaper, especial-

ly, I'm very used to people on

my case about various errors or

how they've been horribly

insulted by whatever we've

printed.

Again, fine.

And it never really bothered

me until I put two and two

together and figured out what is

going on behind our backs.

So this is me, fighting back.

I came to this school because

they let me in. That's what I tell

everyone, and, honestly, it's the

flat truth. I get a lot of crap

from people at home about
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coming here.

But I stand up for this school

because I believe in all it has to

offer its students - something that

bigger schools can't always say.

I fell in love with Longwood

because of several things. Firsdy,

the class sizes are similar to those

in high school. Secondly, no foot-

ball team. Thirdly, it's beautiful. A
whole bunch more love came from

various activities and people I've

met. Most of all, I fell in love with

Longwood because of the enor-

mous support from the faculty and

staff I can't name a single profes-

sor on this campus that refiises to

go out of his/her way to ensure a

student's success, both inside and

outside of the classroom.

I wouldn't trade that for any-

thing.

So when I played conspiracy

theory, I thought about the follow-

ing, none of which takes an

English major to figure out.

I've heard various rumors con-

cerning where our money goes.

Say, perhaps, almost one hundred

dollars per student toward going

Division 1, and, say, less than a

meal at McDonald's for our

Residence Halls.

Now I'm not a math major, but

that's just not right.

Folks, in case you haven't

noticed, we're an academic school.

We are, however, quickly becom-

ing a cookie-cutter sports school.

That scares me.

I don't know if anyone notices,

but our sports teams, as they

stand, are not very good, with the

exception of very few. Moving up

to Division 1 will not make them

any better.

I didn't fall in love with this

school to be one of numbers. I

didn't fall in love with this school

to see academics fall by the way-

side. I didn't fall in love widi this

school to lose the repertoirt with

professors because they no longer

have the time. I didn't fall in love

with this school to obtain friend-

ships with people who only get

four hours of sleep a night

because they feel so pressured to

be more than what they really are.

Longwood has such a rich and

beautiful history. Look around.

Listen to Dr. Jordan's stories. Ask

alumni. Ask die professors that

have been here since our parents

were young. Read issues of The

Rotunda from 1920 (they're in the

library) We are Longwood's

daughters, mothers, sisters, and

grandmothers.

I fear that our foremothers

would be ashamed if they could

see us today.

We may not be the biggest

name. Farmville may not be on

the map. But we as a school and a

community do not need to throw

away our past for a fiiture of

names and recognition.

We have everything we need.

In our community In our stu-

dents. In our faculty. In our

future. In our history In our

hearts. In our spirits. In our pow-

erful passions.

With greatest respect, and an

undying desire to maintain the

Chi in all of us, I sign myself.

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief

Lazy RAs Make Life Diflicult for Residents

Staff Writers: Janet Jones, Paula Nusbaum, Nate Spencer, Pat Sullivan

The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood University, is pub
lished weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam peri

ods) and is printed in the offices of die Farmville Herald, Farmville, VA
All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must be

received by nine p.m. die Sunday prior to die next Thursday's publica-

tion. All letters to the editor must be tj'ped and include name and tele-

phone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not appear

on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are subject

to editing.

The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is

looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We current-

ly have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to come to

our meetings, Mondays at 9:15 p.m.

Tanner Keith

Opinion Editor

Earlier last semester, our RA told

my hall that we would be able to

close the fire doors on the first

floor of South Ruffner.

Closing the doors helps to keep

the heat, noise, and smells out and

the air-conditioning in.

Later that semester, we were

told that the doors were to be kept

open.

Why? Because they're fire

doors. How obvious. Or at least

you would think so, right?

The doors close when there is a

fire driU, or in the event of an actu-

al fire, in order to stop the fire

from spreading.

An electric pulse disables the

magnet on the wall, and the doors

swing closed, efficiendy containing

the fire and keeping us all safe.

However, if the doors are

already closed when the alarm

goes off, nodiing happens and

there is no damage to the door.

The doors have no lock, so they

can not trap residents in a fiery

building after they close, which

makes me think it really makes no

difference if the doors are open or

closed in any event.

When I presented these ideas to

my RA, I was not given an answer.

I decided to talk to the REC,

who said that there had been some

confusion over which doors could

be closed.

Along with the double fire

doors, there is a door with a large

window, which has remained open

since Ruffner was constructed.

(We were also told this door must

be left open).

On the second, third, and forth

the^same door with a window is

left closed.

Apparendy, the only thing a

door needs in order to be a "fire

door" is a magnet, which allows

the door to close in the case of a *

fire.

After discussing this illogical

decision, die REC informed me
that the door with the window

would not be close. This si when
I discovered the main reason for

leaving the fire doors open was

not actually because they were

fire doors.

The real reason the fire door

was being re-opened was because

it would block the view of RAs
making rounds.

The REC said it is much easier

for RAs to look down the halls

rather than actually walk all the

way through them.

I was glad to fmally hear the

real reason to keep the double

doors open.

I also was glad to confirm we
could leave the single door

closed.

Since then, the door is mysteri-

ously left open after being closed,

usually during the night.

I am growing tired of contin-

ually having to shut diis door,

after we were given specific per-

mission to keep it closed.

So my question is, why can the

RAs not simply walk down the

hall, or at least open the door

themselves?

It can't be that hard, and it

would make living on the hall a

lot more convenient.
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Features Editor

I'd like topreface this rant hy lettingyou

know afew of my activities on campus.

I am a justice on Longvood's Honor

Board, an R/1, Features EStor of

The Rotunda, active in the Women's

Studies Program, and various other

organit^ations on campus.

I think I'm learning to dislike

Longwood's Citizen Leader cul-

ture.

In the past I've always been

ambivalent. The longer I'm here,

though, the more I really start to

think it's worthless.

There are good intentions,

sure, but when put into practice it

has failed miserably

We have an entire class here at

Longwood that is based around

the idea of being Citizen Leaders

and engaging in Citizen

Leadership.

But has this added any value to

the concept of Citizen

Leadership or is it merely a

requirertient to graduate?

Do we even know what it

means to be a "Citizen Leader?"

Okay, so let's say we are going

to "create Citizen Leaders for the

common good."

Great. Now, what does that

mean?

Create-Wovf7 With what goal

and for whom?

Citizen Leaders-Citizens of

Longwood, Farmville, anyhwere?

Leaders-ln what sense?

The common good- There's a line

in an.Alix Olson song that says

something like, "What's in

America's best interest/is rarely in

mine" and that fits here.

What is good?

And for whom?

And who decides any of this?

Despite the lack of clarity, I

was willing to be my usual opti-

mistic self and assume they

meant well.

Now, though, I'm not so sure.

I'm beginning to realize that

meaning well is not enough.

"Actions speak louder than

words," right?

When I look around each day,

I become more convinced that

our campus is plagued by apa-

thy

In classes, in the D-HaU, even

in my residence hall, very few

people seem to care about any-

thing beyond the next snow day.

In one particular class, I am

troubled by the blatant sexist,

classist, and homophobic opin-

ions expressed on a daily basis.

Moreover, I am troubled by

the fact that no one in the class

seems to be bothered by these

incredibly offensive remarks.

Comments such as "that's so

gay," or "guys have to do all the

work," or "girls always get better

grades than boys," and even "the

guy gets to decide the outcome

of a date... he has the power,"

go completely unchecked.

On the way to the D-Hall, I

see people spitting into the

brand new fountain.

What makes the situation

slighdy more appalling is that

these people were wearing

clothes that identify them with a

specific organization on cam-

pus.

The administration can talk

about Citizen Leadership all it

wants; however, the bottom line

is that we are responsible for

our own actions. The ideal

shouldn't overshadow the reali-

ty-

Every time someone men-

tions Citizen Leadership, it is

assumed that the members of

the organization embody the

ideals of that organization.

For instance, if I am in

Honor Board or RA training, it

is assumed we are all honorable,

honest, and completely upstand-

ing citizens.

That isn't true.

No one is perfect.

RAs drink with their residents

and are still told they are leaders

with a capital L.

Honor Board members see

people cheat and have to think

twice about reporting it.

Even The Rotunda is not with-

out fault.

There have been questionable

ethical decisions made in the past.

I'm not saying we're all liars,

cheaters, or theives.

I'm just suggesting we should

have to earn respect, instead of

having it handed to us simply

because we have chosen to belong

to an organization.

According to proponents of

Citizen Leadership, students all

study, work hard, and eare about

their education.

In fact, for a large portion of

our student population, very few

of these assumptions are true.

We nee-d to move away from the

organization defming the person

and toward the person defining

the person.

I am not who I am because I

belong to an organization, I exist

outside of my activites.

I think that gets lost at

Longwood. How often do we see

one person in charge of five differ-

ent organizations, on President's

Hst, and struggling to keep his or

her head above water?

Perhaps it is time to re-think

how we find value.

Is our worth based on involve-

ment, or something more?

And even beyond that, isn't

telling someone he or she is a

Citizen Leader a very exclusive

idea?

"Well, you do X, Y, and Z so you

are a leader."

"Oh, you don't do X, Y, or Z?

Too bad.. You might want to work

on that, eh?"

No wonder people think it's

hypocritical.

I'm not advocating a total loss

of motivation, or respect for

Longwood's values and tradtions.

But it's time that we took a look

at this motto and really considered

at least re-defining it.

Longwood needs to realize that

activities do not make a citizen

leader, and that it may want to re-

consider how it presents itself tO'

the community.

That would, after all, be the

Citizen Leader thing to do.

props and drops
Props;

+ To Jeopardy for the question, "What b bling-bling?"

+ To Anne Simboli's Kick-Ass Cook^.

+ To students standing up for.tiieir rights - we wish you

luck!

+ To excellent academic advisors like Susan Rood.

+ To reading fun things.

+ To professors who really do care.

Drops:

- To February, the worst month in the entire year.

- To the D-Hall, for lima beans hidden in the lasagna.

- John Kasey for blowing it for the Panthersj

- To Longwood University for denying students die right

to move offcampus.

- Un-eaten wantons.

Speak Out
Do ijou tkink tkeFCC skould have stricter

regulations lor wtat can be stown on net^

work television?

People say they want
more strict regulations,

but they know they just

want something to talk

about.

-Jed Womack

I think that it should be
more censored than it

is now because of the

children watching.

-Hannah Born

Yes, because our society

has quickly gone to hell,

-JustinUorsk

I think that it should be
less strict, so that one

day, I can go on TV and
say (explitive deleted).

-Anna Crawer
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Alum to Speak at Simkins Lecture
Kent Booty

LU Public Relations

A Lxingwood University alumnus who is a

college professor, administrator, and

recendy published a book on race in

Southern literature will speak at

Longwood. His topic is: "To Hell and

Back: Race and Betrayal from Huck Finn

to the Brown Decision."

The program by Dr. Jeff Abernathy

on Monday, Feb. 23, at 7:30 p.m. in Wygal

Auditorium is both a Simkins Lecture and

part of I^ngwood's commemoration of

the 50th anniversary of the historic

Brown v. Board of Education decision.

Dr. Abernathy, vice president for aca-

demic affairs at West Virginia Wesleyan

CoUege (WVWC), is the author of "To

Hell and Back: Race and Betrayal in the

Southern Novel," which was published

last December by the University of

Georgia Press.

The effect of the 1954 Brown decision

by the U.S. Supreme Court, which out-

lawed segregation in public education, is

covered in the book's conclusion.

A reception and book-signing will fol-

low the talk by Dr. Abernathy, who also is

dean of the college and professor of

EngUsh at WVWC.
Dr. Abernathy, a Richmond native, is a

SPIRIT cont'd p.l

"She always asks to go to the bookstore

so she can buy more Longwood stuff,"

At home she also has four dachshunds

and two cockatiels.

She loves to fish.

Her favorite hobby is collecting light-

house memorabilia. She collects anything

with a lighthouse, such as dishes, bed-

spreads, pillows, etc

She even had a fighthouse Christmas

tree. One Hothouse figure that she

cherishes is her six-foot lighthouse stat-

ue that sits on her back porch, which

was purchased at the Heart of Virginia

Festival.

When asked what she enjoys the most

about Longwood, Mrs. Dunnavant says,

"It is the kids who enhance my
Longwood spirit. Just being able to be

their friend is something spedai."

SGA con't p. 1

In other SGA news. President Moody

announced on Tuesday that Brock

Commons will open on April 24di.

This is sute to be a huge event as the

whole campus has been anticipating it all

year.

Moody also announced that President

Cormier has chosen 12 student, delegates

to go to Richmond to discuss the need for

die Virginia Senate to allot the base ade-

quacy funding for higher education,

which it is supposed to provide anyway.

Some final announcements that

deserve mention are: Senior class

Prescient Monica Sober discussed the

selling of the Vu^junian, Longwood's year-

book, this week and asked 'every student

to be considerate and at least get your pic-

ture taken even if you are not purdiasing

a yearbook.

The junior class is taking applications

for a President and a Vice President Stop

by the SGA office and pick up an applica-

tion.

The sophomore class is having a

fiindRUsing auction; all proceeds will go

towards the class's senior gift.

The freshman class is having a carna-

tion sale, which is taking place February

4th, 6th, and 8th in the dining hall for

Valentine's Day.

The last order of business this Tuesday

was the appointment of the two new sen-

ators.

The senate and the president selected

two able people firom a pool of five qual-

ified students.

Usa Squicciarini and Kaitlin Church

are the SGA's newest senators.

Usa is a Big Sibling, a former RA, and

she was the Vice President of Sigma

Kappa sorority last year.

Kaitlin is a current RA in Curry, a sec>

ond year student, and wanted to become

more involved with her school.

We congratulate our new members on

our great start to the new term!

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS, Amer392-
3135ica's #1 Student Tour Operator to Jamaica,

Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring

on-campus reps. Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations 1-800-648- 4849 or

www.ststravel.com.

1985 graduate of Longwood. He was edi-

tor of The Rotunda during his senior year.

A specialist in American literature and

American studies, he taught English at

lUinois College from 1992 until last June

when he became Associate Dean of

the college.

He has an M.A. from Virginia

Commonwealth University and a Ph.D.

from the University of Florida.

Over the years he has kept in close

touch with Dr. Martha Cook, professor of

English.

"1 look forward to

coming back to

Longwood, where so

much change

has taken place recendy,"

he said recendy.

"The last time I was

diere was the fall of 2000,

before the fire.

I'm glad to learn that

the recovery (from the

fire) is proceeding apace."

The Simkins Lecture

honors one of the univer-

sity's most illustrious fac-

ulty members, the late Dr.

Francis Butier Simkins, a nationally recog-

nized expert on the South who taught his-

tory at Longwood from 1928 until his

death in 1 966.

The lecture is sponsored by the

University Lecmres Committee and the

Department of English and Modern

Languages.

The Department of English and

Modern Languages will host a reception

honoring Dr Abernathy immediately fol-

lowing the lecture. All are invited to

attend.

ailLfi 1^

7be creator of the Chocolate fantasy, the ^y
lime 7art, the tropical Dream Poundcake and the

^ese's %ake invites you to ^barleys Waterfront

^afe, celebrating its tentb year in 7armville. Stop

by to try Anne's latest

desserts, cbanging daily!

Start a new tradition by

purcbasing a graduation

cake to celebrate your big

day. All %akes and

desserts are made to order

witb a lot of love. Do
.

"
.

.

I-

r

sometbing special for jfour

Valentine; make your din-

ner reservations today!
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February 6 - February 12, 2004 Calendar
I

P>^5

C^
6 ^ V^8 ^9^ ^

Listen to •The

Caffeine Diary"

1-3 p.m.

WAW-U 91.3 fm

LCVA Opening

Exhibits

5-7 p.m.

Southern Justice

9 p.m.

Mulligan's

Alain Nu
Mentalist

10 p.m.

Lankford Ballroom

Band - 2 Skinny Dorks

8 pm in Lancer Cafe

Junction

9 p.m.

Mulligan's

Listen for "The

Goldenfish Show
10-12 a.m.

WA^U Meeting

9:00 p.m.

Miner 2nd floor

Auditorium

M

W/MLU91.3fm

< ^l^11 \^

Want to join The

Rotunda staff?

9:15 p.m. in the

bottom of the

Student Union)

Listen to "Pimp

Juice"

11-12 a.m.

WMLU91.3fm

S.A.F.E. Meetings

4:30 p.m.

Student Union

Spring Weekend

Meeting

9 p.m.

Nk)ttoway Room

Comedy Commitee

8 p.m.

Nottoway Room

SexSignals

8 p.m.

Lankford Ballroom

Come edit pages for

The Rotunda in your

copious free time!

Tune in to "Midnight in

the harden of 6ood

and Evil"

12-2 a.m.

WMLU91.3'fm

Unity Alliance

8:00 p.m., 6rainger

618

Pick up a copy of The

Rotundd

L

Are you looking for an apartment

for the spring semester?

For just $250/month you can sublet a single room with pri-

vate bath. Comes with bed, desk, chair, and dresser. Free

ethernet hookup through Longwood. All utilities except

phone and cable included in rent.

Call 392-2252 for more information.

AH foumm cfFHumeAmhUfmmmtst

90immmromp
mHTuumrnsf

Unity

Alliance needs

your help!
Grainger G18 Thursdays 8 p,fn.
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Texllxx>k PuUiskers Skould Put People Before Profits

V-Win

If there's one thing more emo-

tionally painful than watching

someone maim a kitten, it's buy-

ing college textbooks.

Every semester, students shell

out hundreds of dollars - the

average ouday is $898 a year for

books, according to a new study

by the California Student Public

Interest Research Group.

Most of that money, of course,

goes to funding new advances in

the fields of statistics and calcu-

lus, which change with the

breathtaking speed of molasses

flowing uphill.

That's why selling back old

books nets you only pennies on

the dollar: the statistics theories

you just learned has already

become obsolete. Take that, kit-

ten.

The CALPIRG study con-

firmed what every college student

knew intuitively: we're getting

what Richard Roundtree calls

"the Shaft."

Its first finding reads,

"Textbooks are Expensive and

Getting Even More Expensive."

Revelation!

Why are textbooks getting

more expensive? We've been

doing this printing thing for a few

years now. It seems like we'd have

most of the bugs worked out, and

the prices should reflect that.

CALPIRG's study places much

of the blame on big publishers

who bundle extra, seldom-used

CD-ROMs and other supple-

ments with their books, driving

up the price without adding any

vdue.

Since most professors don't

use the supplements, paying for

them is like buying a sport utility

vehicle when all you need is a sta-

tion wagon.

Students have litde choice, as

publishers continue to publish

"updated" editions every few

years.

The study also concluded that

most new editions, especially in

the fields of math and science,

contain litde new information.

Many merely juggje problems

and illustrations to justify new

editions.

The publishers have what

every business wants — a captive

market.

They can hold a student's edu-

cation hostage, because what

recourse do students have?

Boycott expensive classes?

Threaten to walk out if book

prices don't come down?

It's ironic that, while college

has become a virtual necessity to

success, it's become a heavier

financial burden.

Tuition and fees have increased

14.1 percent in the last year,

according to the College Board;

39 percent of college graduates

leave with unmanageable levels of

debt.

Book prices might seem like a

small worry compared to thou-

sands of dollars in student loans,

but those dollars add up.

Sure, online book searches like

addall.com and the soon-to-come

SWAPitt can help ease the weight,

but that doesn't change the

dynamic of a system that heavily

favors publishers.

The situation isn't going to

change overnight. Back in August

2001, The Pitt News concluded

an editorial, "Every year, we all

complain about the ' prices of

books. It's about time we did

something about it."

So far, it seems students have

only been able to find small loop-

holes in the system.

We may be able to get books

cheaper online or by buying them

used, but die price of new text-

books continues to climb.

The extra expense still hurts

those who have no choice but to

buy new books.

There's a need among textbook

publishers and the larger universi-

ty system to rethink priorities.

Profits are indeed a just and

wonderful thing, but at a time

when most students work then-

entire college careers in order to

graduate with a manageable level

of debt, maybe it's time to look to

slighdy less tangible ideals -

emphasize the much-touted value

of a college education instead of

the cost.

What's required is a greater

awareness on the parts of both

publishers and professors - who,

after all, select the books you have

to buy - that their choices have

real impact upon students.

Remember, when it is your

turn, your decisions do affect oth-

ers.

A professor who makes up his

own calculus

problems and

posts them

online might save

his students a

hundred dollars.

A publisher

who foregoes

that unnecessary

new edition

might help ?ven

more.

Better yet,

imagine it's your

kid whose future

you're affecting.

Makes you think.

TWUMm ANomAuny wthk

UVaS or MflnUCAl HUT MMBJfS

AliTHE

Presiidekr'

jChildren

D o u r. W E A 1>

• -f

:

PawAa Nasbsnmi

One of the latest New Yoric

Times bestsdlers is Doug

Wead's AU tbt President's

CUIdren: Triumph and Tragedy in

the Lives of America's First

Bmi^es.

This non-fiction work

tecouQts the lives of several

presidents and thier famlles, for

instance: the courteous

Roosevelts, the tragic lincolns,

and the successfiil Bushes.

There are also many

accounts of rivalries and scan-

dals among America's First

Children.

Wead centers on the idea

that ^ete are "two things [that]

are unforgivable for the child of

a president - success and fail-

Presideai's CLildrea

a Ckarmin^ Read

ure".

AM the htadenfs ChildreM is a

quick read filled witii amusing

anecdotes.

One famous incident fea-

tured a dinner hostess who said

totJic reticent President Calvin

CooUdgc, Tou must t^ to me,

Mr. Cooiygc ... I made a bet

today that I can get more tiban

tw3 words out of you."

Coolid^ allegedly replied, "You

lose"

Another anecdote details the

legendary wit of Alice

Boosevelt Longworth, daughter

of the 26th President Theodore

Roosevelt

On one occasion she

responded to Senator Joe

McCarthy, who had addressed

her by her first name, saying,

"You will not call me Alice. . .the

truckman, die trashman and the

policeman on the block may call

mc Alice but you may not"

For those with an interest in

the presidency and their chil-

dren AH Our President's Children

is now available in hardcover

and paperback.

Hate what you've been reading?

Wish there were better pictures?

Can't get over the grammatical mistakes?

THEN JOIN The Rotunda, AND FIX IT!

Meetings - Mondays at 9:15

Right across from the Post Office in the bottom of the Student Union

You'll make it through college because you've got dedication

and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also

have a way to pay for it with the Montgomery Gl Bill,Tultion

Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members

serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll

still have time for your friends and family Join the team that

will help you get your college degree. In VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard,YOU CAN!

l-800-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARD.com
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What can I

^eiJforyou?

Ill have a

virgin screw-^

driver,

ikai would

he oranSe

juice, ma am.

Any other

secret code

you dlike to

order in?
i^ n

"Kathleen Madi^an

Do Your Part: Save Virginia W^ritin^
Stephanie Ri^sby

Staff Advisor

This is a plea, a simple plea, to

all students, those of you who

have been published and those

of you who still dream that it is

possible.

It has come to the attention

of this writer that Longwood's

own Virginia Writing may not be

published after the February 12

edition of this year.

This saddens me, because I

was published in the fall issue of

1994.

This was an important

moment in my life, one I would

never want to take away from

future writers.

Considered by many to be the

"finest literary contribution

education," Vir^nia Writing was

started by Billy Clark in 1986.

Since that time the magazine

has been published bi-annualy

until recently, when it has

become all but apparent that

there will be no more funding to

make this work happen.

For the last year, Hampden-

Sydney has struggled to find the

funding to keep the literary

magazine going, but now things

are unsure.

"I don't know how we can hold

on much longer," said Clark in a

phone interview on Wednesday

night.

According to Clark, it would

take nothing short of a "miracle"

to breathe life back into such an

important tribute to the creativity

of high school students.

Accoding to Ken Woodley, edi-

tor of the Farmviik Herald, "all it

would take is a modest annual con-

tribution of $50 to $100 from each

Vriginia public school division and

private school."

This equates to a bake sale, a car

wash, or an auction of some kind

by all students in just English

classes around the Commonwealth

to make a way for their work to be

seen by so many others.

This is hardly an unreasonable

request, for "90 percent of

Virffnia Writings content is original

work by high school students, ten

percent by teachers," states

Woodley.

Giving others the same oppor-

tunity we had is only fair.

I have to wonder how these

things happen. I rectified myself

with the situation of this state's

budget, including the loss of

financial aid and on-campus work

study.

I know that this school has had

to fire members of the staff in

order to operate, and just yester-

day President Cormier sent a

notice asking the student body to

write proposals to the General

Assembly for consideration.

She writes "additional funding

for higher education is crucial in

keeping tuition increases low,

accepting additionalstudents, and

keeping our faculty from leaving

for institutions in other states."

Clark spoke fondly of

President Cormier, describing her

as a "saint, a very dear lady."

Clark feelings of loss resonate

so much.

He says he doesn't know "how

we can hold on much longer."

Words like this are disturbing

and hurtful to a school known for

its academics and citizen leader-

ship.

This school is tied to perhaps

the most wonderful tool that

opens not only the minds but the

creative flow of so many poten-

tial Longwood students.

It opened up mine.

Without this magazine, I

would have never considered

Longwood, and now, I can*t see

my life without it.

This school cannot help the

loss of funding, but it can hurt

from the loss of such a wonder-

ful place of expression.

I beg every student, faculty,

and staff mettiber not to let this

happen.

If you know someone who

was published or may be pub-

lished in Virginia Writing, let

them know what could very well

happen.

If you have a child in the pub-

lic school system and you arc

active in the PTA of the local

superintendent's office, tell them

what it would take to help keep

this magazine going

To quote Woodley fix)m his

editorial February 4, "don't let

the creativity of our young peo-

ple go hungry. Other appetites

are waiting to devour them."

I wholeheartedly agree.

How GrammLjs Single Out tke Best
U-Wire

The Grammys is one of the

oldest award shows still run-

ning, consistently receiving

more than 20 million viewers.

Despite its popularity, view-

ers rarely know the intricacies of

the selection process, a process

that reveals why certain artists

win, while others appear to be

snubbed.

The Grammy Awards are

given by the National Academy

of Recording Arts & Sciences,

Inc., also known as the

Recording Academy.

Since its conception in 1957,

the Recording Academy aims

for the promotion of the cultur-

al conditions and overall

lifestyle of all the people associ-

ated with the creation of music.

What began as a TV special

called "The Best On Record"

has grown into today's Grammy

Awards ceremony, presented

live and featuring major record-

ing artists from diverse genres.

The Grammys are peer-pre-

sented awards, valuing "artistic

achievement, technical profi-

ciency and overall excellence in

the recording industry^, without

regard to album sales or chart

position," in the words of the

Recording Academy.

The selection process begins

when artists, technical crew and

record companies submit

entries to contest for the

Grammy Awards.

These entries are scanned and

the eligible entries are placed in

specific categories.

These scanning sessions are

held by a diverse group of about

150 experts who divide music

into 28 different fields, with 105

categories within those fields.

The academy's voting mem-

bers then select five finalists in

each category, who are nominat-

ed as the finalists for the

Grammy Awards.

To help ensure the quality of

the voting, members are direct-

ed to vote only within their

fields of expertise and return

their ballots to an independent

accounting firm that does the

ballot counting.

lists of the finalists are then

sent to voting members of the

Recording Academy with second-

round ballots.

The votes are counted in secre-

cy by the same independent

accounting firm responsible for

the first set of ballots.

Finally, the results are delivered

in sealed envelopes to the

Grammy Awards show, where the

winners are revealed to the artists,

peers and public during the

awards presentation ceremony.

Though this selection proce-

dure seems to be foolproof, some

argue that it may be influenced by

the membership of the panel of

the voting members.

But with the panel size of 150

experts, chances of bias are mini-

mized, as the votes of all the 150

members, with each utilizing

experience, are considered.

The 46th Annual Grammy

Awards will be presented in Los

Angeles at the Staples Center on

Sunday, Feb. 8.

The show will be broadcast on.

the CBS Television Network

firom 8-11:30 p.m.

U-mrr

Pardon the pun, butA Crow hefi

of the Murder should be "left" on

the shelf.

There are some good songs

on Incubus' new album; but

overall, it feels like it's been done

before.

After a label dispute with

Sony,A CrowL^ of the Murder is

Incubus' first album on Epic

In the spirit of change, it is

abo the first witii bass player Ben

KJenney, formerly of the Roots.

Despite the changes, Incubus

stays witii the formula it adopted

on 1999's "Make Yourself," alter-

nating heavy songs with slower

ballads, which led to the band's

explosion onto the scene and

produced the hit singles "Stellar,"

"Drive" and "Pardon Me."

There arc a few good harder

songs, such as tiie first sin^c

"Megalomaruac."

An angry anti-Bush anthem.

A CrowLeh oiihe

MurderShould Be

Left on tke Skell

"Priceless," is a heavier soi^

where the verses are delivered

in couplets by lead singer

Brandon Boyd, is by far the

best song on the album.

In the slow song category,

this album is lacking. "Here in

My Room" is a baUad, some-

what reminiscent of Placeba

The slower songs are

unimaginative aiKi add noth-

ing significant

As Boyd says on "Beware!

Criminal," "I swear Tve heard

this song before."

The few songs that stray

from the formula are nustakes.

"Southern Girl" is sung in a

half falsetto about a girl who

is "an exception to the rule" -

whatever that means.

"Agoraphobia" also fea-

tures Boyd screaming in a

falsetto, a sound the band

would be much better off

avoiding.

"Crow" is hoxmd to be a

commerdal success, but the

old formula is starting to wear

thin.
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by Ellie Woodruff

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)

Make sure you're on top of everything- especially

that crush in Physics class.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Love is indeed an elusive butterfly, kind of like your

friends.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

Nice doggies don't bite- too bad you're dating a

Rottweiler

Aries (Mar. 21-ApriLl 19)

Hey! Mom was right, your face did freeze like that!

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Fire and ice don't go well together and neither does

that top with those jeans.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

When I said "take a long walk off a short pier," I

didn't., well, yeah, I did mean it.

Cancer 0une 21 -July 22)

Love isn't as easy as it looks- but you are!

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

Your roommate would gready appreciate it if you

showered this week.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)

Still waters run deep, especially when they're over

your head.

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)

Consider developing a talent- if you can find one.

Scorpio (Oct. 23. -Nov. 21)

That voice you've been hearing isn't your conscience.

The voices in my head told me so.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

Just because you go to Longwood doesn't mean you have one.

teoM.1 AoT»i\»..'

^ ©D

"...fjlrst he satd he was-

n't gonna move until

the snow stopped.

Then not untfl the

Superboml was over.

T^ow he's claiming to

have attained J^lrvana.

Tersonally, 1 think he

just attained Dorlto?."

root to Koufti by ElUe Woodruff

Experiencing a rough time?

With every great loss comes great strength.

.ongwood University Counseling Center invites you to share your thoughts

iwith others who are having similar experiences.

Starts Tuesday, February 10, 2004. 4:30-5:30 p.m.

in Lancaster Suite 126

Led by Dr. Maureen Walls and Master's Candidate Ashley

Dlllard

Residential lifeguard staff needed at a summer
camp located in Wakefield, VA. Employment runs

Memorial Day tlirough late August. Curent

Lifeguard and Professional Rescuer CPR certifica-

tions required.

For information, contact the Airfield 4-H Center at

757-899-4901.
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Blue Heat Fires Up 2 Skinny Dorks and More Indie

Amie Woriey

Gxesf Writer

When I first arrived at

Longwood I hit the Lankford

Student Union on a prowl to find

a dance team. That mission

turned out unsuccessful.

The first thing I found was the

company, and then I finally

found out about our schools

team Blue Heat by reading

posters in the Dining Hall.

When I went to the interest

meeting there were at least twen-

ty-five girls there wanting to

learn more, and a student coach,

Dyanna Giles, dishing out the

information.

Dyanna started the team in

Spring 2001 after being accepted

by SGA in Fall of 2001. She still

works hard making improve-

ments on the team, organizing it

and preparing us for competition

and games.

This year Blue Heat recdved

it's first bid to a national compe-

tition with a pom routine they

performed in Richmond. We are

currently working on a fimk rou-

tine to take to the competition

toa Rcccndy I have come to

realize just how much work it is

going to take ji^g^ing the basket-

ball team's half times and our

own work for the upcoming

competition.

Our last dance was a whole

new experience collaborating

with the cheerleaders in one big

performance and definitely

something we would like to do

again. Every girl on the team is

fiiendly and our two captains

Stacey and Christy do an awe-

some job of putting together

routines. The girls on Blue

Heat are definitely dedicated and

are constantiy driving to become

a better team as a whole and not

just individually.

Tke Darkness Raviskes

England, Next Stop tke US
^fcremy Cook

Vuest Writer

They combine everything that

was great about AC/DC, G N R,

Def Leopard, and Bon Jovi, with

influences from some many

other great rockers. Mix these

ingredients together and slap on

a clothing style that Queen

A band called "The Darkness"

has taken England by storm.

After several unsuccessful

attempts to build an all-star

band, four artists finally came would be shocked to see, and

together to pto-p—^ ^^^^hY^^ bave one

duce a soundL ^^^ fl| 'jfiMJ^^^^Hb e 1 1 u v a

and show of dieB^^n|jft|H|^^^^^^^H|unique thing:

likes that has notU^g^HHil^^^^^^H|a band that

been seen since^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hloves
the 80's. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H^^^music
Dan Hawkins^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^y|Hdoesn't hate

had great talent,^^^^^^^^^^^^^|^H9|the world,

but he had been They don't

unsuccessfiil finding a niche in have over-inflated egos, and

the rock world. He finally found believe it or not, they actually

the missing link when he discov- smile when they perform,

ered his big brother's incredible With several appearances in

talent for showmanship. the United States already, if you

Along with their friends, haven't heard of them then you

drummer Ed Graham and soon will. "The Darkness" is not

bassist Frankie PouUain, they a joke people, they are a breath

created "The Darkness." The of fresh air in the dingy, smoke-

group has made it big in filled shithole that is the music

England, kicking every lame, industry today,

sappy, sad-I-want-to-kill-myself- Look past Justin Hawkins'

and-everyone-else-too band tigjit, lycra jumpsuit and take a

with their volatUe mixture of listen to this awesome group,

70's and 80's style music. and they will rock your world.

Apreviewior this weekend sLPeven i

Patrick Sullivan

Sti0 Writer

Eric Penrod and Jake Blazer

are both extremely neurotic,

semi-compulsive, s%hdy under-

weight, deliberately truthful,

uncomfortably revealing, but still

put on a really good show!

Recognized by die Rock and

Roll Hall of Fame as the number

one unsigned band, the 2 Skinny

Dorks have traveled across

America, performing at colleges

and on radio and television.

Hailing from musical city of

Cleveland, Ohio, the Dorks have

opened for Dave Matthews

Band, The Goo Goo Dolls, and

George Clinton. They have

recendy released their third CD
tided SB£AD LOVE which has

recei\^d national acclaim and

strengthened the group's already

large faithful following. The

duo's music combines their

unique style with a hi^ energy,

humorous song uid lyrics diat

draws in their audience starting

from the very first song. Penrod

states his favorite musicians are

Ani DiFranco, Phish, and Ben

Harper. Blazer on the other hand

prefers long ^i^lks on the be^
and, of course, roller-skating in

die nude. Both the Dorks have

received praise from Ac likes Tim

Reynolds of Dave Matthews

Band who says These Guys are

the best band I ha-v^ seen on the

tour" and Bob Dickey of

Universal Records calls them

"Refreshing and new. . . the CD is

awesome. It's going straight to

the top." You can see the Two

Skinny Dorks for free this

Saturday at 8:00 pm in the Lancer

Cafe.

FarmviUe Spotligkt: Tke Railroad Tracks
Janet Jones

St^ Writer

One lovely afternoon I walked

to my favorite place in

FarmviUe to enjoy the sunset

I had been anticipating this all

day and knew that I would wit-

ness a wonderful end

to the day. I walked

past the creepy furni-

ture warehouses, the

Appomattox River,

over the bridge, and

turned right onto

River Road. I

climbed up the

rugged rocks on the

side of the road and

pulled myself up the

hill onto the railroad

tracks.

I had arrived in

plenty of time to

walk over the river

and wait for the sun

to lower itself into

the earth.

Suddenly, out of

nowhere, a vast,

wretched rain cloud

hastily overtook the

sky,

Ten mere minutes

until sunset. It wsi&

the worst possible

thing diat could have

happened. I was infuriated

with the current weather con-

ditions. There I was alone, on

the railroad tracks and without

the sun.

Now that I think about it

worst things could have h^ However the view from the

pened, like a train coming to dis- rsulroad tracks is wo«h a tres-

member me. Overall, it was not^x|)assi^ chai]^ It » the most

a horrible day as I was able to do beautifiil place I have encoun-

some rock climbing and look at tered thus fer in this town. *

the beautiful scenery around me. I know many people are not

Many times when visiting this as adventurous as I am and do

not pardculatly enjoy

embracing nature;

howeva^ this should

not stop you from

unearthing the sereni-

ty that you will find.

I also know that

words are seemingly

useless since they can

never completely

express what you are

really trying to say.

There is sn impossi-

bility that I cannot

write, because I just

cannot.

There is no certain-

ty in the adjectives I

have used txj describe

this location and I am
sure there are better

ones Mjmewhere that

I could have used.

So I challenge you

to challenge me in

finding finer wojkIs to

express the beauty of

this terra firma. The

only way to do this is

place I have encountered deer, by trudging through the empty

dogs, and other pleasant animals, beer cans and lost papers in

Tliere is never anyone around your restricted room and tra-

because that part of FarmviUe is versing down the road, while

desolate and it is probably illegal following the above directiona

to climb onto railroads. Carpe diem.
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Will) Aren't You Wearing Any Clotkes?
BobbiThibo

Asst. Editor

Despite free2ing rain, falling

ice, and obscene wind chiU fac-

tors, some people still insist on

dressing Bx they've already left

for spring break. Looking

around campus the past few

days, it is not unlikely that you

wiU spot someone walking

around in shorts, t-shirts, and

sandals. And people wonder

why the get sick. So what is the

attracdon to wearing summer

clothes in the dead of winter?

"I'm too lazy to put on socks

and tie shoes, so I just slip on

some sandals." said Patrick

Sullivan. Some students wear

clothes to make a statement.

"I like the look of spring fash-

ions. If you like something, why

not wear it all the time, despite

what the "fashion police" say you

should be wearing that month."

Sophomore Samantha Soukup

stated. "Plus, it's more conven-

ient If you're just laying around

the dorm or going to the gym

or any sports activity, you don't

want to be wearing sweaters

and big chunky shoes." Soukup

added.

VCTiile at a first ^ance it may

seem an unintelligent decision

to not "bundle up," some stu-

dents on campus obviously feel

winter clothes aren't a neccessi-

mm
NOTE-TAKERS
AT LONGWOOD
Looking for a quick way to make a buck

on campus???

BE A NOTE-TAKER!!!

The ASC is looking for student volunteers who are willing to

share their notes with classmates who have disabilities that affect

their capacity to take notes.

The process... it's easy! Take notes as you normally would during

class, photocopy them for FREE, and place them in the appropri-

ate student's box here at the ASC. It's that

simple!

For more information, or to be a volunteer, please call the

Academic Support Center at (434) 395-2393 or E-mail Holly at

hrcampbe@longwood.edu

**
University Policy Requires a minimum

3.0 GPA for eligibility
**

Residential lifeguard staff needed at a summer camp
located in Wakefield, Va.

Employment runs Memorial Day-late August.

Current Lifeguard and Professional Rescuer CPR
certifications required.

For information, contact the Airfield 4-H Center at

757-899-4901.

Tkeron Transforms into a Monster
V-Wirt

A chilling and sometimes disturbing movie,

"Monster" turns the stomach. Still, it is a

captivating portrayal of a haunting, true

story.

Aileen Wuornos (Charlize Theron) is a

highway prostitute ready to take her own

life; she has lived a miserable life of abuse

as a child that ultimately led to her hooking

and more abuse. "Monster" follows Aileen

as she meets a young woman named Selby

(Christina Ricci), and a relationship forms

between the two women.

Aileen talks Selby into staying with her in

Florida instead of going back to live with

her parents, who shunned Selby for being a

lesbian. In order to make money for the

two to live together, Aileen hooks. But after

being taped and almost killed by one man -

- whom she kills in self defense - she takes

on a mentality that all "Johns" are going to

rape her. She continues to kill unsuspecting

men, hiding their bodies and taking their

money. ^
Aileen Wuornos killed seven men and

was eventually caught and executed in a

Florida State Prison on Oct. 9, 2003.

Directed by Patty Jenkins, who had pre-

viously directed only two short films, "Just

Drive" and "Velocity Rules" in 2001,

"Monster" is an incredible story of a

woman who was very troubled.

Jenkins tells the story of Wuornos' sav-

age killings through the eyes of this desper-

ate woman, who had been a victim very

early in life. Wuornos was yearning for life -

- which she hadn't had much of ~ as well as

love, which she found in her new, young

friend Selby. Wuornos is shown losing all

hope in men; they only want her for a quick

job. No love is involved with the men she

has encountered.

Charlize Theron is phenomenal in the

role of Aileen Wuornos. She completely

transformed her appearance for this film,

putting on 30 povmds for the role while

having her hair done in a dirty mess. With

makeup, she resembles the real Wuornos

to an almost mirror image.

Theron not only had the look, but she

played a hurt and troubled Wuornos, angry

at the world and humankind. It's hard to

tell that it is even Theron playing the role;

it's so convincing, it's scary.

Christina Ricci also did a wonderful job

as the young and confused lesbian lover of

Wuornos. Her character was naive and

impressionable, and Ricci helped make it

believable.

At one point, Ricci's character was terri-

fied when she found out about the mur-

ders. But when they needed money and a

car, she demanded that Wuornos go back

out into the night. Ricci displayed control

of her character while going through emo-

tional changes.

Another important element in this film

was the soundtrack. Set in the '80s, the

music played an important role in support-

ing each scene. The strongest point to this

is in a scene where Aileen and Selby are

skating together at a roller rink, when a

couples' skate is armounced and Journey's

"Don't Stop Believin'" is played. Aileen

turns to Selby and says, "Oh, man, I love

this song," as they start skating together.

This leads them to becoming more attract-

ed to each other, making for a very inti-

mate scene.

This movie isn't for the squeamish or

faint of heart. It is a violent and intimate

story, about a troubled woman who took

her pain and turned it on unsuspecting

men. The subject matter is racy and star-

tling, with a lesbian love scene and several

brutal murder scenes. With compelling and

phenomenal performances by Tlieron and

Ricd, and a well-written script, "Monster"

will leave you startled and unsetded. You'll

exit the theater satisfied with this impres-

sive film.
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CD Review: Ben Folds Not So Rockin Anymore
V-Wirt

Ben Folds, founder of the dirce-

member group Ben Folds Five, let

his has managed allowed his solo

career to take a step backwards

with his two newly-released EPs.

Folds, a solo artist since his

band broke up in 2000,

announced to fans in August that

he would be releasing three short

collections in the coming months

as a precursor to his next full-

length album, due out some time

in 2004.

However, three EPs have

become two as Folds scrapped his

plans to release the final one, leav-

ing listeners with the hit-and-

misses of "Speed Graphic" and

"Sunny 16."

Once upon a time, Ben Folds

could do no wrong. The breakup

of Ben Folds Five was an amiable

one, and "Rockin' the Suburbs,"

Folds' first solo endeavor, can

be found in the CD collections

of coundess college rock fans.

Yet Folds' era of making witty,

well-masked social commen-

taries, and endearing stories of

characters such as Fred Jones,

Hiix), Zak, and Sara came to a

provisional halt with the

September release of "Sunny

16" and the later release of

"Speed Graphic."

At first the idea of a Ben

Folds EP sounded endearing.

This artist, who proved time and

again that he was a unique voice

in a sea of recycled chord pro-

gressions, was offering a littie

something to tide fans over

before releasing his next studio

album.

The content of these mini-

albums ranges from covers (The

Divine Comedy's "Songs of

NAGS HEAD
Student Summer Rentals

see seabreezeralty.com for pictures - 252-255-6328

Love" and the Cure's "In Between

Days") to a 13-year-old Folds orig-

inal C'Dog" included on Ben Folds

Five's first demo in 1990) to a song

that was mosdy written the day it

was recorded in the studio ("All

You Can Eat'^.

"Speed Graphic," the first of the

two EPs, begins with a catchy redo

of the Cure's "In Between Days."

The upbeat tempo and strong bass

(simulated by Folds on keyboard)

are reminiscent of many of the

faster tracks on "Rockin' the

Suburbs." The second track, "Give

Judy My Notice," is bearable

because it avoids the pedestrian

lyrics that populate the remainder

of "Speed Graphic" and most of

"Sunny 16." Some lines, such as

"It's way too hard/Being loved by

default," even manage to be

poignant.

However, the aforementioned

"Dog" ruins the pace of

the EP. Its frenetic piano

lines and painful lyrics are

those of a tyro who has not

yet learned the importance

of creating songs that will

keep listeners from tearing

off their headphones. The

final track, "Wandering",

cotild not be more apdy

tided as a summary to the

Ben Folds EP experience

Come see Virginia's

hottest singer-songwriter,

LibbyWiebel.

Libby will be on WMLU
from 1-3, followed by a

performance at 8 in the

Java Hut in the Hams.

thus far. While some of the songs

are likeable, they do not add any-

thing to the cache of quirky and

musically unique son^ Folds has

accumulated throughout his

career, one of them even man-

ages to be downri^t intolerable.

"Sunny 16," die second EP,

starts with the cheeky original

"There's Always Someone Cooler

Than You." Its lyrics are trite

("Make me feel tiny if it makes

you feel tall" and "Life is wonder-

ful/Life is beautiful"), and a

perusal of the next three songs

leaves the listener with a similar

disappointment in Folds' uncre-

ative, obvious lyrics and presenta-

tion.

Aside from a triumphant end-

ing in "You've Got to Learn to

Uve Widi What You Are," die

piano arrangements, which arc

usually Folds' forte, are unmemo-

rable here and certainly do not

contain the emotional drive of

classics like "Brick" and

"Philosophy." In fact, rather than

standing on its own, the piano is

surprisingly relegated to an

accompanying position, peeking

through only for the occasional

bridge and solo ending.

It is undoubtedly a bad sign

that the strongest tracks on the

EPs are both covers. The first.

track one on "Speed Graphic,"

provides a hopeful beginning to

the EP experience. But it is

"Sunny 16'"s closer. The Divine

Comedy's "Songs of Love", that

assures the listener the energetic

pianist has not lost his touch.

This song is a gem and nearly

redeems the entire affair. The

musical arrangement, with

sweeping violins, echoing vocal

tracks, and a lulling piano, creates

the perfect mood for the song's

three-quarter waltz time.

Just as the listener begins to

lose faith in the piano rocker, he

comes through with an instru-

mentally driven cover. Keeping

with his tradition of offbeat but

delightful covers, (e.g. "She Don't

Use Jelly"), Folds astutely picks

another winner.

With some cringe-worthy

lyrics, a pair of well-chosen and

well-executed covers, and a hand-

ful of forgettable tunes, the EPs

are at best a shadow of what

Folds is capable. Ben Folds

admits that the EPs were done

quickly. One can only hope that

with more time the singer/song-

writer will be able to dodge his

current proclivity for banal lyrics

and disposable riffs and repeat

the success of his first solo

endeavor.

®

Warmer weather is around the corner...

What do you do for Spring Fever?
Z The Bucking B Ranch and KC Heam,

J^ Hosts of the Longwood University Equestrian di4> and Team

Offers:

Group trail rides (1 to 4 hours). Gm^nis Mountain day-long troil rides (ride to breokfast or

iunchi), "Cowboy College" Days (Coivgirls wtlamei). as well as a variety of lesson progroms.

(Discounts availc^le for eorty registration and poyment.)

For more infontwtion or to book your event, please contact:

ICCHeom

Faculty, Students... (^34)547-7717 ,„fQrt^i\y A fn^rxds
hey2kc®yahoo.com

Has your schoolwork gotten out of hand?
If so, the Academic Support Center can helpll

We offer tutoring in most - ^ *'^ '^* ^ ^
subjects, including free group

tutoring for math and language

courses.

Please call 395-2393 for details!!!
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Join us on February 7th

llGintoSpmforour

Customer

Appreciation Day
3 Months Unlimited for $100

Includes Zoe Girl Purse Packette

4 Months Unlimited for $125

includes Bottle of Zoe Girl

Enjoy our New Leg Tanner

Free from 11am - 8 pm
Hoxlrnum 5 Hinute Exposure Time

Check out our other specials and

Register for door prizes and Grand Prize of 6 Months Unlimited

Trust your Tan to our Smart Ton Trained and Certified Tanning Consultants

Located In the Southgate Shopping Center - 392-9676
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Women s Basketball

SuffersWeek s Onkj Loss

Season continues with an ll^O record
Pat Sullivan

Staff Writer

Longwood University dropped its only

game played last week, falling 74-67 at the

University of the District of Columbia

Jan. 31 in the nation's capital.

The Lancers are now 11-8 on the sea-

son and are scheduled to return to action

Monday, Feb. 2, as they host the

Apprentice School for the first time in the

program's history.

Tip-off is set for 7 p.m. in Lancer Hall.

At UDC, Longwood controlled the

opening minutes of the contest, jumping

out to a 7-2 lead, sparked by a three-

pointer from senior Ebony

Smith/Palmyra (Fluvanna Co.), followed

by back-to-back field goals from junior

Marita Meldere/Rujiena, Latvia

(Lynchburg Christian).

The two teams then stayed evenly

matched throughput the rest of the half

before the Firebirds held the Lancers

scoreless over the final 3:52, scoring eight

unanswered points to close-out the stan-

za with a 31-22 lead.

The Firebirds opened the second

half right where they left off and

extended their advantage by as many as

18, until sophomore Ashley

Mason/Virginia Beach (Princess Anne)

scored 11 of her team-high and sea-

son-best 23 points to rally the Lancers

to within nine points.

UDC quickly answered and once

again expanded its advantage to 18

with 5:38 left in the game.

Longwood once more lowered the

deficit to nine points at the 3:16 mark,

as Mason hit the back end of a pair of

free throws.

The Firebirds retaliated for a third

time, extending their advantage to 15

points (72-57) before Mason propelled

the final Longwood run, hitting her

lone three-pointer of the game with

1:41 remaining.

See WOMEN pg. 14

Mulltsan's Sports Grille
Optn 11:30 aoiu 7 days a wttk ^5-8787)

Located in the Historic Weyenoice Hotel!

Llv€ €nt€i1alnfn€nt FrL and Sat, nights

Mug Day Gvery Mondayl
steak Night Every Tuesday from 5-7 pm for a $1.50 !

Free Tacos Every Thursday from 5-7 pm!

- Free delivery on and around campus

until 1 2 a.m.

- Karaoke Night: Sunday S- close $2 drinks all night

- Ladies Night every Thursday night (no cover fee)

HOOTE^JANNY - COMING SOON.

TEN BANDS FOR. TEN BUCKS!

MARCH 28. 2004

nwf comtmmr cm smnrnfMnm
with this coupon

ATTENTION!!

Don't Neglect Your

Homework & Don't

Neglet Your Car.

Haley Automotive

• Shuttle Service Available

• Drop off and Pick Up Service

• Rental Cars only $28.95*

• Free State Inspection

• 14.95 oil Change**

• Credit Cards Taken Over Phone

• Courtesy Wash and Vlacuum

• 27 Point Free Inspection

• College Grad Purchse Program

Haley of Farmville
Ford, Dodge, Chrysler, Jeep

Chevy, Buick, Olds. Toyota & Used Cars

392-8166 • 392-3164

Haley has it...for less!

*MMitte210rOldir
n^ To s Oil Of at, /Ml)mmmm^
For ExunpNi ONMQi ifKt Syntwllcs^
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Superbowl or

Lingerie Bowl?
Hali'^time entertainment

surpases actualgame
Pat Sullivan

Staff Writer

Did you see that pass? How
about the hit? Wow, check out

that boob!

Who needs the Lingerie Bowl

when you have MTV's Super

Bowl halftime show!?

Stripping, grinding, and good

ol' fashion crouch grapping!

Of course, without these

nuances, the only things anyone

would remember about the show

were the five-years out-of-date

songs and Kid Rock's American

flag poncho.

During the break between the

heated batde amid Carolina and

New England, a world-wide audi-

ence was treated to a star-filled

concert featuring Nelly, P. Diddy,

Kid Rock, and of, course, Janet

Jackson and Justin Timberlake.

The finale of the show consist-

ed of Janet's classic hit Rhythm

Nation that led into Timberlake's

Dance With Me.

At the end of the song

Timberlake held true to the lyric,

"I'm gorma have you naked by

the end of this song" by reaching

over and tearing off the right

breast covering of Jackson's cos-

tume.

Men s Basketball

Continues Streak

Timberlake

would later

refer to the

incident as a

costume mal-

fimction.

Since the

incident, all

parties
involved,
including
CBS, MTV,

and the NFL, have repeatedly

apologized.

Despite the apologies many

are still skeptical about whether

the stunt was intentional or not.

A few are even speculating

over Timberlake friendship with

MTVs "Punk'd" host Ashton

Kutcher and if this could be the

show's biggest punk to date.

Many people cite the

Madonna and Britney Spears

make-out session as MTVs will-

ingness broadcast risky images.

CBS has also vowed to never

let MTV produce another half-

time show.

The station will also feature a

video delay system during the

Grammy's.

The FCC is currendy in the

process of beginning an investi-

gation over what many 12-year

male Super-Bowl viewers are call-

ing "the greatest half-time show

ever."

One piece of nudity CBS didn't

show was streakier who made it

out onto the field dressed as a ref-

eree before the second half kick-

off

The streaker ran out to the kick-

er's tee before ripping off the ref-

eree uniform.

He continued to bare it all for

nearly half a minute before being

tackled by Patriots' linebacker Matt

Chatman.

He was apprehended and there

is currendy no information about

charges being filed.

The main issue being raised by

this is not the streaker, but securi-

ty's inability to prevent the occur-

rence.

Sports Information

Longwood University returned to

action last week after a 12-day

break and lost two games, falling

67-62 to the University of the

District of Columbia.

The Lancers are now 3-16 this

season and will host the

Apprentice School Feb. 3 at 7

p.m. in Lancer Hall.

Longwood will complete the

final eight games of the season

with a 12-player roster that

includes nine freshmen and only

five scholarship players.

The Lancers had taken only

their second lead, 62-60, with

1:33 remaining on a leaner in the

lane from senior Nathan

Fortener.

.The Lancers caught UDC at

50-50 witii 10:05 left on another

three-pointer from Pistoljevic.

Three consecutive baskets

from Wright made it 56-50 (8:00)

before Longwood again fought

back to tie the game at 58-58 with

4:14 to play on a basket by fresh-

man Michael

Jefferson /Chesterfield
(Meadowbrook)

.

Sumter led Longwood with 17

points, adding five rebounds and

three steals, while Fortener and

Jefferson each had 14 points.

Pistoljevic contributed 11 points

for the Lancers. Longwood shot

46% (26-57) from the field,

including 32% (6-19) on three-

pointers, and 57% (4-7) at the

free throw line.

At Saint Paul's (2-16),

Longwood led early, scoring the

game's first nine points to lead 9-

at 16:49.

The Tigers, however,

answered with 12-straight points

to lead 12-9 at 12:39.

The hosts remained in front,

extending the lead to 24-16 with

6:52 left before halftime.

The Lancers answered this

time with a 14-4 run to lead 30-

28 at 3:47 - getting six points

from Jefferson.

The 30-4 run over the two

halves prompted Lancer head

coach Mike Gillian to empty his

bench at that time.

The Tigers took their largest

lead at 65-40 with 10:55 remain-

ing before the Longwood

reserves battied gamely down

the stretch to narrow the final

margin to 14 points.

Freshman Wes Hager/Las

Vegas, Nev (Coronada) sparked

the rally with a career-high 10

points off the bench - all in the

second half

Jefferson finished with 12

points, as did Fortener, to lead

the Lancers as Fortener added

eight rebounds to his 12 points.

Women conty p. 13

Smith also hit a field goal

from three-point territory,

while Mason and senior Erica

Marcum/Charleston, W.Va.

(George Washington) each hit a

field god of their own over the

final minute.

Yet, UDC fougbt off the late

Lancer attempt and secured the

home win.

Mason added five rebounds

and an assist to her 23-point

double-di^t night on 9-for-ll

shooting, while ncttii^ 4-of-7

attempts at die foul Hne.

Meldere posted her 10th

double-double of the season

•With 23 points and 16 boards,

hitting 7-for-13 from the floor

and 7-for-8 at the foul Hne.

Smith finished dbe contest

witii seven points, including

two dirce-pointers. Longwood

shot 43.6 percent (24-55) from

the field, including 50.0 percent

(5-10) from beyond the arc and

netting 14-pf-20 attempts

(70%) at the line.

Ti-Nishia Townsend led the

host school with her game-high

28 points, while Keir Blake and

Jaime Brown posted 12 and 10

points, respectively.

The Firebirds shot 45.5 per-

cent (30-66) from die floor,

including 72.7 percent (8-11)

from dbjree-point land and 66.7

percent (6-9) at the line.

Statistical Update

Through 19 games, Meldere

continues to rank (4tfa) among

Dkision H's top-rcboundcrs,

pulling down 12.1 boards a

game.

She also nets a team-best 16.9

points a contest, while registering a

team-high 31 .2 minutes, 2.3 steals,

and 0.8 blocks each time out

She is shooting 43 percent (123-

284) from the field and 71 percent

(75-105) at the line.

She has led the Lancers in scor-

ing 1 3 times, and in rebounding 1

5

times, 10 of those being double-

doubles.

She has also posted nine 20-

point games and has 12 double-

figure rebounding games this sea-

son-

Amber Mason 6>Bows with her

season averages of 8.4 points and

4.6 rebounds, shooting 38.5 per-

cent (50-130) from the field and

73.4 percent (47-64) at the Hne.

Srmth is contributing 7.0 points

and 5.9 rebounds per contest,

while shooting 33.6 percent (49-

146) fiom die floor, while Dunn
gets 6.8 points on 40.9 percent

(52-127) shooting and grabs 5.1

boards a game.

Marcum is adding 6.0 points

and 1.8 assists, while sophomore

Jessica Wilkerson/Roanoke

(Northside) averages 5.9 pomts

and a team-best 2.7 assists per

game, while shooting 29 percent

(31-106) fiom die floor and 67

percent (32-48) at die line foul

line.

Others include Ashley Mason

(9.8 points, 4.5 rebounds, team-

best 59.5% (44-74) FG; team-best

53.3% (8-15) 3-FG; 64.7% (22-34)

FT, 12 games); freshman Ashicigh

Holiman/Centrevilie, Va. (4.9

points, 1.6 assists, 30.1% FG,

34.5% 3FG (19-55), 75% FT, 16

games); freshmen Abbey

Freese/West liberty, Ohio

(West Liberty Salem) (3.5

points, 1.7 assists, 30.9% FG,

66.7% FT) and Rebecca

Charles/South Charleston,

W.Va. (Soudi Charleston) (2.1

points, 2.5 rebounds, 34.0%

FG, 38.1% Fl).

The Lancers average 66.2

points while shooting 38.1 per-

cent (455-1194) from the field,

including 28.1 percent (78-278)

on three-pointers, and 67.3

percent (269-400) at the line.

Following the Apprentice

School game, Longwood will

travel to North Caroluaa to face

Lenoir-Rhync College Feb. 4 at

6 p.m, before playing at Saint

Paul's College in Lawrenceville

Feb. 10.
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Students Come Togetker to Discuss Longwood Policy
Patrick Trate

Staff Writer

For the past several years, spring

semester has held special signifi-

cance fot rising juniors here at

Longwood University.

As students wrapped up the

last of their 56 credit hours,

resigning their lower classman

status, many began making plans

to live off campus.

Some dreamt of renting an

apartment with their best friends

or even of finding a house with a

fiance.

None of those dreams came

true this year; however, as every

rising junior was denied during

the off-campus application

process.

Many students were enraged

by this turn of events and, as

denial letters filtered their way

through the mailroom, resent-

ment among the rising juniors

grew stronger and stronger.

Their frustration came to a

head on the afternoon of

February 5th as a large group of

students marched into Lancaster

to demand answers.

The event started as an

impromptu rally behind the

Student Union, organized by stu-

dents Courtney Gartman and

Valerie Cincinelli.

Gartman, a rising junior and

member of the National Honor

Society said, "I've worked very

hard to live off campus. We [the

rising juniors] should have the

same rights as every other class."

The shift occurred when rising

junior Greg Moxley called for the

group to go direcdy to the

President's office.

Amid chants and waving signs,

the group marched across cam-

pus and was let into the main

conference room of Lancaster

followed shortly thereafter by

President Patricia Cormier,

In an almost epic display of

wills. President Cormier, standing

just four feet and eleven inches

high, held court over the

embroiled crowd of approximate-

ly 150 students.

Together with Dr. Tim Pierson,

Vice President of Student Affairs,

she responded to the students'

questions.

Many in the group wanted to

know why Longwood had

changed its policy on allowing

juniors to live off campus but, as

was briefly explained at the meet-

ing, Longwood policy did not

change; the University has always

reserved the right to deny juniors

from living off campus and has

simply not needed to do so in

past years.

"Our first responsibility"

President Cormier explained, "Is

to the value of your degree."

After nearly an hour of ques-

tioning, the meeting was abrupdy

ended and many students left

feeling unsatisfied.

Fortunately for those on both

sides of the argument, a more

conventional meeting was held

the following day in the Student

Union ballroom.

This medium seemed to go

over much better with the admin-

istration.

Students Bobbi Thibo and

Deaima Martinez organized this

mediated forum within 24 hours

of receiving their rejection letters

for moving off-campus.

Dr. Tim Pierson presided over

the discussion, along wtih Alicia

Moody and several department

heads.

see HOUSING p. 4

Daring to Take on Diabetes

Tke Bid lor tke Wkitekouse:An Amateur Analysis

Anthony Sinecoff

Gmst Writer

Now that Super Tuesday has

come arid gone and the year's

freshness is waning, it seems

appropriate to take stock and

examine what will prove to be

one of die most bitterly con-

tested presidential races

since... 2000. *^

"I dated Dean but married

Kerry," said one voter in the

recent New Hampshire primary.

Dean's campaign, once the

"refuge for malcontents," now

seems all but over as a result of

voter perceived vulnerability:

"YEEEAAAI"

That, of course, seems to be

the consensus among voters as

they give more serious credence

to the likes of John Kerry and

John Edwards-both of whom
have what is considered trade-

mark viability-Kerry a military

veteran and Edwards from the

South.

The truth is that even without

such strong assets on the part of

those two candidates the race

will be razor diin.

Recent Zogby polls suggest

the country is back to the pre-

September 11th split, with 46%

saying they would vote for Bush

in the coming election, and 46%

saying they would vote for any

Democratic candidate that will

be nominated.

Indeed, when it comes to a

choice for a Democratic candi-

date in the general election, the

sentiment on this campus favors

that of "the one that can beat

Bush."

John Kerry has not necessari-

ly been running a more centrist

campaign thus far, but has

appealed to voters who are

looking for a viable alternative

to the President and one who

does not have a breakdown

whenever he loses a primary.

A recent CNN/GaUup/USA
Today survey conducted

between January 29-February 1,

2004 of 1,001 American adults

showed John Kerry defeating

President Bush .53 percent to 46

percent-a bit dif|erent from the

Zogby poll thanks to Kerr)''s

name recognition.

See POLITICS p. 5

Chrissy Gray

Staff Writer

"We're trying to raise money for a

cure," says Megan Halsey,

President of Alpha Gamma
Delta.

The sorority is sponsoring a

Diabetes walk on campus to raise

awareness and fimds for research.

In 2002, the American

Diabetes Association (ADA) esti-

mated that 18.2 million people

were affected by Diabetes.

The ADA goes on to say that

of diose 18.2 million, 206,000 are

people under the age of 20.

Complications that can be the

result of diabetes, as listed by the

ADA, include heart disease,

stroke, high blood pressure, kid-

ney disease, blindness, nervous

system disease, dental disease,

complications with pregnancies,

and more.

Walks, like the one sponsored

by Alpha Gamma Delta, help to

raise money for research.

With more research comes the

possibility of a cure, rather than

simply treating the symptoms

that current medications do.

The walk, which was re-sched-

uled due to inclement weather,

will now take place at 4PM on

February 10th.

It will start in front of Stubbs,

and continue around the baseball

field, in front of Curry and

Frasier, and finally finish fiill circle

in front of Stubbs.

Halsey says there will be bal-

loons marking the predetermined

path.

"We're not asking fo^: an entry

fee. Instead we're asking for peo-

ple to donate whatever they can,"

says Halsey. The money raised will

go to the International Alpha

Gamma Delta Headquarters,

which will then be passed on to

diabetes research.

Halsey goes on to say that all 37

active members and 8 new mem-

bers of Alpha Gamma Delta will

be walking, but she invites every-

one to participate.

She says, "We've also asked the

members of other sororities to

join us in the walk."

When asked about the walk

becoming an annual event, Megan

Halsey replied, "We'd like it to

be."
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roni Editor
So, hands

down,
Valentine's

Day is the

best holiday

ever. It's

been my
favorite since I was in elementary

school. Think about it: love,

friends, family, cute cards, and

pink M&Ms. Life really does not

get better than that.

And I was going to go more in

depth about it, but I signed onto

Livejournal this morning (this

morning being Wednesday morn-

ing) to learn to my foolish

English major delight (and sor-

row as the case may be) that

forty-one years ago today, Sylvia

Plath stuck her head in an oven

and ended her life.

So instead of telling you to

combat your Valentine's Day

blues by reading my favorite book

ever {Grade by George Burns) or

watching one of the funniest

movies ever {Some Like It Hot

with Marilyn Monroe) or listen-

ing to one of the best albums

ever (Jc^stry by Carole King),

I'm just going to totally and

completely depress you.

Kind of like what you were

expecting anyway.

Most of you hate Valentine's

Day anyway, don't you?

Bah, to you.

So I read that happy litde

message this morning, and a tear

fell from my eye.

I've been a Sylvia fan since

high school, kind of like most

middle-class teenage girls.

It all started with The BellJar,

the perfect novel for, well,

someone like me. I have to

admit that I'm not really sure I

got it the first time around. I fig-

ured out the basics, of course.
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but it was missing something.

Well, I was missing something. 1

was missing the collegiate experi-

ence, the one that boils in your

veins and wraps around your head

when you're alone in your room at

ni^t that first summer back home.

It's kind of scary like that.

I've since enveloped her poetry

and, most recently, the novel based

on her last few months of life.

Wintering. I still haven't seen the

movie 'cause I'm lazy like that.

Something that has always

amazed me about Sylvia in general

is a quote from the book Bitch by

Elizabeth Wurtzle. I carry around

that book and use it as often as I

can 'cause I'm weird like that.

"Sylvia Plath, who has by now
been dead longer than she was

alive, wrote The BellJar, composed

her Pulitzer Prize-winning poetry,

put together a collection of short

stories, had a Fullbright

Scholarship at Cambridge, graduat-

ed summa cum laude from Smith,

taught a couple of semesters at her

alma mater, had a couple of stays

in a mental hospital, managed to

have many love affairs that ended

badly and one marriage that was

on its way to ending badly, gave

birth to two babies - and still she

was able to die at thirty, a suicide

on schedule preceded by a life that

ran at a breakneck pace" (183).

So maybe that was just the

longest quote ever, and you just

skipped over it, but it's just so

amazing to me. I'm almost twenty-

one, and I can hardly ever write an

away message for AIM anymore,

let alone take over the literary

world. Where did this come from?

And it's not just Sylvia that is on

my mind tonight. In Brit Lit IV

this week, we are studying Virginia

Woolf, my utmost literary hero.

Take my love and passion for

Sylvia and multiply it by a zillion

and add four. That's how much I

love Virginia. (So much so, in fact,

that I refer to these women by

their first names like I've been

friends with them for my entire

life.)

People deal less well with

Virginia. Maybe they're scared of

her. Who is, after all, afraid of

Virginia Woolf?

Apparendy a whole bunch of

college students.

I don't have a pithy quote from

Wurtzle pertaining to Virginia,

but I can tell you what I know. I

know that she changed writing to

bring us what we know today. I

know that she was brilliant. I

know that she had a hard child-

hood (her mother died, her half-

sister died, her brothers abused

her, her father was distant, she

didn't fit in like her older sister

did societally), but I also know

that from that, she gave us some

of the most insightful moments

in the human mind For that, I

owe her everything.

For that, I owe her a card and

some pink M&Ms.

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief

Housing Protest Not tke Best Way to Ackieve Goal
Brerit Fleisher

Guest Writers

On the evening of February 5th,

2004, 1 was fortunate enough to be

a part of a student "riot" to

President Cormier's office.

This "riot" was to voice the stu-

dent concern of students not

being allowed to move off campus.

I thought that this would be a

good way for the students to get

their voices heard. I was wrong.

Questions ranged from why the

credit requirement to move off

campus changed, to why
Longwood was. destroying these

students' lives.

Students even began to insult

President Cormier and the

University itself.

These students who insulted

Longwood are NOT Citizen

Leaders~and if you do decide to

transfer to a different school, it will

be for the better.

Longwood does np$--fte^ any

tainted-blaak-spots/ike you oiithis

campus. 2-
—

^

To combat most, if not all, of

the questions dealing with the sud-

den change of credits, and the dis-

approval of nearly 300 students

moving off campus. Dr. Tim

Pierson read from the student

handbook.

President Cormier also added

that it was not hers, nor housing's,

decision to deny the students off-

campus housing... it was up to the

Board of Visitors.

The Board of Visitors says that

Longwood needs to be a

"Residential Campus." What tiiis

means is that all of die 2444 occu-

pancies offered here at Longwood

MUST be filled before anyone is

allowed off campus.

Longwood followed this rule...

if anyone has a problem with this

rule, they should write a letter to

the Board of Visitors.

However, I digress. This article

is not going to recap the events of

diis "riot," for I am sure diat there

is another article in this issue

going over all of that.

I am writing to say THANK
YOU President Cormier and Dr.

Tim Pierson.

THANK YOU for meeting

with all of diese students at the

last minute.

THANK YOU for answering

everyone's question with a factual

response.

THANK YOU for keeping

your cool and being one of

Longwood's great Citizen

Leaders.

THANK YOU for aU of your

hard work and thought that. you

put into addressing the stduents'

needs.

A final note to students who
did not get permission to live off

campus: If you want to get your

voice heard, get in touch with the

Board of Visitors.

If you want to protest, do so,

but in a Peaceful way. The

moment that YOU get defensive

and start attacking, you aren't

going to win.

Finally, if you signed a lease

back in October, do not say that

Longwood screwed you over. It is

your fault for going against what

Longwood said.

There were posters hung

everywhereas well as notices on

the webpage saying not to sign

the lease till you get your release.

It is your fault if you diose to

ignore Longwood's many warn-

ings.
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Sidewalk Etiquette: Smile at Me, Dammit!
Tanner Keith

Opinion Editor

During my walk to class yester-

day, I noticed once again that

most people that I don't know

would not acknowledge the fact

that I exist.

It seemed as though the major-

ity of people I saw in that partic-

ular walk seemed to be in anoth-

er world.

They would look down at the

ground, off to the side, and even

straight through me. Every girl

who walked by me, I smiled at.

Almpst every one of them

either didn't make eye contact

with me, or simply denied me a

smile back.

Personally, I'm a big fan of the

smile back. I Uke to give, and

receive smile backs.

Males, however, we don't smile

at each other. We send the head

nod and an occasional, "wasup,"

to each other.

It seems as though head nods

are the equivalent of waving.

Head nods and smiles are

more or less the silent way of say-

ing, "Yes, I see you there, you are

a real person as am I; congratu-

lations on being human in the

same maimer I am human."

Usually, it is considered com-

mon courtesy to acknowledge

someone else's existence.

Worse than not receiving a

head nod or a smile back, how-

ever, is the "fake-out-hey,"

something that usually occurs to

people Uke me.

As I walk, every now and

then I'll see someone who waves

and shouts, "Hey!" in a rather

excited fashion.

Amazed that someone's acm-

ally talking to me on the side-

walk, I respond with my own,

"hey," and I fail to notice that

the prior "HEY!" was not

directed at me, rather to the

sorority girls direcdy behind me.

The "fake-out-hey" claims

another victim, and I trudge on.

Today I decided to test my
theory that over half of the

people I see will not make inten-

tional eye contact with me.

Where did I conduct my
experiment?

Why, on the walk to Wynne

of course-all fifteen minutes of

It.

By the time I had made it to the

top of the final hill, I was ready to

start spitting on people.

I had overestimated the friendli-

ness of this campus.

I received three head nods, two

"wasup's" and only three smile

backs.

I passed by at least 50 people; I

stopped counting in the commuter

student parking lot, at which time I

was thoroughly disgusted.

So, what is more important than

being personable you may ask?

Talking on cell phones is one

answer. People in groups are often

focused on their own. And quite a

few people seem to be concentrat-

ing on not falling down, as much as

they stare at their feet.

The reason this irritates me is as

follows: when the fall semester

began, it seemed like everyone was

new, and there was a common
eagerness to make new friends.

Now, almost a month into the

spring semester, I can't seem to

find the same friendliness.

I'm not sure where it has gone-

the friendliness, and I encourage

you to help me find it.

Marriage and College Just Do Not Mix
Janet Jones

Guest Writer

It is becoming apparent to me

that more college students are

getting engaged at younger and

younger ages.

Many of these people have

been in long term relationships

and feel that they must now take

the next step.

But do they really have to?

There are many different views

on this topic and there is no right

answer.

There are also people who get

engaged, but do not have the

intentions of getting married for

years.

They just like the way it sounds

and it provides security, since our

society is so concerned with

fidelity.

I personally do not want to be

engaged or married for many

years, so that I may experience

life on my own first.

I know not everyone will

agree with that, so I asked peo-

ple how they felt to get a more

broad understanding of views

on campus.

My roommate has been dat-

ing her boyfriend for almost 2 Vz

years and they do not have plans

to do anything urgendy.

She believes that people need

to date each other for a long

time, especially at this age, since

they are changing so much.

If they cannot change togeth-

er then they will just turn into

another number in a statistic.

However she knows that not

everyone feels this way and when I

asked her about this she said, "If it

is meant to be, a long distance rela-

tionship will work, and therefore it

will be long term.

Being married at a young age

when you should be exploring your

options may not be the right road.

College presents so many

options, but at the same time you

need to do what makes you happy."

One of my more liberal friends

believes that marriage in college, or

before 30 is stupid.

She has noticed that people

change so much from their fresh-

man to senior year that the fiiture

is too uncertain to promise your

life to someone else.

See MARRIAGE p. 10
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props and drops
Props;

+To going home this weekend and getting out of

Farmv^as!

+ To 4 new episodes of Friends in a row.

+ To 50 dcg. days!

+ To Wild Cherry Pepsi.

+ To ''smile backs."

\-ToTheBimerflyEgea

+ To Anny Reservists coming hcune.

Drops:

- To pre and post Valentines Day depression.

- To computers that don*t work

- To girls who put i^ with bad boyfriends.

- To roaches in the Hamms bathrooms.

- To long lines in the dhall.

- To having no mo^y in your checking account

Speak Out
Wkat are your plans lor

Valentine s Daij?

Let's face it, Valentine's

Day is a halmark holiday,

if you really cared about

someone, you wouldn't

need a special day to

provie it

-Mel McConneD

Vm going to take my
gifl to Riaimond, and

go to Cataba's.

-J.D. Rome

ProbablY Fll go out witli

my freinds to dinner.

-Christina Rabey

I'll take my jgirlfreind

out the lidxthouse cafe,

maybe there will be a

few surprises.

-Cris Dudding

M ii^iii^H^tti
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HOUSING con't p. 1

As tempers were calmer, stu-

dent questions more pointed, and

administration officials better pre-

pared, this second session was

much more productive.

Dr. Pierson noted, "It is much

harder to respond to a mob than

to an organized group."

The housing situation was

more clearly explained to the stu-

dents and, although many were

still unhappy, it was clear

Longwood had not enacted any

policy changes.

So what exactly did happen?

To understand the situation

better, it's important to know the

history of Longwood housing.

Our university is, by ruling of

the Board of Visitors, a residential

campus.

For Ixjngwood to maintain this

residential status, the university

must reasonably fill the 2,436

beds on main campus.

Seniors have always had the

privilege of living off campus

and in past years their numbers

generally covered the residential

overflow.

As the college grew in size,

however, it was necessary to

build Stanley Park-which provid-

ed an extra 208 residential beds-

and finally in the fall of 2001 to

extend off campus eligibility to

rising juniors.

The rule known as the Junior

Exception (found on page 50 of

the Student Handbook), grants

students with a minimum of 56

credit hours the right to apply to

live off campus.

Unlike seniors, however, they

are not guaranteed off campus

privileges.

Nem
Longwood receives over 300

applications for off campus

housing every spring and, in the

past, has been able to grant hous-

ing to every eligible applicant,

both senior and junior.

This year; however, only 171

applications could be granted

and, since seniors have priority,

the juniors were passed by.

At Friday's forum Doug

Howell, Director of Residential

and Commuter Life, explained

the factors that led to this year's

anomalous numbers.

Firstly, Longwood will be end-

ing its contract with Stanley Park

at the end of this semester,

meaning the 208 beds there will

no longer be considered residen-

tial spots.

The students currendy living

in Stanley Park were required to

go through the off campus appli-

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS, America's #1

Student Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapuico, Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring on-cam-

pus reps. Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations 1-800-648- 4849 or

www.ststravel.com.

cation process,

creating an influx

of applicants.

More impor-

tandy, however, is the number of

residential openings on main

campus.

7\n inordinately high number

of students have left Longwood

midyear, some on academic or

disciplinary charges, others to

study abroad or to intern, and still

others who have been called up

to active military duty following

the invasion of Iraq.

These largely unanticipated

openings have to be filled by next

year or Longwood will jeopardize

its standing as a residential cam-

pus.

Although it is most unfortu-

nate what happened to the rising

juniors who were hoping to move

off campus, myself included, the

deciding factors were outside- of

the university's control.

In a final note, many students

have complained that their voices

were never recognized by

President Cormier and the Board

of Visitors.

SGA President Alicia Moody

February 12, 2004

would like to encourage those and

all students to become more

involved in the day-to-day politics

of the University.

She pointed out that at the last

open forum organized with

President Cormier, only ten stu-

dents attended.

As our SGA President, Moody

herself holds a position on the

Board of Visitors, she cannot

speak for the students if they are

not involved.

This is also an important lesson

on a national level. Only 8% of

college aged citizens in Virginia

voted in 1998; with a Presidential

election fast approaching for a

term that may involve such perti-

nent issues as reinstatement of

the draft, it is important to

remember to get involved early

before action is no longer a

choice.

"We have SGA meetings every

Tuesday at 3:45 in the Student

Union," Moody tells us, "All are

invited."

MuHisaii's Sports Grille
Open 11:30 a^iiu 7 dflfs a ¥i«tk ^5-8781)

Liv€ Entertainment Fri. and Sat. nights

Iftokowoy ffitfon

Ooppef foil/ loluftfoy

DofloiiQ SOO i sOO Suii4oi|

WW6 No Way Out' - Sunday

- Free delivery on and around campus
until 1 2 a.m.

- Karaoke Night every Sunday 8- close $2 drinks all night

- Ladies Night every Thursday night (no cover fee)

- Free Ping-Pong Tables

- 8-Ball Tournament - Mondays
- 9-Ball Tournament - Wednesdays

HOOTENANNY - MARCH 28

10 BANDS FOK 10 BUCKS

"Labels Are for Things, Not People.

Mental Health Awareness Week.

April 12-16, 2004

Interested in sharing your experience with a mental illness?

Be a member of a panel of students that serve to inform and edu-

cate our peers on mental health issues,

(panel to take place on Tuesday, April 13, 2004)

For more information, contact: Jenn Colvin jlcolvin@longwood.edu

LmmmJLmmimmMmmJLmmmmi

PmtM

toi i Mi mm:
Pmtmm. Virginia 25901

mmmmmmmmm

The creator of theChocolate

Vaotasy, the ^y ^Lime Tart,

and the ^ese's ^ake invites you

to ^barleys Waterfront %afe,

celebrating its tentb year in

^armville. 8top by today to try

Anne's latest desserts, cban^g

daily! 6tart a new tradition by

purchasing a graduation cake to

celebrate your big day. 5^11 cakes

and desserts are made to order

with a lot of love. f)o something

special for your Valentine; make

your dinner reservations today!
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POLITICS cont'd p. 1

Although this could be con-

strued as a post-primary bump,

Kerry has several assets that

could help maintain such num-

bers.

First, Kerry is a veteran of the

Viemam War and once risked his

life to save his fellow soldiers.

This is something his oppo-

nent will not be able to tout and

something that will give Kerry at

least equal footing with the

President on the issue of national

security.

He also has the allure of some-

one with grit-partaking in macho

sports and a fan of red meat.

Then tibere is the flip side of

the coin.

Kerry will be an easier target

than, say, Edwards, in that he will

be tagged a Northeastern Liberal-

an advocate of partial-birth abor-

tion and abolition of the death

penalty and in bed with teacher's

unions while sending his children

to private schools.

This is a curse only to be lifted

by picking a more moderate, per-

haps southern, running mate.

The Bush machine also has a

few things on its side, including

history.

No sitting president who has

avoided a primary challenge has

ever lost in the general election.

The campaign has raised a

record amount of money-

Si 00,000,000-since thought of

campaigning began.

Such funds will undoubtedly

be used in battleground states

such as Florida.

In addition, the economy saw

a considerable boost in the sec-

ond half of last year, averaging a

six percent GDP growth.

There was also a general rise in

other leading economic indica-

tors, including the Core Price

Index for consumer spending

which suggests that this could be

a minimal-inflation recovery and

that the economy may be political

capital the president can use.

Then there is the reality: if

Bush wins every state he won last

election, he will still just barely

win, only earning 271 electoral

votes to the Democratic candi-

date's 266.

The chances of Bush re-win-

ning all those states are, now.

quite narrow-especially in indus-

trial states such as Ohio, which

was hit hard during the economic

downturn.

States that could swing either

way include Ohio, Missouri,

Florida, and West Virginia.

It appears that this election

could be the first one in recent

memory where national security

was the main issue.

Nevertheless, Democrats seem

intent on pointing out mishaps

surrounding the economy, includ-

ing the fact that Bush is the first

president since Hoover to preside

over a net loss in jobs.

Additional economical issues,

such as the $500 billion current

account deficit, the $7 trillion

long-term debt, and the economy

will also be fair game.

Coupled with the prolonged

destabilization in Iraq, these eco-

nomical concerns could supply

enough fodder to propel

whichever Democratic candidate

the voters choose to a victory,

albeit in a narrow race.

Let us hope this time the gen-

eral election can be decided by

more than 500 or so votes.

Tke Rock Stars of Curnj

Tke Silent Heroes in Prince Edward Countij

Jennifer Fameth

Guest Writer

Outside the boundaries of

Longwood University are those

that save lives every day.

The Prince Edward Volunteer

Rescue Squad is on call 24 hours

a day, 7 days a week.

The forty-member squad is

spUt into eight different five-

member crews, many of which

include Longwood students who

volunteer with this organization.

"It's really great to see college

kids getting out and helping their

community," says EMT Ben

Sears.

Every squad member goes'

through EMT (Emergency

Medical TechniciSan) Basic and

be certified, in Basic, the lowest

level of training.

In order to take the EMT
Basic the candidate must have

their CPR certification, offered

at most Rescue Squads as well as

at the YMCA and the Red Cross.

Once certified, these men and

women can begin to treat

patients as well as administer a

certain variety of drugs in the

field.

The squad may receive help

firom the Meherrin Vol. Rescue

Squad and the Hampden-Sydney

First Responders, though they

must mostly depend on their

own crews to provide emergency

services to Prince Edward

County.

After responding to a call, the

Rescue Squad takes victims in

need of medical care to the

emergency room.

Patients that have been

involved in an accident or that

have called the rescue squad

don't necessarily have to go to

the ER, though they are required

to sign a waiver, stating that they

have been offered medical atten-

tion and understand the risks by

refusing care.

When there are no calls, the

squad eats, sleeps, and studies in

the squad house.

There are bunk rooms, a

lounge, a conference room, and a

kitchen where they can -make

themselves at home until the

next call is dispatched.

"We are just like a big family

and have lots of fim when we're

not working," Sears says, "but

we know when it's time to get

down to business."

The Rescue Squad responds to

any and all calls with known or

unknown injuries with their four

ambulances, crash truck, and

advanced life support suburban.

These men and women

respond to vehicle accidents and

calls for assistance anytime of

the day or night

Many accidents or incidents

are reported in local newspapers

with very littie praise for those

silent heroes who have saved the

lives of thousands.

These men and women dedi-

cate their lives to saving those of

others and answer some 175

calls a month.

If you still aren't sure of their

importance, consider what our

community would be without

them. Injiiries would be even

more traumatic, we wouldn't be

as safe.

Jennifer Fameth

GtmtWriUr

In the um floors of Longwood's

all fiteshman dormitory live the

Curry Rock Stars.

These nine RAs (Resident

Assistants) and one REC
(Residence Education

Coordinator) live and walk the

Boors of this building keeping it

safe firom drugs and alcohol while

being advisors and friends to the

residents when needed.

This ail fi^shman dormitory is

home to over 400 students firesh

out of high school

'*What many residents don't

realize is that we are normal stu-

dents just like them," quotes Bass.

The RAs go to dhieir classes

and jobs, and out with fiaends on

weekends but what separates the

RAs from every other student is

that they have a bigger responsi-

biKty.

Freshmen are thrown into a

new environment and are expect-

ed to make new friends and get

involved in campus programs,

thus RAs must be ready to take

on challenges and hardships from

all of dhiese new student

They deal with everything

fix>m homesidkness to drunken

rages.

*Wc have our own unique

proMcms," says REC Michelk

Hosey, "Yet I wouldn't trade

working with first years (or the

worid.

Hosey has a great staff this

year. This is Hosey's sea>nd year

as an REC, and while she enjoys

her job, she states that die diffi-

cult parts are seeing residents

make wrong decisions and only

being able to advise these jcfoo^

adults about their own dedsbns

and how to learn from diem.

Hosey and her RAs should be

commended for their patience

and quick thinking

When faced with a drug or

alcohol situation these RAs stay

cakiL

Their job is not just to protect

the students, but also to build a

sense of community on their

individual halls.

These Rock Stars are die pro-

tectors of the halls and the

fiaends that the students go to for

comfort and advice.

Residential lifeguard staff

needed at a summer camp

Located in Wakefield, Va.

Employment runs Memorial Day-late August.

Current Lifeguard and Professional Rescuer CPR

certifications required.

For information

contact tlie Airfield 4-H Center

at 757-899-4901.

^"-^
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Still

OnTop
BobbiThibo

Asst. Editor

Cold MoHfitain, based on Charles

Frazier's best-selling novel, is still

a major contributor to box office

sales. After viewing this film, it's

easy to understand why Cold

Mountain is still in the running for

top ten movies in America almost

five weeks after being released.

The film is based on the story

of a wounded confederate sol-

dier, Inman 0ude Law), who is

trying to make his way home to

his sweetheart Ada (Nicole

Kidman) who is dealing with her

own struggles of surviving in the

midst of war. Despite the occa-

sional slow sequences, each scene

was very well done. The acting

and the portrayal of the charac-

ters were honest and touching

and helped in bringing the scenes

Pkarmacist Denies MorningsAlter Pill

Con troversy soars between morals and rights

to life.

Although staying within the

romantic realm, this well-written

script also gave an insightful and

true portrayal of the Civil War

and the human struggles of sur-

vival and faith through trying

times.

Renee Zellweger's shining per-

formance left the audience enter-

tained. Her portrayl of a stong-

willed southern woman was

enchanting, and she pulled off an

accent and character we rarelly

associate with her "typical" roles.

The excellent storyline, well-

developed scenes, and amazing

cast make this movie well worth

the $8.00 ticket.

U-Win

Pharmacists can't deny the morn-

ing-after pill to rape victims, yet

an Eckerd pharmacist did this

very thing for the sole purpose of

advancing his personal moral

beliefs.

Protesters wielded signs with

slogans including "Got raped?

Eckerd doesn't care," in reaction

to a Denton pharmacist's decision

not to fill a prescription for the

RU486 morning-after pill.

The woman he denied the pill

was seeking emergency birth con-

trol after the ordeal of being

raped.

The pharmacist defended his

decision by saying that "this med-

icine is designed to end life and I

can not abide by that," as an

unnamed friend of the victim told

KLTV.com. However, the phar-

macist succeeded at embarrassing

and heaping judgment upon

someone who had just experi-

enced the emotional and physical

trauma of rape, and a person with

any shred of morality, sensitivity

or compassion should not be able

to abide by that.

"A rapist breaches somebody's

rights, and on top of that, we

don't need rape survivors to have

their rights breached again. You

can't be neutral on this," Jaron

Benjamin, coordinator of the

Men Agaiiist Violence group at

the University of North Texas,

told the North Texas Daily

"Regardless of whether the

woman seeking the prescription

was a rape victim, the pharmacist

should not have made such a

decision based on his own moral

convictions, which are inconsis-

tent with company policy,"

according to Joan Gallagher, vice

president of communications for

Eckerd Corp.

Furthermore, what he did was

illegal. "The law does^ not say that

the pharmacy can decline because

of moral ground," Gay Dodson,

executive director to the Texas

State Board of Pharmacy, told

The Associated Press.

"If they have a moral problem,

it is their option not to stock the

product,"

Tyler pharmacist Mark Sullivan

told KLTV.com about the role of

ethics in pharmacy practices. To

stock the drug - and then decline

filling a customer's prescription

for it - is not only bad business

practice, but also a horrendous

customer service policy and has

the potential to be psychological-

ly damaging, especially to a

woman trying to cope with the

mental and physical effects of

rape.

The most alarming thing about

this incident continues to be the

lack of sympathy shown to the

rape victim. Understandably, she

probably did not come in and

announce that she needed the

medication because she had been

raped. As the pharmacist was

likely to be unaware of her situa-

tion, he should never have pre-

sumed in a fit of rash self-right-

eousness to be a person of supe-

rior moral authority.

You'll make It through college because you've got dedication

and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also

have a way to pay for it v/ith the Montgomery Gl Bill,Tultion

Assistance and extra state benefits. Most Guard members
serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll

still have time for your friends and family. Join the team that

will help you get your college degree. In VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard,YOU CAN!

l-800-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARDxom

Hate what you've been reading?

Wish there were better pictures?

Can't get over the grammatical mistakes?

THEN JOIN The Rotunda, AND FIX IT!

Meetings - Mondays at 9:15

Right across from the Post Office in the bottom of the Student Union

Love mesoum of wun own ma?

wiHKwmmumaumR thah everyoms €ufs?

eOMS TO A WMLU MnTIMO,

AMP GiT A SHOWOf YOUn OWN!

SUMDAYS AT 9 IN THS HmSli AUmOnwm
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Drop to Febniary Not in Good Taste

PAGE?

Jenn Dize

Features Editor

In last week's "props and drops"

section, you may have noticed a

drop dedicated to February, "the

worst month in the whole year."

I recieved an email asking for

the reasoning behind this drop.

The sender wanted to know if

it was because February contains

Valentine's Day, Black History

Month, or some other reason.

Since I was responsible for

adding that drop, my personal

explanation follows:

First of all, thank you for voic-

ing your concern.

I'm glad to see you didn't just

get upset and not do anything

about it.

Props and Drops is usually a

section dedicated to sincere

thanks or sincere dislike.

It is also usually a light-hearted

section with occasional serious

thoughts.
*

Sometimes there are inside

jokes, and sometimes there are

campus-wide issues adressed.

For the most part, in all hon-

esty, we are trying to fill the littie

box.

With my drop to February, I

did not intend to offend anyone,

and was not even thinking about

Valentine's Day or Black History

month.

Indeed, it was more of a per-

sonal drop.

February has been, as far back

as I can remember, a bad month

for personal issues for myself

and most of my friends.

It seems to contain many

breakups, fights, depressive

episodes, etc.

I've talked with friends, and

for the most part they concur.

Especially as the month con-

tinues and they see my point in

their own lives.

That's not even mentioning

the dark, rainy/snowy days that

seem to drag on forever.

For the last several weeks I

had been (semi-jokingly) spout-

ing off my theory that February

is the cause of all of these bad

things.

This year, so far, at least 2

close friends have broken up

with their significant others, 2

have entered therapy, too many to

count have had a series of bad

days or weeks, and I was trying to

acknowledge their problems in a

light-hearted manner.

The drop was also intended as a

nod to the Dar Williams song,

February. The lyrics go:

/ threw your keys in the water, I

looked back, theydjro^ien halfwaji down

in the ice. Theyjrw(e up so quickfy, the

keys and their owners. Even after the

anger, it all turned silent, and the every-

day turned solitary, so we came to

February.

...The nights were long and cold and

scary,

...Can we live through February?

This feeling is what I was refer-

ring in the drop, and I had

absolutely no intention of insult-

ing Black History Month or even

Valentine's Day.

I sincerely aplogize if it came

across that way.

If, in the future, anyone would

like to contribute to Props and

Drops, please send your sugges-

tions to rotunda@long;wood.edu.

We'd be glad to hear from you!

Women Have Valentine's;

Men Skould Get Video

GameandBeer Day
V-Wirt

Valentine's Day is the single

greatest coup in the history of

greeting cards.

Hallmark has somehow con-

vinced every girl in the United

States that her husband,

boyfriend, and pool boy must buy

her chocolate, flowers, a teddy

bear, more chocolate and an over-

priced, sappy card.

Sure, we guys have a few tricks

up our sleeves: grabbing the first

card we see and then making up

some sappy symbolism crap to

make it seem like we hunted for

hours, or repackaging that teddy

bear we got firom last year's girl-

fiiend.

But these tricks save us very lit-

tie time or money, as we have yet

to find a way to re-give flowers or

half-eaten boxes of chocolate.

Because girls understand us

even less than we understand

them, they give their special guy

some dopey heart candies, a card,

and call it a day.

Guys are getting the shaft with

this deal, and something has to

change.

I propose the founding of a

new holiday, called Video Game
and Beer Day, in which every guy

is given a video game of his

choosing and a six-pack of beer.

The day would not be filled

with dining in romantic candlelit

settings, sharing desserts or cud-

dling. Instead, the day would con-

sist solely of playing video games.

drinking and napping. This would

effectively make it the greatest day

of every guy's life.

But how would the grl be

involved in all of this? Simple: She

finally has to take part in the activ-

ities that men enjoy.

Men have been forced to watch

"Dawson's Creek" and "Felicity"

for years ~ it is time we get some-

thing back (a lot back, because

those shows blow).

Girls would finally be forced to

learn how to produce those elu-

sive blue sparks in Mario Kart,

how to sidestep in Halo, and how

to power slide in the latest Gran

Tourismo edition.

Once initiated into the club,

girls around the nation would

surely latch onto video games like

Nicole Fotd

KoUeigbdon Intern

This One andMe^Ufe is a spir-

itual and mystical novel that

carries us to the country roads

of Mobile Bay, Alabama where

we meet the Sullivan family.

In the be^nning of the

novel, we are brougjht face to

face with die death of Artie

Sullivan, a widowed, eccentric

artist.

Anna Carroll George's lyri-

cal, yet colloquial style allows

us to experience a variety of

emotions with the Sullivan

family.

We mourn with Donnie

Sullivan as he attempts to cope

with the death of his twin,

Artie.

We also laugh hysterically at

One and

MaSichie A
Spiritual and

Mystic Read

the idea of a seven-foot alliga-

tor, named Big Ben, iliat causes

a traffic jam by falling asleep in

the middle of the road.

George's writing brings us

home where we can cope with

bss and be comforted with

family.

She takes us into the Sullivan

homes, into their bedrooms,

into their secret places.

We sympathize with the

Sullivan family and we feel their

joy when they are finally able to

come tc^ether and deal wJA
the situation at hand.

George's novel reiterates the

principle that life should be

lived to its fullest, always.

It shows us that evsery indi-

vidual |X)ssesses magic, and it

teaches us that only thiouj^

living and experiicndng, indi-

viduals can truly embrace that

magic

the typical male. It would be a gift

that keeps on giving.

The effect of VGB Day would

be so great, that the next time she

says: "Do you want to hang out

ri^t now?" the guy would follow

with: "Honey, I'd love to, but I'm

in the middle of a level."

."Enough said," she would say

with a newfound understanding

of the importance of video

games to the human persona. "I'll

just play a few games of Madden

until you beat it."

The mere idea of this becom-

ing a reality is so beautiful that

every guy reading this just wet

himself.

The next portion of the day

would be dedicated to introduc-

ing our special ladies to the idea

of enjoying a good beer.

Sure, the average female's taste

buds have been scarred by way

too many wine coolers, but with

enough persistence and hard

work, anyone could be brought

back to the light side of the force.

Teaching girls the art of nap-

ping may be the most difficult

aspect of the entire day.

In general, girls associate nap-

ping with lying in bed, watching

daytime TV and nibbling on some

sort of candy (usually chocolate).

But where is the sleeping, usually

considered the point of a so-

called "nap?" To assure a proper

nap, we must re-teach napping as

a whole.

As any guy knows, napping has

the highest chance of occurrence

on a couch.

The television channel must be

changed as well, from soaps and

talk shows to sports and cheesy

action movies, while snacks must

be limited to chips or French fries.

Chocolate must, without excep-

tion, be excluded from naptime

entirely. That's right, no chocolate.

Clearly, VGB Day would not

only bring equilibrium to the cur-

rent holiday mix, but would better

every sin^e female's life privileged

enough to experience it

And really, it would be selfish

for the men of the United States

to not coerce their girlfriends into

celebratii^ it with them.
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^^
Movie- Love

Actually, 7:30pm In

Lankford ABC rooms

Listen for *The

Caffeine Diary"

1-3 p.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Job Fair in Roanoke,

VA
Contact the Career

Center for more info

S.A. F.E. Meetings at

4:30 in the Student

Union

Listen to "Alterna-

Head" tunes

.

10-12 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Got the Blues? KJ
James & The Reggie

Wayne Morris Trio,

8pm in Lancer Cafe

Listen for "The

6oldenfish Show"

10-12 a.m.

WAALU91.3 fm

v)i 1̂8

Come edit pages for

The Rotunda in your

copious free time!

Tune in to ^'Midnight in

the Garden of Good

and Evil"

12-2 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Vhc15 ^ 16
WMLU Meeting

9:00 p.m.

Miner 2nd floor

Auditorium

\^
Want to join The

Rotunda staff?

9:15 p.m. In the

bottom of the

Student Union!

Listen to "Pimp

Juice"

11-12 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Unity Alliance

8:00 p.m., Srainger

618

MardI Gras Casino

Night, 7- 10pm in

Lankford ABC room

Are you looking for an apartment

for the spring semester?

For just $250/month you can sublet a single room with pri-

vate bath. Comes with bed, desk, chair, and dresser. Free

ethernet hookup through Longwood. All utilities except

phone and cable Included in rent.

Call 392-2252 for more information.

^H tonmm OFimnm ^nm-mifn§mnm

P0 YOU mmKnmHur
tminmom nMmrr nto-

recrmoimMOi?

PC YOlf mMf 70 HHP

Unity Alliance

needs your help!

Grainger G18 Thursdays 8 p.m.
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HOROSCCPES
by Sam Wise-Ridges

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)

Is it just me or are you alluding to drug use

in your away messages?

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Valentines Day can suck, especially when you

wake up alone, in a gutter.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

Fish-sticks and spaghetti aren't a romantic meal

Aries (Mar. 21 -April 19)

When cupid takes aim, duck.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Cut the bull, no one likes those chalky candy

hearts anyway.

Gemini (May 21 -June 20)

You are the best greatest of all the signs.

Everyone should love you.

Cancer (June 21 -July 22)

Your roomate loves you, Happy Valentines

Day!

Leo (July 23-Aug 22)

Your Valentines gift is red, but it is also itchy

Welcome to the world of crabs.

Style

foDgae to Cheefe

root to Kouft

The spectrum of interest in

Longwood student protests

PAGE 9

by EUie Woodruff

by EUie Woodruff

Virgo (Aug 23-Sep. 22)

This Valentines is the time to drop that sign and pick up a new one at the local bar.

Ubra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)

Don't worry about your dinner-for-one this Valentines Day, you ordered enough drinks for three.

Scorpio (Oct. 23. -Nov. 21)

Those stinging comments are going to leave you with a night of self-gratification

Sagittarius (Nov 22-Dec. 21)

It's not my fault you'll be spending the rest of your life alone.
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Cassette Tapes Still Cool
VWire

Last month, a self-proclaimed

music snob ~ I'll call him Ewan -

- mocked me when I offered to

expand his musical horizons by

making a mix tape for him. "What

is this, 1991?" he chided.

Later, an acquaintance

ridiculed the mix tape in my car.

Apparendy, when real music fans

were in grade school, they never

lunged for the record button on

their radios during nighdy count-

downs. Real music fans have

always had CD burners at their

disposal.

Sure, there's the whole sound

quality issue, but the sound on a

carefully made mix tape is almost

as good as the source from which

the music was recorded.

Plus, what tapes lack in sound

quality, they make up for in dura-

bility.

The structure of tapes is more

fun and convenient than that of

CDs. When I gave Ewan his new

tape, he put it in his pocket ~ not

so easy to do with a CD.

I bet MacGuyver could get out

of coundess predicamAits with

tapes. He could use them to

wedge doors open. He could take

one apart and use the ribbon as a

rope or whip. All he could do

with a CD is use it to slice off his

enemy's limb, or maybe pick a

lock.

A tape's shape is also perfect

for exercising. Serious runners

look down their noses at

Walkman joggers, but for those

of us who sometimes run merely

for an excuse to get outside and

listen to music, Walkmans and

perfect mix tapes are necessities.

With them, the music doesn't

skip with every bounce, and they

are much easier to carry than

those tire-sized CD players.

But when a well-intentioned

music fan of the future offers to

put together some kind of MP3
compilation, and a music snob

asks, "What is this, 2004?

Couldn't you make an MP330?" I

want to be the cool old lady

down the street who not only

inherited all those records from

the mid-twentieth century, but

who has the most incredible col-

lection of vintage tapes in town.

February 12, 2004

AskTK

Tke Only Honest Opinion

MARRIAGE cont'd p. 3

She has also observed that since

this is the first time you are away

from your parents' ideals, your

own ideals change as well and

many people "come out".

How are you going to confront

your fiance and explain to him

that now you are into girls?

Surely that will be an interest-

ing conversation.

Next I asked a guy to see if his

opinion differed from a females

and he said, "I think college rela-

tionships are great.

I always have someone to talk

to and share ideas and thoughts

with.

My girifriend cheers me up

when I am down and I think that

helps a lot... on eng^ements I

have no idea."

I wanted another male per-

spective so I asked one of my

somewhat disgruntled friends

who said, "I personally feel like I

am too young to deal with all of

the emotions and stuff that come

along with long term relation-

ships.

If you're in love and you don't

have a problem dealing with

diem, that's a different story.

I just think that I'm too young

to be getting tied down."

My research has

reached the general consensus

that marriage at a young age is

not the answer.

I do know that there are many

people who disagree with this,

since they are getting married.

I suppose I chose friends that

have the same general views as

myself.

Perhaps that is why there is an

anti-engagement theme surfac-

ing, at any rate do not let this dis-

courage your decisions.

You should seriously think

about a decision that will affect

the rest of your life.

Don't make the decision just

fill another place in the divorce

statistic.

Being engaged to someone

does not necessarily mean that

you love him or her more, but

rather you want to take a huge

step in your life and take on

many, many more responsibili-

ties.

Just make sure you do not

wake up one day in the winter of

your life and realize that you have

nothing to caU your own and no

endeavors to cherish.

V&'elcome to the tlrst installment

of Ask TK.

I'm here to answer any ques-

tions you might have to the best

of my abilities.

If you're having problems with

your significant other, stressed

out, or want to know what my

favorite food is, I doubt anyone

will, simply e-mail tskeith@.long-

WQQd.ed»

My only promise to you is this:

I will be one hundred percent

honest. See the sub-tide? It's

true.

Now, on to the mail bag.

Dear TK,

I don't know what it

is about the past couple of

weeks since I've been back

from break, but things just

haven't been going right for

me.

I am low on cash,

stressed out by my school-

work, and my longtime

boyfriend, my cheerleader

and confidant, has been hav-

ing problems as well.

Normally we Jail

back upon one another for

help, but when this weekend

came, we ended up having

one of the worst fights ever.

I want to go home! HELP!!!

Signed,

Weeping in Wheeler

Dear Walking,

If you think you're the only

one who's short on cash, or

stressed out about school, think

again.

You sound like you're over-

whelmed, perhaps you are doing

too much.

Try to save some time for de-

stressing.

Take a nap or a walk when the

Sim's going down.

While I'm not sure I would

want a g^l calling me her, "cheer-

Ijcader," he at least sounds like he

used to be a nice guy.

Yes, many couples argue, and

no, that's not good.

If you think that the path you

are taking in life is straying from

his, then you need to seriously re-

evaluate your relationship with

him.

Just because you have been

with someone for "years" is no

reason to stay when things go

wrong.

Thinking you owe the other

person something is the wrong

way to go. •

Maybe they were the first one

to give you a chance, maybe they

stuck with you when you were

dealing with tough issues, but that

is still not enough for you to stay

in a bad relationship.

The point is, you sound like a

nice girl, and nice girls deserve

more than doucheijags.

Look aroxmd you. If you can't

find a decent guy who will treat

you right, then you're not looking

hard enough.

-TK

Dear TK,

Basically, I like this

guy, Todd, and he doesn't like

me. He just recently got out

of a long relationship, and

he tells me that he is having

problems getting close to

people.

Todd says that he

really likes me, and cares a

lot about me, but he just

doesn't feel like he can get

close.

We hang out on the

weekends, and talk on the

phone a few times a week.

When we spend time togeth-

er, we have a lot of fun
together and I really like

him.

He's such a great

guy, Todd makes me laugh

and feel good about myself.

I feel like he understands

me. What should I do about

this?

Signed,

Confused about Love

in Farmville

Dear Confused,

It sounds to me like you have a

classic "hung up on this guy" syn-

drome.

Let's talk about Todd first.

Todd is hurt from his last girl-

friend.

He doesn't want you, or any-

one else to hurt him.

Todd probably knows that you

like him. I'm sure he does.

It quite easy for Todd to see

you as a fiiend, or more than a

friend, and still keep the idea that

he won't get close to you, so you

won't hurt him.

My guess is that you are trying

to show Todd you like him.

You laugh at his stupid jokes, or

flirt shamelessly.

Maybe you've put some moves

on Todd, and he accepted you're

advances.

The bottom line is, if you're

not in a relationship with Todd,

then he feels no devotion to you.

His old girlfriend covdd come

out of nowhere and apologize,

they could be back together with-

in a week.

Todd would completely forget

about you.

If things have been this way for

a few weeks, then it is more than

likely things will stay the way they

are.

I suggest that you tell Todd,

that you are interested in him, and

if he isn't ready for a relationship,

then yow will turn your attention

elsewhere.

There is no logic in wasting

your time on someone who won't

give you what you need.

-TK

DearTK,
I like to tell jokes

and crack on myfriends. The

problem is, they think that

it's getting really old, and
sometimes they don't appre-

ciate my "punks".

I'm not trying to be

hurtful, but it just seems to

happen. Do my friends need

thicker skins or should I

slack off?

And if I'm in the

wrong, what can I do that

won't irritate them? foking

around is a big part of who I

am, what can I do?

Signed,

Joking Julie

Dear Julie,

I believe that I can answer your

question rather quickly. Stop piss-

ing off your fireinds.

If joking around is part of you,

then there is a part of you that is

irritating everyone.

Either tone it down a notch, or

you might be looking for a new

group of freinds.
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NAGS HEAD
Student Summer Rentals

see seabreezeralty.com for pictures - 252-255-6328

.99 for Wendy's chicken nuggets...

$20 to sign up for Greek recruitment...

$2300 for a DELL laptop...

Joining tiie best organization on campus.

PRICELESS

S.E.A.L
Student Educators for Active

Leadership

Apply starting February 16th

Applications available:

Residence hall front desks

Lankford216

www.longwood.edu/leadership/seal.html

Whatcha doin'?

Reading this page in its entirety?

A little bored?

Perhaps you should join The

Rotundal

Just, you know, a thought.

Ads PAGE 11

Has your schoolwork gotten out of hand?

If so, the Academic Support Center can help!!

We offer tutoring in most . ^ i<.> >a C^
subjects, including free

group tutoring for math

and language courses.

Please call 395-2393 for

details!!!

The Rotunda

wishes everyone a

safe and happy

Valentine's Day!

Wanted
Hunt Seat Instructor for beginner level horseback riding

students. Part-time two to three afternoons/week. Teaching

experience a must.

Contact JoAnn Jones, evenings @ 983-3247.

L.EAD
Lead, Educate, Appreciate, Develop

The 2004 Women's and Men's Leadership Symposium

Sponsored by Longwood University and Hampden Sydney College

Held on February 27th

register today at http://www.longwood.edu/leadership/wms.html

"Come leam how men and women view the other in different ways.

See how women and men differ on certain subjects as well as

what they view the same. See what you can learn from someone

who is not the same as yourself."
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Longwood Baseball Looks Toward a Promising Season
Longwood University will

embark upon its 26th collegiate

baseball season in 2004 - all 26

years under the direction of vet-

eran head coach Charles "Buddy"

Bolding. Coach Holding has led

the Lancer program to an out-

standing overall record of 691-

315-3 (.686%), including 25-

straight winning seasons and six

NCAA Division II Tournament

appearances while reaching two

Division II World Series'.

A year ago, however,

Lxjngwood finished an uncharac-

teristic 23-19 overall, and this

year's team will look to dramari-

caDy improve the success on the

field.

Coach Bolding will be assisted

this season by energetic first-year

assistant coach Rick Blanc who is

responsible for the pitching staff.

Longwood returns five posi-

tion starters among six returning

position players from a squad

that attained its 23rd consecutive

20-win season in 2003.

The Lancers also return one

starting pitcher among six return-

ing pitchers from last year.

Longwood has added its usual

talented mix of newcomers -

seven freshmen along with a

Division I transfer - to the ros-

ter, a squad that will play this sea-

son as a Division II independent.

The Lancers are currendy in

the first-year of their four-year

reclassification transition toward

Division I certification.

Longwood must begin meet-

ing Division I scheduling

requirements with the 2005 cam-

paign.

"Our principle objective for

2004 is to prepare for the

demanding Division I schedules

of the future," said Bolding.

"We have the knowledge and

conviction that we will grow into

a successful Division I program,

just as we already have done in

Division II."

The outfield will feature the

veteran leadership of senior

starters Louis

Shackelford/Newport News

Penbigh) (.347, 6 HR, 32 RBI)

in left field, and Brian

Medley/Halifax (Halifax Co.)

(.349, 9 HR, 31 RBI) in right

field; along with junior starter

Brett Mooney/Virginia Beach

(Salem) (.331, 4 HR, 27 RBI) in

center field. Mooney is also serv-

ing as the team's lead captain this

season, while Shackelford is a

team captain as well.

"I expect these three guys to

lead a resurgence of offensive

dominance," explained Bolding.

"Each has the talent and expe-

rience to post the kind of stats

expected of them."

In the infield, Longwood will

open the season with returning

junior starters Chris

Balus/Newport News (Denbigh)

(.351, 4 HR, 29 RBI, 10-11 SB) at

shortstop, and Robert

Gillis/Dartmouth, Nova Scotia,

Canada (.313, 2 HR, 29 RBI) at

third base. On the right side, the

Lancers begin with freshmen

Charlie Yarbrough/Richmond

(Mills Godwin), 6-6, 265-pounds,

at first base, and Zach

Zigrang/Virginia Beach

(Kempsville) at second base.

Senior team captain Evan

Weinstein/Toronto, Ontario,

Canada (W.L. MacKenzie) (5-4,

4.86 ERA, 66.2 IP, 25 K) will

anchor the starting pitching rota-

tion.

A Verizon Academic AU-

American in 2003, Weinstein will

be joined in the rotation to begin

the year by sophomores John

Hines/Smithfield (Smithfield)

and Mike Brown/Courtland

(Southampton) (3-0, 4.50 ERA,

20.0 IP, 24 K), along with fresh-

man Alan Moore/Richmond

(Monacan).

Hines was 3-5 with a 6.29

ERA and 38 strikeouts over 48.2

iimings at Division I Norfolk

State a year ago.

"Evan will lead the way for

us," said Bolding. "The pitching

staff will be young, but talented,

as we look to get significant pro-

duction from our sophomores

and freshmen."

The bullpen features Balus

and Zigrang, along with juniors

Guillermo Gonzalez/Hampton

(Bethel) "(1-1, 4.41 ERA, 16.1 IP,

1 1 K) and Darin Knicely/Elkton

(Spotswood) (1-2, 6.23 ERA, 26.0

IP, 23 K), sophomore Mike

Williams/Hampton
(Kecoughtan) (2-1, 4.50 ERA,

10.0 IP, 20 K), as weU as freshman

Brian McCullough/Virginia

Beach (Princess Anne).

This year's starting catcher will

be freshman Tyler

Childress/Montclair (Forest

Park), backed-up by classmate

Matt Fitzgerald/Fairfax Station

(Hayfield).

The starting designated hitter

will be sophomore Danny

McCraw/PampLin (Randolph-

Henry), with freshmen Hunter

Williams/Richmond (Varina) and

Tyler Ames/Exmore

(Northampton) in reserve.

McCraw (second base), Williams

(shortstop), and Ames (right field)

will each see time in the field as

well, along with freshman Nathan

Martin/Chesterfield (Manchester)

(third base).

see BASEBALL 1 p. 14

Men s BasketlDall Currently 3-^18
sports Informaiion

Longwood University lost two

home games last week, falling

82-62 to Virginia Union

University Feb. 5.

The Lancers are now 3-18 this

season and will play at NCAA
Division I Big South Conference

member Radford University Feb.

11 at 7 p.m.

Longwood returns home to

host Southern Virginia

University Feb. 14.

Against Virginia Union (15-4),

freshman Husein

Pistoljevic/Richland, Wash.

(Hanford) tied a school-record

with nine three-point field goals,

a new Lancer Hall-record, for a

career-high 27 points but it was

not enough as the Panthers tal-

ent and deptB proved too much

for jhe Lancers.

Longwood led eariy at 13-10

on Pistoljevic's second three-

polnter to open the contest.

Virginia Union scored 10-

strai^t points to lead 20-10 at

12:13, getting six points from

Arthur Kidd.

Pistoljevic's third and fourth

treys brought the team to within

24-19 at 10:26 of the first half

before the Panthers extended the

advantage to 44-31 at halftime as

Kidd scored 15 first-half points.

Pistoljevic finished with 18

points by the intermission, hit-

ting 6-10 three-pointers.

Longwood battled tough to

begin the second half, trimming

the lead to 57-50 with 12:08

remaining on a basket firom sen-

ior Ryan Earl/Tustin, Calif.

(Tustin), Pistoljevic nailed three

more treys during the first 7:52

of the period to set a new facili-

ty-record for three-pointers, and

tie the school-record for treys.

The Lancers were within 67-

56 at 6:39 before Virginia Union

took advantage of a 14-1 run to

lead 81«57 with just 2:56 left to

secure the road win.

Pistoljevic finished the game

9-16 on three-pointers for his

game- and career-high 27 points

to lead the lancers.

Freshman Maurice

Sumter/Alexandria (T-C.

Williams) added 10 points and

six rebounds, senior Nathan

Fortener/Hartford, Ky (Ohio

Co.) contributed six points and

10 rebounds, and freshman

Michael Jefferson/Chesterfield

(Meadowbrook) added nine

points, six rebounds, and six

assists.

Eari had five points, six

rebounds, and six assists.

Longwood shot 36% (20-56)

from the field, 45% (13-29) on

three-pointers, and 50% (9-18)

at the free throw line. Kidd was

8-13 fix>m the floor (4-8 3FG)

en route to 21 points for the

Panthers. Brown added 16

points and seven rebounds;

Luqman Jaaber had 14 points,

six assists, and six steals; while

Darius Hargrdve contributed

eight points, 11 rebounds, and

six steals. Virginia Union shot

42% (31-74) from the field,

32% (7-22) on diree-pointers,

and 68% (13-19) at the line.

See BASKETBALL p. 14

Come cheer on

Longwood baseball!

KT8Pitn>*<«i»,U.C (434)315.«7&

THE WEYANOKE
Has Rooms Available In May

Single
Suite r
llTUMMt fcr

3 mom Mtttcl / i}4'

SoiteStjrk

Sia|tc Boom
\

> Uxr^Lril ax W2 li^t Slmel idxM-e Miilliysw't S|Mi1> Grille

« AiTiMH (nmt t'ttrtich Ihmn uiid the CukHuiadeu

• Vmn TrUfiham' Miicm »^ KtKitn {ln4jrrti«n Kriuiy]

• Hiyti Hfmmi tntcmKl

• Coin LaundiT

• hivuk Tub/Sl»>w«r. Sitik afid Mif(«« ia Evcty VIoom

• Otitnil AC llitdtHled iu Vticti

• ik'Mt {lr«iniU:<\ tri Prk'i^

• 3 DtflcTcnt Fonna** AvnlfaWc
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IV7 Appomi^ox Street

1/2 block from c^kttigMiK

111 Appomaltfix SAtttA

1/2 blod( ftm%\ rMupm
4»f bedrticHii »i|iiiiriiiia]ls

407 Beecli Sti"ttii

2 blocks away fktMii i:atiit{Hi«

502 High Sjiimt

2-1 ImtlriMjiii upts.^ 1-2 bciinM

sesf-

m Itamilo .Street

I block frrmi eaiti|ii^

cdrooBi £i|it«i^ .1-1 lirdnioiii »|vty.

2)(I4 CSaiMfrR Sinn*! (Ne« ihMisc)

I bkick from caEtipEi<»

mi Otcfmd Str«€t

2-2 bediMWMii ii|i>l.s^ 14 lii'dnHMii apt.

4m tfiiflaio Street

I bod{ from caiti||iiij»

(f'% fieclriuiiii «i|p1s.

6 SBltCS

« W«j>-wa«ike

^3 St. Cteoi^e ^ttxi.

J blocks fmm c*£)i»|Mi»i>

4-1 bcdroofn apts., 1«3 li^^lnKMR apt.

ZltK^Stnset
A€rf»» fNna FraiH-ii

2^2 focdroom a^, 2>1 IjdlnMMt

l»J l}«!dra<igi apt.

Call Soon for Best Availability

Contact Ken Brumfield at

(434) 315-5970
(Please leave a message)
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Cal Ripken Jr. Speaks atUVA
U-Win

Baseball great Cal Ripken Jr.

spoke to more than 600 baseball

fans in Memorial Gymnasium on

Tuesday night, sharing anecdotes

from his childhood and baseball

career before taking audience

questions for more than 20 min-

utes.

Ripken, who holds Major

League Baseball's records for

consecutive games played and

home runs by a shortstop, was

joined by his younger brother,

former major league second base-

man Billy Ripken, as the featured

guest at University of Virginia

baseball's 2004 Step Up to the

Plate! event.

"We're trying to help out base-

ball on all levels," Ripken said on

his decision to come to

Charlottesville, Va. "It was a big

factor that I knew about the uni-

versity, knew about its reputa-

tion."

Tickets for The Step Up to the

Plate! event, the baseball team's

annual fundraiser, were $75. The

event also featured silent and live

auctions that included Virginia

athletics memorabilia, an auto-

graphed Cal Ripken Jr. jersey and

a baseball signed by Hall of

Famers Willie Mays, Duke Snyder

BASEBALL cont'd p. 12

Longwood has an ambitious

56-game regular-season schedule

that will feature 26 home games

at Lancer Stadium where the

Lancers are 183-63 (.744%) since

the facility was renovated in 1994.

BASKETBALL cont'd p. 12

The Panthers had defeated

Longwood 95-63 back on Dec. 1

at the Arthur Ashe Center in

Richmond.

Against Apprentice (12-9),

Longwood fell behind 42-22 at

halfrime en route to the loss as

the Builders placed five players in

double-figure scoring.

After an early 4-4 tie (18:03),

Apprentice outscored the

Lancers 34-9 to lead 38-13 witii

5:16 left in die first half

Longwood managed to narrow

the margin to 38-22 (1:46) before

the Builders extended the margin

to 20 points (42-22) at halftime.

The Lancers trimmed the

deficit to 51-38 with 14:53

remaining on a basket from

and Mickey Mande. The auction

items were donated by "fiiends

and appreciators" of the Virginia

baseball program, according to

co-event coordinators Kelly

Rothwell and Marilyn Wright.

Virginia Athletic Director

Craig Littiepage donned a

Cavalier baseball cap while pre-

senting new head coach Brian

O'Conner to the audience. After

brief remarks, O'Conner intro-

duced Ripken to a standing ova-

tion. Many fans sported Orioles

regalia in honor of Ripken's 21

years with the Baltimore organi-

zation.

Ripken got a taste of the col-

lege baseball experience yester-

day afternoon when he met with

the Cavalier squad at Davenport

Field after receiving a tour of the

facility.

Ripken stressed the offensive

aspect of college baseball, as well

as the enthusiasm and school

spirit of the student-athletes.

"When you're drafted in the

minor leauges, you have kids with

dreams," Ripken said. "The

dreams seem to be a littie more

intense in college because you're

playing for the school and you're

Longwood will open the sea-

son February 14 on the road at

Division I James Madison

University, playing a doublehead-

er in Harrisonburg beginning at

12 p.m., before the two teams

return to Farmville for a single

game the next day (Feb. 15) at

Lancer Stadium starting at 1:30

Pistoljevic, but a trio of three-

pointers from Rico Walters pro-

pelled Apprentice back ahead

67-45 at 9:20. The hosts could

get no closer than 15 points

down the stretch.

Jefferson's team-high 17

points led the Lancers, while

Pistoljevic added 15 points,

including three treys.

Sumter finished with 14

points and five rebounds, while

Fortener contributed 13 points.

Longwood shot 39% (26-67)

from the field, 32% (7-22) on

three-pointers, and 70% (7-10) at

the free throw line.

Walters was 8-11 from the

floor (5-7 3FG) en route to 21

points, adding five assists for the

Builders.

Tevon Raikes added 16 points

Women s Basketball Now 13-8

also playing to better your posi-

tion to have a chance to be draft-

ed someday, or you're just playing

for the love of the game."

Ripken and his brother enter-

tained the audience at the event

with stories of boxing in the bed-

room they shared as children and

playing backyard baseball with

their father, major league player

and manager Cal Ripken, Sr. The

two ballplayers also offered

advice to young athletes, but dis-

agreed on the durability of Cal

Ripken's major league record of

2,632 consecutive games played.

Ripken, who retired after the

2001 season, said he came to the

event because he is "trying to

help out baseball on all levels."

The All-Star shortstop never got

the chance to play college base-

ball, getting drafted by the

Baltimore Orioles right out of

high school in 1978.

p.m..

"The emphasis now is to pre-

pare the University, its' fans,

coaches, and student-athletes for

Division I," added Bolding. "It

will be a daunting challenge, but

we are optimistic about the move

and the future of Longwood

basebaU."

and seven rebounds, Terrence

Patrick had 12 points and nine

rebounds, while Maze Toomer

and Reggie Proctor each con-

tributed 1 1 points.

Toomer also grabbed nine

rebounds along with five assists,

and Proctor had seven rebounds.

Apprentice School shot 56% (33-

59) from the field, 71% (10-14)

on three-pointers, and 78% (7-9)

at the line.

All remaining Longwood

University men's basketball

games are available locally on

WBBC Radio, Bobcat Country

93.5 out of Blackstone. The

broadcasts are also available

worldwide on the Internet at

longwoodlancers.com via

TEAMUNE and TRZ Sports

Services.All

Sports Information

Longwood went unbeaten last

week, defeating the Apprentice

School, 91-40, Feb. 2 in Lancer

Hall, before upending Lenoir-

Rhyne (N.C.), 74-71, at the

bu2zer Feb. 4 in North Carolina.

The Lancers are now 13-8 on

the season and will return to

action Tuesday, Feb. 10 as they

travel to Lawrenceville to take on

St. Paul's - tip-off is set for 5:30

p.m.

Longwood won the earlier

previous match up this season,

defeating the Lady Tigers, 90-53,

Dec. 3 in Lancer Hall.

Against the Apprentice

School, Longwood trailed 13-8 at

the 13:41 mark in the first stanza

before the Lancers scored 23

unanswered points to lead 31-13

with 6:07 remaining before the

break.

Longwood continued to

extend its advantage, entering

the intermission with a sizable

48-24 lead.

At the start of the second half

the Lancers picked up where

they left off, outscoring the

Builders 43-16 to close out the

contest with their largest margin

of victory (51 points) this season.

Meldere led Longwood with

her 11th double-double of the

season of a game-best 25 points

(11-19) and 14 boards, she also

added a career-high eight steals

and four assists, while four other

Lancers aided the offensive effort

with their own double-digit scor-

ing.

Freshman Rebecca

Charles/So. Charieston, W.Va.

(So. Charleston) scored a career-

high 14 points on 6-for-7 shoot-

ing, while sophomore Ashley

Mason/Virginia Beach (Princess

Anne) posted 13 points, adding

nine rebounds and tying her

career-high five steals.

Twin Amber Mason/Virginia

Beach (Princess Anne) tied her

own career-best of ten rebounds,

contributing seven points and

freshman Ashleigh

Hollman/Centreville (Westfield)

netted 12 points, shooting 57 per-

cent (4-7) from diree-point terri-

tory.

Romance is in the air.

Wear Protection!

February 12th & 13th @ Dhall

Purchase

FUN,
safe,

valentine

condoms.
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Handicap Ramp Parking Becomes Habit
When Longwood vehicles, such as this Aramark truck, have been parking on sidewalk

ramps. Shane Gough, one of Longwood's disabled students, went to Chief Lowe and

Susan Rood with this and other problems. Chief Lowe is on the case, and is going to

help out with the problem of vehicle use of the access ramps. "This should not be a

convenience ramp, " Gough emphasizes.

Enforced State Fire Code Poses Blank Tkreat
Brette Lawrence

SU0' Wnter

In accordance with the new

Virginia State fire codes,

Longwood University has

begun to enforce new rules

around campus.

Among these new guidelines

are criteria for draperies around

wmdows and doors, and infor-

mation about wall and hallway

decorations in the dorm build-

ings.

The Office of

Environmental Health and

Safety is in charge of overseeing

that the university complies

with all of the new regulations

that have been established.

The specific instructions

included such things as making

sure that all curtains, tapestries,

and drapes hanging from dorm

wall or ceilings be either flame

resistant or noncombustibie.

Additionally, all' curtains,

drapes and tapestries must have

a tag attached to them stating

that they are indeed flame

resistant

If these items do not have

this tag attached they will not be

considered to be flame resistant,

whether they are or not.

If this is the case, then stu-

dents xvill be required to take

them down. Other guidelines

specify how much decorative

material can be hung on dorm

wall space.

This would encompass things

like picnires, posters, and calen-

dars as well as other things

The new law states,
"

Decorative materials shall not

exceed 10 percent of die aggre-

gate area of walls and ceilings."

This does not seem like a lot of

space that can be used for hang-

ing; however Longwood

University already prohibits hang-

ing anything from the ceilings,

which allows students to be able

to cover more of the waU space

than they would be able to if

there were things pn the ceiling.

The third change concerned

hallway and door decorations. No
decorations are allowed to be

placed anjwhere in the hallways

of dorm buildings, except on the

specific areas designed for post-

ing material.

Smdents had to remove all

decorations from their doors,

with the exception of wipe

boards and one nametag per

occupant.

Postings inside the stairwells

and the doors leading to them

were also banned.

All of the decorations that

were put up for students who

had been accepted to

Fraternities and Sororides had

to be taken down as a result of

this rule.

The universit)' will not be

stricdy enforcing the rules about

having only 10% of the dorm

wall space covered until the

2004-2005 school year; however,

the hallway decoration changes

have been put into effect

already.

Many students around the

campus were very upset about

the changes that had to take

place.

Some fell that the adorn-

ments they had on their door

reflected themselves, and gave

them a unique way of identify-

ing their room.

See FIRE p. 4

Housing Issues Stem Irom

Larger Budget Problems
Tuition increase proposed as a remedy

Kristen Casalenuovo

Staff Writer

There has been a lot of buzz

around campus lately regarding

the Housing policy.

A topic of equal importance is

the discussion of raising tuition

again effective next semester

While it is easy to point the fin-

ger at the administration and

blame them for the fallacies of

campus life, we as students need

to ask ourselves what we can do

to resolve these issues.

The answer to that question

can be summed up in one simple

word; vote!

Housing, as all students should

well know, denied over 100 rising

juniors the right to move off-

campus next year.

As a result, students retaliated.

A large group of students met

behind the Student Union to

protest, then decided that a better

action would be to march to

Lancaster and demand some

answers from President Cormier

herself.

The President, along with Vice

President of Smdent Affairs Tim

Pierson, and die SGA President

Alicia Moody addressed the

crowd in a civilized and respectful

manner

This may seem like a statement

only an administrative brown-

nose could make, but no one who

was at that protest can deny that

Dr. Cormier remained calm

amidst the large crowd of out-

raged students, answering ques-

tions that were sometimes rude

or spiteful.

What the Housing issue really

boils down to is that it is an aux-

iliary office of this University.

That is, it has to make all of

the money it needs on its own.

All Room and Board fees are

used by Housing for the mainte-

nance of dorms and other

finances that specifically relate to

Housing.

The construction of a new res-

idential building will begin soon

and after its completion, the

Cunninghams will be torn down.

There are 2,500 beds that need

to be filled on campus in order for

Housing to meet its budget.

Right now, the total freshman

class still hasn't been accounted

for, so more students will be

aUowed to move off campus as

those numbers come in.

That is the deal with Housing,

no more, no less.

There is not a whole lot stu-

dents can do but bear with it.

Another issue that is of high

importance right now is the

tuition and fees increase planned

to go into effect next semester

The administration has already

decided to raise Room by two per-

cent. Board by 2.7 percent, the

Comprehensive fee by ten per-

cent, and finally tuition will

increase anywhere from four to

nine percent.

In perspective, these numbers

mean an overall nine to twelve

percent increase, which breaks

down as 500 to 650 dollars we will

have to pay next year.

This may not seem like much,

but consider the fact that tuition

and fees have been increased

almost thirty percent within the

past two years alone.

Why is this happening? Is the

administration just getting greedy?

Is Dr. Cormier using University'

ftinds to pay for a private island in

the Pacific?

Well, the real answer is not

quite so controversial.

Virginia is 15th in the nation

for ability tax-wise to fimd higher

education, yet we are 46th (that's

46 out of 50 states) in how much

we actually fimd it.

Our tuition is being raised

because Virginia does not provide

base adequacy funding to state

universities.

See HOUSING p.4
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No matter

what stage

I'm going

through, one

thing on my
bedroom
walls at

home stays constant: a rainbow

poster my grandma got me short-

ly after I was born. It talks about

individuality, goals, and persever-

ance. The poster says more about

my grandma than it does anyone

else that comes to mind.

My grandma was born Anna

.Evanliu..Qa December 22, 1922,

though she would drop the a

somewhere in hej- childhood. She

was number.sevefi of what would

be thirteen, nme of whom would

survive infancy, eight of whom
would become adults, five of

whom still live today

Her parents were Russian

immigrants who setded in the

suburbs of Scranton,

Pennsylvania, where, in those

days, it was common for immi-

grants to form neighborhoods

with those of the same ethnicity.

Her stories of those days are

both of heartbreak and of

strength.

Even in the darkest days of

the Depression, the Evanko

house was filled with the laugh-

ter and the life that nine children

will bring.

My grandma tells stories of

vegetables from the garden and

tattling on her younger brother

for swimming in the reservoir

(though his white blond hair

gone green was a dead give

away). She talks about having an

eye for picking coal in the sum-

mertime, for being a trickster,

for being a caretaker.

Even with the tears in her

eyes as she tells about her
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younger sister Irene, who died

when she was eleven, I know she's

thinking about the good times they

shared. "She was the prettiest of all

of us, you know," she and her

other sisters always say. I never get

tired of hearing those stories.

At nineteen, while the world was

raging against itself and jobs were

scarce, my grandma answered an

unmarked newspaper ad for help

wanted. She landed a job with the

State Department in Washington,

DC.

Alone, she left the only life she

knew and moved down south to

the big city (though, to this day, she

will maintain her story of the love-

ly litde town the Capital used to

be).

The stories from those years

include Eleanor Roosevelt walking

down the street all by herself, the

street cars that no longer run,

watching President Roosevelt's

funeral procession from her office

window, and being a star in her

duck pin bowling league.

Not too many years after mov-

ing to Washington, she was diag-

nosed with Rheumatoid Arthritis.

Because of the disease, I have

never seen her fully open her hand

or move any faster than a steady

walk. But also because of this,

though, I have witoessed the amaz-

ing strength that a person can have.

Not until she fell and cracked part

of her spine this summer did I ever

see her cry because of pain. Even

then, she's never stopped going.

My grandma married my grand-

pa rather late in the game, a union

that produced only my mom - giv-

ing birth to another child was too

great a risk for her medical condi-

tion. But my mom being an only

child meant that my sisters and I

were her only grandchildren, a

condition that proved just how
much you can spoil three litde girls.

The very first memory I have,

one that I cherish more thaiv any

other, is of my grandma (Grammy

as we call her). I'm standing in my
crib, and she is teaching me the

Sign of the Cross.

Growing up, my grandparents

were my all. They watched Stacy

and me while my parents worked; I

remember dinners at their house,

coming home in my grandpa's car,

NPR talk programs while the sun

setded into die traffic

I remember litde things like the

smell of the linen closet and being

caught with the spray paint in their

basement. I remember the crack-

ers that were like Goldfish, only

they were ducks. I remember

throwing a piece of good China

from the top of the stairs, so I

could show Stacy how cool it was

to watch something shatter.

Even in my most devious

moments, she never stopped lov-

ing me.

There are gende moments, too.

I remember falling asleep on my
parents' bed, the phone cradled in

my shoulder, as my grandma read

to me from Aesop's Fables or, my
favorite, "The Boy and the North

Wind" from The Mother Goose

Treasury.

Even now I can depend on

those late nights in the kitchen

when her sisters are visiting or

when we are up in Scranton. One
in the morning over coffee and tea

and all of the stories we could

never forget. Playful sibling rivalry

and the latest gossip.

My grandma also has to be one

of the most giving people I've

ever met. I remember grandpar-

ents' lunches in elementary school,

a slighdy unsuccessful venture, as

most grandparents couldn't come

on account of living too far away

or being dead. But my grandma

happily played Grammy for my
entire lunch table.

She remembered my friends'

names, their faces, and their fami-

lies, for she also saw them at soc-

cer games, swim/dive meets,

dance recitals,

chorus/band/orchestra concerts,

and birthday parties.

In high school, my friends

would find me and, grinning, say,

"I sat next to your grandparents at

church on Sunday!" or "I saw your

grandpa in the mall! I just want to

marry him!" Later that day, I'd get

a call from my grandma, "Hilary's

family sat with us in church this

weekend." She never forgot.

When I bring friends home
from college, she remembers

them, toa She never fails to ask

about my roommates, or how so-

and-so's job has turned out. She

asks to see copies of The Rotunda,

and I know she'll genuinely enjoy

reading it She gets nervous every

time I insist on driving alone to

New Jersey, or when Stacy makes

the trip back to Virginia Tech.

She's never failed to support

anything Kara, Stacy, or I do;

she's always an open ear to the

books we've read, the movies

we've seen, or the concerts we've

gone to. Well, I take that back.

She refuses to support my liking

of Joan Baez. "I don't support

Communists," she says. But I

suppose that's close enough.

From my grandparents, I've

learned the lesson of what a mar-

riage should be. Though she

worked until my mom was born,

my grandma took upon a rather

television version of life, in the

1950s. While my grandpa has

never been anything but kind,

he's also been an old-fashioned

kind of guy; my grandma took

care of the house, and he took

care of the income.

But even old men can change

their ways. Now, he cleans the

bathroom without being asked

(though he somehow didn't get

the memo that bleach needs to be

diluted); he does the laundry; he's

ready with a sweater and a hand

to button it when my grandma

gets a chill, and he's got her cup

of tea ready when she's finished

with dinner. Giving, taking, com-

promise, parmership. If only I

could have a fraction of it.

So this weekend, I will go

home and visit my grandma who
is once again in the hospital. I will

give her a copy of this paper; I

will teU her that I signed the lease

for a house for next year; I will

tell her that I got a B+ on my
paper for Dr. Cook. Even on bed

rest, she will listen.

And then I will listen. And she

will tell me about working behind

a drug store counter; she will tell

me about her parents; she will tell

me about how my grandpa pro-

posed to her on a park bench in

DC And for every moment I am
with her, I will love her more

dian the moment before, and I

will be more grateful than I have

been for all the years of my life.

The last line of the poster she

gave me says, "Now show us the

colors of your rainbow." My
grandma is that rainbow.

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief
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Kentuckij Fried Cruelty
Janet Jones

Stt^ Writer

Do you know what you are really

eating?

For most people the answer is

na

It is even worse however that

people do not know what is being

done to their food.

For those of you who eat ani-

mals you probably do not take the

time to learn what these poor ani-

mals are enduring.

Not only are they being killed

so humans can eat them, but

there are many instances where

these animals are being tortured

beforehand.

They are not even given the

chance to enjoy the small time

that they are allowed to live.

PETA has been making an

effort to stop this type of behav-

ior for years.

They know that they will never

be able to convince everyone to

stop eating meat, but they can try

to improve the conditions for the

animals on factory farms being

raised for slaughter.

They have been successful in

many cases and have gotten fast

food restaurants to change dieir

tactics and end animal cruelty.

except when they still kill the

animals.

Since last April, PETA has

been targeting Kentucky Fried

Chicken after information and

video clips were revealed to

them.

PETA discovered that these

chickens "are crammed by the

tens of thousands into sheds

that stink of ammonia fumes,

from accumulated waste; they

are given barely enough room to

move (each bird lives in the

amount of space equivalent to a

standard sheet of paper).

They routinely suffer broken

bones from being bred to be

top heavy, from callous handling

(workers roughly grab birds by

their legs and stuff them into

crates) and from being shackled

upside down at slaughterhouses.

Chickens are often still fully

conscious as their throats are

cut or when they are dumped

into tanks of scalding hot water

to remove their feathers.

When they're killed, chickens

are still babies, not yet two

months old, out of a natural life

span of 10-15 years."

The former president of

Kentucky Fried Chicken, Cheryl

Bachelder, resigned recendy.

perhaps because her efforts

deemed useless against this vora-

cious company.

This however did not stop oth-

ers from continuing the fight.

Kentucky Fried Chicken's sales

are now down 6% because of

demonstrations and the support

shown by many people.

They recognize that the sadistic

treatment and routine cruelty

being forced upon these innocent

animals is not necessary or ethical.

I know that writing an article

that maybe half of our school will

read will not convince you to stop

eating meat, because some people

care more about what you want to

eat than animals dying, and that is

fine.

I do not expect you to become

a vegetarian because I think it is

right

I do however find it ridiculous

that these poor birds are being

subjected to this pain because we

live in a capitalist country and cor-

porations think it is more impor-

tant to show an increase in their

yearly income, rather than com-

passion.

The least you can do is protest

eating at KFC until the conditions

for their chickens improve: there

are many other equally unhealthy

fast food restaurants in Farmville.

There are other things on the

website, www.KFCCruelty.com,

that you can do to help end this

persecution.

Merely informing others and

writing letters to the new president

of Kentucky Fried Chicken has

already made an impact.

If you do not care about my

views do it for the chickens, and if

you do not particularly care about

the chickens do it for our country.

Mahatma Gandhi said, "The great-

ness of a nation and its moral

progress can be judged by the way

its' animals are treated."

If this statement is valid then

our country is going to heU, and

fast.
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props and drops

+ To Stephanie's daddy for still picking up the tab after

26 years.

+ To 60-degree weather.

+ To San Fransisco for letting gay marriages take place.

+ To Amy's 21st Birthday - one week from today.

+ To cute fish.

Drops;

- To static electricity.

- To all the damn mud.

- To sitting behind the Student Union and getting a huge

wiff of crap.

- To Stephanie's car breaking down.

- To cell phones never working when you need them.

- To people who appear to have been sniffing glue.

Speak Out
Will ijou l>e siaijiii^ at

Loiigwocxl next semester?

Yeah, Fm coming
back. I gotta get a

degree!

~ Monica Boehling

Definitely NOT! They
kicked me outl

~ Alissa Hill

If I didn't have my good
friends here. I would

transter.

~Jake Anderson

EFFE NO!

Kacy Lootens

.^
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Greek Life Provides More

Tkan Paid Friendskips

February 19, 2004

Raven Stanley

Staff Writer

Greek life is by no means for all

individuals in the Longwood

community.

There are even those within

die Longwood community that

believe that Greek life is simply

about buying friends, however

for those within the Greek com-

munity it is so much more than

that

Out of the more than 125

organizations at Longwood, The

Office of Fraternity and Sorority

Life lists twenty-four organiza-

tions on their web site, all of

which contribute positively to the

Longwood community.

Longwood is fortunate to have

had four national sororities

founded here at Longwood, all of

which were founded more than

100 years ago.

From some of the earliest

members of Longwood's sorori-

ties the tradition of the jumpers

evolved.

The jumper began when

sorority members began to dye

their school uniforms with their

sorority colors.

Later after Longwood ended

its uniform requirement sorority

members began to wear the

jumper to honor past members

and to show pride in their organ-

izations.

The unique tradition goes to

demonstrate not only the history

of Longwood's sororities, but

the long history of the

University as well.

All sororities and fraternities

serve a philanthropic purpose as

well, in part due to their required

service hours.

There is also a high financial

cost to all members of sororities

and fraternities as a whole.

An extensive recruitment and

pledging period requires a large

time committnent on the part

not only of members of a soror-

ity of fraternity, but also those

who wish to join one as well.

The large time commitment

and financial cost helps to

demonstrate that although strong

friendships are made, they are

not the sole purpose of joining a

sorority or fraternity.

Greek life may not be for all

individuals, however it is an

important part of the Longwood

community helping not only its

members but also the communi-

ty of Longwood as a whole.

The traditions surrounding

Longwood's sororities adds a

sense of history not only to

Longwood's Greek system but to

the entire

Longwood
University
community as

well.

HOUSING cont'd p.l

If you haven't been living

under a rock, you have probably

already heard this already. Ever)-

year the General Assembly cuts

funding to higher education.

Our delegates do this because

the colkgc-goiflg age, 18 to 21

years old, has the. lowest voter

turn out at the polls.

Wc make up a huge percent-

age of the population, yet our

age group is dangerously under-

represented because we fail to

step up and take a simple

responsibiUty

These ate the facts. It is not

fiair to criticize others unkss we

criticize ourselves first. Dr.

Cormier sent out an email to

everyone on campus asking

each student to take a few

moments and email their dele-

gates concerning this base ade-

quacy funding. She gave the link

of Longwood's legislative issueswebsite,
WWW.capwi2.CPm/lQflgWOQd/>

from which you can. email your

delegates. You can write your

own letter or you can use a

prewritten one.

Then all you have to do is

select your county of residence

and voila, you have just accom-

plished a very significant task,

and it only took five minutes. At

the last SGA meeting, the

Executive officers announced

that every senator must write

their delegates concerning hi^-

er education funding, but that is

not nearly enough-

Every student at Longwood

carries this responsibilit)^ If you

have not already done so, please

go to the website and contact

your delegates. They will

respond to your concerns,

because they care about their

constituents. The General

Assembly wiU be making their

final decisions over the next two

weeks. If students do not act on

this, then prepare for another

tuition increase in 2005.

FIRE cont'd p.l

Throughout the year, students have

gotten in trouble for having such things

as unlit candles in their rooms, due to

Longwood's strict fire code rules.

These new fire code changes just

added to the list of things that students

are not allowed to do or have because

they could potentially pose problems

should diere be a fire.

Students all around campus are frus-

trated with the changes that are going to

be taking place.

"My feelings about the 10% rule are

that if the building is on fire it's not

going to make much of a difference

hofw miich stuff is on the wall or door.

If I become an RA next year, this is

going to be a very difficult policy to

enforce and the residents are not going

to be happy. Not to mention how in the

world are you going to measure 10%,"

said freshman Jessica Inge, who is train-

ing to become a Resident Assistant next

year.

These new rules wiU also be a source

of aggravation for those who are cur-

rently RA's, because they had to take

down all fliers and such off of their

halls.

Althou^ die new state law appears to

have our best interest in mind, it seems

as tibiou^ they have taken fire preven-

tion to an extreme.

Students who are opposed to die new

restrictions have been encouraged to

write the state legislators.

"Labels Are for Things, Not People.

Mental Health Awareness Week.

April 12-16, 2004

Interested in sharing your experience with a mental illness?

Be a member of a panel of students that serve to inform and edu-

cate our peers on mental health issues,

(panel to take place on Tuesday, April 13, 2004)

For more information, contact: Jenn Colvin jlcolvin@longwood.edu

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,

America's #1 Student Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas and

Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. Call for

group discounts. Information/Reservations

1-800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com.

mmmmmttmmHMmmmm

Mmm lf?f I i Cptm^ %appt^

CMyai mrm% • Pmrnt ^rtits

AMNi siMuroy

201 S Mi Street

fmmm.W^m 23901
mt

7be creator of the Chocolate

Tantasy. the %^y ^ime Tart, and

the 1($ese's ^ake invites you to

^barleys Waterfront ^afe, cele-

brating its tentb year in Tarmville.

Stop by today to tfy Anne's latest

desserts, cbanging daily! Start a

new tradition by purcbasing a

graduation cake to celebrate your

big day. 5Ul cakes and desserts

are made to order witb a lot of

love. f)o sometiiing special for

your S^alentine; make your dinner

resenrations today!
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Life As an Openly Gai} Student Poses a Multitude ol

Problems, But Also Presents an Opportunity to Grow
U-Wire

Keith Crook considers himself

to be far more conservative than

the average openly gay college

student. He is a card-carrying

member of the National Rifle

Association, supports increased

military spending and is against

gay marriage. While being openly

gay is a challenge for many,

Crook handles it with honesty

and hard work

. "I have never officially 'come

out' to anyone," Crook said. "If

anyone has any type of ques-

tions, I answer them very honest-

ly. Because, frankly, it does not

really matter. I am not going to

volunteer any information. I

don't walk up and say, 'Hi, my

name is Keith and I am [gay].'" In

the past. Crook, a Southern

Illinois University junior in radio

and TV, has dealt with the trials

and tribulations of being openly

gay in the conservative state of

Texas, but he believes a lot has

changed after joining the

University atmosphere.

. As a child, he said he always

knew that something was differ-

ent, but it was not until he was

given a book about puberty from

his mother that he thought he

might be a homosexual. "I did

not know what you called it,"

Crook said. "It was the first time

I heard about the term homosex-

ual. I read about it."

While accepting his own sexu-

ality was an easy process for

Crook, his family was not nearly

as receptive. In fact, it was not

until his mother caught him with

another male that the truth came

to light. "My mother came walk-

ing in the door," Crook said. "I

didn't know what to do in that

situation. We came downstairs

because I thought it appropriate

for him to leave because mom
was angry. My mother stopped

me at the door, and told me to

get out. I was saying goodbye to

him, and she slammed the door

and locked me out. I spent the

night on the porch. I was 14."

After that incident, when

Crook got his first job he started

paying rent to his family. Four

years later his relationship with

his mother is still strained, but

they speak on "dvil" terms at

least once a month. His relation-

ship with his father is much dif-

ferent. "My father calls me once

a year for tax purposes," Crook

said.

While in high school, Crook

received negative statements

about his sexuality. After moving

from Wisconsin to Texas, Crook

decided to not make waves in the

conservative South, however,

people began to "put two and

two together." His first car was

not only vandalized, but also

completely destroyed after stu-

dents hammered three nails into

his radiator. "I would go to my

car after school and it would say

'AIDS cures gays!' on my car,"

After those incidents. Crook

wore a shirt to school that said

"I'm not gay, but my boyfriend

is" in an effort to display pride in

who he is. Consequentially, he

was called into the principal's

office and threatened with sus-

pension. "I was told that I had to

change or go home because my

shirt promoted an immoral and

unjust lifestyle," Crook said.

"After that, I wore the shirt every

Friday for a month. ."

After moving to Carbondale,

being openly gay has been a

much easier task. Crook said that

he has not experienced direct

confrontation because of his

sexuality on campus and often

people do not even view him as

such.

Crook is currendy involved in

various production projects. He

is working on a 20-minute video

for the Student Orientation and

Advisement Registration pro-

gram supporting the

Supplemental Instruction pro-

gram, as well as producing and

directing an eight-episode televi-

sion series.

While production on the

series will not begin until after

spring break. Crook is staying

busy. On top of production

responsibilities, he is in the

beginning stages of turning his

website into an online television

station, complete with weekly

newscasts. Crook said the he is

possibly in the best career field

for an openly gay man. 'This is

the best,** Crook said. "I am

judged on product turnout and

the ability to turn it out in a time-

ly fashion. I like having an idea

that I can share with everyone

and turn it into real life. There is

truth behind 'a picture is worth a

thousand words,' and I use film,

which has thousands of pictures."

Crook said that even though he

enjoys working behind the cam-

era, he does not hide behind it,

even if he is not the gay "activist"

he could be. "I do not get

involved with gay groups because

I feel the lifestyle has a negative

image as it is," Crook said. "I

enjoy going to drag shows. I enjoy

going^ gay-pride parades, but I

think sometimes the execution of

some groups is poor. You cannot

push too hard. People's opinions

do not change overnight. Also, it

is hard for me to be conservative

and walk into a gay group and say

'Hey, I am against gay marriage.'"

Because Crook believes marriage

is a religious institution, he

believes that gay marriage is

unnecessary. Instead, he feels civil

unions would be more appropri-

ate. Last year. Crook was

engaged. His fiances father, who

was diagnosed with cancer at

about the same time, did not

approve. In turn, the engagement

was called off While Crook does

not approve of gay marriage, he

has first-hand experience in

preparing for the event. "His

mother and sisters told him God

was punishing him for being gay,"

Crook said. "So he gave up the

lifestyle. I have not spoken to him

since. The last thing I heard was

that he was getting ready to marry

a woman." Crook said although

he once considered marriage, he

realized the unfairness of no legal

contract between gay couples.

"Illinois is one of the hardest

states to get recognition of a gay

parmer," Crook said. "It just is

not right that we can not have the

contract. If anything were to hap-

pen to him at the time, I would

have had no legal recourse."

While die pain of love lost is still

fresh on his mind. Crook remains

focused. "Whenever he has to

come by obstacles, he overcomes

them so well," Hart said. "He

does not let things get in the way

of his goals, least of all his sexu-

ality."

On-'Campus Availaubilitij
Samantha Sokiqi

Sf^ Writer

For many stiuients coll^ life is

not limited to friendships, aca-

demics, and clubs, but rather it

extends into the working \;i»>rld.

With student loans, entertain-

ment costs, gas money, and

other various bills piling up

more and more students are tak-

ing on part-time jobs. Moreover,

while many students at

Longwood look to the oudying

community of Farmville for

jobs, tiiey may be overlooking

one of their best resources,

working on-campus.

Longwood students who

have a GPA of 2.0 or higher and

have the desire to work have the

opportunity to work on-campus

through two different programs:

Federal Work-Study (FWS) and

CoUege Work-Study (CWS).

FWS jobs are based on a stu-

dent's financial need; therefore,

students must complete the

FAFSA in order to be awarded

positions. CWS jobs on the

other hand, are for students

who do not have a financial

need but have a 2.0 GPA and a

desire and/or need to work.

As many students know, it is

a requirement for freshmen to

work in the dining hall their first

year here. The stigmatism of

cafeteria working may turn

some students off, but the fact

remains that many students

return to work in the cafeteria

after their fireshmen year. ''Siiice

freshmen are required to work in

the dining facilities, diey are atsk

to get to know other students

and interact with their feUow

classmates. People think hmng

assigned to the dining haU

means they will automatically be

wiping down tables or washing

dishes; but there are mjoiy other

areas in which student workers

are needed in food scrvk^s,"

commented Nadine Garrett,

xdio is the Student Employment

Manager at Longwood.

After students* freshmen year,

students can find jobs on cam-

pus in numerous places. The

library, campvK recreation, com-

puter labs, and student tutoring

are some of theese places.

Currendy there are almost

7(X) students employed on cam-

pus with approximately 330 of

those working under the college

work-study program.

Information on various jobs

can be found on LanccrTrak,

which can be accessed throu^-

out the year and on a website

http://www.longwood.edu/wor

kstudy/. On this website and

LancerTrak students can find

jobs, on and off-campus, appli-

cations, and various information

regarding guidelines and so-

fortii.

See JOBS p.9

Residential lifeguard staff needed

at a summer camp

Located in Wakefield, Va.

Employment runs Memorial Day-late August

Current Lifeguard and Professional Rescuer CPR
certifications required.

For information

contact the Airfield 4-H Center

at 757-899-4901.

<5
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^ 20
So see "The

Janitors" at

Mulligan's 9:00 p.m.

Listen for "The

Caffeine Diary"

1-3 p.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

^24
Mulligan's Fat

Tuesday Party

Seniors bring your

mugs!

S.A.F.E. Meetings at

4:30 in the Student

Union

Listen to "Alterna-

Head" tunes

10-12 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

M̂l

%%

False Dimitri" and

Same Show Hero" live

at Mulligan'sll

Listen for "The

Soldenfish Show
10-12 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

ti

^•^
Come edit pages for

The Rotunda in your

copious free time!

Tune in to "Midnight in

the Sarden of Good

and Evil"

12-2 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

V*OQ22 ^23
WAALU Meeting

9:00 p.m.

Hiner 2nd floor

Auditorium

'*^\

Want to join The

Rotunda staff?

9:15 p.m. in the

bottom of the

Student Union!

Listen to "Pimp

Juice"

11-12 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Unity Alliance

8:00 p.m., Srainger

S18

Amy's Birthday!

Everyone go to Babes!

Are you looking for an apartment

for the spring semester?

For just []250/month you can sublet a single room with pri-

vate bath. Comes with bed, desk, chair, and dresser. Free

ethernet hoolcup through Longwood. All utilities except

phone and cable included in rent.

Call 392-2252 for more information.

Mns foum^ Ofimmmsm^ymMW?

PO YW/ miUKmsfOiMT
mmiismonoAwmfm'

PO YOUmm 70 HHP
mmnmsfim

Unity Alliance

needs your help!

Grainger G18 Thursdays 8p.m.

iMiMfa
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HCROSCCPES
by Sam Wise-Ridges

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)

You know that you're loved when you

can't stand in the rain without dancing.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

When the snow hits your eyelashes, you look

like a princess.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

Worry more about what you think about

yourself, not about what others think of you.

Aries (Mar. 21 -April 19)

Wishing that life was more fair? Join the club.

Taurus (AprU 20-May 20)

Oh, and you should get back with Sarah.

Gemini (May 21 -June 20)

Pirates are in your future.

Cancer (June 21 -July 22)

Remember that you are important to those

around you.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

Sluffing only gets you hit harder.

PAGE 7

TK and Thug, Together Forever

Nothin' says lovin' like a man and a hampster

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)

Hugging yooooooou is easy because you're beautiful.

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)

Sticks and stones can break my bones, but padded weapons only

bruise me.

Scorpio (Oct. 23. -Nov. 21)

Even though you kiss badly, people will still try to make out with

you.

Just don't let them talk to your ex's.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

See a penny, pick it up...but watch out for campus police. And the

D-Hall chicken.

Student Services Carmittee

"Your money, your education, your rights.'

Did you knew?

It's your right to appeal your final grade!

Come find out more tidbits like this, and

learn how you can change things on

carfipus

-SGA office Wednesdays at 9:30-
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Stop Beating Tkat Dead Horse!
Gosmopolitan magazine takes a look atRender diiierences in personal habits

V-Wirt

I often wonder why it's a com-

monly known fact that men mas-

turbate about 17 times a week,

but as soon a woman opens her

mouth about the fact that she

may, at times, enjoy "indulging"

herself, she is a social outcast.

Other women pretend they

have never done and would never

do something so heinous.

At least, that's how it used to

be, before the 21st century's

explosion of -sexuality. As this

world has come of age, more and

more practices are becoming

accepted - it's the beginning of a

sexual revolution for today's

women.

This month's edition of

Cosmopolitan magazine included

a sexual dictionary. One of the

terms introduced was "jill off,"

the female equivalent of "jack

off"

This certainly implies a new-

found comfort level with some-

thing that's been going on since

the beginning of time.

Back in the good old days,

doctors used to use vibrators to

Stimulate their patients' clitorises

to bring about relaxation. It was

considered a moral medical prac-

tice, but only because there was a

man involved.

If a woman were ever caught

on her own, she would probably

be sentenced to public stoning or'

something. Or maybe her hus-

band would bring all of his

friends over for a wife-watching

party.

Then there's the pubescent

girl at the ripe old age of 15

would need to know how this

thing worked, and so try it out.

When momsie and popsie come

down to make sure their litde

angel is asleep, they are shocked

to hear her moaning.

They open the door, all hell

breaks loose, and she's sent to a

convent. At least that's how I

imagine such a scene would have

gone.

But a girl in 1930s America

had a right to orgasm just as

much as today's stars of ''Sex and

the City" do. Honestiy, boys, it's

not our fault if many of you have

no clue where the clitoris is locat-

ed.

Let's examine the true repre-

sentation of modern-day society:

South Park: Bigger Longer &
Uncut. Chef knew what was up,

but the rest of the men didn't

have a clue.

I feel this is a fair representa-

tion of the general male popula-

tion, seeing as probably only 70

percent of men can actually point

to the clitoris on a drawing of the

female reproductive system.

Conversely, only about 30 per-

cent of women can achieve

orgasm through sexual inter-

course, i.e., that humping

motion. If this is true, then why

is it not okay for us to toot our

own horns every once in a while?

I mean, a girl needs some

lovin', and by lovin', I clearly

mean rapid contractions of her

vaginal muscles.

So the real question isn't,

"Why do so many girls mastur-

bate?" but rather, "How can

there be any woman who does-

n't?" I have yet to meet the man

with the ability to move his fin-

gers, tongue, penis, what-have-

you, at the rate that a vibrator

pulsates.

Vibrators are all the rave these

days. I have friends, content with

heterosexual relationships, who

are so attached to their vibrators

that they have actually named

them.

One is called "cleophis" after

the organ which it pleasures; the

other "pinky" for the color of the

aforementioned organ and the

vibrator itself

Naming is something we gen-

erally keep for things we care a lot

about, like children, dogs, and

cars. To name these small, power-

ful devices indicates a certain

level of caring for them.

They have become such an

integral part of the lives of so

many women that there is no

point in denying it anymore. It's

time to start a revolution, ladies -

- get out your vibrators, buy your

boyfriends vibrating tongue rings,

and don't be afraid to purchase

"personal massagers" or "intimate

devices."

Guys have been doing it for so

long that it's become the ultimate

proverbial beating of the dead

horse. Now we, the new women

of the 21st century sexual revolu-

tion, will not be ashamed of our

sexual prowess. »

Ask TK-Tke Onlu Honest Opinion
This week I am addressing an

issue that is coming up more and

more recentiy, transferring. (It

was also the only letter I

received.)

If you have any questions and

want to hear some purely honest

advice, e-mail me at

tskeith@,bngwood.edu

Now onto the first, and only

letter.

Dear TK,

First semester here at

Longwood was great.

I had fiin getting to know
people and everything.

Then after Christmas break,

the girl I had become best

friends with had to leave and

go back home due to some

problems.

Also, I met a great guy, who
is now my boyfriend, but sadly

he has left too.

I am not really excited about

being here at Longwood.

I dcMi*t want to join a sorori-

ty-

A lot of people around here

don't let me act like the dorky

person that I can be.

When I go home, or if I am
out with my best friend I can

act like myself.

There isn't a whole lot

keeping me here at Longwood

next year.

I think I may want to trans-

fer to VCU and go home.

Is this normal? What
should I do?

I want to stay, because

Longwood is a great school,

but I just don't have fun any-

more! Help me!

Sincerely,

Looking at

Transferring!

Dear Looking,

The first year at collage is

almost always the hardest.

I'm sure there are many fresh-

man who feel the same way as

you, still a little unsure of their

place, maybe considering a new

collage?

Adapting to a new environ-

ment, the pressures of meeting

new friends and doing well in

school can be quite difficult.

Being excited, or being

involved in a sorority shouldn't

be the only things that keep you

here.

If the people you spend you

time with make you feel like you

can't be yourself, then you need

to make a decision.

You can completely change

yourself, or you can try to find a

new and different group of

friends.

I suggest that you try and find

a group you get involved with and

feel comfortable.

If you can't find any club or

group to keep you here at

Longwood, then what reason do

you have to stay here?

If you think somewhere else

would make you happy, then by

all means, you should seek it out.

These feelings are completely

normal, but remember why you

decided to come to Longwood in

the first place.

Was it the curriculum, or the

campus?

At least try to root yourself

here before the spring semester is

over.

If you still don't feel like a part

of Longwood, and VCU seems

like it would be better for you,

then consider transferring.

You do bring up a common

topic this week.

With the controversy arising

over the housing requirements,

many juniors and seniors are con-

sidering transferring.

I firmly believe that Longwood

is a quality Unhrersity.

If you can overlook the con-

struction, the lack of school spir-

it, occasionally a walk where no

one smiles back, (and no film

program what so ever) then this

place is awesome.

I remember why I decided on

this University.

The campus was green and

pleasant, it reminded me of home,

and I was more comfortable with

a small student population.

If you feel like you don't quite

fit in, there are alternatives.

There are lots of different

extra-curricular things to partici-

pate in.

Lancer Productions runs a very

excellent program, perhaps you

should check into helping with a

LP event.

Join the staff of The Gyre, or

even The Rotunda, we could use the

help.

Remember, if you and a few

friends can't find anything that

interests you, then you have all

rigjit and ability to start your own

club.

' Over all, I am still happy with

the way things are, and I intend to

return.

-TK
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Longwood Tkeatre Presents An Italian Straw

Hathy Eugene Labicke, tke First Plaij for 2004
Becky Creasey

Guest Writer

Longwood Theatre kicks into

high gear for the spring season

with I^biche's An Italian Straw

Hat.

This French farce, opening

February 25, will leave the audi-

ence breathless.

The fast paced comedy paired

with the well-crafted plot, create a

most delightful performance.

Fadinard, a well-known bachelor,

is about to trade in his single

lifestyle for the shackles of mar-

riage when a small mishap threat-

ens to spoil his wedding day.

His horse finds a pretty straw

hat as appeti2ing as the audience

will find the chaos that follows its

digestion.

Threatened by a noble woman

who is having an affair with a

menacing soldier, Fadinard is

forced to search for an identical

hat to replace the one his horse

has naughtily eaten.

The audience will inevitably

get caught up in this whirlwind

comedy, featuring a multitude of

talented actors from Longwood

University.

Join the wedding party as they

follow Fadinard haphazardly

from one wild adventure to the

next, creating total pandemoni-

um.

Join the chaos beginning

February 25-28 at 8 p.m., and

again on Sunday, February 29, at

3 p.m.

NAGS HEAD
Student Summer Rentals

see seabreezeralty.com for pictures

or call 252-255-6328

.99 for Wendy's chicken nuggets...

D20 to sign up for Greek recruitment..

02300 for a DELL laptop...

Joining the best organization on cam-

pus...

PRICELESS

S.EAL.
Student Educators for Active

Leadership

Apply starting February 16th

Applications available:

Residence hall front desks

Lankford216

www.longwood.edu/leadership/seal.html

Gene Muto directs An Italian

Straw Hat, with Scenic and

Lighting Design by Eric A. Koger

and Costume Design by Patt

Ness.

Longwood Theatre students

complete the design team, with

Sound Design by Drew Moberley

and Makeup Design by Renata

Shaffer-Gottschalk.

This play is family entertain-

ment, and is suitable for most

audiences.

Tickets will go on sale

February 11, and can be pur-

chased at the Jarman Box Office,

or by calling (434) 395-2474.

Box Office hours are Tuesday,

Wednesday and Thursday after-

noons firom 2 to 4 p.m.

JOBS cont'd p. 5

In addition to the aforementioned

resources, there will be a Student

Employment Fair on April 15,

2004 in the dining hall lobby. At

this fair, employers will be able to

talk with potential student

employees and arrange for or con-

duct interviews. Because many

students are and will be looking

for jobs, it is imperative for stu-

dents to start looking for positions

early. "Employers want to know

who students are before the new

semester begins, thus students

shouldn't wait until the fall to

look; that's what a lot of people

do," warned Career Center

Director, Mary Saunders.

For students wanting to

In Labiche^s madcap farce An Italian Straw Hat, Clara

(Anna Richardson), the hat shop owner, has her own designs

on Fadinard (Austin Eichelberger) who is about to be wed to

another. Looking on is the angry soldier Emile (Carl

Calabrese), who is more concerned with preserving his

lover's reputation by retrieving the straw hat in question.

work while at Longwood there

are many opportunities to do so

even though the community

around the college does not have

much to offer in the form of

part-time jobs for students.

"Because many community

employers want their employees

for year-round it is more conven-

ient for them to hire local high

school students, since they don't

go home for Christmas and vari-

ous other breaks," explained

Saunders. However, there are

many opportunities for students

to work on-campus and though

they may not be the ideal jobs for

students, if students really want

to work and earn money, they will

take on these jobs none-the-less.

Working on campus not only pro-

vides a means to earn money for

these students but also enhances

skiUs or helps them to learn skills

to be used after leaving

Longwood. It helps them pre-

pare for the real world.

Therefore, whether they work in

the dining hall or other areas on

campus, the experience can be

beneficial to them.

"Student employees are

a valuable resource to

Longwood. They provide servic-

es to many departments on cam-

pus," said Garrett. So, for all of

you students out there who want

or need a job next year, start

looking at the resources that

Longwood has to offer you.

Longwood obviously cannot hire

every student, but the fact

remains that if you are willing to

work then people such as Garrett

and Saunders are more than will-

ing to help you in this process.

LEAD
Lead, Educate, Appreciate, Develop

The 2004 Women's and Men's Leadership Symposium

Sponsored by Longwood University and Hampden Sydney College

Held on February 27th

register today at http://www.longwood.edu/leadership/wms.html

"Come leam how men and women view the other In different ways. See

how women and men differ on certain subjects as well as what thay

view the same. See what you can leam from someone who is not the

same as yourself."
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Baseball Opens Season AgainstNCAA Division I James Madison
Sports Information

Longwood University opened its

2004 cunpaign with a three-game

weekend series against NCAA
Division I James Madison University.

The Lancers lost all three games

against the £>ukes, falling 10-3 in the

seiies finsde at Lancer Stadium after

dropping a doubleheader in

Harrisonburg by scores of 12-3 and

13-0.

Longwood will host another three-

game series against visiting Division

II Bryant Coll^ of Rhode Island

this weekend, Feb. 21-22, at Lancer

Stadi\im - playing a doubleheader

Feb. 21 at 12 p.m., followed by the

feiale Feb. 22 at 1 p.m..

Against JMU in the series finale,

die visidng Dukes scored six

unearned runs through six innings,

aided by four Longwood errors,

thougji only leading 6-3.

The visitors secured the series

sweep with four runs in the eighth

inning. JMU broke an early 1-1 tie

after three innings with four runs in

the fourth inning, getting an RBI

double from Matt Bristow (1-2, 2

RBI), along with RBI singles from

Michael CowgiU (2-3, RBI) and

DavisStonebumer (1-2, RBI). The

four-run eighth featured a two-run

double 'firom Skyler Doom (1-5, 2

RBI), along with an RBI double

from Dan Santobianco (1-1, RBI).

Travis Miller (1-0) earned the

mound win with the first 5.0

innings, allowing six hits and two

earned runs with a career-hig^ cig^t

strikeouts.

Longwood got on the board early

with a weU-executed double-steal

that scored junior Robert

Gillis/Dartmouth, Nova Scoda

(Auburn Drive) (2-2) in the second

inning. The Lancers added a run in

the fourth inning on an RBI double

from junior Brett Mooney/Virginia

Beach (Salem) (2-3, RBI).

LU added another run in the

sixth inning on a pinch-hit RBI sin-

gle from sophomore Danny

McCraw/Pamplin (Randolph-

Henry) (1-2, RBI). Senior Brian

Medley/Halifax (HaUfax Co.) (2-3)

added two hits for the Lancers.

Freshman Alan

Moore/Richmond (Monacan) (O-l)

took the pitching loss with the first

6.0-plus innings, aUowing just three

hits and no earned nms with three

strikeouts while making his collegiate

debut

In the ni^tcap atJMU, Medley (1-

3) hit a three-run home run in the

fourth inning for the Lancers.

Freshmen Tyler Ames/Exmore

(Northampton) (2-4) and Charlie

Yarbrough/Richmond (MiUs

Godwin) (2-3) each had two hits to

lead Longwood, including a double

fix>m Yarbrough.

Sophomore John

Hincs/Smithfield (Smitfifield) (0-1)

took the mound loss with the first 4.0

innings, allowing five hits and seven

earned runs with four strikeouts.

The Dukes were led by Cowgill (2-3,

2 RBI) with a two-run double in the

sixth inning.

In the opener, freshman Tyler

Childress/Montclair (Forest Park)

was 2-4 to lead Longwood as the

Lancers had just five hits in the

game. Junior Chris Balus/Newport

News (Denbigji) (1-3), along with

Ames (1-2) and freshman Zach

Zigrang/Virginia Beach

(Kcmpsvillc) (1-3), each collected a

hit

Senior Evan Weinstein/Toronto,

Canada (W.L. MacKcnzie) (0-1) took

the pitching loss with the first 3.1

innings, allowing eig^t hits and seven

earned runs with one strikeout JMU
was led by CowgiU (3-4, 2 RBI) who

hit a solo home run in the second

iiming.

Season Statistics

Through the season-opening

three games. Medley leads

Longwood with his .375 batting aver-

age, one home run, and three RBI.

He is followed by Gillis (.333, 1-

2B), Mooney (.300, 1-2B, RBI),

Ames (.300), Childress (.300),

Yarbrough (.273, 2-2B), Balus (.250),

McCraw (.250, RBI), freshman

Hunter Williams/Richmond (Varina)

(.250), and Zigrang (.111). Oji the

mound, Moore (0-1) has a 0.00 ERA

though 5.0 irmings with three strike-

outs.

He is followed by freshman Brian

McCullough/Virginia Beach (Princess

Anne) (0-0, 3.00 ERA, 3.0 IP, IK),

sophomore Mike Brown/Courtiand

(Southampton) (0-0, 3.38 ERA, 2.2 IP,

2K), junior Darin Knicely/Elkton

(Spotswood) (0-0, 10.12 ERA, 2.2 IP,

5K), Hincs (0-1, 13.50 ERA, 4.0 IP,

4K), and Weinstcin (0-1, 13.50 ERA,

3.1 IP, \K). The Lancers are hitting

.232 with one home nm and five RBI,

while posting a team ERA of 7.04

through 23.0 innings with 16 strike-

outs.

Following the weekend series wiA

Bryant, Longwood wiU remain home

at Lancer Stadium to host the

University of Pittsbur^-Johnstown

Pivision II) Feb. 28-29.

Selected Longwood University

home baseball games will be broad-

cast by the student-operated campus

radio station WMLU-FM (91.3) - a

complete schedule is not available at

this time.

Mullisan's Sports Qrillc
OpM 1IM mjHu 7 dayg a nvtdi ^S-87SI)

Live €nt€itainm€iit Fri. and Sat. nights

folvitfof - fobt DittMii oftd GoM# fhow H^fo

Fat Tuesday - MardI Gras Party - Live Jazz

Band at 6pm ^Southslde Jazz Quartet" and

Longwood Senior Night - Bring Your Mugsl

- Free delivery on and around campus

until 12 a.m.

- Karaoke Night every Sunday 8- close 02 drinks all night

- Ladies Night every Thursday night (no cover fee)

- Free Ping-Pong Tables

- S-Ball Tournament - Mondays
- 9-Ball Tournament - Wednesdays

HOOTENANNY - SUNDAY. MAKCH 28

10 BANDS FOR 10 BUCKS

• nm €0¥tR fumy atMJinmrkkht
with this coupon (expires 3-7-04)

Longwocxl SoltlDall Wins Recent

Games, But Continues to Struggle
Sports Information

Longwood University won its

only game played last week,

defeating Mount Olive 14-4, Feb.

1 5 in North Carolina. The night-

cap of the doubleheader was

called during the second inning

due to the inclement weather.

The Lancers are now 2-5 on the

season and will return to action

Saturday, Feb. 21, as they travel

back to North Carolina to take

on Wingate - the doubleheader is

set to being at 1 p.m.

At Mount Olive, The Lancers

recorded a season-best 20 hits off

of the Trojan pitching staff en

route to their convincing road

win.

Longwood posted runs in six

of the seven innings played,

including four in the top of the

fourth to secure its second victo-

ry of the season.

Junior Jen Steele/Manassas

Park (Manassas Park) paced the

Lancers with her 3-for-5 per-

formance at the plate, including

her second homer of the season

- a two-run shot to drive in soph-

omore Shamana

Washington/Orange (Orange

Co.). Steele finished the contest

with a single, a double, and a

homer- just missing the cycle -

along with five RBIs. Washington

also went 3-for-5 with two dou-

bles and an RBI, while sopho-

more Mallory Gordon/Powhatan

(Powhatan Co.) registered three

hits of her own in five appear-

ances at the plate, including two

runs scored.

Steele (2-3) earned the win on

the mound, throwing her third

complete-game (7.0 IP) of the

season with six strikeouts. She

limited Mount Olive to just five

hits on the afternoon, while

allowing one walk.

Through seven games, Gordon

continues to pace the Lancers

with her .478 batting average, get-

ting a team-best 11 hits in 23

appearances at the plate. She has

also posted three runs, a double,

and a triple, along with four RBIs.

Following the Wingate contest,

Longwood wiH remain on the

road in North Carolina as they

take on Barton College Feb. 22.
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Women s Basketball Continues Winning Streak
Sports Information

Longwood extended its winning

streak to four-straight last week,

defeating Virginia Union 83-67,

Feb. 12 in Lancer Hall and Saint

Paul's 75-53, Feb. 10 in

Lawrenceville. The Lancers are

now 15-8 on the season and will

remain idle this week. Head

Coach Shirley Duncan's squad

will return to action Feb. 25 as

they host Southern Virginia at 7

p.m. in Lancer Hall. The final

home game of the season

will be broadcast and avail-

able worldwide on the

Internet at longwood-

lancers.com via TEAM-
LINE and TRZ Sports

Services.

Against Virginia Union

(19-5), senior Erica

Marcum/Charleston,
W.Va. (George

Washington) scored a

career-high 23 points, net-

ting seven of nine field

goals - all from three-point

territory - to help the host

squad avenge its earlier 83-

67 loss to the Panthers on

Jan. 15 in Richmond.

Longwood jumped out to

an early 17-10 lead at the

12:58 mark, sparked by

three buckets in two min-

utes from sophomore

Amber Mason/Virginia

Beach (Princess Anne).

The Lancers extended their

margin to 10 points,

stretching the score to 24-14

with just under nine minutes to

play as Longwood netted seven

unanswered points capped off

by a trey from sophomore

Ashley Mason/Virginia Beach

(Princess Anne). Longwood

continued to control the half,

getting its largest lead (35-24) of

the stanza with 3:25 left to play

before Virginia Union cut the

advanta^ to 36-33 at the break

after going on its own 9-1 run.

The two teams remained close

throu^ the opening minutes of

the second period and the visit-

ing Panthers got within four

points (55-51) of the host squad

before Marcum nailed two of

her seven treys and hit a free

throw to give Longwood the

decisive 64-51 advantage. The

Lancers never looked back and

continued to outscore Vii^;inia

Union, maintaining their double-

digit lead down the stretch.

In addition to Marcum's

game-high and career-best night

of 23 points on 7-for-9 shoot-

ing, she also contributed six

assists and a steal in 33.10 min-

utes of play. Junior Marita

Meldere/Rujiena, Latvia

(Lynchburg Christian) aided the

scoring effort, adding her 14th

double-double on the season -

her fifth-straight - of 10 points

and 14 boards, while junior

transfer Catherine

Dunn/Aberdeen, N.J. (St. John

of the first half, leading through-

out the stanza until Meldere hit a

field goal with 1:31 remaining to

give the Lancers their first lead of

the game (22-21). After entering

the intermission with a 26-21

advantage, Longwood opened the

second stanza right where it left

off Freshman Rebecca

Charles/South Charleston, W.Va.

(South Charleston) gave the

Lancers a needed spark off the

bench, scoring 10 points on 5-for-

and six, respectively. Longwood

shot 44.9 percent (31-69) from

the field, including 28.6 percent

(4-14) beyond the arc and 67.7

percent (21-31) at the stripe.

Quisannah Noel led the host

school with her team-best 15

points, five assists, and five

boards. Azizi O'Bryant added 1

1

points, while LaQuanda Rouse

contributed 10 points for the

Tigers. Saint Paul's shot 31.7 per-

cent (19-60) from the floor,

Vianney) got 13 points, seven

rebounds, and dished out four

assists. Amber Mason also had

a double-digit night, scoring 11

points, while getting five steals

and passing out four assists.

Longwood shot 39.1 percent

(25-64) from the field, including

47.8 percent (11-23) from

beyond the arc, and 68.8 percent

(11-16) at the stripe. Virginia

Union center Danielle Hoggard

paced the Panthers with her

team-best 20 points and eight

boards, while leading scorer Pria

Stellmacher registered 13 points

on the nig^t with 11 of the

team's 28 turnovers. Shaaron

Atkins also chipped in 10 points

for the visiting team. VUU shot

45.8 percent (27-59) from the

floor and 62.5 percent (5-8) at

the line, while remaining score-

less (O-for-7) fix)m beyond the

arc.

At Saint Paul's, the host

school controlled the majority

6 shooting, and allowed the visit-

ing team to take the lead for good.

Head Coach Shirley Duncan's

squad never looked back, outscor-

ing the Tigers 49-32 in the second

half for the team's third-straight

win.

Meldere paced the balanced

Lancer offense that registered

four players in double-figures with

her 13th double-double of the

season on 17 points and 17

boards. She shot 50 percent from

the floor, while adding two blocks

and two steals. Ashley Mason

contributed 15 points on 7-for-ll

shooting, along seven rebounds

and four assists. Senior Ebony

Smith/Palmyra (Fluvanna

County) had her own double-fig-

ure night widi 11 points, while

adding eight rebounds and an

assist. Sophomore tandem Amber

Mason and Jessica

Wilkerson/Roanoke (Northside)

combined for 14 of the team's 26

assists, getting a career-high ei^t

including 25.9 percent (7-27)

from three-point territory and

72.7 percent (8-11) at the" foul

line.

Through 23 games, Meldere

continues to lead Longwood with

her double-double average of

17.3 points and 12.4 rebounds.

She is also averaging a team-best

31.5 minutes, 2.5 steals and 0.7

blocks a contest, while shooting

44.8 percent from the floor and

69.5 percent at the foul line.

Meldere has paced the team 19

times this season in rebounding,

while posting a team-best points

16 times. She ranks third nation-

ally in rebounding this week.

Amber Mason follows with her

season averages of 8.4 points and

5.0 rebounds, shooting 37.2 per-

cent (61-164) from the field and

72.7 percent (56-77) at the line.

She also gets a team-best 2.8

steals a game. Dunn averages 7.1

points on 40.6 percent (65-160)

shooting, including six treys on

the season and grabs 5.2 boards

a game, while Smith contributes

7.0 points and 6.0 rebounds per

contest, while shooting 33.9 per-

cent (59-174) from the floor.

Marcum adds 6.5 points shoot-

ing 36.1 percent (48-133) from

the floior and dishes out 2.3

assists, while Wilkerson averages

5.0 points and passes out a team-

high 2.7 assists per game, while

shooting 27.4 percent (31-113)

from the floor and 66.7 percent

(32-48) at the line foul line.

Ashley Mason, who missed

the first seven games of the

season due to an injury, is

providing a much-needed

offense threat off the bench.

In 16 games, she is averaging

10.6 points and 4.8 rebounds

a game. Mason is also shoot-

ing a team-best 60.0 percent

(66-110) from the floor, a

team-high 47.8 percent (11-

23) from beyond the arc, and

65.0 percent (26-40) at the

stripe.

Others include sophomore

A s h 1 e i g h

Hollman/Centreville
(Westfield) (5.3 points, 1.6

assists, 32.7% FG, 38.4%

3FG (28-73), 75% FT, 20

games); freshman Abbey

Freese/West Liberty, Ohio

(West Liberty-Salem) (3.1

points, 1.8 assists, 28.6% FG,

66.7% FT, 22 games) and

Charles (2.9 points, 2.3

rebounds, 45.2% FG, 43.5%

FT).

The Lancers average 68.2

points a contest, while shooting

39.3 percent (579-1473) from

the field, including 29.4 percent

(104-354) on three-pointers, and

67.0 percent (307-458) at die

line. During its current win

streak, Longwood is posting

78.0 points a game, outscoring

the competition by an average

margin of 22.3 points an outii^.

Following the Southern

Virginia contest, Longwood

travel to Spartanburg, North

Carolina to participate in the

Converse (S.C.) Tournament At

the event, the Lancers will take

on the host school, Feb 27 at 8

p.m., followed by a match-up

between either North Greenville

or Pittsburgh-Johnstown on

Feb. 28 with either 2 or 4 p.m.

tip-off Long>K^xxl faced Pitt-

Johnstown earlier this season at

the 12th Annual C&L/Lancer

Classic losing 73-59.
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Ease ol Accessibility for Students Witk Disabilities Questioned
Shawn Garrett

Nem Editor

Longwood University Freshman

Eric Hutson had an interesting

experience during the December

1st Hamden-Sydney-Longwood

basketball game. Several mem-

bers of the Alpha Chi Rho fra-

ternity lifted Eric from his

wheelchair and carried him from

the Lancer Gym floor to a high-

er seat in the bleachers.

While many onlookers may

have misunderstood the act as

either malicious or meant as a

hazing, its true intent was one of

assistance and caring.

Certain athletic ambassadors

present at the game deemed

Eric's position an obstruction to

both the view of the game's

able-bodied attendees and per-

sons attempting to walk in front

of the bleachers.

The incident is being pointed

to by many in the Longwood

community as an exaniple of

Longwood's faltering commitr

ment to full access for its dis-

abled students.

"This is wonderful fraternity,"

says Susan Rood, longwood's

ADA Compliant Officer and

Director of Disability' Services.

"Just a great group of guys."

The group's act, Ms. Rood

says, highlights the recent trou-

bles facing Longwood's growing

number of students with disabil-

ities.

"We currently have five stu-

dents who use wheelchairs to

get around campus," says Rood,

"the third highest percent of all

colleges and universities in

Virginia, which is phenomenal

considering Longwood's hilly

landscape."

Although the university far

exceeds state standards of com-

pliance with the 1 990 Americans

with Disabilities Act (Longwood

is 99% compliant, a difficult

achievement considering the

university's age and size) it falls

short of complete compliance

with federal standards.

Eric's experience needn't have

occurred at all, claims Ms. Rood.

"The solution is three wheel-

chair cut-outs that could be

placed in the first row of the

bleachers." Plans for the cut-

outs have been in place for some

time sources familiar with the

issue have said, but so far

Campus Facilities has not acted

on the proposed improvements.

Swift action, however, has

been taken by Campus Police in

response to a recent piece in the

Rotunda concerning Aramark

and construction vehicles using

wheelchair ramps for the

offloading and on-loading of

materials. Chief Lowe has

cracked down on the issue, reit-

erating that the illegal blocking of

such ramps would not be tolerat-

ed.

Though action is being taken,

Ms. Rood points to the difficulty

disabled students have getting

into Her Gym and Eric Hutson's

experience as clear signs that

there is room for improvement.

Access to certain facilities where

physical therapy is conducted is

crucial to students with disabili-

ties, whose flexibility and range

of motion depends on regular

specific exercises. -

The new Student Fitness

Center-currendy in the planning

stages-will be "completely acces-

sible to all Longwood students"

says Rood, "ancf plans are in the

works for upgrades all around

campus so that the university

will be completely handicapped-

accessible by next year" but

action needs to be taken to help

disabled students now.

Certain issues involving lack

of student awareness has also

become more evident in recent

months.

"There needs to be a move-

ment towards better sidewalk

etiquette" says Rood. "As

Longwood moves from a uni-

versity^ regulated by traffic pat-

terns to a more pedestrian cam-

pus, able-bodied students need

to remember that they can move

off of sidewalks to let a another

student pass—disabled students

cannot."

Although Longwood ranks

high among institutions with

regards to student access to

facilities, there is still much yet

to be done.

Longwood Becomes Affiliate of Prince Edward Rescue Squad
Rachel Harper

Guest Writer

Longwood Emergency Medical

Services are not finished; the

EMS First Responders are merely

in a transition phase.

In its original form,

Longwood First Responders was

a student led, student run EMS
team. It was made up of certified

Emergency Medical Technicians,

as well as those who knew basic

CPR and First Aid.

Since First Responders started,

it has grown and led many

Longwood students towards avid

interests in the EMS field. It

introduces students to the possi-

bilities of Emergency Medical

Services as a career, not only as an

EMT but also as a nurse or para-

medic.

For many, the most important

part about getting involved in

EMS is taking your time to vol-

unteer in your community.

Over half of Prince Edward

Volunteer Rescue Squad's mem-

bership is drawn from local col-

lege students, from both

Longwood University and

Hampden-Sydney College. The

Rescue Squad gets its share of

calls from all over the county,

including Prospect, Pamplin,

Rice, Meherrin, Hampden-

Sydney and surrounding counties

as well as calls on Longwood's

campus.

Previously, Longwood First

Responders would get toned out

to emergency calls on

Longwood's campus. They

would arrive on a scene and

assess the patient's vitals along

with starting pre-hospital treat-

ment while they waited for the

ambulance.

This helped PEVRS on busy

nights, while also giving them

more information about the call.

Soon Longwood First Responders

will be active again, but this time

they will be known as the

Longwood Affiliate of Prince

Edward Volunteer Rescue Squad.

The name change reflects the

new cooperative program set up

between the school and the rescue

squad. One of the PEVRS ambu-

lances is going to be adorned with

the Longwood University symbol.

Once the parking garage is

complete, the ambulance will be

stationed in its own parking spot.

It will be staffed by PEVRS mem-

bers who are Longwood

University students and staff, as

well as other PEVRS members as

needed.

An ambulance grew consists

of a driver and an Emergency

Medical Technician (EMT).

Drivers are required to take an

Emergency Vehicle Operations

Class. This class is a weekend

long: one day of in-class learning

as well as a written test.

The second day is driver train-

ing on a course made up of

orange cones. Once a student

passes the class, they are certified

to drive an ambulance. In order

to become an EMT, a patient

provider, students must take a

semester long class and then pass

a state-required test.

Members are trained to handle

any situation they might face in

the field, so they can be prepared

as best possible for whatever they

might encounter.

As a Squad member, students

can get a wide variety of calls on

any given night, or nothing at all.

They may have to take a diabetic

tot the hospital, splint an injury,

control bleeding, care for burns,

deal with drunks, crazies, and

those that go to the hospital once

a week.

There are the interesting calls;

car versus pedestrian, cardiac

arrest, and car entrapment when

PEVRS uses Rescue 1, their crash

truck.

Then there are the not so enter-

taining calls; the ninety-year-old

lady with difficulty breathing or a

drunken college student that

needs more water and less alcohol.

Either way, EMTs are helping the

community, taking the sick and

wounded to get the help they

need. See EMT p.4
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So here it is.

My twenty-

first birthday.

Who the heU

knew?

I'm just as

impressed as

you are. Ready for a good night? I

am. Let's play!

You want to know the best

present I've gotten so far? You
probably don't but I'm going to

tell you anyway. My best friend

got the two of us row F seats to

Susan Werner's concert in April.

That's right. If you could see me
now, writing this, you'd see me on

the floor. It's that exciting.

And I would go from there,

but I have something serious to

talk to you about. (Ugh, in my
excitement, I can't think of a way

to rewrite that last sentence so it

doesn't end on a preposition.)

This coming Monday, March 1

is National Self-Injury

Awareness Day (NSIAD).

NSIAD was started by Deb

Martinson just a few years ago

(though I can't find the exact

date on her webpage - selfin-

jury.org). Deb is one of the

most amazing women I've ever

talked to, and she is quite the

authority in the realm of us cra-

zies. I've seen her name pop up

in coundess articles and books.

One of her great accomplish-

ments is starting and running

Bodies Under Siege (BUS), an e-

mail support group, which is

named after the book by

Armando Favazza. This list is

how I first found out about

NSIAD.

For the past two years, I've

handed out pamphlets with

information compiled from

Deb's webpage and ribbons that

I force my friends to make with

me (though noone can determine

the cause's actual colors, I go with

the popular purple and sky blue).

So in addition to handing these

things out, which most people will

probably throw away or ignore, I

will take my space this week to tell

you a littie bit about self-injury.

The affliction (mosdy cutting)

has been appearing in pop culture

for the past several years. It is not

uncommon to see a character in a

TV show, movie, or book (most of

which are geared toward teens or

college students) who engages in

self-injury. Some may remember

scenes in 28 Days, Girl, Interrupted,

Thirteen, or my favorite Canadian

melodrama, Degrassi: The Next

Generation.

Self-injury is any act in which

harm is used to change a mood

state. The most common ways of

doing this are cutting, burning, and

head banging.

More importandy, though, is

what self-injury is not. If the main

goal of the injuring is sexual pleas-

ure, body decoration, spiritual

enlightenment via ritual, or fitting

in or being cool, then it is not self-

injury. While these things do cause

harm, the reasons behind them are

not the same.

Most estimates concerning the

demographics of self-injury put

the number using this coping

mechanism at 1000 per 100,000,

which is about 1% of the popula-

tion of the United States.

Generally, the person is female,

around our age, and has been

engaging in self-injury since she

was in high school. Mosdy, these

women are upper-middle -class,

intelligent, well-educated, and they

also generally come from abusive

families.

Something else that is of

utmost importance is to know that

people who are self-injuring are

not looking to die. On the con-

trary, they are looking for a way

to Uve.

For friends and families or

self-injurers. Deb suggests that

they don't take it personally. Most

of these people are not out to

hurt others. Also, read up on the

issue (my personal recommenda-

tion is A Bright Red Scream by

Marilee Strong). Don't forget to

take time for yourself, and never,

ever give an ultimatum. They just

don't work.

Thank you for your rime and

seriousness. You know how
much it means to me. Next week,

more Susan Werner. Mmm.

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief
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Dear Editor,

This is in response to the

February 5, 2004 "Lazy RAs Make

Life Difficult for Residents" article

submitted by Tanner Keith who is

an opinion editor.

I am a third year Resident

Assistant in the Colonnades.

I was a freshman resident of

South Ruffner before I became an

RA devoted to the Colonnades.

I beUeve I work with some of

the best people on this campus.

My staff is awesome, my boss is

awesome and my residents are,

indeed, awesome.

If it weren't for the combination

of the diree, I would probably

have more "me" time like I'm sure

you probably have.

I originally had not picked up a

Rotunda until one of my staff

members questioned if I had seen

"die article."

As soon as I read the tide of the

article, I began to take offense to

his misinformed rants.

In his article he spoke about

how the "fire doors" located in

between the hallway has a magnet-

ic lock that will release the doors

when the alarm sounds.

A fire door is a door that can

hold off a fire from spreading into

an opposing room or staircase

after a matter of minutes.

A few of the doors in the

Colonnades can hold off a fire

firom spreading for about 20 min-

utes before spreading onward.

These doors have magnetic

latches not for the convenience of

the RAs but rather for the safety

of the buildings' residents.

Just imagine if you or another

resident were physically attacked,

having a seizure, dying from alco-

hol poisoning, or involved in any

number of other emergencies.

You would be in need of seri-

ous assistance behind one of these

doors and somebody/anybody

walking by could not see you to

help you simply because another

resident decided to disengage one

of these locks.

The part of the article that was

incorrect was the fact that RAs

aren't doing their jobs and are just

peeking down a hallway through

windows located on the doors in

the staircase.

RAs don't "look down the halls

rather than actually walk all the

way through them."

Our staffs, along with other

staffs, have devoted many hours to

walking each floor, including the

basements of Tabb and French in

order to secure your safety and

protection';

We are the ones who are up at

all hours of the night.

We check to make sure there

are no random strangers walking

through the building.

We make sure that no one is in

need of help or in danger for

whatever reason.

As far as the tide of the article,

it is simply insulting to die RAs

and to RCL (Residential and

Commuter Life).

It also angers me every time I

hear a resident say that RAs are

out to get diem.

Contrary to the beliefs of

those who are ignorant of what

we do and why we do it, RAs

have a life beyond writing people

up.

If more people followed the

rules then there would be less

issues for RAs and less cases

going to Honor & Judicial Board.

We don't look for problems,

obvious problems find us.

My response to you, Tanner

Keith is that if you have a con-

cern that your RA is not "doing

dieir job" and you feel you can do

a better job, then apply

RCL is always looking for

more candidates to help with

Longwood's growing leadership.

Don't judge my staff until you

have walked in our shoes.

Finally, don't try to quote peo-

ple and policies until you are sure

that you really understand what

they are saying.

It simply ensures that you look

ignorant to those that have taken

the time to fiilly understand.

-Aja M. Brooks, R.A.

MMM
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The Follomng letter is in because it was a generalized state- me feel "safe" or "protected"

response to the letter to the editor ment; if I said that some RAs are (sorry Steve-o). I must also argue

Dear Aja, lazy, then as an RA, you take that you are not up all hours of the

I feel as though I must thank offense. I must tell you, Aja, being night, rather 2 o'clock. I also do

you for replying to my article part of a group identifies you with not think that you are keeping ran-

however late it seems to be that group^ If you are an RA, and dom strangers from entering the

(three weeks). After thanking one or ten RAs out of sixty or sev- buildings. The ease of "tailing"

you, though, I must express my enty RAs are identified as lazy, someone into a building is amaz-

doubt in any further gratitude then it is possible you could be ing. I have seen a guest unknown

towards you short of sarcasm. labeled as such, even if you are to the RAs at least fifty times in my

The first thing you address in not. That is what being a part of building, and I have never seen a

your letter to the editor is a short a group is: accepting both the RA ask someone to produce iden-

description of yourself, your good and bad. tification.

time spent as an RA, and how Even with that said, I am truly Once again, you comment on

"awesome" the people are sorry you took offense to my the tide of the article, and you

around you. By my knowledge, a "misinformed rants." I must being incredibly offended by it. 1

resident is any student that admit, I was randng, but I must am sure this will come as a surprise

resides in the same building as also regret to inform you, Aja, 1 to you considering you believe that

any given RA; therefore, I am was not misinformed. Even after I am awesome, but I did not con-

one of your residents; therefore, apparendy reading my ardcie, you ceive the ride of my arride, and I

you believe I am awesome, do not understand the points I am not even sure who did.

Thank you once again. It seems was trying to make or the doors 1 Taking a break from blindly crit-

as though you are demanding was explaining, which seems odd, icizing me, you say, "Contrary to

respect simply based on the fact considering you live in the same the beliefs of those who are igno-

that you are an RA, and sympa- building and see the same "fire rant of what we do and why we do

thy because you do not get as doors," the ones with windows, it, RAs have a life beyond wriring

much "me" time as I do. First the ones that stay closed on every people up," which conflicts with

off, you do not have any idea floor but the first (even after per- your self-proclaimed lack of "me"

what my schedule is; your state- mission from the REC to leave it time.

ment is based on assumptions, closed) for some mysterious rea- You also write that, "you don't

Secondly, you knew far before- son. . go looking for problems; obvious

hand that filling the position of I also never stated that the pur- problems find you." I seriously

an RA would cut back on your pose of the magnetic latches (not doubt that every student that has

"me" time, as you call it. locks) was for the convenience of been written up for alcohol

However glad I was to hear the RAs. 1 also never gave any knocked on their RA's door and

that you read my article, I was quarrel to the double fire doors in proclaimed that they were drunk. 1

disappointed by the fact that you the center of the hall, because they do believe that RAs go on sound

were not going to pick a paper appeared to be actual fire doors, and smell to find trouble, as it is

up had it not been for my article. The single door with a window is their job.

The staffers here at The Rotunda in fact a fire door (perhaps not as My response to you, Aja M.

also sacrifice their time to pro- strong because of its age and the Brooks, is that you are being hypo-

duce a qualit)' paper every week, window). You write* that an incor- critical in judging my article with-

and obviously we do not have rect section of the article was the out being on the newspaper staff

your gratitude for our hard work, fact that RAs on duty aren't always yourself I felt as though I could

Then you go on to state that doing their jobs by walking down make The Rotunda better, and I

that you immediately took every hall. I did not write that you believed I have done so. I got you

offense to the article after you did not fulfill your duties to the to read it, didn't I?

read the tide. To my knowledge, entirety, rather that it was a reason Finally, do not tell me that I am

the tide of the article was, "Lazy for keeping the double doors misquoting people and policies

RAs Make Life Difficult for open, so that not only RAs, but when it is you who does not under-

Residents" not, "Aja M. Brooks anyone, can see down the entire stand. I re-checked my source, and

is a Lazy RA." I did not in any hall, for any reason. I understand the situation perfect-

way write anything that was I would think that occasionally ly-

directed at you specifically You an RA would glance down a hall What you have done by writing

taking offense to the tide is like instead of walking, and I have no this letter is ensure that you look

judging a book by its cover, a problem with that whatsoever. ignorant to me because it is obvi-

ship by its hull, or any other I also would like to argue ous I have taken more time to

number of metaphors based on against RAs providing me with understand this already dead argu-

looking at the outer visual, rather "safety and protection". I believe ment.

than the more important con- that my RA is responsible and Sincerly,

tent. Perhaps you took offense respectable, but he does not make Tanner S. Keith
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props and drops
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+ To campus police for cracking down on vehicles

parked on handicapped ramps.

+ To Susan Werner for being the sexiest woman on

the face of this planet...in Amy's head.

+ To 21!!!

+ To Terry cloth underwear.

+ To Jay for stepping up and making us proud.

Dmpsi
- To Professors talking smack about students to

other students.

- To over priced items in the Student Union.

- To construction at eight in the morning.

- To four hours of sleep, when we need ten.

- To the weather being cold again.

Speak Oil i

Wkat is tke stupidest tking i^ou

kave ever clone over Spring Break?

Well, It includes a

donkey...

-James Wanlgren

I

tripped over a Mexican
in tancun and broke
my ankle... sober.

-Karen Hasinger

I was told that we threw
picnic tables off the

roof of our beach house
-TS Good

I

Ask us in a few weeks
when we get back from

Paradise Island.

-Amy Tardy and
Sara Bassett
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Longwood To Host 5tk District Candidates Forum
Compited From Varioks Sourtes

Democratic challenger Al Weed

and incumbent Republican Virgil

Goode will appear at candidate's

forum at Longwood University.

The event will begin at 10:45am

on Tuesday, March 2, in Wygal

Auditorium, and is anticipated to

end at noon. It is sponsored by

the Department of Political

Science, and Asst. Prof Scott

Cole will moderate. The theme

for the event is, "Where Should

America Head in the Future?"

According to a press release

sent to the Rotunda from the

Weed campaign Al Weed, 61, is a

Nelson County farm-winery

owner. He recendy retired after

42 years of military service,

reserve and active duty, including

a tour as a combat medic in Viet

Nam. Weed put himself through

Yale, and earned a graduate

degree from Princeton

University's Woodrow Wilson

School of Public and

International Affairs, majoring

in Economic Development and

Political Modernization.

According to Congressman

Goode's webpage, Virgil H.

Goode, Jr. is a life-long resident

of Franklin County.

Congressman Goode com-

pleted his undergraduate studies

in 1969, attaining a B.A. from the

University of Richmond. While

at Richmond, he was named to

both Phi Beta Kappa and

Omicron Delta Kappa.

Following his graduation from

Richmond, Congressman

Goode attended the University

of Virginia School of Law,

where he received a J.D. in 1973.

During that time, he was selected

for the Virginia Law Review. In

1973, at age 27, Congressman

Goode was elected to the

Virginia Senate. He served as the

20th District Senator in the

Virginia General Assembly until

1996. In November of that year,

he was elected to the U.S. House

of Representatives as the

Congressman from the Fifth

District of Virginia. He was

sworn in to the 105th Congress

on January 7th, 1997.

Congressman Goode now
splits his time between serving in

Washington and being in the

Fifth District. In the Congress,

he serves on the Appropriations

Committee and the

Subcommittees of VA/HUD,
Agriculture, and Military

Construction.

After lengthy opening remarks,

audience members will be select-

ed at random by the moderator,

to ask questions of either or both

candidates. Five minutes will be

given to each candidate for clos-

ing remarks.

Admission is free and the pub-

lic is invited. Attendees from out-

side the Longwood community

are cautioned that parking on

EMT cont'd p.l

The best calls arc "the calls

that you feel like you made a dif-

ference." (Mike Speidel, EMT,

PEVRS).

"When someone calls 911

they are asking you to be a part

of their emergency ... it can be

a very humbling experience."

Many people have gotten into

the Emergency Medical field

and do not want to leave it

They make it their careers.

You can tell when someone

loves their job, 'I aknost feel bad

about making money off this

job'.

That's how many feel, some

do it for the rush, some do it for

the money and for others it's just

plain addicting.

A number of students diat

are a |>art of die Rescue Squad

have been accused of "majoring

in Rescue Squad", that's how
dedicated a great deal of us have

become in such a short time.

The Emergency Medical

Services field is a way of life for

some, for others it is a hobby

you volunteer for once a week.

Volunteering is not only a

great learning experience but

also a very important asset to

the commxmit)^

By being a part of Longwood

Affiliate of Prince Edward

Volunteer Rescue Squad, you are

contributing to ilie Longwood

community.

If you are interested in

becoming part of this organiza-

tion, please drop a note in LU
Box 2936 and we can get you the

necessary information.

campus is extremely limited.

More information about Weed is

available on his campaign web-

site, at AlWeed2004.com. More

information about Goode is avail-

able at his House of

Representatives web page,

house.gov/goode.

Study Tour to Spain
May 17 - June 1

Discover Spain while trekking (and riding) along the Camino
de Santiago, the medieval pilgrimage route. Study tour fea-

tures courses, accommodations in 3-star hotels, visits to

important historic and artistic monuments, and a chance to

become immersed in Spanish culture.

Satisfies Goal 9 or 10

Courses (Choose One~3 credits)

Spanish 201 OR 202: Intermediate Spanish with focus on Spanish

Art and History

Spanish 495: Spanish Medieval Art and Culture.

Prereq. Span 202

Website: http://www.longwood.edu/staff/lgoetz/camino

Application and Deposit Deadline: March 1, 2004

Contact Information

Dr. Lily Anne Goetz Professor Laura Sanchez
lgoetz@longwood.edu lsanchez@longwood.edu

(434) 395-2158 (434) 395-2995

I •ILabels Are for Things, Not People.
Mental Health Awareness Week.

April 12-16, 2004

Interested in sharing your experience with a mental illness?

Be a member of a panel of students that serve to inform and edu-

cate our peers on mental health issues,

(panel to take place on Tuesday, April 13, 2004)

For more infonnation, contact: Jenn Colvin jlcolvin@longwood.edu

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapuico, Bahamas and
Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. Call for

group discounts. Information/Reservations

1-800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com.
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The creator of the Chocolate

fantasy, the ^y ^ime Tart, and

the pose's %ake invites you to

^barleys Waterfront %afe, cele-

brating its tentb year in ^armville.

6top by today to try 5(nne's latest

desserts, changing daily! Start a

new tradition by purchasing a

graduation cake to celebrate your

big day. ?lll cakes and desserts

are made to order with a lot of

love. Do something special for

your Valentine; make your dinner

reservations today!
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acu orum BigSiiccess
Dr. Jordan ^ives talk on Jordanian, Syrian Liie and Culture

Chrissy Gray

Staff Writer

Last Thursday at 3:30p.m. twen-

ty-five Longwood students and

staff piled into a lounge in ARC
to listen to Dr. James Jordan

speak for the first ever Faculty

Forum.

Dave Levy, REC for ARC and

Stubbs, secured a grant from the

American Democrat Project to

have several Faculty Forums on

campus. Dr. Jordan's speech was

where he received a Bachelor's

degree in Economics.

Following college, he enrolled

in the U. S. Army Medical Corps

as a lieutenant, and began his

asked Dr.

Jordan to

join his

students

n

teaching career. After three years, Jordan,

was given a federal grant by the S i x

Army to attend graduate school, months
Dr. Jordan attended the later, Dr.

University of Connecticut, where Jordan
he received a Master's degree in traveled

Sociology, followed by another to Jordan

Master's degree in Anthropology, t o

Deciding he wanted a Ph.D., Dr. a c c om -

entided, "A Longwood Lad in Jordan went to the University of pany his

the Arab Desert." Dr. Jordan said Georgia and earned a PhD in students.

Anthropology.

Dr. Jordan spoke about com-

ing to Longwood in 1978, where

he choose the topic because

because of its clear relevance to

the world today

Dr. Jordan began the Faculty

Forum by going into some of his

background as an

Anthropologist. "I was born in a

small town in Western

Pennsylvania," he said.

D r .

Jordan
exhibited

many

D r . Dr. Jordan concluded with a

Jordan discussion of the urban center of

spoke Damascus, and even brought in

about some Syrian currenc)' for the

the vast audience to look at. According to

desert in Dr. Jordan, present-day

Syria and Damascus is a thriving "modern

Jordan, city with a symphony orchestra

and the and various businesses." Dr.

imp or- Jordan claims that Damascus is

tance of one of the "oldest human cen-

animals ters" on earth,

there, the When asked if he would ever

most do another Faculty Forum, Dr.

impor- Jordan was extremely said he

t a n t would, but said that he would do

being a different topic, such as the role

sheep of slavery in Virginia in the

1700's from an archeology per-

spective. As the most recent

addition to Longwood's already

exemplary roster of academic

and
goats.

Elabroating, Dr. Jordan spoke of Jordan's students doing archeolo-

his time at Indiana State College, gy in the Kingdom of Jordan,

located in Indiana, Pennsylvania, Former President Greenwood

he taught Anthropology and did

archeology around the Farmville slides for the his audience to look Dr. Jordan said he was "scared to

region. In 1985, the then at. He spoke of the extreme lack death" when trying to ride a

President of Longwood, of water in the area, which results camel and a horse in Syria and lectures, more Faculty Forums

President Janet Greenwood, in very littie vegetation and other Jordan, but seemed to be fine are schedule throughout the

inquired about some of Dr. odd-ball facts, including that with riding a donkey. Spring 2004 semester.

every tree in

Syria has its

own name.

Residential lifeguard staff needed

at a summer camp

Located in Wakefield, Va.

Employment runs Memorial Day-late August.

Current Lifeguard and Professional Rescuer CPR

certifications required.

For information

contact the Airfield 4-H Center

at 757-899-4901.

c ture ^rie L^lc

of an Absolute Tan

upLui^e OlAJ

ULTRA DARK AIRBRUSH TANNER
Revolutionary Personal Sunless Tanning System*

Exceptional Even Color Instantly

Golden Self Bronzer

D39.95

Absolute Tan

Southgate Shopping Center

392-9676

Farmville's Exclusive Tanning Salon

*Wtfc apply first appHcation

mmmmmHammi^mi^
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Bake Sale by V-

Day/The Vagina

Monolouges

Wynne main

entrance

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Listen for "The

Caffeine Diary"

1-3 p.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

S.A.F.E. Meetings at

4:30 in the Student

Union

Listen to "Alterna-

Head" tunes

10-12 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Calendar February 27 - March 4, 2004

SAFER Campus

workshop

ABC rooms

12-5 p.m.

Listen for "The

6oldenfish Show'

10-12 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

v)^yT3
Come edit pages for

The Rotunda in your

copious free time!

Tune in to "Midnight in

the Garden of Good

and Evil"

12-2 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

V*OQ29
SAFER Campus

workshop

Commuter Lounge

12-5 p.m.

WMLU Meeting

9:00 p.m.

Miner 2nd floor

Auditorium

VA
1

4

Want to join The

Rotunda staff?

9:15 p.m. in the

bottom of the

Student UnionI

Listen to "Pimp

Juice"

11-12 a.m.

WA*LU91.3 fm

Unity Alliance

8:00 p.m., Java Hut

Have something (anything!) for the calendar?

E-mail us at rotunda@longwood.edu

Are you looking for an apartment

for the spring semester?

For just D250/month you can sublet a single room with pri-

vate bath. Comes with bed, desk, chair, and dresser. Free

ethernet hookup through Longwood. All utilities except

phone and cable included In rent.

Call 392-2252 for more information.

Awe nilmm m^umnim Afm-mtmmnm

po YOUmmpmrnm
9USH IS wKom A90in mo-

•mnm minmei?

no YOU mitT TO asi?

fiomiNJUSTm?

Unity Alliance

needs your help!

Grainger G1

8

Thursdays 8 p.m.
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HORCSCCPES
by Sam Wise-Ridges

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)

Hey, have you dumped your girlfriend yet?

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

That fake orange tan you pay D40 a month for looks good.. ..if

you're going for the pumpkin effect.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

You're the most amazing person on the face of this planet. I'm

so glad you're in my life.

Aries (Mar. 21 -April 19)

Go on, Rock 'n' Roll all night.. .but don't you dare party every

day.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

There really just isn't anything nice to say, sorry.

Gemini (May 21 -June 20)

Stop flattering yourself. You may be great, but you can't wallow

in it all the time

Cancer (June 21 -July 22)

Your weekend brings travel. Away from all those people you

keep annoying.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

Watch out for the Mexican boyscouts.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)

If God had wanted you to wear that short skirt he would have

given you better legs.

I
ongue jn (_.heek.

by Ellie Woodruff

WcU...wK<xT ir ^ nokna

Ethical Dilemnas for Dogs.

I
oot in Mouth

by Ellie Woodruff

Schoool: A secret traning ground

equipped with "Weapons of Math

Instructions."

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)

Buy a new hat. Give it to a dog. Walk away. This was your

lesson in spontaniety.

Scorpio(Oct. 23. -Nov. 21)

Happiness comes from the simple things in life. You are the

happiest person in the world.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21

)

Go with that whim to eat everything you see. Just make sure

you get their name aften/vards.

Student Services Carmittee

"Your money, your education, your rights."

Did you know?

It's your right to appeal your final grade!

Come find out more tidbits like this, and

learn how you can change things on

campus

~SGA office Wednesdays at 9:30-
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The Butterfly Meet Still Giving

People Sometking to Tkink About

Bobbi Thibo

Asst. Editor

The Buffer^ Efff^ was released

over a month ago and is still giv-

ing moviegoers something to talk

about.

The story is based on a young

man, Ashton Kutcher, whose

traumatizing childhood causes

him to use his inherited psycho-

logical disorder to go back into

time and attempt to "make things

nght."

The storyline line is simply

brilliant, intertwining elements of

a science fiction thriller and

intense drama.

The story itself was obviously

well thought out and the cast did

nothing but enhance the quality

of the plot.

Alongside Kutcher was Amy
Smart in the role of Kayleigh

Miller, the physically, mentally,

and sexually abused best friend

and love intrest of Kutcher.

Her performance in this show

was a far cry from her role in

Varsity Blues, which she is mainly

recognized for.

The wide range of lifestyles

she has to portray and the

expertise in which she handles

them all is highly impressive.

Although the storyline was

very creative and triggered psy-

chological thought and contem-

plation, it took a while to pick up.

While there was constant

action and kept the audience

guessing what would come next,

the actual direction in which the

movie was taking was not hit on

until later into the show.

While the basis of the story is

an excellent idea, some would

have to agree that the actual

script could have defmetly

improved.

However; overall. The Butterfly

Effect's awesome storyline and

strong cast made the movie,

although considered psychologi-

cally disturbing by pome, a defi-

nite must see of the year.

Congratulations to the following students who will be inducted into

The Honor Society of Beta Gamma Sigma

Rachel Amos
Morgan Atkins

Justin Christopher

Justin Cullivan

Patricia Davis

Amanda Denne

Jason Fleming

Brian Fowlkes

Andrea Hudson

Sharon Kania

Daniel King

Katie Moriarty

Ren^ Norton

Shafaali Nohria

James Paulette

Joshua Stanfield

Jamie Staples

Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the highest academic honor

bestowed upon graduate and undergraduate business and economics stu-

dents at institutions where the business programs are accredited by

AACSB International. To qualify for membership, seniors must be in the

top ten percent of their class and juniors in the top seven percent of their

class. The public is invited to the induction ceremony on February 26 at

5:30 p.m. in Hiner 207.

We also recognize the following current student members of Beta Gamma Sigma:

Krystal Dabney

Jermaine Clark

William Glascock

Laura Harlow

Robert Hart

Lindsay Harvey

Toni Matkivich

Daniel Miles

Jeffrey Newton
Matthew Paciocco

Michael Parrish

Stacey Schmidt

Matthew Seniw

Richard Sitch

Casey Titus

Evan Weinstein

William Woodfin

Kyle Yeatman

Ask TK'-Tlie Only Honest Opinion
ftWftwii'^ah^WifiwWM^^ N#- »i>wwKW«H*wW**dhwto«WTOi^*c^wi^aagC'w HfttAgJ9wtriW*" ^twa>cc ^

Another week here at the

office, and the mailbox is

running dry.

Problems, questions, life

changing decisions that you

need help with, anything, e-

mail me at tskeith@long-

wood.edu

On to the first and only

letter.

Deaf TK,
I have recently been

having a lot of problems

with my boyfriend.

The background story

is that he lives two and a

half hours away, and we
have been doing fine up
until now.

See, right now we are on
a break because my inse-

curities have crept up
again.

This past weekend
something that could have

been mistaken for drunk-

enness made my mind

wander a lot, even when
he has never given me a

reason not to trust him.

I get scared that he is

going to meet another girl

when I am here at

Longwood instead of

there with him.

I will never know about

it if it does happen.

I know that he loves me
but sometimes it scares

me that his love isn't

enough.
- I freak out about the

smallest things.

If you could give me
some insight on how to

make things right, and
how to not be so abnor-

mal when it comes to

these kinds of things, that

would be great.

Signed,

-Insecure Irene

Dear Irene,

It is possible that a

break would be the best

thing for you right now.

Two and a half hours is

quite a long way away, so it is

respectable that you two

have kept things together for

this long.

Insecurities seem to be a

odd reason for a break, espe-

cially if he was the one who
asked for the break, and you

are the one who is insecure.

Also, anything that can be

mistaken for "drunkenness"

should be clearer up immedi-

ately, instead of not talked

about.

It seems as though we
should trust everyone unless

they give us a reason not to,

but that's not exactly the

case.

I would imagine that a lot

of women have some of

these insecurities, if their sig-

nificant other lives miles

away, especially if they live in

another college environ-

ment.

The situation is simple.

It seems obvious that you

shouldn't freak out about the

little things.

If he loves you, then it is

enough.

Love isn't something that

can be "enough."

Love is such an abstrac-

tion; people view it as so dif-

ferent. Some people think

that there are varying levels

of love, and each means

something different.

Some people believe that

you can fall in and out of

love, that you can love, and

be, "in love with," and they

mean two totally different

things.

I once had a friend who
said that love was ever last-

ing, all encompassing, and so

much more than we as

humans can actually con-

ceive.

His girlfriend broke up

with him for another guy.

After a long time in sev-

eral other relationships, she

came back to him, still loving

him as much as she did when
they first met.

A love that is true and pure

will last much longer than we
expect it to, whether that is

good or bad depends on the

simation.

Time to think is always

good.

Clear your mind and look

within yourself, decide what

you really want.

I do think that the break is

a good decision.

If he decides that he wants

to be with you then the time

apart served its purpose, to

find out what he really wants.

This is going to be a diffi-

cult tome for you, but I have

good faith it will end well.

Take care of yourself in the

meantime and remember to

not be so insecure.

-TK
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Could Motker Nature Be Causing Tkat Cold?
Amanda Segni

Staff Writer

The weather doesn't seem to

make much sense these days.

Naturally, February weather is

supposed to be cold, wet, and

gross. However, it seems that

Mother Nature loves to toy with

us.

One day, we are wearing our

hats, gloves, and jackets in the

snowy and cold weather.

» Then the next day, it is 60

degrees outside and it feels so

warm compared to the 20-degree

weather the day before.

We break out the shorts and

flip-flops, only to have it go back

to being 20 degrees and have

snow on the ground the very

next day.

It's the annoying, unpre-

dictable weather that seems to be

constant ever}' year during the

winter season.

Now, I know most of you are

thinking that this weather is mak-

ing you crazy, but most of all,

making you sick.

However, you wouldn't be

completely right about that

whole "weather being the cause

of colds and flu" old wives tale.

It turns out that mother

nature isn't completely to blame

for the colds diat plague college

campus world-round.

Although the cold weather can

contribute to and seem to wors-

en our coughing and runny

noses, it isn't the weather that

NAGS HEAD
Student Summer Rentals

see seabreezeraltv.com for pictures

or call 252-255-6328

.99 for Wendy's chicken nuggets...

D20 to sign up for Greek recruitment...

D2300 for a DELL laptop...

Joining the best organization on cam-

pus...

PRICELESS

w.iZ./i.L..

student Educators for Active

Leadership

Apply starting February 16th

Applications available:

Residence hall front desks

Lankford 216

www.longwood.edu/leadership/seal.html

passes on the cold and flu germs,

it's us.

Germs are everywhere. Lots

and lots of germs.

The close quarters and limited

ventilation that are commonplace

in many dormitory buildings

contribute gready to the spread-

ing of germs.

It always seems to be that if

one person on your hall or in

your close circle of friends is sick

then everyone gets sick.

It may seem like you can't

avoid getting sick no matter what

you do, but you can.

In fact, there are many things

that we might not even think to

do regularly that can significandy

decrease our chances of catching

these germs.

Wash your hands. Just think

of all the things that you touch

everyday that are used by every-

one else on campus.

The desks we use in class, the

computers in the labs, and all the

doorknobs and all the railings in

stairwells that we touch.

Simply washing your hands

before you eat can gready

decrease your risk of catching

these germs.

And then there are those times

that you just can't help.

Like when you realize that you

are chewing on a pen that was left

in the classroom by someone

else, and all you can do is hope

that the owner of the pen was an

avid hand-washer.

Oops.

Though the cold and flu sea-

son is drawing to a close, the

passing of germs won't stop

when the cold weather does.

So take my advice and wash

those hands as often as you can.

I am a firm believer diat those

pesky cold and flu germs could

survive a nuclear blast or some-

diing. That might be why they

stick around forever and a day.

So, in the meantime, wash your

hands, take your vitamins, and

maybe think about getting a flu

shot next fall so that you up your

chances of staying healthy

throughout the winter.

So if you know what's good

for you, you'll take this motherly

sounding advice and actually use

it, because it seems that mothers

are always right about these sorts

of things.

Wanted
Hunt Seat Instructor for beginner level horseback riding stu-

dents. Part-time two to three afternoons/week. Teaching

experience a must.

Contact JoAnn Jones, eveningM^^^J^^^"?^^^

LE.
Lead, Educate, Appreciate, Develoi

The 2004 Women's and Men's Leadership Syrr^posium

Sponsored by Longwood University and Hampden Sydney College

Held on February 27th

register today at http://www.longwood.edu/leadership/wms.html

'Come leam how men and women view the other in different ways. See

how women and men differ on certain subjects as well as what they

view the same. See what you can leam from someone who is not the

same as yourself."
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Longwood Men's Basketball Finiskes Losing Season
sports Information

gamc-winning shot at the end

Longwood University lost its (buzzer) of regulation. The
final vwo home games last week. Lancers had trailed 68-63 before

83-77 in overtime to Winston- Jefferson scored on a conven-

Salem State University Feb. 19 tional three-point play to tie the

and 76-45 to Utah Valley State game at 68-68 (1:15), and then

College Feb. 21 . The Lancers are tied it again with the three-point-

now 4-21 this season and will play er (:31.8), that followed a three-

their final two games of the sea- pointer from Ram guard Rashad

son March 4-5 in Fort Myers, McGee (:47). In OT, W-SSU led

Florida. Longwood will compete 77-76 with 2:21 remaining after

in a tournament hosted by another Jefferson basket, then

nationally-ranked #14 Florida outscored LU 6-1 over the final

Gulf Coast University, along with 1 :45 of the extra period.

Northern Colorado and Utah Longwood had started the game
Valley State - pairings and game fast, leading 29-14 with 8:05 left

times have yet to be determined. before halftime, and was in front

Against Winston-Salem State 40-26 at 3:12 as Jefferson scored

(16-11), the game was tied at 71- 16 first-half points. Winston-

71 through regulation before the Salem State, however, fought

Rams outscored the Lancers 12-6 back to within 40-35 at the inter-

in the extra period. Longwood mission with a 9-0 run to close

had rallied from a five-point the half The Rams continued

deficit in the final 1 :59 of regula- strong in the second half, and

ium to force the extra period took their first lead of the game
when freshman Michael at 42-40 with 17:11 on the clock.

Jefferson/Chesterfield W-SSU condnued its momentum
(Meadowbrook) made a game- and led 58-52 at 8:51, maintain-

tying three-point field goal with ing the advantage at 68-63 before

31.8-seconds left. Winston- the late-game activities already

Salem State missed a potential mentioned.

Jefferson finished with a including 46% (6-13) on three- 9:29 remaining Utah Valley State

game-high 26 points, adding sue pointers overall, and 71% (15-21) extended the margin down the

rebounds and three assists to lead

the Lancers. Freshmen Husein

Pistoljevic/Richland, Wash.

(Hanford) and Maurice

Sumter/Alexandria (T.C.

Williams) each added 15 points

Sports
Open 1100 ami. 7 days a wttk (S15-8I8I)

Llv€ Entertainment FrI. and Sat. nights

If^oMwQi rritfoy

Ooppor toil/ foluftfon

DonloM SOO IsOO toiitf«j|

WW€ No Way Out" - Sunday
- Free delivery on and around campus

until 1 2 a.m.

- Karaoke Night every Sunday 8- close $2 drinks all night

- Ladies Night every Thursday night (no cover fee)

- Free Ping-Pong Tables

- 8-Ball Tournament - Mondays
- 9-Ball Tournament - Wednesdays

HOOTENANNY - MAKCH 28

10 BANDS FOK 10 BUCKS

at the line. stretch -- the final difference of

Against Utah Valley State (19- 31 points being the largest lead of

5), it was a contest matching two the game for the visitors,

institutions each in their first-year Fortener's 1 5 points included 3-

transition toward NCAA 5 on dtiree-pointers, and he added

Division I reclassification. The five rebounds for the Lancers,

to the effort, with Sumter also Wolverines were led by Ronnie Sumter finished with nine points
grabbing a game-high 10 Price with a game-high 22 points, and a career-high four blocks,

rebounds for a double-double, while senior Nathan while senior Ryan Earl/Tustin,
He had six assists and five steals Fortener/Hartford, Ky. (Ohio Calif. (Tustin) contributed six

as weU. Longwood finished the Co.) matched his career-high of points and four assists. Jefferson,
contest shooting 47% (28-60) 1 5 points to lead the Lancers on the team's leading scorer (15.2)!
from the field after a hot 58% Senior Day Longwood led early was limited to four points on 2-11

(15-26) in the first half, including against Utah VaUey State, taking a shooting from the field.

40% (10-25) overall on three- 5_-4 edge at 16:26 of the first half Longwood shot just 33% (16-48)
pointers, ahd 52% (11-21) at the on a basket from Jefferson. It from the field, including 24% (5-

line. McGee scored a team-high would prove to be the only lead 21) on three-pointers, and 67% (8-

17 points along with four assists of die game for the Lancers as 12) at the free throw line. Price's

to lead six Rams in double-figure the Wolverines rode a 1 3-2 run to game-high 22 points led four play-

lead 17-7 at 12:52. The hosts ers in double-figure scoring for

closed to within 23-18 at 8:45 on the Wolverines. Carl Lee added

a three-point field goal from 18 points and seven rebounds.

Fortener, but Utah Valley State Ryan Toolson had 16 points,
scored 11 points, while Aleggrie extended the advantage to 39-26 including four three-pointers, and
Guinn and Jay Maynard each at halftime. Longu^ood managed Pierre Thomas fmished with 11

contributed 10 points. Winston- to narrow the deficit to 43-33 points and seven rebounds. Utah

early in the second half at 18:12 Valley State shot 47% (27-58)

on a basket from Sumter. The from the field, including 44% (7-

Wolverines, though, took control 16) on three-pointers, and 75%
with a 17-7 run to lead 60-40 with (15-20) at the line. The

; \

Wolverines took a 38-30

rebounding advantage, and had

only five turnovers compared

to the Lancers' 16 miscues.

scoring. Vincent Sessoms added

15 points and six rebounds,

Terris Sifford had 14 points and

seven rebounds, John Adams

Salem State shot 53% (31-58)

from the field overaU with a tor-

rid 65% (17-26) in the second

half and OT,

rmAv on sAwimfmom
with this coupon

To the Longwfxid Suident Communit)',

On March 19th-21st, the office of Multicultural affairs,

the Multicultural Advisory Committee, «nd The

International Student Advisory Club will host the annual

diversity Days bus exploration to Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania.
"

We invite inquiries from all interested citizen leaders to

share this group learning experience and return to the cam-

pus with a renewed sense of activism related to diversit}'

and pluralism.

The Student Government association and the Office of

Multicultural affairs are the Prime financial sponsors (trans-

portation and housing). However, students are responsible

for spending money (including subway fare) and meals.

Additionally,

Students will live together, (four (4) per room), for the

two nights near the University of Pennsylvania and Drexel

University campuses .

The trip itinerary has not been developed and we wel-

come suggestions. However, WE will explore a number of

diversity related themes/ sites and allow students the

opportunity to explore the city.

If you are interested in being a part of this journey.

Please email (Icalhoun) or phone (395-2395) to receive

more information and reserve your spot.

There are a limited number of seats available for this

trip. If you are interested, please respond at once.

Reservations will be taken on a first come first serve basis.

So act now!

Thanks, Office of Multicultural Affairs

The Civic Leadership

Institute Presents A
Candidate Forum:

2004 Congressional

Election

Featuring:

Congressman Virgil Goode

(R)

And

Mr. Al Weed P)

Tuesday March 2, 2004

1045 AM- 1200 PM

Wygal Auditorium

Free Admission

Sponsored by:

History, Political Science,

Philosophy Department,

Political Science Club, and

Longwood Young

Democrats
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Longwood Soltball Wins, Season Record 5'-'4
sports Ittformation

February 23, 2004; Overall

Record 5-6

Longwood University went 3-4

last week, sweeping a double-

header at Barton, Feb. 22 after

splitting another doubleheader at

Wingate, Feb. 21. The Lancers

are now 5-6 on the season and are

scheduled to return to action this

weekend, Feb. 27-29, as they host

the Longwood Spring Softball

Classic at Lancer Field. Head

Coach Kathy Riley's squad will

face Lock Haven (1 p.m.) and

Shippensburg (3:30 p.m.) on

Friday before taking on Lees-

McRae (2:45 p.m.) on Saturday

Following Friday and Saturday's

action the five teams, including

Virginia State and West Virginia

Wesleyan will begin single-elimi-

nation play for the tournament

tide.

At Barton, the Longwood

pitching staff allowed only six

hits and posted 17 combined

strikeouts in two games to sweep

the Bulldogs 10-2, 8-0.

In the opener, the Lancers

scored all the runs they would

need in the first inning, crossing

the plate four times, sparked by a

two-run home run from sopho-

more Shamana

Washington/Rhoadesville

(Orange Co.) - her first of the

season. Longwood added insur-

ance runs in the second (1),

third (4), and sixth (1) innings en

route to the six-inning victory

(eight-run rule).

Washington finished the out-

ing l-for-2 with a homer and

three RBI, while senior Heather

Williams/Brookneal
(Appomattox) was a perfect 2-

for-2 at the plate, including a

sacrifice and a walk.

Junior pitcher Jen

Steele/Manassas Park

(Manassas Park) (3-4) got the

win, throwing her fifth com-

plete-game of the season (6.0

IP) with seven strikeouts.

In the nightcap, Longwood

again cut the game short by

scoring eight runs - four in the

third, two in fourth, and two in

the fifth - in just five frames of

play.

Williams paced the Lancer

offense for the second time of

the day with her 2-for-3 per-

formance at the plate including

a double and a triple, while

sophomore Tori

Flint /Charlottesville
(Albemarle) was a perfect 2-for-

2. Freshman pitcher Abbey

Welch/LaPlata, Md.

(McDonough) (2-2) earned the

win, after hurling five innings, reg-

istering a career-high 10 strikeouts

and limiting the Bulldogs to just

one hit.

At Wingate, the two teams split

the doubleheader, as Longwood

defeated the host school 8-2 in the

nightcap, after falling 4-3 in the

extra-innings opener.

In the second game, Longwood

took control of the game early,

posting two runs in the first inning

before registering the game-win-

ning run in the top of the third.

The Lancers added bonus runs

in the fifth (3) and seventh (2)

frames to secure the road triumph.

Washington again led

Longwood at the plate, recording

two hits in three at-bats, including

two runs scored and three RBI.

Welch recorded her first collegiate

pitching win, hurling her second

complete-game (7.0 IP) of the sea-

son, along with eight strikeouts.

In the opener, the host school

got on the board first, scoring one

run in the third inning, before

Longwood added a run of its own

in the fifth.

The two teams remained even

through seven innings and were

forced to take the game into an

eighth inning. Longwood scored

two runs during the extra frame,

but Wingate overpowered the

Lancers in the bottom half, cross-

ing the plate three times.

Williams led Longwood with a

double and an RBI, while junior

Megan Camden/Bedford

(Liberty) posted a double and an

RBI of her own. Steele took the

loss after going the distance (8.0

IP) with seven strikeouts.

Statistical Update

Through 11 games, Williams

leads the Lancers with her team-

best .444 batting average, on 12

hits - including 4-for-5 over the

weekend — in 27 appearances at

the plate.

She has also posted seven runs,

two doubles, and a triple, along

with six RBI.

Flint owns a .400 average, get-

ting a team-best 14 hits in 35 at-

bats. She has also crossed the plate

six times and recorded a double

and a triple, along with three RBI.

Washington has posted a .382

average (13-34), including a team-

best 13 runs and a team-high five

doubles, while sophomore

Mallory Gordon/Powhatan

(Powhatan Co.) has registered a

.361 batting average, including five

runs, two doubles, a triple, and

five RBI.

Others include Camden (.293,

6 R, 12 H, 2-2B, team-best 2-3B,

HR, 7 RBI), juniors Ahshia

Stewart/Faber (Nelson Co.)

(.278, 2 R, 5 H, 4 RBI) and

Ashley Hawkins/Virginia Beach

(Cox) (.278, 3 R, 5 H, 3B, 5 RBI),

along with freshman Courtney

"Pepper" Wilson/Mechanicsville

(Lee-Davis) (.276, 9 R, 8 H, 2

RBI), Steele (.257, 7 R, 9 H, 2B,

3B, team-best 2-HR, team-best 10

RBI), Welch (.111, 3 R, 2 H, 4

RBI), and sophomore Julie

Oaks/Stafford (North Stafford)

(.100, R, H).

Welch continues to lead the

Lancer pitching staff with her

0.99 ERA in 28.1 innings pitched

with a team-best 33 strikeouts -

including 18 over the weekend.

The freshman has also regis-

tered four complete-games in six

appearances on the mound, while

only allowing four earned runs.

Steele (3.26 ERA) has pitched a

team-high 43.0 innings, including

five complete-games and 31

strikeouts, while allowing 20

earned runs. Following the home

tournament, Longwood will

remain at Lancer Field as they

host Indiana (Pa.) March 4.

Longwood Universitij BaseLall Continues witk 2^-4

sports Information

Longwood University won two

of three games during its week-

end series against Bryant (R.I.)

College Feb. 21-22. The Lancers

won back-to-back games by

scores of 13-4 and 7-2 after

dropping the series opener 9-8.

Longwood will host another

three-game series against the vis-

iting University of Pittsburgh-

Johnstown this weekend, Feb. 28-

29, at Lancer Stadium - playing a

doubleheader Feb. 28 at 12 p.m.,

followed by the finale Feb. 29 at

12 p.m.

Against Bryant in the series

finale, Longwood pounded the

Bulldogs for 16 hits, including

three solo home runs, en route to

the five-run home victory. The

Lancers led 4-0 through four

innings before the Bulldogs

closed to within 4-2 in the sixth

inning.

The hosts, however, answered

with single runs in the sixth,

seventh, and eighth innings to

secure the triumph. Seniors

Brian Medley/Halifax (Halifax

Co.) (3-5, RBI) and Louis

Shackelford/Newport News

(Denbigh) (3-3) each had three

hits to lead the attack.

Medley closed-out the scor-

ing with a towering home run to

left field in the eighth inning, a

blast that landed near the park-

ing lot well-beyond the fence.

Also hitting home runs were

junior Robert

Gillis/Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

(Auburn Drive) (2-4, RBI) and

freshman Tyler

Childress/Montclair (Forest

Park) (2-4, 2 RBI), Gillis' shot

to ri^t field was leading-off the

seventh inning, while Childress

put the Lancers on the score-

board early with a first-pitch

round-tripper to lead-off the

second inning. Sophomore

Danny McCraw/Pamplin

(Randolph-Henry) (2-4) and fresh-

man Tyler Ames/Exmore

(Nordiampton) (2-3, RBI) each

contributed two hits as well.

Ames finished the weekend

series an incredible 10-1 1 (.909) at

die plate with four doubles and

five RBI, going a perfect 10-10

before drawing a walk and then

flying-out to center field in his last

at-bat of the series.

Both Senior Evan

Weinstein/Toronto, Canada (W.L.

MacKenzie) (1-1) earned the

pitching win with the first 6.1

innings, scattering 10 hits and two

earned runs with four strikeouts.

In the nightcap of the series-

opening doubleheader, Longwood

scored six runs in the second

inning and led 10-0 through five

innings en route to splitting the

twinbill with a season-high 18 hits.

Ames (4-4, RBI) collected four

hits to lead the Lancers, including

three doubles, scoring two runs.

Junior Chris Balus/Newport

News (Denbigh) (3-4, RBI) added

three hits, including a solo home

run in the fourth inning, scoring

two runs as well. Medley (2-3, 2

RBI), Gillis (2-2, 3 RBI),

Childress (2-4, RBI), along with

freshman Zach Zigrang/Virginia

Beach (Kempsville) (2-3, 2 RBI)

each had two hits.

Medley hit a two-run homer in

the second inning, Gillis has a

solo shot in the fifth inning, and

Zigrang hit a two-run home run

in the sixth inning. Freshman

Charlie Yarbrough/Richmond

(Mills Godwin) (1-4, 3 RBI) also

hit a two-run home run in the sec-

ond inning.

Freshman Alan

Moore/Richmond (Monacan) (1-

1) earned the pitching win, his

collegiate first, with the first 6.0

innings, allowing just one hit and

two earned runs with six strike-

outs. Moore pitched 5.2 innings

of no-hit baseball.

In the opener, Bryant scored all

nine runs in the top of the first

inning and held on for the one-

rvin win. Ames (4-4, 3 RBI) led

the way Lancers with four hits,

including a double.

Freshman Hunter

Williams/Richmond (Varina) (3-

5) added three hits, including a

double, while Medley (2-5, 2

RBI) contributed two hits ~ also

with a double. Yarbrough (1-4,

RBI) hit a solo home run in the

seventh inning for Longwood to

make it a one-run game, but the

Lancers did not score during

their final two at-bats.

Sophomore John

Hines/Smithfield (Smithfield) (0-

2) took the mound loss with the

first two-thirds of an inning,

allowing six hits and eight earned

runs with one strikeout.

(Southampton) (5.1, 5IQ and jun-

ior Darin Knicely/Elkton

(Spotswood) (3.0, 2 K) kept the

Bulldogs in check after the first

inning.
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5tli District Candidates Forum Brings Lively Debate to Longwood
Shawn Garrett

News Editor

The candidates for Virginia's 5th

congressional district squared off

Tuesday morning in a forum at

Lxingwood Universit).

Incumbent Congressman

Virgil Goode (R) and democratic

challenger Al Weed both partici-

pated in the forum, the first of its

kind to be held on Longwood's

campus in memory.

The forum, held in Wygal

auditorium, was co-sponsored by

Longwood's new Civic

Leadership Institute, the Histor)',

Political Science and Philosophy

Department and the Political

Science Club.

The candidates were given

twenty minutes each to give

opening statements regarding

their platforms and then the

forum was opened to questions

from the audience. The questions

were directed to both candidates

who were each given a chance to

answer and then two minutes to

rebut. At the end, each candidate

was given five minutes for a clos-

ing statement.

Topics ranged from the Patriot

Act to Medicare, Social Security

and the No Child Left Behind

Act. The theme of the morning,

however, centered on jobs, and

the best way to shepherd

Virginia's 5th district through the

economic lean times.

"I am one of those who

believes the U.S. House of

Representatives should focus on

their districts first and

then the country," said

Goode, whose opening

list-like remarks cen-

tered on his vision and

contribution for a safer,

more economically

sound America.

Weed's statements

took on the polished,

stump-speech style of a

presidential candidate.

rather than a local congressman.

"I call my vision for this district

and America a new foundation,'"

said Weed. "I see a future where

politicians seek elections by bring-

ing people together to build com-

munities, not by finding ways to

divide us. I see a future where our

public policy is focused on pro-

viding the opportunit)' dreamed

of by all Americans."

Weed also used the opportunity

to direcdy attack his opponent,

saying the Republican party is

"naturally suited to the role of the

opposition" and comparing a

Republican sent to Washington

with a vegetarian sent to the

butcher: "He is uncomfortable

being there, he doesn't like talk-

ing to the people working there,

and we're lucky if he brings back

a litde bit of bacon from time to

time."

Goode defended his position

on the Medicare Reform Bill and

the Prescription Drug Bill, say-

ing, "I have a vision of a 5th dis-

trict where quality there is,

affordable healthcare available to

Busk Marriage Stance Stirs Campus Debate
Shawn Ganrett

News Editor

On Tuesday, February 23rd,

President Bush announced his

intention to back a constitution-

al amendment banning same-

sex marriage, solidifying his

position and rsdsing the stakes

in a debate that has galvanized

both conservatives and liberals

across the country and here at

Longwood.

Following a Massachusetts

Supreme Court ruling last

November that such a ban

vwuld be unconstitutional, the

Court further underscored its

position on February 4th stating

that only full marriage rights for

gay couples, not civil unions,

would conform to the state's

constitution.

The ruling has set plans in

motion for Massachusetts to

possibly become the first state

in the Union to legally recog-

nize gay marriages.

Bush has called the

Massachusetts ruling "deeply

troubling."

"This isn't a new load," said

longwood's Unity Alliance co-

president Waiter Gray. "As with

civil rights for African Americans

and prohibition, we are deluding

ourselves into thinking the

inevitable won't come to pass."

The parallels between racial

equality and gay rights are unde-

niable.

"Sexual orientation, like race, is

beyond a person's control," com-

mented freshman Melania Evans.

"It's another form of legalized

discrimination."

Malcolm Patterson, member

of the national student Christian

organization Chi Alpha, sharply

disagrees with Evans.

"Sexual orientation is a prefer-

ence, and therefore doesn't war-

rant special protection under the

law, " Patterson says, "If I chose

to go out in pubic nude every day,

would anyone argue it's my right

to do so without legal conse-

quences? Of course not."

The city of San Francisco, in

open defiance of California law.

has preempted Massachusetts in

recent weeks by becoming the

first city to make marriage

licenses officially available to

same-sex couples.

Not everyone on campus sees

the debate so clearly As contro-

versial a topic as gay marriage

has become, many in the

Ix>ngwood community ate

apprehensive to express a defi-

nite opinion either way.

"If someone's a good person,

then they're a good person,"

said psychology professor Dr.

David Stein, "and it isn't any of

my business what they do in

their own bedroom,"

Virginia is already one of 38

states that currendy bans state

recognition of same-sex mar-

riages. The recent debate, how-

ever, has spurred a slew of quick

l^siation, such as the Virginia

House of Delegates decision to

give preliminary approval to leg-

islation that would ban the

recognition of civil unions and

same-sex partnerships per-

formed in other states.

you [citizens of the 5th district]."

"Congress has passed the

Medicare Bill," said Goode.

"That measure increases the

returns , of hospitals, including

Southside Community Hospital,

and the other hospitals around

the 5th district which supported

that legislation."

"Medicare was established as a

safety net for the elderly and the

disabled. It was never intended to

be a single-payer, government-

run healthcare system," said

Goode.

On the subject of taxes,

Goode pointed to his record on

Marriage Tax incentives and

Child Tax credits as well as a raise

in the maximum amounts

allowed to be put into retirement

plans and individual IRAs.

"I supported the legislation

that allows for the deduction of

the interest from smdent loans,"

said Goode. The measure allows

for the deduction of the interest

regardless whether the student

itemizes or takes the standard

deduction.

Weed, without a congressional

record to stand on, used his time

to relate the hardships he has

overcome in life, from being on

welfare with a single mother to

having the opportunity to attend

Yale and then enlist in the Army.

Weed also explained his success

in the Virginia winemaking indus-

try, helping to shepherd his one

winery in Southside Virginia to 90

across thp state.

On the subject of jobs. Weed

conveyed his understanding of

the plight of the workingman: "A

fifty-year-old man whose life has

spent on an assembly line is a

poor candidate for retraining as *a

computer programmer,"

said Weed, adding "A

dollar spent on tax cuts

generates only , thirty

^ cents of GNP growth,

I
while a dollar spent creat-

J ing jobs generates D 1.60

of such growth."

Weed also touched on

healthcare, using the

example of local

Pillowtex employees who

were laid off and lost'

their healthcare when the compa-

ny filed for bankruptcy in 2003.

"TTiey join the 43 million other

Americans who do not have

health insurance. In Europe, it'sj

entirely different. In Europe,

everyone is covered. And strange

as it may seem European health-

care costs are one quarter to one

half what they are in America,"

said Weed

On the subject of higher edu-

cation in the state, both men

agreed on the need for a new

research institute in Southside

Virginia. Both candidates men-

tioned a 50 million dollar sum put

together by Martinsville investors

for the construction of a new uni-

versity there.

Virginia's 5th district includes a

fourth of the state, stretching

from Danville and the North

Carolina border to the south to

beyond Charlottesville in the

north, and from Franklin County

in the west to Brunswick County

in the east. It encompasses seven

medium-sized municipalities

including Martinsville,

Collinsville, Dansville, Bedford,

Timberlake, Charlottesville and

Farmville.
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So I've been

thinking a lot

lately.

"A danger-

ous passtime,

I know." (If

you can

name where that's from - the hint

is that it's my favorite Disney

movie - I'll give you a hug.)

I usually don't give too much

thought to political doings; I read

the newspaper (a real one? my
favorite professor asks) and keep

up with The Daify Show, but I tend

not to discuss what I learn, as it

oiJy gets me into trouble.

Tonight, I'm feeling fiesty, so

trouble it shall be.

As you can see on page one of

The Rofuftda this week, a good deal

of national attention, and local

attention, has been on the issue of

gay marriages and the subsequent

basic rights.

I like to think of myself as a

fairly normal person. I mean, I

go to college; I pass my classes;

I have friends; I've drank until I

puked - you know, basic stuff

The issue of sexuality for me

is rarely an issue. I wouldn't even

go so far as to call it an issue. It's

just something that's there - kind

of like my hair. Sometimes there

are good days; sometimes there

are bad days, but most of the

time it is just there.

So it took me aback when the

aforementioned favorite profes-

sor asked me, "How do you feel

about being gay?"

Feel about being gay? Do I

feel about it? My first reaction is

"hands feel, people think." So,

yes, maybe I think about it. I

guess. Honesdy, no one has ever

asked me before. Really, I'm

okay with it because, as I said

before, there's nothing in which

I would not be okay. No more so

than how okay I am with my hair.

Is there anything I can really do

about it? I'm an Eng^sh major, not

a genetics engineer.

Something I do think about is

that I want a normal future. I want

to be a high school English

teacher; I want to be good at it

(insomuch as that my students

think of me and respect me in the

same way I think about and respect

my teachers, current crushes

aside). I want to get married and

have kids (four, to be exact). I want

to find a church to be active in; I

want my children to love the world

the way I will love them.

That's not really too much to ask

for, is it? I'm not asking for con-

stant happiness or money or any-

thing really out of reach. Just basic

things. You know, human rights?

As Shawn mentions in his article

on the front page, it's not too far of

a stretch from what racial minori-

ties have been asking for since the

foundation of our country.

Over break, I was reading the

year in review in The Blade, which

is the Washington area gay paper

(for some reason, that sounds

really wrong. Like it's a slight or

something). Anyway, they had

several pages of quotes, one of

which is from my favorite Civil

Rights activists, John Lewis (who

is often overshadowed because he

was never killed. You can look for

him in the House of

Representitives, doing what he's

been doing all along). He said the

following, which easily sums up

my arguement on the whole situ-

ation:

"We cannot keep turning our

backs on gay and lesbian

Americans. I have fought too

hard and too long against dis-

crimination based on race and

color not to stand up against dis-

crimination based on sexual ori-

entation. I've heard die reasons

for opposing civil marriage for

same-sex couples. Cut through

the distractions, and they stink of

the same fear, hatred, and intoler-

ance I have known in racism and

in bigotry."

I'm not in this for a reaction.

I'm not in this to make a big

scene. I just want to be like every-

one else. I don't even care if you

like me or not; I just want to be

respected for an issue that, like

my hair, I had no say in how it got

to be that way.

And all I ask right now is that

you not dismiss this. Consider it.

Please?

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief
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From tke Assistant Editor
Living on

campus may

suck due to

lack of per-

sonal space,

but if you

think about it,

there really are some conviences to

being surrounded by hundreds of

people your age.

When I was first rejected to live

off campus, I'm not going to lie, I

was livid. And while I'm still high-

lyl upset and gready dissapointed, a

friend of mine recentiy pointed

out some "positives" to living on

campus.

Where else can you live where

five of your closest fiiends can be

reached by walking less then a

hundred feet? I know that whenev-

er I need any type of support, all I

have to do is turn over and look to

my roomate, walk through my
bathroom to my suitemates, or at

the very most, walk 25 feet to

knock on the door down the hall

to find another one of my best

friends. Talk about the best sup-

port system ever.

Not to mention, being sur-

rounded by your friends also

means you are surrounded by their

wardrobes. When again in your

life are you going to have free

access to five totally different sets

of clothes?

Chances are good that not all

of you have the same exact style,

so when you decide to shake your

style up a bit for a day, it won't

cost you a fortune. For a poor col-

lege student struggling with

finances and fighting with parents

for money, every litde cent you

can save counts.

Isn't it a comforting feeling

knowing that when you're shop-

ping with your friends and you

find four different outfitts diat

you both like, you can each buy

two and share. Four outfitts for

the price of two! Community

wardrobes aren't only great since

everyone gets tired of their own

clothes, but sharing is also very

cost effective!

Living in the residence halls is

also cost effective in other

aspects. Don't have enough

change to do a load of laundry,

but have a shirt you really have to

have for the weekend? Chances

are that someone else is doing a

load of laundry....throw your stuff

in with theirs! Friends always

share that kind of stuff Thats

what they're there for.

It's a known fact that in the

definition of a college student is

the phrase "master procrastina-

tor." This especially includes tasks

such as writing papers. It never

fails; you're up at 4: 30 a.m. writ-

ing a midterm for your 9:30 class,

and what else goes wrong but

your printer chooses to just stop

working. What are you going to

do?

Well, if you're living in a resi-

dence hall, you save your paper to

your hard-drive and go to bed

without worry. When you wake

up at 8:30 you'll go down the hall

and knock on the door of one of

your closest friends. They'll let

you use their printer, even if you

woke them up to do it

So I leave you with this; the

next time the music from the peo-

ple below you is rattling your pic-

mre frames, just remind yourself

that while you won't get much

sleep until you go home for a

visit, you do have access to an

excellent wardrobe, and anything

you could need in an emergency

Bobbi Thibo

Asst. Editor
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"H you're riot mad, i^ou're not (ktyifig attentloft!"

your cha4^{ce^tK>^ do- iomethi¥i0' about ioclet^ So

tpeak/ up and/ act up. Becaute^ if yow're/ ru>t modi you/ rt' riot payv¥\^ (UU¥VtXot^ E-mail

Act0)/i4t idea^to-n)tiind4;i€^lofigMfoodiedu4.

Sea Monkeys:A Quite Tragic Tale
I sent another dollar to the Sea I had never before felt such guilt

Monkey Corporation, and waited and remorse in my life,

another seven to ten days. I dropped to my knees and

This time I took special care to begged for forgiveness, wishing

see that packet two followed packet with every part of me that they

one (without the noodles). would pardon my horid deeds.

After a few days, I began to see I took their tranquil floating as a

tiny specks moving around. sign that they did.

I did not see, however, miniature Pleased with my newfound

fish people smiling and raising friends, we began to do everything

happy families. together.

I saw specks. Outraged, I poked We studied together,

my finger in the tank to smite my We watched television with each

creations, who then seemed to other. We even shared our inner-

swim away, which caused me great most thoughts and feelings. You

know, guy stuff

Tanner Keith

Opimon Ediiw

This past month I was ponder-

ing the meaning of life, and

somewhere between the theo-

ries of existentialism and

humanism, I decided that I

needed something new in my

life to define me as a person.

"But what?" I asked myself

What sort of material pos-

session or new philosophy

expresses my self?

The answer came in the ad

section of an old magazine.

Why, Sea

Monkeys of

course.

So I sent my

one-dollar to

the official Sea

Monkey
Corporation,

got a fish tank,

an underwater

castle com-

plete with

treasure chest

and skeleton,

and waited.

Within a

week I received three packets

that were sure to bring a new

light into my life.

Packet number one was the

magical water purification

powder, which seemed to be

easy enough.

I filled the tank up with

water and poured in the pow-

der. While waiting for the

water to purify, I confiised the

packet containing the Sea

Monkey eggs with the flavor

packet of my last Top Ramen

Soup package.

So, in a panic, I dumped the

Sea Monkey egg flavored

Ramen noodles into the tank.

I decided to wait on the

food packet, as the Sea

Monkeys had noodles, and I

did not I waited. And waited.

And waited.

Apparendy Sea Monkeys

are aOergic to cheap college

food.

)oy.

However, just

as with any B-

rated horror

movie, something

ugly was right

around the corner.

The end was

creeping closer, I

could feel it.

The hundred

and some odd

hybrid brine

shrimp that I

loved very dearly,

were about to be

taken from me.

I grew worried as the water

seemed to darken.

The instructions said to stop

feeding them if the water became

Drunk with power, I swirled the

water around, and wondered if the

litde guys thought they were in a

tornado.

Thinking of ways to exact my cloudy, but I would never starve

revenge upon the pathetic Sea my own children.

Monkey population, I pondered on Days passed, and the water

disasters I could simulate. darkened.

I dropped pennies in the tank for Eventually it became as dark as

an air raid, and shook the cage to my soul would be if my beloveds

show them what an earthquake is perished.

like (as everyone at Longwood now The tank began to smell of

seems to know). algae and death.

I peered into the tank, an evil I didn't eat. I didn't sleep. I sat

smile upon my face, expecting to there, concentrating on die misty

see chaos. depths of my creadon's home

Expecting to see the smafl Sea world, wondering what I could do

Monkey civilization in burning to save them,

shambles. To this day I am not sure what

But the small specks just swam brought me out of that depres-

around like before, as if nothing sion.

had haf^ned. I have never felt as miserable as

The resilience of these small, I did that day I poured the corpses

peaceful marine creatures began to of my friends into the toilet

warm my heart The day the Sea Monkeys died.

PAGE 3

props and drops
Pfopst

+ To the gym getting new free weight equipment

+ To Aramark for serving a variety of quality food to

thousands of customers every day

+ To sunny dajrs with a nice breeze

+ To people who have good grammar

Dtt>pg:

- To guys "too cocJ" to pick up chairs they knock over in

title D-haU

- To students parking in F/S spaces while they go to

class

- To people who don't throw away their tampon applica-

tors - gross

- To an abundance of broccoli and cauliflower in the

most random foods

Speak Out

Wkat Would Your Porn Name Be?

"Sexy Lexi"

-Lexi Torrice

Freshman

"I can't be a porn star,

Fm Irish"

-Patrick Gorham
Freshman

'*Peter Enormous*

-Dane Coates
Sophomore

-OBvier MacAbre
Frcshmar
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Documentan^ Producer to Speak at Longwood for 50tk Anniversary of Brown v. Board ofEducation

Kent Booty

Lsi^wood Pubiu R/JaiioHS

documentary "Eyes on the

Prize," for which she won an

Enuny Award and wis nominat-

ed for an Academy Award, ahd

was senior producer on the docu-

mentary

"This Far By Faith: African-

Thursday, March 18, at 7 p.m. in

Wygal Auditorium on "Real

Callk Crossley, an award-winning Heroism, Reel History: The

television and film producer Significance of Browfi v. Board

xtrhose documentaries have and the Need to Keep Our Eyes

chionidcd African-American life, on the Prize." She will be a

will speak at Longwood Woodrow Wilson Visiting Fellow

University in connection with the at Longwood during the week of

50th anniversary of the Brom v. March 15-19.

Btardof Education decision. Ms. Crossley was a producer She was a producer for the ABC
Ms. Crossley will speak on the critically acclaimed PBS News program "20/20" from——^—^—^^-^—^—^—-^^^—— 1987 to 2001,

during which

she produced

"Black in White

America," a

two-hour
primetime spe-

cial on race

relations.

Now the owner of a Boston-

based media consulting firm,

Cross Channels, Ms. Crossley has

been a Fellow at Harvard

University's Kennedy School of

Government and a Neiman

American Spiritual Journeys," Fellow, also at Harvard. She is a

which aired on PBS in June 2003. regular panelist on the weekly

Internationally Known Astronomer

to Speak at Longwood, Marck 23
Kent Booty

Langvood PubUc KelatioHS

Dc. Charles Tolbert, an internationally known

astronomer currently connected with the

Leandcr McCormick Observatory of the

University of Virginia, will speak Tuesday,

March 23, at 7:30 p.m. in Miner 207 on "Who

Says There Was a Big Bang?"

Di. Tolbert is a specialist in both optical and

radio astronomy and has been active in the field

of stdlar classification, especially as related to

variaUe stars and double stars. He also has stud-

ied the distribution of hydrogen gas in our

galaxy at intermediate and high galactic lati-

is particularly

interested in pub-

lic education in

astronomy.

His talk is the

first in a series by

the Department

of Natural

Sciences that will

consist of one

Boston TV program "Beat the

Press," which examines local and

national media coverage, and has

appeared on CNN and NPR. Her

awards include an Edward R.

Murrow Award from American

Women in Radio and Television

and the Alfred I. duPont-

Columbia University Golden

Baton, considered the most pres-

tigious award in broadcast jour-

nalism and the equi\^ent of a

Pulitzer Prize.

nationaUy known speaker each semester.

The speaker for the fall will be Boyce

Rensberger, a veteran science writer/science

editor who directs the Knight Science

tudes. A fiill professor in U.Va.'s Department of Journalism Fellowshipat M.I.T. and formeriy

AstroncMny, of which he has been associate worked for The New York Times and The

diairman since 1989, he is a popular teacher and Washingfon Post.

A Judicial Board Did You Know?

Did you know that you are responsible for everything that happens in your residence

hall rooms?

In the Student Handbook, it states that residents can be held accountable for any dis-

ciplinary infractions diat occur within the confines of their room regardless of

v^ether or not they were present at the time of die incident, if it,can be established

that their actions, or lack thereof, contributed direcdy or indirecdy to the violation.

This includes, but are not limited to, adjacent living spaces, shared room/floor spaces,

lounges, resident hall entrance and the residence hall community in general.

©gpitulatiis !

The Office of Leadershq> and New Student Program would like to congratulate the

following students for being selected to the 2004 Orientation Leader Staff!

M^an Beazley

Deanna Martinez

April Mislan

Kim Lucking

Chris Tobey

Giancarlo Coello

Matt Prickett

Sarah Woiteshek

Tawana Nowlin

Monet Keeve Craig Smith

Mark Rutherford Jen VanOort

Nicole Broussard Anne Hundley

Dave Ramirez Colleen Schamber

Anne Thomas Greer Patricia Carroll

We kx>k forward to working with you this summer, and thank everyone who applied.

Spring Break 2004- Travel with STS, America's #1 Student Tour Operator

to Jamaica. Cancun, Acapuico. Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring

on-campus reps. Call for group discounts. Information/Reservations 1-800-

648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com.

Social Work Majors Travel to Calilornia
Melissa Stinson

Guest Writer

Several Social Work students and one fac-

ulty member at Longwood University will

be traveling 3,000 miles to Los Angeles,

California during spring break.

The intention of the trip is to have

Longwood University host a web page for

a Psycho-Social Rehabilitation (PSR) Mall

at Metropolitan State Hospital.

The PSR mall is an irmovative treatment

approach used to assist people diagnosed

with a mental illness.

The Social Work majors are excited to be

using state of the art technology and learn-

ing up-to-date irmovative treatment

approaches while offering service work in

Los Angeles, CA.

We will be working with a world-

renowned consultant fix)m MCV/VCU's

Department of Psychiatry, Dr. Nirbhay

Singh.

This is the first cross-country trip that

the Longwood University's Social Work

program has ever taken.

Alpha Delta Mu, the honorary Social

Work fraternity at Longwood, is sponsor-

ing the trip and Dr. Kristen McAleavey,

assistant Professor of Social Work, has

taken on the responsibility of coordinat-

ing and chaperoning the students.

Students going on the trip include:

Andrea Walker, Alex Fitzhugh, Ashley

McCormick, Lisa Mikkus, Melissa

Stinson, and Tina Bowman.

For more information in learning

about Social Work please contact our

Social Work Department at Longwood

University, Dt. Theresa Clark, Program

Coordinator at 434-395-2346.

Anne Simboli of Charleys

waterfront cafe invites

you to join her and the
rest of the staff in cele-

brating ten years of serv-

ice to the Farmville com-
munity. Showcasing new

Where The NetghbortKwd Comes Tog9th«r desserts everyday, such as

the Chocolate Chip

Poundcake and the Derby
Pie, Anne give you treats

that not put smiles on
your face, but in your
heart as well. Anne asks

you to join her for a

sweet treat and to make
your reservations today!

Casual Dining - Private Parties

Catering

ANNE SIMBOLI
PMtnfCiwf

(434) 392-1566

201 B Mill Street

Farmville. Virginia 23901

ita
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SkamROCK and

Run to Help Prevent

Ckild Abuse
PrmsRihase

Kappa Delta Sorority is proudto be

hostic^ the 2nd annual ShamROCK
and Run 5K race this Saturday, March

2Qth at lOajn. to benefit Prevent

Child Abuse America and other local

child abuse prevention agencies.

With sprir^ weather right around

the comer, it is a great opportunity to

help prepare for summer attire, while

supporting a great cause.

On Saturday, students and faculty will

take a break firom the gym. They're

switching up the usual routme to partici-

pate in a charity 5K run/walk around

campus in the warm weather to help raise

money for a very worthy organization.

Back in 1983, Kappa Deltas across the

country started the tradition of holding a

Shamrock Event around Saint Patrick's

Day to benefit the PCAA. Since then,

Kappa Delta has raised more than 5 mil-

lion dollars through annual Shamrock

Event fimdraisers.

in 2001, Kappa Deltas raised D 508,000

and donated over 59,000 hours to die

prevention of child abuse. 100 percent

of the funds raised through Kappa

Delta's Shamrock Event will go to pre-

vent child abuse. Eighty percent will stay

in the local area and twenty percent will

be given to PCAA.

The registration fee for the

ShamROCK and Run is 3 in advance

and D 5 the morning of the race. You may

sign up in the Dining Hall lobby during

lunch and dinner hours or with any sister

of Kappa Delta. R^stration will also be

available on race day beginning at 9 a.m.

followed by warm-ups at 9:30. The race

will beg^ at 10 a,m. behind the Lankford

Student Union.

Following the race food and drinks

will be availble, along with music The

winners of the men's and women's divi-

sions will each receive a t-shirt and a gift

certificate to a local FarmvOle restuarant.

Kappa Delta expects to raise even

more money than last year for the PCAA
through increase participation.

Donations are also welcome and encour-

aged.

Kappa Delta hopes that the

Longwood and Farmville conmiunities

are repsonsive to dus event and embrace

this excellent opportunit}' to support

such a wonderfulc ause.

If you have any questions regarding

the ShamROCK and Run, please e-mail

Kelly Fischer, the Kappa Delta

Philanthropy chair, at kafische@lo^g-

wood.edu

Taikoza - Dirumming Its Wa\j to Campus
Prtss Repose

Residential lifeguard staff

needed at a summer camp

Located in Wakefield, Va.

Employment runs Memorial Day-late August.

Current Lifeguard and Professional Rescuer

CPR certifications required.

For information

contact the Airfield 4-H Center

at 757-899-4901.

When most people think of Japanese cul-

ture, they think of anime and martial arts.

The music never really comes to mind.

Now it will.

On Wednesday, March 17th at 8 pm, the

Japanese drumming group Taikoza will be

storming the Jarman Auditorium to enter-

tain and bring to life the music of Japanese

culture.

Taikoza is an ensemble that incorporates

the music of Japan with a beautiful stage

performance that commands attention.

Taikoza's main focus is the Taiko, a large

drum that has to be placed on a stand to

play. Taiko has been an integral part of

Japanese culture for the past fiftwn cen-

turies. It is said that Taiko was used to drive

away the plague and evil spirits. In the

Shinto religion, it was used to call upon and

entertain the gods, or kami, and in Japanese

Buddhism, its sound was the manifestation

of the voice of Buddha. The performance

also includes the koto, shakuhachi, foe, and

other instruments of Japanese origin.

Tickets are on sale now at the Jarman

Box office. Tickets are FREE for

Longwood students with ID, D5 for

Faculty/Staff, non-LU smdents & Senior

Citizens, and D? for the General Public.

This event is sponsored by the Series for

Performing Arts & Lancer Productions.

If you drive on campus, you should read this!

Longwood to Close Madison Street to Through Traffic

Due to ongoing construction projects and safety concerns, Longwood University will

close Madison Street to through traffic effective Wednesday, March 10. Parking lots

behind Coyner/Hiner and the Jarman lot will still be accessible to faculty and staff

According to Longwood's Chief of Police Charles Lowe, "We are concerned about the

safety of our students and employees. Madison Street is heavily used by pedestrians,

especially students, and we need to take steps now to avoid an accident later." Madison

Street was already scheduled to be closed to through traffic as the Brock Commons
project nears completion.

of an Absolute Tan

ULTRA DARK AIRBRUSH TANNER
Revolutionary Personal Sunless Tanning System*

Exceptional Even Color Instantly

Golden Self Bronzer

039.95

Absolute Tan

Southgate Shopping Center

392-9676

Farmville's Exclusive Tanning Salon

*Wc apply first applkatioii

^>
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,^ - V1̂4
\A

15 ^16

SPRING BREAK!
Be safe, be happy, enjoy the

time off!

NJ^ 1̂7

Foculity Recital:

Christopher Swanson,

voice, and Pamela

Cordle, ptono, Wygd
Auditorium, 7:30

Want to join The

Rotunda sfoff?

9:15 p.m. in the

bottom of the

Student Union!

Children's Theatre:

9:30 a.m. and noon,

Jarmon Auditorium

Women's Lacrosse;

Virginia Tech, 4

Wornen's Studies Fair: ii

7-8:30, Ballroom

Lankford Union

'»

Taikoza Japanese Drums

8 p.m. in Jarman

Auditorium

FREE for LU Students

D5 Faculty/Staff

D7 General Public

S.A.F.E. Meetings at

4:30 in the Student Union

Athletics Academic

Banquet, 5:30 p.m..

Salon A

Author's Series: Terese

Svobada, poet and writer, 8

p.m., Wygal Auditorium

\^
Ldngwood University

Commemorates Brown

V. Board - Woodrow

Wilson Fellow Lecture:

Ms. Collie Crossley,

television and film pro-

ducer, 7-8:30 p.m.,

Wygal Auditorium

Are you looking for an apartment

for the spring semester?

For just D250/month you can sublet a single room with pri-

vate bath. Comes with bed, desk, chair, and dresser. Free

ethernet hookup through Longvi^ood. All utilities except

phone and cable included in rent.

Call 392-2252 for more information.

Have something (anythingi)

for the calendar? E-mail us

at rotunda@longwood.edu

Baseball: St. Thomas

Aquinas (2), 1 p.m.

Unity Alliance

8:00 p.m., Java Hut

AHfoum^ oPHume ANn-sAY hsmarks?

00 YOU THINKPR^mNT
wsH IS moMo ABomnO'

TtCTIMG MAKRIAGS?

00 YOU mNT TOHUP
fIGHT INJUSTICE?

Unity Alliance

needs your help!

Grainger G1

8

Thursdays 8 p.m.

A mmm
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HOROSCOPES
)

by Sam Wisc-Ridgcs
A .

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)

Commas are the bane of your existence.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Use green pens, not red.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

March is your month <!*f love.

Aries (Mar. 21 -April 19)

I want you to eat at least three pieces of lettuce this

month. '

X^onguc [n Cheek
by EUic Woodruff

Deep Fat Friar

Yoot in Mouth
by Elbe Woodruff

Ro\e!» W $Wici 0^ ArV?cle% in^ RoAuv^Ao."-

H. UVcTN |yC<iouV)A,

(brrvxA Some of\JL

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

If you can't remember, pretend.

Gemini (May 21 -June 20)

Jackie Chan is your man.

Cancer (June 21 -July 22)

Don't do smack, and you'll live to see the

country's tricentennial.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

Realize that dust has more consistency than

that paper you wrote last minute.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)

You may feel like half the man you used to be, "This one speaks for itself" says esteemed ear-

but you've not changed mass at all, honest, toonist, EUie Woodruff.

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)

Procrastination is a five-syllable word. Try it. See?

You're real good at being a procrastinator.

Scorpio (Oct. 23. -Nov. 21)

Call your RTA! I've seen it in the stars that your

computer will crash, due to an overload of porn

downloads.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

The Gremlins are coming!

Student Services Cormittee

"Your money, your education, your rights."

Did you knew?

It's your right to appeal your final grade!

Come find out more tidbits like this, and learn

how you can change things on campus.

~SGA office Wednesdays at 9:30-'

i
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Perkaps You WillBe Able to Use a Foreign Language
Dr. Wade Edwards

Guest Writer

So, it's rime to register for the fall

semester, and there it is: the

dreaded foreign language

requirement.

You've been putting it off for

a few semesters now, hoping

against hope that you'd find a

way to satisfy that damn Goal 10

without sitting through three

semesters of verb conjugations,

impossible lab exercises, and silly

litde skits.

I'm mean, really: why do

Longwood students have to take

Spanish or French or German

anyway?

You've been speaking English

your entire life and have nothing

to complain about. You have no

interest in traveling abroad,

except maybe to Cancun or

Canada, but everyone speaks

English there anyway.

There's no possible way you'll

ever use a foreign language for

your career or your personal life:

you don't plan to get a job or

raise a family outside Virginia;

your friends are all American;

you don't watch foreign movies;

you don't read foreign newspa-

pers; and all the important novels

were translated into English

years ago.

Moreover, foreign language

classes are a drag: they're frus-

trating and difficult and time-

coaisiiraing, and the teachers

won't speak English.

And, if you have to work a

weekend job to afford

Longwood in the first place,

you'd rather not spend your

hard-earned money on a class

you are forced to take.

So, who needs a foreign lan-

guage, anyway?

Well, the short answer is you.

Even if it is expensive and exas-

perating and a bit unpopular, you

need Xp know a foreign language.

Your future as a thoughtfvil,

reflective, sexy person requires it.

If all you know is English,

then all you know is the English-

speaking world.

The world, though, is a pretty

big place, and monolingual

Americans have access to only a

littie sliver of it.

It's true that English has

become an indispensable lan-

guage, a global language of priv-

ilege and power.

But there's more to the world

than English can reveal.

Imagine if you could see only

the color green.

You'd notice grass and trees

and (American) money, of

course, but, without seeing red,

you'd never understand the sig-

nificance of a red 'rose on

Valentine's Day.

Without seeing blue, you'd

never understand music from

Memphis.

Withouf seeing black and

white, you'd never understand

the history of our country. If

aU you saw were green, you'd be

blind to most of what the world

is about.

Similarly, if all you hear is

English, you are deaf to the

concerns and contributions of

most of the people on the plan-

et.

We can express concrete

things in many different ways,

or course.

A beer is a biere in Senegal, a

cerveza in South America, and a

Bier in certain parts of

Switzerland.

Because the United States is

such a large and diverse country,

we Americans know intuitively

that people have different words

for the same basic thing: a soda

in Virginia is a pop in Ohio and

a coke in Adanta.

But words carry with them an

important nuance of the people

who use them, as anyone who

has tried to explain grits to a

Yankee understands all too well.

The word sorority, for

instance, is very difficult to

translate into French because

sororities don't exist in France.

Campus life in the two coun-

tries is so different that to

explain the word sorority to a

citizen of France, you have to

describe what it is and why it is

important to American college

students.

It's more than just a group of

women, right?

Foreign languages express

meanings and feelings and his-

tories that English translations

simply cannot convey

Without access to foreign

languages, there are some things

we Americans simply could not

know. As W.H. Auden once

wrote, "Language is the mother,

not the handmaiden, of thought;

words will tell you things you

never thought or felt before."

While French has no word for

sorority, English has no equiva-

lent for the German

Schadenfreude-that unseemly

feeling of delight we get in see-

ing other people in distress.

If we're happy that Martha

Stewart might soon go to prison,

we are experiencing

Schadenfreude.

We can explain the word in

English, but we cannot capture

its essence.

There is no English equiva-

lent, and unless we understand

German, we cannot understand

what this word really conveys.

While we Americans know

exactiy what small talk is, and

engage in it every day, the

expression has no equivalent in •

German society.

As Dr. Reynolds just told me,

"If you pass a German on the

street and ask how she's doing,

she'll give you a medical report."

o, why should you care that

people in France don't know

what a sorority is, or that you

can't grasp t\\t nuances of

Schadenfreude?

If you. plan to live in Virginia

forever and become a teacher or

a manager or a lawyer and never

deal with anyone who isn't

American, why should you sign

up for a foreign language class

now?

There are studies that show

that knowledge of a foreign lan-

guage increases a student's test

scores and leads to higher

salaries.

But, to be honest, there are

more charming reasons to take a

language class.

For one, the world needs peo-

ple who understand one other,

and, by enrolling in a foreign lan-

guage class, you will help make

your country and your world a

safer place.

By and large, people in other

countries understand Americans

better than Americans under-

stand them. Most college-aged

Europeans have been learning

English since they were in dia-

pers.

By contrast, only 8% of

American students study a for-

eign language.

The discrepancy is alarming

for at least two reasons.

From a humanistic perspec-

tive, an education that does not

include foreign languages shows

a lack of respect for other cul-

tures, other interests, and other

points of view.

And, as we've wimessed in

recent years, lack of respect for

other cultures can lead to a cul-

ture war with devastating conse-

quences.

From an economic or politi-

cal perspective, though, igno-

rance of a foreign language

places Americans at the mercy

of non-Americans who know

English.

If you are hesitant to enroll

in a language class, think about

this: monolingual people are

easy to take advantage of-eco-

nomically, socially, and political-

ly-

A second reason to feel good

about enrolling in a foreign lan-

guage class at Longwood is that

it's counter-cultural.

It's radical.

It's different.

It's cutting-edge.

If you afe among the 8% of

students your age can under-

stand a foreign language, you

are bucking a trend.

Monolinguism is mediocre,

mainstream, dull.

^ Polylihguism is atypical.

sophisticated, sexy.

No self-respecting college stu-

dent wants to be like everyone

else.

You don't want to live in a

dorm.

You don't want to eat in the

dining hall.

So, why, for crying out loud,

are you happy speaking English?

Everyone does that.

Can't you do something differ-

ent?

Yes, foreign language classes

can be difficult and demanding.

Some of them even meet at 8

A.M.

But, the good life is never easy

and the easy life is never good.

College should not be a com-

fortable four years.

If it is, you've wasted your

time and your money.

College is a time to try new

things, to learn about yourself, to

learn about the world at large.

College is a time to rebel and

think and grow.

If you sign up for French or

Spanish or German next semes-

ter-and take the class seriously -

1

guarantee you will learn to live at

an angle to the monotony of

mainstream.

You will become a rebel.

You will be sexy.

And while you're at it, you will

work to make the world a safer,

moire colorful, more beautiful

place.

Princeps would like

to recognize:

PhilNusbaum

Mrs* Barbara Shepard

Matt Earle

Laura Mayhew

Josh Elder

Alicia Moody

KariQark

Longwood In-Line Hockey Team

Thank you for all of your good work!
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Tke Searck ior a Cure Continues witk Relay for Lile
Nate Spencer

Staff Writer

Looking back on my time grow-

ing up, several role models stick

out in my mind.

There are my summer camp

supervisors, Bill Poindexter and

Adam Kaplan, who taught me

that short people are cool too.

My roommate, Iain Gardner,

has shown me the value of

astounding tenacity as he repeat-

edly tries to cultivate in me a love

of country music.

But among those role models I

hold most dear is Charlie Miller,

my former scoutmaster.

To make a long story short,

Charlie intervened in my life dur-

ing a period many boys hit

around the age of 16-18.

It's that age that I've heard

described as the "time of fumes-

gas fiimes and perfumes."

He taught me important les-

sons that I carry with me to this

day about having faith in another

person and also about buckling

down and focusing on a goal with

an attitude of confident persever-

ance.

Charlie Miller-still one of the

most cheerful and optimistic men

I know-is currently battling pan-

creatic cancer.

The Relay For Life is a yearly

event sponsored by the American

Cancer Society to celebrate exact-

ly these kinds of people.

These people are survivors of

cancer, both the ones who have

conquered it and the ones who,

against all odds, manage to retain

hope and live life to the fullest

against a foe they ultimately may

not be able to conquer.

This year's event coordinator,

Amanda Kregiel, says that this

year's event promises to be better

than ever.

The theme for this year's event,

which will be held from 7 p.m. on

Friday, April 2 until 7 a.m. on

Saturday April 3, is "Physical

Activity."

The focus is on the fight for

cancer through physical fimess

and will feature a conglomeration

of activities.

Along with the usual Survivor

Ceremony and Lap beginning at

the kickoff of the event, the RFL

committee has slated a number of

musical acts to play during the

evening prior to midni^t such as

Woodburn Road, Race the Sun,

and Dean Fields.

After midnight, DJs from

WMLU will be playing personal-

ized selections of music

In accordance with the theme,

the nig^t will be full of relay

events and the Rec Center will be

doing Aerobics.

There will also be trivia games

as well as a special Miss Relay

event reminiscent of the Miss

America pageant.

Odds are becoming almost

infimitesimally slim that anyone

will get through life without

either experiencing cancer for

herself, either personally or

throu^ the eyes of a loved one.

The Longwood University

Relay For Life is a relatively new

phenomenon and is gaining

steam, but they need your help.

They arc extending this oppor-

tunity to off-campus teams as well

as teams from Hampdcn-Sydncy

College, a move that has been met

with favorable results.

If you would like to form your

own team, don't hesitate to come

to a Captain's Meeting in the

Wheeler back lounge at 8:30 PM
on Wednesdays or contact

Amanda Kregiel (alkreg;ie@long-

wood.edu).

Thanks to Amanda and all the

coordinating staff members, com-

mittees, captains, and participants

who are making this happen.

Longwood University's own

Relay For Life event will continue

to build in popularity and effec-

tiveness as we all push to support

the search for a cure.

See you on April 2nd!

NAGS HEAD
Student Summer Rentals

see seabreezeralty.com for pictures

or call 252-255-6328

301 St. George

greys737@hotmail.com

804-378-7808

Would consider 4 students

D350 X 4/5 for 10 months

5 bedroom house / 2 baths

D325 per month per room
includes heating

12 month lease beginning in June - May

Consider a 10 month in August - May,

but lease would be D350 per room

2 living room areas

Large kitchen

Large laundry room
Deck space

Deposit required

The Last Report on the Miracles at LittleNo Horse
Paula Kay Nusbaum

KoUeighdon Intern

Louise Erdrich's novel The Last

Keport on the Miracles at Little No
Horse chronicles almost a century

of the lives of the Narive

American tribe that inhabits the

Litde No Horse.

This novel centers on the life

of the local priest, Father Damien

Modeste.

On his deathbed, Modeste

relates his experiences to a visit-

ing priest. FatherJude Miller, who

is making an official inquiry on

behalf of the Vatican into the

possible sainthood of one of

Modeste's nuns. Sister Leopolda.

During this inquiry, Modeste

reminisces on nearly a century of

secrets, lies, and murders that

have plagued his reservation,

including his personal demons.

Modeste himself is hiding the

fact that he is a woman, and on

his deathbed he struggles with his

concerns about what the impact

this revelation will have on his

community and their faith.

Throughout the novel, die

reader experiences Modeste's

strug^e with his two identities.

As readers, we are able to

accept and understand Modeste's

dilemma with his identity and

struggles to bring Christianity to

the reservation, sympathize with

his failures, and rejoice in his suc-

cesses.

The dual identity is presented

in a very logical and understand-

ing manner, so that we do not crit-

icize Modeste for his decisions,

rather we are compelled to sympa-

thize with his struggle to keep and

maintain his secret

This National Book Award

Finalist is not only a pleasurable

read but also an insightful kx>k

into Native American customs

and culture.

INTERNATIONAL PERFORMANCE NIGHT!

Wednesday, March 24th at 7:30 in the Grand Dining Hall on Longwood Campus

A night filled with diversity, culture, music and free food!

We are looking for individuals who are willing to perform on stage from their native

culture.

If interested, contact : Shafaali Nohria at 391-7013

Or Lonnie Calhoun at the Multicultural Affairs Office at 395-2394/5

Wanted
Hunt Seat Instructor for beginner level horseback riding

students. Part-time two to three afternoons/week.

Teaching experience a must.

Contact JoAnn Jones, evenings @ 983-3247.
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Women s Basketball Finiskes Season lY-^O
sports Information

LongMvood University went 2-1

last week, defeating Southern

Viiginia, 79-70, Feb. 25 in Lancer

Hall, before splitting a pair of games

at the Converse (S.C.) Tournament -

dcfeatir^ the tournament host 74-48

Fdx 27 and falling to Pittsburgh-

Johnstown 73-62 Feb. 28 in the

championship game.

The Lancers close-out tfie 2004

campaign with a final 17-9 overall

record.

Against Southern Virginia,

Longwood jumped out to an early

15-8 advantage at the 13:50 mark of

Ae first stanza and continued to

stretch the margin by as many as 1

1

points off the efforts of senior

Ebony Smith/Palmyra (Fluvanna

Co.) and junior Amber

Mason/Virginia Beach (Princess

Anne). The duo each registered dou-

ble-figures at the intermission, scor-

ing 10 and 12 points, respectively,

while junior Marita

Melderc/Rujiena, Latvia (Lynchburg

Christian) fought hard on the

boards, pulling down a team-best

eight rebounds prior to the break.

The second half featured more

of the same. The Lancers picked up

ri^i where they left off, scoring 13

unanswered points to take the deci-

shre 53-38 lead and control of the

game with 16K)2 left to play.

Longwood relendessly extended its

advantage during the period, going

up by as many as 24 points (69-45)

courtesy of junior Ashley

Mason/Virginia Beach (Princess

Anne) and freshman Rebecca

Charies/So. Charieston, WVa. (So.

Charleston), who combined for 15

points during the scoring spree.

Despite a late second half rally by

the Knights, that brought the visit-

ing squad to within nine points, the

Lancers were able to fend off the

attack and secure the home win.

Smidi finished the contest with a

season-high 17 points, including one

three-pointer, while registering four

assists, two steals, and five rebounds

in 29 minutes played. Smith was

aided by Ashley Mason vih.o also

posted a team-best 17 points on 6-

for-10 shooting, including 5-of-7

from the foul line. She also con-

tributed three assists and seven

rebounds, while twin Amber Mason

added 16 points on 7-for- 1 1 shooting

and grabbed six rebounds. Senior

Erica Marcum/Charleston, W.Va.

(Geotge Washington) rounded out

the Lancer offense with her double-

digit nig^t of 13 points, shooting 3-

of-6 fit>m beyond the arc, while dish-

ing out four assists and picking up

four steals. Longwood shot 43.7 per-

cent (31-71) from the field, 27.8 per-

cent (5-18) firora three-point territo-

ry, and 66.7 (12-18) at the stripe.

At Converse, junior Catherine

Dunn/Aberdeen, N.J. (St. John

Vianney) recorded her first double-

double in a Lancer uniform to help

Longwood defeat the All-Stars for its

sixth-straight win. Dunn finished the

contest with 11 points and 10

rebounds, while dishing out four

assists.

Head Coach Shirley Duncan's

squad outscored the host sdiool 34-

15 in the opening period, spariced by

10 first half points from Smith.

Longwood continued to add to their

lead in the second session as duee

Lancers finished the outing with

double-digits. In addition to Dunn's

1

1

points, Smith closed out the con-

test with 14 points, while Ashley

Mason contributed 10 points to help

Longwood secure the road win.

Longwood also fou^t hard on

the boards, doubling Converse's

rebounding total 61-30. Dimn and

Amber Mason combined for 22 of

the team's season-high 61 rebounds,

pulling down 10 and 12, respectively

Smith and Ashley Mason also regis-

tered nine boards apiece. The

Lancers shot 34.5 percent (30-87)

from die floor, including 22.7 (5-22)

from three-point territory and 75.0

(9-12) at the foul line.

Against Pitt-Johnstown, the two

teams changed the lead three times

and tied the game three times before

the Mountain Cats pulled ahead 18-16

with 8:33 left in die half off a fieU

goal to enter the intermission with a

33-28 advantage.

The second half featured more of

die same, with five more tics and four

additional lead changes. UPJ finally

took the 59-57 lead and control of

the game with 4:14 remaining.

The Cats outscoted the Lancers

16-5 over the final minutes to scciue

the victory.

Mekkre paced the Lancers with

her 15th double-double of the season

of a team-best 22 points and 19

rebounds, while Amber Mason post-

ed 1 6 points on 7-for-l 1 shooting and

grabbed six rebounds.

Smith also contributed 11 points

and seven boards. Longwood shot

31.9 percent (23-72) from the field,

22.7 percent (5-22) from beyond the

arc, and 64.7 percent (11-17) at the

line.

MulHsan's SpoHs Orilk
Optn 1130 mm. 7 days a wttk (315-8787)

Llv€ €nt€rtalnm€nt Fri. and Sat. nights

Friday: Southern Justice

Saturday: Biaci<wat€r Junction

WWE Wrestle Mania March 14tti IsCC P.m.
9 Call Peel Tournament

D 1,C)CC erand Drize / March 14tli

Lttdics BB^tEvoy ThundflF (No Ccyrar Fee)

SiMk Ntfils TncadflF Dl.50

Fi«eTmm EvoyTkmday
Free DdlvciyQa Cknvns UnlU 12HNI aan.

HOOTENANY MARCH 28TH - 10 BANDS. 10 BUCKS

! mRnmtfm^fmttninmfiimn \

: with this coupon (exphTM 3/13) :

March Sports Schedule

4th - Softball - Indiana (Pa.) (2)

9th - Baseball - Elizabeth City State (2)

16th - Women's Lacrosse - Virginia Tech

17th - Athletics - Atheltics Academic Banquet

18di - Baseball - St. Thomas Aquinas (2)

1 9th - M&W Tennis - Gardner-Webb
21st - Women's Lacrosse - St. Francis

24th - Baseball - Southern Virginia (2)

(2)29th - Baseball - Saint Augusine's (2) - 1:00

30th - Women's Lacrosse - UC-Davis - 4:00

7th - Baseball - Seton Hill (2)

11th -Baseball -Shaw (2)

23rd - Softball - Hampton (2)

28th - Baseball - Columbia Union

To the Longwood Student Community,

On March 19th-21st, die office of Multicultural affairs, the Multicultural Advisory

Committee, and The International Student Advisory Club will host the annual diver-

sity Days bus exploration to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

We invite inquiries from all interested citizen leaders to share diis group learning

experience and return to die campus with a renewed sense of activism related to

diversity and pluralism.

The Student Government association and the Office of Multicultural affairs are the

Prime financial sponsors (transportation and housing). However, students are

responsible for spending money (including subway fare) and meals. Additionally,

Students will live together, (four (4) per room), for the two nights near the

University of Pennsylvania and Drexel University campuses .

The trip itinerary has not been developed and we welcome suggestions. However,
WE will explore a number of dhrersity related themes/sites and allow students the

opportunity to explore the city.

If you are interested in being a part of this journey, Please email (Icalhoun) or

phone P95-2395) to receive more information and reserve your spot.

There are a limited number of seats available for this trip. If you are interested,

please respond at once. Reservations will be taken on a first come first serve basis.

So act now!

Thanks, Office of Multicultural Affairs
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Basetall Continues witk SixtkWin
sports Informaiion

Longwood University swept two

doubleheaders from visiting

Pittsburgh-Johnstown Feb. 28-29

at Lancer Stadium. The Lancers

won consecutive games by scores

of 11-10, 9-3, 20-3, and 6-5 to

increase their current winning

streak to six-straight wins.

Longwood, now 6-4 overall, will

have a week off before hosting

first-year program Seton Hill (Pa.)

March 7 at Lancer Stadium - a

scheduled 1 p.m. doubleheader.

In the series opener on

Saturday, Longwood scored five

runs in the 7th inning to tie the

game at 8-8 and force extra

innings in a contest scheduled for

seven innings. The Lancers, who

led 3-0 after two innings before

falling behind 8-3, then matched

Pittsburgh-Johnstown's two runs

in the 8th inning and scored the

game-winning run in the 9th

inning when freshman Zach

Zigrang/Virginia Beach

(Kempsville) (2-5) stole home on

an attempted double-steal with an

LU runner at first base. Senior

Brian Medley/Halifax (Halifax

Co.) (5-5, 2 RBI) led a 15-hit

attack with five hits, including

three doubles while scoring three

runs. He was the runner on first

when Zigrang stole home for the

decisive run as well. In addition

to Zigrang's two hits, junior

Robert Gillis/Dartmouth, Nova

Scotia (Auburn Drive) (2-5) also

collected two hits for the Lancers.

Freshman Tyler

Childress/Montclair (Forest

Park) (1-5, 2 RBI) hit a clutch

two-out, two-run double in the

7th to tie the game (B-8), just

missing a walk-off home run as

his double hit the base of the

fence in left field.

Freshman Charlie

Yarbrough/Richmond (Mills

Godwin) (1-4, RBI) also hit a

two-out RBI double in the 7th

inning to keep the hosts alive,

while classmate Matt

Fitzgerald/Fairfax Station

(Hayfield) (1-1, RBI) added an

important two-out, pinch-hit RBI

single in the 8th inning to tie the

contest at 10-10— Fitzgerald's

first collegiate hit. Zigrang also

earned the pitching win in relief,

his first collegiate win, with the

final 1.1 shutout innings, allowing

no hits with three strikeouts.

In the nightcap of day one,'

Longwood fell behind 3-0 in the

top of the first inning before

scoring eight runs in its first two

at-bats en route to the convinc-

ing victory. Junior Chris

Balus/Newport News

(Denbigh) (1-4, 2 RBI) put the

Lancers on the board in the 1st

inning with a two-run home run.

Freshman Tyler Ames/Exmore

(Northampton) (2-3, 2 RBI) and

senior Louis

Shackelford/Newport News

(Denbigh) (2-3) led the nine-hit

attack with two hits each, includ-

ing a two-run single in the 2nd

inning by Ames. Freshman Alan

Moore/Richmond (Monacan)

(2-1) earned the pitching win

with his first collegiate complete

game, scattering six hits and

three earned runs with six strike-

outs over the 7.0 innings.

In the opener on Sunday,

Longwood broke open a close

game (4-1) with 10 runs in the

4th inning, and took advantage

of 15 hits and five Pittsburgh-

Johnstown errors en route to the

17-run victory.

Medley (4-6, 6 RBI) led the

attack with four hits, including a

three-run home run in the 4th

and a three-run double in the

5th inning. Balus (3-4, RBI) and

Yarbrough (3-5, 2 RBI) each col-

lected three hits in the contest,

including a double by Balus and

a two-run single by Yarbrough

in the 3rd inning. Shackelford

(1-4, 2 RBI) and freshman

Hunter Williams/Richmond

(Varina) (2-3, 2 RBI) each added

two RBI to the effort, including

a two-run double by Williams in

die 4th,

Sophomore Mike

Brown/Courtland
(Southampton) (1-0) earned the

pitching win with the first 5.0

innings on the mound, scatter-

ing five hits and three earned

runs with one strikeout.

In the nightcap of day two,

Longwood rallied from an early

2-0 deficit through three innings

and scored the game-winning

run in the bottom of the final

7th inning with two-outs.

Ames (2-2, 2 RBI) had the

game-winner, a two-out single

to left field scoring Gillis (2-4,

RBI) who had hit a two-out

double to keep things going for

the Lancers.

Medley (2-3, RBI) also added

two hits for Longwood.

Zigrang (2-0) got the pitching

win in relief, his second in two

days, with the final 1.1 shutout

innings, yielding just one hit

with two strikeouts.

M dWen s an
sports Information

Men's Tennis - Longwood

University split a pair of road

matches last week, defeating

NCAA Division III Lynchburg

College 7-0 Feb. 28 after a 7-0

loss at Division I Hig^ Point

University Feb. 25. The Lancers

are now 1 -2 overall and will play

at Division I George Mason

University March 5

At Lynchburg, Longwood

won all singles and doubles

matches in strait sets. In sin-

gles, freshman Rashko

Patnikov/Bankya, Bulgaria

(Smimenski) won at #1 (6-3, 6-

0), as did junior Chris

Newman/Chesapeake (Hickory)

at #2 (6-1, 6-0), sophomores Ian

Young/Bowie, Md. (Eleanor

Roosevelt) at #3 (6-3, 6-1) and

Diego Quiros/Quesada, Costa

Rica (Maria Inmaculada) at #4

(6-1, 6-0), senior Garrett

Green/ Fredericksburg

Stafford) at #5 (6-1, 60), along

with sophomore Justin

Dorsk/Vii^tua Beach

(Kempsville) at #6 (6-1, 6-2). In

doubles, Newman and Quiros

won at #1 (8-5), as did Patnikov

and Green at #2 (8-1), along

with Young and Dorsk at #3 (8-

2).

At High Point, Longwood

was unable to secure any team

points against the unbeaten

omen s lennisT. Update
Pandiers of the Big South

Conference.

Season Records

Patnikov kads Longwood with

his 5-4 record in singles, followed

by Quiros (5-6), Dorsk (3-2),

Green (3-4), Newman (2-6),

freshman Tyler Sinsabaugh/GIen

Allen (Hermitage) (1-0), Young

(1-7), along with sophomore Dan

Conte/Midlothian (Monacal) (0-

1). In doubles, Newm^an and

Quiros are 2-1, followed by

Patnikov and Green (1-2), along

with Young and Dorsk (1-2).

Durii^ die fall, Patnikov and

Newman were 1-3, followed by

Quiros and Young (1-4), along

with Green and Dorsk (0-1).

Following the George Mason

match, Longwood is sdieduled to

host Division III Mary

Washington College March 16 in

a contest re-scheduled from Feb.

24.

Womcn*s Tennis - Loi^^vood

University lost its only match

played last week at NCAA
Division I High Point University

by a score of 7-0. The Lancers

are now 1-2 overall and will play

at Division I George Mason

University March 5

At Hi^ Point, the Longwood

doubles team of freshmen

Romana Bucur/Brasov, Romania

0oan Mseota) and Jenn

Edwards/Newport News

(Hanpton Roads Academy)

won at #2 (9-7), though the

doubles competition was worth

just one point (for two of three

wins).

Season Records

Bucur leads Longwood with

her 4-6 record in singles, fol-

lowed by seniors Laura

Whitehurst /Chesapeake
(Western Branch) (2-3), Odlia

Robinson/Lynchburg
(Btookville) (2-4), and DanieUc

Hess/Bel Air, Md. (Bel Air) (1-

2), freshman Lexi

Torrice/Richmond (Douglas

Freeman) (1-2), sophomores

Ashley Moore/Midlothian

(Midbdiian) (1-2) and Jessica

Farr/WilUamsburg (Lafeyettc)

(0-3), along with freshman

Nancy Hott/Fairfax (W.T.

Woodson) (0-4) and Edwards

^-5). In doubles, Bucur and

Edwards are 2-1, followed by

Hess and Torrice (1-0), Hess

and Edwards (1-1), Bucur and

Hott (0-1), Torrice and

Robinson (0-1), and Robinson

and Whitehurst (0-2). During

the fall, Moore and Whitehurst

were 1-2, followed by Pucur

and Edwards (0-1), along with

Farr and Hott (0-2).

Following die George Mason

match, Longwood is scheduled

to host Division I Gardner-

Webb (N.C.) March 19.

Women s Lacrosse Starts Season witli Victory Against Limestone

sports Information

Longwood University, ranked

#4 in the Lacrosse Magazine

Preseason Division II Poll, defeat-

ed #6 Limestone 16-10 Saturday

afternoon in the 2004 season

opener at Lancer Field. With the

win, the Lancers post a 1-0 mark

on the season, while the Saints are

0-1 overall. Head Coach Janet

Grubbs's squad will remain home

to host NCAA Division I Siena

Wednesday evening at 7 p.mi at

Lancer Field.

Against Limestone, the visiting

school got on the board first, find-

ing the back of the net at the 27:45

mark. Longwood quickly retaliat-

ed, scoring back-to-back goals

within 35 seconds of each other to

take to 2-1 advantage. The Lancers

continued the scoring spree, tally-

ing 10 goals before the intermis-

sion, while limiting the visiting

Saints to just two more goals.

Following the break, the Saints

made a late second session rally,

netting four goals in nearly three

minutes to narrow the margin.

However, LU maintained the

lead, adding six goals of its own

to secure the home win and

extend its record at Lancer Field

to 12-1 over the last three sea-

sons.

Longwood played a balanced

offense against Limestone with

nine different Lancers recording

goals. Junior Emily

Bikowski/Fairfax (Bishop

O'Connell) paced the Lancers,

finding the back of the net four

times. Seniors Carlee

Ullery/Keswick (Albemarle) and

Tia Rict^ardson/ElUcott City, Md.

(Centeffliial) each scored twice,

while juniors Isa Cohen/Mineral

(Fairfax) and Leanne

Kibler/Oakton (Oakton) also

registered two goals. Cohen and

Kibler also combined for seven of

the team's nine assists, dishing out

three and four, respectively.

Senior Kristy Taylor/Lorton

(Bishop Ireton), sophomore Ali

Shafer/Fairfax (Fairfax), along

with freshmen Cathleen

Strain/Alexandria (Mt. Vernon)

and Jenn Shipp/Charlottesville

(Albemarle) tallied a goal apiece,

while Taylor distributed two

assists.

Senior veteran keeper Stacey

Schmidt/Berlin, N.J. (Eastern

Regional) and sophomore Emily

Wilson/Owings, Md. (Northern)

split the match evenly, as they

both guarded the net for 30 min-

utes. Schmidt got four saves on

six shots during the match, while

Wilson recorded three saves on

11 shots.

Pam Gateau and Meghan

Dennehy led Limestone with

three-goals each, while keepers

Jackie Weaver and Brandi Daigle

combined for 12 saves on 32

Longwood shots on goal.
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VA Budget Impasse Looms

Large for Longwood, State

Shawn Garrett

News Editor

Five days into a special session to

break a budget impasse, the

Virginia General Assembly

decided to resume negotiations

after a rare and sometimes con-

tentious Sunday meeting.

Talks were agreed to begin

again today, and the earliest

House lawmakers would agree to

meet after 17 largely fruidess

days of negotiation that have

nerves, flared and tempers short.

Citing a need to return home

for a while and listen to their

constituencies, the House

recessed until Saturday. The

Senate, calling a recess of more

than three days unconstitutional,

decided to return today.

Sen. R. Edward Houck, D-

Spotsylvania, blamed the House

for the snail's-pace progress on.

the budget, reported the

Associated Press.

"Something is wrong with this

charade," he said. "Our confer-

ees are here; they're ready to do

the work. Why in the world

would we prolong this process

by the conferees taking another

three or four days to even start

to meet?"

The Assembly took the final

steps to return the budget to

conference after a Senate

attempt to rewrite a House bill,

repealing some industrial and

business sales tax exemptions,

failed.

• Though considered unlikely,

the unprecedented failure to

adopt a new two-year budget has

many local leaders and their

lawyers talking seriously about

how to manage the political and

legal consequences if the state's

budget stalemate drags on for

weeks or months.

Aides to lawmakers, members

of Gov. Mark R. Warner's

administration and local govern-

ment officials are actively dis-

cussing "what-if scenarios:

What if school systems don't

know how many teachers they

can hire for next year? What if

local governments can't pass

their budgets? What if the stale-

mate leads past the June 30th

deadline and the state govern-

ment shuts down July 1?

"It's really difficult for the

institution to know how much to

charge for tuition and budget for

financial aid," said Brenda

Atkins, Longwood's Executive

Director of Governmental

Affairs. Longwood, which hopes

to receive an estimated D 124.5

million from the Assembly over

the next two years, joins many

cash-strapped collets in the

state in worries over a possible

budget deadlock.

Longwood's Board of

Visitors met last Friday and

Saturday to discuss the financial

outiook of the upcoming year.

Althou^ the Board approved

language leading to between a

five and nine percent bump in

next year's tuition, nothing can

be done until definite budget

projections are made available.

Atkins characterized the set-

backs as "particulariy hard" on

state institutions, saying that

Longwood has received "no

guidance whatsoever" on how to

plan with an unknown budget.

Though the deadline is not until

June 30th, the Board needs the

budget information by April in

order to take appropriate action.

"Usually by this time in the

year we would be working on

next year's budget," said Kathy

Worster, Longwood's VP for

Administration and Finance.

"There are three different

budgets we have to consider,"

Worster said, "the House's, the

Senate's and the Governor's,

which is why the Board had to

come up with three Tnfferent

tutition scenarios.

When there is a shortfall

between State appropriations

and ftinds needed by institutions,

the institutions are expected

See BUDGET p. 12

Director ol Prolessional Services Brings

Extensive Experience to Longwood

Last fall. Dr. James Pirkle came

to Longwood, his wife's alma

mater, committed to the

University's rich heritage in

preparing student educators and

professionals and to enhancing

student professional development

opportunities.

As director of Professional

Services, Dr. Pirkle supervises and

coordinates all state and overseas

internships, field experiences and

student teaching placements. He
is also in charge of getting licens-

es for all graduating teachers.

library media, special education,

and graduates.

Opening students' minds to

opportunities and possibilities is

very important to Dr. Pirkle. "In

our department, we want to help

all students become the best

quality teacher possible, to know

that their dreams of becoming a

topnotch teacher can be real-

ized," said Dr. Pirkle.

It is his and the University's

strong commitment to students

that make him especially mindful

of the spirit of Longwood.

"In addition to believing

strongly in our students, I also

believe in Longwood's mission of

generating graduates who are

exemplary teachers, yet who are

also committed in their own ways

to being quality leaders and

notable citizens, not just sideline

observers," he said.

Dr. Pirkle is from

Chattanooga, TN. He earned a

B.S. in secondary education from

the University of Virginia; an

M.S. in speech communication

from Bradley Universit^' in Peoria,

Illinois; another M.S. in educa-

tional administration and super\d-

sion from the University of

Tennessee, and his Ph.D. in edu-

cational leadership and support/

from the University of Florida.

Dr Pirkle brings to Longwood

extensive and varied experience.

He has been a teacher, principal,

curriculum coordinator, superin-

tendent, professor and dean. For

17 years he and his wife lived

abroad, mosdy in England, but at

one point he served as the assis-

tant superintendent of the

Department of Defense Overseas

Schools Benelux District located

in Brussels. Shortiy afterwards he

was chosen as the Superintendent

for the eight Camp Lejeune

Dependents Schools system in

Jacksonville, NC. In recognition

of his exceptional leadership as

superintendent.

See SPIRIT p. 12

Board of Visitors Approves Tuition Hike

Possibilities oft, 8, or 9 Percent for 2004^2005
Kent Booty

longwood Public Relations

The Longwood University Board

of Visitors during its meeting

March 20 approved a range of

tuition and fee increases for

2004-2005 in accordance with

the final Appropriation Act for

the same fiscal year.

Under the three tuition and

fee scenarios, which are based on

budgets proposed by the

Governor and both houses of

the Virginia General Assembly,

tuition would be increased by 5,

8 or 9 percent, which would

mean an average increase in total

costs for in-state residential stu-

dents of between 5.1 and 6.2

percent, and for out-of-state res-

idential students of between 5.0

and 7.1 percent.

As of yet, the General

Assembly has been unable to

adopt a budget for 2004-2006.

In addition, the Board also

took the following action during

the meeting:

*it aUocated 403,000 from

the university's Auxiliary Reserve

Fund to complete and extend

Brock Commons.

'•'it promoted to full professor

Dr. William Abrams (mathemat-

ics), Dn Barbara Chesler (educa-

tion) and Dr. Charles Kinzer

(music), and promoted to associ-

ate professor Dr. Deborah

Frazier (education). Dr.

Elizabeth Kocevar-Weidinger

(library science). Dr. Linda Lau

(computer information manage-

ment systems). Dr. Mary

Lehman (biology). Dr. Susan

Lynch (therapeutic recreation),

Dr. Paul Moriarty (philosophy).

Dr. Michelle Parry (physics) and

Christopher Register (art).

*it granted tenure to, from the

above group. Dr. Chesler, Dr.

Frazier, Dr. Lau, Dr. Lehman,

Dr. Moriarty, Dr. Parry and

Register, and also to Dr. Cheryl

Adkins (management). Dr.

Drew Harris (management) and

Dr Hood Frazier (English).

*it granted emeritus status to

Dr. Edna Allen, associate pro-

fessor of social work, who is

retiring after this semester.

*it appointed six new faculty

members, two in history and

one each in chemistry, English,

mathematics and children's liter-

ature. All will replace faculty

members who left or are retir-

ing.

*it approved faculty salary

ranges.

*it revised administrative poli-

cies related to inclement

weather/emergency closings

and information technology,

and also revised policies and

procedures in the Student

Handbook.

*and it approved an audit plan

for fiscal year 2005.
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Editor
This after-

noon, I took

1 trip to

Southside

for my leg.

I know,

right?

Suicide?

I'm usually not a big worrier

when it comes to my health, but

when I explained the pain to my
dad, he said it sounded like a

blood clot.

Crap.

I've been tested most of my
life for iron levels (my dad gets

clots because of a really high iron

count and gets blood out every

month), and V usually wind up

somewhere in the normal range.

But my dad was my age when

he got his first clot, and generics

are a wonderful thing, so to

Southside I went.

My friend Janet sat with me in

the waiting room, after which

you c^tn't have visitors for some

obscene amount of time, and

she had class anyway, so off she

went.

The nurses were really nice,

and the overall experience was-

n't nearly as bad as people make

it out to be.

But I'm alone getting a sono-

gram and kind of freaking out

because the whole thing is just

weird, and they've got the sound

on, and everything hurts.

Have you ever heard your

insides before? It's really cool,

but, at the same time, it's really

unnerving.

And all I really want my dad

who is all the way in Florida on

business.

The only other rime I've been

in the hospital in recent memo-

ry, it was the middle of the

night, and I was sixteen, and he

was there, holding my hand while I

cried.

And I wasn't about to call my
mom because she wouldn't be able

to drive down to Farmville anyway,

and she would freak out more than

I was at the moment anyway.

But that gets me thinking, you

know?

When am I too old to want my
parents to come take care of me?

When am I too old to have

someone by my side?

As an "adult" do I have to start

going it all alone?

Am I even really an adult yet? I

sure don't feel like it. Because I

sure am about to burst into tears,

which looks even sillier than nor-

mal when you are by yourself and

your ass is hanging out of a gown

that is swimming around the rest

of you.

How do older people that don't

have significant others deal with

this?

I think of my grandma this

summer who had her husband,

daughter, son-in-law, and three

granddaughters by her side, hold-

ing her hand through morphine

withdraw, making sure she ate,

keeping her company, etcetera.

But I'm alone and shaking and

squeezing the claw clip that's

been holding up my hair. Open,

close. Open, close. Squeak,

squeak, squeak.

And I'm fanning my face with

my hands- when I feel like I'm

going to pass out after they take

blood.

And when I've got an IV in my

hand, and it may or may not hurt

worse than most things in this

world.

And isn't it really mean to drip

salt water into an open wound?

That occured to me as well.

I want nothing more than to

not be alone.

It's fiinny, I think, how just this

morning I was wriring my journal

for mythology about my admira-

tion for Antigone because she

never lets down the people who

need her most.

And for a minute, I wish she

were there beside me ( with her

mouth shut because everything

she says just irks me).

But then it's already been three

hours, and they say I'm fine, and

they take out the FV.

And I'm still alone, but maybe

I'm a stronger person for this.

Probably not, but I'm out of

space, and that's a better sound-

ing ending anyway.

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief
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IAm Just a Freskman, OrAm I?

Tne Rotunda s very own news editor tackles

the hardest collegia te question oithem all

Shawn Garrett

Newi Editor
~

It is a common sentiment shared

by far too many: the lower on the

food chain, the less you can do.

Nothing, however, is further

from the truth.

As my freshman year will draw

to a close later next month, I am
reminded of all the instances

wherein I was made aware of my
seemingly low stature.

In several cases dealing with

such varied groups as the Office

of Cashiering to the Registrar's

office, to my friends and fellow

students, whenever I got up the

nerve to complain about some-

thing or get involved in some way

I was told repeatedly (sometimes

not so politely) that I should sit

down and shut up.

Though some angest-ridden

underclassmen tend to take

things out of proportion, the

sense that many upperclassmen

look down on them for their

newness cannot be denied.

Freshman also have the added

disadvantage of being new and

unexperienced in an environment

that tends to reward those in the

know.

Fall registration is a perfect

example of this. With no mass

emails or campus posters-almost

no indication at all, really-many

underclassmen have found them-

selves unaware that they can regis-

ter this week.

Seniority has its place, I'll war-

rant you,- and going from king of

the hill in high school to last in

line in college comes as a shock,

but the label of freshman need

not come as more than that-a

label.

They might as well change the

distinctions to blue, red, green,

and yellow, or up, down, right and

left-it makes no difference.

As a freshman, I have been able

to secure positions on the editori-

al boards of two publications, get

a job other than the dining hall,

and seriously begin work toward

my two majors, side-stepping

some of the more cumbersome

and tedious aspects of the Gen

Ed. Requirements.

Ffeshmen I know have earned

positions on the SGA, coundess

organizations, gotten administra-

tive action taken, or started

organizations of their own.

There have even been many

famous freshman throughout

history, such as Edgar Allen Poe,

whose first (and only) year at

UVA has been much lauded by

the university for decades hence.

But seriously, being a fresh-

man puts you, literally in some

cases, at the end of the line, but

it needn't make you insignificant.

As the newest members of the

Longwood community, I feel

freshman have the most to give,

infusing the campus with new

creativity and vitality with each

passing year.

Sophomores, juniors and sen-

iors have their place, and the

right to be respected and reward-

ed for their success, but they

don't have the monopoly on

involvement.

Here's to the freshman.
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"If you're not mad, you're liof paying attention!"

your chcM\joe/ to- do iomethin^ dbout yKletod evil^, t>v4tEa4/ ofjuit whirUA^ about tikem< So
jpeah up (M\d/ act up. Because', ufyowre^ not mad/, you/'re^ not paying atte^vtVon. EmcUl/

ActU^iit ijdiexAA to rotunciaj@>long\uood/.eduA

Wky Exactly Is It Illegal?
Anonymous

In the not so distant past peo-

ple used to take time to enjoy

Ufe. Today Americans are

caught up in the "politically

correct" haze that has become

a cultural disease to our peo-

ple. The idealism that drives

"progress" today has forced

the Americans with true

American spirit underground

by labeling them as criminals.

Our lifestyles have changed

into a consistent stream of

distraction and the desire to

personalize our world and our

space. People have become

isolated in "their Uves" and

have forgotten that we all live

here together. The greater

scheme is lost in our culture.

Terrorism is a direct prod-

uct of everything that is

wrong with American culture.

Those who hate us and our

way of life are the ones we can

learn the most from about

ourselves. As a kid in school,

I was worried about my image

and didn't understand how to

be cool or popular. Being

popular was the only thing

that mattered to me.

Then, I was set free.

I got my truck and went on a

mission to find people I could

have fun with. I was no

longer isolated in the school

system and started learning

about real life on my own. My
greatest lesson was a product

of smoking marijuana leaves.

As a rookie smoker I tried to

smoke as much as I could

afford and get as high as pos-

sible. I met many kids who

felt the same way and we were

labeled potheads. We didn't

care. We were the loudest

people, the wildest people and

the closest friends. We were

rebels. We are Americans.

Just before I went to col-

lege I tried the only other ille-

gal substance I have used.

Mushrooms damaged me mentally

and I am still in the process of

recovery from one week of my
life. I ate them 5 days out of that

week. If you have never tried

them you cannot understand the

level of confusion that occurs the

first time you use those kinds of

(drugs. I found out a lot that

week. I learned the danger with

those drugs. My mind wanted

that feeling so bad I couldn't resist

it when I saw it. Marijuana was

my Gateway to these drugs. I did-

n't know any better. I was igno-

rant.

This is a problem.

Why in all the years I spent in pub-

lic education wasn't I told why

drugs are bad?

Because I didn't have anything

to relate it to, it is indescribable to

a kid.

Drugs are hidden from kids like

an unspoken temptation. Their

parents don't understand this

because they lived in the 60's and

70's when cocaine and hard drugs

ran wild. They can relate why

drugs are bad because they have

seen a culture of hippies, devoted

to all kinds of drugs, living in

another worid all the time.

The kids still don't understand.

I was lucky enough to scare

myself away from hard drugs by

realizing the addiction involved.

Now I smoke pot occasionally

Why. It's better than alcohol when

used in moderation. There is no

argument of this fact except by

those who have not used it. People

who haven't ever been drunk can't

understand the feeling of being

drunk. The feeling of being drunk

is followed by sleep and a bad

headache. Rest and relaxation fol-

low the feeling of being high.

Alcohol is harsher on the human

body and mind than marijuana

when it is abused. I smoke ciga-

rettes. I hate cigarettes. They

make me feel horrible when I

smoke too many or when I'm sick

and I can't resist the urge to light

one up. This addiction is unique

(like heroin). I don't get anything

from it but my body wants nicotine

to kill the craving and . . . Example:

In thinking the last sentence I have

triggered the mechanism in my
brain to make me want a cigarette,

and because I can't think clearly

when I am feeling this constant

craving I will not finish my sen-

tence; I will go smoke a cigarette. .

.

The kids still don't understand.

Now I only smoke enough to kill

the craving. When the cra\4ng is

gone I throw the rest away. I am

in the process of quitting. I am

improving my life.

Now I get back to my mission.

The only downside I have expe-

rienced with marijuana is the

short-term memory loss associated

with smoking heavily. The same is

true for those who drink heavily

on a regular basis. The difference

is in the progression of a marijua-

na user versus that of an alcohol

abuser. Naturally, I have learned

that smoking small amounts on

occasion is all I need to deal with

the conflict between the speed of

society and my natural desire to

take my time and enjoy life.

Alcohol can pro\ade the same sat-

isfaction, but people have a ten-

dency to indulge in things' that

make them feel good. As an alco-

holic indulges they get wild,

depressed, loud, obnoxious, stu-

pid, and sometimes downright

crazy. As a pothead indulges they

do nothing, they lose all motiva-

tion. Which is worse for you.

You understand my point.

How many people do you know

who smoke pot? How many peo-

ple who drink? Which ones are

better friends?

Alcoholics drink in front of

their kids. Smokers smoke in iso-

lation from everyone because it is

illegal. Their children only see that

they spend time alone for a while

and come back happier and calmer.

See ACTIVIST p. 4

props and drops
Props:

+ To only one month of class left!

+ To Rofunda next week!

+ To being able to wear open-toed shoes.

+ To knitting.

+ To The Daily Show

Drops:

- To people who think they're God.

- To people who suds foutains.

- To putting in 4 work orders and still not getting a

response

- To people who just can't grow up.

- To registration. It's hell,

- To the sticky stuff that stays on after you take off a

bandaid.

Speak On i

Wliere do you see yoursell next

semester?

-Katie, Sophomore

Wherever Fm living IT!

in my room all day,

because Fll be taking

18 credits.

-Casey, Sophomore

Longwood Theater presents:

Lee Blessing's

Eleemosyanry

April 2nd-8th and April 16th-18th

8 p.m. In Jarman Auditorium

April 4th and 18th 3:00 p.m. matinees

call the box office for prices and reservations!

MHlidil^HMlllli liiMIHII
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Then they grow up and figure it

out. The same way alcoholic chil-

dren figure out why their parents

use alcohol, they experiment.

Which would you prefer your

child to use if pot was legal?

Children can't be sheltered

from these things, many people

have tried, children need to be

educated rather than left to make

the decisions that can harm them

most on their own. One day they

will be free Americans.

The main argument against

weed today is the irresponsibility

of children who smoke. They are

telling children that their deci-

sions are making them irresponsi-

ble.

Their message is good but

their information is twisted.

They blame marijuana, but the

truth is kids don't understand the

effects of drugs or alcohol and

they do them more to try and

understand what is going on.

Maybe they should ask their

parents the same way they always

have when they don't understand

something. "Oh that's right, it's

illegal."

Those who shelter their kids

the most are the ones who did

not experiment as kids and live

life in fear of things they don't

understand.

Their kids learn this and grow

up to experiment with things

their parents never did, and a void

is created where the parents no

longer understand their kids

behavior because the kids are

forced to keep secrets.

Why do so many people hate

police officers when their job is

to serve and protect^ Why do

officers now harass those who

give them the most trouble?

Because we are smokers.

smokers naturally fear getting

caught; therefore we do not

cooperate with law enforcement

If we want to kill the use of hard

drugs in America we need to

classify criminals as criminals and

potheads as potheads.

Legalize it, and the pot smok-

ers will eventually be considered

normal people; which will in turn

further isolate those who use

hard drugs, making them more

easily identifiable.

No one likes a crack head.

Everyone likes a pothead; every-

one except cops.

We are the pain in the butt

that makes their job harder

because they are forced to try to

catch us, when we are obviously

still just as smart as them. We
avoid capture. Hard drug users

stand out and get caught They

are sent to jail where they

become educated criminals.

However, the pot smokers are

also criminals in jail with the rest;

forced to adapt to the jail culture

and they come out hating cops

like all criminals. These are the

victims. They are the uneducated

kids.

As a people we need to live

slower, to open our eyes and

minds, to eliminate electrical dis-

tractions. Electronics are the

most popular addiction in our

culture. We use theiii like a drug

to pass the time, to waste our

lives with inactivity. The benefit

is communication, the problem

is self-indulgence, isolation, and

the illusion is that computers can

solve all of society's problems by

giving people something to do by

themselves.

Our society is hated by other

cultures because we are isolation-

ists in a world where people must

stick together to survive. We

Opinion
have made our point in riiat we

will not be threatened by terror-

ist regies, but we have been

influenced whether we like it or

not.

We can use this influence as a

wake up call to why a culture is

based partially on hatred of our

way of life, or we can just hate

them back. The creation of

hatred creates WAR.

We must learn from our ene-

mies and stop giving people legit-

imate reasons to hate us. The

legitimate reason is our efforts to

perfect life with gadgets and

money when we are blind to the

things that truly plague us.

Americans free your selves.

Now is the time to change.

Open your miild.

Focus on understanding

what's real and not your image.

If you need help, smoke some

pot and listen to the music with a

message (Bob Marley).

If I never smoked weed I

would not be able to understand

these things because I wouldn't

have tried.

I would have lived in the illu-

sion of American culture.

Racism plays the big role.

Because black people and

Mexicans are more open about

their culture smoking marijuana,

those who have racist views of

these people want to label them

criminals.

White government representa-

tives for example.

You should be angry reading

this no matter who you are.

We'll see whose voice is loud-

er, the racist

Americans or

the rest of us.

Sucks being

singled out

doesn't it

March 25, 2004

Letter to tke Edit
I have been attending

Longwood University since my
fireshman you; aiui this past fall

(the start of my sophomore

year) I was diagnosed with a

rare form of omcer. I left

school temporarily to begin

treatment in Houston, TX and

I am pleased to say that I am
now in ftiU health and will be

returning to Longwood again

diis f^.

My trouble lies with hous-

ing, and disability services. In

January, housing ^proved me
to live off-carapus when I

return in die fall, according to

my doctor's wishes. We had

planned on myself, and two

rootnmates living off-campus.

After I s%ned die lease for an

apartment, it was btoi^t to

my attention tihat rising juniors

would no loflg^ be permitted

to Kve off-campus. I was wor-

ried, but assumed that

Longwood would make an

exception in my situation gjven

my doctor's wishes.

When I return in the fall, 111

need minimal assistance living -

- help reaching tilings, getting

tilings off of the floor, I can't

stand for long periods of time

without becoming fatted I

have a spedal diet where I need,

to cook for myself each meal,

and living on-campus with a

meal plan would be a royal

pan.

Given some new mild limi-

tations, I would be uncomfort-

or
iU>le living l^ mysdf off-cam-

pus - hat dbat is now what it

has cc»ne ta My two foom-

mates a{^^fed to live off-cam-

pus widi me dting special

neecb, and my ooodogist in

Houston wrote a letter for

them, statii^ it would be bene-

ficial to have pet^^ living widi

me.

Hie ADA (disabilities oMn-

mittee) reviewed my room-

mate's request, and dented

them. My roommates aie both

rising juniors, but I am out-

taged diat the ADA believes

dieir housing poEcy takes pie-

ccndence over my doctor's

wishes. Now I will be forced to

live by myself off-campus.

Bodi of my parents are furious

that L(M^;wood fails to cater to

my need^ and lUodly values the

room and board mon^ fhey

will be receiving ficom my two

roommates, over my well-

being. I myself am honestly just

shocked over the entire situa-

tion - up until tliis year risii^

juniors have been tnoving off-

campus, and I can't bdieve that

even given my circumstances,

the school refuses to release my
roommates ffom a housing

contract Since when did

money and policy ovenide a

student's weU-bcing at

Longwood? Oh wait, always.

Sincerely,

lindsey Morgan

Judicial Board DID YOU KNOW?

Did you know that you are responsible for your actions

whether it takes place on or off campus. If it reports back to

Longwood, you will be held accountable because you are a

student of Longwood.

The Student Handbook states students are expected to com-
ply with all federal, state, and local laws. Criminal activity by

a student, whether it takes place on or off campus, may be

cause for disciplinary action. This principle also applies to

other forms of off- campus conduct or behavior that would

leave an adverse effect on the institution or its educational

efforts.

WelqffoatCBfc

vtfherv The Neignbomood Comes Together

Casual Dining - Private Parties

Catering

ANNE SIMBOLI
PMtryCiief

(434) 392-1566

20t B Mill Stmet
Farmviite. Virginia 23901

5iooe would like to thank all of the

chefs and other contributors who par-

ticipated in the ^hefs 7ood

7estivaL She is happy to note that

it was a great success! ^nse invites

you all to ^harieys to cdebrate ten

years of service to the ^aimville

community. 7resh new desserts are

being featured daily! 5Uso, don't for-

get to make your reservations for

your special graduation limch. Space

is running out! ^all *6hariqrs today

to reserve your space and to order

that special cake to make your d^y!
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BLUE
HEAT

Longwood
University Dance Team

^mCXATNAHONALS'
EDA DANCE TEAM CHAMPIONSHIP

MYRTLE BEACH, SC

Girls you worked so hard and
now it's time to show the
East Coast how we do it! !

!

Interested in FREE Room
and Board???

Enjoy working with computers

and people?

Come to theRTA Fair. •••••••

Mliere yov can leMii more about the program.

Sevend podtkms are avaUable forFM 04!

When: Mmday, April 5^, 2004 6:30-8:00 p^m.

Where: LankfordA&BRooms

Be prepared to fiB wt an appliciUion and take a

short test

Lxjngwood University will celebrate National Student Employment Week April 4-10,

2004. This first full week of April, honors student employees and their employers.

The theme chosen for this year is "Courage, Vision, Risk—Focus on the Future."

The Work Experience Prc^ram gives student employees the opportunities to grow

both professionally and personally. Working students and their employers are citizen

leaders and provide immeasurable contributions to their schools and to their com-

munities. National Student Employment Week provides a chance to focus on the

importance and value of students who work, and the positive results of work expe-

rience.

As part of this week's festivities, a "Student Employee of the Year" and a

"Supervisor of the Year" will be selected. Supervisors are asked to nominate stu-

dents from their areas who have demonstrated exceptional abilities and made special

contributions to their departments for this academic year. In addition, student

employees are also encouraged to nominate their supervisors. Students or suf)ervi-

sors who have not received nomination forms should contact the Student

Employment Office. The deadline for nominations is March 23. Winners will be

announced at the Student Employee Appreciation Dinner on April 6, 2004. All work

experience students and supervisors are invited to this dinner, which will be in the

Dining Hall Annex begiiming 5:15 p.m. Students will use their ID's to go through

the food line; commuter students must contact the Smdent Employment Office

(x221 1 or ngarrett@longwood.edu) to have their names placed on a guest list.

The Career Center, along with the Longwood faculty and staff, wish to take this

opportunity to show their appreciation to all those work experience students who
have assisted them in performing the daily activities of the college. All students, staff

and faculty are encouraged to celebrate this week by showing the employees and each

other how much they are appreciated.

c. t, i the L^lowupLure

of an Ab^lute Tan

ULTRA DARK AIRBRUSH TANNER
Revolutionary Personal Sunless Tanning System*

Exceptional Even Color Instantly

Golden Self Bronzer

D39.95

Absolute Tati
a

Southgate Shopping Center

392-9676

Farmville's Exclusive Tanning Salon

*Wc applfam iipicalioB
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A"Passion for tke Vi 1

Trevor Kn^r
Staff Writer

Much hype has been made of Mel

Gibson's "The Passion of the

Christ" and for a variety of rea-

sons.

I'm going to avoid the shaky

ground of scripture here and just

examine the film itself.

First off, this is not meant for

the weak stomach.

Within forty-five minutes.

Christians will see their pelrsonal

^a\3or flayed into a bloody mess.

I definitely do mean flayed.

Skin will be flapping in the air.

With lingering slow motion

shots of each nail being driven

into the flesh, the crucifixion is

no less graphic

However "powerful" that may

sound here, rest assured it is not.

Gibson uses more slow motion

video than "Baywatch." He slows

down every scene of torment so

the audience can discern quite

clearly the texture of blood drain-

ing, not dripping but continuous-

ly strearning, out of Jesus' bodily

orifices.

The gore factor builds perpet-

ually with no real respite, creating

a detached numbness.

like I said, this movie is not

for those who lack strong stom-

achs.

Flashbacks to various sermons

are scattered throughout the

scourging.

Unfortunately, these diatribes

come off as forced and haphaz-

ard with no real transition or

relation to the concentrated vio-

lence.

Quite frankly, after the fifth or

sixth slow motion shot (and yes,

they are all slow motion) of Jesus

falling with the cross, I didn't feel

the dcama^

The' repitition took niuch of

the meaning out of the scenes.

What I did feel was Mel

Gibson punching my forehead

with brass knuckles, screaming,

"This is important!"

Any charges of Anti-Semitism

you may have heard are valid.

However, it is only apparent to

those looking for it or already

agreeing with such views.

The Jews in the film are gener-

iscera

ally portrayed as a collection of

corrupt, sadistic, lying, frothing

at the mouth rabble.

This would be of littie impor-

tance if the Romans had been

portrayed similarly, rather than as

rational, temperate, and rather

compassionate- particularly to

Jesus.

Pilate, the Roman governor

who condemns Jesus to death, is

an intelligent and sympathetic

character who valiandy fights for

the life of the Christ.

Jesus himself comforts Pilate

by saying the rabbis and

Pharisees are comm;itting the

greater "sin."

And did I mention Jesus

• speaks fluent Latin?

All in all, the film was a

grotesque lovechilcL qL high

melodrama and Charlie Manson's

home movits;

Only go see this movie if you

enjoyed "House of 1,000

Corpses" or demand that your

beliefs be validated in the graphic

conversion of a human body to

dog-food on a stick.

Stephanie McKenzie

RoUei^dott Intern

The stereotypical mother teaches

you how to bake cookies, band-

age cuts and bruises, and check

under the bed for monsters

rather than creating one of 'her-

self by threatening to poison din-

ner, placing tacks in her spouse's

shoe, or merely distancing herself

from her children.

Such monster mothers do

exist, however, and these women

are the focus of a new collection:

Howl Learned to Cook and Other

Writings on Campkx Mother

Daughter Kektimships.

This collection of memoirs is

the collaboration of several

authors who share their own

Books in Brief:

How ILearned

to Cook
experiences of the quite often

tragic relationships they have

with their mothers.

While many horrific

instances are related, distance

and denial seem to be the key

stumbling blocks to successfiJ

mother-daughter relationships.

This collection is not about

success, however it renders the

truths about complex relation-

ships to let women know that

they are not alone in their per-

sonal struggles.

How I Learned to Cook and

Other Writings on Complex Mother

Daughter Rglationshi^ is a collec-

tion of a^vareness.

Even if you and your mother

are best friends, tius bookis still

a eye-opener.

It is well organized and ai^

easy read that will find itself

popularly read by many

women's circles.

Article appears unedited bf

Rotunda sti^ memehrs

You1l make it through college because you've got dedication

and brains. Thanks to the Army National Guard, you'll also

have a way to pay for it with theiiipntgomery Gl BUl.Tuition

Assistance and extra state beneWT Most Guard members

serve one weekend a month and two weeks a year, so you'll

still have time for your friends and family. Join the team that

will help you get your college degree. In VIRGINIA
the Army National Guard,YOU CAN!

N

l-800-GO-GUARD • www.l-800-GO-GUARD.com

#
Hate vyhat you've been reading?

Wish there were better pictures?

Can't get over the grammatical mistakes?

THEN JOIN The Rotunda, AND FIX IT!

Meetings - Mondays at 9:15

Right across from the Post Office in the bottom of the Student Union

UKiO TH€ OMG SHOW?

You'll Love the

Flip Flop Fopmal

M
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LondwoodHieater Presents: Eeemosynarg
Amanda Isley

Guest Writer

The 2003-2004 Longwood

Theatre season closes with the

touching drama, Eleemosynary,

by Lee Blessing.

The tide is a scholarly word

meaning charitable or the giving

of alms. The word fits this play

and its characters apdy.

EUemosynary depicts three gen-

erations of the Wesbrook

women. All three women have

distinct personalities, and often

clash with one another.

Dorothea (Longwood senior

Anna Richardson) is an eccentric

lady who believes she can fly with

a pair of homemade wings.

Anna's daughter, Arde

(Longwood junior Courtney

Kappel), on, the other hand.

refuses to break the laws of

nature, but settles for testing

them as a scientist.

Artie gives birth to Echo

(Longwood senior Aubrie

Therrien), a bright girl with the

best attributes of her mother and

grandmother. A spelling-bee

champ. Echo attempts to bring

together the two women she

loves.

These unique women discover

there is a common thread run-

ning through them all, connecting

them forever.

Become a part of this family

and share the laughter and the tri-

als of the Wesbrook women, and

come fly with Dorothea, flee with

Artje, and reflect with Echo.

Ekemosynaty will be performed

in the Studio Theatre of Jarman

Auditorium, opening April 2-3 at

8 p.m., with a matinee April 4 at 3

p.m.

The run of the play continues

April 5-8 at 8 p.m., April 16-17 at

8 p.m., and April 18 at 3 p.m.

Eleemosynary is directed by

2003 Longwood graduate Bobby

Vrtis. Scenic Design is by Eric A.

Koger, with Costume and

Makeup Design by Patt Ness,

Lighting Design by Christine

Causey, and Sound Design by

Dtew Moberley.

Tickets are now on sale and

may be purchased at the Jarman

Box Office, or by calling (434)

395-2474.

Box Office hours are Tuesday,

Wednesday, and 'Kiursday,*2-4

p.m. This production is consid-

ered family entertainment.

Rofunda!
Want to know who's havii^ a baby with a faculty

member?

Anxious to read the exdusize review of the Olsen

Twin's pom?

•Looking for a male, female, or animal love interest?

Be on the lookout for next vi^ek's paper!

HEAD
Student.Summer Rentals

see seabreezerealtv.com for pictures

or call 252-255-6328

B

Interested in getting involved? Want to

have a positicn en THE ROTUNDA?

Applications will be available starting

Monday, March 29, 2004

Come get your application today!

Applications will be accepted for all positions

ooKS in BrieJf: Fahfen

301 St. George

greys737@liotmail.corh

804i78-7aaa
^

^- -
"

Would consider 4 students

350 X 4/5 for 10 months

5 bedroom house / 2 baths

325 per month per room
Includes heating

12 month lease beginning in June - May

Consider a 10 month in August - May,

but lease would be OSSO per room

2 living room areas

Large kitchen

Large laundry room
Deck space

Deposit required

Stephanie McKenzie

Rolleighdon Intern

Ray Bradbury sparked his career

with this innovative novel

inspired by an encounter with a

policeman who questioned

Bradbury's right to walk on a

sidewalk after dark.

The success of Fahrenheit 451

led to such works as The Martian

Chronicles, The Illustrated Man, and

Something Wricked This Way Comes.

^ These novels gave Bradbury

the fame 'of being one of the

greatest science fiction writers of

our dme^

Fahrenheit 451 is set in a time

when emotion and free thougjit

are considered dangerous.

The novel gives insight into

the importance of communica-

tion as the reader is introduced

to a world wherein firemen start

fires instead of putting them

out.

The novel is centered around

Guy Montag, a fireman who

questions his career and his

whole way of life when he is

drawn to the knowledge hidden

inside the books he burns.

Truly haunting is the resem-

blance between Montag's society

and our own.

There is something new to be

discovered with each reading.

Fahrenheit 451 forces to recon-

sider the beauty of the written

word and the importance of

recording our emotions and inspi-

rations into books, which are pre-

served for the future.

A highly recommended read

for those unfamiliar with

Bradbury as well as those who

know his works by heart.

Article unedited by Rotunda staff.

Chili Cookoff!
Once ARAMARK gets your organization's recipe, the will purchase and prep all the

.

'
ingredients on your list!

Dates to Remember:

Monday^ April 12th : Last day to get recipes to ARAMARK by 2:00 p.m.

Thufsday^ April 15th : Chance for groups to meet with Joyce Morris on final recipes

and questions. Grand Dining Hall at 4:00pm.

Satufday^ April 17th: Meet Joyce at Lankford Mall to get your ingredients and begin

cooking. •
•

.. ,

ARAMARK wiU not provide: charcoal, lighter fluid, mataches, or alcohol.

REMEMBER: You'll have to taste your chili in front of us before the judges will!

1ST PRIZE: 300 cash 2ND PRIZE: 150 cash 3RD PRIZE: D 50 cash
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Listen to "The

Caffeine Diary

1-3 p.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Vagina Monologues:

8 p.m., Jarman

Auditorium

M

30
S.A.F.E. Meetings

4:30 p.m.

Student Union

Calendar March 26 - April 1, 2004

Vagina Monologues'* 8

p.m.,Jarman

Auditorium

Be safe, and have fun!

V*OQ28 ^ 29

^•^

WMLU Meeting

9:00 p.m.

Miner 2nd floor

Auditorium

Longwood Visual

Arts Exhibition

Opening Reception

1-3 LCVA

^K^

Want to join The

Rotunda staff?

9:15 p.m. in the

bottom of the

Student Union!

Listen to "Pimp

Juice"

11-12 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Come edit pages for

The Rotunda in your

copious free time!

Chamber Music

Concert: Latin

American Trio;

7:30 Wygal

Auditorium

Lecture: Unsung Heroines: The

Real Lives of Single Mothers

by Dr. Ruth Side!, 7:30 p.m.

Unity Alliance

8:00 p.m., Grainger

618

Pick up a copy of Th^,

Rotundd

Tune in to "Midnight in

the Garden of Good

and Evil"

12-2 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Coming Soon for Spring Weekend's

BANDFEST 2004:

Something Corporate, Yellowcard, Carbonleaf,

The Format, Adelyn, and more!

Sponsored by WMLU

4i?fwo mso ornummam-ufmmms?

po YOU rmNKvmnmrwsh is ¥moM& mout
pitoTmnmmnm^f

PO YOU WANT WHUP
nmniiuusrmf

Unity

Alliance needs

your help!
Grainger G1

8

Thursdays 8 p.tn.
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by Sam Wise-Ridges

Style PAGE 9

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)

Think before you eat,

you don't know where it's been.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

No skinny dipping in the new water

fountains on campus.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

Just because you're a fish doesn't

mean you should smell like one.

Aries (IVIar. 21 -April 19)

Two words: plastic sheets.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Don't be a hog, hold the log.

Gemini (May 21 -June 20)

When you compare it to humping a

tremendous bean bag, that's not good.

Cancer (June 21 -July 22)

No matter how high you are, you should

never eat three boxes of Sara Lee cakes.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

Your mom was good last night.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)

Don't ever name your dog after a body part.

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)

Just because our e-mail has the "mark^'as

unread" option, you still shouldn't stalk your

boyfriend/girlfriend's e-mail.

Scorpio (Oct. 23. -Nov. 21)

I know, you've got beautiful big brown lips.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)

Hey, while you're down there...

X^ongue |n (_,heek by Eiiie woodruff

^
Introductory Paragraphs"

I
OOt in jVjOUth by EIHc woodruff

<i^ Averse 0-K.tt ^;L^ 1^^^, ,,,,WorKe»r

Ul

Student Services Camaittee

"Your money, your education, your rights."

Did you kncfw?

It's your right to appeal your final grade!

Come find out more tidbits like this, and learn

how you can change things on campus.

-SGA office Wednesdays at 9:30-
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Underage Drinking: ||^

AProblem on Longwood s

Campus or Not an Issue?

A Comparative Analysis

Carole Growling

Guest Writer

I, like many, assumed that most

students on campus drink on a

regular basis. I also made the

assumption that most students

were responsible with their drink-

ing habits, but I also know that

there are not.

In a survey conducted in

Massachusetts done on 14 differ-

ent colleges, it was found that

56% of men and more thflt 35%

of women had reported being

binge drinkers (Marlatt, Baer, and

Larimer 147). Binge drinking is

defined as consuming five or

more drinks on one occasion, or

more commonly known as

"drinking to get drunk," or what

is commonly witnessed during

the weekends on college campus-

es.

In a survicy of Longwood

freshmen, 20 of the 30 men

polled admitted to binge drink-

ng. Ten of the 30 women polled

also admitted to it. This was a

considerable low amount consid-

ring many first assumptions are

hat about 80% of college stu-

lents drink regularly. Of the stu-

lents who said they drank, almost

-ver)' one of them said their rea-

son for drinking was to become

.nore social and that having a

couple of drinks let them relax

and be more comfortable to hang

out with friends and just be them-

selves. Most college students

'Jrink to loosen up and just have a

good time, is that really that bad

if they know how to handle it?

Seeing how Longwood

University is a fairly small school,

knowing statistics from other big-

ger schools is relevant to under-

standing the true severity of this

issue. Four Virginia schools were

looked at, and based on their

populations, despite common
belief, a very small percentage of

students are irresponsible

drinkers. According to research

between James Madison

University, Longwood University,

George Mason University, and

Virginia Tech on average 2.74%

of the population have received

judicial charges for alcohol viola-

tions in 2002. Of the 2.74%

average, only .53% have been

arrested. That's not a lot consid-

ering the population size of

some of these schools QMU-

15,612 , LU-3,000: GMU-26,796,

Tech-25,000). If .53% of stu-

dents are being irresponsible

drinkers, drinking doesn't seem

to be as big as a problem as we all

think. .

So, you might ask, why does

everyone make underage drink-

ing out to be such a big problem?

For one obvious reason, it's ille-

gal. Many think the drinking age

should be lowered or done away

with all together.

Mr.Lowe of Longwood

Universit)' police department

says, "College students would

not be more responsible if the

drinking age were lowered to

18." He went on to say there

would still be those few out there

who would go out and bust win-

dows and take advantage of oth-

ers while they are drunk.

Americans are going to drink

when they want to. And as long

as they are doing it responsibly, is

there really a problem?

According to Mr.Lowe,

"Alcohol consumption is not out

of hand on campus, it is the van-

dalism along with sexual and

physical abuse that is associated

with alcohol consumption that is

the problem."

These incidenced are considered

to be actions by irresponsible

drinkers, and are not included in

the percentage of responsible

drinkers. My defmition of a

responsible drinker is considered

one who knows how much to

drink to have a good time. This

means having a good time with-

out harming himself or herself

or anyone else, where is the harm

in that?

VDAY
UNTIL THE YIOIJENCE STOPS

Contact: Alexis Spicer - 804-492-5256

THE VAGINA MONOLOGUES
Jarman Auditorium

March 25. 26. and 27, 2004

On the heels of the highly successftil V-Day 2003 College and Worldwide Gampa^ns. V-Day

Longwood University- a benefit production of Eve Ensler's ground-t>reaklng, Oh^ Award-winning

play, Th9 Vagina Monolc^tms - will take place for the second year in a row at Jannan Auditcaium

on March 25. 26, and 27, 2004 at 8:00pm on behalf of the V-Day 2004 College Campaign. This

benefit production is sponsored by Alpha Sigma Tau and Women Involved in Leadership and

L^rmng (W.I.L.L.). Corporate sponsors haw not yet been detennlned. Tickets are a D5 minimum

donation and may be purchased at the d(X)r only. Additional Information can be fcwnd on the pro-

duction's wdjsite at www.geodties.com/tongwood/vaginas/lndex.html

Vagina Warnors are tie theme of this season's production, and V-Day Longwood University will

be honoring three peopte as (immunity vagina warriors, cme on each night of the show. TiTe fol-

lowing statement by Eve Ensler describes what a vagina wamor is:

I have sat with women in crowded factories in Juarez, in crumbling shelters in the back streets of

Cairo, in makeshift centers for teenage girts and women In Jerusalem, Johannesburg, Pine Ridge

and Watts, In mansions in Hollywood, in burnt-out backyards in Kosova and Kabul, in a moving

van after midnight with sex trafficked girts In Paris. Sometimes these meetings went or\ for hours;

In tt^e case of the 17-year-old Bulgarian sex slave, we had 35 minutes before her pimp came
looking for her. I have heard the staggering stories of violence - war rapes, gang rapes, date

rapes, licensed rapes, family rapes. I have seen first-hand the scars of brutality - black eyes, dga-

rette-hole burns in arms and legs, a melted face, bruises, slices and broken bones. I have wit-

nessed women living without what is fundamental - sky, sun, a roof, food, parents, a clitoris, free-

dom. I have been there when skulls washed up on riverbanks and naked mutilated female bodies

were discovered in ditches. I have seen the worst. The worst lives In my body. But in each and

every case I was escorted, transformed, and transported by a guide, a visionary, an activist, an

outrageous fighter and dreamer. I have come to know these women (and sometimes men) as

Vagina Warriors. .

•Somewhere in America a woman is battered, usually by her intimate partner, every 15 seconds

(United Nations Study on the Status of Women, 2000).

A woman is raped every 26 seconds In South Africa (UNISA, 1998).

•Every 21 hours on each college campus in the United States there is a rape (Campus Outreach

Sen/ices).

"More than 130 million girts and women wortdwide have been subjected to female genital cutting,

and a further two million girts are at risk (Worid Health Organization, 1997).

•From 1993-1998, women ages 16 to 24 experienced the highest per capita rates of intimate vio-

lence (19.6 per 1,000 women) ("Intimate Partner Violence," Bureau of Justice Statistics, May

2000).

What are The Vagina Monologues^

Hailed by The New York Times as "funny" and "poignant" and by the Daily News as "Intelligent"

and "courageous," The Vagina Monologues, which was firet performed off-Broadway by Ms.

Ensler, dives into the mystery, humor, pain, power, wisdom, outrage and excitement buried in

women's experiences. Ms. Ensler has performed the play to great acclaim throughout the worid -

from Zagreb to Santa Barbara, from London to Seattle, from Jerusalem to Oklahoma City Villard

Books/Random House published The Vagina Monologues, which Includes a foreword by Gloria

Steinem, In February 1998. A special V-Day edition of the play, including two new sections about

ttie College Campaign, was released in February 2001.

Round-the-clock and up-to-the-minute Infoimatlon about V-Day and violence against women can

be found on the event's global web site at www.vday.org.

The V-Day College Campaign Invites members of college and university ajmmunltles around the

worid to present benefit productions of "The Vagina Monologues" on their campuses on or around

V-Day (February 14th) to raise money and awareness to stop violence against women and girts.

The proceeds from these events are donated directly by tfie schools to local organizations In their

communities that are working to stop this violence. One of the goals of the College Campaign is

to empower young people - ttie leaders, shapers and messengers of the future.
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Soltball Wins Spartanburg SoltlDall Tournament U'-l
Sports Information

Longwood University captured

the Spartanburg Softball

Tournament ride last weekend

after posting a 6-1 mark during

the event in South Carolina. On
the road to the championship, the

Lancers recorded four shutouts,

including a 3-0 win over Lenoir-

Rhyne in the championship game

March 21, along with Valdosta

State (2-0; 3/20), Mars Hill (3-0;

3/19), and Belmont Abbey (6-0;

3/19). Longwood outscored its

opponents 38-9 in the seven

games, also picking up convinc-

ing wins over Lander (11-2; 3/21)

and Valdosta State (11-4; 3/21) -

for the second rime in the tour-

nament. The Lancers lone loss

came to Presbyterian as they fell

to the Blue Hose 3-2, March 20.

Head Coach Kathy Riley's

squad is scheduled to next play

Tuesday, March 23 as they host

NCAA Division I Hampton.

The doubleheader is set to begin

at 2 p.m. at Lancer Field.

For their efforts in

Spartanburg, the Lancers were

awarded with three All-

Tournament Team selections,

including the event MVP. Junior

Jen Steele/Manassas Park

(Manassas Park) was honored as

tournament MVP, after batting

.500 (9-18), including a double,

two homers, and nine RBI.

Senior Heather

Williams/Brookneal

(Appomattox) and sophomore looked back. Washington led the Against Presbyterian (24-5), double. Welch earned the win,

S h a m a n a Longwood offensive attack, going the Blue Hose jumped out to an throwing her 11th completc-

Washington/Rhoadesville a perfect 3-for-3 at the plate, early 2-0 lead after Jessica Peterka game of the season (7.0 IP) with

(Orange Co.) were also recog- including three RBI, while hit a two-run homer in the first 10 strikeouts,

nized on the All-Tournament WiUiams was 2-for-3 with two RBI. inning. Longwood responded Statistical Update

Team. Washington hit .500 (12- Steele (10-6) earned the win, pitch- with a run of its own in the top of Through 32 games,

24) over the weekend, including ing a complete-game with three the second, followed by another Washington is currendy pacing

strikeouts. Presbyterian run in the bottom of the lancer offense with her .386

Against #7 Valdosta State in the the third. The l>ancers made a batting average. The left fielder,

quarterfinals, Longwood scored late seventh inning effort to take who is currendy riding a seven-

three runs in the second, four in the lead, but their lone run in the game hit streak, leads the team in

Against #5 Lenoir-Rhyne in the third, one in the fifth, and three frame would not be enough to six other statistical categories,

the championship game, #2 in the sixth as it easily defeated the capture the win. Freshman including runs (28), hits (39),

Blazers for the second time of the Courtney "Pepper" doubles (8), home runs (5), total

tournament. Sophomore Mallory Wilson/Mechanicsville (Lee- bases (62), and slugging percent-

Gordon/Powhatan (Powhatan) Davis) led Longwood with two age (.614).

three doubles, a homer, and

four RBI, while Williams hit

.368 (7-19) widi a double, a

home run, and four RBI.

Longwood scored all the runs it

would need in the bottom of

the second inning and added a

cushion run in the fifth frame,

en route to the its first tourna-

ment tide of the season. Steele

paced the Lancers with her per-

fect 3-for-3 performance at the

plate, while freshman Abbey

Welch/LaPlate, Md.

(McDonough) went l-for-2

with a triple - her second of the

season - and two RBI. Welch

paced the Lancers, getting two hits hits in three appearances at the

in four at-bats, including a three plate, while Welch went l-for-3.

run-homer, a double, and four

RBI, while Steele went l-for-3 with

a three-run homer and three RBI.

Welch earned the win on the

mound, pitching 4.1 iimings with

four strikeouts.

Williams is dose behind, with

a .345 (29-84) average of her

own, including four doubles,

three homers, and 16 RBI.

Stewart is hitting .328 with 21

Steele took the loss, pitching four

innings with three strikeouts.

Welch also saw time on the

mound, throwing two innings in hits and four RBI, while Flint is

relief with two strikeouts. hitting .302 with 26 hits, four

Against Mars Hill (7-26), doubles, a triple, and six RBI.

Against Valdosta State (6-23), Longwood notched two runs in Steele improved her average at

Longwood scored the only run it the fifth frame followed by anoth- the tournament, she is now bat-

(12-4) earned die win, dirowing would need in the fourth inning

a complete game with six strike-

outs.

Against #6 Lander in the

semifinals, three different

Lancers hit homeruns combin-

and added an insurance run in the

fifth frame to complete its two-run

shutout of the Blazers.

Washington paced the Lancers at

er run in the seventh to secure the ting .300 on 27 hits, three dou-

victory. Williams again got two bles, a triple, a team-high five

hits (2-3) during the contest, homers, and a team-best 28 RBI.

while Steele went l-for-2 with an Others include Gordon (.291, 30-

RBI. Wilson provided die 103, 18-R, 6-2B, 2-3B, HR, 20-

the plate, getting two hits in four Lancers with a l-for-2 perform- RBI), junior Megan

ing for seven of the team's 1 1 at-bats, while Welch provided the ance and sophomore Tori Camden/Bedford (Liberty) (.270,

runs in the game. Lander got Lancers with a l-for-3 perform- Flint/Charlottesville (Albemarle) 30-111, 18-R, 2-2B, 2-3B, 2-HR,

on the board first, opening the ance of her own. Steele earned the added a hit of her own. Steele 16-RBI), Wilson (.266, 15-R, 21-

first frame with two runs, win after liurling four iimings with earned the win, pitching her ninth H, 8-RBI), Welch (.254, 9-R, 1 5-

However, Longwood quickly only two hits. Welch earned her complete-game with five strike- H, 2-2B, 2-3B, 2-HR, 16-RBI),

responded with six runs,

sparked by Welch's two-run

homer, as the Lancers never

second save on the season, throw-

ing three frames in relief with five

strikeouts.
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outs. junior Ashley Hawkins/Virginia

Against Belmont Abbey (13- Beach (Frank W Cox) (.212, 7-R,

14), the two teams remained 11-H, 2B, 3B, 6-RBI), and Oaks

scoreless through six com- (.200, 6-R, 4-H).

plete innings until Longwood Welch continues to anchor the

put together a seventh-frame, Lancer pitching staff with her

two-out rally, crossing the 1.17 ERA in a team-best 107.2

plate six times for the win. innings pitched and 114 strike-

Steele added to the scoring outs. The freshman has also reg-

spree with a two-run homer - istered a 12-4 record with two

her fourth of the season, saves, pitching 1 2 complete-

She closed out the outing games in 22 appearances on the

with a 2-for-3 performance, mound, while only allowing 24

including three RBI, while earned runs. Steele (2.25 ERA)

Stewart and Washington each has pitched 105.2 innings, post-

went 2-4. Williams also fin- ing a 16-6 mark with 64 strike-

ished the game with two hits outs. The veteran pitcher has

in four at-bats, including a thrown 10 complete-games in 20

appearances

on the mound.

Following

the Hampton

contest,
Longwood will

travel to

Hartsville,

South Carolina

at it takes on

Coim andt^ wiiwitmiwitv Dfi,M botiA ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
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BUDGET cont'd p.l

bridge the gap by raising

tuition, which, at smaller uni-

versities like Longwood is easier

said than done.

The problem stems from a

D2.4 billion difference between

the proposed House and Senate

budgets.

The House is proposing a

D58.3 billion budget, largely

buttressed by the sales-tax roll-

back. The Senate wants to

spend nearly tJ62 billion, with

new revenues for education,

public safety and other services

coming from higher sales,

income and tobacco taxes.

So far there's been no per-

ceptible softening of the rival

positions between the House

and the Scrwte, though the

Senate has dropped a D 1.6 bil-

lion transportation initiative-

supported by higher fuel and

motor-vehicle taxes-in an

effort to strike a compromise.

In fact, the nine budget

negotiators, while emphasizing

the importance of producing a

two-year budget for Virginia,

have not even sat down

together for ahnost a week.

"The General Assembly has

met over the last sixty days

with the express purpose of

coming to some kind of agree-

ment over the budget," said

Atkins, "which they have clear-

ly not done. They can decide

on 3,000 pieces of legislation,

but not this."

SPIRIT cont'd p. 1

Dr. Pirkle was awarded the

U.S. Navy and Marine Corps

Meritorious Civihan Service

Award in 1996.

His years in Europe cultivat-

ed his love of art, symphony,

theatrical productions, opera,

and museums. He loves to read.

Some of his favorite authors are

Thomas Wolfe and Shakespeare,

and he likes the Prairie Hohiq

Companion.

Joan, his wife of 38 years, was

in the class of 1964. Dr. Pirkle

says her biggest complaint

might be that he is a "die-hard

romantic!" Dr. Pirkle believes

that "loving, experiencing love

and having love in your heart

daily may be the richest parts of

life." That may sound like a

schmaltzy thing to say in the

world of academia, but it's

worth remembering as we all

try to balance our work lives

and accept the challenges of

being in a rigorous academic

environment.

Ring Ceremony to

be Held April 3td

Nem
Calil^Berekleij Historij Professor

and Avitkor to Speak at Longwood
Kent Booty

Lon^mod Public Relations

Dr. Waldo E. Martin Jr., a history

professor and author at the

University of California-Berkeley,

viill speak Thursday, April 8, at

7:30 p.m. in Longwood

University's Wygal Auditorium

on "The Troubled Legacy of

hronm v. Board of Education."

Dr. Martin's talk is part of

both the Simkins Lecture series

and

Longwood's commemoration

of the 50th anniversary of the

historic 1954 civil rights decision

known as Brown v. Board of

Education. A reception will follow

the program, which is co-spon-

sored by the Department of

History, Political Science and

Philosophy and the University

Lectures Committee.

Dr. Martin is the author of

Dr. Waldo E. Martin Jr., from Berkeley,

Califor\iia will be speaking at

Longwood on Thursday, April 8 at 7:30
"Bronm v. Board of Education: A ^^ •„ ^f^^ ^^^^j auditorium.

Brief History with

Documents" and "The

Mind of Frederick

Douglass." His book

"No Coward Soldiers:

Black Cultural Politics

and the Making of

Modern America" will

be published this fall by

Harvard University

Press, and he is complet-

ing another book, "A

Change is Gonna Come:

African American

Movement Culmre and

the Transformation of

America," to be pub-

lished by the University

of North Carolina Press.

He co-edited "Civil

Rights in the United

States: An
Encyclopedia."

Call Dr. Larissa Smith

at X 2776 for more

details.

2004^2005Room andMeal Selection is Here!

QCrA Forum to be Held April 1st

Bobbi Thibo

Assistant Editor

Kent Booty

Lonfffood Public Relations

The 2004 Ring Ceremony, which

is for students who purchased a

•Longwood ring earlier this year,

will be held Saturday, April 3,

from 11:45a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in

the Grand Dining Room.

The ceremony, sponsored by

the Longwood Alumni

Association, is by invitation only,

and those who purchased a ring

this semester are allowed to

bring up to three guests. What

will be new at this ceremony is a

version of the longtime Little

Sister/Littie Brother tradition at

convocation. Each ring will be

presented by a person of the

recipient's choosing, who could

be a Little Sister/Littie Brother,

a classmate, a family member or

a friend. About 150 students

bought a ring and are eligible to

participate in the ceremony.

This will be the 10th ring cer-

emony since the introduction of

the new official Longwood ring

seven years ago, and the last ring

ceremony in the spring. The cer-

emony is being moved to the

fall.

Students must have earned at

least 56 credit hours to buy a

ring, though sophomores can

do so when the next ring sale is

held April 5-6. The ceremony

for students who purchase one

in April will be held in

September during Family

Weekend in the Dining Hall

lobby.

The official Longwood ting is

the result of the Alumni

Association's wish to re-

establish a Longwood tradition.

The tradition of a single or lim-

ited number of ring styles was

abandoned in the early 1980s

when students were allowed to

create their own rings from

numerous designs.

The end of the school year is

quickly approaching, and with this

time of the semester comes the

start of preparations for the fall. It

is once again time to go through

the fall room and meal selection

(RMS) process.

In order to reserve a room for

next year, the D 250 deposit fee was

due by March 15, 2004. If you

have yet to pay this fee then there,

as you have probably already

noticed, is a hold flag on your reg-

istration. This hold flag not only

stops the registration of classes,

but also keeps you from reserving

a room for next year.

For those wishing to apply to

live in ARC or in single rooms, the

applications arc currently on line

and have been since March 18,

2004.

The amount of availability for

ARC and single rooms will be

determined by housing, and appli-

cants will receive placement notifi-

cation emails on Monday, March

29th. But for the rest of us, what

do we do?

On Tuesday, March 23, 2004,

RMS contract cards and instruc-

tions were mailed to eligible resi-

dents, so be sure to check yovu:

mailboxes! After receiving con-

tract cards, students are to fill

them out and then follow the

timeline that's online to pick out

your room assignment for next

year. The schedule is as follows:

April 6-7 for those eligible to

squat, or stay in the same room

(residents in freshman dorm are

not permitted to squat due to the

need of that space for incoming

freshman). April 10-11 is the date

slot for those wishing to stay on

the same hall, April 12 for current

Juniors/Seniors, April 13 for cur-

rent Sophomores, and April 14 for

current Freshman. Late room

assignment for those who missed

their allotted slot will be April 19-

23.

Those students squatting must

give their contract cards to the

REC of the building they are cur-

rendy residing in. If you have

been offered a sin^e room, the

contract cards must be given

directiy to Bonnie Walker in the

RCL Central Office (Lancaster

115). If you wish to stay in the

same building but change rooms,

your contract card is to be given to

the REC of your building on the

designated dates above. For

everyone who is changing build-

ings completely, bring your con-

tract card to the Cufry Commons
on your allotted date to sign up

for a room.

Don't forget, in order to sign

up for a room, you must have a

roommate! Don't have a room-

mate? Not a problem! If you are

looking for a roommate, simply

go online to fill out the room-

mate matching form. Then visit

RCL to look over the "looking

for a roommate binder," where

they can help you match up a

roommate for next semester.

If you have any further ques-

tions, all this information is post-

ed on RCL's website at

www.longwoc)d.edu/rcl/index.ht

m.

In addition, there is a

Question and Answer Forum to

be held Thursday, April 1, 2004.

The forum will take place at

5:30 and will be held in the

Lankford Student Union

Ballroom. So come out and ask

any questions that mig^t help

make your living experience

more enjoyable next semester!
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Men s Tennis Beats Bridgewater, Eastern Mennonite
sports Information

Longwood University split four

matches played last week, defeat-

ing NCAA Division III members

Btidgewater (5-2) March 21 and

Eastern Mennonite (7-0) March

20 while dropping matches to

Division I institutions James

Madison (7-0) March 21 and

Gardner-Webb (5-2) March 19.

The Lancers are now 4-4 overall

and wUl participate in the annual

North-South Duels March 26-28

in Wilson, North Carolina.
*

At Bridgewater, Longwood

won four of six singles and all

three doubles matches — the

doubles worth one team point.

In singles, junior Chris

Newman/Chesapeake
(Hickory) won at #1 (6-2, 6-0),

as did at freshman Rashko

Patnikov/Bankya, Bulgaria

(Smirnenski) #2 (6-1, 6-0),

sophomores Ian Young/Bowie,

Md. (Eleanor Roosevelt) at #3

(6-0, 6-0) and Justin

Dorsk/Virginia Beach

(Kempsville) at #5 (6-0, 6-1). In

doubles, Newman and sopho-

more Diego Quiros/Quesada,

Costa Rica (Maria Inmaculada)

won at #1 (8-2), as did Patnikov

and senior Garrett

Green/Fredericksburg (Stafford)

at #2 (8-1), along with Young and

Dorsk at #3 (8-2).

At EMU, Longwood won all sin-

gles and doubles matches ~ the

doubles again worth one team

point. In singles, J^ewman won at

#1 (6-0, 6-2), as did Patnikov #2

(6-0, 6-1), Young at #3 (6-1, 6-0),

Quiros at #4 (6-0, 6-0), Green at

#5 (6-2, 6-2), and sophomore

Daniel Conte/Midlothian

(Monacan) at #6 (6-3, 6-3). In

doubles, Newman and Quiros won

at #1 (8-3), as did Patnikov and

Green at #2 (8-0), along with

Young and Dorsk at #3 (8-0).

Against Gardner-Webb,

Longwood won two of six singles

pairings during the home match.

In singles, Newman won at #1 (6-

2, 6-1), as did Patnikov at #2 (7-6,

5-7, 6-3). In doubles, the Lancers

did get a win at #2 from Patnikov

and Green at #2 (8-5), but the

Bulldogs won the other two dou-

bles contests for the team point.

At JMU, the Lancers were swept

in all singles and doubles matches.

Season Records

Patnikov leads Longwood with

his 8-6 record in singles, followed

by Quiros (7-8), Newman (6-7),

Dorsk (5-4), Green (4-8), Young

(3-10), freshman Tyler

Sinsabaugh/Glen Allen

(Hermitage) (1-0), along with

Conte (1-2). In doubles, Patnikov

and Green are 5-3, while

Newman and Quiros along with

Young and Dorsk are each 4-3.

At the North-South Duels,

Longwood is scheduled to play

North Greenville (S.C.) March

26, Barton (N.C.) and St.

Andrews (N.C.) March 27, and

Mount Olive (N.C.) March 28.

Following those matches,

Longwood is scheduled to host

Mary Washington March 31 at 3

p.m. on the l^ancer Courts - a

contest postponed twice already

due to rain.

W< Tomen s i ennis ^ anDand5
Sports Information

Longwood>University won three

of four matches played last week,

defeating NCAA Division I

Gardner-Webb (4-3) March 19

and Division III members

Bridgewater (9-0) March 21 and

Eastern Mennonite (9-0) March

20 while dropping a match to

Division I institution James

Madison (4-3) March 21. The

Lancers are now 5-3 overall and

will participate in the annual

North-South Duels March 26-28

in Wilson, North Carolina.

Against Gardner-Webb,

Longwood won two of three

doubles matches for the one team

point, and three t)f six singles

pairings for the home triumph.

In singles, freshman Romana

Bucur/Brasov, Romania (Joan

Mseota) won at #1 (6-3, 6-0), as

did seniors Danielle Hess/Bel

Air, Md. (Bel Air) at #2 (6-3, 6-0)

and Cedlia Robinson/Lynchburg

(Brookville) at #4 (5-7, 6-1, 6-3).

In doubles, Hess and freshman

Lexi Torrice/Richmond (Douglas

Freeman) won at #1 (8-6), as did-

seniors Laura

Whitehurst/Chesapeake (Western

Branch) and Amber

Miller/Virginia Beach (First

Colonial) at #3 (8-6).

At Bridgewater, Longwood

won all singles and doubles

matches. In singles, Hess won at

#1 (6-2, 6-1), as did Robinson at

#2 (6-3, 6-4), freshman Jenn

Edwards/Newport News

(Hampton Roads Academy) at #3

(5-0, default), Whitehurst at #4

(6-1, 6-1), MiUer at #5 (6-1, 6-0),

along with freshman Nancy

Hott/Fairfax (W.T. Woodson) at

#6 (6-0, 6-3). In doubles, Hess

and Torrice won at #1 {8-4), as

did Whitehurst and Miller at #^

(8-2), along with Robinson and

Hott at #3 (8-1).

At EMU, Longwood won all

singles and doubles matches. In

singles, Hess won at #1 (6-0, 6-

0), as did Torrice at #2 (6-1, 6-

0), Edwards at #3 (6-4, 6-1),

Miller at #4 (6-3, 6-2), Hott at

#5 (6-1, 6-1), and Whitehurst at

#6 (6-1, 6-0). In doubles, Bucur

and Edwards won at #1 (8-1), as

did Whitehurst and Miller at #2

(8-3), along with Robinson and

Hott at #3(8-0). At JMU,
Longwood won three of six sin-

gles matches. In singles, Bucur

won at #1 (6-4, 6-4), as did Hess

at #2 (6-2, 6-4), and Torrice at

#3 (2-6, 6-4, 7-5).

Season Records

Bucur leads Longwood with

her 7-6 record in singles, fol-

lowed by Hess (5-3), Robinson

(5-5), Torrice (4-3), Whitehurst

(4-5), Hott (3-4), Edwards (3-7),

Miller (2-1), along with sopho-

mores Ashley

Moore/Midlothian (Midlothian)

(1-2) and Jessica

Farr/Williamsburg (Lafayette)

(0-3). In doubles, Whitehurst

and Miller are 4-1, followed by

Bucur and Edwards (3-2), Hess

and Torrice (3-3), along with

Robinson and Hott (2-0).

At the North-South Duels,

Longwood is scheduled to play

North Greenville (S.C.) March

26, Barton (N.C.) and St.

Andrews (N.C.) March 27, and

California (Pa.) March 28.

Following those matches,

Longwood is scheduled to host

Belmont Abbey (N.C.) April 3 at

1 p.m. on the Lancer Courts.

Women s Lacrosse Continues Undeleated.

Season, Indudi-6TW Dtvidon IGame.
Sports Informatim

Longwood University extcndol

its win stredk to six games last

week as it defeated St. Francis

(Pa.) Sunday, March 21, at

Lancer Field. The victory also

marks the Lancers third against

an NCAA Division I op^nent

Ais season. Head Coach Janet

Grubbs' squad is now 6-0 over-

all and will travel north next

weekend, * playing at

Philadelphia, Friday, March 26,

and TK Manhattan, Sunday,

March 28.

Against St. Francis (0-2),

Longwood scored its firet of 13

goals just 42-seconds into the

game, as senior Kristy

Taylor/Lorton (Bishop Iret»n)

found the back of the net off an

assist from junior Sophie

Dress/EUicott City (Howard).

The Lancers continued the scor-

ing spree, netting five unan-

swered goals - to take a 6-0

advantage — ei^t ccdnutes into

the first session and never

looked back. Longvirood added

four more goals prior to the

intermission to enter the break

with a sizable nine-goal margin

(10-1). The second half saw

more of the same, as the

Longwood defense held die vis-

iting Red Flash scoreless, while

the Lancers netted three goals of

their own also out-shooting St.

Francis (Pa.) 37-4.

Longwood played a balanced

offense with 10 different players

registering goals and two odiers

recording assists. Taylor led the

squad Mvith her four points on the

afternoon, netting two goals and

dishing out two assists. Jimior

Leanne Kibler/Oakton (Oakton)

and Isa Cohen/Mineral (Fairfax)

each scored two goals, while sen-

ior Carlee Ullery/Keswick

(Albemarle), junior Emily

Bikowski/Fairfax (Bishop

O'Connell), and Dress tallied a

(goal and assist apiece. Senior Tia

Richardson/Ellicott City, Md.

(Centennial), sophomores Ali

Shafer/Fairfax (Fairfax) and Kelly

Gaines/F4irfax (W.T. Woodson),

along with freshman Glenna

Kibler/Oakton (Oakton) each

netted a goal. Freshmen Cathleen

Strain/Alexandria (Mt. Vernon)

and Kathleen Barry/Annandale

(WT. Woodson) also recorded an

assist apiece.

In goal, senior Stacey

Schmidt/Berlin, N.J. (Eastern

Regional) recorded 11:56 minutes

played, while sophomore Emily

Wilson/Owings (Northern)

pkyed a season-high 48:04 min-

utes, including three saves.

Katy Green scored the Red

Flash's lone, unassisted goal at the

8:04 mark during the first half.

The Red Flash closed out the con-

test with 10 ground balls, seven

draw controls, and five caused

turnovers.

Statistical Update

Throu^ six matches, Bikowski

continues to pace the Longwood

offense widi 25 points on a team-

bes|; 19 goals and six assists.

Ullery remains close behind

with 21 points on 10 goals and

a team-hig^ 11 assists, while

Cohen and Leatme Kibler have

each registered 17 points.

Cohen has tallied 10 goals and

seven assists and Kibler has dis-

tributed 10 assists and netted

seven goals. Taylor has found

the back of the net nine times,

while dishing out six assists for

15 points. Others include

Shafer (9g, la, lOp), Shipp (8g,

8p), Richardson (5g, 2a, 7p),

Dress (3g, 4a, 7p), Strain (3g,

2a, 5p), Gaines (2g, 2p), Barry

(Ig, la, 2p), and Glenutia Kibler

ag> ip)-

In the goal, Schmidt and

Wilson have combined for 42

saves on the season, recording

26 and 16, respectively.

Schmidt has recorded 229:10

minutes in front of die net,

posting a .456 save percentage

and an 8.12 goals against aver-

age. Wilson, who has played

130:50 minutes this season,

owns a .571 save percentage

and a 5.50 goals against aver-

age.

Following the trip north,

Longwood will return home to

host UC-Davis (4-2) March 20

at Lancer Field. Because both

insototions are reclassifying to

Division I, neither team is d^-
ble for post-season champi-

onships. The two teams have

dubbed the upcoming match

die "Batde of the Burned".
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Baseball Continues Season lo^O

February 5, 2004

Sports Informahon

Ix)ngwood University won four

of five games played last week,

taking three of four games at St.

Andrews (N.C.) March 20-21 (3-

14, 6-4, 5-3, 16-6) after a 9-2 win

past St. Thomas Aquinas (N.Y.)

March 18. An additional two

scheduled doubleheaders at

Elizabeth Gty State (N.C.) and

Columbia Union (Md.) were

postpohed last week due to rain.

The Lancers have won 18 of their

last 20 games to improve their

overall record to 18-6.

lx)ngwood is scheduled to host

Southern Virginia March 24 for a

1 p.m. doubleheader at I^ancer

Stadium.

In the March 21 opener at St.

Andrews, Ix)ngwood rallied from

a 2-1 deficit in the 1st inning for

the come-from-behind road win -

- scoring two runs in both the 3rd

and 4th innings. Senior Louis

Shackelford/Newport News

(Denbigh) (1-4, 2 RBI) had two

RBI to lead the effort. Collecting

two hits each were freshmen Matt

Fitzgerald/ Fairfax Station

(Hayfield) (2-3) and Charlie

Yarbrough/Richmond (Mills

Godwin) (2-3). Freshman Brian

McCuUough/Virginia Beach

(Princess Anne) (2-0) earned the

pitching win with the first 6.0-

plus innings, scattering eight hits

and three earned runs with seven

strikeouts. Junior Darin

Knicely/Elkton (Spotswood) (1)

gained his first save of the season

with the final scoreless inning and

two strikeouts. In the nightcap,

the lancers scored seven runs in

the first two innings, and added

runs in all but one inning there-

after en route to the convincing

triumph. Shackelford (3-3, RBI)

and Yarbrough (3-4, 4 RBI) each

had three hits to lead the 15-hit

attack. Yarbrough hit his fourth

homer of the year in the 2nd

inning. Junior Brett

Mooney/Virginia Beach (Salem)

(2-3, 3 RBI) added two hits to the

effort. Senior Evan

Weinstein/Toronto, Ontario

(W.L. MacKenzie) (3-1) earned

the pitching win with the first 4.0

innings, allowing seven hits and

three earned runs with two strike-

outs. Junior Chris

Balus/Newport News (Denbigh)

(1) got the save in rebef with the

final 3.0 scoreless innings, allow-

ing one hit with four strikeouts.

In the March 20 nightcap at St.

Andrews, Longwood rallied from

an early 2-0 deficit before St.

Andrews tied the game at 4-4

through six innings. The

Lancers plated the two game-

winning runs in the final 7th

inning on a two-run double by

senior Brian Medley/Halifax

(Halifax Co.). (2-3, 2 RBI).

Sophomore Danny

McCraw/Pamplin (Randolph-

Henry) (3-3) collected three hits

to lead the effort, while Mooney

(1-3, 3 RBI) added a rfiree-run

home run in the 3rd inning, his

second of the season.

Freshman Tyler Ames/Exmore

(Northampton) (2-4) also had

two hits in th^ second game.

Freshman Zach

Zigrang/Virginia Beach

(Kempsville) (6-0) earned his

team-leading sixth pitching win

— all in relief - with the final 2.0

innings on the mound, allowing

one hit and one earned run with

one strikeout. Sophomore Mike

Brown/Courtland
(Southampton) went the first

5.0 innings on the mound, scat-

tering five hits and three earned

runs with three strikeouts. In

the opener, the Knights scored

two runs in the 1st inning and

led 1 1 -1 through four innings en

route to the win. Medley (1-3,

RBI) and Balus (1-3, RBI) each

hit solo home runs for the

Lancers — Medley's team-best

7th homer in the 6th inning, and

Balus' fourth homer in the 3rd

inning. Freshman Alan

Moore/Richmond (Monacan)

(4-2) took the pitching loss with

the first 3.2 innings, yielding five

earned runs. Longwood had five

fielding errors in the first game.

Against St. Thomas Aquinas,

Longwood scored two runs in

the 1st inning against the

Spartans, and broke the game

open with six runs in the 3rd

inning en route to the convinc-

ing triumph. Medley (2-3, 2

RBI) and Yarbrough (2-3, RBI)

each collected two hits to lead

the Lancer effort. McCraw (1-4,

RBI) added a leadoff solo home

run to left field in the 5th

inning. Ames (1-2) scored two

runs for the hosts, as did

McCraw. Knicely (2-0) earned

the pitching win with 3.0

innings of middle relief, yielding

no hits and one unearned run

with five strikeouts.

McCullough started and pitched

the first 2.0 scoreless innings,

allowing one hit with four

strikeouts. St. Thomas Aquinas

declined to play the second

game of a scheduled doublehead-

er.

Through 24 games, Medley

leads Longwood with his impres-

sive .505 batting average (46-91),

including a team-best seven home

runs, eight doubles, and a team-

best 37 RBI and 9-9 on steals.

Medley is followed closely by the

first-year standout Ames and his

.500 batting average (40-80),

adding six doubles, a team-best

three triples, and 18 RBI. Others

include Mooney (.396, 3-HR, 20-

RBI), McCraw (.388, 2-HR, 14-

RBI), Yarbrough (.381, team-best

11-2B, 4-HR, 23-RBI), Zigrang

(.306, 2-HR, 4-RBI), Balus (.303,

4-HR, 1 4-RBI, 8-8 SB),

Shackelford (.297, 3-HR, 16-RBI),

freshman Hunter

Williams/Richmond (Varina)

(.288, 3-RBI), junior Robert

Gillis/Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

(Auburn Drive) (.283, 3-HR, 10-

RBI), Fitzgerald (.278, 1-RBI),

along with freshmen Nathan

Martin/Chesterfield (Manchester)

(.250, 4-RBI) and Tyler

Childress/Montclair (Forest Park)

(.225, 1-HR, 8-RBI).

On the mound, among the three

regular starters, Moore (4-2, 1

save) sports a 2.25 ERA through a

team-best 36.0 innings with 27

strikeouts (6.75). Brown (1-1) fol-

lows with his 4.00 ERA through

27.0 innings with 16 strikeouts

(5.33), and Weinstein (3-1) has a

5.60 ERA through 27.1 innings

with 21 strikeouts (6.92). In the

bullpen, Knicely (2-0, 1 save) leads

the way with his 1.45 ERA
through 18.2 innings with 23

strikeouts (11.09). Zigrang (6-0)

follows with his 1.84 ERA through

14.2 innings with 17 strikeouts

(10.43). Others include

McCuUough (2-0, 4.26 ERA, 19.0

IP, 18K-8.53), sophomore Mike

Williams/Hampton (Kecoughtan)

(0-0, 7.59 ERA, 10.2 IP, 8K-6.75),

Balus (0-0, 1 save, 11.12 ERA, 5.2

IP, 7K-11.11) and GiUis (0-0, 0.00

ERA, 1.1 IP). The Lancers con-

tinue to hit for average with an

outstanding team batting average

of .356 with 29 home runs and

173 RBI, while posting a

respectable team ERA of 4.45

through 178.0 innings with 151

strikeouts (7.63).

Following the action against

Southern Virginia, Longwood will

travel to nearby Virginia State

March 25 for two games before

hosting Columbia Union March 28

for another scheduled 1 p.m. dou-

bleheader at Lancer Stadium.

Men s Goll Update
sports In/brmation

Ix)ngwood University competed

in two tournaments last week,

finishing second at the

Butler/North-South
Intercollegiate March 8-9 before

placing ninth at the Tennessee-

Chattanooga/GEICO-Direct

Invitational March 13-14. The

Lancers fired a 310-311-621 at

the North-South in Jacksonville,

Florida, and had a 306-311-312-

929 at the GEICO-Direct in

Savannah, Georgia. Longwood

wiU compete again March 27-28

at the George Washington

Invitational to be played in Issue,

Maryland at the Swan Point

Yacht & Country Clnh.

In Florida, Longwood was led

by junior Trey Deal/Martinsville

(Martinsville) with his 76-74-150

to finish second among the 39

collegiate golfers. Freshman

Brett Chambers/Mount Sidney

(Fort Defiance) followed at 76-

77-153 (5th), along with senior

Carl Magnusson/IJnkoping,

Sweden (Katedralskolan) (76-81-

157, 8th), sophomore Kevin

Johnson/Forest 0efferson

Forest) (82-79-161, t-15th), and

senior Matt Paciocco/Richmond

(Mills Godwin) (82-82-164, t-

21st). Others playing, but their

scores not counting toward the

team total, were sophomore

Michael Joyce/Peterborough,

Ontario (Peterborough

Collegiate) (82-74-156, t-6th) and

freshman Chris

Shuford/Fredericksburg
(Colonial Forge) (82-76-158, t-

9th). Setiior Mike

Nemcosky/Chesapeake (Great

Bridge) had withdrawn during

the first-round after 16 holes

with a foot mjury. NCAA
Division I and tournament

host Butier University won the

event played at the 6,910-yard,

par 72 Jacksonville Beach Golf

Club with its 311-309-620.

In Georgia, Deal led

Longwood with his 72-77-75-

224 total to finish in a fourth-

place tie individually in the

field of 99 coU^ate golfers.

Joyce followed with his 78-78-

77-233 to tie for 35th, along

with Chambers (79-79-78-236,

t-49th) and Shuford (77-81-82-

240, t-66th), as well as

Magnusson (81-77-83-241, t-

70th). Paciocco (84-81-81-246,

t-84th) also competed in the

event Division II Armstrong

Adantic State University won

the event with its 902 team

total at the 7,159-yard, par 72

Hunter Golf Club.

Season Averages

Through 16 rounds.

Chambers has posted a team-

low scoring average of 73.63

with two school-record rounds

of 66 durii^ the fall season.

Chambers is followed closely

by Deal (73.88, 69), along with

Joyce (75.13, 68), Johnson

(75.20, 69, 5-rounds),

Magnusson (78.13, 75, 8-

rounds), Shuford (78.20, 74,

10-rounds), Paciocco (79.27,

71, 11 -rounds), and Nemcosky

(80.80, 76, 5-rounds). The

Lancers average 299.38 as a

team.

Following the George

Washington tournament,

Longwood is scheduled to host

its annual Challenge Match

against nearby Hampden-

Sydney College April 1-2 at the

Longwood Golf Qub.

March Sports Schedule

28th - BasebaU - Columbia Union (2) - 1:00

29th - Baseball - Saint Augusine's (2) - 1:00

30th - Women's Lacrosse - UC-Davis - 4:00

Props toWomen s

Lacrosse lor ai Great

Season So Far!!

^m
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Catck Tke Spirit
Jennifer Wall

Puh/if Relations

Vacelo Moore has been a part of

Longwood for 34 years and

believes that the alumni spirit of

the universit}' is one of its many

strengths.

Sometimes, teased by the staff,

Mrs. Moore is often called "the

memory" of Longwood, because

the endless information and

names that she remembers.

Smiling she says, "They just

describe a situation, and I often

know exactly who they are talking

about!"

"When the first full time alum-

ni affairs office was set up in

1974, Vacelo Moore came on

board as the secretary, previously

she had been in the development

office," said Nancy Shelton,

Director of Alumni Relations.

"She is truly an amazing asset in

her alumni knowledge and recall

of names. We can be in a jam for

a name and only need to describe

the situation, an event or the

characteristics of an alum and she

will know the name."

Reunion Weekends are called

"Fun Weekends," according to

Mrs. Moore. "I love

having the chance to

see the great friend-

ships that alumni

have built because of

Longwood, and

watching everyone

reunite is such a joy."

Mrs. Moore is

involved with alumni

ranging from as far

back as die 1930s.

Originally from the

FarmviUe area, Mrs. Moore

attended FarmviUe Elementary,

which was then located in the

Hiner building on Longwood's

campus, and graduated from

Cumberland County High

School. She remembers some of

the Longwood students who
were student teachers while she

attended FarmviUe Elementary.

"One reunion weekend one of

the classes returning had alumni

in it that I remembered were stu-

dent teachers from my FarmviUe

Efementary days. I went to my
scrapbook, found a photograph

of the alumni and brought the

photograph to the reunion.

Everyone was so excited!"

New Literanj Review

Comes to Longwood
Shawn Garrett

News Editor

recaUed Mrs. Moore

Mrs. Moore loves her

Longwood career and says that in

addition to her alumni contact,

the contact she has with

Longwood people is inspiring.

She describes the staff, the faculty

and alumni as "good, ftm, people,

who are like my family. It is not

just during the day whUe working

that makes me srmle, however, I

alsc am proud to promote

Longwood when I am out in the

pubbc. Longwood has so much
to offer the community and it's

students. To me Longwood's

spirit is entwined in its alumni, its

memories, its people and its

growth."

D, C P:ance v^ompain) i repares

for Spring Performance
Bobbi Thibo

Asst. B0er

The Longwood University

Dance Company is gearing up

for its' spring dance concert.

The performance, which wiU be

held April 23rd and 24th at 7:30

in the Jarman auditorium, is

entitled "Surrender to the

Floor."

The upcoming concert vwU

include not only pieces choreo-

graphed by Rodney WiUiams,

but will also feature seven stu-

dent-choreographed pieces as

well, and the students are reaUy

excited about the performance.

"The best part about this

whole experience is sharing with

everyone what we've worked so

hard on," stated Maggie

Szydlowski, Junior member of

the Dance Company, as weU as

student-choreographer.

Some of the pieces will be per-

formed to popular songs such as

Def Lepard's "Pour Some Sugar"

on Me and Dido's ''Whiteflag."

The Company has been hard

at work to prepare for the con-

cert, practicing three days a week

with a once-a- week extra prac-

tice added for additional rehears-

al time.

Preparing for this program

since February, the members of

the Dance Company are work-

ing on the final touches of their

performance.

According to Szdiowski, the

majority of the work that is left

is "cleaning" the pieces for

technique.

All members of the

Longwood University Dance

Company have been hard at

work, and are reaUy anticipating

the upcoming performance.

The spring dance concert is

sure to be a great time for aU.

Come support your fellow stu-

dents and enjoy a cultural expe-

rience!

Dos Passos, such as an original

exploration of specifically

Plans have been set in motion for American themes, an experimen -

Longwood to become the newest tal quality, and a range of literary

publisher of a national Uterary forms,

review. The debut of the new review

The publication, to be tided wiU coincide nearly with the 25th

the Dos Passos Review, wiU be pub- aimiversary of the Prize,

lished biannually in dbe late faU The staff of the review wiU

and spring. ' consist of a standard editorial

The magazine wiU focus on board made up of both managing

poetry, fiction and creative non- and genre-specific editors,

fiction, explained Hackett, the Managing alongside Hackett

latter of which includes every- wiU be Adjunct Professor Susan

thing from memoirs and non-fic- Stinson. Stinson, a former mar-

tion essays to the kind of humor keting manager for Random
writing popularized by nationaUy House, wiU bring sound business

syndicated columnist Dave Barry, and marketing experience to the

"The review wiU provide an review. Stinson wiU also teach a

opportunity to broaden the cur- course caUed "Practical Issues of

riculum and allow Creative the Working Writer" intended to

Writing and EngUsh students to broaden student's knowledge of

gain a better understanding of the publishing world,

the professional writing world," Certain faculty members wiU

said Managing Editor and also be asked to take on the role

EngUsh and Modern Languages of multicultural editors, seeking

Department Lecturer Mary out underrepresented minority

CarroU-Hackett. authors for contribution.

Although not the first Uterary The review wUl also have a

review published by the strong student presence in the

University, Dos Passos wiU have form of a slush board intended to

the distinction of possible Weed through the multitude of

national distribution. The two submissions a national review

other journals previously run by garners,

the University include

The Best Writings,

Art and Photography from
Virginia High Schools

Virginia Writing, a col

lection of the best writ-

ing and art from

Virginia high schools

and the Gyre (formerly,

the Tyrant) Longwood's

student-run Uterary and

arts magazine.

The review's tide wiU

be famiUar to the

Longwood community

and many in the Uterary

world. It shares its

name with Longwood's

prestigious Dos Passos

Prize for Literature,

awarded every year to

American authors

whose work demon-

strates characteristics A copy of Virginia Writing, one of
found in the work of Longwood's previous publications.
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rom Editor
I got my
class ring this

week, and I

am beyond

excited. Way

more than I

was in high

school. VC'ay more than I thought

\'d be in general.

I've worked really hard the past

almost three years, and I'm really

proud of everything I've accom-

plished.

The more I look around

Ix)ngwood, the more excited I am

about it. Took long enough, eh?

I see facult}', staff, and students

coming together to help each

other, both ih terms of school

and personal problems. I'm com-

pletely amazed at the sense of

community we have here at the

'Wood.

So I'm wondering. Did anyone

get the memo about tViis not

being middle school? 'Cause I'm

not too terribly sure.

I live in ARC, and if I walk

out of it one more time to find

it filled with soap, I'm going to

go on a rampage.

C'mon, guys. It's really not

funny. Nor is it fair to the peo-

ple who have to drain it, clean it,

and fill it back up. I, like many

people on campus, enjoy a good

sit by the fountain; it's comfort-

ing and prett\', but not so much

when I have to fend off huge

waves of bubbles when the

wind blows.

And I'm not sure if anyone

nodced, but the fountain by

Grainger and the new fountain

in between the D-hall and the

Student Union do not make big

prett)' mounds of bubbles like

the ARC fountain does. All die

delinquents who try and soap

those make them look like they

are covered in some sort of rabid still.

The Rot
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scum.

Gross.

Also, while we're on the topic of

acting like middle schoolers, let's

talk about gum.

The vast majority of my English

classes sit in great big circles. So if

I go to. move my desk one more

time by grabbing it front under-

neath, and my hand winds up in

chewing gum, I'm going to throw

the desk.

Which, 1 suppose, isn't much

more "grown up" than sticking the

gum there in the first place. But

It's not like we get in trouble

for chewing gum in class. It's not

like the rooms are so big that it

takes an Olympic runner to make

it to the trashcan.

Please.

Put it in the wrapper that it

comes in; tear some paper from

your neighbor's notebook, and

put it there. Drop it in the trash-

can on your way out of class.

One more thing before I go.

How many of you spend time

in Grainger? Have you seen the

pencil sticking out of the ceiling

in one of the classrooms?

It's a brand new building.

Sometimes I feel like I'm stuck

inside the boys' bathroom in an

elementary school.

So here is my call to you. Keep

soap in the bathroom, gum in

your mouth and the trashcan, and

pencils out of the ceiUng.

Easy, easy stuff

Amy Whipple

Hditor-in-Chief

Letters to tlie Editor
Dear Editor,

SCOPE/Meals On Wheels

would like to say "thank you" to

more than 40 volunteers and com-

mittee members who insured the

success of the Chefs' Food Festival

Beach Blast 2004, March 13 at the

Longwood University Grand

Dining Room. Thanks to the

efforts of these folks, plus the sup-

port of ARAMARK-Longwood
Dining Services and other spon-

sors, auction item donors, chefs

and the more than 400 folks who

attended the event, we were able to

raise enough funds to pay for 5,000

meats in the coming year.

CFF volunteers included:

Longwood students Amanda

Jones, Helen Pitman, Maureen

Hains, Casey Dentzbaugh, and Jeff

Kozloff: Longwood faculty and

staff Lori Crowe, Michele Hosey,

Pee Wee Baldwin and Lucinda

Sinclair; also Cabell Buder,

Elizabeth Mann and Christy

Barton (Fuqua School), Brianna

Taylor (Prince Edward High

School), Steve Huey (Southside

Community Hospital), Warren and

Linnie Kernodle, Juanita Taylor,

Rev. Joe McCutchen, and Robert

and Lesley Montemayor (SCH).

CFF Committee Members were:

Avis Addleman, ARAMARK Staff,

John Atehart, Sandra Breil, Earl

Campbell, Bruce Davis, George

Harrison, Alice Johnson, B.J.

Leadbetter, Lee Leadbetter, Ellen

Masters, E.A. Mayo, Sissy Pack,

Jim Ray, Robin Sedgwick, Anne

Simboli, Jim Trinkle, Que

Wilhelmi, Debbie Woodson and

Event Planner Jeanie Campbell.

SCOPE/Meals On Wheels

would not exist without the sup-

port of the entire communit}'.

Sincerely,

Hoke Currie, Coordinator

Dear Editor,

This is in response to Lindsey

Morgan's bash against Disability

Services, Dining Services and

Housing here at Longwood

University. Her complaint was

that housing and disability servic-

es were not being accommodating

by not allowing Lindsey, a rising
^

junior, and her 2 friends to live

off-campus. Lindsey was

instructed by her doctor to move

off-campus. The doctor thinks

that off-campus it would be easier

for her to function because she

has dietary needs that encompass

her to cook for herself and needs

assistance reaching few items that

her roommates could get for her.

While living off campus for

Lindsey was recommended, it's

not necessary. And her room-

mates have no better reason to

move off campus then they want

to. Ok, who doesn't?

I have a disability and I have

been living on campus for four

years. When I first came to

Longwood, I had to walk with a

cane for my first two years.

Longwood has made wonderful

accommodations for me, and has

worked with many other students

with special needs. You just need

to alert them first. Instead of

declaring that there is no way the

d-hall could fix her dietary needs,

she could have asked either Susie

Rood or Mike Lysaght. They are

both wonderful and have helped

so many other people in similar

situations. And if she didn't

know to talk to them, she could

talk to anyone who wo'rks at the

dining hall, and they will happily

work you. Longwood Dining

Services will go as far as buying

any special foods and preparing

them especially for you.

As for reaching items far up

and needing a litde extra help,

there are more people on-cam-

pus to help her then there would

ever be in an apartment. Many

students in wheelchairs on cam-

pus have similar difficulties and

have never said they had to move

off campus because of it. Also

living on campus is easier than

commuting for someone vi\\h a

disability, especially if your dis-

ability is so severe. Why would

you not want to be somewhere

safe and secure and surrounded

by people who could help if you

needed it?

Longwood has made special

accommodations for her to

move off campus, she should be

thankful. Her roommates need

no special accommodations.

Lindsey should view this posi-

tively as an opportunity to make

new friends at her apartment

complex or come back to cam-

pus and get reconnected and

involved again with campus

activities and her friends.

Stop using your temporary

disability as an excuse to get what

you want. You make the rest of

us who try AND DO for our-

selves look bad.

Sincerely,

Danielle Houston
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"

TKe "A ctVviit" U-yoiM' outlet for hcuttUng^ iodal' iAy'uitice^ and/ t^M/n^ that iuch. ThU i^your

your chaj\ce/ to dxr yyvnethin^ oibout iodetod/ e\vU-, lAX^tx^ad/ofjuit wiKt/rungf' ahxyut thc^w. So

ipeah iXp orui cut: up. Becauje, if you're^ not tvuxci, you/'re^ not paying attention. hifwUX

Acttv64t bde4^i to rotundous>longM}Ood/.edu/.

Counter^poiiit to Legalization
The following letter

is in response to

the March 25th

Activist letter.

Dear Marijuana Advocate,

I read vour entire column in

the March 25th edition of The

Rotunda.

What a waste of my time! I

disagree whole-heartedly with

your argument for legalizing

marijuana.

Firsdy, pot is illegal because

it does permanent damage to

your brain no matter how little

of it you smoke!

"THC, the active ingredient

in marijuana, damages nerve

cells in the part of the brain

where memories are formed,

thus making it hard to remem-

ber things.

It affects your sense of time

andncoordination skills, such as

driving a car. It also affects

your lungs.

There are more than 400

known chemicals in marijuana.

A single joint contains four

times as much cancer-causing

tar as a filtered cigarette"

(http://www.health.org/gov-

pubs/phd641/). These are

just a few health problems

caused by smoking weed.

As you mentioned,

pot is a gateway drug to harsh-

er drugs like mushrooms,

ecstasy, and acid.

I was sad to hear that you

have permanently damaged

yourself due to mushrooms.

However, it is unclear to me

what your point was about this

issue.

You argue in one sentence

that weed led you to try harsh-

er drugs and then you go on to

say that it was your lack of

education about drugs which

led you to eat mushrooms for

five days straight.

Which was it?

You go on to say that in all

your years of public education you

weren't told that drugs were bad, or

why they are bad. SCAPEGOAT!
What country did you go to

school in?

If in the United States, I would

argue that you just weren't listening

at all.

I know that I was taught, along

with most of my peers in public

schools about the dangers of

drug/alcohol abuse starting in the

elementary grades.

You go on to say that by legaliz-

ing marijuana, police officers would

be more easily able to identify the

"real" drug dealers (of cocaine,

acid, and heroin, etc.) because

those dealers would be singled out

from the legalized marijuana deal-

ers.

You stated, "legalize it (marijua-

na), and the pot smokers will even-

tually be considered normal people;

which will in turn further isolate

those who use hard drugs, making

them more easily identifiable."

How exacdy would this work?

I really don't see a clear connec-

tion in your argument.

If anything the hardcore drug

dealers would just begin to sell mar-

ijuana laced with cocaine, etc. to get

buyers hooked on harsher drugs.

It wasn't until your last two argu-

ments that I actually decided to

write back to your ridiculous article.

You attempted to make some

connection to the legalization of

weed, terrorism, and racist

Americans. Let's look at your argu-

ment in regards to terrorism first.

You say that Americas are hated

because we are an "isolationist soci-

ety in a world where people must

stick together."

I personally don't agree that our

society is one of isolation, but aside

from that, are you seriously sug-

gesting that legalizing marijuana

would solve this problem?

Sorry for my use of IM slang,

but I have to give this one a big fat

HAHA!
We all enjoy the cliche of the

peaceful, good timing sixties where

hippies smoked weed and made

love, not war, but seriously get a

grip!

Please explain to me how the

president smoking a peace pipe

with Osama bin Laden will stop

countries from attacking the U.S.!

Smoking weed will not make the

terrorists stop attacking our coun-

try or any other country for that

matter.

Your fmal argument focused on

racial issues.

You stated, "Because black peo-

ple and Mexicans are more open

about their culture smoking mari-

juana, those who have racist views

of these people want to label them

criminals."

No one wants to label anyone as

criminals. The blacks and

Mexicans you refer to, and any

other races (or individuals) who

smoke weed for that matter, label

themselves as criminals by per-

forming illegal acts.

"White government representa-

tives," as you call them, lock up

Caucasians, Asians, African-

Americans, Hispanics, and anyone

else they catch smoking and abus-

ing illegal substances.

Stop your whining, and start

working towards global peace by

giving back to your community.

Pick up a bag of trash on the

side of the road, or mentor a

young child instead of wasting

your time promoting weed.

The ^obal problems will not be

solved by you smoking weed and

declaring in your high-flying state,

"peace toward all men!"

Your argument to legalize mari-

juana is not only an ignorant one,

but also one lacking any substantial

fiber of truth and reasoning what-

soever.

It was the biggest load of horse

rubbish I have ever wasted my
time on.

It is illogical and irrational. I

think many of us are wondering,

were you high when you wrote it?

-Anonymous

props and drops

+ To controversial opinions.

+ To people who understood The Rofunda.

+ To the cast of Eleemosyanry for an excellent job.

+ To electric girls.

+ To tie-dye.

+ To review copies of books! Wow!
+ To two weeks of classes left.

Drops:

- To not having the courage to stand behind your

own ideas.

- To the Brock Clock.

- To plagarizing public works.

- To intelligent humor perecieved as arrogance.

- To running out of cafe dollars.

Speak Out
Wkat would ijoii like to see

in The Rotunda?

Explanations about
the housing and park-

ing restrictions.

-Laura Terry
Freshman

Some more informa-
tion on Ix>ngwood

sports, possibly NCAA
as well.

-Matt Lusk
Sophomore

Things that are hap-
pening in the com-
munity, and not just

what's going on
arouncTcampus.
-Kelsie Bradburry
and Heather Storrie

Fresmen

More information about
the possibility of a vote
of no confidence [of

the Administration].

-Michael Harding
Senior
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Autkor Speaks on Single Motkers Struggles
Yolanda Cuba

Guest Writer

Dr. Ruth Sidel, renowned author

and professor, came to

I^ngwood University' last week to

discuss her new book. Unsung

Heroines: The Real Lives of

Single Mothers. Approximately

125 students came to watch Sidel

in the bottom level of the Dining

Hall.

President Patricia Cormier

began the speech by thanking the

English 400 Advanced Writing

Skills class for all their hard work

and effort.

She praised them for their par-

ticipation in the class, mentioning

that this class focuses on the

processes of civic discourse and

said that it is very important to

understand civic duties.

After Cormier, Longwood

Junior Lauren Bitmer stepped up

to the podium and gave some

background information on Sidel.

The author graduated from

Boston University with a degree

in social work, lives in New York

and is a professor at Hunter

College of the City University of

New York (CUNY).

In her work, Sidel explores

women's connections to the

ideals of the American dream.

She has mapped the history of

women's economic status.

Pinpointing the central theme as

poverty, she can now find real

ways of altering the structure to

bring fundamental, economic,

and dynamic change.

Sidel began by thanking the

audience for coming out despite

the rain.

The focus of her current

research is single mothers,

explained Sidel. Dr. Sidel told the

audience that in the early to mid

1990s there was a campaign

against the poor, single mothers

of America.

"Single women were all paint-

ed widi the same brush," said

Sidel. "They were all labeled

'dependant.'"

Quoting Charles Murray, Sidel

said " and we know they are all

rotten mothers."

Sidel explained that single

women were accused of being

the cause of many social and

economic problems such as drug

addictions, truancy, high school

dropouts, alcohol abuse and the

breaking down of the American

family.

In addition to these accusa-

tions, women were also labeled in

terms Sidel calls "either/or think-

ing."

Women were classified as

"idlers and workers," "independ-

ent and dependant," "unworthy

and worthy" and finally "them

and we."

Sidel justified her argument by

sa)ang that "We all know that real-

ity is far more complex than

that." Getting away from isolating

just women, she said, "We all

move in and out of degrees of

dependency."

She said there has been an

increase in single parenting and

that the structure of families in

American is changing.

More than 7.5 of American

households are headed by women

and 84 percent of children in sin-

gle parent homes live with their

mothers, which leaves only 16 per

cent that live with their fathers,

cited Sidel.

Sidel explained that children

who grow up in single parent

homes are at a greater risk for

problems down the road. It is

also said that families with a

woman as the head automatically

equal a financially poor house-

hold. "For every dollar a man

makes [in America] women make

75 per cent" of their wages, said

Sidel.

She argues that Americans

have a skewed perspective of

what single parenthood is all

about. "W'omen choose to be sin-

gle and women have made a

series of bad choices," Sidel said,

"But the reality is that is not

true." Most women, according to

Sidel, who become single moth-

ers, do not make that choice on

their own and it is not their fault.

She wants to look at single

mothers, "from their point of

view." Not focusing on what hap-

pens to the children, but focusing

on the mother's struggles in

terms of divorce, widowed and

the mothers who never got mar-

ried. Her focus is cross class, age

and race.

She has conducted a study for

her book. Unsung Heroines: The

Real Lives of Single Mothers, on

the women in the metropolitan

New York area.

Looking in depth to their sup-

port systems, the roads they trav-

eled, the family that helped them

and the friends they relied on.

"How do they deal with domestic

roles and work roles? How do

they care for themselves?" Sidel

questions.

In the lecture, Sidel identified

three women from her book and

discussed their lives. The three

women are a 27-year-old African

American, a 46-year-old Latino

and 54-year-old with a biracial

son.

These three women go

through extreme low-points, and

with the utmost strength, manage

to pull through.

The 27-year-old got pregnant

at 14, but only missed one year of

high school before she graduated

in 1993. Since she always wanted

to be a Registered Nurse, she

pulled some strings and went

though the LPN program in New
York. She is now very involved in

the church and her daughter sings

in the church choir.

The next woman, 46-year-old

Latino married at age 23 to a very

controlling husband. He was vio-

lent and abusive to their son.

Along with two daughters in

the house, she realized that she

needed to get out. So she waited

until she had saved up enough

money on her own and then

moved out. Five and a half year

later she remarried and is still liv-

ing in New York.

The final woman Sidel spoke

of was the 54-year-old with the

biracial son.

She was 29 when she got preg-

nant. Her son's father left during

the seventh month of her preg-

nancy. She had the baby and then

fulfilled her dream of going to

college. From there she went to

law school and is now taking care

of herself

"These single mothers," Sidel

said, "were all coping with loss,"

loss of parmer, social life, money

and someone to help with the

chores. All single mothers have

had their life course disrupted.

They relied on friends, family and

religion to go on each day.

"No one can go it alone," said

Sidel.

BROCK COMMONS
at LONGWOOD UNIVERSITY
DEDICATED SATURDAY 2 4 APRIL 2004

ValaffOfitCBfc

.Where THe Netghbomooa comes Together

Casual Dining - Private Parties

Catering

ANNE SIMBOLI
pastry Chtf

(434) 392-1566

201 8 Mill Street

Farmviile. Virginia 23901

^nne would like to wish all students a very

happy and safe faster holiday. She hopes that

you eiyoy the time at home with your family

and friends making new memories to last a

lifetime! ^nne would like to remind you that

graduation is only a short time away, and with

Spring SVeekend coming, the semester will end

before you know it. 5Hake your reservations for

that special graduation dinner today and order

that wonderful dessert that will make the day

even sweeter!
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Congratulations to Longwood's Relay for

Life for raising D7700 for the American

Cancer Society!

2004 Relay for Life Teams:

Alpha Gamma Delta

Alpha Phi Omega (Most Creative Team)

Anelas (Best Fundraising Team)

Angels for A Cure

Delta Zeta

Hampden-Sydney College Psychology Club

(Best Team Spirit)

Intervarsity Christian Fellowship

Longwood Ambassadors

Nine Lives (Best Cancer Control Team)

Sigma Kappa

:3pliip Institute
llMHwIayAvHili'MM

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

LONGWOOD UNIVERSITY

ELEVENTH ANNUAL SENIOR BANQUET
CELEBRATING

THE CLASS OF TWO THOUSAND AND FOUR

WAS HELD THURSDAY, APRIL 1 . 2004

WtTM AH ADDRESS BY

WILLIE E. LANIER
SENIOR VICE PRE8I0CNT OF WACHOVIA SECURITIES

RECOGNIZING THE ACHIEVEMENTS

OF THE MEMBERS OF THE 2004 SENI(»? CLASS

THIS BANQUET WAS MADE I^OSSIBLE THROUGH THE GENEROUS SUPPORT

OF THE BUSINESS COMMUNITY

THANK YOU
ru 2BS4 tMMtm mif^ m* met^ tor ft«m tc mm ponmvmWmtmkmatmt^mtmmt i i«aAMMtS4^ll«i9i<M.

mmJmmirtit mt0*tQfimiitmM>>emMltt)*t^ii MtT«i«k* (S«tlMSMktl«it«QMtM^* C««(te«l »MMk UImm MmH;

DKNTfert 1 6««»«n-. lU: * OMMM Viioll^1^

PoWiG«l Scl»nM ISO American

G^MriMMnt l> PoiticB

Wynm AiMMertuni. 143

•:«ht:1»«.in.
ProlM— r Or WftMn»MrtM(ii

MMcmNmc 4M«kUM«t<ichihap*<»nM<t|><>rarir«aaMr

CtliMn LMdtr SytMlram*

Curry Common«« Cuny Hai
4:30'B:»» p.m.

Too manyMr9» to d» *« m( tn»g|p tm* ki «» Owri n'>

0*iw-«»ic*»i»tf' VSiHi wtrtl want 58 mm th« Kuwtoihoj^

Oivwruty or Lack Thar* Of?

Hmar totMohum
4:00-5:00 p.m
PmM««w* Mo% N««nt«t «n(i Camteom C«m*«*

you«i««el3atn^irt(inwr«ly«ndlMwc«al(guv>doul'' \«Ami

amew(«M)*»<ifi*v«<«iyMi»aL«n0«io«tf? «i«ttiMw*»wir

jK^MKt ymxMM «nv or thMM quMMiM you iwK«1 «•« lomM ffw

)ts«iry. (>t«kaiit ^iu<ih:» <n) t'Mewii^** OopailMiM

<ife'io <i<i.<f»*i«'(««i>«r«<( Msw ^Mkinf t>s«)i»i«

APPROVED FOR l»C«T»IG

w

^.

THE tONGWOOD UNIVERSITY COLLEGE OF BUSINESS «c ECONOMICS

of an Absolute Tan
ULTRA DARK AIRBRUSH TANNER

Revolutionary Personal Sunless Tanning System*

Exceptional Even Color Instantly

Golden Self Bronzer

039.95

Absolute Tan

Southgate Shopping Center

392-9676

Farmville's Exclusive Tanning Salon

^t apply first applkatioii
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Listen to **The

Caffeine Diary

1-3 p.m.

WAALU 91.3 fm

Movie: Last Samurai

7:30 p.m. In the

Lankford ABC Rooms

Open Mic Night

10 p.m. in the Cafe

Baseball: Virginia

Intermont (2) at 1 p.m.

Faculty Forum: Mary
Carroll -Hackett, Speaking

for Themselves—

Expressions of Poverty

and Class in Southern

Culture, 3:30 p.m.,ARC
3rd Floor Lounge

S.A.F.E. Meetings

4:30 p.m.

Student Union

University Choir Concert

at 7:30 p.m. in the

Wygal Auditorium

Health Week:
*

Depression 101 from

6-7 p.m. in the

Lakford ABC Rooms

<
HAPPY

HOUDAYS
TO ALU

Take advantage of

this uneventful day

on campus and take

a road trip to some

place that isn't

Farmvillell

Hi*
Men's and Women's

Tennis at Norfolk

State, 11 a.m.

No Radio Station

Meeting this Sunday!

Come to the meeting

next Sunday at 9 p.m.

in the HIner 2nd floor

auditoriumi

^ 12
Want to join The

Rotunda staff?

9:15 p.m. in the

bottom of the

Student Union!

Listen to "Pimp

Juice"

11-12 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Nji

1̂4 \<
Come edit pages for

The Rotunda in your

copious free time!

LP Speaker: Lizzie

Simon: Mental Health,

7:30-8:30 p.m. in the

Lankford Ballroom

Rock to "The Two Lll

Fat Kids Show" from

7-8 p.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Tune in to "Midnight In

the harden of Good

and Evil"

12-2 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Pick up a copy of The

Rotundd

Unity Alliance ,

8:00 p.m., Grainger

G18

sns f&if mma^fmnim Aim-ufn^mimf

wsH is mtoM0 M0U7no-

oomfmMTTOimp

Unity Alliance'

needs your help!
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HOROSCOPES
by Sam Wise-Ridges

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)

Graduation is fast approaching...start tiiinking

about what you want to do with your life.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Feel like your stuck in a rut? Change your

routine so that it is no longer, well, routine.

Pisces (Feb. 19-IVIar. 20)

I see a new relationship in your future...or a

change for a better in your current relationship.

Aries (Mar. 21 -April19>

Running low on cash? Start the job hunt now.

j ongue |n (_.hee!<:
by ElUe Woodruff

Door tagging: Cow tipping of the Future

Taurus (April 20-May 20) f-^^^
j^ Mouth

You know that person you always notice and want to

get to know? I got it, try saying "hi."

Gemini (IVIay 21 -June 20)

Stop letting people walk all over you.

Be agressive. B...E...agressive.

Cancer (June 21 -July 22)

All your hard work will pay off in the end.

Just don't give up now or you won't see it.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

Be true to yourself and you'll be happier.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)

Patience is a virtue, so trying having some.

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)

Take a chance and you won't be dissapointed.

Scorpio (Oct. 23. -Nov. 21)

Stop trying to control everyone! Just sit back and relax.

by EUie Woodruff

"Okay, I don't get it. It's closed, but who's up there?"

"Oh, those are just cardboard cutouts. They're the only

thing they trust to not sink Brock Commons any further."

k

Sagittarius (Nov. 22^ec. 21)

Regrettrng something you did recently?

Might as well get over it now, it's a small campus.

Student Services Cormittee

"Your money, your education, your rights."

Did you koov?

It's your right to appeal your final grade!

Come find out more tidbita like this, and learn

how you can change things on campus.

-'SGA office Wednesdays at 9:30-
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Jersey Girl:A Box

Office Must See
BobbiThibo

Ass/. Editor

Still making waves in the box

offict, Jersey Gir/h definitely a hit.

Ollie Tinke ( Ben Affleck) seems

to have everything; a beautiful

new wife, a baby on the way, and

a top job as a publicist in New
York. Just as it

appears that

nothing can

go wrong, he

finds himself

a single father

back in New
Jersey, living

with his

father, and

raising his

daughter
alone.

The chem-

istry between

Ben Affleck and Liv Tyler is

undeniable, and this connection

only adds to this delightful film.

Trinke's relationship with his on-

screen daughter, Raquel Castro,

while downplayed in advertise-

ments for the film, is a key com-

ponent of the story.

An excellent story line and

cast of characters, the film is a

definitely worth seeing. The

script is a

refreshing

change
from the

typical and

predictable

story line

that is

often seen

in today's

theaters. If

a comical,

yet heart-

felt film

with an

amazing cast and creative script

is what you're in the mood for,

Jersey Girl is your way to go!

Mental Health Awareness Week @ Longwood University

April 12-15, 2004

Monday, April 12

Free Information on Mental Health

(brought to you by Wellness Advocates)

Student Union Ballroom, 5PM - 8PM

Tuesday, April 13

Depression Program

(brought to you by Peer Helpers)

Student Union ABC Rooms, 8PM

Wednesday, April 14

Lizzie Simon

"My Bipolar Road Trip in 4-D"

(brought to you by Wellness Advocates and Lancer Productions with

support from SGA)
Student Union Ballroom, 8PM

Thursday, April 15

Free Depression Screening

(brought to you by Student Health and Counseling Centers)

Student Union, 10-2PM

LiongwomL Village.
The Ultimate Student Lifestyle

* Utilities Included: That's right! Electricity (n75./mo. Allowance),

Cable TV, Water and High Speed Internet are all included!

* Fully equipped Kitchen and Washer & Dryer
* Private Bedrooms and Baths!
* Individual Leases
* State-of-the-Art Theatre
* Lounge with TV's, X-Box & Play Station II

* Game Room with Jukebox, Billiards, Foosball & Air Hockey
* Pool with Hot Tub

The Way College Life Should Be-

LIVE IT UP!

Call 434-315-5566 or come by today!

Visit us online at www.longwood-village.com.
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Bobbvj Vrtis: AMan InA Woman's World?
Amanda Isley

Guest Writer

Bobby Vrds graduated from

Longwood University last year,

with a BFA in Theatre.

Upon his graduation, Vrtis

went to work for Wayside

Theater in Northern Vii^^nia,

where he stage managed, acted,

and assisted in the direction of

one play

Now, he's back at

Longwood, pursuing the one

accomplishment that aUudcd

him during the final year of his

college career: directing

Ekemosynary.

Q: '.'Did you choose this

play, or were you asked to direct

it?"

A: "Actually, I wanted to

direct it last year as an

Underground show, but when I

went to Gene about it, he said I

couldn't because the depart-

ment was doing it next year."

Q: "Really? So how did it

happen that you came back to

direct it this year?"

A: "WeU, I came back last

semester to see Everyman, and

as I was talking to Gene, he

asked me what I was doing. I

told him about Wayside Theater,

but how I thought I wouldn't

stay with them much longer. He

then asked me if I would like to

direct Eleemosynary."

Q: "And you jumped at the

opportvmity?"

A: "Yes; I tried not to seem

too eager, but I really wanted it."

Dr. Muto and Bobby Vrtis had

worked on two productions

together while Vrds attended

Longwood.

Vrtis was listed as assistant

director for both Tartuffe and

Twelfth Night during his Senior

year.

When asked to compare his

experience as assistant director at

Longwood University with his

experience at Wayside Theater,

Vrtis let out a sigh, rurming his

hand through his hair.

A: "Very different. Gene gave

me so much freedom that it

spoiled me. Gene and I tend to

have very similar senses of

humor, so it made working

together so much easier. At

Wayside, the guy 1 was working

with had a completely different

interpwtation of the play firom

mine. I saw the play as being

much more caustic, while the

other direaor played more to the

conservative audience.

I understood his stance, and so

I had to relinquish a lot of my
artistic freedom for that produc*

tion."

Q: "Going along with com-

pare and contrast, how does the

art of directing satisfy your cre-

ativity differendy from the art of

acting?"

A: "In Ekemosynary, for exam-

ple, there are three brilliant roles

in which I would nevfer, ever be

cast, but as director, I get to play

all the roles. If 1 want to really

sink my teeth into a particular

role, and really live it, that is when

acting is the most fulfilling."

Not only is Vrtis faced with the

direction and staging of an emo-

tionally complex play, but he

must ^so try to assert his profes-

sional position over those who

were his peers only last year.

Q: "What have been your fefel-

ings about working in the

Department of the University

from which you graduated only a

year ago?"

A: "It's been a little strange

drawing the line between the pro-

fessional and the friend. I've

tried to downplay the fact that we

know each other in a social set-

ting The actresses have all been

great. They listen well, and take

direction. Overall, it's been reju-

venating. It's nice having com-

plete artistic freedom."

Eleemosynaty is a play requiring

a very minimal set.

The director faces the chal-

lenge of creating action without

the use of props,

Vrtis also has to illustrate sig-

nificant leaps in time.

Q: "In Ekemosynaryy many

scenes contain actions from both

the past and the present What

methods have you used in order

to convey this to the audience?"

A: "I've worked to establish

the play as non-linear from die

very beginning. Christine Causey

has worked with me on the Ugjht-

ing design. At the start of the

play, we have used lighting to sep-

arate the past from the present,

but as the play continues, there is

less need for it

There arc a lot of changes in

age, but the part of Edao con-

tains the most drastic. She

varies from a teenager to an

infant. The staging is very sub-

de, but I don't think the audi-

ence will have any trouble

knowing what's going on. The

actresses have woriced on really

seeing the world Lee Blessing

has created, and they do a great

job of transmitting that world."

The play is very emotional,

and could be seen as very femi-

nine.

Theatre majors Aubrie

Therrien, Anna Richardson,

and Courmey K^pel tackle the

emotionally complex roles of

Eleemosynary.

Q: "Eleemosynaty is a decid-

edly feminine play From the

male point of view, has it been

at all awkward or challenging to

direct this play?"

A: "Not really Lee Blessing's

plays are essentially about

human beir^. There is some-

thing that transcends the roles

of gender-and besides, I've

been taking shots of estrogen,

just in case."

Tecknical Proklems Dont Detract from Eleemosynary s Debut
Amanda Isley

Guest Writer

Entering at the back of Jarman

Auditorium, where the black box

theatre is located, I wasn't quite

sure what to expect.

Eleemosynary was opening after

only sixteen rehearsals.

The Director, Bobby Vrtis, a

Longwood alumnus, had minimal

experience in directing outside of

Longwood.

The audience would be sparse

due to Relay for Life, and other

collegiate pressures that culmi-

nate at this point in the semester.

Despite all of these setbacks,

Eleemosynary opened Friday, April

2, and was a success.

No one left the house without

being affected by the etnotionai

turmoil of the show.

Many people were hastily

brushing away tears when they

were caught by the unexpected

dawn of the house lights.

Being a powerful, and affect-

ing play in script form.

Eleemosynary, written by Lee

Blessing, was able to overcome

the several minor technical faults

of the production.

Considering the lack of time

for preparation, the faults are

very small, but not unrecogniz-

able.

The stage set-up was poor.

NAGS HEAD
Student Summer Rentals

see seabreezerealty.com for pictures

or call 252-255-6328

Although a small space limits the

size of the audience, it should not

hinder the viewing of the produc-

tion.

The row of chairs exceeded the

length of the stage, and the prox-

imity of the seats to the long stage

made it very difficult to see the

action of the play,, which mosdy

favored the right side of the

house.

I sat slighdy left of the middle,

and found myself having to turn

my head at a very uncomfortable

angle in order to see.

A semi-circular seating arrange-

ment would have gready increased

the audience's visibility without

affecting the intimacy of the pro-

duction.

Another minor problem with

the production was the lack of

body language.

Many times the actresses failed

to use any type of mannerism or

physical expression to convey

their emotions.

The director, Bobby Vrtis, did
,

however, do an excellent job

blocking certain scenes.

The actresses also did an

amazing job with conveying their

emotions through the dialogue.

The actresses were actually

crying onstage during the most

heart-rending scenes.

The scene between Courtoey

Kappel, who played the part of

Arrie, and Anna Richardson,

who played her mother, was very

poignant.

While discussing the fiiture of

Artie's baby, Richardson slowly

moved behind Kappel, placed

her arms on her shoulders, and

then gradually shd one hand

down to Kappel's feigned preg-

nant belly. The motion was

extremely effective.

Another instance of effective

blocking was when Aubrie

Therrien, playing the role of

Artie's daughter, was helping her

grandmother do physical therapy.

Kappel entered and the ten-

sion between them manifested

itself in the rapid, less fluid

motions of Dorothea's exercises,

as Therrien moved her grand-

mother's Umbs in stiff, jerky

motions that had once been

smooth.

Each actress was superbly cast,

doing noteworthy justice to the

three emotionally demanding

roles.

Kappel displayed her pain and

disgust, manifested in her vivid

facial expressions. Richardson's

smile fit her character's odd

placidit)^, while she expertly

stooped her shoulders gradually,

subdy portraying her increasing

age. Therrien embodied the com-

plex litde girl, torn betv^'een her

developed love for her grand-

mother, and her innate love for

her mother.

Overall, I highly recommend

this production. The human need

for love and affection is portrayed

with startling clarity, and a depth

that penetrates even the hardest

layers of the heart
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Women s Lacrosse Continues Winning Streak 10-0
i iii'i! iitiHrn,

I >!i:nA()(Hl I niwrsirv m lintaincd

ir- inhkiiiishccl record l.i'-t week,

!i(j up i\\<) home wins attcr

; . itmu west c<);ist toe IT
! ,is, 15-13, March 30 and

i''.;tYer. P-4. April 3. The

l.,aers, ranked #1 in the Inside

1. rosse Division II Power Poll,

rut scoring opponents 146-74

2 goals per game - during their

current win streak and arc now a

pfrfect 10-0 on the season.

Longwood will return to acdon

Tuesday, April 6, as it hosts

George Washington - its fifth

NCAA Division I opponent this

season - beginning at 4 p.m. at

Lancer Field.

Against UC-Davis in the

"Battle of the Banned",

LongN^'ood jumped on the board

first, as senior Tia

llichardson/Ellicott City, Md.

(Centennial) secured the opening

draw rontrol and sprinted down

the field, scoring the tlrst Lioal of

the match within 13 seconds.

The Aggi(.s responded with a

Lioa! of their own at the 26:03

mark troin Stacv Sugarman. The

t\V(j teams continued to tratie

goals throughout an cvenlv

matched half that featured seven

ties and four lead changes.

UC Davis held the largest

advantage - just a tu-o-goal mar

gin - during the first session,

scoring back-to-back goals at

15:34 and 12:59 to take a 6-4

lead. However, Longwood

responded with t\vo unanswered

goals of its own, as junior Emily

Bikowski/Fairfax (Bishop

O'Cormell) found the back of

the net with 10:56 remaining off

a pass from senior Carlee

UUery/Keswick (Albemarle) and

junior Leanne Kibler/Oakton

(Oakton) scored 23 second later,

unassisted. Both teams regis-

tered two mote goais ueiore

breakinu d the intermission with

an even H-H match.

The Lancers exploded in the

second half, sconng six unan-

swered uoals in tbit first 21 min-

utes. Junior Sophie

Dress/ Hllicott City, Md.

(Howard) sparked the scoring

spreq, finding the back of the net

at the 22:19 mark off a pass from

classmate Isa Cohen/Mineral

(Fairfax). Cohen then dished out

another assist, this rime to senior

Kristy Taylor/Lorton (Bishop

Ireton) with 18:34 remaining.

Dress continued to fuel the

effort, scoring hei- third goal of

the match, unassisted, followed

by Ullery's goal, again off a pass

from Cohen. Cohen then kept

the ball, scoring back-to-back

goals at 11:49 and 8:44 to give

Longwood its largest advantage

of the match (14-8).

After remaining scoreless

MHlligan's Sports GrMk
Opoi 1130 a.iii« 7 days a wttk (31S-8781)

Llv€ €nt€rtalnm€nt Fri. and Sat. nights

Friday: Game Show Hero

Saturday: Southern Justice

Playstatlcn 2 Tcumament
John Madden Football

April 12, 5:00 n 10 Entry Fee

Winner Take All

Ladies Night Every Thursday (No Cover Fee)

Steak Night: Tuesday D1.50

Free Tacos Every Thursday

Free Delivery Ot\ Campus Until 12:CX) a.m.

CHECK OUT DJ. T^GEK EVEKY THURSDAY NIGHT!

with this coupon (expires 4/12)

throughout ilu second }'>cn()d,

I ( Da\is nnailv toiiml the hack

of the net with "7:15 remaining in

the match off an unassisttil goal

from Kado. The \u^ies conrin-

ued to challenge the Lancers'

lead, scoring four more goals in

five minutes, including a free

position goal at 0:22 from Albin,

to trim the deficit to 15-13.

However, Longuood defender

junior Shawn Slotke/Baltimore,

Md. (Roland Park) halted the

Aggies late rall% as she came up

with a crucial caused mrnover

with seven seconds remaining in

the game to secure the Lancers'

flawless record.

Cohen closed out the contest

with a season-high seven points

on three goals and four assists,

while Dress finished with a sea-

son-best four points on three

goals and one assist. Other scor-

ers include Bikowski (3g), Leanne

Kibler (2g, la), Taylor (Ig, 2a),

Uller}' (Ig, 2a), Richardson (Ig),

sophomore Ali Shafer/ Fairfax

(Fairfax) (Ig), and freshman

Cathleen Strain/Alexandria (Mt.

Vernon) (la). For their efforts,

Cohen, along with teammates

LTllery and Leanne Kibler were

named to the "Battle of the

Banned" all-star team.

Senior Stacey Schmidt/Berlin,

N.J. (Eastern Regional) went the

distance in front of the net, regis-

tering six saves on 28 Aggie

shots.

Against Pfeiffer, Taylor started

the Lancer offensive attack, net-

ting back-to-back goals within

the opening two minutes of the

game. She posted her first goal at

the 29:10 mark, unassisted, fol-

lowed by her second of five goals

1:57 into the half off a pass from

junior Isa Cohen/Mineral

(Fairfax). Longwood continued

its scoring, netting 1 1 more goals

before the recess to enter the

break with a convincing 13-3

advantage over the visiting

Falcons. After opening the sec-

ond session with a sizable lead,,

the Lancers never looked back.

Longwood found the back of the

net four more times to claim the

decisive home win.

Taylor finished the match with

a season-best eight points off five

goals - including her 100th career

goal - and three assists, while

l'llcr\ helped pace tl-.e l.anccr

otlense. reui^t.-nng tourpDinrs on

three goals - lu*r fourth hat rrici<

of the se:ison - and one assist,

(^ohen closcii out the march v'ith

a gtjal and three assists, while

Bikowski and trcshnian Icnn

Shipp/Charlottesville f Mhemarlc)

had a goal and an assist apiece.

Other scorers include Richardson

(Ig, Ip), Dress (Ig, Ip), Shafer

(Ig, Ip) and classmate Kerry

Ryan/Springfield (^'est

Springfield) (Ig, Ip), freshmen

Kathleen Barry/Annandale (\X(T.

Woodson) (Ig, Ip) and Missy^

Rurnbley/Baltimore (Parkville)

(Ig, la), along with leanne Kibler

(la, Ip) and Strain (la, Ip).

Schmidt and sophomore Emily

Wilson/Owings, Md. (Northern)

split the game in front of the net.

The duo combined for five saves

during the match, getting two and

three, respecdvely.

Statistical Update

Ullery currently paces the

Lancer offense, registering a

team-best 36 points on 20 goals

and a team-best 16 assists. Cohen

has earned 34 points on 18 goals

and a team-best 16 assists, while

Bikowski and Taylor are close

behind with 33 and 32 points,

respecdvely Bikowski has netted

a team-high 25 goals and passed

out eight assists, while Taylor has

recorded 17 goals and 15 assists.

Other scorers include Leanne

Kibler (14g, 12a, 26p), Shafer

(13g, 3a, 16p), Shipp (llg, 2a,

13p), Dress (7g, 5a, 12p), Strain

(6g, 4a, lOp), Richardson (7g, 2a,

9p), Barry (3g, la, 4p), sopho-

more Kelly Gaines/Fairfax (W.T.

Wooden) (2g, la, 3p), Ryan (Ig,

la, Ip), freshman Glcnna

Kibler/Oakton (Oakton) (Ig, Ip),

and Rurnbley (Ig, Ip).

In goal, Schmidt has posted

387:29 minutes played, including

45 saves for a .446 save percent-

age. The senior also owns an 8.67

goals against average, Wilson has

played 212:31 minutes, recording

31 saves for a .633 save percent-

age, while posting a 5.08 goals

against average. Combined, the

duo has made 76 stops for a .507

•save percentage and a 7.40 goals

against average.
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Baseball Wins Tkree of Four Games: Now 26-8
sports Itiformation

Longwood University won three

of four games played last week,

defeating Saiht Augustine's

March 29 (16-2) before taking

two of three games at Limestone

(S.C.) April 3-4 (13-10, 10-17, 4-

3). The Lancers have won 11 of

their last 13 games to improve

their overall record to 26-8. It

marks the 19th time in the last 23

years that the tradition-rich pro-

gram has attained at least 25 wins

in a season. Longwood was

scheduled to host Southern

Virginia University Tuesday, April

6, and Virginia State University

Wednesday, April 7 - a pair of 1

p.m. doubleheaders at Lancer

Stadium in Farrriville.

Against Saint Augustine's,

Longwood scored runs in all but

one inning during the 16-run, 12-

hit effort that was stopped via the

7-inning, 10-run rule. The
Lancers spotted the Falcons a run

in the 1st inning before scoring

two runs in the 1st, five runs in

the 2nd, one run in the 3rd, five

runs in the 4th, and three runs in

the 5th innings. Senior Brian

Medley/Halifax (Halifax Co.) (3-

5, 3 RBI) and freshman Tyler

Ames/Exmore (Northampton)

(3-5, 2 RBI) each collected three

hits to lead the attack. Medley

finished with a double and two

stolen bases, while Ames banged

out two triples on the day Junior

Danny McCraw/Pamplin

(Randolph-Henry) (2-2, RBI) and

freshman Zach Zigrang/Virginia

Beach (KempsviUe) (2-2, 3 RBI)

each added two hits as Zigrang

also contributed a sacrifice fly

Freshman Alan

Moore/Richmond (Monacan)

(6-2) earned the complete-game

pitching win on the mound,

scattering four hits and two

unearned runs with a career-

high 10 strikeouts over the 7.0

innings. It was Moore's team-

best fourth complete-game.

At Umestone in the opener,

Longwood led 10-3 in the sixth

inning before the hosts scored

six runs in the 6th and tied the

game at 10-10 with a run in the

8th inning. The Lancers plated

the game-winning runs in the

extra 11th inning, aided by a

two-run home run from junior

Brett Mooney/Virginia Beach

(Salem) (1-5, 2 RBI). Medley (4-

5, 4 RBI) had a huge offensive

effort for the Lancers with three

home runs, including a solo shot

in the 1 1th inning for the game-

winner, to give him a team-best

and career-best 12 homers this

season. Medley now has hit 35

career home runs to move into

fifth all-time at Longwood. The

Lancers also received home
runs from Ames (1-4, 3 RBI)

and freshman Tyler

Childress/Montclair (Forest

Park) (2-5, 2 RBI) - the first

collegiate home run for Ames.

Zigrang (7-0) earned his team

leading seventh pitching win -

all in relief this season - with

the final 5.1 innings on the

mound, scattering four hits and

one earned run with one strikeout.

In the nightcap. Limestone scored

seven runs in the 3rd inning and

led 12-4 through five innings en

route to the win. Mooney (2-3, 2

RBI) and Zigrang (2-2, 2 RBI)

each collected two hits for

Longwood, including a home run

by Zigrang. Junior Chris

Balus/Newport News (Denbigh)

(1-2, RBI) also hit a home run for

the Lancers. Sophomore Mike

Brown/Courtiand (Southampton)

(2-2) took the pitching loss as the

starter on the mound with the first

3.0 innings, allowing 1 1 hits and 10

earned runs with three strikeouts.

At Limestone in the series

finale, Childress (1-4, RBI) led-off

the 9th inning with a solo home
run to center field for the game-

winning hit, and the decisive run.

It was the fourth homer of the

season for the first-year catcher.

The visitors had trailed 2-1 after

one inning, and 3-1 through three

innings, before tying the game at 3-

3 in the 6th inning. Freshman

Charlie Yarbrough/Richmond

(Mills Godwin) (3-3, 2 RBI) col-

lected three of the seven Lancer

hits to lead the effort - all doubles

to push his team-leading total to 17

this spring. Medley (1-1) drew four

walks in the game, and was walked

nine times in the three games after

hitting three home runs in the

series opener. Balus (1-0) earned

his first collegiate pitching win in

relief with the final 1.2 scoreless

innings on the mound, allowing

just one hit with two strikeouts.

Freshman Brian

McCuUough/Virginia Beach

(Princess Anne) started the con-

test and went the first 7.1 innings

for the lancers, scattering 10 hits

and three earned runs with three

strikeouts.

Season Statistics

Through 34 games, Medley

continues to have the hot bat and

leads Longwood with his impres-

sive .528 batting average (66-125),

including a team-best 12 home
runs, 1 1 doubles, and a team-best

55 RBI and a perfect 15-15 on

steals. Medley is followed by

Ames and his .462 batting aver-

age (55-119), adding eight dou-

bles, a team-best five triples, and

29 RBI. Others include Zigrang

(.420, 3-HR, 17-RBI), McCraw

(.390, 2-HR, 21 -RBI), Yarbrough

(.383, team-best 17-2B, 5-HR, 34-

RBI), Mooney (.367, 5-HR, 28-

RBI), freshman Hunter

Williams/Richmond (Varina)

(.356, 13 RBI), Balus (.337, 5-HR,

24-RBI, 14-14 SB), senior Louis

Shackelford/Newport News
(Denbigh) (.309, 3-HR, 25-RBI),

junior Robert Gillis/Dartmouth,

Nova Scotia (Auburn Drive)

(.276, 3-HR, 14-RBI), freshmen

Matt Fitzgerald/Fairfax Station

(Hayfield) (.273, 4-RBI) and

Nathan Martin/Chesterfield

(Manchester) (.259, 5-RBI), along

with Childress (.255, 4-HR, 17-

RBI). Knicely (.750, 2 RBI) and

Brown (.500) have fared well in

four at-bats each.

On the mound, among the

four regular starters, Moore (6-2,

1 save) sports a 3.25 ERA

through a team-best 55.1 innings

with 45 strikeouts (7.32).

McCullough (3-0) follows with

his 4.45 ERA through 30.1

innings witii 24 strikeouts (7.12),

senior Evan Weinstein/Toronto,

Ontario (W.L. MacKenzie) (3-1)

has a 5.64 ERA through 30.1

innings with 21 strikeouts (6.23),

and Brown (2-2) has a 6.17 ERA
through 35.0 innings with 20

strikeouts (5.14). In the bullpen,

Zigrang (7-0) leads the way with

his 1.71 ERA through 21.0

innings with 19 strikeouts (8.14).

Junior Darin Knicely/ Elkton

(Spotswood) (2-0, 1 save) follows

with his 3.60 ERA through 25.0

innings with 29 strikeouts

(10.44). Others include Martin

(1-0,2.25ERA,4.0IP, 3K-6.75),

Shackelford (1-0, 5.40 ERA, 5.0

IP, 4K-7.20), Gillis (0-1, 7.71

ERA, 2.1 IP), sophomore Mike

Williams/Hampton
(Kecoughtan) (0-0, 10.97 ERA,
10.2 IP, 8K-6-.75), and Balus (1-0,

1 save, 14.04 ERA, 8.1 IP, lOK-

10.80). The Lancers continue to

hit for a high-average with an

outstanding team batting average

of .372 with 43 home runs and

289 RBI while scoring 9.82 runs

per game. Longwood has posted

a team ERA of 5.23 through

246.0 innings with 198 strikeouts

(7.24).

Following the action against

Southern Virginia and Virginia

State, Longwood will travel to

Wilson, N.C. for a three-game

weekend series at Barton College

April 9-10.

Men's and Women's Tennis Botk Win Last Week's Matclaes
sports Information

Men's - Longwood University

won its only match played last

week, defeating Belmont Abbey

(N.C.) (8-1) April 3.

The wet weather last week

forced postponement of two

scheduled matches against Mary

Washington and Hampden-
Sydney, respectively - the latter

may be re-scheduled this upcom-

ing week.

The Lancers have evened their

record at .500 and are now 7-7

overall, and will play again April 8

~ hosting NCAA Division I and

Big South Conference member

Liberty University beginning at 2

p.m. at the Lancer Courts.

Against the Abbey, Longwood

won five of six singles and all

three doubles matches.

In singles, freshman Rashko

Patnikov/Bankya, Bulgaria

(Smirnenski) won at #1 (6-4, 6-

3), as did junior Chris

Newman/Chesapeake
(Hickory) at #2 (6-3, 6-0), soph-

omore Ian Young/Bowie, Md.

(Eleanor Roosevelt) at #4 (6-1,

6-4), senior Garrett

Green/Fredericksburg
(Stafford) at #5 (6-0, 6-3), along

with sophomore Justin

Dorsk/Virgihia Beach

(Kempsville) at #6 (6-0-, 6-1).

In doubles, Newman and

sophomore Diego

Quiros/Quesada, Costa Rica

(Maria Inmaculada) won at #1

(8-2), as did Patnikov and Green

at #2 (8-6), along with Young

and Dorsk at #3 (8-2).

Women's Tennis

Longwood University won its

only match played last week,

defeating Belmont Abbey (N.C.)

(9-0) April 3.

The Lancers are now 9-4 over-

all, and will play again April 8 -

hosting NCAA Division I and Big

South Conference member Liberty

University beginning at 2 p.m. at

the Lancer Courts.

Against die Abbey, Longwood

won all singles and doubles match-

es.

In singles, senior Danielle

Hess/Bel Air, Md. (Bel Air) won at

#1 (6-0, 6-0), as did freshmen Lexi

Torrice/Richmond (Douglas

Freeman) at #2 (6-1, 6-0), and

Nancy Hott/Fairfax (W.T.

Woodson) at #3 (6-0, 6-0). The

Lancers picked-up default wins at

#4, #5, and #6 as die Crusaders

only dressed three players.

In doubles, freshmen Romana

Bucur/Brasov, Romania (Joan

Mseota) and Jenn

Edwards/Newport News
(Hampton Roads Academy) won
at #1 (8-2) as Longwood gained

default wins at #2 and #3.

Season Records

Torrice, also a starter on the

women's soccer team, leads

Longwood with her 8-4 record in

singles, followed by Bucur (8-7),

Hott (7-4), Hess (6-4), seniors

Cecilia Robinson/Lynchburg

(BrookviUe) (5-5), Laura

Whitehurst/Chesapeake (Western

Branch) (5-7), and Amber

Miller/Virginia Beach (First

Colonial) (4-2), Edwards (4-8),

along with sophomores Ashley

Moore/Midlothian (Midlothian)

(1-2) and Jessica

Farr/Williamsburg (Lafayette) (0-

3). In doubles, Bucur and

Edwards are 8-2, followed by

Miller and Whitehurst (7-1),

along with Hess and Torrice (5-

4).

Following the Liberty match,

Longwood is scheduled to play at

Division I and BSC member
Radford University April 10,

before Division I Norfolk State

University visits Farmville on

Easter Sunday, April 11, at 12:30

p.m. on the Lancer Courts. The

NSU contest will complete the

2004 season.
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New Recreation Center to te Built Starting Late Tkis Year
JuUe Pfeiffer

Offia of Public KeLiHons

Longwood Univcrsit)' will once

again become even more beauti-

tul when it adds a new three story,

75,000-square foot recreation

facility to its campus. According

to Brent Douglass, Director of

I'acilities Management, "The new

recreation facilit}' will bring

I .ongwood up to a c(jmparable or

better position than other univer-

sities and colleges it competes

against for students."

Whether it's playing basketball

with your friends, runriing track,

doing aerobics, or climbing a

mountain, this new recreation

center has it all.

It will house two basketball

courts, one Multi Acdvit}- Court

(MAC) gymnasium, two racquet-

ball courts, three multipurpose

rooms for aerobics, etc., an

indoor running track, climbing

wall, and main workout room

with positions for approximately

1 80 pieces of equipment.

Not only does it allow a great

variet)' of workouts, it also offers

a juice bar for when you fee! the

need to replenish those dred

muscles.

Offices for

S t u d . e n t

Recreation and

Student Health

and Wellness will

be located in the

building.

A unique integrated design fea-

ture of the building is that each

floor is transparent.

Whether you're on the top

floor looking down, or the bot-

tom floor looking up, you can see

and

locker rooms for %

facult)', staff and '

students will be

included.

There will also

be equipment

rental and storage

facilides available, for those who

need them.

The design of the building will

complement the architecture of

Longwood's campus.

activit)' on each floor.

The indoor track is suspended

above the second floor and udll

have gates on the outside for safe-

ty.

The lobby of the building will

be located on a transparent

bridge, centrally located on the

second floor, where viewers can

see all interaction taking place in

the gymnasium and basketball

courts.

The campus

recreation pro-

gram will be

adding new pro-

grams once the

new recreation

center is com-

plete.

There will be

lessons/instruc-

tional programs

on how to use

the climbing

wall and rac-

quetball courts. Two new intra-

mural sports, walleyball and pick-

leball, will be added.

Walleyball is volleyball played

on a racquetball court but the ball See REC p. 4

can now be bounced off the wall.

Pickleball is volleyball, but this

time, instead of your arms you use

a paddle.

The cost of the building is part

of the overall tuition, and student

fees will cover student use of the

facilit}'.

The new center will not be used

for intercollegiate sports competi-

tion and is strictly for student

recreational use. According to the

Director of Campus Recreation

Jeremy Runion, the new facilit^'

will allow for more accessible

times.

"The hours have not been set

as of now but they are looking to

be open everyday from 6am to 10

or 11pm" he ^aid.

Still in the planning stages, con-

struction will start near the end of

2004.

The building will be centrally

Antliropologij and ArcliaeologLj Students

Participate 3-DaLj Nomini Hall Excavation
Katherine Bowen

Guest Wrikr

On Thursday March 25th as the

sun rose, thirty-five Longwood

Universit)' students set forth on a

three-day excursion. Led by Dr.

James Jordan and Dr. Brian Bates

of the Anthropology program,

the students of the Honors

Prehistoric Human life class as

well as the Introduction to

Archaeology class caravanned

their way from Farmville to

Westmoreland County. They were

on their way to the farm of Mary

Farley Ames Lee, which was

donated to Longwood University

in 1999. After many weeks of

hearing about the Ames Lee

Longwood Farm, and of the

Nomini Hall plantation and

Church, as well as Yeocomico

Church they were all anxious to

see them with their own eyes.

When they arrived at the farm,

Dr. Jordan led them on a tour of

the grounds. They began with the

building they would call home for

the next three days. The great lec-

ture hall was already warming

from the wood-burning furnace,

and the students filed through,

staking their claim on mattresses

and sofas. They were then led

through the two other bunk

houses, and bathroom facilities,

and were then taken up to see the

"big house". At the "big house",

were Mary Farley Ames Lee,

Longwood, class of 1936, lived.

Dr. Jordan discussed the family

history of the farm, and it's con-

nection with Longwood. The stu-

dents also learned about its activi-

ties while it was a tobacco farm,

and the importance of its location

near the Patomac River.

Since 1993 Longwood has con-

ducted archeological excavations

on the farm, as well as on nearby

locations such as Nomini Hall,

Nomini Church, and Yeocomico

Church. The results of the exca-

vations have revealed information

See HALL p. 4

Students from Dr. Jordan's and Dr. Bates's classes excavate
possible Colonial-era dwelling site in Westmorland County.

Primitive Technologies Club members practice flint knap-
ping in hopes of making the perfect projectile point.

l2tli Semi--Annual PrimTeck
Katherine Bowen

Guest Writer

The usually peaceful and quiet

Longwood University

Archaeology Field House in

Qover, Virginia erupted with

activit}' the weekend of March

19th through 21st. The

Primitive Technologies Club

held their semiannual weekend

field school, where twenty-five

oT the club's members came to

learn and teach techniques in

experimental archaeology.

The weekend consisted of

six introductory sessions on

skills such as fire making, hunt-

ing and tracking, flint knapping.

cordage, ceramics, and weaving.

These spanned from Friday

evening, until Saturday after-

noon. The students were then

given an opportunit)' to work on

individual projects. Adatis,

spears, bows, clay vessels, projec-

tile points, didgeridoos and vari-

ous other primitive implements

were constructed throughout the

weekend.

This session there were deer

hides available for the students

to work with. Some of the less

squeamish experimented with

primitive tanning techniques.

See TECH p. 4
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irom Editor
Have I told

about my

best friend?

No? Good.

First of

all, I love her

more than

almost anyone on the face of this

planet (my grandma being the

only one I love more).

Second of all, we are one of

the best lessons in being accept-

ing of differences. You all know

about me, here is Stef:

She's straight.

She's an atheist.

She's liberal as all hell.

She's just a huge chest.

She loathes Virginia Woolf.

She's amazing.

In middle school, we were bit-

ter enemies. She stole my
boyfriend, and then I stole him

back. I was a nerd, but she was

even more so. I made fun of her

endlessly for changing her

spelling of "Stephanie" to

"Stefani" after Gwen. She drove

me nuts.

We both played soccer, but

on different teams. She once

said to me many years after the

fact that during one game she

wanted more than anything to

kick the ball and hit my head

with it.

We were nice, eh?

But along came junior year of

high school, and we were both a

mess, but neither one knew it.

She found my online journal

and left a note, so I subsequent-

ly found hers.

We had way more in common

than we knew what to do with.

(That reminds me, she's an

English major, and ending that

sentence on a preposition will

make her twitch as well.)

We started talking, and, by

the next year, we were joined at the

hip, for lack of a better cliche.

But, back to the differences.

One thing I love so much about

Stef is that she never makes me
feel like less of a person for who I

am. She doesn't make fun of how

religious I am; she will tease me for

being conservative, but, it happens.

She's part of an atheist commu-

nity online and will defend to the

end someone's right to have a

belief, so, if someone posts about

how awful all Christians are, she'll

shoot right back saying how they

are being just as ignorant and intol-

erant as the type of people they

hate.

We can have long, informative

discussions about hot topics and

walk away unscathed.

She reads The Blade and tolerates

my fantasies for various celebrities.

(She has to; she's the one who is

completely gone for Tom Hanks.)

Together, we'll drive fast down

roads we shouldn't go fast on with

the windows down and we'll

scream along to songs like "Big

Car" by Susan Werner and "Tony"

by Patty Griffin and laugh when

everyone in the other cars makes

fun of us.

We'U play 8-bit Nintendo.

We'll dance in the middle of a

store just because it seems like a

good idea.

We'll talk online as we watch

The Daily Show. I'm allowed to call

her when I'm sobbing over E.R

She calls me to inform me if one

of our favorite comedians is on

Comedy Central.

Things just work out nicely

like that.

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief

Longwood s Condom Overload.
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Raven Stanley

Staff Writer

As a female college student, I am
becoming more and more fed up

with the way that the media and

mainstream culture depict college

students.

Here on campus I have seen the

same portrayal: all college students

are not only sexually active, but

also uninformed on sex and unable

or unwilling to buy contraceptives.

While I understand the reasons

that many organizations give out

condoms at every event, that does

not mean that I want them forced

upon me at every turn.

Something I find particularly

shocking is the way that the health

center approaches contraceptives.

I have heard stories, which I didn't

believe at first, of students going

for information on non-sex related

issues, such as the treatment and

prevention of sunburn, and being

given a condom along with the

information or assistance they

went in search of.

I was convinced that these sto-

ries were true, however, after the

treatment I received when I

recendy went to the health center

for a simple, flu-like virus. One of

the first questions asked by the

intern who filled out the paper-

work was whether or not I was on

birth control. Then she asked

what other medications I was on,

which in my mind, and the mind

of most college-age women,

would include their birth control if

they are on any.

I could have understood being

asked about contraceptives, if my
symptoms had been anything that

could have been related to a preg-

nancy or any other feminine issue.

Last I checked, however, a sore

throat and a loss of balance due to

a virus do not apply.

Apparendy, I must have had an

odd expression on my face since I

had never been asked about con-

traceptives before for something

unrelated to sex.

The intern who took my infor-

mation said that she was required

to ask these questions. As I

watched her, I noticed that she

was in fact going straight down a

list of questions asked of all stu-

dents.

This makes me question the

purpose of the contraceptive

question. If a student is not on a

hormone or birth control, I

wondered if she is supposed to

be given a lecture on birth con-

trol methods and options. In

light of the large basket of con-

doms placed direcdy next to the

chair I was sitting in, this seemed

to be a real possibility.

I agree that Longwood

University and the Student

Health Center should inform

students about contraceptives

and other sex-related issues and

should continue to make contra-

ceptives available. However, I

think that they need to be mind-

ful not to make students uneasy

with their questions and means

of spreading this information.

CHI would like to announce its annual burning and

awards ceremony. Celebrate the spirit of Lonwood

on April 22 at 10:00 pm, behind Wygal.

"Through the dark of night

The spirit of CHI walks on

Bearing blue and white

The spirit of CHI walks on../'
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Sexual Intercourse: Instinctual

Action or Learned Behavior?
Tanner Keith

Opinion Editor

Sometime last week I was

talking to some friends, and

oddly enough, between the

conversations of psycho-girls,

the events of last weekend,

and the plans for this one,

came the discussion of human

sexualit)', in the terms of mat-

ing to reproduce.

The debate initiator was the

1980 movie The Blue Lagoon.

In the movie in two young

children (who are actually

cousins) are stranded on an

island when their boat sinks,

along with the ship's cook.

Within a few days time the

cook dies, but somehow the

children manage to survive,

and eventually they form a

mature relationship which

results in a child.

When they were stranded

on the island the children were

nine years old, and from that

point on had no human con-

tact.

The question raised was

that the children grew, and

that it was their instinctual

nature to reproduce, as if the

kids simply knew exactiy what

to do and what it would pro-

duce.

In the movie, the girl actual-

ly had no idea that she was

going to have a baby.

The fact is, there is no pos-

sible way that human sexuality

can be an instinctual behavior.

Whether you are a creation-

ist or an evolutionist, it is illog-

ical to believe that mating

between humans is instinctual,

A creationist point of view

would be that Adam and Eve

were told by God, " Go forth

and multiply."

While it is quite possible a

few directions were left out,

this disproves sexual inter-

course strictly for reproduction as

an instinct, based on orders from a

higher being.

As a evolutionist myself, with

the ideology of "man from mon-

keys," which seems to be laughable

according to religious types, sex as

an instinct is impossible.

If man evolved from monkeys,

then as evolution progressed, along

with it would come the evolved

form of primitive social groups.

During the child iraising process,

an evolving young Cro-Magnon

child would surely see some mon-

keys scrumpin'.

Therefore, an evolutionist would

believe that sexual intercourse is a

learned behavior.

As most of us know, (on behalf

of Dr. Kelly's Principals of

Sociology class for myself) that a

human child cannot be raised in a

vacuum, (a space without any

human contact)

Rasing a child in a vacuum" is

unethical as well as impossible.

The closest possible example is

children raised in extreme cases of

neglect.

In such cases, the child's psy-

chology is horridly flawed, includ-

ing the sexual drive.

The argument that animals have

sex instinctually, for the only reason

of reproduction (with the excep-

tion of dolphins), so human sexual

intercourse is also instinctual.

Obviously, this is wrong because

an animal can survive on it's own in

the wilderness by it's instincts

alone, whereas a human cannot.

A baby air-dropped into a jungle

will not grow up and instinctually

attempt to mate with the closest

primate, rather it would get eaten

by a jaguar. ' -'

Therein lies the difference

between animal instincts and

human instincts.

Another point of view is that

sexual intercourse is a by-product

of love, and every human desires

affection and love.

This theory is perhaps the most

difficult to disprove, and perhaps

the easiest.

It fits into the broad ideology

that affection, as well as sexual

intercourse is a learned behavior.

Human beings are raised in a

highly sociable environment, with

"play-dates" becoming ever-more

prevalent in today's societ}".

Children learn about sexual

contact and intercourse from their

parents, from their friends, and

from the media, long before they

are sexually mature.

The average thirteen year old

human has been through pubert)',

and is fully able to sexually repro-

duce.

If sexual intercourse was an

inst^ct, the majority of pregnan-

cies would be at around fourteen

years of age, and looked upon

with impartialness, instead of the

stigma attached with teen preg-

nancy today.

If sexual intercourse was

instinctual, humans would mate in

the same manner as lower animals.

If sexual intercourse was instinc-

tual, humans would not stopping

when the food is not enough, and

the family cannot support itself,

reproducing as often and as much

as possible.

Humans are on a far different

level than animals.

We are able to create art, to use

the power of thought and logic.

We are able to realize that death

is an eventual inevitable, and we

can have faith in a higher entity.

We also have the ability to

choose when and when not to

have sex for the means of repro-

duction, whether it is for safety

reasons, or to carry on out legacy.

We have the ability to choose,

and that ability to choose makes

sexual intercourse anything but

instinctual.

props and drops
PfQpSL

+ To 50% off Easter candy.

+ To free refills at the cafe.

+ To just over a week of classes left.

+ To Anne Simboli at Charleys Waterfront Cafe.

+ To Yahoo Launch for giving us free videos.

+ To decent bands at Longwood for Bandfest!

DfQps ;

- To having to wear your winter clothes in April.

- To the W.E television network.

- To being on a waiting list for a dorm room.

- To the D-hall skimping out on the wrap line.

- To the closed Student Union over Easter weekend.

- To people who can't respect employees who are

just doing their job.

Speak Out
Do you plan on working

this summer?

I am currently signed
on to be an executive

at Target.

Cat Vega, Senior

Yes, I plan on working
this summer and I'm
looking for a job.

Kristina Wright, Junior

Yes, I plan on work-
ing with one of mv
friends and his dad.

Marc Rodenbaugh,
Junior

I was planning on work-
ine; this summer, but I

don't have a job yet.

Mike Webb, Freshman
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rom Editor
Have I told

about my
best friend?

No? Good.

First of

all, I love her

more than

almost anyone on the face of this

planet (my grandma being the

only one I love more).

Second of all, we are one of

the best lessons in being accept-

ing of differences. You all know

about me, here is Stef:

She's straight.

She's an atheist.

She's liberal as all hell.

She's just a huge chest.

She loathes Virginia Woolf.

She's amazing.

In middle school, we were bit-

ter enemies. She stole my
boyfriend, and then I stole him

back. I was a nerd, but she was

even more so. I made fun of her

endlessly for changing her

spelling of "Stephanie" to

"Stefani" after Gwen. She drove

me nuts.

We both played soccer, but

on, different teams. She once

said to me many years after the

fact that during one game she

wanted more than anything to

kick the ball and hit my head

with it.

We were nice, eh?

But along came junior year of

high school, and we were both a

mess, but neither one knew it.

She found my online journal

and left a note, so I subsequent-

ly found hers.

We had way more in common

than we knew what to do with.

(That reminds me, she's an

English major, and ending that

sentence on a preposition will

make her twitch as well.)

We started talking, and, by

the next year, we were joined at the

hip, for lack of a better cHche.

But, back to the differences.

One thing I love so much about

Stef is that she never makes me
feel like less of a person for who I

am. She doesn't make fun of how

religious I am; she will tease me for

being conservative, but, it happens.

She's part of an atheist commu-

nity online and will defend to the

end someone's right to have a

belief, so, if someone posts about

how awful all Christians are, she'll

shoot right back saying how they

are being just as ignorant and intol-

erant as the type of people they

hate.

We can have long, informative

discussions about hot topics and

walk away unscathed.

She reads The Blade and tolerates

my fantasies for various celebrities.

(She has to; she's the one who is

completely gone for Tom Hanks.)

Together, we'll drive fast down

roads we shouldn't go fast on with

the windows down and we'll

scream along to songs like "Big

Car" by Susan Werner and "Tony"

by Patty Griffin and laugh when

everyone in the other cars makes

fun of us.

We'll play 8-bit Nintendo.

We'll dance in the middle of a

store just because it seems like a

good idea.

We'll talk online as we watch

The Daily Show. I'm allowed to call

her when I'm sobbing over E.K.

She calls me to inform me if one

of our favorite comedians is on

Comedy Central.

Things just work out nicely

like that.

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Cbief
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phone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not appear

on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are subject

to editing

The Rotunda is an equal opportunit}' volunteer organization and is

looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We current-

ly have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to come to

our meetings, Mondays at 9:15 p.m.

Raven Stanley

Staff Writer

As a female college student, I am
becoming more and more fed up

with the way that the media and

mainstream culture depict college

students.

Here on campus I have seen the

same portrayal: aU college students

are not only sexually active, but

also uninformed on sex and unable

or unwilling to buy contraceptives.

While I understand the reasons

that many organizations give out

condoms at every event, that does

not mean that I want them forced

upon me at every turn.

Something I find particularly

shocking is the way that the health

center approaches contraceptives.

I have heard stories, which I didn't

believe at first, of students going

for information on non-sex related

issues, such as the treatment and

prevention of sunburn, and being

given a condom along with the

information or assistance they

went in search of

I was convinced that these sto-

ries were true, however, after the

treatment I received when I

recendy went to the health center

for a simple, flu-like virus. One of

the first questions asked by the

intern who filled out the paper-

work was whether or not I was on

birth control. Then she asked

what other medications I was on,

which in my mind, and the mind

of most college-age women,

would include their birth control if

they are on any.

I could have understood being

asked about contraceptives, if my
symptoms had been anything that

could have been related to a preg-

nancy or any other feminine issue.

Last I checked, however, a sore

throat and a loss of balance due to

a virus do not apply.

Apparendy, I must have had an

odd expression on my face since I

had never been asked about con-

traceptives before for something

unrelated to sex.

The intern who took my infor-

mation said that she was required

to ask these questions. As I

watched her, I noticed that she

was in fact going straight down a

list of questions asked of all stu-

dents.

This makes me question the

purpose of the contraceptive

question. If a student is not on a

hormone or birth control, I

wondered if she is supposed to

be given a lecture on birth con-

trol methods and options. In

light of the large basket of con-

doms placed directiy next to the

chair I was sitting in, this seemed

to be a real possibility.

I agree that Longwood

University and the Student

Health Center should inform

students about contraceptives

and other sex-related issues and

should continue to make contra-

ceptives available. However, I

think that they need to be mind-

ful not to make students uneasy

with their questions and means

of spreading this information.

CHI would like to announce its annual burning and

awards ceremony. Celebrate the spirit of Lonwood

on April 22 at 10:00 pm, behind Wygal.

"Through the dark of night

The spirit of CHI walks on

Bearing blue and white

The spirit of CHI walks on../'

Mkite
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Sexual Intercourse: Instinctual

Action or Learned Behavior?
Tanner Keith

Opinion Editor

Sometime last week I was

talking to some friends, and

oddly enough, between the

conversations of psycho-girls,

the events of last weekend,

and the plans for this one,

came the discussion of human

sexualit}; in the terms of mat-

ing to reproduce.

The debate initiator was the

1980 movie The Blue Lagoon.

In the movie in two young

children (who are actually

cousins) are stranded on an

island when their boat sinks,

along with the ship's cook.

Within a few days rime the

cook dies, but somehow the

children manage to survive,

and eventually they form a

mature relationship which

results in a child.

When they were stranded

on the island the children were

nine years old, and from that

point on had no human con-

tact.

The question raised was

that the children grew, and

that it was their insrinctual

nature to reproduce, as if the

kids simply knew exacdy what

to do and what it would pro-

duce.

In the movie, the girl actual-

ly had no idea that she was

going to have a baby.

The fact is, there is no pos-

sible way that human sexuality

can be an insrinctual behavior.

Whether you are a creation-

ist or an evolutionist, it is illog-

ical to believe that mating

between humans is instinctual.

A creationist point of \'iew

would be that Adam and Eve

were told by God, " Go forth

and multiply."

While it is quite possible a

few directions were left out,

this disproves sexual inter-

course strictiy for reproduction as

an instinct, based on orders from a

higher being.

As a evolutionist myself, with

the ideology of "man from mon-

keys," which seems to be laughable

according to religious types, sex as

an instinct is impossible.

If man evolved from monkeys,

then as evolution progressed, along

with it would come the evolved

form of primitive social groups.

During the child raising process,

an evolving young Cro-Magnon

child would surely see some mon-

keys scrumpin'.

Therefore, an evolurionist would

believe that sexual intercourse is a

learned behavior.

As most of us know, (on behalf

of Dr. Kelly's Principals of

Sociology class for myself) that a

human child cannot be raised in a

vacuum, (a space without any

human contact)

Rasing a child in a vacuum is

unethical as well as impossible.

The closest possible example is

children raised in extreme cases of

neglect.

In such cases, the child's psy-

chology is horridly flawed, includ-

ing the sexual drive.

The argument that animals have

sex instinctually, for the only reason

of reproduction (with the excep-

tion of dolphins), so human sexual

intercourse is also instinctual.

Obviously, this is wrong because

an animal can survive on it's own in

the wilderness by it's instincts

alone, whereas a human cannot.

A baby air-dropped into a jungle

will not grow up and instinctually

attempt to mate with the closest

primate, rather it would get eaten

by a jaguar.

Therein lies the difference

between animal instincts and

human instincts.

Another point of view is that

sexual intercourse is a by-product

of love, and every human desires

affection and love.

This theory is perhaps the most

difficult to disprove, and perhaps

the easiest.

It fits into the broad ideology

that affection, as well as sexual

intercourse is a learned behavior.

Human beings are raised in a

highly sociable environment, with

"play-dates" becoming ever-more

prevalent in today's society.

Children learn about sexual

contact and intercourse from their

parents, from their friends, and

from the media, long before they

are sexually mature.

The average thirteen year old

human has been through puberty,

and is fully able to sexually repro-

duce.

If sexual intercourse was an

instinct, the majority of pregnan-

cies would be at around fourteen

years of age, and looked upon

with impartialness, instead of the

stigma attached with teen preg-

nancy today.

If sexual intercourse was

instinctual, humans would mate in

the same manner as lower animals.

If sexual intercourse was instinc-

tual, humans would not stopping

when the food is not enough, and

the family cannot support itself,

reproducing as often and as much

as possible.

Humans are on a far different

level than animals.

We are able to create art, to use

the power of thought and logic.

We are able to realize that death

is an eventual inevitable, and we

can have faith in a higher entity.

We also have the ability to

choose when and when not to

have sex for the means of repro-

duction, whether it is for safety

reasons, or to carry on out legacy.

We have the ability to choose,

and that ability to choose makes

sexual intercourse anything but

instinctual.

props and drops
PfQp§;

+ To 50% off Easter candy.

+ To free refills at the cafe.

+ To just over a week of classes left.

+ To Anne Simboli at Charleys Waterfront Cafe.

+ To Yahoo Launch for giving us free videos.

+ To decent bands at Longwood for Bandfest!

Drops;

- To having to wear your winter clothes in April.

- To the W.E television network.

- To being on a waiting list for a dorm room.

- To the D-hall skimping out on the wrap line.

- To the closed Student Union over Easter weekend.

- To people who can't respect employees who are

just doing their job.

Speak Out
Do you plan on working

this summer?

I am currently signed

on to be an executive

at Target.

Cat Vega, Senior

Yes, I plan on working
this summer and I'm
looking for a job.

Kristina Wright, Junior

Yes, I plan on work-
ing with one of my
friends and his dad.

Marc Rodenbaugh,
Junior

I was planning on work-
ing this summer, but I

#on't have a job yet.

Mike Webb, Freshman

sss
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REC cont*d p.l

located on the corner of Franklin

and Main now occupied by the

Frazer lot

"Longwood made a commit-

ment to replace all parking this

building takes away," said Brent

Douglass when asked about

parking.

Where the new parking will be

is still in question.

Until completion of the New
Recreation Center, the Her build-

ing will remain open for recre-

ational use.

Lancer will continue to house

the Department of Health,

Recreation, and Kinesiology and

will still be used for some recre-

ation and intercollegiate activi-

ties.

The facility's architects are

Moseley Architects from Virginia

Beach with the recreation con-

sultants Hastings and Chivetta

from St. Louis, Missouri.

For more information and

sketches of the new building go

to www.lwc.edu and click on cur-

rent students, student life, then

recreation.

TECH cont'd p. 1

Through trial and error the hides

were softened using vegetable

oils, and were then cleaned of

remaining muscles and tissue

using obsidian stone tools, that

had been manufactured on the

site. Two of the hides were

stretched, one staked to the

ground, and the other strung by

the fire to dry out. The one

- strung by the fire was then fur-

ther preserved using a combina-

tion of salt and tannic acid,

which was boiled • down from

acorns. Strips from the other

hides were also preserved in

this manner.

There were some unique

projects going on around the

field house this semester.

There was a continuous

stream of smoke rising from

a hollowed piece of bamboo

that emerged from the

ground away from the main

activity area. This was where

Prim Tech member Will

Pettus was constructing a

storage pit. He experimented

with firing the interior of a pit

for the use of storing cracked

com. He will exhume his

stored corn during the next

seminar this fall and determine

the success of such a food stor-

ing method. Amanda Hale,

president of the Prim Tech

Club, spent most of her free

time constructing a bamboo

raft. Its maiden voyage took off

on Saturday evening, however

the S.S. Hale failed to support

much weight.

The Primitive Technologies

Club brings back the old meth-

ods of survival that our ances-

tors lived by There is always

something new to learn about

Primitive Technologies.

Through participating in experi-

mental archaeology the students

gain a great respect for the skill

that it takes to construct tools,

weapons, and other items that

we consider to be primitive. The

Club has grown rapidly in the

past few years and continues to

grow, they are all looking for-

ward to continued experiences

in experimental archaeology.

HALL cont'd p. 1

about possible prehistoric

Indian sites that are on the the

farm, and also about the history

of slave dwellings at Nomini

Hall.

The students were immersed

in the history of the locations.

They got a daily dose of read-

ings from the journals of Philip

Vickers Fithian, who was a tutor

at Nomini Hall in the late

1700's. Readings for each day

from Fithian's journals opened

up a window to the past, they

were given an idea what was

going on at Nomini Hall

approximately 200 years ago. In

the spirit of Fithian all the stu-

dents kept journals of their

own, helping them to keep tiack

of the abundance of historical

information that they were pre-

sented with by their fearless

leader Dr. Jordan.

The main focus for the trip

was on the possible location of

slave dwellings on the Nomini

Hall plantation. As the vans

roUed past Nomini Hall and into

the cow pasture, the student's

faces' all cringed as the organic

aroma of manure roasting in the

sun wafted through the windows.

They had all had been told that

archaeology was not a glamorous

past time, but sifting through

cow pies was not what any of

them had in mind. Luckil); the

vans were parked in the pasture,

and they continued on foot,

descending into a small valley

where Longwood students had

previously done archaeological

work.

In the valley there were many

small humps of ground. These

mounds were what they wished

to focus their attention on. Four

of the hills were chosen for fur-

ther examination through exca-

vation. Through the excavation

process they found a number of

brick features, as well as French

wine bottle glass, ceramic shards,

a piece of a projectile point,

charcoal, and various other arti-

facts that would suggest that

there was past human activity at

that site.

The trip was an excellent

experience for students to put

into action the archaeological

techniques and methods that had

been discussed in the classroom.

The Ames Lee farm is an asset to

the student body, and provides

hands on opportunities to stu-

dents in many fields of study.

5^nne would like to wish all students

a very happy and safe Spring

^Weekend! She hopes that you make

memories that will last a lifetime.

I
I . 11 5inne also wants to remind you to be

sure to make reservations for

*€raduatiott lunch or dinner as soon as

possible so that you can celebrate the

award of your diploma in style! Space

is limited, ^hen making your reserva-

tion, consider a cake to share with

your family. 9fake a special dessert

the perfect end to a perfect meal and

to a perfect day!

WBlofiwlCafc

wfwreTTi* Net^Womooo comes TogMher

Casual ONng - Private Parties

Catering

ANNE SIMBOLI
pastivciMr

(4S4) 392-1566

201 B Mill Street

Farmvilie. Virginia 23901

Important National Voting Information

Raven Staidey

With the coming elections it is

more important than ever that

Americans vote.

According to the 2000

Census only 45.4 percent of 18

to 24-year-olds are r^stered to

vote. Even fewer, just 32.2 per-

cent, of 18 to 24 year olds actu-

ally vote. Mote females in this

age groi^j vote with just 34.6

percent total.

The low voter turnout of 18

to 24-year-olds results in rele-

vant issues being ignored by

legislatures and potential candi-

dates. Issues that affect demo-

graphic are not only not dis-

cussed by candidates, but are

also largely ignored by the

mainstream media.

For instance, bills on college

funding were left out of the

news, where they covered items

such as local road fttoding, or

die recendy defeated bill which

set out to r^ulate emergency

contraceptives.

While it may not always be

easy for college students to

return home to vote there is

always the qjtion of absentee

voting.

If a kigtt number of 18 to

24-ycar-olds both registered and

voted, politicians would begin

to listen and consider more of

what direcriy affects this demo-

graphic.

If politicians began to

address any given issue, the

news media would begin to

cover it as they covered not only

candidates, but the issues as

well.

In the last presidential elec-

tion, it was more apparent dian

any time in recent history that

ever)' vote counts. For this rea-

son, every American should at

least register to vote so, when

there is an issue or candidate

diat they strongly support or

disUke, she can exoress her

opinion in the voter's booth -

not just in the street or through

letters.

To register to vote go to your

local Department of Motor

Vehicles, or to a local voter reg-

istration office. Farmville's

DMV is located on Third Street

by Macado's Restaraunt.

BROCK COMMONS
^/LONGWOOD UNIVERSITY
DEDICATED SATURDAY 24 APRIL 2004
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Members who were inducted Upsilon Pi Epsilon, were, from left, Jason
Shiflett, James Baca, Carol Holmes, Courtney Crawford, Christopher Glaze,

Steve Hertel, Brent Morris and Morgan Reed.

Computer Science Honor Society Ckapter Started

Kent Booty

Office of Public Relations

A Longwood chapter of Upsilon Pi

Epsilon, the international honor society in

computer science, was chartered and eight

members were inducted in a ceremony

Aprils.

To be inducted into Upsilon Pi Epsilon,

a student has to be at least a junior and be

in the top-third among computer science

majors, said Stan McCaslin, lecturer in

computer science, who is the chapter's

adviser.

Those who were inducted are seniors

James Baca, Chris Glaze, Steve Hertel,

Brent Morris and Jason Shiflett and jun-

iors Courtney Crawford, Carl Holmes

and Morgan Reed.

Courtney Crawford is the president

and Carl Holmes is vice president.

The international president of Upsilon

Pi Epsilon, Dr. Robert Roggio, a profes-

sor at the University of North Florida,

attended the ceremony to present the

charter.

The honor society, founded at Texas

A&M University in 1967, seeks to recog-

nize academic excellence at both the

undergraduate and graduate levels in the

computing and information disciplines.

^ of an Absolute Tan

ULTRA DARK AIRBRUSH TANNER
Revolutionary Personal Sunless Tanning System*

Exceptional Even Color Instantly

Golden Self Bronzer

D 39.95

Absolute Tan

Southgate Shopping Center

392-9676

Farmville's Exclusive Tanning Salon

*We apply first application

Alpka Psi Omega Presents:

A Staged Reading

What: A staged reading of screen plays

When: Tuesday, April 20

Where: Jarman Studio Theater

Who: Everyone!

Come out and hear fellow students

perform dramatic readings of different

screen plays

It's a great way to gain insight

and culture

H^f FREE!

ROCK AROUND
ihe BROCK
We've Been Late for Class ...

We've Heard All the Noise ...

We've Walked Around ...

Ho^N ... It's Almost Donel

Come Celebrate on Saturday on Saturday April 24

and Rock Around Brock Commons ...

11 a.m. Brock Commons Ribbon Cutting and Dedication

11:30 a.m. Campus Community Picnic Lunch

12-2 p.m. Live Entertainment featuring Woodbum Road and

Junction

FREE with STUDENT I.D. D10 for family and friends

You may purchase meal tickets for family and friends at the

Alumni Office, Lancaster Hall, Room 240 or at the Welcome
Table the day of the picnic.

Dl,000/n CASH PRIZES will be GIVEN AWAY!
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^ 16
Listen to "The

Caffeine Diary"

1-3 p.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

BANDFEST W
Starting at 4 p.m.

behind the Student

Union!

Rainy day?

It will be in the Gym.

20

Bookstore buy-back!

Come sell your old

text books!

S.A.F.E. Meetings

4:30 p.m.

Student Union

Faculty Forum:

fiuillermo 6ray

3:30 p.m. ARC 3rd

floor lounge

Camerata Singers

7:30 p.m. Wygal

Auditorium.

v«f
SPRING WEEKEND
activities all day

and night behind

the Student Union!

Booths, music,

food and fun!

Eleemosynary,

8 p.m. in the

Jarman Auditorium.

^K^
Come edit pages for

The Rotunda in your

copious free time!

Ŝenior Voice &

Percussion Recital:

4 p.m in the Wygal

Auditorium.

Awards banquet

12 p.m.

Eleemosynary,

3 p.m. in the

Jarman Auditorium

^ 19
Want to join The

Rotunda staff?

9:15 p.m. in the

bottom of the

Student Union!

Listen to "Pimp

Juice"

11-12 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Rock to "The Two Lil

Fat Kids Show" from

7-8 p.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Tune in to "Midnight in

the Garden of Good

and Evil"

12-2 a.m.

WAW,U91.3 fm

A^
Pick up a copy of The

Rotundd

Unity Alliance

8:00 p.m., Grainger

G18

AUS YOU miP OF HSAWitO Aim-OAY n&IMnKSf

00 YOU rmHHpmmm
9USH iS VrnHO 49007 MtO-

•mcnmmmmo^

00 YOUmmw mif
mmnuunmf

Unity Alliance

needs your help!
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Horoscopes
by Sam Wise-Ridges

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)

Catch up on your sleep today if you can

squeeze some time into your day for a nap.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Spend some time by yourself today and treat

yourself to something you've wanted for awhile.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

Stressed? Take a break from your work and relax.

Aries (Mar. 21 -April 19)

Put all that energy you have to good use and

get started on those papers that are due soon.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

If the bad weather brings you down, you

can look forward to the sunny days ahead.

Gemini (May 21 -June 20)

If your grades don't turn out like you had hoped,

try thinking about how much you procrastinate.

Cancer (June 21 -July 22)

Feeling down? Well, tomorrow is another day.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

Smile at everyone you see and you will

make a good impression on a certain person.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)

Take a couple summer classes to get ahead.

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)

Want to change your major but not sure? Do it.

Scorpio (Oct. 23. -Nov. 21) '

Trying to make up your mind between two

things, or people? Decide soon or you'll regret it.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Write important facts down today or you'll forget them.

*yongue In Cheek.
by Ellie Woodruff

"English 101"

Yoot in Mouth
by Ellie Woodruff

?oTa^

"So.. .we're getting a statue. Of an angel."

"Sure are. But hey, at least it beats the 10

Commandments."

Student Services Cormittee

"Your money, your education, your rights."

Did you kna/\/?

It's your right to appeal your final grade!

Come find out more tidbits like this, and learn

how you can change things on campus.

-SGA office Wednesdays at 9:30-
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SoCo and Yellowcard to Play at Dandfest
Amanda Segni

StyU Editor

As some of you may already

know, Something Corporate and

Yellowcard are two of the bands

that will be playing here at

Longwood University for

"Bandfest 2004."

These bands are on a co-head-

lining tour together that will be

performing on April 16, the

Friday night of the much-antici-

pated Spring Weekend celebra-

tion.

For those of you that do not

know much about Something

Corporate or Yellowcard and

would like to know what they are

all about, I am here to provide a

litde insight and hopefully con-

vince everyone to come check

out what promises to be a very

entertaining show.

Something Corporate is a band

that has done a lot during the

time that they have been, well.

Something Corporate.

The band consists of Andrew

McMahon, who plays the piano

and takes care of the vocals, the

bass player known simply as

"Clutch," Josh Partington and

William Tell are the band's guitar

players, and

last but cer-

tainly not

least, Brian

Ireland on the

check out their official website at

www.somethingcorporate.com.

Yellowcard is a band that I had

the pleasure of seeing for the

first

drums.

Their first

album.
Ready... Break

was released

without the help of a record label

and is longer in print.

They have since released the

EP, Audioboxer, followed by the

CD heaving Through The Window,

and their most current release

North.

I have seen Something

Corporate before, at a show they

put on in D.C. last year, and aU I

have to say that they are great

live.

You don't have to take my

word for it though, come see for

yourselves. If you want to know

anything else about this band,

Richmond, and they will put on

an amazing show as well. I guar-

antee it, and they will prove me

right.

Crazy energy, electric violin,

and back flips off the stage. . .you

name it.

The guys that make up

Yelloward are, Ryan Key on gui-

tar and vocals, Sean Mackin on

the violin and vocals, Ben Harper

(no, not that Ben Harper, it's just

a coincidence) on guitar, and

Longineu Parsons on the drums.

The members of the band,

whom are only in their early

twenties, have been making lots

of music since they have been

together, and have quite a few

albums under their belts already.

They first put together the

albums Midget Tossing, Where We

Stand, and their Still Standing EP.

However, those records are

no longer in print.

Following

those releases

is the album

that started

getting them

a lot of atten-

tion. One For\

The Kids, fol-

lowed by The\

Underdog EP,

and the release of their newest

album. Ocean Avenue.

Yellowcard's official website is

www.yellowcardrock.com for

more information on them.

Also, coming along on the

Something
Corporate/Yellowcard tour is a

band called The Format.

An up-and-coming band in

the music scene, there wasn't

much information to be found

about this band.

However, it is rumored that

The Format has a sound that is all

their own and it should be inter-

esting to see what they are all

about.

The other bands scheduled to

play at "Bandfest 2004" as of yet

are Carbonleaf,

Adelyn, The Format,

Sleeping At Last and

Wakovia Bank

Robbers (the winners

of the Battie of the

Bands competition

that took place in the

fall).

Even if you have

never heard anything about these

bands or any of the other bands

that will be performing Spring

Weekend, come check it out any-

way

With music from many genres

being represented, it's a guranteed

good timeof music and fun.

Spring Weekend only comes

once a year, and there is sure to be

something for everyone to enjoy.

Longwood l^age...

*

The Ultimate Student Lifestyle

* Utilities Included: That's right! Electricity (n75./mo. Allowance),

Cable TV, Water and High Speed Internet are all included!
* Fully equipped Kitchen and Washer & Dryer

Private Bedrooms and Baths!

Individual Leases

State-of-the-Art Theatre

Lounge with TV's, X-Box & Play Station II

Game Room with Jukebox, Billiards, Foosball & Air Hockey
Pool with Hot Tub

The Way College Life Should Be-

LIVE IT UP!

Call 434-315-5566 or come by today!

Visit us online at www.longwood-village.com.
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Longwcxxl Student Ckosen for Opera Program in Italij

Kent Booty

Offia of Public ReJahons

Lisa Jackson is a Longwood

University senior from

Woodbridg.e

She is one of fourteen stu-

dents from across the country

that were chosen to take part in

an opera program in Italy this

summer.

Ms. Jackson, a music educa-

tion major, will participate in the

five-week Solisti (Italian for

"soloist") program in Lucca,

Italy.

The program is administered

by the University of Cincinnati's

College-Conservatory of Music.

The program is for pre-pro-

fessional singers who want to

develop their interpretative skills

in Italian operatic and song liter-

ature.

Each singer will receive voice

lessons, coachings and master

classes, as well as Italian language

instruction.

The program, which will run

from June 21 to July 23, is direct-

ed by Lorenzo Malfatti, an inter-

nationally recognized voice and

opera coach who is professor

emeritus at the University of

Cincinnati's College-

Conservatory of Music.

Lucca, the hometown of the

famous operatic composer

Giacomo Puccini, is in northern

Tuscany, some 15 miles from

Pisa and 50 miles from

Florence.

All Solisti singers will per-

form as a soloist in several con-

certs.

Most of these performances

will take place in a variety of

historic sites in Lucca, at

Puccini's country home in Celle

and on the Gala final concert

with orchestra, "Uomini son da

Marte, Donne de Venere."

The program has been

expanded this year to allow

selected singers to also partici-

pate in the opera productions

and perform in vocal chamber

music concerts.

"The purpose is to get operat-

ic experience," said Ms. Jackson,

Ms. Jackson will, along with

another student, stay with an

Italian family.

"Also, the University of

Cincinnati (UQ has a phenome-

nal graduate program, and

that'swhat I hope to do: earn a

master's of music in voice per-

formance, possibly at UC."

Ms. Jackson, a soprano who

aspires to an opera career, visited

UC over Valentine's Day week-

end to audition for the program.

"Others auditioned in New
York City and Chicago, as well,

and some sent in audition tapes,"

she said.

Last summer she participated

in a similar program in Rome,

Italy

That program was a

four-week Operafestival

di Roma, in which two

operas were performed.

"That program is run

by Louisa Panou, a music

professor from the

University of Virginia,

and involved 40 to 50

singers," she said.

"I performed a small

role in one of the operas,

'Suor Angelica,' which is

Sister Angelica, and was in

the chorus of the other

opera, 'The Elixir of

Love.'"

In Lucca this summer,

Ms. Jackson will live with a

freshman from the Cleveland

Institute of Music whom she met

in the program in Rome last year.

Ms. Jackson is a member of

Sigma Alpha Iota, a professional

music fraternity for women, and

the Music Educators National

Conference (MENQ.
She is one of eight students

who will present an evening of

opera duets April 23 at

Longwood.

The program is being coordi-

nated by Christopher Swanson, a

tenor on the voice faculty, and the

students will be accompanied on

the piano by Celia Malfatti.

"I was introduced to opera

when I got to Longwood by

Thomas Williams (associate pro-

fessor of music), my voice

teacher," she said. "I sang

throughout middle school and

high school. I've done choir all my
life."

She is a graduate of CD.

Hylton High School, and her par-

ents are Steve and Maryann

Jackson.

She will student-teach this fall

("hopefully, in Prince William

County") and will graduate in

December.

New Plagiarism Software Detects Stolen Work
Brette Lawrence

Staff Writer

Since the creation of the world

wide web, an infinite number of

resources are available right at

our fingertips.

At the click of a button people

all over the world can get infor-

mation on practically any subject

that a person can imagine.

However, there are also people

who abuse the resources that are

out there and use the internet for

such things as plagiarism or pur-

chasing term papers.

According to a recent article in

The Richmond Times Dispatch,

problems with copying have been

growing rapidly.

Plagiarists have been infiltrat-

ing the business world as well as

the classroom.

Many private industries have

had problems with people copy-

ing reports and articles.

When this occurs, the business

is liable for the incident, and can

be forced to pay large fines in

lawsuits if they are sued for pla-

giarism.

This problem is also hitting

close to home here at Longwood

University.

Concerned faculty members

approached The College of

Business and asked them to pur-

chase a program that actually

scans papers that students turn

in.

The program then checks to

see how much of each paper is

NAGS HEAD
Student Summer Rentals

see seabreezerealty.com for pictures

or call 252-255-6328

the students' own work, and how

much is copied.

This program, called

Turnitin.com, can check the stu-

dents' paper against all websites

that are publicly accessible from

the Internet.

The system also scans the

paper against papers that have

been turned in by other students

across the country, who also have

professors that use this program.

This is in an effort to stop stu-

dents from purchasing essays

from "paper mills."

The professors that have used

this program here are finding it to

be beneficial.

Dr. Roy Creasy in the Business

department has used the program

and is pleased with its perform-

ance.

He cites the major advantage

of this program to be "the inter-

net checking."

It checks every site that it can

gain access to, as well as compar-

ing the papers being scanned to

other student written papers."

After using this program for

papers that students turned in, he

was able to find a lot of things

that had been copied from both

other students or from publicly

accessible sources.

Creasy feels one of the main

problems with students plagiariz-

ing papers today is that it is "so

easy to create papers by going

online and taking information

without citing it."

Plagiarism has been an increas-

ing problem with students on

Longwood's campus.

According to Longwood

University's website, last year

alone there were 10 Honor Board

cases dealing with plagiarism. ,

This was more than 10% of

the 95 total Honor Board cases

that occurred in that academic

year.

In the 2001-2002 school year

there were only a total of 79

Honor Board cases.

This means there was a 20 per-

cent jump in the total number of

cases over the course of one year.

Of those cases, there are also

other programs that can match

papers to websites and other

papers.

They don't, however, have the

many techniques and categories

that Turnitin.com.

Some websites have additional

resources to help the program

locate matches.

These other programs allow

you to set specific qualifications

as to what you are searching for.

More and more universities and

private businesses alike are mov-

ing to using these sorts of sys-

tems to protect themselves in the

case that copying does occur.

Plagiarism is a serious offense,

and businesses and colleges are

both realizing the ramifications of

using another's work as one's

own.

The usage of copy detecting

programs are growing rapidly.

With the rise of this, and simi-

lar programs, copying is becom-

ing more difficult.

Fortunately, this also means the

number of copycats recorded has

slowly but surely been dwindling.
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w, Lomen s i-acrosse Suffers First Loss to Division I Team
sports Information

Longwood University split two

matches against NCAA Division

I opponents last week, rolling

past St. Mar)''s, 18-4, April 6, after

seeing their ten game win-streak

snapped in a 12-8 loss to George

Washington, April 3. The

I^ancers are now 11-1 on the sea-

son and 5-1 against Division 1

competition. The squad will

return to action Wednesday, April

14, as they travel to the nation's

capital to take on Howard at 4.

Against St. Mary's, Colette

Spencer put the Gaels on the

board first, netting one of her

team-best three goals 1:23 into

the match, immediately followed

by a free-position goal from

teammate Ally High, giving the

\'isiting squad an early 2-0 advan-

tage. However, Lxingwood quick-

ly trimmed the deficit as senior

Kristy Taylor/Lorton (Bishop

Ireton) scored, unassisted at the

22:43 mark. Cohen then tied the

match - 2-2 - at 19:48 and Taylor

gave the I^ancers their first lead

at 1 8:30 (3-2), scoring off a pass

from freshman Jenn

Shipp/Charlottesville
(Albemarle).

St. Mary's responded with

their third and final goal of the

half, as C. Spencer scored on

another Gael free-position

attempt with 12:23 remaining in

the session. Longwood then

scored four unanswered goals,

including what proved to be the

game-winning goal from sopho-

more Ali Shafer/Fairfax (Fairfax)

with 6:34 left (5-3) in the session

to enter the break with a four-

goal - 7-3 - cushion.

The Lancers exploded in the

second session, netting ten unan-

swered goals, including two goals

from junior Leanne

Kibler/Oakton (Oakton), while

Cohen completed her hat-trick

netting two goals of her own.

Backed by a tenacious defense,

Ia)ngwood was able to hold the

Gaels scoreless for more than 28

minutes of the second period,

until C. Spencer got her third

goal of the game with 1:15

remaining in the match. Barry

closed out the contest, scoring

for the second time with the

Lancers' 18th goal off a pass

from junior Emily

Bikowski/ Fairfax (Bishop

O'Cormell) with 16 seconds left.

The freshmen duo of Shipp

and Barry paced the Lancer

offense, contributing four points

on two goals and two assists

each, while Cohen finished with a

team-best three goals, recording

her third hat-trick of the season.

Goalie senior Stacey

Schmidt/Berlin, N.J. (Eastern

Regional) registered 51:30 min-

utes played and made 10 stops,in

front of the net — tying her sea-

son-best - while sophomore

Emily Wilson/Owings, Md.

(Northern) played just over eight

minutes and posted three saves.

Against George Washington,

the visiting Colonials opened the

scoring, as Susan Seborg found

the back of the net at the 25:28

mark. The Lancers responded

just over two minutes later, as

Shafer scored unassisted, tying

the game at 1-1, for the only time

the game would be even.

GW continued to dominate

the half, scoring three more

unanswered goals, as Jamie Lee

(20:47), Lauren Bower (17:44),

and Laura Hosteder (17:29)

scored in succession giving the

Colonials a 4-1 lead. Senior

Carlee Ullery/Keswick

(Albemarle) cut Longwood's

drought and netted her first of .a

team-best two goals in the match

off a pass from Shipp, trimming

the deficit to two goals (4-2). The

two teams then traded goals for

the remainder of the first session,

as the Colonials entered the

recess with an 8-5 advantage.

George Washington opened

the second half much as it did the

first, scoring with 27:19 remain-

ing, as Heidi Mayer netted her

second goal of the game off a

pass from Jenny Heisler. Senior

Tia Richardson/Ellicott City, Md.

(Centennial) quickly retaliated,

netting her lone goal of the con-

test two minutes later. Hosteder

then completed her hat-trick,

scoring back-to-back goals at the

18:11 and 16:04 marks, giving the

visiting squad its largest advantage

of the match (11-6). Ullery cut the

margin to four, netting her second

goal with 12:20 left in the half off

a pass from Taylor, but the

Colonials' defense proved to be

too much, as the Lancers went

scoreless for the next 12 minutes

until Shipp scored with nine-sec-

onds remaining.

Ullery and Shipp paced the

Longwood offense, scoring two

goals and an assist apiece. Taylor

followed with a goal and afi assist,

while Richards.on, Shafer, and

Dress each had one goal. Schmidt

and Wilson split the game, com-

bining for nine games, getting six

and three, respectively.

Mullisan's Sports Grille
Open 11:30 ajii« 7 days a w«€k (315-8787)

Llv€ EntGrtainmcnt Fri. and Sat nights

Friday: Blackwater Junction

Saturday: False Dlmltrl

WWE "Backlash"

Sunday 4- 1 8 @ 8:00 5 cover
Ladies Night Every Thursday (No Cover Fee)

Steak Night: Tuesday D1.50

Free Tacos Every Thursday

Free Delivery On Campus Until 12:(X) a.m.

CHECK OUT THE SPRJNG WEEKEND JUMP-OFF!

FEATURJNG D: J. TYGEK

THURSDAY 4-15 SPONSORED BY AKA. INC

Softball Wins Second Tournament Title
sports Information

Longwood University claimed its second

Softball tournament tide this season, after

going unbeaten (6-0) at the West Virginia

Wesleyan Tournament in nearby Salem,

April 9-10. The Lancers defeated the four

teams in their pool, including West Libert}'

(1-0), Mount Olive (11-2), Alderson-

Broaddus (12-2), and the University of

Charleston (12-1) before earning the top-

seed in single-elimination play and shutting

out #3 West Liberty (5-0) along with #4

West Virginia State (12-0) in the champi-

onship. Longwood has now won 1 6 of its

last 17 games played, including eight-

straight and is now 35-11 on the season.

The Lancers are scheduled to return to

action Wednesday, April 14, as they travel

east to take on NCAA Division I Norfolk

State. The doubleheader is set to start at 3.

Longwood outscored its opponents by a

combined 53-5 during the tournament - 8.0

runs a game. For their efforts, four Lancers

were named to the All-Tournament Team,

including sophomore Shamana

Washington/Rhoadesville (Orange Co.),

junior Jen Steele/Manassas Park (Manassas

Park), along with freshman Abbey

Welch/LaPlata, Md. (McDonough) and

Courtney "Pepper" Wilson/Mechanicsville

(Lee-Davis). Washington hit .450 (9-20)

during the event, including seven runs, two

doubles, three home runs, and 14 RBI.

Steele hit .632 (12-19) over the weekend,

including seven runs, three doubles, a

triple, two homers, and 12 RBI, while post-

ing a 0.88 ERA in 16.0 IP with 11 strike-

outs and just two earned runs. Welch post-

ed a 0.37 ERA during her four appearances

on the mound, including 28 strikeouts, nine

hits, and just one earned run, while batting

.471 (8-17) with six runs, two doubles, and

three RBI. Wilson hit .500 (6-12) with five

runs scored, six singles, and one RBI.

Against West Liberty, senior Heather

Williams/Brookneal (Appomattox) got

See SOFTBALL p. 11

Web Site Creation for the Novice - CIMS-295

Course is designed with the beginner in mind or for those just wanting to

brush up on your web page skills. Learn how to create web pages with

personality including: pictures, resumes, online directories, guest pages,

frames, scrolling or rotating banners and much more!!! VISIT www.ben-
niewaller.com for examples and complete details or call 395-2046 for more
information. Class is scheduled for July 12th - July 23rd.

ALL MAJORS WELCOMED AND ENCOURAGED.
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Baseball Now 50-11 Alter 4 Recent Wins
Sports Information

Longwood University won four

of seven games played last week,

sweeping doubleheaders from

Soudiern Virginia April 6 (7-0,

13-3) and Virginia State April 7

(16-5, 10-0) before getting swept

in a three-game series at Barton

(N.C.) April 9-10 (6-8, 6-11, 4-7).

The Lancers overall record is

now 30-11, marking the 11th 30-

win campaign in the 26-year his-

tory of the tradition-rich pro-

gram. Longwood is scheduled to

host Virginia Intermont Tuesday,

April 13, for a 1 p.m. double-

header at Lancer Stadium in

Farmville.

Against SVU in the opener,

Longwood received three hits

and four RBI from freshman

Charlie Yarbrough/Richmond

(Mills Godwin) (3-4, 4 RBI), and

senior right-hander Evan

Weinstein/Toronto, Ontario

(W.L. MacKenzie) (4-1) enjoyed

his best mound performance of

the season with a two-hit shutout.

Yarbrough had a three-run dou-

ble in the 1st inning, and added a

two-out solo home run in the 5th

inning - a ball that traveled

approximately 400-feet to left

field, Weinstein went the dis-

tance with the complete-game

effort over 7.0 innings with four

strikeouts. He was making his

first appearance in 12 days after

being hit by a ground ball in the

forehead at Virginia State March

25 and needing over 20 stitches

for the injury. In the nightcap

against the Knights, Longwood

scored eight runs in the 5th

inning to break a 2-2 tie and

cruised to the convincing win.

Yarbrough (3-4, RBI) and fresh-

man Tyler Ames/Exmore

(Nordiampton) (3-4, 2 RBI) led

the 16-hit attack with three hits

each. Yarbrough had two dou-

bles as the first-year standout

established a new Longwood sea-

son-record for doubles with 20.

Collecting two* hits each were

senior Brian Medley/Halifax

(Halifax Co.) (2-3), junior Chris

Balus/Newport News (Denbigh)

(2-4, RBI), and freshman Tyler

Childress/Montclair (Forest

Park) (2-5, 2 RBI). Childress also

had two doubles in the game.

Freshman Matt

Fitzgerald/Fairfax Station

(Hayfield) (1-0) earned the pitch-

ing win, scattering six hits and

two earned runs with four strike-

outs over the first 4.2 inningsr,

making his collegiate debut on

the mound.

Against VSU in the opener,

Longwood led just 6-5 before

scoring eight runs in the 4th

inning to break open a close

game en route to the home tri-

umph that ended via the 5-

inning, 10-run rule. Medley (2-

4, 2 RBI) became the program's

all-time hits leader with a two-

run inside-the-park home run in

the 1st inning. Freshman Zach

Zigrang/Virginia Beach

(Kempsville) (3-4, 6 RBI) had

three hits, including a two-run

triple in the 4th inning, and a

career-best six RBI to lead the

14-hit attack. Junior Brett

Mooney/Virginia Beach (Salem)

(3-3) and Balus (3-4, RBI) each

collected three hits as well for

the Lancers. Junior Robert

Gillis/Dartmouth, Nova Scotia

(Auburn Drive) (2-3, 4 RBI)

added a pair of hits and four

RBI to the effort. Freshman

Alan Moore/Richmond

(Monacan) (7-3) earned the

pitching win with his team-best

fifth complete-game effort, scat-

tering eight hits and two earned

runs with seven strikeouts over

5.0 innings. In the nightcap

against the Trojans, Longwood

scored four runs in both the 2nd

and 5th innings, adding two

runs in the 4th inning for

shutout and another 5-irming,

10-run rule ending. Medley (2-

4, 4 RBI) led the way with two

hits and four RBI, including a

double in the 4th inning.

Mooney (2-3, RBI) and

Fitzgerald (2-2, RBI) each

added two hits as well to the 10-

hit attack. Sophomore Mike

Brown/Courtland
(Southampton) (3-2) earned the

pitching win with his second

complete-game effort, allowing

just three hits with a career-high

10 strikeouts over 5.0 innings.

At BC in the series opener,

Longwood fell behind 5-0

through three innings before

getting on the board with two

runs in the 4th inning. The

Lancers closed to within 7-6

with two runs in the 8th inning

before the host BuUdogs added an

insurance run in the bottom of the

8th. Sophomore Danny

McCraw/Pamplin (Randolph-

Henr)') (3-5, RBI) and Yarbrough

(3-5, RBI) each collected three hits

to lead the 15-hit attack, including

a pair of doubles by McCraw.

Senior Louis

Shackelford/Newport News

(Denbigh) (2-5) and Mooney (2-4)

each added two hits for the

Lancers. Freshman Brian

McCullough/Virginia Beach

(Princess Anne) (3-1) took the

pitching loss with the first 5.0-plus

innings, scattering eight hits and

seven earned runs with five strike-

outs.

At BC in the first game of a

twinbill, Longwood fell behind 5-0

in the 1st inning and never recov-

ered as the hosts added five more

runs in the 6th inning. Yarbrough

(3-4, 2 RBI) led the Lancers with

three hits, including his 7th home

run in the 5th inning. Medley (2-3,

2 RBI) also hit a home run in the

5th inning as the Lancers went

yard back-to-back. Balus (2-3) also

contributed two hits to the effort.

Moore took the pitching loss in

relief, allowing five hits and five

earned runs with one strikeout

over the final 1.2 innings. In the

nightcap against the Bulldogs,

Childress (3-4) led die 10-hit attack

with three hits. Medley (2-4, 2

RBI) hit another home run for the

Lancers, his team-best and career-

high 15th homer this season, a

two-run shot in the 3rd inning. In

addition to becoming the pro-

gram's all-time hits leader (247)

this week, Medley has also estab-

lished a new season-record for hits

(78). Ames (2-5) also had two hits.

Junior Darin Knicely/Elkton

(Spotswood) (2-1) took the mound

loss in relief, allowing one hit and

one unearned run with one strike-

out in 1.0 inning. The two losses

were the first twinbill swept from

the Lancers since NCAA Division

I James Madison University swept

two games in Harrisonburg to

open the season Feb. 14.

SOFTBALL cont'd p. 10

two of the Lancers four hits in

the game, including the game-

winning RBI-single in the

fourth inning to secure the

shutout Williams finished the

game a perfect 2-for-2 at the

plate, while Wilson provided

one hit in two at-bats.

Sophomore MaUory

Gordon/Powhatan (Powhatan)

rounded out the Lancet offense

with a hit of her own. Welch

earned the win on the mound,

hurling her 14th complete-

game this spring (7.0 IP).

Welch limited the Hilltoppers

to just two hits, while throwing

10 strikeouts.

Against Mount Olive,

Longwood scored all the runs it

would need in the first inning,

jumping out to a 4-0 lead. The
.

Lancers added five insurance

runs in the fifth frame, fol-

lowed by two more in the sixth

to secure its second win of the

tournament. Steele led the 11-

run attack with her 3-4 per-

formance at the plate, including

a single, a triple, and a two-run

homer - just a double short of

the cycle - with four RBI, while

Welch went 2-for-4. Steele also

earned the win, scattering seven

hits in six innings of work.

Against Alderson-Broaddus,

Longwood took an early 6-0

advantage after diree irmings of

play and never looked back.

Gordon paced the offensive

effort with her three hits in four

appearances at the pkte, includ-

ing a season-hig^ four RBI.

Welch aided the attack with her

2-for-4 performance, while

earning hea: second pitching

wb of the day and improving

her ra;ord to 17-4 this spring.

The freshman scattered just

three hits in five innings of

work with nine strikeouts.

Against Charleston,

PAGE 1
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Washington hit her ninth

homer this spring with two-on

in the first inning to g?vc tiie

Lancers all the runs they would

need. Longwood continued to

put runs on the board, scoring

six in the second and three in

the third as it cruised to the

decisive win. Washington

closed out the contest with a

perfect 2-for-2 performance at

the plate, including her home

run and a double, while tying

her career-high five RBI. The

sophomore duo of Tori

Flint/Charlottesville

(Albemarle) and Gordon aided

the offensive attack, as Flint

went 2-for-3 with an RBI and

Gordon went l-for-2 with two

RBI. Steele earned the win on

the mound, scattering just four

hits widi five strikeouts.

Against #3 West Liberty,

Longwood jumped out to an

eariy 2-0 advantage after one

inning of competition. The

Lancers added an insurance

run in the third and two more

in the fifth, securing their place

in the championship game.

Washington led Longwood at

the plate, §oing 2-3 with a

home run, a double and three

RBI, while Welch and Wilson

each went 2-3. Steele earned

the win on the mound, hurling

a complete-game with four

strikeouts.

Against #4 West Virginia

State in the championship,

Washington hit her third home

run of the tournament - a two-

run shot - and Steele hit a

grand slam, leadii^ the

Lancers to the definitive win.

Washington closed out the

contest a perfect 4-4 at the

plate, including five RBI, while

Steele was 2-4 wiA five RBI.

Welch (184) earned the win,

scattering three hits and throw-

ing six strikeouts.

Golf Update
sports Information

Longwood Uruversity shot a

team score of 281 to easily

defeat Hampden-Sydney

College and its 299 total April 9

at the Longwood Golf Club.

The two local instimtions were

playing their annual Challenge

Match at the 6,240-yard, par 70

course in Farmville. The Lancers

will compete again April 12-13 at

the Greg Palmer Eagle Classic

hosted by NCAA Division I

Morehead State University in

Kentucky.

Against H-SC, junior Trey

Deal/Martinsville (Martinsville)

led Longwood with his four-under

par 66 to take medalist honors

among the 13 collegiate golfers.

Deal's career-low round of 66

also tied a school-record. He was

followed by sophomore Michael

Joyce/Peterborough, Ontario

(Peterborough Collegiate) (69),

senior Matt Paciocco/Richmond

(Mills Godwin) (71), sophomore

Kevin Johnson/Forest (Jefferson

Forest) (75), and freshman Brett

Chambers/Mount Sidney (Fort

Defiance) (76). Others playing

for the Lancers included fresh-

man Chris

Shuford/Fredericksburg
(Colonial Forge) (74) and senior

Mike Nemcosky/Chesapeake

(Great Bridge) (81).

We Salute You,

MSG Jim Carver

ROTC Eastern

Region

INSTRUCTOR
OF THE YEAR!

mtim
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Brock Commons Dedication Tliis Saturdaij
Shawn Garrett

News Editor

After nearly five months of

delays, Phase I of Brock

Commons udll be formally dedi-

cated at noon on Saturday April

24th. The massive pedestrian

mall, meant to connect

Longu'-ood's historic northern

core with the rest of campus, will

stretch from High street between

Lancaster and Grainger halls

south all the way to Franklin

street.

"In its 165 year history, noth-

ing has transformed the

Longwood campus like Brock

Commons," said Longwood pres-

ident Patricia Cormier.

"WTiat were two busy pedestri-

an streets through the middle of

campus has turned into an archi-

tectural wonder," Cormier added.

"By utilizing the natural topogra-

phy of the campus, the creative

design of Brock Commons has

unified the university communi-

ty-"

A wetter-than-usual spring and

summer, and the more than 10

inches of rain left behind bv hur-

ricane Isabel, forced the post-

ponement of the originally pro-

jected November 8th dedication

date.

The dedication ceremony will

begin with registration starting at

8:15am. Following will be the Orr

Auditorium dedication in Hull

and then the main ribbon-cutting

on Brock Commons at 11:00.

From 11:30 to 1:15pm will be a

campus-wide picnic (free to stu-

dents, faculty and staff with ID,

10 dollars for Alumni, friends and

family).

Three local bands-Woodburn

Road, Junction and BASIC-will

also be performing during the

celebration.

The Commons consists of a

large, raised concrete platform-

that spans the gap between the

two small hills that used to exist

between Lankford and the

Library. In addition to several

large grassy areas, Brock

Commons also contains several

brick pathways, trees, pre-cast

concrete features, a large pavilion

and two fountains, the "CHI"

fountain between Lankford and

the Dining Hall, and another in

front of the new pavilion.

"The purpose of a raised

pathway was to create not only a

beautiful pedestrian promenade,

but also to allow easier access to

the buildings along what used to

be Pine street," said Brent

Douglass, Ix)ngwood Director of

Planning and Construction,

"Brock Commons does just that,

and we're glad it's finished."

Along with Brock Commons
comes a kind of campus-wide

makeover in the form of new

building identity signs.

The signs, created by

Richmond-based Sign Graphics,

inform readers of not only the

building name but either the

departments or facilities con-

tained therein. Three new cam-

pus directories have also been

erected at the main entrance, in

front of Grainger Hall, and on

Brock Commons itself.

In addition. Brock Commons
also houses Longwood's new

137-space parking garage.

Although understood by many

to have been an afterthought, the

garage had been long planned,

and the 7.5 million dollar project

actually began as two separate

projects melded into one.

"The University was in need of

a parking garage initially," said

Douglass, "but when the Brock's

donated the money for a pedes-

trian mall, it was a huge plus."

Douglass was also intent on

dispelling a recent rumor about

the underground stream that runs

through campus. Reports have

been swirling around the

Longwood community that claim

Brock Commons is too heavy for

the land beneath it, and is in fact

sinking into the ground due to a

large sink hole created by the

stream.

"It is absolutely untrue,"

Douglass commented. The

underground stream is not a

threat to Brock Commons,

Douglass pointed out, and the

Commons is capable of support-

ing both itself and students.

"Although it was necessary to

relocate the concrete pipe which

encases the stream under that part

of campus, it is not an issue any-

more," he added.

The birth of Brock Commons
began with the generous gift of 3

million dollars from alumna Joan

Brock '64 and Macon F. Brock Jr.

of \^irginia Beach. The largest

capital donation in the history of

the University, the Brock's gift

was intended specifically to be the

financial foundation of Brock

Commons.

The Brocks are major share-

holders in, and co-founders of

the Dollar Tree retail chain.

Brock Commons is the most

major and recent addition to

Longwood's campus in a long list

of newly constructed buildings

and landscaping to be completed

over the next three years.

Slated to begin direcdy after

commencement is the final clo-

sure of and deconstruction of-

Pine street between the

See -BROCK p 5

LCVA Brings Outdoor Art to Longwood
Shawn Garrett

News Editor

In addition to a new parking

garage, new pavilion, two water

fountains and Brock Commons
itself, visitors to Longwood will

now notice two new items: a pair

of sculptures. The two sculptures

are part of the newly created

Brock Commons Outdoor

Sculpture Program.

The program, sponsored by the

Longwood Center for the Visual

Arts, the Art Department, the

Office of Academic Affairs, and

the Office of Financial

Management, seekt to install large

works of art suitable for outdoor

exhibition all over campus.

"We're trying to encourage and

heighten the level of intellectual

discourse among the student

body," said Johnson Bowles,

Director of the LCVA and assis-

tant professor of the art depart-

ment.

"We want to bring in current

artists to showcase their artwork

on campus, and work with stu-

dents," said Bowles. "We want to

invite sculptors who will bring

new ideas about art to

Longwood."

The two sculptures have

presendy been placed at opposite

ends of Brock Commons.

The more visible of the two is

the massive "Triportal" by East

Carolina University professor

Carl Billings. The large, stainless

steel piece currentiy sits on a

concrete and brick platform at

the northern end of Brock

Commons in front of Her Hall.

The second of the two has

been placed just outside of Wygal

Hall. Be Gardiner's black marble

sculpture entided "Misguided

Angel" was the first artwork

acquired for the project.

"The program is an integral

part of the overall beautificadon

and redevelopment of

Longwood's campus," said

Johnson. Each piece will remain

on display for a total of two years

before being replaced. Over the

next 2 years, the program direc-

tors hope to install a total of 10-

12 pieces around campus.

The project requires no addi-

tional funding from the University
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rom Editor
>X^11. It's

almost one

in the morn-

ing. Our four

news pages

just crashed.

1 have yet

another paper due tomorrow,

books to read, and this newspa-

per to produce.

I do believe I won't be sleeping

'

tonight.

I didn't come here to com-

plain, though. Everyone has

school work. For this kind of

article, see Bobbi's below. I love

her dearly, and she says it nicely.

^X^lat I really want to do is

wrap up the year and share with

you our grand plans for next

semester.

This semester has been one of

the biggest learning experiences

I've had in a while. I miss Liz, but

I'm glad I got to opportunity to

be the editor for a spare semes-

ter.

I'm also glad we all got the

opportunity to work with

Naomi for her solitary year here

at Ix)ngwood. I shall shed a tear

or two when she leaves for

Chapel Hill to work on her PhD.

But in her place (in tide, but

not in our hearts. How is that

for sap?) comes Dr. Lucinda

Sinclair.

How amazing is she?

Already, in just the couple

weeks she's been getting to

know the staff and how The

Rotunda works, she's done more

for us than several of our past

advisors.

Here's a run down for what

we've seen:

For next year, we will have

had four advisors, been in two

different departments, and

undergone several structural

changes, most of which, I'm proud

of.

Man, 1 really can't get away from

the prepositions as of late.

For this semester, above all, I'd

really like to thank my darling

Bobbi for really stepping up and

becoming just the most amazing

assistant I've ever seen. She's in

here right now, by my side, working

away, no questions asked. She's

been by my side all semester, walk-

ing to the printer with me to drop

off the paper. She meets me not

too many hours later to help dis-

tribute the papers around campus.

This summer, the two of us are

going to finally put together a style

guide for The Rotunda. We've also

got some changes planned for sev-

eral of the sections; the school as a

whole has come to the consensus

that we need a stronger paper. We
here on staff concur. One thing

we'd like to see gone are the horo-

scopes. We'd also like to open a

classifieds section for the students,

as well as advertisers in town.

Just in case you're wondering,

you, too, are more than welcome

to share any ideas with us. We've

got four long months to figure out

all of it.

But I'll leave you at that. It's

been a Ipng year; we all need the

rest. So enjoy some of the lyrics to

one of my favorite Susan Werner

songs, "May I Suggest," which is

off of her album, new non-fiction.

Cheaters way out, I know:

May I suggest

This time is blessed for you

This time is blessed and shining

almost blinding bright

Just turn your head «

And you'll begin to see

The thousand reasons that were

just beyond your sight

The reasons why

Why I suggest to you

Why I suggest this is the best

part of your life

There is a world

That's been addressed to you

Addressed to you, intended

only for your eyes

A secret world

Like a treasure chest to you

Of private scenes and brilliant

dreams that mesmerise

A lover's trusting smile

A tiny baby's hands

The million stars that fill the

turning sky at night

Oh I suggest

Oh I suggest to you

Oh I suggest this is the best

part of your life

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief
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Words From tke Assistant Editor
When 1 sat

down to write

tonight, it

took me all of

10 seconds to

recognize
what has been

on my mind

lately

It's that time of year and every-

one is on edge. Trust me, I know!

I think I must have one of the

worse cases of "I'm done with

school; I don't want to be around

any of you; I'm over it all" syn-

dromes ever.

As my time here progresses, it

seems that with each passing

semester the end gets worse and

worse. Freshman year before

Christmas break, I could hardly

believe that my first semester at

college was over, and I wasn't

excited at all.

After that spring semester, I

was ready to see my friends from

home again, but I was really sad to

be leaving my roomates and the

girls here. I actually cried when

mom came to pick me up and take

me back.

Before Christmas break this

year, I was majorly stressed and

extremely sick. It seemed like I

would never get to the end of the

day, much less the end of the

semester. Maybe it was because I

was so sick, or maybe it was

because I was so busy, or possibly

a combination of both, but the

frustration level just wasn't what it

is this time around.

I'm not quite sure what it is,

but my patience is gone. I don't

have any. None. You can ask any-

one who sees me on a regular

basis, and they will tell you that

I'm just not myself. What makes

it even worse is that I feel bad for

being rude, but I just can't help it.

The littiest things that I would

never think twice about set me off

to the point where I just want to

throw something and quit school

then and there. My problems

don't end there either.

My mind has been rapidly shut-

ting off since coming back from

spring, break. It may be that I had

so much fun in Panama City that

I never wanted to come back. I

really thought about it for a cou-

pleof minutes on the day I was

supposed to leave. Lately, there

are days when I feel like this real-*

ly is the end.

So earlier today I was dis-

cussing my problems with friends,

and I was relieved to find that I

wasn't the only one suffering

through this horrible plague. It's

apparent that all of us feel like

we're standing on the edge and a

wrong look will send us over.

After my discussion, my

advice to you is this: try to switch

up your normal routine. Go to

lunch at a different time, maybe

with different people. Instead of

studying or doing homework in

your room or in the study

lounges, take advantage of the

nice weather! Grab a blanket and

let the atmosphere of spring

replace the stuffy and cramped

lifestyle that you've been living

for the past eight months or so.

No matter how much you

have to do, set aside a chunk of

time large enough each day to do

something you really enjoy. Go to

the park, make a quick trip to

Richmond, or maybe just go visit

a friend you don't see around

often and watch a favorite movie!

And above all, understand that

everyone feels like you do, and

it's just that time of year!

To all my friends who have

been dealing with my other per-

sonality that I knew nothing

about, thanks. Hove you all so

much!!

Bobbi Thibo

Assistant Editor
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Condom Overload Not a Problom
Thefolkmng letter is in response to

the April 15th article "Longwood's

Condom Overload" by Staff

Writer Raven Stanley.

I'm writing this because I feel

the author is extremely misin-

formed and uneducated

regarding this subject. I am
also a female student, and I

don't understand how you

arrived at the "idea" that all

college students are depicted

as sexually active, uninformed

on sex, and unwilling to pur-

chase contraceptives here on

campus.

I have lived on this

campus for three years and

have gone to many of the

events and never once have I

wimessed an organization just

"handing out" condoms. I

think it is a bit extreme and

misleading to say they are

given out at every event. I, nor

my friends, have ever had con-

doms forced upon us, "at

every turn," as you put it.

Also, in my three

years of living on this campus,

I have been to the Student

Health Center several times. I

erioa*
don't know where you get your

information, but a nurse holding

condoms and a pamphlet telling

me to, "be safe," has never

approached me, nor have I ever-

been given them with prescrip-

tions or treatment.

The health center, as well as RAs

and other school officials, supply

condoms to students in hopes that

if they are going to have sex, it will

be done safely.

They are only attempting to

make it so that students who may

not have money or a way to the

store have contraceptives that are

easily available to them.

If you took the time to read the

signs, pamphlets, and folders on

RAs' doors and around campus,

you would find pieces of informa-

tion simply for the education of

sexually and non-sexually active

students, not just a packet of con-

doms.

Your last issue with this whole

idea about birth control shows how

misguided you are about sex and

contraceptives. If a nurse or doc-

tor inquires about birth control, it

is again for your protection.

Just because a nurse asked you

your use of contraceptives, should

a 1 roDiem
you in no way take this to make

you believe condoms are passed

out at the health center. Nurses

and doctors ask you, as well as

other females, if they are currendy

taking birth control because many

females forget to list it under other

medications. Birth control isn't

considered a typical medication by

some people, and is often just

looked at as another form of con-

traception.

I know sometimes I forget

about it because it's so typical to

my every day routine, and it just

slips my mind. And yes, if you

need to be treated for a non-sexu-

al virus by prescription, the doctor

does need to know if you are cur-

rendy taking birth control.

Just like any other medication,

birth control can also react with a

prescription medicine; for exam-

ple, some medications make birth

control less effective.

The nurses in the health center

ask questions with the intention of

trying to ensure safety and alert

males and females of the dangers

of sex. It's called growing up, and

safe sex is nothing to be embar-

rassed about.

-Anonymous

Sexual Pleasure: Notking But an Instinct
The follonnng article is in response

to the April 15th article "Sexual

Intercourse" by Opinion Editor

Tanner Keith

The author made several

references that he deemed as

factual but were his own opin-

ions. He stated incorrecdy

that if a child grew up with no

human contact they would

have no sexual drive. This is

incorrect.

In a sociology class I took

here, as well as a psychology

class I took in high school, I

watched a documentary video

on a child removed from a

home where she had been

forced to live in a closet (I

believe it was) where she

received no human contact

except for feeding. The basic skills

she possessed when she was

removed were only how to eat and

how to masturbate - she couldn't

even talk.

It has been awhile since I have

seen the film though, and I don't

remember all of the details. Even

though she had no competition for

the food, she would hoard it like a

hungry animal. Both of these

actions, defending food and mas-

turbation, show basic instinctual

skills. In the article there was a ref-

erence to Charles Darwin. Well

everyone who has taken basic soci-

ology, psychology, or anthropology

has heard of "survival of the

fittest," coined by Darwin.

This means basically that the

most fit survive by any means pos-

sible. Two basic survival skills are

eating and reproduction. These

are not learned behaviors but

instinctual. Every animal or

human has the need to eat and

reproduce (passing on their genes)

that is why males in all species

compete for females. That is why

children with no concept of mas-

turbation touch themselves. Even

in the womb children touch them-

selves; it gives them sexual stimu-

lation without knowing why

In the movie Blue Lagoon the

children figured out how sex gives

them pleasure; they knew it was

good but not what it would do.

This is why they knew to have sex

but not that she would become

pregnant. Sex is instinctual, it is

sex education that is environmen-

tal (learned behavior),

-Anonymous

PAGE 3

props and drops
Props:

+ To the weather.

+ To Midnight Breakfast.

+ To air-conditioning, flaunt it if youVe got it.

+ To the approaching end of The Brock Clock.

+ To chocolate milk.

+ To the end of the semester.

Drops:

- To The Grand Dinning Room being closed again.

- To the large fbmg in front of Her.

- To having to pack and move all of your stuff out

of your room.

- To sunburn.

- To more papers to write than our computers have

space to store.

Speak Out
What do you think of the

sculpture in front of Her?

If you locked me in a
room for 12 hours with an
arc welder, I could make
it, and I have no takent.

-Brad Tuggle,

Sophomore

It's kind of an eyesore.

-Eboni Corprew,
Junior

It gives a nice accent to

one end of Brock
Commons.

-Owen Davis,

Senior

I guess I was asleep

when they voted "Large
Chunks of Metal" as a

form of art.

-Bendey Gettings,

Freshman
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NAACP Ckairman Julian Bond to Speak at

Longwood Commencement, Saturday May O
Kent Booty

Lonffvood Public Relations

Julian Bond, the chairman of the

NAACP, will be the speaker for

Longwood University's com-

mencement on Saturday, May 8,

at 9:30 a.m. on Wheeler Mall.

In his address, tided Greater

Efforts, Grander Victories, Bond

will discuss race and the historic

Brown v. Board of Education

decision. His appearance will cul-

minate Longwood's year-long

commemoration of the 50th

anniversary of the Supreme

Court ruling that oudawed segre-

gation in public education. One

of the five cases that formed the

basis of Brown v. Board originat-

ed in Prince Edward County and

was argued by NAACP attorneys

from Richmond.

Bond, a former Georgia state

legislator, has chaired the board

of the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored

People since 1998. He is current-

ly a Distinguished Scholar in

Residence at American

University in Washington, D.C.,

and a professor in the University

of Virginia's Department of

History, where he is co-director

of Explorations in Black

Leadership.

Since his college days more

than 40 years ago, Bond has been

an active participant in the move-

ments for civil rights, economic

justice, and peace.

As a student at Morehouse

College in 1960, he was arrested

for sitting-in at the then-segregat-

ed cafeteria at Adanta City Hall,

helped form the Student

Nonviolent Coordinating

Committee (SNCC), and shordy

thereafter became the organiza-

tion's communications director.

He worked in the SNCC's voter

registration drives in rural

Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi

and Arkansas.

Bond served four terms in the

Georgia House of

Representatives and six terms in

the Georgia Senate. He was first

elected in 1965 to a one-year

term in the Georgia House in a

special election following court-

ordered reapportionment, but

members voted not to seat him

because of his opposition to the

Vietnam War, After being re-

elected to his own vacant seat the

next year, the House again barred

him. Later that year, after he won

a third election, the U.S. Supreme

Court ruled unanimously that the

Georgia House had violated

Bond's rights in refusing to seat

him.

Among the successful legisla-

tion that he authored was a pio-

neer sickle cell anemia testing

program. He waged a successful

two-year fight in the legislature

and the courts to create a black

majority congressional district in

Atlanta and organized the

Georgia Legislative Black

Caucus, then the nation's largest.

In 1968 he co-chaired a chal-

lenge delegation from Georgia to

the Democratic

Convention that

succeeded in

unseating the

handpicked regu-

lars. He was nomi-

nated for vice

president - the first

African American

to be nominated

by a major party -

but withdrew

because he was too

young to serve.

Bond has since

1980 been host

and commentator

on America's Black

Forum, the oldest

black-owned show

in television syndi-

cation. He has nar-

rated several TV
documentaries,

including the critically acclaimed

PBS documentary Eyes on the

Prize, about the civil rights move-

ment.

He will be introduced to the

Class of 2004 by Viola O.

Baskerville of Richmond, who

has represented the 71st House

District in the Virginia General

Assembly since 1998. Delegate

Baskerville served on the

Longwood Board of Visitors

from 1989 to 1997 and is the

mother of a Longwood graduate.

Her son, Timothy Ryan

Baskerville, received a B.A, in

English in 2000.

For more inforrnation on

commencement, visit www.long-

wood.edu/commencement
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Students Bemoan Science

Building Construction
Emily Maloney

Si^ Writer

A new science building is in the

process of being built between

Wheeler and Jarman. This

project is only one of the many

construction plans Longwood

has made for the next five to

ten years.

After being asked her

thoughts on the new science

building Sharon Kania, a junior

at Longwood said, "I think it's

taking entirely too long to

build, like everything else on

this campus."

According to the Ixjngwood

website, this new building's

estimated completion date is

Summer 2005 and will cost

approximately u 17.6 million. It

will contain 20 new state-of-

the-art classrooms and labs

along with 28 faculty offices.

Monica Tibbatts, a resident

of Wheeler, the residence hall

next to the construction site,

says, "I don't like that [the con-

struction] wakes me up in the

morning, but it'll be good for

the campus and the science

department."

Brent Douglass, Director of

Facilities Management said the

new science building, hasn't

been named after anyone right

now, but that may change in the

future. The tradition of

Ivongwood has been to name

buildings after people.

Many are wondering what is

in store for the old science

building.

Douglass said there are three

options for the future of

Stevens / Jeffers / McCorkle,

the current science building.

The possible options for this

building include renovation for

student housing, office space for

staff members or tearing it

down to build something else in

its place.

According to Douglass, in

reference to the existing science

building, "it's old and obsolete

and too small." He explains that

the program in Natural Science

is growing and the department

of facilities management is

required to support this increase

in demand.

To see this new science build-

ing in the making there is a 24-

hour live web cam available on

the Internet. This is open to the

public and can be found on the

Longwood University website,

lon^ood.edu.

BROCK COMMONS
at LONGWOOD UNIVERSITY
DEDICATED SATURDAY 24 APRIL 2004
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Linda Ford, chosen Supervisor of the Year, and Liz

Flaherty, chosen Student Employee of the Year

Lon^wood Supervisor

and Student Emploijee

of tke Year Ckosen
Kent Booty

Puh/ic Relations Office

Liz Flaherty, a student super-

visor in the dining halJ, recent-

ly was named the Student

Employee of the Year in

Ixjngwood's student employ-

ment program.

Linda Ford, the administra-

tive assistant to the

provost/vice president for

academic affairs, was chosen

Supervisor of the Year.

The awards are given annu-

ally by the Work Experience

Program in connection with

National Student

Employment Week.

There are more than 700

student workers and over 70

supervisors in .the program,

which is coordinated by

Nadine Garrett in the Career

Center.

The awards, given in a stu-

dent dinner April 6, include a

cash prize for tiie winners.

Ms. Flaherty, a junior com-

munication studies major

from Chesapeake, has worked

in the dining hall for ARA-
MARK since the first semes-

ter of her freshman year.

She supervises five to seven

students per shift and works

about 15 to 20 hours a week.

She also is involved with cam-

pus radio station WMLU.
Mrs. Ford, who currentiy

supervises two student work-

ers and at other times has

supervised three, has worked

in the office of the

provost/vice president for

academic affairs for three-

and-a-half years.

Previously she worked

part-time in the president's

office for two years.

A Richmond native and

Radford Unrversit\' graduate,

she taught high school

English in Floyd County for

two years and middle school

English in Lynchburg for two

years before moving to

Farmville with her husband,

Ed, in 1998.

Her husband, who is the

pastor of Worsham Baptist

Church, was formerly an

adjunct instructor in

Longwood's Department of

Mathematics and Computer

Science.

In the Student Employee

of the Year competition,

Bianca Conn (Er^Ush and

Modern Languages) and

Nicole Principino

(Education, Special

Education and Social Work)

tied for 1st runncrup, and

Lindsay Clark

(Honor/judicial Programs)

was 2nd runnerup.

For Supervisor of the

Year, lisa Seamster (English

and Modern Languages) was

1 St runnerup.

The Student Employee of

the Year and the Supervisor

of the Year are chosen by

separate five-person commit-

tees, neither of which is asso-

ciated with the Work

Experience Program.

RuHner Construction Update Pkotos
Jenn Dize and I got the wonderful opportunity yesterday to get the grand tour of the Ruffhcr construction.

It was an amazing time, and I promise you, everything is just coming along wonderfiiUy. Here is what we

saw:

^

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief

Top Left: A nearly completed hall-

way. One might note that, in color,

it is two shades of pink.

Top Right: An ariel view of the

CHI tunnel.

Above: The old door to the book-

store.

Above Right: A remaining podium

with fake flowers.

Right: The sign that still glows in

the window by Grainger.

Bottom Right: The structure of the

Rotunda dome.

BROCK from p. 1

Cunninghams and Hiner / Coyner. When students return in the Fall, that area of campus, along with large

sections of Madison street, is set to be completely under new grass and sidewalks, thus regulating cars to

the edges of campus and creating a more pedestrian-friendly and bucolic campus center.

Also coming to campus in the near fiature are the new, 17.6 million dollar Science Building set to open

in the fall of 2005 and the new Student Recreation Building, estimated to begin mid to late 2004.

Construction on Longwood's flagship Ruffner Hall is also in fiill swing and set to be finished near

Christmas 2004.
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Environmental Groups Favor Kerry Over Dusk
V-Win

LOS ANGELES - With the

media debate over the presiden-

tial election in full force, many

students are disappointed by the

lack of attention given to an issue

prevalent to many -- the environ-

ment.

The voting records of George

W Bush and John Kerry show

their notably different approaches

toward pollution, conservation,

and other environmental issues.

Kerr)''s voting record has been

much more favorable than Bush's

to environmental organizations.

As the election nears, members

from environmental groups say

they are trying to hold the Bush

administration accountable for

what they consider to be its nega-

tive environmental impacts.

Dan Sullivan, the only

California representative on the

10-member National Political

Committee of the Sierra Club,

said the Sierra Club has not offi-

cially endorsed a candidate, but

that Bush's environmental record

as president is abysmal.

"There is an enormous mass

of areas where the Bush admin-

istration has made policies that

seem to be negative to the envi-

romnent," Sullivan said. "They

seem to favor short-term con-

sumption over long-term conse-

quences."

Similarly, the League of

Conservation Voters gave Bush a

failing grade on his environmen-

tal report card, the first president

to receive a failing grade since the

league began scoring in 1970.

Kerry received a 96 percent for

the same report card.

Many Republicans feel the

criticism of Bush's environmen-

tal policies is unfair.

"Being in his position, he has

to form a compromise between

the economy and the environ-

ment," said Jennifer Otter, the

chairman of California Students

for Bush. "He has to be pragmat-

ic."

Otter noted how some of

Bush's environmental policies,

such as "Clear Sides" - a policy

which set up a market system of

emission caps and trades for sul-

fur dioxide, nitrogen oxides, and

mercury ~ are good for the econ-

omy because the companies do

not have to spend large amounts

of money now, but can instead

wait until better economic times.

Bush analysts have predicted

"Clear Skies" will cut air pollution

by 70 percent over the next 15

years.

But Democrats often contend

this claim and say the initiative

would actually allow pollution to

increase. Although it significantiy

decreases the amount of pollu-

tion allowed per million dollars of

gross domestic product, they say

the overall GDP will rise so much

that it will counteract the

decrease.

Sean Hecht, the executive

director of UCLA's

Environmental Law Center, also

noted that while a market system

of caps and trade for poUution

can be productive environmental-

ly and economically, it can also be

problematic when dealing with a

poUutant such as mercury.

Mercury, he said, tends to con-

centrate in hot spots near the

place it was released. If each

location is not regulated individu-

ally, some communities would

bear a disproportionate amount.

The Bush administration has also

come under fire for its rejection

of the Kyoto Protocol, an inter-

national agreement which would

have required the United States

to reduce emissions to 7 percent

below 1990 levels during the peri-

od between 2008 and 2012.

Bush has said he does not sup-

port the protocol because it

would cause great economic

harm and because of the Byrd-

Hagel Resolution.

In 1997, the Senate passed the

Byrd-Hagel Resolution, which

declared the United States would

not ratify the Kyoto protocol

unless it involved meaningful

contributions from developing

countries such as India and

China. The resolution passed

with a vote of 95-0, including a

vote of support from Kerry.

No matter who wins the elec-

tion, many people now agree that

the Kyoto Protocol is a lost cause

because of Byrd-Hagel and

because the protocol would

require emissions reductions that

might have been feasible in 1997,

but are not in 2004.

Kerry has voiced his support

for some sort of international

treaty. He has also said he did not

intend to kill the protocol with his

vote of support for Byrd-Hagel,

but had instead wanted to work

with the protocol and fix some

potential problems.

Bush has also been accused of

loosening the environmental regu-

lations already in place at the

beginning of his administration

by changing the interpretation of

pre-existing laws.

"The Bush administration has a

very sophisticated public relations

approach. 'Clear Skies,' 'Healthy

Forests,' it all sounds really good,"

Sullivan said.

Quick Tips for Job-Seekers
Raven Stanley

Staff Writer

As the year draws to a close, and

many here at Longwood begin to

look for summer or long-term

employment, there are several

things to keep in mind.

First an application and resume

must be legible and easy to under-

stand.

A company or organization

normally has many applications

for a single position and may not

even read an application that is

overly difficult to read.

Secondly it is often beneficial

to research a company before

going for an interview so that if

you are asked a question such as

why you want to work there, you

know the things that the company

values in themselves and in their

cmpkjyees, and can use this to

stress personality traits that sill

benefit you in that company.

Thirdly make sure to write

every con4>any their own cover

letter so dut it is job and compa-

ny specific

Do not under any circum-

stance lie in the interview or the

application.

If the company picks up on

the fact that there are inaccura-

cies they will not hire you do to a

concern of what will happen

once they hire you.

If they do not pick up on the

inaccuracy until after they hire

you, there is a high likelihood

that you, as an employee will be

fired leaving you to deal with that

issue in locating a job later.

If asked questions about why

a GPA is not higher or other

potentially uncomfortable ques-

tions try to be honest by pointing

out the positive factors that

caused this such as "I took class-

es that were both challenging and

difficult which unfortunately

heart my GPA."

Or "I have a tendency to over

commit, but that I have learned

to be careful in the past several

years."

You may not want to point

out that you also spent most

Mondays recovering from the

weekend.

If you are an underclassmen in

the coming year consider attend-

ing events put on by the Career

Center.

Seniors next year may want to

consider establishing an

Employment Portfolio, which

may be mailed to potential

employers upon request.

For more information about

this and other programs offered

by the Career Center you can

locate them on the internet at

http://www.longwood.edu/care

er/ or in Lancasterl39.

To the underclassmen looking

for summer jobs keep in mind

that it is possible that a summer

job can be recurring or even lead

to employment after graduation.

It is also important to stay in the

best terms possible because it is

possible that future employers

may contact them for a recom-

mendation.

Best of luck all those looking

for a job over the next several

weeks and months.

Good Luck

on

Exams•••

Well See You

Next Year Witt

tL

85tk

Anniversary of

The Rotuttddi
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At Longwood Village . .

.

Living Well Begins BEFORE Graduation!

Who says moving off-campus means giving up theperks ofthe residence halls?

At Longwood Village, you'll enjoy having:

Utilities Included

Fully Equipped Kitchen with dishwasher and microwave

Washer & Dryer

High Speed Internet Included

Cable TV included

Private phone lines available

Private bedrooms with bathrooms

Furnished or Unfurnished Apartments

Ample Parking

Individual 10 month or 12 month leases starting at $400/month

In Our Clubhouse, youMl love having:

• State-of-the-art Theatre

• Lounge with 3 TV's, X Box and PlayStation II

• Game Room with Jukebox, Pool Tables, Foosball, & Air Hockey
i Pool with Hot Tub
• BrandNEW For fall 2004- Fitness Room with Tanning Bed!

End the schoolyear with a BANG! Join usfor a cookout at

Longwood Village Friday, April 30thfrom 4pm until 6pm,

LONGWOOD VILLAGE: The Ultimate Off-Carrq>us Lifestyle

434.315.5566

www.longwood-vUlage.coiii

PRE-LEASINGNOWFOR AUGUST 20041

B

tmrnmrnm
mtiiti-Z'msi hMI
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10 P.M. BeWnd larking lot

«f

hrough the datjt of night

'he spirit of^GHIValks on

Be^rine blue ahd white

The spirit of CHI walks on

Through the days of Longwoq
w^r",».,n Strong-ties -arc-blue——

^

In J. I ''—""^

Sioueli thi yea^fay pags hf

wiil be iJiere too.

Clad in irobes of iblue

Hbld tne tdrch of spirit

If Down tne Cdlontiades
I

j
} t

i Andton the cdmpiis tod-

We biiid the blue and white
j

I Ttie srArit df CHI wklks on. I

^^service to the whole without seeking honorfor thyself
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April 23 - 29, 2004

^^3
Milestone

Alumni Reunion!

Longwood Company

of Dancers Spring

Dance Concert,

7:30 p.m. in

the Jarman

Auditorium.

^27

Calendar

<A^24
Campaign Finale

Celebration 6:30 to 10 p.m.

Brock Commons Dedication

11 a.m. to 2:15 p.m.

Longwood Company

of Dancers Spring

Dance Concert,

7:30 p.m. in the Jarman

Auditorium.

MIDNIGHT
BREAKFAST!

11 P.M. - 1 AM.
IN THE

DINING HALL!

STUDY!!!

STUDY!!!

STUDY!!!

^•^

PAGE 9 i

EXAMS
BE6IN!

ONLY
5 MORE
bAYS

SUMMER!!

^'w^

...EXAM WEEK...

Study Hard and Good Luck!

Have a safe summer!

Bookstore Buy-Back Week! Come sell your old text books!

Bookstore Hours: 8:30 am. - 5:30 p.m.

sS^Bfe:^^SBS!:a
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HOROSCOPES
by Sam Wise-Ridges

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan 19)

Feeling under the weather lately? Get some medicine and get on with your studying.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

An old flame is back in the picture,

and maybe for a good reason.

Pisces (Feb. 19-Mar. 20)

Pay someone a visit that you

haven't seen in a long time and it

will make their day.

Aries (IMar. 21-April19)

Your exams will go well, lucky you.

Taurus (April 20-IMay 20)

Don't give into temptation so easily.

Gemini (JVJay 21 -June 20)

Just remind yourself...

only one more week.

Cancer (June 21 -July 22)

Time management is very important this week!

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)

You know what they say about all work and no play.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sep. 22)

Summertime will bring good luck in love for you.

Libra (Sep. 23-Oct. 22)

There is a great summer job in your future.

Scorpio (Oct. 23. -Nov. 21

)

In some sort of a bind? You'll get out of it soon.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21

Stressed out? The end of the semester is in sight.

I
ongue Jn (^heek

by Ellie Woodruff

"Rejected Rotunda Cartoons"

j oot in Mouth
by EUie Woodruff

'Reclaiming the Grand Dining Room'
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Kill Bill Skines in Conclusion; Punisher Falls Rat
U-Win

After months with audiences

holding their collective bated

breath, Tarantino has delivered

the second half of his grind-

house epic and has finally deliv-

ered the movie that Vol 1 prom-

ised. KiU hill: Vol 2 has die cen-

tered emotional grounding and

heartfelt maturity lacked in the

first installment and throws the

entire enterprise in a whole new

lig^t. Tarantino is no longer an

arrested adolescent indulging in

his tastes for '70s exploitation

schlock - he tempers his baser

instincts with a grown-up wis-

dom that makes for a film as

moving as it is ingenious.

Once again Tarantino cycles

through beloved B-genres of old.

This go-around has been heavily

influenced by the spaghetti west-

erns of Sergio Leone, what with

its gurgling Ennio Morricone-

esque score (it's courtesy of rap-

per the RZA and Tarantino's

brother-in-arms Robert

Rodriguez) and desert vistas, but

there are elements of Italian gial-

los and old-school martial arts

melodramas complete with a

white-bearded, hard-assed

Chinese mentor. It's the same

kind of mix tape assemblage that

formed the structure of the first

film, but this time the pacing is

slower and more langurous, with

more attention paid to dialogue

(it's pretty crackling too, as befits

a man as known for his screen-

plays as Tarantino) and character-

izations. The time is longer too -

- well over two hours this time -

and the action scenes are fewer,

which gives the movie breathing

room to stretch and flex its cine-

matic muscle. No longer is the

screen crowded out by

Tarantino's endless homages and

gore-soaked ultraviolence; now

we get the chance to understand

the motives of Tarantino's band

of misfits.

Tarantino has a reputation for

resuscitating the careers of has-

beens and never-weres. Here, in

this case, he does that to a gaggle

of them. Thurman has never

been better than when she's

worked with Tarantino, giving the

Bride (her real name, it turns out,

is ... ah, you didn't really think I

was going to spoil it did you?) a

fierce ^tot in her eye and a heart-

wrenching humanity that

Hannah and Thurman engage

in a close-quarters fig^t that may

be amongst the best-choreo-

graphed brawls documented on

film, while Tarantino — with the

judicious use of tense sound

effects - builds one of the scari-

est buried alive sequences in film

history (does anyone else have

the sense that Tarantino may have

added to cinema's legacy by freely

borrowing from iti*) When the

Bride finally takes on Bill the

action results in ... talk. Lots of it

Kill Bill: Vol 2 plunges into the

realm of the domestic drama and

it is as piquant and touching as

the rest is savvy and cventfiJ.

When the climax rolls around,

you don't feel catharsis or relief,

but heartbreak. That's Tarantino's

greatest achievement as an auteur,

and an indication that he's becom-

ing a real filmmaker as well.

There's revenge in The Punisher

but it's not nearly as artfully

staged as in KiU hill The movie is

based on a Marvel comic book,

but it's really just a thuggish and

junky vigilante cartoon, the kind

of overheated testosterone fest

that would have felt right at home

amongst the early action-hero

escapades of Stallone and Segal.

Where Kill hill\ns fleet and light-

footed. The Punisher mznzges to be

glum and leaden, more brutal and

preposterous than imaginative or

cool. This movie does more than

lives up to its tide.

Frank Casde, the character that

would become known as the

Punisher, is unique amongst

Marvel characters in that he's not

a superhero ~ he's just an angry

guy with lots of guns and a high

tolerance for pain. Casde himself

is beaten, shot (point blank in the

chest too) and blown off a pier —

yet he manages to survive, with

only the tiniest of scars on his

body.

It's that type of overkill that

crushes the movie. The Punisher is

ripe with ludicrousness, and as the

movie goes along, it grows more

numbing with each scene of

assaultive violence Kill Bill 'works

with the finesse of a swordsman,

but The Punisher, for all its

unearned gravity, operates with a

grim and bludgeoning ferocity.

The movie pays token lip serv-

ice to the line Casde's crossing (his

actions are as bad, if not worse,

than the villain's) but it always

goes back to making a fetish of its

bloodshed. That is, when it both-

ers to be violent; The Punisher

spends way too much time with

Casde planting the seeds of doubt

within Saint's organization, when

he could have just as easily taken

out Saint in one fell swoop. But

that's the level of thought that's

been put into The Punisher, which

lumbers through the vigilante

genre in the way that Kill Bill flies

right through it.

K J li
i'i'i^ ?i'i IM n^

Ajctmu horn Fn^ncb
* 21 regular roooxs

•m utilities Imrlniied

( A/C> Htmu Water)

Vm0 $275433©
* High speed l]i$era«t

1 Blpirk Frpm C»iii|nii

6-2 bedi^oom apm.

M».f other .pa
avatfa^le ckisie ta cixapm

Call soon for Best Availability

Contact Ken Bnimfield at

(434)315-5970

WHY LIVE MILES FROM
CAMPUS NEXT YEAR???

WCll\Z2lO\A.QW/DOCi,C.DV\A.

1&2 Bedroom Apartments are still

available for 04-05 school year!!

Free Internet / Dishwashers

Washer & Dryers

Just Blocks from Campus!!!

visit walk2longwood.com

or

call Kyle @ 434-409-7108,

before it's too late!!!

h-.-ua- .w-^,^.
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Englisk Facultij Developing Creative Writing Concentration
JsBct Jones

Staff Writer

Lately Longwood University has

been undergoing many changes

and prominent advances have

been made to help the students.

Upon the arrival of Mary

Carrol Hackett,a new professor in

the English Department, the

beginnings of a creative writing

program are now underway.

Hackett has been pushing for

this program for several months

now.

She says she understands the

importance of having this pro-

gram and ensuring it assist the

English majors at Longwood

University.

Hackett is currendy receiving

support and aid from English

professors Craig Challender,

Hood Frazier, and Susan

Stinson.

The Kotunda spoke with

Hackett about the content of

this new program.

She is very excited and hope-

ful that many students are antici-

pating the start of this ^to^am,

and also that they will decide on

it for a concentration.

She admits that it is a very rig-

orous program, but adds that a

challenging curriculum is neces-

sary to become a good writer.

The Creative Writing Program

will be a part of the English

major.

It will combine traditional

and contemporary literature with

creative writing workshops.

If your future plans include

becoming a successful contem-

porary writer you may want to

consider joining this new pro-

gram.

It would be beneficial, in fact

necessary, for you to understand

and think critically about what

you are reading and planning on

writing.

Hackett recalls her personal

experience of leaving school and

having to learn many practical

elements of the writing world on

her own.

She wants her students to be

more prepared than she was, so

she is ensuring that this is incor-

porated into the program at

Longwood.

The curriculum will prepare

young writers to go on to gradu-

ate school or into the world as a

writer.

The new program here is

comparable to that of HoUins

Yellowcard Comes to Longwood
Brette Lawrence

Staff Writer

Yellowcard's Ben Harper insists

that he, and the members of his

punk rock band are just like any

other people their age.

Except that they get to travel

all over the world to perform

their music for screaming fans

everywhere.

The band has come a long way

since their beginnings in

Jacksonville Florida,

and several changes

have taken glace

along the way.

The band formed

in 1997, with all of

the members know-

ing each other from

high school.

Another change

that took place was

the bands move from

Florida to southern

California.

Key told the band

that if they wanted to have any

chance of succeeding, this was

the place they needed to be, and

off they went.

The move to California proved

to be a good one.

They were eventually picked

up by Capitol Records and have

been very successful with their

newest record. Ocean Avenue.

It includes ballads of love and

homesickness as well as discov-

ering what you want to do in

your life, and then actually doing

it, as in the song Way Away Key

describes it as "Talking about

reaUy owning up to what you

want to do in your life,"

They are "inspired by every-

thing man, I mean we're inspired

by music, and a bunch of differ-

ent bands.

I mean we are just inspired by

life in general," according to

Harper.

They write about what they

know, and what their listeners

will be able to relate to.

They spend a lot of time trav-

eling to their nearly 300 shows a

year, which in turn means a lot

of time on their bus.

They are all good friends and

spend their time playing video

games, watching television or

just jamming.

Although one would think that

they would get sick of playing on

their guitars since they not only

do that for a living, but also in

their free time, however, they say

it is one of their favorite things

to do in their free time.

They have been steadily hold-

ing onto a spot on TRL and have

appeared on shows such as "The

Tonight Show with Jay Leno," as

well as making a guest appear-

ance on the pop-

ular drama "The

O.C."

Spring week-

end was the first

performance for

Yellowcard at

Longwood
University; how-

ever, the band

loves playing for

college crowds.

They have a

solid fan base

around the

country who will do almost any-

thing to get their attention,

"holding up large posters of a

young Michel Jackson and wav-

ing it around in our faces,"

according to Harper.

YeUowcard made a big impres-

sion on the Longwood commu-

nity. With their growing popular-

ity and catchy songs they are sure

to be around for a while.

University, which is one of the

most respected programs in the

country.

The Kotunda spoke with a stu-

dent here at Longwood who is

considering picking up the new

concentration.

Walter Gray, who is currendy

an Eng^sh major, feels tihds will

be a fantastic program for poten-

tial writers.

He believes that, "It allows

them to write their heart. This

provides an oudet from academ-

ic writing, which many people

need. I think the English

Department is an outstanding

institution and feel lucky to be

part of what is to come. The stu-

dents as well as the faculty are

highly intelligent and helpful for

the program and individuals

involved."

This new concentration

encompasses such a variety of

topics and issues, it would be

valuable for anyone to partici-

pate.

With the help of this hi^y
challenging and inteUectual pro-

gram, students will undoubtedly

leave Longwood with a very

strong reading and writing back-

ground.

These are two qualifications

Graduate School applicants

should have.

Your days here at Longwood

could be overflowing with fic-

tion, poetry, and dramatic writ-

ing.

The English faculty at

Longwood are already exception-

al. Adding a much needed con-

centration will only serve to bet-

ter the already qualified depart-

ment.

In the words of Irvine Welsh,

"Choose your future...choose

life". , .choose creative writing.

National Da, of Silence

FaattmEd^

Each year on April 21st col-

lege students around die

nation stop talking for a day.

Their silence is symbolic

of the silence that gay, les-

bian, bisexual, and transg^-

der persons are subjected to

each day of the ye^r.

The Day of Silence started

1996, and has since has

become the largest single stu-

dent-led action towards creat-

ing safer schools for diverse

students.

The original Day of

Silence at the University of

Virginia in 1996 was organ-

ized by only a few students

and had 150 participants.

Since then, the organizing

efforts have expanded to

include over 1,900 middle

schools, high schools, col-

leges and universities across

the country in 2002.

The National Day of

Silence website

{http://www.dayofsilence.org

/) explains that The Day of

Silence is a project of the

Gay, Lesbian and Straight

Education Network

(GLSEN) in collaboration

widi the United States Student

Association (USSA).

It is a day of action where

students who are against mak-

ing anti-LGBT bias unaccept-

able in schools take a 24 hour

vow of silence to recognize

and protest the discrimination

and harassment - in effect, the

silencing — experienced by

LGBT students and their aUies.

Students around the nation,

in high school, college, and

even younger, all participate in

this act of protest

Longwood students partici-

pated last year and held a can-

dle light vigO at the end of the

day.

Students were welcome to

share stories in a symbolic

breaking of the silence.

This year individual students

chose to participate but the

program was not carried out

campus-wide.

Many people wonder about

the effectiveness of being

silent

It seems that making a dif-

ference would require more

speaking, not less.

To this seeming contradic-

SILENCE Cont. p. 13
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tion, the national organization

responds that the silencing of

individuals has gone on too

long

"The Day of Silence moves

the power of these personal

experiences to a community-

focused effort. The Day of

Silence Is a way of turning

•silence on its head, of reclaim-

ing silence as a tool."

Gay and lesbian students are

using silence as a way to call

attention to the harrassment they

endure daily.

In 2002 the FBI received 8,825

reports of hate crimes, 16.4 per-

cent of which were perpetrated

against perceived homosexuals.

This is die third largest per-

centage of hate crimes, coming in

behind race and only slightly

behind religion.

In 1995, sexual orientation

motivated 13 percent of all hate

crimes. This constitutes an

increase of. 3 percent over the last

nine years.

Often we hear that minorities

are making progress but unfortu-

nately the statistics do not support

this claim.

This is also exndenced by the

fact that statistics show an\^'here

from 65 to 85 percent of anti-gay

• • •
•#•••••1
•#• ••••
••• •
••• §•••#•#• •••§ •
••••

hate trimes go unreported,

according to a recent article in the

Santa Cruze Sentinel.

In 2002, 13.4 percent of hate

crimes motivated bv sexual orien-

tation occurred on college cam-

puses.

Most gay and lesbian students

here at Long^^'ood have not expe-

rienced overt hostilit}', but do

encounter instances of rude com-

ments and occasional comments

written on white boards.

/•Mmost half of the crimes took

place in the victim's own home.

Gay males were nearh' eight

times more likely to be victims

than lesbians, and eight} times

more likely than heterosexuals.

These facts smd figures are not

just something that happens to

other people, Virginia has recent-

1)' had its own issues regarding

sexuality.

In February of this year The

Virginia General Assembly vetoed

a bill that would hav^e given same-

sex partners the same rights as

heterosexual couples in the work-

place.

Government Relations

Assistant Bill Janis was quoted

as saying, '"the obvious long-

term costs to [Virginia] taxpay-

ers of extending benefits to a

segment of society that is at a

dramatically increased risk of

HIV/AIDS and a host of other

sexually-transmitted diseases,

cancers and infections."

In fact, heterosexuals arc cur-

rendy the most likely group to

contract HIV/AIDS.

Currendy, according to the

Washington Post, the hetero-

sexual elderly are the fastest ris-

ing group to contract the virus.

For all of these reasons and

the innumerable other issues

that have not been covered in

this article, students chose to

take action on April 21st and

remain silent

Silence may, in fact, be gold-

en when it comes to making a

statement and letting students'

voices be heard.

It's ratfier ironic, isn't it?

All statistics are from the FBIs

national hate crime report.

Capture The Glow
of an Absolute Tan

ULTRA DARK AIRBRUSH TANNER
Revolutionary Personal Sunless Tanning System*

Exceptional Even Color Instantly

Golden Self Bronzer

039.95

Absolute Tan

Southgate Shopping Center

392-9676

Farmville's Exclusive Tanning Salon

*Wc apply first application

ROCK AROUND
the BROCK
We've Been Late for Class ...

We've Heard All the Noise ...

We've Walked Around ...

Now ... It's Almost Donel

Come Celebrate on Saturday on Saturday April 24

and Rock Around Brock Commons ...

11 a.m. Brock Commons Ribbon Cutting and Dedication

11:30 a.m. Campus Community Picnic Lunch

12-2 p.m. Live Entertainment featuring Woodburn Road and

Junction

FREE with STUDENT I.D. D10 for family and friends

You may purchase meal tickets for family and friends at the

Alumni Office, Lancaster Hall, Room 240 or at the Welcome
Table the day of the picnic.

Dl,000/n CASH PRIZES will be GIVEN AWAY!
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The Rotunda wovild like to wisk everyone a

safe, fun, and kappy summer break!

Come Lack in August, and join tke paper!

Until tken, enjoy.

Dearest Friends and Readers:

With graduation and Mother's Day almost here, I would like to thank you once again for letting Charleys be part

of your special occassions!!! As many of you may know, my Mom, Alice Timpone, has been a fountain of unconditional

love and inspiration in my life.

I'd like to share some of her thoughts on life's lessons she's learned.

Recall for me some of the most important lessons you have learned in life:

Family is Paramount.

Forgiveness is Essential.

Kindness is a Must.

Compassion is important.

Love never ends.

Friends are important. Part of Our Extended Family.

Sharing is Healthy.

Hoarding is Foolish.

Humor gets us through the heaviest part of our live's trials.

Prayer is the lifeline of Faith.

Faith is our Reality.

God's Love for us is Perfect.

God's Mercy is Everlasting.

Fairness is Mandatory.

God's Forgiveness is our inheritance to Eternal Life.

Congratulations to the

Class of 2004!!!

Love and Peace Always,

Mama Simboli
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Textbook buyback extended hours during exam week:

Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30

Saturday 1 1 :00-2:00

Sell your textbooks and take 10% off purchases of clothing and gifts

Sign up for fall pre-pack books and be entered into a drawing for dis-

counted or free books

First prize, free textbooks

Second prize, 2 people will receive 20% off of textbooks

Third prize 3 people will receive 10% off of textbooks

Lon^woodBookstorePre^Pack Service

We will procure your sckedule

*We will package required Looks-USED if we kave tke tkem

;We will kold tkem for tke /iVsf TWO f2jdays of class

*You need to Print ijjour Name, Social Security #, pkone #, email address
* YouCAN include a credit card number and expiration date to eliminate waiting
* D5 packing fee will he added at tke time of purckase

Name: __________
Social Security 4P:

Credit Card #:

/ /
exp: /

(No waiting wken ijou pick up Looks, card will be ckarged wken pulled

approx. a week iDefore classes begin)

Comments:
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BASEBALL RECORD: 30-15
Sports InformHion

Longwood University dropped

four games at the University of

Pittsburgh-Johnstown April

17-18, failing by scores of 5-4

and 6-4 on the 17th and 4-3

and 8-7 on the 18th. A sched-

uled doubleheader against

Virginia Interment on April 1

3

was canceled due to rain. The

Lancers have lost seven-

srraight games and are now 30-

1 5 overall. Long^\•bod vtill play

again this Wednesday, April 21,

hosting Hampden-Sydney for a

3 p.m. game at Lancer Stadium

in Farmville.

At UPJ in the series opener,

Longwood led 4-2 in the 6th

inning before the Mountain

Cats scored three runs in the

6th inning for the victory.

Junior Chris Balus/Newport

News Penbigh) (2-3, 3 RBI)

led the Lancer attack with two

home runs, including a two-

run shot in the 6th inning after

a solo blast in the 4th inning.

Senior Brian Medley/Halifax

(Halifax Co.) (2-3, RBI) added

two hits as well, including a

double. Freshman Alan

Moore/Richmond (Monacan)

(7-4) took the pitching loss,

allowing five earned runs with

dirce strikeouts over the first

.5.2 innings. In the nightcap,

Balus (3-3, RBI) led the 12-hit

attack with three hits, including

a solo home run in the 1st

innii^ to increase his season

total to eight homers. Medley

(1-4, 3 RBI) added a three-run

home run in the 3rd inning for

the Lancers, his team-best and

career-high 16th homer this

season. Junior Robert

GiUis/Dartmouth, Nova

Scotia (Auburn Drive) (2-3)

and freshman Matt

Fitzgerald/ Fairfax Station

(Hayfield) (2-2) also had two

hits each. Freshman Zach

Zigrang/Virginia Beach

(Kempsville) (7-1) took the

mound loss in reUef, his first

loss this season, allowing two

unearned runs with two strike-

outs over the final 3.2 innings.

At UPJ in the opener of the

second twinbill, Longwood

trailed 4-0 after five innings

before scoring three runs in

the 6th inning to come up a

run short Sophomore Danny

McCraw/PampUn (Randolph-

Henry) (1-1, RBI) had a pinch-hit

RBI single in the 6th iiming for

the Lancers. Medley (0-0), who

leads the team with 16 home runs

this season, drew four walks in

the contest. Freshman Brian

McCullough/Virginia Beach

(Princess Anne) (3-2) went the

distance and took the pitching

loss, allowing one earned run

with three strikeouts over the 6.0

innings. In the nightcap against

the Mountain Cats, the Lancers

plated six runs in the 3rd inning

and led 7-5 into the bottom of

the 7th inning before the hosts

rallied for three runs and the

four-game sweep of Longwood.

Freshman Tyler

Childress/Montclair (Forest

Park) (2-4, 3 RBI) led the effort

with two hits and three RBI along

with Gillis (1-3, 2 RBI) who had

two RBI. Medley (2-2) also col-

lected two hits. Junior Darin

Knicely/Elkton (Spotswood) (2-

2) took the mound loss in relief,

allowing three earned runs with

one strikeout over the final 3.2

innings.

Season Statistics through 45

games, Medley continues with his

phenomenal senior campaign

and leads Longwood with his

.516 batting average (83-161, '83

hits 1st all-time). In addition to

being the all-time hits (252)

leader, he has moved into several

other career hitting categories,

and currendy ranks tied for 1 st in

runs (186), 2nd in games (173),

tied for 2nd in home runs (39),

3rd in at-bats (625), tied for 4th

in RBI (167), as well as 6th in

doubles (46).

Medley is followed by Ames

and his .428 batting average (65-

152), adding 11 doubles, a team-

best five triples, one home run,

and 33 RBI. Odiers include

Zigrang (.389, 3-HR, 24-RBI),

Fitzgerald (.385, 5 RBI), fresh-

man Charlie

Yarbrough/Richmond (Mills

Godwin) (.374, team-best 20-2B,

7-HR, 43-RBI), Balus (.372, 8-

HR, 30-RBI, team-best 17-17

SB), junior Brett

Mooney/Virginia Beach (Salem)

(.357, 5-HR, 31 -RBI), freshman

Hunter Williams/Richmond

(Varina) (.356, 13 RBI), McCraw

(.343, 2-HR, 23-RBI), Gillis

(.303, 3-HR, 21 -RBI),

ChUdress (.294, 4-HR, 25-

RBI), senior Louis

Shackelford/Newport News

Penbigh) (.265, 3-HR, 28-

RBI), and freshman Nathan

Mar tin /Chester field

(Manchester) (.256, 7-RBI).

Pitchers - Knicely (.750, 2

RBI) and sophomore Mike

Brown/Courtland
(Southampton) (.500) have

fared well in four at-bats each.

On the mound, among the

four regular starters, Moore (7-

4, 1 save) sports a 4.26 ERA
through a team-best 67.2

innings with 56 strikeouts

(7.45). McCuilough (3-2) fol-

lows with his 5.23 ERA
through 41.1 innings vnth 32

strikeouts (6.97), along with

Brovm (3-2) who has a 5.56

ERA through 43.2 innings

with 34 strikeouts (7.01), and

Weinstein (4-1) who has a 6.04

ERA through 44.2 innings

with 31 strikeouts (6.25). In

the bullpen, Zigrang (7-1) leads

the way with his 2.15 ERA
through 29.1 innings with 24

strikeouts (7.36). Knicely (2-2,

1 save) follows with his 4.36

ERA through 33.0 innings

with 32 strikeouts (8.73).

Others include McCraw (0-0,

0.00 ERA, 2.1 IP, lK-3.86),

Martin (1-0, 2.25 ERA, 4.0 IP,

3K-6.75), Fitzgerald (1-0, 3.86

ERA, 4.2 IP, 4K-7.71),

Shackelford (1-0, 5.40 ERA,

5.0 IP, 4K-7.20), Gillis (0-1,

7.71 ERA, 2.1 IP), sophomore*

Mike Williams/Hampton

(Kecoughtan) (0-0, 10.03 ERA,

11.2 IP, 8K-6. 17), and Balus (1-

0, 1 save, 12.54 ERA, 9.1 IP,

lOK-9.65). The Lancers con-

tinue to hit for a high-average

with an outstanding team bat-

ting average of .366 with 52

home runs and 356 RBI while

scoring 9.20 runs per game.

Longwood has posted a team

ERA of 5.37 through 316,2

innings with 253 strikeouts

(7.19).

Following the action against

Hampden-Sydney, Longwood

will travel to Ashland April 22

for its 2004 season finale at

Randolph-Macon College.

Mens Rugkj
Janet Jones

Staff Writer

This year many students at

Longwood University wimessed

the return of the men's rugby

team. Last semester they were

suspended, but made a tri-

umphant return this season.

They started out their season

with a Mardi Gras tournament in

Baton Rouge. February marked

their first Virginia Rugby Union

game held here in with a 12-13

loss to William & Mary.

However, they played Hampden

Sydney on March 4th and won

39-0. Hampden Sydney forfeit-

ed with 25 minutes left because

Longu'ood injured too many of

their players for them to contin-

ue. This was a disheartening, yet

amusing game to watch.

Longwood continued to domi-

nate teams in the VRU by only

losing one other game, to

George Mason's A-side. Some

of their other conquests includ-

ed Christopher Newport

Universit)', George Mason's B-

side, Dan River men's club and

Southern Pine men's club.

Last Saturday there was a

Spring weekend tournament

held here at Presidents field,

across from the golf course.

Dan River Men's club and

Southern Pine men's club came

here on a beautiful sunny

Samrday, only to be defeated by

Longwood 31-0 and 12-7.

Among those that scored on

Saturday were Todd Heine, Paul

Weltz and Patrick Gorham, who

had an 85-meter run. Steven

Davis and John Clegg were both

successfiil in kicking their penalty

conversions. Longwood showed

their strongest defense yet, and

ended the season on a very high

note. Sadly this was the last game

for the departing seniors Matt

Farrell, Todd Heine, Scott

Prunty, Carl Shultz and Paul

Weltz. I spoke with Scott Prunt}',

the current president, about his

expectations for the future. He

said that despite the fact that the

team is so young they did very

well this season overall. There

are about 1 5 rookies who show a

lot of potential and provide hope

for the team next season.

One of the rookies, Patrick

Gorham who plays fullback, is

taking control and will be the

new president next year. He
would like to add that they are

the best guys on campus and he

hopes to bring a lot to the team.

Patrick wants to show his open-

mindedness and bring his team-

mates to their pinnacle. If you

are interested in further informa-

tion or playing you should visit

their website at

http://lancer.longwood.edu/org

/rfc/index.htm. Or if you would

like to play for the women's team,

which would be the best decision

you will ever make, you should

visit our website at http://rugby-

chicks.topcities.com/index.htmL

This would behoove you since

both teams look very promising

for next semester.

Skow ijour su] • It •>rt!

Come support your Longwood

University baseball team as they

take on Randolph-Macon!!

Wkat: Longwood vs. Randolpk-Macon

Wten: April 22, 2004

WkereJRandolpk-Macon College
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Women s Lacrosse Comes Back witk Two More Wins
sports Information

Longwood University swept two

women's collegiate lacrosse

matches last week, rolling past

NCAA Division I Howard 22-

10, April 14 in the nation's capi-

tal, before defeating Division II

foe West Chester 16-10, April 17

at Lancer Field. With the back-

to-back wins, the Lancers

improve to 13-1 on the season,

while posting a 6-1 mark against

Division I competition.

Longwood is scheduled to play

its final match of the 2004 cam-

paign Thursday, April 22, as the

Lancers host in-state Division I

opponent Virginia Tech. The

match is set to begin at 4 p.m. at

Lancer Field.

At Howard, Longwood led

11-7 entering the intermission

before scoring 11 more goals —

while limiting the host school to

just three goals - in the second

period to remain unbeaten (6-0)

on the road this season. Junior

Leanne Kibler/Oakton (Oakton)

paced the 22-goal attack with her

team-best four goals, while the

senior trio of Tia

Richardson/Ellicott City, Md.

(Centennial), Kristy

Taylor/Lorton (Bishop Ireton),

and Carlee UUery/Keswick

(Albemarle) along with sopho-

more Ali Shafer/Fairfax (Fairfax)

contributed three goals apiece.

Ullery also dished out four assists

for a team-high seven points on

the afternoon, while Taylor and

Shafer had three and one assists,

respectively.

Other scorers include juniors

Isa Cohen/Mineral (Fairfax) (2g,

2a, 4p) and Emily

Bikowski/Fairfax (Bishop

O'Connell) (Ig, 2a, 3p), along

with freshman Jenn

Shipp/Charlottesville
(Albemarle) (2g, la, 3p) and jun-

ior Sophie Dress/Ellicott City,

Md. (Howard) (Ig, Ip).

Keepers senior Stacey

Schmidt/Berlin, N.J. (Eastern

Regional) and sophomore Emily

Wilson/Owings, Md. (Northern)

split the game in front of the net,

combining for 12 saves against

the Bison. Schmidt made five

stops, while Wilson had six stops.

Against West Chester, the two

teams remained evenly matched

through the opening minutes of

the first half, until junior defender

Leah Graham/Salisbury

(Bennett) scored her second

career goal at 10:26 and

Longwood's first of five

answered goals to enter the inter-

mission with the 8-3 advantage -

-its largest lead of the half

The Lancers opened the sec-

ond session with another goal,

just 25 seconds into the half, as

Bikowski netted her third goal of

the match off a pass from Cohen

to extend the margin to 9-3. The

visiting Rams answered with a

goal of their own at 27:33, cutting

the deficit back to five goals,

before Longwood put three more

unreciprocated goals in the net

courtesy of Uller)', Taylor, and

Bikowski, stretching the advan-

tage to eight goals (12-4).

West Chester cut the lead once

more, scoring three-straight goals

(12-7), including a free position

goal from Kathleen Sheehan - her

third of four goals in the match.

Taylor and Cohen followed with

back-to-back goals for the

Lancers at the 15:15 and 13:15

marks, respectively and freshman

Kelly Gaines/Fairfax (W.T

Woodson) along with Shafer each

scored before the final buzzer to

secure the home triumph.

Bikowski paced the Lancers

with her five points on a team-

best four goals and one assist,

while Ullery finished with four

points on two goals and two

assists. With her four points,

Ullery surpassed 200 career

points during her four years in a

Lancer uniform. Cohen also fin-

ished the game with two goals

and two assists for four points

and Taylor closed out the match

with two goals of her own.

Schmidt recorded 60 minutes

between the pipes, while making

eight stops in front of the net.

Ullery continues to pace the

Lancer offense, registering a

team-best 52 points on 28 goals

and a team-best 24 assists. Cohen

has earned 47 points on 25 goals

and 22 assists, while Bikowski and

Taylor are close behind with 45

and 44 points, respectively.

Bikowski has netted a team-high

32 goals and passed out 13 assists,

while Taylor has recorded 25

goals and 19 assists. Other scor-

ers include Leanne Kibler (21g,

12a, 33p), Shipp (18g, 8a, 26p),

Shafer (19g, 5a, 24p), Richardson

(12g,2a,14p),Dress(9g,5a,14p),

freshmen Cathleen

Strain/Alexandria (Mt. Vernon)

see LACROSSE p. 18

Mullisan's Sports Grille
Open 11:30 a«iiu 7 days a wtck (315-8787)

Congratulations Class of

2004!!

Celebrate Senior Night

Thursday IVIay 6!

Don't forget your Senior Mugl

Make Reservations Now for

Your Special Graduation

Lunch or Dinner Today!

4-23 Cedar Creek

4-24 False Dimitri

5-5 Cinco De Mayo with Junction!!!

5-8 Soutliern Justice

Longwood Men's Golf

:

Updates and Averages
Pooriinish in Gre^ PalmerEa^e Classic

Sports Information

Longwood University shot a team score

of 322 to 6nish ninth among 12 teams

April 13 at the rain-shortened Greg

Palmer Eagjie Classic hosted by NCAA
Division I Morehead State University in

Kentucky.

Tournament host Morehead State

and Murray State tied for first place in

the event with their respective rounds

of 298 at the 6,902-yard, par 72 Eagle

Trace Golf Club as 36 of the scheduled

54 holes were canceled due to heavy

min causing unplayable course condi-

tions.

The Lancers were scheduled to com-

pete at the Norm Bullock

Intercollegiate April 18-19 hosted by

Wright State University in Ohio.

In Kentucky, junior Trey

Deal/Martinsville (Martinsville) led

Longwood with his 77 for a 13th-place

tie among the 70 collegiate golfers.

Deal was followed by freshmen Chiis

Shuford/Fredericksburg (Colonial

Forge) (78, t-22) and Brett

Chambers/Mount Sidney (Fort

Defiance) (82, t-44), along with sopho-

mores Michael Joyce/Peterborough,

Ontario (Peterborougjh Collegiate) (85,

t-55) and Kevin Johnson/Forest

0efferson Forest) (87, t-63).

Season averagees are as follows:

through 20 rounds. Deal has posted a

team-low scoring average of 73.65 with

a school-record low round of 66. Deal

is followed closely by Chambers (74.30,

66), along with Joyce (76.25, 68),

Johnson (76.86, 69, 7-rounds), senior

Carl Magnusson/linkoping, Sweden

(Katcdialskolan) (77.80,75, 10-rounds),

Shuford (77.83, 74, 12-rounds), along

with seniors Matt Paciocco/Richmond

(Mills Godwin) (78.79, 71, 14-rounds)

and Mike Nemcosky/Chesapeake

(Great Bridge) (80.83, 76, 6-rounds).

The Lancers averse 300.20 as a team.

Following the Wright State tourna-

ment, Longwood is scheduled to com-

plete its season at the Scotty Duncan

Invitational April 24-25 hosted by the

University of Delaware.
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Annual Atkletics Banquet Award Winners
sports Information

Longwood University announced

its student-athlete award winners

at the institution's annual

Athletics Awards Banquet spon-

sored by Sunchase at Longwood

Apartments Wednesday night in

Farmville. The NCAA Division

II Lancers field 14 intercollegiate

sport programs and this year have

compiled an overall won-loss

record of 141-100-3 (.584%) dur-

ing the first year of a four-year

reclassification transition to

Division I certification in

September 2007. Beginning next

year (2004-05), I^ongwood must

operate under all NCAA Division

I rules and regulations, including

all scheduling requirements.

The two top award winners for

2003-04 were seniors Brian

Medley/Halifax and Heather

Williams/Brookneal, named the

male and female Athletes of the

Year, respectively. Medley is a

right fielder on the baseball team

(31-15) who has started all 46

games this season and leads the

team with his .516 batting average

(83-161), 63 runs, 16 home runs,

70 RBI, a .913 slugging %, and a

.577 on-base %; adding 16 dou-

bles, 17-18 on steal attempts, and

a .975 fielding %. He holds the

school season-record for hits

(83), and his career totals include

174 games, .403 average (252-

625), 39 home runs, 4 triples, 46

doubles, 167 RBI, 186 runs, 76

walks, and 50 steals. Medley

ranks 1st in career hits (252),

runs, and total bases (423), 2nd in

games and home runs, 3rd in at-

bats (625) and slugging % (.677),

4th in average and RBI, and 6th

in doubles. He is a physical edu-

cation major and the son of

James and Diane Medley.

Williams plays third base for

the Softball team (36-12) and has

started all 48 games this season

with a .364 average (48-132), 31

runs, 7 doubles, 1 triple, 8 home

runs, 33 RBI, a .614 slugging %, a

.435 on-base %, 2-4 on steal

attempts, and a .915 fielding %.

She tied a school-record for

home runs in a game twice this

year with two each against

Division I opponents Coastal

Carolina and Hampton, and her

career totals include 158 games,

.290 average (82-283), 11 home

runs, 1 triple, 16 doubles, 58

RBI, 50 runs, 29 walks, and 2

steals. Williams ranks 6th in

career home runs, and 8th in

games. She is a physical educa-

tion major and the daughter of

John Williams Sr. and Deborah

Burch.

A complete list of the major

award winners is below, and fol-

lowing are individual biographies

on each major award winner rec-

ognized at the banquet.

2004 Sunchase at Longwood/

Longwood University

Athletics Banquet Award

Winners:

Male Athlete Of The Year:

Brian Medley/Halifax, Virginia *

Senior * Baseball

Female Athlete Of The Year:

Heather Williams/Brookneal,

Virginia * Senior * Softball

Male Henry I. Willett Scholar-

Athlete Of The Year: Evan

Weinstein/Toronto, Ontario *

Senior * Baseball

Female Henry I. Willett

Scholar-Athlete Of The Year:

Mary Millage/Ennismore,

Ontario * Senior * Women's

Golf

Freshman Male Athlete Of
The Year: Brett

Freshman Female Athlete Of
The Year: Abbey Welch/LaPlata,

Md. Softball

SAAC Coach Of The Year:

Rich Firth * Men's & Women's

Cross Country

Male Athlete of the Year:

BRL\N MEDLEY
Senior * Baseball * Halifax,

Virginia Has started all 45 games

this season for baseball team (31-

15) and leads team with his .516

batting average (83-161), 63 runs,

16 home runs, 70 RBI, a .913

slugging, and a .577 on-base,

adding 16 doubles, 17-18 on steal

attempts, and a .975 fielding *

holds season-record for hits (83)

* Longwood Baseball career

totals include 173 games, .403

average (252-625), 39 home runs,

4 triples, 46 doubles, 167 RBI,

1 86 runs, 76 walks, and 50 steals

Hampton * Longwood Softball

career totals include 158 games,

.290 average (82-283), 11 home

runs, 1 triple, 16 doubles, 58 RBI,

50 runs, 29 walks, and 2 steals *

ranks 6th in career home runs,

and 8th in games * physical edu-

cation major * daughter of John

Williams Sr. and Deborah Burch.

* ranks 1st in career hits (252),

runs, and total bases (423), 2nd in

games and home runs, 3rd in at-

bats (625) and slugging (.677),

4th in average and RBI, and 6th

in doubles S physical education

major § son of James and Diane

Medley.

Female Athlete of the Year:

HEATHER WILLIAMS
Senior * Softball * Brookneal,

Virginia

Has started all 48 games this

season for softball team (36-12)

with a .364 batting average,

adding a career-high 8 home

Male Henry 1. Willett Scholar-

Athlete of the Year: EVAN
WEINSTEIN

Senior * Baseball * Toronto,

Ontario, Canada

Business Administration

Major * Finance Concentration *

4.000 GPA
Has started 10 games on the

mound for baseball team (31-15)

* pitcher is co-leader on team in

shutouts (1), adding 4-1 record,

6.04 ERA, 1 complete-game, 44.2

innings pitched, and 31 strikeouts

* 2003 CoSIDA Academic All-

America 3rd-Team * Longwood

University President's List.

Female Henry I.

Willett Scholar-

Athlete of the Year:

MARY MILEAGE
Senior *

Women's Golf *

Ennismore,
Ontario, Canada

Therapeutic
Recreation Major *

4.000 GPA
Played all 21

rounds for women's golf team *

had an 83.67 stroke average * low

18-hole score of 76 * low 36-hole

score of 1 58 * low 54-hole score

of 240 * 2003 and 2002 NGCA
All-Scholar Team * Longwood

University President's List.

Freshman Male Athlete of the

Year: BRETT CHAMBERS
Men's Golf * Mount Sidney,

Virginia.Has played all 23 rounds

for men's golf team § co-leader

on team with 74.65 scoring aver-

age * low 1 8-hole score of 66 (ties

school-record) * low 36-hole

score of 137 (school-record) *

low 54-hole score of 216 * indi-

vidual winner at Eastern

Kenmcky/Colonel Classic * two

Top Five individual finishes.

Freshman Female Athlete of

the Year: ABBEY WELCH
Softball * LaPlata, Maryland

Has started 37 of 40 games for

Softball team (36-12) * pitcher

leads team with 33 appearances

and 17 complete-games, including

21 starts * has team-best 19-5

record, 0.89 ERA, 2 saves, and a

school-record 178 strikeouts * 1

no-hitter (Hampton, 8-0) * t-14tii

in Division II wins, t-26th in

saves, t-35th in ERA * West

Virginia Wesleyan All-

Tournament Team.

"MHiiti "

Chambers/Mount Sidney

Men's Golf

runs, 31 runs, 48 hits, 7 doubles,

1 triple, 33 RBI, a .614 slugging, a

.435 on-base, 2-4 on steal

attempts, and a .915 fielding *

tied a school-record for home

runs in a game twice this year

with 2 each against Division I

opponents Coastal Carolina and

LACROSSE p. 17

(8g, 5a, 13p) and Kathleen

Barry/Annandale (W.T.

Woodson) (5g, 3a, 8p), along

with Gaines (3g, la, 4p), fiiesh-

raan Glenna Kibler/Oakton

(Oakton) (2g, 2p), sophomore

Kerry Ryan/Springfield (West

Springfield) (Ig, la, 2p), fresh-

man Missy

Rumbley/Baltimore, Md.

(Parkville) (Ig, Ip), Graham

(Ig, p), and junior Shawn

Slotke/Baitimore, Md, (Roland

Park) (la, Ip).

In goal, Schmidt has post-

ed 558:59 minutes played,

including 74 saves for a .477

save percentage. The senior

also owns an 8.69 goals

against average. Wilson has

played 281:01 minutes;

recorc^ng 43 saves for a .597

save percentage, while post-

iiig a 6.19 goals against avet-

age. Combined, the duo has

made 110 stops for a .515

save percentage and a 7,86

goals against average.
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Longwood Opens witk Higkest Tiiition Costs,

rreskman Enrollment Ever
Shawn Garrett

News Uditor

Total costs at Longwood

Universit)' increased by 6.2 per-

cent for in-state undergraduate

residential students and 7.1 per-

cent for undergraduate out-of-

state residential students for the

2004-2005 school year. Freshman

enrollment also rose 12 percent

over last year.

Overall charges, including

room and board, increased by

$690, to $11,865 for an under-

graduate from Virginia living on

campus, and $1,224, to $18,375

for an out-of-state undergrad.

The tuition hike represents an

overall increase of 9 percent for

all undergraduates.

"The combination of General

Funds (from the state) and the

tuition increase will enable

Longwood to move forward on

its strategic initiatives," said Kathy

Worster, vice president for

administration and finance.

"Those initiatives include safety

and security, increased financial

aid, facilities maintenance, faculty'

initiatives and marketing efforts.

Also, the new General Funds and

the tuition increase will enable us

to better handle the increased

enrollment."

The proposed state budget

provides an additional $1,864,535

in General Funds for Longwood

for fiscal year 2005, an increase

of 10.9 percent over fiscal 2004.

"However, with the $4.6 mil-

lion in cuts in base operating

funds and additional cuts in

equipment trust fund and main-

tenance reserve over the past

three years, this does not bring us

back to where we were three

years ago, especially with a much

larger student population today

than we had then," Worster said.

The tuition increases came

after an unprecedented series of

tense and delayed budget negoti-

ations in the General Assembly

in Richmond. The uncertainty

surrounding Virginia's two-year

budget forecast forced

Longwood's Board of Visitors in

March to take unusual measures,

approving a range of tuition and

fee increases of between 5 and 9

percent. It was the first time

tuition and fees for an upcoming

school year were not set at the

March Board meeting.

Funding issues in the form of

state-mandated tuition rollbacks

and consecutive years of tuition

freezes have dogged higher educa-

tion in Virginia for much of the

past decade. This, in addition to a

statewide $617 million cut in tax-

payer support over the current

two-year budget cycle (2002-

2004), and rising operating costs,

contributed to the hikes.

Comparatively, Longwood's

tuition rate increases stand as a

average barometer for similar

tuition increases at state-support-

ed institutions across Virginia.

The University of Virginia's

Board of Visitors in April

announced an overall tuition and

fees increase of 12.6 percent

See TUTION p. 4
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Student Walter Gray

talks with Debra
Nystrom after a pres-

entation Monday
night. Nystrom was

the first reader for

this year's Author's

Series.

Picture taken by Shatm Garrett

Autkor s Series Returns for 2lst Year
Leslie Smith Prize, and the UVA Postgraduate

St)fk Editor FeUowship in Poetry. She has

A little after 8 o'clock in the two books of poetry out: A
Wygal auditorium last night, Quarter Turn md Torn Sky.

Dr. Craig Challender intro- Many of her poems related

duced the first reader of the much of her high school and

2004-2005 Author Series, college experiences, such as the

Debra Nystrom. first poem she read, "To Keif",

A poet who has been fea- which was based on an old high

tured in many prominent liter- school boyfriend,

ary magazines, including the Many of her poems are also

Ya/e Kemw and Crar0hme^ based on her experiences with

Nystrom grew up in South the plight of the Native

Dakoda, and came to Americans, both personal and

Charlottesville, VA, for UVA's political. "Half Time, Oglala

creative writing MFA. High, 1970" is a good example

She ended up joining the ere- of a this relationship,

ative writing faculty after gradu- Nystrom's poetry is fiill of

ating, beautiful language and thought-

She's won prizes such as the provoking syntax. It is sure to

Heart Borders Books Poetry please any learnirig poet

Lancer Gijm Floor Ruined By Flooding
Shawn Garrett

Nem Editor

On Sunday, August 1st,

Longwood officials discovered

the severe buckling of the Lancer

Gym floor in Willet Hall.

Following a heavy storm the

night before, a Brock Commons
storm drain just off the main

entrance overflowed and leaked

into the building, university offi-

cials have determined.

"No one really saw how much

water there was," said Richard

Bratcher, Director of Facilities

Management, though water

marks indicated as much as two

inches stood in the 2,522 seat

gymnasium, causing an irrepara-

ble warping of the hardwood

floor.

The flooding stemmed from

the storm drain's inability to deal

with the heavy rains. The inade-

quate capacity led excess water to

seep into the building, and even-

tually the gym, causing a severe

buckling, rendering the entire

floor unusable.

The replacement of the floor

was declared an emergency proj-

ect and provisions were made to

begin the work immediately.

A group of faculty members

and administration officials rep-

resenting Campus Recreation,

the Department of Health,

Recreation, and Kinesiology,

Facilities Management and the

athletic teams were also hurriedly

assembled to make emergency

provisions for classes and other

events that require use of the

floor.

"Classes were moved and

recreation activities were put else-

where," said Bratcher. "So far, all

immediate needs have been taken

care of.".

Mr. Bratcher praised the group

responsible for the emergency

changes and all involved for their

quick action.

"They really need to be com-

mended. It really was indicative of

the Longwood way. Everyone

came together to solve a major

problem and really came through

for the students."

To combat the problem, a larg-

er main drain has been installed,

as well as a second, smaller drain.

The University has also been in

contact with Brock Commons'

architects to find a long-term

solution.

Inside, the floor has been com-

pletely dismantled, removed and

new replacement materials have

already arrived on campus.

At the time of this article, work

was being done to sand and level

the concrete floor below, and the

relaying is expected to be com-

pleted by mid-semester.

When asked about responsibil-

ity for the flooding, Mr. Bratcher

declined to implicate either the

architects or engineers responsi-

ble for the drains' instaUation, but

confirmed that an investigation

was ongoing.

"We are not calling this an act

of God," he said.

Formerly Lancer Hall, Henry I.

Willett, Jr. Hall is home to

Longwood Basketball and the

Department of Health,

Recreation, and Kinesiology.

The center of Longwood ath-

letics, the facility includes a

weight-training laboratory, a

human performance lab, a dance

studio, an Olympic-size pool, and

a 500-seat natatorium as well as

other facilities for the University's

14 sports.

It was completed in 1980 at a

cost of $4.5 million.

Over the summer, Longwood,

which has been actively seeking

NCAA Division I reclassification,

was held off from joining the

Division I Big South conference.

The Big South delayed in send-

ing Longwood an invitation to

join the conference in June, citing

the need for better assurances that

Longwood would upgrade its ath-

letic facilities by 2007-2008, when

it is expected to become a full

Division r member.

President Patricia Cormier has

committed to the upgrades, and to

building a new multi-purpose gym

with a capacity of about 4,000,

which will cost an estimated $25-

$30 million.

Though construction is not

expected to begin for at least two

years, sources familiar with the

proposal say the new gym is

expected to be located on the cur-

rent site of Wynne Hall.
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Words From tke Editor:A Little Sometking Different
We 1 c o m e

back! I hope

everyone had

a stellar sum-

mer. It sure

was some-

thing differ-

ent. Different good or different

bad, I haven't decided yet.

. I spent the summer asking

solid post modern questions like:

what is the meaning of life? Is

there happiness? Is Jane Pauley a

sell-out for taking a day-time talk

show? All 1 can offer you is that

the jury is still out on the last one.

Her voice is a littie too journalis-

tic to sound like, well, Ellen?

Oprah? It's a touch unnerving.

But I do so love you, Jane. Don't

fret.

But, regardless of day-time

middle-age-women talk shows,

here it is: senior year. Who knew?

I've got so much cheesy stuff to

say, and I'm not sure if I want to

say it.

I decided to give in and have

an oh-my-god-it's-senior-year-

and-do-I-really-want-to-do-what-

I'm-studying-to-do-and-does-

any-of-this-mean-anything-

resembling-anything crisis.

Most of this started when I

finally got around to reading

Jeanne Marie Laskas's new

book. The Exact Same Moon: Fifty

Acres and a Family. Beautifully

written, Laskas shares finding

and accomplishing life dreams.

And even when you think

you've found it all, finding

more.

Laskas was one of my writing

heroes in high school. She has a

regular column in The Washington

Post Magai^ine called "Significant

Others." This book and her pre-

vious one {Fifty Acres and a

Poodle) are fleshed out versions

of her essays.

Every Sunday, I used to grab

the magazine out of the plastic

package of comics and adver-

tisements and Parade and what-

ever else gets shoved in there.

Every week, I would skim

through (or actually read, if they

were interesting enough) the

cover stories. Then I'd read Liza
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Mundy and Gene Weingarten in

the front of the magazine. Then

I'd flip to the last page and read

Dave Barn,'. Finally, I'd turn to the

backside of Barry and indulge in a

smart, witt)-, and poingant look at

friends, family, strangers, and the

relationships that bring us all

together.

When I was first really finding

my voice, I took a lot of it from

Laskas. While you wouldn't really

be able to tell by what I write here,

my more creaitve writings and

journal entries still echo some of

what I took from her all those

years ago.

But the thing about reading

Laskas now, at twent)'-one and a

senior in college, is that I'm forced

to look at what my dreams used to

be, and why I've dismissed them.

And, more importandy, am I will-

ing to take them back? Am I will-

ing to put in the work and the tears

and the frustration that is involved

in finding one's dream?

I tried to ignore these nagging

gut feelings, but then I reread some

work by Truman Capote, another

one of my literary heroes that I left

behind in high school.

And then I saw my idol (Carole

King) in concert.

And then I spent time at three

different Dar concerts.

And then I read some new

favorites, namely Virginia Woolf.

And then I remembered how

much I used to love Jane Pauley

when she was on Dateline.

And then I realized that all of

these people, at one time or anoth-

er, had to make the decision to go

after what they really wanted. The

sacrifices and the blind leaps of

faith that either left them success-

ful and alive, or successful and at

the bottom of a river. Either way,

they all got (or all have, depending

on the person) what they wanted.

It helps to know that I'm not

alone in this crisis. I see it in other

seniors around me. In freshmen.

Even in some of the professors.

The future is just one big mess

that leaves us grappling at the air.

On a Rotunda note, as we start a

new year, I have a few requests of

you (the students, faculty, staff,

concerned readers, etc). We're a

quickly growing staff, but this is

also a quickly growing school.

We tr)' our best to find out the

interesting things this school has

to offer, but we need your help. If

your organization is doing some-

thing exciting, we would love you

forever if you just dropped us a

line (rotunda@longwood.edu)

and let us know. Then we can

send a reporter or a photogra-

pher and you will be in the paper!

Fabulous, eh?

Also, we'd like to have a classi-

fied section. As with all advertis-

ing, this will be free to ever^'one

at Longwood. This includes stu-

dents, facult}', staff, and organiza-

tions. Anything is up for grabs.

Need a ride? Offering a ride? Got

something to sell? A love note?

Seriously, anything. This is a

paper for you, and this is what

we've been hearing that you

want. So have at it!

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief

Twice tke Product, Hall tke Advertising
Shawn Garrett

News Editor

Longwood is growing.

It can be seen in the final com-

pletion of Brock Commons, the

move to Division I, the largest

freshman class in the history of

the University, and more dollars

being spent everywhere you look

than ever before.

Upon arrival for my second

year, I was astonished to see and

hear all that had gone on while I

was away.

But, therein lies the problem. I

didn't know what was happening

until I arrived.

The solution?

A better website.

Our littie university is on the

move, garnering widespread sur-

prise and congratulations from

state officials and regular citizens

alike.

New initiatives and programs,

coupled with a heightened sense of

ambition and possibility make

Longwood every day a more

appealing choice for higher learn-

ing, but we ju6t aren't selling it.

Compared to similarly-sized

University of Mary Washington

and the much smaller Virginia

Military Institute, Longwood's

lack of imagination, style, and,

well, content in its website, is dis-

appointing.

From a meager basic informa-

tion page to many dead or outdat-

ed links to department pages that

have the amateurish feel of a high

school project, the site is lacking

in many respects.

A recent review by a friend of

mine who attends City College of

New York drew audible laughs

when he directed his browser to

the prospective student page.

"Listen to this," he said over the

phone, " 'At Longwood

University, you'll graduate with a

degree that means something in

the world beyond the campus.'

What does that mean exacdy?" he

asked. "Trust us, Longwood

degrees aren't worthless?"

To be fair, the site does have its

high points.

Shining examples of profes-

sionalism can be found in such

diverse places as the Art

Department's pages, the College

of Business and Economics'

pages, and the recentiy revamped

Greenwood Library page, which,

perhaps the best one yet, could

be used as a unifying template for

the rest of the site.

Of course, such problems can

be easily understood.

It might be an issue of too few

dollars for too big a job, not

enough technical hands on staff

to handle it, or something similar.

Because of this, who I would

look to for a solution is not the

IT department, or the over-

worked folks at the Help Desk,

but the administration as a whole.

As it stands now,

longwood.edu gives the itnpres-

sion of inconsistency, of a loose

academic confederation, all

working under the umbrella of

Longwood University.

The administration is quick to

praise its wireless buildings and

undergraduate laptop program,

but few will take us seriously as a

technological powerhouse if our

site doesn't prove it.

In today's world, the website is

the face we present to the public;

our first and perhaps most

important impression.

Why not make it a good one?
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Longwood. Is Ckanging; I'm Complaining
Wkatel

Tanner S. Keith

Opinion Editor

For those of you returning to

campus this fall, you may have

noticed some differences

between the Longwood you

knew and loved last year and

the diabolical Longwood of

now.

Perhaps diabolical is the

wrong word.

The word tyrannical doesn't

seem quite right either.

Nonetheless, Longwood
surely is different.

For example, Madison

street doesn't sever the cam-

pus in half anymore, it now
serves as a seemingly addition

to the Brock Commons.

While this idea isn't that

bad, it apparendy gives the

pizza delivery guys one heck

of an adventure trying to find

The Cunninghams.

When I order a pizza, I

want puncuality and persis-

tance.

I don't want some third-rate

pizza guy who can't find the

right building in an hour.

The small section of Pine

Street remaining between The

Cunninghams and Hiner has

extended the nice sidewalk and

24/7 sprinkler saturated

roped-off grass sections of

Madison Street.

Other projects

around Longwood seem to be

moving along.

The sections of construc-

tion on the Ruffners now have

windows, and the project is

starting to closely resemble a

usable building.

The progress on the huge

science building beside

Wheeler also seems to be

moving along nicely.

But then, of course, we
have die gym floor that is cur-

rentiy being replaced because

of water damage and the rising

else newr

price of parking tickets.

Longwood University is grow-

ing; as you can surely tell by the

masses of people everywhere.

With the large freshman class

and Longwood's status of a

"University," progress toward a

better establishment seems to be

the goal.

However, I didn't come to

Longwood for the experience of

Longwood, the litde college that

could.

I came to Longwood because I

liked the simple settings, the per-

sonal interaction with the profes-

sors, and the true feeling of a small

campus.

I was attracted by these qualities,

and now they seem to be disap-

pearing one by one.

One of my classes is now dou-

ble it's normal size, and because, as

the professor announced,

"Longwood is a University now,"

he "might not get to know all of

your [the students] names."

The class size was doubled as

they combined two sections into

one, and placed it into a large lec-

ture room.

At times during class, I try to see

to the other side of the room, but

fail. My twenty-twenty vision is no

match for the wall on the other

side of the world.

I can remember hearing count-

less times, "you're not a number

here, you're a name, and all of your

professors will know you."

I no longer believe that I am not

a number, seeing how Longwood
University sent me my new num-

ber this summer.

They sure didn't send me a new
name, as the card was not a

Campus-Wide Surname, but a

Campus-Wide ID number.

Of course, the reason for

the number is Longwood's conver-

sion from personal service, to cold,

heardess, automated technological

systems.

Perhaps the computer systems

are horrendously evil, set out to

destroy the hearts of students.

Once again, that might be a lit-

de harsh.

While it seems as though our

simple campus could have an easy

way to go through this conversion,

the sad reality is diat there doesn't

seem to be one.

Every student received a new
ID number, as well as a surprise

password change.

After I went to the student serv-

ices desk and got my new pass-

word, I was filled witii excitement

from die possibility diat I could

change my password.

Logic told me that I could

change it back to my original one

to guarantee easy e-mail access,

but, of course, the illogical option

prevailed.

Not only did I have to wait untill

five that, day, I was not able to

change back to my original pass-

word, which caused me much dis-

tress.

So now, Longwood is changing

into a so-called Univerisity.

It is bursting at its scams with

students and professors complain-

ing about the size of classes.

Huge projects are planned and

in various stages it's symbol (The

Rotunda) is soon to be unveiled,

and we can't forget the new gym
floor.

The change may be good in

some cases such as Brock

Commons creating a center for the

campus, and a nice, new, tide.

While other changes, such as

carnival lines and the fact that

almost all of the systems being

entirely based on web mail, aren't

quite so good.

With the good and the bad also

comes hope, like the hope that

surely some other changes are

going on now. Including changes

for better classrooms, better fund-

ing, and a great college experience.

These great changes are going

on right now.

Right?

Right?

props and drops
Props:

+ To Eafl Swink and Officer Dove.

+ To Milkshake Man on Reno 91 1^ may he rest in

peace.

+ To Doctor Cook.

+ To apartment living.

+ To the enforcement of no smoking on Brock
Commons.

Drpps;

- To boys who start fights and cower in the corner.

- To overloaded circuits.

- To people living in lounges.

- To coming to campus thirty minutes early to get a

parking spot.

- To 50 dollar parking tickets.

Speak Out
Did you check your web mail

this summer?

'Tes,Idid.

Rebecca
Senior

"Only while looking for
something in particular."

Jason
Junior

It didn't concern me, over
the summer."

Jacob
Sophomore

"The web mail
helped us keep
up with the

billing."

Kelsie and Anna
Sophomores

All pictures by Ned Dicken
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Students Find Longwocxl s Online Pusk Botk Efficient and Frustrating
Charlyn Hudson

Staff Winter

Gone are the days of snail mail

and Registrar slumber parties.

Longwood also seems to have

turned to the World Wide Web as

it's main avenue of communica-

tion between the institution and

and the student body.

Registration and financial aid

business is all handled online

using the WIN system, and

Longwood has said that e-mail

will be it's main form of commu-

nications with students.

According to Mark Kendrick

the Director of Longwood's

Communications and Technology

department, Longwood decided

to make web-mail its main form

of communication with students

because of the increasingly high

number of students who use the

Internet for e-commerce services.

"It's faster and more conven-

ient." said Kendrick. "It's also web

based which means you can

access your e-mail from any-

where you can get on the

Internet." he added.

Although the sole reliance on

web-mail is new to Longwood,

this is the third year that

Longwood has required students

to register for classes online.

Before implementing the current

registration system, students were

required to stand outside the reg-

istrar's office and wait in line.

"Kids used to camp out in

sleeping bags, just to get the

classes they wanted." said

Longwood Registrar Alicia Knox.

When the University first pur-

chased the software from

SunGard SCT Corporation four

years ago, a pilot test was run on

some Longwood student employ-

ees who responded well to the

system. The system was then

opened to business students to

register for their classes online.

TUnON coM'd p.l

compared to Longwood's 9. At

the similarly sized University of

Mary Washington, overall

tuition rose only 7.1 percent

for tihe coming year.

The number of admitted

freshman also rose this year to

an estimated 980 students, an

n percent increase over last

year's 880.

"We actually have the

biggest class we've ever enlist-

ed and enrolled" Longwood

president Patricia Cormier

reported in her annual "State

of The University" speech last

month, according to the

Farmville Herald.

The university's dorms wiU

be too percent occupied this

year, Dr. Cormier said, with

2,509 students living on cam-

pus. Although such a high

occupancy rate requires the

imposing of "triples"-rooms

which hold three students, as

opposed to the usual two-Dt

Corniier insisted every effort

to had been made to house

that those students in "some

of our bigger rooms."

Longwood's strategic plan

calls for the raising of

enrolled students from its

present number to 5,000 by

2007. For the 2004-2005

school year, undergrad enroll-

ment is expected to reach

5,700, with total enrollment

reaching 4^300. Longwood's

dramatic growth is outpacing

the rest of the state.

Spring Break 2005

Travel with STS, America's #1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com

They too responded well but sug-

gested that the system give better

instructions to those using in

order to make it easier to navigate.

Knox also said that there

haven't been any major com-

plaints from Longwood students

besides the daily hours that the

system doesn't operate for batch

processing. SunGard also

responded to the same complaint

from other schools using this

same system and will soon be

offering an upgraded version of

WIN system available for use in

the Spring of 2005 at an estimat-

ed cost of $6 million.

Not only does the WIN system

deal with registration, it also con-

ducts the majority of financial aid

business and student account

information.

It allows students to review any

hold flags that may restrict them

from registration without going to

the registrar's office and student

cashiering. Yet students still don't

seem to be able to keep up with

their financial aid information by

simply using this system.

Because of limited access to

the Internet and numerous other

reasons some students are having

trouble with scholarship and loan

information. Student web-mail

and the WIN system go hand in

hand, in that WIN alerts are sent

to students via web-mail notify-

ing them of any billing or regis-

tration business that has or needs

to be conducted.

Freshman Kathryn Brann, a

physical education major, lost a

portion of money won in schol-

arships due to a late response to

an e-mail sent to her from finan-

cial aid because she had limited

Internet access over the summer

months.

"I think it's very important to

be personal with students when it

comes to things like financial aid,

especially when many of us do

not know the ends and outs of

such things," said Brarm.

Sophomore transfer student

and Liberal Studies major, Lauren

Gilkey had trouble accepting

some of her financial aid awards.

"I accepted [my financial aid

awards] on the WIN system then

a week later it said I still hadn't

accepted them," said Gilkey.

Although she had trouble correct-

ing these problems through the

WIN system or over the phone,

once she visited the financial aid

office, her problems were quickly

corrected.

"They did a great job handling

it once I went in and talked to

them." she added.

"There are always problems in

such cases, there is a learning

curve," said Knox.

Although the communication

and WIN system have their appar-

ent problems it appears that they

offer just as many conveniences as

well.

Being able to check grades,

drop or add classes, get an un-

official transcript, and handle

financial aid issues, to name a few,

at the click of a button has, when

used correcdy, become quite valu-

able to many Longwood students.

Education Receives NCATE Accreditation for 50tli Year
Brette Lawrence

Ass(. News Editor

zation that is designed to help have received all of the training

teachers obtain and maintain the that \ht organization deems nec-

highest standards. They review all essary to be a successful class-

The National Council for teachers who will work in the room teacher, who is well able to

Accreditation of Teacher preschool through 12th grade manage and teach a class. Another

Education (NCATE) has award- level in hopes that every student benefit of attending an accredited

ed Longwood University's will have a knowledgeable, profi- school is that Virginia has a pro-

Education program its accredita- cient teacher. gram of "license reciprocity" with

Attending a University that has 40 other states in the country,

an accredited education program To a teacher, this means that

is important for several reasons, they will not need to have training

Many school districts look much to receive a new license should

every year that it has been in exis- more favorably on hiring teachers they move to a state that is

tence, making it one of the char- that attended an accredited uni- involved in this agreement,

ter members of the organization, versity.

NCATE is a professional organi- Additionally, it means that they See EDUCATION p.6

tion for the 50th consecutive

year.

The council has awarded

Longwood this accreditation

Calendar of Workshops & Events for September 2004

To attend workshops/programs with the Career Center in person (Lancaster

139), by phone (395.2063) or email
(
career@longwood .edu

)

SIGN UP IS REQUIRED

Please call x 2063 or email career@longwQod.edu to reserve your spot!

All events will be held in the Career Center unless otherwise noted

SEE CALENDER (PAGE 5) FOR ALL DATES AND EVENTS
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Ttldaif the I Oik

LP Movie: Shrek 2

ABC Rooms

7:30 p.m.

Karaoke

Lancer Cafe

9:30 p.m.

'TM5(iaif tfiQ I4tk

Information Table:

U.S. Marine Corps

Dining Hall Lobby

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Resume & Cover

Letter Writing

Hiner 101

7 p.m.

Setutdaif tka I lik

Comics: Tammy Pescatelli

& John Heffron

Jarman Auditorium

9:00 p.m.

Sundai) tke I2tk

WMLU Meeting

Hiner Auditorium

9:00 p.m.

U/(2d[ne5(Ltf tke 15ik 'thutsJay tke 1 6tk

Information Table:

U.S. Marine Corps

Dining Hall Lobby

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Information Table:

Virginia State Police

Dining Hall Lobby

10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Did you work on your high school newspaper?

Do you want the freedom to write your mind about

Longwood or the world around you?

The Rotunda is an awesome place to help build

your skills and even possibly get credit while doing it!

To find out more about about how you can join,

come to the Rotunda office in the basement of the Student

Union, 9:15 p.m., Monday nights

Monday tks I3tk

*Resume & Cover

Letter Writing

Hiner 101

4 p.m.

Indicates that the workshops,

resume reviews or mock interviews

are facilitated by employers.

^bere you belong

^beck it out:

Tbursday

7:30 p.m. in tbe

Amelia ^om

Lancer Productions Presents
Last Comic Standing Tour

featuring

Winner John Heffron <& Finalist Tammy Pescatelli

Saturday, September 11 @ 9:0(^
Jarman Auditorium

FREE for Ur^wood Students (w/student ID)I!

$5 for Faculty/Staff & Non-LU students:

$10 for General Public

Tickets available at the Jarman Box Office (395-2474)
** lU students can pick up tickets beginning Friday, Sept. 10 from 2-4pm. You must have your student ID to

pick up tickets AND have at the night of event***

For more information, contact lancer Productions @ 395-2110. or www.longwood.edu/lp

MiMiii
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Students Find Longwood s Online Pusk Botk Efficient and Frustrating
Charlyn Hudson

Staff Writer

Gone are the days of snail mail

and Registrar slumber parties.

Longwood also seems to have

turned to the World Wide Web as

it's main avenue of communica-

tion between the institution and

and the student body.

Registration and financial aid

business is all handled online

using the WIN system, and

Longwood has said that e-mail

will be it's main form of commu-

nications with students.

According to Mark Kendrick

the Director of Longwood's

Communications and Technology

department, Longwood decided

to make web-mail its main form

of communication with students

because of the increasingly high

number of students who use the

Internet for e-commerce services.

"It's faster and more conven-

ient." said Kendrick. "It's also web

based which means you can

access your e-mail from any-

where you can get on the

Internet." he added.

Although the sole reliance on

web-mail is new to Longwood,

this is the third year that

Longwood has required students

to register for classes online.

Before implementing the current

registration system, students were

required to stand outside the reg-

istrar's office and wait in line.

"Kids used to camp out in

sleeping bags, just to get the

classes they wanted." said

Longwood Registrar Alicia Knox.

When the University first pur-

chased the software from

SunGard SCT Corporation four

years ago, a pilot test was run on

some Longwood student employ-

ees who responded well to the

system. The system was then

opened to business students to

register for their classes online.

TUTION conty p.l

compared to Longvw>od's 9. At

the similarly sized University of

Mary Washington, overall

tuition rose only 7.1 percent

for the coming year.

The number of admitted

fireshman also rose this year to

an estimated 980 students, an

11 percent increase over last

year's 880.

"We actually have the

biggest class we've ever enlist-

ed and enrolled" Longwood

president Patricia Cormier

reported in her annual "State

of The University" speech last

month, according to the

Farmville Herald.

The university's dorms will

be 100 percent occupied this

year. Dr. Cormier said, with

2,509 students living on cam-

pus. Althou^ such a high

occupancy rate requires the

imposing of "ttiples"-rooms

which hold three students, as

opposed to the usual two-Dt

Cormier insisted every effort

to had been made to house

that those students in "some

of our bigger rooms."

Longwood's strategic plan

calls for the raising of

enrolled students from its

present number to 5,000 by

2007. For the 2004-2005

school year, undergrad enroll-

ment is expected to reach

3,700, with total enrollment

teaching 4,300. Longwood's

dramatic growth is outpacing

the rest of the state.

Spring Break 2005

Travel with STS, America's #1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com

They too responded well but sug-

gested that the system give better

instructions to those using in

order to make it easier to navigate.

Knox also said that there

haven't been any major com-

plaints from Longwood students

besides the daily hours that the

system doesn't operate for batch

processing. SunGard also

responded to the same complaint

from other schools using this

same system and will soon be

offering an upgraded version of

WIN system available for use in

the Spring of 2005 at an estimat-

ed cost of $6 million.

. Not only does the WIN system

deal with registration, it also con-

ducts the majority of financial aid

business and student account

information.

It allows students to review any

hold flags that may restrict them

from registration without going to

the registrar's office and student

cashiering. Yet students still don't

seem to be able to keep up with

their financial aid information by

simply using this system.

Because of limited access to

the Internet and numerous other

reasons some students are having

trouble with scholarship and loan

information. Student web-mail

and the WIN system go hand in

hand, in that WIN alerts are sent

to students via web-mail notify-

ing them of any billing or regis-

tration business that has or needs

to be conducted.

Freshman Kathryn Brann, a

physical education major, lost a

portion of money won in schol-

arships due to a late response to

an e-mail sent to her from fman-

cial aid because she had limited

Internet access over the summer

months.

"I think it's very important to

be personal with students when it

comes to things like financial aid,

especially when many of us do

not know the ends and outs of

such things," said Brann.

Sophomore transfer student

and Liberal Studies major, Lauren

Gilkey had trouble accepting

some of her financial aid awards.

"I accepted [my financial aid

awards] on the WIN system dien

a week later it said I still hadn't

accepted them," said Gilkey.

Although she had trouble correct-

ing these problems through the

WIN system or over the phone,

once she visited the financial aid

office, her problems were quickly

corrected.

"They did a great job handling

it once I went in and talked to

them." she added.

"There are always problems in

such cases, there is a learning

curve," said Knox.

Although the communication

and WIN system have their appar-

ent problems it appears that they

offer just as many conveniences as

well.

Being able to check grades,

drop or add classes, get an un-

official transcript, and handle

financial aid issues, to name a few,

at the click of a button has, when

used correctiy, become quite valu-

able to many Longwood students.

Education Receives NCATE Accreditation for 50tli Year
Brette Lawrence

Asst. News Editor

The National Council for

Accreditation of Teacher

Education (NCATE) has award-

ed Longwood University's

Education program its accredita-

tion for the 50th consecutive

year.

The council has awarded

Longwood this accreditation

every year that it has been in exis-

tence, making it one of the char-

ter members of the organization.

NCATE is a professional organi-

zation that is designed to help have received all of the training

teachers obtain and maintain the that the organization deems nec-

highest standards. They review all essary to be a successftil class-

teachers who will work in the room teacher, who is well able to

preschool through 12th grade manage and teach a class. Another

level in hopes that every student benefit of attending an accredited

will have a knowledgeable, profi- school is that Virginia has a pro-

cient teacher.

Attending a University that has

an accredited education program

is important for several reasons.

Many school districts look much

gram of "license reciprocity" with

40 other states in the country.

To a teacher, this means that

they will not need to have training

to receive a new license should

more favorably on hiring teachers they move to a state that is

that attended an accredited uni- involved in this agreement,

versity.

Additionally, it means that they See EDUCATION p.6

Calendar of Workshops & Events for September 2004

To attend workshops/programs with the Career Center in person (Lancaster

1 39), by phone (395.2063) or email
(
career(a),longwood .edu

)

SIGN UP IS REQUIRED

Please call x 2063 or email career@longwood.edu to reserve your spot!

All events will be held in the Career Center unless otherwise noted

SEE CALENDER (PAGE 5) FOR ALL DATES AND EVENTS
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7tldaif ike I Oik

LP Movie: Shrek 2

ABC Rooms

7:30 p.m.

Karaoke

Lancer Cafe

9:30 p.m.

'tmbdaif ike I4tk

Information Table:

U.S. Marine Corps

Dining Hall Lobby

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Resume & Cover

Letter Writing

HinerlOl

7 p.m.

Satiitdjcuf ike I Itk

Comics: Tanmiy Pescatelli

& John Heffron

Jarman Auditorium

9:00 p.m.

Sundaif tke I2tk

WMLU Meeting

Hiner Auditorium

9:00 p.m.

WQdna5(Lif tke 15ik 'Ikuudaij ike 1 6ik

Infomiation Table:

U.S. Marine Corps

Dining Hall Lobby

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Information Table:

Virginia State Police

Dining Hall Lobby

10 a.m. - 1 p.m.

Mondaif ike I3ik

*Resume & Cover

Letter Writing

Hiner 101

4 p.m.

Indicates that the workshops,

resume reviews or mock interviews

are facilitated by employers.

Did you work on your high school newspaper?

Do you want the freedom to write your mind about

Longwood or the world around you?

The Rotunda is an awesome place to help build

your skills and even possibly get credit while doing it!

To find out more about about how you can join,

come to the Rotunda office in the basement of the Student

Union, 9:15 p.m., Monday nights

^bere you belong

^beck it out:

^bursday

7:30 p.m. in tbe

5(melia ^om

Lancer Productions Presents
Last Comic Standing Tour

featuring

Winner John Heffron A Finalist Tammy Pescatelli

Saturday, September 11 @ 9:00pm

Jarman Auditorium

FREE fcN* Lor^ood Students (w/student Ib)ll

$5 for Faculty/Staff A Nort-LU students;

$10 for &eneral Pubh'c

Tickets available at the Jarman Box Office (395-2474)
LU students can pick up tickets beginning Friday, Sept. 10 from 2-4pm. You must have your student ID to

pick up tickets AND have at the night of event***

For more information, contact lox\ce,r Productions @ 395-2110, or wwwJongwood.edu/lp

**
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Irritating Vocals Wreck Second

EarshotAlbum
Joe Amaral

U-Win

When it comes to alternative

metal, most bands in the genre

sing about the same cliche mate-

rial: getting over drug abuse,

recovering from a hard relation-

ship and living a difficult life.

The style is depressing and

has been done to death.

Earshot, which released its

second album "Two," is another

example of a band trying to

express its sorrowful feelings.

Earshot is made up of Wil

Martin (vocals/ guitar), Scott

Kohler (guitar), Mike Callahan

(guitar), Johnny Sprague (bass)

and Chas Stumbo (drums).

The band likes to express its

feeling by playing hard metal to

vent its anger.

This venting of frustration

does nothing for the band.

Martin's lyrics are weak and he

sings about the same depressing

material on almost every track.

Martin should have livened up

the album by singing about

something positive, but instead

he ruins the songs with his

depressing lyrics.

On "Nice to Feel the Sun,"

Earshot has a cool guitar feed-

back sound in the background,

but the effort is ruined with

Martin's weak lyrics and off-beat

vocals.

This is unfortunate because

this song is one of the few

Earshot songs that have uplift-

ing lyrics.

"Fall Apart" is another exam-

ple of the cliche lyrics that have

been heard dozens of times.

Martin whines, "All my life,

I've done nothing but hide from

myself"

These lyrics are typical on

most of the album m
and can be annoying

after a while.

Martin's vocals arc

decent at best and

Earshot stinks at

playing its instru-

ments.

The band's three

guitarists should not

be needed on any of

the songs when one

guitarist is capable of

doing all guitar parts.

"Tongue-Tied" is awful and

it sounds like someone is trying

to clear his throat in the back-

ground when the band sings

the chorus.

What does work for the

band is its good vocal har-

monies, especially on "Down."

Once again, the effort is

killed with Martin's mediocre

vocals and repetitive, dark

lyrics.

Martin is downright irritating

on "Again," when he extends

the lyrics by singing, "Need to

find my way back home

agaaaaaaaaiiiinnn."

"Control" is by far the worst

song and it portrays Earshot at

its most annoying.

Martin screams his hardest

on the chorus, and the only

redeeming quality of the song

is that it ends.

The one good song on the

album is the ballad "Should've

Been There."

The song is pleasant because

it actually has positive lyrics and

one does not have to listen to

Stumbo's putrid drumming.

Martin's vocals are also very

controlled, which makes the lis-

ten easier.

Earshot's "Two" is a

mediocre to poor effort

because it offers nothing new

lyrically or musically.

"Two" is boring and is not

recommended listening for

someone ki a depressed mood.

Let's just say that one will

feel even worse after listening

to Earshot.

Earshot's name should be a

warning alone to a listener,

because anyone listening will

definitely take a "shot" in the

"ear.

Transitional Housing and Overcrowding: Telling Signs of Longwood's

"Hope and Cope" Housing

j on^ue in (^neek
By: Ellie Woodruff

EDUCATION cont'd p.l

NCATE wants to ensure that teachers

have all the necessary training and licensures

that are required before they arc able to teach

in a classroom.

The accreditation process requires sub-

stantial internal and external review on the

University's program.

First the University must show that their

"graduates are meeting the highest standards

for best practice in education," according to

Dr. Betty jo Simmons, who is co-coordinat-

ing the celebration with Dr. Frank Howe.

In addition to that, a team of reviewers

must oversee what each of the programs are

doing and come to check the school out in

person.

On September 17th, Longwood will com-

mence the celebration of reaching the 50

year mark of having an NCATE accredited

program.

Only four universities in Virginia have

this honor. The festivities will com-

mence with a reception held for individ-

uals who have played an important role

in Longwood obtaining this honor.

On Saturday, September 18th, the

Secretary of Education, the Honorable

Belle S. Wheelen will speak at sympo-

sium to be held in the Orr Auditorium in

HuU.

Other events that will be held tiiat day

include discussions with current students

in the department as well as longwood

University alumni who have completed

the Liberal Studies program.

Also, there will be a ceremony at the

end of the day at which time a plaque

will be presented by the current presi-

dent of NCATE, Art Wise, to celebrate

the 50 years of accreditation that

Longwood has obtained.

The Orientation Leaders and
members of S.ELA.Li.

ivelcome the Class of 2008 to

Longivood University!
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Longwood Alum Serve as Peace Corps Volunteers

Sara Johnston

Peace Corp Representative

ARLINGTON, Va., August 1,

2004- Susan "Sue" Hart, the

daughter of Olney residents Ken

and Sandy Hart, has been

accepted into the Peace Corps.

She departed for the Kingdom

of Tonga on July 8 to train and

serve as a youth development

volunteer.

A substantial part of her serv-

ice will include coordinating and

facilitating activities with commu-

nity youth groups and building

environmental awareness.

A 2000 graduate of Magruder

High School in Rockville, Hart

continued her education at

Longwood University in

Farmville, Va.

There she earned a Bachelor of

Science degree in therapeutic

recreation with minors in psy-

chology and outdoor education

in 2004.

No stranger to outdoor educa-

tion, Hart has worked with

S.O.A.R. (Success Oriented

Achievement Realized) in North

Carolina, attended National

Outdoor Leadership School, and

shared her love for the outdoors

and environment as Longwood

University's Outdoors Club pres-

ident.

She hopes Peace Corps will

allow her share her love of nature

with yoimg people while feeding

her sense of adventure and desire

to help others.

A photograph of Sue Hart is

available upon request; please

contact Sara Johnston at

(202)692-1050 or at sjohn-

ston@peacecorps.gov. for more

information.

Sue Hart joins the 40

Longwood College graduates

who have served in the Peace

Corps since the agency was

established in 1961.

Today 5 graduates of

Longwood, including Hart, are

working in places such as El

Salvador, Fiji, Thailand and

Dominican Republic.

James Mayers (Class of 1989)

and two other graduates of the

college will soon be departing for

Peace Corps assignments over-

seas.

Peace Corps volunteers must

be U.S. citizens, at least 18 years

of age, and be able to commit to

two years of service. For more

information on the Peace Corps,

you can visit their official website

at www.peacecorps.gov.

Sara Johnston

Peace Corp Representatit>e

ARLINGTON, Va., July 28,

2004- After 13 years working

with the military' as a civilian engi-

neer, James Mayers is preparing

to serve in a different way.

Mayers, the son of

Fredericksburg residents Ixo and

Shirley Mayers, has been accepted

into the Peace Corps.

He will depart for Bulgaria on

August 8 to train and serve as an

environmental, non-governmen-

tal organization (NGO) volun-

teer.

In his assignment, Mayers will

work with community members

on a range of environmental

efforts.

A 1985 graduate of Bishop

Dennis
J.
O'Connell High School

in Arlington, Mayers earned a

bachelor's degree in" physics from

Longwood College in Farmville,

Va. in 1989.

He then went on to Old

Dominion University in Norfolk

where he earned a second bache-

lor's in electrical engineering in

1991.

For the past 8 years, Mayers

has worked as a civilian engineer

for the U.S. Marine Corps in

Quantico where he received the

Superior Civilian Service award

during 2000-2002.

Prior to that, he spent five

years with the Department of

the Na\7 in Arlington.

Mayers has always maintained

a volunteer spirit. For the past

four years, he worked as a volun-

teer and mentor at Wide Water

Elementary School in Stafford

and more recendy as a volunteer,

ESL (English as a Second

Language) tutor at Regional

Adult Education Planning,

District 16 in Spotsylvania.

He was attracted to Peace

Corps because it provides an

opportunity to serve and fully

experience another culture while

still providing the security of an

organized agency.

He hopes his service will make

a difference among Americans as

well, "I [will] share my experi-

ence with other Americans

thereby providing them with

another perspective."

For more information, contact

James Mayers direcdy at

(703)371-4956 before he

departs in August.

A photograph is also available

upon request, please contact

sjohnston@peacecorps.gov.

Mayers joins the more than

5,400 Virginia residents, of all

ages, who have served in the

Peace Corps since the agency was

established in 1961.

Today 278 Virginians are work-

ing in places such as Kenya,

Belize, Uzbekistan and Nepal.

Fift\'-five more have accepted

assignments are planning to

depart this summer and fall.

Over 170,000 volunteers have

served in 137 countries since the

Peace Corps was established in

1961.

Today, over 7,500 volunteers

serve in programs to address busi-

ness development, health and

HIV/AIDS, the environment,

education, agriculmre and infor-

mation technology.

The 2004 Orientation Leaders would

like to thank the following faculty

members for serving as 2004

Faculty Orientation Leaders. We
really enjoyed working with you, and

thank you for helping to inspiring the

Class of 2008!:

Dr. Pam Tracy

Dr. Larissa Smith

Dr. Sharon Gaunt

Dr. Frank Howe
Dr. Anthony Palombella

Mr. Guillermo Gray

Dr. Wade Edwards

Dr. Melissa Zwick

Dr. Greg Salyer

Dr. Pam Arkin

Dr. Scott Cole

Dr. Lucinda Sinclair

Dr. David Coles
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Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

Today marks the filling of a void

left in many sports fans ever since

the Patriots second breath-taking

Super Bowl Victory. Kickoff

begins at nine on ABC with a

AFC Championship rematch as

the Colts travel to take on the

Patriots.

AFC East: Obviously the

Patriots are the favorite to repeat

, but the Ravens are the only

Super Bowl Champions in the last

three years to make the playoffs

the next year. The addition of

Cory Dillon puts a great player in

New England's worst position

while their biggest competition in

Miami lost their running game

when Ricky Williams retired,

sending them to the cellar of the

east. With the talent in Buffalo

and the additions of Justin

McCareins and Jonathan Vilma in

New York, the Jets and Bills will

battie it out for second place.

AFC North: The Ravens are

the only team in this division to

finish with a winning record and

if Jamal Lewis can make every

game they are the most likely

repeat division champs. The

Browns have improved on

offense with Jeff Garcia and

Kellen Winslow enough to move

up to challenge the now Carson

Palmer led Bengals. Meanwhile

the lack-luster Steelers will be

moving in the Bengals old spot in

the division's basement.

AFC South: Ever since this

division formed it's been Titans

versus Colts for the top spot, and

things don't look like they are

going to change much this year.

But with teams losing playmakers

like Eddie George, Jevon Kearse,

and Marcus Washington the gap

between these two giants and the

up-and-coming David Carr

manned Texans is beginning to

close. If Byron Leftwich contin-

ues to improve, this quarterback

heavy division could become one

of the strongest air divisions in

recent memory.

AFC West: As long as you've

got LaDainian Tomlinson you

don't need an offensive line,

right? That's what the Chargers

are betting starting the season

with only one player that started

more than half the season last

review
year. If they are wrong they

might have to fight off the elder-

ly Raiders for the number one

pick next year. On the other side

of the division, Champ Bailey

shutting off half of Mile High

Stadium and a new 1,000 yard

rusher the Broncos might just

might challenge the Chiefs. If

not expect Trent Green to finally

be recognized a top quarterback

in the NFL.

NFC East: If the Eagles fail

to reach the Super Bowl with the

addition of Jevon Kearse and

Terrell Owens and the return of

Hugh Douglas and Jeremiah

Trotter the city of Philadelphia

just might spontanously com-

bust. After many years of patient

waiting those Redskins-Cowboys

games will finally mean some-

thing again as both teams will

compete for second place in the

division and a playoff spot. The

only reason to watch Giants

football this year is to see when

Eli Manning gets handed the

starting job.

NFC North: As long as Brett

Favre has a green and yellow uni-

form on the Packers are always

going to be the favorite to win

the division. The Vikings should

easily fit into second place, but it

wouldn't be uncharacteristic for

them underachieve themselves to

die bottom of die NFL. The

Lions should break their away

losing streak this year after draft-

ing Kevin Jones and Roy

Williams and could find them-

selves out of the basement only

due to how horrific the Bears are.

Chicago can only go as far as

their defense takes them after

trading the only respectable

offensive skill player, receiver

Marty Booker for Miami's defen-

sive end Adewale Ogunleye.

NFC South: Carolina has all

the talent and strategy needed for

another division title but expect

the nm to be a little tighter diis

year. Michael Vick is undoubted-

ly the NFL's best athlete as well

as one of its most inaccurate

quarterbacks. However if he

finds success in Jim Mora's new

West Coast offense he could

solidify himself as true MVP
material. If his cousin, Aaron

Brooks, and the rest of the Saints

can actually play as good as they

really are for 16 games they could

TakeMe Out To tke Ball Game
Kyle Martin

Sttg Writer

WTien is it possible to travel to a

Major League Baseball game

for under 20 bucks? On
September 11, the Lankford

Student Union will sponsor the

first off-campus trip of the

school year: a visit to Baltimore,

Maryland. Students participat-

ing in the trip will get to see the

Baltimore Orioles play against

the New York Yankees at

Camden Yards, as well as a

chance to see the harbor, the

aquarium, and the ESPN Zone.

The only charge for the trip

is $15 to cover the price of the

baseball game ticket. The

Student Union made the trip

affordable by covering the

expense of an Abbott Trailways

bus for participants.

Due to the low price, the

Student Union quickly sold out

the 47 spaces available for the trip

with 25 candidates on a waiting

list. Jeff Gore, Operations

Manager for Student Union and

Involvement, was impressed with

the interest for the trip.

"Judging from the response,

it's something we would like to

make an annual event, possibly a

tradition at Longwood," Gore

said. He also notes that the New
York Yankees' success and popu-

larity added to the draw of the

game. Gore mentioned the pos-

sibility of a trip later this fall to

Washington, D.C. to visit the

Smithsonian Museum and the

zoo at an estimated cost of $6..50

for students.

Due to the response for the

baseball trip, Susan Sullivan,

The Director of Student Union

and Activities, stated, "\X'e've

been able to plan a trip for

April and allow anybody on the

wait list that wasn't able to go

first dibs on the April Trip. We
won't know about the spring

trip until Major League Baseball

publishes their 2005 season

schedule."

Sullivan does have advice for

students interested in future

trips. "It is important for stu-

dents to teU us what they would

like to do," Sullivan said. Those

who have suggestions for

future off-campus trips can e-

mail the Lankford Student

Union at the address: lank-

ford@Iongwood.edu.

fmd themselves in the Super Bowl

, but in reality they will edge out

the Buccanners who only have

nine Roll-time starters returning

from last season.

NFC West: Remember years

ago when Jerry Rice went to

Oakland and Steve Young called

it quits? How quickly the Niners

came back with a CFL refugee

and a brash new young receiver?

No, Tim Rattay and Brandon

Lloyd aren't Jeff Garcia and TO.
but they will make them better

than Denny Green's Cardinals.

And even though on the decline,

the explosive yet sometime blun-

dering Rams offense just might

put them in position to challenge

the Seahawks.

Dark-Horse: Even if you're

not a Gibbs fan, an improved

backfield and upgraded front

seven definitely have Washington

fans dreaming of the Gibbster

raising another Lombardi.

Bust: The Jaguars are the most

over-hyped team this season mak-

ing everyone's dark-horse list, but

too much depends on Byron

Leftwich and a new look defense.

Breakthrough Player: Phillip

Rivers hold-out gave the Drew
Brees the starting job in San

Diego. If he continues his pre-

season form Brees could turn this

franchise around.

Super Bowl: Kansas City over

Philadelphia. Both cities erupt in

riots as Dick Vermeil quiedy

weeps like a little girl.

Field Hockey EarnsWin #1
Sports Information

The Longwood University field

hockey team got a goal and an

assist from freshman Cristin

Newbold/Norfolk, Va.

(Maury) to help propel the

Lancers to a 2-0 victory over

Georgetown University (0-3) at

Crenshaw Field in Richmond

this afternoon. Longwood (1-

2), who earned its first victory

of the season, wUl be back in

action Sunday September 12

when they travel to play

Virginia Commonwealth.

Game time is slated for 1:00

p.m.

The Lancers got on board

sixteen minutes into the contest

when junior Alexis

Ramey/Westminster, Calif

(Marina) found Newbold on

the left wing, Newbold con-

trolled the ball and beat Hoya

goalkeeper sophomore Abby
Winer to give Longwood the 1-0

advantage.

The Lancers held strong for

the rest of the first half and

were able to get an insurance

goal at the 63:18 mark of the

second half when Newbold

slipped a pass to freshman Mary

Freeman/Fredericksburg, Va.

(Stafford) who then scored her

first coUc^ate goal

Longwood finished with 22

shots, including 10 on goal,

while Georgetown was limited

to five shots on goal. Senior

goalkeeperjulie
Patterson/Esmont, Va.

(Monticello) finished the day

with five saves, while Winer

made eight saves for

Georgetown.

QUICK HITS

Records:

Field Hockey 1-2
Men's Soccer 0-3
Women's Soccer 0-4

Home Games Tkis

Week
None

Plaijers of tke

Week
Field Hockey
Chrlstin Newbold, 1

Goal,1 Assist

Men's Soccer

Alex Lubinsky, 1 goal

Women's Soccer

Anne Whitmore, 10

saves
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SGA Predicts Smootker

Organization Approval
Improvedbudget process, aew website cited as turning poin ts

Shawn Garrett

News Editor

Current organization presidents,

treasurers, and students attempt-

ing to start new organizations will

find SGA's approval process con-

siderably less infuriating and

obscure this year. At least that's

the hope of SGA Treasurer Jon

MUler, who addressed the first

Council of Organizations at

Longwood (COOL) meeting

Tuesday night.

"We're working for you,"

Miller said to the more than 25

student club and organization

leaders in the Student Union's

Lankford Ballroom. "It's a give

and take process," said Miller,

adding that he understood the

serious negative not having a

budget can have.

ed it," said Miller. "There was no

budget template, out of date

instructions on spending money,

no bylaws and generally poor

English -throughout."

According to Miller, the old

packet was a rough draft that was

never improved upon until now.

The new packets have been

made clearer and, though much

was added, Miller says the con-

tract has also been simplified.

Clearer rules and outlines are

expected to make the approval

process much easier.

Lee French, former president

of both the Audiovisual

Communication Technology

(ACT) club and the Outdoor

club, welcomed the news of a

more organization-friendly

process. "I found the old SGA
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Students use the

newly installed

workstations in

Green wood
Library. Such use

might become
necessaryfor stu-

dents blocked

from Longwood's

network.

Photo

Dill

by Scott

Students Now Responsitle for

Continued Internet Access

Student Organizations At-A-Glance:
The tx>tal 33^ budget is en file at the 33>i of fkB. It

cxjies directly fnm the $80.50 student activity fee

ass'essed of most Longwood students.

Projected 2004-2005 Budget: $644,000

($375,000 already earmarked)

: Tcp Five /improved Radgets as of 9/16/04:
' Lancer Productions; $171,375

Mortar Board: $63,687

WMLU: $51,010

Seal: $34,122.93

SGA: $25,400

difficult to work with," said Lee,

citing problems with poor com-

munication and unclear require-

ments.

James Barber, current presi-

dent of ACT seconded French's

observation, adding that, under

the old system, it was difficult to

get started.

"Three years ago, ACT didn't

even exist," said Barber, who is

impressed with the new turn the

approval process has taken.

The procedure for any organ-

i2adoii, old or new, is essentially

threefold.

First, a pro^sective organiza-

Miller explained the basic steps

toward creation and what organi-

zations can expect when called

upon to defend their budget

requests. Afterward, there was a

Q and A session where he

addressed specific concerns and

myths concerning the approval

process. Also announced was a

new SGA website, wwwlucon-

nect.com.

A highlight of the budget

process this year is a revamped

budget packet, the informational

set of guidelines and instructions

given to every prospective organ-

ization.

The old budget packet was a

lot less developed when I inherit- See SGA p. 4

Ashley Dow
Staff Writer

While most students spent their

summer break working, studying,

and laying out by the pool free of

the stresses of coUege life, it is

doubtful many thought about

updating the software on their

computers.

Upon return to campus, some

students were denied Internet

access. Angry, they called their

Resident Technology Assistant

seeking help. What they learned

was they had been kicked off of

the university's network because

their computer was infected with

a virus.

This was not the first time

many students' computers were

infected. A year ago, over half of

the campus computers were

infected with the "blaster worm"

virus. Since then the Help Desk

has seen a rise in the amount of

computers infected with various

viruses. If there are a lot of virus-

es on the network, the system will

slow down and eventually crash.

Most students who were

kicked off quickly learned that,

had they updated their McAfee

antivirus software and ran

Windows updates regularly, they

could have prevented their com-

puter firom being infected. "When

the network administrator sees

something that could violate the

netvrark, the student is cut off,"

said Kim Redford, Director of

User Support Services. "If the

student was not cut off, the net-

work could potentially shut

down."

Last semester the Help Desk

provided every student on cam-

pus with a three-fold pamphlet

outlining how to run these

updates. The pamphlet was slid

under every campus residence

door. To the disappointment of

the Help Desk most of the pam-

phlets were seen in residence hall

trashcans later that day. In an

effort to remind students to run

the updates before returning to

campus this fall, two fliers were

sent to students this summer

detailing how to run the updates.

"We thought by educating stu-

dents we would have less prob-

lems but we did not. This past

spring semester was awful for the

help desk," said Redford. "We

were spending most of our time

tracking down students who had

infected computers. We decided

that the only way to get students

to listen was to establish a policy"

This summer representatives

from the help desk, campus

administration developed a poli-

cy designed to get students to

take a greater responsibility for

the care and updating of their

computers. Student Government

Association President Alicia

Moody then reviewed the new

policy. The Network Violations

policy consists of three offenses

with the third resulting in judicial

charges.

The first offense occurs when

the student is identified by the

network administrator for having

a virus on his or her computer.

As a result, the student's Internet

access is temporarily denied and

he or she will have to download

or update McAfee and Windows.

RTAs will work with the student

to clean spyware and run updates.

Upon the first offense, students

must sign a confirmation letter

saying they have received infor-

mation on how to update their

computer.

If a student's computer is

infected a second time, his or her

computer must be brought to the

Help Desk for re-imaging. This

will cost the student 35 dollars an

hour in labor charges. The stu-

dent will loose Internet access for

five days after the re-imaging is

completed. If a smdent has a

non-Dell laptop or desktop it will

take longer to be re-imaged.

The third time a student's

computer is found by the admin-

istrator to be infected, the student

is denied access to the network

for a minimum of five days and

referred to the Office of Honor

and Judicial Programs for viola-

tion of the Acceptable Use of

Technology policy as outlined

See INTERNET p. 4
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Words from tke Editor: Overseas and Here at Home
I've tried to

not write

about the

war, but I

guess I can't

ignore it for-

ever.

My thoughts have been heavy

about this since my phone rang

last week. As usual, I ignored the

call (because I'm a stellar friend).

So the phone beeps. Message. I

check it (unusual. Again, stellar

friend). It's my friend Topher

telling me that I must call him

back. He always says that. I never

do. But I'm bored, so I do.

"I got my medical waiver," he

tells me.

I don't know what to say to

him. Not unlike over the summer,

when he took my best friend and

me aside.

"I'm thinking about joining the

Army," he said.

Stef and I blanked. "Do
what?" we asked.

But he tells us how he needs a

medical waiver, and he's not sure

he can get it. As the son of an

Army man, Topher also says he

feels a need to defend our coun-

try. I guess I can understand

that. But it doesn't mean I'm not

scared for him. And a little

weary. Enlisting isn't always the

best \kay to join the services.

We talked to his mom.
"Maybe he'll get off his ass

now," she said.

But then we dismissed it. The

topic was dropped, and we went

about our merry collegiate ways.

Until he called me last week.

And then he called me again

Tuesday night.

"I'm unofficially officially in

the Army," he says. "I leave

December 30. Just thought you

should be the first to know."

"What does Mom think

about this?"

"She's mad; she won't talk to

me.

Oh. I guess she had dis-

missed the topic as well.

Topher is the first friend of

mine to sign up for the service.

I have several friends at the

Academies, but I tend to dis-
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count them, as there is no immedi-

ate danger.

Being the person that I am, I say

the first thing that comes to my
mind.

"Aren't you afraid to die?"

This makes him angry. "Amy,

how long have you known me?" he

asks.

Since we were fifteen. When his

dad was transferred here from

Kansas. When he was shorter than

I was. When my mom asked me,

"What's a Topher?" When he

dated my friends, and we smdied

trig in his kitchen. When Mom
made us brownies to encourage

our studying. When our entire lives

were ahead of us. When the

biggest decision we had to make

was whether or not to spend

Friday night at Silver Diner.

"I've never been scared of any-

thing before," he says. "Why would

I start now? If it's my rime to die,

it's my time to die."

Admirable, but this is bigger

than before. This is bigger than

strawberry milkshakes and cheese

fries and bad movies and sidewalk

chalk and driving in the middle of

the night.

I think of Mom and the poem
we read the day before in Dr.

Challender's class. The only

Whitman poem I can even half

take to heart. The only Whitman

poem to ever make me cry. Part of

the last stanza of "Come Up from

the Fields Father":

"But the mother needs to be

better.

She with thin form presendy drest

in black.

By day her meals untouch'd, then

at night fitfully sleeping, often

waking

In the midnight waking, weeping,

longing with one deep

longing..."

Mom is a mom to all of us, and

to see her worry and hurt over her

son makes us all worry and hurt

as well.

I know all of this is kind of

dramatic of me. But it makes me

think about how hard it hits me,

and I think about all of those

before us. In times like World

War II and Vietnam when every-

one had their nearest and dearest

overseas, often against their will.

But here is my good friend, put-

ting his life on the line on pur-

pose. The single most adult,

mature, and scary decision to

date, especially as we watch the

1000th man go down in a place

° that used to seem so far away.

But I have faith that if anyone

can do this, it's Topher. And for

that, I wish him the best.

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief

Taking a Stand Against Longwood Values
J. Lamont Brand

Guest Writer

I have discovered at least two

things as a student here at

Longwood.

First, that a GPA and an educa-

tion are not necessarily synony-

mous. They are not totally anti-

thetical, but there is much less

overlap than one would assume.

Second, that there is only so

much time available in a class, and

that all questions, no matter how
on or off topic, take up that valu-

able time.

Therefore, I have made two res-

olutions starting this year.

First Resolution: GPA is much
more important than learning.

Anything that has to be done to

get the holy 4.0 comes first. Before

learning the material, before

events on campus, before my own
ego, before anything else at all.

Secondly, diat regardless of the

seriousness or topicality of any

questions or comments, I will try

to withhold diem so as not to "dis-

tract" the class or the professor.

Unfortunately, I have two pet

peeves that drive me to frenzy. The
first is roll call.

I understand that the Lancaster

building wants to know that seats

are being kept warm so that some

kind of attendance record may be

kept. However, I find it demeaning

to have to chirp a cheerful, "Here

teacher" like a six-year-old.

The traditional students are

used to it; they have been treated

as children for the last twelve

years. Perhaps diey should know
they are legal adults now.

My second pet peeve is The

Pledge. When I first arrived here, I

was treated to a show of people in

funny robes passing a candle back

and forth while chanting a ritual.

In addition to the amusing

show, I was given a card widi the

Honor Code on it^ which I signed.

Now, every time I "pledge" a

paper, I feel that I am being called

a liar. Didn't I sign this once and

for all at the start of my
Longwood career?

Let me explain this in simple

terms. Either I am honest and

would not cheat on a paper or else

I am a cheater. In either case the

Pledge is irrelevent.

Whenever a professor demands

that I pledge a paper, he is either

insulting my honesty or insulting

my intelligence.

The flashpoint came the other

day when my own resolutions

conflicted.

I have found myself incapable

of answering roll without barking

"HERE!" in anger, so I simply sit

quiedy until the professor looks

up and sees me sitting there.

I was sitting in class while the

roll was being taken and gritting

my teeth through the whole

humiliating process when my
name was called.

The professor glanced up and

then said, "Please answer when I

call your name, so I don't have to

look up."

I had to leave class at that

point since I was too furious to

not be truly disruptive.

I would have been unable to

avoid asking, "Do you under-

stand how indolent that makes

you sound? Are you too lethargic

to lift your head?"

So from this day on, if you call

my name you will hear nothing.

If you do not look up you will

not see me and you might mark

me absent.

You may do this seven times in

a row and fail me from the

course, GPA be damned.

I will still be diere, trying to

learn the material. If you would

like, think of it as an audit of the

course.

Secondly, I am refusing to

pledge another paper.

If you automatically give

zeroes to non-pledged papers,

than do as you must.

Report me to the Honor

Board if that is what you think

best.

> As the Yale graduates so

recendy in the news have a habit

of saying, "Bring it On!"
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Captain Sea s: Wkere are mv) Keys?
Whitney Mercer

hongwood Student

Captain Sea's Seafood

Restaurant located at 1506

South Main Street looked like

an interesting change of pace

for a group of nine adults and

two children this past Saturday

night. We could hardly tell that

the restaurant was open, due

to the lack of activity as we

entered the front door. There

were six parties in the front

dining room. No more than

20-25 guests (including our

party) were being waited on.

It took ten minutes for any

cheerful member of Sea's

Crew to come to our table and

ask what we would like to

drink.

After waiting another 12-15

minutes, we finally received

our 8 waters, a pink lemonade,

and a Mountain Dew. As we

sat there with no silverware or

straws we amused ourselves by

watching the waiting staff

walk lazily about the dining

room, passing un-bused tables,

needy customers, and people

who still had not been greeted.

Our amusement quickly

turned to disgust. It was now

8:10 pm. There was no food

on our table and as we were

about to eat the napkins in

front of us or storm out in

frustration, and head to La

Parota, our server dished out 4

orders of crab legs, and a crab

cake dinner.

Two of the crab leg dinners

had no fries, nor coleslaw, one

had no hushpuppies, and the

recipient of the crab cake din-

ner, never ordered a crab cake

dinner.

A member of our party

went to the hostess stand and

spoke with the manager on

duty about our unsatisfactory

service thus far. When told

that only half our party

received their meals over this

long waiting time, and that

those dinners were missing

some of the side items, the manag-

er hastily asked, "And?" as if our

complaint was meaningless.

So, 8 minutes later, two more

people had their meals in front of

them, and 10 minutes after that two

more people had their meals (The

seafood platter was clearly request-

ed to be broiled, yet came out

fried). The chicken finger appetiz-

er for the 3 year old came out last.

But, here's the kicker. As half of

us are blankly staring at our

"pound" of crab legs, our server so

kindly enlightens us that Captain

Sea's doesn't have any crab leg

crackers.

"Well, how nice, maybe we can

just gnaw the shells off?" I thought

to myself At this point, we just

wanted to get our check and leave.

However, we thought we'd do

the polite thing and eat the food

that Captain Sea's had so efficientiy

prepared for us.

Our checks were brought to us,

separated by couple. But of

course, there was a problem.

The customer whom received

the crab cake dinner when he had

ordered a crab cake sandwich was

charged $10 more than what he

expected and at the bottom of the

check a tip had been included.

We asked to see the manager,

again. After we realized that in this

restaurant, the customer is never

right, we got up to pay the checks.

We walked by the same un-bused

tables with the same food on them

that had been there when we

entered 2 hours earlier.

I'm not one to leave a restaurant

table with no tip upon it because

I've been there, yet a 20-25% tip

that had been so kindly added to

each of our checks wasn't rightful-

ly deserved.

If our server had shown any

enthusiasm or interest in our well-

being or hunger while we "dined"

at Captain Sea's I would have left

the affixed amount, yet that dinner

I had just sat through was one of

the most unappetizing, drawn out,

and downright annoying experi-

ences I've ever had.

We requested the owner's name

and number, and the manager's

name that was on duty that night.

Our party continued to pay the

checks, refusing to acknowledge

the attached gratuity, while I took

the 3 year old to the restroom to

wash up.

My boyfriend grabbed my purse

from under my seat and I met him

at his car, not knowing at the time

that my keys remained on the table.

Later that night, as I searched

for my car keys, I realized the hor-

rible truth. My keys were left in

the hands of those who had

"served?" us earlier.

I raced to the restaurant only to

find the restaurant closed. I tossed

and turned all night, freighting

over these keys.

The apartment complex that I

live in charges for lost bedroom

and apartment keys and a hefty fee

for an unreturned electric club-

house key.

As of now, I have called twice

and stopped by in person once to

Captain Sea's Seafood Restaurant.

Everyone I have spoken too

casually brushed me off as if they

cared less, except the hostess I left

my name and number with when I

showed up in person on Sunday

afternoon.

All 9 adults that accompanied

me on that Saturday night can bare

witness to the fact that my keys

were used as an entertainment

device for the two children who

tried their best to patiently wait for

their food.

We all saw the keys lying on the

table. Would they actually get rid

of my keys?

Believe me, I searched high and

low, retraced every step, because I

honesdy didn't believe that some-

one would actually throw a cus-

tomer's keys away. The keys are

stiU nowhere to be found. It's

unlikely that I will ever see my keys

again,, and will eventually just have

to swallow the fact that I must pay

for the lost keys. But I still deserve

to know. Captain Sea's, WHERE
ARE MY-KEYS?

props and drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and every-

one to submit props and drops to {QtUBda^oagWOQd.tdu

Props;

+ To The Bakery.

+ To a very special girl in England.

+ To your first credit card.

+ To Officers Daryl and Tommy.
+ To Longwood women's rugby.

Drops:

- To senior class officers who skip Convocation.

- To the Cafe for only one working register, and

shards of glass in the pizza.

- To misplaced ash trays.

- To Wal-Mart for not excepting starter checks,

- To poor attitude in the administration.

Speak Out

We said, "Parking." You said:

I think that the University

has increased the size and
number of it's buildings,

without increasing part-

ing to accomodate the
itaff and students.

-Gracey Marbella

I don't like the fact that

I'm a junior and some-
times sophomores get to

park closer tome.

-Jim Perkins

I think Longwood needs
more Junior/ Senior spots.

There's more sophomore
space than anything, and

that's not fair at all,

-Kristin English

Parking sucks.

-David Ellis

All pictambj Will Pettm
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Governor Warner, Universities Move Forward on

Commonwealtk College Course CoUalDorative

Virginia Students CouldEarn Up To 13 Credit Hours Before College

Shawn Garrett

News Editor
degree. These students would

receive special recognition in col-

High school seniors may have lege applications as "Early

something extra to put on their College Scholars."

college applications as early as With CCCC, eligible high

next year. Governor Warner yes- school seniors can earn at least

terday, along with representatives 1 3 college credit hours in

of nearly every public and private General Biology, General

four-year institution in Virginia, Psychology, U.S. History I and

signed a series of compacts that U.S. History 2.

will allow high school seniors "I think it's a great program,"

the state to get a full said LU's Interim Vice President

for Academic Affairs Wayne

McWee. "I think it will allow stu-

dents to expand their interests in

hand as Longwood's representa- college and focus more on their

tive at the signing between the major." When asked if he

Commonwealth and 63 public thought essentially granting

across

semester of college credit before

graduation.

President Cormier was on

and private, two- and four-year

colleges and universities at

Virginia Union University's L.

Douglas Wilder Library.

The compacts are part of the

Commonwealth College Course

Collaborative (CCCC) initiative

of Virginia's Education For a

Lifetime program.

Under the CCCC initiative, eli-

gible high school seniors can would allow students to expand

complete their high school diplo- their horizons beyond what is

ma and concurrendy earn a

semester's worth of credits that

can be used toward a college jects that interest them

According to the office of the

Governor, only one in five

Virginia high school seniors takes

a dual-enrollment, college-level

class, and about three-quarters of

high schools offer some type of

Advanced Placement (AP) cours-

es.

The student's level of under-

standing is determined by a final

exam, the score of which can be

converted, at the college's discre-

tion, into college credit. However,

very few schools allow seniors to

earn up to a full semester of cred-

it.

The proposed effect of the

program is twofold. In addition

to the competitive edge students

are expected to gain from having

tion would negatively impact a full semester of college under

their freshman year, McWee said their belt before they graduate

no. high school, the ability to com-

"It's unlikely a student would plete a bachelors degree in seven

cut their freshman year short and semesters and not eight is expect-

ed to save the average student

$5000 in tuition costs. '

Under the Governor's initia-

tive, a Virtual Advanced

Placement School will provide

freshman their first fall semester

before their high school gradua-

leave a semester early," said

McWee. If anything, Mr. McWee

was confident that such a leg up

INTERNET cont'd p.l Frader RTA Lori Ashmore

says the biggest challenge this

tudent Handbook. fall is dbe time it takes to fix

"The last thing we want is for student computers. "Many stu-

our students to go to judicial dente think they are updating

board," said Redford. "^We are their computer correcdy. But

here to help and keep the net- they are not and it takes over

work and the university running an hour to fix just one com-

smoothly We know that stu- puter. Often we can only fix

usually possible in four years and Virginia high school students

focus more in-depth on the sub- with access to a broader range of

AP courses via existing distance-

learning networks, regardless of

where the student lives.

dents don't know that their

computers are infected. This is

why we are doing the warning

first."

Roughly 150 students have

received a warning already.

RTA's are busy fixing their

computers and educating them

on how to tun updates.

Redford assures that the RTA'S

are doing all they can. "We train

the RTA's every semester. The

banning of the fall semester is

always really hectic for them.

They are working to get every-

one back on the network as

soon as possible," stated

Redfod.

five computers in a night," stat-

ed Ashmore.

To help students protect

their computer and

Longwood's network, the help

desk recommends that stu-

dents run antivirus software

and keep it up to date, set a

strong administrator password

and keep their computer free

of spyware. "Students should

utilize the Help Desk website

and update their computer

before it gets extremely infect-

ed and they are desperate for

an RTA," said Ashmore. "But

we don't mind helping anyone

who has questions."

September 16, 2004

SGA cont'd p. 1

tion must submit a constitution

outlining its specific purpose,

mission and method of gover-

nance. After a constitution is

approved, the organization may

then request funds from the

^fts, we do not buy alcohol, we

will not send you to exotic

locales."

If an organization's budget is

passed successfully, its applica-

tion then moves on to the serute

for a pass or veto. Both Miller

and Alicia Moody, SGA presi-

SGA by creating a budget dent, have a veto power.

which outlines how much

money is needed and for what

purpose. A meeting time with

the SGA Finance Committee is

then scheduled. It is here that

"We've really made an effort

to streamline the procedure,"

said Miller. "If everything is in

order, there is no reason a group

couldn't be approved in as litde

many groups find die most dif- as two weeks [should neither the

gculty. president nor he veto any aspect

"The Committee will ask you of the budget]
."

to effectively defend your During the Q and A session,

requests," said Miller, "When Miller also explained that if a

your group name is caUed, you gro"P goes over budget, the

wiU come up and be asked a SGA reserves the right to freeze

series of questions about your their account. In addition, if a

budget." group proceeds to spend money

It is duriing this hearing that before a formal budget has been

SGA scrutinizes specific passed and their organization

requests made by the organiza-

tion. Many students describe

the process as tedious and

inherendy not in their favor.

According to Miller, this could

not be fiirther from the truth.

"Even the most excellent

budgets get many questions

and often cuts," Miller said, but

the process ensures that the

organization representatives

are given a fair chance to

explain their requirements.

Miller did mention certain

requests, however, that will not

be considered. "We do not buy

approved, SGA will deny them

funds to cover what they spent.

SGA's new website, lucon-

nect.com, is also expected to

help SGA-student interactions.

The site currently only contains

a "Goal and. Commitments"

page and xx^ys to contact SGA,

though more information is

planned. With a usernamc and a

password, students can buy and

sell books and offer/find rides.

SGA is confident, marking a

turning point for Longwood's

student government and its rela-

tions with students.

i

EXECUTIVE EXCELLENCE

ROBERT S. UKROP on CAMPUS

President & CEO
Ukrop's Super Markets, Inc.

Tuesday, September 21

7 P.M. IN Miner Auditorium

Public Invited^Free A<imission~Seating Limited

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

LONGWOOD
UNIVERSITY

SURfTRUST
CORPORATE SPONSOR
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Hurricane Ivan Takes Aim at Mobile, Alabama
Gary MitcheU

AssodaUd Press

14 mph. The storm, which

plowed through the Caribbean,

has now killed at least 70 people

in all:

Ivan's waves - some up to 25

feet - were already destroying

homes along the Florida coast

MOBILE, Ala. (AP) -
Hurricane Ivan and its 135-mph

winds churned toward this his-

toric port city with frightening

intensity Wednesday as the storm Wednesday,

began its assault on die Gulf Twelve-foot waves boomed
Coast, lashing die region widi ashore at Gulf Shores, Ala.,

heavy rain and ferocious wind, eroding the beach. A buoy
spawning monster waves that

toppled beach houses

and spinning off deadly

tornadoes.

The storm was

expected to make land-

fall early Thursday near

Mobile and could

swamp the coastline

with a 16-foot storm

surge and up to 15 inch-

es of rain. Ivan offered

a daylong preview of its

destruction as it took

aim at the coast: Sheets

of rain across the

region, a series of tor-

nadoes, and escalating

winds that shredded

signs, knocked out

power and made traffic

lights and oak trees

whipsaw.

"We have never seen

from New York. This is my first Police began clearing people Rick Pfeifer, a salesman from

one. Terrorists scare me but not off the streets, enforcing a 2 Washougal, Wash., was stuck in

a hurricane." p.m. curfew. New Orleans with no Hig^ts out

As the storm drew near, "I think it's safe to say we will and no cars to rent after arriving

streets along Mississippi's Gulf have flooding in this city," said earlier this week for a National

Coast were all but deserted, and Mayor Ray Nagin. However, he Safety Congress convention,

miles of homes and businesses, contradicted a statement from His storm rations included as

including its 12 floating casinos, his emergency preparedness many chips, pretzels and botded

were boarded up. Only patrol director that the city needed at water as he could buy.

cars and an occasional luggage- least 10,000 body bags to handle "I'm going to ride it out in the

packed car or van could be seen possible drowning victims. high-ground area of the city," he

said wryly. "Fourth

floor in a good hotel,

with a good bar."

Frail, elderly and

sick residents unable

to get out were moved

to the 72,000-seat

Louisiana Superdome,

where 200 cots in

upper-deck concours-

es supplanted the

dome's usual tenant,

the New Orleans

Saints.

LuLinda Williams

wept after dropping

off her bedridden

grandmother, who is

on oxygen, at the

Superdome. Only one

family member was

allowed to stay with

each patient,

WilUams left

so

her

a hurricane of this size Ashley Jiminez watches as the weather conditions deteriorate in the home where she and her
daughter

come into Alabama " /'^'"^^J plan to ride out the storm Wednesday, Sept. 15^ 2004 in Mobilef Ala. Hurricane Ivan
»i *u u^^ u i *

Gov. Bob Riley said.
' " '^^^^^ *^ '"^^^ landfall in the area early Thursday morning. J stafwith

T .u IT, -A (A> Photo /Joe Cavaretta) ', frZu, ^ .fIn the Florida I J J ^^^u
Williams said.

Panhandle near Panama City, tor- about 300 miles south of passing Gulfjport's "Welcome to Of the roughly 2 million who "Where are die rest of us sup-

nadoes produced by the storm Panama City registered waves the Gulf Coast" billboard. fled the path of the storm, often posed to go now? How are we
killed two people and trapped over 34 feet high. New Orleans scrambled to get in bumper-to-bumper caravans supposed to know she's OK?"
others in the rubble of their jn Mobile, majestic oaks that people out of harm's way, put- on highways turned into one- Nagin later said the dome
damaged homes. Several people line the streets swayed in gusting ting the frail and elderly in the way evacuation routes, 1.2 mil- would also be opened as a one-

cavernous Louisiana Superdome lion were from greater New ni^t last resort for able-bodied

and urging others to move to Orleans. A cancer patient and an storm refiigees. The last time that

higher floors in tall buildings. 80-year-old nursing home resi- happened during HurricaiM

An llth-hour turn may have dent died after they evacuated Georges in 1998, the 14,000

spared the bowl-shaped city a and were caught in hours-long refugees nearly did more damage

direct hit, but the sheer size of traffic jams. than the storm itself. Counttess

the storm could create cata- Thousands of tourists were televisions, seat cushions and bar

strophic flooding in New believed stranded in New stools were stolen, and workers

Orleans.

Officials warned that the lev-

ees and pumping stations that

normally hold back the water

were injured and more than 70

homes were damaged.

"We have a report from a

deputy that it looks like a war

winds as the city of some

200,000 braced for a hurricane

expected to be even more

destructive than Frederic, which

zone," said sheriffs spokes- killed five people 25 years ago.

woman Ruth Sasser

Hurricane-force winds

extended out 105 miles from the

Category 4 storm, threatening

widespread damage no matter

where it strikes.

After reaching land, Ivan

threatened to stall over the

.Southeast and southern

Appalachians, with a potential

for as much as 20 inches of rain.

At 8 p.m. EDT Wednesday,

Ivan was centered about 105

miles south of the Alabama

coast and was moving north at

At least 1 1 ,000 people crowd-

ed into 95 shelters across

Alabama, and thousands more

went to homes of relatives and

friends.

One potential target of Ivan

is the tiny town of Hurricane,

Ala., where the storm surge

could be the highest.

Mobile bar owner Lori

Hunter said her business would

remain closed "until the land-

lord takes the boards down off

the windows."

"We're staying," she said. "I'm

Orleans, along with 100,000 spent months cleaning graffiti off

mosdy inner-city residents with- the walls,

out cars. Winds howled across

The mayor advised them to Louisiana's bayous with enough

may not be enough to protect resort to "vertical evacuations," force to topple trees and knock

the below-sea-level city. suggesting they take shelter in out power.

"If we turn up dead tomor- buildings taller than two stories. "We heard a loud pop, and I

row, it's my fault," said Jane If that is not possible, he said, thought, not already," said

Allinder, who stayed stubbornly they should go into an attic and Harold Plaisance, who had been

behind at her daughter's French take equipment with them that sitting on the porch watchii^ die

Quarter doll shop to keep an eye would let allow them to cut storm in the fishing village of

on her cat. thiot^ the rooif and get out Lafitte.
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Monday the 20th

Family Weekend!

Comedian Vic Henly

9:00 p.m.

Lankford Ballroom

Family Weekend!

Illusionist Mike Super

8:00 p.m.

Jarman Auditorium

WMLU Meeting

9:00 p.m.

Hiner Auditorium

Field Hockey Game
1:00 p.m.

Barlow Field

'Thut5<laif tka 23td

What Employers

Expect from Students

7:00 p.m.

Hiner 109

NVR Ryan Homes

W^dnQ5(Lif thQ 22nd

'Tue5daif tk^ 2 15t

* Resume Reviews,

Career Center

9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Rooms TBA
NVR Ryan Homes
(must schedule)

Take a Buffett Break

3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Graduate &
Professional School

Admissions

7:00 p.m.

Career Center Library

* Indicates that the workshops,

resume reviews or mock inter-

views are facilitated by employers.

Finding an

Internship

4:00 p.m.

Career Center

Library

Did you work on your high school newspaper?

Do you want the freedom to write your mind about

Longwood or the world around you?

The Rotunda is an awesome place to help build

your skills and even possibly get credit while doing it!

To find out more about about how you can join,

come to The Rotunda office in the basement of the Student

Union, 9:15 p.m., Monday nights

^nity 5^Uiance:

^bere you belong

^beck it out:

Tbursday

7:80 p.m. in tbe

Amelia ^om

LCVA Lecture:

An Exploration of Medieval

Illuminated Manuscripts

with Dr. Joan Mc Rae

Thursday 23rd, 12:30 p.m.

Lankford Student Union

RoomA

By: Ellie Woodruff

Spring Break 2005

Travel with STS, America's #1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

; I
Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or www.8tstravel.com
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Blast From tke Past ^WUTA Back on Track?
WMLUs predecessorpushed ior higher waita^e^ more inierestf hi^er audiences

Jeff Abernathy

1983 Manoffng Editor

"This is WUTA - Longwood

College - 90.1 on your FM dial."

The DJ's voice is smooth and rich

as he speaks into the microphone

which is center stage for a small,

cube-like room.

He is at once confident and

interested, comfortable and

soothing while speaking to no

one in particular save his strange

black ball jutting out over a mass

of equipment

He occasionally wonders if

there is anyone "out there, but he

maintains his composure. Not

knowing if anyone is tuned into

the station is a frequent worry of

Longwood disc jockeys - a small

and highly individualistic group -

but there is always hope that

some friends are listening in, if

no one else. Still it is with a sligjht

sigh of relief that he answers the

phone for a request.

Faced with poor funding and a

small group of supporters, the

Longwood Radio Association

has been plagued with inopera-

tive periods throughout the cur-

rent semester.

The longest lasted nearly four

weeks, beginning when then sta-

tion's transformer broke down in

late October. Upon returning to

school in August, Radio

Association tnemebers could not

begin to broadcast until new nee-

dles were bought for the station's

two turntables because the old

needles had bee^ damaged over

the summer. Such problems have

been typical in WUTA's four-year

history.

Current vice-president Jamie

Mereness notes that the station

"lost a lot of credibility when we

went off the air."

Due to the small size of

WUTA and other college sta-

tions, they are often overlooked

by the industry. "If you're a 10

watt station, you're basically

ignored in the music business,"

Mereness said. This means that

promotional albums and singles

are rarely recieved from record

companies. The station does have

a relatively small collection of

records, but for the most part

disc jockeys use their own albums

and tapes.

During the 1982-83 school

year, WUTA purchased two new

turntables, a reel-to-reel tape

deck, and a cassette tape deck in

addition to remodeling the stu-

dio.

This year plans were made to

purchase a new mixer at a cost of

approximately $3,000. The mixer

in use is over thirty years old and

inadequate for the station's needs.

When members returned this

semester, however, they found

diey had only $300 left from last

year to operate on for die *83-'84

school year. No representative of

the Association had applied in

Tkere s a New Bakerr) in Town
Local Couple Decides to Open up Baker\j to Appease Foriegn Tastes

Leslie Smith

Style Editor

o

When Philip Fenaux and his

wife Synthia decided to open

The Bakery in Farmville, it was

something they had thought

about doing for a very long

time.

They lived in the Farmville

area for 1 2+ years before start-

ing up their store.

They had bought all of their

bread in Charlottesville previ-

ous to this, because of their

love of European bread.

Philip had grown up and

lived in Belgium for many

years, while Synthia had lived in

Italy for several years.

Now all they have to do is

look to their own kitchen for

all of the wonderful handmade

bread and pastries they could

want.

Their imported cheeses

include Brie, Swiss, Vermont

Cheddar, etc. meals.

They stocked their shelves So, if you crave the occa-

with many foods, candies, cook- sional European continential

ies, jams, etc., that they them-

selves enjoy eating.

They are eager to reach out to

the new influx of students who

have returned to school this fall.

When they started their bak-

ery earlier this year

in May, they were

not sure what to

expect, but they

have been pleasendy

surprised and grate-

ful for the large

community of peo-

ple who love their

crusty breads and

croissants.

They have started

to consider putting

student art up on

the walls of their

bare red walls, and

preparing packaged

sandwich and soda

breakfast (instead of old,

tough, bagels), or a french

bread sandwhich every once

and a while, head down to The

Bakery for a new and interest-

ing treat.

^bere else can you get

fresh ^uropeem pasteries?

At The Bakery!

218 N. Main Street

Farmville

434.395.1011

7am-6pm

March to the Student Activities

Committee for ftmding and no

money was allocated for the

radio station this year. All of the

remaining funds have been

spent and the Association is now

applying for surplus funds.

In recent weeks WUTA has

experienced a rise in its listenii^

audience, which is documented

with a growing number of

requests being phoned in night-

ly. However, President Jay Carey

still feels the station is "suffering

from obscurity. I think that peo-

ple don't know the potential we

have. Until they do, we're still the

lowly ten watt station that

nobody knows about, despite all

the hard working members."

The "five-year plan" for

WUTA may be a boost to 100

watts and stereo. Currentiy

mono at ten watts, the station's

signal is weak in comparison to

that of the 100-watt station at

the University of Richmond.

New equipment is needed, and

Association members are anx-

ious to work such expenses into

their budget.

At present, smaller problems

are being dealt with, such as the

station's interference with

Richmond's TV channel six

(WWBT). When botii Farmville

station WFLO and WUTA are

in operation, reception of channel

six has been poor across campus

as weU as in Farmville.

Interference between the two

stations has created a jamming

signal in the past, but WUTA
solved the problem last week.

Reception of WWBT is now hot

of interference.

To solve WUTA's financial dif-

ficulties, a meetii^ has been set up

with Vice-President for Student

Affairs, Phyllis Mable, to discuss

the station's function on campus

and the need for funding. In addi-

tion. Association members "are

striving to create a fair and well

balanced format...for the

Longwood student body," said

Mereness.

"I think we need to be more in

touch with the students...we want

to have a good, professional oper-

ation," added station treasurer..

Brad Schwartz.

After playing a request, one DJ

gives the Selective Service a spot,

while another sings "America the

Beautiful" in the background. "It's

quick, it's easy, and it's the law."

They finish the ad, crank the

Beades' "Revolution" and get

ready for the next song.

This artick isfrom the December 6,

1983 edition of The Rotunda.

««i*«MiniilpiiiP!PRP«pwminMi|

root in Mouth
by Ellie Woodruff
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New Director Seeks to Inspire Life^-Long Leaderskip
Ashley Dow
Staff Writer

As a freshman at the University

of Rhode Island, Kerstin

Soderlund never imagined she

would spend the rest of her life

at college.

It was the encouragement

from student affairs personnel at

Rhode Island and her desire to

help students adjust to college

life that her to chose a career that

kept her in higher education.

This past July, Soderlund

became the Director of

Leadership and New Student

Programs here at Longwood

University

She brings with her a wealth of

experience, having previously

served as the Director of

Leadership Development at

Quinnipiac University in

Hamden, Connecticut where she

created new leadership programs

and improved the new student

orientation program.

Though happy in her job at

Quinnipiac, Soderlund wanted to

be at a university more focused

on developing leaders.

Longwood fit this description

perfecdy.

"A colleague of mine in

Connecticut had graduated from

Longwood and

never had an unkind

word to say about

the school," said

Soderlund. "I was

attracted to the uni-

versity's mission and

its focus on leader-

ship and student ori-

entation."

Moving to

Farmville also brings

Soderlund closer to

her family in

Charlottesville.

Soderlund believes Longwood

is unique in the way leadership

programs are peer driven.

"Through opportunities such

as Student Educators for Active

Leadership, those students

involved have a tremendous

opportunity to contribute to the

Longwood community,"

expressed Soderlund. "Students

creating and encouraging a lead-

ership opportunity for their peers

is a wonderful thing."

Often with a new director

comes change. Yet, Soderlund

students creating and

encouraging a leaderskip

opportunity lor tkeir peers

is a wonderful tking,

said Soderlund.

CD Review: Bjork's 'Medulla'

mote ook, ahk* than l>oo, kiss'
JonSchubtn

V-Win

It takes guts to admit you like

Bjork.

The Icelandic singer has

risen to an unequaled level of

infamy Mnong experimental

musicians.

Your grandmother has

heard of Bjork, and so has

your downstairs neighbor.

Chances are they don't like

her either.

Her escapades, from eating

a dress on the set of her film

"Dancer in the Dark** (2000) to

wearing a swan wrapped

around her neck at the 2(K)t

Oscars, have branded her a

kook.

Recent albums have brought

her further and further away

from early solo hits like

"Human Behavior" and "It's

Oh So Quiet"

SeeBJOEKp.9

wants to assess current leadership

and new student programs and

discover how students connect

their leadership experiences

throughout their college career.

"I hope to determine what

type of student attends the New
Student Leadership Program,

Mountain Lake Leadership

Conference, and other programs

through our office," said

Soderlund. "I then want to see

how we can help them continue

to develop their leadership skills

after the programs have ended."

Soderlund says her biggest

challenge is trying to

reach those students

who have leadership

potential but just need

a little encourage-

ment.

To reach those stu-

dents, Soderlund

hopes to collaborate

with other organiza-

tions conducting lead-

ership programs

throughout the year.

"We are looking for

ways to extend the freshman

experience beyond New Lancers

Days, Preview, and Longwood

Seminar," stated Soderlund.

"We want to help all organiza-

tions develop strong leaders and

continue the tradition of leader-

ship all four years and ultimately

throughout life."

In the spirit of promoting dd-

zen leadership, Soderlund encour-

ages all students to get involved.

If not through her office,

through organizations which

interest them.

"Students should think about

all of their past experiences and

current talents and reach out to

organizations where they match,"

said Soderlvmd. "I want people to

come to my office and bring ideas

on how to promote leadership.

One of the most important

things is to hear the student voice

and what they need to be a more

complete and effective leader."

The office of Leadership and

New Student Programs will spon-

sor Citizen Leader Day on

September 25th.

The theme "Taking Action,

Getting Results" will help stu-

dents encourage others to take on

leadership roles and make their

organizations and themselves a

greater asset to the Longwood

Community. Students who are

interested in participating can call

x2414 for more information.

Longwood Students Discover

Remnants of Tkomas Jellerson

Archeology students makepuhlishahle iind

Janet Jones

Copy Editor

No, not really Thomas Jefferson

himself But now that I have your

attention you should read the

story anyway.

Last year, students from-

Longwood went on an archeo-

logical field project in

Buckingham County and found

the remains of one of two court-

houses that Thomas Jefferson

designed.

Finding an old courthouse

may not seem remarkable at first,

but I spoke with Dr. Bates and he

explained the immense impor-

tance that this discovery holds.

In 1821, Buckingham County

officials contacted Thomas

Jefferson, asking him if he would

be interested in contributing his

brilliant design on a new court-

house building. He agreed and

went to work.

This would have been a pleas-

ant ending with great historical

heritage, but in 1869 this court-

house burned to the ground and

after a new one was constructed

in 1873, little was spoken of

Jefferson's courthouse.

It was always speculated that

remnants from Jefferson's court-

house remained but this idea was

largely ignored, primarily because

no one recognized the potential

research question.

Dr. Bates and a group of stu-

dents at Longwood University

decided to investigate and, on

February 1st 2003, set out on a

mission.

The point of this mission was

to find out about Jefferson's

designs, something that has been

discussed by laymen and scholars

for years.

After searching, these students

found evidence around and

beneath the courthouse.

They discovered that the new

courthouse, which was rebuilt on

Thomas Jefferson's foundation,

was 25 to 30% larger and was a

much grander structure.

As a result of their efforts. Dr.

Bates was asked to present this at

the Society for American

Archeology in Montreal.

Upon doing so, the editor from

the Smithsonian showed interest

in writing a story about his find-

ings, which should be coming out

in the next few weeks.

Dr. Bates said the most signifi-

cant part of the project was that,

"Students at Longwood engaged

in, literally and figuratively,

ground ' breaking research on a

subject dealing with a prominent

figure in our national heritage."
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BJORK con^t p.8

Her appearance at the opening

ceremonies of the Olympics,

where her cavernous dress was

unfurled until it eventually cov-

ered all athletes, only cemented

her eccentric image.

The basic reasoning goes

something like this: Bjork equals

bizarre and if you listen to her,

you must also be strange.

The release of her latest

album, "Medulla," is the perfect

time to evaluate this mindset.

Is Iceland's most famous

singer a cultural freak-show or

relevant artist? Initial impres-

sions of the album don't allay

any fears that it'll be a strange lis-

tening experience.

The album is almost entirely a

cappella. There is one track in

Icelandic, and three others sung

in gibberish.

The cover shows Bjork's face

. partially obscured by a mask
made completely out of hair.

The songs themselves are

often bumpy rides.

"Ooohhs" and "ahhhhs"

appear where you might expect a

drum beat or bass note; the

human voice is sometimes

stretched to the breaking point.

The people that Bjork brings

in to flesh out this symphony of

the mouth - Mike Patton of Faith

No More; Razhel of the Roots;

socialist rocker Robert Wyatt;

throat singers, the London
Community Choir - do not

bring conventional voices along

with them.

But despite the oddities, it's

clear on the first listen (and even

more so on the second, third,

and fourdi) that "Medulla" is a

cohesive and rewarding album.

What keeps this record togeth-

er and has laid the foundation for

Bjork's entire career is her sense

of discipline.

The strange noises are there in

service of the songs themselves,

not simply to showcase technical

mastery.

It's one thing to make an

album completely out of vocal

effects; it's another for it to be

listenable.

Take the first single "Oceania."

As performed at the Olympics, it

all seemed a bit directionless (an

excuse for the elaborate costume,

maybe). Listening at home, one

notices the song's strengths.

Although there is no chorus, the

end of every verse is held out for a

moment of a cappella.

It's an unusual hook, but an

effectrv^e one nonetheless.

A digitally manipulated barrage

of voices moves up and down
scales and between channels ~ it's

Uke a school of fish swimming

around the main vocal track.

There are several songs here that

maintain a predictable verse/cho-

rus/verse format.

They were a wise decision,

because these more conventional

songs help anchor the record.

The wordless cooing at the

beginning and end of the opening

track, "Pleasure is All Mine,"

sounds more distinctive when
placed within a traditional pop
structure.

It all leads up to "Who Is It?"

perhaps Bjork's finest song yet

Her life-affirming oudook is in

full force here.

"Ask yourself carefully, now
patiendy/ who is it who never lets

you down?" she sings.

There are vocal parts that

approximate an entire band, from

drums to keyboard to bass and

even clicking noises.

Best of all is the uncluttered

arrangement, keeping the focus

right where it should be: the voice.

And Razhel has a beatbox solo.

For the uninitiated, "Medulla"

has several more difficult tracks

that could divide listeners.

"Show Me Forgiveness" is a sin-

gle-tracked vocal, while "Oil

Birtan" is a collage of notes and

beats djat else and fall.

While each of these may be

interesting, they collectively drain a

part of the album's charm.

Bjork is at her best when she

takes strange, alien elements, and

combines them into a wholly acces-

sible work.

Three-quarters of "Medulla"

gets this formula exacdy right.

It's like nothing you ever heard

before, but you can play it for

friends and they won't find you

strange.

VOTER REGISTRATION/ABSENTEE

APPUCATIONS AT YOUR DOORCTEP!

Sfomred hf CSA/mC

Visit your Apartment Clubhuuge!

Stanley Park, Sunchase, Ungi^ood Village,

and Poplar Forest.

(also mikhh in Commuter office)

Monday, September 20th & Tuesday, September 21st

between 5-7 p.m.

Monday, September 20th

Fearsome: Come hear this generation's stories about being gay,

lesbian, bisexual, and transgender from your fellow peers. Curry

Commons (between Curry and Frazer halls) @ 7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, September 21st

Ins and Outs of Sex: Commuters are in and out of campus all

day. Come gab about the ins and outs of sex! Commuter Lounge

from 12 to 1 p.m.

Wednesday, September 22nd
Sex on the Brock: Come picb up all the information about hav-

ing safer sex on Brocb Commons during lunch and dinner between

the Student Union and the Dining Hall.

Thursday, September 23rd

Sex and Chocolate: Ever want to bnow what others thinb

about sex? LIbe Chocolate? Come leam how boys and girls thinh

about sex! French Lobby of the Colonnades 6 to 7 p.m.

Friday, September 24th

Rocky Horror Picture Show: Welcome to Transsexual

Transylvania! Stubbs Lawn at 9:00 p.m. sponsored by Lancer

Productions.
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W Golfomens
sports Information

lx»ngwood University finished

in third-place at the Draper

Valley Intcrcoll^ate after the

second round was washed out

on Tuesday. The lancers shot

a score of 303 to earn the fin-

ish, while Murray State took

home top team honoR shoot-

ing a 291 and was followed in

second-place by Marshall,

who finished with a 302.

Longwood will be back in

action September 25-26 when

they participate in the Elon

Intercollegiate in Sunset

Beach, N.C..

Ix)ngwood was led by sen-

iors Tiffany Woodyer and

Amanda Diamond, who both

finished shooting a 73. Junior

Stephanie Hicks followed

with a 77, while junior Tucker

McCarthy and freshman Petra

Nystrom shot an 80 and 83,

respectively, to round out the

scores for the Lancers.

Top 3 Team Results

I.Murray State 291

2. MarshaU 302

3. Longwood University 303

Men s BasketLall Online Pusk
Internet Teclinology Aids Atkletic Programs

Kyle Martin Catherine Dunn, a senior, does Adiletics, Rick Mazzuto, says.

Staff Writer not see the increased exposure as

friends, alum, and ^ problem "It doesn't make me

recruits can follow
nervous. You have to focus on

"Greater local interest will create

a chance to do more games and if

there's more interest in the stu-

dent radio station to get it done.

Parents,

potential

Longwood's athletic programs by *^ g^'"^ ^^ P^^y *^ g^^" ^'

using the internet now With the
"^^^^^ >'«" ^^^^ g«°^ ^^^^^ y^"'- ^^'' ^^ "' '' ^" ^°8*'"" ^° g" "

move to Division 1 status.
'^^^ ^"^^ ^^ ^^^ ^« ^^^^ *^^ '^°""- ^ *°* °^ umversmes usual-

Longwood University is finding y^" ^'^ ^ P"^"^' ^° ^^ ^^^ool. It ly rely on smdent stations and not

ways to use technology to help
"^^^^ y«" P'^^"^"" D^"" ^^^- commercial stations. There are

the competition of the athletic ^^ ^^^ ^"^"""^ °^ technology

programs. Assistant Athletic
for Longwood Umversity's adilet-

Director/Development Mike '^ programs increase, mteraction

Mitchell savs, "The one thing
opportunities for fans also arise.

about the internet is that you are
^^^ ^i^^^' "^^ "^^"'^ basketball

getting out to a worldwide audi-

ence." Last year, both the men's

and women's basketball games

were broadcast online.

Women's basketball head

coach Shirley Duncan recognizes

the benefits of internet broad-

head coach, says, "It opens up all

types of avenues including inter-

views and coaches' shows. All of

that stuff promotes the basket-

bail program, athletic programs,

and the school."

Currendy, the internet broad-

casts allow for streaming audio,

costs to broadcast, but it's really

getting broadcast entities to get

interested in our product."

Longwood's drive to Division 1

accreditation will increase the

availability of its sports coverage

worldwide.

casting. "In terms of the overall

program, it favors publicity' and ^"^ future enhancements may be

marketabihty. We have to P^^^^^^^- "The opportumt)' for a

increase the level of our pro-

gram," Duncan said. With

increased publicity, a critical con-

cern is the added pressure on

players to perform. Forward

new level of coverage is video

streaming," Mitchell said. The

option to expand the amount of

sports broadcasts, however, does

face many obstacles. Director of

Weeklij Trivia

Who is the only

Lancer currently

playing in MLB?

Answer next week

If you would like to submit a

trivia question send an email to rotun-

da@iongwMiiod.edu subject "Trivia"

with your question, answer and

name^f desire*^.

QUICK HITS

Records:

Field Hockey *

Men's Soccer - 5

Women's Soccer *

Home Games

TkisWeek
Saturday
Softball Tournamnet

@ 9:00 am
Field Hockey vs. Catawba

@ 1:00pm

Players of tke

Week
Field Hockey *

Men's Soccer

MattVanOekel, 9

saves

Women's Soccer *

^unavailable

Softball Opens Sckool Year Hosting a Trio of Division 1 Teams
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

Longwood Softball will kick off

their first game of the school

year this Saturday at Lancer

Field in an explosive fashion.

The Lancers will host a tour-

nament consisting of them-

selves and three Division I

teams, Liberty, Campbell, and

Hampton.

Campbell is the only team the

Lancers did not face last season,

winning both of their games

against Hampton and finishing

two and one against Liberty.

The unfamiliarity with

Campbell is one of the con-

cerns facing head coach Nancy

Riley who is entering her eighth

year of leading Longwood soft-

baU.

However, Riley believes that

her team is extremely capable of

coming out of Saturday victori-

ous, but admits than anything is

possible.

One thing she is sure of is

that through durability and

depth the softball team can eas-

ily handle the tournament's

strenuous workload.

As Longwood's athletics

continues the trek toward

Division I status, impressive

performances in tournaments

such as this could issue a stark

warning to future oppo-

nents that Longwood soft-

ball is no pushover.

Riley predicts a smooth

transition and wouldn't be

shocked if the Lancers

were serious competitors

within two or three years

of Longwood's changing

status.

One reason for Riley's

confidence is an impres-

sive collection of new

faces consisting of six

freshmen and one transfer

student, adding to an

already strong core

Bealeton native and fresh-

man Ryan Washington,

who Riley says, "her ath-

leticism makes her look to

be a person who will be an

impact" may become a

starter in her first year.

Freshman pitcher Brittany

DeLaCruz, who recorded 15

shut-outs her senior year, could

pair with fellow freshman pitch-

er Rachel Mills to be relied on

heavily in their first year.

They will join the Lancers'

only returning pitcher senior

Jennifer Steele who appeared in

over thirty games last season

and is equally as impressive at

the plate.

Also returning are offensive

threats junior Shama

Washington who led the team in

nearly every offensive category

and senior speedster Alishia

Stewart whose thirteen stolen

bases was more than any other

Lancer.

K4ake tlic niosr of vour spring: semester!

Make the most of your spring semester with an exciting intemship, chal-

lenging college courses, interesting guest speakers, and all the drama of

Virginia politics.

Experience Virginia's capital city during the excitement of a legislative ses-

sion while continuing your studies on a full-time basis through course work at

Virginia Commonwealth University - and eam a $1,000 stipend.

For more information and application:

* http://www.vcu.edu/capitalsemester;

* Virginia Capital Semester, L. Douglas Wilder School of Government and

Public Affairs, RO. Box 842028, Virginia Commonwealth University,

Richmond, VA, 23284-2028, or

* Contact Professor Ralph Hambrick at (804) 828-8053 or

vacapitalsem(a).vcu.edu .

Application deadline is October 1 St, 2004 an equal opportunity/affumative action university

t r q I n t Commonwealth U n i v i t y
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NFL Update: Week 1
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

One week ago today the NFL
began what will undoubtedly be

another great season of football.

Th season officially kicked off

with Payton Manning failing to

obtain his first win ever in

Foxboro as the Patriots continue

their winning ways against the

Colts. Hurricanes in Florida

forced the Titans to move up

their trouncing of the Ricky

Williams-less Dolphins.

One of the great things about

the NFL is the teams' ability to

improve from one season to the

next and the Browns did just that

by holding Jamal Lewis, who ran

for over 500 yards last year

against Cleveland, and the

Ravens to just 3 points and 89

rushing yards. Detroit also man-

aged to turn themselves around,

ending a 24-game road losing

streak against the habitually

hibernating Bears.

The Rams still have their high-

powered offensive machine but

appeared to have a few screws

loose, barely coming away with a

win against the lowly Cardinals.

The Eagles offense, however,

may have finally found that Super

Bowl piece in Terrell Owens as

they cruise past the Giants, their

divisional rivals. In San Diego

,Drew Brees and LaDainian

Tomlinson are creating their own

machine after a come-from-

behind victory against the

Texans.

Had the Cowboys defense

been able to hold Duante

Culpepper, Keyshawn

Johnson's painful receptions

might have been worth more

than highlight fodder. The

Seahawks' defense, on the other

hand, was successful in holding

the Saints in a Seattie win.

The week had its share of

nail biters, as the Jaguars were

able to overcome the Bills with

a last second bomb from Byron

Leftwich. Just as exciting was

the failed two-point conversion

that would have kept the 49ers

alive against Michael Vick and

the Flacons.

In the Saturday night

matchup Broncos' fans won't be

missing Clinton Portis after

Quentin Griffin's explosive per-

formance in their defeat of the

Chiefs. Portis was equally explo-

sive against Tampa Bay as Joe

Gibbs' first game back with the

Redskins resulted in a victory.

The next night Brett Favre's

Packers stuffed the Super

Bowl's runner up, the Panthers.

Player of the Week: Aldiough

one of the most consistent run-

ning backs in NFL history

Curtis Martin has never been

given the credit he deserves

even after his 196 yard rushing,

two touchdown performance

lifting his Jets above the

Bengals.

Game of the Week: Even

after blowing an eleven-point

lead in the fourth quarter, the

Steelers were still able to pull

one out against the Raiders in a

true nail-biter.

NHLTo Lock Out Players On Tkusday
Ronald Blum

AP Sports Writer

The National Hockey League is

locking out its players starting

Thursday, threatening to keep

the sport off the ice for the

entire 2004-05 season and per-

haps beyond in an effort by man-

agement to gain massive change

in the sport's economic struc-

ture.

After the long-expected deci-

sion was approved unanimously

Wednesday by

Cup final for the first time since would lose less money during a

1919, when the series between lockout than they would if play

Montreal and Seattle was stopped continued,

after five games due a Spanish "It is a sad day for all of us,"

influenza epidemic Montreal owner G«)tge Gillctt

"The union is trying to win a said,

figjit, hoping that the owners will The 30 teams - 24 in the Unified

give up. That will turn out to be a States and six in Canada - had

terrible error in judgment," been set to start opening trainit^

Bettman said. "They are appar- camps on Thursday, the day after

endy convinced that come some the expiration of the current labor

point in the season, the owners' contract. The deal was first agreed

resolve will waver, and I'm telling to in 1995 and extended two years

you that is wrong, wrong, wrong." later through Sept. 15, 2004.

Bettman termed Ac
NHL owners, "I think iVs prettyfair tO say that extension "a mis-

commissioner we're at an impasse right now, and my take, in hindsight"

Gary Bettman guess is that weWe probably been at "It of kind stinks,

repeatedly belitded impasse for months, if not a year/* packing up and

the unions bar ^HL commissidner Gary Bettman said moving out of

gaining position, here," Philadelphia

talked about the possibility the NHL management claims right wing Tony Amonte said at

confrontation could extend into teams combined to lose $273 mil- his team's practice rink. "I can't

lion in 2002-03 and $224 million say they weren't preparing us for

last season. Bettman said the it."

union's proposals would do littie Some players are expected to

for owners, and said the six offers sign with European leagues, and

rejected by the union would lower others could join a six-team, four-

the average player salary from on-four circuit called the Original

$1.8 million to $1.3 million. Stars Hockey League, which is set

Goodenow said players had to start play Friday in Barrie,

offered more than $100 million in Ontario. Others could go to a

annual concessions. revived World Hockey

"The notion diat we don't have Association, which plans to open

competitive balance is absurd," Oct. 29 with eight teams playing

said Vancouver center Trevor 76 games apiece.

Linden, the union's president. Bettman said more than 100

Bettman made clear that employees from the NHL's cen-

declaring an impasse under U.S. tral staff of about 225 will be ter-

labor law and imposing new work minated, most on Sept. 20.

rules unilaterally was an option, The stoppage is the first for a

but said it had not yet been con- North American major league

sidered. since die 1997-98 NBA lockout

"I think it's pretty fair to say canceled 464 games, cutting eadi

that we're at an impasse ri^t now, club's regular-season schedule

and my guess is that we've proba- from 82 games to 50.

bly been at impasse for months, if It is the third stoppage for die

not a year," he said. "At some NHL following a 10-day strike in

point when we're at impasse, we 1992 that caused die postpone-

could simply say, 'We're going to ment of 30 games and a 103-day

open and here are the terms and lockout in 1994-95 that eliminated

conditions. Let's go.' It's that sim- 468 games, cutting each team^s

pie." regular-season schedule from 84

Goodenow said attempting to games to 48. That lockout ended

the long run, echoing words of impose terms would be a "very, on Jan. 11, five days before the

baseball players and owners at very ill-advised strategy" and pre- deadline set by Bettman to scutde

dieted "the results of it could be the season,

catastrophic." Bettman said the Baseball has had eight work

use of replacement players is not stoppages, the last causing the

under consideration. cancellation of 921 regular-season

Owners have contributed $300 games over two years and cancel-

million to a league fund to help ing the World Series for the first

get them through a lockout, and time since 1904. The NFL has had

the union has retained licensing four strikes, including two during

money to help its members, the regular season, but has

Bettman said about 20 teams enjoyed labor peace since 1987.

the 2005-06 season and said the

conflict has jeopardized the

NHL's participation in the 2006

Winter Olympics.

"If there's enough time to play

some games, we'll do it," he said

of this season, "and if there's

not, we won't."

Bettman called it a "bleak

day," claimed teams had com-

bined to lose more than $1.8 bil-

lion over 10 years and cited

bankruptcy filings by teams in

Buffalo, Los Angeles, Ottawa

and Pittsburgh. He said manage-

ment will not agree to a labor

deal that doesn't include a

defined relationship between

revenue and salaries.

"Until he gets off the salary-

cap issue, there's not a chance for

us to get an agreement," union

head Bob Goodenow said in

Toronto, adding that players "are

not prepared to entertain a salary

cap in any way, shape, measure or

form."

Far apart on both philosophy

and finances, the sides haven't

bargained since last Thursday

and say they are entrenched for

the start of their 7 1/2-month

labor war of 1994-95.

There is almost no chance the

season will start as scheduled on

Oct. 13, and Bettman told teams

to release their arenas for other

events for the next 30 days.

Bettman said the season can't

extend past June, and the lockout

threatens to wipe out the Stanley
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Board ol Visitors Considers Ckartered

Institution Status For Longwood
Newsoccer kelds, ei^h. t Jfacuity hires approved

Shawn Garrett

News Editor

Dr. Cormier and Longwood's

Board of Visitors are considering

newly proposed legislation that

will allow Longwood University

to become a Chartered

Institution, the University stated

in a press release yesterday.

The Commonwealth

Chartered Universities and

Colleges Act would allow certain

public colleges and universities to

become Chartered Institutions.

As a Chartered Institution, those

colleges and universities would

give up a small percentage of

their funding in exchange for

more tuition flexibility and release

from many of the State rules and

regulations.

According to the release, con-

sideration of this issue is taking

September 23, 2004

Thousands of
Longwood
College din-

ing trays still

bear the

"College"
name.

Photo by AshUj Dow

place among all colleges and uni- tus of professor emeritus for Dr.

versities in the state, with specific Patrick Barber, professor of

emphasis focused on the implica- chemistry.

tions of such legislation on those * Also approved were eight P^li^„^XT^— ^ 1 "C^ 11 ^ "P
institutions that would not be new faculty hires: Donna M.

'^^^^^ °* LongWOOd College Kemaill
chartered. Brown, lecturer of Spanish; Roy Ashley Dow the dining hall is a daily if not

, The following other actions R. Creasey, lecturer in manage- St^ Writer twice daily occurrence. After hav-

were taken by the Board at the ment; Dr. Brett Hursey, lecturer in ing their card scanned, students

September 11th meeting: English; Catherine A. Kapi, lee- Longwood College officially pick up a tray, utensils and begin

* Longwood President Dr. turer in French; Dr. Enza V. became Longwood University on to survey their meal choices.

Patricia Cormier announced that McCauley, visiting assistant pro- July 1, 2002. Many students, fac- What many students notice

Longwood had opened die new fessor of science educatiqn; Dr. ulty and staff remember when before they even chose their food
school year witii the largest fresh- Elizabeth E Morris, visiting assis- Governor Mark Warner came to and before they pick up their uten-

man class ever, 980 smdents. She tant professor of reading and lit- Longwood and signed legislation,

continued by acknowledging eracy; Susan Stinson, lecturer in designating the college a universi-

Longwood's impressive presence English; Dr. Greg Salyer, lecturer ty.

in the 2005 U.S. News & World in English; Since then, the administration

Report "America's Best * The Board of Visitors has worked hard to establish

Colleges," among all Southern approved budget requests to be Longwood as a University in the the university dining hall, others

Universities-Master's (public and sent to the Governor for the 2006 public eye, media and across the want to know why their tray -still

private). Longwood had moved fiscal year. Because Longwood's country. Yet, there are many says college,

up to the top tier at a position of

#37 vs. #54;

* The Board approved the sta-

sils is the message on their dining

hall trays; Longwood College

Dining Services.

While some students are not

fazed by this strange occurrence at

current appropriation is only 81

See BOARD p. 4

things about Longwood that have

gone unchanged.

For most students, eating in See COLLEGE p. 4

Tail^atiii^ Still a Problem in Longwood's Residence Halls

Easih] preventable practice is dangerous, irresponsible say otiicials
Naomi Pearson

Staff Writer

"Tailgating" is not a pre-game

event, at least not on Longwood's

campus. "Tailgating," or "piggy-

backing" as it is sometimes called,

is the practice of non-residents

gaining entry to a residence hall

by trailing an entering resident or

slipping in before the door closes

as someone leaves the building.

Occasionally, the resident does

not even know it has happened.

He or she heads out to the dining

hall or their classes and doesn't

see the tailgater coming up to

catch the door before it closes.

Or, perhaps the resident and

their roommate are having a live-

ly conversation as they go into the

dormitory, never noticing the per-

son that came in right behind

them.

More often than not however,

they actually hold the door for the

tailgaters.

An unofficial survey revealed

that the practice is prevalent all

across campus despite the warn-

ings and instruction of the

Resident Assistants (RAs) and

Residence Education

Coordinators (RECs).

The most common reasons

given by the tailgaters are "I'm

visiting someone," "I'm returning

something," or "I'm picking up

something." Those who let diem

in or see them entering don't

think it's a problem. When asked

about it, one resident laughingly

answered, "I just tell diem not to

break anything."

Too many residents forget,or

don't care about their responsi-

bility.

"Anyone you let in is your

guest and you are responsible for

whatever that guest does," one

Cunninghams RA said. The fact

is tailgating is a Judicial Board

offense as well as a security

breach, according to the Student

Handbook.

According to Campus Police

annual crime report, Longwood is

a remarkably safe campus.

Unfortunately, sometimes there

are reports of criminal activity

inside the residence hall ranging

from vandahsm and theft to

assault.

Although Sergeant Russell

Dove of the Campus Police did

not give specifics, he confirmed

that a significant number of these

incidents were perpetrated by tail-

gaters and stressed the impor-

tance of abiding by the Residence

Hall policies. "Don't let in any-

body you don't know," said Dove.

Tailgating is "Uke opening your

front door and letting just any-

body walk in." he said. "You

wouldn't let strangers in at home;

why would you do it here?"

No one wants to believe any-

thing bad could happen here, but

the practice of tailgating raises

the potential for exacdy that.

School and personal property

are at increased risk for vandal-

ism, tampering, and theft, while

individuals are left open to the

mercy and whims of the intrud-

ers.

One young w;oman related an

incident in which several young

men tailgated into her residence

building and ran down the all-

female hall shouting and banging

on the doors.

"I didn't care about tailgating

before, but now, since this hap-

pened to me-it really bothers

me," she explained. What if their

intention had been assault instead

of noisy mischief

Although most tailgaters are

harmless students completely

honest in their intentions, some

tailgaters may not be. This possi-

bilit)' alone can create an atmos-

phere of insecurity in a place

where students should feel the

most safet)'.

To reduce the risks involved

with tailgating. Dove offered

these tips:

First, practice personal and

group awareness, make note of

anyone loitering nearby or

approaching.

Second, get acquainted with the

people in your residence hall. You

will then be able to recognize indi-

viduals that do not belong in your

building.

Third, perhaps the most impor-

tant suggestion; shut the door

behind you or at least take the

time to make sure it closes before

tailgaters can take advantage of it.

"If they're not visiting you,"

Dove said "don't let them in."
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Words irom tke Editor: Learning from a Tragedy
I ignored

another call

from Topher

on Sunday. I

ignored the

message as

well.

And then I got online and

learned some rather unsettling

news.

This guy I went to high school

with, whose mother was the only

reason I passed two years worth

of math, died on Sunday morn-

ing from alcohol poisoning.

Though authorities are still

investigating the death, what

we've been told is that he drank

too much, went to bed, and didn't

wake up.

For all intents and purposes,

this young man had a long and

healthy life ahead of him. Most

twent\'-two-year-olds do.

We read stories all too often of

college students rolling out of

windows, falling down flights of

stairs, drinking and driving, and a

plethora of other uninhibited

actions.

Sometimes, we laugh. We
think, we would never do any-

thing that stupid.

But all of us go to sleep after

drinking. Luckily, we all wake

up. We all get to teU our tales on

Monday morning.

But Tom didn't.

Instead, his parents and one

of his brothers had to go identi-

fy his body. His mom has to

clean out his apartment. No
mother should ever have to go

through that. No father should

know that his son went first. No
brother should have to know

that a life-long relationship is no

more.

Monday morning, I listened

to my friends talk about their

weekends.

Two girls ran a typical con-

versation:

"How was your weekend?"

one asks the other.
'

"Good, but I think I partied

too hard," is the response.

"There's no such thing." They

both agree.

Similarly, I got a call from
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Maggi on Monday night. She tells

me how Nicole was up visiting

her, and they both drank until they

blacked out.

"Sunday morning, that was

fijnny," she tells me. "Now I'm just

counting my blessings. That could

have been me."

In 2003, there were 364 alcohol-

related deaths in Virginia alone.

That's a hell of a lot of people.

On average, college students (as

a whole) spend $5.5 biUion a year

on alcohol. That's a hell of a lot of

money.

Statistically, we are a dangerous

age group. We have more inci-

dents of binge drinking and alco-

hol-related accidents than any

other demographic. But I guess

that's kind of obvious.

But what's sad is that we always

think that we'll n^ver be the one.

I'm not saying this to make you

stop drinking. I know you're going

to do it. I know I'm going to do it.

I know it's fun.

But during Oktoberfest next

weekend, I'm asking that you take

a step back. Support your friends

who decide not to drink; they are

no more lame than you are.

Maybe not take that last shot of

tequila or bong that last beer.

Take care of yourself and your

friends after you've been out for

the night.

You never know when that

can make the difference.

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief

Letters to tke Editor
Dear Editor,

This past weekend was Family

weekend here at Longwood

University, and I like many stu-

dents had my parents down.

I was shocked when we went

to the dirming hall on Sunday

morning to learn that the prices

of meals had doubled. When
asked if there was any break

because I am a commuter student

the girl said no that everyone was

$10.00. Normally the price of

Sunday morning brunch is $5.00

a person.

Needless to say my whole fam-

ily left Longwood and went to

Shoney's for breakfast because

we refused to pay double for

meals.

I was upset at this price goug-

ing because meals do not cost

more just because its family

weekend, and the students are

not being paid more either.

This was just another way for

Longwood to try and squeeze as

much money out of an event as

possible. So many parents were

willing to pay for meals, which

Longwood interprets as being an

opportunity to gouge their prices.

This is a ridiculous practice- by
Longwood, and it needs to be

stopped.

•Jennifer Holliday

Dear Rotunda staff^

I am studying abroad in

Florence this semester and the

foUowing is an account of my
experiences for the paper.

Right now I truly feel inspired

by Italy. I have only been here for

one week and it has already

changed my life. The difference

in ctdturc is so vast, it is difficult

to fully comprehend it, let alone

explain it.

The first night I got here, I dis-

covered how fun the nighdife is!

There are much less restrictions

on drinking in Italy The legal

drinking age is 16 and it is okay to

drink in public. You can buy a beer

in a bar and walk through the

street with it, literally waving at a

police officer as you take a sip.

Since youth are allowed to

drink, they do not drink to excess

like American youths tend to do.

Being able to legally drink has

been liberating.

By the second day, I was begin-

ning to feel frustrated. Let me just

say, if you want the challenge of

your life, go to another country

without first learning the native

language.

There are many foreign stu-

dents and tourists here from the

US, Canada, and the UK, so

English is spoken here, but it is

impossible to fully immerse in

Florentine culture without know-

ing how to speak Italian.

Florence is a beautiful city,

probably one of the most spectac-

ular cities in the worid. I live one

block away from Santa Croce (pro-

nounce crow-shay), a cathedral

built in the 13th century

Trying to communicate in

another language is an adventure

all its own, and one that requires

much patience.

Being so close to all these

medieval buildings, these famous

souls, and magnificent works of

art, is humbling.

I understand now why they call

it culture "shock." But after the

shock comes the calm. I feel

peaceful here, more so than I have

ever felt before in my life.

-Kristen Casalenuovo

Dear Editor,

Earlier this week, my
Anthropology class participated

in a discussion over the points

of Evolution and Crearionism.

As most people know, evolu-

tion is taught in public schools,

and creationism is not, as per

the separation of church and

state.

However, almost fifty per-

cent of people in America

believe in some interpretation

of the Bible, which means they

do not believe in evolution.

While it does seem to be unlike-

ly to me that humans evolved

from, say, sweet potatoes, it also

seems unlikely that an all-pow-

erful god created our entire

environment.

I also find the field of "Flood

Geology" quite amusing. If

you're not famUiar, Flood

Geology is the study of the

world, as it was shaped by The

Genesis Hood, found in the

Bible within the respected

chapter. Others who are more

religious than I agree that the

Earth is more than 10,000 years

old, and diat it is doubtfiil that

the entire universe was con-

structed in 6 days. It is also

tiiought that because God has

no sense of time, it is very

much likely that constructing

the universe, including earth

and its inhabitants, took billions

of years,

I am glad that some people

are able to leave tiieir religious

texts open to interpretation,

rather tiian insist on the literal,

which at times is illogical or

immoral Remember, accord-

ing to the Bible, you should not

sow two crops beside one

another or make garments with

more than two types of thread.

-Tanner Keith

it^mm
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S.GA. Upsetting More and More Stvidents

Trudy Berry

Guest Writer

I am disappointed in SGA's

performance this semester for

two reasons.

First, they exhibit an almost

total disregard for the exis-

tence of the Commuter

Student Association (CSA).

Which make no sense

because many SGA members

are commuters.

Their lack of support for

the CSA is evident by the fail-

ure of SGA commuters to

attend the Commuter

Welcome Back Picnic on

Wednesday, September 15.

Their display of apathy

toward CSA's actions to

resolve parking issues is also

irritating.

CSA took the initiative, in

the fall of 2001, to be proac-

tive in seeking a resolution to

the parking problem; SGA co-

sponsored at least the past two

open forums.

This semester, however,

parking suddenly turned into a

recognition issue for the SGA.

They have taken it upon

themselves to hold an Open

Forum to discuss parking.

Doing this discounts the

fact, if I am not mistaken, that

they approved CSA's budget

which included a line item for

the Open Forums to discuss

parking issues.

Past actions on the part of

CSA members to work with

SGA, specifically the Physical

Environment Committee,

proved to be exercises in futil-

ity.

I am glad that the SGA's

increased sensitivity to the

parking issue brought them to

the point where they are will-

ing to take a lead role to help

resolve students' parking

needs.

It only concerns me that it

took parking to become a

problem for SGA members,

and not simply the student

body, for the SGA to finally wake

up and take a stand.

It is not exacdy a citizen leader

attribute, to act only when it affects

you.

Second, it appears that the SGA
Finance Committee members take

questionable liberty in interpreting

their Bylaws-perhaps altering their

interpretation to suit their own pur-

poses.

The SGA has been insistent

upon organizations submitting

appropriate and complete budget

requests.

Their budget proposals must

include not just the total amount of

funds requested, but also the spe-

cific amount of funds requested

for each line item.

For example, an organization

cannot request funds for "office

supplies," but must request detailed

items such as so many boxes of

paper clips, this many glue sticks,

etc. »

Furthermore, the SGA has been

adamant in refusing to fund any

organization's request to fund a

speaker/entertainer if that organi-

zation had already signed a contract

with said speaker/entertainer.

SGA was always emphatic in

ensuring that an organization

standing before them to request

such funds was fiilly aware of the

Bylaw restriction: Section C, 5, n

(as posted on the current SGA web

site), which states that if an organ-

ization has already made a commit-

ment before funds are allotted,

then funds shall not be appropriat-

ed from the Student Activity Fees

Conmiittee (S.A.F.C.) fund.

At their September 16 meeting,

however, the SGA Finance

Committee approved a reallocation

of funds for an organization to pay

for, and thus honor, a rather large

contract they signed this past June

or July for a particular

speaker/entertainer to appear at a

major campus function this semes-

ter.

This organization did not

include a line item for this speak-

er/entertainer in the budget they

submitted, and the Finance

Committee subsequendy

approved, last spring.

If this organization did not

request this large sum of money to

contract for this particular, or any

for that matter, speaker/entertain-

er, as a line item on their budget,

but signed a contract nevertheless,

why did the SGA Finance

Committee approve to reallocate

funds?

Why did the SGA make an

exception in this case?

To make this clear, "reallocate"

means to move funds from one or

more line items on the already

approved budget to this one par-

ticular line item.

This means thats the contract

for the speaker/entertainer that

does not appear on the current

budget sheet.

If the SGA absolutely refused

in the past to approve funds to any

organization to pay for a speaker

for whom they had already signed

a contract, why did they approve

such an action for this particular

organization?

Because the member of the

requesting organization who stood

before them is also a member of

the SGA, did this fact influence

the Finance Committee's decision

in their favor?

Did this same fact sway the

Finance Committee to seek, and

ultimately find, a reinterpretation

of "before funds are allotted"

from "before funds are allotted for

this specific line item" to "before

funds are allotted on an approved

budget" for the sake of gratifying a

favored organization?

I wonder if there is a system

that checks over the SGA to make

sure that it's members are not

using their membership in this

organization to bend the rules and

father the finacial status of other

organizations they are also

involved in.

This is not the first time the

"conflict of interest" flag went up

during SGA Senate and Finance

Committee proceedings.

props and drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and every-

one to submit props and drops to rotunda@Jopgwood.edu

Props:

+ To Starbucks Frappuccino.

+ To great books in American Lit. classes.

+ To open criticism of our Professor's ideas being

perfectly okay.

+ To MadTV.

+ DVD and CD collection in the library.

Dmp&i
- To the Brock Lake in the new parking garage.

- To cold in the morning, and hot in the afternoon.

- To 7-11 not being at Longwood.

- To caffeine withdrawls.

- To girls who pee on the toilet.

Speak Out
What, in your opinion, is xincharac-

teristic about this year's election?

More than half of
America doesn^t support

the incumbent.

-John Burton, Junior

A lot of fire is being thrown
from both sides, [there's] so

much public scrutiny.

-Jonathan Larson, Junior

The war has a lot to do with
how people are going to vote.

-Dawn Capsetta, Sophomore

There's a lot at stake: the

war and the economy. The
war has a lot to do with
whether the President will

be re-elected.

Kathrvn Sutton, Freshman

All picturti by Sarah-'^la Moon
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"For two years we have had die

olck college trays," said . senior

Lindsay Walker. "I think the uni-

versity should change the items

we use everyday that still say

Longwood College, It is impor-

tant to communicate to prospec-

tive students that we are a univer-

aty when they are in our dining

hall."

Writing a letter home or send-

ing a postcard to friends may be a

thing of the past. Yet students do

not have the option of sending a

postcard with the new logo or

Longwood University displayed

and written on the card.

Since the fall of 2002, die

bookstore has been selling

Longwood College postcards at a

discounted rate. After pulling the

college postcards from the

shelves this summer, new univer-

sity cards have yet to be ordered.

"I think it would be worth the

investment to make the litde

changes," said senior Jen Dize.

"Especially in the dining hall and

the bookstore."

Even though there are a few

inconsistencies with the university

image around campus, the public

relations department is working

hard to communicate the message

of the university.

The Longwood magazine for

alumni and friends of Longwood

University is the department's

largest publication with a circula-

tion of 30,000. This magazine

promotes all activities of the uni-

versity.

"The Longwood magazine is

our most effective tool for

explaining the mission of the uni-

Nem September 23, 2004

versity," said Jermifer Wall, pub-

lic relations specialist. "Every

product that comes out of our

office clearly communicates

Longwood as a university." One

of the biggest challenges faced

by the department, is getting

longtime Virginia residents to

realize Longwood is now a uni-

versity.

"Since the founding of

Longwood in 1839, there is

probably a woman in every long-

time Virginia family that has

attend the school at some

point," stated Wall. "It takes

time for everyone to adjust to

the changes of Longwood."

To get the message out, the

department sends press releases

to all media oudets detailing the

activities of the university. The

press releases help the media

when explaining Longwood sto-

ries on the television, radio or in

print.

"You can't dictate to the

media what to say," said Wall.

"But we can make sure they are

supplied with the right informa-

tion regarding Longwood."

It is likely that the image of

Longwood in academics, student

life and sports will continue to

change in the future.

The first few graduating class-

es of Longwood University have

the responsibility of communi-

cating to others in the profes-

sional and academic world the

new status of Longwood.

"Our students are very impor-

tant to the image of

Longwood," said Wall. "Each

student acts as an ambassador

for the university and its mis-

sion.

BOARD cont'd p,l

percent of the Base Adequacy

Funding Model, operating

requests included funds for

additional faculty and faculty

salary increases. Also included in

the request were monies for die

replacement of outdated infor-

mation systems, ADA accessibil-

ity, cmsergency generators and

asbestos abatement;

As part of Longwood's move

to NCAA Division I, requests

ftw: renovations to Willet Hall's

Gymnasium and the construe-

tk)n of new soccer fields were

also approved. Odier requests

mdmkd funds for the renova-

tion and expansion of the

Lsuikford Hall, and a renovation

to Bedybrd Hall, which houses

the Art Department.

The Board also approved

three policies to comply with:

(1) the Gramm-Leach-Bliley

Act, which requires financial

institutions such as Longwood

to establish policies for the pri-

vacy and safeguarding of cus-

tomer financial information,

(2) the Family Educational

Rights and Privacy Act

(FERPA), which is a Federal

law that requires the establish-

ment of policies to safeguard

student records and data and

(3) the Health Insurance

Portability and Accountability

Act (HIPAA), which is a

Federal law that protects indi-

vidually identifiable health

information.

Over 100 Students Attend Fearsome Discussion

Shawn Garrett

NewsEJilor

Gay, straight, lesbian and bisexu-

al students got a brief glimpse

into each other's worlds Monday

night during Fearsome, a panel

discussion sponsored by Unity

Alliance (UA) and the Student

Health and Wellness Center.

Over 100 students attended

the discussion held in Curry

Commons. The panel consisted

of three females-lesbian, straight

and bisexual-and two males-one

gay, one straight.

"We're hoping to promote an

understanding of differences

between people," said UA Co-

President Walter Gray "We'd like

people to walk away knowing it's

not just the five or six [on the

panel], but that they might have

friends who feel this way"

The panelists began by

recounting their own experiences

with being gay themselves or

having gay friends or family

members.

Gay male panelist Chris Davis,

freshman at nearby Hampden

Sydney College, discussed being

homosexual at the all-male, his-

torically conservative institution.

"I had to just prepare myself

mentally," said Davis. "I watch

NASCAR and footbaU and I

could pass as a straight man, but

I don't want to."

Panelist Jessica Spangenburg

gave a heart-wrenching descrip-

tion of her experiences with her

mother, who came out as a les-

bian.

"When my mother came out

and my parents divorced, I went

to live with my mother," said

Spangenburg. "My dad said it

would rub off on me. He was

furious."

Panelists also discussed the

omission of gay and lesbian rela-

tionships in the media and day-

to-day slights and stares the aver-

age homosexual person encoun-

ters.

The panel was then opened up

to questions from the audience.

When asked how he delt with

advances ftx)m gay men, straight

male Jason Reade said that he

considered it a compliment "If

someone finds me attractive,

whoever it is, I don't mind."

"Does anyone on the panel

wish they weren't gay?" someone

asked. i

All responded no, savfr Gray

who admitted that he sometimes

did. "It would certainly make

things easier," said Gray, who

later told The Rotunda "Having a

different orientation isn't as grand

and wonderful as it seems some-

times."

Originally tided the "Fearsome

Foursome" the panel was begun

by Longwood alum Jennifer

Munier in Spring of 2002.

Beginning as a hall program, its

popularity grew to its present

form as a campus-wide event.

Last year it became a bi atmual-

program.

Said Gray, "All we want is for

people to open up their minds

and listen."

BSA Presents

Jl1Uj_i1j 1 l/VUUU

M T r^U T" c
In ± Oil 1 O *

Friday
October 1 ,

2004
9:00pm«- 1:00am

Grand Ball
Room

(upstairs in the
student union)

Dress is
semi-formal

(dress code will
be enforced)

^

^

*
Menu:

Bacon wrapped Soaliops
Chicken Wiiiqs

Bar-b-que Meatfoa 1

1

s

Cheesecake
Chocolate vdlpped

strawberries

BSA8Longwood . edit
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Get Out tke Vote: Longwood Students Clearlij Engaged in National Issues

Sarah-Tyler Moore

Staff Winter

"A vote is more than a person's

right; it's a person's mind," said

freshman Sean Hopkins.

According to the United States

Census Bureau, in 1992 48 per-

cent of young adults, ages 18 to

20, registered to vote; however,

only 39 percent actually did. Is

this statistic indicative of the

2004 Election's young adult voter

turnout?

Programs like MTVs "Chose

or Lose" are striving to encourage

some 20 million young people to

vote, and The New Voters

Project, which has registered over

100,000 people from ages 18 to

24, are working to change and

encourage young voter activity.

Amy Temple, state director for

voting in Arizona said to Arizona

Republic, "Maybe [young people]

don't think voting is an effective

way to change their community.

Figuring out logistics [of voting]

could be intimidating." Temple

also suggested that perhaps can-

didates do not direct their atten-

tion toward young adults as

much as they should.

However, she said, "We want

to make sure [political] messages

are being geared toward young

adults so they feel part of the

political process."

So what political messages and

issues interest the student popu-

lation?

"P feel strong about] the issue

of job outsourcing. It's wrong to

relocate for a lower cost at the

cost of American jobs when the

economy is already so weak,"

said Hopkins.

Students also care about the

war in Iraq.

"[I feel strong about] troops in

Iraq because the war was accom-

plished and we still have troops

over there. We need to figure out

a way to correct [that] problem,"

said senior Kirk Johnston.

Sophomore Holly Overstreet

said "[I feel strong about] inter-

national issues. It's important

that we protect our country."

Apart from the war in Iraq

and the job market, there are

some issues that are less signifi-

cant to young voters. One of

which is political competition;

back and forth attacks between

sides

"[Candidates] bickering about

each other and backstabbing

comments" are less important to

Johnston.

Hopkins voiced his frustration

with such behavior but shed light

on the futility of it all. "It's ridicu-

lous for the sides to be fighting,"

he said "because when it comes

down to it, Kerry and Bush are

the same."

While the issues of a candi-

date's platform carry weight,

what characteristics should he

possess to win a student's vote?

Hopkins said, "Honesty is a big

one, because you don't want

some one to be representing you

that's going to lie to you."

"[He should be] strong, brave,

intelligent, caring, and compas-

sionate. Without all of these qual-

ities you do not have some one

who can lead you to victory in

war and keep your homeland safe

or even chose the right path for

your nation," said freshman

Patricia Knutti.

Should morality stop at the

oval office door?

"[Candidates that are]trustwor-

thy, [have the] ability to make

sound decisions and have sound

advisors, [be] socially moral, not

so much personally, [appeal to

me]," said Johnston.

In contradiction to Johnston,

Overstreet said morality is an

important rubric for leadership.

"Moral people [appeal to me];

their personal life says a lot about

how they'll handle political situa-

tions."

Whatever the qualities pre-

ferred in a candidate, there is no

question that the 2004 election is

unprecedented and possibly the

reason why far more people are

getting involved and encouraging

young adults to as well.

Turbulence has accompanied the

polls. "In the last election, [the]

popular vote [candidate] didn't

get elected, people have qualms

about their vote; they have to be

more sensitive," said Johnston.

How can a student get

involved and better prepared for

the election? By registering to

vote online at

www.sbe.state.va.us. An absentee

ballot is also retrievable at the

site. Websites like

mtv.com/choseorlose where they

update information regularly and

the "Your Voice Counts" page at

www.longwood.edu/news/events

/yourvoicecounts/ are helpful.

To be a part of the election

effort on campus, the followii^

events are offered:

Citizen Leader Day with speak-

er Chuck D. on September 25

from 9 to 11 a.m. and 12 to 4

p.m,;

"Election 2004-How Will You

Decide?" at 8 p.m. in the

Lankford Ballroom;

Lecture by former Virginia

governor Gerald Baliles at 7:30

p.m. at Hampden-Sydney

College;

Fahrenheit 9/11 will be shown

on October 14 at 7:30 p.m. in the

Lankford Ballroom followed by a

discussion, and;

Virgil Goode v. Al Weed

debate on October 24 at 7:30 at

Hampden-Sydney College.

Kerry Unveils Iraq Plan in NYU Talk, Criticizes Busk
V-Wire

NEW YORK - Sen. John Kerry

outlined his plan to end the U.S.

occupation in Iraq in front of an

New York University audience

Monday, saying that America,

faced with a rapidly deteriorating

security situation in Iraq, needed

"to turn the page and make a

fresh start."

Kerry, the Democratic presi-

dential nominee, said President

Bush has exaggerated progress in

Iraq while ignoring signs from

within^ his own administration

that the U.S. mission there is in

increasing danger of failure.

"In Iraq, this administration

has consistendy over-promised

and under-performed," Kerry

said in the morning address at the

Skirball Center for Performing

Arts, where former Vice

President Al Gore also spoke out

against the Bush administration's

handling of the war this summer.

"This policy has been plagued

by a lack of planning, an absence

of candor, arrogance and outright

incompetence, and the president

has held no one accountable,

including himself," he said.

He said that with the pace of

U.S. and Iraqi combat casualties

accelerating, and foreign support

for the occupation limited, stay-

ing the course under Bush's poli-

cy could lead to a "war with no

end in sight."

Responding to Kerry's

remarks later in the day. Bush

told a crowd in Derry, N.H., that

Americans should listen to the

positive assessment of the situa-

tion in Iraq offered by Iraqi

Prime Minister lyad Allawi,

instead of Kerry's critical view.

"We must show resolve and

determination," Bush said.

"Mixed signals are the wrong sig-

nals to send to the enemy. Mixed

signals are the wrong signals to

send to the people in Iraq. Mixed

signals are the wrong signals to

send to our allies. And mixed sig-

nals are the wrong signals to send

to oxa troops in combat."

Kerry called the war in Iraq a

"profound diversion" from the

war on terror, and its undertak-

ing a failure of judgment on the-

part of the commander in chief.

Bush complicated this mistake,

Kerry said, with "a series of cata-

strophic decisions from the

beginning in Iraq. At every fork

in the road, [Bush] has taken the

wrong turn and led us in the

wrong direction."

Kerry strongly criticized the

president for his "failure to tell

the truth to the American peo-

ple" about his rationale for going

to war, and then subsequendy

understating the burden occupy-

ing Iraq would lay on the U.S.

"[Bush] didn't tell us that well

over 100,000 troops would be

needed, for years, not months,"

he said. "He didn't tell us that he

wouldn't take the time to assem-

ble a broad and strong coalition

of allies. He didn't tell us that the

cost would exceed $200 billion.

He didn't tell us that, even after

paying such a heavy price, success

was far from assured."

The speech came just one day

after three prominent Republican

senators took to the Sunday talk

show circuit to criticize Bush for

not being, in the words of Sen.

John McCain, R-Ariz., "as

straight as maybe we'd like to see"

with the American people about

Iraq.

On CBS's "Face the Nation"

Sunday, Nebraska Sen. Chuck

Hagel said a "crisp, sharp analysis

of our policies are required" in

Iraq.

"We didn't do that in Viemam,

and we saw 1 1 years of casualties

mount to the point where we

finally lost," Hagel said.

Kerry said he couldn't predict

what state he might find Iraq in

by the time he could be sworn in

as president in January. But he

challenged Bush to undertake a

four-step plan to get Iraq back on

track in the next several months.

The first step, Kerry said, was

that the president must persuade

the international community to

provide troops to ease the burden

on U.S. forces in Iraq. Bush will

address the U.N. General

Assembly Wednesday.

Kerry also said Bush needs to

"get serious" about training Iraqi

security forces, ensure that recon-

struction plans bring "tangible

benefits to the Iraqi people," and

take "immediate, urgent, essential

steps to guarantee" that free elec-

tions scheduled for January can

still take place in Iraq.

"If the president would move

in that direction ... we could begin

to withdraw U.S. forces starting

next summer and realistically aim

to bring all our troops home with-

in the next four years," Kerry said.

Bush said his administration

has been pursuing a course all

along that Kerry has just arrived at

today.

"Forty-three days before the

election, my opponent has now

suddenly setded on a proposal for

what to do next, and it's exactly

what we're currendy doing," Bush

told the crowd in New
Hampshire. "We're working with

the international partners, we're

training Iraqi troops ... we're

preparing for elections. They're

going to have elections in

January."

Bush arrived in New York late

Monday and will remain in the dty

through Tuesday.
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7t/^y tk, 24th
^<^tur<iay tf^' 25th

Rocky Honor Picture

Show!

9:00 p.m.

Stiibbs Lawii

'Tue5dUif the 28tk

Tiki Tuesday!

Bring out your

Hawaiian wear!

Women's Rugby

11:00 a.m.

President's Field

Citizen Leader Day

6:30 p.m.

Jarman Auditorium

^unda^ tke 26tk ^^""^i ^^^ ^ ^^^

WMLl Meeting

9:00 p.m.

Hiner Auditorium

Mix Match Monday!

Dress CRAZY!

Comedienne Maria

Bamford

9:00 p.m.

Lankford Ballroom

"tkutsdaif tke 30tk

Twin Thursday!

Pick a pal and dress

alike!

YOUR VOICE
COUNTS!
8:00 p.m.

I^ankford Ballroom

WQdnQ5(Lij tke 2 9tk

Western Wednesday!

Sport your best cowboy

hat and boots!

«3
V^kl a-

e
e

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
to Janet Jones

Our beloved Copy

Editor

^nity j^Uiance:

^bere you belong

^beck it out:

^bursday

7:80 p.m. in tbe

5'^melia ^om

I 'A Play RcMiiindor!

Thursday the 23rd

4:00 p. 111.-5:00 p.m.

.aiikiord "A" Room

Spring Break 2005

Travel with STS, America's #1 Student

Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or www.8tstravel.com

j^oot in Mouth
by Ellie Woodruff

Another successful and exciting

family weekend.

Really interested in seeing how yonr

Student Activity Fee is pnt to worik?

Come to a Lancer Productions meeting and

find out whafs going on with your money.

Monday ni^ts, 8:00 p,m., in

Lankford 8tudent Union's Amelia Room

"We may steal your soul, but at least we'll he nice while doing it
*'

<«>*— H»M^

onS^e in CLheek.
By: Ellie Woodruff

ATWW

W*i Ritls Okn4 «»ri +op 0* Vt oft. .. -• ''

N.'

"Oh man, how did he ever survive that?"

"You do realize he's talking about a vocabulary, test?"

^^^ ^^^ ^
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Ccippe Mew
A huge black spot marked fhe popcorn

'_J0. Tne delicious smell that we had
anficipafed turned out rotten. The R.A.
had one rule about trash. My roommate
waited at the door to make sure the
coast was clear.

I stiffened mu body against the wall as
I scurried to the trash chute. With one
pull and throw it was gone. Footsteps
down the hall sped up.•II 'I • ( I > • p

Tke World Has Turned and Leit Me Here

I Sprinted back to just in time for my
roommate to open the door. We col-

lapsed with laughter and relief. We were
saved! Here's to James Bonding with a

perfect stranger and loving it.

Mandy Amason

Staff Water

Dear Mandy,

I am a transfer student and

7 am having a really hard time fitting

in here at Lonffvood. What doyou

suggest I do?

-J'.D.

Dear S.D.,

Life sucks doesn't it?

Yeah I can say that we all are

having a hard time fitting in here.

IT'S FARMVILLE FOR
CHRIST'S SAKE!

But if you mean the

Longwood campus itself, well,

that's easy.

Go out and buy your entire

wardrobe from Express,

Abercrombie and Fitch, and

some other crap store like Rave.

Then pretend that you love

everybody, party all the time, and

get a really bad dye job.

Now, that is how you can real-

ly "fit" in.

In my opinion, this is the easi-

est route.

Shawn's Cookins for College

Quick and Cheap Meals for Collese Stiidciits

Sophie's Perfect Pizza Wmp
Ingredients:

Las Banderita Tortillas ($1.42)

Mama Mary's Pizza Sauce ($1,78)

Kraft Taco Shredded Cheese ($2.07)

Optional:

Armour Pepperoni ($ 1 . 74)

Green Peppers: 50cents each

Kraft Ranch Dressing: ($L88)

Cooking Instructions

*On a clean surface, lay out one tortilla.

*With a spoon, spread about 4 spoonfuls of the Pizza Sauce over

the entire tortilla

*Add as much or as little shredded cheese as you like

*If desired, add pepperoni or chopped green peppers

*Fold over tortilla and place in microwave (for softer pizza) or toast-

er oven (for crispier pizza. This is the preferred way)

*For microwave: cook pizza for 2 minutes

*For toaster oven: set dial to toast and cook for 2 minutes

*Dip pizza wrap in ranch dressing for extra flavor!

Then ^ain, anything worth

having is not easy to get.

There are some really interest-

ing people on campus and I am

constantly plagued with the

question: why do we care?

Seriously. I personally am

having the worst time fitting in

here, I tried everything; being

nice, talking to people, and yes,

even going to some Greek Open

Houses.

At first, I was really offended

that I didn't get into a sorority

but then I found out through an

insider that they choose by who

they parried with last year.

Well if you're a transfer with a

3.5, funny, beautiful, and great

person all around but you didn't

party with them last year, you're

screwed.

Good luck if you choose to

go that route but I highly sug-

gest otherwise.

I have taken deep comfort in

individuality and I plan to keep it

that way, I didn't fall out of a

cookie cutter and that scares

people.

Differences scare people. Just

be you and good things will come.

I have met some girls that are

great and they love to have fun

and they are genuine. It's hard to

find but when you do, you appre-

ciate it more.

You VCILI. fit here; you just

have to make yourself fit.

Join some clubs and some

organizations. Get involved with

things; they don't always have to

be Greek.

Don't get me wrong, I am not

bashing the Greeks, as a matter of

fact some of them (note that I

stressed some) are really nice and

fun. GO ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA!!!

Just don't feel that it is the only

way to go.

Time is a given.

Give Longwood the benefit of

the doubt.

Good Luck!

Until next time boys atid girls,

Mandy Amason

Thisyear, as most years, Longwood University has students who have chosen to study

abroad through the International Studies program. Through out the next several

months one of these students, Katie Harrison, a Junior Anthropology major, will he

sharing some ofher experiences in day to day life and her academic life while she is

studing in Ghana on the west African coast.

The Ghana Jana journals1:
25 August '04

Things here are very different.

There's no hot water and no

M&M's!

It's the end of the rainy sea-

son so it's really humid.

My dorm room is about the

same size as in ARC.

It's set up like a suite situation

and my suitemates are from

Nigeria and northern Ghana.

Classes here were suppose to start

on Monday but there's been a

worker's strike so who knows

when classes will really start.

This is merely the banning of The

Ghana Journals. Pick up the next

edition of The Rotunda^r the next

installment.
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Many Opportunities for Student Involvement On Campus
Variety ojfcluhs andgroups aiiord students the chance to he Citizen Leaders

Raven Stanley

Staff Writer

There are a wide range of organ-

izations here at Longwood for

students to get involved with, and

many aren't widely known.

These organizations range

from fraternities and sororities to

service organizations, as well as

groups that correspond to vari-

ous majors.

The extracurricular activities

allow students to meet people

with the same interests and allow

them to further explore the inter-

ests and ideas of others.

Some of the organizations on

campus that are directed towards

similar interest include the

Equestrian team. Involvement

with this group requires no prior

experience and even participate

in competitions and shows. For

more information contact

tismith@longwood.edu.

The Outdoor club is another

organization that many students

aren't aware of They meet every

Tuesday at 6:30 in Lancer 203

and offer a wide variet)' of activ-

ities.

Last year the outdoor club

went skydiving among other

things, and this year are planning

a Whitewater rafting trip as one

of their events.

The Virginian, Longwood's

yearbook, is another organiza-

tion on campus that is currendy

expanding and always looking

for interested students. If inter-

ested, contact yearbook@long-

wood.edu.

Longwood also has various

sports many of which are intra-

mural.

One such sport is the

Woman's Rugby team that meets

Monday thru Friday from 4 to 6

p.m. at Curry. Since it is not

mandatory to attend all prac-

tices, even those with a busy

schedule can participate.

Some student groups on cam-

pus set out to aid students direct-

ly or to aid a particular stance in

Need someone to talk to^

Want someone who understands the

problems that face college students?

WeVe got your answer!

We are a group of students who are

available for the Longwood Community,

The Peer Helpers are a group of students who work with

Student Health and Wellness and the Counseling Center to

provide one on one mediation, roommate mediation,

and educational programs.

Our office is located in the bottom of the student union

across from the post office.

Monday

2-3pm Jenn

Tuesday

11 am« 12 pm Laura

3:30 pm - 4:30 pm Erin

5 pm « 6 pm DebbJe

Wednesday
4:30 pm - 5:30 pm Jacky

Thursday

3:30 pm - 4:30 pm Kelly

You can contact us by phone at x2567,

mailbox 2916, Instant Messenger Iwpeer-

helpers, or e-mail

phelpersfgiongwood.edu

the communit)'. One of these

organizations is the Wellness

Advocates that meet every other

week at 5:45 p.m. in the Student

Health Center. This group hosts

seminars on issues affecting stu-

dent health and can answer

many questions that a student

might have.

Other organizations that deal

with student wellness include the

Peer Helper, who are a part of

the Student Counseling Service.

Peer Helpers give counseling

to students who would rather

deal with a pear than the more

traditional idea of a counselor.

This organization is also

involved with the annual Angel

Tree program. Angel Tree pro-

vides students and community

members the opportunity to

help make a Happy Holiday for

local children.

For information contact peer-

helpers@longwood.edu or call

extension x2657.

G.L.B.T. promotes diversity

and supports same sex issues

here at Lxjngwood. Some of their

events include National Coming

Out Day, National Day of

Silence, and they are responsible

for hosting a drag show on cam-

pus.

If interested, come and meet

the group Thursdays at 8 p.m. in

the Amelia Room of the Student

Union.

SAFE meets Tuesday in the

Charlotte Room at 3:30. SAFE
sets up programs to educate the

student body on how to be safe

on and off campus through the

various events that they sponsor.

SAFE meets Tuesday in the

Charlotte Room at 3:30

LEAF, which meets in Stevens

1 1 1 at 6:30 p.m. on Wednesdays,

is an organization that sets out to

bring environmental awareness

to the Longwood campus and

surrounding area.

Some organizations are

involved in helping the commu-

nity at a large. Some of these

organizations may even count

towards service hours.

Relay for Life is a national

organization that raises money for

the American Cancer Society. For

information about this years team

and how you can help, contact

Amanda Jones at anjones@long-

wood.edu or x4071.

Habitat for Humanity also has

a group here at Longwood.

This organization helps to

build low cost homes at cost for

the homeowners in need. For

information about this years

group contact them at

habitat@longwood.edu.

With the many groups and

organizations available at

Longwood, most individuals can

easily find something that meets

their personal needs in an organi-

zation. For even more informa-

tion about the many other organ-

izations on campus, contact the

Office of Leadership and New
Student Programs in the Student

Union.

New Teacker Feature: Dr. Carmen Pkelps

Bobbi Thibo

Asst. Editor

General Stats:

Undergrad- B.A in Journalism

and a BS in African-American

Studies at the University of

Kansas, Lawrence.

Graduate- MA in English at

Chicago State University and a

Ph.D in American and Afiican-

American Literature from

George Washington University.

Q: When driving into FarmviUe,

what was your very first impres-

sion?

A: I was overwhelmed by its

rural character, but it was in a

good way! I thought the land-

scaping was beautiful, and I

imagined that the people here

would have a "true" Southern

character.

Q: What was running through

your mind right before your first

class of the semester?

A: I was quite nervous and didn't

know what to expect from the

students. I felt that my immanent

relationship with them was going

to be, in many ways, my introduc-

tion to the culture of FarmviUe

and Longwood, so to this extent,

I was anxious to get to know

them! I also believe that they are

among the most important

resource here, so I looked for-

ward to becoming acquainted

with their interests as both stu-

dents and citizens.

Q: Why English? Why Early

American Lit? How did you

know this is what you wanted to

do?

A: I've ahvays been a "nerd," and

reading, artistic expression, and

writing have been a pastime and

passion of mine since I can

remember. I also think that liter-

ature and history are fascinating

subjects that provide audiences

with the opportunity to become

familiar with themselves, other

cultures, traditions, etc. I'm

encouraged by what writers of

the past, as well as contemporary

writers, have achieved in their

work, and I'm inspired to consid-

er the ways in which these voices

shape evolving traditions globally,

American literature, and America

in general.

Q: What is your favorite child-

hood book?

A: I loved "Encyclopedia Brown"

books when I was little.

Interestingly enough, I'm not a

fan of mystery or suspense books

now, but back then, I read them

all!

Q: What is your favorite quote of

all time?

A: I don't really have a favorite

quote - 1 eat them all up ... I come

across so much in my reading,

that it would be difficult for me
to decide which of the quotes has

been the most inspirational to

me.
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Atkletic Department Markets Move to D- 1 QUICK HITS
Ashley Dow
Sk^ Writer

In the fall of 2007, aU Lancer ath-

letic teams will compete with a

full schedule of Division I oppo-

nents. Until then the athletic

department is concentrating on

informing students, alumni and

the community on the university's

move to a Division I program.

To communicate the move.

Assistant Athletic Director for

Development, Mike Mitchell says

that the department is doing

everything it can to reach those in

and out of the college communi-

ty. "Every opportunity we have to

explain this change to division

one, we jump at it," said Mitchell.

"We are using media releases to

communicate with the non-

Longwood community and the

athletic website to inform our

alumni about the change."

Students are not left out of the

department's efforts. In fact,

Mitchell says students are the

most integral part in developing a

successful Division I program.

"We want the students to enjoy

college athletics and the game

experience," stated Mitchell.

"Without the students to generate

excitement for the teams, the

atmosphere would not be at the

Division I level," he continued.

The biggest challenge Mitchell

says is getting people excited

about the game and the teams we

are playing. "We are no longer

playing teams we have never

heard of," said MitcheU. "We are

playing teams that are on the

ESPN ticker across your televi-

sion."

The men's basketball team is

set to play Division I opponents.

Old Dominion University, Wake

Forest University and University

of Illinois this season. The soft-

ball team is playing University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill on

September 26th while the base-

ball team opens their season

against annual College World

Series contender South Carolina

To draw more people into ath-

letic events, new contests, promo-

tions, and entertainment are

being added to the game during

halfdme and time-outs. There will

be dance teams and cheerleaders

performing at basketball games.

A new group called the Lancer

Lunatics, composed of die-hard

student athletic fans was created.

They will have their own special

section and tee-shirts. Prizes will

be given at halfdme and at the

end of the games for students.

Before athletic events, pre-

game receptions will be held for

Lancer Athletic Club members

and donors to the athletic depart-

ment. This will give them a

chance to meet the coach and

team members. These receptions

will be held at home and away

games. A Lancer kid's club has

also been developed to encourage

members of the community to

bring their children to athletic

events. MitcheU said these pro-

grams were created to promote

an atmosphere similar to other

Division I programs. "Not only

do our athletes have to step up to

the Division I level, but our pro-

grams for the fans have to as

well," stated Mitchell.

Pepsi cans will once again

sport the lancer athletic logo, only

this time the can will really

emphasize the move to Division I

athletics. The Pepsi can is expect-

ed to debut in November. The

athletic department is also taking

advantage of local media to get

their message across. "The mar-

keting plan we have is to use

media oudets in Richmond,

Lynchburg, and Charlottesville to

stir up interest in the community

when big name teams come to

Farmville," said Mitchell.

It is no doubt that the transi-

tion to Division I will be full of

highs and lows, but the athletic

department and Mitchell feel that

it is a great opportunity for the

university. "Moving to Division I

and the exposure it creates paral-

lels what the administration wants

to see in the future for the univer-

sity," said Mitchell. "We are get-

ting our name out there as much

as possible."

Field Hockey Defeated in OT
sports Information

Radford University took a 2-1

overtime decision past host

Longwood University in a field

hockey contest Wednesday after-

noon at Cary Street Field in

Richmond. The visiting

Highlanders (2-3) scored the

game-winner with 1:56 remain-

ing in the first overtime when

senior Angela Feindt tallied the

goal on a penalty corner taken by

sophomore Kiera Gambeski.

The Lancers (1-6) will be back in

action this weekend when they

travel into Pennsylvania for a

match against St. Francis on

Saturday, September 25 at 10:00

a.m..

Radford had taken an early 1-

lead when junior Hope Bates

scored just 4:53 into the match

off an assist by sophomore

Meredith Evans. The Lancers

managed to tie the contest at 1-1

at the 16:25 minute mark when

sophomore Katy Lernihan

scored her first goal of the sea-

son off a penalty corner. Senior

Lorrie Watts and junior Sarah

Hitchings both were credited

with an assist on the goal.

The two teams battied score-

less and evenly throughout the

second half and almost through

the first overtime. The Lancers

had two opportunities to score

early in the overtime period, but

Watts and freshman Mary

Freeman both hit shots that went

wide.

Senior goalkeeper Julie

Patterson finished the day with

eight saves for Longwood, while

junior Amy Dietz made four for

Radford. Radford University

took a 2-1 overtime decision past

host Longwood University in a

field hockey contest Wednesday

afternoon at Cary Street Field in

Richmond. The visiting

Highlanders (2-3) scored the

game-winner with 1 :56 remaining

in the first overtime when senior

Angela Feindt tallied the goal on a

penalty corner taken by sopho-

more Kiera Gambeski. The

Lancers (1-6) will be back in

action this weekend when they

travel into Pennsylvania for a

match against St. Francis on

Saturday, September 25 at 10:00

a.m..

Radford had taken an early 1-0

lead when junior Hope Bates

scored just 4:53 into the match off

an assist by sophomore Meredith

Evans. The Lancers managed to

tie the contest at 1-1 at the 16:25

minute mark when sophomore

Katy Lernihan scored her first

goal of the season off a penalty

Records:

Field Hockey 1-7
Men's Soccer - 6

Women's Soccer 1 - 7

Home Games Tkis

Week
None
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Plaijers ol tke

Week
Field Hockey

Lorri Watts, 2 assists

Men's Soccer

Elvis Cosic, 1 goal

Women's Soccer

Anna Gravel, middle

center-fielder

Men sRugbq Readij for Rival HSC
Kyle Matrin

Staff Writer

The Longwood University

Men's Rugby Club will continue

their 25th anniversary season

with their second game of die

season. On September 25, die

Longwood men's team will trav-

el to heated rival Hampden-

Sydney College.

"With Hampden-Sydney,

they better bring it because Tm
gonna bring my A game. Vm
gonna bring every ounce of

strength I have," freshman

Ronnie Smith said. Not only are

the rookie players confident

about the upcoming contest, but

the veterans are also inspired.

"We treat them like any other

team. We want to practice hard.

We want to beat them physically

and mentally. We've got more

freshmen. It's no question with

these guys. We're going to win,"

senior Paul Weltz said.

Currently undefeated, the

team earned a dominating 20-5

victory over Washington & Lee

on September 18. Freshman

wing Ronnie Smith scored 15

points on three tries in his first

career game while senior fly-

halfback ^ul Weltz s<x)red five

points on one try.

Coming off of an cariy sea-

son win, players sec die benefit

of momentum headbag into a

crucial gsmne. Sophomore full-

back Stcwn Davis saki, "It's very

important because with a game

like diis it's important to get a

good pxat in before diem so we

can get all of our jitters out and

get into the flow of die game."

The victory over Washington

& Lee also raises the team's

awareness of dieir chances for a

championship season.

"Hampden-Sydney is our

favorite game of the year. They

are our biggest rival. It's also

part of our main goal to win the

Division III championship. The

first part of diat was to beat

Washington & Lee. We have to

beat Hampden-Sydney to get to

die Divisbn IH championship,"

senior James Burnett said.

Catch the Men's Rii^by Club

in action this Saturday at 3:00

p.m. at Hampden-Sydney . More

information can be found at die

rugby teams website lancer-long-

wood.6du/Qtg/tfc/scheduaie.ht

corner. Senior Lorrie Watts and

junior Sarah Hitchings both were

credited with an assist on the

goal.

The two teams batded score-

less and evenly throughout the

second half and almost through

the first overtime. The Lancers

had two opportunities to score

early in the overtime period, but

Watts and freshman Mary

Freeman both hit shots that went

wide.

Senior goalkeeper Julie

Patterson finished the day with

eight saves for Longwood, while

junior Amy Dietz made four for

Radford.

Weeklij Trivia

Field Hockey Coach
Nancy Joel used to

coach what national

field hockey team?

Last Weeks Answer:

Micheal Tucker of the San

Fransico Giants

If you would like to submit a trivia

question send an email to

rotunda@longwwod.edu subject

'Trivia" widi your question, answer

and name^f desired).
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NFL Update:Week 2
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

After the second week of NFL
football is over, many teams find

themselves undefeated, while

other teams find themselves in a

two-loss hole. The true measure

of a team is not its record thus

far, but how it reacts to the

record.

Many winless teams could still

develop into playoff contenders

while the undefeated teams will

most likely fall short of the play-

offs. No team represents this

chance more than the lions, who

have looked good in thrashingl

ess than stellar teams including

the Texans last Sunday.

Jacksonville may have a slighdy

better chance of a post-season

berth, but they only remain

undefeated due to a botched

hand-off between Jake Plummer

and Quentin Griffin. Cosdy

turnovers also have fans in

Washington shaking their heads

as Patrick Ramsey returns to his

old ways throwing three intercep-

tions in a loss against the Giants.

The Patriots continue the

dominance of the NFL, racking

up the 17th straight win over the

Cardinals while Jerry Rice's

streak of 278 consecutive games

with a catch that has stood since

1985 ended even though the

Raiders defeated the Bills. Vinny

Testaverde again lead the NFL in

passing yards, but this time he

came away with a win against his

old team, the Browns.

In one of the most heated

rivalries in football, the Ravens

crushed the Steelers, even with

limited rushing yards from Jamal

Lewis. In footballs oldest rival-

ries, the Bears added to their

overall wins by puUing a major

upset against Brett Favre and the

Packers.

The Falcons, Colts, and

Panthers pulled their games out

in the fourth quarter in which

the combined for a 52 to noth-

ing against their respective

opponents, the Rams, Titans,

and Chiefs. A final minute

touchdown was enough iot the

Saints to hold off the upstart

49ers. Seattie didn't even need to

score in the second half and still

walked away with a win against

Tampa Bay.

The final game of the week

could have been one to remem-

ber had the Daunte Culpepper

and the Vikings not continually

fizzled out in the red zone even-

tually giving one up to the

Eagles.

Player of the Week: Chad

Pennington threw for over 250

yards and two touchdowns as

the Jets prevail over the Chargers

and is the main reason New
York fans are thinking playoffs.

Game of the Week: Despite

the fact it might turn out to be

the ugliest game of the season,

the Bengals triumph over the

Dolphins had fans on the edge

of their seats.

Sports

Looking for 1st Win
sports In^imdm

Appalachian State took a 64

decision past vbiting Longwood

University in a men's soccer

match Sunday in North

Carolina. Keon McPherson

helped lift the host

Mountaineers to victory by scor-

ing two ^als and assisting on

two others. The Uncers, who

fcH to 0-6 on die year, will be

back in action Friday, September

24, when they face James

Madison in the first round of

the James Madison Tournament

Game time is slated for 7:30

p.m.

, The

scored three goals before inter-

mission, including two by

McPherson, before scoring

three more in the second half

to hold a 6-0 lead with less than

twenty minutes to play in the

game. The Lancers scored their

lone goal of the contest at the

77:27 mark when freshman

Elvis Cosic/Richmond 0.R.

Tucker) scored his first colle-

gktegoal.

Freshman goalkeeper Matt

VanOekel/Chesapeake (Great

Bridge) made eig^t saves in the

contest, while Philip Cavicchia

and George Nagle of

Appalachian State combined

Mountaineers (3-2) for seven saves.

September 23, 2004

Amatiier

Tennis

Tournamnet

Announce
sports Information

A

Longwood University men's and

women's tennis head coach Pat

Breen has announced the Fall

2004 Adult Doubles Tennis

Tournament to take place

Saturday, October 9, beginning at

8:30 a.m. at the Lancer Courts on-

campus.

The social round-robin format

will include intermediate & inter-

^mediate/advanced divisions for

both men's doubles and women's

doubles. Tournament sponsors

are BB&T Bank, Baxter Carter-

Boone & Company Realtors, and

Davenport & Co. LLC.

"Once again, we are having a

casual round-robin format which

is very fun and allows a lot of

match play," explained Breen. "I

am looking forward to seeing all

of the Farmville tennis communi-

ty and a good day of tennis. The

Longwood tennis team will be

helping out by barbecuing Ivmch

for all of the participants."

The entry fee is $15 per player,

or $30 per team, and will include

awards for each division.

Deadline for entries is October 5.

For more information, please

contact tournament director Pat

Breen via phone at (434)395-2757

or e-mail breenp@longwood.edu.

Former Longwood Student Named As Newr Assistant
sports Information

Longwood University men's and

women's cross country head

coach Rich Firth has aimounced

the recent appointment of

Kristel French '04 as a new assis-

tant coach with the two pro-

gram's at the institution. She is a

2004 graduate of Longwood who

was a three-year women's cross

country runner (Kristel Moser)

and team captain as a senior for

the Lancers.

"I am very excited about the

appointment of Kristel to the

position of assistant cross coun-

try coach," explained Firth.

"Kristel competed on the first-

ever women's cross country

team here at Longwood.

Throughout her three-year

career, she was a consistent per-

former who was not afraid of

hard work. I had the opportu-

nity to coach her during her

senior year and she impressed

me with her leadership skills

and her willingness to accept

direction. I think her presence

will have a positive effect on

both of our squads." During

her Longwood career, (Moser)

French ran a career-best 20:49

for die 5K at die 2002 Carolinas-

Virginia Athletic

Conference(CVAC)
Championships to place 10th

individually while helping the

team to a runners-up finish. Last

fall, as a senior, she ran a 25:35

for the 6K at the 2003 Virginia

Division II-III State

''Throughout her three-year

career, she was a consis-

tent performer who was not

afraid of hard work"

-Rick Firth

Championships to place fourth

individually as the team won the

event. French earned All-State

honors with the fourth-place

effort at the State

Championships. Overall during

her career, she had eight Top 25

individual finishes, including five

Top 10 individual efforts.

"I am looking forward to

being the cross country assistant

coach this season," said

French. "As a former

Longwood runner, I feel like I

will be able to provide the lead-

ership and encouragement

needed for the team as well as

enjoy getting to know all the

new riinners. By being the

assistant coach, I feel it offers me
the opportunity to give back to

Longwood some of which it has

given to me."

A native of Roanoke, French

earned her bachelor of fine arts

degree from Longwood that

included a concentration in art

education with a mini concentra-

tion in crafts (K-12). She was a

President's List and Dean's List

student-athlete as an undergradu-

ate. French also received numer-

ous academic scholarships and

participated in several volunteer

experiences while attending the

institution. Longwood is operat-

ing under all NCAA Division I

rules and regulations during

2004-05, including the scheduling

requirements, during the second

year of its four-year Division I

reclassification period toward

official certification in September

2007.



t^ Tate a toll 'n the hay^

I

Hayrides

Horseback

S'mores

1ftc7

^^W^fiat 1 Tour the model apartment and sign your lease for 2005-2006

HoXe: Ifyou are not approved by the University to move

off-campus, your lease will be voided upon receipt of a copy

of tfie official letter stating your housing status.

Friday, October 1^2004

^Wnat time I Noon ~ 6pm

• Free Food catered by Mulligan's^

Start your Oktoberfest weekend with a Hayride at Sunchase! m
Get together will any and all of your friends or roommates ^k
Application fees will be waived on all applications received ^
Sign a lease in a Group of Four and receive a rent discount ^

/

'**You will be required to

sign a release of liability

for the rides.

Don't want to lose your parking spot? No problem. We'll pick you up!

Give us a call at 434-392'7440 and we'll give you a ride.

Sunchase Apartments
501 Sunchase Boulevard

Farmville, Virginia 23901

AIM Screen Name: SunchaseBuzz •

Website: www.sunchase-longwood.com

E-mail: sunchase-longwood@msc-rents.com

hone: 434-392-7440

*
«

// "Who sapyou have to live like a student?*' SBrbRH

^

'\ ^^^^ ^li^i^M^iiMMHhiaiiiM
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^^c History of Oktobeife^^

Did YOU ever wonder

WHY
o • • •

Longwood celebrates

Oktoberfest?

Come discover the history behind the traditions of

Longwood's Annual Oktoberfest at the Bonfire

kicking off the Oktoberfest celebration.

Sunday SeptemBer 26tfi 9pm

WygaC(Parana fbt

Spea^ (Dr. Jordan

b -

"Let tfie goodTmes ^H!
Tfie Jtistory ofLonffwood's great QnSal

Ceremony^-O^Serfestr
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Longwood to Create More

Stiident Parking Spaces

Patrick Tfate

Copy Editor

Fine hikes, lunding issues also discussed during special SGA meeting
Key among these were com- plained about the lack of available

plaints about the newly increased paridng. Juniors, seniors and com-

paridng fines and extended muters have felt especially short

In response to increased student enforcement hours of parking changed as the search for free

demand, Longwood officials are i jl^^^^^JJjj^^^JJt

'

spaces has

become much

harder this

semester. Some

have even sus-

pected that more

decals have been

sold than there

are spaces for.

Senior Amber

Mader pointed

out that sopho-

more students

often park in

junior/senior

spaces, filling up

all the available

lots. "We're loos-

ing spots and

then having to

pay the tickets,"

Mader said.

Bratcher
agreed that

spaces are some-

times scarce.

"There is a cascading affect on

campus," he said. "When one

zone fills up, students start park-

ing out of zone and displaying

others." Chief Lowe also noted

that while sophomore spaces fill

planning to open up many new

parking spaces for student use,

possibly as early as next week.

"We will be pulling a minimum

of 50 and a maximum of 80

spaces away from faculty/ staff

and mrning them into student

spaces," explained Longwood

University Police Chief Lowe.

"We hope that students will real-

ize just how serious we are about

their parking concerns," Lowe

added. "Pulling spaces away from

faculty' is no light matter."

SGA met this week with sever-

al Longwood officials to discuss

student concerns regarding park-

ing on campus. Among those

present to talk with SGA were

Dick Bratcher, Vice President of

Facilities Management, Charles

Lowe, Director of Public Safety

and Chief of Police, and Dr. Tim

Pierson, Vice President of

Student Affairs. After raising

Familiar to Longwood students, signs and
painted curbs restricting parking may
become less prevalent on campus.

Photo by SAoirn Garrett

zones. Last year, smdents who

many grievances, SGA members parked outside of their decal

were told that Longwood has a zone would earn a $25 fine. This

plan to better accommodate stu- semester, however, the same

dents. offense will cost $50.

"What we'd like to do," said Furthermore, while campus

Bratcher, who led much of the police used to only enforce park-

discussion, "is to open a dialogue ing restrictions from Sam until up quickly on campus, the Main

with students regarding the 5pm, this semester they wiQ be and Vernon Street lots are rarely

changing parking situation." He patrolling from 6am until 9pm. fiill. "We need to better enforce

went on to explain that This double whammy has where the sophomores park so

Longwood is having to alter their caused resentment among stu- that they don't take others'

attimde regarding parking as the dents who .do not understand

University grows and more stu- why these changes were neces-

dents need to park cars on cam- sary.

"It doesn't seem fair," said jun-

ior Angie Lawson. "First they

double the fines and then they explained, Virginia law states that

make it harder to avoid a ticket." campus parking must be able to

Senior Deanna Martinez said, pay for itself. This means that the

"There needs to be a compro- only ftmds available for parking

voicing many of the concerns niise before more students get issues are those raised by decal

raised by students in the past few angry." sales and parking fines,

weeks. Many students have also corn-

See PARKING p. 4

pus. "We have to move from a

reactive to a proactive planning

mode," Bratcher said. "This

involves communicating direcdy

with students."

Members of SGA then began

spaces.

After listening to the concerns

raised by SGA, officials gave some

explanations for the difficult park-

ing situation. As Bratcher

Shawn Garrett

News Editor

Longwood University students

might find more then they bar-

gained for these days in the racks

of DVDs currently available

from Greenwood Library, in the

form of soft-core pornography.

Alongside Fellini's "8 Vz" and

Alfonso Cuaron's "Y Tu Mama
Tambien" earlier this month,

Rotunda staff members discov-

ered "Intimacy," a Japanese

import, in the Foreign Films sec-

tion of the collection. The film

stars Japanese nude model and

adult film star Reiko Hayama as

herself, and chronicles her near-

lateNigkt'

Viewing At

Longwood
Library ollicials deiend

sok-coreDVD
constandy-nude adventures, from

the ordinary to the fantastic. The

jacket description of the film

praises her "doll-like face and a

cherry-shaped mouth," as well as

her "milky white skin" and "tall,

slender figure."

The description goes on to

invite viewers to watch as Hayama

"indulges in a long bubble bath"

and exercises "in her preferred,

semi-nude outfit," before seeing

her in a wedding dress, waiting by

a waterfall "for Mr. Right to

appear and take her to the bridal

chamber."

"Couple [Hayama's appearance]

with a love for cleanliness and a

curvy, sexy body,"

* See DVD p. 4

First Banned Book Week
Observed at Longwood
Sarah Barkdul & Leslie Smith

St4 Writer Style Editor

Besides being the final week of

summer, the last week in

September is also Barmed Book

Week.

Observed since 1982, Banned

Book Week (BBW) is an oppor-

tunity for teachers, students, and

readers to speak

up and enlighten

the public about

books that have

been challenged or banned.

Most books that are chal-

lenged or baimed are brought to

attention by parents whose chil-

dren are reading books for

school, or find "inappropriate"

books in their public library.

Books are challenged upon

their content: sexual topics,

racism, violence and offensive

language are to be considered

material unsuited for certain age

groups.

Many famous books such as

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer and

The Adventures of Huckleberry

Finn, both by Mark Twain, were

challenged soon after being writ-

ten and barmed in certain public

libraries and schools ever since.

Banned Book Week included

readings from several banned

^^Cenmrs are not readers.**

"^ Dr, Greg Saiyer

and chal-

lenged books

and discussed

why these

books are so frequentiy chal-

lenged. During Longwood's

BBW, many students and a few

professors shared their experi-

ences and love of many of the

books that had been banned.

Dr. Chris McGee, the new

Children's Literature professor,

organized the three-day event,

along with the help of Chris

Cotner, the Curmingham's REC.

See BANNED p. 8
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Words from tke Editor: Tke Inanity of Banned Books
This week, as

we celebrate

Oktoberfest,

Longwood
has also

taken part in

Banned
Book Week.

As an English major, I obvi-

ously spend a lot of time reading,

something I've done for most of

my life. I've watched my sisters do

the same. One thing I'm perpetu-

ally grateful for is that my parents,

as conservative as they are, never

stopped us from reading any

given book.Even when I was

twelve and heavy into the Sweet

Valley series.

I'll never forget the look on my
mom's face when she walked into

my room one day, holding the

latest book (which was only the

second for Sweet Valley

University). The big deal is that

Jessica loses her virginity. Not

exactly what every mother

wants her sixth grader reading.

She held up the book that I had

left on the coffee table.

"You know nice girls don't do

that, right?" she asked. Same as

when we watched 90210.

"Duh, mom. Who do you

think I am?" I retorted.

And she left it at that. Never

took the book away from me.

Never told me to stop reading

it. Just wanted to make sure that

I knew nice girls didn't sleep

around. And I appreciate that.

When I was in the tenth

Retraction: The front-page article from the September 23 issue of

The Rotunda was incorrect. The headline reading "Board of

Visitors Considers 'Chartered Institution' Status for Longwood"

and the first paragraph stating the same were misleading; while the

topic was discussed at the Board of Visitors meeting, it is not up

for consideration. We're sorry for any trouble this may have

caused. - The Ed Board
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grade, the topic of banning books

was a hot one. C)ur teacher, the

biggest button-pusher I know,

Mrs. Harns, pulled up the PABBIS

(Parents Against Bad Books in

Schools) web page. The Fairfax

County-based group listed all the

books they deemed inappropriate.

Mrs. Harris showed us the list of

books.

"What do you see?" she asked.

We saw exacdy what we thought

we'd see: almost every book we

had read thus far that year. To Kill

a Mocking Bird. 1984. Fahrenheit 451.

Alas, Babylon, hard of the Flies.

She smiled the evilly gleeful

smile we had grown to love.

Even though the curriculum

wasn't in her control, we knew she

got a great deal of joy in teaching

books that other people didn't find

appropriate for our impressionable

young minds.

But she showed us another,

more-complete, site. We saw all

our favorite books from child-

hood. Books that changed our

lives. Bridge to Terahithia. W^here the

Red Fern Grows. Just about any-

thing ever worth reading.

We couldn't smile back. We
were too busy yelling now.

Why would anyone deny any

child the pleasure of such great

works of literature? None' of us

were in jail. None of us were sac-

rificing animals/people. We were

all intellectual people (well, as

intellectual as sixteen-year-olds

can be).

The next year. The Book for

eleventh grade was supposed to be

Huck Finn. It was always Huck

Finn.lt was the best thing to come

out of a class that focused heavily

on Puritan and Transcendentalist

literature. But the county changed

its policies on how it needed to be

taught, and no one could figure

out what to do. So rather than

work on it, several of the teachers,

mine included, decided to drop

the book for the year.

So for the first time in my life,

I was told I couldn't read some-

thing.

And I didn't know how to

react.

After years of being able to

read anything I could get my

hands on, it was our school (our

school!) that was telling us we

couldri't read a piece of classic

literature.

We could have rebelled. We
could have read it anyway outside

of class. Made a statement. But

we were seventeen. And being

seventeen is a full-time job. I've

regretted it ever since.

So it was good to see mv class-

mates at the readings this week,

showing that the)', too, turned

out just fine after enriching their

minds.

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief

Letters to tlie Editor
Dear Editor,

It broke my heart to see Niki

speed away from our whole

group, which was about to board

the FAB to Wal-Mart

Niki Swann, a paraplegic, was

not able to go on what would

usually be a cheerful trip to

Farraville's '*hot spot" to shop.

The wheelchair lift was not oper-

ating properly that day, and there

was no other alternative for get-

ting the chair onto the bus.

The bus driver assured us that

it would be fixed for her second

trip, and he repeatedly apologized

for the inconvenience

S^^^nn responded positively to

the setback at first, "I mean, you

would think that that sort of

thing would be checked on a reg-

ular basis. But at least he tried to

let me on the bus, and I could tell

he felt bad that it didn't work- and

naturally I assumed that it would

be fixed."

The next trip she tried to make

however, ended in the exact same

manner, except this time, the

driver was not as understanding

towyds her pligjht

It happened to be raining that

day, and Niki had to wait much

longer thaJi usual for tiie bus. She

was also concerned about getting

a prescription filled, her reason

for making the trip that day

Aside from those conditions,

she was optimistic tiiat the lift

would work. This driver, however,

picked up Niki's friends, and

shook her head, meaning that the

lift wasn't working. The woman
did not even try to help her, or

walk out to explain the problem.

The FAB drove away, leaving

Niki stranded in the rain, "I was

really upset the first time it hap-

pened, because I cion't like feeling

that just because I am in a wheel-

chair, my options are limited.

When the lady wouldn't let me on,

I was just really aiigry and frustrat-

ed. I felt like a third-class citizen.

I mean, wouldn't you feel bad if

you couldn't get on a bus to get a

prescription because of conditions

titiat weren't under your control?"

The wheelchair accessibility

problem does not end with travel

difficulties. Campus facilities such

as Jarman create setbacks as well.

Spectators in wheelchairs are

forced to sit in the very back, mak-

ing them feel shunned and unable

to enjoy the activity on stage while

sometimes creating a separation

between them and their friends.

The auditorium, which is up for

renovation, has the perfect oppor-

tunity to change these circum-

stances by removing just enough

row seating, in turn creating ample

space for those certain students. It

is also problematical for these

students to maneuver their

chairs in the Dining Hall and

Cafe.

The arrangement of tables

and chairs may feel perfectiy

suitable for the rest of the

school population in each of

these locations, but the rows in

between are very crowded and

closed in for someone with a

wheelchair.

Their difficulties of finding a

space to eat at can be decreased

by expanding the floor space in

between the longer tables, and

by attaching a selected group of

smaller tables to the wall, leav-

ing open the perfect parking

space.

Niki Swann's condition may

be out of her control, but there

is no excuse for the carelessness

of the University, as they have

overlooked a part of the cam-

pus body that is just as impor-

tant as the rest.

Longwood actually has the

means to control this state of

af&irs properly and the ability

to reverse and revise such dr-

cumstances in a satisfactory and

long-lasting manner.

It is truly unfair and hurtful

for those impaired students

when diese problems arc disre-

garded, for everyone has the

tight to enjoy Longwood's cam-

pus and transportation options.

-Cameron
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SGA Talks Back Mudslinging Angers Students
April Mislan

ljonffi>ood Student

I am impressed with SGA's

performance in the past two

semesters for two reasons.

First, we are doing a better

job being involved with issues

that are more pressing to stu-

dent needs, such as our atten-

.

don to parking and our initia-

tive in creating new online

services for the student body

at luconnect.com

In regards to last week's

Commuter Welcome Back

Picnic, I, individually, chose

not to attend. I have a meal

plan and the d-hall has better

food. There are many reasons

why a student may choose not

to attend, one of these being

class. I should also point out

that our president, Alicia

Moody, was at the picnic and,

even had she not attended, this

would not imply a lack of sup-

port for the organization.

CSA's display of apathy has

made it less relevant to the

needs of the student .body. If

the CSA representative had

been present to any SGA
meetings this semester, the

SGA would have a better

understanding of the needs of

the commuter population and

be able to address those needs

in a more efficient manner.

If the CSA representative

had regularly attended meet-

ings last semester, they would

also know that we dealt with

parking issues constantly.

David Starr, the chair of our

physical environment commit-

tee, spent a considerable

amount of his own time in dis-

cussions with Longwood

administrators like Laura Rice,

Dick Bradsher, Brent Douglas,

Chief Lowe and Dr. Pierson

over the course of the semes-

ter. If the CSA had been in

meetings when he had asked

for input, perhaps we never

would have had a dearth of

commuter parking.

If CSA used its time and its

$10,915.00 budget in ways that

cater more specifically to the needs

of the student body, I may have

been more apt to attend their pic-

nic. If you would like a copy of

their budget, please contact the

SGA treasurer at sgatreas@long-

wood.edu.

I wonder if the author of the

previous article is in touch with the

CSA. The writer was mistaken in

suggesting that the CSA's budget

"included a line item for the Open

Forums to discuss parking issues."

I wish it had.

The previous guest writer should

not have expressed anger toward

the SGA for choosing to hold the

Open Forum, as SGA has been

proactive regarding the parking

dilemma, rather than waiting for

someone else to notice that there

was a problem.

The Student Finance Committee

invites questions regarding the

interpretation of our bylaws. This

is why the bylaws are online and we

hold open meetings.

I feel that the SGA should seek

some kind of reimbursement for

that improperly used $10,000.

Anyone that spends student body

money in a way that is inconsistent

with the decisions of the Finance

Committee should have to answer

for that mistake. No SGA member

was involved in making SEAL's

unacceptable speaker agreement,

nor should we be blamed for it.

We did not break our bylaws in

allowing the SEAL reallocation.

Our bylaws state that an expendi-

ture will not be funded "if an

organization has already made a

commitment before funds are

allotted." In this case funds were

allotted before SEAL's previous

advisor made an agreement com-

mitting them to the expenditure.

They overspent on a specific

item and we allowed the bill to be

paid to avert the threat of lawsuit

or damage to Longwood's reputa-

tion. If appropriate, we will punish

the group involved after the bills

are paid.

If the previous guest writer had

been present during all of our dis-

r

cussions of SEAL's expenditure,

she may have written more persua-

sively regarding our choice to allow

that reallocation. The previous

article misquoted bylaw section C.

5. n. and contained incorrect infor-

mation about seal's budget. The

words "for this specific line item"

appear nowhere in that bylaw and

seal's budget did actually include

money for the speaker in question

in line item number 30. According

to the previous Activist article, that

line item did not exist. If you

would like to verify this, feel free to

email the treasurer and he will send

you a copy of SEAL's budget.

I am also proud of SGA
because we are now doing the

research necessary to determine

when student groups are spending

money improperly The accounting

office has historically allowed

groups to go into the red without

notifying SGA. With die help of

Morgan Atkins, the current stu-

dent activity fee intern, this SGA
administration has ended that

practice and have begun taking

steps toward preventing these

occurrences from happening again

in the future. We have doubled the

treasury staff so that we have time

to do audits and keep up with the

agreements made between the SFC

and those groups that come before

us.

If you would like to help SGA
improve the Longwood communi-

ty you need to understand what is

going on and then approach us

with your suggestions. Every stu-

dent is encouraged to come to the

SGA meetings, Tuesdays in B,C

rooms in the student union at 3:45.

If you have a complaint, be a

leader and do something about it.

Mud slinging is not useful. If you

are interested in parking, you

should join the physical environ-

ment committee. There have been

elections, and openings, for people

who want to help. Rather than sit

back and complain, speak up in the

meetings, join a committee, or run

for an office. Be an instrument of

change not the advocate of

obstruction.

props and drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and every-

one to submit props and drops to rotunda(S)Jong wood.edu

Props:

+ To Chief Lowe for fixing parking problems.

+ To Band variety for Oktoberfest.

+ To Professors dropping the F-bomb in class.

+ To The Banned Book Reading.

+ To Egyptian Rat Screw.

+ To The Post Office for their generosity.

Drops:

- To back and forth squabbling between high rank-

ing student organizations.

- To The Washington Redskins for dropping the

ball, over and over.

- To not being able to use the "royal" we in

Philosophy papers.

Speak Out
r

What do you plan do do this this

Oktoberfest this week?

Being a designated
driver, and runninga
booth for my soriety.

-Tiffany Schivley
Sopnomore

My girlfriend, and family
are coming down. I also

have a baseball game.
-Nick Vongersaorff

Freshman

My boyfriend and my sister

are coming down, watch
some bands and run our
Kappa Delta booth.

-Jessica Bo-Hare
Sophomore

To spend some time with

my boy friend,watch the

games and go to a concert,

-Lean Corson
Freshman

All pictiuts by SfCoU DiU
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PARKING cont'd p. 1

This tig^t budget makes it

very difficult for Longwood to

create new parking spaces.

V^th mott students needir^ to

park on campus than ever

before, the. university has had

to struggle to accommodate

everyone.

Pierson stated that the

increase in parking fines this

semester is an attempt to raise

funds in order to alleviate

future parking concerns.

"Longwood has not been

l^eaking even on their parking

business," Pierson said, "[diis]

will help meet new demands

for parking."

To furdier muddle the issue,

the Town of Farmville has

rescinded many spaces it used

to allot to Lx)ngwood. Most

Students are unaware of the

fact that many streets running

dirough campus, such as

Spruce, Race, Griffin and

Franklin, are not Longwood

owned.

While the Town of

Farmville aUows the university

to use these streets for park-

ing, it recendy reallocated

many spaces. According to

Lowe, "We lost roughly 20 to

24 spaces just before the

beginning of the semester."

Fortunately for swdents, a

plan has been developed to

help alleviate the situation.

"V&'e're hoping to address the

domino effect by creating

more student spaces," said

Bratcher. "Chief Lowe has a

reallocation plan to better

accommodate students."

DVD cont'd p. 1

the jacket exclaims "and you've

got one hot Amerasian beauty!"

The description of the film is

coupled with helpful, censored

photos of Hayama taking a bath,

standing near a window and lying

on a bed (something she rarely

. does in the film, preferring at var-

ious times a pool table, a meadow,

and often the floor) all unclothed.

The wedding dress mentioned on

the jacket does make a brief

appearance in the film, though it

better resembles an average

Sunday dress and is quickly shed.

Indeed most of the film con-

sists of Hayama or, rather,

Hayama's breasts, being repeated-

ly covered and uncovered,

washed, and examined carefully

by Hayama and the camera. In

several "examination" shots, one

reaching nearly a minute in

length, Hayama's breasts are the

only image on the screen.

"We don't censor," said

University Librarian Wendell

Barbour, who indicated that the

DVD had been requested by a

member of the Longwood com-

munity. Although privacy issues

kept Barbour from revealing who
made the request and for what

purpose, he did note that all

requested materials are investigat-

ed before granted.

According to Longwood's

Collection Development Policy,

materials to be added are general-

ly considered under the following

criteria: "relevancy to the curricu-

lum; quality of the work; reputa-

tion of the author(s)/publish-

er(s); lasting value or content;

appropriateness of level of treat-

ment; strength of present hold-

ings in same or similar subject

area," and "cost."

"The DVD was requested

before my arrival," said Barbour,

"but I found out that it was

requested by someone and that it

was looked into," adding that the

reasoning behind the request was

found to be legitimate.

Research done by The Rotunda

found most instances of the

DVD on the Internet list it as

"late-night" or "adult."

Although many of the reviews

noted on the websites selling the

DVD are glowing, they all refer

to the mainstream film of the

same name by French director

Patrice Chereau, loosely based

on the story for the Hayama ver-

sion.

"In higher education,

[libraries] have a long history of

protecting a person's right to

read or view what they want,"

said Interim Head of Reference

Liz Kocevar-Weidinger. Ms.

Kocevar-Weidinger pointed to

the American Library

Association's (ALA) "Freedom

to Read" policy as one of the

guides that Longwood's library

follows in making decisions

about collection materials.

For now, library officials have

no intention of reevaluating or

removing the DVD based on its

content. "If it starts there," said

Kocevar-Weidinger, "where does

it stop?"

LU Teck Officials Clear Up Misconceptions
Shawn Garrett

News Editor

In response to an editorial that

ran in the Rotimda ["Twice the

Product, Half the Advertising,"

editorial, Sept. 8] the Rotunda has

received two informative email

responses from both Blake A.

Duffey, LU Systems Engineer,

and Dave Hooper, Director of

Web Communications.

The editorial called for a more

uniform template to be imposed,

as weU as implicating that the IT

department needed to move for-

ward on a revamping of the site.

The first email received, from

Mr. Duffey, noted that it is not

the IT department that is respon-

sible for the website's content,

but rather Longwood's Public

Relations Department.

"The University website is

maintained by the Office of

Public Relations, not IT," said Mr.

Duffey. "We make sure the server

itself is up, accessible, and secure;

the site design, content, etc. is

completely controlled by PR."

The second email from Mr.

Hooper went more in-depth on

the causes behind and planned

solutions for the website's sub par

condition.

"First of all, I ^ree with many

issues raised in the article," wrote

Mr. Hooper. "The current web-

site as a whole is inconsistent, and

the further deep you explore, the

worse it gets. Many departmental

pages are outdated-containing

Longwood College information,

old email addresses, and maybe

even course details from the 90s."

Hooper went on to say that

one of the main causes for this is

the website's loose management

structure. "What many people

don't understand is that the col-

leges and departments maintain

(and have complete control) over

their own web pages.

Unfortunately, because of budget

reasons, this task is usually

assigned to a staff member that is

overloaded with other work and

has littie or no web design experi-

ence."

This often results in"inconsis-

tent, outdated, and amateur-look-

ing web pages" said Hooper, who

added that while many universi-

ties in Virginia have a web-dedi-

cated staff of 4-15 members, he

is the only such staff member at

Longwood.

The following are six areas of

improvement Mr. Hooper said

would be addressed over the next

two years:

*Departments /colleges/etc

will be strongly encouraged to use

the new templates (or variations),

which were just launched for the

Library web site;

*Current plans are to offer

software to those units using the

new templates that will allow easi-

er updating and NO web knowl-

edge;

*The top-tier level pages, will

take on a similar look and feel of

the new templates;

*Two additional web-dedicated

staff members are being hired this

academic year;

*The development of a new

admissions, marketing-oriented

site will begin development this

semester with plans to launch in

'05;

*This year, Longwood is part-

nering with a national marketing

firm,which will result in a long-

range marketing plan, a cohesive

marketing brand for the universi-

ty, and exciting new creative mar-

keting products and ideas.
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Casual Dining - Private ^r^es
Catering

5^DDe 6imboli of *€barleys

Waterfront ^afe would like

to take ^is opportunity to

welcome back all this year's

returning students and all of

tbe new fireshman at ^Longwood!

7bis year during Oktoberfest, 5(nne

reminds all of you to be smart and

safe. Sbe also reminds all of you

tbat *€barieys is celebrating ten

years in 7armville, and while you can

always expect homemade treats such

as %sy HAme ^Tarts and 'Chocolate

fantasy cake, you should also be on

tbe look out for old favorites like tbe

Strawberry 9arfait Shortcake and

tbe Srownie Hc9 %ream Sundae.

While you celebrate one of

ANNE SIMBOLi
pattryCiMf

(434) 392-1566

201 B Mill Street

Farmville, Virginia 23901

'Longwood's finest traditions

this weekend, J'^nne urges you

to stop by tbe l^gtunda booth

for one of her homemade

favorites or come by Charleys.

<You'U be glad you did!
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Tke World Has Turned and Left Me Here
Man^y Amason

St,^ Writer

Dear Mandy,

My roommate is about to be on mj

last nerve! Hon' should I deal with liv-

ing with anotherperson?

AM.

Dear A.M.,

This is a ver\' touchy subject but

one that can be easily addressed

with honest)^

But before we start, I just want

to say thank you for all the com-

ments I received on last week's

column.

Trust me, I have already pissed

some people off and it's only the

first column.

Honesty is NOT something

people are comfortable with, but

you still won't find a sugar coating

with me.

But thank you anyway for the

support from those who truly

matter.

Okay. So the roommate thing.

Yeah, lucky for me, I am room-

ing with my friend of two years

and we have a complete respect

for each other's personal space.

Not saying that sometimes I

don't want to punch her, or visa

versa, but we are pretty civil.

First, you have to be very clear

and honest at all times.

Lay down some concerns and

talk about them, come to a medi-

um.

If you give people respect,

they will givejo« respect.

For example, if you have a

problem with your roommate

bringing her boyfriend up every

weekend to ummm (clears

throat), study anatomy in your

room all day, then perhaps you

can suggest to her a motel room

or maybe even a cold shower.

Noje: she will give you a dirt)'

look. But at least you're being

honest with her.

Second, understand that just

because you are roommates

doesn't mean that you haye to be

best friends.

So many times I see room-

mates cling to each other and by

the second week they want to

strangle one another.

Respect personal space, and

•yeah, if they are cool then you

will have a great time hanging out

together but don't feel as though

you have to be together 24/7.

Don't be a jerk and actually, try

to get to know your roommate.

Some people are very surpris-
.

ing and are really cool. "

Plus, you can benefit so much

from each other because they

might , be a Spanish whiz . and

you're really great at.math.

' Hello, can you say free tutor?

So don't think that you are bet-

ter than anybody because every-

one poops.

Finally, think of it as "a really

crappy learning experience.

You are learning to share close

quarters with someone that yoa

trdght not know and it helps you

grow in a sense that prepares you

for life.
'

Sometimes you are stuck in

crappy situations and you just

haVe to deal.

You walk away with two things

for sure: a new'friend and a deep-

er hate for AOL IM sounds.

Until next time boys and girls,

Mandy Amason

Life Abroad: Tke Gkana Journals
This year, as most years, Longwood University has students who have chosen to study abroad through the International Studies

program. Through out the next several months one of these students, Katie Harrison, a Junior Anthropology major, will be shar-

ing some of her experiences in day to day life and her acadetnic life while she is studing in Ghana on the west African coast.

29 August '04
. that looks like its about to break

School was suppose to start down, and sometimes they really

last Monday, but there was a do breakdown. The trotros are

worker's strike (they weren't get- only suppose to hold about 10

ting paid enough) so school was people including the driver and

rescheduled to open tomorrow, his mate, the kid who takes the

However, I've just recendy money once you're inside, but

learned that the students are usually there are between 15 and

organizing a demonstration 17 people crammed inside,

tomorrow morning and that Needless to say, it's not a pleas-

classes will most likely not start, ant ride. The. seats are aU differ-

Apparently the students are upset ent shapes and sizes and they are

at the high cost of tuition and not fasteried to the floor very

inadequate school faculties. The well so whenever the trotro goes

international students were told over a bump (which is quite

not to attend the demonstration often on the mostly unpaved

and stay in our hostels (they're roads) everyone has to hold on

not called dorms) because of the for dear Hfe. On the way back

violence that could and probably from Accra, the trotro that I was

will occur. Some of the other in was r^ar-ended but since we.

CIEE students and I are going to were only going about 5 miles an

venture down towards the hour the driver simply got out of

demonstration. I won't do any- the trotfo ran to the back, yelled

thing stupid and if I think its too at the other driver and hopped

else. Everyone uses their horn at

least every 15 seconds...whether

its to signal that they want over or

to just yell at the other driver for

cutting them off. I truly think

that if I were to sorne how get

injured during this semester here

it will be because I was in a taxi or

trotro that went crazy!

When walking around Accra

or Medina where I went on

Wednesday, I was faced with

poverty that I could never have

imagined. I mean if you took the

poorest of the poor in America

and conlpared it to the people liv-

ing here; the poorest people in

America would look quite

wealthy. "Houses," if you can call

them that, are built out of scraps

of metal, wood, trash and I've

even seen some that had leftover

car parts. Families of 8 or 10 live

in a tiny one-room shack. The

kids play on piles of trash includ-
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If happens fo everyone, whether we want
fo admit It or not. You're walking down a

sidewalk, your foot slips off the concrete,

and you go flyine into the air only to hit the

hard ground with a "thud."

It happened to me last week while walkin;

back from a class. My ankle gave out and I

made a full tumble before landing on my
back. Out of everyone walking by, one stu-

dent asked if I was okay. "Fine, thanks." I

pulled myself up, chuckling.

Anyone has grace enough to fall, but who
has the elegance to laugh at themselves
afterwards? „ . , .,

S.ira Barkdull

I woke early (no one was up—blessed
be!) and walked, detouring through the

cemetery, so peaceful and somber, past

ancient barely readable headstones. 8ome
told heart-rending stories: Our Baby
Girl/Born and Died 8-13-23.
There! The tiny body of a deer with fuzzy

antlers, tiny and new. I don't even know
how or why he died. It was so supremek
sad. I was surrounded by death. I criec

there under the trees. I trudged back to my
room.
My family called and cheered me. It's the

little things, good and bad, that enrich life.

yoic: I /)( t .1 vpv Dicin /i

bad I will go back to my room. back into the driver's side...all

On Monday I took my first while the trotro was still moving.

'

ing rotting animal parts from

trotro ride with some other girls. The driving abilities of goats, chickens and fish. The

The trotro is basically a minivan Ghanaian people are something gutters, which are about 3 feet

deep and line the side of the

roads, are filled with all sorts of

trash, urine and feces. I'm still

trying to get adjusted (as well as I

can) to the level of poverty I've

seen so far. I feel guilty and dis-

gusted with myself because of

how differendy I live compared

to the average Ghanaian.

Yesterday the CIEE program

directors took all 20 of us to

Cape Coast, Elmina, and Kakum

National Pairk. We only drove

through Cape Coast iand saw

briefW the outside of the slave

casde. We actually went into the

Elmina slave trading fort. It was

very moving to say the least. We
were shown where the female

and male slaves were kept before

departure to America. After that

we visited Kakum where we

his t n cck n u N ju-

walked on wooden bndges across

the canopy of the rainforest. It

was really cool but it was a little

too high up for me.

Oh, and for those of you \dio

want to know, traveler's diarriiea

has set in hard for me. It's been

over a week now and I have yet to

have a normal bowel movement

but I'm not alone. Most of the

other students are having the

same problem. The food here

does not range in the way of

selection. If I never eat rice again

it will be too soon! I have tried

the local dishes fufu (corn based)

and banko (cassava based) and

neither of them have been very

good.

August 29th will be contin-

ued in next week's edition of

Jhe Ghana Journals
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Oktoberfest!

Color Wars!

Battle of the Bands!

Oktoberfest!

See the back page for

more details
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Dance Concert

11:00 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.

Jarmen Auditorium

Catholic Campus Community

8:30 p.m.

Nottaway Room
Phi Mu Alpha Founder's Day

Ceremony

10:30 p.m.

Brock Commons

Unity Alliance

8:00 p.m.

Amelia Room
The Gyre

8:00 p.m.

Charlotte Room

PIE YOUR PROFESSOR at the Dos Passos Review booth during

Oktoberfest. Professors include (but are not limited to) Mary Carroll-

Hackett, Dr. Brock-Servais, Dr. Salyer, and Ms. Sanchez! $2 a pie!

Come out and give your favorite (or not!) professor a pie In the face!

on2;ue in T heek^ ^-^
By: Ellie Woodruff

VJaf<\'vn3' ^ HovSCO"^ ^C f\*.«vtrt\cxble

AUernatUe Longwood Mascots

Spring Break 2005

Travel with STS, America's #1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,

Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations

:

1-800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com

COLLEGE 101

The Peep Helpers Invite You to

the Depression Program

October 6 at T P-m. in the Student Union C
Room.

Tliis program will help inform students ofthe

symptoms ofclinical depression, and will give

them the opportunity to be screened during

the National Depression Screening Day -

October Tth,

By Matt Ruedinger
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Tke First Year:ADay in tke Life ol a Freskman
Sara Bonovitch

Staff Writer

It's a late summer day with the

mercury rising to scorching tem-

peratures in the mid-nineties.

Cars, trucks, and U-Haul trailers

are backed up onto High,

Madison, Venable, and Main

Streets.

Boxes, large and small, out-

number the people in the lines

that wrap around Curry. Even

with a family of four, nine or ten

trips must be made in order to get

everything into the residence

halls.

The heat is obviously getting to

everyone, because with each trip

the walk is slower and the stairs

seem to have multiplied.

Thirst}' students and parents

journey to the row of water cool-

ers only to discover that every last

drop of water has disappeared, or

evaporated, which is likely in such

heat. "Finally," she pants as she

drops the last box onto the floor

of her first stor)' room in Tabb.

Her roommate, barely a stranger,

had made a second trip to

retrieve the last of her belong-

ings.

Almost immediately after the

last box had been carried in, her

parents kissed her goodbye and

sadly headed on their way. In the

summer heat of their un-air-con-

ditioned room, the two girls

began unpacking.

"Where do we start?" she

asked her roommate. With boxes

ever)'where, it was difficult walk-

ing back and forth around the

room.

Nearly, four hours later empt\'

boxes filled the dumpster and

their room had been assembled.

The girls brought favorite pic-

tures, stuffed animals, and other

items that helped make the room

as close to home as possible.

After they had setded in, a hall

meeting was called.

Their RA, Craig Smith,

seemed fun, but tough when he

needed to be. He gave the guys

and girls on the hall a rundown

of the rules.

Craig warned them about par-

ties, sex, drinking and also

informed the hall to bring their

asses home if they were ever

drunk. "Ah, yes, the first sign that

I'm really in college," she

thought.

Room evaluation sheets were

also handed out that informed

each roommate to make a list of

problems within the room. The

two girls looked at each other

immediately and knew the first

problem: the door.

Craig said it was a minor prob-

lem, but it doesn't seem so minor

when body slamming is the top

method in which to open the

door (this problem persisted for

another three weeks).

The first night was the hottest.

Not hot as in "this party is hot,"

but hot as in sleep-nearly-naked

hot. Showering wasn't any cool-

er. Taking a shower meant never

fully dr)ing off As soon as the

water would stop the humidity

would hit.

The next day was filled with

long, boring meetings that includ-

ed honor ceremony. Just because

1 ,000 people repeat the pledge to

never lie, steal, cheat nor tolerate

those who do doesn't mean that it

is followed.

It made no sense. The dining

hall is an experience in itself The

lines are never ending and people

are everywhere.

Roommates get separated and

are MIA for about ten minutes

before they find each other in the

mass of people. However, the

food is good. It is certainly better

than any high school cafeteria.

Classes are pretty good consid-

ering the entire note taking

process.

Freshmen are so used to the

overhead and PowerPoint notes

of high school. Reading and

studying becomes a full-time job

and taking naps haven't been a

daily routine since toddler age.

It's been said that only fresh-

men wear the I^ngwood apparel.

Longwood sweatshirts, t-shirts,

shorts, and hoodies fill the

dressers and closets of a fresh-

men hall.

So this theory could very well

be proven by visiting a room. A
particular room in Tabb is a good

example. All in all, freshmen are

adjusting.

They are adjusting to being on

their own, making new friends,

having a roommate, working

harder, partying often, sleeping

during the strangest hours, and

calling Longwood home.

THE

IS YOUR

CAMPUS.
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Battle of tke Band;
Brette Lawrence

Staff irriter

As part of the Oktoberfest weekend fes-

tivities, Longwood University will host a

Battie of the Bands on Friday, October

1.

The free event, sponsored by the cam-

pus radio station, 9L3 WMLU, will

begin at 4:30 p.m., and conclude with

the winner being given their $500 prize.

Additionally, the winner of this years

contest is given the opportunity to play

at Bandfest, which takes place during

spring weekend.

The band that places second at battie

of the bands will receive a $250 prize,

and will serve as an alternate for the

Bandfest performance.

This year's coordinators for the event

are senior Josh Howell, junior Sam

Carothers, sophomore liz Chenery, and

freshman Colin Lee.

The judges are going to be

announced sometime bter this week.

Howell, who will be graduating this year,

was the coordinator last year.

He wanted a younger generation of

students to become involved so that the

tradition of Battle of the Bands could

be carried on after he graduates.

There will be music for all students,

as the selection committee tried to

pick a variety of music types includ-

ing rock, hip hop and classic rock.

This year, more bands auditioned

than in past years, and out of those

that applied and auditioned, seven

were chosen.

In order for a band to play, at least

one of their members must be a fiill

time student at Longwood.

This years seven bands that will

play at the battle of the bands are

Space Heaters, Word Life, Quantum

Repairmen, Jason Long, Techno

chocolate, Corporate Rescue and

Chowderfoot, according to Chenery,

"This year we had a lot more bands

apply, so I think we're going to have

more diversit)' and variety." After the

competition has ended, rock group

The Beetnix, who are headlining

Friday nights' concert will give their

performance at 8 pm.

This concert is just the first of

those that will take place during the

Oktoberfest weekend.

They will be followed up by the

acts diat will take place on Saturday

afternoon.
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Mij Filtk Year: Getaways and Graduation
Lee French

Staff Water

If you look at a road map of

Virginia and draw a transect from

Farmville through Richmond and

onward to the eastern shore,

that's how you get to Deltaville.

As you follow 33 East to its

ultimate termination vou make

one turn and go straight onto a

road that turns into a gravel road

that turns into driveway that

turns into a backyard that turns

into a dock and before you the

beautiful expanse of open water.

Standing there by the dock, it

almost seemed hard to believe

that earlier that day in the same

clothes I was making my thrice

weekly trek to the Wynne build-

ing located in Eastern Mongolia

of the I^ngwood campus.

I really wasn't feeling all that

academical and I really, really

wasn't feeling Farmville all that

much on Friday.

Thank God for Deltaville and

some other fellow 5th years that

just had to get away.

Salt air and a moonlight

evening over water washes all the

Farmville right out of you.

Farmville... ha.

This place I swear, you love it

and you hate it all at the same

time. I'll be sad but not really all

that sad when it's finally time to

peace the F out.

You know I hear so many peo-

ple always talking about how

these years are the best four

years of your life and how you

better live it up now cause once

it's over it's over and it's never

coming back blab la blaaa...all

those people should be drug out

into the street and shot!

Don't go off and build up

Farmville as the best years of

your life.

We tolerate Farmville and we

use Longwood as a vehicle to the

jumping off point for the best

years of your life aka your col-

lege graduation, most do it in 4,

we choose 5.

And don't let all the point)'

heads around here convince you

that once you graduate you have

to find this career and get mar-

ried and start earning all this

money and procreating like

there's some kind of predeter-

mined path that you have to fol-

low.

Think about the concept of

graduating college; I've had

some extra time to mull over the

concept.

For the first time in 21, 22, 23

odd some years you have

absolved your academic respon-

sibilities, you have no major

expenses (which is good because

you probably have no money)

and you've got no reason, unless

you want to of course, to hang

around this place ("this place' i.e.

Virginia, the east coast, the

United States. . .take your pick).

Just DON'T MOVE BACK

HOME DANGER DANGER
WILL ROBINSON.

My god if at all possible don't

move back home. You may or

may not have realized this yet but

'home' is no longer home. Right

now Farmville is home and home

is a place to visit but not to live,

not anymore.

Those days have long since

past. So if it all possible move

from here to the next thing with

a pit stop back home for food

and gas money.

I've got a friend moving into

this house next year so she'll be

the benefactor of this desk, this

bed, that dresser. All this 'stuff

that I'm not going to need any-

more cause it's time to explore

the wild wild west. First stop,

Colorado Springs then onward

for the tour of the Pacific

Northwest to Vancouver with the

ultimate destination being

Whistler Mountain, British

Columbia aka the Holy Land.

Career has not even entered my

vocabulary as of right now.

All I think about are the girls in

their bikini's snowboarding in

July on the Mt. Hood glacier.

And )there is nothing wrong

with t^at.

As much as we resist our entry

into mainstream America it will

inevitably happen, so I say what's

the hurry. It happens to the best

of us.

One second we're sittin' up at

the bar drinkin' some beers with

the boys and next thing you

know you turn around and

stepped right into a big pile of

'love' -and then it's all over.

Man down man down, we've

lost another to our arch nemesis

the L Bomb.

Next thing vou know you've

pawned off your bike and skis

cause wifey needs new shoes for

the PTA meeting or something

like that.

Ok ok, so that's a bit of a

gross exaggeration.

All I'm savin' is take advantage

of your unique station in life; the

vast majoritv' of the world's pop-

ulation will never experience nor

do anything. Go do anything,

but just do it for yourself

Don't let mama dukes and

papa roach talk you into grad

school if that's not on your agen-

da.

Give yourself a break, give

these two decades of formal edu-

cation a chance to marinate

inside your head.

Hey I've got big plans and they

don't involve a masters or a PhD,

but I know that I have capitalized

on this 'college experience.'

Don't get me wrong, it was fun

and all but in the words of Trey

Anastasio, "it's time to finally say,

that this has all been wonderful

but now I'm on my way."

This extra year for me is all part

of the master design I'm sure.

And there's no departure quite

like a departure by water.

We left my car at another house

down the way when we had

picked up a boat earlier that day.

So when it came rime to leave I

had to get back because some of

my family including my grandfa-

ther and uncle, both Hampden

Sydney graduates where coming

into town, and we where going up

to watch the homecoming foot-

ball game.

Fortunately, during my return I

managed to get myself so turned

around in the labyrinth of inter-

states in the Richmond area and

so frustrated that I just said screw

it and drove home to

Charlottesville for the afternoon.

American Red

Cross

Blood Drive

Lankford Student

Union

October 6 & 7 from

12 to 6 p.m.

(Sponsored by: Alpha Phi Omega)

Sign up to donate with

APO
T-shirts for all donors!

A

Lor^woodCompany of(Dancers
^

Annual

Oktoberfest

Performance

October 2nd

Jarman Theatre

11am & 12:30pm

Cost $2

BANNED cont'd p.l

Monday's reading took

place in the Ballroom of the

Student Union, and includ-

ed such titles as The Giverhy

Lois Lowry (chosen by Jake

Turpin), The Lion, The Witch,

and the Wardrobe by C.S.

Lewis (chosen by Sarah

Bowers), and Huekleherty

Finn by Mark Twain (chosen

by Dr. Greg Salyer). Dr,

Saiyer expressed his serious

dislike for censors, saying,

"Censors are not readers."

The second reading went

on Tuesday night in the

French lounge of the

Colonnades, and featuredA
Wrinkle in Time by

Madeleine L*Engle (chosen

by Patricia Carroll), Gr^es oj

Wrath (chosen by Becky

Lake), and Harry Potter by

J.K. Rowling (chosen by

Fernando Olrvencia).

Wednesday's reading

took place in the Java Hut,

4th floor of the

Cunninghams, and the

BBW was finished off with

tides such as Of Mice and

Men by John Steinbeck

(chosen by Melaina Evans),

Are You There, God? It's Me,

Margaret by Judy Blume

0enn Dize), andA Series of

Unfortunate Events by

Lemony Snickey (chosen

by Dr. McGee).

A short discussion fol-

lowed Wednesday's read-

ing, in which many people

expressed their shock and

amazement at the titles fea-

tured on the ALA's Most

Frequently Challenged

Books List 1990-2000

:/ /www.ala.OKy/ala/oi(ht]|2I

f/bannedbooksweek /bbwl

inks/lQOpiostfrequentlyht

m).

In some cases, listeners

were even inspired to read

several of those challenged

books after listening to

some short passages.

Dr. McGee articulated

his desire to continue the

tradition of BBW on

Longwood's campus.

^
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Men s Club Lacrosse Almost Readi) lor Business
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

At 7:00pm Monday night inside

of the Lanlcford Student Union

the first meeting of what could

become Longwood's Men
Lacrosse Club officially began.

Fourteen Longwood students

met inside the Amelia Room to

discuss their plans for forming a

counter-part to Longwood's most

dominating female sport. The

club is still facing some big prob-

lems. According to Co-President

Ryan Halpin, "we are still looking

for an advisor." Halpin, who first

started playing lacrosse when he

was in fifth grade, is teaming with

Ryan Vaugh, the potential organi-

zation's other Co-President, who

admits with a laugh, "I play goalie

because I don't like to run."

Vaughn, a transfer student

from Radford, discussed how he

assisted in founding the club

lacrosse team at his old school.

He also expressed how much

money is needed to start up a

lacrosse club. The two Co-

Presidents discussed possible

ways of funding the starting

expenses including SGA fund-

ing, player dues, and possible

fund-raisers. The club is trying to

keep dues low but Vaughn said,

"[dues] could range from $125 to

$350 depending on what other

funds we receive."

One of the expenses that the

team is facing are league dues.

The club is trying to become part

of the National College Lacrosse

League which houses club teams

from such schools as James

Madison, University of Virginia,

and William and Mary. "Basically

any team that has a [varsity]

lacrosse team has a club team,"

stated Vaughn. The team is also

looking to face Hampden-

Men s Rugti} Downs HSC
Kyle Martin

Staff Writer
cool feeling," Dodd said, recall-

ing his experience. "Scott

"We've always beat them and it's Zavrel broke a long run down

never going to change," senior the left sideline. Fifteen yards

Fly Halfback Paul Weltz said out, he was caught and he

after the Longwood University pitched it back to me. He did all

Men's Rugby Club defeated the worL I just got all the glory

Hampden-Sydney College 55-0 for it," Dodd said,

last Saturday. With the win, the Longwood

Although the team scored an University Men's Rugby Club

impressive victor)', they had their moves to 2-0 on the season.

share of obstacles to overcome.

Hampden-Sydney held

Longwood scoreless for the first

twenty-three minutes of the

game and gave up just 19 points

in the first half.

heading into a game against divi-

sional opponent Virginia

Commonwealth University

(VCU) this Saturday.

Senior Brandon Pitts under-

stands how the team must adapt

Senior Prop and team captain from Hampden-Sydney's style

Matthew CuUerton said, "We got of play to VCU's. "We didn't

off to a litde bit of a slow start, have many tackles in the

We just had a lot of stupid tilings Hampden-Sydney game because

at first including penalties and we had the ball, but VCU will

missed opportunities... we run the ball more, so tackles are

picked it up at the end of the more critical," Pitts said,

first half and in the second half," During their current winning

CuUerton would lead the team, streak, CuUerton rfecogtiizes the

scoring two tries for 10 points in

the victory.

Longwood scored 26 points in

die second half to maintain and

buUd their lead. With a comfort-

able margin over Hampden-

importance of team momen-

tum. "We are steam rolling rigjht

now. Last week was 20-5. This

week was 55-0. We want to

keep roiling," he said.

Join the Longwood

Sydney, the men's team used the University Men's Rugby Club

second half to give valuable for their first home game of the

experience to new players. season on Saturday, October 1.

Rookie Eric Dodd, Outside The game wUl be held on the

Center Back and senior, scored field across from the Longwood

his first career try early in the University golf course and is

second half. "It was definitely a scheduled to start at 1:00 p.m.

Sydney in what would Ukely

become as heated a rivalry as the

one that is harbored between the

two schools rugby teams.

WhUe Halpin requested that aU

players provide their own sticks,

the club wiU try to provide the

rest of the equipment including

uniforms and helmets. The team

had received a quote from Jimmy

Oliver of Commonwealth

Lacrosse who had worked with

Vaughn in setting up the Radford

team.

Vaughn and Halpin encourage

anyone interested in joining to

come to their next meeting.

Halpin acknowledged that poten-

tial players don't need any experi-

ence to join. In addition, the

organization is looking for man-

agers to assist the team. Any stu-

dents, or potential advisors, inter-

ested should email Ryan

Halpyalpin at rphalpin(a).long-

wood.edu.

Women s Rugty

Falls to Marij

Waskington
Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

The Longwood University

Women's Rugby Club suffered a

heart-renching 70-0 defeat at the

hands of Mary Washington

College last Saturday "We're a

young" team and we have a lot of

work to do," junior Back Kristina

Johnson said after the devestating

loss.

Mary Washington CoUege

attacked Longwood early and

scored just two minutes and thir-

ty seconds in the first half The

Longwood women aUowed 34

and 36 points respectively in the

two halves of the eighty minute

contest

"We started off bad, but we

started to get better," club presi-

dent and Scrum Half Mary

Pruter said.

Despite a lack of offensive

production, the team's defense

showed promise. The club held

Mary Washington CoUege score-

less for twenty-one consecutive

minutes of the first half and

eighteen consecutive minutes of

the second half

Injuries and a undersized

membership of around 20 play-

ers are constraints facing the club

when taking on experienced

Women s

Field Hockey

Dominates

RolDert Morris
sports Ittformattion

Longwood University earned

its second-straight win in field

hockey Sunday, defeating

Robert Morris University 5-0

in Pennsylvania.

The Lancers improved their

record to 3-6 with their second

road win in two days foUovdng

Saturday's 3-2 triumph at Saint

Francis.

Longwood wiU play again

Saturday, October 2, back in

Pennsylvania at Saint Joseph's

University in Philadelphia.

Longwood led just 1-0 at the

intermission after junior Julie

Price scored an unassisted goal

early in the match at 2:26.

The Lancers added four

goals in the second half to

secure the victory.

LU goals came from junior

Sarah Hitchings at 41:27,

freshman Cherie Ratte at

59:11, sophomore Katie

Murphy at 61:59, and senior

Lorrie Watts at 64:32:

Hitchings also assisted on

Ratte's goal, while Price assist-

ed Murphy's score, and sopho-

more Anne Hundley assisted

on Watts' goal.

Longwood took a complete-

ly dominating 32-0 advantage

in shots, and had a command-

ing 16-t edge in penalty-corner

opportunities.

teams like Mary Washington

CoUege.

Senior Back Laurien Moes

said, "We do have a fairly new

team, but I think everybody's

working as hard as they can.

Even our injured players are try-

ing sometimes harder than the

players that are healthy"

With the loss, the Longwood

Women's Rugby Club faUs to 0-2

on the season. Regardless of

early season struggles, the team is

confident to gain momentum
against upcoming opponent

Radford University

"We've played them in the past.

They usuaUy are a good oppo-

nent," junior and Hooker HoUie

QUICK HITS

Records:

Field Hockey 3 - 6

Men's Soccer - 9

Women's Soccerl - 8

Home Games

Tkis Week
Thursday
W. Soccer vs. CampbeU,

7 pm
Saturday
W. Soccer vs. Liberty,

2 pm
Tuesday
W. Soccer vs. Barton,

6 pm

Players ol tke

Week
Field Hockey
Julie Price, 2 goals, 2

assists

Men's Soccer

Leon Maica, 1 goal

Women's Soccer

Anne Whitmore, 11

saves

Senior keeper ymt Patterson

went the distance in front of

the cage for the Lancers whUe

posting her second shutout of

the season.

Robert Morris, now 0-8 on

the campaign, received 15 saves

from keeper Kate Dunlap who

also played the fuU 70 minutes.

Witt said.

Veteran player Moes knows the

importance of analyzing her

upcoming opponent. "We wiU

look at their positives and nega-

tives and review our notes. They

are good runners. That's some-

thing we've ja;ot to work on. They

try a lot less communicating.

They try more plays and that can

be a problem because they don't

know where they are on the field,"

she said.

Freshman Amanda WUshire

describes her unwavering team-

mates with one word:

"Determination. We are deter-

mined to become better and work

harder."
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NFL Week Tk
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

The graves that teams are dig-

ging for themselves continue to

grow deeper. Although people

are not surprised by such per-

formances out of teams like

Arizona, who came out short in

a kickers' duel against Adanta,

and San Francisco, who was

destroyed by Seattle, other

teams' lack of wins are more

shocking. The Chiefs, who pos-

sessed one of the most unstop-

pable offenses last year, are

uncharacteristically struggling

this year, losing against Houston

this week. Other less startlingly

winless teams are the

Buccaneers, who fell to Warren

Sapp and the Raiders, and the

Dolphins, who only managed a

field goal in a loss to the Steelers.

Also surprising was the lack of

rushing in a meeting between

two teams renowned for their

ground attacks as the Broncos

edged out the Chargers. One of

the most heated and recently

lop-sided rivalries in football

continued as the Cowboys once

Men s Soccer Loses
sports InformaHon

Radford University took a 4-0

decision past host Longwood

University in the Lancers' first

home mens soccer match of

the season this evening at

Lancer Field. Junior Romain

Maudirc notched two goals in

the game to help propel the

Highlanders to the victory.

Longwood (0-9) will be back in

action Sunday for a game

against West Virginia..

Radford (2-2-3) scored all

four goals in the first half of

the contest to earn the victory.

Maudire got the Hi^anders on

the board 12 minutes into the

game when he scoad on a dou-

ble assist by iunior Patrick Colas

and senior Sean Johnson,

Johnson then assisted on a goal

by Fernando Ramos at the

28:47 mark to push their lead to

2-0. Maudire and sophomore

Ramon Negron cbsed out the

scoring for the Highlanders at

the 36:53 and 41:00 minute

mark, respectively

Freshman goalkeeper Matt

VanOekel made a season-high

13 saves.

again defeated the Redskins. In

another lop-sided rivalry

Duante Culpepper and the

Vikings stomped the Bears.

The explosive offensive

potential of both the Rams and

the Saints were seen as New
Orleans needed an extra seven

minutes to finish off St. Louis.

Former Ram Kurt Warner lead

the Giants to a decisive victory

over the Browns. The duo of

Donavon McNabb and Terrell

Owen continued to dominate as

the Eagles demolished the pre-

viously undefeated Lions. Jamal

Lewis finally returned to his old

form, running all over

Cincinnati in their loss to

Baltimore.

Player of the Week: Payton

Manning didn't need a second

half, but ended up throwing for

a total of 393 yards and 5 touch-

downs in the Colts win over the

Packers.

Game of the Week: The

Jaguars continue to find ways to
,

walk away with jaw-dropping

wins as they improve to 3 -

after downing the Titans.

Julie Price Named

ECAODl) Player

ol tkeWeek
Sports Information

Junior Field

Hockey
midfielder

Julie Price's

contribu-

tions this

week to her

squad were

priceless,

scoring two

goals and assisted on two others

this past week to capture two big

wins. She tallied the game-win-

ner in wins over St. Francis (Pa.)

and Robert Morris. Against

SFPA, she first contributed the

assist on the goal to tie the game

at 2-2 and then scored the game-

winner at the 48:27 mark. In the

5-0 victory over Robert Morris,

Price scored the first goal just

2:26 into the contest. She also

assisted on Longwood' s fourth

goal of the game. For the season

,Price is second on the squad in

points (6), tied for first in goals

(2), and second in assists (2).

Baseball Votes for Team in Washington
^^)«epfa White

AP Sports Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) --

Baseball is returning to the

nation's capital for the first time

in 33 years, in the form of the

Montreal Expos. Major League

Baseball announced Wednesday

the team is moving to

Washington to Ixgin play at

RFK Stadium in the 2005 sea-

son.

"After 30 years of waiting

and Asraiting and waiting and

lots of hard woric and more

than a few prayers, there will be

baseball in Washington in

2005!" Mayor Anthony

Williams, donning a

Washii^on Senators cap, told, a

jubiiant news conference at the

City MuseurrL

The announcement came

one day before the 33rd

anniversary of the Washington

Senators' final game. The team

moved to Texas after the 1971

season, which was also the last

time a major league team

moved.

"It's a day when the sun is

settii^ in Montreal, but it's ris-

ing in Washington," Expos

president Tony Tavares told a

news conference at Olympic

Stadium in Montreal.

Relocation of the Expos is

subject to certain contiri^en-

cies, including a vote by team

owners in November and pas-

sage of legislation by the

District of Columbia Council

to build a ballpark on the

Anacostia River waterfiront in

southeast Washington, baseball

said.

"There has been tremendous

growth in the Washington,

D.C., area over the last 33 years,

and we in Major League

Baseball believe that baseball

will be welcomed thejre and will

be a great success," commis-

sioner Bud SeHg said.

The first home game will be

April 15 against the Arizona

Diamondbacks, according to

the draft 2005 schedule that has

been circulated to major league

teams. The team opens the sea-

son April 4 at Philadelphia,

according to the schedule.

Eager fans arrived early for

the announcement in

Washington. A petition was

being circulated to name the

team the "Washington Grays" in

tribute to the Homestead Grays,

a N^ro League team that played

in Washington in the 1930s and

1940s.

Baseball has been looking for

a new home for the Expos since

the financially troubled team was

bought by the other 29 major

league owners in 2002.

Las Vegas; Norfolk, Va.;

Monterrey, Mexico; Portland,

Ore.; and Northern Virginia also

made bids, but Washington clear-

ly took the lead during negotia-

tions over recent weeks,

strengthened by its wealthy pop-

ulation base and a fimandal pack-

^e that would build a new stadi-

um primajrily with taxpayers'

money.

A crucial hurdle was cleared

this week when baseball reached

an understanding widi Baltimore

Orioles owner Peter Angelos,

who had previously objected to

having a team move just 40 miles

from the Orioles' Camden Yards

stadium.

Selig, in a conference call with

reporters, declined to give

specifics on the talks with

Angelos.

"There is equity on all sides,

and Peter has been treated fairly,"

Selig said.

Selig called the relocation an

"arduous, very, very difficult"

process.

"We don't want to hurt exist-

ing franchises," the commission-

er said. "On the other hand, we

want to go to the best place we

can go to."

With the announcement

made, the process of selling the

Expos starts.

A group that includes former

Rangers partner Fred Malek has

been seeking a Washington fran-

chise for five years. In addition,

several baseball officials have

said in the past week that Stan

Kasten> former president of the

Atlanta Braves, Hawks and

Tlirashers, might be trying to

assemble a group.

"The sooner we have a new

owner, the better off we'll all

be," said Selig, adding that the

new owner will decide on the

team's name, uniforms and

spring training site.

Plans call for a $440 miUion

package that would include the

new ballpark along the

Anacostia about a dozen blocks

south of the U.S. Capitol. The

package also includes a $13 mil-

lion refiirbishmcnt of RFK, the

team's temporary home. The

money will come from a new

tax on the city's largest busi-

nesses, a tax on baseball-related

income and lease payments by

the team's new owners.

Anticipating critics from

those who say city funds

shouldn't be used for baseball,

Mayor WiUiams went on the

offensive to promote the team's

economic benefits.

"It's the team owners, busi-

ness owners, the stadium users

who are payii^ for this - and

not one dime of a D.C, resident

is covering this important

investmeiit in our city,"

Williams said.

Washington needed confir-

mation from baseball this week

because the ballpark legislation

has to be introduced in the City

Council by Friday in order for it

to be passed by Dec. 31, when

terms expire for several pro-

baseball council members.

Even now, some members of

the coundl think the deal might

not pass because it is perceived

as too generous to baseball in a

city that struggles to fund ade-

quate schools and city services.

"I think everybody is excited

about baseball coming to the

District," Councilman Adrian

Fenty said. "Very few District

residents are excited about a full

subsidy to pay for this stadium.

... At the end of the day, you're

not going to have seven council

members support it."

The original Senators played

in Washington fix)m 1901-60

before moving to Minnesota to

become the Twins.

The expansion Senators

called Washington home from

1961-71 before moving to

Texas and bicoming the

Rangers.

Montreal's last home game

was Wednesday nig^t against

Florida, the 2,786th for the

Expos in the city, according the

Elias Sports Bureau. That

includes 641 at Jarry Park,

where the team started play in

1969, and 2,145 at Olympic

Stadium, where the Expos

moved to in 1977.



Saturday October 2nd

OKTOBERFEST:

Featuring

Country Recording Artist

Dierks Bentley

Alternative Rock 's

American Hi-Fi

Punk Artist

Homegrown

Hip Hop Group

The Fuzz Band

Classic Rock Cover Band

: Traffic On The Backb^e •
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SGA Reexamines Fund

Allotment After $9,500

SEAL Budget Sliortlall

Kyle Castillo

Sfaff Writer

Longu'ood's Student

Government Association (SGA)

has gone back to the drawing

board in recent weeks regarding

certain student organization

budgets, taking action to reevalu-

ate what some have deemed ques-

tionable allocations of funds.

The action stems in large part

due to a forced reallocation of

S9,500 in Student Educators for

Active Ixadership (SEAL) funds

to sign a motivational speaker.

SEAL hired rapper and activist

Chuck D. of Public Enemy to

speak for the Rock the Vote cam-

paign at Longwood on Citizen

Leader Day two weeks ago.

According to Jon Miller, SGA
treasurer, SEAL thought there

was $10,000 earmarked for the

speaker; however that number

was only $500. The $9,500 differ-

ence was then reallocated from

other Une items in SEAL's budget

in order to correct for the mis-

take.

"There was some disconnect

between SEAL and either their

current advisor or their previous

advisor. Someone didn't have all

the information they needed,"

said Miller

This assessment, however, is

not entirely true, according to

SEAL treasurer Amanda

Hamilton.

"We came into this year with

whether SEAI. is responsible for

the additional funds, making the

readjustment of their budget nec-

essar}' to cover the shortfall.

Some people within the SGA's

senate are of the opinion that

because a student never signed an

actual contract it should be the

administration's responsibilit}' to

make up the $9,500, according to

Miller. It was important that

Longv^'ood honor the contract

that had been signed to avoid

being viewed negatively by future

speakers and avoid legal ramifica-

tions. Miller added.

This issue might not have

attracted so much attention if

SGA economic standing wasn't

already on shaky ground after

starting this year with a focus on

last year's $500 deficit.

"Normally groups that over-

spend are balanced out by those

who underspend," said Miller. "In

previous administrations, I don't

think they looked too closely

because things were working out.

But I've been looking closer

because it's not okay for groups

to go into debt. The fact is, when

they go into debt, and we don't

even look, it never affects them.

It only affects the smdent body as

a whole."

Groups reallocating money last

year for unapproved purposes led

to overspending and violated

SGA poUcy, but SGA has been

unsure of what action to take.

There are a couple of options,
the knowledge diat the previous

.^cording to Miller. The finance
advisor set the contract with

Admire (a talent agency employed

by Longwood) who then made a

verbal agreement with Chuck D,"

said Hamilton.

According to Hamilton,

although seal's budget was

approved last year, the cost of

bringing Chuck D. to Longwood

was not known until two weeks

ago.

The question at hand is

committee can cut future budgets

for those organizations, or the

SGA can force monthly finance

meetings to ensure that the

organizations will be legally

bound to spend only the amount

they are given on what they are

given the money for.

Some of the problem is a lack

of communication between the

groups.

See BUDGET p. 4

Reallocation of New Student Parking Spaces
Initial SpaceAllotment:

Decals: Spaces:

Faculty/Staff: 569 549
Commuter: 759 490

Junior/Senior: 567 405

Sophomore: 455 418

Freshman: 44 45

RevisedSpace Allotmen i

*

Decals: Spaces:

Faculty/Staff: 569 499

Comjnuter: 759 518

Junior/Senior: 567 **466

Sophomore: 455 379

Freshman: 44 45

*A11 chenages are effective October 1 1th, 2004,

**Spaced freed up for Junior/Seniors in Wynne Lot are also available for Commuter use

Following weeks oj increasing student demand, University officials have reallocated 5C

Faculty / StaJJ parking spaces. Junior / Seniors were given 21 new spaces and Commuter stu-

dents received 28.
'

'

"It's a difficult situation, and there are a lot of strong emotions attached to it. We're going
to do our best to meet everyone's needs as efficently as possible." '^Chief Charles Lowe

Renovations Bring New Prolessionalism toLCVA
Newli^tin^, heating and cooling systems will add to gallery experience

Ashley Dow
Staff Writer

The Longx^'ood Center for the

Visual Arts (LCVA) is currentiy

undergoing a major renovation

project to upgrade

its facilities and pro-

vide a state-of-the-

art gallery space to

better accommodate

the many art

exhibits, poetry

readings, lectures

and children's art

workshops held

there annually.

Upon the comple-

tion, the facility will

have a new floor,

elevated ceilings that

will be painted black,

new windows, new

lighting, more badi-

rooms, a new heat-

ing and cooling sys-

tem, a classroom

and an elevator.

The LCVA has

been located at 129

North Main Street

since 1993.

The facility, built

in 1968 has under-

gone many transfor-

mations to take away

the reminders of the Roses began in August and will be com-

department store that was once pleted in February of 2005.

located there. "The facilit)' needs to be

However, the faciht)' currendy updated to look and feel like a

does not have all of the modern more modern and professional art

conveniences of a professional museum," said Johnson Bowles,

art museum. Director of the LCVA. "We want

The renovation of the LCVA our students and visitors to feel

like Ix)ngwood has

a great art muse-

um.

The money to

renovate the cen-

ter came in part by

a grant from the

Mary Morton

Parson
Foundation in

Richmond.

In 2002, the

foundation pre-

sented the LCVA
with a challenge:

to raise $400,000

and in return the

foundation would

give them

$200,000.

The LCVA
exceeded the chal-

lenge and raised

$580,000 from pri-

vate donors, alum-

ni and businesses.

WTien die LCVA
reopens, a party

will be thrown in

honor of the

donors as well as an auction to

raise additional funding.

Upon the completion, the facility will have a new
floor, elevated ceilings that will be painted black,

new windows, new lighting, more bathrooms, a new
heating and cpoling system, a classroom and an ele-

vator. Photo br Ashler Dow

¥
See LCVA p. 4
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Words from tke Assistant Editor: Tkank You!
For the past

couple of

weeks, it is

apparent
that one

issue has

been on the

minds of faculty and students

alike: parking. Everyone has been

talking about it. Being a com-

muter student myself, I know

just as well as everyone else the

distress students experience driv-

ing to campus.

Parking is a problem that

everyone is dealing with: faculty,

staff, students, visitors, and par-

ents. While certain groups are

more direcdy effected (especially

us students!), we are all feeling

the tremors of this situation.

However, I have got to give

props to parking services, Chief

Lowe, and all the administration

who have been so diligently

working on this problem.

I have approached probably

every major administration office

on this campus with some sort

Box 2901

lx)ngwood University

FarmviUe, VA 23909

Editor-in-Chief

Asst. Editor

PR Manager

Copy Editor

Copy Editor
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St}'le Editor
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Sports Editor

Photo Editor

Cartoonist

Webmaster

Faculty Advisor

of complaint and concern, and

I have to say, while cooperation

has always been given, I have

never been received with such a

helpful and informative attitude

as I have when dealing with the

parking issue.

When I first emailed

President Cormier concerning

this matter, she emailed me
back within 24 hours. While her

email explained that she was

not the best person to go to

with my problem for direct

action, she gave me the contact

information for someone who
could better help me: Chief

Charles Lowe. She also made it

a point to express to me that if

I did not get the help that I

needed from him, she would

like to be contacted and would

make it a point to meet with

me. That was two weeks ago,

and as of earlier today, I have

been in constant contact with

him and the office of Public

Safety on a daily basis.

Since day one. Chief Lowe

Phone:434-395-2120

Fax: 434-395-2237

rotunda@longwood.edu

Amy VCTiipple

BobbiThibo

Patrick Trate

Janet Jones

Shawn Garrett

Tanner Keith

Leslie Smith
" Amanda Segni

Patrick Sullivan

Scott Dill

Ellie Woodruff

Lucinda Sinclair

The Rofunda, the student newspaper at Longwood University, is pub-

lished weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam
periods) and is printed in die offices of the Famvi/Je Herald, Farmville,

VA.

All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must
be received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursday's pub-

lication. All letters to die editor must be t)'ped and include name and

telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not

appear on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are

subject to editing.

The ?j)tmda n an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is

looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We cur-

rendy have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to

come to our meetings, Mondays at 9:15 p.m.

and all of the Public Saferty staff

have been nothing but helpful

and willing to work with my
schedule. My problem was imme-

diately recognized, addressed

with the student body and SGA,

and productive measures have

been taken.

Many times we tend to get

caught up in the problem at hand

and are so busy being mad that

we forget to look at the whole

picture objectively. I know that

the situation is frustrating; that

every time you go to park and

can't find a spot you wonder why

you even bother, and that $50

parking tickets sitting on your

windshield is the worst part of

the day Be mad, be upset, ask

questions, but take a minute to

think about everything that is

going on.

Administrators in charge of

parking have taken initiative and

freed 50 faculty and staff parking

spots, which I am so diankful for!

(see front page) Fifty spots is

quite a bit of space, and I admire

and respect the administration

for taking our complaints and

concerns and making them a pri-

ority

I know when it comes to cer-

tain issues, students feel like mak-

ing complaints and trying to

make a difference is a waste of

time and energy, but let this be an

example to the student body

They are listening. The adminis-

tration is not always against us,

and if we unite as a group on any

given issue, we will be heard.

Our complaints are definitely

not falling on deaf ears. We are

being heard, and those who have

the power to change policy are

doing so.

On behalf of the students

and everyone else who has been

dealing with this on-going prob-

lem, I would like to say thank

you. Thank you for the dedica-

tion and attention that the stu-

dent's parking issues has

received. It has not gone unno-

ticed.

Bobbi Thibo

Asst. Editor

Tke Taleol Jesus Tke Goldfisk
Tanner Keith

Opinion Editor

Oktoberfest weekend has come

and gone, perhaps leaving with me
with some of die best lessons I

have ever learned.

Friday brought us Batde of the

Bands, a truly diverse experience.

While the bands didn't exacdy

batde, they did give decent per-

formances, even when most of the

crowd left because of the rain.

Being a judge for battie of the

bands, entities one to the hospital-

ity table behind die stage, complete

with bags of candy screaming,

"stuff me into your pockets," plus

the company of Walter and

Jennifer througho^t the day

Saturday however, yielded a pro-

found lesson.

As I spent most of the day mak-

ing grilled cheese sandwiches on a

George Foreman Grill for the

Rotunda Booth , I was able to get

a break around 3 o'clock.

During my break from press

burning bread and the cheapest of

cheap American cheese, I took

some time to see the other booths.

One booth caught my eye, and

not because of the organization,

because I can't remember exacdy

which one it was.

I did happen to notice, however,

a large tank of Goldfish.

You paid a dollar, and threw a

ping pong ball into a cup to win a

goldfish.

Not to sound arrogant, but I

made one on my first shot.

So, I picked a healthy, orange

looking, minnow sized, aquatic

companion.

I didn't feel like shelling out five

bucks for a crappy litde container,

so I decided I would figure that

out later.

'

The goldfish didn't seem to

enjoy the trip back to the room in

the small plastic bag, as I could

hear him screaming.

When I got to the room, I had

a stroke of genius.

The top of my CD-R package

would make a great fishbowl, as

some friends of mine, Pat and

Brian, had used their entire case as

a home for their pet cicada,

George, now deceased.

So, I dumped him into the new

fishbowl, and pondered on his

name.

What type of name would fit

this new member of my small cor-

ner of the universe?

I considered Charlemagne, but

that was too long.

Poseidon seemed to nerdy, and

a goldfish named Nipple just was

not right.

So, after much debating, I

decided on Jesus.

Yes, Jesus the Goldfish.

To celebrate his initiation, I fed

him half of a four-cheese Cheez-

it.

Jesus did not fmd die Cheez-it

appetizing.

He looked tired, so it was time

for his nap.

I sat Jesus' bowl in front of the

stereo speaker, and played some

soothing music for him.

He appeared to fall asleep,

because goldfish, as we all know,

sleep on their side.

Later in the day, when some-

one asked me if he was alright, I

told them that Jesus had a long

day of swimming, and was all

tuckered out.

When I awoke that Sunday

morning, actually around noon,

or a litde after, Jesus seemed to

be doing some kind of dead fish

impression.

Not reaUy, Jesus was dead.

Really dead.

Really belly-up, dead Jesus die

Goldfish dead.

Saddened, I did the only thing

that was right.

We sent him on his was to

heaven, after holding a service in

the small suite bathroom.

We wern't exacdy sure how to

go about it, as Jesus die Goldfish

was Jewish.

Shawn seemed to be confident

that on Tuesday (the third day)

Jesus die Goldfish would not

return.

Alsas, as much as we believed,

he did not.

Jesus is dead.

So ends Oktoberfest, the les-

son learned is that life isn't fair

my freinds, it isn't fair at all.

R.LR Jesus die Goldfish.
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"
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Automatic Responses Induce Vomiting
Away messages serve as expressions of unrequited love

Sarah-Tyler Moore

Staff Writer

felJIHiil.l.|N|||.li.MIM|.l.pjMipWW

chronic procrastination or perhaps Most of the time, it was detailed

the absurd lack of sleep from in gel pen no less.

Physical s>inbols of love are Friday and Saturday night, but It's ironic diat colorflil online
inevitable no matter what cul- when I saw the following away away messages are die electronic
mre diey appear in: the wed- message: "Only 5 weeks, 6 days, 4 equivalent for coUege students.
ding band, red roses, die bindi; hours, 5.2 minutes...! love Have we really made such litde

a red dot married Indian

women put on their face, and

the away message.

The away message?

Picture this: it's a late

Sunday night and

I have a paper

due at 8 a.m.

Monday morning

that I haven't

even begun to

think about.

As the ever

dedicated student

I pretend to be, I

boot up my lap-

top with every

intention of spit-

ting back every

thing I know

about the

Industrial
Revolution in a Word docu

ment.

ilovetacos: where is my snuggle bunny?
Auto response from SpoonyMcLove: Its

only 5 hours and 45 minutes untill I see
my baby girl!!!

I wanted to scream. progress in maturity?

As if the statement was not nau- Putting up such away*messages
seating enough, diese proclama- implies, whedier intentionally or

tions of love via away message are unintentionally, that you are imma-
almost always in some rainbow-col- ture and not only that, you wish to

project that fact.

If professing love

for some one on an

away message is meant

to be a special, shared

act, then it does not

make sense for it to be

broadcast publicly.

If a person is in a

relationship with

another person, their

friends tend to realize

the fact.

They spend time

together.

They hold hands,

they talk on the phone

ad infinitum.

They probably leave sappy away

messages full of mush.

Other people know when you

are in a relationship.

They know when you love some

yay!!! I can't wait to see you!!!

ored script, huge font and accom-

panied by a bright yellow smiley or

Hopefully, it will be just in kissing face,

time to grab about five or six Apart from die fact diat individ-

hours of sleep. uals with these statements

Unfortunately, die litde yel- undoubtedly put more free time

low and blue AIM icon in my into dieir online profile's appear- one. you do not need to make diis

desktray at die bottom right ance dian I can only dream of, diey any more clear by putting up an
corner of my screen is just too are more than just an indication of away message saying so.

tempting a surplus of leisure time. It is infinitely more meaningful
So, I sign on and immedi- Case in point, there is something to talk to your boyfriend or girl-

ately right click on die minis- wrong widi a college student who friend about how excited you are
cule yellow pads of paper takes pride in creating such state- to see diem, or how much you love
beside everyone's screen name ments. diem, instead of sharing your feel-

to read every away message in Their relationships diat are being ings Avidi die entire Worid Wide
hopes of prolonging my paper broadcasted are demeaned by the Web.
just a minute longer. v actual broadcast, and quite firankly, Please do not misunderstand, I

Admittedly, I should focus no one cares except die two people am happy whenever I get to see my
my attention in a more bcnefi- involved. boyfriend, or when my friends
cial way, but sometimes read- When I was in elementary spend time widi dieir significant

ing what other people are school I can vividly remember others.

doing even if it always says die marking up my notebooks, assign- However, when you put up an
same diing; "sleep," "class," ments, scratch paper or whatever away message professing your
"out," has become addicting widi my boyfriend's, or for lack of undying love, you are unconscious-

I'm unsure if it was my a better word, crush's name widi ly sending a message of immaturi-
mounting irritation widi my hearts, stars and smiley faces. ty and ironically belitding die very

PAGE 3

props and drops
The RotuDda would like to encourage anyone and every-
one to submit props and drops to rotundaCwlongwood.edu

PfQps;

+ To Jesus the Goldfish, may he rise again.

+ To everyone who made Oktoberfest great.

+ To the "I <3 Lucinda" Club.

+ To Doctor Bates for "selling" class out early!

+ To The Gyre finally coming out.

+ To field hockey playing their only home game.
Drops:

- To the cold weather.

- To mid-terms coming up.

- To fleas in the Farmville area.

- To Atlanta, for being worse than Houston.
- To sappy away messages and profiles.

Speak Out
What did you enjoy about

Oktoberfest?

I enjoyed the cookout
atmosphere, combined with
the Batde of die Bands.

-Eric Hamilton
Sophomore

I got to meet Stacy, the lead
singer of American Hi-Fi.
I had my picture taken \3dth

him and he signed the back
of my shirt.

-Kristie Lundi
Sophomore

I enjoyed coming out and
seeing the bands, especially

American Hi-Fi
-Mark Summa

Senior

We liked the bands and
:olor wars! Red rocks!

-Brandon Wiggs
and

Traley Turner
Freshmen
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AudioVisual Communication Teclinologies (ACT) replacesAV Club
Press Re/ease

The former Audio-Visual Club of

Ixjngwood University now has a

new name, new face and a verita-

ble plethora of opportunit\ to

motivate and energize the student

body.

Coined by the new President,

James Barbour, ACT which

stands for AudioVisual

Communication Technologies is

the broadened and developed

2004 version of the former AV
Club.

The overhauled personnel infra-

structure of ACT has more active

members operating in a classifi-

able position which has alleviated

the workload and responsibilities

tremendously of any one individ-

ual.

There are three major divisions

of ACT: the Executive Board,

the Staff and the individual

Production Teams.

"I think that this internal sep-

aration of powers and focus has

been one of the

leading contribu-

tors of this recent

boom in organiza-

tional efficiency',"

stated the

Personnel Officer

and former

President James

French, "Though 1

never expected for

it to become what

it is today."

The Executive

Board can now

focus exclusively

on SGA dealings, budget work

and fiscal management. Jon

Halverson, a Finance major, was

recruited as Treasurer to handle

accounting needs.

The Staff which communi-

cates to but operates independ-

iiilatittal liiNiMiiiitM Itiiictiittt
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BUDGET contM p. 1

Last year some student groups

were given this year's budget

money on accident, resulting in

a deficit appearing when there

shouldn't be one.

Miller admitted that some

unwise decisions were made.

"There are some things I just

wish we wouldn't have done,

such as: I wish we wouldn't

have sent the political science

club to Hawaii last year. They

wanted to study the unique

political situation that exists

(there)".

Past mistakes have led to

close questioning this year for

new requests. On October 5th

the Lancer Alliance received

$4,000 for eight people to

attend a conference in Chicago

which amounts to $500 per

pcrsoa This may be viewed as

a questionable move by some

when the goal of the SGA is to

distribute funds primarily to

causes that benefit a large por-

.

tioa of the student population.

SGA is also revisiting some

decisions about money distri-

butions. At Tuesday's meeting,

SGA put The Camerata

Singers' request on hold. They

had been approved for $12,300

to hire a professional orchestra

to collaborate with them in a

concert. The proposal was

$8,300 more than their entire

budget from the previous year.

Approval came, albeit with a

mandate that a five dollar tick-

et charge be put in place.

Miller states that he is happy

with the direction that the SGA
finance committee is taking.

"It used to be that none of

these things were really men-

tioned, (how much money was

left in the budget), not even in

the finance committee. It was

always that we got just enough

to cover it...and that was all

the committee did. This year

the committee is getting as

much information as we can

get."

Despite having spent 85 per-

cent of the current $530,000

budget. Miller said that "this

shouldn't be all that much of

an unusual year (economical-

ly)."

He said that the problem is

not that much worse than in

previous years, only now peo-

ple are aware of it

"I encourage all comments

and criticism" says Miller who
can be reached via e-mail at

sgatreas@longwoodedu

He states that despite the

current problems, the SGA is

primed to run out of money

around the end of the year,

which is typical. If that is the

case then many of the past

problems may be forgotten.

Until then however the SGA
mig^t face continuing criticism

ently of the Executive Board is a

totally new addition to the organ-

ization. They manage internal

operations and public relations.

Included on the Staff are some

brand new positions, the Director

of PR with subordinate PR Reps

to manage all outgoing press and

serve as our liaisons with the

Rotunda. PR Reps represent

ACT at organizational meetings

such as the Council of

Organizations at Longwood

(COOL) and then provide brief-

ings at the fol-

lowing

Executive
and Staff meet-

ings, as well as

philanthropy

coordination

and community'

service engage-

ments.
,
The

Leadership
Development

Officer focuses

'

exclusively on

new member

training, recruit-

ment and assists in public rela-

tions. Now individual

Production Teams, which also

meet independendy, can finally

focus on a single objective, which

of course would be project com-

pletion.

The organization has an amaz-

ing Documentary/ Expeditionary

4hnMitf

Film Team that prides itself on

their ability' to shoot v-ideo any-

time, anyplace, anywhere.

"We've shot footage while rap-

pelling off the top of Stony Man

in the Shenandoah National

Forest for an upcoming Outdoor

Education promotional video;

helmet cam footage hitting dirt

jumps with big hit mountain

bikes, even underwater, 130 feet

down on the underwater super

structure of a TVA dam during

diving operations conducted over

two weekends last fall at South

Holston, Tennessee," French

states proudly. "It was because of

those projects this club has really

taken off"

The organization hopes to

reach out to students by offering

the chance to get some experience

in broadcasting and media pro-

duction while pursuing their own

particular interests. The expanse

of scope within the organization

has broadened so much today,

media production in and of itself

is now just one element of the big

picture of ACT.

LCVA cont'd p. 1

During the renovations, the

LCVA has been developing new

ways to use the university's art

collections.

"We needed to find a way to

preserve our collections for edu-

cational purposes," said Bowles.

"We are now displaying our col-

lections throughout the buildings

on campus for the enjoyTnent of

students, faculty and staff"

When the renovations are

complete, the LCVA will be able

to offer students a greater venue

for displaying their achievements.

"Starting in the fall of 2005, all

senior art exhibits will be at the

LCVA," stated Bowles. "This will

provide students will a profes-

sional show and display their

work in an appropriate way"

In additiori to providing a

forum for student work, the

LCVA will continue to host guest

artists to create sculptures for

Brock Commons. AH four pieces

currendy on Brock Commons are

on loan to the university from

each artist. The pieces will only

remain for two years and then will

be replaced by new sculptures.

On October 25th a new sculpture

will be added near the Hull build-

ing

When the sculptures were first

added to Brock Commons, the

LCVA received harsh criticism

about the designs. The reaction

was exactly what the center want-

ed.

"It doesn't matter if students

like or dislike the sculptures,"

explained Bowles. "What we want

is for them to talk about the art

and how it makes them feel." In

the future, Bowles hopes that stu-

dent and faculty sculptures will be

See LCVA p. 5
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5^on< aod tbs staff at

^bari«ys bop* that you bad

a griat Oktoberfast and wish

tb« OT8<r 0*F ^<U*e<JLon

your upcoming midttmw!

5^nne would like to take this time to

tell all of you about Wednesday

9figbt's %dlan buffet <For more

tban five years, 5Vnne, ^barieys, and

7rey %ppes bave been bringing tbe

7armviUe conununity and students

great food and great music wbicb

enables you to celebrate great times

with great friends! Offering a pasta

bar complete <gdtb salad and bread

and tbe smooth guitar sounds of Trey

%ppes. ^barieys is tbe best place

for you to come togetber witb your

ANNE SmwOU

WS4J 592-1566

201 s mn Street

R^lDviMe. Vrginia 23901

^ngwood family to get to

know one of Tarmville's longest

running restaurants! 6o, tbis

Wednesday, come to ^barieys

and celebrate food, fUends and

fun. Youll be glad you did!
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Vice President Ckenei^, Jokn Edwards Meet Twice Tkis Week
U-Wire

(U-WIRE) RALEIGH, N.C. -

In the only debate between the

two vice presidential candi-

dates, each gave arguments as

to why the top of

their ticket should

be president while

also painting an

image that they are

fit to hold the

nation's second

most powerful

office.

Sitting at sepa-

rate desks, Vice

President and

Washington veter-

an Dick Cheney

and Sen. John

Edwards, the

Democratic vice

presidential candi-

date gunning for

the office, v/ent

head-to-head at

Case Western

Reserve University'

in Cleveland, Ohio

Tuesday night.

Moderated by

Gwen I fill, a cor-

respondent with

PBS' "The News

Hour with Jim

Lehrer," the free-ranging, 90-

minute forum's first question

centered on the main issue of

the presidential debate last

week; the war in Iraq.

From the get go, Cheney,

answering the first question, said

that he had no regrets about the

administration's policy on Iraq.

"What we did in Iraq was exact-

Hussein is in jail, his government is Iraq, saying that "you probably

no longer in power," he said. weren't there to vote for that." He
Edwards, a 1974 NCSU gradu- also drove after Edward's posi-

ate, quickly criticized the vice pres- tions on the campaign trail during

ident, saying he was "still not being the primaries, saying that he

ly the right thing to do. If I had it

to recommend all over again, I

would recommend exactly the

same course of action. The world

is far safer today because Saddam

LCVA cont'd p. 4

on Brockdisplayed

Commons.

The LCVA wants to

involve students in the cre-

ation and debate of art. A
program called the blurring of

the arts, reaches students

from many different points of

view and disciplines. The

program includes a student

exhibition and an open mic

poetr)' discussion.

"The blurring of the arts is

a wonderful program for stu-

dents," said Bowles. "It gives

the students a place to freely

discuss art without judg-

ment"

All university students are

members of the LCVA and

can attend programs offered

by the center. Many programs

are free, but students receive a

discount on events that have a

fee. Students can sign up for

Adobe Photoshop workshops,

craft projects and tours of his-

toric landmarks.

Students also have the oppor-

tunity' to volunteer at the LCVA's

Children's Art Center creating

art projects with local children.

This month die theme is "bring

your own pumpkin." Various

crafts will be made using all or

parts of a pumpkin at each

workshop.

The volunteer opportunities,

cultural enrichment, educational

programs and image of the

LCVA wiU be strengthened by

the renovations. '*The strength

of the LCVA lies in the variety

of its programs offered to the

University and the community,"

stated Bowles. "Through our

programs we want to remind

students that Longwood is a spe-

cial place and we all have a lega-

cy to leave behind."

straight with the American peo-

ple."

Continuing to stay on the offen-

sive, Edwards mirrored a stump

speech he gave in Raleigh two

weeks ago, calling "Iraq a mess,"

while adding that prominent

Republicans including John

McCain and Chuck Hagel also

questioned the progress in that

country.

Citing yesterday's report by the

U.S.'s former top-ranking official

in Iraq, Paul Bremer, Edwards said

that "they didn't have enough

troops to secure the country. They

also didn't have a plan to win the

peace. They also didn't put the

alliances together to make this suc-

cessful. We need a fresh start."

Throughout the debates the

candidates attempted to erode the

other's credibility, with Cheney

attacking Edward's lack of experi-

ence and painted him as one

wavering in political winds, while

the Senator said that the adminis-

tration was the wrong kind of

experience that the nation needed.

At one point, Cheney hounded

his opponent on what he said were

incorrect figures on the cost of

changed his position from being

for the war in Iraq to against it

because of the then surging

Howard Dean.

"He can't stand up to Howard

Dean," the vice president said,

"How can he stand up to al

Qaeda?"

Cheney further said that people

trusted him because, "I don't have

any further political aspirations

myself," While also repeatedly

stressing that a vice president

should be fit to take the presiden-

cy at a moment's notice.

Edwards harshly questioned

the past four years saying that a

"long record does not equal good

judgment."

Repeatedly, Edwards, the for-

mer lawyer, brought up questions

regarding Halliburton, Cheney's

former company, now embroiled

in a number of litigations over

overcharging the government for

services in Iraq.

After the debate, Bryce Ball,

chairman for Students for Bush,

said that though he thought both

candidates did a good job, the vice

president came out on top by

responding "very confidendy. He

stood steadfast and did not waiv-

er at all. He showed that the

Kerry/Edwards position has

been inconsistent."

Melissa Price of the College

Democrats also

agreed that both

candidates gave a

strong showing

but that "they

both focused on

bashing each

other and I

wanted to hear

more plans. I

definitely
thought that

Cheney was

incrediblv frus-

trated -- he was

spouting out

numbers and

that was great

but that did not

connect to the

people. Edwards

is a great com-

municator," she

said.

Just six days

removed from

the presidential

debates last

week, the

Democratic tick-

et, previously

running a laggard race, moved up

in the polls to a razor-thin gap

between the two campaigns with-

in days after what many said was

a strong performance by Sen.

John Kerry. The CNN/USA
Today/Gallup poll reports that

the two campaigns have swung

from a six-point gap last week,

down to a dead heat this week

after the debate.

Though historically vice-presi-

dential candidate debater never

make or break a campaign, how

the candidates faired in last

night's debates in voters minds

over the next few days could con-

tinue to fuel the upswing seen in

the Kerry campaign, or stumble

and hold its momentum.

One of the key batdeground

states, Ohio with its 20 electoral

votes, is a body contested state

for both campaigns. No
Republican candidate has ever

taken the presidency without

winning the state.

The debate is the only one

between the two candidates. The

presidential candidates will meet

once again Friday, Oct. 8 for the

second time.
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Mvj Fiftk Year: Farmville Alive During Oktoberlest

Lee French

S/aff Writer

Let's talk about Oktoberfest.

Together with its Spring

Weekend brethren the following

semester, for two weekends each

year Farmville is actually a fun

place to be.

Not that we don't have fun

the rest of the time, but these

are the weekends that all you're

buddies and girlfriends that you

ever knew drop what their

d(iing, rush down to Farmtown

and pack into right quarters hos-

tel style.

Diets tend to be focused pre-

dominanriv within the barlev &

ale section of the food pyramid

and you run around in a field

like a fool with a bunch of

other fools as well.

The police are out in force,

but the ratio of cop to drunk-

ard is so incredibly dispropor-

tionate during these weekends

that the statistical likelihood of

an encounter is significandy

diminished.

So, it's a great time for every-

one to kick back and let loose.

And this year was no differ-

ent than years past.

As 1 return from class and

turn the corner onto my street,

I can already see the massing of

Tke First Year: Oktoberfest,

A Wliole New Experience

Sara Bonovitch

Staff Writer

Crisp, newly fallen leaves

line the streets of Farmville.

Refreshing autumn breezes

blow through dorm windows.

Students walk to and from

mornifig classes in no less than

jeans and hoodies.

Ah seems to be peaceful at

Longwood, but if you listen

closely you can hear the

screams of students, the bat-

tling of bands, and school spir-

it running rampant around

campus.

These are true signs that

Oktoberfest weekend has

begun at Longwood.

For most students,

Oktoberfest is a weekend like

no other.

Freshmen in particular are

excited for the festive weekend.

They have been preparing all

week long for the weekend's

activities.

Though many freshmen did

not partake in the week's spirit

days, they were armed and

ready at Friday's Color Wars.

Those fighting in the name

of red gready outnumbered the

green team and gave it all they

had.

Though the green of soph-

omores and seniors defeated

the red, freshmen spirits were

not dampened.

With green paint dying their

clothes, hair, and faces, the

first year students headed

straight to the Batde of the

Bands to cheer on their talent-

ed friends.

While, most freshmen sat

around deciding what to do

for the night, Craig Smith's

freshmen hall primped and

prettied up for the BSA
Holl}'wood Nights Ball.

Girls and guys alike dressed

up and danced the time away.

Other freshmen joined

their classmates to part)' the

night away at various parties.

The much anticipated

Saturday arrived quickl)?.

Freshmen and their guests

wandered about campus

enjoying the picnic, live bands,

and the overall fun of

Oktoberfest.

Punk fans rocked out to the

music of Homegrown, Dierks

Bendey brought Nashville to

Farmville, and American Hi-

Fi brought the night to a close.

Freshmen thoroughly

enjoyed themselves and had as

much school spirit as any

other Longwood class.

And as freshman Abby

Hankins put it, "if you weren't

at Oktoberfest 2004, you

weren't having fun."

fellow students at my place of

residence, which can signify

only one thing, the presence of

a keg.

And so the mayhem ensues. I

myself am not really a big

drinker anymore but I defiandy

always avail myself of the

opportunit}' to get on my face at

least once when Oktoberfest

rolls through town, especially

when people start throwing kegs

of beer on my front porch.

But at the same time I'm

thinking to myself, while look-

ing skyward to the sun and

shadows deducing that it's

approximately 3:07 in the after-

noon, knowing full and well that

once I get started, the biological

countdown to my ultimate

demise once initiated cannot be

reverted.

Knowing this, only one thing

will save me, an escape and a

hasty escape at that.

Do I have anything else that

I need to be doing?

Of course not but that's ok;

I'll just make something up.

It works and I get away clean-

ly along with some trail building

equipment in our hallway (leav-

ing a chainsaw and axes lying

around the house on a weekend

such as this would be just asking

for it).

Instruments of destruction

secured and a few more hours

past, I venture home to fmd all

hope long since lost for my fel-

low man.

At this point resistance is

futile.

Nothing is more irritating

that being the sole sober person

in a sea of drunkards; might as

well join 'em.

And so we foin the masses

but I at least was able to hold

off for a litde while.

Official start time, circa 5

p.m.

Oh well, what can you do?

LaniLda Alpka Fraternitij
The Delta Chapter of the Lambda Alpha national fraternity has been

instated at Longwood University this year. The organization Is the nation-

al collegiate honors society for Anthropology. The name is derived from

the first letters of the Greek phrase, Logos Anthropou, which translates

to "the study of man". In our charter year, the Lambda Alpha chapter

here at Longwood will stimulate and encourage scholarship in the field of

Anthropology.

Left to right: Kristen English, Will Pettus, Crystal Cleardy, Terry Johnson,

Katy Bowen, Genevieve White, and Dr. Doug Dalton. Not pictured Susan
South, Katie Harrison. Six alumni were also inducted as members. They
are Lisa Bentley, Kathleen Dehart, Amanda Hale, Dale Ross, Margaret

Waugh, and Carrie Weilan.
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With heavenly harmonies and

potent politics. Amy Ray and

Emily Saliers took the stage at

Kingsbury Hall Friday night

ready to honor themselves and

their cause.

More commonly known as the

Indigo Girls, the duet has been

projecting more than their voices

on their recent tour, "Honor the

Eardi."

The treasure of the Indigo

Girls, who started their career in

Atlanta around the early 1980s, is

the contrast between Ray's

throaty, aggressive surge and

Saliers' sweet, harmonic over-

tones. Over the years, their lyrics

have continued to embody a bal-

ance of intelligent metaphors

and accessible themes with slight

political undertones.

Friday night's show wasn't

what one might come to expect

of a contemporary "big name"

show ~ it was more akin to a

gathering of diversity and

minorities to feed on some brain

food discussions and enjoy a lit-

de music for dessert.

In addition to entertaining

thousands of loyal fans, the

Indigo Girls armed themselves

with a greater purpose, one that

can reach a "critical mass,"

according to Ray Through this

tour, the Girls are hoping to raise

awareness and cultivate petition

signatures in favor of justice for

American Indian cultures.

Without introduction, the

Indigo Girls sauntered onstage.

Stepping up to the front of the

stage, they announced the pres-

ence of Winona LaDuke and

prominent members of the Skull

Valley Reservation

Environmental Agency

These guests spoke passion-

ately to a clearly liberal crowd.

LaDuke emphasized that "it is

our responsibility to care for that

which we are given," clearly out-

lining their proactive agenda for

American land, the environment,

and nature.

THE

All of these efforts have been

in lieu of their common goal for

justice and equality for members

of the Skull Valley community.

Yellow petition forms were

passed through the audience,

signed, and coUected, asking leg-

islators not to allow nuclear waste

onto the reservation.

LaDuke and the Indigo Girls

also addressed the heated local

argument of Amendment No. 3,

a proposed constitutional amend-

ment defining marriages between

men and women. LaDuke, an

outspoken gay-rights activist,

noted that, "you don't need a

constitutional amendment to tell

you who should marry whom."

Eventually, the Girls returned

to stage to take their much-antic-

ipated role as artists, not politi-

cians. Their vocal range and

power was complimented by

their amazing talent as guitarists.

Requiring no back up band, the

stage was dark other than the two

women with guitars, their amps

and microphones, and a table

with a few botties of water.

Their live-show audience con-

nection was astounding. Fans

shot out of their seats to dance

and sing. Saliers, beaming with

energy from her crowd, knew

what she had on her hands by

the raucous response to "You

feel like singin', ya'll?" She then

turned her microphone to the

raging crowd for a full verse of

their popular tune, "Power of

Two." Other favorites included

"Least Complicated," and "Get

Out the Map."

While their voices and the gui-

tar skills were untouchable, the

Girls themselves were not. They

took a break and, unlike most

pop stars who elusively hide

away in their dressing rooms, the

Indigo Girls came down the

stairs into the audience. After

hand collecting their yellow peti-

|ions in large baskets, they

returned for a second set.

Ray claimed they "got a

request out there," and so

digressed from their planned

song list to honor their fans,

beginning a string of set high-

lights for the rest of the show,

including Ray's somber solo,

"Cordova," and the campfire-

toned audience belting out sum-

mer camp staple "Closer to Fine."

The Girls' independent sensi-

bilities, musical talents, and icono-

clastic personalities have made

them one of the most respected

roots/ folk groups both in and out

of the mainstream light. And
their energetic, charismatic show-

ing brought clear ideas to light.

Chief among them as a politi-

cally active group is they know

how to back up all that talk. They

made their cause viable without

overkill. They took action in dieir

cause.

Finally, in terms of being profi-

cient in knowing about nature, the

Indigo Girls know how to plant,

nurture and cultivate more than

just trees: Their career and place

in music history just keeps blos-

soming season after season, and

it's hard to argue against it.
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Mulligan's Sports Grille

"We Dish it Out!"

Open 11:30 am 7 days a week <315-8787

>

Presenting CoHeoe Thurzdazel

students 21 a Over: You're in for FREE
with a Valid College ID & License!

Free Tacos from 5-7

.79-cent Specials from 7-9

Live Entertainment from 6:30-8:30

Karaoke from 8:30-10:30

DJfrom 10:30-1:30

Steak Night every Tuesday from 5-7!

60Z Ribeye, Mashed Potatoes & Salad for $2.75!

Book your organization's next party or event with us!

Call for details or stop by for more information!
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7ti(Lif the 8tk Satutd&if the 9ih Monday the I lik

Spiderman

7:30 p.m.

2

ABC Rooms Open Mic Night

10:00 p.m.

Lancer Cafe

Band: TBA
8:00 p.m.

Lankford Ballroom

How to Prepare for an Interview

5:00 p.m.

Lancaster 139

WadnQidaif ikst 13tk

1'M5daif tke I2ik

How to Prepare for an Interview

4:00 p.m.

Lancaster 139

Catholic Campus Community

8:30 p.m.

Nottaway Room
How to Prepare for the

Diversity Career Day

7:00 p.m.

Lancaster 139

Various LP Commitee

Meetings

8:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

LP Office

(all meetings held in the LP office,

unless notified)

'Thut5daytke I4tk

The Gyre

8:00 p.m.

Charlotte Room

Unity Alliance

8:00 p.m.

Amelia Room

Finding an Intemship

4:00 p.m.

—.Lancaster 139

Spring Break 2005

Travel with STS, America's #1 Student Tour

Operator to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,

Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:

1-800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com

Parking Reallocation

National Depression Screening Day

October 7th.

COLLEGE 101 By Matt Ruedinger

So WWVrmV^ lOiJCrvHi

You Mov^Q IN?
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Tke World Has Turned and Leit Me Here
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Mandy Amason

Staff Winter

Dear Mandy,

After this past Oktoherfest,

I have rea/it^ed that I need a great rem-

edyfor hangovers.

J.T.

DearJ.T.,

Hangovers blow don't they?

I know that you are not the

only one concerned with this

issue seeing that I live in Stubbs

and watch all these girls come in

on Friday night, to puke in the

trash, room or better yet, on their

roommate's beds.

So here are a few tips to try

and avoid a hangover. One, eat

something before you start part\'-

ing.

This is really important

because then you will actually

throw up something other than

bile later on.

Also, it helps absorb some of

the alcohol so you won't be so

belligerent.

Second, stay away from

exceedingly sugary drinks

because they are easier to drink

more of and they seem to leave

the most wicked hangovers.

Third, drink lots of water in

between drinks AND right

before you go to bed.

This way you are hydrated and

less likely to want to puke all

over yourself when you wake up

the next day.

In the morning, take some

Tylenol, chill out for awhile and

watch TV.

This way, you don't show up

to work or class acting like you

are still blitzed.

Most importandy, know a

decent limit for yourself and for

your friends.

This not only saves your liver

when you're old and cranky, but

it can save you or a friend's life.

Shawn's Cooking for College

Quick and Cheap Meals for Cdlese Students

Tuna Bagel Melt

Ingredients:

Chmik Light Tuna (2 for $1.00)

Sara Lee Provolone Cheese ($2.78)

Bagels ($2.25)

Relish ($1.48)

Hehnari's Mayo ($1.84)

Optional:

Tomato ($1.54 per pound

Cooking Instructions

*Combine tuna, mayo and relish in a bowl using a

fork.

*Take one half of a bagel and add one piece of pro-

volone cheese.

*Add tuna dien place anodier piece of cheese on

top.

* If desired, use one slice of tomato in between tuna

and top piece of cheese.

*Repeat for other half of the bagel

*For a softer bagel: place in microwave for 2- 3 min-

utes or until cheese is melted

*For a crispier bagel: place in toaster oven for 2 min-

utes on "toast" or until cheese is melted.

You don't have to always drink

to have a great time.

As a matter of fact I some-

times take great pleasure in

watching my friends act like total

morons and say the most retard-

ed things. I once had a friend tell

me she wanted to take a sign lan-

guage class to learn Braille.

You figure it out. So be

responsible, don't drink and

drive, and do catch it on video for

the future to prove to your kids

why drinking is bad m'kay.

Until then boys and girls,

Mandy Amason

If you would lih to write to Mandy

for some advice, please email the

Kotunda at rotiinda(^.lonpwood.com

and in the suhjtct as ADVICE
COLUMN Oil STION. Thanks!

/l ^ S, t luit ill ml I ,i

Cetppe Dieni
They say that patience is a virtue, but I

have always considered it something that

one acquires. I was patient this summer,
while I waited, not knowing what to expect,

for someone to come back. Qomeone I felt

so connected to for such a brief period of
time. And even when he came back, I still

waited, wondering if I should call him or find

a way to see him, because I'm a dumb girl

who wears her heart on her sleeve. I am so
glad that I swallowed my pride and I found
a way to see him, because I honestly don't

know what I would have thought of myself
had I not. I guess what I'm trying to sau is

that if you have the choice of sitting on the

sidelines or putting yourself out there, you
should eet out there.

It's worth it.
Stephanie D. Riggsby

Doves
Lee French

\tcj/l Writer

The Last Broadcast

Take notice. This is hands

down the singk- greatest album

that I have ever listened to. It is

a CD you will W: able to listen to

over and over and over again. 54

minutes of pur*.- listening splen-

dor. Doves is tlie master of the

melodic ballad as they mix tra-

ditional Rolling Stones style

rock beats with entrancing,

tension building intros that

convert amazing songs into

musical events for your listen-

ing ears. I am hard pressed to

say I have ever been able to

definitively assert a favorite

band much less a favorite

song.

"Satellites" (track 7) begins

with a rhythmic back beat of

clapping hands to the fading

opening cords of a song that

will take you on a personal

journey through your own

mind the first time you listen

to it.

In a musicOMH.com

album review John Murphy

describes "There Goes the

Fear" (track 3^ is, "seven min-

utes of pun. • |ic. From the

chimiiTj of the intro-

ducti<

«

the spine-tin-

gling middle section where singer

Jimi Godwin exclaims 'close

your brown eyes,' right up until

the finale of carnival chants and

Brazilian drum loops."

Doves did it for me when I

first heard "Caught by the River"

on the soundtrack for the hit t\'

series The OC, which might I

add. The OC Soundtrack is one of

the greatest compilations ever put

together. Even though I can't say

I was ever a huge fan of the show

their music selection is among the

best I have ever heard; vou can

expect a review in the near future.

For now marinate your soul with

Doves, the Last Broadcast.
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Lile Abroad: Tke Gk Jana Journals1:
This year, as most years, Longwood University has students who have chosen to study abroad through the International Studies program. Through out the

dents, Katie Harrison, a Junior Anthropology major, will be sharing some ofher experiences in day to day life and her academic life while she is studing

This is the continuance from ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^
the September 30th edition it-,/- t »r i

/• Tu o ^ J pl^- The Central Market was an
oj The Rotunda '^

amazing place full of its own
energy and culture and I am29 August '04, cont'd

This weekend was awesome!

We left early Saturday morning

and headed for Kumasi. We first

stopped at the Manh\ia Palace

Ashantihene, as he is called, is shoes, appliances that look like

acmally more powerful than the they're at least 10 years old to

stool for die first Ashanti king was and if they do, they have not been

carved. Every Ashanti king has his cleaned in several mondis. I had

own wooden stool carved for him the "pleasure" of using one last

that is unique from any other. The night that didn't flush,

truly glad that I engulfed myself guys in this town were very pushy Let me tell you that was an
in such an atmosphere. when it came to trying to get us to experience in and of it self The

It was crazy! Its just like a buy stuff restrooms also don't have toilet

huge maze of dny booths com- We also visited the town (I for- paper, nor do they have soap and
pacted together. And diey sell get die name) that made the first sometimes running water to wash

where die King of Ashantis lives everything you could ever possi- Adinkra designs. Adinkra in Twi vour hands. Thank God for
and conducts his work. The bly image there. From cloth, means "to bid fareweU". Charmin toilet paper on the go

The men take the bark from a and Purell hand wipes! I'm sure

specific tree and grind it up, then some of you don't really diink I

heat it over a fire until it becomes need to write a whole paragraph

this thick black or brown sub- on this subject,

stance- My Twi (pronounced "chwe")

Then, wooden stamps that have language classes started last night,

a butchering area where people symbols on them are dipped into It was prett^' fun but I'm already
was just a big guy who had like 1 were killing chickens and goats the liquid and stamped onto black having some trouble pronouncing
people around him, fanning him left and right. All the meat was cloth. The Adinkra cloth is usual- some of their letters,

and carrying things for him. \Xc just sitting out in the open too ly worn by those going to a funer- This weekend my program is

then drove to the Kejetia market, widi files aU around them. One al and/or mourmng the loss of a taking a trip to the Central region
which IS the largest open-air mar- guy even walked by with a cow's family member. or Ashanti region. The cit}- of

On our way back to Legon the Kumasi is located there and it's

bus's clutch went out and we were

stuck in this small village for about

President of Ghana.

While we were walking around

the old part of the grounds we
actually got to see the King walk

by, which was prett)' cool. He

any t\'pe of food you could

image.

I was with two other girls

when we kind of stumbled into

ket in West Africa.

The vibrant cit}' of Kumasi is

tucked deep in the lush heartiand

of the Ashanti Region of Ghana.

It is a cit\' that has held on to its'

rich cultural heritage which can

be seen most notably with a trip

head on his own head.

Not something I really need-

ed or wanted to see! But we

found our way out and an hour before our program direc-finally

made it back to the bus.

After the market we took a

trip to the small village of
through one of the largest open- Asuofua-Asamang where we
air markets in West Africa. watched some of the villagers

The Central Market of make beads. They acmaliy take

tor got 5 taxis to drive us the 3

hours back to campus. That was an

advenmre to say the least!

Oh and one of the girls in my
program got malaria this past

supposed to be a beautiful place.

10 September '04

Classes here have finally start-

ed...for the most part that is. My
first class, African Traditional

Religion is on Mondays and there

are over 200 people in the class.

It was total chaos getting into

My Art History of Ghana class

seems like its going to be really

easy. There were only about 30

students, so there was plenty of

room :)

Conflict in African States is the

weekend. She's fine now, but I'm
Kumasi is unbeUevably intimidat- glass botdes, grind them up and pretty sure I'm going to get it too .. „„. ...... .,,..,, g,,^,^ ,,,^
ing to a foreigner such as myself pack the dust into diese clay at some point even diough I'm tak- the room because it's only is sup-
Just standing on the edge of die trays that have holes in them and ing my malaria pills. posed to hold around 100 stu-
market looking into the coundess put them in clay ovens. The giri was too, but that didn't dents, so more dian half of die
corners and aUeyways of tiny The process was really cool to seem to help any. I also learned suidents had to stand in the aisles
stands made me a bit hesitant but watch and we aU ended up buy- diat I can get malaria for up to a and outside for die lecmre (lucki-
nevertheless, I grabbed my ing a bunch of their work. The year after I leave herc.isn't diat ly I got diere early and got a seat)
fnend s arm and plunged in not children in diis village were so great?

knowing where exacdy we were incredibly gorgeous,

going to end up. One Utde giri ran up to me 1 September '04

The alleys are extremely tight and asked me how I was (diat

so we were constandy fighting was die only English diat she I have some time before I have
our way dirough die mobs of knew). I ended up carrying her to go to a class meeting, so I've
women trying to seU us every- and her litde brodier around for decided to write a quick email, class I have on Wednesdays and it
dung from clodi to radios to a while. They bodi were very When I say that I have a class too has over 200 students and is
kitchen utensils, whde at the intrigued by my tongue ring meeting that pretty much means I packed. The professor never
same time ducking from men which I diought was fiinny have to go to class and wait around showed up so I sat diere in a
carrymg large slabs of unknown On Sunday we drove out to for about 1 5 minutes to see if die cramped room widi no air condi-

professor acmally shows up which, tioning for over 40 minutes until

dius far, has been a negative. enough students had left so diat I

It's very frustrating because no could get out.
diey use to make die clodi. One one seems to really care if class My Ghanaian Uterature class,

loom is about 15 feet long. The—ever starts! And I'm tired of get- which I had today, was ok...die
man who showed us how to ring up early and walking die 20 professor is sort of boring and I

make it said diat a piece of minutes to campus to find out diat have a hard time understanding
Kenta clodi diat's about 15 inch- diere's no class! his English at times. But die

After we fmished die pineap- es long and 5 inches wide takes I have also learned diat having books we're suppose to read look
pie we weaved in and out of die about 3 weeks to make, and diat traveler's diarrhea is not somediing interesting
different stands buying diings blanket-sized kenta clodi can you want to have while attending I've noticed diat die majority of
here and diere. It took us a good take up to 6 mondis to finish. diis university or visiting any place die students here are men in dieir
hour to find our way back out of After diat we quickly visited in Ghana. They do not have rest- early or late 30s. I asked my pro-
the market, and diat was only die town of Ahwinaa where die rooms in most of die buildings gram director why and he

meat on dieir heads. the town of Bonwire where
We bought chunks of die best Kenta clodi was originally made,

pineapple in die world, in my I got to see die actual looms diat

humble opinion anyway, and

found a small corner to watch the

seemingly never-ending fast pace

atmosphere of the marketplace

itself.

next several months one of these stu-

in Ghana on the west African coast.

explained that it takes most stu-

dents a while to save up the

money to come to the University

and that the views of a woman
being educated are still not very

popular.

Oh, and I might be getting a

roommate from Burkino Faso.

She was my suite mate but she's

not getting along with her room-

mate (who's from Nigeria).

She seems really nice but does-

n't speak much English....! don't

speak any French. It should be

very interesting to say the least.

I've started an internship at the

UniversitA- hospital too. 1 went

there yesterday just to meet the

coordinator, but I'm suppose to

go back tomorrow morning and

start working in the pediatric

ward.

I guess that's it for now. Some
of my friends and I are going

into Accra for the weekend to

visit the different museums and

markets.

3 September '04

So Jameel, Larissa, Laura, and

I all decided to visit Mole

National Park up in the Nordiern

Region of Ghana this past week-

end. We left eariy Friday morning

around 4:30 a.m. for the bus sta-

tion and right from the beginning

it was an adventure! The taxi

driver was something else. First

of all he came running out of a

nearby corn field to get his taxi.

Anyway, the taxi only had one

head light, the windshield wipers

didn't work, so he had to stick his

head out the window to see

because of all the condensation

on the wind shield, and a bluish

smoke kept seeping out from

underneath the hood of the car

for the entire ride.

When we were going around

Tetteh Quarshie Roundabout the

driver somehow got off the road

and hit a huge bump. This bump
caused Larissa's door to pop
open and Laura had to pull her

back in the car...and the driver

never even stopped!

We had to get out of the taxi a

few miles from the bus station

because apparendy the taxi didn't

make right turns very well. We
got another taxi though and safe-

ly made it to the bus station.
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HOME SWEET HOME
Field licx:key ready lor only kome game

Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

The women's field hockey team

will facea unique challenge when

they play their only home game

of the season against Catawba

tomorrow. "They're coached by

an ex-player of mine, Longwood

Alum Catherine Howard, an Ail-

American," head coach Nancy

Joel said.

The team, currendy 3-8 on the

season, has had to endure a

tough year of travel, but they

have had some success as of late.

Before losing two straight games

to Marvland-Baltimore County

and Saint Joseph's last weekend,

the team had a two-game win-

ning streak, led by the play of

junior forward Sarah Hatchings

and sophomore midfielder Anne

Hundle}^

Hatchings is confident, head-

ed into Friday's contest with

Catawba. "We've played them

every year. We try to look at it as

a win. We try to look at every

team as a win," Hatchings said.

Hundley, however, notices the

added pressure of playing at

home. "Since it is our only

home game, we have to put on a

good performance," Hundley

said.

Friday's home game is also

the senior game, and the final

home game, for Longwood play-

ers Lorrie Watts and Julie

Patterson. "It's important. I

can't believe it's gone so fast. I

don't know what I'll do without

everyone on the team," goal-

keeper Patterson said.

Reflecting on her playing career.

Watts said, "It's sad because

there's no field hockey after col*

lege."

Join the longwood Universitv'

Women's Field Hockey Team

for their senior game this Friday

at 3:00 at Badow Field. Visit

http: / /www.longwoodlancers.co

m /index.aspppath= fhockey for

more information.

Field Hockev) Downed by

TalentedUMBO Team
Sports Information

Longwood University dropped a

5-1 field hockey decision to the

University of Maryland-

Baltimore County Sunday after-

noon in Baltimore, Md. The host

Retrievers improved to 4-7, while

the Lancers are now 3-8.

Longwood will play again

Wednesday, October 6, at the

University of Virginia. Game
time is slated for 7:00 p.m..

UMBC took control early as

Ashly Meehan scored 1:26 into

the contest to give the Retrievers

the 1-0 advantage. Less than five

minutes later, Krisdn Ramsay

controlled her own rebound and

shot it past Longwood senior

goalkeeper Julie Patterson to

push their lead to 2-0.

Longwood was able to cut

the score to 2-1 at the 16:39

mark when junior Sarah

Hitchings found senior Lorrie

Watts, who scored her third goal

of the season. However, the

Retrievers scored with less than

two minutes remaining in the

first stanza to hold a 3-1 lead at

halftime.

In the second half, UMBC
extended its lead on goals by

Arlene Lowthert and Julie

Moore.

For the game, the Retrievers

outshot the Lancers, 25-11, and

held the 8-2 edge in penalty cor-

ners. Patterson made 12 saves

for Longwood in 62:56 minutes

of play, while UMBC's Meghan,

Polek made seven saves in

61:05.

Tkere are 10 types of people in tke world, tkose

wko understand tinarij and tkosewko don t.

If you're the former, ACM's for you.

Meetings @ 3:30 Thursday in Hiner G13

Longwood battles Jar possession of the ball by rucking against Virginia Commonwelth
University early in the first half. Longwood defeated VCU 26-18 last Saturday

Picture by Kyle Martin

Men'sRu^y PvJls Out Win, Squeaks Ly VCU
Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

After dominant performances

against Washington St. Lee and

Hampden-Sydney College this

season, the Longwood Men's

Rugby Club appeared unstop-

pable. However, last Saturday's

26-19 win against Virginia

Commonwealth University

proved to be a tougher contest

for die team and showed that

skill is not all that is needed to

win.

"Ptire luck," junior wingJohn

Clcgg said describing his game-

tying conversion kick late in the

second half against VCU.

Clegg, a second*year player,

bounced the kick off of the

rigjht post in the try zone. It

then struck the left post and

finally fell through the uprights

for two points. The conversion

would prove to be the pivotal play

in the game as senior and second

row player Brandon Pitts scored a

try in the thirty-fourth minute of

the second half to win the game.

Due to a first half filled with

turnovers and penalties, the club

found themselves trailing 19-7 at

halftime. At the half, team cap-

tain Matthew CuUerton noticed a

change. "They knocked our bells

around and woke us up,"

CuUerton said. Longwood got

more than a wake-up call in the

second half. The men's team

scored 19 points in the half equal-

ing VCU's game total of 19.

In addition to the offensive

production, the defense posted a

second half shut-out, capitalized

by Dan Talley's and Raymond

McConnell's late-game tackle.

"I think I assisted Raymond

McConnell, but I think the hit

he made was vital If they had

scored, we would have lost,"

flanker Talley said.

The victory improves

Longwood's record to 3-0 on

the season as the team heads

into match-ups on the road

against the University of

Richmond today at 7:00 and at

home against ODU on Sunday.

CuUerton identifies an added

incentive in today's game against

Richmond. "Cari Schmidt is

[their] coach and the commis-

sioner of our league. We really

want to show him who the best

in the league is,*' Matthew

CuUerton said.
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QUICK HITS

Records:

Field Hockey 3 - 9

Men's Soccer 0-11

W. Soccer 2-10

Home Games

Tkis Week:

Sunday
Men's Soccer vs Mount
St. Marys, 7:00 pm

Players of tke

Week:
Field Hockey

Lome Watts, 1 goal

Men's Soccer

Stuart Bertsch, 1

goal, 1 assist

Women's Soccer

April Lockley, 2 goals

Cross Country

places 3rcl, 6tli

sports Information

Longwood University totaled

92 points to finish third

among 13 teams at the Great

American Cross Country

Festival women's race Friday

in North Carolina. Lipscomb

University of Tennessee won

the event with its 30 points.

The Lancers will compete

again next Saturday, October

9, at the Disney Classic in

Orlando, Florida.

Longwood was led by

freshman standout Kristin

Novara who finished fourth

overall among 88 runners

widi her time of 19:57 in the

5K (3.1 mile) race won in

18:59. Novara was followed

by seniors Jessica Walton

(20:12, 11th), Lynette

Robinson (20:39, Uth) and

Tiffany Denby (20:40, 15th),

as well as fi^shman Ashley

Schoenwetter (23:53, 50th).

Also nmnii^ for the

Lancets were freshmen Lisa

Wade (24:07, 54th) and

Tiffanie Woods (24:34, 61st),

along with sophomore Caitlin

Moore (25:40, 70th).

Women s Soccer Triumplis

over Bulldogs in 2ncl Half
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

'Down but never out.' That

could be the slogan for the

Women's soccer team this sea-

son. Longwood soccer's record

may not be exacdy what they

want it to be but these Lancers

are still determined to give there

all every game. This spirit was

more evident than ever as the

Lancers headed into Tuesday's

game against the Barton

Bulldogs. According to

Sophomore Kelsie Bradberry, "I

knew it was a big game for us . .

.

and we really had something to

prove."

The Lancers came out like

they were possessed and with the

physical play of Stephanie

Schroeder and the blazing speed

of Tessa Kofler stayed on the

attack for most of the game. The

Lancers led the Bulldogs in shots

10 to 2 in the first half as many

of the Lancers shot went just

wide of the Barton goal.

However it was the Bulldogs

who drew first blood after a shot

by Tara Davis trickled past

Lancer goalkeeper Heather

Storrie. Even though down and

facing trouble getdng the ball in

the net the Lancers never

wavered. "There was no way we

were going to lose to a team that

we were substanriall outshooting,

and that we just had to keep

shooting ,|g
until it ^^^mt
went our

way,"
Bradberrv

said. S j^fl^H
Heading KjTj^^K

into the JBHJl^^^H
second halt ^^^^^^^m
down the ^l^^^^^^^k
Lancers J^HIIHh
desperately needed a spark, "we

couldn't get the ball in the back of

the net. We pumped each other

up a lot though, we wanted and

needed a win" explained

Bradberry. It didn't take long as

junior April Lockley scored near-

ly 7 minutes after the second half

started. Eighteen minutes later

Schroeder amazed the home

crowd with a gravity def}ing bicy-

cle kick that put the Lancers in

the lead. "My jaw dropped and all

of us got really pumped up, it was

awesome," Bradberry exclaimed.

With time winding down Kofler

was able to put the game away

with her first goal as Lancer with

an assist by Tiffany Crane. The

elation finally set in for Bradberry

in the final seconds, "our hard

work finally paid off"

The win gives the Lancers a

record of two and ten and will

pla^ their next game on Saturday

in Richmond against Virginia

Commonwealth University at 7

p.m.

WVU Monntaniers Dominate

Longwood Men s Soccer Team
sports Information

West Virginia took a 3-0 decision

past visiting Longwood

University in a men's soccer

match Sunday afternoon in

Morgantown, W.Va. Dan
Stratford scored all three goals in

the second half to lift the

Mountaineers to victory. The

Lancers (0-10) will play again,

Wednesday, October 6 at High

Point. Game time is slated for

7:00 p.m.

Longwood and West Virginia

(6-5) played to a scoreless first

half Both teams were able to get

five shots off, but neither was

able to break the goal line.

The Mountaineers finally

broke the scoreless tie 12 min-

utes into the second half when

they were awarded a penalty kick.

Stratford hit a penalty shot past

freshman keeper Matt VanOekel

for the 1-0 advantage. West

Virginia again was awarded a

penalty kick at the 64:52 mark

that Stratford took and convert-

ed. Less than five minutes later,

Stratford scored his third goal of

the night on a shot from the left

side.

VanOekel made four saves for

the Lancers, while Moimtaineer

goalkeepers Nick Noble and

Tom Orbacz combined for four

saves.

Empty blechers have a common sight with a lack of

Longwood Home games, but a weatlh of women's and

men's home soccer games recentley have remedied that.

Women's Soccer played three home games last weekend.

Field Hockey will play their Senior game this Friday

against Catawba as well as Men's Soccer who have a home
game this Sunday against Mt. Saint Mary's.

Piaure by Scott Dill

NFLREPORT:WEEKFOUR
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

New England is slowly moving

onto the Super Bowl favorites

list of the few people that didn't

already have them on it. After

trouncing the Bills this weekend

the Patriots have tied a record of

18 straight wins, including the

playoffs. If New England is able

to defeat lack-luster Miami

team, they could become the

sole possessors of a record held

some of the NFLs most herald-

ed teams.

Another team that gamers

more and more support every

week are the seemingly unbeat-

able Ea^es. Terrell Owens and

Doriavan McNabb have hooked

up in ever game they have

played together and lead their

team over the Virginia-natives

David Terrell and Thomas

Jones and the Bears,

Owens' old team, the 49ers,

could perhaps be missing his

offensive production more than

they care to admit as the were

out-scored by divisional rivals

the Rams by ten points. Safety

John Lynch got his turn to get

revenge ^aitist his old team the

Buccaneers as his Broncos

walked away from a victory.

Former Hokie Mike Vike's

Falcons were able to give Super

Bowl runncrs-up Carolina their

second loss of the season.

Follow former Virginia Tech

stand-out Lee Suggs was wel-

comed back to the Browns with

open arms, if not his fellow

Virginian's, after he lead the

Cleveland to a 17-13 victory

against the Browns. Mean while

Cleveland fans rejoiced in their

state rivals the Bengals loose as

rookie Ben Roethlisberger

improves his starting record

with the Steelers to 2-0. The

Texans have formed their first

win streak since the teams con-

ception after beating the

Raiders.

Inept New Orleans made it

possible for previously winless

Arizona to get their first win of

the season. The previously

undefeated Jaguars finally met

their match against last years

Co-MVP Payton Manning and

the Colts.

Many believe that football is

a team sport but the Steve

McNair-less Titans and

Dolphins minus Ricky Williams

migjht argue that after losses to

the Chargers and Jets, respec-

tively.

Player of the Week: Tiki Baber

has improved drastically

improved his game this year and

earning 184 yards on the

ground and a Giants win over

the Packers in tilieir own home

solidfy him as the POTW.

Game of the Week: The

Chiefs could return to thdr win-

ning ways after a spectacular

performance a^inst the Ravens

Monday night
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Clemens Perseveres, Astros Top Braves 9-^5

Braves lose first of five game series off strong Astros performance
Paul Newberry

AP Sports Writer

ATLANTA (AP) -- Roger

Clemens and the powerful

Houston lineup made sure the

Astros got off to a good start in

their quest to finaUy win a playoff

series. While Clemens continually

pitched out of trouble, Brad

Ausmus, Lance Berkman, Carlos

Beltran and Jason Lane homered

for the Astros to lead a 9-3 rout

of the Adanta Braves in Game 1

of their NL division series

Wednesday.

The Astros set a franchise

record for runs in a postseason

game. They twice scored seven

while losing to Philadelphia in

the 1980 NLCS - the first of

their seven straight playoff series

losses.

"I don't think we'U look back,"

Clemens said. "There's such a

different cast of characters on

this ballclub."

Houston dropped three of its

last four postseason series to the

Braves, most recendy in 2001.

Much of the blame fell on Craig

Biggio and Jeff Bagwell - the

heart of the "Killer B's" for more

than a decade.

Bagwell finally came through

with his first postseason extra-

base hit, an RBI double that put

the Astros ahead for good in the

third inning. But he and Biggio

played a secondary role in beat-

ing the NL East champion

Braves, who hardly looked like a

team that won its 13th straight

division tide.

"Yeah, yeah, I enjoy being a

part of the offense," said

Bagwell, who came in with a

career playoff average of .174.

"But this it not about me and my

postseason struggles."

The Astros carried over their

momentum from the regular sea-

son, whicLthey closed by win-

ning 36 of 46 games to claim an

improbable wild card.

"Obviously, we believe in our

team," said Biggio, a .130 post-

season hitter coming into the

series. "You don't play like we did

the last month and a half without

team being a capital 'T'

Everybody contributed."

Game 2 is Thursday at Turner

Field, with Houston sending 20-

game winner Roy Oswalt to the

mound against former Astro

Mike Hampton. If the visitors

win again, they'll have two

chances to wrap up the series at

Minute Maid Park, where

Houston has an 18-game win-

ning streak.

Ausmus led off the third with

the first of

Houston's three

homers off Jaret

Wright, tying the

score at 1. Bagwell's

RBI double was fol-

lowed by Berkman's

two-run homer into

the Braves' bullpen

for a 4-1 lead.

Beltran knocked

out Wright in the

fifth with another

two-run homer.

Bagwell singled off

new pitcher Kevin

Gryboski and came

all the way around

to score on Jeff

Kent's double to

left.

Clemens showed

the effects of a

stomach virus that

. knocked him out of

his last start of the

regular season. The

Hall of Famer-to-be

walked six - all in

the first four

innings and the most he's given

up in a game since 1998.

But Clemens also displayed

plenty of grit in winning a Game
1 start for the first time in his

storied career. The Braves

stranded nine runners in the first

four innings.

"I'm not going to come to the

middle of the plate," Clemens

said. "I'm going to be a litde

hardheaded and pitch to my

spots."

It worked out fine. Clemens

lasted seven innings, throwing

117 pitches, giving up six hits

and two earned runs, while strik-

ing out seven. Not bad for a 42-

year-old who briefly retired after

last season, but came back to

help his hometown Astros reach

their first World Series.

In a nod to the guy who per-

suaded him to put off retire-

ment, Clemens wore a right-

handed glove mistakenly sent to

left-handed teammate Andy

Pettitte, who is out for the season

after elbow surgery.

"I wish he was pitching with

us," Clemens said.

Adanta loaded the bases in the

first on Berkman's error and two

walks. Clemens limited the dam-

age to Johimy Estrada's sacrifice

fly

The Braves put runners at sec-

ond and third with one out in the

second. Rafael Furcal, playing just

hours after appearing in court on

a probation violation stemming

from a drunken-driving arrest,

struck out. Marcus Giles ground-

ed out.

Clemens walked the bases

loaded in the third, but escaped

by making Charles Thomas look

foolish. The rookie flailed at a

pitch far out of the strike zone,

then took a called third strike

over the inside corner.

The Braves put two more run-

ners on in the fourth. Clemens

took care of that by jamming J.D.

Drew, whose shattered bat flew

farther than his popup back to

the mound. Chipper Jones

grounded out to end the inning.

"I thought we had a pretty

good game plan," Jones said.

"We got him to throw a lot of

pitches early, but we missed

opportunities."

While Clemens was frustrating

the Braves, Wright was watching

the ball fly out of the park. A
leading contender for comeback

player of the year, he equaled his

career high by giving up three

home runs. In fact, Wright had

given up three homers in a

month only once during the reg-

ular season, covering six starts in

June.

"I thought I only made a cou-

ple of mistakes," Wright said.

"They were home runs. They

didn't miss them."

Wright was making his first

postseason start since 1998,

when he was one of baseball's

most promising young pitchers.

Two shoulder operations and

seven stints on the disabled list

sidetracked his career.

He won't have fond memories

of this start, which was epito-

mized in the fourth when

Morgan Ensberg hit a liner off

Wrist's left shin. The pitcher

flipped off his glove and crawlal

along the ground in obvious pain,

though he was able to stay in the

game.

Not for long. Beltran - one of

the new Killer B's - finished off

Wright the next inning. Lane, who

came in after Beltran was plunked

by a pitch, homered off Chris

Reitsma in the ninth.

Notes: Adrian Beltran is ques-

tionable for Thursday's game

because of bruised ribs. ... Furcal

tripled and walked after being

ordered earlier in the day to serve

a total of seven weeks in jail and

treatment for violating probation

on a previous DUI charge. The

sentence begins a day after the

Braves' season ends. ... Andruw

Jones hit his eighth postseason

homer, a solo shot leading off the

fifth. ... Chipper Jones, playing

with a sore right hand, went 0-

for-4 with two strikeouts. ...

Clemens had been 0-3 in Game 1

starts. ... Attendance was 41 ,465 -

about 8,000 short of a sellout.

FaU 2004 CAMPUS RECREATION HOURS
Weight Room

Moiulay & 'Wednesday 1 1:00 am - 1:00 pm

Monday - Thursday 6KX} pm - 11:(X) pm

Friday 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm

Saturday 10:00 ani - 4:<X) pni

Sunday 4:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Lancer Pool

Tuesday & Thursday 1:.% pm - hM pm

Monday - Thursday '/:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Fiiday 3:00 pm - 5KX>pm

Saturday 1 :0<) pm - 3:00 pm

Sunday 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Der Gym
Monday - Tliursday S:15 ptn - 7:1S pm (Aerobics)

iMonda} - Tburvlay 7:15 pm - 9:15 pm (Open Recj

Mi-mdiy - ThursJiiv '>, 1 S pm - 11:15 pm (C.'iiil) practifi ,

i-riday 4K)tt pm - l-M pm fOpcn

-.'.'urJiv 4:t'0|-Mn - 8:i

L.aticer Gym
Qosed for fepairi>

French Pooi

iuiiUi), 'v\i;Uuu>diy it Friday fi:30 pm - 7:3t.' prn

Monday, Wednesday & Friday 7;30 pm - fcJMJ pri! ,'.:-mi,

iwiiday & Wedntsday 12;00 pm - 2:00 pm (lap s*i-' ^

Saturdav 10:(Xi •" " ^ pm (family im-

Sunday 3fl<.'

,

,'m (family TOir;,

Loflgwood Universit\' ID is required for enrrv into all facilities.
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Sunchase Apartments
is the remedy to what ails you!

• Spadous 4 bedroom / 4 bathroom apartments (your own tehroomi)

Askaboutour ''Group ofFour Special''

• Washer and Dryer in every apartment (no n«H« seardbii^im quarters!)

• AwesomeUtchen with breakfast bar, dishwasher, icemaker,
garbage disposal, microwave and self-cleaning oven

• Unlimited access to the Sunchase Clubhouse with 24-hour
gym, 24-hour computer lab, movie theatre, game room,
swimming pool, and more!
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Stiidents, Faculty Respond to Parking

Ckanges During Open Fonim
Patrick Trate

Cofy Editor

On October 11th, Longvvood

University's new parking plan

went into effect. Students and

facult)' are currently adjusting to

the plan, which has reallocated

many spaces on campus.

At an open forum held on

October 12th, students began

responding to the new parking

situation with a panel of

Longwood officials that included

Chief Charles I^we, Head of

Public Safety and Chief of

Police, Dick Bratcher, Vice

President of Facilities

Management, and Galen May,

Interim Director of Capital

Planning and Construction.

Although some still have con-

cerns, student reaction was decid-

edly optimistic.

The reallocation plan was

researched and enacted by Chief

Lowe and Bratcher in an attempt

to better facilitate both residential

and commuter students parking

on campus. Though many factors

influenced the final plan, Chief

Lowe explained, "Student input

was very important in the reallo-

cation effort." After thanking the

Rotunda staff for their exquisite

coverage. Chief Ixmt gave the

specifics of the new plan, which

calls for the reallocation of:

28 spaces in the VCTieeler Ix>t

(located on Griffin Blvd. and

Chambers St.) from

Faculty/Staff to Commuter;

22 spaces on Franklin St. (near

Bedford) from Faculty/Staff to

Junior/Senior, and;

The third tier of the Wynne

Lot (facing Main St.) from

Sophomore students to

Junior/Senior/Commuter.

The increased number of

spaces for juniors, seniors, and

commuters should alleviate many

of the frustrations these students

have experienced while trjang to

find a parking space. Both at the

forum and around campus, stu-

dents have been reacting favor-

ably to the change. "I think it's

good they made more spaces,"

said junior Tiffany Smith. "I drive

my car every day and I've always

had trouble parking."

Sophomore students were less

enthusiastic about the changes

since more sophomore students

will be forced to use the caged lot

on Vernon St. "I always see the

[top tier of the] Wynne lot half

empt)'," said sophomore Sara

Qualkinbush. "I don't know yet if

juniors and seniors really needed

those spots."

Other students complained

about the inconvenience of the

caged lots, since they are far

removed from campus

See PARKING p. 4

The Heating Plant^s newly installed dual-purpose boiler

is expected to be a more efficient replacement of its two

1 930^S predecessors. Pkoto hy S/whto Ganm

New $1.8 Million Boiler

Installed lor Heating Plant

No heat yet {or dormitories as temps dip
Shawn Garrett

News Editor

market fluctuations, creating a

more cost-effective heating sys-

tem.
As an integral part of

The instaUation is actuaUy the

I^ngNX'ood's long-term construe-
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^ pj^^^j ^^^^_

tion initiative, a new boiler has

Housing Begins New Measures to Raise

Awareness about Oll^Campus Living

EJioris undertaken to clariiy moving requirements
Janet Jones

Copy Editor

In an attempt to avoid last year's

off-campus housing debacle, the

Office of Residential and

Commuter life has begun an

aggressive campaign to inform

students of their rights and

responsibilities concerning on

and off-campus housing.

As many returning students

may remember, outraged students

staged a protest last year that

began behind the Student Union

and ended in President Cormier's

office. The protest was the result

of a misunderstanding on the

part of students. Most involved,

were under the erroneous impres-

sion that their status as juniors

guaranteed their ability to move

off-campus.

Although the student hand-

book does state that students with

56 credit hours may apply to

move off-campus, permission for

.

the move is contingent on cam-

pus occupancy reaching 100 per-

cent.

"It is like filling a glass," said

Doug Howell, Assistant Director

of Residential Life.

"[Longwood] must be full at all

times; however, if the glass over-

flows, the overflow may move off

campus."

Longwood has a residency

requirement for students, all four

years they attend. There is a sen-

ior privilege and junior exception

that can, not must, allow students

to leave. Confiision set in with

juniors when they assumed that

because their predecessors were

able to move off campus, they

could too. Many juniors had

already signed leases, obligating

them to that lease and the agree-

ment they signed with Longwood

after they read the student hand-

book.

Howell said that this year

Housing is encouraging students

more ardendy to not obligate

themselves to another place of

residency. Housing has begun

posting flyers about the issue.

Also, this year the residency

requirement was emphasized

more at freshman preview.

Housing wants to begin the

release process earlier this year to

provide students with rhore time

to think about their options. "As

an alumni of Longwood I only

want the best for the smdents,"

Howell said. "We will be offering

apartment 101 so that our stu-

dents can make a more informed

decision."

been installed adjoining the heat-

ing plant.

The new boiler, manufactured

by the Hurst Corporation and

brought to Longwood at a cost of

$1.8 miUion, wiU replace the two

wood-burning boilers the

University currendy uses to heat

buildings on campus. Also used

in the heating plant are three oil-

fired boilers.

"The boilers we have now are

pretty old," said Richard

Bratcher, Vice President of

Facilities Management and

Technology. The current boilers

were installed approximately in

1938, said Bratcher, who added

phase heating upgrade.

Phase II, at cost of $3.8 mil-

lion, consists of replacing the

entire facility, including a more

permanent housing to replace the

temporary metal structure soon to

be built around the new boiler.

The current building on Madison

street, which houses the majority

of the facility, is not large enough

to cover certain environmental

aspects of the new boilers, like air

scrubbers.

Phase III aims to replace the

underground network of pipes

and grates that fimnel heat across

campus.

According to Bratcher, this

marks the second year Longwood
that they were "no longer effi-

^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ legislature for

dent" and past due for replace- ^^, additional ftinds to proceed
"^^"^"

with planning phase III. Reasons
The recent addition to the ^^^^ ^j^^ ^^j^y.^^ ^^^^^ ^^^

heating plant will serve as the pn-
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^_

mary boiler. It's dual-purpose
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ „

capacity allows it to run on either
^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^.

oil or sawdust. Longwood's pre-
^^^^^^^ -^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^ays, as

ferred heanng fiiel.
overnight temperatures have

"Sawdust reaUy is cheaper," ^^^^ ^^ ^^ .^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ 3^^
commented Bratcher. With rising

^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^
oil pnces ratcheting up die cost

^^^.^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^
of winter heating, the dual nature

of the boiler will allow

See HOUSING p. 4 Longu'ood to better respond to
See. HEAT p. 4
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Words Irom tke Editor: Tke Heart ol tke Matter Is Tkis
Last week on

deadline
night,
Stephanie

was flipping

through old

issues of The

Rofunda when she found an issue

from November 16, 1982. The

entire front page and a good deal

of the back was devoted to a

§tory entided "Running Scared:

Longwood's Discreet Gay

Society." A group was being start-

ed to combat Longwood's new

hostile anti-gay atmosphere.

At a school that once had "a

reputation for homosexual activi-

ty," students were now subject to

harassment, violence, and vandal-

ism. One student was told that he

should "commit suicide because

[he] had no place in society." As I

read this, I felt so blessed
, that

Longwood had given up this

hateful attitude. I'm constandy

telling my friends at other schools

what an open and friendly com-

munity we have here. How our

brothers at Hampden-Sydney still

undergo severe harassment and

feel the need to carry protec-

tion.

This is not to say that

Longwood is full of angels. But

it does mean that someone

going up to my friend at

Oktoberfest and saying, "I did-

n't know they let dykes onto

Mortar Board" is first outwardly

offensive thing I've heard in two

years. There are the small com-

ments here and there, but, as a

whole, we're leaps and bounds

from where we were in 1982.

And all last week, I was proud

of that.

And in the wee hours of

Monday morning, thirty of us

decorated Brock Commons for

National Coming Out Day. The

camaraderie surrounding us was

the best warm hug in the cold

night air. Mushy and trite as that

sounds, it's nothing but true.

After everyone left, I walked

arm-in-arm with Walter and

Hans by my other side, and we

read each card the group had

attached to various lampposts.

Some were happy. Some were sad.

But all of them showed what an

amazing school we all attend.

Tears stung my eyes, and my heart

felt like it was going to explode.

Dar's "The Blessings" played in my
head. I walked home at three in the

morning happier than I'd been in

months.

And then nine in the morning

rolled around, and I felt like I had

been punched in the stomach. All

of our work had been taken down.

The pride stops here.

And I cried again, only this

time, they were sad, heartbreaking

tears. While not exacdy the mali-

cious acts Longwood has seen in

the past, this action still hurt.

What it came down to, really,

was an argument of semantics.

Something that Longwood is

really good at doing.

While the lampposts on Brock

Commons are not technically con-

sidered appropriate posting terri-

tory, they are not specifically stat-

ed as illegal zones. But, fine, I'll

give them that. We all make mis-

takes. What gets me, though, is

that the handbook specifically

states that sidewalk chalk is not

permitted to be used on campus,

but no action was taken the Friday

before Oktoberfest against the

group who wrote literature quota-

tions on the sidewalks surround-

ing Grainger and up Brock

Commons toward Hiner. The

sidewalks were not washed down,

even though Longwood was, for

all intents and purposes, expecting

company

I've got a huge problem with

that. I have a huge problem that

we followed all the other rules:

nothing permanent, nothing

damaging, the signs stamped

with Student Union approval,

etc. We had a clean-up crew in

place to take down the decora-

tions at seven on Monday night.

We had made a move to educate

and open discussion on the cam-

pus. That's the point of every-

thing we do, right?

Shove diversity and Citizen

Leadership down my throat all

you want, but, when it comes

down to it, Longwood has yet to

practice what they preach.

And I just don't know what to

do about it.

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief

Attendance Skould be Vokintarv)
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Attendance; it was mandatory in

high school, but now that you are

on your way to the "real world,"

should it be your choice to attend

class?

Many people insist that you

should go to class because if you

don't, someone, perhaps your par-

ents if not you, is paying a lot of

money for you to skip class. Others

believe that the most important

reason to go to class is to prevent

missing important material.

So the question is, should a

mandatory attendance policy be

enforced? Or, as college students,

should we be held responsible for

our own attendance?

Are we mature enough to know

that missing class will stunt our

success academically, or are we

really just in a big institutional adult

day-care?

If no attendance policy was

enforced, would the number of

absences increase on a daily basis?

After many frustrating searches

in both the hard copy and the

online version of the Longwood

University Student Handbook

2004-2005, 1 was unable to find die

attendance policy listed.

The closest I came to finding

documentation in the actual stu-

dent handbook, was on page 60,

which states that, the Student

Healdi and Wellness Office only

provides excused absence slips in

extreme instances.

The attendance policy is listed

online, at http://www.long-

wood.edu/catalog/2004/Academ

icRegulations.htm.

It is at the professors discretion

whether or not to enforce an

attendance policy, whether the

same or different from the official

LU policy, or if they even want to

take attendance during their class-

es.

Many professors state in their

syllabi that the LU policy allows

them to drop any student's grade

one letter grade after ten percent

of the total classes are missed, or

to a failing grade if more than 25

percent of the total number of

classes is missed.

Presence in class should not be

mandatory.

If a student thinks that he or

she does not need to attend class

and be present to receive the

information necessary to pass the

class, that should be that own stu-

dent's business.

No one should tell you that you

must go to class. However, profes-

sors should reserve the right to

not follow the policy to lower any

pupil's grade if constant absence

becomes a trend.

Why do people miss classes

anyway? Because they slept

through their alarm, because they

were lazy, or because they had

other meetings, papers, academic

or social activities.

Upperclassmen should not

have a lot of these problems

because their schedule is a product

of their own planning. Students

choose their own schedule; if

they know they have problems

getting up for an 8 am class, they

should find another class to take.

In high school, I'm sure stu-

dents had to get up much earlier

than 8am for their first class of

the day Personally, I had to get

up at 6am to be at school before

7am. How many people are up at

6am on the Longwood campus,

besides the sports teams with

their early morning practices?

Students should come to

school to learn; graduating

should be the priority, above

social clubs and activities.

The next rime you skip a class,

think about why you are not

attending the academic session,

which is supposed to educate you

and make you a more sophisticat-

ed citizen.

Are you missing if for a good,

and justifiable reason? Or are you

skipping in order to sleep in later,

or hang out with your friends?

In conclusion, attendance is a

necessary tool for professors to

use if they need to.

The official Longwood policy

is there for when professors need

something to back up their deci-

sion to enforce an attendance

policy. It should be made more

convenient in location, such as

the Longwood University

Student Handbook, for students

curious about the policy.

Rules should not be hidden

from students, but made public

in writing.
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SGA: Serving Up More TLan Smiles
Trudy Berry

Guest Writer

I cannot help that readers

jump to the erroneous conclu-

sion that I write my letters to

The Rotunda on behalf of the

CSA.

If I did, I would state "On

behalf of the CSA . .
."

I have no control over the

placement or tide of my let-

ters: The Rotunda staff uses

their editorial expertise.

I lack authority to ensure

that The Rotunda staff neither

alter nor delete my words, or

add their own: their journalis-

tic license.

I believe in the adage, "if it

ain't broke, don't fix it."

I haven't felt the need to

write about the good, such as

Brock Commons, the parking

garage, or my great professors

from whom I've had the pleas-

ure to learn from.

I do feel compelled to write

about what disturbs me:

hypocrisies and discrepancies

between what a person or a

group says and what they do.

Injustices disturb me.

SGA has been serving injus-

tice this semester.

If you believe I sling mud

and am pitting CSA against

SGA when I call attention to

this, well, that disgusts me.

I want to point out to April

Mislan and her ilk that CSA

has never shown apathy during

my time here.

Twice CSA earned Most

Improved Organization, two

advisors earned awards, and

several commuters earned citi-

zen leader awards for their

contributions not only to CSA,

but also to the Longwood

community.

I thought we had moved

beyond "second class" student

status, but SGA revealed that

they do not recognize com-

muters as students; this is evi-

dent from their attempt not to

fund CSA last spring, while

unquestioningly funding RHA at

$5 per head.

To quote April, "If CSA used its

time and its $10,915.00 budget in

ways that cater more specifically to

the needs of the student body ..."

Do you recall that CSA took the

initiative to bring the Town and

Longwood together with all stu-

dents at the open forums when

they perceived that local police

were specifically targeting

Longwood students?

Do you recall that CSA took the

initiative to continue the Town &
Gown open forums to discuss noise

violations?

Forums that SGA co-sponsored;

but where was SGA last spring?

Not at the open forum.

CSA hit a rough patch during the

2002-2004 academic years;

although they did not have a repre-

sentative to sit on the SGA, they

remained active in serving com-

muters, residents, and the local

community.

But I was there, not only in the

gallery speaking my mind when the

exec decided to recognize me, but

also behind the scenes trying des-

perately to communicate with SGA
through the Physical Environment

Committee Chairs.

On several occasions, our suc-

cessor attempted the need to get a

resident student on the committee.

S.G.A. however, did not see this

as a priority.

Ian Sales was the only Parking

Committee Chair who directly

communicated his progress and

actions on our (not speaking for

CSA) concerns.

We communicated our concerns

to David Starr, but he did not com-

municate in return, although we

twice met with him at his meetings

and gave him our contact informa-

tion.

Because committee reports, if

any, were hard to hear from the

gallery and were not in the minutes.

The minutes were not posted on

Blackboard for student conven-

ience, and SGA involvement was

not evident.

What happened to the Student

Bill of Rights Committee?

Students expressed to the SGA
the need for a Bill of Rights, yet

SGA has taken no action.

Or else they have not communi-

cated such to the student body.

Students say that SGA doesn't

do anything. .

I questioned how they know this

when they don't attend SGA meet-

ings; until this semester, over the

past two and a half years, the

gallery has consisted mainly of the

two SGA advisors and the two

non-traditional, commuter stu-

dents.

I wondered why J-Board and

Honor Board members leave as

soon as the SGA swear them in to

office.

I wondered why organization

members leave as soon as the SGA
either approves or denies their

request for funds.

I encouraged students to attend:

to bring their organizations if they

meet at the same time.

Secondly, the manner in which

SGA mistreats some organizations.

SGA tells students that if they

want money from SGA, they have

to have a constitution.

Now Andy Peterson says, "they

can ask for money, but that doesn't

mean we have to fund them."

SGA approved the In-line

Hockey Team's constitution, yet

refused sufficient funds to fulfill

their mission and purpose.

The SGA was aware of the away

games and the goal to get sponsor-

ship to hold games at Longwood in

the future: they approved their

constitution on that basis and led

them to believe the SGA would

fund them.

April Mislan went so far as to

tell the organization members, "if

you really want to go to the tour-

naments, you can sleep in your

cars" and "pack ham sandwiches."

Do we want our SGA serving

and treating us in this manner?

props and drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and every-

one to submit props and drops to fotupda(^Jongwood.edu

Props:

+ To Fall Break.

+ To sandwiches from the Bene Pizzaria.

+ To the Astfo*s first playoff series win.

+ To Domino's being out of Kickers.

+ To bunny nuggets in Mary Carroll-Hackett's class.

Drops:

- To 30-degree nights.

- To straight Cs for grade estimates.

- To "fowl" enthusiasts.

- To waking up because of thunderstorms.

- To VHl for reducing the election campaigns of

Bush and Kerry to the "Batde of the Bling."

Speak Out

What answer would you most like to give

to a question on one of your tnid-terms?

'*Save a horse, ride a cowboy.

David Thornton
Freshman

«,God Rocks"

Wendy GuiU
Junior

"What a waste of time.

Anthony Rose
Sophomore

»

My favorite color is

pink."

Peyton Muhic
Junior
and

Lindsay Silber

Sophomore

All Pictures byi\W Pntm
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HEAT cont'd p. 1

heat, there isn't a definite date

yet set when heating might

come to the dorms.

Bratcher approximates the

new boiler will be fully opera-

tional by December but, at

press time, did not have solid

information about when heat

might be turned on in the

dorms. "[Longwood] has been

pretty conservative this year

bringing buildings online," said

Bratcher, adding that the boil-

ers have been off for loi^

periods due to both the new

installation and ongoing con-

struction work around cam-

pus.

Although there has not

been a conserted effort on the

part of students to call for the

heat to be turned on, many are

beginning to notice the cold

weather. A Cunnii^hams resi-

dent, speaking on the condi-

tion of anonimity, said that "It

would be nice to have the heat

turned on now, but luckily, it

hasnt been too bad.

PARKING cont'd p. 1

and are locked every night at

9pm.

"I don't think many people are

comfortable walking all the way

to Vernon St," Qualkinbush said.

Freshman Kyle Pretsh also

expressed unease about the

Vernon lots.

"There's no sidewalk and the

area is poorly lit," Pretsh

explained. "I think it's an unsafe

environment."

In response to his concerns,

Galen May noted that Longwood

is planning to make this area of

campus safer.

"I've talked with the owner of

McDonald's," May said. "We'd

like to get sidewalks on both sides

of the street as well as create bet-

ter lighting and remove some

trees to provide better line of

sight from campus."

Other issues addressed were

the increase in parking fines and

extension of enforcement hours.

I^we and Bratcher reiterated

that these changes were made due

to concern over students parking

in faculty spaces overnight and

during campus events.

The increased fines are proving

to be a greater deterrent to stu-

dents parking out of zone as

Chief Lowe noted "We're having

far less problems than in the

past."

Many were curious about the

faculty's reaction to the changes,

since most of the spots reallocat-

ed to students came from

Faculty/Staff lots. Chief Lowe

explained that he did indeed

receive many emails from faculty

about the changes.

"Some were concerned about

losing the Wheeler Lot in partic-

ular," he noted. "By and large

though faculty and staff under-

stood and didn't take much

exception to the changes. Even

those who were upset under-

stood the need."

Now that initial reaction has

been gauged, officials are looking

ahead towards the future of

campus parking. "Brock

Commons was the beginning of

a change for Longwood

University," said Bratcher.

"We'd like to have a 'walking

campus' that better represents

the collegiate environment. That

means we need to continue the

dialogue with students as we

shift into a more reactive plan-

ning mode in the coming years."

HOUSING cont'd p. 1

"I know that the ads for off-

campus living are tempting," he

added "but we want to help

educate students to make the

right choices."

Since the actual enrollment

does not arrive until Mav 1st, it

is difficult to estimate exacdy

how many students will be

allowed to move off Howell

explained, "This process takes

time. Last year we continued to

tell the upcoming juniors to be

patient, and over the summer

we ended up releasing 176 of

the 400 applicants."

Howell assured that the

problem would not be repeat-

ed. "Now we are working

closely with Institutional

Research, Admissions and

New Student Programs to bet-

ter estimate incoming enroll-

ment."

Neil's

Foreign^born Presidential Hopefuls

Face Unlikely Future in Years to Come
U-Win

The fantasy of living in the White

House, the dream of many a

presidential hopefiil, isn't likely to

become a reality anytime soon for

foreign-born citizens.

From college campuses to

Congress, many people have

made efforts to amend the

Constimtion and allow foreign-

born citizens to run for president,

but the road to amendment has

proven rocky for many of them.

The U.S. Constitution pro-

hibits all but natural born citizens

from running for president, and

the difficulty inherent in success-

fully bringing about a constitu-

tional amendment is a huge barri-

er to that changing, analysts say.

While recendy launched Web
sites and current bills in Congress

are calling for the amendment of

the U.S. Constitution to allow for-

eign-born citizens to run for

president, the feasibility of an

amendment happening in the

near ' future is low, says Laura

Stoker, an associate professor of

political science at UC Berkeley

"It's hard to amend the

Constitution, period," Stoker

said.

Stoker said this particular con-

stitutional amendment is "highly

unlikely," noting the current

"period of xenophobia" and "fear

of people outside our borders,"

which have been heightened

especially by the terrorist attacks

of Sept. 11,2001.

The U.S. Constitution says,

"No person except a natural born

Citizen, or a Citizen of the

United States ... shall be eligible

to the Office of President."

Widespread discontent with

the consequences of this clause is

manifesting itself in the introduc-

tion of two separate bills into

Congress.

One is the S.J. Res. 15 by

Senator Orrin Hatch, R-Utah,

which proposes making eligible

for the presidency a person who

has been a U.S. citizen for 20

years.

The other is A.J. Res. 104.IH

by Rep. Dana Rohrabacher, R-

Calif
,
proposing allowing eligibil-

ity for the presidency to those

who have been citizens for 35

years.

Experts doubt the bills will

make any major impact.

"It's extremely implausible"

that they will be passed. Stoker

said.

The difficult}^ in changing the

Constitution has not deterred the

efforts of some politicians and

members of the public who find

the issue worth pursuing in the

name of equality.

The work is necessary as far as

Marshall Miller, a current UCLA
student, and Joshua Mikael, a

UCLA graduate, are concerned.

The two created

OperationArnold.com, a biparti-

san Web site promoting the

amendment of the Constitution

to allow California Gov. Arnold

Schwarzenegger to run for presi-

dent by 2008.

While their main priority is get-

ting Schwarzenegger into the

White House, the two said the

process of having the

Constitution amended is just as

important.

"It's a ridiculous restriction. ...

It's like granting women the right

to vote or granting civil rights,"

Miller said.

"This is unjust and a constitu-

tional amendment that definitely

needs to be ratified," Mikael said

in agreement.

Their Web site features mes-

sage boards and a petition for the

amendment of the Constitution

to allow foreign-born citizens to

run for president after having citi-

Izenship for 20 years.

They plan to hand the petition

over to Hatch, who, in his Oct. 5

statement before the U.S. Senate

Committee on the Judiciary, called

the restriction, "decidedly un-

American" and called on his fel-

low representatives "to begin the

process that can result in remov-

ing this artificial, outdated, unnec-

essary and unfair barrier."

Hatch also mentioned that the

natural-born-citizen requirement

was created out of concern about

European monarchs being

imported to rule the United States

when the country was founded.

None of these arguments

detract from the fact that it is a

monumental task to change the

Constitution, said Stoker

For an amendment to take

effect, it first has to pass both

halves of the legislature by a two-

thirds majority in each, after

which every state votes on it.

If the bill is approved in 38 of

the 50 states, it can become an

amendment.
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casual Dining - Private Pdnit^

Catcnn^

5^nne wishes you the best

Tall Sreak and hopes that

the memories that you make

with family and friends are as

special as the ones that you

are making this semester at

Tongwood! She also hopes that you

remember to bring back your warm

winter coats for the upcoming season!

.?Vnne would like to let you know that

Charleys is now taking orders for

her signature desserts made to order

for the holiday season! 9lace your

order today for Slondie ^ound ^ake,

Carrot ^ake, or her signature

Snickerdoodle cookies to take home

as a special holiday treat for your

family! 5Vlso, 5^nne urges you not to

JWNE $IM8dLI
PMtrydwF

- (454J 592-1566

201 B Mill Street

Farmvilie. Vinginla 23901

forget about Italian Suffet on

'Wednesday nights with ^ckin'

Acoustic '§rooves by 7ray

%ppes! 9fake a new holiday

tradition: bring sweets from

'Charleys home today!
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AYankee in a Foreign Place
Caidin Dineen

St4 Writer

Five-hundred and fifty miles

north of here is a small town I

call home. Ashford, Connecticut

has always been my home, and I

love it very much. By now, you

should be able to tell I am a

Yankee in the south.

This is my second year here at

Longwood University. Without

fail, when people hear where J am

from, they always ask, "What the

hell are you doing down here?"

Well, everyone has their own

personal reasons, but for me it all

goes back to the first time I

stepped foot on this campus.

November 23rd 2002, after the

incredibly long drive down here,

my Dad and I arrived at

Longwood to participate in a

prospective student visitor's pro-

gram. Immediately upon arriving,

I got a feeling in the pit of my

stomach that this was to be my

new home. After seeing more of

the university grounds and meet-

ing the friendly Ambassadors, I

knew this was the place for me.

For some this story is reason

enough; others want more con-

crete reasons why I chose

Longwood over schools in

Connecticut.

Connecticut has many

schools; unfortunately, none of

them caught my eye. Perhaps

the most well known of the

state's colleges is the University

of Connecticut. When people

ask me why I am not at

UCONN, I give them several

reasons.

While in-state tuition at

UCONN is peaking at $13,700,

there are too many distractions.

By distractions, I mean 26,000 of

them. Yes, UCONN contains

roughly 26,000 smdents on its

campus in Storrs, CT.

Compared to Longwood's 4,700

during this past school year, that

is an overwhelming difference.

UCONN has a lot to offer, I

longed for a change of scenery.

Going on Map Quest, I can

see that my house is a short 8.33

miles away from the UCONN
campus. In addition, I spent 4

years at a high school that is

located on the campus itself

I have discovered that, while I

love the atmosphere down

south, there are definite pros and

cons with this choice of loca-

tion.

Let us begin with the cons.

Because this is primarily a

"suitcase school," being a whop-

ping 12 hours away from home

presents a few problems.

It appears to me that

Longwood clears out on the

weekends, leaving those more

than two hours away from home

seeking other people to have fun

with. Added to this is the fact

that Out-of-State residents go

home twice a semester, if they are

lucky. Thanksgiving, and possibly

Fall Break, are blessings to any-

one from "far away."

On the other hand, some are

not lucky enough to go home for

both of these breaks, myself

included. One challenge for

"those staying on campus is the

need to obtain food and seek out

recreational activities.

This may not seem terrible, but

on a college student's budget pro-

viding four days worth of food is

torture.

The campus becomes a ghost

town and when you do see anoth-

er soul, you cling to them

whether you know them or not.

With all these cons, let us

check out the appealing parts of

life in Virginia to an out-of-state

student.

In general, Virginia is a very

• soothing and welcoming state. It

Tke World Has Turned and Left Me Here
Mandy Amason

Staff Writer

Dear Mandy,

How can I get the perfectguy?

Thanks, KG

Dear K.C.,

Oh this ought to be good.

You really want to know?

Get your favorite magazine,

find the picture of the hottest guy

(even better if it Has a description

of his self), take the picture to

Kinko's and have them blow it up

to a life-sized cardboard stand up.

Introduce him to all your

friends, they WILL be jealous but

don't worry, it's you he loves.

Take him home to meet the

folks because they will love him,

he doesn't talk smack or crack

dumb jokes to your parents.

He always listens to what you

have to say and is a deep, silent,

thinker.

Feel free to take him out to

bars and clubs because no matter

how much he drinks, he won't

throw up in your car or on your

new Gucci bag.

Though I must say, the best

place to take him to is the movies

because he keeps his mouth shut

and doesn't eat all the popcorn.

Plus, when you get into argu-

ments, he never has any lame

excuses, but, be aware, he gives

you the silent treatment because

he loves you.

Yeah so if you haven't guessed

it by now, there is no perfect guy,

just ones you can tolerate.

About the tolerating, that

reaches a different level with

everyone.

Some girls tolerate getting the

crap beat out of them and some

girls won't tolerate anything but

an engagement ring after 2

months of dating.

But let me give you some

advice, it's never about you.

It's about what they will toler-

ate.

They won't tolerate embarrass-

ing him in front of his friends and

they won't tolerate changing the

channel to Lifetime during a

Redskins game.

The same advice can go for

guys about the picture blow up

but keep in mind that if you do

choose a picture from Playboy,

make sure your lady is dressed

before you take her out of the

house.

We don't want you jealous types

getting into fights because you

thought you saw another guy

check her out.

Until then Boys and Girls,

Mandy Amason

Ifjou would like to write to Mandy

for some advice, please email the

Rotunda at rotundt^.lonowoodcom

and in the subject as ADVICE
COLUMNQUESTION. Thanks!

appeals to "outsiders" throu^ its

hospitable nature and its relative-

ly inexpensive cost of living.

Compared to Virginia's 4.5%

sales tax, the 6% rate in

Connecticut breaks the bank

every time I am home.

Another perk is the atmos-

phere created by all who attend

LU. I was overwhelmed with the

honest sincerity and hospitality

of Southerners upon my arrival.

While I have had my share of

upsetting situations on campus,

i.e. my car tire being deflated, the

overall caring and relaxed setting

pulls you in. This campus

accommodates as many people as

possible. Props to Lancer

Productions, Mortar Board, and

WMLU for bringing in amazing

music and stellar entertainment

ai riic Rotund.i

PAGES

throughout the year. If it were

not for these groups, weekends

would be dismal. Let's face it; die

main attraction of the town itself

is the luxurious size of Wal-Mart

So I think after weighing all of

these points, it is safe to say that

the pros overshadow the cons. In

my opinion, this is an amazing

school.

From all the rich history of

Longwood University to the

amount of pride students have in

their school, it should be under-

stood why a Yankee would make

the long haul to experience this

"diamond in the rough."

Not only am I proud to be a

Lancer, I can also say that the stu-

dents make this school an excep-

tional place to call my home away

from home!
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Every lime Alice passes my room, she
has fo cariwheel. She flipped righf past
fhe door one evening, and I ran ouf fo iel

her abouf her supero somersault.
I began fo explain fhaf she should cori-

sider a career wifh fhe circus, when— she
vanished!!!
Frenzied, I walked back and forfh

through fhe hall fwlce over; no frace. I

bolfea fo her room three doors down: a

locked door, and, gulp, no dry erase
board message.
Using mu scientific skills, I have deter-

mined that there is a vortex to another
dimension on my hall; you cartwheel in,

uou don't come out. ^ „ ,Cameron W inchcstcr

Running along the road, my breath got
heavier.

My feet pounded harder, and my heart
faster.

While I didn't think I was going to be
able to make it, I wasn't sure Iwanted to.

Running up the hill had always been dif-

ficult, but this time was worse.
The speed bump approached - I was

almost there. I thought I was done - 1 i

my head down and ran faster toward the
summit.
Then mu shoelace came undone, and

uutijiiimJ iiimujiij

picking myself up, I decided that tomor-
row woula be a better dau.

Slotkc
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Lonawood goes fairy catchin^
on National Coming Out Day

Spring Break 2005

Travel with STS, America's #1 Student Tour Operator to Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com

October 15 -21, 2004

^tuLii) tk^'J5tk

Satuxda^tka 1 6tk

FALL BREAK!

Sundlatftke I 7tk

FALL BREAK!

Mondaijika 1 8tk

FALL BREAK!

'Tue5daif tkc I 9tk

FALL BREAK!

U/s(Jlne5Jaif the 20tk

Longwood Audior's

Series: John Rowell

8 pm Wygal

Ikuud&if tke 2 l5i

Check out College

Thurzdaze at Mulligan's

Sport's Grille!

Longwood Tkeatre Presents

Tke Skin ol Our Teetk

By Tkornton Wilder

Opening Nigkt:

Wednesday, October^
O pm, Jamaan Auditorium

Performances tixrougk

Tuesday, Octol)er 26

call tke tox ollice for more

details -2474
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Tke Skin of Our Teetk: Not Just a Traditional Plaij

Bobbi Thibo

Asst. Editor-in-Cheif

Longwood University's theater

department is at it again, and this

time they're working on "more

than a traditional

play" that prom-

ise to be very

entertaining,

according to

director Gene

Muto.

"The Skin of

Our Teeth" by

Thornton Wilder

is a political play

centered around

one family, the

Antrobuses.

The cast for

this production

includes 22 peo-

ple representing all majors

around campus.

The main characters include

theater majors, senior Courmey

Kappel (Mrs. Antrobus), sopho-

more Carl Calabrese (Mr.

Antrobus), senior Mason

Halberg (Henry Antrobus), sen-

ior Melissa McCormell (Gladys

Antrobus), and senior Aubrie

Therrien (Sabina).

Everyone involved in the play

is hard at \woric, and they have

been every weekday since early

September.

Rehearsals usually last about

2-3 hours a night, and with

opening night right around the

corner, the pres-

sure is rising.

"We have all

been working so

hard. The level

of acting

required is very

challenging, and

we are also

working with a

young cast,

which is new

and exciting. As

a whole we are

really excited

about this play

and while open-

ing night is so close, we are

ready." Aubrie Therrien stated.

As a younger member of the

Risks and Repercussions of Tongue Piercings

Raven Stanley

Suj Writer

As the number of individuals

receiving piercing rises, so does

the number cases from piercing

side effects seen by medical pro-

fessionals.

Many people are already aware

that the ring used in tongue

piercing can cause damage to the

enamel of the teeth.

However, tongue piercing can

potentially cause even more seri-

ous side effects, some of which

can kill you.

Dr. Melvin K. Pierson, the

spokesman for the Academy of

General Dentistry is quoted as

having told Reuters Health, that

people receiving a tongue pierc-

ing, "are getting a medical pro-

cedure done by a non-licensed

professional."

Being such, there is a risk of

side effects that must be taken

into account

Some of the most severe side

effects come from the bacteria

diat dwells within the mouth,

which can cause problems when

the bacteria spreads to other

parts of the body.

There is also a concern among

medical professionals that bacte-

ria can travel through to the

heart

If bacteria travels to the heart

it can cause endocartditis, which

can lead to the need to replace

damaged valves.

If this happens, an individual

may have to undergo subse-

quent surgery to replace the

new vales every ten to fifteen

years.

Patients would also be facing

the need for blood thinners for

the rest of their lives.

In other cases individuals

have nearly bled to death as a

result of their tongue piercing.

The tongue is among the

thicker areas of the body with a

large blood supply.

Part of the reason that this

happens is that people are told

to expect a certain amount of

bleeding, and they may not be

aware of the full amount that

they have bled.

There have been several

instances where individuals

would have bled to death had

others not been present when

they collapsed from blood loss.

One of ^ the potential side

affects is an increased potential

for suffering Ludwig's angina.

Ludwig's angina is a condi-

tion that causes swelling of the

jaw, this swelling can at times be

severe enough to close the

windpipes.

Other data also indicates that

a piercing can also increase the

risk of getting tongue cancer.

The risks of piercing affect

not only the site of the piercing

but to the area surrounding the

piercing jewelry as well.

Allergic reactions can occur

from the piercing jewelry if any-

thing but surgical steel or titani-

um jewelry is used for the pierc-

ing.

It is also important to look

into the location and insure that

they use the proper equipment

and properly cleaned equip-

ment.

This is to prevent individuals

from suffering the more serious

risks , such as hepatitis or AIDS,

which can be transmitted

through the blood.

It is recommended that indi-

viduals considering a tongue

piercing should consult their

dentist or doctor to evaluate

their risk for complications.

Medical professionals may be

able to prescribe an antibiotic

prior to piercing in order to

reduce the risk of infection.

cast, Carl Calabrese is excited

about the challenge and the

character he is to portray, but he

is also anxious about his role.

"At first it's very intimidating

to be a part of a main cast full of

upperclassmeh, but this depart-

ment has welcomed me with

open arms, and so it has been

easier for me to flourish as an

actor," he explained.

The acting itself isn't the only

challenging aspect for the crew;

the technology required in the

production is requiring a lot of

attention as well, according to

Gene Muto.

The performance includes the

combination of multi-media

technology such as digital video,

photographs, and computer ani-

mations.

Try to integrate all of that

with the live acting on stage, and

you have a difficult task. While

the play is challenging to all

members of the crew, tihere is no

doubt they are having a great

time too!

"This play is a lot of fim. I

think the third act is hysterical,"

Courtney Kappel commented.

She fiirther predicted that the

audience would have a great time

too.

"It's a great show, and every-

one who is involved, including

the audience, is going to have a

great time."

"The Skin of Our Teeth"

opens Wednesday, October 20 at

8:00 p.m. in Jarman Auditorium.

The show will rvin throu^

Tuesday, October 26, so there is

plenty of opportunity to fit into

anyone's schedule!

Leagua y Cultura en Toledo, Espafia

Junel8-July2,2005

Stay in a medieval castle in Toledo, the

ancient capital ofSpain, while becoming

proficient in Spanish and immersingyourse^^

in a culture rich in history, art and romance.

3 ci^ts

fioeae Spansh 201, 202 ay302

Ths p^rasatsfe Gal 9 (as an
"appisrd htaaatiial apaec^ ) , Gal
10, Gal 12 (302), BA Humnte iguB

Mt, Spansh sa jqp'iiiaf dct ve
(It can only satisfy ONE of those-you choose!)

Round-trip Airfare

Lodging in a medieval castle (2 meals per day)

Excursions and tours

Classes and activities

Tuition is not included in the above cost

In-state tuitionfor 3 credits is $515.91

Out-of-state tuitionfor 3 credits is $1,327.92

IfifoiTOrtjjQipl Mating;

Tuesday, November 2, 5:00 pm in Graing^ 216

$400 deposit due November 30, 2004

For more information, soe Professors Laura Ska&\m. wid Lily Goetz

sanchezl@longwoo<le<hi / goctzla@Iongwood.cdu

Grainger 312 and 308 / pbone 2995 or 2158 or visit:

http://wwwJongwoodedu/modernlanguages/Tol€do.htm
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My Filtk Year: College IsA Time to Find Yoursell

Lee French

Staff Writer

College is the time for you to

realize that you are now ready to

take this life into your own

hands and make your own deci-

sions regarding your future.

The purpose of an vmder-

graduate education is not to

make you an authority in any

single subject, but rather to

develop a general sense of intel-

lect, responsibility, and work

ethic.

The 'college experience'

teaches you more. It helps you to

understand the balance of work

and play in life and not so much

that you retain the use of the chi

square formula in a statistical

equation.

Seriously now, unless you're

aspiring mathematician, how

many of us will find a useful

application for that tidbit of

knowledge in a real world appli-

cation?

Chances are prett)' good you

probably won't but that's ok

because it's not the point.

Think of statistics class as

microcosm of all the unpleas-

antries that we'U encounter in

our post-colligate, professional

lives.

In statistics class we learn

the fortitude and discipline

needed to work through the

things we don't want to do but

have to. As cliche as it may

sound, college is a time to find

yourself

One of the staples of

teenage adolescence is that disil-

lusioned conviction that you

have this developed personal

identity and that you're all put

together or at least that you

maintain the image of being so.

That being said, sometimes I

get the impression that so many

of us seem to have placed so

much emphasis on maintaining

that front. Initially it is at most,

a littie more that our blissfully

ignorant impression of adult

behavior, that we have inadver-

(Scenario I) %^\imW- "There's no guy in here.^* M: "Um, then who is

that I see behind the door?" Residents : There is no one there." EA'

"So I'm just seeing things?" Residents : "Yes."

Friend : "So what's your favorite thing about being an RA?"

BA: "My residents keep me VERY entertained!"

Application available at

wwwJoqgwoo<i.^4u^rcl/fUV^pplication

Come to one ofthe RA open houses:

Wed 10/20- 7:00- 8:30pm in the Lankford Ballroom

Thufs 10/21- 6:30-8:00pm in Lankford A and B rooms

Mon 10/25- 7:30- 9:00pm in Lankford A and B rooms

Tues 10/26-6:00- 7:30pm in Lankford A room

Farmville or Mountain Lake? You Decide.

S.E.AX. Presents:

Mountain Lake Leadership Conference 2004

Creating Your Trail. . .Pathways to Leadership

Applications available soon!

For program schedule and location information

Please see our website at:

www.longwood.edu/leadership/moimtainlake/index.html

Contact the Office of Leadership and Nevir Student Programs

Lankford 216 for any further questions or, see a S.E.A.L.

leader on campus today!

tendy permitted that front to

manifest our person of today.

Now perhaps this was our

ultimate intention. Perhaps we

knew very early on who we

wanted to become and began to

track ourselves in that direction

by hosting the impression that

we were of course already there.

The question I would raise to

that person is, "Where did this

identity derive from?" We are all

victims of influence and circum-

stance.

To suggest that we have all

independently arrived at our

current station in life is plausi-

ble, though I would dare say,

highly unlikely.

This should not be regarded

as negative but more so a fact of

life. Left to our own devices

how many of us would have

been able to impose the self-dis-

cipline required to reach the

place in which we find ourselves

today? This also raises another

question: Are we satisfied with

the place in which we find our-

selves today?

What's the ratio of this pseu-

do-prescribed self-ordained exis-

tence that we call life? How
much external influence should

we allow to dictate our direction

from this point forward?

Have we reached the point in

which we can trust our own

judgment or must we still rely on

the guidance of our elders and

mentors to make our decisions

for us?

I always wonder how many

people have been truly asked

what is it that you want to do

with your life or has it always

been assumed that you do not

have the capacity to address

such a question, and have there-

fore been cast into someone

else's vision of what you should

become.

I'm not sure if this makes

much sense, but the predicating

message that I'd like to convey

and drive home is this: If no

one ever took the rime to ask

you the question what do want

to do with yourself, with your

life, then now is the time for

you to ask yourself this.

Be comfortable with your

desires and confident in your

decisions, even when it contra-

dicts the aspirations of others.

Explore your options and

pursue your interests whole-

heartedly. Anything less would

be a self-inflicted injustice.

Memories ol tke Rotunda ^ Sponsored by Alumni Relations

Class of 1959

In the mid 50ties, the freshmen and sophomore dorm rooms were just on the

halls adjacent to the Rotunda. Most of our entertainment dwelt upon the activi-

ties therein since this was the center of campus, just as the new mall is now. We
were in the midst of a long winter fepeW but WlthtHP^. Since we were inclined

to stay Inside during those bitter days, we must nimrealBid that a cpod snow

storm would certainly help brighten things up besides giving us another past time

when not in classes. Since nature would not deliver, those students nearest the

Rotunda decided to try another approach. I was awakei

be the#nJddle of the night wit| theiurgpg t(|brtig mt tea

FrcKKiltioth the third and seccid fl(|)rJ^ou|d ii^ R#undi

feathers, that you could not see your classmates across

the feathers had becomq very still upon the floor, sure

covered with a new kind of snow. Just as we had finis

spirits pnd were ready to dr

appeared. She lived in a ro

awakened at the wrong time

partof a feather thatjil of us

veflHil)ftHld but!

th

switifd
rdiofJe
fine. Just

fid^ntly eternal
1

1

what seemed to

iltow with me. »

*

snowed so thick of

Finally when

e ground was

M'ing our creath/e

iJ|)^om€|i ^^^
owTTtust have

'

ent in picking up every

fjQur snows tpda^his
,

*

Prlnceps Is an honorary and secretive organization whose primary purpose is promoting

leadership in Longwood students and the University community. We recognize students

who exemplify extraordinary Involvement, academics and leadership. The symbol of

Princeps is a crown with seven points and the number seven, which symbolizes the

seven key principles of leadership. Princeps would like to welcome the freshmen and

transfer students into the Longwood community Take every opportunity to grow and be

leaders in your years at Longwood. Princeps would also like to say welcome back to the

upperclassmen. Continue to grow and remember to help others along the way We would

especially like to recognize our seniors as you prepare to share your leadership

knowledge with those outside of the Longwood family

"Blessed is the leader who seeks the best for those he serves,

"
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Field Hockeij Wins in Lone Home Game
Lorrie Watts and Julie Patterson Honored in Se

Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

Joel said. The game was the final

home contest for senior mid-

fielder Lorrie Watts and senior

m oenior Game on Friday
with her second score occurring as Barlow

The field hockey team dominated

in its only home game of die sea-
goalkeeper Julie Patterson.

Longwood got off to a slow

start, and after the first half lead

1-0 on a goal by junior midfield-

er Alexis Ramey. Coach Joel

said, "I would have liked to have

had more goals by halfrime, but

we picked it up."

In the second half, the

women's team, led by the per-

formance of junior forward

Sarah Aitchings, built a com-

manding lead against Catawba.

She scored two goals in the half

Men s RugLij Gets First Loss

Against Rickmond Tkursdaij

son by defeating Catawba College

5-0 last

Friday "It

was nice to

have the sup-

port of the

campus. It

was a nice

way to send

out our sen-

iors," head

coach Nancy

as time expired on a penalty cor-

ner. "It just showed that our

team could finish strong,"

Hitchings said.

Junior forward Echo Naugle,

who assisted on the final goal,

said, "It was exciting to be able to

play on our field with our crowd

and give our crowd a great show."

Naugle said. Naugle would finish

the game with two assists.

A strong defensive effort led

field hosted

its final

competitive

game

Friday

last

As

part of the
J^H^P^'tterson

move to Division I reclassifica-

tion, Longwood will need an

artificial turf field to host

Division I opponents. A field

hockey alumni game will be

Lorrie Watts

played next spring as a farewell

by the goalkeeping tandem of to the facility. The win improves

senior Julie Patterson and fresh- Longwood's record to 4-9 on the

season as the team heads into

away match-ups against Towson

on October 15 and C.W Post-

Long Island on October 17.

man Avanell Schmitz earned the

team thier third shut-out of the

season. The victory over

Catawba marks the end of an era

Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

The men's rugby club had their

first loss of the season against

Richmond University (RU) on

October 7. With the defeat, the

team snaps its three-game win

and unbeaten streaks. "Penalties

killed us. Penalties absolutely

killed us," senior scrum half

Jason Schabacker said.

Richmond quickly capitalized

on Longwood penalties, includ-

ing off-sides, hands in the ruck,

and high tackles, in the first half

RU would kick for points at the

five minute mark of the first half

to take a 3-0 lead. Richmond

would tack on a try, a conversion,

and three more kicks for points

for a first half total of 19.

Scott Zavrel, a junior '8' man,

led the Longwood offense in the

first half by scoring a try for five

points. "We were down 9-0. 1

just picked it out of the maul and

ran for the try," Zavrel said.

Richmond took a 19-5 lead

into the second half, but the

men's team would mount a

charge. "We were down and we

tried to get it to the weak side and

I just pushed it through," fresh-

man and rookie wing Ronnie

Smith said. Smith and Shabackcr

each scored a try in the second

half, earning Longwood ten

points.

However, Richmond was able

to score just enough by capitaliz-

ing on two kicks for points.

Longwood outscored RU 10-6 in

the second half, but RU held on

for a 25-15 victory over

Longwood.

Reflecting on the loss, team

captain Matthew Cullerton said,

"I'm disappointed to the extent

that we started blaming the ref.

It's not part of being a team. We
outplayed them from the point

that all their points came off of

good hard, physical rugby. I was

disappointed in the fact that we

beat ourselves and that they did-

n't really beat us."

Isa Cohen of the Duplex Flex Team gets readyfor her next

turn during College Night on Thursdays at Main St.

Bowling Lanes. *

ftrture by Shawo Slotke

Women s Soccer Dominates

Virginia Militarij Institute
sports Information ^ • t- •

i -.l j l •

-^ i Lexi Tornce, along with redshirt

Visiting Longwood University freshman Shannon Mormando.

took a 9-1 collegiate women's It was the first collegiate goals

soccer triumph past host VMI scored for Hodgdon, Torrice,

Tuesday in Lexington. The and Mormando. Contributing

Lancers led 5-1 at the intermis- assists for LU were Crane,

sion, and surpassed their entire Schtoeder, and April Lockley.

season goal total (8) before the The Lancers had scored just 8

match while improving to 3-1

1

goals in the previous 13 games.

overall. Longwood will play Longwood took a 31-14

again Friday night, October 1 5,
advantage on shots, including

at William and Mary beginning 20-7 in the first half, and had an

at 7 p.m. in Williamsburg. 8-4 edge on corner-kicks.

At VMI (0-11), Longvi/'ood Sophomore keeper Heather

received two goals each from

freshmen Tessa Kofler and

Stephanie Schroeder as

Kofler' s first score at 14:32

proved to be the eventual game-

winner. Others securing goals

Storrie and freshman keeper

Anne Whitmorc split time in

front of the net for the Lancers.

Colleen Redman scored the lone

goal for VMI late in the first half

on a penalty-kick opportunity',

for die Lancers included sopho- while keeper Jessica Rheinlander

mores Tiffany Crane, Stacy went the distance for the

Crites, Nicole Hodgdon,, and Keydets.

April Lockley(Pictured) and
the rest of the Women's
Soccer Team puts up a

valiant effort against VCU
Saturday.

PiaurebyWillPettus
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QUICK HITS

Records:

Field Hockey 4 - 9

Men's Soccer 1-11

W. Soccer 3-11

Home Games

TLisWeek

FALL BREAK

ol tbe1yers
eek:

Field Hockey
Alexis Ramsey, 2

goals

Men's Soccer

Leon Maica, 2 goals

Women's Soccer

Stephanie Schroeder,

2 goals, 1 assist

Men s Soccer Gets

First Win ol Season

sports Information

Longwood University earned its

first win of the season in men's

soccer Sunday evening, defeating

visiting Mount St. Mary's 3-0.

Freshman Todd Runey scored the

game-winner for the Lancers at

the 52:24 mark. Longwood (1-11)

will play again Sunday, October 1

7

at Marshall. Game time is slated

for 3:00 p.m.

The Lancers and Mountaineers

(1-7-3) played to a scoreless first

half tie, but Longwood was able,

to dominate in the second half

and score three unanswered goals

to earn the victory. With

Longwood up 1-0 after Runey's

goal, junior Leon Malca scored

when he took a corner kick and

bent it perfectly past Mount St.

Mary's goalkeeper Gladimir

Elysee at the 55:50 mark. An own

goal by the Mountaineers at the

76:06 mark gave the Lancers the

final 3-0 win.

Mount St. Mary's did take the

slight 14-11 advantage in shots

and the 5-2 edge in corner-kick

opportunities. Freshman goal-

keeper Matt VanOekel earned his

first collegiate shutout by making

six saves for Longwood.
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Mens GoH

Finiskes Tentk at

JMU Invitational

sports Information

Lxjngwood University fired a

final round 298 in men's coUc-

g^tc golf Sunday for a 54-hole

team total of 870 (293-279-

298) to finish 10th among 15

teams at the James Madison

LtiTitational in Harrisonburg.

Towson University vron the

event with its 839 total at the

6^17-yaid, par 71 Lakeview

Golf Club, The Lancers will

play again October 18-19 at

the East Carolina Invitational.

Longwood was led by sen-

ior Trey Deal with his rounds

of 72-67-74-213 to place in a

tie for 14th among the 83

golfers. It was a 54-hole colle-

giate-best for Deal who was

followed by freshmen John

Rosenstock (77-67-74-218, t-

33rd) and Mark Coradi (70-74-

75-219, t-36th) - also each

with collegiate-best 54-hole

efforts, junior Michael Joyce

(74-72-76-222, t-50th), along

with sophomore Brett

Chambers (77-73-75-225, t-

60th).

Towson's Jeff Castie took

medalist honors with his 13-

under par score of 200,

including a final round of

ei^t-under par 63.

Weeklij Trivia

What Was the

Name that

Competed with

the Lancers For

Longwood's

Mascot?

Last Question:

Field Hockey Coach
Nancy Joel used to

coach what national

field hockey team?
Answer:

Jamacia
If you would like to submit a trivia

question send an email to

rotunda@longwwod.edu subject

'Trivia" with your question, answer

and name(if desired).
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STUDENT-ATHLETEPROFILES
Name: Melissa Carey (junior)

Position: Center Midfield

Year: 3

Hometown: Bristow, VA

Why do you play soccer?

-I grew up in a soccer family.

My parents, my three sisters,

and most of my cousins played

soccer. I really love the game

and couldn't imagine not play-

ing.

Recall your best moment
playing here?

-It was pretty cool to win the

Carolina-Virginia Athletic

Conference (CVAC) tourna-

ment my freshmen year.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-I like the smaller student-

teacher ratios and I love the

team. When you play a sport,

you're with you're team all the

time. I love the players and

coaches on the team.

What goals do you have?

-I'd love to become a better stu-

dent-athlete and see the team

improve together for the end of

the season. I hope we come out

next season and play to our

potential.

What makes you unique?

-I live on a farm and have a big

family I used to have a goat

named Pele. In high school, we

would bring Pele to our games as

our mascot.

Name: Stuart Bertsch (senior)

Position: Center Midfield

Year: 4

Hometown: Norfolk, VA

Why do you play soccer?

-It's intriguing. You're always

learning when you play. It's the

simplest game. All you have to

do are simple things. Every littie

aspect of the game counts.

Recall your best moment play-

ing here?

-My freshman year when I scored

my first collegiate goal. My par-

ents where there watching. I

scored on a diving header.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-I like the atmosphere here. It's a

friendly atmosphere. This is a

place where people are smiling,

getting along, and having a good

time.

What goals do you have?

-I plan on attending medical

school. I've had two interviews

and I'm getting stuff lined up.

It's my goal in life to give back to

the community I live in with a

service-oriented life towards oth-

ers.

Student-Athlete

Profiles

by

Kyle Martin

NFLREPORT WEEK FIVE: TwoVirglnia Favorites Square Off
Patrick Sullivan

Staff Writer

Sometimes it's difficult to be a

state without a team. Often the

sports crazy citizens choose to

claim the closest sports franchise

as their own. In a state like

Virginia, football fans are split

three ways. While the majority of

die-hard football fanatics bleed

the burgundy and gold of the

Redskins others fall off into the

graces of teams like the Panthers

and Ravens. This mix often leads

to bad blood between neighbors

when these teams face off Such

a thing happened last Sunday

night as Baltimore squared off

against close rival Washington.

For the better part of the game it

appeared that Redskins fans

would get bragging rights once

again over the Ravens' fans but

all that was dashed by back to

back touchdowns that helped

propel the Ravens to victory. As

for Carolina, they fell victim to

yet another impressive perform-

ance by a previously unknown

Denver running back.

New England fans have their

own reason to celebrate as they

have broken the consecutive

games won record after demol-

ishing Miami. The division rivals

the Jets are the only other unde-

feated AFC team after going 4-0

against the Bills. Their NFC state

counterparts, the Giants, have

also won their last four games

after beating Dallas thereby mak-

ing a stronger case that Tom
Coughlin is the most important

new coach in the NFC East. The

Steelers are also setting up a nice

streak of their won. They have

won all three games started by

Ben Roethlisberger after their lat-

est win over die Browns. One

quarterback who has tasted his

first defeat of the year is Mike

Vick whose Falcons were finally

defeated by the Lions. However

the Buccaneers have finally been

able to capture a win after edging

the Saints. Another streak broken

is the Seahawks home winning

streak as they suffered an over-

time defeat against the Rams.

San Diego have climbed to

second in their division after

defeating Jacksonville and are

looking like the Bolts of old.

Speaking of old, the Raiders are

talking about a possible trade of

the legendary Jerry Rice following

this week's loss to the Colts. In a

battle of Iron Men, Steve

McNair's Titans slaughtered Brett

Favre's Packers.

Game of the Week: When all

looked hopeless for the Texans

they were able to rally and take

their game with the Vikings into

overtime, unfortunately and

touchdown cormection between

Daunte Culpepper and Marcus

Robinson finally put them down

for the count.

Player of the Week: The 49ers

Tim Rattay looked a lot like Joe

Montana this week scoring 16

points in the closing five minutes

against an amazing Cardinals

defense and setting up the final

overtime kick.

Mulligan's Sports Grille

"We Dish If Out!"
Open 1 1 :30 am 7 days a week (315-8787)

Come out for our great theme
nights:

* Monday Night Tailgate Party *

$1.25 Hmnburgers & Hc»t Dugs

* Tuesday Night Steaks *

$2.75 Steak Dinner from 5-7 PM!
60Z Ribe^re, Mashed Potatoes^ & Salad

* "niuTzday Nifjht line Up *

FREE Taco Dinner - 5-7 FMI
2 Taco», Mexican Rice, & Salsa

.79 cent speidals - 7 - 9 PM m

Karaoke 9- 1 1130 PM
DJ I1J30 - close

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT FRIDAY *

Book your organization's next party or event

with us! Call for details or stop by for more
information!
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Thisyear, as mostfears, Lon^wood University has students who have chosen to study ci>road

through the International Studies Program. Through out the next several months one ofthese

students, Katie Harrison, a Junior Anthropology major, will be sharing some ofher experiences

in day to day life and her academic life while she is studing in Ghana on the west African coast.

Lile Abroad: Tke Gkana Journals
don't have horns to let you know

that they're tigjht behind you. It's

a predominately Muslim commu-

nity widi extremely nice |)eoplfc

We got to visit the Central

Mosque which was amazing.

There were separate rooms in

which men, women, and children

This is the continuance

from the October 7th edi-

tion of The Rotunda

3 September '04, cont'd

The bus ride was only sup-

posed to take 10 hours, but due

to several stops and an hour

when the bus actually broke were allowed to pray. The outside

down, we didn't get into Tamaie walls were covered in Arabic say-

until almost 10 p.m. Friday night, ings. We were allowed on the

When the bus broke down no roof of die mosque and were

one seemed to be shocked, able to see a large part of the city,

which led me to believe that this We also visited the Cultural

was a regular occurrence diat Center but it had pretty much die

wasn't a big deal. I have started same things for sale that the

to get used to the uri-

nals here. Basically you

have to pay around

200 cedis (which isn*t

much) to pee in a

common area with

several other women.

There's usually a nar-

row gutter that you

just squat over and let

loose, Toilet paper is

unheard of unless you

pay extra to use a toilet

which is almost always

filled to the top with

shit...literaliy. Fun

times, let me tell you!

At the first urinal

we stopped at, Laura,

Larissa, and I took

turns squatting and

peeing while the other

two of us tried as best

we could to block the

one who was pee-

ing....by the end of the

trip on Monday we were letting

loose without having to be

hup: //vyyy.w,^tidarttQliei&r.s5a./.imas^sJ^hana,jpg

Cultural Center in Accra has.

Before we left that afternoon

blocked! We met two really nice for Mole, all four of us gave Kofi

boj'^s, Kofi, 15 and Mute, 12, at and Mute money for school,

die Tamaie bus station. They They explained to us how the

were diere delivering food to government does not pay for

their uncle and saw that we had

no idea where to look for a hotel.

They walked with us to one hotel

but because it didn't have run-

ning water we walked to another

hotel, The Picorna, which was

pretty nice.

Tamaie is a beautiful city.

Bikes rule the roads and I've

most children's' educations.

Mute told us that his parents

are farmers and still live in a vil-

lage and that they refuse to pay

for any of his education. They

wanted him to come back to the

which we as Americans think of

as being extremely cheap but to

the average Ghanaian that's a

hxige chunk of money.

In the afternoon we took the

OSA bus from Tarn^ directly

into Mole National Paric And

let me tell j^u it was the bus ride

from hell! First of all, there

were only 30 seats on the bus,

including those that had long

since lost their cushioning, so all

that remained were the wooden

frames which had very sharp

nails sticking out of them. Large

bags of rice, yams, potatoes, and

fish (yes, smelly fish)

were loaded onto the

bus before we could

actuaUy get on. When

we started out towards

the park, I thought the

bus was a litde crowd-

ed, but it wasn't too

bad. As we kept driving

more and more people

got on the bus. I

counted and there were

about 30 people stand-

ing in the tight aisles,

or sitting on top of the

bus, and even hanging

from the side of the

bus. I literally rode

with my knees to my
chest and my arms

squeezed in between

them the entire six

hours. Oh, and the

majorit}' of the road

that we drove on was

dirt and riddled with

huge holes. At times I thought it

would be faster to just jump out

and walk because of how slow

the bus had to go around all of

the bumps in the road. The fish

that I said were on the bus melt-

ed by the time we got to the

park, so we not only were cov-

ered in about an inch of red dirt

from the bus kicking it up, but

we also reeked of fish. It was a

horrible bus ride, but I'm glad I

village and work on the farm but got the experience. We got a

he wants to continue living with

his uncle in Tamaie and try and

found that they are actually more go to school.

dangerous than taxis and trotros It's rouj^y about seven dol-

because diey're quiet and diey lars for an entire year of school.

room at the Mole Motel that

night and signed up for a guided

tour of the park the next morn-

ing at 6:30 a.m.

Continued next week.

CD Review: Momen is in Grace
U-Wire

Have you ever judged a compact

disc by its cover? It isn't quite the

same as a book, but the idea is

similar. You examine the colors,

the im^s, even the font of the

ride. Most often, it tells you noth-

ing about what's inside. With a

CD, you know there's going to be

music, but that's aU you would

think you can venture.

Not so. The cover of Moments in

Grace's first album, "Moonlight

Survived," is in gray-toned blues

and greens with black industrial

buildings in the background and a

white electrical tower. The artwork

is striking, but it also gives the

impression that the band (or, at

least, its label) is trying a litde too

hard. Though the music created by

Moments in Grace is nowhere near as

dark as industrial, it takes the pop-

ular pop-punk and nu-metal of

today and gives it an underbelly,

with rich drums and lush, rising

guitars.

"Moonlight Survived" is mildly

reminiscent of En^ne Down (which

is thanked in the liner notes) or

Dredg, with a smidgen of Sunny

Day Real Estate, but without feeling

and also lacking the ambience and

meaning. Lead guitarist and lead

vocalist Jeremy Griffith doesn't

whine like many pop-punk vocal-

ists, but that's a mark he comes

dangerously close to hitting.

His vocals are nothing special,

and neither are the lyrics. Both the

tone of Griffith's voice and the

lyrics are repetitive, and each song

on the album is increasingly remi-

niscent of the previous track "This

is a life built on broken promises /

we lived our lives with the pain and

the regret," Griffith sings twice in

each chorus of "The Blurring Loss

of Lines." Looking at the photo-

graph of these men, it's likely that

the most pain they've felt is from

breakups with high school girl-

friends.

The opening song, "Strams," is

one of the strongest on the album,

as well as the band's first single.

Griffith's voice hovers and holds a

smooth tone as he sings, "And I

cry for the death of our dove /

another lover paints the sky" Still,

Griffith's voice is what pulls

together some of the songs, such

as "Strams" and "My Stunning

Bride." He tries too hard at times,

nearly yelling the lyrics, but has a

beautiful falsetto that he uses

expressively, providing the litde

amount of emotion found on the

album. Even though the band

treads murky waters. Moments in

Grace is destined for radio and

MTV play It fits the formula for

popular music today The members

are decent- looking males, brood-

ing, wearing jeans and simple T-

shirts and Converse All-Stars. The

poppy "Don't Leave" and border-

line pop-punk "My Dying Day"

could easily create bridges from the

emo/hardcore band to fans of

other genres. Moments in Grace will

be supporting Hot Water Music on

Sunday at Slim's in San Francisco

and on Monday at the Vets Hall in

Santa Cruz.

Whether or not you Hked the show. .

.

If this fictional character could do it, so can you!

Become a new classic. Be an RA.

AppUcations available now at

www.longwood.edu/rcl/raapplication

Application deadline-November 1, 2004.

Open Houses-October 20-21 and October 25-26

(note: Miss Russell in no way gave permission for this, but I'm sure she wouldn't mind.)



In need of a place to stay for the

SPRING 2005 semester?

Sunchase Wants YOU!!!
•f*

[Slc<i<J to finisli up some classes?

,3tuclent teaching the area?

^tatjing around for a job?

OrU.,ouj.tb«„.lacUs<^

5uncliase will not onlti hook t^ou up with one of narmvillc^s

greatest apartments, but also RE-WAKD ^ou for it!l

Xhafs Right! 5^5^ ^ lease from January on and

paij the same amount as a 1 l-month leasc..,uou

can^tget an^ better than tkatl!

SPV5^
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NearKj Half of All Undergraduates Do Not

Apply for Financial Aid, New Report Skows
NationalAssociation of Student

FinancialAid Administrators
used by many states and postsec-

ondary institutions to determine

The report estimates that 1.7

million low-and moderate-income

In 1999-2000, almost one-half of eligibility for their aid, it is likely students, representing 21% of all

all undergraduates did not apply that most non-FAFSA applicants students who did not apply for

for federal financial aid,

according to a new study

from the American

Council on Education's

(ACE) Center for Policy

Analysis.

ACE's report, "Missed

Opportunities: Students

Who Do Not Apply for

Financial Aid," shows

aid, came from fami-

lies with income of

less than $20,000.

About half of these

students may have

qualified for Pell

Grant aid had they

completed a FAFSA.

The proportion of

individuals not

that 49.8% of all under-
^'[li^}^,^'l^^°J^ll^'^^^'^S^^^^ applying for federal

financial assistance

varies by income

also were unable to receive aid level, financial dependency status.

graduates, or roughly 8
''<"'' '" '"''-^'""'' """"'" "CwT^f.

million students who

were enrolled in academic credit

courses at postsecondary educa- from state or institutional grant and institution type. About 83%
rion institutions during the 1999- and loan programs.

2000 school year, did not file a While the majority of these

Free Application for Federal students were from higher-

Student Aid (FAFSA) the form income families that may not

needed to qualify for federal stu- have applied for financial aid, a

dent aid. substantial minority of them may income of $80,000 or higher.

Because the FAFSA is also have been eligible for Federal Pell

Grant aid or other assistance. See FINANCIAL p. 5

of independent students with

annual income of $50,000 or

more did not file a FAFSA, com-

pared with 57% of dependent

students from families with

. Susan Stinson, Lecturer in

English at Longwood,
reads. Photo by Scou Dill

Janet Jones

Staff Writer

On Tuesday night, Longwood's

creative writing program hosted

their second annual Will Read for

Food charity event.

The event involved writers

from Longwood volunteering

their time to read their own

poems, fiction and non-fiction in

return for an admission cost of

one can of food, all of which

went toward the Prince Edward

County food bank. Mary Caroll-

Will Read For

Food Deemed a

Rousing Success

Charity reading benehts

Px. County foodhanks

Hackett and her student Ed board

hosted the reading in the cafe of

Lankford Student Union.

There were twentj'-two readers

in all, including students, faculty

and alumni. Poems were read deal-

ing with the issues of love, lust,

escape and hot sauce in North

Carolina.

Dr. Salyer shared some poetry

about a catfish apocalypse and

playing basketball of which he

said, "I wrote this when I was in

Alabama and it was not a good

time. I have not written any poet-

ry since then, probably because I

have been relatively happy." Other

faculty members that read were

Dr. Burgess, Dr. Stinson, Dr.

Hursey and Dr. Frazier.

See READ p. 5

Unity Alliance Celebrates National Coming Out Davj
Ashley Dow
Staff Writer

On Monday, October 11th

National Coming Out Day was

celebrated for the first time at

Longwood.

The day celebrates and raises

awareness concerning the experi-

ences of gay, lesbian, bisexual and

transgender (GLBT) people when

they reveal their sexual orienta-

tion to friends and family. Many

closeted GLBT indi\'iduals also

use the day to "come out" them-

selves. Unity Alliance (UA), a

campus organization for gay, les-

bian, bisexual, transgender and

straight students sponsored the

day.

To honor the day, many mem-

bers of UA wrote of their coming

out experience on large cards,

which were attached to lampposts

on Brock Commons with multi-

colored yarn. Members met at

2am to hang-up the cards.

"The purpose of the cards

were to make students, faculty

since 1981. Since then, UA has at gay, lesbian, bisexual, and trans-

one time been an underground gender .students at Longwood,"

organization and or very selective said a sophomore member of

in choosing members. Presentiy, UA.

UA is a strong student organiza- "We want to promote a gener-

rion working toward promoting al openness by the student body

and staff aware that there are gay,

lesbian, bisexual and transgender

students on campus," said Walter

Gray, co-president of UA.

"We also wanted the cards to

reach out to students who may be

struggling with their own com-

ing out experience. We want

them to know we are here to

help."

Unfortunately, a large portion

of the student population was

unable to view the cards on

Brock Commons. All of the

cards were removed from the

lampposts early Monday morn-

ing. It is unclear as to why the

cards had to be removed or who
asked for them to be taken

down.

"We have gotten most of the

cards back," stated Gray "I am National Coming Out Day logo (left). One of several signs put

in the process of talking to the ""P ^7 ^^ members on Brock Commons (right). fhotofyAmyWhifpk

administration as to why our

cards were removed. We hope to the acceptance of gay, lesbian, and faculty. We should be able to

display the cards somewhere on bisexual and transgender people. walk across campus holding

campus very soon." "A lot of students do not real- hands and not have people star-

UA has existed on campus ized that diere is a large group of ing at us."

One of the first steps in creat-

ing openness among students and

faculty would be to change the

equal opportunity statement in the

student handbook. Currentiy the

statement does not protect sexual

orientation. However, the Student

Government Association protects

sexual orientation in their state-

ment of non-discrimination.

"We have no protection accord-

ing to the handbook," stated a

sophomore member of UA.

"The statement needs to be

changed to prevent current and

future discrimination." UA is plan-

ning to celebrate National Coming

Out Day annually from now on.

On December 1st they will be

observing National Aids

Awareness Day.

"There has always been initia-

tive within UA to do things on

campus," said Gray. "This year we

have great student members who

are dedicated to planning events

which help promote awareness

and tolerance."
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Words from tke Copy Editor: Making Informed Decisions
Six months

ago 1 attend-

ed a protest

i n

Washington

D.C. to

save
Wotnen's Lives." This title

sounds like a vague, huge task

that someone such as myself is

not capable of doing. There were

over one million people there that

day to save women's lives.

George Bush should be proud

that he caused the largest

women's rights protest in

American history.

If you are unfamiliar with his

intentions, he is trying to regress

what women have been persever-

ing and fighting for, for years

upon years. This protest was

sparked when the Bush adminis-

tration declared their intent to

make abortion illegal, the morn-

ing after pill illegal in colleges,

and birth control more difficult

to obtain. Despite the good

intentions, people are going to

have sex and people are going to

be impregnated with unwanted

children.

Another change trying to be

amended into the Constitution

is the end of gay marriage. I

know George Bush wants to

keep the sanction of marriage,

with its 40yo divorce rate, sacred

in our society, but these are still

people who deserve the same

human rights and should not be

discriminated against. If you

can get married without being in

love, why should different sexu-

al organs be required?

The other main point being

made at this protest was the

objection to the war in Iraq.

How can a whole country of

educated people support the

war, with its oxymoron tide,

"the war on terror"? Let's end

violence with violence. In the

past this has always worked;

peace has come and remained

since the first war. Right?

There will never be a war to end

all wars; unless we are all killed,

which is not an improbable con-

cept. I, like the rest of you do

Box 2901

Ix)ngwood Universit}^

Farmville,VA 23909
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come to our meetings, Mondays at 9:15 p.m.

not want to think about this any-

more. I want to think about peace.

I want to think about it not being

justified to kill another man

because he resides on land located

on the other side of an ocean.

Because he was born somewhere

else and has different religious

views. Because he does not want

our government invading his

country.

I believe that many people are

under the false impression as to

why we are fighting. Our first rea-

son for rushing into this war in

Iraq was based on faulty intelli-

gence and false assurances that

they were involved in the 9/11

attacks with no plan to win peace.

It was later discovered that Iraq

actually had nothing to do with the

attack on 9/11.

So next, weapons of mass

destruction were fabricated. While

these were never found, Korea

openly admitted that they did har-

bor these weapons and if that is

what we are after, then we should

attack them. As you know we did

not and have now heightened the

hatred Korea held for us. Not to

mention the anger we invoked in

Europe.

Finally we decided that we

would democratize this societ)'.

This situation reminds me of

another war, where the point was

to democratize a countrv'. This

war, in Vietnam, was poindess and

achieved nothing but death. One

of our English professors at

I^ngwood, Dr. Lund, was actually

drafted during the Viemam War.

Dr. Lund shared that, "this experi-

ence convinced me that it was an

ill-conceived war. People died for

no noble cause and a democracy

was not created."

While the draft is not in effect

now, how can we believe that it

will not be again? All of the mili-

tary volunteers, including those in

the National Reserve, have been

called out. Since there are no

more volunteer American bodies

to send, they are going to have to

be forced. This time it is not

going to be Dr. Lund or others

from his generation because they

have already experienced this.

This time it is going to be you and

me and your brothers and sisters

and friends.

The policy that America has set

forth will require more people to

fight for this cause. If you think

that the war is a good idea, then

expect to be in it. If not, then I

suggest that you think long and

hard for whom you are voting

for and why.

With that said, I know that in

the end I did contribute to saving

women's Uves. Not only did I

march in D.C, but last week I

voted, not for George Bush. He

may win the electron and he may

ruin our lives, but if that hap-

pens I will know that I did all

that I could to save myself and

women and people who don't

want to be drafted and people

who care about global and fami-

ly planning and the people in

Iraq that want us to leave them

alone and homosexuals and peo-

ple who believe in choice and

people who are against unjusti-

fied violence and people who

want choice and those people

who just want a leader with a

better knowledge of the English

language and oratory skills.

/"7
,''">
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Janet Jones

Copy Editor

Response to Attendence Activist of Oct. 14tli
Dear Editor,

As a professor, I agree with

Sarah Barkdull: Class attendance

SHOULD be voluntary.

A number of changes are need-

ed to make that a reality

This means that class should be

so important that in order to suc-

ceed, students must attend and

want to attend.

Class should be an interesting

place to be two or three times a

week.

This is the difference between

reading about family systems and

visiting with a family to apply that

and other theories over a semester.

It is the difference between pas-

sive and active learning.

This would mean change.

Students: You would be chal-

lenged to read material outside of

class and be prepared to ask ques-

tions about it, to apply it as you

look in the microscope or analyze a

case study.

You wouldn't have nicely organ-

ized Power Point slides to study

from or be able to read the chap-

ters die night before a multiple

choice test.

This would mean exploring an

rea outside your initial interest

area for 3 V2 months.

Imagine that you might find

something interesting in the lit

class or statistics.

Faculty: Imagine walking into

class with a group of students

who genuinely want to be there.

This doesn't h^pen from using

handouts or Power Point slides

covering material from the text or

giving the same lecture year after

year.

Voluntary attendance means

inspiring imaginations about your

subject matter.

It would mean going beyond

the textbook to invent inspiring

projects and applications that

engage students.

It might mean covering less

content in order to make it mean-

ingful.

It would mean creating assign-

ments that assess learning instead

of testing short-term memoriza-

tion.

Yes, this might mean spending

more time planning or maybe just

time spent differendy with the

inspiration that drew us to teach-

ing.

Administrators: The change

toward voluntary attendance

would be palpable on campus.

Imagine students calling home

to share their excitement about

their public relations campaign

going on-line instead of dorm

conditions.

Imagine students' lasting con-

nection to their fellow classmates,

faculty and Longwood.

However, this change also

would need support: smaller

classes, more tenure-track faculty

and platming time.

Some changes have been made

in this direction.

However, we lack sustained

support to make learning at the

center of what we do.

This may seem idealistic, but

what better place to be idealistic

than an institution of higher

learning?

If we can't imagine it, then

who will?

Let's make attendance volun-

tary by creating classes we ALL
want to go ta

-Lucinda Sinclair

Communication Studies
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A Guide to Food in Fooa ml armviiieill

Tke Tkree Categories of Culinartj Deligkt
Tanner Keith

Opinion Editor

When I think of the Town of

Farmville, I rarely think of a

fine dining community.

After living here for more

than a year, I can say that I

know everything I need to

about the restaurants, eateries,

and dining establishments

here in Farmville.

I am obviously an expert on

food, because I eat it everyday,

sometimes more than once.

Being the food critic extra-

ordinaire that I am^ I have

divided places for the average

college student into several

categories.

First category: D-hall.

The dining hall gets its own

special category.

It's not because it has big

new salad bars or such a great

variety. It's not because of the

French fries or the bubble-

gum ice cream.

The dining hall gets its own

category because the food

sucks, the crowds suck, and I

find that the thing I say more

often than anything else in line

at D-hall is, "excuse me, I'd

like some service."

It seems that the quality of

food is closely related to my
financial status, thus forcing

me to eat there for almost

every meal.

The best part about D-Hall,

well, there really isn't a best

anything in D-Hall.

I would suggest eating as

many meals as you possibly

could in the Cafe, or anywhere

else if you can afford to do so.

How they could improve:

short of Iron Qicf Sakai fix-

ing my every meal, not much.

Second Category: Fast

Food.

Being a coUege town, I'm

sure that all of the fiist food

restaurants in town get plenty of

business.

There's Burger King, Wendy's,

Taco Bell, McDonalds, Arby's, and

Dairy Queen.

Now, speaking for myself, I like

to get fast food when there is a par-

ticular craving for decent burgers

and fries, or for a frosty and some

chicken nuggets.

Fast food satisfies that tug in my
stomach, that love of beef patties

and apple pie substitues.

Fast food achieves its maximum

potential when there's that desire,

that yearning for it.

Yeah, I'm talking about the

munchies.

If I had to rank these establish-

ments, Wendy's would be at the top

on account of the dollar menu and

the spicy chicken sandwich.

You just can't beat a place like

Wendys thats also open late.

Burger King comes next for the

Whopper and their top-notch fries.

Taco Bell, of course, for grilled

stuffed burritos and the new tropi-

cal lime Mountain Dew.

I'm personally not a big fan of

McDonalds, mainly because of

that food poisoning incident.

Dairy Queen is next, because I

really only go to DQ for a Blizzard.

Arby's is last on my list because

Arby's is about as appetizing as D-

hall's Saturday nights.

The best thing about fast food

resturants in Farmville absolutely

has to be Wendy's dollar menu.

How to improve fast food con-

ditions in Farmville: Open up a

White Casde, no question about it.

Third category: Everything

else.

TTiis includes everything from

that little sandwich place on main

street, to Captain Sea's Seafood, to

Charicys, Farmville's hot date spot.

Now, there has already been an

article on Captain Sea's, but I feel

the need to tell the public that ribs

should absoludey never-ever be

ordered there, with no exception.

Charleys Waterfront Cafe is def-

initely a great place to go to.

The Sandwich and Soup combo

is usually what I get for lunch.

Don't forget the desserts made by

Anne Simboli, especially the Lime

Tart, which is exceptional.

Order wings from the

Wingshack for the superbowl, but

definitely don't go more than once

a year.

The littie sandwich place down-

town is nice, but it seems like the

usual crowd there is the Farmville

psuedo-intellectuals.

There's Country Coolcin' spelled

with an apostrophe instead of the

letter 'g' for a down home effect.

You might have noticed last

week on their sign, dessert was

spelled "desert".

Raised in the south, I know that

Country Cookin' is simply an elab-

orate scheme to fool people into

thinking diat they will get a decent

meal.

HA!

Don't forget the favorite:

Huddle House.

Nodiing beats Huddle House

after a long night of... doing any-

thing really.

open 24/7, nothing beats the

Huddle House, with plenty of

interesting characters to look at, a

jukebox and cheeseburgers and

hashbrowns whenever you please.

There's also Pino's which looks

like it jumped strai^t out of an

80's teen movie, with the exception

of beer-drinking collie students.

Speaking of beer drinking, don't

forget about Mulligan's, the aver-

age sports bar for collie students.

There's happy hour, drinks,

fi^ts, and attractive to more

attractive waitresses depending on

how many you've had I'm sure.

How to improve the rest of

Farmville: I'd like to see a js^>anese

steakhousc, and of course, this

town needs a White Castle.

props and drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and every-

one to submit props and drops to rotunda(^Jongwood.edu

Props:

+ To Halloween in only 3 days.

+ To **Will Read for Food."

+ To the Red Sox for WINNING The World Series.

+ To heat in some of the dorms.

+ To homade potato chips in the cafe.

+ To Men*s Soccer for almost winning against UVA.

Drops:

- To no heat in some dorms.

- To failing mid-terms.

- To people who didn't register to vote.

- To razorblades in apples.

- To wasteful people.

Speak Out
What is your favorite Halloween memory

of all time?

Our Halloween Date Party

while pledging.
- Elame Barrett

When we had the haunted
hayride at my church and I

actually got to |ump out and
scare children.
- Sarah Davis

I was Lady Luck and I had
lottery tickets and dollar

bills pinned to my dress.

- Lorin Capps

When I was in 4th
^ade I dressed up as

Barbie and a lady liked

it so much that she
gave me more candy
and showed me her
Barbie collection.

- Karly Terger

ABPktvmkfWiBrMits
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Lengua y Cultura en Toledo, Espafla

June 18-JuK 2. 2005

Stay in a medieval castle in Toledo, the ancient capital of

Spain, while becoming proficient in Spanish and immersing

yourself in a culture rich in history, art and romance.

3 credits

Choose one: Spanish 201, 202 or 302

This program satisfies Goal 9 (as an "approved international

experience"), Goal 10, Goal 12 (302), BA Humanities require-

ment, Spanish major/minor elective.

(It can only satisfy ONE of those-you choose!)

$1.750 Includes :

Round-trip Airfare

Lodging in a medieval castle (2 meals per day)

Excursions and tours

Classes arid activities

Tuition is not included in the above cost

In-state tuitionfor 3 credits is $515.91

Out-of-state tuitionfor 3 credits is $1,327.92

iBformationat Meeting:

Tuesday, November 2, 5:00 pm in Grainger 216

$400 deposit due November 30, 2004

For more information, see Professors Laura Sanchez and Lily

Goetz

sanchezl@longwood.edu / goetzla@longwood.edu

Grainger 312 and 308 / phone 2995 or 2158 or visit:

httpJ/www.longwood.edu/modemlanguages/Toledo.htm

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS
EXECUTIVE EXCELLENCE

ON CAMPUS

JACKSON E. REASOR Jr.

President & CEO
Old Dominion Electric Cooperative

Tuesday, November 2

7 P.M. IN HiNER Auditorium

Public Invited - Seating Limited - Free Admission

LONGWOOD
UNIVERSITY SiM^usr

CORPORATE SPO.NSOR

Scion xB By Rudy, Police Photographer

^lADLEY^
WBtcrfroelCafc

.Whew The Nefgnboftiooei comes Togettur

Casual Dining - Private Parties

Catering

ANNESIMBOLI
PMtryCiwf

(434) 392-1566

201 B Mill Street

Farmvllle. Virginia 23901

^nne and the stafT at ^barleys wish you a

safe, fttn and 9fappy Tlalloween! Stay tuned for

upcoming bands at *6liarieys, including 9fatt and

the guys of 9toziey ^se «dtb their rock and blues

janui on dfoveinber 5tb and the surfer rock sounds

of Ohms ^w on 9foverober 1 2tb. %very

Wednesday 'Charleys brings you Italian buffet

with the rocking accoustic jams of Tray %ppes.

^ep in mind that there is a student discount with

your 'ID for Italian Suffct 5Vlso remember that

*6hariqrs is taking reservations for Christmas par-

ties, featuring Anne's homemade desserts! ^ok

for all of this and more at ^harieys, celebrating

ten years of sendng the Tarmvillc commuiU^!
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StaH Memter's Home Vandalised; Farmville,LU
Police Suspect Lon^wood Student Involvment

Mews /'Mrs-

CompStdfrom Staff Rtports

According to both Farmville and

Longwood Police, on Saturday,

October 23rd, the home of a

Longwood staff member was

vandalized and defaced with an

ethnic slur that was spray-painted

on the exterior of the home.

The incident was reported by

the homeowner to the Farmville

Police at approximately 1 :00a.m

Both the Farmville Police and

Longwood University Police

departments have begun a joint

investigation and believe that

this incident may be linked to

Longwood students.

Both departments are asking

anyone with information to

come forward.

Students and faculty may

respond anonymously by access-

ing the following web site:

http: //www.longwood.edu/poli

ce/ and clicking on to the

"Report a Crime Anonymously"

Unk, or call 2091.

FINANCIAL cont'd p. 1

Conversely, just 20% of

dependent students from fami-

lies with income below $20,000

did not apply for aid, and 24% of

independents with income lower

than $10,000 were non-FAFSA

filers.

Additionally, more than 67%

of students at community col-

leges did not apply for aid, com-

pared with 42% at four-year pub-

lic colleges, 33% at four-year pri-

vate non-profit four-year institu-

tions, and 13% at proprietar}^

(private, for-profit) schools.

The reasons for not applying

for aid also varied, ranging from:

students or their families could

afford to pay college costs with-

out aid (41% of non-filers), to

students' family income was too

high to qualify for aid (24%), to

students missed application

deadline (9%).

However, the report suggests

that some pf these reasons may

actually be due to students' mis-

information about the federal

financial aid process, as there is

no set deadline for filing the

FAFSA and students may apply

for federal assistance at any

point during the academic year.

Almost one-quarter of the

non-FAFSA filers from the

lowest-family-income level said

they did not apply because they

missed the application deadline.

Because there is no applica-

tion deadline for federal aid,

many of these students might

have qualified for some assis-

tance had they completed the

application process.

The report concludes that

nearly one-fifth of all depend-

ent low-income undergraduates

and one-quarter of low-income

independent students did not

file a FAFSA, but many of

these students may have quali-

fied for federal aid had they

done so. Students' lack of infor-

mation regarding the aid

process may have contributed

to their unwillingness or inabili-

ty to take advantage of federal

financial aid programs.

READ cont'd p.l

Mary CaroU-Hackett shared a

short story and Dr. Lund read the

prologue to his next book.

Students shared works written

in high school, classes here or

outside of the school. Some

pieces that stood out were those

on child abuse, the life of a vam-

pire and a dialogue concerning

the splitting of things after a rela-

tionship, particularly condoms.

Caroll-Hackett said that Will

Read for Food was much more

successful this year. Six boxes of

food were collected and ninety

dollars was raised. "Helping food

banks is a personal passion of

mine. It does not make any sense

that we live in the richest country

in the world and- there are still

people without food", Caroll-

Hackett said.

This idea was modeled after

similar readings that took place

nationwide called Writers

Harvest. The creative writing

program here at Longwood is

trying to take Will Read for Food

to the state level. Next year,

Hollins University and Randolph

Macon Women's college will also

be participating.

Commented Caroll-Hackett,

"hopefully one day we can have

writers voices raised on the same

day to fight hunger everywhere."

October is National Breast Cancer Awareness Montk

Zeta Tau Alpha raises money^ awareness atLongwood

Ashley Dow
Staff Writer

Breast cancer is detected in

250,000 women annually. The

disease not only affects women,

but their family and friends who

support them in their battie

against breast cancer.

During October, family and

friends of cancer victims and sur-

vivors and others supporting a

cure for breast cancer have been

celebrating National Breast

Cancer Awareness Month. The

month is dedicated to promoting

breast self-examinations, lower-

ing breast cancer risk factors and

early detection.

Many college age women join

in the fight against breast cancer

by supporting organizations such

as the Susan G. Komen Breast

Cancer Foundation and the

American Cancer Society.

Joining the fight, Zeta Tau

Alpha Fraternity (ZTA) has con-

sistentiy raised thousands of dol-

lars in support of breast cancer

research and the Susan G.

Komen Breast Cancer

Foundation. The foundation was

at one point the fraternity's

national philanthropy. However,

with the increase of women
being diagnosed with breast can-

cer in recent years, their philan-

thropy has changed to breast

cancer awareness in general.

"Our main emphasis use to be

placed upon the Susan G.

Komen Foundation," stated Sara

Beth Radford, ZTA President.

"However, as a whole we felt it

more important to promote

breast cancer awareness and not

just one foundation."

Often college age women do

not think they can be diagnosed

with breast cancer at their young

age. Even though their risk of

developing breast cancer is low,

the importance of early detec-

tion and a healthy lifestyde are

hfe-long principles for young

women to live by.

To help young women adopt

those principles, ZTA hosted an

educational program in conjunc-

tion with the Health and Wellness

Center. The program taught

women the anatomy and physiol-

ogy of a breast and the techniques

necessary to properly conduct a

breast self-examination.

In addition, ZTA passed out

shower cards to women, detailing

how to conduct a self-exam. Pink

ribbons were also handed to all

students, symbolizing the search-

ing of a cure for breast cancer and

ZTA's Think Pink motto. The

Think Pink motto is to serve as a

constant reminder of the need for

self-exams and a healthy lifest)'le.

"We want to show everyone

that breast cancer affects so many

people," said Sara Beth Radford,

ZTA President. "You never know

when a friend, sister, mother or

girlfriend will be diagnosed with

breast cancer."

Students Invited To Enter Environmentally

Oriented Canopij Prize Competition
"Too often, the process of

environmental stewardship

misSkCS the opportunity of

enlisting the marketplace. We at

CANOPY Publishing are cog-

nizant of this problem and we

seek to set an example of coop-

eration with other organiza-

tions working towards a vibrant

economy focusing on sustain-

able development," says pub-

lisher Deborah Perry.

The $1,000 prize will be

announced on Earth Day, 2006.

For additional information

contact Deborah Perry, tele-

phone 360.376.6074

CANOPY PubUshing is an

independent publisher special-

izing in environmental philoso-

phy

.Their first tide is the novel

"The GALILEO Syndrome"

by D.H. Gottheb.CANOPY
Publishing is located in

Eastsound, Washington.

Contact: Deborah Perry,

Publisher CANOPY
PubUshing Tel: 360.376.6074

www.canopypublishing.com

Fax: 360.376.6079

U-Wire

CANOPY Publishing today

announced The CANOPY
Prize for innovation in the use

of C02 (carbon dioxide). The

prize, open to college students

and independent researchers

seeks an innovative and practi-

cal use for C02 that will open

worldwide markets for

sequestered C02 and limit

Global Warming.

"Currentiy, the utility indus-

try, and other point source

industries, are working to

reduce their output of C02
into our atmosphere," says

CANOPY PubUshing's author

D. H. Gottlieb—and driving

force behind the award.

"To achieve this C02 reduc-

tion expensive processes are

used to adjust the burning of

fuels so that the C02 is cap-

turable and put into a form

that is transportable—in some

cases pipelines span miles and

miles.

After transport the C02 is

stored: either in saline aquifers

kilometers underground, sand

and water fields far under the

ocean, or depleted oil and coal

reservoirs. The cost is enor-

mous, the equipment needed

measured in football-field-

sized increments."

"Developing a market for

your obstacles is good busi-

ness. So when we develop a

viable market for the C02,"

says author D. H. Gottlieb,

"the process of C02 seques-

tration will proceed at a faster

clip—because the C02 removal

is no longer a cost item but a

revenue source for industry.

As a result, the removal of

C02 will proceed more effi-

ciendy and another small step

in addressing climate change

will occur."

CANOPY Publishing, in

offering this seed money, also

seeks other NGOs and stake-

holders to contribute to the

prize award so that we might

further spur development of

businesses which have a nega-

tive carbon footprint while at

the same time strengthening

our economy.
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Career Center

Upcoming Events

How to Prepare for the

Challenge Job & Internship Fair

Monday, October 25 at 5 pm
OR

Thursday, October 28 at 5 pm

Resume and Cover Letter Writing

Tuesday, October 26 at 4 pm

Hiner 201

Registration is required for all

events. To sign up, please call

x2063 or email

career@longwood.edu. All events

are in Lancaster 139 unless other-

wise noted.

These companies are currently accepting resumes:

Brown, Edwards & Co., LLP; Geico; Kearney &
Company; Southern Teachers Agency; NVR Ryan

Homes; Enterprise Rent-a-Car; BDO Seidman, LLP;

DMG Securities; and Winterham Plantation.

Vv/e at t^e Rotunja woJJ !i(^e tc ta(ce

t^e time to wis^ Anre Stfnte!! t^e

BEST BIRTHDAY EVER

on ^er fcig Jay, Octoter 31! Happxj Halloween,

Arne, anj ^ave a very Happy BirtiiJay!

U\e.

"T^e ftct.rcf^ ^f.^
V^

lA/irt| SyrrpWry Corrert witfi rorjurtor Dr. fjorjer fvlrg

7:30 p.m. Jarft^e^

Trick or Treat ir t^e ResiJerce Halls

3:30 - ?:30 p.m.

utrgwocj A^^wal Hawrtetl House

^ - 6 p.m. ir tlie Arrex of tl^e Ue Room ir tW Dirirg Hall

Little yolccs

^ijit, lWSKi«\ o^Oo'TtA+li was

Spring Break 2005

Travel with STS, America's #1 Student

Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps. Call for group

discounts.

Information/Reservations:

1-800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com

By: EUie Woodruff

XV vto.Sr\'V ^ocV \,oA

,
s^oMV ^^\\^^ ^''^

TV oeftie^i \t>

Ttldaij tfiQ 2 9tk

Van Hclsing

7:30 p.m.

ABC Rooms

(jraves/Rutherfoixl

Senior Voice Recital

7:30 p.m.

Wygal Auditorimn

Sundai) the 3 15t

Men's Soccer Game
2 p.m.

Lancer Field

Tales From Under die

Ground

7 - 9 p.m.

Jarmen Auditorium

Hayrides & Bonfire

9-11 p.m.

Starting at Wygal

Mondaif the 15t

Tickets go on sale for

Hampden-Sydney vs.

Longwood

434.395.2057

RA Applications Due

Contact your RA

WQ(JlnQ5(laiji tltQ Std

Registration due forJob

and Internship Fair

Pay $5 to the Cashiering

Office and submit your

receipt and completed reg-

istration form to the

Career Center.

Free, Confidential HIV
Testing

3:30 - 6:00 p.m.

Student Health and

Wellness

Call 2102 for app.

tU^^—Am ^-—^^^^
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Movie Review. The Grudge
Another Japanese remake makes ior an interesting^ horriiic, movie

Anthony Sinecoff

Guest ]X'riter

Jennifer (DuVall).

Emma is catatonic when

Karen arrives, probably because

The Grudge may be a close cousin of a pale, probably dead kid and

of The King, but some differences black cat hiding in an upstairs

make it worth seeing. Director closet.

Takashi Shimizu creates a chilling

atmosphere as he remakes his

own original Japanese thriller, ]u-

On (The Grudge), in a way well-

suited to scare American audi-

ences.

Like The King, we have an

As the story unfolds, we learn

the mystery behind the entity

that kills anyone who enters the

house (hint: it has something to

do with the former owners and a

tragic death involving rage).

Although these types of sto-

unwitring female, who is trying to ries are seemingly predictable, we

uncover the mystery behind a are caught attempting to figure

series of deaths.

The movie is a replay of how

the house came to its current,

creepy, state of affairs.

out the intricacies of the plot.

Several unique special effects

and eerie "what's behind the

door?" scenes enable us to sus-

Sara Michelle Cellar plays pend our ideas of the cliche hor-

Karen, an American student, who ror as the story unravels.

does part-time work as a caregiv-

er for extra credit.

Karen is sent to check on an

elderly woman (Emma) when

Yoko, the previous caregiver, dis-

After a few minutes of Ring-

esque research, Karen is on her

way to settie the curiosity.

Geller's character, while unde-

veloped, plays a role the suits the

appears, failing to show up for audience: confused, scared, and

work.

We learn that Emma has come

to Japan with her two adult chil-

dren - Susan (KaDee Strickland)

and Matthew (William Mapother)

- and with Matthew's wife.

cunous.

We, like her, are on the jour-

ney to uncover w^hat story lies

behind the evil.

Bill Pullman's role as a suicidal

American professor, while brief,

is remarkable for his non-verbal

cues.

His facial expressions and

movements help paint the atmos-

phere of a slow and methodical

fright.

\XTiile the movie is shown out

of sequence, it is not in the Pulp

Fiction fashion; rather it is on a

more linear level, with different

time periods merely overlapping

others.

This is seemingly used to por-

tray the plot without using tradi-

tional techniques of predictabili-

ty-

The movie, even though a

remake, stays uniquely Japanese.

One of the starkest differ-

ences between Western fright

tales and those of the Far East

are that the evils cannot be held

to reason.

No matter how much research

and knowledge the main charac-

ter can uncover, it does not mean

that there will be a fitting

denouement.

That critical point ensures the

success of such imports - the

ability to hold the movie goers in

suspense even after the movie

has ended.

Tke World Has Turned and Leit Me Here
Mandy Amason

"
: Staff Writer

Dear Mandy,

I am 18 and now able to vote. I see

that MTl'^ and other popular pro-

grams are pushing us to get out there

and vote and well. . . Jjust don't see

why? Does my vote even count?

I don't really have a politicalparty

and don't want to choose a president

just because of a political party. My

parents are pretty conservative and I

agree with some of their ideals but I

also agree with some liberal ideals as

well

Is it really that importantfor me to

go out and vote even though I am not

extremely educated in politics and gov-

ernment itself?

U.C

Dear M.C,

I can totally see where the con-

fusion comes in. Here is what it

comes down to: iit is vital that you

vote. When I was 18, I didn't

want to vote, because I felt that

my vote DIDN'T count. I felt

that the Electoral College was

crap and undermining the

American's intelligence. I felt that

the people's votes were warped to

please a particular president, and

that I was going to be wasting my

time. Now, I am 21 and though I

still feel that the Electoral College

is a crock of crap, I KNOW how

important it is to vote.

First of all, I really hate how

people go around and complain

all the time about life or an unfair

policy, yet they do nothing to

change it. Same goes with voting

if you are going to whine and

complain, have the guts and

respect to vote. If you aren't will-

ing to change a situation or at

least be apart of a change,

DON'T COMPLAIN!
About the political preference

concern, don't vote just on a

party preference. Of course

some people do. . . they are selling

themselves short by doing so. But

please educate yourself on each

political party AND candidate.

This is so important, because if

you vote for them and they win,

then they will be pushing for

issues that you either agree or dis-

agree with. THEY ARE MAK-

ING DECISIONS THAT WILL

AFFECT YOUR LIFE! Take it

very seriously. Personally I am a

litde bit of both, I am a

Libertarian in that I am fiscall y

conservative and socially liberal.

Let me just say that I DON'T

believe in the legalization of

drugs. I see what they do to peo-

ple now, and I know that it would

be worse if the drugs were easier

to use and posses. How is that

important? Well, I take into con-

sideration what both candidates

have to say about the drug issue

and that is a partial influence on

my choice for a president.

There are so many ways for us

to educate ourselves on our gov-

ernment. It is important that we

wrr

//lose' /u/o/i' US ha\c ( /i(i//i;i(/(i/ i; s to si/'/r (/ic

c/f I 111- Kolund.i ;!<in thalUntjc \ou l» ili' 1 1.
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The frip home was differeni fhis lime.

307 never looked so beauiiful; fhe leaves

had overwhelmed themselves with color,

and I knew it meant change. "Breath" was
playing, and I looked ahead - I couldn't

tell if it was the sky or the road, but I

knew I was heading there. I started to

sing along (since I sing professionally in

the car) and it hit me harder than any-

.jnen it all Tails down: I have the con-

trol of my fate. You can't control the

heartache and backstabbing, but you can

walk away. Walking away makes you bet-

ter. People will always try to bring you
down to their level.

do so. If we don't know, then we

won't know when our rights are

being violated. So read a book,

watch a movie, or sit in on a gov-

ernment lecture. WATCH THE
DAIlYSHOmW

Your vote does count. If you

are like me and feel that it doesn't

count Electoral College wise then

know that it counts to you. It is a

personal satisfaction that you are

taking part in government, the

legal way, and you know that you

are affecting public policy. Also,

you will win respect with me

when you want to get into a polit-

ical debate. Wow, that right there

is worth voting for. Just kidding,

but seriously, you will.

This year is vital that you vote.

The next 4 years of our lives are

at stake. The draft, stem cell

Mandv Anuisoii

research, more war, drugs, and

even your social security (that you

will never see at the rate we are

going). Vote, it's your right as an

American; it is your right as a

human being. We don't get offered

many things by the government so

for God's sake, take it. Oh, by die

way, GO KERRY! You really

thought I wasn't going to say it

didn't you? No, you can't write me

without suffering the wrath of my

opinion. Good luck next time

though!

Until then Boys and Girls,

Mandy Amason

Ifyou would like to write to Mandy

for some advice, please email the

Rotunda at rotundd^.lQnmood.cQm

and in the subject as ADVICE
COLUMNQUESTION. Thanks!

iflii^K^il^HiH^lii^Hii^MilMliiii M
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Bowling Makes Tuesdaxj tkeNew Tliursday
Shawn Slotke

Sk^ Writer

With 26 teams entered, years ago in the fall of 1999 and

College Night has exploded to be it went pretty well for 2 years. But

the newest phenomenon in then diere was a lack of interest

Farmville. for about a year and half," he

Dave Carmichael, owner of explained. "It was really in the fall

die Main St. Lanes is dirilled that of 2003 when all the fraternities

Longwood students have often

regarded the start of the weekend

as Thursday night.

It's the rime to start the part)', students have responded in such and sororities got teams together

hit the one -(maybe two) bars in a positive way to coUege night, that College Night was a success

Farmville, and generally have a "We started doing college night 5 again."

good time. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ It certainly is a

hap- ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^H success fra-

pens when ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^HH^^^^^^^^^^^l ternities,

night's ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^HHP ~ ^Kt^^^^^^^M ties

moved ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^r^ ]^^^^^^^^^^l <3f friends filling

to Tucsclav night?

You have

"College Night" at

Main St, Bowling

Lanes. Students

from Longwood

and Hamden

Sydney are flocking

to the bowling alley

on Tuesday nights

like it's going out of

style.

freshly

Where can you get ..

.

freshly baked

breads &
pastries

made

sandwiches

imported

cheeses

EVERY Di^
at

^\\e Bake^

218R Main St

Farmville

434.395.1011

all 24 lanes

everv Tuesda\

night.

For just $5,

each bowler gets

three games and

shoes for the

night. Prizes at

the end of the

semester will be

given for the

highest male

and female aver-

age as well as for the first

place overall team.

"We're also going to get a

nice surprise for the last

place team," Carmichael said.

Individual and team scores

are calculated and then dis-

tributed to each team the fol-

lowing week.

The top four male and

female individual bowlers as

well as the top male, female,

and overall teams are fea-

tured, lege girls and guys can compete

Isa Cohen and Leanne Kibler equally," he says. "It's really fun to

of the "Duplex Flex" team have just watch too, even if you aren't

both been in the top 4 for female that into the competition."

bowlers. Along with an increase in com-

"I don't know how I got to be petition, the 2004 fall marks a rise

in the top 4 last week, I think it's in participation for College

because I bought a more expen- Night. Shannon "Bobblehead"

sive pitcher that week," Cohen Sting from the "Bowling

Bunnies" is a second year vet-

eran of College Night. "There

are more teams this year and a

lot more enthusiasm," she said.

"It's great to have so many

people coming to hangifii; out

too, even if they don't bowl.'"

Sting has also been in the

top 4 bowlers ranking in previ-

ous weeks.

Eiven for students who

aren't on a team, College Night

provides a mid-week break

from classes and stress.

Carmichael agrees, "we

chose Tuesday night as college

night as a suggestion from

some of our student employ-

ees.

It's a good time for the kids

in the middle of the week."

With all this excitement. Collegesaid.

Kibler said she enjoys College Night will likely continue to be a

Night because of the competi- hit within the Longwood
tion. "It's also funny how some Community,

people take it really seriously and So if you haven't been there

others just don't care at all." yet, make sure to stop by Main St.

Carmichael says he has Lanes next Tuesday and enjoy

noticed a rise in competition this something that only those of us

year from other years too. "This who live in Farmville could

is really the only sport where col- appreciate: BOWLING!

Need kelp witk ijoiir classes?

Have you tried tutoring?

Ckeck out tke Academic Support Center (ASC)

Web site lor FREE tutoring kours and locations!

Need kelp witk a paper?

Is it on topic and appropriate?

Come to tke Writing Lat in tke Librartj and work witk a

Writing ConsvJtant!
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Longwood Gets Down on tlie Farm
Ashley Reams

Siaff Wnter

Not many Longwood students

are aware that in addition to its

60-acre campus and 100-acre golf

course, Longwood owns more

than 500 acres of land about

three hours away from Farmville

in Westmoreland County, VA.

Hull Springs Farm is situated

in the eastern part of

Westmoreland County between

Glebe Creek and Aimes Creek,

both of which run into the

Potomac River. The farm was

bequeathed to the Longwood

University Foundation by Mary

Farley Ames Lee when she

passed away in December of

1999. Lee was a student at

Longwood who graduated in

1938. She was very interested in

preserving the land and wanted it

to be used as a teaching and

research institution, which

Longwood has been doing since

1993.

Dr. James Jordan, professor of

Anthropology, was the first to

visit the farm and has been the

only professor to regularly take

his archeology students there

on digs each year. According to

a Northern Neck News article by

Jan Ohrmundt, Lee became

interested in excavating an area

on the farm since she "remem-

bered that her father would not

till there because he said it was

where Indians had lived."

The farm contains a number

of archeological sites, both pre-

historic and historic. A total of

540 of Longwood's archeology

students have excavated for a

total of 17 weeks on the proper-

ty. Their survey and testing has

revealed (among other things)

that "based on the evidence of

projectile points types, and other

stone tools, prehistoric Native

American Indians were present

on the farm as early as 3,800 years

before the present," according to

Dr. Jordan.

In addition to Dr. Jordan, a

number of other professors have

taken their students to the farm.

These professors include Dr.

Kessler for Therapeutic

Recreation, Dr. Fink for Natural

Sciences, Dr. Layman for Field

Ecology, Dr. Wells for

Ornithology, and Dr. Ferguson

for Biology.

Longwood Universit)' stu-

dents and facult}' have also col-

lected data on the birds, plants,

and bats found on the propert)'.

There are three buildings on

the farm. One is a camp house

where students can stay

overnight. It has a kitchen,

where meals may be prepared by

the students, and two bunkhous-

es that sleep 26 people dormito-

ry style.

The second is a farmhouse,

used as a private retreat. The

third is the main house, which

served as the family residence.

Both the farmhouse and the

main house can be rented out to

adult groups.

Recently, there has been some

speculation regarding the "devel-

opment" of a fourth structure

on the land. Kathleen Register,

executive director of Clean

Virginia Waterways has spent the

past nine months conducting a

feasibility study on the property

to see how the farm can best be

utilized for education, research.

and ecological study.

Financial support for this sur-

vey is being provided by the Blue

Moon Fund, which is based in

Charlottesville and the Jessie Ball

duPont Fund, another endow-

ment given to Longwood by an

alum. ^

Last week, Register and the Hull

Springs Farm Feasibility Study

Committee looked over the draft

of a Key Principles Survey (an

analysis conducted by Register)

and discussed the document's

goals. In this survey, considera-

tion for three main points has

been taken regarding improve-

ments made to the property.

The first point is to protect what

is healthy. Register wants to

retain the functionality of the

habitats, wedands, and stream-

side trees. She believes very

strongly that these wedands are

valuable and should be protect-

ed. The second is to restore what

is degraded. Many of the wet-

lands on the

property had

been drained

before
Longwood
came to own

it. Register

is interested

in rebuilding

these areas

as close to

their original

condition as possible. The third

is to make sure the farm is eco-

nomically sustainable. Currendy,

Longwood has a $1.5 million

operating endowment given by

Lee along with the farm.

However Longwood can only

use four percent of that money

every year to maintain the build-

ings and property itself "In gen-

eral," says Register, "the commit-

tee members enthusi-

astically support the

basic concepts of the

Key Principles."

According to

Register, Lee's will

stipulates that

Longwood cannot

overdevelop the land,

but can build on the

property for educa-

tional purposes.

In keeping consis-

tent with Lee's wish-

es, if Longwood does decide to

build on the farm, the structure

would be a "lodge-type, multi-

purpose education center that

would accommodate the various

groups that visit or study there,"

much like a 4-H Center.

The education center would

be called The Ames Center and

would house 30-40 people.

Furthermore, it would have a

kitchen, sitting rooms, and bath-

rooms.

Register hopes that in addition

to Longwood students, "K-12

educators, youth groups, civic

organizations and groups devot-

ed to life-long learning, like Elder

Hostel" would be able to use the

facility.

To build The Ames Center,

longwood would have to obtain

financial backing through grants

and/or fundraisers.

Longwood has also talked to

museums and non-profit organi-

zations as possible partners to

fund the development.

The actual process of building

would be a "demonstration of

how to preserve the land,"

explained Register.

In other words, Longwood is

interested in "low-impact devel-

opment" of the property.

For example, if a parking lot

had to be built, it would be built

with consideration to how the

water would run off of it and

the effect that would have on the

land.

Register is confident that the

center will be a place where peo-

ple of all ages can come to study

and understand the history of the

area.

In regard to the building of the

center however, "no decision of

any kind has been made and no

recommendation will even be

made until after the first of the

year when a report is due to the

organization that is funding the

feasibility study," stated Bobbie

Burton, Vice President for

University Advancement.

President Patricia Cormier

believes that Hull Springs Farm is

"a magnificent resource for the

University" and both Dr. Jordan

and Register are assured that the

administration is sensitive to

Lee's requests and intends to

remain environmentally friendly

no matter what they decide.

In any case, the farm will con-

tinue to be used for educational

purposes and Lee's love for the

land will be ever present to the

students who visit the site.

"It is my hope that it will

remain protected from overdevel-

opment and continue to bring joy

and happiness to those who now

live here and for others in the

future," said Mary Farley Ames

Lee.

Greetings Longwood:

Since year 1900, CHI has utilized a variety of ways to publicize

the days and times of walks to the Longwood community. I bet

you didn't know that there was even a time when walks were not

announced, and as a student, to be present was an exceptional

accomplishment. However, at one point and time, CHI used "rid-

dles and rhymes" as their source of broadcasting to Longwood
when and where walks would be. Unfortunately, with Joanie on

the Stony's relocation in process, the tradition of wrapping her on

the day of walks has ceased. Therefore, CHI has chosen to once

again challenge the studen body with "Riddles and Rhymes" to

make you all aware of the time and place of walks to come. So,

following this sentence you will find two clues composing of a

WHEN and a WHERE, decode the message and we'll see you

there:

WHEN:
When the month of "Thanks" begins, and the AM has just

cleared, look for the "Spirit of Longwood", for then we shall

appear.

WHERE:
Now that Joanie's on the move, CHI has got a new groove. Find

the BLUE Flowers in the vase, and that will lead you to the place.

Also, don't forget to read the Rotunda every week
because you never know when the next clue will come. Keep
repping the BLUE & WHITE!!!

With Xhilieratlon,

CHI 2005
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Bizer and Women's Soccer Triumpks in Season FinaL
Kyle Martin

Staff Writer
minute mark, dry scored again

in the twenty-seventh tninute to

give the Lancers a 3-1 lead at

halftime.

Despite a two-goal advantage,

head coach Todd Dyer chal-

'Cioing into this, all I wanted was

a win with my team," senior mid-

fielder Nlikaela Bizer said. The

women's soccer team hosted their

season finale and senior game to lenged his team to play better in

honor Mikaela Bizer last Friday die second half. "I got on them
against Howard University. After at halftime a litde bit. I thought

earning a 1-0 victory against Mt. Howard was fighting more than

Saint Mary's on October 19, the we were... I think the girls got

I^ancers were trying to even their the message and came together

October record this season to 4- to play better in the second half,"

4. However, head coach Todd coach Dyer said. _ _ „ _
Dyer knew the task would be dif- I^ngwood responded to the game as a Longwood Lancer and we would," coach Dyer said
ficult. "We've been dealing with a challenge when Stephanie

lot of adversity.

senior, we still have the same mix

of old players and new players. I

think we accomplished a lot this

year and we have a lot to look for-

ward to concerning the develop-

ment of our program," sopho-

more midfielder Anna Gravely

said.

The match-up was also the

team's senior game featuring mid-

fielder Mikaela Bizer playing in

the final game of her collegiate

career. "It was a mix of emotions

the end o!

my com-

p e t i t i V el

soccer!
career,'

Bizer said.

Coach
Dyer
appreci-

a t e s

Mikaela's

ac CO m -

plishments and contributions to

"Going into this,

all J wanted was
a win with my
team."
-SaiioT Mikath Butt(Wbiu)

knowing that this was my final the team. "If we could clone her.

QUICK HITS

Records

Field Hockey 6-10
Men's Soccer 1-14
W. Soccer 5 - 13

Home Games TLis Week:

Sunday - Mens Soccer vs. UNC-
Ashville @ 2pm

Plauers of tke Week-
Field Hockey
Katie Murphy, 1 goal

Men's Soccer
Chris Miller, 1 goal

Women's Soccer

Melissa Gary, 2 goals

Three of our Schroeder scored the Lancers'

girls tore ACLs in 10 days," coach final goal of the match. The
Dyer said. Lancers allowed a goal with less

The women's team rose to the than 15 minutes to play and held

challenge in the first half and on tor a 4-2 victory,

scored two goals in three minutes, The win improved
including a penalt)' kick by junior Lon^wood's final season record

to 5 13-0. Despite the losing

rccorci, players recognize the

positives of a hard-fought sea-

son. "Not looking at our record,

a lot of games were close and

w innahle. With only losing one

NRLREPORT

midfielder Melissa Cary. "For me,

penalty kicks have a huge amount

of pressure because you are

expected to score and not let the

ream down,' Cary said. After

allowing a Howard goal at the six-

Men s Soccer Takes National

Ranked UVa to tlie Limit
Kyle Martin

Staff Writer
succeed with their strategy. The
tcan-i came short of the upset

The men's soccer team faced its when the Cavaliers scored on a

toughest challenge of the season chip shot past goalie VanOekel
last Wednesday by going on the in the fifth minute of overtime
road to face the third-ranked to win the match.

University of Virginia (UVa) Despite the loss, Longwood
Cavaliers. After losing to Marshall pla\'ers and coaches alike recog-

University on October 17, the nize the consolation in losing a

lancers implemented a strategy

change to batde the Cavaliers.

"We played to get a tie in regula-

' ' " ^^=^^-"^' ^-^V- VUU Ravens to an easy victory,

games this weekend. The Jaguars The Bengals also easily upset

were able to keep up" with the the favored Broncos in a

high-powered offense of the Monday night showdown. The
Colts until the closing minutes as Giants' four game win streak

the Jags sealed the deal widi a was finally broken after a loss to

field goal The Raiders also man- the Lions. Miami was able to

aged to stay competitive against catch their first win of the sca-

the streaky Saints, though they son after destroying the Rams,

still limped away with a loss. Tampa Bay also continues to be

Most other games were com- able to easily defeat Chicago

plete blow-outs; none more so whenever the two meet,

than die Chiefs' running backs' Player of the Week: The
record breaking performance Packers finally won a game at

against the Falcons. The Vikings, home this week as Ahman

Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

The big story heading into this

week has been the showdown

between the two undefeated

division rivals, the Jets and the

Patriots. The Jets are coming in

with their best start ever in thier

long histor)' while the Patriots

had just broken the longest con-

secutive regular season winning

streak. These two teams know
that every football-hungry eye

was on them for this intense

game, and they did not disap- with an injured Randy Moss Green rushed for 163 yards an

point. Playing tremendous found a way to run all over the two touchdowns against the

defense these two teams kept Steve McNair-less Titans. Emmit Cowboys,

die game exciting until the final Smith also had a good rushing Game of the Week The Eagles

minutes when the Patriots' day as he posted his 78th 100- were able to stay undefeated

defense helped them walk away yard-game as his Cardinals after an explosive game that

with yet another win and the top trounced the Seahawks. Speaking ended in an overtime field goal

spot in their division, of big performances by former to finally pull off a win against

This was one of the few close Cowboys, Deion Sanders picked the Browns.

don to try to win in overtime,'

head coach Dave Barrueta said.

close game to an established

opponent. "You have to play a

style to win and diat was defense.

[UVa was] scared, frustrated, and

didn't know what to do," senior

Sports Blast From tke Past: 'Teams Now
Known as Lancers " from November 22, 1977
This article was OTginally writ-

ten by Debbie Northern and was

published Nov. 22, 1977Despite UVa holding a 28-1 captain Smart Bertsch said,

shot advantage in die match, die
. Assistant coach Jon Addnson

Lancers relied on feisty defensh^e said, "We played the number Longwood students voted on
play. "We moved a lot more as a diree team in die nation on the November 16 on a college nick-

unit defenshrely. The game plan road and to get a draw in regula- name. The choices were between ^,,^,,^^^,^^ ^^ ^^z ooara oi
was not to let UVa spread us tion, it's a big plus for die pro- ^^ Lancers and the Blue Jackets. Visitors, but expressed a sense of
defensively." Prentice said. gram." By a 9-1 margin (965-101) die reservation about die appropri-
With a concentration on The loss to UVa drops students approved die Lancers as ateness of any of diem. The

defense, die ability of die goalie Longwood's season record to 1- » nickname. ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ y^^ ^^ j^^ ^
The Process of Longwood's

In February of this year, 500

faculty, staff, and students voted

on twelve of these suggested

names. The lAC submitted the

top five names; Crusaders,

Lancers, Lions, Pioneers, and

Virginians, to the Board of

In the Board's November
meeting, they deadlocked on the

Lancers and the Blue Jackets.

Instead of deciding the issue at

the meeting, the Board members

referred the vote to the students.

to block and save shots was criti-

cal for the Lancers' success.

Freshman goalkeeper Matt

VanOekel recorded a game-hi^

tight saves to help force the

match into overtime.

13-0 on the season with four

games remaining, including an

away contest against Woffbrd on

October 26.

"If we prepare and are

focused on the task, the game
Longwood and UVa headed should go our way definitely,

into the extra session scoreless, freshman forward EWis Cosic
living the Lancers a chance to said.

nickname search began one year

ago when the Board of Visitors

charged the Intercollegiate

Athletic Committee to compile a

list of possible nicknames. The
lAC came up with 88 names

ther into the matter.

Dr. T.C. Dalton, chairman of

the lAC, appointed a nickname

committee, with Dr, Emeric

Noone as chairman. This com-

mittee brought a list of ten names

to the lAQ which chose four, the
which had been submitted by stti- Lancers, Blue Jackets. Saints.'and
dents, faculty, and alumni. Crusaders, to send to the Board.

W^gMl^TriYW

Who Is the £tf£5ft.£f

m$9mbfm Named
After?

hamt Week's Answer:

Blue Jackets
If yoo wouJd ia« tt» submit a trivU

<]ue$tton send an email to

rottUK}»#ongw>vo(Ledu subject

**Tiiv«" wWi yoia que»tkj«^ aiwwet and

namefif desired^.
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NBAPREVIEW
Part One of Two

Kyle CastiUo

Staff Writer

Football season is in full swing,

and the Red Sox may actually

break one of the most prolific

curses in professional sports.

With so much going on in the

sports world it is hard to believe

that it is already time for the

Detroit Pistons to have to defend

their NBA crown. It truly is a new

era in the Western conference of

the NBA; some of the annual tide

contenders have been either dis-

manded (Lakers), or are on the

verge of falling apart (Kings).

And while the West has had a vir-

tual stranglehold on the basket-

ball universe up until last year,

with Shaq back in the sunshine

state, the balance of power atop

the conferences appear to be

equal.. From almost top to bot-

tom the West appears to be deep,

making the playoffs a possibility

for at least 12 to 13 teams. Here's

a look at my projected top ten

teams from the Western

Conference.

1. San Antonio- At the head of

the pack is San Antonio. The

Spurs were one lucky shot by

Derek Fisher away from proba-

bly playing for the tide last year.

This year they return with their

core of Duncan, Parker and

Manu Ginnobli still intact, and

were able to address their largest

deficiency by adding the 3-point

threat of Brent Barry to their

arsenal.

2. Minnesotta- The biggest

threat to San Antonio will proba-

bly be Minnesota. The

Timberwolves completed last

season with the best record ii)

the West, but the untimely injury

to the veteran offensive spark-

plug Sam Cassell in the playoffs,

sent them packing for home ear-

lier than expected. With the same

team returning this year look for

KG to finally elevate this team to

at least the next plateau, the

Conference championship

3. Denver- Perhaps the next

offensive juggernaut will be in

the "Mile High" city, Denver

returns one of the most surpris-

ing teams of last year, and with

the addition of Kenyon Martin

and the maturation of Carmelo

Anthony, the Nuggets boast one

of the most athletically gifted

Sports PAiiEU

STUDENT-ATIiLETEPROFILES
Jessica Walton

Women's Cross-Countr)'

Year: Senior (4th yr.)

Hometown: Williamsburg, VA

Why do you run cross-coun-

try?

-It was my junior year in high

school and I wasn't playing a

fall sport and the coach wanted

me to come to practice. I went

to practice and had so much

fun. Everybody was out there

doing the Same thing.

Everybody was tired and sore,

but we were aU doing it togeth-

er.

Recall your best moment
running here.

-Last year at the Division II-III

State Championships in

Harrisonburg, we won as a

team and I won the women's

tide.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-I love my team. I like the fact

that Longwood is a small

school.

What goals do you have?

-My main

goal in

life is to

do some-

thing I

enjoy. I

want to

get into

graduate

school for

speech-

language pathology.

What makes you unique?

-I swam with sharks during

spring break last year in the

Florida Keys. My biggest fear in

the whole wide world are sharks

and I moved closer to one and I

took a picture of it.

Who is your favorite athlete

and why?

-Steve Prefontaine. He was a dis-

tance runner for the University of

Oregon in the '70s. He had the

record for 19 and under in the

5000 meters for cross country.

He ran his hardest and gave

everything he had in every single

race, which is something I

admire.

Mark Anderson

Men's Cross-Country-

Year: Freshman (1st yr.)

Hometown: Chesapeake, VA

Why do you run cross-coun-

try?

-The camaraderie. The guys are

really close-knit and easy to get

along with and friends outside of

running.

Recall your best moment run-

ning here.

-We won the Greensboro

Invitational. It was the first invi-

tational the guys had won. It's

really neat to get the program's

first win, so we can focus on

winning more meets.

What goals do you have?

-I want to make some more life-

long friends and become a better

well-rounded person when I

leave here and hopefully win

some more championships.

What makes you unique?

-I love soccer, writing, and work-

ing with litde kids. Soccer can be

a form of art when you move the

ball, control the ball, and gain

posses-

sion from

the other

team. I

like to

write so I

can
express

myself If

you are

upset or ecstatic, you can always

tell the paper or computer how

you feel. I like teaching kids. I

was a boy scout and I liked teach-

ing kids how to tie knots and see

them using that knowledge on a

camping trip.

Who is your favorite athlete

and why?

-Lance Armstrong because he's

overcome cancer and he's won

six Tour de France tides in a row.

Despite allegations of doping

and performance enhancers, he

keeps on raising the bar every

time he goes out there. He has a

target on his back.

Athlete Profiles by

Kyle Martin

frontcourts in the league.

4. Sacramento- The Kings

biggest obstacle this year may

be themselves. With the locker

room in turmoil, what was once

the Kings best intangible (team

chemistry), now appears to be a

weakness. If the Kings are able

to patch things up internally and

refrain from having any injuries

to key players, then they might

be able to put their most talent-

ed team ever on the court this

year.

5. Dallas- No Steve Nash defi-

nitely hurts, but if the newly

acquired Erick Dampier stays

healthy then the Mavericks can

actually claim to have a legiti-

mate center. And don't forget

the solid young talent Dallas has

accumulated the past couple of

years in Marquis Daniels, Josh

Howard and Devin Harris.

6. Houston- Houston is the

other team out West that under-

went major cosmetic surgery

this off-season by trading Steve

Francis to Orlando for Tracy

McGrady. McGrady has been

the best offensive player in the

league the past two seasons, all

without a second option. Enter

Yao Ming the best center in the

West, this tandem should pro-

vide to be a tough match up for

opponents all season long, even

if the supporting cast in

Houston is very mediocre.

7. Los Angeles Lakers- Life

without Shaq will be tough, but

Kobe is still the most clutch

player in the league, and Lamar

Odom is pretty darn good in his

own right, but with the 65 year

old Marlboro man, a.k.a. Vlade

Divac playing center, attacking

the basket will look more appe-

tizing to opposing teams than a

tray of freshly baked Krispy

Kream doughnuts.

8. Phoenix- Two years removed

from being dubbed the next big

team. Phoenix replenishes it's

roster by adding Steve Nash and

Quentin Richardson into the

fold, forming perhaps the deep-

est and most talented backcourt

in the game.

9. Utah- After being pegged to

be cellar dwellers last season, the

Jazz is a team that proves solid

leadership and sound play can

equate into being a winning

team. After Carlos Arroyo dis-

manded the US in the Olympics

showing how vasdy underrated

he is and adding Carlos Boozer

and Mehmet Okur into the mix

look for another solid team in

Salt Lake.

10. Memphis- After playing so

well last year the Grizzlies won't

be sneaking up on anybody this

year. But with tenacious defense

and incredible depth Memphis

can prove to be a major player

this season.
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Busk Re-elected to Second Term
Kerry concedes early; Bush says he will need to earn trust'oJfKerry supporters

Shawn Garrett

News Editor

President Bush won his bid for

reelection yesterday morning

after challenger John F. Kerry

conceded the election in a tele-

phone call at 1 1 a.m. A few hours

later in Boston's Faneuil Hall,

Kerry gave a televised, public

concession to his supporters and

the nation.

About an hour later. Bush gave

a victory speech from the Ronald

Reagan Building in Washington.

As of press time, Bush had won

51% of the vote with 58,884,611

votes to Kerry's 55,329,147, or

48% (with the final 1% divided

among other candidates).

In the all-important electoral

college tally. Bush garnered a pro-

jected 274 at press time to Kerry's

252. To win, 270 of a possible

538 are needed.

The day's events ended a very

long, sometimes contentious and

often uncertain night of vote

counting and electoral math,

hinging for both candidates on

the outcome of Ohio's final vote

tally, which, due to the ten-day

period under Ohio law that the

state can take to tabulate all votes,

may not be known until next

week.

Those in

the Kerrv

camp, and

indeed most

of the net-

work pundits

covering the

minute-by-

minute
precinct
reports, orig-

inally sug-

gested there

might be

136,000.

"We wanted to wait and see and

be as careful as we could about

An upbeat and optimistic John ing toward that one America and

Edwards spoke first for the we're not going to stop until we

Democrats, vowing to "fight for get there."

what the realit}' on the ground every vote" even though the race

was," Kerry strategist Joe had effectively ended.

"John
Kerry is a

great
American,"

said Edwards.

"You can-

not fight 18

hours a day,

seven days a

week unless

\'o*u love this

country, and

John Kerry

1 o V e s

America."

Edwards
mentioned

lots"-ballots the high turn Wednesday afternoon, but Kerry's

cast by voters not on the official Lockhart said, according to The out (60% of registered voters, the surprising concession brought a

registration rolls-to win in Ohio. Washington Post. highest since 1 968) and promised quick end to the overnight and

In the end however, it was decid- "XXHien we had a chance to do that "This fight will continue in early morning debates, and abol-

^^
A triumphant President Bush waves to supporters after his victo-

enoug pro-
^^, speech inside the Ronald Regan Building in Washington, D.C.

visional bal- '
mtofy Reuters

Kerry, looking haggard and

sounding hoarse, standing at times

somewhat shakily before a bust of

Massachusetts native and founds

ing father John Adams, thanked

his many supporters, joking "I'm

sorry that we got here a little bit

late and little bit short."

Seemingly holding back tears,

Kerry described his admiratit)!!

for his supporters. "1 wish that 1

could just wrap you up in my arms

and embrace each and every one

of you individually all across this

nation," Kerry said."! thank you

from the bottom of my heart."

Campaign staff for the

President had already planned a

victory announcement for

ed that the estimated 150,000 that, I think we made the judg-

provisional votes would not hold ment that the time was right for

enough in favor of Kerry to sur- John Kerry to call the president

pass Bush's margin of roughly and concede."

ished any possibiUt)' the election

would become a repeat of the

Miller Resigns As SGA Treasurer
relt responsibilities leit no time to enact necessary reiorms

would take effect immediately if the resignation was affected by

and that SGA President vMicia any kind of bad blood within the

Moody would begin soon the SGA or finance committee, Miller

Shawn Garrett

Nem Editor

Student Government Association

(SGA) Treasurer Jon Miller unex-

pectedly announced his resigna-

tion from office this week, dis-

closing candidly that the high vol-

ume of day-to-day responsibili-

ties kept him from his primary

aim, drafting and introducing

new SGA finance reform bills.

said no. "I have a very good rela-

tionship with everyone," said

MiUer.

Many asked Miller to reconsid-

er his decision and assured him

assumed that he was succumbing that nothing that had gone wrong

to pressure from the constant was wholly his fault. While he

rumors of financial scandals accepts diis. Miller noted that he

Miller, a senior who has repeat- swirling around the SGA. WTiiJe takes at least some of the respon-

process to appoint a new treasur-

er to replace him.

As word got around that Miller

had decided to give up his post

earlier this week, it was it was

edly found himself the center of

attention concerning recent alle-

gations of misappropriation, said

he has found it too difficult to

devote himself fulltime to the

Miller allowed that "a lot of fac- sibility for all the financial deal-

tors" played into his surprising ings within SGA. He has refused a

decision he asserted that he did position in the Senate,

not feel pressured to resign. Through an email SGA
"I didn't quit because of mis- President Alicia Moody com-

duties of treasurer and spur the takes," said Miller. mented that she "and the SGA
kind of legislation he feels should Miller explained that dealing support Jon's decision in his resig-

be enacted in order to revamp the with the daily duties required of nation."

SGA's aging financial by-laws. the student body's treasurer "you "He has served the SGA to the

Miller said the resignation don't have rime to write bills and

get them through." When asked See MILLER p. 4

our homes and in our union halls,

in our churches, and in our

schools, in our offices and over

the Internet. We will keep march- See BUSH p. 4

Longwcx)cl Reacts to Election Resiilts
Patrick Trate

Copy Editor
As Dr. William Harbour, Chair

of the History, Political Science,

and Philosophy Department here

at Longu'ood explained, the

Republican Party did many things

right in this campaign.

"After die 2000 election, Karl

Rove, Bush's head campaign

strategist, evaluated what hap-

As the 2004 general election

approached, polls were showing

the country closely divided

between the two candidates and

experts were predicting an

extremely high turn out.

November 2nd indeed saw the

highest voter nirnout since 1968. pened to make die election so

After an extremely close electoral close. He came to the clear con-

race, Democratic candidate John elusion diat there were large num-
Kerry conceded die battleground bers among demographics of

state of Ohio, and dius the elec- people that traditionally voted

tion, to Republican incumbent Republican who didn't show up."

George Bush. Dr. Harbour gave Evangelical

As witii the rest of die nation. Christians as a prime example,

reaction here on campus is "Rowe realized that the

mixed. Some students are glad Republicans had to do somediing.

with the result. "I'm ecstatic," This election diey've worked hard

said junior Bobbi Thibo. "Not on establishing grassroots organi-

only because Bush won, but zations to raise money, find volun-

because we [Republicans] now teers, identify' potential voters and

have control of the House and

the Senate." See REACTS p. 4
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Words from tke Editor: Too Much of an Eiiglisli Major
Sunday
night, my

friends and I

went to Dr.

Jordan's
ghost sto-

ries, which is

the best event this school has.

From there, 1 felt my morbid

fascination with Ixola Wheeler

the way I did my freshman vcar.

At eighteen, I. was alone and

bored, so I looked up old issues

of The Rotunda in the library. And

Leola Wheeler just seemed like

the type of woman I would really

like.

With that in mind, Stephanie,

Tanner, Shawn, Jessica, Scott, and

I eventually wound up at the

graveyard in town where several

Longwood people are buried.

We had been wandering

around for awhile, n(it really find-

ing much of anything.

Eventually, Shawn says, "This

is a Southern novel. It's unseason-

ably warm and the graveyard is

even warmer. We are in search of

prominent figures from a school

just down the road. What is the

symbolism behind that?" Before

I can answer, he adds, "Death is

a paradox. What is it saying to

us?"

1 offer, "Death is usually con-

sidered cold. Because it is warm,

we are being invited. The people

here have something to tell us;

we have something we need to

learn."

Could we be bigger nerds? I

mean, honesdy. Perhaps, some-

times, there is such a thing as

being too much of an English

major.

But we're not finding what

we need. I feel like I'm in a

Faulkner novel. There arc so

many common names that I

recognize, yet I can't put the

pieces together. The symbolism

is muddled and confusing. The

situation is too complex for me
to trip over a stone and it be the

one I'm looking for.

I want so badly to be able to

thank Jarman, Stevens, and

Wheeler for the gifts they've

given us and the opportunities
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they've afforded. At one point, we

spot a VC'heeler grave, though it

turns out to be a tease. The wife of

some other man.

"Dammit, dammit, dammit," I

yell, my heart racing.

like with a Faulkner novel, I'm

feeling like a failure; I just can't

make this work, no matter how

badly I want it. On the way out, we

find the grave of Thackston.

"Of everything we came here

for," I yeli (1 apparendy didn't get

the memo about being quiet in a

graveyard after hours f)n

Halloween) "we find the grave of

the most crazy ass man that 1 don't

give two shits about."

Discouraged, we leave.

I can't get >X'heeler out of my

head, though. Lines from the

Indigo Girl's "Virginia Woolf ' run

through my mind: "And here's a

voung girl on a kind of telephone

line through time / And a voice at

the other end comes like a long

lost friend / So I know I'm alright

life will come and life will go."

I can't describe the inherent

connection I feel about so manv

aspects of Ix)ngwood that I have

never felt in other places. The soul

of this school is so strong in mv
heart, and 1 can't shake it (even

though, really, I don't want to).

But I can't understand it either

(which is what I want). I mean,

what do I know about Leola

Wheeler? Next to nothing. I feel

like I should or that I do already

I think about the legend of the

'red thread that Lucy Kaplansky

uses in her latest album. That

maybe the same red thread runs

through the women of

Longwood.

The rest? The rest will come

later.

Amy Whipple

Uditor-in-C.hief

Letter to tlie Editor: D-Hall is Great!
This letter is in response to Tanner

Keith's October 28th Activist col-

umn, "A Guide To Food in

Farmville".

I began reading your column

with great interest, as would any-

one who lives in Farmville and has

a wish-list of favorite establish-

ments they'd like to see here.

Arby's and Applebee's were near

the top of people's lists for years,

and what do you know, we finally

got them.

I agree with you that a Japanese

steakhouse would be nice. I'll add

to that list a grocery store with a

fully-stocked produce section so I

don't have to drive to multiple

stores to find cilantro...but I

digress.

Claiming you're "obviously an

expert" on food because you "eat it

everyday" makes one wonder if

you are also an expert on the

chemical makeup of air since you

breathe that every day, or perhaps

an expert on road construction

since you either drive or cross one

every day.

I'm no expert, but having eaten

at our Dining Hall over the past 14

years (four as an undergrad, 10 as a

staff member), I would like to

think that I have a pretty good

handle on the quality of the food

and of the service that ARA-
MARK provides to the Longwood

community.

I suppose that my experience

working in a family-owned restau-

rant most of my life provides me
with additional insight into the

business.

So although much of your col-

umn warrants debate (did you not

know about, or simply ignore, the

17+ restaurants in Farmville you

didn't mention?), the category I'd

most like to comment on is your

thoughtful appraisal of the Dining

Hall.

Apparently, the most creative

word you. could come up with to

describe the Dining Hall is

"sucks". That doesn't really open

things up for a mature discussion,

but let's try anyway.

1. "The food sucks." It makes

me laugh when people complain

so much about the meals here.

On any given day we have numer-

ous options for a variety of good

food.

A typical lunch includes: fresh-

ly-prepared in front of you Pan-

Geo bowls, soup and salad from

the bar stocked with everything

from fruit salad to hummus. The

D-Hall also has the pasta bar and

pizza. Good For You serves veg-

etarians, vegans, and anyone else

who wants healthier options.

Fast-food lovers have burgers, hot

dogs, and fries available. Plus,

there are wraps, grilled Paninis

made to order, cold sandwiches,

specialty sandwiches, and of

course, the main line with your

standard, home-style servings.

Top all of this off with desserts

including cookies, cakes, pies, ice

cream, and Belgian waffles.

I'm sorry, but if anyone can

name a place with a better selec-

tion of quality food for under $5,

I'd like to know about it.

2. "The Unes suck." When
thousands of students are served

each day, it is inevitable that there

are going to be some lines.

However, there are several-hour

windows available to get your

meals. If your class schedule does-

n't allow you to beat (or miss) the

rush by 10 minutes, then yes, you

might have to spend some time

in lines chatting with friends or

thinking about that project that is

due.

3. "I'd like some service." This

is a new one to me. Honestly, not

a day goes by where either a stu-

dent worker or an ARAMARK
employee doesn't say hello, or ask

how my day is going. There have

been times I've asked for addi-

tional itertns or help, a new bottie

of hot sauce, or if anymore

chocolate cake was coming out.

They may or may not have always

been able to find something, but

at least they tried.

Oh, and if you haven't done it

lately, try saying "May I",

"Please", and "Thank you" when

interacting with the good folks

serving your meal. There is a rea-

son we learned manners in

kindergarten.

I'm not saying that the Dining

Hall does not make mistakes, or

that there is no room for

improvement; no establishment

is perfect.

But, after working in the

restaurant business, and having

served several Midnight

Breakfast events to Longwood

students over the years, I can say

this: It's not easy preparing and

serving meals for thousands of

customers every day; you should

try it sometime.

ARAMARK is doing a com-

mendable job and deserves our

thanks and constructive criticism,

not the juvenile discourse of the

Opinion Editor.

Regards,

Greg Tsigandas

IITS
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"

The/ "A cti^fiM" i^ycfur outlet for boftlm^ ioclal injuittceyand thln^ that iock'. Thd^ iyyour
your chcuace^ to do- iomethln^ about yycietal e^fdy, instead/ ofjUit whining^ abxyut them/. So-

ipeah up cumi act up. Becau^, ifyow're/ ruyt mad/, yow're/ not paying^ atCzntion. E-mail
ActVviit ideay to t'OtU¥\da@long>MOod'.edu/.

Worst Cases of Busk or Kerrij

PAGE}

Dan Steele

Staff Writer

Many people fear a worst-

case scenario if Sen. Kerry

wins Tuesday's election, but

considering the current admin-

istration's track record, there

are just as many patriotic, red-

blooded Americans consider-

ing the same situations under a

second term for President

Bush.

What could happen if this

incumbent wins the election?

For starters, there are these

bountiful tax cuts that "stimu-

lated" the economy. Yes, I am
aware that the President does

not have absolute, direct con-

trol over economic matters,

but this country is already star-

ing down the barrel of a

roughly 500 billion dollar

deficit, our largest ever, and

with the War on Terror and

our full-blown military cam-

paigns in Afghanistan and Iraq, we

can barely afford government

spending now.

What good could it do this

country to spend more money we

don't have? Sure, there would be

that check in the mail, with that

extra $300 or so tacked on, but

sooner or later we're going to have

to pay for our troops being there;

where do you think the money for

their salaries and equipment comes

from? Donations?

Economic matters aside, let's

talk about the War on Terror. Bush

claims because he's been proven to

be tough on terrorism, the country

will be safer with his finger on the

button, rather than Kerry's. Let's

consider a possibility here: our

chief executive is one of the most

hated men in the world; now, I'm

not saying we should vote how the

rest of the world tells us to,

because that is both weak and com-

pletely idiotic, but what about his

liability? He's a much bigger target

than he was after the "official"

fighting stopped in Afghanistan,

and he sure hasn't won any popu-

larity contests outside this country

recendy, not even among allied

countries in the Iraqi War.

We could very well be attacked

simply because Bush won a second

term. Terrorists fear him, yes, but

so do free nations who have no

part in terrorist activities. Bush's

re-election could mean an open

invitation to terrorist nut-bags out

there, looking to gain support by

taking down a man, who is not

only frightening through his super-

aggressive policies, but is also the

leader of the Free World, the sym-

bol of everything right these ter-

rorist bastards believe in.

Can we afford a possible nuclear

9/11, simply because the President

wants to go in guns blazing and ask

questions after the bodies have hit

the floor?

Vs.
Bobbi Thibo

Assistant Editor

My fears are that if he is elect-

ed, John Kerry will play God.

Currendy, private institutions

fund most embryonic stem-

cell research, but Kerry wants

this type of research to be

funded by the government.

If embryonic stem-cell

research is given more provi-

sions from the government,

more of this type of research

would be possible, and even

more embryos will be pro-

duced for the sole purpose of

mutilation. He wants to make

it even easier for people to cre-

ate life for the intended pur-

pose of destroying it.

Allowing these researchers

to get the money from the

government impUes that our

country thinks so litde of

human life that they endorse

the destruction of potential

human life. I don't want to be

part of a country that has so

litde regard for the human race.

Speaking of, Kerry as president

would attempt to make partial-

birth abortion legal in all 50 states.

Currendy, abortion laws allow for

abortion within the first trimester

of pregnancy. The democratic

argument for abortion is that the

"child" is nothing but a cell in the

first 3 months of life; therefore it is

not murder.

Ok, fine, but why then is Kerry

advocating partial-birth abortion as

part of his platform? Legalizing

partial-birth abortion, which allows

abortion up to the fifth and sbcth

months of pregnancy, is defiantiy

above and beyond the 3 month

limit. Democrats define embryos as

life starting at 3 months, then

Kerry must be okay with murder.

If Kerry is elected, my other

main concern is about his "lets-

not-finish-what-we-start" side.

Kerry is so quick to say that he

would pull troops out of Iraq and

stop sending more troops without

the backing of UN, who have

made it very clear that they won't

help otherwise. Some Americans

are quick to cheer, but do we

remember 9/11?

Shortly after the attacks

President Bush stated, "you are

either with us or you are against

us," pertaining to the war on terror,

and the American people cheered

him on. Now, parts of society are

ridiculing President Bush for

exacdy what they first encouraged.

Kerry as president will just label

America as he has labeled himself

through his indecisiveness and

contradictory opinions; as incom-

petent and unable to finish what is

started. Instead of looking out for

America long-term and solving the

problem once and for all, he'd

rather jeopardize the country and

receive instant gratification.

John Kerry as president would

represent us as an America whose

citizens think they are God and a

nation ho is so incompetent that

they can't make up their minds or

finish what they start.

props and drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anVone and every-

one to submit props and drops to rotunda(d/longwood.edu

Props:

+ To election night parties.

+ To the awesome comfortable chairs in the 24 hour

study lounge in the library.

+ To Montana being the tenth state to approve use

of medicinal marijuana.

+ To key lime tarts.

PfQpg;
- To everything that's wrong with the election

process our our country.

- To the sun setting at 5 PM.
- To the new science building looking like a giant

Ikea Idt.

- To not understanding "juvenile" humor.

Speak Out
What does the faculty think the next four

years will be like after the recent election?

I'm looking for a silver lining,

ril let you Slow when I find it.

-Dr. Taylor
Assistant Professor of English

I believe that Bush will be
more cooperative with foreign

policy and more dismissive on
domestic issues.

- Dr. Cole
Assistant Professor of

Political Science

The Bush Administration
has been unfriendly to the
environment, and unsympa-

thetic to tnose without
health insurance, and I

believe they will continue to

be as such.
- Dr. Riley

Professor of Education

Dreadful. Absolutely
Dreadful.

-Dr. Kelley

Associate Professor of
Sociology and Criininai

Justice

A\] haures fy
Tanner Kekh
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BUSH cont'd p. 1

protracted 2000 contest betu-een

then Governor Bush and former

Vice President Al Gore.

Similar to Kerry's concession,

Bush's acceptance was preceded

by Vice President Dick (Iheney.

Unlike Kerry, the well rested,

satisfied, \erv gracious Mr. Bush

was joined on stage by his tami-

l^•

"We had a long night," began

Bush, "and a great night." Like

Fdwards, he acknowledged,

"voters turned out in record

numbers" and said that they

"delivered an historic victory."

Bush touched on some of the

challenges that face him in his

second term, from stabilizing

Iraq to waging the fight against

terrorism to reforming the tax

code and the Social Securit}' sys-

tem. "Reaching these goals will

require the broad support of

Americans," he said.

The overarching message of

the day was unit}', with both

Kerry and Bush calling for an

effort to bind the nadons

wounds after a year of particu-

larly virulent and hard-hitting

campaigns.

Kerry described his phone

conversadon with the President,

saying he discussed "the danger

of division in our countr)' and

the need-the desperate need for

unit}-, for finding the common
ground, coming together."

"Today 1 hope that we can

begin the healing," Kerry added.

Bush called out to Kerry sup-

porters on the theme of unit\',

saying that he needs their sup-

port in the years to come.

"Today I want to speak to

every person who voted for my
opponent, said Bush. "To make

this nation stronger and better, I

will need \'our support and I will

work to earn it. 1 ml\ do all I can

do to deserve your trust."

"VC^e have one country, one

Constitution, and one future

that binds us," he added.

According to CNN exit polls,

more women voted then men in

the election at 54% to 46%, but

that Kerry's lead with women
was slight at only 51%. A signif-

icant number of democrats also

reported having voted for Bush.

1 1 %) of those Democrats asked

said they voted for Bush while

only 6% of Republicans voted

for Kerr\'.

MILLER cont'd p. 1

best of his abilities, and he will

continue to do so even though

he has chosen to leave his posi-

tion," Moody continued.

"Jon has alw^ays been i strong

leader and he will be missed as

a member of the SCtA."

Miller has been treasurer

since Spring 2004. Although no

official decision has been made,

speculation inside SGA points

to executive senator Andy

Peterson as the likely frontrun-

ner for the position. Although

Miller did not know who would

replace him and declined to

speculate, he admitted that

Peterson would be a worthy

candidate.

"He is the one who goes to

the accounting office when I

can't," Miller said of Peterson,

adding that he is familiar with

the process and would make a

"great treasurer."

Scandals and animosity sur-

rounding the SGA's financial

practices in recent weeks have

hurt the process and added to

the largely held-though

unfounded-belief among stu-

dents that the SGA's financial

practices are arbitrary and

malicious. Problems have

ranged from the very public.

S9,500 S.E.A.L. budget short-

fall to lesser known instances

of miscommunication

between the SGA and smdent

groups.

One such instance involving

the Black Student Association

is typical of the miscommuni-

cation problems.

In an interview with The

Rotunda Miller said that, in

addition to the finance

reforms he envisions, he

would like to see the SGA as a

whole take on a more '^Jesus-

esque" approach to gover-

nance. He explained that Jesus,

the main historical and reli-

gious personage in

Christianity, "brought about

change without seeking

power."

Miller feels that implement-

ing altruistic methods similar

to those of Jesus would be

beneficial, creating a more

service-oriented SGA that

would strive more ardendy to

help everyone.

Election 2004:A Nationwide Breakdown
Same sex marriage hans pasSy Goode trounces Weec/iu Va.5th.

Compiled From StaJJ Reports Bush also took Ohio, one Representatives after winning

of the last holdouts of the close Senate races in Florida

Red vs. Blue: election, and the state many and Alaska, and elsewhere.

Unsurprisingly, Bush swept feared would become this In one of the closest con-

the Mid-Atlantic, South, year's Florida. As of press tests, Senate Minorit}' Leader

Southwest, and Midwest. He time the last of the Iowa votes Thomas A. Daschle (D), of

won his home state of Texas had yet to be counted and that South Dakota lost his seat to

by 23%), but only won state remained in the undecid- Republican John Thune, a for-

Vifginia, where Kerry had a ed category. mer House member, after a

small lead early Tuesday night hard-fought campaign in

and which had the possibiht}- Same Sex Marriage: which the two candidates

of becoming an important Ohio, Michigan and nine spent at least $26 million. It

swing state during the cam- other states approved consti- was the first election defeat

paign, by 9%). Bush also took tutional amendments that for a Senate leader of either

Florida, cite of the 2000 would ban same-sex mar- part)' in more than 50 years,

recount debacle, by 5 percent- riages, hmiting the abilit)' of and it helped increase the

those states to grant benefits GOP majority in the Senate,

afforded heterosexual cou- where Republicans added a

pies. total of four seats.

The constitutional bans,

Massachusetts by 24% and defining marriage as a union ,
The Virginia 5th:

California, with its 55 elec- of a man and a woman. Republican Incumbent

toral votes, by a margin of passed in all 1 1 states where Virgil Goode won his fifth

11%. He also won Hawaii. thev were on the ballot, state term to the United States

elections results show. The House of Representatives

The Swing States: percentage of voters support- from Virginia's fifth district

Ten states qualified as ing the amendment ranged last night by nearly 28 percent,

"swing" or batdeground from 86 percent in The fifth district begins in

states where the election was Mississippi to 62 percent in Greene Count}' and extends

projected to be very close. Of Ohio. south to the North Carolina

them. Bush won Florida, border, including Danville,

Wisconsin, Nevada and Congress: Martinsburg and Farmville.

New Mexico, and Kerry Republicans continue to Voter turnout in the 5th dis-

tonk Pennsylvania, New control congress, emerging trict rose by more than

Hampshire, Minnesota and with bigger majorities in the 100,{)()0 votes this election

Michigan. Senate and House of cycle.

age points.

Kerry also swept the

Northeast and the West coast,

winning his home state of

REACT cont'd p. 1

make sure they turn out."

Other students were upset at

the Democratic defeat. "I wish

Kerry had won," said junior Lynn

Attermeyer. "It was a very close

election. 1 wish more young peo-

ple had voted." While senior Matt

Spalding explained, "I am very

concerned about our foreign pol-

icy. I hope President Bush wakes

up and realizes that we need to

work with other countries on

issues. Otherwise, it will get

worse with the countries that hate

us already because of him and it

will be a rough four years for

America."

Kathleen Costello, a 2001

Longwood alum who spent her

summer and fall working on the

Kerry campaign in Cleveland,

Ohio, watched the concession

speech with tears in her eyes on

Wednesday. "It shocked me," she

said. "But it shows how much

votes count when it comes down

to one county like it has in

Cuyahoga."

Ca»j^ Dining - PiiviltSr ^m^m^
Catcdug

^ooe and the staff at

'Charleys wish you the b«st of

luck on upcoming prqjects for

the rest of the semsoster!

^atch out for the best in

entertainment at 'Charleys, including

9fatt and the guys of 9fozely ^se

with their rock and blues Jams on

5fovember 5th and the surfer rock

sounds of Ohms ^w on 9fovember

1 8th. %vety ^Wednesday ^Charleys

brings you Italian buffet with the

rocking accoustic jams of Tray *Eppes.

%S«p in mind that there is a student

discount with your ?D for Italian

j^ufFet. ^member that Charleys

always offers its famous Crunch from

1 1 :00 am until 2:00 pm every Sunday.

5(lso remember that ^Charieys is taking

ANNE SiMSOLI

M34} 392-1566

201 s MIS Street

PirrmriHe. Virginia 23901.

reservations for Christmas par-

ties, featuring ^^nne's homemade

desserts made especially for you!

'Look for all of this and more at

^hariejrs, celebrating ten years of

serving the *Farmville communi^!
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Ya, DUILaw Ckaiige Catckes Some Off-Guard
Sarah-Tyler Moore

Sfaff Writer

As of July 1 this year. Driving

Under the Influence (DUI)

laws in Virginia received a

facelift.

Under the new ordinances,

persons operating a vehicle

with a blood alcohol level of

.15 are to serve five days of

mandatory jail time, if the dri-

ver's blood alcohol level is .20

or higher, ten days in jail are

mandated.

For repeat offenders with

three or more DUI offenses on

their record, they are to spend

six months in jail without bail,

and. the government reserves

the right to seize their vehicle.

The most applicable change

in DUI regulations for students

is the seven-day automatic

administrative license suspen-

sion, for those under the age of

21 operating a vehicle with a

Blood Alcohol Concentration

(BAG) of .02.

No doubt, backlash from

this law will be felt on campus-

es nationwide. But how do stu-

dents really feel about the DUI
amendment? "[I]f the [BAG]

level w [as] more than .02 peo-

ple would take advantage of it.

It needs to be something we're underage.

conscious of, especially under- "(Ajnybcxly is putting their

age people," said freshman, own life at risk and others at

Melanie Trosde. risk if they are driving drunk,

Aside
from the

numerical
value our

state gov-

e r n m e n t

deems
appropriate,

the law (as

previously

mentioned)

mandates a

seven-day
suspension

of a per-

son's driver's

license.

Is this rea-

s o n ab 1 e ?

Sophomore
Stephanie
Parrish said, ^ student performs a sobriety test in front of
"If [under-

age persons are] driving while

under the influence they need

a harsher punishment."

Perhaps the punishment is

so stringent because of the

very deviant and dangerous

nature of the deviance of

DUIs, especially of those

those underage especially

because they need to take

responsibility for their actions,

they shouldn't be drinking any-

way," said Trosde.

In agreement, Ed Lynch,

columnist for The Roanoke

Times said, "To some

observers, no doubt, some ot

the new... sentences will seem

top long. However, after a

weekend in

which a

Shawsville

family lost

two of its

members to

a driver

accused of

driving
under the

i n f 1 u -

encc.it is

easier to put

long DUI
sentences in

perspec-
tive."

DUIs not

only jeop-

ardize lives,

but they

also, in a

sense, risk

freedom .

Also as of July 1, repeat

offenders are now denied the

right to refuse a breathalyzer

or other blood alcohol level

test. Should anyone stopped,

repeat offender or not, have a

right to refuse such a test?

a police officer.

Parrish said, "[Those pulled

over] need to fess up to what

they're doing. I don't think they

should have the right to refuse.

I wouldn't refuse just because it

wouldn't prove to them that I

hadn't been drinking, it's not

that much of an inconven-

ience."

Maybe refusing a BAG test is

more than a matter of conven-

ience.

Trosde said, "You do have a

right to refuse [a breathalyzer],"

however, "but you shouldn't

have anything to hide if you

haven't been drinking... it kind

of raises a question when you

refuse it. Why would you refuse

it if you haven't been drinking?"

No matter a person's stance

on treatment of underage DUI
violators, repeat offenders, or

the right to refuse a blood alco-

hol level test, driving under the

influence is indisputably dan-

gerous.

Lynch said of the new laws,

"Virginia's roads will be among

the safest in the country."

Whether revamping Virginia

DUI laws will truly make get-

ting behind the wheel signifi-

cantly safer, only time can

determine.

NATIONAL FRENCH WEEK
FAMOUS PLACES CONTEST

October 29-November 9

Win q $20 certificate to Charlie's!

Entry forms available on 3rd floor Grainger

Correctly identify 10 famous French

places and be entered into a drawing for

a $20 gift certificate from Charlie's.

One winner will be selected from all cor-

rect entries during the screening of the

French film in the Lankford Ballroom on

November 9, 7pm.

The contest is open to all members of the Longwood

University community. One entry per person.

Winner will be notified by e-mail. Contest ends 1 1-

9-03 at noon.

• • •

NOW LEASING FOR SPRINGAND FALL 05!

- Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.

- Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included expect

for telephone service.

- Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media

room, theater, tanning facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!

- Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment.

Once you're here you'll never want to leave.

208 Clark Street

Farmville, VA 23901

434.315.5566

www.longwood-village.com
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7tidaif the 5th Satutdai] the 6tk SundUy the 7tk Wadn^idaif tke 1 0th

Totally Tattoos!

12 -6 p.m.

laiicer Cafe

Movie: Raising Helen

7:30 p.m.

Lanklbrd Ballroom

Adobe Photoshop Workshop

9 a.m. - Noon

Bedford Computer Lab

25$ (LCVA & LU students) 35$

(non-members)

434.395.2206 to register

Band: Shindig

10 p.m.

Java Hut

Mondaif the 8th

Catliolic Campus

Community

8:30 p.m.

Nottoway Room

Cale Nights

Karaoke

9:30 p.m.

Lancer Cale

l^>ndon Punk Band: Caffeine

8 p.m.

Lankford Ballroom

Men's Soccer

7 p.m.

Lancer Field

Alternative Spring Break

7 p.m.

Greenv^'ood Library 147B

'Tmidaif the 9th

Interested in sending in an article for

The Rotunda^

Have it to us by 9:00 p.m. Sunday

night before the edition you'd like it in.

Protecting Your Computer

7 p.m.

Hiner 207

ISH Meeting

8 p.m.

Lankford "A" Room

J ongue in (^heelc By: Ellie Woodruff

So IWr »Jt'«. cansarma^ \W fof^

^e». .4W ^
X A\A fkoV

X

Sex
::i

M^OT-

-rrv<

rf^l

\-^

Spring Break 2005

Travel with STS, America's #1 Student Tour Operator to Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or www.ststravel.com

Space Filler bY: SARAH BARKDULL

5ee<^

M

As the holidays approach, mail volumes get higher, it takes

longer for packages to get through the system. The recom-

mended deadlines for sending mail from the United States

to all overseas military mailing addressees for the holidays

are listed below:

Priority and first-class letters/cards;

Dec. II (Dec. 6 for APO 093)

Express mail military service:

Dec. 20 (Not applicable for APO 093)

NeM >€! k nty:
\ lclSl<' < f IlK' I i!» \|l|>l<' <IIHl I it! I imiK'SS

Want to spend Spriiv; Break haviiv; fun

and learniiv; about several NVC eonipa-

nies tVom the people who work there?

Come join us on a 4 day, 3 night trip to New York City.

This unique and educational opportunity includes:

• 2 half day visits inside major corporations such as

Pricewaterhouse Coopers and Hill Holiday Connor

Cosmoupolus Advertising

• Tours of Wall Street and the NYSE, Little Italy, Chinatown,

Gi'eenwich Village and Soho

Visits the Metropolitan Museum, the Empire State Building, and

Central Park

• An evening at a Broadway show

Interested?

Join Ms. O'Connor and Dr. Sinclair for an information session:

When: 3:30 pm, Tuesday, November 9th

Where: Hiner 201

For more information contact: Ms. O'Connor, Hiner 2 1 1 B,

cxt. 2043 and/or Dr. Sinclair, Jarman 004, ext. 2384
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Tke World Has Turned and Left Me Here
Mandy Amason

Staff Writer

Dear Mandy,

I have a confession to make. I love

reading the answersyou^ve your readers

in The Rotunda. I can't waitfor the next

issue! Your advice, along with your wit,

charm, andpersonalfeedback is remark-

able! I really respect thefact thatyou tell

it like it is, or tell it as you see it! I

admire that in a person. Ifyou wouldn't

mind, I would like to share a few com-

ments and touch on some issues withyou.

Maybe you can even answer some of the

questions I have.

I know Longwood University has

gone "high tech. " I am surprised that stu-

dents don't have to hit a computer kpy to

flush the toilets! Or do they? I get really

angry to hear that students have gone to

academic advisorsfor help, only to be told

to go back to the dorm, look online, and

figure it out themselves! Why have aca-

demic advisors at all?

I would really like to know who is

sleeping on thefob when it came to hous-

ing students thisyear. I don't understand

how this mishap happened?

Longwood had to have known how

many freshman, returning students, and

transfers that were coming. It sure didn't

take a genius to add the deposit money

that was demanded to be in on a certain

date to assure student housing!

Now I know why so many students

have made comments that they will not be

next semester or ever.

It also hurts the University when it

comes to recruiting new students and

maintaining their U37position as one of

"America's Best Colleges," as stated in

the 2005 U.S. News and World Report.

Goodbye #37, hello #500!?

Your advice to the transfer student

about fitting in at Longwood was

AWTJOME! I know that student,

appreciatedyour words of wisdom, expe-

rience, and encouragement. I am sure oth-

ersfeeling the same will benefit also.

Yes, I lovefreedom of speechfust as

much as you do Mandy! It sure does

soothe the soul Keep up the good work

and don't hold back. I never have and

never will Oh, and as always, keepyour

source of information as confidential as

possible.

No, I am not a student; I'm a par-

ent who has alwaysprotected the rights of

my child and other people regardless of

the situation. You go Mandy!

Signed,

Parent who has been there, done

that, and stillgetting it done!

Dear Parent,

Holy crap, you rock! But I see

that you are going to make me

open my big mouth about some

things AGAIN! WeU, first let me

thank you, your letter is what it's

all about. Venting and hopefully,

relating to someone.

When I was younger, until the

age of 18, 1 had always wanted to

be a doctor. Then I realized that I

can save more lives by writing. I

love what I do for The Rotunda,

and I love the people that pull it

all together. Thank you so much

for the input, though there are

some things that I too wish to

comment upon.

Longwood really did screw up.

The housing does suck. But that's

common at any school you go to.

I really do feel badly for the stu-

dents that don't even have a

room. That sucks and they «iould

be refunded their money.

The advisor situation can suck

too but, you know what, I honest-

ly don't know of any other school

that has such great professors as

we do. Not only do they advise,

but they teach. They are great at

it, and they really make you feel

like you are wanted here.

How the hell Longwood got

#37, 1 have no clue but I push for

a recount. Longwood is by far one

of the crappiest schools when it

comes to student life and offer-

ings. Farm Vegas, as wonderful as

it is, is not much. The failed

attempts of the school to do more

for its students have turned into a

disaster.

We all need to hear the truth

sometimes and if you don't like it,

don't read it. That's your right. 1

just write it. Some don't like my

opinion and that's fine, under-

standable, but fine.

This is me.

1 carry the cross so some of you

don't have to. I have always fought

the good fight for the right thing

and the right reasons. That comes

with maturity and appreciation of

Ufe.

Yeah, you can talk all kinds of

crap about me, but ask me if I

care. Nope. In the end, when it

comes down to it, I fought the

good fight and walked away a bet-

ter person. I think it's time some

of us re-evaluate life and what it's

worth.

I have to have faith that there

are people in this world that are

good. Not only do I have faith in

it, but I experience them everyday.

Longwood is not at that level

that is diverse and accepting, and I

honesdy don't think it will ever be.

But I will be wrong if I didn't

affect this place the best I can

when I can. You should do the
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Review.
Sarah Barkdull

Asst. Style Editor

: The Skin oiOur Teeth

same.

Until next time, boys and girls,

Mandy Amason

Ifyou would like to write to Mandy

for some advice, please email the Rotunda

at rotundc^.lonmood.com and in the

subject as ADVICE COLUMN
QUESTION Thanks!

COLLEGE 101

Last week the drama depart-

ment put on an astounding

play, "The Skin of Our
Teeth," written by Thornton

WUder.

The Longwood cast modi-

fied the play slighdy to fit the

current political issues facing

the public today.

The three acts, "the Ice

Age," "the Flood," and

"World War III," were sepa-

rated by short intermissions

of moving minor pieces of

the set around, though most

of the props were stationary

in the background.

Center stage sat Leon

Trotsky, reading a copy of the

book 1984, by George Orwell.

He was a represention of

where mankind is right now
and the rebellious aspects of

the human nature.

"Trapped" inside a trans-

By Matt Ruedinger

^
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parent box stage-left were a

representation of Adam and

Eve; innocent and non-inter-

acting with the other members

of the play.

The "box" containing Adam
and Eve represented the flaw-

lessness and innocence human
beings once had.

The main characters of the

play, the Antrobus family were

meant to symbolize the current

state of human kind.

Through each act, the family

is faced with difficult obstacles

and find themselves in

immense predicaments; they

always seem to get out of the

problem by "the skin of their

teeth."

At different parts of the

play, select characters came

"out of character" and started

to explain things or made com-

ments to the audience.

Aubrie Therrien (Sabina)

was the most frequent to

address the audience in this

informal way, however, near

the end of the performance,

more of the cast broke charac-

ter and made the play casual

but no less solemn.

This was to create the effect

of a dress rehearsal, as well as

the audience seating on the

stage as opposed to setting in

the normal auditorium space.

Although the play may have

seemed to be confusing and

offensive to some, others

thought the play was very well

put together and displayed

great symbolism.
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NumlDer of Identity Tlieft Cases Growing
Michelle Kesscl

(• Hot

(U-V('1RK) WASHINGTON -

Kari Hirsh, a junior ar the

(icorgc Washington Lniversin

from (jrcat Neck, N.^'., said she

has learned to always rip up her

shopping receipts.

Recently, Hirsh received a

phone call from her bank about

charges on a credit card totaling

nearly $800. •

But Hirsh said she did not

make these charges, nor was her

actual credit card stolen. "I real-

ly have no idea what happened,"

she said. "I just got a call from a

bank one day and found out that

someone stole my identity and

used it to apply for a credit card

and then charged things under

my name."

Hirsh wrote a letter to the

credit card fraud department

and was not held accountable

for the purchases made using

her name. "I've heard about

these things but I never

thought it could actually hap-

pen to me," she said.

Identity theft, according to

the Office of Inspector

(xeneral, occurs when someone

uses someone else's personal

identifying information with-

out any knowledge or permis-

sion.

The informadon can be used

to obtain credit cards, wireless

phones and services, loans and

mortgages, jobs and to commit

fraudulent and criminal acts

leaving the naive victim respon-

sible.

Analysts say the growth of

the Internet and digital finance,

expanding consumer credit

worldwide, varying law

enforcement on the local and

federal levels and the changing

regulations governing the cred-

it industry are factors which

have helped identity theft

become a an easier crime to

commit.

In 1998, (>»ngrcss made iden-

xm thett a federal crime prompt-

ing the Federal Trade

C>)mmission tf) setup a victim

assistance center one year later.

According to a recent survey

by the Federal Trade

Commission, more than 10 mil-

lion Americans, including

500,000 young adults, were vic-

tims of identit)' theft compared

to a half a million in 2002.

Experts said they think the

increase in the amount of identi-

t}' theft victims to continue.

From 2002 to 2003, crime

rates for identit)' theft and fraud

targeting college students

increased more than 80 percent

than that of the general popula-

tion.

Nearly 90 percent of identit}^

theft and fraud cases at universi-

ties occur unbeknownst to the

victim for several months or

The

Junior

Class
would like to

recognize the

following:

SAFE
(for Take

Back the

Night); and

Chief Lowe

(for the

advocacy

ofLU

students)

Lengua y Cultura en Toledo, Espaiia

Junel8-July2,2O05

Stay in a medieval castle in Toledo, the ancient capital ofSpain,

while becoming proficient in Spanish and immersing yourself in

a culture rich in history, art and romance.

3 credits

Choose one: Spanish 201, 202 or 302

This program satisfies Goal 9 (as an "approved international experi-

ence"). Goal 10, Goal 12 (302), BA Humanities requirement, Spanish

major/minor elective.

(It can only satisfy ONE ofthose-you choose!)

$1.750 Includes:

Round-trip Airfare

Lodging in a medieval castle (2 meals per day)

Excursions and tours

Classes and activities

Tuition is not included in the above cost

In-state tuitionfor 3 credits is $515.91

Out-of-state tuitionfor 3 credits is $1,327.92

$400 deposit due November 30, 2004

For more information, see Professors Laura S4nchez and Lily Goetz

sanchezl@longwood.edu / goetzla@longwood.edu

Grainger 3 12 and 308 / phone 2995 or 2 1 58 or visit:

http://\mw.longWQod.edu/modemlanguages/Toledo.htm

vears in some cases.

(.ollc'gc students are easv tar-

yets tor identitx thett according

to the Identity Theft Resource

Center, a non-profit group

which helps victims, con-

sumers, legislators, the media

and law enforcement officials

understand the crime and com-

municate about it.

The ITRC said students may

not monitor their credit card

bills closely to verify- expenses

and purchases, which can allow

the criminals to go undetected

for a long time. In addition to

credit card bills, college stu-

dents are concerned about

thieves getting a hold of social

security numbers.

Many use their social security

numbers on their drivers*

licenses. Almost half of all col-

lege students have had grades

posted by social security num-

bers, according to the Office of

Inspector General. "Within the

university, identity theft preven-

tion is at best a 'porous' filter

based entirely on chance and

good wiU," said die ITRC's Web
site. "Far too many persons,

including other students, have

access to personal data file,

therefore continuously tempt-

ing nefarious persons to exe-

cute an identity theft on an

unsuspecting student."

Many colleges and universi-

ties use students' social securitv'

numbers as identification num-

bers because it is easier and less

costly than giving people ran-

domly generated numbers. "It's

a lot easier to match all of the

different parts of an applica-

tion file to a number rather

than a name, especially more

generic ones," said Victoria

Millet, a freshman admissions

counselor at University of

Houston. "We don't force peo-

ple to supply their social securi-

ty numbers, but it makes the

matching process easier for

everybody."

Millet said that while most

students provide their social

security numbers willingly, oth-

ers are more hesitant in fear of

identity theft.

While University of Houston

has never had a problem with

identity theft. Millet said they

shred all papers as a precaution-

arv to thwart possible thefts.

Michael Oster, a high school

senior in Brookline, Mass., said

he is concerned about identic-

theft, especially now that he is

applying to colleges. "At first, I

felt reservations about giving

out my social security number to

the College Board and various

colleges," Oster said. "However,

what scares me more than iden-

tity' theft is a college mixing up

my application because I did not

give enough identifying infor-

mation. I guess if I'm going to

trust a college with my educa-

tion, I should be able to trust it

with my social security number."

Oster also said that he elected

to have a randomly generated

number on his driver's license

instead of his social security

number.

Tom Lekan, head of security

for KeyCorp, one of the

nation's largest bank-based

financial services, says in a com-

pany press release that buying a

paper shredder, to shred finan-

cial information, and unsolicited

credit card offers, which bom-

bard students, is one way they

can protect themselves.

Additionall}', Lekan recom-

mends students take extra cau-

tion in not leaving checkbooks,

credit cards or mail lying around

dorms or shared living spaces

and making sure to carefully

read over all credit card and

bank statements.

Students should onlv order

merchandise online through

secure Web sites and make sure

that they install and update virus

protection programs on person-

al computers.

Students should also never

carry more than a single credit

card for planned purchases and

only a few checks, not a full

checkbook, with only initials

printed on them instead of full

names.

Lekan also said students

should make two copies of per-

sonal information cards that

may contain social security num-

bers, like student ID's, drivers'

licenses and health insurance

cards, and leaving one at home
and bringing the other to

school.
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Scam Registers College Voters as Republican
DanieUa Cheslow

V-W'tre

(Li-WIRE) EVANSTON, lU. -

In September, Jennifer Fugo, a

student at Montgomery Count)

Community College in

Pennsylvania, signed what she

thought was a petition to legal-

ize medical marijuana.

The young man collecting

signatures asked her to fill a

voter registration card to verify

her identity.

But in mid-October, Fugo,

24, received a Republican voter

registration card.

"It's disturbing that there are

people in the area who would

try to tamper with votes," said

Fugo, a continuing education

student studying design.

Days later the Office of

Student Affairs at the college

sent an e-mail to the college

community, encouraging stu-

dents to report similar inci-

dents to the Office of Public

Safety.

The scam at the college has

been repeated on several other

campuses in Pennsylvania and

Florida, according to the

Associated Press and recent

articles in Pennsylvania and

Florida newspapers.

No cases of registration

fraud have been reported at

Northwestern, according to

College Democrats and

Republicans representatives.

Erik Strobl, 20, a student at

the Indiana University of

Pennsylvania, also signed

a medicinal marijuana

petition and was regis-

tered as a Republican.

He called the Indiana

County Courthouse,

wrote letters to his stu-

dent newspaper and con-

tacted prominent

Democrats in

Pennsylvania, he said.

Registered
Republicans can vote

Democrat, but the scam

nonetheless is infuriating

students in the battle-

ground state of

Penns)lvania.

According to Adam

Gattuso, executive director of

Montgomery County

Republicans, registering voters

in Pennsylvania is easy.

"You could come in (my

office) and grab a thousand reg-

istration cards," he said.

"Anyone can register anyone."

Before collecting voter infor-

mation, registrars in Cook

Count)' must participate in a

training session.

"Some of the people who arrived in mid-October, Fugo

signed the petition probably of Montgomery College was

weren't registered to vote, so

getting them registered is a

good thing," said College

Republicans Vice President

not able to re-register as a

Democrat, she said.

"I may just change to be an

Independent," she said. "I help

Ben Snyder, a Weinberg junior, out the Democratic party and I

"It seems really bizarre to me support their cause, but this

because changing what part)' whole system is disappointing,

someone is has no bearing on When you manipulate one

the election." vote, you destroy confidence in

Because her registration card the whole system."

Where can you get

freshly baked

breads &
pastries

freshly made

sandwiches

imported

cheeses

EVEBYDAi^

at

^we Bake^

218R Main St

Farmville

434395.1011

Need kelp witk ijoiir classes?

Have you triea tutoring?

Ckeck out tke Acadiemic Support Center (ASC)Web site iot FREE tutoring kours anci location^

Need kelp witk a paper?

Is it on topic and appropriate?

Come to tke Writing LaL in tke Library and work witk a Writing Consultant!!

Memories ol tke Rotunda ^ Sponsored by Alumni Relations

This memory is from Larry Robertson, Director of Residential

and Commuter Life, wtio is an alumnus of Longwood.

My most vivid memory of the Rotunda is actually one of the saddest, though. I

was living in Blacksburg and was paying very little attention to whatever show

was on the television. Then all of a sudden I heard the words, "Longwood

College's historic Rotunda is on fire." I remember sitting there shocked and

debated about getting in the car and making the three hour trip to Farmville to

see what I could do. Over the next twenty-four hours, many of my Longwood

friends called and emailed to make sure that I had heard the report and to

process how we were all feeling. It was truly like losing a close member of the

family. Ironically, I heard from people that I had not heard from in years. For the

first time in a long time, I truly remembered what it was like to be part of the

Longwood family. Losing the Ruffners and the Rotunda had brought us back

together. It also reminded us how important it was to continue playing a role in

our alma mater. I know that I will never forget the value of this lesson, and I

doubt that many of my friends will either. The Ruffners and the Rotunda are the

heart of Longwood, and I cannot wait to see them again on April 23, 2005.

Wkat will your memonj be?
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Men s Rugmj Wins First Ckampionskip
Kyle Martin

SUiiJ W'nitr

\ -.\^\ Saturday the men's rui:1-»\

uh LMincd sonicthinL' that had

.udcd thum during their 25-vcar

istorv: a championship, (dub

^rcskient Patrick Gorham was

-jrpnscd with the outcome of

the match-up. "Honestly, we

Were in a rebuilding year and

we've had a lot of players hurt,"

( iorham said.

The team faced off in the

Virginia Division III champi-

onship game against The Tribe of

William and Mary (W & M) at

Dorey Park in Richmond. The

club looked to rebound since

their loss against the University of

Richmond on October 7.

In the first half, the Longwood

club gained early momentum
when junior outside center Aaron

Cothern scored a try six minutes

and fifteen seconds into the con-

test. He scored on a blocked W
& M kick to give Longwood a 5-

lead. The Tribe quickly

answered the men's club by scor-

ing nine minute mark

nic 5-5. Although

in^ . uroxc deep into Longwood

tLTitorv tor most ot the tir^t

halt", the club's defense held \X cSc

M scoreless for the rest ot the

game.

The men's team broke the

game open late in the first half

with a break-away play by junior

wing Juan Romero. "I saw

Aaron (Cothern), and passed the

ball to Aaron and he broke away

for a few seconds. He got tack-

led and pop-passed the ball to

me. I got a break-awav, but I was

caught from behind and dove in

[the try zone] with their player on

my back," Romero said.

Romero's try put the men's club

ahead 10-5 at the end of the first

half.

Cothern recognized ball con-

trol as a key factor in the cham-

pionship game. "We were get-

ting the ball out [of the ruck],

moving the ball well, [and] work-

ing the ball well," Cothern said.

/Vlthough leading, the men's

rugbv club fought hard to

increase their lead \n rhe second

. halt". 1'he Tribe ot* \\ iliiam and

Marv droxe against Longwood

otten in the second half, but tight

defensive play prevented \X' & M
from scoring and created offen-

sive opportunities. Senior out-

side center Eric Dodd scored a

try in the thirtieth minute on a

great defensive play by senior

Will Brown.

"It just started from the other

team running, [towards the try

zone] and I had to stop them. I

tackled the [player] and he fum-

bled the ball into my hands and I

had no space. I looked over my
right shoulder to Eric Dodd and

I pitched [the ball] to him and he

had the open field and took off

uncontested the rest of the way,"

second-row player Brown

explained.

The men's team finished

strong with sophomore flanker

Jordan Boze scoring a try as time

expired. Longwood tacked on

the only conversion kick of the

Mens Basketball Readij For Las Vegas Classic
sports Information

The schedule has been

announced for the 2004 Las

X'egas Holiday Classic men's bas-

ketball tournament, and

f.ongwood University will face

tour NCAA Division I

Tournament teams during a nine-

dav stretch December 23-31.

The Lancers will play on the road

at Northern Iowa (Dec. 23) and

at Illinois (Dec. 27) before play-

ing Cincinnati (Dec. 30) and

Valparaiso (Dec. 31) in Las Vegas.

In addition to each opponent

advancing to last year's NCAA
Tournament, Illinois has already

been ranked #5 in this year's pre-

season USA TODAY/ESPN
Top 25 PoU.

"Playing in a prestigious tour-

nament like the Las Vegas

Holiday Classic, against such a

nationally recognizable field, is a

great opportunity for everyone

involved with the Longwood bas-

ketball program," said second-

year head coach Mike Gillian.

"For a nine-day period, we are

going to face four consecutive

opponents that are just about as

tough a stretch as anyone in the

country will play during the

upcoming season. These teams

represent success in today's

world of college basketball.

C'ompeting with them is an ideal

n ,!" tor us to measure where we

n . .IS we continue our reclassifi

c iion to Division I status, and

iiere we want to be as we

embark on the journey to

liecome a successful Division I

program."

Longwood will play at the

L niversity of Northern Iowa in

Cedar Falls, Iowa on December

23 at 8:05 p.m. (ET). The

Missouri Valley Conference's

Panthers under head coach Greg

McDermott were 21-10 last sea-

son and return three starters

from a year ago. UNI lost 65-60

to eventual national runners-up

Georgia Tech in the first-round

of last year's Big Dance.

Longwood will play at the

University of Illinois in Urbana-

Champaign, Illinois on

December 27 at 8 p.m. (ET).

The Big Ten Conference's regu-

lar-season Champion Fighting

lUini under head coach Bruce

Weber were 26-7 last season and

return all five starters from a year

ago. Illinois lost 72-62 to Duke in

the Regional Semifinals of last

year's tournament.

Longwood will play the

University of Cincinnati in Las

Vegas, Nevada at the Valley

Athletic Complex on December

30 at 9:30 p.m. (ET). The

Conference USA's Bearcats

underhead coach Bob Huggins

were 25-7 last season and return

three starters from a year ago.

UC lost 92-68 to Illinois in the

second-round of last year's

national tournament. The game

against Cincinnati will also be

broadcast on TV by FOX Sports

Ohio and FOX Sports Chicago.

Longwood will play Valparaiso

University in Las Vegas at the

Valley Athletic Complex on

December 31 at 2 p.m. (ET).

The Mid-Continent Conference's

Crusaders under veteran head

coach Homer Drew were 18-13

last season and return three

starters from a year ago. Valpo

lost 76-49 to Gonzaga in the 1st

round of last year's tournament.

The Lancers return three

starters from last season: sopho-

mores Michael Jefferson from

Chesterfield, Maurice Sumter

from Alexandria, and Husein

Pistoljevic from Richland, Wash,

Jefferson led Longwood in scor-

ing a year ago with his 15.1

game and out^cned W & .\I 12-

in the second half for a 22-5

victory.

Team captain Matthew

(aillerton understands the traits

for a championship team. "[It

takes] talent and, judging from

where we were last year, our

knowledge of the game. This

time last year we didn't have

many veterans, but now we've

got a more experienced squad,"

CuUerton said.

He also recognizes a certain

intangible as vital to success in

the sport of rugby. "Heart is

about 80% of tliis game. There

were so many points in the game

where they had us pinned on our

goal-line, but we nev^er gave up,"

Cullerton said.

Other players share this senti-

ment as well. "Everyone on this

team gave lOOyo. It all came

from heart," Romero said.

The win improves

Longwood's overall record to 4-1

on the season. Longwood will

represent the Virginia Division

QUICK HITS

Records:

Men's Soccer

Field Hockey

H

1 -15

7-10

ome vjames:

Saturday
Men's Soccer Senior

Game vs. Mercer@ 7 pm

Players ol

tkeWeek
Men's Soccer
Matt VanOekel, 6

saves

Field Hockey
Alexis Ramey, 2

goals

III in the Ed and Sandy Lee Cup

this weekend in Richmond. Will

Brown said, "It's huge... next

weekend is about respect because

we're a lower division team, but

that doesn't mean we're any less

talented than higher division

teams."

Longwood Lancers look to improve on their less than stellar

record last season. The young team season starts Nov. 19th

points, adding 5.3 rebounds.

Sumter led LU in rebounding

with his 5.4 rebounds, adding

11.1 points. Pistoljevic led the

team in diree-point field goals

with 65 and averaged 10.5 points.

Longwood will open the 2004-

05 campaign November 19-20 in

New York City with its participa-

tion in a tournament hosted by

the Ivy League's Columbia

University. The Lancers open

against Columbia on Nov. 19 at 7

p.m., and will play either

Morehead State or Mount St.

Mary's on Nov. 20. Longwood

will host Big South Conference

member Radford University for

its home opener November 23 at

7 p.m. in Willett Hall.

Weeklij Trivia

Wkckijeardiditke

Men's Basketball

team post its best

recordi ever of28

winsand3 losses?

Last Week*s Answer:

Babe Ruth

If you Avould like to submit a trivia

question .send an email to

rotunda@longwwod.edu subject

"Trivia" with your question, answer

and name(if desired).
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NFL Report:

Week Eigkt
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editior

A couple of long standing streaks

in the NFL were broken this

week. The first involves a matter

that encompasses all Americans,

not just those Americans who fol-

low football. The Redskins have a

history of deciding how

Presidential elections are decided

depending on how they perform

the week before. If they win, the

incumbent wins, if they lose the

incumbent loses. So John Kerry

and George Bush may have been

paying close attention as Green

Bay defeated Washington.

However Bush's victory Tuesdav

has put an end to this long stand-

ing connection between football

and politics

The Patriots saw a much more

persona] streak of their own

come to a conclusion this week,

their consecutive win streak.

After a loss to the surprisingly

dominating Steelers their streak is

concluded at 21 consecutive

games including play-offs and 1 8 victory by throwing three touch

regular season games. downs and running for yet

The theme of the week was another,

blowouts as eleven of the four- With their loss to the Falcons

teen games this week were won and a Chargers victory, the

by ten or more points. The Jets Broncos no longer find them-

made their contribution to this selves in sole possession of their

trend as their running backs division. Also moving into a

helped them devastate the position to challenge for the lead

Dolphins. Seatde's defeat of the in the AFC West are the Chiefs,

Panthers appeared closer than it whose latest win against the

actually was as Carolina scored a Colts is their second consecutive

wasted touchdown in the closing unbelievable offensive perform-

minutes of the game. An ounce ances.

of excitement was found as the Player of the Week: Phillip

Titans batded die Bengals and Rivers starting chances are fading

eventually came out triumphant, faster than the Raiders did

Sports PAGE 11

STUDENT-ATHLETEPROHLES
Player Profile: Catherine Dunn,

Women's Basketball, Senior

(4th yr.)

Hometown: Alexandria, VA

Why do you play basketball?

-That's just where my heart is.

I love the game, the team cama-

raderie, the intensity, and the

corripetitive level. My dad

played for a long time, and he

coached me when I was litde,

so that was my biggest influ-

ence.

Recall your best moment
playing here?

-Last year when we played

High Point Univesity, a

Divisir)n I school, we beat them

on their home court. It was a

big accomplishment because

we are an independent school.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-My teammates, the friends I

have made here, and my class.

What goals do you have?

-My goals are to have a strong

senior

season,

for the

team to

be suc-

cessful,

to grad-

u a t e

with my

degree

in biolo

gy, and

attend

medical school.

Who is your

and why?

-Right now, Michael Phelps

because he's 19 and he's been to

the Olympics twice and he's

already won gold medals. He's a

good role model and he repre-

sents our country well

What makes you unique?

Player

Men's

Profile: Maurice Sumter, and
Basketball, Sophomore why?

favorite athlete

(2nd yr.)

Hometown: Alexandria, VA

Why do you play basketball?

-It's just something I grew up

doing. My older sister played. I

became good at it so 1 continued

playing.

Recall your best moment play-

ing here?

-Last year when 1 scored 29

points against Northern anything with the basketball. His

Colorado in the Florida Gulf style of play was so different

Coast Tournament in front of my from everyone else's when he

nephews. played.

What do you like most about What makes you unique?

Longwood? I've made it this far. I've been

-The environment, because it is through a lot in my life and have

nice and calm. I grew up in a big overcome adversity, including

city, so I can relax here. The peo- having my friends sell drugs. 1

pie are great.

My father is a third-degree black- What goals do you have?

belt in martial arts, so I grew up -I want to have a great career in

studying tae-kwon-do and now basketball as well as get my
I'm a kickboxing instructor. degree in business accounting.

Who is your favorite athlete

still keep a smile on my face.

After every time 1 could have

slipped up, 1 still made it.

Athlete Profiles by

Kyle Martin

Tiki Barber and Willis McGahee

faired well each scoring two

touchdowns as their teams, the

Giants and Bills, respectively,

defeated the Vikings and

against the Chargers and Drew

Brees who completed 88% of

his passes, five of which were for

touchdowns.

Game of the Week: Being one

Cardinals. The Jaguars could not of two games that was decided

find anyone to run the ball, thus by less than seven points, the

they were defeated by the Texans. Eagles victory over the Ravens

Vinny Testaverde appeared was all about Terrell Owens and

able to defeat the Lions by him- Ray Lewis, and neither disap-

self as he lead the Cowboys to pointed.

LANCERBASKETBALL
ONWMLU913FM

STARTSNOVEMBER IQtk

Tickets Available

for Longwood vs.

IiSC Game
sports Information

Longwood University Director of

Athletics Rick Mazzuto has

announced plans for the sale of

the institution's 500 allotted tick-

ets to the Longwood at

Hampden-Sydney basketball

game scheduled for November 29

at Hampden-Sydney College.

The ticket for both Longwood

students and the general public

become available Monday,

November 1, at the Athletics

Office Complex #2 (middle

mobile unit behind the

Longwood Library), at 10 a.m..

Ticket prices are $5, and sales

will continue daily Monday

through Friday from 10 a.m. until

4 p.m. through November 19 as

tickets remain available.

Longwood University basketball

season tickets will also be avail-

able for purchase at the following

prices: Adult (general public) $40;

Longwood Faculty/Staff $25;

Youth (ages 18-under) $15; and

Family (2 adult, 2 youth) $80.

For more information, please

call 434.395.2057.

Midterm estimates not what you'd

hoped for?

Try FREE Tutoring!!

Bring your book and brain and we can help.

Tutoring provided by the Academic Support Center

MATH LAB I

Math 121-Tucsdays and Thursdays-7-8 pm-Librar\' Rm 154

Math 131-Mondays and Wednestlays-7-8 pm-library Rm 154

Math 171-MoiKiays and Wednesdays-7-8 pm-Libraiy Rni 153

Math 181-Tucsdays and niursdays-7-8 pm-library Rm 154

MATH LAB 2

Malh 164 -Mondays and Thursd4ys-7-8pm-ASC

Math 261-Tuesdays and Thursdays-7-8 pm-ASC Rm 143

Math 262-Tuesdays and TTiursdays^-g pm-ASC Rm 143

Math 3()l.By Request

MATH LAB 3

Math 309-Tucsdays and 'niursdays-7.9 frnv-ASC

Math SlO-Tuesdays and Thursdays-7-9 pm-ASC

Math 313-Tuesdays and Thursdays-7.9 |Mn-ASC

FRENCH LABS
Prench 101-Moiidays and Wedncsdays-7-8 pm-ASC

French 102.MotKiays, Tuesdays, aiid Wed-8-9 pm-ASC

French 201-Mondays. Tuesdays, and Wed.7-8 pm-ASC

French 202-Mondays suid Wedncsdays-^9 pnvASC

SPANISH LABS
Spanish 101-M<Midays and niursdays-7-8 pm-lilwary Rm I47A

Spanish 102-Mondays and Thursdays-8-9 pm-library Rm 147A

Spanish 201-Mondays and Wednesdays-7*8 pm-ybniry Rm 147A

Spanish 202-Tuc5days andWedoesdays-7-8 pm-libraiy Rm 147A

GERMAN LABS
German lOl-Mondays and Wednesdays-7-8 pnj-ASC Rm 143

Gennan 102-Mondays and Wedncsdays-8-9 pm-ASC Rm 143

Gemian 201-Tucsdays and Thursdays.7.8 pin-ASC Rm 143

Gemian 202-Tuesdays and Thursdays4-9 pm-ASC Rm 143
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It's time to ae

SIGN YOUR LEASE Sunchase Apartments

* Sign a lease with no won-ies! Ifyou are not granted
permission to move off-campus in the spring, your
lease will be voided. Please ask about the detlils.
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I
fhe fimancial bireakdoiEttrn

{^^^^
Barochure «vlth the fioorplaa,.and snore!

Tafce tbls iioiiie oveif tlte liolldairs i&w we cammail
it iliifectly to youif parents) and go ovei- it witte

|
them. Hsk us Itow you can save $25 lA^itli tlie I

"Pairent Pale!" I

Sunchase Apartments
501 Sunchase Boulevard ,,- -%^

Farmville, VA 23901 ,

-'''

434-392-7440 -,-....,>'''

Check out our website! www.sunchase-l<

V t,"

AIM Screen Name: SunchaseBuzz EHO
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Longwood Prolessor

Hardin Named

FullDrigkt Sckolar
Kent Booty

Office of Public Relations

S. Hardin, assistant

of geography at

Dr. David

professor

Longwood University, has been

awarded a Fulbright Scholar grant

to conduct four months of

research in the Republic of

Croatia in 2005.

Dr. Hardin will conduct

research on the causes, conduct

and outcomes of the 1991-95

Homeland War in Croatia's

Western Slavonia, which lies

between Bosnia and Hungary in

northern Croatia. This is part of

his ongoing study of the ethnic

Serb community's disastrous

attempt after the fall of

Yugoslavia to forge a "Greater

Serbia" by driving Croats out of

Western Slavonia and other Serb-

dominated areas of Croatia

Student Voting

Rises Across tlie

Nation and at

Longwood

Janet Jones

Copy Editor

Despite which ever candidate

won the election, the good news

is that this year the vote was up,

especially for students. According

to statistics from Virginia21, a

Richmond-based organization

that promotes voting and political

awareness among young voters,

turnout in this lucrative though

often underrepresented demo-

graphic jumped 12% from the

last presidential election.

Almost 60,000 more young

voters went to the polls in 2004

than during the pre\aous election

four years ago. This number

crosses the half-million mark for

the first time in history

Even here at Ix)ngwood, stu-

dents were making an effort to

known as the

Serb Krajina.

As a result of

blitz campaigns

by Croatian

government
forces in May

and August of

2004, two-

thirds of the

Serb popula-

tion fled from Professor Hardin, in front of a map of

Western Croatia, will conductfour months of research

Slavonia and ^^ *** Republic of Croatia in 2005.

the Serb Krajina, and Croats tion of housing, damaged infra-

from other regions were resettied structure, mine contamination

in their place.

Dr. Hardin's specific interests

include the processes and pat-

terns of ethnic cleansing that

engulfed both the Croat and Serb

populations in the region during

the conflict, the barriers to the

Serbs' return (such as the destruc-

and legal impediments), and the

conversion of the Serb cultural

landscape into a Croat one in the

decade since the war ended.

See FULBRIGHT p. 4

Student voting rose by 12%from the 2000 election, a jump of
Photo hy Sttfi^n Haas

over the

60,000 votes

ensure that their peers' voices

were heard. Since mid-

September, members of the

Student Government Association

(SGA) have set up tables in the

dining hall, encouraging students

to register to vote.

Steven Jones, Vice President of emphasis on this election was, "to

SGA, heralded the efforts of make sure people know that we
SGA to raise awareness as a huge are an instrument of change."

success. "The youth vote can greatly

Although not a student during affect the results," added Jones,

the 2000 elections, Jones "and if we don't speak up then

remarked that this year was a

See VOTING p. 1

marked improvements

last election.

Though the SGA has been

active during election years past,

the aggressive levels reached this

year was relatively new. Jones said

the motivation for putting such

Support Grows for New College'

Proposed institution to be built in Martinsville

Shawn Garrett

News Editor

A non-profit organization

called The Harvest Foundation

Longwood University might have has committed to a matching pro-

a new competitor for Central and gram of $50 million should the

Southside Virginia highschoolers state move forward on the pro-

by as early as 2006 if certain posal. The foundation was created

Martinsville residents and busi- in 2002, thanks in large part to the

ness leaders get their way $150 million sale of sale of

In a series of three town-hall Memorial Hospital of

like hearings held late last month, Martinsville and Henry County,

supporters of a new, four year A proposed timeline shows the

residential college to be built in first of the faculty being hired as

the Martinsville-Henry Count)' soon as this January and the first

area implored officials from the graduating class by 2009. Hailed

State Council of Higher as revolutionary, the college

Education of Virginia (SCHEV) would offer 28 month (rather

to make their dream a realit}'. than the average 36), 1 20 credit

The council will issue a limited degrees specifically tailored to the

report on the feasibility' and need kind of real, applicable knowl-

of a New College of Virginia, as edge that would match with the

it is being called, by January 12th. specific needs of the industry.

The second of the two-hour Also, it would be free,

hearings was held at Patrick According to the outlining docu-

Henry Community College. ment of the New College posted

Several hundred listened as on the SCHEV website "Tuition,

representatives from local school room, and board for New College

boards, the Henry County Board students will be cost-free through

of Supervisors and the endowment scholarships from the

Martinsville City Council argued Martinsville-based Harvest

in favor of the proposition, not- Foundation, corporate and gov-

ing that all the boards have ernment grants, and support from

passed similar resolutions in the Commonwealth of Virginia."

favor of the project. The compressed time-to-com-

The notion of a new college pletion for an undergraduate

has been around since 1999, but degree and the limited course

has regained momentum this offerings are also meant to reduce

year after Lt. Governor Tim costs on the state.

Kaine said that he would push Not everyone is pleased with

for legislation supporting a new the proposal, however,

college in Southside Virginia last I.x)ngwood has made a counter

January. proposal that would entail a part-

Martinsville-Henry Count)' nership between Longwood, Old

officials are openly lobbying for Dominion University and Patrick

the new institution as an eco- Henry Community College,

nomic boost for the region. Hurt Longwood officials say the more

by the steady, decades-long traditional approach would reduce

decline of manufacturing and costs on the state by half, and pro-

textile industries in the state, vide an already accredited, estab-

much of rural Virginia faces not lished system for granting full

only extreme levels of unem- bachelor's degrees,

ployment, but a migration of But many in the region are still

young people and those with

more technology-focused skills

out of the area.

The New College, local offi-

in favor of a brand new school.

I've looked into the faces of

children whose parents lost their

jobs," said Susan Aaron of

cials are certain, would raise not Martinsville, a former Pittsylvania

only the profile of the area but County schoolteacher according

bring in much-needed jobs to the to The VJchmond Times-Dispatch.

area. "We need the university here."
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rom tke Editor: In WticliWe Go Back to tke Graveyard
After an

unsuccessful

Sunday
night, things

were looking

down for

Longwood's

resident grave hunters (also

known as The Rotunda editorial

board). But I've always been

taught that a good journalist

never gives up, so going back was

the only viable option.

Monday night proves scarv.

The thrill of Halloween is gone.

The air is cold. The lights darker.

There are bats (which I've never

had any experience with, outside

of the zoo).

We've decided to take the

Cliffs Notes way this dme, com-

missioning an archeology student

to make us a map. Map indeed.

More like four boxes with a circle

in one of them. Granted,

Westview is not Arlington

National Cemetery, but it is still

big enough that a circle isn't real-

ly going to help.

We look amway, just three of

us this time, holding hands, our

eyes darting in all directions.

Laura holds onto plastic

wrapped Oriental Lilies (the

selection at Kroger earlier in the

night wasn't exacdy the best).

This is absolutely ridiculous; all

we're finding is exacdy what we

had found the night before.

Do you know what the next

logical step is? Because I sure

didn't.

The next logical step, when

)ou can't find a grave, is to stalk

the person who made you the

map.

()f course.

You might note that we only

know the name of the street

Will lives on and what kind of

car he drives. It's dark outside;

it's a dark car. Needless to sa)-,

we fail again.

We go back home, where we

find the bo\s headed in the

direction of our street. "Meet us

at the house!" we yell, and they

race the car.

"We're going back to the

graveyard!" we announce.

They look at us like we're

nuts, which, cleariy, we are. But

TheR
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that doesn't stop them from join-

ing us in the car after we acquire

Will's cell phone number.

Because when you can't get a

person to draw you a decent map,

and you can't find his house to

take him with you, the next best

thing is to keep him on the phone

to get specific directions as you go

grave by grave.

Even with the Cliffs Notes,

we're still horrible failures. This is

taking forever, and it's getting late.

All the scariness of earlier in the

night has multiplied. I'm frustrat-

ed, bored, scared, and cold.

And then we find it.

"Ladies and gentlemen,"

Stephanie says with her best televi-

sion announcer voice, "welcome to

the Longwood Ghetto. COur host

Will could not be with us today,

but I give you the grave of the one

and otlly Leola Wheeler."

And there she was, right

between Bedford and Her. Lived

1884-1954. Longwood faculty

member 1911-1949.

Forget being an English major;

I've jumped right into a lifetime

movie. Because the next thing I do

is fall right to my knees, tears bit-

ing at the corners of my eyes.

Faulkner would never be so trite.

I place a flower at the base of

the gravestone, my hand resting at

the top. Mud seeps through my

khaki pants.

Oh, Ijeola.

My mind is racing. I don't know

what to say or what to do. It's not

a regular occurrence for me to

find the grave of someone I've

never met and don't know very

much about. It's not like I had a

speech planned exactly But I

guess if it's a situation between

one living person and one dead

person, it's not so much a speech

any^way.

Oh, LjEola. Thank you. Thank you

so much.

The epilogue of the story is

this:

We cfo, in fact - over the night

and one more subsequent trip -

find the graves of Jarman and

many other influential members

of the Ix)ngwood community.

We still have yet to find Edith

Stevens, no matter how many

people tell us she's buried close

to Ixola. We have searched old

issues of The Rotunda and old edi-

tions of The \ Irginian. Again, we

find everyone except for Edith

Stevens.

Someday, we'll learn more.

Someday, we'll spread the knowl-

edge we have gained.

For now, we rest.

Amy Whipple

liditnr-in-Chief

Letters to tke Editor
Dear Editor,

I am writing in response to

Assistant Editor Bobbi Thibo's

supposed worst-case scenario in

the event of a Kerry Victory

While I take issue with all the

partisan hackery on display, I feel I

must address the subject she mis-

represented to a nauseating degree:

what she, and others, refer to as

"partial birth abortion."

This procedure is technically

known as Intact Dilation and

Extraction and, up until the

Republican majority in Congress

banned it (ID&E), accounted for

0.2% of all abortions carried out in

the U.S.

Further, the procedure is used

only when the fetus is already

dead, so malformed that stillbirth

is absolutely certain, or when car-

rying the fetus to term would

endanger the mother's life or

severely disable her.

Miss Thibo's article also implied

that this procedure can be had at

any time.

In reality. Intact Dilation and

Extraction is neither chosen nor

executed lighdy, as it can pose seri-

ous risks for the mother.

Only in cases where the dangers

of carrying a fetus to term out-

weigh these risks do physicians

even agree to perform the proce-

dure, and still it is ultimately die

mother's choice.

Or it was until it was banned for

purely ideological reasons.

I am deeply disappointed that

The Rotunda would allow this mis-

representation.

Opinion or not, there is no

excuse for the mangling of facts in

Miss Thibo's article.

Sincerely,

Trevor Kroger

Dear Editor,

I would like to address some of

the recent "fashion" trends that

seem to be running amuck in

these new brisk weeks.

Apparendy, the cold weather

has brought about the need for

furry boots (usually brown, some-

times black).

Lots and lots of furry boots.

Now, this makes sense to me,

with the knowledge that fur, is in

fact, warm.

What I cannot understand is

the pairing of warm, furry boots

with denim mini-skirts.

It seems like this would keep

the toes toasty, and the legs and

extremities frigid.

To be honest, it seems like the

attempted look is slutty Eskimo.

The outcome however, seems

to just make you look stupid.

Perhaps because I'm a guy, I

don't have any fashion sense

whatsoever.

Perhaps you look dumb as

well.

Every single person I have

asked about this finds the furry

boots and blue jean skirt totally

unattractive and outright igno-

rant. ;'•,•- ..

I can almost understand how
someone would think of this

outfit as "cute," but then I

remember that I am not an idiot.

However, skirts are not the

worst thing that can be worn with

furry boots.

The worst thing is simply this:

long jeans, tucked into furry

boots.

I cannot possibly fathom the

girl who wakes, up, puts oil her

jeans, mcks them into her furry

boots and looks at a mirror and

says, "Wheee-Jesus, I look hot

today."

How can someone possibly

ever think that they look good in

this?

The answer is: they cannot.

I would rather see anyone in

their pajamas or sweat pants, as

Seinfeld would say, "telling the

world you just give up," than see

another chick looking as ridicu-

lous as she possibly can, with her

jeans tucked into her fiirry boots.

-Tanner Keith
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Marriage is Pureli] Religious
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor
only join with one person and that

should be with the blessing of

eleven state constitutions to

disallow gay marriage.

The majority of voters from

the states of Arkansas,

Georgia, Kentucky, Michigan,

This past Election Day saw God, then 1 really don't see any rea-

the passing by the American son for you to go out and get mar-

people of an amendment to ried.

Unless, of course, you just want

to avoid some long drawn out dis-

cussion with your children some-

day.

You can still promise your undy-

Mississippi, Montana, North ing and everlasting love to one

Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, another, still bear matching wed-

Oregon, and Utah all defined ding bands On your ring fingers,

in one way or another to revise sdll peacefully reside in the same

their respective constitutions house together, and if you want

to classify marriage as a union legally change your last name; all

exclusively between a man and without having to sign a marriage

a woman. certificate.

Before the counts were even It's not like that one piece of

deemed official, unsurprising- paper is going to make or break a

h', gay-rights groups across the relationship,

country began to attempt to If you're going to stay together

take legal action against these for life, you're going to stay togeth-

newly passed decrees. er for life, if you're not, then you're

These series of events only not, a piece of paper is not going

proves once again, democracy to change that,

only works when you can get It's just going to make leaving

what you want. each other a lot more expensive.

However, in all seriousness, My grandmother's sister is gay

I honesdy don't understand and has lived with her significant

what the big deal is about out- other for over fifty years now with-

lawing gay marriage. out officially being married, and

In my opinion, marriage is a they both sdll appear perfecdy

purely religious thing. happy together.

Unless you are a person Although I am a supporter of

who believes that you should George Bush, I do not believe that

his thoughts of gay marriage

ruining the sanctity of mar-

riage is entirely correct.

Like I stated earlier, I

believe that marriage is an

entirely religious practice and

therefore the limitations and

practices of a specific mar-

riage should be defined by

the couple's particular

beliefs.

For instance, I was raised

Catholic and even though I

have never gone through

confirmation, 1 still follow

many of the religous beliefs.

I know that the Catholic

Church savs marriage is

Many religions classify mar-
riage as a spiritual commit-

ment between two people, and
g^^j^-^y between a man "and a

do not accept gay marriage.
^^^^^^ ^^ -^ ^j^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^

gay marriage would de-sanctify its

puritv'.

Therefore, I could not support

anyone trying to get married by a

Catholic priest unless they adhered

to their rule of one man and one

woman.

If someone is able to find a

church that has no moral objec-

tions to marry a same sex couple,

or three different parmers, then go

ahead.

Sure, you may not receive a legal

document following the proceed-

ings, but in the eyes of whatever

deit)' you choose to worship your

union will be sacred and no force

on earth can break that.

However, for the same reasons

that I disagree with any kind of

legal restrictions for gay marriage, I

must also disagree with any legal

amendments that would support it.

It would be h\pocritical for me

to argue that marriage should be

strictly religious and than demand

legal action to guarantee marriage

rights to all.

In truth it would be wrong for

me to ask for any other than a

complete separation of church and

state when it comes to marriage.

If there were a doctrine guaran-

teeing the right of any kind mar-

riage to all citizens then it might

force American churches to grant

marriage upon couplings they per-

sonally do not approve of.

Nevertheless, there should be a

law pledging that no person can

ever split up a household or 'mar-

riage' without the willing permis-

sion of the groupings participants.

This I believe defies the very

principles that this country was

founded on, the pursuit of happi-

ness.

The government should have no

ramifications over marriage and

any union of consenting adults no

matter the number or the sex

should be honored.

On persons opinions, especially

on something as solemn as mar-

riage should never be forced on

another person.
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props and drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and every-

one to submit props and drops to rotunda(along wood.edu

Props:

+ To friends who drive you back to Salem because

you left your keys at home.

+ To fudge.

+ To cool scarves.

+ To Yahoo's Launch service.

+ To children who use The Rotunda for current

event papers in middle school.

Drops:

- To people who hog the covers.

- To arguements over policy change.

- To people not checking their facts.

- To the Student Union still not making change.

Speak Out

What is your favorite Disney princess?

Princess Fiona because she

shows that you don't have to

be beautiful to be a princess.

-Whitney Hancock
Freshman

Belie, the scene where her

ana the Beast... it's just

breathtaking.

-Nick Davis
Junior

Tinkerbell, even though
she's not really a princess, I

like her because even
though she's tiny, she can
make big things come true.

-Holly Nunnally
Freshman

Jasmine, because she's exot-

ic, not dating about, and
doesn't have a bunch of lit-

de dudes always hanging
around.

-Eric Jerasa

Senior

All Pictures by Will Pettis
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FULBRIGHT cont'd p. 1

Dr. Hardin first visited Western

Slavonia in 1999, and he did

archival and fieldwork there and

in other conflict zones in Croatia

in 2001 and 2002.

The research included gather-

ing government publications,

census materials and maps in

Zagreb, Croatia's capital, and

intcrvieviing residents and docu-

menting damaged and deserted

Serb villages in the Serb Krajina.

He has converted and analyzed

the published data from the 2001

Croatian census and has pro-

duced a set of maps on the

change in ethnic composition and

other effects of the conflict in

Croatia from 1991 to 2001.

PreUminary results of his

research have been presented at

several conferences, most recent-

ly in March to the centennial

meeting of the Association of

American Geographers, in

Philadelphia.

He will be affiliated with the

Department of Geography at the

University of Zagreb from

February through June of 2005.

His wife, Elizabeth Winegar

Hardin, a fellow geographer and

former zoning administrator for

Powhatan County, will accompa-

ny him and aid in his research.

Their son Luke also will join

them, as he did in 2001 and 2002.

Dr. Hardin's academic specialty

is historical geography. His other

ongoing European research proj-

ect involves documenting atti-

tudes toward, and the fate of,

National Socialist (Nazi) and

Cold War era sites in Germany,

Austria, the Czech Republic and

Hungary. His interest in

European historical geography

has led him to more than a dozen

other nations as well.

Dr. Hardin, who grew up in

Springfield, Virginia, is a graduate

of Mary Washington College and

has a master's degree from the

University of Tennessee and a

Ph.D. from the University of

Maryland. Before coming to

Longwood in 1991, he worked

with a cultural resource manage-

ment firm in Maryland, as an

archivist with the State library

and Archives (now the library of

Virginia), and taught at the

University of Maryland's

University College and j.

Sargeant Reynolds Community-

College in Richmond. In aca-

demic activities closer to home,

he has written on tobacco types,

agroecology and wildlife legisla-

tion in Colonial Virginia.

He is one of approximately

800 U.S. faculty and profession-

als who will travel abroad to

some 140 countries during the

2004-2005 academic year

through the Fulbright Scholar

Program. Established in 1946

under legislation introduced by

the late Senator William
J.

Fulbright of Arkansas, the pro-

gram's purpose is to build mutu-

al understanding between the

people of the United States and

other countries.

The Fulbright Program,

America's flagship international

educational exchange activity, is

sponsored by the U.S.

Department of State, Bureau of

Educational and Cultural Affairs.

Over its 57-year existence, thou-

sands of U.S. faculty and profes:

sionals have studied, taught or

done research abroad, and thou-

sands of their counterparts from

other countries have engaged in

similar activities in the United

States. They are among more

than 250,000 American and for-

eign universit)' students, K-12

teachers, and university faculty

and professionals who have par-

ticipated in one of the several

Fulbright exchange programs.

VOTING cont'd p. 1

[politicians] will never listen

to our concerns."

Jones points to the 400+

absentee ballots SGA
received as a benchmark of

their success. "We definitely

had a measurable effect

because of this effort," Jones

said.

The number of youth vot-

ers increased all over the state

of Virginia this year from

concerned people imple-

menting options to make

voting easier.

Whether this rapid change

in youth concern was the

result of organizations such

as these, political issues that

affected them, or people

finally realizing that you vote

does count, it's nice to know

that people are exercising

their voices in a useful man-

ner.
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Longwood Hit Bu MyDoom Vims Variant

Shawn Garrett

News Editor

Services put together an email to

inform students and faculty of

According to User Support die problem.

Services, a new virus hit

I^xjngwood's netu^ork earlier this

week.

A variant of the MyDoom
worm, the virus showed up in

web mail inboxes last Monday.

Bob Smith, security administrator

for Longwood and two other

Help Desk staff members stayed

on until 10pm Monday night

No administration or other

critical systems were compro-

mised.

"The virus flooded the email

server," said Redford, "and it was

not a risk to the network."

to Redford. "This virus isn't really

that bad, but we still have students

infected with the Blaster worm,

and that was from last year."

User Support Services employs

3 fiill time staff members and 21

RTAs dedicating to protecting the

network.

Redford also elaborated on

Redford pointed to the fact that recent email problems, such as the

few students were infected with disappearance of the spell check

feature, and the inability of users

to sort mail.

"We have had some issues with

the web mail," commented

Redford. "Some of the features

the new virus.

"It really is a credit to the stu-

evaluating the problem, accord- dents that more computers were

ing to Kim Redford, Director of not affected," Redford explained.

User Support Services. "They knew not to click on links

After running available scans they from people the didn't know, are flat out not working"

on infected computers in the or open suspicious emails. They Although she could not elabo-

recognized it as a virus." rate on any specific plans, Redford

Some 350 students have been did say that a move toward anoth-

removed from the network this er "more reliable" web mail serv-

year for violations related to the ice is being considered,

spreading of viruses, according

library with no luck, staff mem-

bers had no choice but to wait for

personnel at the McAfee website

to implement an update to deal

with the problem. User Support

LU Pkilosopky Program Moves Toward Estatlisking Major

Shawn Garrett

News Editor

Longwood University might be

able to offer a major in

Philosophy as early as the Fall

Philosophy major," said Moriarty. President Cormier and the Board

"It's like a university not having of Visitors.

English or Math." Dr. Moriarty is optimistic the

Currendy 22 public and private process will be a smooth one.

institutions in Virginia offer pro- When asked if he thought there

grams leading to a bachelor's would be difficulty in finding a

as

2006 semester if everything goes

according to plan, according to degree in Philosophy; Virginia new faculty member,

Assistant Professor Dr. Paul Commonwealth University offers Longwood's faculty pay scale is

Moriarty. up to a Ph.D. in the field. die lowest in the state, he stated

Although Longwood currendy A formal proposal has been he is confident there won't be.

only employs two Philosophy put together and is making its "Philosophy makes a great dou-

professors, die Department of way though the multi-step ble major," Moriarty explained.

approval process. "Many Philosophy majors do

After approval by the very well on the LSATs and busi-

Department of History, Political ness school exams," he added. "It

Science and Philosophy, the pro- is a great preparation for many

posal then comes under the careers where creating and evalu-

scrutiny of the College of Arts ating arguments is key."

and Sciences (CAS) Curriculum The idea of a major in

Committee, before the Dean of Philosophy has been in the air for

CAS, the Vice President of

Academic Affairs and eventually

the State Council for Higher

History, Political Science and

Philosophy is in the process of

interviewing a third. The pro-

gram must have a minimum of

three professors in order to

instruct the number of needed

entry-level courses a major would

require.

Currendy the department only

offers a minor.

"It's a crime to call ourselves a

university and not have

around five years according to

Moriarty.

"I'm confident we'll be able to

a Education of Virginia (SCHEV), bring it back."

^HARLEY.S'
WBtcHirofttCefc

' I'

..Where The Neignoomooo comes Togettier

Casual Dining - Private Parties

Catering

^one and the ttaff at ^bariays

wish you tb« best of luck on

upcoming prqjects for tba reat of

tba samaaaterl 'Watch out for tba

bact in antartainmant at 'Cbarlays,

including tba tuifar rock sound* of

Ohms ^w on 9fovambar 1 8tb and the

grooras of 'Cliicago 'Gy on ?Iovambar 1 3.

%very 'Wednesday ^barleys brings you

Italian duffet with tba rocking accoustic

jams of Tray 'Eppes. *€ome by 9fonday

Slights for our Tootball Spadals including

85 cent hot wings from 9 pm to 11 pm,

youll be glad you did! I^mamber that

^barleys always offers ita famous Crunch

from 1 1:00 am until 2:00 pm every

Sunday. 5ilso ramembar that ^hariays is

taking rasanrations for *€bristmas parties,

featuring Anne's bomamada desserts made

espedal^ for you! 'Look for all of this and

mora at *€harieys. calabrating ten years of

ANNESIMBOLi
PflAtnrCiMf

(434) 392-1566

201 B Milt Street

Farmvllte. Virginia 23901

serving the TarmvUla community!
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Associated Press

President Bush nominated White

House counsel Alberto

Gon2ales, who helped shape the

administration's controversial

legal strategy in the war on ter-

ror, to be attorney general

Wednesday. He would be the

first Hispanic ever to serve as the

nation's top law enforcement

officer.

"He is a calm and steady voice

in times of crisis," Bush said, his

eyes glistening with emotion as

he stood next to Gonzales. "He

has an unwavering principle of

respect for the law."

After complaints about civil

rights abuses in the name of

fighting terror, Gonzales said,

"There should be no question

regarding the department's com-

mitment to justice for every

American. On this principle

there can be no compromise."

A Harvard-educated attorney

whose parents were migrant

workers, the soft-spoken

Gonzales would succeed

Attorney General John Ashcroft,

one of the most powerful and

polarizing members of Bush's

Cabinet.

"Just give me a chance to

prove myself -that is a common

"What we do know raises some

significant doubts and trouble."

Gonzales drew criticism after

the Sept. 11, 2001, terror attacks

when he wrote a memo in which

Bush claimed the right to waive

prayer for those in my communi-

ty," said Gonzales. "Mr.

President, thank you for that

chance."

Some of Ashcroft's harshest

critics welcomed his selection,

while others

voiced doubts.

"It' s

encouraging

that the presi-

dent has cho-

sen someone

less polariz-

ing," said Sen.

Charles
Schumer, D-

N.Y. "We will

have to review

his record ver)'

carefully, but I

can tell you

already he's a White House counsel Alberto Gonzales to

better candi- Ashcroft as Attorney General.

date than John

Ashcroft." Another Democrat,

Sen. Byron Dorgan of North

Dakota, said the Senate generally

allows the president to choose

anti-torture law and international

treaties providing protections to

prisoners of war. That position

drew fire from human rights

his own team and was likely to groups, who said it helped lead to

do so in this case.

The American Civil liberties

Union reserved judgment on

Gonzales, but its executive direc-

tor, Anthony Romero, said.

the type of abuses uncovered in

the Abu Ghraib prison scandal.

Specifically, Gonzales' memo
said the Geneva Convention that

had long governed the treatment

uccee
of prisoners did not apply to al-

Qaida or the war in Afghanistan.

The memo called some of the

Geneva Convention's provisions

"quaint."

Gonzales also defended the

administra-

tion's policy -

essentially

repudiated by

the Supreme

Court and

now being

fought out in

lower courts -

of detaining

certain terror-

ism suspects

for extended

periods with-

out access to

lawyers or

take over from courts.

Photo by AP Bush waS

unapologetic

about Gonzales' role.

"His sharp intellect and sound

judgment have helped shape our

policies in the war on terror, poli-

cies designed to protect the secu-

rity' of all Americans while pro-

tecting the rights of all

Americans," the president said.

"My confidence in Al was high

to begin with," Bush said. "It has

d Askcroft
only grown with time."

Senate Judiciary Chairman

Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, expressed

confidence Gonzales would be

promptly confirmed. Sen. Patrick

Leahy of Vermont, the Judiciar)'

Committee's senior Democrat,

said he did not see Gonzales'

nomination as controversial.

Sen. Edward Kennedy, D-

Mass., said Gonzales' record

raised "doubts about his commit-

ment to the rule of law. Even

Secretary of State (Colin) Powell

objected to Mr. Gonzales' memo-

randum undermining the Geneva

Conventions, which Mr. Gonzales

called 'obsolete' and 'quaint.'"

Gonzales' selection came just a

day after the White House

announced the resignations of

Ashcroft and Commerce

Secretary Don Evans, a close

friend of Bush. With more

changes expected. White House

officials said Bush intends to try

to have successors in place when

resignations are announced.

Bush sidestepped whether

Powell would remain for a second

term. "I'm proud of my secretary

of state," he told reporters after

meeting with Powell earlier in the

day. "He's done a heck of a good

job."

xoire^i%^ooi)

WAirX TO tEAVI
NOW LEASING FOR SPRINGAND FALL 05!

* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.
* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included expect for telephone service.

* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning

facility, fitaess center, pool and hot tub!

* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here you'll

never want to leave.

208 Clark Street

Farmville, VA 23901

434J15.5566

www.longwood-viIlage.coin
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TtidUy tka I2ik

M()\ie: Troy

7:30 p.m.

ABC Rooms

Open Night Mic

10:00 p.m.

Laiicer Cale

Scholastic Book Fiiir

10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

Hull

git aiidOttitWeek ^ fteifMiiliM* ifr

W

Monday November 15th - Cold Turkey Trot

4 - 5:30 Meet at the CHI Fountain

Tuesday November 16th - Fitness Fair

11:00 a.m. - \M p.m. Location: ABC Rooms

Wednesday November 17th - Smokefree Brock Commons Program

Day event on the Commons.

Thursday November 18th - Great American Smokeout

Pick up information on how to quit and other information at the Dining Hall booth at lunch and dinner.

iiiiiiiiiiiaii

Satiitdaij tke 13ik

I'he Late Night Players

8:00 p.m.

Laiikfbrd Biillroom

Mondaij tke 15tk 'Tae5datf tka 1 6tk

Sundaif tke I4tk

Scholastic Book Fair

10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.

Hull

Scholastic Book Ftiir

10:00 a.m. -4:00 p.m.

Hull

WMLU Meeting

9:00 p.m.

Hiner Auditorium

L.LT. "Creative Writing" Reading

9:30 p.m.

Java Hut

FREE Coffee

& Homemade Brownies!

Post Election Forum

Run by Professor

Geoffroy de Laforcade

7 p.m.

Wygal Auditorium

I
ongue in (^heek By: EUie Woodruff

[VwiWV ccw«^' No- TVii5

,\ir)rKjii Vie. o <<v>.^i{A\ ^v«^j

isT^^

Be an instrument ofchange...

Support or strike down

the constitutioiuil amendments

being posted on blackboard.

...voting begins next week

Spring Break 2005
Travel with STS, America's #1

Student Tour Operator to Jamaica,

Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and
Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or

www.ststravel.com

ZILPGENS
Zildgens Restaurant is now accepting

applications for Kitchen, Wait, and Bar

Staff for both a.m. and p.m. shifts

For more information call:

391-9992

311 N MAIN ST, FARMVILLE, VA 23901

As the holidays approach, mail volumes get higher,

it takes longer for packages to get through the sys-

tem. The recommended deadlines for sending mail

from the United States to all overseas military mail-

ing addresses for the holidays are listed below:

Priority and first-class letters/c^ds:

Dec. 11 (Dec. 6 for APO 093)

Express mail military service:

Dec. 20 (Not applicable for APO 093)

Ne>v ycrk City:
A Taste ef the DIa Apple and Cia

business

Want to spend Spring Break having

fun and learning about several NYC
companies from the people who work

there?

Come join us on a 4-day, 3-night trip to New York

City.

Interested?

For more information contact: Ms. O'Connor, Hiner

21 IB, ext. 2043 and/or Dr. Sinclair, Jarman 004,

ext. 2384
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Tke World Has Turned and Leit Me Here
Mandy Amason

Staff Writer

Dear Mandy,

Every week I look forward to

Thursdays - not because Longwood has

moved to Thursdays being known as

Thirsty Thursdays, but because 1 get to

read your advice column in The

Rotunda. / can really relate to you

because I tend to be the same type of

person that you are; I speak my mind.

This sometimes gets me in trouble, but

I look at it as a way of being honest

and true to yourself and others.

Recently, I have been experiencing trou-

ble with afew of my friends, asfar as

accountability is concerned.

Accountability is a virtue that

Longwood Students should strive to

uphold, because, after all, we are a

school that produces Citizen leaders.

No one looks at someone who is unac-

countable as a Citizen Leader. Yet we

have students here who are totally unac-

countable.

I would like everyone out there who

is unaccountable to know what a stress

youput on those of us who are account-

able. One example of this is in my

Intro to Anthropology class: almost

every Friday our class numbers dwindle

because of students who are unaccount-

able (they spend their Thursday

evenings doing "extra-curricular" activ-

ities and can't muster up the strength to

show up to a 50 minute class. Those of

us who are accountable and come to

class regularly have to deal with the dis-

appointment and frustration of our

wonderfulprofessor Dr. Bates. I believe

thatyou have all weekend to participate

in the many festivities here at

Longwood, and even ifyou do partake

in the Thirsty Thursday celebrations

you should be able to dragyourself to

class at noon on a Friday. So to those

of you who can't attend class regular-

ly... either drop it orgrow up and show

up!

Signed,

M.N.

Dear M.N.,

For anyone that knows me

somewhat well, they know that I

have particularly high standards

when it comes to friendship.

After all, you are who you hang

with, and I don't want to hang

out with a bunch of losers and

jerks. I have even been known as

a :gasp: bitch. But you know

what? Friends are essential, and

what's even more crucial is hav-

ing the right ones.

Friends that are loyal, support-

ing, helpful, and are willing to

back you up, come a dime a

dozen. I appreciate you telling

me that I inspire you to speak

your mind. It is necessary to a

friendship. See, I was born with

the power of being candidly

honest.

Yeah, to some, it's a power!

I use this power on my friends,

some want to hear it and some

don't. Everybody roars for

honesty but the reality is that

we all want everyone to sugar-

coat the truth. It's a natural

thing; Woolf articulated it

best in, "The Mark on the

Wall" by saying that there is

no such thing as objective

reality. So my advice to you is

to callyour friends out.

Sit with them and tell them

what's bothering you and

make sure that you listen to

them as well because that is

an undemanding respect

issue. Talk out the concerns; if

they aren't willing to be

mature then they are not

worth your dme. I hear the

excuse all the time that every

person makes mistakes, but if

they are not willing to apolo-

gize to your face then they are

not really sorry. Friends like

that are what I call "repeat

offenders". They are not peo-

ple that are worth your time,

so don't feel bad about telling

them to hit the door.

Now, about the people that

don't show up to class: who

cares? The college already has

their money, and if the morons

fail then the college gets paid

again when they have to repeat.

Yeah, it is really frustrating,

and almost sad, that people can

not find it in themselves to show

up for class. It is a slap in the face

to our great professors here, and

just rude. Also, it makes people

who really have to miss a class

look unmanageable and like

slackers. All I can say is that they

are digging their own grave and

diey have to lay in it. So why

sweat what other people do? If it

isn't hurting you, then do not

bother worrying about it. Just do

the best that you can do and

remember that you will be half

these people's boss in a few years.

Until next time boys and girls,

Mandy Amason

Ifyou would like to write to Mandy

for some advice, please email the

Rotunda at rotunda(a)longwood. com

and in the subject asADl'lCE COL-

UMNQUESTION. Thanks!

M e;ovie ixeview:: Shall We Dance
Bobbie Thibo

Asst. Editor-in-Chirf

Shall We Dance has evoked mixed

emotions from critics and view-

ers alike.

For Richard Gere fans, this

movie is definitely entertaining,

and those who have followed

his career will be delighted to

see his portrayal of the down-

trodden turned light-hearted.

John Clark (Gere), a married

estate lawyer in the city, is

unhappy with his routine

Hfestyle.

'

On impube he takes up ball-

room 4$nce lessons at Miss

Mitzi's Ballroom Dancings

Studio, where he befriends two

other beginning dancers as weU

as the instructor Qennifer

Lopez).

Through dance and competi-

tion, Clark resoh-Tes his bore-

dom and fulfills his need to do

something spontaneous, which

in turn helps to patch up his

family life.

Although the fancy footwork

is not what Gere fans are used

to, seeing him take on a role

. with levels that have not been

seen from him before is

refreshing.

You get the comfortable.

serious, romantic Gere character

that you are used to, and at the

same time he reveals an ener-

getic and fun persona that he

pulls off spectacularly.

While the cheesy "seductive"

innuendoes from Lopez can

cause the audience to cringe and

cover their faces with embar-

rassment, the chemistry between

co-star Susan Sarandon (his

wife) and Gere is undeniable.

For Gere fans and romantics

alike, it is the portrayal of dance

as a rejuvenator of a downhill

marriage that makes it possible

for this movie to steal your

heart!

Ill it II n il .1 iiiMi

Icloiui nil

Cctppe Mew
I promised myself I wouldn t do this

again. But it's 2:30 in the afternoon,
and I have a paper due at 6:15. Its

always 2:30 in the afternoon with a

paper due at 6:15, unless its 7:00 in

the morning, and I have a paper due
at 11.

I make a point of getting research a

few days beforehand. I promise myself
that I will start writing that night.
Then it s the next night. And then it s

the night before it's due.
And then I think. III just go to bed

early. I write better in the morning
anyway. Carpe diem, indeed.

Atn\ W hippie

Band Review: Caiieine
Naomi Pearson

St4 Writer

On Saturday night, all die way

from London, England, Lancer

Productions presented Caffeine\

The band members made their

entrance on the last few measures

of Darth Vader's theme from the

Star Wars soundtrack and imme-

diately tore into their opening'

song.

As
J.

Browning (lead guitar)

said to me earlier, "We're a high-

energy show; that's why we're

called Caffeine.^'

Although there were barely

thirty people in Lankford

Ballroom when the show began

at eight o'clock, the three young

men played just as enthusiastical-

ly as if it had been packed to the

walls, and never let up.

By eight-thirty, more students

had trickled in and a small crowd

gathered in the front, head-bang-

ing and slam dancing.

Scott McEwan (lead vocals,

bass) and Browning rocked tire-

lessly, running and leaping across

the platform, while Andy Clarke

(drums) totally grooved to his

driving rhythms.

At one point, McEwan jumped

down and played his bass among

the dancing group at one side of

the stage and Browning joined

the slam dancers at the other, not

once missing a note or a beat.

McEwan has a sexy mid-range

voice; every note clear and true.

Though I could barely under-

stand a single word, the fact that

the guy could sing was undeniable.

Browning plays his guitar as

though there is nothing else in the

world he would rather be doing.

He oured so much energy into it

and did not even seem break a

sweat.

And Andy of the perfect

pounding rhythms, made the com-

plex art of keeping the time,

directing the heartbeat of the

music, look effordess.

By the end the set, nearly every-

one was at the front, dancing and

cheering, and when the band left

the stage after the last song, the

crowd started chanting, "One

more! One more!", to which the

lads responded by returning to

play two more songs, and wel-

comed several people to join them

on stage.

This time, when they came to

the last song, McEwan invited

everyone to stay and hang out

with them afterward. Browning

jumped into the group of slam

dancers, who caught him and car-

ried him out amidst applause and

cheers.

The fellows autographed a

good many CD albums and sever-

al articles of clothing, as well as

posed for pictures with a number

of Longwood students who

found out, as I did earlier, how

friendly and engaging the young

men are.

Their EP album. Lying Honestly,

is available through their website

at www.caffeineuk.com.
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Mij Fiftil Year:A Classic Freskman Stonj
Lee French

Staff Writer

Fresh off the boat from five

years of military school, 1 just

couldn't seem to get past the fact

that we now we seem to have no

real rules and that there are girls

everywhere here.

As for my classes,

whoa...yeah, not overly con-

curred about those, let's carry on

rather. And carry on we did. It

didn't help that I managed all B's

and one C that first semester,

which did Utde more than to

instill a totally false sense of aca-

demic security in me. And it did-

n't help that we all lived on 1st

Tabb, one of only two all male

hallways at I^ongwood with an

impressive delinquent legacy.

From that point on, I think we

managed to represent ever varia-

tion of the classic freshman,

including but not limited to the

"gotta walk out on seminar class

two Fridays in a row cause I'm

about to boot" freshman, the

"setting the fire alarm off in the

dormitory three nights in a row

because we were smoking a

gigantic hookah underneath our

fire alarm" freshman, and the oh

so familiar "literally being arrest-

ed for dancing drunk in the

sawmill up until the cop looks at

your friend's student ID, who

had shaved his chest hair in the

shape of a heart and yanked off

his shirt seconds before the pic-

ture snapped, and is just

like WTF...get out of

here, and your saved"

freshman.

One weekend that

winter, I journeyed off

to Snowshoe Mountain,

WVA for the weekend

with my new girlfriend

and then on to visit

friends down

Radford. 1 have an

Anthropology mid-term

on Monday. And this

would be one of those

"Test 1 + Test 2 +

research paper = your

final grade" style classes.

While there where

totally acceptable excuses for

not showing up for the mid-

term, it unfortunately appeared

as though "obliterated in

Radford" was not going to be

one of them. "Car trouble" was

equally believable and sounded

so much better. It would have

been further compUmented with

groveling for mercy if necessar)^

But fortunatel)', my professor

took pit}', though he did not

allow me to make up the test,

which was good, for I knew lit-

de to nothing about the subject

many

matter,, and he probably knew

that.

No, instead I was assigned a

second research paper of no

less than ten empirically cited

pages due by the end of the

semester. I mean, what can you

do? Blow it off, along with the

rest of your major projects, until

we are inside the last two weeks

is exacdy what I did.

And so finally on a quiet

Tuesday night, figuring that it

was about time to address this

whole "school" thing, and I sat

down at my desk and began to

at least think about research

paper #1. The window

was open overlooking

the sunken gardens of

the Colonnades and a

mce breeze was flowing

through the room. I

think I wrote one sen-

tence, maybe two. Hell,

lets say a whole para-

graph.

Then the evening

serenit)' is interrupted by

a very new and unex-

plainable sound. Some

kind of siren located

downtown somewhere

began waiHng. This

sound, that I could only

describe as a WWII era air raid,

was quite strange and seemed

totally out of place.

It was almost as if it had

missed its cue, like 50 years ago.

I fully expected the town to go

into a blackout and bombs to

start falling. I sat there with my

head out the window for quite

some time it seemed like, trying

to dissimilate just what in the he

haw could possibly be going on

right now?

So, I walk out on the hallway

to consult the wisdom of my fel-

low First Tabbers to see if any-

one else had some answers. My

buddy Homeless Rob walks up

so casually and was like, "Yo

dude, I think Grainger's on fire,

let's go watch." I'm like, "Wow

really?! Cool, maybe we won't

have class tomorrow or some-

thing," and we run out, ignorant

of the fact that this would be the

last time I'd walk off the hall hav-

ing it resemble anything of what

I remembered it to be.

So, we run outside and sure

enough, the roof of Grainger is

defiandy on fire. The two of us

stood out there in front of the

fountain, no one else was even

was outside yet.

Fire is really quite fascinating

to watch, and it really didn't even

seem all that big so we just stood

there and gawked. We were soon

joined by some other passers by

all just standing there till some-

one finally made an observation

and said, "so...where are the fire

trucks?"

To he continued...

Lengua y Cultura en Toledo, Espaila

Junel8-July2,2005

Stay in a medieval castle in Toledo, the ancient capital ofSpain,

while becoming proficient in Spanish and immersing yourself in a

culture rich in history, art and romance.

3 credits

Choose one: Spanish 201, 202 or 302

This program satisfies Goal 9 (as an "approved international expe-

rience"), Goal 10, Goal 12 (302), BA Humanities requirement,

Spanish major/minor elective.

(It can only satisiy ONE of those-you choose!)

$l,7?QfecMg§ ;

Round-trip Airfare

Lodging in a medieval castle (2 meals per day)

Excursions and tours

Classes and activities

Tuition is not included in the above cost

In-state tuitionfor 3 credits is $515.91

Outrof'State tuitionfor 3 credits is $1,327.92

$400 deposit due November 30, 2004

For more informatiOTi, see Professors Laura Sdnchez and Lily Goetz

sanchezl@longwoGd.edu / goetzla@longwood.edu

Grainger 3 12 and 308 / phone 2995 or 2158 or visit:

http://www.tongwoodedu/modemlanguages/Tokdo.htm

The Junior Class
would like to recognize the following:

Dr. Jordan for his ghost tales and for

continuing the spirit of Longwood.

Career Corner

Upcoming Workshops & Presentations:

Finding an Internship Graduate & Professional

School Admissions
Monday, November 15

- , /-, r^ Tuesday, November 16
5 pm m the Career Center ^

Peace Corps
7 pm in the Career Center

11/11 5 pm
NVR Ryan Homes

Hiner201
11/18 4 pm Hinerl09

Sign up for workshops by calhng x2063

or emailing career@longwood.edu

The following companies are currently accepting resumes: NVR Ryan

Homes, Clifton Gunderson, Virginia Asset Management, Adams, Akin,

Jenkins, & Cheatham, American Civil Liberties Union, BDO Seidman,

DMG Securities & Enterprise Rent-a-Car. Log on to LancerTrak for

deadlines and more information about these companies.
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Students Dig Up Unmarked Graves on Halloween
Janet Jones

Staff Writer

On Halloween weekend, stu-

dents in the Advanced

Archaeology course at

Longwood did what everyone

was really thinidng about doing

that night; digging up unmarked

graves in the cemetery.

Yes, that is correct, on

October 30th, these students and

Dr. Bates trailed down to

Westview Cemetery to find and

record unmarked graves.

After speaking with Will

Pettus, a student working on this

project, he disclosed that this was

an ongoing project started in

2002. Pettus said, "We found

twenty-two unmarked graves that

are believed to pre-date the year

1915."

The town of Farmville was

aware that there were unmarked

graves in this area. However, they

were uncertain of how many or

where they were located.

One possibility for the graves

going unnoticed could be that

they were old family plots that

were there before the town

owned the cemetan-.

Pettus commented, "We only

dug about twelve inches down,

just to find the tops of the grave

shafts. We have been doing

research to find out who these

people were, but as of yet, \vc

have not found anything out."

Despite the possible contro-

versy that could come along

with such an activit}", the town of

Farmville was pleased that the

students were excavating in this

area. Pettus even said that,

"Everyone who stopped by

seemed very happy about the

work."Pettus believes that they

were very successful with this

dig, but there is still much work

to do.

This will include other

digs in the same area in

hopes to better undestand

exacdy how this part of

the cemetary had been

used in the past.

This may take place in

the spring and when the

final report is finished it

will be placed in the

Greenwood Library.

Where can you get ..

.

freshly baked

breads &
pastries

freshly made

sandwiches

tapped
cheeses

EVERY DA5f

at

^18 N. Main St

Farmville

434395.1011

Memories of the Rotunda - Sponsored bij Alumni Relations

Here is a memory from Greg Tsigaridas,

Class of 1994 and System Engineer in IIT.

It was my Senior year when our RA got permission for our hall to

play hide-and-seek in the Ruffners one evening. I think we all got a

special connection to the building that night as we hid in nooks,

crannies, staln^/ells, and open classrooms while trying to escape

those that were "IT." And of course, trying to be stealthy on those

infamous squeaky steps and floors caused quite a few of us to be

spotted! It was a fun night that I still clearly remember, and can only

be topped by the holiday season with the giant (live!) Christmas tree

and the Camerata Singers in the Rotunda.

What will gour memong be?

Need help with your classes? Have you tried tutoring?

Check out theAcademic Support Center (ASC)Web site for

FREE tutoring hours and locations!

Need help with a paper? Is it on topic and appropriate?

Come to the Writing Lab in the Library and work with a
Writing Consultant?
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LongwoodWomen s Basketball Preview
Shawn Slotke

MajJ U'nfer

Longwood University conrin-

- to march torwiird to the 2(H)~

.liitic.ition to Division I, the

mien's Basketball team will

1 e their most challenging sca-

', e\cr. With a P-^) record last

.1 .iiiii .1 (A'A(; Championship

-1 2l)()3. the Lancer's main goal is

J be competitnc at the next

cl.

Coach Shirley Duncan wants

: "win as many games as possi-

c." With a schedule that pits the

nccrs against in- state rivals like

icorge Mason and Norfolk as

ucU as Division I powerhouse

'ke University' of Kentucky and

Xcst Virginia, Duncan says, "we

v.mt to see where we are in rela-

lon to where we want to be"

Mthough the schedule is chal-

cpiging, Coach Duncan says the

ughest opponents will likely be

Xcst Virginia and Universit)' of

ntuckv. "Both these school are

n real tough conferences. WVU
, member of the Big East and

ntuckv is in the SEC. They are

use '.TV high level of com-

pel lUon."

('oach Duncan explains that

' ' illcnging Division I sched-

LiiL <Ap< to keep her players

moUN.i'cd. "Our players are

focused on the opportunir\' to

shi >\\ what thev can do." Indeed

t!'!< will likclv he a ver\ excited

\i .1 i(s see just what the Lancers

can no.

Modvation is defiantly not

soHitthing the Lancers are lack-

mg. \\ ith four freshmen, Keiva

Small, Amanda Chilcoat, Leight

Mascherin and Nadege Wandeu,

the team is not lacking a deep

bench cither. Coach Duncan is

looking for these new players to

make an immediate and long-

term impact on the team. "The

transition from high school to

college is huge and they're learn-

ing rhat. How quickly and suc-

cessfully they make that change

will have a huge impact on the

teani overall."

lo help guide the freshman in

their transition to the college

le\e'. Coach Duncan is looking

to her seniors, Marita Meldere

and Catherine Dunn. "There's

nothing like having strong sen

iors. They set a good example for

the other players and thev know

what needs to be done. The team

always wants to make a senior's

last year great so thev inspire the

underclassmen to work harder."

With 8 returning players on

this years scjuad, Duncan is con-

fident in her team's hard work,

both in the off season and the

pre-season. She cites her tw^o Jun-

ior forwards. Amber and Ashley

Mason who, "both have incredi-

ble work ethic" as examples of

the dedication her players have.

To help the talented squad suc-

ceed, two new additions to the

coaching staff have been made.

Nikki Atkinson, a former

Longwood player, was just

named as Associate Head Coach.

"The volume of work has

increased tremendously" Coach

Duncan explained, "Nikki is pri-

marily in charge of recruiting,

scheduling and travel." Duncan is

optimistic about what Atkinson

V, Game Loss Finislies Men s Senior oame l.oss i inisnes ineii s ooccer oeasons.

Kyle Martin

Sfajf Writer

men's soccer team hosted

ir season finale last Saturday

i'cht against the Bears of Mercer

diversity. The contest was also

i^' senior game honoring the

career of senior captain Stuart

Bertsch. "I was nervous, sad-

.kned, and excited. It only hap-

pens once," Bertsch said. The

'.aiicers looked to end a four-

game losing streak and earn their

second victory of the season.

longwood gained momentum

early in the match-up and took a

I-O lead in the thirty-fourth

nmute on sophomore defender

iiris Miller's goal past Mercer

^1 nilkeeper Martin Walker.

"We had a cross played into the

vard box. I just squared up on

lie goal and hit a good shot on

ztx and beat the keeper," Miller

i. The goal was his third of

season and junior midfielder

>n Malca assisted on the play.

The Lancers pressured Mercer

iinuously and took a com-

V nding 2-0 advantage with less

tour mmutes in the first half

freshman forward Todd

Rur.i v's goal assisted by fresh-

nun midfielder Mike Negash.

Longwood dominated the half

uitli an 8-3 advantage in shots

and :\ 4-2 advantage in corner

kii . opportunities.

"After die first half, I felt like

c\cr\body cared a lot.

I r\body gave their best effort

or the season," Runey said.

W ith the lead in hand,

Longwood sought to strengthen

their advantage in the second

half while Mercer fought to gain

momentum. With twelve shots

in the second half, Mercer capi-

talized on their chances. The

13tars cut into Longwood's lead

tv\ enry-one minutes into the half

on Mike McKeever's free kick

past Lancer goalie Matt

\Vin( )ekel. Mercer tied the game
." 2 md forced overtime play in

' erit)'-sixth minute on Alan

' i :.in's unassisted goal. Leon
' ' understands the difficulty

cd with maintaining the

I.I ate into a game. "We were

nor jsed to being in that situa-

n^ <\\. \Xt just didn't know how to

A-ith it as a team," Malca

S lUL

The overtime session gave the

Lancers a chance to earn their

first one-goal win or tie of the

season. However, the Bears'

Alan Colgan ended Longwood's

season with a header to score the

winning goal for Mercer with two

minutes remaining in overtime.

"We had lots of passion and

lots of intelligence, especially in

the first half We had lots of

youthful inexperience in the sec-

ond half," coach Barrueta said.

After having a dominate lead

and allowing three unanswered

goals, the men's team was disap-

pointed, but not disheartened.

"We had the passion and desire

of the team. Today, we showed

our full potential as a team," cap-

tain Stuart Bertsch said.

The loss finalized Longwood's

record to 1-16 on the season with

the Lancers finishing 0-9 in one-

goal games in 2004. With the

season complete, players and

coaches recognize accomplish-

ments beyond wins and loses and

look forward .1,0 next year..

Leon Malca said, "This was my
first year that I've played with so

many young players. 1 learned a

can bring to the program. "Nikki

seemed like a natural fit because

she knows my stv'le of coaching.

She also brings with her a great

deal of Division 1 experience

that we need."

Also new to the 1 .ancer coach-

ing staff, IS Usha Ciilmore who

will serve as assistant coach.

"Usha also has a lot of Division

I experience." Gilmore will help

with scouting and tape exchange,

which are both crucial to the

team's success this year.

With a deep bench and a tal-

ented coaching staff, Coach

Duncan is excited about this

year. "I am most excited for our

first tournament on November

19th. This is the first Division I

basketball tournament to ever be

played on the Longwood

Campus." This historic event will

likely be a great test for the

Lancers and will be a terrific

start to their season

The first DI tournament is

QUICK HITS

Records:

Men's Soccer 1-16

Home Games:

NONE

Plavjers ol

tke Week:
Men's Soccer
Chris Miller, 1 Goal

one of many thrills Duncan has

experienced in this her 22nd year

of coaching at Longu'ood. When

asked what she attributes her

longevity in coaching to she

replied "Good people. I've been

lucky to always have good people

around me, and there are a lot of

good people here."

Longwood first steps on the

court against Winthrop at 8:00pm

on November 19th as a part of

the Lancer Invitational.

lot about teaching the game to

others. Every team I played with

in the past there were a lot of

players I learned from. This

year, I learned more from the

coaches than I did the players."

"We were probably the

youngest team in the whole

country, starting eight to nine

freshmen. We had a 1-16 record

with nine one-goal loses. It's

important to not the record and

the t\^e of loses because it the

guys realize how close they really

are to a winning season next

year. I could not coach and have

not coached a better group of

people than the current team,"

coach Barrueta said.

Weeklij Trivia

What is Women's
Baskteball Coach
Shirley Duncan's

over Longwood
record?

Last Week's Answer:
1979-80

If you would like to submit a trivia

question send an email to

rotunda@long\vwod.edu subject

"Trivia" with your question, answer

and name (if desired).
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NFL REPORT:

WEEK NINE
Patrick Sullivan

Sports hditor

For the second straight week,

Pittsburgh played host to a team

that was coming in undefeated,

and for the second straight week

the Steelers sent a previously

unbeaten team home with their

first loss of the season. Not only

have the Steelers defeated two of

the most feared teams in the

league in consecutive weeks, but

they have decimated both the

Patriots and Eagles. Last week

blasted New England 34 to 20

and this week embarrassed the

Eagles 27 to 3 all the while mock-

ing Terrell Owens's end zone cel-

ebrations. These two games, in

addition to Ben Roethlisberger's

unbelievable progression, have

many people believing that the

Steelers are the new Super Bowl

favorites.

Another surprisingly improv-

ing quarterback. Drew Brees, has

many people believing in the

return of the San Diego "Super"

Chargers after their defeat of the

New Orleans Saints. The Patriots

were able to bounce back from

their defeat at die hands of the

Steelers to crush the Rams.

Baltimore also got a measure of

revenge of their own defeating

Cleveland who had upset them in

their season opener.

In a batde of slumping Super-

Bowl runners-up, the Raiders

were able to put the Panthers

away in the final seconds with a

field goal. A final second touch-

down to put the Cardinals over

the Dolphins was enough to drive

head coach Dave Wannstedt out

of Miami for good. Similar final

quarter heroics lead the

Buccaneers over the Chiefs who
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STUDENT-ATHLETEPROFILES
Player Profile: Trey Deal, Men's

Golf, Senior (4th yr.)

Hometown: Martinsville, VA

Why do you play golf?

-My father played college golf

for Virginia Tech. Every week-

end he would go to the golf

course and I would go with him

and watch him. I started to

play a litde more every year. I

"played through high school and

it led to college.

Recall your best moment
playing here?

-I'm number one in the nation

in putting average for all

Division I schools for the fall

season right now.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-I like the size of the school the

most. It's not to big and not

too small. It's nice to have

chances to always meet new

people.

What goals do you have?

-Right now, my big goal is to

graduate. I've only got one

semester left. I either want to

may be without star runner

Priest Holmes next week.

After a come-from behind win

against the Giants, the Bears

have put together their first

back-to-back wins of the season.

The Redskins may accomplish

that same feat if they can

improve on this weeks win

against the Lions. Cowboys also

continue to struggle after drop-

ping another game, this time to

the Bengals.

In an AFC East showdown,

the Bills upset the adrenaline

rushed Jets. The race for the

AFC West crown might be the

most exciting thing to watch in

get into

1 a w
school

r

recieve

a gradu-

a t e

degree

in ec(v

nomics.

Who is

your
favorite

athlete

and why?

-Phil Mickelson. When I was 10,

1 was at the Greater Greensboro

Open and I got hit with a golf

ball by Greg Norman. He was

playing with Mickelson that day.

He never apologized or acknowl-

edged the fact that I was there.

Phil Mickelson apologized for

him and invited me to eat lunch

with him after the round. I

thought that showed a lot of

class. He took the time to come

over and handled the situation in

a mature way.

Player Profile: Amanda Diamond

Women's Golf, Senior (4th yr.)

Hometown: Leesburg, VA

Why do you play golf?

-I started playing because my par-

ents played and there was a clinic

at the course they played at. I

attended the clinic and was

hooked on the sport.

Recall your best moment play-

ing here?

-My sophomore year, we won the

east regional tournament and

qualified for the NCAA Division

11 National Championship

Tournament.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-I like its size. 1 didn't want to go

to a big school. It's really prett\-

and you can walk from one end

of the campus to the other in teri

minutes and see someone you

recognize.

What goals do you have?

-I'm not at the lev^el where I can

play professional golf, but I have

a semester left to have fun with.

When I graduate, I want to find a

job that

favorite athlete and why?

-Ilike John Madden. He's a pro-

fessional golf instructor who
teaches me at River Bend

C-ountry Club in Great Falls,

Virginia. I've been taking lessons

from him since my freshman

year in high school and he's

always helped me on and off die

golf course.

What makes you unique?

-A lot of people perceive me as

shy and quiet in the classroom,

but I like to talk a lot with my
friends on and off the golf

course.

Athlete Profiles by

Kyle Martin
J

the coming months as the

Broncos try to hold off the

Chargers as the defeat the

Texans.

Player of the Week: No one said

tearing up the 49ers secondary

was hard, but Matt Hasselbeck

made it look especially easy pass-

ing for 285 yards and three touch-

downs.

Game of the Week: Nothing

hurts an offense more than com-

ing from behind to tie the game

in the fourth quarter just to watch

your opponents kicker take away

your chance at overtime. Just ask

the Vikings who lost a heart-

breaker to the Colts.

Women s Golf Finiskes Fall Season

Student-Atklete Sponsered Blood Drive To Be Held

sports Information

Longwood University fired a

final round 322 in women's golf

Tuesday for a 36-hole team total

of 641 (319-322) to finish, tied

for second, among 14 institu-

tions at the Augusta State Lady

Jaguar Invitational in Augusta,

Ga. Maryland, which shot a 314

on Tuesday, took home top

team honors with a two-day

total of 633 (319-314) at die

par-72 5,954-yard Forest Hills

Golf Club, Augusta State tied

for second with Longwood,

while UNC Greensboro and

Jacksonville State shared fourth

place. Katie Stepanek of

Maryland earned top individual

honors with a score of 152.

Longwood was led by junior

Stephanie Hicks with her rounds

of 76-78-154 to tie for third

among 72 golfers. Hicks was fol-

lowed by senior Tiffany Woodyer

(79-80-159, t-13) and Amanda
Diamond (82-81-163, t-22),

along with freshman Petra

Nystrom (82-83-165, t-30) and

senior Tucker McCarthy (83-91-

174, t-65).

Sports Information

Longwood University Athletics,

in conjunction with Virginia

Blood Services, is once-again

sponsoring its 3rd Annual Blood

Drive on Tuesday, November 30,

from 10 a.m. until 4 p.m. on-cam-

pus in the Lankford Ballroom.

The annual blood drive is being

sponsored by the institution's

200-plus student-athletes.

Appointments to donate can now
be booked online, completely

confidential, at

www.vadonor.com, using the

sponsor code: longwood.

"Longwood Athletics is proud

and honored to host this blood

drive," said Longwood assistant

athletics director for development

Mike Mitchell. "Our athletes and

coaches truly understand the need

to give back to the community

and there are few ways better than

by giving something so impor-

tant."

Please help save a life this hol-

iday season. "A pint of blood

takes but a moment to give and

could save someone's life, includ-

ing your own or someone you

care about. To donate, either

sign-up online or just stop by the

Lankford Ballroom November 30

in the Student Union building

located at the center of the

Longwood University campus.

For more information, contact

Mike MitcheU at 395-2138.

Do You Like BasketBall?

Are You a Good Speaker?

THENWMLUNEEDSYOU
WMLU 913 is looking lor students to kelp call

men and women's fcaskettall ^ames season.

If Intersested E-Mail wmlu@longwood.edu or

stop by WMLU meeting Sunday at 9pm in HIner

Auditorium
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Wellness Center, Student Volunteers Stage

Anti-Smoking Demonstration on Brock Commons
Shawn Garrett

Ne»'s Editor

Ix)ngwood students, facult)' and

staff, smokers and nonsmokers

alike, awoke to a blunt and sweep-

ing reminder of the informal ban

on smoking on Brock Commons
yesterday.

As a result of a coordinated

effort between Long\\'ood's

Student Health and Wellness cen-

ter. Student Government

Association (SGA) and S.E.A.L.,

members of Longwood's com-

munity were confronted with

what looked to be hundreds of

small orange flags as well as a

handful of large, hanging ban-

ners.

According to SGA President permanent, punishable offense,

Alicia Moody, the banners and according to Moody. Confident

flags are meant to be temporary the Board will vote in favor of a

signs, not unlike "No Parking" ban. Moody said the offense

signs, which have been put up to would be immediately listed in

A "No Smoking
Commons.

banner put up overnight on Brock

Photo hy Shawn GaneU

deter smokers until more perma-

nent signs arrive next semester.

Many students, however, feel

mislead by the banners,

believing that a smoking

ban on Brock Commons

actually exists.

"I saw the signs

[Wednesday] and

assumed you couldn't

smoke on Brock

Commons," said junior

Kimberiy Ambrose, who

added that she was

shocked that no such ban

is on the books.

Junior Kimberiy

Herborn said that she

had heard of "people .. ^ /- • f _r t the Cunninghams
getting ticketed" for

the Student as well as Facult\' and

Staff handbooks.

While some feel that the possi-

on December 10th if smoking on in the grass and not have smoke

the Commons will be made a blown in their face."

"The majority of students on

campus don't smoke," said

Moody, "and we're siding with the

majority."

Wellness Center Family Nurse

Practitioner Beth Poore-Bowman

reiterated Moody's statements,

confirming that "most students at

Longwood don't smoke."

According to studies con-

ducted by the Wellness

Center, on average, only 3

out of 10 students have used

any kind of tobacco product

in the last 30 days, and only

11% of students smoke,

including occasional smok-

ers.

According to Poore-

Bowman, Longwood's

smoking policy has been

gradually evolving since

rt . , ,. - ~ . . 1997, when smoking was
One in a long hne of orange flaas outside

, , . „ , .

. I ^ . , .... _ banned m all admimstrative

and academic buildings on

campus.

Photo bj Shavm G<irtett

smoking on the Commons, and ble closing off such a large and

was under the impression that the heavily used area of campus Smoking was still permitted in

area had been officially designat- would be an infringement on the most residence halls-as well as

ed smoke-free.

Moody admitted that the ban

on smoking is unofficial. "No
fines have been issued for smok-

ing [on Brock Commons]," said

Moody, who confirmed that a

rights of smokers, Moody said the burning of candles and

that there are still several areas on incense-until as recendy as the

2002-2003 school year. The

change, Poore-Bowman claims,

was a direct result of the fire that

consumed the Ruffners in the

campus where students, faculty

and staff can smoke, such as the

so-called "smoke huts.""

"We waited three years for the

fine has not yet been established, completion of a muddy hole on spring of 2001 . "The Rotunda

because smoking on the the ground," said Moody, who burned down...and people were

Commons is not actually listed as emphasized the need to keep the still allowed to smoke in the

an offense. Commons free of cigarette butts, dorms. It was crazy," said Poore-

Longwood's Board of Visitors and make sure it is a place where Bowman,

will decide during their meeting "students can sit on the stone or See SMOKING P. 4

Catck Tke Spirit:

51 Years At

Longwooa and

Still Going Strong

special Events," said Ijongwood

President Patricia Cormier.

"Bittersweet because although

Brenda will be retiring from

Longwood after 31 years of

exemplary service, she will remain

a Longwood devotee as she

assumes the position of director

of catering services for ARA-

MARK."

Brenda replaces Jeanie

Working 31 years at one institu- Campbell, who became

tion would be enough for most ARAMARK's director of dining

people, but not for Brenda services earlier this year.

Ferguson. "Why retire when you "Not only am I delighted to

love where you are. After all, I continue to be a part of the

came to longwood at the tender Longwood community' that I love.

Ferguson mil join AKA-
MAKK as director of Catering

Services after retiring as direc-

tor of Conferences^ Scheduling.

Jennifer Wall

Office of Public Relations

age of four and I still have some

kick in me!!!" said Ferguson.

"It is with bittersweet emotion

that I announce the retirement of

Brenda Ferguson, director of

Conferences, Scheduling, and

but I now have walked into an

incredible organization that is

solid, professional and organ-

ized," said Brenda Ferguson.

"Becoming a part of the ARA

See SPIRIT p. 1

LU Political Forum Provides

Analysis ol 2004 Election

From left to right, panel mem
Hogan and Dr. Geofjroy de

Election,

Shawn Garrett

News Editor

The hour-long Political Forum,

sponsored by the Department of

History, Political Science and

Philosophy and the Civic

Leadership Institute, touched on

a wide range of topics from gay

marriage and abortion rights to

the war on terror, but focused on

the relative successes and failures

of the Democratic and

Republican campaigns for the

White House,

For nearly and hour and a half

Thursday night, representatives

bers Lindsey Reynolds, Clarke

Laforcade discuss the 2004

Pholo hy Shawn Garrett

from Virginia's Repubpcan and

Democratic parties, as well as a

Longwood professor, analyzed

and responded to questions about

the 2004 elections and the ramifi-

cations of Bush's re-election at

home and abroad.

A capacity crowd of Longwood

students and a handful of faculty

members listened intently this

past Tuesday night to Lindsey

Reynolds, Executive Director of

the Democratic Party of Virgitiia,

See FORUM p. 1
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Words from tke News Editor:A Patk to Nowkere
Fall is the most beautiful season for

colleges and universities in the east,

and Lxingwood is no exception.

L(M^;wood transforms during the

Fall into die kind of picturesque,

noble setting that has come to

define the iconic image of

American academia.

Longwood's historic north core

is a place of red bricb and hi^,

white columns; of majestic arch-

ways and broad, lush malls. The

typical Jeffersonian architecture

that has become a staple of

Virginia's institutions of higher

learning is brought to full glory dur-

ing October and November, giving

our small university a palpable

•sense of scholarly reflection.

But that sense is slowly slipping

away Longwood is gradually loos-

ing her verdant splendor.

The introduction of Brock

Commons has turned Blackwell

Plaza (the area surrounding the cir-

cular fountain behind Grainger)

into a harsh web of angled side-

walks. The triangular patches of

grass, while, from a design stand-

point may seem to incorporate the

verdant with the industrial, seem

tacked on as an afterthought.

Would it have been such a prob-

lem to have a merely straight, nor-

mal-width sidewalk to connect the

walks behind Lancaster and aside

Grainger? And what of the "V
shaped paths that alternate sides

between the buildings? Was it real-

ly so vital that students and facul-

ty be spared an extra half step to

turn onto these sidevi^dks?

Between Hincr and the

Cunninghams, an oversized

pedestrian highway and series of

garish, asymmetrical staircases has

turned any possible "greening" of

the former Pine street into simply

a smaller, ecru version of what

was.

In some ways, the old asphalt

divide between these buildings,

relatively flat and long, was prefer-

able, allowing for the occasional

tossing around of a football or

Frisbee, but no longer. Why could

there not have simply been grass

laid where the blacktop had been?

Were there serious concerns that

the sidewalks in front of Hiner

and the Hams would become so

overcrowded that whatever new

lawn that was created would deterio-

rate into a muddy, barren mash of

impromptu cut-throughs?

Is the g^t "X" near die bottom

of the hill that was once Madison

street truly necessary? Could not a

strai^t continuation of the sidewalk

behind Coyner be just as efficient^

And what is the use of two side-

walks, not more than a foot apart, in

front of die entrance to Willet Hall

(Lancer gym), when, just yards later,

students are having to make a small

path through the grass to maneuver

around the foot-wide sidewalk that

pathetically inches around the

colunms of Hull?

And what of the sidewalks

behind Lankford? Although Brock

Commons was the most inconven-

ient during its construction, the large

concrete... patio? behind the student

union and the spider web of side-

walks that slice across Stubbs lawn

is the one "improvement" I hear

most disparagingly discussed. "Why

is it so big," students ask? "Why so

bright?" In older photographs I

have noticed the single long side-

walk from Stubbs to the union. Two

angled sidewalks would have been a

help, but six?

I wonder, widi a campus as small

as ours, with litde green space,

would we not want to preserve

every inch of grass, every large,

ancient tree?

It seems the planners have

attempted to anticipate every con-

ceivable, every remotely possible

path someone might take across

campus and provide them with a

sidewalk twice the usual width. And

why are they so wide? It is difficult

not to imagine these oversized

paths as a kind of metaphor for

the gluttonous, bigger-is-better

mindset of the stereotypical

American.

Although pedestrians, it might

seem, have more influence on

where sidewalks are placed, I

submit that it is the sidewalks

themselves that determine where

individuals will walk. The north-

em end of campus, with so few

paths and so much green, is a

perfect example.

When planning future con-

struction, I recommend we look

to the wide green, and narrow

walkways that stretch from

French to the new science build-

ing along the front of campus. I

ask we consider the success of

the broad mall behind Lancaster.

How about, instead of a litde

grass with our sidewalks, we have

a sidewalk or two with our grass?

Shawn Garrett

News Editor

Response to Trevor Kroner's Letter to tke Editor
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Mr. Kroger,

First off, I would like to say that

if my word choice when voicing

my opinion on partial birth abor-

tion offended you, then I apologize

for the fact that you were offend-

ed. However, I used the diction

that I did because it best expressed

my opinion on the matter, and that

is why my piece was in the opinion

section of the paper.

Second, never in my article did I

comment on the current laws for

partial-birth abortion or the health

exceptions that are made.

My entire opinion piece was a

"what-if" scenario as seen from

my point of view, not based on

fact as of 11-4-04. If you reread

the first line of the article it states,

"My fears are that if he is elected,

John Kerry will play God."

It was my worry that the partial-

birth abortion laws would get

lenient and misused under the

command of John Kerry, and that

he would attempt to do all of the

things stated in the piece.

The purpose of the article was

to "predict" die worst that would

happen if John Kerry had indeed

been elected, and while no one can

tell the futtire, everything that I

used in my piece, including the part

on partial-birth abortion, was

based on the platform that Kerry

presented.

Third of all, since you want to

talk misrepresentations of fact.

The Partial Birth Abortion Ban

Act of 2002 (also known as H.R.

4965) describes in detail the pro-

cedure for partial-birth abortions.

Direcdy from the

Congressional definition, I quote,

"As defined in the act: die term

"partial-birdi abortion" means an

abortion in which (A) the person

performing the abortion deliber-

ately and intentional vaginally

delivers a living fetus until, in the

case of a head-first presentation,

the entire fetal head is outside the

body of the mother, or, in the case

of breech presentation, any part

of the fetal trunk past the navel is

outside the body of the mother

for the purpose of performing an

overt act that the person knows

will kill the partially delivered liv-

ing fetus: and (B) performs the

overt act, other than completion

of delivery, that kills the partially

delivered living fetus; Partial-Birth

Abortion includes but is not limit-

ed to D&X performed on live

fetuses.

"It would also include a proce-

dure used in China where

formaldehyde is injected into the

baby's brain through its fontanel

(soft spot), after the head has been

delivered, in order to kill it prior to

completing the delivery.

"It does not prohibit medical

abortions, D&C with suction, or

D&E procedures. It would not

cover Induction unless the physi-

cian intentionally intervened dur-

ing the delivery portion of the

procedure and killed the fetus

after it had been "partially born."

"It would not cover a D&X on

a dead fetus nor would it cover

the accidental death of baby dur-

ing the normal birth process."

Here is another fact for you,

and again I quote, "In D&X, the

fetus is still alive when everything

but the head is delivered into the

vagina, but then dies when the

head is crushed or the brains are

suctioned."

As evident above. The Partial

Ban Act of 2002, which was what

I was afraid would be dissolved

under John Kerry, does not ban

the use of these procedures when

the fetus is already dead, as you

incorrecdy implied in your letter.

There are also exceptions

made for those instances when

this type of procedure is

absolutely necessary to save the

life of the mother. Once more I

quote, "The ban on partial-birth

abortion would not endanger a

woman's health because it isn't

medically necessary and there are

standard alternative methods

available at every gestational age.

There's also an exception if her

life is truly threatened."

All of the fact that I addressed

in my letter can be found at:

http://commdocs.house.gov/co

mmittees/judiciary/hju80553.00

0/hju80553_0fhtm and I suggest

you take a look at those facts if

you wish to better understand my
opinion.

-Bobbi Thibo

Idite iiUU
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Marriage Is Not Purely Religious
Jacob Tutpin

Sttuietif Writer

How is Marriage purely

Religious?

I must say that I am quite

displeased with an article in

the latest edition of The

Rofunda.

In "Marriage is Purely

Religious," Patrick Sullivan,

your "Sports Editor" decided

to rant about a topic that he

obviously doesn't know the

first thing about.

Just by looking at the tide of

the article, one can assume the

lack of validity it merits with-

in.

The article states that two

same-sex adults can exchange

oaths of loyalty and love

equipped with matching rings

"without having to sign a mar-

riage certiGcate."

The process of marriage

has been an institution held within

the sanctity of a religious setdng

long before this country was

founded.

However, the United States gov-

ernment has since then adopted

the practice and made marriage

available to Christians and Pagans

alike.

If marriage is "purely" religious,

then why would a non-Chrisdan go

through all the trouble?

The fact of the matter is that the

practice of marriage boils down to

one thing; taxes.

By signing a legally binding doc-

ument, a couple can receive more

tax breaks than simply promising

"your undying and everlasting love

to one another" as Patrick Sullivan

put it.

The issue isn't religion; it's a sep-

aration of church and state.

In the states of Arkansas,

Georgia, Kentucky, Michigan,

Mississippi, Montana, North

Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon,

and Utah, the government is allow-

ing the majority to bully the minor-

ity around.

Voters were quick to ban gay

marriage based on personal reli-

gious beliefs and did not look at

the legality of such an amendment.

When will this country that I

live in realize that freedom does

not mean the freedom to persecute

a minority?

As a straight Christian male, I've

learned to tolerate people of all

walks of life.

Coming from a rural setting in

the "Bible belt" of the country, I

have seen ignorance and what prej-

udices can do to an individual.

This land of the free cannot and

should not deprive two individuals

their right to a legally binding mar-

riage and the benefits that come

with such a union.

Name Withheld

Student Writer

I read the Activist because it

calls itself an oudet for bat-

tling social injustice, but I feel

that The Rotunda seriously

needs to change its claims.

It is extremely misleading.

The only thing you are

doing about societal evils is

spreading them.

How is one male student

being okay with me not getting

the opportunity to marry bat-

tling social injustice?

He is the one who is unjust.

He is the problem for mil-

lions of Americans.

His mentality is what went

out to the polls this past elec-

tion and voted against my right

to equality.

Marriage is not just religious

anymore.

It has never really been

stricdy religious in the first

place.

Imagine living in another

country and having your par-

ents arrange your marriage because

of land and property owned by

another family.

Do you know how many tax cuts

there are for married couples in

America?

Do you understand that if my

parmer is being rushed to the hos-

pital I cannot ride in the ambulance

and she may die while I am not at

her side?

Do you realize that civil unions

are not equality?

It's like we're using "separate but

equal" all over again.

Nothing divided can stand for

equality.

So it's not a big deal to you

Patrick?

I can see how it wouldn't be; you

ended your article writing that

"One persons opinions, especially

on something as solemn as mar-

riage should never be forced on

anodier person," yet you forced

yours on me.

Everyorie that went to the polls

in those eleven states and voted

against my rights are forcing their

opmion on me.

You tried to teach to me about

democracy.

It only works when you get what

you want.

Don't you dare believe that.

Trying to amend the constitu-

tion to exclude me is not democra-

cy.

Democracy would say that it's

ridiculous to try.

Democracy would say that

equality is important.

It's not like that one piece of

paper is going to make or break a

relationship. You wrote, "but it can

.make or break my life with another

person."

It can give me the right to be at

their side in an emergency, and it

can give her the right to be at mine.

Getting that paper means I don't

have to die alone with someone

who loves me in the waiting room.

We can still wear "matching

wedding bands."

Thanks Patrick.

rU go buy those right now.

A "wedding band," without a

props and drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and every-

one to submit props and drops to fgfun flfa@/gflg wood,sdu

£CQpSL

+ To the reading Monday night in the Java Hut.

+ To on-sale Halloween candy.

+ To Scott turning 23.

+ To Mary-Carrol Hacket as your advisor.

+ To the Charlottesville City Council for standing up

against the Affirmation of Marriage Act.

XkfipSI

- To spilling coffee on your shirt 4 times in one day.

- To blatant lies about smoking on Brock Commons.
- To running out of cafe dollars on your card.

- To not standing behind your own opinions.

- To one thousand orange flags.

Speak Out
Do you think that Brock Commons shovJc

be smoke-free, why or why not?

No, I don't think there should
be smoking on Brock

Commons. You can smoke any-

where else on campus and it

would be nice to have a place

that's not covered in cigarette

butts. But that's just me.
-Alicia Raymond
Sophomore

If I am within the legal

smoking age of 18, 1 should
be able to smoke anywhere
on campus. It makes no

sense why people can smoke
outside rrazier, Wynne, or
-Wygal, but not on Brock
Commons on the way to

class,

-Slavo Zolotovsky
Senior

All Piaures by Will Pettis

wedding means so much.

You mentioned finding a

church that would perform the

ceremony for my partner and I,

and even though the government

would still treat me as a second-

class cidzen, it would be "sacred"?

I guess that all men are created

"equal" really means that we can

live and die beside one another,

but what happens in the middle is

just plan unfair.

We are created equal but we

don't treat one another as equals,

and now the government we live

in is embracing the spread and

amending of the constitution to

permanendy make me lesser than

you Patrick, simply because you

were born heterosexual.

Congratulations.

I am extremely disappointed in

The Rotunda's publishing of this

article in the Activist.

If there were another section

in the paper for regular opinion-

ated guest columns, sure, print it

there.

But in a section set aside and

designed for articles about fair-

ness and injustice; printing this is

deceptive to your readers.
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FORUM cont*d p. 1

Garke Hogan, Republican 60th

District representative in the

House of Delegates, and Dr.

Geoffroy de Laforcade, assistant

professor of History here at

Longwood.

The three member panel, mod-

erated by Dr. Cole, assistant pro-

fessor of Pblitical Science, was

g^ven twenty minutes each to

g^e their own unique insights to

the recent elections from the

standpoint of their particular

party, or, in the case of Dr.

Laforcade, from the perspective

of the international community.

See FORUM p. 5

Congress Considers Education Agenda

SPIRIT cont'd p. 1

MARK Service team as they con-

tinue to grow in this area is excit-

ing. As I work to customize

ARAMARK's on and off-site

catering expertise to client's

unique needs, I will do so with

the same professional dedication

that I gave to Longwood. Ted

Banks, the ARAMARK catering

icon and myself, have a combined

65 years of service to Longwood

and so we feel we can combine

our expertise and experience and

be a winning team."

ARAMARK Services is the

nation's leading service manage-

ment firm, specializing in all

types of food service accounts at

colleges, universities, hospitals,

convention centers, arenas, busi-

ness and industrial complexes,

among others. ARAMARK is

recognized as a leading manage-

ment company around the world

with accounts in Europe, Asia,

Canada, and Latin America.

Brenda, a Farmville native,

began working at Longwood

Library in June 1973 after

attending Central Virginia

Community College in

Lynchburg. She was the admin-

istrative assistant to the director

of Public Relations from 1982

to 1994.

She was director of events

and ceremonies in the University

Advancement office in 1995-96,

and then performed the same

job in the president's office from

1996 tiirough December 2002

when she assumed her position

as Director of Conferences,

Scheduling, and Special Events.

Brenda lives in Farmville with

her husband, Donnie Ferguson.

They have two grown children,

Randy and Ashley.

Fresh from an election victory

and bolstered by a reinforced

Republican majority in Congress,

President Bush is prepared to

enact a higjier education agenda

that could leave his mark on

American colleges and universi-

ties for years to come.

The Bush administration's pro-

posed policies, which congres-

^MiOEING cont'd p. 1

As of the 2003-2004 school

year, all buildings on campus

were designated smoke free.

Poore-Bowman attributed

the low mtc of smokers to the

increasing regulations, "What

we have seen in the last fire

years," she said, "is a significant

drop in the number of smokers

on campus."

Between 11pm Tuesday night

and lam Wednesday morning,

•volunteers placed nearly 1000

small orange flag? along side-

wdks and lawns, even above

the brick wall in front of the

Cunningliams, in an effort to

marie the sometimes misunder-

stood boundaries of Brock

Commons,

The flags, reminiscent of

construction flags often used

to tmuAii underground pipes or

wiring, outlined the entire

perimeter of the Commons,

ti^hich stretches from High

street between Grainger and

Lancaster, South along what

was formcfiy Pine street to

Franklin Street. The

Commons also includes the

new green space along

Madison street.

The banners, which read

"No Smoking on Brock

Commons," were placed on

the small section of colon-

nades opposite the pavilion,

and on a tree adjacent to the

tennis courts. A third banner

between Hiner and the

Cunninghams had been

reportedly stolen by 9am
Wednesday morning.

Longwood's policies toward

smoking are "pretty progres-

sive for Virginia," said

Bowman, who added diat few

state institutions take the

threat as seriously as

Longwood does.

"IVe spent an awful lot of

time walking up and down

Brock Commons saying, 'no

smoking, no smoking, no

smoking,'" said Wellness

Center Family Nurse

Practitioner Beth Poore-

Bowman. "We wanted to make

sure students got the mes-

sa^"

U-Win grants has increased by $3.2 bil- tion's emphasis on primary and

lion over the past three years, the secondary education funding,

maximum authorized grant has causing less attention to be

remained frozen at $4,050 per focused on higher education

smdent, largely due to a signifi- needs,

cant increase in the number of Fleming criticized Congress'

students eligible to receive Pell characterization of higher educa-

funding. In the first three years of tion appropriations as a "zero-

Bush's term, the number of stu- sum game," in which the amount

dents receiving Pell grants rose by of funding given out each year is

over one million, to 5.3 million. kept constant. In a time of record

President Bush has asked tuition levels, record attendance at

sional officials say will be consid- Congress for an almost $1 billion colleges and universities and an

ered soon after the new Congress increase in the program during increasing need for an educated

convenes in early January, include die next fiscal year, a change that population, federal funding for

several issues tiiat were hotly con- would bring die total Pell budget higher education is more neces-

to $12.9 billion. sary than ever, Fleming said.

Scott Fleming (SFS '72), assis- "I think it's very unfortunate

tant to the president for federal that there hasn't been a way to

relations, said Georgetown find additional resources," he said,

financial support for profit-based strongly supports increases in Pell Government professor Clyde

institutions. grant funding. He raised concerns Wilcox said that discussion of a

Pell grant funding is a top con- about two Bush administration broad mandate for die president

cern of Georgetown administra- initiatives to distribute "targeted" to enact his higher education

tors, who argue that increasing grant funding to students special- agenda is premature given the

costs and a government-imposed i2ing in math and science courses closeness of the election,

enrollment cap have pressed die and students who have taken

university into increasing tuition challenging courses in high

to make up for reduced federal school.

aid. Officials say that "We would be better served in

Georgetown, widi its relatively making those funds available

small endowment, is more across die board," Fleming said,

dependent on federal aid dian Georgetown officials said they cation] issues

odier comparable universities, are also concerned widi what diey down his list,"

Although funding for Pell believe is die Bush administra- See EDUCATION p. 5

tested during the election.

Proposals include funding for

student financial aid — most

notably federal Pell grants ~ and

"Bush can claim a mandate, but

it was a close election so he can't

claim it on everything," Wilcox

said, "That is, he can't expect to

get his way on all issues, and I

would guess that the ptigher edu-

would be lower

National Alpha Lambda Delta is accepting applications for its 2005 Alpha

Lambda Delta Graduate Fellowships

Amounts: $3000, $5000, and $7500

Who is eligible: Graduating seniors applying to graduate school who are

Alpha Lambda Delta members and have a 3.5 GPA
Deadline: January 31, 2005

How many will be awarded? 23 students will receive fellowships

Application can be found at http://www.nationalald.org/grad.htm

If you have questions please contact Sharon Emerson-Stonnell, Alpha

Lambda Delta faculty advisor.

« ' ' ^
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FORUM cont'd p. 4

The panelists then took questions

from the audience.

Reynolds, the democratic rep-

resentative, focused largely on the

need for what she called "nation-

al soul searching" within the dem-

ocratic party to figure out what

mistakes led to John Kerry's

defeat earlier this month and how

to fix them and move on.

She mentioned Kerry's seem-

ing inability to connect with vot-

ers as a major stumbling block of

his campaign, though added

Kerry had been innovative in

what she referred to as "porch

visits," where, instead of going

door to door, Kerry chose a sin-

gle home within a community and

invited all the neighbors over to

discuss the issues.

Although the Democrats lost

Virginia in 2004, Reynolds point-

ed to a strong and growing base

within the state.

"I thought Bush was going to

lose this election," said Delegate

Hogan in a surprising admission.

With the war in Iraq, which

Hogan described as "troublesome

at best" and the largest national

deficit in history, Hogan said that

many in the Republican Party

"saw the Prsident as vulnera-

ble."

"This is not a recipe for suc-

cess," said Hc^an.

Hogan added that he did not

see the election as a mandate, or

as "a seed of change in the

American consciousness."

To Bush's credit, however,

Hogan said the Republicans were

able to steer clear of focusing

too closely on the common
needs and beleifs of specific

demographics, which he said the

Democrats did all too often.

Dr. Laforcade said that Bush's

victory is seen as a clar victory

for the hawks in U.S. foreign pol-

icy.

"Japan and China were both

desperately rooting for Bush,"

said Laforcade because of their

dependance on trade with

America. Other allies include

Australia, Italy, Columbia and

Mexico, as well as the usual Great

Britian and Isreal.

Interestingly, though the

majority of South American

nations are left leaning, accord-

ing to Laforcade, only Cuban

Dicator Fidel Castro openly sup-

ported a Kerry-Edwards Ticket.

EDUCATION cont'd p. 4

The administration has proposed

several measures that would make

it easier for proprietary institu-

tions to receive federal aid. The

proposals have stoked fears

among Georgetown administra-

tors that for-profit institutions

could begin competing for a fixed

amount of federal aid, possibly

reducing the university's share of

federal fiands, Fleming said.

"If we now add a whole new

slew of institutions that are eligi-

ble for a piece of the pie, and we

aren't growing the pie, it's going

to come right out of our hides,"

he said.

The Bush administration's tax

proposals, • however, have won

support from several higher edu-

cation groups. The White

House's tax package currently

includes provisions that would

make permanent certain benefits,

such as allowing graduates to

deduct interest paid on student

loans from their federal income

taxes, and creating incentives for

investing in a federal college sav-

ings account.

Fleming said that the adminis-

tration had lobbied particularly

strongly for a plan to introduce

charitable Individual Retirement

Arrangement rollovers, which

would aUow individuals over a

certain age to donate their IRAs

as charitable gifts widiout suffer-

ing tax penalties.

Georgetown administrators

have estimated that the university

could receive approximately $20

million from alumni IRA dona-

tions if the proposal is adopted,

Fleming said. The plan is part of

Bush's faith-based initiative and

has attracted broad support in

Congress. Many faculty members

were concerned, however, with

the possibility that Republicans in

Congress could act on the "aca-

demic bill of rights" proposal, a

measure backed by some conser-

vatives that would require col-

leges and universities not to con-

sider political beliefs in their hir-

ing and tenure decisions.

The proposal would also

require institutions to invite

speakers to campus and structure

courses and curricula in a manner

that would attempt to give both

sides of contentious political

issues equal time on campus.

"We might need a particle

physicist who is liberal and a

string theory mathematician who

is conservative," Wilcox said.

"(That] would make hiring quite

an interesting chidlen^ Or how

about ignoring ideology and

focusing on issues, so we would

need lots of creationist biolc^sts,

and some flat earth g«>logists,

and lots of Muslims and

Buddhists in religion depart-

ments."

Kelsey Pristach (SFS '07) said

she was confident in Bush's abili-

ty to enact an agenda beneficial to

students and facult}' alike.

"If there's a budget deficit, I

think it's more important to ftmd

financial aid than fiand research,"

Pristach said. "Overall, I do have

confidence that the Republicans

can effectively manage higher

education policy."

Some students were less confi-

dent in their assessments of

Congress' ability to craft a broad-

based plan for colleges and uni-

versities.

"I'm not optimistic about

increases across the board or real-

ly in any significant increases in

ftinding for higher education,"

Will Wagner (SFS '07) said.

"You can't give money that you

don't have."

• • •

IW^AHT TO IBAVi;.

NOW LEASING FOR SPRING AND PALL 05!

* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.
* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included expect for telephone service.

* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning

facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!

* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here you'll

never want to leave.

208 Clark Street

FarmvUle, VA 23901

434.315.5566

www.longwood-village.com
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Deadline for team

submissions is

Tbursday, Nov. 18th

bv dinner.

Return to the Olhce

of Fraternit>' &
SororitN

Liied^uikiord

Student I nion

*Teams need to !)e

8-10 people

*Maximum number

of teams will be 1()

Ttideif the 1 9tk Setutdaif the 20tk

Finding a Job

4 p.m.

Lancaster G-8

M()\ie: Dodgebal

7:30 p.m.

ABC Rooms

Co-ed Dodgeball l\)urnament**

9:30 p.m.

Ilcr (iym

Consolation & Championship

2 & 4 p.m.

Willett Hall

Wddna^^ttiQ 24tk

iktoa^k

Sundaij the 28ik

'fkank5Gt\nnG StQaU

Fit and Quit Week

Thursday November 18th
Great American Smokeout

Pick up informaHon on how to quit

aitd other information at the Dining

Hall booth at lunch and dimmer.

Fly the Friendliest Skies

AROUND THE WORLD PARTY
Brought to you by Stubbs Hall Council!

TONIGHT (Thursday)

9-11 p.m.

Stubbs Hall

WOMEN ONLY!!!

Toot in Mouth

Interested in becoming more involved

on campus?

Have an nose for news and a need to

get the facts to the public?

Apply to be The Kotundds

News Editor!

By Dec. 1 at 9 p.m., submit .

~Two samples of writing

~Description of work on publications

~Description of spring workload

~Must be available during MTW evenings

ZILPGENS
Zildgens Restaurant is now accepting

applications for Kitchen, Wait, and Bar

Staff for both a.m. and p.m. shifts

For more information call:

391-9992

;ni N MAIN ST, FARMVfttE, VA 23901

By: EUie Woodruff
As the holidays approach, mail volumes get higher,

it takes longer for packages to get through ttie sys-

tem. The recommended deadlines for sending mail

from the United States to all overseas military mail-

ing addresses for the holidays are listed below:

Priority and first-class letters/cards:

Dec. 11 (Dec. 6 for APO 093)

Express mail military service:

Dec. 20 (Not applicable for APO 093)

Sell it, buy it, rate it, tell it all at

luconnect.com

Kotunda BurnsAo the Ground
All right, so the headline might he a hit misleading, but it'll get everyone reading.

Be an instrument ofchange.,.

Support or strike ihnvn

the constitutional amendments

beinif posted on blackboard.

...voting Iwi^ins next week

Spring Break 2005
Travel with STS, America's #1

Student Tour Operator to Jamaica,
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and

Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or

www.ststravel.com

Dr. Raymond J. Cormier

is looking for a qualified

student to update his

professional web page,

both graphically and
textually.

Experience in Front Page and
HTML requirec.

Please call 434-395-2857 or send

an email reply, if interestec .
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Tke World Has Turned and Leit Me Here

November 18, 2004 ?AGE7

Mandy Amason

Staff Writer

Dear Mandy,

I really need some honest advice, and

I reallj think you are the one to give it

to me.

I have been with someonefor a few

months, and as much as I would like

for things to work out with him, Ijust

can't see it happening; though I do want

to give him a chance. 1 love him, and

doesn't everyone deserve a chancel

He is a really great guy, bt4t his

friends hate me and make me feel like

crap whenever I'm around them. My
boyfriend doesn't stand up for me, but I

think it is because hejust wants to stay

neutral and not rock the boat between

everyone. It's when we are alone that his

true self comes out, and that's what

makes me really love him. He is sweet

to me and takes me out a lot.

A lot of myfriends don't talk to me

anymore, because they say I have

changed since being with him. But I

think they arejealous because we are so

happy.

I don't know... What should I do?

CC.

Dear CC,
So your friends are jealous

because you guys are so happy?

Honey, if you were happy, you

wouldn't be writing me, now

would you?

I have been in the same boat as

you. I dated a guy who was my
best friend in the entire world.

He was perfect and really nice.

His good friends liked me and

treated me with respect. We
dated for two years, and then

something happened. He started

to hang out with the wrong peo-

ple and, unfortunately, he called

them his friends.

I hated these friends. But I

stood by him and put up with all

their crap. To make an extremely

long story short, his wonderful

friends decided it would be great

to get in my face and try to bring

me down. Do you know what

my nice, wonderful, and perfect

boyfriend did? He stood there

and watched, not saying a word.

So here is my advice:

WALK AWAY.

By doing that, you will be

walking away with your dignity

and heart. It might hurt for a

really long time, and it might

hurt even more when you think

he has moved on, but you know

what? You still have you.

I looked my ex right in the eye

and told him it was done and

walked away. It was honesdy the

hardest thing I have EVER had

to do.

Here is the problem: we as

women make up many excuses

for the guys we love.

HE WILL ALWAYS PICK

HIS FRIENDS ABOVE YOU.

I mean, wouldn't you? Oh
wait, no, you didn't. You ditched

some great friends who are look-

ing out for you over a guy that

could give two craps about you.

Talk about sacrifice. Way to go

with that one. My advice is to

leave that guy in the cold.

If he doesn't have the balls to

stand up for the one he "loves"

then what makes you think he

ever wiU?

NE\^R GO BACK.

Does he deserve another

chance: hell no - in my opinion,

he already had his. You can not

always change someone. Don't

offer him that chance. That lets

guys think that it's okay to do that

to you, and they will keep on

screwing you over.

Be strong and surround your-

self with the right people, and

they will get you through. Raise

your standards.

I read this book, and it is the

best thing you will ever read. It

even told me stuff that I needed

to hear. It's called He's Just Not

Into You. I would suggest it to

everyone who is having this

problem. Go out and get it; it is

the best thing you can do for

yourself

Remember, it is all about you.

Make it about you always and you

won't fail yourself

Until next time, boys and girls,

Mandy Amason

Ifyou would like to write to Mandy

for some advice, please email the

Rotunda at rotunda^,longwood.com

and in the sub/ect asADVICE COL-

UMNQUESTION. Thanks'

Shawn's Cookins for Collese

Quick and Cheap Meals for College Sttidents

VEGETARIAN TORTILLA FIESTA
Ingredients:

Tortillas or warmed taco sheUs, wamied according to package direction

One or two 16-ounce cans vegetarian refried beans

Pre-shredded reduced-fat cheddar cheese (or grated cheddar-style soy cheese)

Salsa of your choice

Organic sour cream, soy yogurt, or plain low-fat yogurt

Diced tomatoes - Shredded lettuce

Optional:

Quick-cooking brown rice, cooked with a vegetable bouillon cube

Black Olives

Cooking instructions

*Cook some quick brown rice according to package directions

*Warm the refried beans in a saucepan with a htde water to loosen

*Add salsa, cheese, sour cream, diced tomatoes and lettuce as desired

Ccippe Diem
A year ago, after leaving work at the

Cafe, I walked down the hill by the
Dining Hall on an early-darkened
evening caused by a steady, thick
snowfall.
A flag football game ensued under

the tall lights on the field behind the
D-Hall. The back-lit, rapidly-falling
snowfall and muted, shadowy move-
ments of the players made a spellbind-
ing, unforgettable scene.

lul, the (^((ttcc (iu\

Life Abroad: Tke Gkana Journals

Thisyear, as most years, Longwood University has students who have chosen to

study abroad through the International Studies program. Through out the next sev-

eral months one of these studenu, Katie Harrison, a Junior Anthropology major,

will he sharing some ofher experiences in day to day life and her academic life

while she is studing in Ghana on the west African coast.

the night, and without a fan the

room was like a furnace. Saturday

morning, we caught the bus to

Koro in Mali, which wasn't so

bad.

There was a lot of dust, but

other than that the ride was pret-

ty nice.

After all of the boarder cross-

ing stops we had to make, we

arrived in Koro around 4:00 in

the afternoon.

I still don't understand the

point of stopping at customs so

they can check everything then

load it back on the bus, only to

stop half a mile down the road

for immigration.

In Koro we met our tour guide

for the Dogon Country. His

name was Omar, and he was

absolutely the best guide ever!

There was a Slyvanian couple,

Mathais and Ana, who we met at

the Hotel Dunda who trekked

through the Dogon Country

with us, and they had a friend

who recommended our tour

guide be Omar.

After we figured out how long

we all wanted to trek through

Dogon Country, we all piled in a

beat-up station wagon which

Malians call taxis, and headed to

Bankass. In Bankass, we slept on

the roof of Omar's brother's

hotel. It was amazing!

The sky was filled with bright

stars and the sounds of the vil-

lage were unreal.

3 November 2004

Wednesday afternoon we

arrived at the STC bus station at

noon and waited past 2:00 when

the bus was supposed to leave,

and finally left Accra around

4:00.

I'm getting quite used to the

absence of being on time here.

The bus only took about 22

hours to reach Ouagadougou,

where we got a hotel and crashed

for the night.

Friday morning we walked to

what we thought was the bus sta-

tion to catch a bus to Ouiygiha

(sp)-

But it turned out that it was

closed, and so we had some ran-

dom guy walk us to the newer

bus station, which took about an

hour and a half! We ended up

walked clear across the other side

of the city.

We caught the bus though,

and got to Ouiygiha around 3:00

in the afternoon. Once we got

there, Nozomi and I started ask-

ing people where a hotel was, but

since neither of us spoke

French, we didn't get very far.

We happened to find the

owner of the Hotel Dunda who
spoke a little English and had

someone drive us to the hotel. It

was a really nice hotel run by a

Syrian couple and their two kids.

The power went off during
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Mij Fiftk Year: A Classic Freskman Story, Part II

Lee French

Staff Writer

The next thing we know the

police arrive and start pushing

everyone back.

Then the fire alarms go off.

First in the Colonnades, then the

Cunninghams and then in every

other residence hall because

apparendy gas lines were said to

interconnect every building on

campus.

Suddenly, there was this mass

exodus of every student at

Longwood pouring out into the

streets. Meanwhile, that small fire

on the roof of Grainger really

wasn't all that small anymore. I

think it would be much better

described now as quite large.

Still no fire trucks. I was fortu-

nate enough to have left the

building wearing shoes with my

keys in one pocket and my wallet

in the other. This is more than I

could say for a lot of the con-

fused, panicked, and barefoot fel-

low students around me. But my

car! My car is parked on Tabb

Circle.

And even worse than that my

bike was sitting in the handicap

shower with its front wheel off,

standing upright on its fork after

an exceptionally filthy ride earli-

er that afternoon out at

Hampden-Sydney I did pause

for a moment then and serious-

ly consider dashing back

inside for a hot second

to snag her (no pun

intended).

The rapidly deterio-

rating circumstances of

the evening did prompt

me to take action,

deducing that there were

probably better places

for this vehicle to sleep

tonight. Plus, for crying

out loud, where on

god's green earth were

the fire trucks?!?

So hell yeah I ran

back; it's not like I was going

inside. I guess I can see how all

those people that were yelling at

me might have thought that but

no. Man, I remember hearing

this one girl shouting, "no Lee

don't do it! Don't go back inside;

it's not worth it!" Calm down

now; I'm just getting my car.

This place was turning to a

giant mess fast. I just wanted to

get out of there, so I drove to

Par-bills to call my parents.

What a great phone call that was.

Hi son, how are you doing? "Oh

I'm fine." Anything new happ>en-

ing at Longwood? "Well the

schools burning down right

now." That's nice son, have you

Lengua y Cultura en Toledo, Espaiia

June 18-July 2, 2005

Slay in a medieval castle in Toledo, the ancient capital of

Spain, while becomingproficient in Spanish and immersing

yourself in a culture rich in history, art and romance.

3 credits

Choose one: Spanish 20 1 , 202 or 302

This program satisfies Goal 9 (as an "approved international

experience"). Goal 10, Goal 12 (302), BA Humanities require-

ment, Spanish major/minor elective.

(It can only satisiy ONE of those-you choose!)

$L7S0 Includes:

Round-trip Airfere

Lodging in a medieval castle (2 meals per day)

Excursions and tours

Classes and activities

Tuition is not included in the above cost

In-state tuitionfor 3 credits is $5IS.91

Out-of-state tuitionfor 3 credits is $1,327.92

$400 deposit due November 30, 2004

For more information, see Professore Laura SIncbez and Lily Goetz

sanchezl@longwood.edu / goetzla^iongwood.edu

Grainger 312 and 308 / phone 2995 or 2158 or visit:

http://www.longwood.edu/modemlanguages/Toledo.htm

been drinking tonight. "No really

I swear, turn on the news or

something." Then Mom freaks

out, like I guess aU good moms
probably would and should do.

She actually wanted to drive

down and come find me. I'm like.

Mother, do you realize that every

single student is homeless right

now, just like Homeless Rob?

How on earth do you expect to

find me?

Dad was much more apathetic

and pointed out that based on my

mid-semester grades I should be

^*Wn( (Pi
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^reat pizza, pasta,

subs and salads at

fair prices.
r

%ive us a try and you

will wonder why you

ever went anywhere

else!

Dine in or take out -

816-0088

100 9Ii^ Street

thanking my lucky f@$#ing stars

that the good lord decided to

rain hellfire and brimstone upon

Farmville tonight. Quite the

cynic, but he

sure wasn't

wrong. That fire

scrapped the

entire last two

weeks of school

and all the

exams and

research papers

associated with

it. For the first

time in my life,

inexcusable pro-

crastination

appeared to

have paid off.

It really wasn't until I had

wrapped up my conversation

with the 'rents and turned

around to face the school, that it

all began to sink in.

Next time you're up at Par-

bills in the evening turn and face

the campus from the store front

near the pay phone and try to

envision what it would look like

to see the entire horizon

engulfed in orange with smoke

just billowing into the night sky.

I just stood there feeling so

small and simple for joking about

my grades and classes and all

that, when in reality this wasn't a

joke. This is your school burning

to the ground.

Left with really no alternative I

reunited with my fellows and

assumed the default collegiate

position in times of duress,

drugs and alcohol. We sat out on

the statue across from the

Rotunda sipping on our nine

parts rum, one part Coke cock-

tails with front row seats while

our buddy haggles with a news

reporter over how much he was

going to pay him for his video

tape he shot of the whole thing

(He made $100, that's not bad).

But the Rotunda was lost,

Grainger was lost, and Ruffner

was on its way out. It seemed

there really was nothing the fire-

men could do about those build-

ings. They seemed to be focused

on keeping it from spreading by

smashing out the roof of Tabb

and pumping the better part of

the Appomattox River into the

building.

At one point someone asked if

I lived in one of the buildings. I

said that I did and stood up to

point out to her which room \ras

mine. "It's that one right down

there," I said. "See it, it's right

there. . .where the firemen appear

to be dragg^ig hoses through my
window." Fabulous. I see a build-

ing full of perfectiy good win-

dows, why do you pick mine?

Oh well, I wasn't all that

attached to any of that stuff any-

ways, except for my bike of

course. I was a litde distraught

about that, and an overwhelming

feeling of guilt that I had left my
precious sitting there in the bath-

room. My baby might die in

there tonight. What would I tell

my friends and family? That I

had just sat there and did noth-

ing while she burnt inside?

Fortunately, I hadn't been drink-

ing when it had come time to

make that judgment call.

The firemen ended up saving

most of Ruffner and Tabb. The

Gary Fisher was in bad shape but

nothing a $200 overhaul didn't

fix courtesy of an insurance

claim god-send from heaven that

I would continue to benefit from

for several years to come after-

wards. It sure did make moving

out a snap though.

We didn't get to actually go

back into the building for about

another month or so, and even

then most of the stuff in my

room that wasn't trashed by fire-

men, smoke or water, oh wait

that would be everything in my
room, that's right, never mind.

But it's just stuff. Really, tiiat's all

it was.

The most important thing was

that not one person was injured

throughout the entire ordeal and

wow, what a story to tell.

I think perhaps the most awe-

inspiring and humbling moment

of the entire evening would be

when the dome of the Rotunda

finally collapsed, and in its place

this tremendous burst of flame

followed by the thundering crash

of the dome smashing into the

ground floor.

Everyone on the street just fell

silent witnessing history with a

grim and sadistic overtone. But I

was drunk, so I was probably

peeing in a bush or something.
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Professor Profile: Dr. Brett Hursey, Teacker and Poet
Sarah-Tyler Moore

St^ Writer

"I am interested in [students]

succeeding, but I'm more inter-

ested in making them aware that

they need to be concerned about

their success - students have to

have the desire to be motivated

in the first place," said Dr. Brett

Hursey.

Hursey, with a PhD in

Creative Writing and

Contemporary British and

American Literature, is one of

the newest additions to the

English and Modern Language

Department.

Dr. Hursey's resume, no

doubt, is quite extensive and

diverse. Prior to his lectureship

in English and Modern

Languages, he taught at East

Carolina University for seven

years.

Hursey attended East

Carolina University for his

undergraduate study. New
Brunswick University in Canada

for his Master's work, and finally

he received his PhD at

Oklahoma State University.

Dr. Hursey's decision to

study En^sh was perhaps an

unconventional one, "I knew I

wanted to be a

writer since I

had flunked

out of college

at ECU in my
freshman year,

[and] when I

came back I

already knew

what I wanted

to do. [I want-

ed to pursue]

something I

loved instead

of something

that would

make a lot of

money. For

my own per-

sonality I
Hursey stands

decided to go Oktobtrjest.

into the creative writing end of

[English]," he said.

In addition to Dr. Hursey's

degree study work, his back-

ground and outside publication

are also impressive. When
Hursey was growing up he was

very involved in acting and the-

ater, and as he got older he can be successful in types of

decided he favored playwright- writing I haven't tried before. I

ing more because he got to play think that's important for any

type of

writer.'

What other

types of writ-

ing, excluding

\ — ^ plays, can

Ust? He
has published

three full

length poetry

books, two

chapterbooks,

1 50 separate

poems, and

approximate-

ly 100 jour-

nals across

the United

States and

Canada.

Although Hursey admits he is

more partial to writing poetry

merely because of time con-

straints, and wishes he had more

time to write plays.

He has written two ftill-length

plays that have been acted out

over six times, one of which.

at the Pie Your Professor booth at this year's

Photo by Amy Whipple

all the parts as a writer."

Hursey, motivates himself to

try other forms of writing,

"Outside of the classroom I'm

always trying to push myself to

stretch my own abilities as a

writer and develop abilities I

don't naturally have, to see if I

"Figment" was performed on

Broadway in 1992.

Hursey, as every good English

professor should, has a passion

for writing and reading.

"In my field it's indispensable.

In order to do your job, you ha^r

to write, you have to read. I

think sometimes students that

are not English majors fail to

understand that having a diverse

background through literature

allows you to experience a lot

things you do not get to experi-

ence in your every day life."

Among his passions, is the

urge to push his students to care

about their own success in writ-

ing.

"I take a lot of pride and per-

sonal satisfaction in the success

of my students [especially] in

creative writing; if they are suc-

cessful I feel like I've done a

great job. I may have pointed

them in the direction where they

can be successful," said Hursey.

To learn and experience more

with Dr. Hursey, he will be teach-

ing Introduction to Fiction,

English 400, and English 203

next semester.

Where can you get ..

.

freshly baked

breads &:

pastries

sandwiches

ta;„ed
cheeses

EVERY DAy
at

218 N. Main St

Farmville

434395-1011
^

Ambassador Spotligkt

On March 5, 1839 the first cornerstone of Longwood University was

put in place. Seven male citizens that founded the Methodist Church

in 1838 wanted a school for their daughters. Together they funded

$30,000 to build a building and called it Farmville Female Seminary-

Joint Stock Co. The stone now sits in the President's office and is on

of the oldest artifacts that exists.

Need kelp witk ijour classes? Have ^ou tried tutoring?

Ckeck out tke Academic Support Center (ASC)Web site for fREE

tutoring kours and locations!

Need kelp witk a paper? Is it on topic and appropriate?

Come to tke Writing Lab in tke Libranj and work witk a Writing

Consultant!
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Patrick Sullivan

Sports EMtor

Although "disappointment" best

describes last years basketball sea-

son after posting a dismal 5 - 22

record. However this year's

upcoming word could become

"optimistic" as Longwood's 'Big

Three' of sophomores Mike

Jefferson, Husein Pistoljevich,

and Maurice Sumter, who all

started the majority of last year's

games, and coach Mike Gillian's

second Longwood recruiting

class. Gillian is confident in the

Lancer's ability to improve in his

second year as head coach. "My

expectations are for us to contin-

NYCOp
ue to improve," Gillian said. "If

we follow our system, the results

will take care of themselves."

Ready to put last season behind

them Gillian said, "The only

thing we can take from last year

is how Husein, Mike, and

Maurice learned the system."

Last year, Jefferson estab-

lished himself as the Lancers

top scoring threat, leading the

team with an average 15.1 points

a game with a season high of 28

points against Saint Augustine.

"He is capable of affecting the

game in many different ways.

Mike is coming off a superb

freshman year in which he not

Lancers Lunatics Gone Crazy
Kyle Martin

St<^ Writtr

The athletics department

seeks to increase student

turnout and create crazy bas-

ketball fans at both the men

and women's basketball games

this season with their new

'Lancer Lunatics' program.

Assistant Athletic

Director/Development Mike

Mitchell is responsible for the

instatement of the program.

"One of the thoughts 1 have

from a marketing and promot-

ing standpoint of the basketball

programs is to get the students

more involved in attending bas-

ketball games," Mitchell said.

To achieve the goal of increas-

ing attendance, incentives for

students will be the focal point

of the program.

Mitchell notes that the incen-

tive program will rely on a

points system and create com-

petition between residence

halls. "You receive points for

your attendance including one

point per men's game, 10

points per women's game, and

10 points for being a 'super

fan,"' Mitchell said. According

to Mitchell, 'super fan' activities

that include willbody painting

and bringing banners to the

games.

To participate, students will

sign in on a sheet for their resi-

dence hall before each game

and students will be able to

access the point standings at

http:/ /www.longwondlanrprR r

om- As a result of their atten-

dance, "The first 100 students

who attend 10 or more games

will receive free t-shirts and

become inaugural members of

the 'Lancer Lunatic' student sec-

tion," Mitchell said.

In addition to individual

rewards, the most supportive

residence hall will receive a ben-

efit as well. Mitchell stated, "At

die end of the year, the resi-

dence hall with the most points

wins, and the students from that

residence hall who have attend-

ed 12 or more games will

receive a cookout pool party

courtesy of Aramark,

Longwood Basketball, and

Sunchase Apartmantes and will

be eligible for (additional)

prizes."

Sophomore Resident

Assistant (RA) Emily Gratzke is

supportive of the program. "I

think it's a really good idea

because it'll get the students out

and get them more involved in

the school and the athletic

department. Gratzke also sees

the program advantageous for

freslimen. "Instead of having

them out partying on a Friday

night, they can go to a basket-

ball game and diey get rewarded

for that," RA Gratzke said.

"I challenge every student to

pack that student section every

single game. The goal is to have

die student section packed for

men's and women's basketball

games because the excitement

comes from the students and

we want to entice them to come
here," Mike Mitchell said.

only scored effectively but

improved a great deal defensively

and as an all-around player,"

Gillian said according to a press

release.

Stretching opposing teams

perimeters will be Longwood's

record breaking guard,

Pistoljevich. Establishing himself

as Longwood's premier long-dis-

tance threat, Pistoljevich lead the

team last year in three pointers,

sinking 65. He also broke the

Longwood record for three

pointers in a single game with

nine against #23 Virginia Union.

Pistoljevish said he wants to, "Do

it the right way. Obviously, win

and just try to progress in school

and on the court. Since we have

a young team, I want to help the

young guys on and off the

court.."

Sumter led the team last year

with rebounds (145), blocks (35),

and steals (37). He also has the

highest shooting percentage of

all the returning starters.

"Maurice is a fantastic multi-

dimensional player, "Gillian said

in a press release, 'This season,

he will have the opportunity to

utilize his talents in playing pri-

marily his natural position, small

forward."

The young Longwood team

will be leaning strongly on their

'Big Three' for not only scoring

but also leadership. "It's really

important because we're the

most experienced guys on the

team. Hopefully, we can teach

them how to compete at the

Division I level, " said

Pistoljevich.

Another returning sophomore

who is expected to contribute as

far as leadership and a starting

role is Leland Beale who aver-

aged 5.8 points and 3.5 rebounds

in 1 5 games last year. At 6 -8 and

250 pounds, Beale looks more

like he should be a defensive end

for Florida State than a starting

foward but according to a press

release by Gillian, "(Beale) has

very good basketball skills and is a

fine athlete for his size."

Comprised of six freshmen,

eight sophomores and one trans-

fer junior, the Lancers will have to

mesh quickly in order to compete

in probably Longwood's toughest

schedule ever. With the exception

of rival Hampden-Sydney, all the

teams Longwood faces this year

are Division I. Longwood will

face two pre-season Coaches Poll

Top 5 teams, #5 Illinois and #2
Wake Forest. "It's going to be

exiting to play some of the major

schools like Illinois, Cincinnati,

and Wake Forest. It's going to

make our team better playing

these opponents because you try

to be like them because they are

the best of the best," Pistoljevich

said.

Longwood will begin their season

Friday as they travel to New York

See LANCERS p. 11

Basketball Teams Going into Bobcat Country
sports Information

Longwood University assistant

athletics director for develop-

ment Mike Mitchell has

announced an agreement for

Lancer men's and women's bas-

ketball games to be broadcast this

season on Blackstone radio sta-

tions, Bobcat Country, WBBC
93.5 FM and ESPN, WKLV 1440

AM. The broadcasts will include

21 men's contests during the

upcoming year, along with seven

women's contests, and all 28

broadcasts will be available

worldwide via the Internet as well

at Longwood Athletics website,

WWW.lonpwoodlancers.mm.

"It was important for us to be

able to carry as many women's

and men's basketball games as

possible this season," explained

Mitchell. "Both teams have

tough but exciting road schedules

and this will allow us to bring

those games to our fans. WBBC
and WKLV are very strong sta-

tions in this region and after they

carried our games . last season,

give us a familiar and welcome

home this season."

Bobcat Country and WKLV
are owned and operated by

Denbar Communications, Inc.

and the Bobcat is a 25,000 watt

FM station that reaches east from

Farmville to Richmond, west to

Appomattox, north to

Goochland County, and south

from Farmville to the North

CaroUna border. WKLV, ESPN
is a 5,000 watt AM station.

"We're very excited about our

relationship with the Longwood

Lancers this year, and with the

addition of seven women's

games to our scheduled 21 men's

games," said Dennis Royer Sr.,

President of Denbar

Communications, Inc. "We look

forward to a long relationship

with the University."

The 21 men's scheduled game

broadcasts highlighted by:

Hampden-Sydney (Nov. 29),

Howard (Dec. 4, WKLV), UC
Davis or Saint Joseph's (Dec. 11,

WKLV), #5 Illinois (Dec. 27,

WKLV), Cincinnati (Dec. 30,

WKLV), and #2 Wake Forest

(Feb. 23). Handling the play-by-

play for the men's broadcasts will

be Jon Schaeffer, director of

broadcasting and voice of the

Lynchburg Hillcats, the Class A
affiliate of the Pittsburgh Pirates.

The seven women's scheduled

game broadcasts include the fol-

lowing contests: UNC-
Wilmington (Nov. 26), Norfolk

State or St. John's (Nov. 27), West

Virginia (Dec. 1), George Mason

(Dec. 21), Kentucky (Jan. 4),

Liberty (Jan. 20), and Southern

Virginia (Feb. 26, WKLV).
Handling the play-by-play for the

women's broadcasts will be Mike

Mitchell.
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"BACK WHERS IT BELONGS"

0NWMLU9I.3
L«niwccdfs student StaUcn kicks
off Its Sports Season this Friday at
Spm with the ivomenis Casketball
Lancer Invitational Tournament

For More InjoHnaiion Visit tUWMLU Weljsite
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NFL REPORT: Scores Settled In Week Ten
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

The Jets and the Ravens both

reside in second place in their

respective divisions, trailing two

of the hottest teams in football.

The Jets headed into this week

one game behind the Patriots, and

the Ravens trail the team with

longest active win streak in the

NFL; the Steelcrs, by two games.

Neither team could afford to sac-

rifice a potential win if they were

to have any chance of claiming

the tide of divisional champions

and a home game in the play-offs.

However, the Jets headed into

this game without the greatest

offensive weapon, quarterback

Chad Pennington. While his

replacement, ex-Cowboy Quincy

Carter, played decendy it was not

enough to overcome Baltimore's

defense.

New England increased their

lead in the AFC East over the Jets

to two games by crushing the

Bills. The Steelers were able to

hold their lead over the Ravens

as they extend their impresive

winning-streak to seven straight,

after defeating the Browns. The

Falcons increased their division-

al lead by defeating division

opponent, the Buccaneers. The

NFC North divisional lead

became tied this week as the for-

mer second place Packers were

able to overcome die high-pow-

ered former first place Vikings.

At another meeting of divi-

sion leaders, the Seahawks were

once again upset by the Rams.

Super-Bowl runner up, Carolina,

doubled their win total this week

by defeating the struggling 49ers.

Pre-season Super Bowl favorite

Kansas City continues their

abysmal slide as they lose anoth-

er game, this week to New
Orleans.

The Giants continue on a

slide of their own. After starting

off the season strong their latest

loss to the Cardinals has Coach

Tom Coughlin switching his

starting quarterback to rookie Eli

Manning. His brother, Payton

Manning, devastated the Texans

on his way to yet another Colts

victory. Another team switching

quarterbacks after a demoralizing

loss to the Bengals arc the

Redskins, who have handed the

starting job back to Patrick

Ramsey. Even without their start-

ing quarterback, Byron Leftwich,

the surpnsing Jaguars were able

to put xtny the upstart Lions.

Player of the Week: Donavon

McNabb exposed the Cowboys

horrendous passing defense, as

he made throwing five touch-

downs against them look like

childs play in the Eagles win.

Game of the Week: Nothing

ends a game more unexpectedly

than a safety in overtime. The

Bears luck extends another week

as they are able to accomplish

just that to defeat the Titans.

Coack to \ye on ESPNRadio

Trey Deal Named Best Putter in DI Collegiate GoH Rankings

sports Information

Longwood University senior

men's golf standout Trey

Dealfrom Martinsville, Virginia is

ranked number one in putting per

die GOLFSTAT Division I statis-

tical rankings of November 5.

Deal is atop the putts on greens

in regulation with his 1.650 aver-

age, just ahead of VCU's Daryl

Chappell (1.651) and Notre

Dame's Shane Sigsbee (1.656).

Others ranked among the top 10

include collegiate players from

Texas, USC, Augusta State,

Louisville, Indiana, and East

Tennessee State.

"There's no doubt Trey makes

a lot of putts," explained eight

year head golhcoach Kevin

Fillman. "He'll make a long one

every once in a while, but the key

for him is that he makes an

extremely high percentage of the

putts a high-caliber player

expects to make. Trey just

believes that every putt he hits is

going in, and the vast majority of

them do." •

Through the fall portion of

the 2004-05 schedule, Deal led

Longwood with his 73.00 scor-

ing average through 12 rounds

of golf, including three rounds

in the 60s with a low round of

67. He had two top 20 individ-

ual finishes during the fall,

including a 14th-place tie at the

James Madison Invitational

October 9-10 when he fired his

collegiate-best 213 (72-67-74).

Longwood will open the

spring season at the Charleston

Southern/Spring Kick-Off

Classic, Feb 21-22, at the

"Coosaw Creek Country Club in

North Charleston, South

Carolina.

Sports InformoHon

Longwood University men's bas-

ketball head coach Mike Gillian

will be a guest on Sports Radio

910, WRNL's Mike Maniscalco

Show diis Wednesday, November

17, at 4:05 p.m.. Coach Gillian

will join the Richmond AM sta-

tion's Mike Maniscalco on his

daily sports talk show, the capital

city's most popular daily sports

talk program that airs firom 3-7

p.m.. The Lancer men's basket-

ball head coach is scheduled for

bi-monthly visits to the daily pro-

gram, and will be on the show

again December 1, also at 4:05

p.m..

"I'm really looking forward to

being on the air with Mike

Maniscalco on Sports Radio 910

during this upcoming season,"

said Gillian. "Mike is knowledge-

able and energetic, and hosts the

most listened to sports drive time

show in Richmond and the

Central Virginia area."

"This opportunity will allow us

to to publicize Longwood

Basketball and raise the profile of

the program while we are doing

it. It promises to be entertaining

and fun and I can't wait to get it

started Wednesday afternoon at

4:05 p.m."

Longwood will open the 2004-

05 campaign this weekend,

November 19-20, in New York

City with its participation in

Columbia Classic hosted by the

Ivy League's Columbia University.

The Lancers open against

Columbia on Friday, Nov. 19, at 7

p.m., and wiU play either

Morehead State or Mount St.

Mary's on Saturday, Nov. 20.

Longwood will host Big South

Conference member Radford

University for its home opener

next Tuesday, Nov. 23, at 7 p.m. in

Willett Hall on-campus in

Farmville.

WeeUtj Trivia

What is the

maximum
occupancy for

Willett Hall

Stadium?

Last Week's Answer:
What is Women's

Basktebail Coach Shirtey

Duncan's overall

Longwood record?

337-240

Ijyou would like to stimit a triria question

seod <m email u rotunda@longwwod.edu

siAtject "Tiiyia''withjfouT questioo, anstrtr

and nam^ifdesired).

LANCERS contM p. 10

Cit)' for the Columbia Classic

held by Ivy League memeber

Columbia. Then the Lancers

return home on Tuesday to bat-

Ue Radford. Also over the win-

ter break the Lancers travel to

the Las Vegas Classic with also

plays host to #5 UMnois along

vpith Cinncinnati, Valparaiso and

Nothern Iowa. Another tourne-

ment will be held in 5an

Fransico and feature Saint

Joseph, DC Davis, and host San

Fransico. And finally end their

road season against #2 Wake

Forest.

Despite the competition, the

Lancers continue to remain

optimistic about the upcoming

season despite the tremendous

odds stacked against them.

According to freshmen guard

Kevin Schneider, "I think

we're hungry. We've got heart.

We're not the tallest team, but

I think our heart makes up for

that."



Uicrn^^ live o^^-ectmpim.

Don't fret. Sunchase has the answer!

Just choose the apartment you want, sign the lease, and pay

applicable fees. If you do not receive permission to move off-

campus, just bring your housing assignment to us in writing by

February 28, 2005 and we will refund 100% of all fees paid.
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"Who says you have to live like a student?"

#

4-bedriooms / 4-faathrooms

Washer/Dryer

Goum^ Kitchen:

dishwasher, microwave,

icemaber, garbage disposal

Plush Carpeting

Ceiling Fans in all rooms

Private Balcony

24-hour Gym
24-hour Computer Lab

Game Room
Movie Theatre

Swimming Pool

Volleyball

BcRhetball

Grilling Station

Plenty of ParWng

Did you know?
Groups of Four

get a month of

FREE RENT!

501 Sunchase Boulevard

Farmville VA 23901

sunchase-longwoo

AIM: SunchaseBuzz
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Inaugural Lancer Invitational Proves

Bittersweet for Women's Basketball

Win over Wintkrop soberedby loss to Davidson
Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

The Longwood women's basket-

ball team achieved several firsts

on November 19 by hosting the

inaugural Lancer Invitational.

During the tournament,

Ia)ngwood played the first home

game against a Division I school

in the program's history, and they

earned their first victory of the

season. The two-day tournament

featured opponents Winthrop

University, Fairleigh Dickinson

Universit)', and Davidson College.

On day one of the tournament,

Longwood matched up against

the Eagles of Winthrop

University for a chance ^ play in Davidson CoiUge.

Guard Amber Mason (20)

goes for a shot against

the tournament round on day two.

Head Coach Shirley Duncan

admits that Windirop's game plan

was an unknown.

"To tell you the truth, we didn't

fkoto bf Scott Diil

scoring in double figures, led by

Senior Forward Merita Meldere's

game-high 17 points.

Meldere mentioned that the

know [what to expect] because of offensive play was not the only

the new coach. It's his first year, reason the team was successful.

W'Tiat we tried to do was find out "Our defense was what won the

what his st)'le was and plan for it," game for us," said Meldere.

Duncan said. "We work very hard on

The Lancers adapted well in defense in practice. Sometimes

the first half and took a 6-0 lead we don't appreciate the coach's

with 15:04 remaining in the half work on defense in practices, but

Longwood then went on a 10-3 when the game comes, we see

run against the Eagles, with the that defense is our strength."

defense only allowing 5 points in The win over Winthrop

the first ten minutes of the con- allowed the Lancers to compete

test. The Lancers increased their

advantage and took a 23-point

lead into the break with a 35-12

score.

for the tide of the Lancer

Invitational on November 20

against the Wildcats of Davidson

College. However, the superb

Longwood finished the first defensive play that led Longwood

half strong, led by the play of to victory cost Longvi'ood a

Ashley Mason who had 5 points chance to earn back-to-back wins

in the half Ashley Carey led all to start the season,

scorers for Winthrop and finished In the first half, Longwood

the first half with 8 total points, started strong with Junior Guard

With a huge lead in hand, Jessica Wilkerson's three-pointer

Loi^;wood turned up the defen- to open the game in the first

sive pressure in the second half minute. Davidson responded by

and capitalized on turnovers. scoring seven unanswered points

The Lancers outscored the to take die lead.

Ea^es in points off of turnovers '•Well that's the first time all

12-6 in the half, including season we were down early and I

Freshman Forward Leigh was eager to see how we would

Mascherin's three-pointer with respond to Aat," Coach Duncan

forty-five seconds remaining, said.

Longwood defeated Winthrop

76-45 with four Uncer starters See WOMEN p. 10

Barrueta s Contract Not Renewed
Men s soccer coach let^o aiier second losing season

Shawn Garrett

News Editor

Dave Barrueta is no longer Head

Coach of Men's Soccer at

Longwood.

According to Director of

Athletics Rick Mazzuto, Barrueta

left the Universit)' on November

19th , 13 days after the Lancers

ended a 1-16 season with a 2-3

loss in overtime to Mercer

Universit)^ It was the second los-

ing season of his two-year tenure.

Although Mazzuto would not

confirm the details of Barrueta's

departure, citing confidentiality

issues, in an email to The Rotunda,

Barrueta confirmed that Mazzuto

chose not to renew his contract

for a third season.

" [Mazzuto's] comment that I

'left' the program insinuates that I

quit," wrote Barrueta, "which is

Coach Dave Barrueta's con-

tract was not renewed byfor
2005-2006 season.

VCTien asked if he thought the

outcome of the season affected

the University's decision not to

renew his contract, Barrueta said

he didn't know, but diat he was

very proud of the team.

"Tlie results on the field this

season against Division I oppo-

nents show extremely good

progress compared to 2003. We
were a much better team, on and

off the field."

Barrueta pointed also to

department-wide improvements

that he felt proud to be a part of,

such as the new Athletic

Department-run study hall. A
success I had in meeting his

objectives."

Barrueta added that a review of source of disappointment for

his personnel file showed that he Barrueta, however, is the lack of

in fact met all of the goals set for an institutional drug-testing pro-

him by Mazzuto. President gram at Longwood, which he fully

Cormier and Director Mazzuto supported,

informed Barrueta that, because Director Mazzuto was not

grossly incorrect." According to they decided not to renew his available for comment at press

Barrueta, Mazzuto offered him contract, they did not need to time.

the opportunity to resign, but provide a reason for their deci-

Barrueta refused, "based on die sion. See SOCCER p. 4

Relaij for Life Teams Now Being Formed
Student teams honor cancer victims and survivors

Ashley Dow
Staff Writer

Looking across Stubbs Lawn you

see many people gathered watch-

ing a concert. You also see two

students lighting a candle, further-

ing the long line of brilliandy

glowing luminaries lining the side-

walk. You notice the small camp-

sites scattered on the lawn. Finally

you see people walking, some-

times in groups, pairs or alone,

but walking for a purpose.

This purpose is Relay For Life.

Relay For Life is an over-night

event dedicated to celebrating the

survivors of cancer and remem-

bering die victims. The event rais-

es money for research programs

through the American Cancer

Society.

Relay For Life, an annual event

at Loi^;wood, is sponsored by the

Longwood Chapter for Relay For

Life. The next relay will be held

on April 8th, 2005 from 7pm to

7am on Stubbs Lawn.

Even though the event is

months away, the chapter is busy

recruiting volunteers and relay

participants. Teams and volun-

RNftUH
Ami-t ..

.

Ktlttf fUr Life raises money

for research programs aimed

at finding cures for cancer.

teers are essential to the success

of the event Teams raise money

by fundraising and s<^citii^ con-

tributions. Each team member is

encouraged to raise $100 for the

event Kickoff events were held

at both Longwood and

Hampden-Sydney in early

November.

At these events over 140 peo-

ple showed an interest in forming

a team for Relay For Life.

"We want to form teams early,"

said Meredith Carr, chair of Team

Recruitment. "By forming a team

early, team members have more

time to ftindraise."

Teams of 8-12 people com-

prised of students, faculty and

staff from Longwood University

and Hampden-Sydney take turns

walking a designated track. Each

team tries to keep at least one

team member on the track at all

times during the event. Some

teams walk in honor of cancer

survivors and victims. Others

walk to raise awareness.

"Last year Sigma Kappa

Sorority had a team. We had a sis-

ter who currendy had cancer and

another who was a survivor,"

expressed Alexis Schaeffer. "We

feel it is important to show sup-

port for those affected by cancer."

See RELAY p. 4
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Words from tke Editor: My Brain Is Inside Out
Three weeks

ago, I was

visiting my
best friend,

Stef. While I

was there,

she read to

me from an AIM profile.

Seventy of our nearest and

dearest high school classmates

have cfecided to get together over

Thanksgiving weekend. Out of

over five hundred people in our

graduating class, about sixty of

the most irritating are on this list

in Jenee's profile Qenee being the

ringleader of this whole charade).

"You know," I say when she's

done, "We have a real reunion

next year. Isn't this a little silly?"

In hi^ school, I told myself

that I'd be all over the reunion

thing. Why not see the complete

and utter failures people have

made of themselves?

Categorically speaking, however,

people who are failures rarely

show at reunions.

Stef is beyond thrilled about

this whole ordeal. She squeals

over various names on the list,

people that I'm pretty sure that

she wasn't even friends with. I,

on the other hand, can think of

two people on the list - outside

of our regular group - that I

reaUy, truly want to see. Two. Is

that a litde sad? But for now, I'm

done talking about it; Stef writes

about it on AIM; I puke.

But Black Friday evening rolls

around, and I find myself in

front of my bedroom mirror.

Has it really been half an hour

since I started doing my make-

up? Did I really agonize over my

outfit? I kind of want to punch

myself in the face, especially

after Stef starts fussing about

how she must do her makeup

the microsecond before we walk

out the door in order to ensure

total freshness. Definitely

deserved of a punch in the face.

We, of course, get there right

at seven. I could have been fine

with fashionably late, but okay. I

can stake out a good place

where I can see and talk to peo-

ple, but I'm not in the middle of

all the action. "There" is an up-

scale pool hall.

As more people come in, the

reactions become bigger. Deanna

grabs her head and yells, "Oh my
effing God!" Someone else yells,

"My brain is inside out!" I clearly

went to high school with some

very articulate individuals. But real-

ly, what do you say in a situation

like this?

Most people are cordial, and I

notice that this is not unlike All

Night Grad Party (the last time

many of us saw each other). We

take pictures and talk about the

fixture. Most of the answers aren't

big surprises. Elizabeth, the soon-

to-be Yale graduate will be working

for the CIA. Like none of us saw

that coming.

"How does that work?" Zack

asks. "Did you find a note in your

sandwich one day?"

After five hours of this, the

excitement wears thin. Ryan

comes up to me to announce that

the moral of the story is that

everyone is gay.

I contemplate his statement, but

I think the moral of the story is

this: after spending four years try-

ing to find ourselves, most of us

are more than wiUbg to go right

back to our high school personas.

Everything we've become com-

fortable about with our college

friendsT becomes null and void as

we flounder down memory lane.

I once read an essay about

Janis Joplin describing a high

school reunion she attended after

she became famous. Even after

all her accomplishments, her

classmates couldn't get past the

image of the girl they knew at

seventeen. Belittied, she left in

worse shape than she had been all

those years ago.

She chose to go back as some-

one new; we chose to go back as

the same old people.

Amy Whipple
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I think that it is time America

forms their very own sweatshop

labor program.

Our noble country is losing a

great deal of labor to sweatshops

in China, Bangladesh, and other

third world countries.

(Don't believe me, look at the

tag in the back of your clothing.)

So, where are we going to get

this labor for our growing econo-

my? Children!

For this idea to work, we will

need to ban all forms of abortion.

It doesn't really matter what the

outcome of the child's life is, only

that the child is alive.

Now, not all parents love the

child that they give birth to and are

supposed to raise.

Look at the numbers concern-

ing child abuse, run aways, and

malnutrition.

If we want to beat China, we

will need all the litde hands that we

can get.

Our next big goal to help our

growing economy is to find chil-

dren who are abused by their fam-

ilies.

Children who are abused tend

to be easy to control and do what-

ever anyone says.

This could be a great work ethic

that allows them to work for 20

hours a day.

We should have started our pro-

gram in the '80s, when child abuse

was more prevalent.

Imagine a sweatshop full of

small abused children.

I am sure that we could beat any

third-world sweatshops when we

have a full army of scared litde

four year-olds mass producing t-

shirts.

However, there is an obstacle

that we have to take into consider-

ation: foster care.

Maybe if our country had start-

ed this sweatshop program in the

year 2000, our quota of children

would have been 520,000 for chil-

dren in foster care, while only

117,000 are able for adoption

(taken from www.statistics.adop-

tion.com/adoption_from_fos-

ter_care_l 999.php)

.

Our organization should really

sort out the small amount of folks

that actually want to help these

children.

We need to sort the abused

from the ones that are not abused.

The non-abused children might

not work as well in a sweatshop

environment.

So, they could also be sent to

families that will only take them

for a welfare check.

Those folks will abuse them and

work them like modern slaves, and

when their time is up, more litde

hands for our sweatshop.

Oh, this will be a greatest

accomplishment for our great

nation.

Or will it be?

What you have read thus far has

obviously been satirical, and I

want to make a few things crystal

clear.

First, I am adopted.

In my first eight years of my life

(before my adoption), only one

family had the decency not to

abuse either my sister or me.

I feel that I was raised with the

result of bad parenting.

When it comes to a pro-life

point-of-view, how can you

assume that the child will have a

good life?

How can you say that a child

raised in an abusive or poverty-

stricken family will have a valu-

able life?

Imagine the self-esteem of any

child living like that.

Not all foster parents are bad,

but in the case that they are, there

is that litde part of you that feel s

less important because it seems

that you are the only one without

a loving mother and father.

I don't have a problem with

pro-life opinions, but I do have a

problem with people who just

speculate that when a child

comes into this world, reguard-

less of the situation, everything is

going to work out okay.

The sad reality is that child

abuse occurs each year, and that

children are in foster care (both

good and bad) and that die ones

that are not so lucky die from

starvation.

What is their value?

If their mothers could have

chosen abortion, would things

have worked out better?

What is the value of their life?

Is it worth an abortion?

Like i said earUer, I don't have

a problem with people who are

pro-life, or pro-choice, because

once you have a child, it doesn't

really matter anymore.

The only thing that reaUy mat-

ters is the more important ques-

tion; will they be good parents?
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Presenting an Average Situation
Tanner Keith

Opinion Editor

Around the middle of this

summer, an event occurred

that has had a definite effect

on my life.

My then ex-girlfriend (I will

refer to her as Jamie) whom I

had been dating on and off for

about two years, was raped.

She had just turned eight-

teen that month.

Prior :o this event, I had

considered myself to be a

rather strong person, but

nothing I had been through in

my entire life prepared me for

this summer.

Jamie grew up in an average

household with an older sister,

attended church regularly, and

had a very strong belief in

God.

She did mission work, was

part of Young Life, a Christian

youth group, and went to a pri-

vate Chrisdan school. Jamie

wanted to be a social worker

and live in D.C. to help the

inner city kids.

Jamie had a motherly

insdnct like none other, and

led a life dedicated to her evan-

gelical religion.

Some years ago, through

friends she had at church, she

met Charlie (name also

changed).

Jamie's friends had gone to

his neighborhood in New
York on a mission trip, and

they became friends.

Almost every year Charlie

and his cousins would come to

Virginia to visit, and Jamie

developed an obvious crush

on him.

I did meet Charlie once, but

little more than a, "hey, how's

it going," was exchanged; not

enough for me to draw any

conclusion to his character.

This summer, however, his

actions spoke more words

than any God could compre-

hend.

Around the middle of August, I

had a long conversation with Jamie,

and decided it would be best if we

stop seeing each other.

We had both been gradually

growing apart, although I still loved

her. She started abusing her pre-

scriptions and taking any pills she

could find.

Jamie, on the other hand, didn't

agree with my decision.

She sank into a depression, (she

had been previously diagnosed as

clinically depressed), and I did not

hear from her until the day she

came to my house and told me she

had been raped.

As she told me her story, the

feelings that came to me that day

have not since been matched, and I

doubt they will ever be.

Jamie began to tell me what had

happened that week while I had

been away at work.

After I broke up with her, she

would not eat or sleep.

She stayed in her room, listened

to music, and eventually made her-

self physically sick.

After a period of two weeks, a

friend of Jamie's called her and told

her that Charlie was in town.

Jamie took 8 "Correys"

(Coriseden, an over-the counter

anti-histamine which contains

DXM, increasingly abused for the

high it produces) and went to see

him.

Jamie's friend dropped her off

and left, assuming that others were

there.

There was no one in the house

except Charlie, and Jamie hoped

that hanging out with him for a

while would make her feel better.

While Jamie was still under the

effects of the Coriseden, Charlie

asked her several rimes to have sex,

and she repeatedly said no.

She said, "No."

Eventually, tired of his advances,

she let him have sex with her.

Not once did she say yes.

When he was finished, he got up

and left Jamie there crying.

A week later, after not speaking

to her, Charlie called Jamie, and

said, "I didn't use a rubber and I

didn't pull out, so if you get preg-

nant with some freak kid, I don't

wanna know about it."

I asked Jamie if it hurt, and she

said it did. I asked her if she had

told anyone, and she had not, nor

did she want anyone to know.

She went to a clinic and found

out that she was not pregnant, nor

did she test positive for any STD's.

She did not want her parents to

know, and she refused to tell any

authorit}' figure, adding that if 1

did report this incident, then she

would never speak to me again.

I could not, nor can I now

understand why these events

occur.

Iwas angry, but I was also con-

sumed by guilt.

I understand that I should not

feel guilty for these things, but I do.

I know it wasn't my fault that

she took the pills and put herself

in that environment, but I feel as

though I caused it.

I feel as if I was the cause of

her rape, and now, months later, it

still bothers me.

I do not place this burden on

myself freely, nor is it logical for

me to feel such guilt, yet I still do.

1 can only question how long it

will take for me to forget, or how

soon God wilT show me that it was

not my fault.

However, I have not counted on

God for anything for quite some

time now.

The point of my writing about

this "average situation" is twofold.

First, to address the fact that

this is an average situation.

Rape happens repeatedly across

the world, and it cannot be

ignored.

Secondly, the fact that rape does

not just affect the "victim."

It affects friends, family, and

anyone else involved.

After this summer, I now feel a

guilt and a pain that I know will

remain with me for a long, long

time.

props and drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and every-

one to submit props and drops to rotunda(a longwood.edu

Props:

+ To three more weeks left in the semester.

+ To the goddess Lindsey Lohan.

+ To Taco Bell*s grilled stuffed burritos.

+ To the first ever D-1 tounament at Longwood.

+ To the pep band.

+ To Paris Hilton's new residence.

Drops:

- To being sick all semester.

- To Everyone hoves Raymond because very few people

really love that idiot.

- To the Grand Dining Room being closed.

- To inadequate health care.

Speak Out

What is your favorite road trip memory?

My favorite road txips have
been with my best friends

Stephanie, Laverne, and
Shirley. With a pack of cot-

ton candy Bubble Yum, a

Biggie sweet tea, and your
best girlfriend's fingernail

clippers, you can't go wrong!
-Jenny Workman

Junior

Danny and Nathan decided
to go see Tower of Power, a

fume band in Roanoke. They
only had two hours to get

there, and sped the whole
way. They even made it back
to Music Theory class the

next morning.
-Danny Short
Sophomore

One time when the Color
Guard was on the road, a

friend of mine would flash

truckers. Sometimes they
would follow us for repeats.

-Ten Eckrote
Sophomore

MlPiaurtsbyWlllhttts
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SOCCER contM p. 1

Rumors surrounding Barrueta's

release earlier last month centered

on an incident that involved mis-

conduct on the part of two of

Barrueta's players. Barrueta con-

firmed that on an official team

trip, rvi'o players spent the night in

the team hotel with a pair of

young women. Both players then

skipped the team breakfast.

Barrueta investigated, and found

the players in bed with the young

women.

According to Barrueta, "One

player had a history of team vio-

lations and the other had none."

Barrueta made the decision to

release the repeat offender. The

other player was disciplined sepa-

rately but remained on the team.

Although he doesn't know-

exactly what led to his non-

renewal, Barrueta said that, prior

to his notification, he was told by

a Longwood staff member infor-

mally that his decision to release

the player, who "has an influential

Dad," would end up costing him

his job.

"Setting the right standards for

my team is more important than

playing politics. Apparentiy, the

administration did not agree with

me," wrote Barrueta.

Earlier this year, Barrueta's

home was defaced with a racial

epithet.

"I am half Mexican-

American," Barrueta explained,

"and someone thought it would

be humorous to make fun of

Mexicans." Barrueta confirmed

that the vandalism was soccer-

related as it made mention of his

record as coach.

Barrueta added that he is

"extremely disappointed" in

President Cormier's response to

the incident, as he has yet to have

a meeting to discuss the incident

that she promised him.

President Cormier was

unavailable for comment at press

time.

Barrueta came to lo^ngwood

from Mercer University- (Ga.) in

2003, where he was an assistant

coach. Previously, Barrueta had

also coached at Georgia Tech

and Yale.

Although Barrueta was opti-

mistic at the beginning of the

season, by all accounts the year

was forecasted to be an uphill

climb for both Barrueta and the

program as a whole.

Only four players returned

this year, including one starter,

and of the 1 9 new players on the

team, 17 were freshman.

According to the Men's Soccer

2004 Media Guide, Barrueta was

undaunted heading into the sea-

son.

"It is quite evident that we will

be young this season," said

Barrueta. "But...age does not

play a part in measuring one's

level of determination, fight and

pride."

Lancers were playing their first

season under NCAA Division I

rules and an entire opponent ros-

ter of D-I schools.

Because of these changes,

losses to teams ' such as the

University of Virginia, whom the

team was able to hold off to one

goal for the game in overtime,

can be considered accomplish-

ments for the untested team.

Assistant Head Coach Jon

Atkinson, has been appointed

interim head coach until a

replacement can be found for

Barrueta. Next season, the team

will play under its third head

coach in four seasons.

Professor: Pull Funding To Help Stop Terrorist Acts
V-W'iire

RELAY cont'd p. 1

For the event, each team designs

a campsite where other team

members can sleep and relax

when not walking. Also, campus

and community groups provide

singing, dancing and comedic

entertainment throughout the

night.

Thcniost important program

during the event, the luminary

ceremony, is often the most

emotional.

The lutntnary ceremony is

observed to honor cancdr vic-

tims and survivors.

"It is important to recognize

those who have- passed away

from cancer," said Courtney

Jones, Luminaries and

Survivorship chairperson. "The

ceremony helps to exemplify

how many people are affected

by cancer, not just those who

are diagnosed, but their family

and friends."

The final team-recruiting

event will be held on Tuesday

December 7th at 7:00 pm in the

Amelia room student union.

Those interested in forming

or joinging a team are asked to

e-mail Meredith Carr at

mlcarr@longwood.edu for

more information.

Massive firepower, tanks and

jets may help in the war against

terrorism, but cutting off terror-

ist funding can be just as effec-

tive.

This year's recipient of the

Blackmon-Moody Award, Walter

Enders, chair of the economics

and finance department and pro-

fessor of economics said apply-

ing business strategy to the

implementation of anti-terror

legislation is practical.

It is logical to assume the

enemy will make the best move

available to them to counteract

the opposition, he said, compar-

ing the War on Terror to a chess

game.

He said practical use of eco-

nomic theory is beneficial to

choose the best way to counter

the strategies of terrorists.

He also said the economics of

game theory explored by John

Nash, a famous economist and

subject of the popular film "A

Beautiful Mind," are applicable to

fighting terrorism. Game theory,

Enders said, is about predicting

human behavior given certain cir-

cumstances.

"You need to understand how

[terrorist] behaviors will change

in reaction to counter-terrorist

measures," he said.

Enders said his application of

business strategy to the war on

terror is likely the reason he was

selected to receive the Blackmon-

Moody Award b\' UA President

Robert Witt and a committee that

reviews faculty nominations. The

award is given to a UA faculty-

member each year.

Enders said he wanted to study

economics when he realized

problems that afflict society, and

he said he wanted to find ways to

make improvements to society.

"[Economics] addressed what

I thought were significant prob-

lems in a scientific way," he said.

"I liked the economic way of

thinking."

Enders said he gave a presenta-

tion in California on the topic of

homeland security. He analyzed

how terrorist activities have

spread in recent years from high-

income, industrialized countries

to low-income, developing

nations since 9/11.

In the majority of cases, it is

easier for terrorists to work when

governments do not monitor

their activities closely, he said.

There is less governmental inter-

ference in developing nations, he

said.

Enders, whose work has been

published in multiple economic

journals, said he is currently

stydying the effect terrorism has

oh the international flow of cur-

rency, or "foreign direct invest-

ment." He and his colleague

Adolfo Sachsida hope to write a

paper on this topic, he said.

The department of economics

and finance will offer a new

course exploring terrorist activity-

next semester, Enders said.

Enders will teach EC 497,

"Political Economy of

Terrorism," and will focus upon

the economics of terrorism, the

professor said.

The text for the course will be a

book co-authored by Enders, and

students enrolled in the class will

extensively review and analyze

The 9/11 Commission Report.

Enders holds a bachelor's as

well as a master's degree from the

University of Toledo. His received

his doctorate from Columbia

University.

Enders was a co-recipient of

the 2003 Award for Behavioral

Research Relevant to the

Prevention of Nuclear War Risk

given by the National Academy of

Sciences.

National Alpha Lambda Delta is accepting applications for its 2005 Alpha

Lambda Delta Graduate Fellowships

Amounts: $3000, $5000, and $7500

Who is eligible: Graduating seniors applying to graduate school who are

Alpha Lambda Delta members and have a 3.5 GPA
Deadline: January 31, 2005

How many will be awarded? 23 students will receive fellowships

Application can be found at http://www.nationalald.org/grad.htm

If you have questions please contact Sharon Emerson-Stonnell, Alpha

Lambda Delta faculty advisor.

ValcrffcmlCafc
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. Wfiene The NeSgnt)0OKK» comes Togetner

Casual Dining - Private Parties

Catering

5Vnne and the staff of *6barleys

wish you a good week!

^member to take time for your-

self as you prepare for the end

of the semester!

*Every Wednesday ^barleys

brings you Italian SufTet with tbe rock-

ing accoustic jams of 7ray %ppes. ^ome

by 9fonday 9figbts for our 7ootball

Specials including 26 cent bot wings

from 9 pm to 11 pm, you'll be glad you

did! I^member that 'Cbarleys always

offers its famous druncb from 1 1 :00 am

until 2:00 pm every Sunday. 5Vlso

remember that *6barleys is taking reser-

vations for Christmas parties, featuring

5^nne's homemade desserts made espe-

cially for you! ^ok for all of this and

more at 'Charleys, celebrating ten years

of serving the 7armville community!

ANNE SIMBOLI
pastry Cii«f

(434) 392-1566

201 B Mill Street

Farmville, Virginia 23901
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Textbook buyback extended hours during exam week:

Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30, Samrday 11:00-2:00

Sell your textbooks and take 10% off purchases of clothing and gifts

Sign up for fall pre-pack books and be entered into a drawing for discounted or free books

First prize, free textbooks

Second prize, 2 people will receive 20% off of textbooks

Third prize, 3 people will receive 10% off of textbooks

Lon^woodBookstoreFre-Tack Service
*We will procure your sckedule

*We will package required Looks-USED if we kave tke tkem
*We will kold tkem lor tke hrst TWO (2)days oi class

*You need to Print your Name, Social Security #, pkone #, email address

YouCAN include a credit card number and expiration date to eliminate waiting
* $5 packing lee will be added at tke time ol purckase

Name:

Social Security 4P:

Credit Card #:

/ /
exp: /

(No waiting wken you pick up books, card will be ckarged wken pulled approx. a week before

classes begin)

Comments:

i^oire^rooi)
jL Mid Mj Jm,Wm JLi » »

,

WAHX TO MAVE.
NOW LEASING FOR SPRINGAND FALL '05!

* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.
* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included expect for telephone service.

* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning

facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!

* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here you'll

never want to leave.

208 Clark Street

Farmville, VA 23901

434.315.5566

wvnv.Iongwood-viIlage.coin
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Movie:

'Hie Borne Supreinaty

7:30 p.iii.

ABC Rooms

Karaoke -

l^)iig\v()o(l Idol

\)\M) p.m.

liincer Cafe

Peiibrming Arts for Youth

9:30 a.m. and Noon

Jarman Auditorium

Students: $2

(chaperones are iree)

Holiday Open House

4 p.m. - ,'5:30 p.m.

Alumni House

SetutcUy the 4th T/uiti<L^ the 9tk

Winter (iosj)eliest

4 j).m. - 7 i).m.

Bedlord Auditorium

Juheus

9 p.m.

I winter Caie

Delta Sigma Theta:

(iilt Wrapping

1 1 a.m. - 7 j).m.

Dining Hall I^)l)l)y

Spring Break 2005
Travel with STS,

America's #1 Student

Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and

Florida.

Now hiring on-campus
reps.

Call for group dis-

counts.

Information/Reservatio

ns:

1-800-648- 4849 or

www.ststravel.com

December 3-9, 2004

• HER • MAN • SHE • BOY • lADY •

^ Come meet the real Divas O

December 3rd at 8:00 p.m.

5 Room 1 48 Wvnne
» ^^

•

X: We promise to pro\ide a show

^ you'll ne\'er forget
r,1

1
*^

Come scratching your head

I^ave fullv satisfied

'/:

>

2
r

5^

• ACIVn • AOH • :iHS • .VVR^ • >OH •

MonJxLu the 6th

Blood Drive

Noon - () p.m.

Liuikiord S.IJ.

Delia Sigma Theta:

(iame Night

7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

CuriT Conunons

The U)ng\\()od

Percussion Ensemble

Concert

7:30 p.m.

\V\'gal Auditoriuih

Interested in becoming more involved

on campus?

Have an nose for news and a need to

get the facts to the public?

Apply to be The Kotundds

News Editor!

By Dec. 8 at 9 p.m., submit

~Two samples of writing

~Description of work on publications

~Description of spring workload

Must be available during MTW evenings

ZILDGEN5
Ziidgens Restaurant is now accepting

applications for Kitchen, Wait, and Bar

Staff for both a.m. and p.m. shifts

For more information call:

391-9992

311 N MAIN ST, FARMVILLE, VA 23901

T^on2:ue inigu CLheek
By: Ellie Woodruff

As the holidays approach, mail volumes get higher,

it takes longer for packages to get through the sys-

tem. The recommended deadlines for sending mail

from the United States to all overseas military mail-

ing addresses for the holidays are listed below:

Priority and first-class letters/cards:

Dec. 11 (Dec. 6 for APO 093)

Express mail military service:

Dec. 20 (Not applicable for APO 093)

Ccmintf Sprina 2€€<)

Lcnawccd University

Introduces
The Internaticnal Student

Ouddy Prcaram

We are Icckinn fcr a few accd
men and wcmen interested in

meetins unique and diverse

internaUcnal students. Fcr mere
infcrmaUcn, please ccntaet the
CfUce €f MulUculUiral Affairs at
calheunli@lcniiwccd.edu cr (434)

39t5 2394/9(5

^ift^i^
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CD Review

:

Gwen

Stefani s

LAMB
Ruben Sanchez

V-Wirt

On her new album "Love,

Angel, Music, Baby" {LAMB),

Gwen Stefani rocks like it's

1989.

Srefani is a child of the '80s,

and through her solo debut the

rock princess tries to revive the

decade mocked for its material-

ism, bad clothes, and worse

music.

And for a large portion of

LAMB, she succeeds.

Gone are the highly personal

and intjrospective lyrics that

made No Doubt and its female

lead so successful.

In the place of substance,

LAMB delivers '80s new wave

and pop, with hints of swing

and electronica.

There is none of the familiar

ska sound No Doubt is famous

for.

She sings about money, cars

and clothes on "Luxurious,"

likely to the chagrin of some

diehard No Doubters. Gwen's

solo album is for her fans

alone, not No Doubt fans look-

ing for more No Doubt music.

Really, LAMB isn't about the

music at all. It's about Gwen

Stefani and the cultK'-arion of

her new persona and career.

The producers are the ones

making the music on this one,

not Gwen.

But when an album is pro-

moted as an extension of the of

the artist's personality, bad

songs become embarrassments.

LAMB has 12 tracks, and

starting with number seven, an

homage to the bizarre

Harajuku Girls, the songs get

embarrassing.

The later tracks are carbon

copies of the new wave pop

that went out of style in the

'80s, and the second track pro-

duced by Andre 3000, "Long

Way to Go," which has tape of

Martin Luther King, Jr. speech-

es infused at the end, is^atchy

but too weird to like.

Gwen Stefani's new album

splits right down the middle:

half good and half bad.

Some will call it a fun album,

some will call it weird. Some

fans will like it, some won't.

But one thing is clear, for

Stefani, it's no longer about the

music. It's about the material.

/ /idsf hifi'n us /iijn- I ItiilU tiijid lis (I) SI j/t r/iL lLi\ .
I'c >jr I In

Kotunil.i now ihullviujc m>u tn Ji> thf \iinic. (<i/>ruri ^n

}n\iiinic in leur life, iisinij urounit hh' ucri/s or U ss. that hii\

iiioJc a liji'loriif im/'rt ssiHfi. /'/..m. i ;iiui/ Ihc R(»liiii<i.i ui t h

tour nsponsis or lifiv ifiii\tu>n\: ri'tuotin d lonifMinnLciiu.

Cetppe Mew
Carpe Noctem is a more precisely-put

term for our lives. At night we carry

on our illicit affairs that are exposed
only by permission of the moon. We
find and lose real love. We drink too
much wine, run through fields en
masse, climb trees, and listen to Rod
Stewart instruct us to allow our young
hearts to be free.

Then it comes to an unwelcome end
when we get up the next day to

attend the vapid "dailiness of life.

"

Janet Jones

—•«s»Jif*r.'«(^'>fT»"^r ns-f-'ttiV.-- -«••-»•

Jazz Razz jxeview
Janet Jones

Copy Editor

Last Monday evening, the

Longwood Jazz Ensembles filled

Jarman Theater with the sounds

of trombones, guitars, drums,

saxophones, and trumpets.

This compilation of students,

faculty, and guest performers

played their dedicated work for

the public. Along the way, their

director, Charles Kinzer, has guid-

ed them.

Many songs floated on the air

that evening, including "Bossa

Madeira", "Pig Lickin' Blues", and

"Got to Get You Into My IJfe."

The Jazz Ensembles chose the

immortal sounds of artists like

Billie Holiday, John Lennon,

Miles Davis, and Duke Ellington

to fill their program.

After Jazz Ensemble B played

four songs. Jazz Ensemble A

emerged on the stage with more

than enough energy to finish out

the night. If by chance you fool-

ishly missed these talented musi-

cians last week, you can be forgiv-

en and allowed another opportu-

nity to witness this magic.

On December 3 & 4, Jazz

Ensemble A will be playing

Holiday Dinners in Dorrill

Dining Hall, and on Wednesday

December 8th at 8:00 p.m. Jazz

Ensemble B will perform in

Lancer Cafe.

Longwood s Faskion:Tke Campus s Individual Look
Sarah-Tyler Moore

Staff Writer

"(Each] school has a distinct fash-

ion identity, and within that,

legions of students with diverse

individual looks and strong opin-

ions," said Bridget Foley, Editor

of WWD magazine.

What is Longwood's style?

What trends and words

describe a typical Longwood stu-

dent's fashion habits?

St)'le is not easy to quantify,

and student's definitions tend to

vary.

Senior Jeremy Nuckols said,

"(Longwood's style is] comfort-

able, because the students are

mature enough (to] not be wor-

ried about their appearance."

Freshman Sarah Ayres agrees, but

she also said, "Pajamas, because it

seems like everybody dates some

one at a different school so no

sees the point in looking

presentable."

Are Longwood students up to

date with national trends?

Sophomore Keith Lichliter

said, "The majority is up to the

fashion trend...probably

because students want to be

fashionable and (therefore they]

keep up with the trend."

Longwood students are

part of the S30 billion

young adult consumer

population, as WWD mag-

azine calculates, but how

much are they willing to

spend on style individually?

Students interviewed spend

anywhere from $20 to $400

when they shop. Longwood's

young adults open their wallets

at malls, department stores, etc.

anywhere from 5 times a month,

like freshman Sarah Schupp, or

once a year as Nuckols does.

The cosdiest items of style

range from a Polar-Tec fleece to

a pair of jeans: Lichliter dropped

S225 on a Patagonia® Fleece that

he considers "prestigious," and

Schupp paid $150 for Seven®

Jeans "...because they had pink

on them."

But perhaps Schupp and

"Friends [most influence my style], because in

order to fit in with rnyfriends I have to dress a

particular waji"

Keith Litch/iter

Lichliter are not the norm. Junior

David Walker, biggest receipt on

clothing was for §50 jeans and he

said, "Going over $50 for any

article of clothing is pushing it.

Who are Longwood's "legions

of students" with diverse individ-

ual looks and strong opinions,

that set students apart on cam-

pus?

Maybe they are like Lichliter,

who describes his style as "prep-

py" or Schupp who says she is

"classy."

Similarly, Ayres says what sets

her apart is the fact that she

"wear(s] black a lot and not many

people do."

Personal style and taste

derive from scenes, like the

friends a student has, the

movie stars they like, music

they listen to, and the stores

they frequent.

Lichliter said, "Friends (most

influence my style], because in

order to fit in with my friends I

have to dress a particular way."

Schupp and Ayres agree that

factors like media, friends, and

music all contribute to what they

define as there style.

Nationally, WWD magazine

reports that in females 31.85 per-

cent are most influenced by

stores, 24.4 percent by friends,

19.94 percent by magazines, and

13.69 percent by musicians and

actors.

Money and outside influences

are possible elements in the

essence of a student's style at

Longwood.

WWD reports that if a college

girl had an unlimited bank

account to buy whatever designer

good she wished she would buy a

Louis Vuitton handbag. While

some interviewed, had similar

aspirations, there are some stu-

dents who place litde value on

brand names or labels.

Longwood's student body is

indisputably comprised with

diverse students \^th styles that

match such differences
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New Dean, Dr. Hume, Sets Hi^li Goals for Business College
Shawn Slotke

Staff Writer

As the new school year opened in

August, Longwood's College of

Business and Economics wel-

comed Dr. Evelyn C. Hume as its

new Dean.

The strong emphasis on stu-

dents was a main attraction for

Hume to choose Longwood as

her new home.

Along with the emphasis on

students, the dedication of the

faculty impressed Hume, and she

cites this dedication as a strength

of the Business School.

"The faculty has provided us

with a great connection to the

business community, particularly

in Richmond. The strength of the

Corporate Advisory Board,

Alumni Advisory Board, and

Student Advisory Board all add to

the overall success of the pro-

gram as well."

Although Longwood's

Business School is successful,

Hume has high hopes for the

fumre. "I really want to enhance

our name recognition to a broad-

er area," said Hume.

This would mean reaching out

beyond Richmond and Virginia to

the rest of the East Coast, and

then the entire country Another

goal is to offer graduate programs

at Lx)ngwood "very soon."

"The Business School here is

our best kept secret," she said. "I

don't want us to be a secret any

more." Hume is well-respected

by both faculty and students and

will surely help Longwood

achieve the recognition we

deserve.

Many business students are

enthusiastic in their support of

Hume's vision.

Senior Business Management

major Heather Crouse looks for-

ward to the day when a degree

from Longwood will turn heads.

"I think it's great that Hume

wants Longwood to be a better

known school. She really seems

like she wants the best for each

of us," said Crouse.

With her knowledge and

expertise as a faculty member,

researcher, and administrator,

Hume offers good advice stu-

dents.

"Do everything you can to

develop good communication,

both written and oral. You might

know everything in the world,

but if you can't communicate

that to others, it doesn't do

much good."

Another priority of students

should be to find a mentor in the

first job. "This is a person who

will teach you things that aren't

in text books and manuals. They

can help you open doors.," she

said.

A solid business background

combined with a positive outlook

for the School of Business and

Economics makes Hume a great

addition to the Longwood com-

munity.

Hume comes to Longwood

from the University of Texas-

Pan American (UTPA) where she

served as the Assistant Dean of

Business Administration for four

years and as a faculty member for

seven years.

"I liked being the Assistant

Dean because I wanted to influ-

ence policy and be able to initiate

changes for students," she says.

While at UTPA, Hume also

helped with the reaccredidation

process.

During her time at UTPA,

Hume encountered challenges

that were rewarding and difficult.

"One of the more difficult

challenges I faced came when we

had to close down several of the

unsuccessful graduation pro-

grams," she explained.

The rewarding challenge came

when UTPA experienced a 10%

growth rate. "We had to hire new

faculty to accommodate the stu-

dent growth. This included

remodeling a building to cre-

ate new offices for the facul-

ty.

These challenges gave

Hume her the experience

needed to pursue her current

post at Longwood.

Hume noted one main dif-

ference between UTPA and

Longwood: the average stu-

dent. "At UTPA, 85% of the

student body is Hispanic,

coming to Longwood; the

average smdent looks very dif-

ferent."

This is definitely a big

adjustment but luckily Hume is

well prepared for the task.

"I had a wonderful mentor at

UTPA, and I learned a lot about

upward administration as well as

facult)' and student relations. It

was time to move on and to take

what I had learned and put it into

practice," she said.

Dr. Hume has received several

awards for her hard work in

research as well as a faculty mem-

ber.

In addition to receiving two

Distinguished Research Awards

for her presentations at the Allied

Academics International

Conference in 2002 and 2001, she

was die 2(X)3 recipient of the

UTPA Excellence in Teaching

Outstanding Faculty award.

Although difficult to decide

which awards were the most

important, Hume decided that

"the teaching award meant a lot to

be because it was bestowed upon

me by my peers. It was affirma-

tion that I was doing a good job."

As Longwood tries to promote

itself as one of the in-state public

education leaders, we are in need

of strong administrators to lead

the way.

Hume is that she isn't just

another dean who sits behind her

desk and makes phone calls. She

is actively involved with profes-

sors and students. She has a true

appreciation for the school and

the spirit that it fosters.

" I love coming to work every-

day," she concluded. "I am very

happy to be here," she said.

Her conta^ous smile will likely

inspire not only business students,

but the rest of the student body

as well.

.

Career Corner
Employers On Campus

Vector Marketing

Wednesday, December 8

11 am-1:30pm
Dining Hall Lobby

United States Marine Corps

Officer Selection Station

Thursday, December 9

10am-2pm
Dining Hall Lobby

Mark your calendar now:

Longwood University Job and Internship Fair

Wednesday, February 9, 2005

The following companies are currently accepting

resumes: Enterprise Rent-a-Car; Adams, Akin, Jenkins

& Cheatham; ACLU; Ann Taylor, Inc; BDO Seidman,

LLP; DMG Securities; Library of Virginia; Social Security

Administration; and Winterham Plantation. Log onto

LancerTrak for deadlines and job descriptions.

^feat pizza, pasta, subs

and salads at fair prices.

^ive tt& a try and you

will wonder why you

ever went anywiiere

else!

I^ne in or take out -

815-0023

100 9&^ Street

Upcoming LP events:

The Annual Snowba

Masquerade Semi-Forma

Friday, December 10th in the Lankford

Ballroom from 10 p.m. to 1a.m.

FREE FOOD, A LIVE VIDEO DJ,

AND FUN FOR ALL!

MIDNIGHT BREAKFAST
Sunday, December 12th in the Dining

Hall. Doors will open at 10 p.m.

GIVE YOUR BRAIN A BREAK AND COME

OUT AND PLAY! FOOD, FUN, MUSIC,

AND A STRESS RELIEF AREA!

DOORS WILL CLOSE

AT MIDNIGHT.
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Women s Basket Ball Falters
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sports Information

The Lancers dropped an 81-52

decision to VCest Virginia

University (VCVU) VCednesday

evening at the W'VU Coliseum.

The Mountaineers (5-0) were led

by Meg Bulger who had a game-

high 16 points, while Yolanda

Paige added six points and dished

out a game-high 17 assists. The

Lancers (3-3) were led by junior

forward Amber Mason with 10

points. Longwood will play again

Tuesday, December 7, at Robert

Morris at 7:30 p.m..

Longwood and WVU were

tied 2-2 early at 19:20 before

sophomore guard Ashleigh

HoUman drained a three-pointer

to give the Lancers the lead with

18:07 to play in the first half. A
quick run by WVU put the

Mountaineers up by five at 12-7,

but a made free throw by Ashley

Mason and a jumper by senior

center Catherine Dunn cut the

score to 12-10.

WVU put together a 27-5 run

over the next eight minutes to

open the game up and give the

Mountaineers a commanding 39-

15 lead at 5:14 and was able to go

into halftime with a 25-point

advantage.

WVU held its largest lead of

Amber Mason

the game at

the 14:43

mark of the

second half

with a 36-

point lead at

61-25. The

Lancers were

able to put

together a 13-3 run to cut the

score to 64-38 with less than ten

minutes to play in the game. The

offensive spurt was led by fresh-

man guard Keiva Small who

scored six points and Hollman

who sank three-of-three free

throws.

Longwood would close the

gap to 24, 70-46, at the 4:56

mark after freshman Leigh

Mascherin hit a three-pointer

and Amber Mason hit a jumper,

but that is as close at the Lancers

could get as WVU earned the

81-42 victory.

In addition to Amber Mason's

10 points, Dunn and Small both

added nine points each. Senior

forward Marita Meldere added

five points and a game-high 10

rebounds. Longwood shot

32.7% from the floor,

including 26.3% on three

pointers, and hit 55.0% of

its free throws.

NFLREPORT: Giving Tkanks For Tkanksgiving Football

Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

Thanksgiving football has been a

long established tradition in the

NFL. For years families have sat

down in front of the television to

be entertained by the monsters of

the gridiron, while the turkey

slowly roasted in the oven. It

seems the trouble families have

been having with the last few

years has been the lack of pro-

duction of the two teams who

annually host these Turkey Day

games, the Dallas Cowboys and

Detroit Lions. Luckily this year, it

was Payton Manning and the

Colts turning to head into

Detroit. Manning lit up the Lions

throwing for six touchdown pass-

es, closing in on Dan Marino's

record of most touchdown pass-

es in a season (48).

Dallas was also the sight of its

own family reunion, as brothers

Julius Jones and Thomas Jones,

starting running backs for the

Cowboys and Bears, respectively

faced off in their first NFL game

together. The younger brother

Julius gets the extra turkey leg at

the Jones family for helping the

Cowboys snap a three game los-

ing streak.

Payton's own brother Eli

Manning didn't fair nearly as

well as he and his Giants put a

futile attempt in their loss to the

Eagles. In their own "Futile

Bowl," the 49ers move one step

closer to the number one draft

pick after losing to the Dolphins.

St. \x)\i\s appeared just as inef-

fective, as Brett Farve picked

them apart in their loss to the

Packers. Once again sinking

below their potential, the

Seahawks dropped one to the

slumping Bills.

The Panthers are starting to

look like a Super Bowl team

again after extending their win-

ning streak to three, by defeating

the Buccaneers. However, the

NFC South division leaders

Atianta increased their lead after

narrowly defeating New
Orleans. The Vikings are trying

to fight off the rising Packers in

the standings as they defeated

the Jaguars.

The Stealers increase their lead

in the AFC North after destroy-

ing the floundering Redskins;

however, there is some good

new^s for VC^shington fans as Joe

Gibbs has reaffirmed his atten-

tions to stay on next year. Helping

the Steelers increase their dim-

sional lead are the Patriots who

defeated the Ravens and their

struggling offense.

The Jets are trying to stay com-

petitive in their division, and their

defeat of the Cardinals uill help.

The Broncos have dropped out

of first place in their division

after losing to the Raiders.

Houston also prevailed in their

confrontation against the Titans.

Player of the Week: Drew Brees

once again came through in the

clutch for the Chargers as he

threw for 378 yards and two

touchdowns.

Game of the Week: The Bengals

defeated the Browns set a new

post-merger record for points

scored with a combined total of

106 points.

Where canyou get ..

.

freshly baked

breads &
pastries

'^

freshly made

sandwiches

imported

cheeses

EVERY DAi^

at

218 N. Main St

Farmville

434.395.101r

Memories of the Rotunda - Sponsored ty Alumni Relations

From Melissa Bew Seward, Class of 1997 and 1998

I recall being told my freshman year that sometime before we graduated

that we needed to lay on the floor of the Rotunda to look at the artwork

on the dome. I walked through the Rotunda on a daily basis for four

years, but never took the time to truly look at the artwork on the dome.

The night before graduation, a friend and I recalled our freshman semi-

nar and made a late night trip into the Rotunda and laid down on the floor

gazing up at the artwork. We laid there for awhile and told some of the

fun stories from our undergraduate college years. When I heard about

the fire, I was so thankful to have taken those few minutes to truly appre-

ciate the artwork and the Rotunda.

The Rotunda rededication will take place April 23, 2005.

What will your memori) be?

Need kelp witk your classes? Have you tried tutoring?

Ckeck out tke Academic Support Center (ASC)Web site for FREE

tutoring kours and locations!

Need kelp witk a paper? Is it on topic and appropriate? '

'

Come to tke Writing Lab in tke Library and work witk a Writi'ng

Consultant!
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Men Lose 4tli Strai^lit to Quinnipiac
Kyle Martin

l'rt^hman Forward I.amar

Barrett knows that [>()or shoot-

mg IS not alwavs related to strone

oppositional det'ensive plas.

"When we siioot had percent-

ages, It's n(jt their defense that ii

stopping us. We're stopping our-

selves," Barrett said.

Barrett and the Lancers

improved in the second half, but

were unable t(j catch the Bobcats

oi Quinnipiac. Longuood

outscored the Bobcats 45-44 in

ihe men's iiaskethall team, with

'- fourth consecutive loss

Saturday to the Bobcats ot

Quinnipiac Lniversitv, is still

•marching tor their tlrst win of the

season. "W'e got smacked in the

t.ice and now \ve'\e got to get

back up and keep moving," fresh-

man Forward Lamar Barrett said.

Longwootl's defense struggled

m the first half, allowing

()uinnipiac to score the first 19 the half, but Quinnipiac defeated

points of the contest. The the Lancers 89-62. Barrett led

Bobcats' Rob Monroe scored the the Lancers in scoring with 18

first ten points of the game points and also had 6 rebounds,

including two consecutive three- Sophomore Guard Maurice

pointers. The Lancers got on the Sumter led the team in rebounds

scoreboard with a pair of Lamar with 10 and put in a solid defen-

Barrett free thrcjws six minutes sive performance with 3 steals

mU) the game. Barrett led the and 2 blocks.

Lancers in scoring for the half Longwood is currently 0-5 on

with si.\ points. Sophomore the season after losing to cross-

I'orward Lcland Bealc made town rival Hampden-Sydney 73-

Longwood's first basket of the 67 on Monday night. Lamar

half with 12:40 to play Barrett led the Lmcers with his

At the end of the half, third 18-point effort of the sea-

(^uinnipiac led Longwood by son. Longwood went on the

twenty-eight points with a score n)ad and lost at William & Mary

of 45-17. The Bobcats shot 55"/(i yesterday and will go to Howard

tVom the field while the Lancers on December 4. The Lancers

struggled to shoot 21"/n in the next home game is December 6

half at 7:00 pmagainst Hofstra.

Husein Pistoljevic's special-

ty is his ability to hit the

long range shot.j,i„^,,i,yW,,ip,^„^

"We need to stay focused as a

team and come together as a

team. We need to play good team

ball. We're rushing too many

shots and not staying within our-

selves. We're a young team, but

we need to come together."

Assistant Coach Doug Thibault

said.

Thibault also understands that

defensive play must improve as

well. "We need to improve all

areas of defense and play it for

forrv' minutes," Thibault said.

See MEN p. 11

Clieerleadiiig Expands From CIuId Sport

to an Atliletic Department Endorsed Team
Kyle Martin

.S'/,iff U "lifer

"A game isn't a game without

cheerleaders" junior third-year

cheerleader Karen llasinger said.

Although often criticized as non-

athletic, Longwood University's

cheerleading team has earned its

L0D6(O0OD 6BSK(T6fllL

"BACK WHSKfn BSLOMOS"

ON WMIU 91.3

m^mm£m m^m. n^^ ^m^

All eames Cenln at 7pm
ForMore laJonnAtion Visit tkeWMLUWelwile

place in an athletic program "I cheered here at Longwood

committed to competing at the Universit)'. That's the main rea-

Division I level. son 1 came back because the pro-

Formerly a club sport directed gram needed to be strengthened

by students, the cheerleading by a coach because it was usually

team is now headed by newly student-run," Head Coach

hired coach Lalisha Fitchett- Fitchett-Bland said. Fitchett-

Bland. Bland has enlisted the help of

former cheerieader and junior

Ashley Conner who has volun-

teered to assist with the coaching

duties.

"Ashley and I share the same

team goals and work very well

together. I am always thankful,to

have her helping me as she brings

so much to the team. Sometimes

she wishes that she was still out

there cheering, but I think that

makes her work harder to see the

team be successful," Fitchett-

Bland said.

Although cheerleading is often

stereotyped as an-all female

sport, male participation is a

strong part of the team. Junior

first-year cheerleader Worly

WOMEN cont'd p. 1

The Lancers challenged hard

when junior Amber Mason

scored with 12:39 remaining in

the half to cut the deficit to

three, but the Wildcats quickly

responded and stretched their

lead. Davidson outscored

Longwood 18-4 in the next

seven minutes to maintain a

dominant advantage.

At halftime, the Bobcats lead

the Lancers 36-25 with three

players in double-figures led by

Guard Emily Callahan's 14

points. Jessica Wilkerson, with 7

points, led Longwood's offen-

sive attack. However, Davidson

was more efficient offensively

shooting 55% from the field

compared to the Lancers' 32%
for the half.

Coach Duncan stated, "We

were letting them do whatever

they wanted to do offensively in

the half. We let them shoot 55%
in field goals and 44% in three-

pointers.

Although trailing by 11

points at halftime, Longwood

rallied back early in the second

half to catch the Wildcats. The

Lancers went on a 13-4 run in

the first eight minutes of the

half with Catherine Dunn con-

tributing 5 points to slice the

lead to 1 point with 1 1:47 left in

the game.

"We had to pressure full-

court in order to force them out

of their rhythm and it created

some turnovers for us and that is

W'hat enabled us to cut it to one,"

Coach Duncan said.

Similar to the first half,

Davidson responded whenever

Longwood kept the game close.

With 10:17 left in regulation,

Longw'ood missed their next five

field goals and allowed Davison

to build a 9-point lead in five

minutes.

Longwood's inability to gain

the lead was linked to physical

exhaustion. "We expended so

much energy to get to that point

that we didn't have any in

reserve," Coach Duncan said.

Davidson with a 10-point

advantage, defeated Longwood

60-50. Despite the loss in the

tournament championship, two

Longwood Lancers were hon-

ored for their accomplishments.

Senior Forward Merita Meldere

and Junior Guard Jessica

Wilkerson were named to the

all-tournament team.

"I just went out there and

played with what I had. My
teammates helped me get the

award," Wilkerson said.

Wilkerson finished the game

with 9 points, 5 rebounds, and 2

steals.

As of November 30, the

Lancers are 3-2 and continue a

five-game road trip against West

Virginia and Robert Morris.

Longwood's next home game

is December 9 at 7:00 against

High Point.

Hertless, one of the male partic-

ipants, cheers because, "You're

part of the game. I feel like I'm

contributing to the Lancers."

In addition to comprising a

diverse roster, the Lancers will

perform at a variety of functions

this year. Currendy, the team

cheers at every Longwood bas-

ketball home game, but the team

will aim to compete among elite

competition.

"My goals for this season are

to prepare my team for Division

I competitions. 1 hope to do well

in local competitions to prepare

us for the larger Division I com-

petitions," Fitchett-Bland stated.

However, she added, "We do

not have our upcoming competi-

tion schedule completely

mapped out, but please watch

for dates, times, and places in the

next couple of months, as we

need the support of all

Longwood Universit)' students."

Weekly Trivia

What College

Did Men's

Basketball

Coach Mike

Gillian

Graduate

From?

Last Week*s Question:

What is the maximum
occupancy for Willett Hall

Stadium?

2,522

ifyou would Uke to submit a tnyia question

send an email to rotunJa^Jong«-wod.edu

subject "Trivia"with your ^juestion, anjtrer

and name(ifdesited).
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QUICK HITS

Men s Basketl>all

Record 0-6
Games tkisWeek
Mon. vs Hofstfa, 7pm
Wed. vs VM, 7pm

Plaijier ol tkeWeek
Lamar Barrett,

17.3 ppg, 5 rpg

Women s

Basketball

Record 3 ^ 5

Games tkisWeek
Next Thur(9th) vs.

High Point, 7pm

Plainer ol tkeWeek
Marita Meidere,

11 ppg, 15 rpg

Lancers Make Tasty

Treat For Tigers

sports Information

The Hampden-Sydney College

Tigers rallied from an eight-point

deficit over the final 8:02 for a

come-from-behind 73-67 win

past visiting Lancers of

Longwood University in men's

basketball Monday night at Fleet

Gymnasium. The Tigers (3-1)

were led by Brian Gunn with a

game-high 19 points, including 13

in the second half.

The Lancers (0-5) were once

again led by freshman Lamar

Barrett who finished with 18

points, including 12 points in the

first half. Longwood will play

again Wednesday, Dec. 1, at The

College of William and Mary at 7

p.m.

Longwood started fast in the

contest, jumping ahead 21-9 at

the 9:09 mark of the opening

period on a pair of free throws by

Barrett who scored six quick

points. It would prove to be the

largest lead of the game for the

Lancers as H-SC fought back for

its first lead of the night at 29-27,

with just 2:53 left before halftime

on a pair of free throws from

Mladen Cvijanovic who came off

the bench to score nine first-half

points. LU took a narrow 33-32

lead at the intermission with a

pair of late firee throws from

freshman Dana Smith at 0:26.

Longwood extended its margin

STUDENT-ATIiLETEPROFILES
Julie Patterson

Field Hockey

Senior (4th yr.)

Hometown: Esmont, VA

Why do you play field hock-

ey?

-I love the sport, and I love my

teammates. When I was

younger, I played because my

best friend played. I like the

game because if it is challenging

apd is not like any other sport.

Recall your best moment
playing here?

-Beating UVa (the University of

Virginia) last Spring, because

they are a well-known and rec-

ognized Division I opponent.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-I Uke that it's a small school

and you can have so many dif-

ferent friends. I like my major,

therapeutic recreation..

What goals do you have?

-My goal is to go to graduate

school at UVa for adaptive physi-

cal education. I also want to

coach field hockey.

Who is your favorite athlete

and why?

-Chipper Jones of the Atlanta

Braves because my family liked

the Braves.

What makes you unique?

-I have an identical twin sister

named Jill. We think alike. She is

a very outgoing person and I have

a more reserved personality.

Tobias Guennel

Tennis

Juinior (1st)

Hometown: Plauen, Germany

Why do you play tennis?

-I love sports and tennis is a very

challenging game. There is always

space to get better and it became

a real passion.

Describe your best moment
playing?

-The first game ever here was a

doubles match with Rashko

Patnikov at the Liberty

Invitational. We had tough oppo-

nents, and it was a tight match

but we won 9:8 after a final tie

break. That was a great feeling.

What are your goals here?

-I want to help the tennis team to

have a good season in the first

full Division I schedual year. I

want to develop my abilities in aU

aspects of sport as well as in

unviversity.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-The people are very open

minded to "strangers." It was

very easy to find a "new" home

very far away from my "real"

home. Although I have some

problems with the language I

felt integrated pretty fast.

What makes you unique?

-I think the fact that I'm

German and therefore come

from a completely different cul-

ture makes me very unique here.

again in the second half, leading

by as many as nine points at 47-

38 with 13:21 remaining on a

three-pointer by sophomore

Husein Pistoljevic. The Lancers

maintained the advantage and led

57-49 witii 8:12 left to play on a

lay-up from Barrett.

The Tigers, however, rallied

back with a 15-5 run to take its

first lead of the second period at

64-62 and 4:05 on the clock. H-

SC extended the lead to 68-62

(2:49) while capping a 19-5 out-

burst before LU closed to within

69-67 with 53-seconds to go.

The Tigers sealed the outcome

with a pair of lay-ups over the

final 23-seconds, including the

final basket from Gunn at the

buzzer. Gunn sparked the deci-

sive late surge with nine points

over the final 7:41, including a

three-pointer.

Longwood was led by Barrett

with his 18 points, adding three

blocks. Sophomore Maurice

Sumter contributed a double-

double with 15 points and 10

rebounds, while classmate

Michael Jefferson had 12 points

for the Lancers. LU shot 42%

(27-65) from the field, including

41% (7-17) on three-pointers,

and 67% (6-9) at the line.

Hampden-Sydney was led by

Gunn's 19 points, along with

Cvijanovic's 16 points. Aaron

Lewek also had a double-double

of 10 points and a game-high 12

rebounds, and Drew Prehmus

added 10 points for the Tigers.

H-SC also finished at 42% (29-

69) from the field, including 35%

(6-17) on three-pointers, and

69% (9-13) at the line.

MEN from pg 10

The Lancers have also recog-

nized diat thier team chemistry

must progress in order for suc-

cess to occur. "We need to sit

down and let everything go. We
need to sit down and come

together as a team," Barrett

said.

Lamar Barrett is confident in

the team's potential to win. TU
use one of Coach Gillian's

quotes, 'Rome wasn't built in a

day, but when it was built, the

sun shined brightiy,'" Barrett

stated.

ilM^H^tfl



Simehase Crossword PiiZZlt
Complete this crossword puzzle and return to Sunchase by Wednesday, December 8**" to be entered into a

drawing for a mystery prize! No obligation to enter contest All entries will be entered into drawing.

ACROSS

4. Sunchase mascot's name

5

.

Number ofrooms in

Sunchase at Longwood

apartments

7. You need to sign this to

reserve your apartment at

Sunchase

9. Available 24-hours a day to

fix anything in your

apartment

1 1

.

Sunchase mascot

12. Where people meet outside

to make dinner together

14. Type of volleyball court at

Sunchase

15. Great place to go and v^atch

the newest films with fiiends

16. What you fill out before

signing a lease

18. Sunchase's policy on cats,

dogs, fish, etc. (2 words)

19. Restaurant across the street

fi-om Sunchase (2 words)

DOWN
1. The best apartment

community in Farmville

2. Hot spot in the summer to

cool off and have fun with

fiiends

3. Name ofthe leasing staff

who will answer your questions

and help you sign your lease

6. Farmville Area Bus line that

goes to/from Sunchase

8. Refundable fee you pay to

reserve an apartment at

Sunchase (2 words)

10. The center of it all at Sunchase.

Where residents go to study

1 L Feature to Sunchase*s

apartments that is great for

getting fresh air

13. One ofthe activities in

Sfinchase's game room

1 7. C^en 24-hours a <ky/7-days a ^
wedk to help keep you in shq)e.

Sunchase Leasing Specials:

» Sign a lease now without worry of losing money if you don't receive

permission to moue off-campus next year. We'll refund euerything you if

you aren't granted off-campus status! ^ j
• Spring 2005 semester leases only $275 per month ^

« Croups of 4 signing a 2005-06 year ease:

Everyone gets one month of free rent

• Fail 2005 semester leases still available ^

[Apply tomMit'

Sunchase Apartments
501 Sunchase BotieMard

FtarmMitte, \/irginia ^901

I 434-392-7440

www,sunchase-longwoodxom

oiv-eAiiPoii

losing Seniors

(89ormorecr«dfts)

lamiary 18-20
• » * « « > «

IMigJunion
(56-fi8cradfts}

)amiary2S-27
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LU Connect Oilers StudentsANew Voice

Website ^ives students a better way to iind rides, rate proiessors
Ashley Dow
Staff Writer

Longwood's Student

Government Association (SGA)

has launched a second web-

site, LUCQnncct.cQtn.

LUConnect is a free service

provided bv the SG A to students,

facult)-, and staff. The purpose of

the site is to provide the

Longwood community with a

new and better way to communi-

cate and exchange information.

To use the site, students have to

fill out an on-line registration

form and create a password.

"In the past few months, the

Longwood Student Government

.Association has been hard at

work making the Longwood cam-

pus a better place," stated SGA
President Alicia Moody. "One of

the many improvements was the

addition of LUConnect.com. "

The site offers four main

points of interest to students.

The book exchange enables stu-

(xism:^^ tfmwinmun^'
SOA

ijasigwcK^ Kk%^& 3tv Siydeftt Gm&r^nmrA

LUConnect is a free service provided by the SGA to stu-

dents, faculty, and staff The site will provide Longwood
with a new and better way to communicate and exchange

information.

dents to stll and buv textbooks to exchange. She hopes that more

one anodier. In past years, man\ smdents will sign up. As more stu-

students have lamented the frus- dents sign up, there is a greater

trating liigh costs and low returns chance that a book a student

of buying and selling books needs will be available through

through the bookstore. To lessen the book exchange,

their frustration, the SGA "I think the website is a good

expects many suidents will use idea," said Muhic. "But more peo-

the book exchange feature on the pie should use it to look for their

new website. The abilitv' to buy books. The onh- wav it will be

books direct from former stu- benetlcial is if more people use

dents is expected to help students it."

to save money when purchasing In addition, the ride board fea-

textbooks. Over 30 smdents have ture will provide students with a

already posted books to sell for virtual "posting board" to adver-

next semester. tise for rides home and to other

Junior Peyton Muhic recendy colleges and universities,

posted her books for sale an the q„_ CONNFCT n 4

President Cormier Selected Ckair

OiAASCU Board Of Directors

Office of Public Relations

Longwood University President

Patricia Cormier was selected

chair of the American

Association of State Colleges

and Universities (AASCU) dur-

ing its annual meeting on

November 23 in (Charleston,

South Carolina.

Dr. Cormier has just complet-

ed a three-year term on AASCU's

16-member board of directors,

including one \ car As a member

of the Board's Executive

Committee. She is a facult\' mem-

ber for the AASCU New
Presidents' Academy and has

chaired the association's Task

Force on Teacher Education.

"/\/\SCU is the premier presi-

dents' associauon for public col-

leges and universities in the

nation, and it is a great honor and

privilege for me to serve such a

distinguished group of educa-

tors," said Dr. Cormier.

Also elected as the 2005 Chair-

Elect (to serve as Chair in 2006)

was John Welty, president,

California State University

F*resno. Four presidents and chan-

cellors were elected to the

AASCU Board of Directors for

2005. They are Mickey Burnim,

chancellor, Elizabeth f Jt\ State

I'niversity, North (Carolina;

Robert Caret, president. Towson

University, Maryland; (Carlos

Hernandez, president. New Jersc\

(City University, New jersey; Kay

Schallenkamp, president,

Emporia State University, Kansas,

jolene Koester, president,

California State University-

Northridge, was elected to serve

one-year term.

AAS(CU is a higher education

association whose membership is

comprised of more than 430 col-

leges, universities and systems of

public higher education through-

out the United States and its terri-

tories.

Work On Science Building Proceeding On Sckedule
Siate-^oi^the-art educational technology willprobably be the best in the world

Office of Public Relations

Work is proceeding on schedule

on the new science building,

which will be equipped with state-

of-the-art technology that will

pave the way for enhanced teach-

ing and research.

"The educational technology

will probably be the best in the

world; nobody will have better

technology in the classroom,"

said Dr. Chuck Ross, who chairs

the Department of Natural

Sciences. "We currently don't

have actual dedicated space for

research, which has been done in

the classroom, or wherever we

could fmd space. This will be

important, since in the fiimre we

will emphasize undergraduate

research. This building will give

us the space to kick this up a

notch, to take it to the next level."

Dick Bratcher, vice president

for facilities management and

technology, echoed those senti-

ments. "One thing that's unique a microphone in each of the 12 "The professor can play that CD
about this building, as compared research labs so that facult}' mem- or DVD in each classroom and

to the old building, is that it will bers can record their research, teaching lab to share that infor-

J>r. AnthQny Palombella, Dr.

new building. The half-moon

have private research labs that

will enable the faculty to do their

own research," he said. "Also, it

will have state-of-the-art teaching

technology."

Among the building's technol-

ogy features will be a camera and

Don Merkle, Dr. Mark Fink and Dana Johnson (left) tour the

, glass-enclosed main entrance (right) faces High Street.

both visually and in audio form, mation with his students. Mso,

which can be "captured straight each of the teaching labs will

onto a computer and then trans- have six big tables, at which stu-

ferred to a CD or DVD," said dents sit to do their experiments,

Alison Kendrick of the with a camera over each table.

Information and Instructional The instructor can use that cam-

Technology Services (IITS) staff era to focus in on an experiment

at a particular table wliich can

then be projected onto a screen

for everyone to view."

The building, and also the new

Ruffner Hall, will have a high-tech

device at the instructor's console,

in the front of each classroom,

called a sympodium. "This is a

digital tablet, like a touch pad, that

acts as a computer monitor to

switch from among different

video sources," Kendrick said.

"It's like a SmartBoard. When you

write on it, you can save what

you've written, and later if a stu-

dent has a question about his

notes, the professor can go back

two or three pages and look it up.

Also, the building will be the first

on the Longwood campus to have

Internet II, which is primarily edu-

cational Internet access."

The building will be a showcase

for the integration of scientific

See SCIENCE p. 4
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Words from tke Editor: Wkat Exactlij Is a Canola?

* td

After liv-

ing on my

own for

almost four

months (and

subsequently

subsisting on

pasta and take-out Mexican for

almost four months), I took it

upon myself to cook a green

thing. This is a big step for me,

one that (if I'm in suck-up mode)

could be inspired by sitting in

health class all semester long.

However, I was apparently not

prepared for the task ahead.

Monday afternoon, I dragged

my friend Jessi with me to Kroger

for some grown-up grocery

shopping.

I don't know if you know this

or not, but grown-up grocery

shopping takes a lot longer than

throwing Easy Mac and Old

World Styje Ragu in a basket

along with Cherry Coke and

Chocolate Fudge Pop-Tarts.

The first stop is for the green

thing. I'm going to make noodles

and cabbage (my favorite food

that my grandmother makes), so

I need to figure out (and quick-

ly) how to shop for cabbage.

Cabbage is like lettuce. I know

lettuce. Just to be sure what I'm

doing, though, I read the helpftil

produce card located above the

bin.

Next are the noodles. I under-

stand pasta. I'm good there.

But see the last thing is oil. I

do not understand oil. My
options are canola and veg-

etable. Oh God.

"Jessi, which one do I use?" I

ask.

She laughs at me like she

knows the answer, which, clear-

ly, she doesn't.

"What's the difference

between the two?" I ask.

"One is blue and one is

green," she says, pointing to the

labels.

Labels! Labels are good. So

we read them. All we gather is

that both of them can catch on

fire.

Well, awesome.

"Well, I know what vegetables

are," I say. "What is a canola?"

"There's a picture of a flower,"

Jessi offers. "Maybe it's a flower?"

A middle-aged woman standing

behind us asks me what I'm trying

to do.

"Fail at being an adult," I answer

before I grab the vegetable oil and

run away.

When we get home, I call my

grandma to ask how I go about

preparing a cabbage. This is way

harder than I anticipated. I should

have gone about my merry fat way

and stuck with Hamburger Helper

(which I make without the ham-

burger). I ask about the core.

"Am I going to know it when I

see it?" I ask. "Like an apple?"

My grandma laughs at me; I

knew she would.

"I'm so bad at being an adult," I

tell her.

"Don't worry," she says

between giggles, "I'm not good at

it either. You'll let me know how

it turns out, right?"

And I do, because nothing

burned, and, as of Wednesday

night, I'm still alive.

Success.

Amy Whipple
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The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood University, is pub-

lished weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam

periods) and is printed in the offices of the Farmvilk Herald, Farmville,

VA.

All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must

be received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursday's pub-

lication. M letters to the editor must be t}'ped and include name and

telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not

appear on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are

subject to editing.

The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is

looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We cur-

rentiy have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to

come to our meetings, Mondays at 9:15 p.m.

Letters to tke Editor
Dear Editor,

This letter is primarily con-

cerned with Liberal Studies stu-

dents completing Practica.

As students here at Longwood

University, we have all had to pay

the Comprehensive Fee.

This is a fee assessed by order

of the Board of Visitors, which

covers resources available to stu-

dents.

These resources include

Student Health, the Counselitig

Center, the Student Union, and

library use.

All students enrolled at

Longwood University have to

pay this fee every semester, even

during summer sessions.

Liberal Studies majors must

complete at least -two Practica

before they graduate.

A Practicum is a three-week

long session, that can only be

completed during the first sum-

mer semester of each year, in

which the student observes and

teaches in a classroom in a public

school system.

Most students go home to

complete their Practica but some

stay at Longwood to complete it

All Practica students pay the

same tuition and fees (except for

room and board), regardless of

whether they are at home or on

campus.

The only problem we have

with this is that Practica students

completing their Practicum at

home are paying the same

Comprehensive Fee that students

on campus are paying, $90.00

($30.00 per credit hour for a 3

credit course).

If the student is at home com-

pleting a Practicum, how are they

able to use the services paid for

with the Comprehensive Fee?

This doesn't seem very fair,

docs it?

As a Biology Major, Mary

Kathryn took summer sessions,

but was on campus, and had

access to aU of the services cov-

ered in the Comprehensive Fee;

Nicki had no access to these serv-

ices while completing her

Practicum at home.

We both paid the same

Comprehensive Fee but only one

of us had access to these services.

To make things more fair for

Liberal Studies majors, we pro-

pose to the SOA. and Board of

Visitors that the Comprehensive

Fee be waived or lessened for

Practica students completing a

Practicum at home.

Sincerely,

-Mary Kathryn Baber

and Nicki Saunders

Dear Editor,

While it is true that you will

never be able to please everyone, I

have heard more criticism of The

Rotunda this year than in my past

three at Longwood.

I hear constant complainitig

that the staff is a clique, that the

articles only concern The Rotunda

staff, and that Props and Drops

makes no sense outside the staff

I also hear that The Rotunda has

appeared to target certain organi-

zations this year.

Hard news articles that are sup-

posed to be unbiased have clearly

made biased statements.

For instance, the article on the

campaign to stop smoking on

Brock Commons included com-

ments by Alicia Moody.

The article stated that, accord-

ing to Moody, the no-smoking

rule was "admittedly" not an offi-

cial policy.

This makes it seem as though

the campaign had been saying the

policy was official, which was

never the case, so far as I can tell.

The article had a definite slant

against the poUcy.

In the same issue, you

dropped the fl^ that were a

part of the campaign.

This was a pretty strong state-

ment of how the staff feels,

again representing a biased view.

I realize props and drops is

the least serious part of the

paper, but there are ways to be

inclusive.

To the staff of The Rotunda^ I

ask why biased articles are being

printed.

Also, I feel the campus has

noticed a certain exclusivity to

The Rotunda staff, and I would be

curious to hear your comments

on that.

To those doing the complain-

ing, I ask: have you submitted

articles?

Props or drops?

Have you ever shown up to a

meeting on Monday nigjht?

Submitting props or drops is

as easy as sending an email, the

address of which appears each

week above the box framing the

section.

Have you spoken to a staff

member about incidences of

bias?

In other words, are we doing

anything other than complain-

ing?

As a former section editor for

The Rotunda, 1 recognize the dif-

ficulties of remaining unbiased,

and I understand that there are

inside jokes that creep into the

paper.

Allowing opinions and inside

jokes to permeate the paper,

however, is unfair to our campus

community.

I know most of the staff

prides itself on The Rotunda^ and

it would be great if the rest of

the campus felt the same.

Sincerely,

-Jermifcr Dize
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"If you're not mad, youYe not paying attention!"
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ANewLow for tke NBA, Yet A^ain
to move on. Ya gotta keep things

positive."

Nowhere in his answer did he

say, "Accept the consequences of

your actions," or, "fighting is not

the right thing to do."

Here again, is a blatant disregard

for accepting responsibility.

Artest's actions during this

brawl were embarrassing for the

NBA, the team, his family, and

himself.

Was he provoked by fans after

being hit by a thrown object?

Yes.

Should this fan also be repri-

manded for his actions?

Absolutely

But under no conditions should

any player go into the stands and

assault a fan.

The extreme lack of self-control

exhibited primarily by Artest, but

by other players as well, shows that

the NBA needs to make some cru-

cial changes.

A zero-tolerance policy must be

taken against any and all players,

coaches, referees, and fans in

major league and college sporting,

events.

Zero-tolerance in the NBA
should work like this: after a first

incident of violence, a player will

be suspended with loss of pay

A second incident results in fur-

ther suspension, and, finally, a third

incident demands expulsion from

the league.

Perhaps if Artest had been dis-

cipled more harshly in previous

incidences, the brawl might never

have happened.

Harsher sanctions for first time

outbursts will likely prevent subse-

quent outbursts from happening.

Although the severity of

Artest's punishment might seem

extreme, it is, in fact, exacdy what

is needed to control players.

The same goes for fans.

You throw something, threaten

a player, coach or referee or act in

an otherwise out of control man-

ner and you should be escorted

from the game.

See NBA p. 11

Shawn Slotke

Staff Writer

The now-famous Indiana

Pacers and Detroit Pistons

brawl between fans and play-

ers on November 19, 2004

seems to be an illustration of

the new low in professional

sports.

For a player to attack anoth-

er player or a fan is unaccept-

able.

For a fan to throw anything

from the stands at a player is

also unacceptable.

There is an absolute lack of

responsibility on the part of

the athletes, as well as the fans

involved in professional

sports.

What has happened to our

moral code of conduct to

allow these types of behav-

iors?

What originally started as a

fight between Indiana Pacers

star Ron Artest and Ben

Wallace of the Detroit Pistons

blew-up into the most outra-

geous display of violence ever

witnessed by the NBA.

Wallace went in for a lay-up

and was fouled hard from

behind by Artest.

Wallace then shoved Artest

and both benches leaped into

action, throwing punches until

referees and coaches broke up

the fight.

Artest seemed to be calmed

down as he went to lay on the

scorer's table when he was

struck with a thrown object

from the stands.

He charged into the stands

and began to violendy attack

the fan who he suspected

threw something at him.

Police, fans, and players

tried to restrain Artest as he

continued his violent rampage.

For his actions, Artest is

suspended from the NBA for

the remainder of the season

(at the time, 73 games) result-

ing in the longest suspension

in NBA history.

This suspension is without pay,

and it is estimated that he will lose

around $5 million.

This is certainly not a first time

the 25 year-old guard has been in

trouble.

Artest has been suspended for a

total of 10 times by either the

Pacers or the NBA since he entered

the league in 1999.

Two years ago he destroyed a tel-

evision camera in Madison Square

Gardens and was ordered to pay

die $100,000 cost of the camera.

He was suspended twice last year

and 5 times during the 2002-2003

season.

In addition to these suspensions,

Artest was ordered to take anger

management classes.

Artest was recendy interviewed

by Matt Lauer of The Today Show.

During this interview, Artest

never apologized for his actions. "I

just wish it never would never have

happened," was all he said.

Well, that's a nice daydream.

When Lauer asked Artest what

he thought the consequences of his

actions should be, he could not

even give a rational idea of a pun-

ishment.

He said, "it's too many games,"

but couldn't come up with a fair

number of games for a suspension.

Artest fiiUy denied any responsi-

bility for himself, and instead he

shifted blame to fans by adding,

"this is the third time I've been hit

by something."

During the interview, Artest

plugged his forthcoming rap album

in an effort to do some early pro-

moting.

This selfish promoting of the

album demonstrates a nonchalant

attitude and a failure to accept

responsibility.

Whether he wants to be or not,

Artest is a role model to children,

and particularly to young athletes.

During the interview with Matt

Lauer, Artest was asked what he

would say to young children who

wimessed his violence.

Artest (who has four children of

his own) replied, "Ya know, just try

props and drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and every-

one to submit props and drops to rot unda(^.lon^ wood. edu

Props;

+ To Dr. VanNess for bringing a little sunshine into

his students' days.

+ To the Rugby Team for escorting the Drag Show

performers.

+ To Midnight Breakfast.

+ To Men's Basketball for making it to overtime.

Drops;

- To commercials that feature dead celebrities.

- To the designated smoking areas on Brock

Commons, because they aren't designated.

- To all-nighters.

- To working over Winter break, because that time is

for cookies and video games.

Speak Out
upon the completion of the semester, The

^tunda staff speaks out about issues that

have been on our minds all the while.

People who tell The Rotunda that

we should be "ashamed" for

printing an opinion should go
read their First Amendment

again, and be glad that we print

everyone's views, even theirs.

-Leslie Smith
Senior

Attending classes is crucial. For
many students, if they didn't

come to class, they'd run the

risk of having their grade low-
ered, or failing altogether.

-Shawn Garrett

Sophomore

I would like to thank our gov-
ernment for fixing the societal

defects by inflicting capitalism,

cruelty and apathy onto its

members, rendering us the out-

standing citizens we are today.

-Janet Jones
Jumor

I'm tired of talking about poli-

tics, philsophy of religion, and
other thinjgs. I wanna talk about

dancing like a monkey.
-Scott Dill

Senior

All haum iy Taoner KtUh
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SCIENCE cont'd p.l

and computer technology,

including equipment not usually

found at the undergraduate

level. This technology includes a

200-megaherz nuclear magnetic

resonance spectrometer, an

atomic absorption spectrome-

ter, an array detector, a rooftop

greenhouse for environmental

and botanical work, and a

Geographic Information

Sciences lab with computers to

run cartographic, remote sens-

ing and GIS software. It also

will contain 23 classrooms and

labs, 47 faculty offices, and addi-

tional research space.

The greenhouse will be on

the back side of the top floor,

overlooking Wheeler Mall. "It

will extend to a peak above the

roof," said Todd Manning, a

project manger with the Capital

Planning and Cdnstruction divi-

sion in Facilities Management.

Directly underneath the green-

house will be faculty and stu-

dent lounges on the third floor,

and a balcony area on the sec-

ond floor reminiscent of the

second-floor balcony near the

entrance to the new Grainger.

"There's lots of technology

in this building, including (class-

room) labs and research labs,

and a tremendous amount of

fume hoods," Manning said.

"To support research and teach-

ing, they've built in casework:

cabinets and drawers with an

epoxy top. The casework will

have power and data, lab gas, lab

vacuums and lab air built into

the casework and the teaching

labs. Also, the technology will

be a major upgrade in terms of

Instructional Technology.

There will be teaching lecterns

in each of the classroom labs.

This is quite different from the

current science building, defi-

nitely a step up into the 21st

century in terms of how they

will teach."

The building will have

150,000 feet of network

cabling, some 50,000 feet of

telephone wiring, and 723 net-

work connections plus 48 wire-

less connectivity access points,

said Mark Kendrick of the

IITS staff

It is anticipated that the four-

story, 72,000-square foot facili-

ty will be completed during the

spring semester. The jDuilding

contractor is Suitt

Construction Company Inc. of

Raleigh, North Carolina. The

overall cost of the long-awaited

project is $17.6 million. Work

on the T-shaped building,

which fronts on High Street

between Jarman Auditorium

and Griffin Boulevard, began

in late August of 2003. The

new facility will replace Stevens

Hall, which dates to 1951.

"One unique feature is the

arched or half-moon-shaped

entrance, which has lots of

glass," Manning said.

The first floor, which is the

ground floor as one enters

from the rear, will have biology

labs and classrooms for all five

Hello, Fellow Longu^oodians:

It's time for CHI's next walk hint! Put

your thinking caps on, decode the mes-

sages, and we'll see you there!.

When: When exams are just hours

away and a break from studying is

most definitely due; Enjoy the pan-

cakes, eggs, and sausages, but look out

3ecause the SPIRIT shall then be

comin' through.

Where: OKCMOSNCBORM (Unscramble

this puzzle! Just a little hint: It's a very

COMMON place on campus)

In the spirit of Longwood:

X CHI2005 X

disciplines in the Department.

The second floor, or ground

level from the front (High

Street) side, will have offices for

the Department chair and

financial manager, a reception

area and classrooms, labs and

research space for physics, earth

science and geography. The

third floor will have faculty

offices and biology classrooms,

labs and research spaces. The

fourth floor will have chemistry

and some biology classrooms,

labs and research spaces, as well

as more faculty offices.

Natural Sciences is probably

Longwood's second largest aca-

demic department, with 22 fiill-

time tenure track faculty, and 27

faculty when lecturers and

adjunct instructors are included,

plus three staff members, for a

total of 30 persons.

Members of the Natural

Sciences faculty, two staffers

from the Public Relations office

and a Farmville Herald reporter

were recendy given a tour of

the building. The tour was led

by Manning and Ray Carrino,

project superintendent for the

contractor. For a webcam view

of construction and the render-

ings, go to: http://www.long-

wood.edu /constfucrion/new-

science-htm

CONNECT cont'd p. 1

Students will also have the

opportunity to review 4nd rate

academic courses and profes-

sors througji the Review Center

feature Professors are rated in

five categories on a one-frve

scale, one being the lowest and

five being the best. The cate-

gories include lecture raring,

student effort required, aca-

demic value, willingness to help

and overall professor rating

The marketplace feature will

serve as a tool for students to

find anything and everything

Similar to e-Bay, this seriHce will

allow students to post items to

sell and search for items to buy.

"I believe the primary benefit

the site can offer students is the

book exchange," said SGA
Treasurer Andy Peterson. "If

students utilize the site there is

the f>otential to save upwards of

$200 on books."

In addition to buyii^g and

selling textbooks, looking for a

ride, and rating a professor, stu-

dents can voice their opinion

on issues affecting die universi-

ty. Currendy, students can visit

the My Voice feature and

answer questions regarding the

no-smoking policy on Brock

Commons and what university

residence hall should be torn

down. Once the survey time

has been completed, students

will be able to view the campus-

wide results of the surveys.

Even though the site promis-

es to build campus communica-

rion, the website is not affiliated

with die university. It is private-

ly owned by Conexus

Enterprises. There is not a link

to LU Connect on the universi-

ty website.

"We have talked about get-

ring a link posted on the

Longwood website but I think

the administration will have

issues with that due to the

schools contract with Barnes &
Noble," explained Peterson.

"However, we still have more

details to learn on that issue."

Students can expecjc to see

more infortriation regarding the

features of LUGonnect.cQm

early next semester. UotU then,

the SGA encourages -^all stu-

dents to visit the site and regis-

ter.

"LUConnect is free,

LUConnect wiU save you

money, and LUConnect lets the

voice of the students be heard,

" stated Moody.

National Alpha Lambda Delta is accepting applications for Its 2005 Alpha

Lambda Delta Graduate Fellowships

Amounts: $3000, $5000, and $7500

Who is eligible: Graduating seniors applying to graduate school who are

Alpha Lambda Delta members and have a 3.5 GPA
Deadline: January 31, 2005

How many will be awarded? 23 students will receive fellowships

Application can be found at http://www.nationalald.org/grad.htm

If you have questions please contact Sharon Emerson-Stonnell, Alpha

Lambda Delta faculty advisor.

..Where Tlw N«igW30f1iooo Comes Togemer

WE'RE FAMOUS!
Look for us in A Taste of

Virginia History - A Guide to

Historic Eateries and Their

Recipes by Debbie Nunley and

Karen Jane Elliott, price

18.95$.

Makes a great Christmas gift

ANNE SIMBOLI
pastry Ciitff

(434) 392-1566

201 B Mill Street

Farmville. Virginia 23901

Casual Dining - Private Parties for people who are familiar
Catering

•
i ^i i ,

• with Charleys!

Available at Charleys and

Barnes & Noble.

:».:,::
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Textbook buyback extended hours during exam week:

Monday-Friday 8:30-5:30, Saturday 11:00-2:00

Sell your textbooks and take 10% off purchases of clothing and gifts
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Loo^woodBooicsterePre^Pack Servic^e

*We will procure ijour sckedule

*We will package required Looks^USED iiwe kave tke tkem
*We will kold tkem lor tke hrsi TWO (2)days oi class

*You need to Print ijour Name, Social Security #, pkone #, email address

*YouCAN include a credit card numker and expiration date to eliminate waiting

* $5 packing lee will ke added at tke time ol purckase

Name:

Social Security #:
.

Credit Card #:

/ /
exp: /

(No waiting wken ijou pick up iDOoks, card will he ckarged wken pulled approx. a week

l>elore classes iDegin)

Comments:

JHL Jmrn Jmjt >r3BL ^kW JBu# • • •
• • •

IW^AWT TO MAVK.
NOW LEASING FOR SPRINGAND PALL 051

* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.

* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included expect for telephone service.

* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning

facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!

* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here you'll

never want to leave.

208 Clark Street

Farmville, VA 23901

434.315.5566

wwwJongwood.viIIage.coin
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Commuter Student

Association Snack

Sckedule

All week

(Monday-Thursday)

Doughnuts, Juice, and

Coffee will be served

from

10 a.m.- 11:30 p.m.

Mocktails Monday
Strawberry Daquiries and

other assorted drinks

Tutti Frutti 'Hiesday

Fresh Fruit (apples,

oranges, bananas, and

grapes)

Wacky Wednesday

PB&J Sandwiches (white

and wheat), bananas, and

marshmallow fluff

Thursday Treats

Cookies, brownies, and

rice crispy treats

Themed snacks are only

served from 2 - 3 p.m.

Studnet Union

Snack Sckedule

All week
(Monday-Thursday)

Coffee, hot tea, hot

chocolate, and fruit

will be served

8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

(Friday: 8 a.m. - 8

p.m.)

Monday
Bagels with all the

trimmings

Tuesday

Mini muffms and

doughnuts

Wednesday

Cookies and

brownies

Thursday

Danishes and

muffins

root in Mouth

^ottmd^ v^^vii to

gooJ Bx#ix) Week

Winter ^refkl

Spring Break 2005
Travel with STS, America's #1

Student Tour Operator to

Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,

Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:

1-800-648- 4849 or

www.ststravel.com

Interested in becoming more

involved on campus?

Have an nose for news and a need to

get the facts to the public?

Apply to be The Rotunda^s

News Editor!

By Dec. 15 at 9 p.m., submit

~Two samples of writing

~Description of work on publications

~Description of spring workload

-Must be available during MTW
evenings

Z1LDGEN5
Zildgens Restaurant is now accepting

applications for Kitchen, Wait, and Bar

Staff for both a.m. and p.m. shifts

For more information call:

391-9992

31 1 N MAJN ST, FARMVILLE, VA 23901

By: ElUe Woodruff

As the holidays approach, mail volumes get higher,

it t^es longer for packages to get through the sys-

tem. The recommended deadlines for sending mail

from the United States to all overseas military mail-

ing addresses for the holidays are listed below:

Priority and first-class letters/cards:

Dec. 11 (Dec. 6 for APO 093)

Express mail military service-

Dec. 20 (Not applicable for APO 093)

Things I like to see #1 : Abortion Protesters Wearing Fur Coats

RESIDENTIAL &COMMUTER
LONG WOOD lisUNIVERSITY

Jan. 17 Spring Classes Resume

Jan. 18-20 Rising Senior Privilege Off Campus

Application Process

Jan. 20 Off Campus Q&A.session (5:30pm)

Jan. 21 Rising Senior E-mail notice to participate

in Apartment 101 session and to receive official

release letter)

Jan. 24 Last day of add/drop

Jan. 25-27 Rising Junior (Junior Exception) Off

Campus Application Process Starts

Jan. 27 Off Campus Application Process Ends

3:30pm -4:30pm

Visit www.longwood.edu/rcl for more information

and the release application.
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Tke World Has Turned and Left Me Here
Mandy Amason
St4 WHttr

Dear Mandy,

With exams coming up I am

beyond stressed! First of all, I have

papers due out the yingyang AND
tests that are days before the final!

What can I do to relieve some of this

stress before Igo postal on somebody?!

M.J.

Dear MJ.,

so I don't know why people act

so surprised, but, oh well.

Anyway the best advice that I

can give you is take it day-by-day.

I mean, honestly, what is there to

worry about?

Okay, if you paid attention

throughout the school year, you

won't be so stuck in the end. For

example, I took great notes in

Dr. Van Ness' Brit lit IV class all

semester and became deeply

involved in his discussions;

therefore all I have to do is about

a three hour study session for his

This time of year always sucks exam.

Whereas in my Spanish class,

which let me just tell you, does

not tickle my fancy, I will have

to have a serious study crunch

for my Spanish class.

Serious.

Anyway, the level of study

time for each exam fluctuates

according to how hard I worked

in the semester.

Lesson to learn: Work a bit

harder in the semester, and it

will pay off during exam time.

Now, in order to relax...

watch movies, hang out with

friends, and, yes, study a litde bit

every night starting NOW.
Now, I know this is going to

be hard, especially for a

Longwood student, but no par-

ties until the work is done.

GASP!!!!

I know, it's drastic, but you

can do it.

If you feel yourself having

withdrawals, and craving part)'

PAGE 7

scene, then you are more then

likely an alcoholic, and you need

to lay off of it anyway.

Good luck, and remember to

SHOW UP to the exam,

because that's half the battle.

Until next time boys and girls,

Mandy Amason

; u ;m (
/ ;) \ i-u i Inc. u s i lu

TLnH, you!

The Brothers of Phi Mu Alpha and the Career Center for Volunteer/ Service &
Learning would like to thank all the organizations and individuals who donated

baskets or goods to Operation Turkey this year. Longwood students, faculty and
staff made Operation Turkey a success this Thanksgiving! Due to your generosi-

ty, sixty families in the Farmville area and Prince Edward County were able to

enjoy a Thanksgiving meal.

The Longwood University Peer Helpers would like to extend their deepest thanks

to the students and faculty/ staff of Longwood for their continued support in the

Angel Tree Project this year. Due to generous contributions, Peer Helpers were

able to successfully adopt and purchase for over 700 people in the Farmville

community who lack the necessary funds to create a Christmas of their town.

I remember when midnight didn t exist. I

remember when one a.m. was a far away
place inhabited only by train whistles, rain,

men on the run. But even they would be
gone by two. Three a.m. was the stuff of

legend, mythical, a field where all the ani-

mals left behind by the ark stood grazing,

silent in the moonlight.
We slipped into world of our sleep, and

knew nothing of these days. Cars go by,

someone laughs, and we watch as the
smoke from our fingertips rises into a dark-

ness we never would dream of, an hour
that has no name.

Shaw n Gaircti

Are You Waiting for Off Campus Approval?

Location! Location! Location!
W^'re right around the cornerlI

Exceptional Living Within

Walking Distance to Longwood

Only Locally Owned & Operated

Apartment Complex in Farmville -

\2y 10 and 6 Month Leases

Stanley
Park

TOWNHOMES
New Clubhouse!
Exercise Room - 2 Treadmills^^

2 Elliptical Machines, 3 Way Station!

• Game Room - Pool Table, Foosball!

iTHourVending.Study Lounges

Business Center with Fax, Copier

Awesome Cable plus HBO Package

Avaliabie!

• 2 & 4 Bedroom Apartments

• 4 Bedroom Townhomes
• Fully Furnished plus washer & dryer

• Patio/porch, Farmville Area Bus pickup

• Ethernet connection to Longwood

in each bedroom

• Cable T.V. connection in each bedroom

and den

' Pavilion with Picnic Tables, Grills,

and Horseshoes fj
• Volleyball & Basketball Courts, Lighted

• Pets Allowed!

For info, contact Lorrie Watson,

Property Manager

434-3924331 •434-S47-3370

stanleypark@earthlink.net
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£kar Editor,

This really isn't written to you as

much, as in hc^ that it gets to

THE PERSON who violated

thek school, themselves, and my

pinky toe.

I was walking on the c<Mn-

0iom the other day when I toU

'diis person' that smoking bn't

aUowed on the commcms. I did-

n't tell 'dib person' to throw it

away i%ht now, or to leave. I just

wanted to advise 'this person'

that three people were pointing

to Wm and dodging his cancer

trail. 1 just wanted to ffve 'this

person' a heads up.

•This person' didn't j^^redate

k, in feet 'this person' not only

^ at me but spewed your snot

on my foot. It just so bqjpenfcd

I was wearingmy Cmwitc pair of

Biritenstocks. You probably

noticed but you hit my pinky

toe. In fact you doused it in your

saliva. This is aS because I didn't

ask you to do anything but take

p«dc in your community.

I don't know what hurt me

most, d^c fact I had my favorite

sandals disgraced or the feet you

dkln't pay me a lick of respect

for having the bsdls to ask ytm to

put it out

Let me tell you what's worse, I

don't hoW it against you. The

faculty of the business depart-

ment (yes, I said it, called diem

out) think the front of dieir

building is their perch to smoke.

I believe your perch is a fkx)r

down on die back side Why

don't you just hit die lower eleva-

tor buttctfi next tirn«.

Do I have to dr^ a bmncr

over Lankford Student Union?

Do we need to start giving tick-

ets? Do we need to write peqsle

up for littering there buts?

One more question, what

makes dm person better than the

rules? I don't like to teH peo|^e

not to smoke, but I find a new

energy every tiroe I see dgarette

butts outsi<k the dining haB, 5 ft.

from a trashcan. Every time I

have to diarc my air in a smdce

free area, 1 get in a royally pissed

of mood to a dimension of

fHSsed off I have never been

before. It's cause you don't treat

me with respect to Mow the

same rules I follow on the

grounds we share.

Kudos to those who recognize

the ruks saad anoke in dicir huts

and in dw»c 20i»s. I aj^bud

you, respect you and I will sit

out there with you if you want

someone to talk to when your

craving hits at 3 ajn.

Once a^un, to the person

who spit on my toe. I watdicd

you wdk away, I watdbed you

smdce every last bit of that cig-

arette. Then I wAtchcd you

diraw it cm dw ground. So I'm

asking you to have the balls to

admit it was ^u and not do it

again. That's all you need to do

to fix yoax tnistakc.

The saddest part of diis isn't

diat Tro going to stop takii^

pride in my sdiodl and my com-

munttyi It's not d»t I'm goif^ to

stop telling people to keep our

grounds dean of cigarette buts.

1 will never 8t<^ ddo^ that The

sad part is I'm gdng to have to

stc^ wearily my "birks" on the

c<Hnmons. I'm really goir^ to

miss dtosc dilngs.

Thanks to everyone who

helped in die no smoking hcakh

a>i«»u%nes$ week.

Sincerely,

Kyle Pretsch

Alpha Psi Omega presents: Merlin the Magnificent

Friday, December 10 at 3 p.m. / Saturday, December 11 at 4 p.m. /

Sunday, December 12 at 4 p.m. / Jarman Studio Theater / FREE!

A wonderful holiday show that will be entertaining to children and adults alike!

Second Annual Drag Skow
Janet Jones

Cofy Editor

Last Friday evening the town of

FarmviUe was given the opportunity

to witness some of the most attrac-

tive individuals that have ever graced

the presence of Longwood

University. Yes, this is in reference to

the Divas that performed in Unity

Alliance's 2nd annual Drag Show.

UA hired professional Divas from

Virginia Beach, Charlottesville,

Richmond and even FarmviUe to

excite our viewing pleasure.

WMLU provided the DJ and UA

provided their own MC's. Leslie

Snuth, John Lee and Susan South, aU

memebers of Unity Alliance and all

dressed in drag, introduced tfie Divas

when they made their way out to per-

form.

These ladies were escorted in by

members of the men's rugby team,

who were attired in mere scrum

shorts and a bow tie. Do not be

fooled by the stereotypical judgment

of men who dress like women look-

ing ridiculous.

The Divas looked magnificent and

really knew how to dance. Not

"dancing" like a typical Longwood

student would see at a frat party, but

moving in unbelievable ways, making

one question where they put every-

thing. The rainbow room of Wynn

was encompassed with astonishing

splits, flips and, well there are no

words.

It was obvious that the crowd was

pleased by the coundcss dollars being

offered, dancing all over ther room

and squeals of joy heard throu^out

Wynn. Not only Loi^wood students

enjoyed this event, but faculty, staff

and other members of the FarmviUe

commmunity were present to sup-

port the Divas.

Unity AUiancc put on this event to

educate the community about the

severity of AIDS. They wanted to

open their eyes to a different way of

life in a non pedantic, entertaining

&shion.

Throughout the show, members

of UA shared facts about

HIV/AIDS, inclusive of preventa-

tive methods, statistics of infected

Americans and how rapidly this dis-

ease is spreading, especiaUy among

women.

Peer Helpers contributed to the

Drag Show, also discussing the

importance of safe sex and birth

control. They performed a demon-

stration of how to conrectiy open and

put on a male condom. Female con-

doms and dental dams were also

shown and given explanations of

their proper use.

So the next time a Drag Show

opportunity knocks, don't be so

skeptical. It could lead to an impor-

tant informational session and unex-

pected inspiration.

OtJftJf iy-c?«»e 4, 2005

Learnfirsthand about life in modern China while immersing yourselfin a cul-

ture rich in history and tradition.

Spend 3 weeks at Anhui University of Technology, Ma'anshan, China, studying

modem Chinese history and culture and participating in activities with the students

at Anhui University.

Your accompanying professor will be Dr. GeofFroy de Laforcade.

• History 495 Modem China: history, economics, political reality, art, literature

• Conversational Chinese lessons

• Chinese cooking demonstrations

Your own Chinese "Buddy" from Anhui University of Technology

• Trips to Yellow Mountain, Nanjing, Shanghai

• Activities and programs in which you and your Chinese "buddy" participate

• Lodging and meals will be in the Anhui University campus hotel (air-condi-

tioned, etc.)

• Round-trip airfare and transportation in China

Information Meeting: Wed., Dec. 8, 5:15 pm, Wynne 143

$1,800 Program Price plus tuition (in-state 3 credits: $515.91)

Application and $400 Deposit deadline: February 15, 2005

For more information:

http://www.longwood.edu/modernlanguagcs/China.litm

Dr. Geoffroy de Laforcade (delaforcadeg@longwood.edu) (434) 395-2424

Dr. Lily Anne Goetz (goetzla@longwood.edu) (434) 395-2158

^reat pizza, pasU, subs

and salads at fair prices.

*8ive tts a try and you

will wofidar wliy you ever

went aoywhara also!

Dine in or taka ottt

-

315-0023

100 9^1^ Street

Upcoming LP events;

The Annual Snowball

Masquerade Semi-Formal

Friday, December 10th in the Lankford

Ballroom from 10 p.m. to 1a.m.

FREE FOOD, A LIVE VIDEO DJ,

AND $300 WORTH OF PRIZES!!!

MIDNIGHT BREAKFAST

Sunday, December 12th in the Dining

Hall. Doors will open at 10 p.m.

GIVE YOUR BRAIN A BREAK AND COME

OUT AND PLAY! FOOD, FUN, MUSIC,

AND A STRESS RELIEF AREA!

DOORS WILL CLOSE

AT MIDNIGHT.
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Company of Dancers Is Keep n Tke Rkytkni
Shawn Slotke

Staff Wnter

As the weather cools down, The

Longwood Company of Dancers

is about to heat up the stage.

The Company is putting on

the finishing touches this week

for their annual winter concert.

This year, the concert "Keep

'n the rhythm" will be held

December 10 and 11 at 7:30 in

Jarman. The cost is $3.

"There is a lot of variety in the

concert," said sophomore chore-

ographer Karen Weiss. "We have

everything from Nine Inch Nails

to Frank Sinatra."

With such a wide range in

music selection, each dance

promises to be new and electrify-

ing. Choreographers find their

inspirations from anywhere;

music, a friend or family member

or just a feeling.

Aimee Bolton, another sopho-

more choreographer, explained

how the Company works togeth-

er to choreograph their dances.

Bolton said, "Each choreogra-

pher has their strengths and their

own personal style. They choose

the dancers that they think would

do best in their dance."

Bolton added that any dancer

can begin choreographing after

two semesters in the Company

Each choreographer

holds practice for one hour a

week for each dance they

choreograph. Along with the

movement, choreographers

decide what costumes each

dancer should wear.

The costumes need to

reflect what the dancers are

trying to convey to the audi-

ence.

Weiss 'and Bolton are two

of the 20 dancers who com-

bine their strengths and abil-

ities to form a dedicated and

talented group.

The Company practices

up to four hours a day, mak-

ing sure every- detail is per-

fect. This busy schedule

demands that all the dancers,

and especially the chorogra-

phers, have excellent time

management skills. With such

dedication to dance and each

other, it is no wonder that the

Company is so close.

Weiss described, with a

smile, saying, "We spend

so much time together, from Virginia Physical Education

practice to trips. We're really Health Education Recreation

close, just like a family." and Dance (VAPHERD)
This closeness is one of the Convention in Northern

Virginia, as well as

local public

schools.

February is a

particularly busy

month for the

Company, because

they perform at

Prince Edward

County Schools for

Black History

month.

This challenging

schedule continues

to unify^ them in

their commitment

to the program.

The talent and

determination of

the Company

makes for a bright

future.

Several dancers

would like to see the return of a

dance minor. Mary Morrison, a

senior who started with the

Plioto provided Ixj theLcm^vnxxiCompaiit) ol Dancers.

reasons why the Company is so

successful.

They have preformed at the

Company in fall 2001, is the last

person to finish dance as a minor.

"I would love to see a minor

again, because I think it would

attract more girls to the school. A
major would be amazing, but a

minor would be a good start."

With a strong emphasis on

individual and group talent devel-

opment, the Company partici-

pates in several activities that aim

to do this.

Weiss says that, "just being

together makes us better. You see

what other dancers are doing, and

you get better too."

As a group, the Company

attends workshops and profes-

sional dance concerts. Stretching

and weight lifting are also incor-

porated into the activities of

some individual dancers.

Dedication, hard work and out-

standing choreography has led the

Longwood Company of Dancers

to a successful year so far. "Keep

'n the rhythm" will provide an

energetic end to the semester for

the Company and the Longwood

community.

Where can you get

freshly baked

breads &
pastries

^;^
sandwiches

imported

cheeses

EVERY DASf

at

218 N. Main St

Farmville

434395.1011

Memories of tke Rotunda - Sponsored Ly Alumni Relations

From Ann "Jackie" Pond, Class of 1957

This is a continuous reminder from my brothers of my behavior while at

Longwood. On RAT DAY my freshman year, I decided to decorate the

Rotunda in toilet tissue. With great precision, I tied lengths of tissue to a

post and then tied to the opposite post. In great fun, wheels with spokes

were fashioned on second and third floors. All this hung gracefully over

the head of the sitting statue of Joan of Arc. And I decided to do It again

during RAT DAY my sophomore year. I was "campused" a week for that

one.

The rededication on the Rotunda will be on April 23, 2005.

What will your memorij be?

Need kelp witk your classes? Have tjou tried tutoring?

Ckeck out tke Academic Support Center (ASC)Web site lor FREE

tutoring kours and locations!

Need kelp witk a paper? Is it on topic and appropriate?

Come to tke Writing Lab in tke Library and work witk a Writing

Consultant!
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Men Fall to Undeleated Hofstra Pride

December 9, 2004

Kyle Martin

Staff Water

rhe men's basketball team lost

rheir ninth straight game

Wednesday night in overtime to

the Virginia Military Institute

fVMI) Keydets. The 69-64 defeat

to the Keydets is crucial to the

men's team's morale as they begin

a challenging eight-game stretch

with only one home game.

The eighth game of the season

against Hofstra University chal-

lenged the men's basketball team

Monday night. "This is the best

team we've played so far," sopho-

more guard Maurice Sumter said.

However, Longwood received

their eighth loss of the season

and was unable to contend with

Hofstra's leading scorer, Loren

Stokes, who averaged 19 points

per game prior to Monday's con-

test.

In the first half, the Hofstra

Pride jumped out to a quick start

with Aurimas Kieza's three-

pointer in the first minute of play.

Within the first seven minutes of

the contest Hofstra led

Longwood with a 14-5 score, but

the Lancers answered back and

cut the deficit to five on Michael

Jefferson's jumper with 11:50

remaining in the half. However,

the Pride scored the next seven

points to take a twelve-point

advantage with 7:07 left in the

half. Sophomore guard Husein

Pistoljevic scored six quick points

in 74 seconds, on two-three

pointers to lead the Lancers in

scoring for the half The Pride

steadily increased their advantage

to take a 37-23 lead at halftime.

Sumter, impressed by Hofstra's

shooting effort said, "I think in

the first half we came out pre-

pared. They hit some petty good

shots."

Hofstra's Loren Stokes led the

team in scoring for the half with

11 points while the team shot

42% field goals.

Head Coach Mike Gillian rec-

ognized a different advantage

Hofstra had, besides shooting

percentages. "A lot of that came

from effort plays. They had 11

offensive rebounds at halftime to

our 4," Coach Gillian said.

Longwood managed 31%
field goals in the half, with soph-

omore guard Michael Jefferson

and freshman forward Lamar

Barrett scoring four points each

in addition to Pistoljevic's six

points.

After the break, Hofstra start-

ed the second half similar to the

first half The Pride opened the

first four minutes of the half

with an 11-5 scoring run, to

maintain a 20-point lead over the

Lancers. With 16:15 remaining

in the game, Stokes, Hofstra's

leading scorer, received his

fourth personal foul. As a result,

he went to the bench, allowing

the Lancers to slice the lead.

Pistoljevic hit his third three-

pointer of the game with 13:54

remaining to start the comeback

for Longwood. The Lancers

scored 20 points in four minutes

and 34 seconds to cut Hofstra's

lead to 15 points. Holding a 64-

49 lead with 7:51 remaining in

the game, Hofstra outscored

Longwood 14-7 with Michael

Radziejewski hitting two baskets

late in the contest to secure a 78-

56 victory for the Pride.

Gillian noticed a complete

change in offensive rebounding

in the second half "When you

look at the second half, it was

completely opposite. We out-

rebounded them with 12 offen-

sive rebounds to their 4.

LOD(»ti)OOD 6BSK(T60LL

"MBK maten kiomgs"

ON WMLU 91.3

All eantes Ceain at 7pin

i\lthough we did get the effort on

the offensive rebounds, they only

needed 24 shots to make their 13

hoops. They were more efficient

in the half," Gillian said.

Longwood finished the game

with 33%) field goals, led by

Michael Jefferson's team-high 1

1

points. Pistoljevic finished with 9

points and shot 3 for 5 from

three-point range. Hofstra's

Loren Stokes and Michael

Radziejewski each scored a game-

high 19 points with Hofstra hav-

ing four players scoring in doublq

figures.

Before the Lancers take a

break for exams before heading

to the Northwestern Mutual

Shootout on Friday in San

Francisco. The Lancers will begin

the tournament against host San

Francisco. Also patricipating in

the tournament are UC Davis

and Saint Joseph's.

Sumter remains confident in

the team's potential success. "It's

definitely time to get (win) num-

ber one," stated Sumter.

Sumter's classmate, Pistoljevic

agress saying, "Who likes losing?

You've got to keep your head up

and keep pushing. It's part of

life. You can't always win."

The Lancers next home game

is against Howard and will be

held the Saturday after exams.

NBA cont'd p. 3

Just because you paid for

your ticket does not mean you

have the right to be obnoxious.

If you commit another act of

violence during any subsequent

games, you will be permanently

banned from attending games

for that team. If you are so

dumb as to commit three vio-

lent aggressive acts, you will be

suspend from attending any

NBA game. In addition, legal

charges should be sanctioned

against fans that are out of

control. Assault charges are

currently being issued to the

fans that provoked Artest to

fight.

Players' and fans alike need

to elevate their level of deco-

rum at spotting events. Fans

need to respect that while ath-

letes are playing they are doing

their job. Would a fan like it if

someone came into their

accounting firm (for example)

and threw something at them?

Certainly not Therefore, they

need to have the same level of

respect for athletes while they

are playing the game. However,

a fans irrational behavior in no

way excuses a player from their

own rationality.

As athletes are role models,

they must accept the full weight

and privilege that comes with

being a professional athlete.

Hopefully this incident will

enlighten both players and fans

to their responsibilities. "Yes I

was involved in this fight and I

was wrong," is what Artest

should have said to accept the

responsibility for his out of con-

trol actions. "What I did was

wrong and it will not happen

again," also would been an

appreciated acceptance of his

guUt.

Perhaps the most compelling

argument against Artest is in

response to his Today Show

interview. "I never harmed

nobody for my other suspen-

sions, I never took it out on a

person, just a camera or whatev-

er." This man is actually proud

(his exact word) that he was only

violent with inanimate objects,

not real people, A person with

this rational should not be

allowed to continue their career

as a professional athlete.

The NBA has a responsibility

to protect the players and the

fans at aU games. Players have

the responsibility to play fair and

to respect all coaches, refs and

fans. And finally fans have the

responsibility to respect the

players and be positive support-

ers. All of these people should

be working together, not against

each other. Mutual respect must

be demanded for professional

sports to continue.

MeUere Founds tke 1000/1000 Club Tuesday
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

The Longwood women's basket-

ball team's latest game against

Robert Morris University (RMU)

has given them aleast a litde rea-

son to smile despite the final

score of 66-54 favoring RMU.

Regardless of the sorrowing

lose to the Colonials, December

7, 2004 will go down posidvely in

Longwood histor)'. Heading in to

the game with Lancer record of

998-career rebound, senior for-

ward Marita Meldere need only

two more boards to set the

impressive landmark of becom-

ing the first female basketball

player to reach 1000 rebounds in

a Lancer uniform.

Meldere ended the game with

11 rebounds, 3 offensive and 8

defensive, and nine points which

is below her average of 13.9

rebounds and 12.7 points per

game, both of which lead the

Lancers.

The 6'0 native of Rujiena,

Latvia has started six of the

seven Longwood games and reg-

istered five double figure-scoring

games while leading the Lancers

in points in five games. Meldere

has also led the team in rebounds

6 times while tallying four dou-

ble-doubles in the proccess.

Valerie Turner, who posted

917 rebounds in her career as a

Lancer, was the previous holder

of the Longwood women's bas-

ketball career rebound record.

On the first game of the season

against Winthrop, Meldere

passed the former Lancer record

holder for career rebounds.

Meldere's best game of the

season came during the Lancers

win against Norfolk State where

she put up 18 points and

snagged 19 rebounds. Meldere

has scored 89 points and 97

rebounds so far this season

bringing her career totals to 1009

rebound and 1265 points in her

career as a Lancer.

Weekly Trivia

What is the

Men's

Basketball

Programs

Overall

Record?

Last Week's Question:

What College Did Men's

Basketball Coach Mike

Gillian Graduate From?
North Adams State

ijyou would like u> iufcmit a liiria qtiestlan

seitJ an email w n)UinJa@,hmgwwo<I.e<lu

subject " IriYta'with your tfuenion, answer

and namefijdtsired).
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QUICK HITS

Men s Basketball

Recx>r<l 0-9

Hauer ol tkeWeek
Micnaei Jefferson,

17.3 ppg, 6 rpg

Women s

Baskettall

Record 3-4

Plaijer ol theWeek
Asmey Mason,

13 ppg, 7 rpg

NFLREPORT:

Week 15
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

After thirteen long, glorious

weeks of football, the post-sea-

son picture has finally started to

come into focus. The only team

that has clinched a playoff spot

so far is the Eagles, who won

their latest contest against the

Packers.

Green Bay was able to hold on

to their own division lead with a

Vikings loss to the Bears who

may have finally found a quarter-

back in Chad Hutchinson. The

Cardinals are still looking for

their starting quarterback as they

suffer another loss, this time to

the Lions.

The Falcons could have

clinched a divisional tide this

week had they been able to beat

the Buccaneers, but Michael Vick

continues to struggle against

Tampa Bay. Although Atlanta

only needs one more win to

clinch their division, they need to

keep one eye on the surging

Panthers who trounced the Saints

this week.

Seattle and the Rams are

locked in a dead heat battling for

the NFC West division title.

Seatde has lost two in a row, most

recendy to the Cowboys, while

the Rams pounded the NFL's

current whipping boy, the 49ers.

The Steelers, coming off a nar-

row victory against the Jaguars,

will be able to clinch their second

divisional tide in three years if

they win next week against the

Jets. The Jets need to continue

MEN'SBASKETBALLCOACH PROFILES
Head Coach

Mike Gillian (2nd yr.)

College: North Adams State

Why do you coach?

-Ever since I was a littie kid,

sports have been my way of life,

and not just basketball. I've

played basketball, baseball,

football, and tennis. My college

coach was a big influence on

me. Being around him and the

team made coaching something

I wanted to do.

What was your favorite

moment as a player?

-Everyday was my favorite

moment. Every chance to get

on the court was great whether

it would be college games, all-

star games, or just pick-up

games.

What is your favorite quote?

-"Be a PL.A.Y.E.R." You can

find more information about it

on my website at

mikegillian.com

What are your goals?

-The goal is just to be the best

you can be everyday. This

whole process is one step at a

time, and to use an old cliche,

"You can't put the cart before

the horse.'

Do you have any advice for

students?

-It's the best time of your life.

Have a lot of fun. Do it respon-

sibly. Cherish your experiences,

because once you're done with

them, you won't have a chance to

re-live them.

Who is your favorite athlete

and why?

-Larry Bird because he embodies

everything a basketball player

should be. He has talent, work

ethic, desire, and he puts the team

first. He handled himself well on

and off the court. He was a

fierce competitor who respects

the game and above all, he's a

Celtic.

Asstaint Coach

Doug Thibault (2nd yr.)

College: Boise State University

Why do you coach?

-When I was young, I was raised

by a brilliant single-parent moth-

er, but my greatest male role

models were my middle school

and high school coaches, and the

positive influences these individ-

uals had on my life, I can never

replace. So in turn, I wanted to

be able to affect young people's

lives in a positive way.

What do you like besides

coaching?

-Though I don't have family here

in this area, my extended family

is important to me. I'm a big

football fan. It's great to see my

alma mater Boise State go unde-

feated this year. I enjoy spending

time outdoors camping on the

beach or drives in the country.

Your favorite moment as a

player:

- My sophomore year of high

school with a severely sprained

ankle and a temperature of 102

degrees, I had my best game of

the year and we were able to

upset the number two team in

the state of Oregon. The fimny

part of that story is I watched

the film the next day because I

had no memory of my illness.

What do you like about

Longwood?

-I seriously bleed Longwood

blue and I love everything about

the atmosphere of Farmville as

a college town and Longwood as

a college campus. The faculty

and staff 'at Longwood

University are truly an amazing

group of individuals.

What goals do you have?

-First, I want to eventually

someday be a successful

Division I men's basketball

coach. With that, to make a

positive difference in as many

young people's lives as possible

during that time.

over. But Carson Palmer led the

winning like they did this week seventeen-point lead, the game is

against the Texans in order to

stay in the AFC East divisional

tide and keep up with the 11-1

Patriots, fresh off a routing of

die Browns. The AFC West tide

is the Chargers to lose after their

defeat of the Broncos. The Colts

are in the same position after

another incredible performance

by Payton Manning, this time at

the expense of the Titans.

The Bills are barely hanging

on to their playoff dreams after

Drew Bledsoe returned to his old

Hall of Fame caliber form

against the mediocre Dolphins.

Kansas City are most likely out

of the playoff picture, but that

still doesn't detract from their

win against Oakland.

The Redskins finally broke the

twenty-point barrier for this sea-

son, scoring 31 in their pounding

of the Giants.

Player of the Week: Donavan

McNabb aired it out, throwing

for 464 yards and five touch-

down passes against the Packers.

Game of the Week: Normally

when the Ravens head into the

fourth quarter of a game with a

Bengals on an amazing come- the game winning field goal as

back and Shayne Graham kicked time expired.

Mil iiillMliiiiili^Miii



Don HFOOL around any longer. .

.

Get your Parent Pak TODA Y before you

go homefor break. Call or stop in.

Better yet, sign your lea&e oov, before

tbe rusb v^itb MO-OBLICAtlOMI

-Voull get tt)e best choice of available apartiDe^ts.

-Voy'll pay do moDcy at lease sipiDg.

-Ar)d if yoa are Dot approved to n)0Ve off-campus,

your lease will be canceled (copy of Ijoasi^g

assigoit)er)t must be received).

Are you one of the few who have ngt seen
Sunchase Apartments?

What are you waiting for?. Come on it today

and find out what the buzz is all about. Youll

meet the friendly leasing team who will

will show you around and answer all

your questions. Resfreshments are

always provided. And after your

tour, feel free to lounge around the

clubhouse for a while:

Sunchase Apartments •

501 Sunchase Boulevard

Farmvllle, Virginia 23901

434-392-7440

www.sunchase-longwood.com

AIM: SunchaseBuzz

Play a game of pool

Workout in our gym
Bring a DVD and chill in

the Movie Theatre

Congratulations to the winner

oi'last week's crossword

.)u//ie contcsi!

V Sarali Clark

:!!>*M»«].t!S

\0({ V\ iibuu
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Longwood Makes Plans for

NewApartment Complex
Chans Fimiani, Hope

Hollenbeck, Lori Ashmore,

Jimniy Vickers, Steve Reeves

Guest Writers

In faU of 2006, 400 students

will be able to live in up-scale

apartments above a new shop-

ping center within walking dis-

tance of campus if a proposal is

approved following a February 1

public hearing.

Plans for the largest project

ever undertaken by Longwood

call for demolition of the

Farmville Shopping Center

across Main Street that houses 25

stores, including the Longwood

Bookstore and The Gym.

The $20 million project will

create four buildings. The top

three floors will house Longwood

students with the first floor

reserved for commercial busi-

nesses.

Because it is a partnership

among private companies,

"tuition will not be raised," said

Richard Bratcher, the VP of

Facilities Management and

Technology.

The developers are borrowing

the money to build the complex;

the Longwood Real Estate

Foundation will be buying the

property. Longwood University

will then lease the space from the

Real Estate Foundation; there-

fore the buildings will be paid for

using the rent from students liv-

ing in them and the businesses

located on the first floor.

The new endeavor, referred to

as the Bluestone project, will be

developed and built by Bluestone

Land LLC and Pinnacle

Construction.

The residential part will main-

ly consist of four bedroom apart-

ments, with two bathrooms and a

common area. Each apartment

will include air-conditioning, a

dishwasher, and a washer and

dryer. It is expected to be com-

petitively priced with existing off-

campus living.

The new construction will be a

big change for Farmville.

Bratcher feels that with the new

complex, "Longwood will be a

nicer place to live and wiU be able

to recruit and maintain more stu-

dents." Bratcher also said that

this would help the town of

Farmville. "We are taking a retail

area that is past its prime and,

hopefully, upgrading it."

Other college towns have

undergone similar changes, and

this combination of a retail and

housing complex has been suc-

cessfiil at other Virginia institu-

tions, including The College of

William and Mary, Old Dominion

University and Christopher

Newport University.

"We're not re-inventing the

wheel, so to speak. We're dupli-

cating the wheel, and we're confi-

dent that the project wiU be suc-

cessful," said Ken Copeland,

Director of the Small Business

Development Center.

"As I understand it, the town is

extremely excited about it," said

Larry Robertson, Longwood's

Director of Residential and

Commuter Life.

Farmville has approved the

plans and will be holding a public

forum on February 15th. The

forum will allow townspeople and

students to learn about and dis-

cuss the new project, as well as

voice any related concerns.

Jimmy Vickers

Guest Writer

Artist's rendition of the Bluestone project - LU news Release

Housing Project Approved at Hearing

Center, assured the resident that

the retail floors would be taxed.

"At worse case, the town is no

worse off than it is now,"

Copeland said. Hunter Watson, a

Farmville business owner, assured

everyone at the meeting that

Longwood had his entire confi-

dence by saying, "Longwood is the

driving force behind this town."

Watson said, "I urge you to sup-

port this Institution [Longwood

University] any way possible."

After hearing a dozen people's

comments, the council unani-

mously approved the proposal to

modify the zoning requirements,

paving the way for the project to

proceed. A February 15th hearing

is scheduled.

"I want your money," said a

townsperson to Longwood in a

public hearing Tuesday night

concerning a zoning proposal

regarding Longwood's $20 mil-

lion housing/retail project.

While many concerns were

aired during this town meeting,

each citizen stressed their support

of Longwood's housing/retail

complex. One Farmville resi-

dent's concern was Longwood's

possible tax exemption in this

project and how that could affect

the town. "I don't want my town

to suffer because of this project."

Ken Copeland, Director of the

Small Business Development

Executive Series: MargeR Connellij, Capital One Executive Vice President
Kent Booty

Office of Public Relations

Marge M. Connelly, executive

vice president for Capital One
Financial Corporation, will be

Executive-in-Residence in

Longwood University's College

of Business & Economics on

Monday, Feb. 7.

Connelly, a member of

Longwood's Board of Visitors,

will speak at 7 p.m. in Hiner

Auditorium (207) on The U.S.

Credit Card Industry, in which

she has nearly 20 years' experi-

ence. She is the third speaker in

the fourth annual Executive-in-

Residence series, which is spon-

sored by SunTrust.

Connelly, who works at the

firm's primary

location in

Richmond, is

responsible for

Capital One's U.S.

credit card opera-

tions, including

customer service,

collections, recov-

eries, cross-seUing

and fraud.

She joined

Capital One in

1994, . shortiy

before it spun off

as an independent

entity (it had been

the credit card

division of Signet Bank).

The Fortune 500 company

One of Computerworld's

"Top IT Leaders" to

visit Longwood.

Office ofPublic Relations

(ranked 200) is

one of the

largest consumer

financial services

companies in the

country, with

47.2 billion

accounts and

$75.5 billion in

outstanding
managed loans.

"Over the last

50 years, the

credit card indus-

try has under-

gone tremendous

change, growing

from a one size-

fits -all approach to the diversi-

fied industry of today," Connelly

said.

"As the times have changed,

so have the challenges; con-

sumers receive more offers and

respond less, consumer loyalty

is low, and the industry is grow-

ing at a slower rate. Debit cards

and electronic payments are

also exerting pressure on the

industry."

Active in the community,

Connelly chairs the Virginia

Workforce Council, is past pres-

ident of the Central Virginia

Foodbank, and serves on

numerous boards, including the

CJW Medical Center and the

Greater Richmond Partnership.

She has earned several acco-

lades, including selection as one

of Computerworld's "Top IT

Leaders," one of Future

Banker's "Hottest CIOs of

2001," and one of the Greater

Richmond's YWCA's
"Outstanding Women of the

Year."

Last summer she was appoint-

ed to a four-year term on the

Longwood Board of Visitors by

Governor Mark Warner.

She is a native of Horseheads,

New York, and a graduate of the

University of Delaware.

The next speaker in the

Executive-in-Residence series

will be John R. Donovan, presi-

dent of ARAMARK Business

Sports $c Entertainment, on

March 1.

"X
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Words from tke Editor: In WliicliWe Satj Goodkije
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For eighty-

four issues of

The Rotunda,

1 have been

privileged to

call myself a

staff mem-
ber.

Starting with the very first issue

of my freshman year until today, I

have devoted my life to this news-

paper.

And now, I seem to be out of

spirit. Out of heart. Out of

words.

I've spent the morning looking

through the aforementioned

issues of The Rotunda, reading the

final words of editors before me.

It appears that they, too, were not

sure what to say.

What I really found were the

litde things. George's farewell

after seven years at Longwood.

Pictures from Spring Weekend

that make me positive that the

blue sky outside is warm and

inviting, rather than the bitter

cold of early February. A staff

box full of names that I'm

ashamed to admit that I had for-

gotten, but that brought back

the fondest of memories.

Six paragraphs in, and I'm

already crying.

VtTien I was a senior in high

school, I cried while writing my
final essay for a newspaper proj-

ect. My sister sat in the room we

shared and made fun of me.

"Only you would cry over a

newspaper," she said, as I des-

perately tried to wipe the tears

from my face. Maybe she's right.

I'm sure she'd say it again if she

saw me right now.

But when you're just shy of

twenty-two, and your life has

revolved around something for

almost ten of those years, leav-

ing it behind is a big deal. Even

if it's the right thing to do at the

time.

My friend Howie told me that

a job is something we do, not

who we are. But I can't believe

him. For almost four years, The

Rotunda has been my all.

Freshman year, it was the rea-

son I stuck with Longwood.

Ixjng nights watching Must See

TV, eating pizza from the cafe

(when it was still Pizza Hut), smok-

ing on the loading dock, and being

taken in by upperclassmen secured

me a spot on a campus, where I

was positive I would never fit in.

Sophomore year, it gave me the

best friends I've had on this cam-

pus.

Junior year, it provided safet}'

and comfort as so many things

changed.

And now in my senior year, The

Rotunda has given me the courage

to move on.

But there are nights I hope

never to forget. Finding the

framed front page from the first

time the paper ran under the name

The Rotunda (six issues after the

paper started in 1920). The day I

realized my obsession for ER, after

seven years of teasing people for

liking it. Dance parties and fiin

nazis. Leaving the office at two in

the morning, only to get a phone

caU at six from Dani saying they

had finally finished the last issue of

the semester, and, let's go to

breakfast. Sneaking Nesde into the

office. Beaut)' pageant prepara-

tions. Staff dinners and rushing to

get coffee before the cafe closed

for the night. Distribution to

friendly faces that eagerly awaited

the latest Longwood news.

As the only remaining staff

member from the 2001-2002

school year, I've been witoess to

some of the best changes this

newspaper has seen. I also get to

play the back-in-my-day game

more often than most.

In four years, we've gone

through four advisors, four edi-

tors, and two departments. We've

fluctuated from a staff of many to

a staff of few and back again. I am

absolutely convinced of the cur-

rent staffs ability to continue

along the positive route of change.

I know that Bobbi will work as

hard as all the women who have

come before her.

For now, I will watch Murphy

Brown reruns on Nick-at-Nite,

wondering what could have been.

But soon, that too will fade, and I

will finish my senior year with the

fervor it deserves.

I hope to eventually bury

myself deep in creative writing -

the only thing I've loved longer

than journalism. We'll see what

the roads ahead have to offer.

Thank you to everyone who

has helped me along the way I

appreciate it more than I can put

into words right now.

Cue the montage and role the

credits; it's time for me to go.

All the best.

Amy Whipple

Editor-in-Chief

Tke World Outside tke U.S Matters

The
Box 2901

Longwood University

Farmville,VA 23909
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The Rotunda, die student newspaper at Longwood University, is pub-

lished weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam

periods) and is printed in the offices of the Farmville Herald, Farmville,

VA.

All articles, advertisements, letters to die editor, and pictures must

be received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursday's pub-

lication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and

telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not

appear on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are

subject to editing.

The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is

looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We cur-

rendy have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to

come to our meetings, Tuesdays at 7:00 PM.

U-W'ire

Young people in Ukraine, the

largest state on the western border

of Russia, realized it was time to

protect their democratic future,

and, in the last two months, some

fought for a change.

The Ukrainian "Orange

Revolution" demonstrated that

people should stand up for their

beliefs and appreciate every oppor-

tunity.

It also reminded young people

across the world that they should

always keep an eye on internation-

al events, which could influence

foreign relations and U.S. policy

The revolution, named after the

color of Victor Yushchenko's

party. Our Ukraine, ignited after

fraudulent elections.

In November, the electoral

commission announced the new

president: Moscow-backed Prime

Minister Viktor Yanukovych.

Observers of the Organization

for Security and Co-operation in

Europe, however, called the elec-

tion turnouts "highly suspicious

and unrealistic."

As a result, supporters of the

Western-leaning Yushchenko

poured into the streets.

Demonstrations continued until

last Sunday when the new presi-

dent, Victor Yushchenko, was

sworn in.

Although the elections are done,

students should continue follow-

ing the events in the region.

Changes in the Ukrainian gov-

ernment will influence future U.S.-

Russian relations.

The relationship between the

United States and Russia has been

one of cooperation determined by

self-interest.

In the last four years, the U.S.

foreign policy team ignored inter-

nal matters of the Russian state

such as lack of democratic institu-

tions, free press and human rights.

Yet, with Ukraine, the United

States had to take a stand.

Secretary of State Colin Powell

said that Washington was "deeply

disturbed by the extensive and

credible reports of fraud."

Support for Yushchenko was

clear, as were the conflicting views

of President GeorgeW Bush and

Russian President Vladimir Putin.

Another factor that might

shake the Bush-Putin relationship

is the recent U.S. interest in new

military bases in Eastern Europe,

namely Bulgaria and Romania.

This poses a question of

whether the United States would

take advantage of another strate-

gically-positioned country, which

would enhance NATO's capabili-

ties.

Ukraine has partnership agree-

ments with die EU and NATO,
but is not a member.

The goal of Ukraine's new

president is to incorporate the

state into modern Europe, and

so, he might also lead Ukraine

into NATO.
Yet, Russia has always viewed

Ukraine as one of its

i satellites and it is likely

j that Putin would try to

I
prevent US. presence

I
on Ukrainian territory.

On the other hand,

as BBC world corre-

spondents write, events

on the western border

of Russia could influ-

I
ence fiiture liberaliza-

S tion of the state.

Since January,

President Putin has

See Ukraine p. 3
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Yet Anotker Consequence ol Waiiare
Janet Jones

Copy Editor

Last week, while reading the

Washington Post, I noticed an arti-

cle by Bradley Graham entided,

"Pentagon Prepares to Rethink

Focus on Conventional Warfare."

This topic has always held my
interest, so I began reading, only

to become infuriated with what I

read.

Apparendy, it is true that the

American government engaged in

warfare with inadequate funding,

people, support, or evidence.

I (and I know I am not alone)

have been suspiciously aware of

these circumstances from the

beginning.

I seem to recall that whenever I

voiced this opinion, rather than

listening, it was much simpler for

someone to make the clever com-
ment, "You're a stupid liberal,

hippie and you don't know what

you're talking about."

Admitting failure is certainly

hot easy, but it is not a cure for

this problem.

Saying, "I'm sorry," doesn't

change the past.

It does not change the fact

that, "The Bush administration

affirmed that basic notion in its

first year, calling for U.S. forces to

be ready to ensure 'swift defeat'

and 'decisive victory' in major

combat operations against

national armies"(Graham).

It is now 2005 and we are still

terrified of the sight of turbans,

men and women are stiill finding

their demise in the name of the

war on terror, and we are still in

Iraq. The free election has suc-

cessfully taken place, so why are

we still invading?

It is acknowledged that our

current simation is not pleasant,

nor is it what was anticipated.

However, it does not end

here.

In Graham's article, he writes,

"This intensified push for

change comes at a time when
the Iraq conflict and war on ter-

rorism have badly taxed the U.S.

military, especially the Army,

requiring more forces and

longer deployments than antici-

pated and highlighting shortfalls

in U.S. capabilities."

So the deficit is up, America

has made a whole new directory

of enemies, unnecessary lives

are being taken and it's not even

close to being over.

Not only did this plan of

action fail, but as always, there

are other problems diat must be

dealt with.

Graham -also touches on this

Ukraine con't p.2

faced rare criticism and street

demonstrations.

No matter what turn Rulssian

politics take, Eastern Europe has

changed and so will U.S. foreign

policy.

Therefore, it is important to

remember that change comes
from the inside, and no matter

where it occurs, it will influence

the global political agenda.

Today, international leaders

have the ability to affect the life

of every person.

Also, the United States is the

world's strongest military power,

and U.S. citizens can influence

the lives of people who jure

thousands of miles away.

Thus, as an educated person

who has the right to vote, every

college student must stay

infojrmed.

Students should take advan-

tage of the various information

sources.

They should appreciate the

opportunity to go to school in a

firee state and be exposed to dif-

ferent perspectives.

It is a student's chic duty to

form an opinion and express it.

Because, as the Ukrainians

showed once again, there is no
way people can be heard if they

do not raise their voices.

in his article: "...defense officials

now acknowledge rfiat such goals

have not fit either the Iraq situa-

tion or the anti-terrorism cam-

paign.

"Nor are they applicable to

other potential crises that

Pentagon policymakers have begun

to take more seriously

"These scenarios cover a range

of unconventional possibilities,

including the collapse of a nuclear-

armed state, such as Pakistan or

North Korea, and the disruption

by enemies of key technologies on
which U.S. forces rely, such as

satellite navigation signals."

While all of our troops are away

"civilizing the natives" (this sounds

strangely familiar to Hearf of

Darkness), our country has other,

more threatening problems to con-

tend with.

Not only will this l^ve the mili-

tary short-handed, but die prob-

lem of funding is going to arise.

When the Pentagon reallocates

its prerogatives, according to

Graham, "this evolution in strategy

could have significant budgetary

consequences, officials said."

The deficit and debts from Iraq

are mounting widi each passing

moment.

In order to fix this horrible

problem, much more money and

support are going to be needed.

These are both going to be scarce,

especially with upcoming plans to

invade Iran.

I understand diat America is

prideful and diat the leader of our

country does not want to admit

that he has made a hasty mistake,

especially right before his election,

but how far is this going to have to

go?

Why does the answer seem to

be: if we can't get our way, let's

eliminate (kill) die problem?

This way of thinking is not

accepted in any other situation,

escept diat of the name of war.

Ostensibly dien people aren't

people; they become symbols of

oil, land, pride, money or power.

PAGE 3

props and drops
Props:

+ To Twister, because it's super sweet.

+ To the first sunshine in what seems like forever.

+ To democratic elections in Iraq.

+ To AMeman Dad premering on Fox after the

Superbowl.

+ To fantasizing about poundcake.

+ To being the "Twister-Flipper.Folder-Upper."

Drops:

- To splattering sneezes.

- To twenty plus deaths during the Iraqi elections.
- To "Gizmo," the robot.

- To websites that aren't updated.

- To parking tickets on registered guest cars.

Speak Out
Wkij are you a Reputlican?

I agree with the values
that Republicans rep-
resent and I agree
with their policies.

-Farley Reynolds
Freshman

Because that's how my family
is and that's just the idea they

instilled in me.

-Brett Jones
Freshman

I believe in small govern-
ment and I think that I can
do a better job at giving

my money to those in need
than the government can.

-Craig Smith
Junior

I don't believe in abortion.

-Michael Comeloro
Sophomore

All piaures by Will Pettis
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Texttook Prices Soar; Legislation on tke Wavj to Offset Cost

Vanessa Maltin

V-Wtre

The cost of college textbooks

has increased at nearly four times

the rate of inflation since 1994,

costing students upwards of $900

per academic year, according to a

study released Tuesday by the

State Public Interest Research

Groups.

The study, which surveyed

textbook prices at 59 public and

private universities across the

country, found that students are

paving more than one fifth the

cost of tuition at a public four-

year university for textbooks, 62

percent more than they paid ten

years ago.

"This report shows that pub-

lishers use needless new editions

and gimmicks to drive up the cost

of textbooks," said Luke

Swarthout, a higher education

associate with the State PIRGs.

"The losers in this scam are stu-

dents who will have a harder

time paying for college."

Price increases usually occur

when publishers print a new edi-

tion of a textbook. Purchasing a

new textbook

costs students

an average of

45 percent

more than an

older edition

used book."

Bundling, the

practice of

attaching CD-

ROMS or workbooks to text-

books also increases the price by

about 47 percent.

Sen. Charles Schumer, D-N.Y,

said at a press conference that he

is deeply concerned by how

much students and parents are

paying today for textbooks.

"Textbook prices are going up,

up and up," Schumer said, adding

that his daughter spent $900 on

textbooks her first year in col-

lege. "The old laws of supply and

demand don't work when it

comes to textbook pricing.

Students
have to buy

them or they

lose a funda-

mental part

of their edu-

cation."

To assist

parents and

^According to aj study, which

surveyed textbook prices at 59

public and private universi-

ties. ..students are paying more

than one fifth the cost of

tuition at a public four-year

university for textbooks, 62

percent more than they paid

ten years ago.

students
with the rising cost of textbooks,

Schumer said he will introduce

legislation this year that will pro-

vide up to a $1,000 tax deduction

from federal income taxes for the

cost of textbooks.

"For the first time ever, this

proposal would let parents or

Millions of Iraqis Vote in Free Election

Patrick Trate

Nem Editor

tions and maintained roadway

check points.

, Sunday also marked the end

On Sunday, January 29th, nearly of a counter-insurgency offen-

sive that lasted more than two

weeks.

Pentagon officials are hoping

the success of the election

means insurgent forces have

been significantiy weakened.

Though results are still being

tallied, it is clear that this elec-

tion marks an important step

two years after the ousting of

Saddam Hussein, the people of

Iraq took part in the country's

first free election in over fift}'

years.

Despite heav}^ threats from

insurgent groups, voter turnout

proved to be much stronger than

expected.

Early numbers estimate that

close to 60 percent of Iraq's

voting population participated,

giving the election the interna-

tional credibility that was need-

ed.

For months in advance,

Sunni insurgents condemned

the election, hoping to invalidate toward establishing democracy

the U.S. backed effort toward in Iraq,

democracy in Iraq. As President Bush stated

Some experts feared insurgent Monday during a televised

attacks would overwhelm polling speech, "The people of Iraq

stations, leaving thousands dead have spoken to the world, and

and nullif)'ing the results. the world is hearing the voice of

Yet despite persistent fighting freedom from the center of the

"The people of Iraq have spoken

to the world, and the world is

hearing the voice offreedom

from the center of the Middle

East."

- President Bush

and suicide bombings that left 44

dead, millions of Iraqis turned

out.

The relative peace of the elec-

Middle East."

Indeed, many voters were

elated on Sunday, openly cele-

brating and singing as more and

tion was maintained joindy by more people flocked into polling

American and Iraqi security stations.

forces who protected polling sta- Shiites, who make up the

majority of Iraq's population,

were particularly jubilant as they

finally have a chance for that

majority to be represented in

government.

What remains less clear is the

role that America's military

should now play in the country.

President Bush is hailing the

election as a triumphant success

for his foreign policy. White

House officials are expected to

hail the election as proof of the

efficacy of the military's

"nation building" efforts,

despite the loss of over 1,400

American soldiers in Iraq to

date.

Democrats, on the other

hand, are suggesting that the

time has finally come to end the

atmosphere of occupation in

Iraq.

Senator Ted Kennedy has

even called for President Bush to

present a clear timeline for mili-

tary withdrawal now that the

democratic process has begun.

With Iraqi election results

being released within the week

and with the President Bush's

State of the Union address

scheduled for Wednesday, we
may soon have a clearer picture

of what the future holds for

Iraq.

students deduct the cost of their

books from their taxes," he said.

"This means real dollars and real

savings for middle class families

who have to beg and borrow to

send their kids to college."

Katherine Imp, a sophomore

at the University of Maryland at

College Park, said she believes

students are being ripped off

when they purchase textbooks.

"We have to buy new, more

expensive books with fancy CDs

that never get used," she said.

"Then at the end of the semester

we can't sell them back to the

bookstore, so we lose all of the

money."

Imp said that at times students

can't afford to buy a book on

their own and are forced to

choose between sharing with

friends and using the one copy

for the whole class in the library.

"This is a terrible dilemma to

face during the learning process,"

she said. "Textbook publishers

should address the impact their

rising prices are having on strug-

gling college students."

Swarthout said that the State

PIRGs are calling on the publish-

ing industry to adopt "best prac-

tice" policies that would ensure

that publishers keep production

costs as low as possible while

retaining educational value.

Bruce Hildebrand, a spokesman

for the Association of American

Publishers, said that new versions

of textbooks are printed because

professors want their students

having access to the most up to

date information possible.

"We are suppliers who work

with professors who tell us what

they need," he said. "We compete

to the toenail to provide the best

possible products to meet students

needs."

A soldier celebrates on election day.

Iraqi citizens

casting ballots.

An Iraqi soldier

watches over

line of voters.

All piauresfound on BBC.com
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Super Bowl XXDC Ready to Deliver Greatness
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

America's favorite unofficial

national holiday guarantees a sur-

plus of chicken wings and draft

beer as millions gather for Super

Bowl XXXIX. Families and

friends will gather infront of the

tevelvision sets all around the

world as the magic of

Unlike recent Super Bowls,

this Sunday's match will pit

undoubtedly the two greatest

teams in the NFL as the New
England Patriots try to capture

their second straight world tide-

by defeating the Philadelphia

Eagles;

The two teams have been

favored to meet in Jacksonville

from the very beginning of the

season, being picked by experts

and novices alike.

The Eagles, following their

third straight NFC
Championship loss against the

upstart Carolina Panthars last

season might as well have gotten

the phrase "Super Bowl or Bust"

tattooed on their foreheads. Jeremiah Trotter, who kick started

As soon as free agency started the Eagles defense, made

in the off-season, Philadelphia Philadelphia the most dominating

made the biggest splash by force in the NFC.

acquit

mg tor-

m e r

T i t a n

J e V o n

Kearse,

w h o

man y

believed

Prediction : Even with T.O. the

Eagles will go 0-2 in Super

Bowls. However, expect this

game to be closer than their

27-10 spanking by the Raiders

in Super Bowl XV.

The
Eagles
were so

superior in

their
mediocre

confrence;

they
clinched

was the biggest name available. the home- field advantage in the

The ink had barely dried on playoffs with two weeks left to

that contract when the Eagles play. This benefitted the team

created a legal fiasco before gready since they had just lost

trading for the 49ers troubled, Owen's until the Super Bowl due

but talented Terrell Owens. to an ankle injury.

Once the season started. The Patriots entered the seasonseason

T.O.'s presence became apparent

as he and Philadelphia quarter-

back Donavon McNabb con-

nected on 14 touchdown passes

in a different fashion.

Coming off another exciting

Super Bowl victory, the Patriots

looked to improve their one glar-

in Owen's first 1 2 games as an ing weakness, the running game.

Eagle. New England armored their

That, along with a break- Achilles' heel by picking up dis-

through season from running grunded Bengal Corey Dillon,

back Brian Westbrook, and the Like their baseball counterparts,

return of Philly favorite New England had seemed des-

tined for greamess.

They were the portrait of

dominance throughout the

season, even with an injury-

plagued season.

In fact, for a good chunk of

the year, injuries to the sec-

ondary forced the team to put

wide receivers in their place.

As always, the centerpiece

of the Patriots, Tom Brady,

played phenomenally.

Even more impressive are

the schemes and coaching

work of New England coach

and defensive guru, Brian

Belichick.

The stage is now set for a

showdown of epic propor-

tions.

On Sunday, it will be a bat-

de of titans, which could very

well lead to the most exciting

Super Bowl in recent memory.

Prediction: Even with T.O.

the Eagles will go 0-2 in Super

Bowls. However, expect this

game to be closer than their

27-10 spanking by the Raiders

in Super Bowl XV.

Spring 2005 CAMPUS RECREATION HOURS

Weight Room
Monday 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Tuesday 11:00 am - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Wednesday 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Thursday 11:00 am - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Friday 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Saturday 11:00 am - 3:00 pm
Sunday 5:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Her Gym
Monday - Thursday 5:15 pm - 7:15 pm (Aerobics)

Monday - Thursday 7:15 pm - 9:15 pm (Intramurals)

Monday - Thursday 9:15 pm - 11:15 pm (Club practices)

Friday 4:00 pm - 7:00 pm (Open rec)

Saturday 11:00 am - 3:00 pm (Open rec)

Sunday 5:00 pm - 8:30 pm (Open rec)

Willet Gym
Sunday - Thursday 8:30 pm - 11:00 pm

Friday & Saturday Closed

Willet Pool

Monday 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Tuesday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Wednesday 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Thursday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Friday 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Sunday 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Longwood University ID is required for entry into all

facilities. Please present your ID to the supervisor or life-

guard on duty.

Since you have been at Longwood
University, who were the people that sup-

ported you the most? Now that graduation

is fast approaching, take a minute to think

about who those people. They could include

your friends, your professors, your parents,

etc. Would you like to say thanks for all

they've done for you? You can do this

through a gift to the Class of 2005 Senior

Challenge.

With a gift of $25.00 or more to the Senior

Challenge, you will receive:

*Three entries in the In Honor publication

*An exclusive Class of 2005 mug
*Invitations to Senior Class events

*A Class of 2005 discount card - good at local

restaurants

*A wine and cheese reception with President

and Dr. Cormier during Senior Week.

Look for the senior challenge table at the

Feb. 7th Commencement Fair, or make a

gift online at: www.longwood.edi^advance-

ment/seniorchallenge.html

Didn't do your home-

work

on your current

home?

Does your current

landlord

not measure up?

Come to the Annual

Rental Fair

Check out some

new options.

You've learned from

experience,

now pick the best.

This Thursday,

February 3rd

4:30-6:30 pm
Lankford Union

Ballroom

* register to win

Wal-Mart gift cards *

EAT CAKE! EAT CAKE!

iin / \ ?

l /5lADLEY<S\ i

rrtn
o

J^ WheraTtMlMigmiomood comes%gMMr ~l

^ ::asuai Dining - Private Parties ^
u Catering ~

ANNE SIMBOLI

(434) 392-1566

201 B Mill Street

^ Famwille. Virginia 23901

135
EAT CAKE! EAT CAKE!
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Tt'tdUy tktt 4th SatutdUy tke 5th

Men's Basketball vs.

Northern Colorado

7 p.m.

lancer Gvm

llie Bizjirre Magic of

Brian Brushwood

9 p.m. in die

l^ikJbrd Ballroom

Mo\ie: Ray

7:30 p.m.

ABC Rooms

Michael Schutz

Faculty Percussion

Recital

7:30 p.m.

Wygal Hall

Free LCVA E\ ent:

Making Valendnes

Workshop

10 -12 a.m.

Mondaij tfiQ 7th

Commencement Fiiir

10:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Lankford Ballroom

Music J)y Thombird

10p.m. in the

Lancer Cafe

Execudve: Marge Connelly

7 p.m.

Hiner

U/ed[ne5dUif tke 9tk

Job/ Internship fair

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Career Center

Knitdng and Scrapbooking

8 p.m.

Lankford Ballroom

Short Summer Study

Abroad Programs

Tbe Business Worid from a

French Perspective: May 16 -

June 2, 2005. Study French

Language (Intemiediate or

Adv'anced) and International

Business with your French stu-

dent "buddies^at die Ecole

Adantique in Saint-Nazaire,

France. 3-6 credits

(FREN201,202OR320
and/or MARK 481).

Modem China: May l^June 4,

2005. Leani firsdiand about

life in modem China while

immersing yourself in a culture

rich in history and tradition.

Activities with your Chinese

student "buddies." 3 credits

(HIST 495).

http://www.longwood.edu/mod-

emlanguages/

-^
<u

u 2

c

<u E
3 • 9

to
CO

c

Why sofew Longwood students call home.

Employers include (but are not umited to) Talk with eitiployefs

about Internship and Job

Opportunities!

*Apex Systems, Inc. *Cainp Virginia

*DMG Securities, Jaycee

Inc. *Doniimon

*Ferguson *Enterprise Rent-A-

*IRS-Q'iminal Gar

Investigation *(jEICO

•*Library of Virginia *Kitty Hawk Sports

^*Peace Corps *NVR,Inc.

*S&M Brands, Inc. *Roanoke Times

*Vi|'g|pia Asset *Target

Managemen I *Walgreens

We(!nesday, February 9

Lankford Student Union

10:00 am. - 4:00 p.in.J

Bring resumes and sign ap;

for a special drawlngii

' I
!

ifaAiMWia m^kmm

inKU.l T» TT vv.ivjn^ v>»J«/V)^.VUUJ yen WW!/ l^W J^/L'l aU.^|

PRIVATE BALCONY is just one of the

amenities that Sunchase Apartments
offers. You've heard it's the place to be, so

why wait?

We currently have availability for Spring

2005 leases which will run thru this sum-
mer at the mc redible price of only $150
per month, which includes your water and
sewer.

At Sunchase, you'll find the coolest

rooms with mini-blinds, ceiling fans, plush

carpeting, W/D, dishwasher, microwave,
icemaker, and an awesome clubhouse fea-

turing 24-hour computer lab, movie the-

atre, game room, swimming pool, and so

much more.

Check out www.sunchase-lonQwood.com
for more information or to app y online. Cal

or stop by today to see the model apart-

ment. This offer available for a limited

time 434-392-7440. EHO.

Spring Break 2005
Travel with STS, America's #1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or

www.ststravel.com

IJpccminfi Wcrkshcps
& l^resentaticns

:

Career Corner

Job & Internship Fair

Wednesday, February 9-10-4 Lankford

The foUov^ing companies are currently accepting

resumes:

Trader Publishing

•DMG Securities

State Farm Insurance

Ferguson

•Roanoke Times

Walgreen's

Camp Virginia Jaycee

•Enterprise Rent A Car

•APEX Systems

•NVR Ryan Homes
•Walt Disney World

CGI-AMS
•YMCA Camp Silver Beach

Mardi Gras aHtfulligan's

^% Orleafts Sifle

sponlWec^y theJailor Class

% jtg%ilS*\

Be ^pared for beads

startO,at9PJJ
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New Book of Poetrv)

Finallij in Print

house

them.

The printing

was unable to recover

financially, so again

Challender's book was

homeless.

In Challender's next

attempt at a printing

house, he sent it to

Book Mobile in St.

Paul, Minnesota and on

Januar>' 13th, 2005 his

book. Dancing on the

Water, arrived in print in

Challender's hands.

After 10 the

Janet Jones

Copy Editor

Dr. Challender, an English pro-

fessor here at Longwood

Universit)', has just completed a

task that many writers only

dream of

He finaUv received his second

full-length book of poems in

print.

While finding the inspiration

to write all of his poems and

finding a home for them are dif-

ficult enough, Dr. Challender

had other obstacles to overcome

in order for the world to hear his

thoughts.

This entire process began

twenty years ago when

Challender began writing his

poems.

After becoming a finalist for published separately elsewhere,

the Capricorn prize in 1990, pub- Poems from this book, and

lishing companies began to rec- others, have been nominated

ognize his name and his book for various awards, which is a

was picked up at Pecan Grove difficult feat, and huge honor in

Press in 2002. the writing world.

The process began, and was The majority of Challender's

running smoothly, until the edi- poems are incidents from real

tor of the press was injured in a life experiences. "I do not sit

car accident and had to undergo down and decide to write a

brain surgery. book. I think of it as a collec-

The surgery went well, but the tion. A title or feeling comes to

African Dance Comes to Longwood

Ashley Dow
Staff Writer

Dance comes in many forms; bal-

let, modem, jazz, hip-hop, and tap.

Yet all of these forms of expres-

sion are derived from one form of

dance, African.

morions, jumps and hip move-

ments.

Drummers who varied the

sound, rhythm and intervals of

the drums provided music for the

dance.

"The African dance was unlike

any other choreography I hadRecently, members of the

Lxjngwood Company of Dancers ^^ver experienced," stated Allison

and the Farmville communit)' par- Dobson, a member of the

of

After 10 years. Dr. Challender's poems
years, ^'^''^ finallyJound a home

poems had finally

found a home.

Challender said that this

stressful process is not atypical.

By the time his book came

out, all of the poems had been

be

press was temporarily suspended.

Challender moved on in his

attempts of finding a printing

house for his book.

It was accepted and ready to

be printed in San Antonio, Texas.

Again, disaster struck when

me and then I can write,"

Challender said.

His main motivation is

American culture.

He hates the ambiguity' that Longwood's

rules the citizen's lives.

Challender believes that peo-

thought; the answer must

immediately given to them.

The binaries of our world are

another issue that Challender is

angered by.

He does not feel that everything

has to be black vs. white, good vs.

evil.

There should be gray areas, and

could be, if our society could han-

dle the ambiguity.

"I feel a great relief now that

my poems have been published. I

have moved on. While those

poems are a younger version of

me I will never disembowel

them," Challender said.

The bookstore has ordered

ticipated in an African dance

workshop with Kulu Mele, a pre-

mier African-American dance

ensemble.

"African is the

basis for all dance

today" explained

ensemble dancer,

D.J. lantie. "When

you really want to

dance you need to know African

dance."

Founded in Philadelphia in the

late 1950's, the ensemble travels

around" the United States perform-

ing and teaching traditional

African-Cuban, South African and

West African dance forms.

The ensemble is composed of

dancers, drummers and masquer-

ades that entertain and teach their

audiences about African-rooted

dances.

"African is the basis for

all dance today.. .When
you really want to dance

you need to know African

dance. "

- D.J. lantie

Longwood Company

Dancers. "The drummers were

amazing to

watch and listen

Dancing on the

Water, so sup-

port one of

to.

After the

hour-long work-

shop, Kulu Mele

presented a full

performance
including African dances per-

formed by female dancers in tra-

ditional African clothing and

drumming solos.

During the performance one

dancer acted as a Klown and

teased the others.

This comic element is com-

mon in African dance.

"I believe every dancer, or ath-

lete in general, should be willing

to broaden their horizons," said

Dobson. "African dance has

At the workshop, lantie taught opened my eyes to a culture com-
the basics of African dance pletely different dian my own.

tiirough the Kou Kou, a tradition- iVe learned to appreciate a wider

al dance from the Ivory Coast. variety of dance after die work-

The dance included many arm shop."

Hurricane Ivan whipped pie cannot be content with the

through, ruining many manu- unknown.

scripts, Challender's being one of They cannot sit and ponder a

most talented

writers and

enlighten your-

self to his bril-

liance.
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Cetppe Mew
We'd been going at it for what felt like forever. My fingers and

jaws ached.

I was losing the mood.

My neck was sore from trying to match the motions of my coun-

terpart - back and forth, over and over until my fingers sought a

white-knuckled grip at my bag.

Eight more minutes, and I was going to give up. For now, I

endured, hoping for some satisfaction. Six... four. ..two...Gods, just

a little more- the seconds stretched... We came to a halt.

The ritual was complete.

My page was covered in doodles; my gum was flavorless.

See you Wednesday, Dr. Monotonous.
Li.inna Kakcr

EXECUTIVE EXCELLENCE

MARGE M. CONNELLY on CAMPUS

Executive Vice President

Capital One

Monday, February 7, 2005

7 P.M. IN Hiner Auditorium

PuBUc Invited - Seating Limited - Free Admission

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

LONGWOOD
UNIVERSITY

SiMtaJST
CORPORATE SrONSOR
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International Stvidents Find Home at Longwood
Naomi Pearson

Staff Writer

They walk among us—do you

know who they are?

Twenty-two students from

France and England joined the

Longwood communit)' in

January excited by the prospect

of a semester of new experi-

ences and immersion in another

culture.

And last faU, Ix>ngwood wel-

comed its first seven students

from China to an extended

learning opportunity~a one or

two-year program instead of

simply a semester abroad. Their

respective schools have aca-

demic agreements with

Longwood.

Rounding out the interna-

tional population at Longwood

are about fifteen students here

for a different reason: they plan

to graduate from the university.

"I have a friend who used to

go here who told me about

Longwood," said Petra

Nystrom of Sweden. "I like

that it's a relatively small cam-

pus. It's easier to get to know

people and not just be one in

the crowd."

They have thrown

themselves into the

flow of Longwood

life: actively partici-

pating in their classes,

getting acquainted

with other students

and socializing—

whether in their

rooms, at the Lancer

Cafe or the Dining

Hall, or at any one of

the many parties tak-

ing place on any given

night-or studying at the library.

Some of them enjoy aero-

bics and swimming or partici-

pate in intramural football or

soccer^ while many of the

degree-seeking students are

Longwood athletes, involved in

such sports as tennis or golf.

But everything is an adjust-

ment. Not only is the country

different, but the food, the

schedule, the weather and even

the way classes are conducted

are different. "Here, we read

and do work for the next class.

From left to right: Internationial students, Raphael

Rebion, Thibault Davach De Theze, Julie Mongiorgi,

Antoine Laschon, Mathieu Camisuli, and Francois

Etienne.
pf,^^^ provided by Cole McElroy.

then have lectures; in France it's

reversed-lectures first, then we

work on that day's lesson," said

sophomore Julie Mongiorgi.

Tobias Guennel, a junior who

transferred to Longwood,

agrees, "Studying at a German

university is completely differ-

ent from studying here. We have

ninety-minute lectures where

the professor is lecturing the

whole time about basically theo-

ry and is writing on the black-

board. You have to copy the

stuff down. It's more anony-

mous. In addition to

that, we have exercise

sessions to the lec-

tures where the theory

is applied." Then,

there is the language

difference, even for

the British students.

Fortunately, their

American roommates

and the memters of

the International

Studies House (ISH)

are helping therii

make the transition. Jennifer

Higgins, the Program Assistant

for Chinese Students, expressed

a desire for more American stu-

dents to get involved in the wel-

coming and acclimation

process, saying that the more

people there are helping, the

easier it will be for the interna-

tional students to settle in and

improve their English skills.

Lonnie Calhoun, Director of

Multicultural Affairs, voiced the

same thing. "One of the reasons

they come here is to be exposed

to American culture. That's why

we organize trips to places like

New York and Washington, DC
and to baseball games; but the

interaction between individual

people is the key."

Lily Anne Goetz, Acting

Director of International Affairs

said, "It's not just the exchange

students who can benefit from

mentoring; there are also the

degree-seeking international stu-

dents who may need it jiist as

much. They are far away from

home, too, for a much longer

time."

Although everyone is invited

to be a friend, anyone interested

in more in-depth involvement

may join the International

Student Buddy Program.

For more information go to

http://www.longwood.edu/mca

ffairs/ISBP_info.htm.

i.o]r»f<^ooi)

NOW LEASING FOR SPRING AND FALL '05!

* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.
* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included expect for telephone service.

* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning

facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!

* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here, you'll

never want to leave.

208 Clark Street

FarmviUe, VA 23901

434.315.5566

www.loiigwood-village.com
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Jennifer Pozner Skows Tke Realitij of Realitxj TV
Ashley Dow
Staff Writer

Nearly five years ago the entire

world fell in love with realit\' tel-

evision. CBS's realit)' hit

"Survivor" captivated audiences

during the summer of 2000,

leading to nine more series and

dozens of realit)' spin offs.

Nearly all of the spin offs fea-

tured women. Sometimes the

women were competing for a

beaut)' title as in Fox's "The

Swan," a husband in ABC's

"The Bachelor," a recording

contract in Fox's "American

Idol," or a modeling contract on

UPN's "America's Next Top

Model."

In all these shows, women

were criticized for not being

pretty enough, too smart or too

fat.

"Reality television is in fact not

realit)'," stated Jennifer Pozner,

realit)' TV expert. "So much of

reaUt)' television is scripted it

should be called unreality televi-

sion."

Pozner spoke to students last

Wednesday in the student union.

Her presentation titled:

"Bachelor Babes, Bridezillas and

Husband-Hunting
Harems: Decoding Reality

TVs Twisted Fairy Tales,"

focused on the role of

women in realit)' televi-

sion.

Throughout her presen-

tation, Pozner showed

clips from reality shows to

further demonstrate how

women are treated. One

clip showcased a woman

who was auditioning for

"American Idol." When
the judges gave their com-

ments, controversial judge

Simon Cowell told the

normal-sized women she

was fat, needed to loose

weight and was not mar-

ketable. The other two

judges thought the women had a

wonderful voice and should

advance in the competition.

These comments were never

said to 2003 "American Idol"

winner Ruben Studdard who is

by no means slim and trim.

Another example was taken

from ABC's "Extreme

Makeover," where a woman
received several plastic surgeries

making her unrecognizable to

her friends and family. The show

Speaker Jennifer Pozner talks about

"reality" of reality TV. Photo by Scon DHL

then described her makeover as,

"from housewife to power-

house."

"Shows like "Extreme

Makeover" demonstrate that

women feel liberated by plastic

surgery," stated Pozner. "This

tells women that beauty is what

qualifies them as human beings

and is the key to self worth."

Many shows portray women

as gold diggers who just want to

get married. This is most exhib-

ited on shows like "Joe

MiUionaire" and "Who
Wants to Marry My Dad."

Both of these shows had

thin beautiful women

vying for the love and

commitment of men they

presumed to be very

wealthy.

"Often reality televi-

sion presents the idea that

men are only worthy if

they are rich," explained

Pozner. 'This says that

people are only worthy of

love if they are rich and

skinny."

Posner explains that

when the second place

bachelorette on ABC's

"The Bachelor," becomes

the star of the next

"Bachelorette" show; women
are further stereotyped as hus-

band hunters.

Shows like "The Bachelor"

and "Joe Millionaire" are pre-

sented like a fairy tale. In "Joe

Millionaire," the "millionaire"

rode up to a casde on a white

stallion, playing the role of a

prince coming to sweep the

women off their feet.

"Each dating show is present-

the

ed as a fairy tale," said Pozner.

"By doing this, the producers

are attempting to reach the

emotions of every female who

ever dreamed about being

Cinderella or Snow White."

Other shows like "Meet My
Folks" assume that women are

stupid. This show frequendy

requires women to take a

"smarts test". On "America's

Next Top Model," host Tyra

Banks dismissed one contestant

saying she was "too smart for

her own good." The contestant

was going to medical school.

"Reality TV is the newest

platform to reverse women's

rights," stated Pozner. "People

need to be educated on what is

real and what is the product of

television editing."

Pozner travels the country

teaching others how to become

more media savvy. She is the

founder and Director of

Women in Media and News, a

non-profit group dedicated

media education and analysis.

"From my perspective I

believe nothing is as powerful as

being media savvy and a respon-

sible consumer," expressed

Pozner.

Catck tke Spirit: Arekart Plans 05 Graduation

Director of Events and
Ceremonies, Fran Arehart.
Photo provided hy Office ofPublic Kelations.

Ashley Dow
Ojftce of Public Relations

Graduation is the capstone of a

college career. The ceremony

enables students to share their

achievements and sense of

pride with their peers, family

and friends while reflecting

upon their time at Longwood

and the challenges that lie

ahead. Fran Arehart knows all to

well the challenges that lie ahead

when it comes to graduation. As

the newly appointed Director of

Events and Ceremonies, she is

in charge of all commencement

exercises.

Arehart's biggest challenge

when planning the ceremony is

the growing size of the student

population. Over 900 students

will participate in commence-

ment exercises this May; the

most in school history.

"As the undergraduate and

graduate class sizes increase, so

do the amount of friends and

family that attend the ceremo-

ny," said Arehart. "The biggest

challenge is accommodating the

growing number of people in a

space that is getting smaller"

Graduation is held on

Wheeler Lawn. Until last year

friends and family could watch

the ceremony from the

Cunninghams lot, the lawn or

from the hiU where the new sci-

ence building is now under con-

struction. With the loss of the

hill space, spectators will be

placed further down the lawn

away from the stage.

"Graduation is a day for sen-

iors and their families.' We want

the ceren\onies to be how they

expect them to be," reassured

Arehart. "For the day to go

smoothly it is only a matter of

logistics, having the right people

in the right place at the right

time."

Arehart has plenty of experi-

ence at Longwood to help guide

her as she plans commencement

exercises. She began working

part-time in the department of

Speech and Theater in the early

80s helping to organize debate

and theatre events. She then

moved to the Office of the

President and has worked for

past presidents Dr Greenwood

and Dr. Dorrill and current pres-

ident Dr Cormier

"I am a perfect example of

how you can start at the bottom

and work your way up,"

explained Arehart. "It is won-

derful that Longwood rewards

hard work and promotes from

within."

Arehart's responsibilities as

Director extend well beyond

graduation. She is also in charge

of numerous special events such

as the upcoming Aramark

Services award banquet, the ded-

ication of the new science build-

ing and the president's commu-

nity leaders breakfast.

She also manages Dr
Cormier's calendar She sched-

ules the president's appoint-

ments and organizes her travel

arrangements.

"It is important that I manage

the president's time efficientiy

and sensitively," said Arehart. "I

have to make sure that the presi-

dent meets with all the people

she needs to and has some down

time."

Arehart says that all of her

experiences at Longwood have

been wonderful. She really

enjoys the people and the focus

of the university.

"The priority of Longwood is

in the right place," said Arehart.

"Students are put first and every-

thing else grows from that."

When not working Arehart

enjoys spending time with her

husband John, an associate pro-

fessor of computer science and

their eight-month-old grandson.

She also plays the hand bells at

her church and is a member of

two bridge clubs.
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Wkile Students Were Awaij, tke Lancers Did Platj
During tke Semester Break tke Men s Baskett>all Team Gained 400tk Win and Conlront Ranked Teams

Kyle Martin

Staff Water
points, as the only Longwood

player in double-figure scoring.

With exams completed and the Junior center Chad Kosmo
first semester at a close, the men's recorded a game-high 8

basketball team used their winter rebounds and added 6 points in

break to end their 0-11 start to the loss. Old Dominion scored

the 2004-05 season and compete 22 points off of Lx>ngwood

in a grueling nine-game road trip turnovers,

against some of the best teams in

Division I basketball. NORTHERN IOWA
The Lancers then traveled to

HOWARD Cedar Falls, Iowa to play in the

The Longwood Lancers sought opening round of the Las Vegas

revenge on December 18 for a Holiday Classic against the

road loss against the Bison of Northern Iowa Panthers on

Howard earlier in the month. December 23. The match-up for

During the first half, Longwood was the first of four

Ix>ngwood trailed Howard 9-5 consecutive games against teams

early before going on a 17-8 scor- who competed in the NCAA
ing run to gain a 30-21 advantage, tournament last year. Longwood

Despite making one fieldgoal lost the opening round of the

during the final eight minutes of tournament 84-63, but the play

the half, the Lancers took a slim of one Lancer continued to

32-31 lead into the halftime. improve. Jefferson started a

In a game filled with nine ties streak of five consecutive 20-

and five lead changes, sopho- point performances in the loss,

mores Maurice Sumter and

Michael Jefferson contributed ILLIONOIS
nine points during a 15-7 scoring In the second round, four days

run with 3:04 remaining to later of the

cement the triumph over the Classic,
Bison. Howard's Cliffone Ault Longwood
led all scorers with a game-high challenged

26 points while Jefferson led all the #1 team

Lancers with 21 points. Sumter in the nation Illionois. "1 told

and Jefferson each recorded a the players before the game,

game-high seven rebounds. 'How many of you guys thought

"...(I)t was great to get the first that we would be playing the

the nation, the Bearcats led early, good competitive Division I pro-

scored a game-high 28 points,

while Sumter earned a double-

double with 17 points and 10

rebounds.

NORTHERN COLORADO

Longwood managed to
score nnore points against #1

Illinois than arr/ team so far

win," Head Coach Mike Gillian

said, "and to have the guys on the

team realize the benefit of all the

hard work they have put into the

season." The victory over

Howard was the 400th win in the

program's 29-year histot)'. Gillian

number one team two years

ago," Gillian said.

In a game predicted by

experts to be one of biggest

blowouts in college basketball

history, the Lancers performed

well. Despite losing 105-79,

also recognizes an added benefit Longwood trailed by 7 points

of the win. "It gives us a lot of with less than ten minutes to play

confidence that we can achieve and managed to score more

that, so why not repeat that over points against Illinois than any

the Wolverines scored 16 consec-

but Longwood kept pace, trailing gram," Gillian said. utive points to hold a 26-16

50-42 at halftime. The Bearcats advantage with 11:09 left on the

relied on a 23-7 scoring with less QUINNIPIAC clock. Ix>ngwood trailed at half-

than 8 minutes to seal the 95-69 With the bright lights and big-city time 40-33, and fought hard to

victory over Longwood. atmosphere behind them, the trim the deficit to 53-50 with

Cincinnati's Jason Maxiell led all Lancers trekked back to the 12:13 remaining in the contest,

scorers with 30 points while Northeast for a rematch against Utah Valley State took advantage

Jefferson contributed 27 points, the Bobcats of Quinnipiac on of a 16-3 scoring run in the final

including four three-point bas- January 2. Longwood managed to 7:51 to defeat Longwood 75-57.

kets. Sumter led the team in push the Bobcats to the Umit in a The Woverines' Ronnie Price

rebounding with six and was the double-overtime affair. Leading

only other Lancer to reach dou- 75-70 with 44 seconds remaining,

ble-figures with 12 points. Quiimipiac tied the contest with

4.6 seconds left to force over-

VALPARAISO time. The Bobcats led 87-84 with

In the final round of the tourna- 2 seconds left in the first over-

ment on New Year's Eve, the time, but Michael Jefferson hit a In the final game of their seven-

Lancers competed against the half-court three-pointer at the state road trip, the Lancers faced

Crusaders of Valparaiso, buzzer forcing an additional off against the Bears of Northern

Longwood jumped to an early overtime session. Quinnipiac

lead in the first half and held a used a 12-2 run in the second

23-13 edge over the Crusaders extra frame to win a hard-fought

with 7:39 left on the clock. 102-93 contest.

Freshman guard Brandon Giles The Bobcats' Rob Monroe

hit a game-tying three pointer as earned 41 points to lead all scor- advantage and trailed 39-37 at the

time expired for a 35-35 halftime ers, while Jefferson achieved a break. In the second half leading

score. double-douJDle leading all Lancers 53-47 with 15:27 to play, the Bears

With four three-pointers in the with 24 points and 14 rebounds, devised a 20-6 scoring run to hold

game, Pistoljevic achieved a season-high a 73-56 advantage with 10:30 left

sophomore 19 points with 5 three-pointers. in regulation. The Lancers could

guard not get closer than 7 points and

H u s e i n HARTFORD Northern Colorado earned a 99-

Pistoljevic The Lancers wrapped up their 91 victory. Scoring 12 points in

helped Longwood retake a 44-41 Connecticut adventure with their the first half, Barrett achieved a

advantage early in the second
'

first-ever meeting against the career-high 23 point effort leading

half Valparaiso utilized a 15-9 Hawks of Hartford on January 4. Lojigwood. Northern Colorado's

scoring run late in the game to Longwood fought hard in a close Erik Olson led all scorers with 32

gain a 75-68 victory over the game, but ended ujp on the losing

Lancers. Jefferson and side. The Lancers led 34-32 at

Valparaiso's Dan Oppland led all halftime, and Longwood trailed

scorers with 22 points each, 59-58 with 3:26 left in regulation.

However, the Hawks scored the

final two baskets of the contest

to win 63-58 over the Lancers.

Hartford's Aaron Cook scored 23

points to lead all scorers while

Colorado on January 10.

Longwood snagged an early lead,

but the Bears crafted a 14-6 scor-

ing run taking the led 28-20. The

Lancers nipped away at the Bears'

points and shot a

from the field.

perfect 12-12

Jefferson and Sumter lead all

Lancers with six rebounds.

Pistoljevic started his fourth con-

secutive game and earned 12

points shooting 4-for-6 from

WRAP UP
Despite going winless on their

road trip, the Lancers played sev-

eral close games and led in six of

the nine visiting contests. Gillian

acknowledges that in order to fin-

three-point range.

and over again," Gillian said. team so far this season.

Jefferson continued his scoring

streak, delivering 30 points in

defeat.

OLD DOMINION
After earning victory number

one, the team began their seven-

state, nine-game, sixteen-day, CINCINNATI
road trip against the Monarchs of After making history against

Old Dominion on December 20. Illinois, the men's basketball

The Lancers could get no closer team ventured west to Sin City to

than 21 points of Old Dominion conclude the Las Vegas Holiday

Classic. In round three of the

tournament, the Lancers battied

against the unbeaten Bearcats of

Cincinnati University on

December 30. Ranked #17 in

Pistoljevic and Lamar Barrett ish strong in a game, "It's die real-

were the only Lancers in double ization of die urgency of die situ-

TOURNAMENT RESULTS figures, scoring 12 and 10 points, ation. . .It's having the will. Even
Despite the loss, Jefferson's 24.8 respectively. Jefferson's 8-point when you're tired it's having the

points per game in the Classic performance snapped his five- will to control the ball, get the

earned him All-Tournament game streak of scoring 20 or defensive stop, grab die rebound,

more points per game.Team honors. The four consecu-

tive tournament losses dropped

I^ngwood's record to 1-16 with

four games remaining in the trip.

Regardless of the tournament

outcome, GiUian feels his team

UTAH VAT .T.

F

Y STATE
Next, the Longwood men's bas-

ketball team forged west once

56as the Monarchs earned an 88

win over Longwood. Freshman

forward Lamar Barrett co-led

with Old Dominion's Isaiah

Hunter in scoring, each with 17

and make the free throw."

Six of the team's final ten

games are at Willet Hall Gym with

the Lancers hosting three straight,

including loses to South Carolina

State on Saturday andmore and visited Orem, Utah, to

has improved by playing tougher challenge the Wolverines of Utah Appalachian State on Monday,

opponents. "The biggest Valley State on January 7. The The Lancers will play their third

improvement is everybody in the Lancers jumped to an early 16-10 home game this week against

basketball program coming to lead, witii less than fifteen min- Northern Colorado, Friday at 7:00

the realization that we truly are a utes remaining in the half before p.m. and are currendey 1-22.
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Weekly Trivia

Wko is tke Last

Quartertack to

Lead tke

Pkiladelpkia

Eagles to tke

Super Bowl?

Last Week's Question

Who is the Only Longwood Men 's

Basihall Player to Have His Number

Retired?

Michael Tucker U20

Ifyou would like to submit a triria question

send an email to rotunda@longivwod.edu

subject "Trivia" with your question, answer

and ttame(ifdesired).

Women s

Basketball Team

Takes Out Tigers

Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

After improving to .500 on Friday

with a 54-47 victory over Texas

Pan-American, the women's bas-

ketball team sought of its first

three-game win streak of the sea-

son against the 4-11 Tigers of

Savannah State.

Junior Forward Ashley Mason

claimed prior to Saturday's con-

test, "It's going to take a whole

focused team effort and defensive

intensity...," in order to secure the

win.

In the first half, a jump shot by

forward Caroline Moore gave

Savannah State an early 2-0

advantage. The lead, however,

evaporated from the Tigers as

sophomore guard Abigail Freese,

with a pass from junior forward

Amber Mason, connected on a

three-pointer at 18:33 to give

Longwood an advantage they

never relinquished.

The Lancers ratded off eleven

straight points and led 16-2 with

15:35 in the period. A three

pointer from Amber Mason gave

Longwood a 19-point strangle-

hold of 25-6 mth 13:25 to go, but

the Tigers hacked into

Longwood's advantage from

three-point range.

A pass from guard Lakisha

Green set up Savannah State's

Kermetris Hill for her first of

four straight triples with 8:14 left

in the half Her final basket from

distance at 6:31 left the Tigers

STUDtiNT-ATHLETE PROFILES
Player Profile: Robert Gillis

Baseball, senior (4th yr.)

Hometown: Dartmouth, Nova

Scotia, Canada

Why do you play baseball?

-My father pushed me toward

baseball. He always played and

coached me as I was growing

up and it influenced and moti-

vated me to keep playing.

Recall your best moment
playing here?

-My first game. That's when I

knew I made it. I was so nerv-

ous with butterflies. I was in

awe with my first at-bat and

first ground ball. I consider

that my biggest accomplish-

ment.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-Our team. Every year, I make

so many friends on the team.

We're such a tight group and

it's great to see them off the

field as well, due tp the small

school size.

What goals do you have?

-Academically, I'm trying to

pursue law school. That's been

taking up a lot of my time right

now. Baseball-wise, I'm just

trying to help the team as

i
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much as I can and win as many

games as possible.

Who is your favorite athlete and

why?

-Roger Clemens, because he's so

dominant. He wasn't flamboyant.

He has a rigorous work ethic.

Other players won't train with him

because he's so intense.

- What makes you unique?

- I'm the only Canadian player. I'm

very proud of where I came from

and I'm very happy to be in the

United States playing baseball.

What do you want to be remem-

bered as?

-My out-going personality on the

field. I'm the guy who makes the

joke and makes everyone feel at

ease.

.Player Profile: Jen Steele

Softball, senior(4 yr.)

Hometown: Manassas Park, VA

Why do you play softball?

-Both of my parents played.

When I was younger, I went to my

parents' slow pitch games and 1

grew up in the ballparks. It was

just natural that I started playdng.

Recall your best moment play-

ing here?

-My freshman season (2001-02) in

general. I came in and didn't have

any pressure on myself. It was the

first year we won the CVAC
(Carolina-Virginia Athletic

Conference) tournament.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-I like the people. It has an

atmosphere of home. I feel really

comfortable with the people and

the area.

What goals do you have?

-As far as the season is concerned,

I would like to have a memorable

season with my teammates. I plan

to go to graduate school after I

graduate. I would really like to be

an athletic director someday.

Who is your favorite athlete and

why?

-Former Washington Redskins

cornerback Darrell Green. He

did a lot of charity events and

was a good role model in the

community, and he lives near

me.

What makes you unique?

-I have a phobia of children

singing in scary movies. I freak

out and I'm terrified of them.

What do you want to be

remembered as?

-A good teammate and a good

friend. That's more important

to me than any numbers or sta-

tistics. I want people to know

that I cared about them, and

the best thing I'm leaving with

are the memories with my
teammates.

trailing by seven

points (31-24),

but junior guard

Jessica Wilkerson

answered at the

five-minute mark

with a three of

her own to re-

e s t a b 1 i s h

Lo ngwo od '

s

advantage of 10

(34-24).

With 00:19

remaining, senior

center Catherine

Dunn nailed a

three to give the

Lancers a com-

fortable 43-29

advantage at the

break.

Savannah
State's Hill

amassed an impressive 16 points

at halftime due to her three-

Marita Meldere goes for
a layup against Texas

Pan-American. byWillfeuus

Similar to Friday,

Duncan attributes a

lot of the success to

defensive play. "We

mixed our defenses

to keep them off

balance," Duncan

explains, "and try to

make them respond

to the changing

defenses." The

Lancers grabbed 21

defensive boards in

the first half alone.

After halftime.

Savannah State's

Shamice James hit a

lay-up to bring the

Tigers within 12 of

Longwood, but the

Tigers did not get

closer.

Senior forward

Marita Meldere drained a jump

shot with 15:47 to play that

ten minutes, her final three giving

the Lancers a dominant 32-point

edge with 5:47 to play. The

Tigers' Hill was limited to two

threes in the second half as the

Lancers received an 84-55 tri-

umph over Savannah State.

Mascherin describes the strate-

gy to shooting against the Tigers,

mentioning, "Because they were

quick players, if we can shoot out

of their zone (defense), we can be

successful"

Longwood was successful in

shooting 48% from three-point

range for the game as Wilkerson

lead the squad with her 20-point

performance. Meldere earned

another double-double by con-

tributing 16 points and a game-

high 19 rebounds. Savannah

State's Hill lead all scorers with

24 points including a remarkable

six thee-point baskets.

The win improves the Lancers'

record to 10-9 on the season,

meanwhile Savannah State

dropped to 4-12 overall.

The women's basketball team

goes on the road to play UNC-
Asheville on February 2 in a

game against their fourth oppo-

nent from the Big South

Conference this season. "You

always have to adapt to different

personnel, but as long as we keep

up the defensive intensity and

move the ball well up the floor,

we should be good for the rest of

the season," Wilkerson said.

point performance; meanwhile, sparked a 16-4 scoring run for the

the Lancers' Amber Mason Lancers to give them a 27-point,

achieved a 12-point effort at 66-39 advantage with less than

intermission. eleven minutes to play.

Head Coach Shirley Duncan With the game in hand, fresh-

commented, "(Hill) was defi- man forward Leigh Mascherin

nitely the one who kept them in entered the game and contributed

the game and made it close." three distance shots over the final

Lancer Baseball Readij lor tke Islands
Patrick SuUivan

Sports Editor

The Lancer baseball team is

starting their season by being the

envy of every other Longwood

sport they're holding their open-

ing series in Hawaii.

many of the players, including

sophmore pitcher Alan Moore.

"It's the first time I've ever been

in a plane and in a state that did-

n't touch the Adantic"

The one drawback to open-

ing the season in America's

The team will play a five game most beautifiil state according

series against host Hawaii Pacific to Moore, "We might have to be

from February 5th to the 7th. on a plane during die Super

It is a very exciting time for Bowl."

^m



It's time to

sign tiiat

lease!
.SLinGhase^longwopa.jCO

Round up your buddies and
come out to the Sunchase Clubhouse
and meet with the friendly leasing

team who will help you find the

apartment of your dreams.

Please come in soon...

All apartments are leased on a

first come - first served basis I

You're

Invited

Whether you are ready to

sign a lease, orjust want^

more information, we
will be able to help

you in your quest

for the best

apartment!

392-7440

to a

SUPER BOWL
Open House

Party!

Where? Sunchase Movie

Theatre in the Clubhouse

When? Superbowl Sunday,

February 6*" at 6pm
Why? FREE PIZZA

EHO

ALL STUDENTS ARE
WELCOME TO ATTEND!
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New Skopping Center Places Strain on Familv|--Owned Business

Kyle Martin, Kyle Castillo, Stacey

Kluttz, Holly Weiss

Guest Writers

Twenty-five business owners in

the Farmville Shopping Center

will face relocation hardships to

make way for Longwood's

planned shopping and apartment

center, assuming necessary

approvals are forthcoming.

If the project passes, it could

spell the end of local merchants

who have relied on the location

to conduct business for several

years.

"We were shocked," Mary Lou

Raymond said when she learned

the news of the proposal. The

owner of Mary Lou's

Monogramming and More,

Raymond, along with her two

sons, Robert and Richard, have

operated out of their storefront

for eleven years.

They must choose whether to

move to another location and re-

establish their business or close

permanendy.

Whitney Reid, owner of "The

Gym" which has been located in

the Shopping Center for twelve

years, is another one of the 25

business owners that wer recendy

notified that Longwood

University has plans for a new

housing/retail project.

With very litde notice, Reid is

forced to find a new spot in

Farmville to lease his business,

but finds that members at "The

Gym" have mixed feelings on the

matter.

He wonders if this will force

"The Gym" to go out of busi-

ness.

The biggest challenge the

Raymonds face is obtaining noti-

fication from their land-lord

about a final move-out date if the

building proposal passes.

Les Andrews, owner of the

shopping center, has not contact-

ed the Raymonds about an esti-

mated date, but the family knows

that they will have to move on a

limited timetable and budget.

"We still don't have the exact

date, but when he (William Parks,

the developer) acquires it, then

we will have 30 days to vacate the

premises," Raymond said.

Richard estimates the cost of

the move alone will total $14,000.

As a side-effect of the move,

he notes, "We will have to down-

size, equipment wise."

Although the future for the

Raymonds is uncertain, they are

not against the decision to devel-

op the property^ nor do they have

intentions of protesting the out-

come if the proposal passes.

"We think it's a wonderful

thing for Longwood University

and the town, and I only wish we

had a six-month notice,"

Raymond said.

Reid echoes those sentiments.

"Business-wise, I think it's a great

idea. It will upgrade downtown

Farmville and make drastic

changes. On a personal note, I feel

that Longwood is forcing me to

find a new location with hardly

any notice to do so,"

Despite the uncertainty that

current local businesses have. Ken

Woodley, Editor of the Fammlk

Herald who is familiar with the

project said, "Existing downtown

merchants will undoubtedly feel

the positive impact of 400 stu-

dents Mving that close to the busi-

ness district."

Farmville Town Council will

review a conditional use permit

on Februar)^ 1 5 as another step in

the approval process before the

project proceeds.

Longwood Bookstore to Move Back to Campus Tkis Fetrnanj

Kyle Castillo

Staff Writer

The Longwood University

Bookstore will be relocated on

campus, in the newly remodeled

Blackwell building, at the end of

February.

The bookstore has been

located off-campus in the

Farmville Shopping Center

since the major fire in 2001 that

severely damaged four universi-

ty buildings.

Since its relocation off-cam-

pus, most students have adjust-

ed to the current site.

However, having the book-

store re-open on campus at the

end of the month will allow for

easier and safer access to the

store, as well as a rejuvenated

sense of pride for those who

work there.

According to the bookstore

manager Louisa Lackey, it will

be nice to officially "be a part of

the campus again."

While the current location of

the bookstore is easily within

walking distance of the campus,

many students have complaints

about having to trek across

Main Street in order to pick up

their textbooks, according to

Lackey.

Sophomore Allison Warren

said, "Because the book store is

not on campus, it can be incon-

venient, because I am not able

to walk to the bookstore in

between classes if I need to. It

can be especially frustrating if

you live across campus in

Wheeler, Cox or Arc."^

Some students actually prefer

the current location across Main

Street. Freshman Alisa Banks

says, "I like the current location

because it's next to 'The Gym'

and has lots of parking,"

Student teacher, Jessica

Watkins, agrees with Banks, and

speaks for many commuter stu-

dents who will miss the abun-

dance of parking the current

location provides.

With the limited parking that

will be available after the move,

Watkins admits that, "It will be

frustrating."

Sophomore Jeimifer Higgins

isn't necessarily against the

change of address, but she pro-

claims, "I will miss the walk,"

She believes that students who

complain about the trek across

Main Street take for granted how

lucky Longwood students are

when compared to some other

schools,

"There are campuses ten

times as big as Longwood, Other

people at other schools have to

walk a lot further than we do, so

the current location here is not a

big deal to me," she explained,

Celine Flourac, an exchange

student from Cleumont-Feuand,

France goes a long way toward

lending credence to Higgins'

statement. At her University

"Erote Superieufe de

Commerce," she says that, "we

don't have a book store. We have

to go to the library for our

books,"

The move, which was origi-

nally slated to occur in March,

will be pushed forward a month

to February due to the recent

news of the student housing and

commercial property that will be

built where the Farmville

Shopping Center currendy

stands.

Because of the earlier-than-

expected expected move the

bookstore will temporarily be

located in the Blackwell building,

accessible by the newly finished

outdoor staircase that faces the

Brock Commons.

The bookstore's permanent

location will be on the lower level

of Blackwell, which was its loca-

tion prior to the 2001 fire.

"This move will be a win-win

situation" says Lackey.

Aside from the limited park-

ing, the only problem that she

foresees.

There will be no changes in

merchandise prices due to the

relocation, nor will there be any

alterations to the number of stu-

dent employees.

While some are miffed by the

change of address, Higgins sums

up the general feelings of the

campus when she says, "It will be

nice to have the bookstore back

where it belongs."
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Words From tke Editor: Higk Hopes for tke Semester
I want to

start off by

saving that I

am very

excited about

what's to

come in the following semesters. I

have high hopes for the potential

our paper can reach. While there

are many improvements that still

need to be made, we have a very

strong foundation, and I am con-

fident in our staffs ability to tran-

sition.

I am taking the opportunity

this week to reach out to the

study body, as well as the facult)'

and staff, in hopes that I will

inspire a wave of participation.

At one time or another, all of

you have probably picked up an

issue of The Rotunda and thought,

"Is this really the best our campus

can do?"

And all of you are right. This

is NOT the best that our institu-

tion can provide. We have the

resources (or we will when SGA
funding comes through) and we

have the desire. ^X'hat we reallv

lack is participation and support.

Students are quick to look at

our paper and compare it to

other collegiate papers, but

before you do so, let me remind

you of a couple things.

Unlike many of the publica-

dons that we are compared to,

we are not a large universit)'. We
do not have the monetary sup-

ply necessary to compensate our

staff members for all of their

hard work.

We are a volunteer organiza-

tion. The dedicated members of

our team take the time out from

their busy schedules of school,

sports, work, family, and every-

thing else that goes on in a col-

lege student's life to spend the

majorit)^ of their Tuesday and

Wednesday nights in The Rotunda

office. For all of that, I diank

you guys a million times over.

As a volunteer organization

that is looking to improve itself,

on the request of the students

and faculty and staff it repre-

sents. The Rotunda is looking for
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dedicated and hardworking stu-

dents who want to help make our

publication as professional, infor-

mational, and entertaining as we all

know it can be.

For all of )'ou journalism minors

or concentrations out there, work-

ing for our paper would be an

excellent way to get clips to put

together a portfolio. I guarantee

that every graduate school applica-

tion you fill out and every job

interview you go on is going to

require a portfolio of your journal-

istic experience.

Why not take advantage of the

resources that are available to you

now?

Not only will you get the profes-

sional experience that your future

requires, but you will also be able

to help reconstruct a paper that

you probably, at one time or anoth-

er, complained about.

My invitation to participate in the

paper is definitely not extended to

just those with journalism concen-

trations.

I am encouraging everyone, stu-

dents from all fields, to get

involved. The variety would cer-

tainly add diversity to our paper,

which is one area we always have

room for improvement in!

Helping out on The Rotunda can

take as much or as littie of your

time as you would like it to. As a

staff writer, your presence is only

required for about a half hour on

Tuesday evenings at 7:00 p.m.

The rest of your work, the

interviewing process and the con-

struction of your article, is done

on your time, as your schedule sees

fit.

If writing is not something you

are interested in, then maybe copy-

editing is. Or photography, or lay-

out. We are in need of a wide vari-

ety of help, in just about every

aspect of our newspaper's publica-

tion.

My challenge to you is this:

instead of picking up our newspa-

per and dwelling on everything

that you don't like about it, why

don't you take that energy and

focus it on a productive solution?

Take responsibility for our school

and our paper.

Now that I am done publicizing

for the paper, I would like to share

with all of you the changes that we

hope to see made during the next

several additions.

We want the Props and Drops

to be from you, the student body,

not us. One comment I have heard

repeatedly is that the Props and

Drops are all inside jokes that no

one outside the office under-

stands.

Well fix that! Our goal is to get

enough submissions for props and

drops that we will have to do noth-

ing but print them.

Starting next week, our "Style"

section will be transformed to a

more correct title of "Arts and

Entertainment." I have been dili-

gentl}' attempting to come up

with ideas to bring culture and

sophistication into our paper, and

my solution is this new section

that will focus on the arts on

campus and from surrounding

areas.

We are also striving to improve

on the basics such as grammar,

spelling, style, and content.

Imput from the student body,

as well as faculty and staff, would

be greatiy appreciated. We want

to know what you want. We are

open to questions, comments,

concerns, and ideas. This is your

paper, and it should be an accu-

rate reflection of you.

If nothing else, I ask our read-

ers to be patient. We are going

through an unexpected transi-

tion, and I am trying to set high-

er standards for our publication.

I truly believe that with

greater participation and the con-

tinued hard work of our staff

members our paper can be a true

reflection of Longwood

Univerisity and what we repre-

sent. I encourage each one of

you to give us your imput as we

strive to pull the paper up to it's

fiill potential.

Bobbi Thibo

Editor-in-Chief

The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Ix)ngwood University, is pub-

lished weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam

periods) and is printed in the offices of the Famtnlle Herald, Farmville,

VA.

All articles, advertisements, letters to die editor, and pictures must

be received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursday's pub-

lication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and

telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not

appear on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are

subject to editing.

The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is

looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We cur-

rently have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to

come to our meetings, on Tuesdays at 7:00 PM.

Letters to tke Editor
Dear Editor,

This is a short letter about my
experience with moving off cam-

pus.

A group of friends and I came

together and began to look for

property to rent for Fall 2004.

We came across a large house

with huge bedrooms and afford-

able rent.

The only problem with the

house was that it had been con-

demned. The landlord promised us

that he would make all the repairs

needed and that the house would

be in living condition by mid-sum-

mer.

This, unfortunately, was not the

case and I was stranded with

nowhere to live for half of the

summer while he tried to finish the

house. By the beginning of the

semester the house was in a livable

condition, but very far from being

the kind of house I would want

my mother to visit.

My roommates and I tried to

take precautions by including an

amendment to the lease saying

that the landlord would make all

necessary repairs by a designated

date or we would get several hun-

dred dollars off our rent until the

repairs were made.

This amendment lowered our

monthly rent when the repairs

were never made, but it still left us

with a slum hole to live in.

Now the landlord is trying to

sue ail of us for "damages to the

house" (including the repairs he

never made) totaling over $9,000.

I graduate in May and I am
probably going to be dealing with

this situation well over a year from

then.

When you move off campus,

make sure that you review your

lease very carefully and take pic-

tures of any damages or prob-

lems with the house before mov-

ing in. Another good point to

bring up is that when you make

requests for repairs or complaints

about your property, make sure

you put them in writing or they

do not uphold in court.

Basically, the point of tiiis let-

ter is to inform students that it

could happen to you, and all stu-

dents should take precautions

when renting property.

-Anonymous

To contact the Longwood

Commuter Life office please call

(434)395-2851.
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Wky Protest Tke Great Uniter?
This article is in response to the

January 27th Activist titled, "No

Riots at the Inauguration?"

Cole Floyd

Guest Writer

I felt the article "No Riots at the

Inauguration?" was inaccurate in

some of his statements and

observations.

I also think that it did not focus

on the right issues.

Every four years the United

States selects a President which

either transfers our nations lead-

ership from one person to anoth-

er or re-affirms the leadership of

the current President for four

more years.

In most nations all over the

world, the transfer or re-affirma-

tion of leadership causes national

tension and often times breaks

out into Civil War.

So, instead of calling for more

rioting and protesting at the

Inauguration, shouldn't we cele-

brate the fact that we live in a

nation where the election process

happens so peacefully?

I believe that it is quite phe-

nomenal to be

part of a nation

that can have

such a close

election ever\

time and still

never resort to

the extreme

violence that

we see in other

countries as '.

result from

political unrest.

However, if

we must focus

on the amount

of protesting

that occurred,

it should be

noted that this

election was neither as close or as

controversial as Bush's first elec-

tion, which caused much dis-

course and many recounts.

That, for one, could be a rea-

son there was not as much

protesting as there was four

years ago.

Also contrary to the article,

our country is not more divided

than it ever has been before.

I would think it is safe to say

that at this moment in our

nation's history, the civil war was

our country's most divided

moment.

Also, as the polls showed,

voters were clearly more divided

in the Bush vs. Gore election.

I do not agree with the

Armed Forces statement about

the restricted air space and pre-

vention of any group interfering

with the inauguration was out of

line.

I feel that those measures

needed to be taken in order to

protect both the President and

the multitude of people attend-

ing the Inauguration.

Restricted air space would do

littie to prevent my free speech

at the Inauguration.

Also, whether I am a terrorist

or a protester, it is not my right

to interfere with the Presidential

Inauguration.

There were some protesters

at the Inaugurations, although

there were not as many as four

years ago.

Perhaps that is because the

Inauguration is not the best time to

protest.

Four years ago people who felt

the Florida vote was flawed had a

reason to protest, and they righdy

did so.

But for this Inauguration, all

thoughts of foul play in the vote

count were gone.

I say this because I want to

know the reason to protest the

election of a man who won fair

and square.

Might it be better to protest dur-

ing a day when decisions are being

made about the war or about the

economy?

The Patriot Act has not done as

much as the article suggested to

limit protesters.

During the Inaugural parade,

the front line of viewers were pro-

testers to a large extent.

With the exception of those

throwing things like snowballs at

the presidential caravan, most pro-

testers returned home without

being arrested or being accused of

violating the Patriot Act.

Lastiy, the statement concerning

"Support our

Troops" was out of

line. First off, there

seems to be no limit

of protesting con-

cerning the war in

Iraq.

People have not

been shy about

protesting about the

war.

Perhaps the lower

number of protesters

at the Inauguration

does not mean peo-

ple feel we have no

freedom of speech.

Perhaps it is a pos-

itive sign that the

people, though divid-

ed by political affiliation, are now

united under the fact that America

can have peaceful elections, even

when it is a neck to neck campaign.

props and drops
Props:

+ To Peggy Tarpley for returning lost goods.

+ To Jon Stewart, for telling the news how it should

be told.

+ To nice weather in Feburary.

+ To dead cat commercials.

Drops:

- To pretenious students who try to talk about non

sequitor (the comic strip).

- To the Grand Dining Hall for not having tables set

out during the 6 PM rush.

- To more baseball players taking steriods.

r To anyone trying to make the Fantastic 4 movie.

- To the lack of hot water in The Hamms Tuesday

morning.

Speak Out
Wkx) are ijoii a Democrat?

I'm a Democrat because
Fm liberal and I strongly

believe in gay rights and
enviromental preserva-

tion.

-Kristin English
Sophomore

I think Bush is sending
troops to Iraq to try and lin-

ish his father's lost cause.

-Eric Perez

Junior

I'm a Democrat because I

believe theres always room
for change.

-Shawna Croston
Sophomore

I'm a Democrat because I

feel as though we stand for

the better changes, and I've

thought so for 37 years.

-Laura Bowles
Cafe employee

AH pictures by WUI Pettis
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Blacksburg Ecstasij Lab Found
EUen Biltz

Police discovered the first

ecstasy lab in Blacksburg, Va.

Tuesday at. Local police, mem-

bers of the Drug Enforcement

Agency, the New River Drug

Task Force and the Virginia State

Police were all present in uncov-

erii^ the ecstasy equipment, also

known as an MDMA lab.

"The (lab) we got (Tuesday]

was the largest one we've ever

seen in the state of Virginia," said

Laura DiCesare, public informa-

tion officer for the Washington

division of the DEA. While the

exact amouht of drugs seized has

not yet been released by the

police, a police news release said,

"Equipment, chemicals and pre-

cursors consistent with the man-

ufacturing of ecstasy were dis-

covered."

Lt. Don Goodman of the

Virginia Tech Police Department

said at this point the police can-

not say whether any other types

of drugs or paraphernalia were

uncovered. No arrests or charges

in connection with the lab equip-

ment or owners of the house had

been made at press time.

Information about the residents

317 Clay St., where the lab was

found, has not been released due

to the ongoing nature of the

investigation, Goodman said.

The investigation and removal

of MDMA lab equipment lasted

the majority of Tuesday after-

noon, beginning at 2:30 p.m. and

ending after dark, Goodman

said. "We wouldn't leave anything

at the residence," he said.

DiCesare said the lab equip-

ment found did not include a

pill-press to make the ecstasy

pills. Instead, the manufacturers

were emptying capsules of other

medicines and filling them with

MDMA.
Although a pill-press was not

found, DiCesare said they did

have very high-grade equipment.

"They had very sophisticated,

professional-grade glassware,"

she said. "We are not going to

(speculate) about where they got

it from, but it was very sophisti-

cated." Goodman said MDMA
and methamphetamine are simi-

lar in chemical makeup but dif-

ferent in composition.

"These labs are dangerous

Caroliiw Freeman

U-Win

simply because of the chemicals

that are used to make the drugs,"

he said. While both drugs are

synthetically made, DiCesare said

the main difference between the

two is that ecstasy is more of a

hallucinogen that is popular with

the partying or club scene, while

meth is a more addictive drug,

like cocaine or heroin.

"MDMA has two other com-

ponents that meth doesn't," she

said. Goodman also said that

while there have previously been

methamphetamine labs in

Montgomery County, the Town

of Blacksburg has never encoun-

tered one. According to the

DEA's Web site, there are a lim-

ited number of ecstasy labs in

the United States. In 2001, only

17 were found.

DiCesare said in the last three

to four years, since domestic pro-

duction of MDMA has become

popular, there have been a total

of four found in the state of

Virginia.

VA CommonwesaltliRanked^ in Nation

VA iied with Utah with a ^rade oi A-.
Quails said she credits the

Commonwealth's success in the

In an annual assessment, the monetary cat^ory with its recent

Commonwealth is at the tap of its tax reform as well as the develop-

class. The Government mcnt of a mandatory six-year

Performance Project, which cvalu- budget and revenue projection,

atai each state government in the The six-year projection "shows

United States, gave the not only the revenues the state

Commonwealth of Vii^nia an expects to bring in, but also what

overall grade of A-, tyit^ with the mandated spending will be,"

Utah for the highest mark. Quails said. "As school enroll-

Governing Magazine published ments grow and health care costs

the Government Performance go up, we have a picture of what

Project's report in its February those expenses are going to be

issue. "It's a gold star for several years out" from now.

Governor Warner, but much more Sabato said this is not the first

importandy, it's a gold star for time die Commonwealth's gov-

Virginia and a whole series of ernment scored well on a per-

governors and legislatures," formance ranking. "It's good news

University of Virginia Politics because what the report really says

Prof Larry Sabato said. is that good financial management

In order to grade each state's is an ingrained habit in Virginia

government, the group formed a and it extends over time through

team of journalists from many administrations," he said.

Governing Magazine as well as Sabato said the report may sup-

professionals from colleges such port Virginia's one-term restric-

as Georgia State, George' tion on governors. "Interestingly,

Washington University and the this report may argue against

CHAKLeYS' CHCCK UST

FROM WE SVen^AMGIMO PESSSHT TRAY

HOWMANY Of W€SE DESSOOS HAVE YOU TRtEO?
Chocolate Fantasy Chocolate Chess Pie o Anisette Biscotti

o Snickers Pecan Macadamia Pie o French Lace

o Orange Crunch Lemon Chess Pie o Wedding Cookies

o Lemon Coconut o Pecan Pie Italian Rainbow

o Vanilla Caramel Key Lime Pie Cookies

o Grand Marnier o Cherry Pie Snickerdoodles

o Carrot Cake Blueberry Pie o Cashew Cresents

o Chocolate Almond Pound Apple Pie Peanut Butter Chip

Cake Dutch Apple Crumb o Raspberry Stars

Red Velvet Peach Pie o Angel Wings

o Strawberry Shortcake Derby Pie Elephant Ears

o Rocky Road Fantasy Brownie Mania Apple Puff

o Blondie Nut Pound Cake Lemon Meringue o Peach Puff

Hawiian Pound Cake Chocolate Meringue Blueberry Puff

Walnut Pound Cake N.Y. Style Cheesecake Flower Pot

o Caramel Combo Turtle Cheesecake Struffala

Macadamia Pound Cake

o Spice Cake
Stop by Charleys for our award winning

Cappuccino Chip
desserts! You'll be glad you did!

r ± r

Black Forest Ann Simboli Pastery Chief

Orange Crunch (434) 392-1566 ~ 201 B Mill Street

Turtle Cake Farmville, VA 23901

University of Pennsylvania.

According to the report, the

evaluation criteria were divided

into four categories: money, infor-

mation, infrastructure and people.

changing this restriction because

we do seem to maintain fiscal

competence even with the one

term restriction," Sabato said.

Quails said since the governor

The money category focused on only serves one term, there are

elements such as budgeting more people involved in the

processes and balance structure. Commonwealth's government to

Information covered the topics of share the credit for its success,

strategic planning, management The Government Performance

and program evaluations. Capital Project report emphasized that

planning and project monitoring the focus of the assessment was

fell under the infrastructure cate- not the grades themselves, but

gory. The people category dealt rather "to give states information

with issues such as hiring, training they can use to improve manage-

and retaining employees. ment and achieve their goals."

The reported stated that the Quails said the report offers a

Commonwealth received an A in

the money category and an A
minus for the other three areas.

positive reinforcement to the

Commonwealth's government.

"I think it sends a good mes-

The lowest-scoring states were sage to people who want to do

California and Alabama with over- business in Virginia and to tax

all grades of C minus. payers that we're spending our

Warner spokesperson Ellen money wisely," Quails said.

WR
The Writing Lab is located in Room 154 in the Information

Commons of the Greenwood Library, offering FREE assis-

tance to students to enhance their writing skills,

Monday 9-11 am; 7-9 pm
Tuesday 9-11 am; 1-3 and 7-11 pm
Wednesday 7-9 pm

Thursday 1-11 pm
Friday 3-5 pm

Check out the Academic Support Center Webpage. Then

click on Study Skills to locate an online guide for writing

research papers and individualized writing tutorials.

mm riMH
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For tkeWeek of FeLmanj 11 - 17
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Ttldjaij the 1 1 tit ^atutdUy the 12th Monday tke I4tk 'I'liQidaif tfiQ 15th 'Thut5datf the I 7th

Movie: BridgetJones:

Edge ofReason

7:30 p.m.

ABC Rooms

The Bald Sopnmo

3 p.m.

Jiirman Black Box

The Rotimdn wishes

tlie campus a happy

Valentine's Dav!

The Bald Soprano

8 p.m.

Jarman Black Box

The Bald Soprano

8 p.m.

Janiian Black Box

Open Mic Night

10 p.m.

Lancer Cafe

jSundaif the I Ith

Women's BasketbiUl

Love Your Lancers

5 p.m.

Virginia l-nion

The Bald Sopnmo

3 p.m.

Janiian Black Box

Longwood Autliors

Series: Elizabetli Cox

8 p.m.

Wygal

D
!)

U fê

o

D I

Koll Model

Lpccmina Wcrkstieps &
Presentaticns

:

Career Ccmer
Workshops

Finding and Internship and Landing a Job

Tuesday, February 15, 4 p.m. - Career Center

Recruiters coming to campus
Camp Hanover - Summer Camp Jobs

Tuesday, February 15, 10am - 2 pm
Information Table - in front of Mailboxes

' United States Marine Corps

Tuesday, February 15, 10 am - 2 pm
Information Table - D-Hall Lobby

Wednesday, February 16, 10 am - 2 pm
Information Table - D-Hall Lobby

The following companies are currently accepting resimies

through LancerTRAK:

Ferguson

The Roanoke Times Camp Virginia Jaycee

•Keiter, Stephens, Hurst, Enterprise Rent A Car

Gary & Shreaves Walt Disney World
•Auditor of Public Accounts CGI-AMS
•APEX Systems, Inc. -YMCA Camp Silver Beach
•NVR Ryan Homes Walgreens

Junior Open Class

Meeting

8:00 p.m.

Sisterhood Room
(1st floor Stubhs)

Internship Seminar: l^rik

Wilson, Taiget Store

Manager

3:30 p.m.

Hiner 207

Mathematics/Computer

Science Colloquium: Dr.

James F. Epperson

Reception: 3:30 - 4 p.m.

Presentation: 4 - 5 p.m.

Hiner 107

Scholastic Book Fair

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Hull, 2nd Floor Lounge

Life, Love, Sex, Deadi...and odier

works in Progress, by Ste\ieJ.

J8 p.m.

SU Ballroom

LCVA Needs Volunteers

Gci1Ilm-v AttLMuicint

Office Assistcint

Education Assistant

Preparation Assistant

Special Projects

For more information and an application form

please contact: Valorie Warshavv, Program Assistant

\varshaw\'r@loni:\vood.edii.

or check out their website online at

http://wvvw.lon^vvood.edu/lcva/volunteerine.htnil

Spring Break 2005
Travel with STS, America's #1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or

www.ststravel.com

Short Sununer Study Abroad Programs

Tlie Business World from a French Perspective: May 16 -June 2, 2005. Study French

Language (Intermediate or Advanced) and International Business with your French student

"buddies^at the Ecole Mantique in Saint-Nazaire, France. 3-6 credits

(FREN 201, 202 OR 320 and/or MARK 481).

Modem CSiina: May 15-June 4, 2005. Learn firsthand about life in modem China while

immersing yourself in a culture rich in history and tradition. Activities witfi your Chinese stu-

dent buddies." 3 credits (HIST 495).

http://www.longwood.edu/modemlanguages/

-i
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Poker:How to Win or Lose Your Tuition

Kyle Castillo

Staff Wnter

In their free rime many college

students from Long\\'ood are

playing poker, and for some it has

become almost a second minor.

According to, an anonymous

Longwood student, "About 80

percent of my friends pla); and

some spend more rime plapng

poker than they do worrying

about school."

This trend in increased poker

play has led many universities to

form sanctioned tournaments

where the prizes are awarded in

the form of scholarships.

Although Longwood has not

offered a tournament as of vet,

there appears to be no shortage

of students willing to play on

their own, including many frater-

nities that are forming weekly

games as a supplement to their

parties.

Poker has become a staple at

college campuses because the

game is being rooted in basic

human nature.

The desire to make money fast

is evident in our societ)-, with

both the lottery and infomercials

that claim to "make you rich while

sitting at your kitchen table in

your underwear."

Poker's meteoric rise in popu-

larity can be attributed to the

numerous television shows that

are transforming the public per-

ception of poker and its players.

Previously considered to be

Ben Stein-dull, poker's ascension

to Paris Hilton-level entertain-

ment can even give hope to the

most inept of sports marketers,

such as the NHL.

While reruns of poker tourna-

ments continue to draw more

viewers than many major network

shows, ESPN is raising the ante

with its new show "TUt," based

around the life of a fictional

poker player.

Many die-hard players watch

poker to pick up new tricks of the

trade.

Spring 2005 CAMPUS RECREATION HOURS

Weight Room
Monday 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Tuesday 11:00 am - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Wednesday 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Thursday 11:00 am - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Friday 6:00 pm -8:00 pm
Saturday 11:00 am - 3:00 pm
Sunday 5:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Iler Gym
Monday - Thursday 5:15 pm - 7:15 pm (Aerobics)

Monday - Thursday 7:15 pm - 9:15 pm (Intramurals)

Monday - Thursday 9:15 pm - 11:15 pm (Club practices)

Friday 4:00 pm - 7:00 pm (Open rec)

Saturday 11:00 am - 3:00 pm (Open rec)

Sunday 5:00 pm - 8:30 pm (Open rec)

WiUet Gym
Sunday - Thursday 8:30 pm - 11:00 pm

Friday & Saturday Closed

WiUet Pool

Monday 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Tuesday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm

Wednesday 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Thursday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Friday 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Sunday 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Longwood University ID is required for entry into all

facilities. Please present your ID to the supervisor or life-

guard on duty.

"Tilt," however, combines the

structured formula of a scripted

show with the sex appeal of poker,

creating a niche for those who sim-

ply want to be entertained.

Some students around campus

hold weekly games in which small

amounts of cash exchange hands.

For many this is nothing more

than a hobby, yet Police Chief

Charles Lowe warns against playing

such games, unless it is a sanc-

tioned tournament.

No student at Longwood has

had a poker related run-in with the

law, according to Chief Lowe.

However, participation in a game

of poker can lead to a fine of up to

500 doUars.

If caught, the person in charge

of conducting the gambling risks

felony charges with one to five

years' of jail time and up to 2,500

dollars in fines.

The law is not the only thing that

can negatively affect one's life due

to poker play. Financial problems

can arise, and addiction sneaks up

on many.

Both of these problems are

amplified with the ability to

play poker for money online

24 hours a day.

According to a Longwood

student, "My friends haven't

run into financial problems;

however, the addiction of

online gambling seems to be

slowly consuming their lives."

Chief Lowe also sees the

side affects of poker as causes

for concern and said,

"Gambling is an activity that

can be addictive. Students

should be aware of the level

and frequency of their gam-

bling.

"They should also be aware

that organized gambling tourna-

ments may be illegal, and they

should ensure the event is legiti-

mately sanctioned."

Poker might be a fad, or the

current renaissance might carve a

permanent place in American cul-

ture.

Even with poker's pitfalls it

offers many students the opportu-

nity to compete on a psychologi-

cal level, and provides an alterna-

tive outlet to the traditional bar

and party scene.

The Way it Is
Candi Ziegert

With a gift of $25.00 or more to the Senior Challenge, you will

receive:

*Three entries in the In Honor publication

*An exclusive Class of 2005 mug
*Invitations to Senior Class events

*A Class of 2005 discount card - good at local restaurants

"'A wine and cheese reception with President and Dr. Cormier during

Senior Week.
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Cefppe iDient

We would reach the tracks before the train did!

Burning our last bit of gas we held our breath, as

the intersection grew closer to our reality.

As we rounded the last corner, yellow lights

flashed as the gates began closing.

With the train immediately to our right, I popped
the clutch, grinding my gears, and jumped the

truck chassey just under the gates.

Safely across, I slammed on the brakes, and
turned to watch the long train pass us by.

Kristin. I Johnson

CD Review: Tke Cvire s

Disentigration

Tanner Keith

Opinion Editor

"Disintegration" is by far one of

my favorite CD's. I decided to

write a review after watching an

episode of "South Park," feature-

ing The Cure's lead singer, Robert

Smith.

In this particular episode, Stan

proclaims to Smith that

"Disintegration" is the best album

ever.

"Disintegration" was released

in 1989, and thus became the

album that made The Cure a

known sound.

Although they were thought of

as the pioneers of gothic rock,

The Cure is not as hard as a band

like Stabbing Westward.

Perhaps some Emo fans can

ttace their roots to The Cure, but I

doubt it.

The opening track,

"Plainsong" is a soothing and

intriguing instrumental.

The songs "Pictures of You,"

"LuUaby" and "Homesick" are

some of the most entrancing

tracks that were produced on

this album.

The primary reason The Cure

is such a superb band is their

ability to make their music inter-

twine perfectly with their lyrics.

Another unique characteristic

of The Cure is Robert Smith's

distinct voice.

This distinctive quality is still

prevalent in modern rock. For

example, what sets Disturbed

apart from most other rock

these days? David Draiman's

raspy voice.

Smith's lyrics are sung with

variety and feeling; something

almost completely naught in

today's music scene.

The majority of The Cure^s

music is excellent, chill listening,

and "Disintegration" is no dif-

ferent.

Five stars (what else would I

give my second favorite band?)

Janet Jones

S/yk Editor

If you open almost any women's

magazine you will be face-to-face

with with pressure to look and

dress like the flawless creatures

staring back at you. These printed

guides to perfection can be easily

obtained and followed by anyone

wanting to avoid a fashion

anachronism.

This social conformity is appre-

ciated and seemingly harmless.

However, if you stop to consider

that some of these fashion trends

require the use of skin from a tor-

tured animal, it becomes evident

that this is not a harmless process.

Cows, minks, rabbits, cats, alliga-

tors and ostriches are only a few of

the animals that must undergo an

interminable amount of suffering

in the name of fashion.

Most of the leather found in

stores around the world, and

desired by the most innovative

fashion designers, is imported from

India.

Since cows are regarded as

sacred animals in this culture, this

is not only ironic, but strict laws

have been installed to ensure that

these animals are given the finest

treatment. Surprisingly, these laws

are being ignored to appease the

Western demand for cheap leather.

Aside from the fact that this is a

constant violation of India's animal

protection laws, and a direct viola-

tion to their Constitution, to avoid

arrest these highly ambitious smug-

glers force these cows to march for

days, causing many to collapse

from injur)-, exhaustion or meet an

early demise.

These smugglers do not aban-

don those animals that collapse;

that would be cruel. In their years

of work, they found it effective to

get them back en route by smear-

ing chili peppers and tobacco into

their eyes.

If the cows refuse to move

once they reach their designated

death trap, they are beaten, have

hunks of their skin chopped off

or are just skinned alive.

Fortunately, in America, we are

more progressive and civilized.

Here, animal-based clothing and

accessories come from factory

farms.

Despite the fact that the term

"farm" is inclusive of this title,

their new home welcomes them to

a short existence of overcrowding,

deprivation, castration and con-

fienment in half-sunken sheds,

surrounded by their own feces and

stagnant water.

There are no federal laws pro-

tecting animals on factor)' and fur

farms, so unlike those workers in

India, they do not have to hide

the fact that thev obtain their ani-

mal clothing by skinning them

alive, chopping off hunks of skin

or vaginally and anally electrocut-

ing them.

Each year, the global leather

industry slaughters and obtains

the leather from more than one

billion animals.

Unfortunately for those who
choose to wear animal skin, due

to carelessness and capitolism,

many of these skins are mislabcd

or inaccurately marked.

Not only have these con-

sumers not gotten what they paid

for, but they are probably wearing

one of the hundreds of thou-

sands of dog or cat skins traded

in Europe each year.

Most of this leather is

chrome-tanned, despite the fact

that the Environmental

Protection Agency has deemed

all wastes containing chromium

hazardous.

This tannery affluent often

also contains formaldehyde, hair,

lime sludge, sulfides and acids.

Some fashion advice: the next

time you adorningly gaze at those

magazines, take a moment to

remember not only the suffering

of these animals, but the fact that

you run a high risk of being that

unknowing consumer who
chooses to cover their back with

noxious fur and leather from dog

and cat tanneries.

Preview:LVCAGala

Ellie Woodruff

Cartoonist

Students and faculty alike are

anticipating the prospect of the

black-tie event to be held at the

Longwood Center for the Visual

Arts (LCVA) this Saturday

The LCVA re-opened its doors

on January 31 after spending six

months dormant. To kick off the

completion of phase 1 of the ren-

ovations, an exclusive Gala and

Auction is taking place.

While the renovations to the

LCVA don't drastically change the

appearance of the building, they

will make subtie differences to the

way the gallery will operate and

function from day to day.

A passenger elevator has been

installed to increase access to fam-

ily workshops and educational

programs, which will be held in

the formal classroom built in the

lower level of the building.

Restrooms have been shifted to

a more central location. Heating

and cooling system have been

upgraded. New lighting and store-

front windows all go a long way to

make the LCVA a more comfort-

able environment for the com-

munity to explore and appreciate

the fine arts.

The Gala and Auction will be

attracting faculty and administra-

tion, with tickets being sold at

$40 per person.

The event begins at 6:30 p.m.

Feb. 12 and will be featuring art

works from artists throughout

Virginia.

Numerous professors from

the art department will have their

art on display and on auction. For

those interested in attending,

tickets are available for a limited

time only. For more information,

call the LCVA at 434 395-206.
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Catck tlie Spirit: Williams, Epitomij of Spirit

Artist and Longwood dance

instructor, Kodney Williams.

Photo provided by Longwood Public Relations.

Ashley Dow
[jmgwood Public Relations

It is difficult not to notice

Rodncv Williams.

versit\' to fill in as artist-in-resi-

dence while the then current

artist and program director. Dr.

Nelson Neal was on sabbatical.

Longvi'ood knew of Williams's

teaching and professional expe-

rience after he had been named

Richmond Cit\' Public Schools

teacher of the year in 1 992.

William's teaching techniques

and st\'le of dance was a perfect

match for the program and the

needs of the universit}'. When
Neal left the program in 1995,

Williams became the lone artist-

in-residence, and has remained

so ever since.

"Dance is my life," stated

Williams. "When I was young I

was always the kid dancing at

explained Williams. "I was

hooked on dance."

After graduadng with a

degree in music composition,

VC'illiams was an apprentice of

African dance at the Kennedy

Center in >X'ashington, D.C. He

then went on to study with cho-

reographers and dancers from

all around the world.

Williams utilized his music

degree as an elementary music

teacher in Richmond in the

early 90's. As a teacher,

Williams formed the Blackwell

Performing Arts Troupe. The

troupe explored music and

dance. He believes that his

work with the troupe earned

him the honor of teacher of

He can often be seen dancing

and singing his way around cam-

pus. \^ the artist-in-residence in

the i^iealth, Recreation and

Kinesiology Department,

Williams has instructed dance

classes since 1992.

Williams came to Longwood

after being contacted by the uni-

parties and performing in talent

shows."Despite his early love of

dance, Williams never took a

dance class until his freshman

year at Jhe College of William

and Mary.

"After taking my first dance

class, I discovered I could play,

compose and dance to music,"

the \'ear.

"I formed the troupe to give

kids an artistic outlet,"

explained Williams. "All stu-

dents in the troupe had to have

a C+ average. It was my way of

saving kids from the streets and

bad behavior."

Williams has continued his

work with the children of

Richmond through the

Richmond Citv' Dance Troupe.

The troupe organized and fund-

ed by Richmond Cit)* Parks and

Recreation, travels around the

country performing and com-

peting. Williams enjoys seeing

the difference dance has made in

the lives of the city dance troupe

members.

"I have one student who I

found in a rough section of

town, and now he is a student at

the Juilliard School," stated

Williams. "It is wonderful to see

the difference dance has made in

his life."

Williams recendy started his

own performing arts company

called Charisma, along with fel-

low artist Dana Cockerel. The

company focuses on modern

dance.

"I really thought that my pro-

fessional career would just be as

a teacher and choreographer,"

said Williams. "Forming

Charisma has allowed me to

rediscover performing."

Often the Richmond City

Dance Troupe and Charisma

will perform with the

Longwood Company of

Dancers at conventions, com-

munity events and recitals. The

troupe and the company recent-

ly performed together at the

Southern Humanities

Conference in Richmond.

The company is the resident

performing dance organization

at the universit}^ The company

explores all areas of dance

including African, modern, lyri-

cal, jazz and hip-hop.

"I love teaching dance and

having the opportunity to

choreograph my own pieces,"

explained Williams. "Longwood

allows me the freedom to teach

the company all forms of dance.

I would not have that freedom

at other universities."

Williams resides in

Richmond. When not busy

dancing he enjoys singing and

recording gospel music.

WAHX xo rsAvx
NOW LEASING FOR SPRINGAND FALL 051

* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.
* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included expect for telephone service.

* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/loimge, media room, theater, tarming

facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!

* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here, you'll

never want to leave.

208 Clark Street

FarmvUIe, VA 23901

434.315.5566

www.longwood-village.coin
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New Year s Resolutions: Practical Makes Possible

Sarah-Tyler Moore

St^ Writer

Only 63 percent of people who

make New Year's Resolutions

are honoring them in March,

according to the University of

Washington.

Perhaps the 37 percent who

fell short of their goals were

aiming too high. After all, not

all resolutions have to spur a

monumental change like finally

losing weight fretted over for

years or quitting smoking cold

turkey.Why does a determina-

tion to conquer the world ensue

at midnight on January 1? "What

is good about the dawn of a new

year is that it gives us an incen-

tive to 'start again,' to discard the

bad habits of the previous year

and begin afresh," said Anthony

Flanagan, author of "Your

Guide to Buddhism."

Resolutions that are less

superficial, and focus on inner

well-being, like resolving to be a

better boyfriend, nicer to your

friends, or more honest with

your feelings receive less public-

it}'. Yet, inner-focused goals

might prove to be more feasible

because of gained perspective

than the overworked student

who resolves to get up at 8 a.m.

and run the perimeter of cam-

pus during the coldest months

of the year.

Drawing upon Buddha's

eightfold path, Flanagan recom-

mends four steps that he consid-

ers usefiil in successful resolu-

tions: the effort to avoid, effort

to overcome, effort to develop,

and effort to maintain.

EFFORT TO AVOID

If you're trying to lose weight

you probably shouldn't peruse

the ice cream aisle and tempt

yourself with the likes of Ben &
Jerry, that's the' effort to avoid.

Junior, Brad Tuggle resolved to

be nicer to people, by mastering

the effort of avoiding: "I try to

just not talk to the people

instead of being mean to them."

EFFORT TO OVERCOME
Lisa Mikus, senior, resolved to

be more honest with her friends

said, "P anticipate success in my
resolution] because I am opti-

mistic and because I think that

my friends will be okay with me

confronting them with litde

things instead of blowing up. ..."

Mikus' determination reflects the

second principle of the eightfold

path-the effort to overcome.

EFFORT TO DEVELOP
It is possible that the 37 per-

cent in the University of

Washington's survey who

claimed they were not honoring

their New Year's Resolution still

made significant progress and

change— just not the initial or

anticipated progress or change.

The effort to develop is often

not factored into the equation of

resolution; therefore, a person

may be too quick to feel disap-

pointed if he or she does not

meet their original expectations

fully.

To put it simply, "Don't be spe-

cific in your resolutions because

a lot of times things you plan out

don't actually happen and you

think you didn't achieve it just

because it turned out different-

ly," said Corey Stufflebeem,

freshman, who resolved to be a

better boyfriend this year.

Other student's resolutions

evolved, too. Tuggle said, "[My

resolution] kind of morphed

itself into being nicer to the peo-

ple that I really care about."

"I think [my resolution is] habit

forming if I make a conscious

effort to do things better in [my]

relationship, then after a while I

don't have to really think about

it." Stufflebeem's attitude also

reflects the important ingredient

of development in Flanagan's

recipe for success.

EFFORT TO MAINTAIN
The effort to maintain, the final

pillar of Flanagan's path to reso-

lution success is arguably the

most difficult. Tuggle's advice

can help keep a resolution or

goal in perspective: "Take it

gradually; change is more easily

accomplished by steps rather

than leaps."

Take Care of YovirseH, Make Time for Massage

LeeAnn Dad oiiers massage services to Lon^wood students and stali.

Marie Fimiani

Guest Writer

Imagine that it has been a hard

day, and it's only 11 a.m. You

were up late finishing a five page

paper. You accidentally slept in

so you had to run to class in

your pajamas, and your teacher

counted your paper as late. You

have another 10-page paper due

next week, and to top it all off,

you have to work on your senior

thesis and find a "real job."

Luckily you scheduled an

appointment today with massage

therapist Lee Ann Dail.

As you sink into the massage

chair, you immediately begin to

relax. The chair is specifically

designed so that you can sit for-

ward instead of leaning back. It

feels as though you are kneeling

as you rest your knees on a cush-

ioned chair.

As you lay down on the

padded headrest, relaxation set-

ties in. Dail places her hands on

your back and you feel the ten-

sion begin to dissolve.

Dail has been a certified mas-

sage therapist for four years. "In

1988, I took a couple's massage

class and got a full body massage

,and I got hooked. I loved get-

ting a massage and thought that

others would too." Dail went to

several different massage col-

leges and continues to pass on

the joy of massage to this day.

Dail gives chair massages

every Wednesday in the

Nottoway Room of the Student

Union from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

Because of the cost, faculty^

and staff make up the majority'

of her clientele. Dail offers a 15

minute massage for $15 or a 30

minute massage for $30.

Dr. Pamela Tracy, a

Communication Studies profes-

sor, received pregnancy mas-

sages. "If you have some spare

change, I would highly recom-

mend a massage from her..." said

Tracy to her senior students,

"...it's important to take care of

your mental health as well as

your physical."

"Massage has many benefits

including stress and pain relief, it

improves circulation and helps

the body to heal itself, it can

relieve tense muscles helping

arthritis, carpel tunnel syndrome

and stiff backs."

Dail also provides other types

of massages for different prob-

lems. Swedish massages are

helpful for all over relaxation. A
deep tissue massage is geared

towards specific problems, and

energy work massages help bal-

ance and realign your body's

energy.

"Lee Ann's free massage was

great, a lifesaver during exam

week," says senior Kristin

alternative

new year's resolutions:

1. Make celebrities choose a career

and sticl< wUh it i.e. dontbyiindsa/

iohan'snewCD

2. Stop paying attention to ILo's

lovelife So whatifher's is more interesting

than yours?

3. Start watching TV shows that

feature professional actors

it's so obvious that Reality TV is anything but

4. Don't decide what movie to see

based on what's at the top of the box

office 7^e majority's opinion cant always be

tfusted-do es the macarena ring a bell?

5. Avoid award shows Your opinion about

a movie or album is more important, not to

m entio n, magai ine s co ver who wo re what

anyway.

6. DVDs are wonderful, but don't

bother with alternate endings

Wasn't the best ending the first ending?

Source: cnn.com

Barclay "It was so incredibly

relaxing that I am definitely get-

ting another one this semester."

The free massages are always

popular with the students, and

most years Dail is fully booked.

Dail has been giving free chair

massage for students the past

three years during exam week.

"The Health and Wellness

department, in particular Jason

Robertson, invited me to come

and give the students massages

during exam week." SGA pays

her for the students' stress relief

massages during exam week.

"I give approximately 20 stu-

dents a massage per day, com-

pared to the five people I give

massages to on Wednesdays,"

Dail said. "It's an intense week,

more then I would normally do,

but I love giving massages."

To make an appointment for

a Wednesday just email leean-

ndailcmt-appts@yahoo.com.

Students can also look for-

ward to her continuing to give

free massages during exam

week. Dail reminds us to "be

sure to come on Monday or

Tuesday to sign up for a massage

during exam week, as spots fill

up fast."
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Universitij of Nortkern Colorodo Bears Maul Lancers
Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

game with 1 3:24 remaining in the

period by pulling up behind the

40-point arc to hit another three-pointerAfter suffering

blowout against Appalachian for Longwood, for an 11-11

State last Monday, the Aien's has- score. However, die visitors uri-

li2ed superior post play from

freshman center Kirk

Archibeque and senior forward

James Randle to establish an

ketball team tried to bounce back

in their third straight home game

against the \isidng 5-16 Bears of

the Universit)' of Northern

Colorado (UNC). With injuries advantage,

to sophomore, forward Inland Over the next 4:38,

Beale and freshman, guard Kevin Archibeque and Randle corn-

Schneider the Lancers relied on bined to contribute 10 points

die performance of their bench beneath the basket to give th^

players to remain competitive. Bears a 10-point edge (23-13)

"You have challenges and with 8:46 left on die clock,

opportunities... it's a big oppor- Well-known for the comeback

tunit)- for them. They are giving performances, the Lancers

ever)' bit of effort they have," trailed by 11 (26-15) with 6:53 to

Head Coach Mike Gillian said play after senior Sean Nolen con-

In the rematch of their contest nected on a three-point basket,

last month in Greeley, Colorado, Sophomore guard Husein

die Lancers took die fight to the Pistoljevic sparked the Lancer

Bears eariy in the first minute, charge widi a three-pointer fol-

with a jump shot by sophomore, lowed by a Sumter lay-up. After

guard Michael Jefferson. Three a hard foul from UNC's fresh-

minutes into the game, freshman

,forward Lamar Barrett drained a

three-pointer to put Longwood in

front 5-2. UNC fired back with a

three of their own from sopho-

more Matt Kline to take their first

advantage of the contest (7-5)

with 15:42 to play.

With the two teams exchang-

ing baskets early, sophomore, for-

ward Maurice Sumter tied the

Michael Jefferson launches, a jumper
as Bears defenderes, Parish

Brockman(43) and James R.andle(24),

look on in vain.

man guard Sean Taibi, junior

center Chad Kosmo converted

consecutive free throws to slash

the lead to four (26-22) widi 5:12

left in the period.

Jefferson scored an easy lay-up

off a fast break to inch the

Lancers within two, but they did

not get closer. In the final

minute of play, Taibi drilled a

three with 00:40 to play, to put

UNC ahead by eight.

With time winding

down, Jefferson

drained Longwood'

s

sixth three-point

basket of the half

with seven ticks left

to trail Northern

Colorado 38-33 at

the break.

Pistoljevic posted

a perfect shooting

performance in the

half for Longwood

by making all five

attempted shots,

including three

three-point buckets,

to total 13 points.

Randle lead the

offensive assault for

the Bears with 10

points in the period.

Northern
Colorado's Randle

claimed, "Points in

the paint was one of

the focuses." In thefyWiUPettus

first half alone, UNC outscored

Longwood 20-10 in the c\'linder.

Although they kept it close,

the Lancers struggled shooting

the ball in the second half.

UNC's Erik Olson and

Longwood's Jefferson exchanged

lay-ups to start the half, but

Northern Colorado began to pull

away.

With less than eighteen min-

utes to play, Nolen made his

fourth triple of the game to start

the UNC scoring run. Over the

next 7:44, the Bears outscored

the Lancers 18-5 and lead

Longwood 58-40 with 10:12 left

on the clock.

Freshman guard Dana Smith

connected on a jumper with 9:56

to go, but Randle put the excla-

mation point on the contest with

a vicious two-handed dunk,

resulting in a technical foul for

taunting.

With 4:32 remaining in the

game. Northern Colorado

earned its largest lead of the con-

test, with Longwood trailing by

27 (72-45) after a lay-from fresh-

man Michael Gordy.

Down the stretch, four free-

throws from freshman guard

Stanley Boateng, two lay-ups

from sophomore forward Jon

Larson, and Pistoljevic's final

three-pointer, only basket of the

half, could not get the Lancers

closer than 18 as they lost 76-56.

"In the second half, we shot 8-

30 and turned it over 14 times,"

Gillian said describing the sec-

ond period performance of his

team.

Statistically, Pistoljevic lead the

Lancers with a team-high 16

points, including four three-

pointers. Jefferson was the only

other Lancer to reach double- fig-

ure scoring with his 14 points,

while Kosmo and Barrett each

contributed a team-high seven

rebounds. Northern Colorado

placed five players in double-fig-

ure scoring, led by Nolen with a

game-high 1

6

points.

Archibeque snatched a game-

high eight boards and amassed

12 points in the win,

Larson is quick to note a criti-

cal factor in the team's recent

performance. "We're not playing

up to our potential," Larson

explained.

In the late minutes of the last

two games, players such as

Larson and Boateng have entered

the games, generating a roar from

the crowd. Co-captain Sumter is

impressed with the young play-

ers' performance so far.

"It's been great," Sumter said.

"WTien they get in the game, they

produce. This week in practice

will be their opportunity to move

up the ladder."

Before the game, Larson took

on the dut)' of performing the

"Star-Spangled Banner" before

the opening tip. "Singing in front

of the home crowd is nerve-

wracking in the beginning, but at

the same time, it is a privilege and

very fun," Larson claimed.

"Being able to sing in front of

the home crowd is very, very spe-

cial while wearing the basketball

jersey as well."

The win improves Northern

Colorado to 6-16 and drops

Longwood's record to 1-23 for

die 2004-05 season.

The Lancers travel to the road

Feb. 10 to play in a re-match

VMI in Lexington. "If we play

with the effort we've played with

in the second half of the last two

games, it won't be a great game,"

Coach Gillian stated. "If we play

with the effort we played with

against VMI, it will be a great

game."

Although they are currendy on

a 12-game losing streak, Sumter

is confident his team can achieve

success on the road. "I expect to

go down there and pull off the

victory," Sumter said.

Husein Pistoljevic drives

the lane for the one-hand-

ed lay-up. fyWillPettus

The men's basketball team

returns home on Saturday Feb. 12

and Monday Feb. 14 to play two

of their three remaining home

games against Texas A&M-
Corpus Christi and UMKC.
Saturday's match-up is at 3:00

p.m., while Monday's contest is

part of a double-header with the

women's basketball team playing

at 5:00 p.m. and the men's team

taking the court at 7:00 p.m.

Baseball Looks for 27tli Straigkt

Winning Season under Bolding
John Rosenstock

Guest Writer

Is there anywhere a college base-

ball team would rather want to

kick off a fresh season in the

bitter and chilling month of

February than the beautiful and

tropical state of Hawaii? The

Lancers' first "road" trip of the
demanding seasons Bolding has

season was a series against

the helm, leads the tradition-rich

program of I-Xjngwqod baseball.

With, 26-consecutive winning

seasons, Bolding has compiled a

record of 722-331-3, which

equates to a winning percentage

of .685. The 2005 schedule will

make for one of the most

Hawaii-Pacific in Honolulu, Feb

5-7. The Lancers went 1-4 in the

series to start what should

become another exciting base-

ball season.

seen in his career

Former opponents of the

Lancers when they were a mem-
ber of the Division II Carolinas-

Virginia Conference included

the likes of St. Andrews,

Head coach Buddy Bolding,
Belmont-Abbey, and Barton,

who is entering his 27di year at See BASEBALL p. 11
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Weekly Trivia

Name tke only

winless Dl

Baseketball team

tkiIS yean

Last Week's Question

Who is the last quarterback to lead

the Eagles to the Super Bowl?

Ron Jaworski

BASEBALL cont'd p. 10

This year, the squad will be fac-

ing formidable teams such as

Indiana, Virginia, Maryland, and

the preseason No. 7-ranked team

in the nation, South Carolina.

There' is no question that the

competition will be on another

level when compared to oppo-

nents of Longwood in past years.

"We're especially looking for-

ward to playing South Carolina,"

said Coach Blanc. "Competing

against a team that was in the

College World Series last year will

show us where we are, and where

we need to be to play on the

Division I level."

Fortunately, the program

boasts some of the most distin-

guished players in team history.

Captain Brett Mooney has post-

ed impressive numbers through

his first three seasons. Mooney

ended last year with a batting

average of .358, 5 home runs,

and 32 runs batted in. A fellow

senior of Mooney's, Chris Bales

(.376, 8 HR, 31 RBI) is another

player opponents will need to

keep an eye on. Additionally,

returning pitcher Alan Moore

will be relied on to do some dam-

age on the mound this season.

Moore had a strong freshman

showing, finishing the season

with a 4.10 ERA.

Furthermore, some very

strong freshmen have joined the

squad. John Farrell and Isaac

Weiderman will be in the pitch-

ing rotation for Longwood this

season. Farrell completed an

illustrious career at Nantucket

High School last year in

Nantucket, Massachusetts.

Farrell went out on a very high

note, with a .22 ERA and a

school-record 127 strikeouts, he

certainly left his mark at

Nantucket High. Weiderman

also had a remarkable senior year

at Huntington High School in

Huntington, Ohio. He posted a

STUDENT^ATHLETEPROFLES
Ixland Beale

Men's Basketball

Sophomore (2nd yr.)

Hometown: Poquoson, VA

Why do you play basketball?

-I was a big fan of watching

Shaquille O'Neal on TV. I saw

him dunk and shatter the glass.

I always wanted to do that.

Recall your best moment
playing here?

-Just playing. Last year, I only

played half the season. My
goal this year is to play in every

game.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-I like that it's two hours from

my home. It's great to be able

to have my friends and family

come and watch me.

Who is your favorite athlete

and why?

-Shaquille O'Neal because he

dominates over everybody.

You give the ball to Shaqand

it's a score.

What is your favorite hobby?

-I enjoy playing Playstation 2. 1

like the excitement of Madden

football.

What makes you unique?

-I played basketball at Oak Ridge

Academy in Greensboro, North

Carolina. It is a military school

that taught me how to lead and be

successful in the classroom.

What do you want to be remem-

bered as?

-I want to be remembered as being

one of the first Division I players

in Longwood's history.

Jessica W'ilkerson

Women's Basketball

Junior (3rd yr.)

Hometown: Roanoke, VA

Why do you play basketball?

-I choose basketball because I

loved it. I played basketball, soft-

ball, volleyball and soccer in high

school. I loved the competitive-

ness and the fast pace. I just love

the intensity of the game.

Recall your best moment play-

ing here?

-When we won the CVAC
(Carolina-Virginia Athletic

Conference) tournament my

freshman year.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-I like Longwood because it is

small and family-oriented. You

know a lot of people. I like the

smallness of it.

What goals do you have?

-My goal is to be a leader and help

underclassmen develop as players

at Longwood and help develop

the program as we go to Division

Who is your favorite athlete

and why?

-My role model growing up was

track star Marion Jones. I

admired here work ethic and

achievement over the past few'

years.

What makes you unique?

-I'm really compassionate for

other people. I try to put other

people before myself I'm very

open-minded. I like to be a

person people can trust.

1.22 ERA and 68 strikeouts as

his high school career ended.

First year team members Nick

von Gersdorff, who will be

starting at shortstop, and out-

fielder Joe Bott, join them. The

entire 2005 recruiting class were

all high school standouts that

will most definitely contribute

their first year out.

"We've been working really

hard, everyone is excited about

opening up the season in

Hawaii," said freshmen Joe

Bott. "Personally, I'm eager to

start my college baseball career

here at Longwood."

When asked how he feels

about the team this season, 2nd

year assistant coach Blanc com-

mented, "We're very young, but

a solid core of freshmen and

sophomores, complemented by

some returning juniors and sen-

iors should add up to a success-

ful year."

Overall, Longwood Baseball

fans can anticipate that the

upcoming season won't be easy

for the Lancers. However, with

some veteran talent and experi-

ence, and several very talented

freshmen and sophomores,

Longwood expects to be a

respectable opponent in college

baseball. Wins will not come

easy, but the hard work and ded-

ication of the 24 players on the

roster should produce victories.

FROM THE EDITOR: Are tke Patriots Truelij A Dynasty?
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Ediotr

It's been on the Ups of every

sports caster from local news to

ESPN. The word "Dynasty" is

being used to describe the

Patriots after their most recent

Super Bowl victory. With that one

word New England has been

placed in the same league as the

Steelers of the seventies, the

49ers of the eighties, and the

Cowboys of the ninties. With one

word the Patriots have been

launched to the same levels as the

Yankees, Bulls, Lakers, Canadians,

and Carolina coUege basketball.

But the big debate is are the

Patriots truly worthy of this tide?

The strongest supporting argu-

ment is that they have done

something only one team has ever

done before; win three champi-

onships in four years. Cleary, they

are a dynasty if they could

accomplish this, ri^t? The only

other team to do so was the nin-

ties Cowboys, and they are a

dynasty, so should not the Pats

fall into the same category?

The next major argument is

that they are consistendy good in

an era designed so that no one

will be consistendy good.

Analysts have said for years that

the "Day of die Dynasty" had

ended and the "Rule of Parody"

was absolute.

True, the Patriots have won

three of the last four Super Bowls,

but the difference between New
England and the true dynasties is

how the played between those

championships. In the seventies,

eighties, and ninties every year

people beleived the champions

would be die dynasty at that time.

The truth of the matter is die

Patriots have not been good

enough long enough to consitute

the brand of Dynasty.

In fact the Patriots have only

been dominant if not a great team

the last two seasons. The Patriots

were heavily favored against in

their first championship year, and

were not even expected to win

their division. When they did

unexpectedly make it to the Super

Bowl, they were double-digit

underdogs. Many analysts, includ-

ing this wannabe one, believe the

Patriots did not so much win that

game as Mike Martz and the Rams

lost it. Following that surprise

Super Bowl victory, the Pats £uled

to make the playoffs, losing die

division tide to the Jets in a

tiebreaker.

Another reason the Patriots are

so good resides not in the talent

they posses, but rather the lack of

talent held by any other team. In

the years of parody, the coach-

ing staff of the Patriots has

been undoubtedly the best at

handling the managing the play-

er turnover.

The Patriots have never been

a dominant team against other

good team unless they hap-

pened to be named after a cer-

tain horse. All their big games

have always been close and like

in the case of Super Bowl

XXVI, the Pats seem to capital-

ize more on mistakes of oppo-

nents than controlling games.

According to many NFL ana-

lysts the Patirots' "Dynasty" may

be over just as it gets started.

With both coordinators leaving

for head coach jobs, many

believe New En^and will not

challenge for a third straight

tide. It is a speculated that the

long stays of Romeo Crennel

and Charlie VCfeis were more

important to the team than the

head coaching of Bill Belichick.

In my opinion, in order to

become a true dynasty, the Pats

willn^ to rebound from diese

departures and continue to win.

If they are able to be Super

Bowl favorites for at least four

more years, than they could

truly earn the tide of Dynasty.



Tuesday, February u 15 at 1 :30pm

Longwood vs. VMI

Come see us at Lancer Stadium
Sunchase Apartments is sponsoring a

concession stand at home games. Come,

out for FREE hot dogs and Pepsi drinks,

while you enjoy the game , including the

Seventh-Inning Stretch Trivia Contest !

SunchaseApartments

434^392-7440

www.sunchascAongwood.com

A WESOME SPECIALS
CALL OR LOG ON!

Private Balconies

Huge Gym open 24/7

with plenty ofequipment

andfree-weights

Technology Center open

24/7 with computers,

printers, copier andfax
machine

Gorgeous Swimming

Pool with built-in jets

and an incredible

landscaped sundeck

Private High-Speed

Ethernet, Telephone and

Cable Packages

available at special rates

Outdoor Volleyball,

Basketball and Grilling

Movie Theatre

Linen Room in your

apartment with Extra-

Capacity Washer and

Dryer

You will score BIGTIME
at Sunchase!
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LU Theatre s Newest

Creation: Stop Kiss

Longwood Theatre's newest

production opens Feb. 23.

see Arte & Entertainment pg. 7

Online Courses: Could

Cons OutWei^tke
Pros?

Longwobd has started the

trend of offering on-line

courses.

see FeatufW pg. 10

Nkldei^ Continues

ExcitingLancer Career

Longwood student Meldere is

the only player in women's

basketball history to score

1,000 points and 1.000

rebounds.

see Sports pg.14
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FraternitLj Pledge Period Suspended for Reports of Hazing

Kyle Castillo, Kelly Fischer

& Stacey Kluttz

Guest Writers

Longwood Universit)- suspended

social fraternities "New member

pledge process, pending a review

of all fraternit}' pledge activities

by administration./'according to a

statement made by the Vice

President of Student Affairs, Dr.

Tim Pierson, on Sunday, Feb. 13,

2005.

Numerous reports of hazing

within undisclosed Greek frater-

nit)' organizations at the begin-

ning of the Spring 2005 semester

spurred the administration's dras-

tic response.

Farmville police are lending

their resources to assist with the

investigation; however, Chief

Lowe states that "police involve-

ment is currendy only being used

as an aid for the administration."

There is no evidence indicating

that fraternit)' members are in

\ ioladon of the law, however, if a

violation is uncovered, police

involvement might become offi-

cial.

According to the Assistant

Dean of Student Affairs, Laura

Bayless, "The convergence of

evidence all at once is a major

problem, so much so that I'm not

convinced that new members are

safe."

While the specific nature of

the current hazing infractions are

unknown, the university defines

hazing as "any action taken or sit-

uation created intentionally,

whether on or off Longwood

property. . . to produce mental or

physical discomfort, endanger-

ment of life, embarrassment,

harassment, intimidation, or

ridicule. Examples include, but

are not limited to, the following:

paddling in any form; coerced

physical activity... consumption

of harmful food, alcohol, or

drugs; publicly wearing apparel;

or eng^ng in behavior that is in

violation of Longwood

University regulations or state

and federal laws."

Longwood mandates that all

organizations, including non-pol-

icy holders, must adhere to the

Fraternit)' Insurance Purchasing

Group's (FIPG) stated guide-

lines.

This insurance policy entails

88 different infractions that, if

breached, would violate the con-

tractual agreement made by five

of the six fraternities.

Four administration members,

(Pierson, Bayless, Vice President

for Academic Affairs Dr. Wayne

McWee and Assistant Director of

Fraternity and Sorority

Life,01ivia Acosta ) met Sunday

night with the heads of each fra-

ternit)' to discuss the dilemma.

The initial feeling of those in

attendance was that the discus-

sion was "constructive."

While many fraternity members

wished to reserve comment on

the current situation, those who
did speak said that the Greek

community was stunned and

angered by the decision to sus-

pend all six fraternities at the same

time.

According to Kenny Turner, of

Tau Kappa Epsilon "I think the

situation is extremely unfair, not

only to us, but the new guys we

took as well."

Some fraternities are so out-

raged that they are contemplating

voluntarily dropping their char-

tered status with Longwood and

relocating off campus.

Matt Coyne, of Alpha Sigma

Phi, declared, "If it comes down

to it, this will be the biggest deci-

sion we've ever made since we've

been here in 25 years."

See FRAT p. 4

D-I Move Promotes Construction of New Outdoor Stadium
Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

Construction will begin this

semester on a $5.5 million stadi-

um across from the president's

house and Longwood golf

course in order to meet Division

I standards.

While four varsity sports will

have a new place to call home,

the men's and women's rugby

clubs are still searching for a new

place to play

The 13-acre complex will have

a grass field for men's and

women's soccer and a turf field

will be installed to accommodate

field hockey and lacrosse. The

facility will replace Barlow Field

and Lancer Field as competitive

arenas and allow for larger

crowds.

"There will be [stadium] seat-

ing for 400 people and grass seat-

ing for 600 people," said Athletic

Director Rick Mazzuto.

As Mazzuto explained, the new games,

venue is not only a

nice addition, but

a necessit)'.

"Artificial turf

is interesting,"

Mazzuto stated.

"In Division I

field hockey, it's

not an amenity.

It's a requirement.

If we did not

build this facilit)',

we would have

zero games versus

Division I teams

at home."

In 2004 the

field hockey team

hosted one game

at Barlow Field to

a non-Division I

opponent.

Besides field

hockey, the soccer

programs also

have to meet spe-

cific field requirements to host length and 70 yards in width.

PlansJot the new stadium
Courtesy ofRick Mazzuto

"Lancer

Field is too

small. We
couldn't
host a team

once we're

^ in a confer-

ence," Head

Women's
Soccer
Coach
Todd Dyer

claimed.

A regula-

tion soccer

field is 120

yards long

and 80

yards wide,

but the cur-

rent facility

does not

measure up.

"It's basi-

cally over

100 yards in

When we're on the road, all the

fields we play on are closer to that

regulation size," Dyer explained.

With construction set to begin

later this semester, the process will

be completed in phases.

"Within 6-8 months, die fields

will be built, there will be lights,

there will be seating, and public

rest rooms," Mazzuto said. He
adds, "There will be a limited

spectator area in the fall."

According to Dyer, "We'll have

the field, lights, [grass] burm, and

temporary seating."

Although the new stadium

should remedy problems concern-

ing scheduling, overused facilities,

and enhance recruiting, it will cre-

ate a few obstacles to overcome.

When completed, the current

outdoor stadium will occupy the

field space on Johnston Drive

direcdy across from the presi-

dent's house and Longwood Golf

Course.

See STADIUM p. 5

<
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Words From Tke Editor: Stess Free Hints to Get You Tkrougli

Earlier when

I sat down to

write, all I

could think

about was

how much

pressure I am

under right now. And while I

could use my column to whine

and complain about my stress

level, that is certainly not a pro-

ductive use of time or space.

Everyone is under enormous

amounts of stress right now! Mid

terms are starting to sneak up on

us, the fluctuating weather is hint-

ing at spring, and most everyone I

know has one thought running

through their heads: spring break

is less then a month away

The thought of spring break

makes it even harder to concen-

trate, believe me, I know.

As a college student who also

works part-time and is active

within the campus community, a

week free of class, schoolwork

and meetings seems almost

unimaginable.

Way too good to be true.

But I promise, it really is only

a litde more then three weeks

away, and while it doesn't feel

like it at this point, we will make

it!

While we're waiting for 5 p.m.

on March 11 to arrive, I have

brainstormed a couple stress-

relieving tactics that have proven

favorable in the past. I hope they

help.

It has been my experience

that stress can only get the best

of someone if that person isn't

prepared to handle it.

I am by no means an expert,

but having had a fair share of

experience in this department, I

am going to offer you the best

advice that I have come across.

Always take breaks. No mat-

ter what it is, or what you're in

the middle of, you will never get

through it without taking some

time for yourself in between.

It is a common myth that if

you work straight through then

The Botuuda
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you will get the job done quicker,

but this is false.

If you do not allow yourself a

breather when you feel like you just

can't take anymore, then you are

going to focus on how frustrated

you are instead of on the task as

hand.. This will prolong the

process even more.

Must do number two: get sleep!

A body cannot function properly

on less then about six hours of

sleep in a 24-hour period.

If you are suffering from sleep

deprivation, you are not going to

be able to focus properly, therefore

you aren't going to be as efficient,

which will inevitably lead to a task

taking longer then it should. The

delay in progress will, without a

doubt, add to your stress level.

Your diet can also gready affect

your stress level. If your body is

not receiving the proper nutrients,

then it is not able to operate at a

normal level.

Eating healthy can keep your

body running. If you are sluggish

and worn out from lack of proper

nutrients, then you will not be able

to remain centered and focused.

Working out is always a wonder-

ful way to relieve stress. You can

take a break to use your frustration

and turn it into a positive energy.

Not only does working out give

you a break from the task, but it

also releases endorphins.

Endorphins are hormones that

have been proven to elevate your

mood when they are released. By

going for a run or hitting the gym

for a littie while, you would be tak-

ing a break as well as releasing hor-

mones that have been proven to

make you happier!

A better mood and raised spirits

is definitely a good way to dissolve

stress.

Do something fun! I'm not

telling you to just give up on your

work and go spend the entire day

shopping in Richmond. However,

hanging out with your friends, or

calling to talk to them on the

phone, lets you forget for a litde

while.

Even if it is just for 30 minutes,

that is a half hour that you haven't

been thinking about whatever is

causing you stress. Therefore,

when you return to your work, it

will be with a fresh, new and posi-

tive oudook.

I realize that some of these

ideas might see like common

sense to some of you, and for

that I apologize.

For the rest of you, I wish that

someone had let me in on these

simple solutions before they did.

Probably the best advice that

I ever got was that no matter

what; always take care of you

first.

Things happen, work gets

overlooked and sometimes it

never gets done at all. And while

I don't recommend making that a

habit, if you slip, that's ok.

Number one, above everything

else, your mental, emotional and

physical health should always be

your number one priority.

There is always going to be

another job to do, another paper

to write, another test to take or

another meeting to attend, but

unless you have taken care of

yourself, none of that is going to

matter anyway.

Bobbi Thibo

Editor-in-Chief

Praise lor tke Library
Tanner Keith

Opinion Editor

aspects about it.

(Not something I can say about

everything here at Longwood.)

I am a tutor for the writing center, The library has ail aesthetically

and the other day at work I was pleasjng lobby, with tables and

thinking about the Dining hall, chairs to do work, and bunches of

how crowded it is and how the new computers with flat screen

wraps are now mini-wraps. monitors. The computer system to

I was thinking about the SGA find books and journals is effi-

and it's lack of knowledge in budg- cient, and those littie pieces of

eting properly and

about the Housing

Department for not let-

ting me move off cam-

pus.

Understandably, it is

easy to think of a few

things that displease me

about this campus. At

about that time, I

looked out and saw the

students sitting at the

computers working,

and the person at the

reference desk helping

someone.

I started thinking about how paper and tiny pencils are awe-

much I appreciate the library, and some when you're doing research,

mainly about how the Greenwood Also, every single time I can

Library has very few negative recall, every staff member of the

1L«l^mmL ^^ IiV IPP f«i 11

Greenwood Library
Piaure by Will Patis

library, be it student or faculty, is

friendly, helpfiil and on the sel-

dom occasion, willing to admit

when they don't have an answer

for you. I think many other

departments of Longwood's

campus could learn a thing or

two from the library.

Another thing you may not

know about The Greenwood

Library: they take sug-

gestions.

You can send an e-

mail asking the library

to acquire a particular

book, CD, or movie,

and chances are, they'll

get it within the year.

The -library closes at

eleven on most nights,

at five on Fridays and

Saturdays, but the twen-

ty-four hour lounge is

of course, always open.

In closing, I want to

say that I appreciate the

library and all of the people who

work there.

I am proud to say that our

campus has a respectable library.
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Tke Vagina Monologues are Not Loved tij All
UWire— It's a sad commentary that the

I'm just going to say it: "The great canon of feminist plays

Vagina Monologues" sucks. seems to consist of one play.

Why the Associated Students One! For crying out loud, let's

of the University of Oregon get some variety in here.

Women's Center insists on per- Let's see something other

forming this wretched play year than "The Vagina Monologues."

after year is beyond me. Maybe those plays wouldn't

The horse is dead, yet they just suck so much,

keep bearing it. This thoroughly From a purely philosophical

unremarkable play is certainly perspective, I'd like to see a play

worth seeing once. But then that's a bit more dialogical.

again, so is The Sound of Music. "The Cunt Conversations"

For those of you who aren't perhaps?

familiar with the play, "The You could totally do a play

Vagina Monologues" is

a loosely strung togeth-

er series of poorly writ-

ten monologues about

women and their vagi-

nas.

Or maybe I should

say vaginas and their

women.

The ritle of the play

appeals to the fourth-

grader in all of us who still giggles about vaginas and have it be a

when we hear the word "vagina." great play. This one just doesn't

If the play had a different ritle, happen to be that play,

no one would have ever heard of For that matter, you could do

it. a play about penises and it could

And if it didn't piss off certain be good too.

Catholic groups so much, it cer- But there are those who

tainly would have fizzled out long would argue that all Western cul-

ago. ture has been about the penis, so

Because of the controversy maybe it's been done before,

about the message of the play (or Is there a demand for a "Penis

lack thereof), the fact that it's a Monologues"?

shallow, rambling mess of pre- I doubt it. Besides, after the

packaged feminist cliche that "Seinfeld" episode about shrink-

many feminists don't even agree age, there's not much left to say.

with anymore (if they ever did) In any case, this year's pro-

has almost completely escaped duction by the ASUO Women's

public discussion. Center was particularly pitiful

No one likes vaginas more than for a couple reasons.

I do. I'm the president of the First of all, the political cor-

vagina fan club. rectness militia won a major vie-

But this play just sucks.

The first half is everybody gig-

gling about the fact that an adult

just said "pussy" out loud while

the second half of the play is

everybody crying and feeling nnds-

erable about violence against

women.

tory against quality theater this

year when the producers of this

year's play decided to tj^ecast

rather than hold auditions in

response to protests of last

year's production.

About 10 people protested

the fact that women of color.

Did I miss the part that was plus-sized women and lesbians

supposed to be empowering? were "underrepresented" in the

cast of the play.

The biggest complaint was that

a white student performed a

monologue in which the character

was African-American.

In other words, these few pro-

testers wanted the directors to

engage in typecasting so extreme

that it borders on illegal discrimi-

nation.

A sad side effect of such "inclu-

sive" exclusivity is that it eliminates

acting talent from the cast selec-

tion process.

Also, keep in mind that the orig-

inal cast for "The Vagina

Monologues" was a mid-

dle-aged white woman
doing all the parts — all of

them!

Even more ridiculous

than this policy of type-

casting is the hypocritical

results it achieves.

"It's all about giving a

voice to people who've

never had the opportunity to speak

up before," director Felicia Perez

said in a press release.

That's a nice line.

Except when the cast was

announced, the sentiment proved

to be woefully hollow.

Topping the list of cast mem-

bers was Eugene mayor Kitty

Piercy.

A university vice president, sev-

eral faculty members and the

ASUO vice president were also

cast.

They said they wanted to make

it more democratic and accessible

to the common woman.

But at the end of the day, they

sold out to get a big name and

cater to women who are already in

a privileged position to have their

voices heard.

They didn't democratize "The

Vagina Monologues."

They didn't ghre a voice to the

underrepresented.

And they certainly didn't cast

the common woman.

All they did was take "The

Vagina Monologues" away from

the good actresses.
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Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone

to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

PfQps;

+ To Elizabeth Cox*s reading for part of

Longwood*s Author's Series.

+ To Savannah State's basketball team for being

worse than Longwood.

+ To vaginas, because they bring joy to the world.

+ To Swoops, the awesome chocolate Pringles.

+ To shoe stores closing and having 75% off sales.

Drops:

- To the Longwood baseball opener being cancelled

on account of the field being too wet.

- To eating your roommate's Valentine's Day choco-

lates that they somehow never got.

Speak Oil t

Wkat do you tkink ol tke

suspension ol tke fraternitv)

pledge pericxl?

I think it's stupid!

-Miranda Swecker
Senior

I think that the poliqr to halt

pledging is unnecessary.

-Chad Long
Freshman

It's very unfortunate for

the pledges who are

excited to oecome part

of a brotherhood.

-Kimberlee Straton

Freshman

It's stupid topunish the

whole system for one orga-

nization's mistakes; it's just

pointless.

-Sean Gilmore
Senior

AllfiaiattbjrWiU ftttb
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While Laura Bayless is upset

that the administration is at the

epicenter of the fraternity mem-

bers' outrage, she is quick to

defend the administration's

actions.

"I definitely understand their

anger, but I believe that some stu-

dents are not safe. I

want the investigation

to ensure that all

Longwood Universit)'

students are as safe as

thev can be, that's why

this is happening."

Both sides might be

digging in their heels

in preparation for a

showdown, but Dr.

Bavlcss insists that the

administration docs

not wish to convev a

dons." Some fratcrnit\^ members

believe that the current level of

anger will subside in time.

"The initial reaction to change

from a community based on tra-

dition will be resistance. Despite

these feelings, the Greek com-

munity will have to realize that

here, change is necessary in

order to survive," said Beau

message f)f hostility'.

"All four of us [Dr.

Pierson, Dr. McWee,

Dr Bayless, Acosta] were mem-

bers of Grcei< organizations

when we were in college, and we

really want the Greek system to

succeed. Thev really couldn't have

Fraternitv Paddles
iccurcl .nc\lcrniili-om

Weaver, President of Alpha

Sigma Phi FraternitA*.

The volatility of the situation

has led many to believe that

Nostradamus himself couldn't

a group of people that is more predict what is to come of this

committed to maintaining the debacle. Brandon Terpolilli,

integrit)- of the Greek organiza- President of Alpha Chi Rho,

Nem
stated, "I have no idea what's

going to happen. This could be

the downfall of all fraternities or

it could be a positive change for

the future."

Bayless remains optimistic

"I'm hopeful that every fraternity

will be able to initiate new mem-

bers by the end of this semester."

However, she says that, "It's

dependent on whether

they can prove that they

didn't have any hazing

occur, as well as showing

that the\ won't be having

hazing in the future."

How the remaining

chapters of the 2005 fra-

ternity saga unfold

depends on what evidence

is uncoxered by authori-

ties, as well as how much

initiative those involved

display in curbing future

problems.

Reed Fessel of Phi

Kappa Tau Fraternity

commented, "1 just thjrik it's too

bad that fraternitv hazing got so

out c)f hand that l.ongwood had

to resort to suspending pledg-

ing."

Fraternities can only hope this

won't end up being a Greek

tragedy.

February 17, 2005

SGA s Budget Concerns
Ellen Lucier

Guest Writer

CHAHLSTS' CH€CK ust

fftOM THE SVEH-CHAMGIMG OESSCRT TRAY

HOW MANY Of TH€S€ OSSSERIS HAVE YOU TRieP?
Chocolate Fantasy o Chocolate Chess Pie o Anisette Biscotti

Snickers Pecan Macadamia Pie o French La:ce

Orange Crunch o Lemon Chess Pie o Wedding Cookies

Lemon Coconut o Pecan Pie Italian Rainbow
Vanilla Caramel o Key Lime Pie Cookies

Grand Marnier o Cherry Pie Snickerdoodles

Carrot Cake o Blueberry Pie o Cashew Cresents

Chocolate Almond Pound Apple Pie o Peanut Butter Chip
Cake o Dutch Apple Crumb o Raspberry Stars

o Red Velvet . o Peach Pie Angel Wings
Strawberry Shortcake o Derby Pie o Elephant Ears

Rocky Road Fantasy o Brownie Mania Apple Puff

Blondie Nut Pound Cake o Lemon Meringue o Peach Puff

Hawiian Pound Cake o Chocolate Meringue o Blueberry Puff

Walnut Pound Cake o N.Y. Style Cheesecake o Flower Pot

Caramel Combo o Turtle Cheesecake o Struffala

Macadamia Pound Cake

Spice Cake

Cappuccino Chip

Stop by Charleys for our award winning

desserts] You'll be glad you did]

Black Forest Anne Simboli - Pastry Chef

Orange Crunch (434) 392-1566 ~ 201 B. Mill Street
Turtle Cake Farrnville, VA 23901

A rumor is only a rumor until it

has been verified. Since the

beginning of the Fall '04 semes-

ter, many people have been talk-

ing about the Student

Government Association's lack

of funds to distribute to various

organizations and clubs on cam-

pus.

The rumor suggests that the

reason for the low funds is

because of poor accounting in

the past.

"It depends on what you mean

by insufficient funds.," said Andy

Peterson, current treasurer of the

SGA. "\X'e are low on funds, but

it is normal for this time of vear."

However, tunds are indeed

lower than normal, and manv

organizations on campus will feel

the repercussions of this situa-

tion.

The SGA currently has about

$5,800 of its original $550,851 to

last until the first of July, and

there are approximately 10-15

more club requests to be heard.

Many of these needs will not be

met.

Many students do not realize

that all of the SGA's money

comes from undergraduate stu-

dents. "Each semester the sm-

dents pay a $80 Student Activity

Fee. This is where the money we

distribute comes from," said

Peterson.

This past fall the total under-

graduate enrollment was about

3,600 students. About one per-

cent of students do not pay their

Student Activity Fee, and there is

usually an 8 percent attrition rate

for the spring semester.

Taking these factors into

account, the total amount of

money the SGA has for one year

is about $550,852..

The SGA started with a small-

er reserve than normal. Every

year the SGA sets aside 8-10 per-

cent of its money for the next

school year. "One reason for the

lack of funds is that last year's

SGA set a smaller reserve for this

year. It was only eight percent, or

about $44,000, tiiat we started off

with," said Peterson.

Both Peterson and SGA
President Alicia Moody agree

that the Student Activity Fee

needs to be raised to increase

funds.

Although the $550,851.84 the

group receives seems like a large

amount, it is not enough.

"The Student Activity Fee has

not increased in a reaUy long time.

We are hoping the fee will be

raised to $90 in the fall," said

Moody The Board of Visitors

will vote on this concern on April

2.

Another factor that needs to be

weighed is the fact that many

clubs did not turn in their budget

packets last spring. During the

spring semester, it is required that

each organization turns in a com-

pleted budget packet that allows

the SGA to forecast how much

money it will spend in the upcom-

ing year.

"When clubs don't turn in their

budget packets thev aren't able to

plan ahead. They end up asking

us for money they didn't realize

they would need, " said Peterson.

Unpaid bills were also an issue.

This summer, due to unfilled

positions in the SGA's accounting

office, some bills went unpaid.

Therefore, at the beginning of the

2004 fall semester, the current

SGA had been left with accumu-

lated unpaid bills.

Another cause of this problem

is cuts in the National Public

School Budget. "Many clubs and

organizations that used to not be

funded by the SGA have now

become supported by us because

the school just doesn't have the

money" said Moody.

"We did make some mistakes in

giving certain groups too much

money," said Peterson. Larger

groups that were seen first during

the budget request hearings

received more money than usual,

leaving less for other organiza-

tions.

Although the SGA does have

unusually low funds this semester,

it is very promising that next

year's SGA will be better pre-

pared. A new filing system has

been created to help organize the

office; it will be used to track

funds for each club so that the

SGA will know how much money

is being spent and on what,

"There will be more money next

year because of better budgeting,

" Peterson concluded.

For more information on the

SGA go to http://lancer.long-

wood.edu/org/sga/.
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Virginia Senate Votes Against Gaij Marriage

Janet Jones

Style Editor

On Feb. 7, Virginia Senate

approved a measure that would

make same-sex marriages uncon-

stitutional by a vote of 30-10. It

is now expected to pass over-

whelmingly by conservative vot-

ers, where all 100 votes will be

decided in November.

According to Tyler Whidey, a

staff writer for The Richmond

Tims-Dispatch, "In a sometimes-

emotional Senate debate on its

marriage amendment, which

restricts the recognition of mar-

riage to a union between one man
and one woman, critics said the

measure recalled the Holocaust

and Virginia's past support of

segregation."

On the day of the vote, ten

Democrats voted against the

measure, while six Democrats

and all 24 Republican co-spon-

sors voted for it. Sen. Stephen D.

Newman, a Republican from

Lynchburg said, "This is not

about a particular lifestyle. It's

about protecting marriage."

Virginia currently has a law

banning same-sex civil unions,

now, however, the issue of these

couples adopting a child has

come into question.

This did not go over well with

many, who feel

diat this is only "God made US all in his
going to bring up image - man and woman,
past atrocities blacK and white, straight
such as Virginia and gay." - Sen. Janet L),

segregation and Howell, D-Reston
the Holocaust.

'——^
Sen. Mamie Lxjcke, a Democrat

from Hampton said, "Virginia

would be stigmatizing gays, just

as Hitler stigmatized Jews in

Germany before World War II."

Whitiey retrieved other quotes

from Democrats. "God made us

all in his image - man and

woman, black and white, straight

and gay," said Sen. Janet D.

Howell, D-Reston in the course

of her argument. HoweU said

Jews in Nazi concentration

camps were forced to wear yel-

low patches, while gays wore

pink patches. "In Virginia today,

we do not require pink triangles.

We stigmatize and marginalize

people in other ways, as we go

down a path that we don't know
where it will end."

Many Virginia citizens are

relieved
that they

have lead-

ers in office

who sup-

port tradi-

tional mar-

riages. Other Virginians do not

feel that gays and lesbians are

going to ruin the sanctit)' of mar-

riage.

Whidey also quotes Sen.

Richard L. Saslaw, D-Fairfax,

who called his colleagues hyp-

ocrites and said if they were real-

ly interested in protecting mar-

riage they would look to the high

rate of divorce. "It's not what gay

people are doing to marriage, it's

us," he said.

While the topic of whether or

not same-sex marriages should

be legal has always been an issue,

there are many more branches of

the debate that must also be

addressed. Delegates also had to

vote to determine whether or not

gay and lesbian couples should be

permitted to adopt children.

Delegates voted 71-24, requir-

ing social services to take into

account whether the couple

wanting to adopt the child is gay.

Liah Williams, a junior at

Longwood University, feels that,

"anyone who really loves children

would want them to have a good

home. Also when you consider

everything that gay couples must

go through, it seems that they

would not waste their time if they

did not truly want to have chil-

dren."

Since Virginia state law already

requires state investigators to do

background checks on potential

parents wanting to adopt, making

a law against gays and lesbians

for the purpose of protecting the

children would only be marginal-

izing them.

Longwood toAward Dos Passos

Pnze toMauireen i lowarli d
Kent Booty

Office of Public Relations

Novelist Maureen Howard will be

awarded the 24th John Dos
Passos Prize for

Her "vigorous
prose - at once
earthy and sophisti-

cated - is a graceful,

arresting mix of
metaphor and
demotic idiom
ironic humor an_

P
listening images." -

'ublishers Weekly

d

Literature in a

ceremony
Wednesday,
Feb. 23, at 8

p.m. in

Longwood
University's

W y g a I

Auditorium.

Howard,
who will receive

a $2,000 cash

award and a

medal, will read

from her work, and a reception which, Grace
will follow in the nearby Haga Expensive Habits and Natural

Roo*"- History, were nominated for the

The Dos Passos Prize, admin- PEN/Faulkner Award,

istered by Longwood's Her memoir Facts of Life

Department of English and won the National Book Critics

Modern Languages, is awarded

annually to a creative writer

whose work demonstrates char-

acteristics found in the work of

Dos Passos, such as an original

exploration of

specifically

American
themes, an

experimental

quality, and a

range of liter-

ary forms.

Howard,
who lives in

New York

City, is the

author of

nine novels,

three of

Abounding,

Circle Award for Non-Fiction in ticated - is a graceful, arresting

1978, and she f^H^^^^^^^^^^^^^H mix of

the ^^^^^BI^^^^^^^H metaphor
1997 Award in |^^^^^^|^i^^f^^^^^| and
Fiction from the N^^^^^^^^' "^i^^^^^H demotic
American ^^^^H

, 4il^^H i <^ i » ^
>

of ^^^^H^ l-^^^H^^H i ^ o i^ i (=

Arts Letters, ^^^^H ikJ^U^^^k humor
she ^^^^^^k'^.^Hl^^^^^H glistening

"commands ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^1 ima-ges."

what may be the

most sublime

lyric prose style

in Amer-

ica. ..Maureen

Howard is an

American origi-

nal of inim-

itable, prodi-

gious talent, a

major poet of

the novel."

Publishers

Weekly has said

her "vigorous

prose - at once earthy and sophis- said Dr. Martha

Maureen Howard
Courtesy ofKent Booty, Office ofPublic Relatiom

H e r

most
recent
work, pub-

lished last

year, is

The Silver

Screen, the

third book

of "what

she calls a

'quartet'

—

^

based on

the four

seasons,"

Cook, a

PAGES
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When asked about the reloca-

tion of the rugby teams, Mazzuto

replied, "That's somcdiing stu-

dent affairs will handle."

Tim Pierson, Vice President of

Student Affairs at Longw)od,

remains positive about the con-

tinuation of both prc^rams.

"Rugby has been one of those

things that is enjoyed by

Longwood. We will continue to

give students the possibility to

play and watch," Pierson said.

Although a facility for the

rugby teams has not been estab-

lished, Pierson claims that field

options exist. "First Avenue Field

looks like a possibility, but it's a

back-up field for athletics,"

Pierson stated.

According to Pierson, the orig-

inal plan for the outdoor stadium

located it within 'The Triangle;' an

area designated as the main cam-

pus of Longwood University. "In

"The Triangle' there are approxi-

mately 40 properties that the

University did not own," Pierson

explained, "and you can't build

something on property' you can-

not own."

Mazzuto acknowledges that

property acquisition led to the

change in the site for the project.

"[The new plan] allows us to build

the fields now because we don't

have property acquisition to

worry about,"

Longwood English professor who
chaired the prize committee and

the prize jury.

"That's her summer novel. A
Lover's Almanac, which students

are reading in my American

Literature course, is the winter

novel, and Big As Life, which stu-

dents in some freshman English

courses are reading, is the spring

novel. The autumn novel is in

progress, as I understand it."

Howard, who teaches courses

at Columbia University, also has

written the novels Bridgeport Bus

and Not a Word About

Nightingales, as well as several

stories and two plays.

Previous recipients of the Dos
Passos Prize, founded in 1980,

include Tom Wolfe, Lee Smith,

Shelby Foote and Ernest Gaines.

Funding for this year's prize is

from the Longwood Foundation

through the office of the vice

president for Academic Affeirs.
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For tkeWeek of Febmarij 18 - 24
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Ttlda^ the 1 8ik SetutcUy tke I 9tk Mondaif the 2 lit fueieUtf ike 22nd Wedneidai) the 23nd
Mo\'ie: Tea/u Ainerica:

World Police

7;30 p.m.

ABC Rooms

The Roommate Game
9 p.m.

Ballroom

Tliink Fast Game Show

10 p.m.

Ballroom

SundUy the 20ik

Women's Basketball-

Longwood Facult>' and

Staff Appreciation

Night: Norfolk State

7 p.m.

WiUett Gym

Chamber Music

Concert: Baroque

Soprano

7:30 p.m.

Wygal Hall

Longwood Tlieatre: Stop Kiss

8 p.m.

Jarman Auditorium

WMLU Radio Meeting

9 p.m.

Hiner 201

Rockiii' Roses

8 - 9 p.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

The Fo Lizzie Show

8-10 p.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm

Dos Passos Prize Presentation

and Reading by: Maureen

Howard

8 p.m.

Wygal Hall

The Rhydim Bandits

10 p.m. - 12 a.m.

WMLU 91.3 fm
'fkuudaij ike 24th

Longwood Theatre: Stop Kiss

8 p.m.

Jarman Auditorium

LCVA Needs Volunteers

Gallery AttLMidant

Office Assistant

Education Assistant

Preparation Assistant

Special Projects

l i m fc Things I like to *« hear 1tl41: Creative Answering Machine Messages

Ijpccmina Wcrkshcps &
Presentations

:

Career Corner

Workshops

The following companies are currently accepting resumes
through LancerTRAK:

•Ferguson

The Roanoke Times

•Keiter, Stephens, Hurst, Gary & Shreaves

•Auditor of Public Accounts

APEX Systems, Inc.

•NVR Ryan Homes

Camp Virginia Jaycee

•Enterprise Rent A Car

•Walt Disney World

CGI-AMS
YMCA Camp SUver Beach

•Walgreens

Interested in becoming a

Longwood Ambassador?

If you are interested in learn-

ing more about serving

Longwood, come to the

Ambassador open house on

Wednesday @ 9:30pm in the

Lankford A room.

For more information and an application form
please contact: Valorie Warshaw, Program Assistant

vvarshawvr@loniivvood.edLi,

or check out their website online at

^://wvvw.lonevvood.edLi/lcva/voliinti^rM-iniT hfml

Spring Break 2005
Travel with STS, America's #1 Student
Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or

www.ststravel.com

Short Summer Study Abroad Programs

The Business Worfd from a French Perspective: May 16 -June 2, 2005. Study French
Language (Intennediate or Advanced) and International Business with your French student

"buddies'at the Ecole Adantique in Saint-Nazaire, France. 3-6 credits

(FREN 201, 202 OR 320 and/or MARK 481).

Modem China: May 15-June 4, 2005. Learn firstiiand about life in modem China while
immersing yourself in a culture rich in history and tradition. Activities with your Chinese stu-

dent "buddies." 3 credits (HIST 495).

http://www.longWQod.edu/modemlanguages/
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Interest in Blue Heat Cool tkis Year: No Dancing tkis Spring

Naomi Pearson

Staff Writer

Longwood University's Blue

Heat dance team began four

years ago as a student's dream.

TRe dancers have put on ener-

getic half-time shows at

Longwood basketball games,

performed at Oktoberfest and

Spring Weekend. They have

gone on to win back-to-back

regional and national competi-

tions, qualifying for another bid

in this year's national competi-

tions.

However, the vision of cap-

turing another tide this semester

is just a dream. Blue Heat simply

just does not have enough mem-

bers to make up a full competi-

tion squad.

The team opened up to

squad tryouts at the start of Fall

2004 with nine members, but

they soon experienced a signifi-

cant drop in membership due to

time commitment and health-

related issues.

The present membership

stands at five: four freshmen, a

sophomore and two coaches. For

competition the team needs a

minimum of five dancers; how-

ever, not all of the members are

able to commit to the additional

time required to compete.

Christy Beisheim joined Blue

Heat in 2002, danced in its first

competition in 2003 at King's

Dominion, as well as in the

team's double title-winning

Eastern Dance Association

(EDA) National Competition in

Myrtie Beach in the spring of

2004.

Blue Heat took first place in

the EDA Virginia State Regional

Competition, which made the

team eligible for another bid at

the EDA National Competition

this April.

Upon the December 2004

graduation of Blue Heat's coach

and founder Dyanna Giles,

Beisheim, the captain, and Amie

Worley, the treasurer and mem-

ber since 2003, took on the jobs

of coach and co-coach. Because

of the switch in position, they

chose not to dance or compete.

Now their job now is to shape Blue

Heat's dance routines, as well as to

handle the paperwork for the team.

Although the team is disappoint-

ed at the prospect of missing this

year's Nationals, and despite other

internal shake-ups such as a change

in advisors and new protocols for

performing at basketball games, the

members have no intention of giv-

ing up. Worley said, "This year's

team definitely has a lot of talent

and with a few more [members] it

would be an awesome team."

In the past they practiced three

times a week—or more, as competi-

tions approached-but this semes-

ter, while they are in non-compet-

ing status, they meet only once a

week.

Beisheim said they are working

on active recruitment at high

schools in Northern Virginia,

Richmond and Tidewater-the

hometown regions of Blue Heat's

members-as well as developing a

website. They have plans for try-

outs on campus again, and they're

looking to next fall as a probable

time frame.

To anyone interested, Worley

April 2004 EDA National

said," [You] will meet some

awesome girls, learn fun chore-

ography and never regret it."

Males are welcome to join, "if

they meet the qualifications for

the team," said Beisheim.

"Haven't had any up to this

point." Worley added, "If they

can 'get down', we'd love to see

it. It's such a small school,

though, what are the odds?"

After all, the purpose of

Blue Heat is to offer

Longwood students, to gain

experience in a dance team, to

Championship
Courtesy ofAimee Worley

perform at games and to give

something different from cheer-

leading: no chanting, no stunts-

just a great two and a half min-

utes show at half-time that

appeals to everyone.

According to Dave Levy, Blue

Heat's faculty advisor, they have

upheld their standard of excel-

lence in performance through

the years and changes in mem-

bers. "They work really

hard. . .they should be very proud

of what they've accomplished."

LU Tkeatre s Newest Creation: Stop Kiss

Ashley Dow
Staff Writer

Friendship blooms and grows in

unexpected ways in Longwood

Theatre's production of Stop

Kiss. The play focuses on rela-

tionships and how they don't

always turn out how we expect.

The main characters of the

play are Sara and Callie, two

women in their twenties. Sara,

who is played by Aubrie

Therrien, has just moved from

St. Lewis to New York City to

teach at an inner-city school.

Sara finds herself in a city where

she knows no one until she

meets Callie, a traffic reporter,

played by Mel McConnell.

"This play is about the form-

ing of relationships," explained

Therrien. "The characters show

how we dori't ahvays know how

a r(^ations)up will develop."

The two women become

"dose friends, and eventually take

their relationship . to the - next

cally vio-

lent attack

on Sara

by a pass- ^^brie Therrien as

er-bv
Callie in Stop Kiss

During their relationship, the

two women have to make many

choices that will test their com-

mitment to one another.

In the end, one must choose

between her past and the uncer-

tain relationship before her.

"After the attack, Sara begins

to question whether or not her

relationship with Callie is worth

it," said guest director Bruce

Sara and Mel McConnell as

Photo by Sabine de Laforcade

Speas.

The play is performed in the

past and present. All scenes pre-

kiss are in the past. The present

scenes show what has happened

as a result of the kiss.

Stop Kiss opens February 23rd

and runs until the 27th. For mote

information please call the Jarman

box office at 395-2474.

THANK YOU!

Tke Career Center Stall would like to tkank all

ol tke Volunteers ior tkeir assistance during tke

Education Recruitment Daij on Saturdaij,

January 29, 2005 and tke Job and Internskip

Fair on Wednesday, February 9, 2005.

A special tkanks to Alpka Pki Omega, Delta

Sigma Pi, and all of tke otker volunteers, lor

your assistance during botk ol tkese events.

Tke winner ol tke Alumni Bagirom tke

Education Recruitment Day, courtesy ol tke

Alumni QUice, was GinaSponiarelli

Tke winner oi tke Ballistic Nylon Rolling

C<>mpiter Porilolio irom tke Joband Intem;

Fair wasAmanda Uey.

MMH
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Ccfppe IDiem
Concerts arc great! Especially with the constant

increase of free drinks or tickets. One night in par-

ticular the good karma was definitely radiating off

me. Upon returning from retrieving the tickets, I

realized my money, ID and tickets were gone. I was

devastated; no drinks, no ticket, no ID. I had one

option; backtrack.

I walked back down my cold trail, with my eyes

fixed to the ground.

After finding them in a bundle I entered to the

sound waves of Sublime to dance and crowd surf. I

was literally elated off the ground.

Christine Cl;i\

Autkor Series: Elizal)etli Cox
Leslie Smith

Assistant Editor-in-(hief
Bargains in the Real Worid.

In it, sex and religion mix

The first Author's Series Reading when 13-year-oId Josie pledges

of the new semester started off to be a missionary and tries to

with Eli2abeth Cox on Monday simultaneously save and seduce a

Feb. 14th. stranger.

Dr. Challender hailed the small The story tackled some

Valentine's Day crowd as "lovers uncomfortable chords at times, a

of literature." feeling that Cox said actually

Born and raised in helped her. "I feel that I have not

Chattanooga, Tennessee, Cox is entered the story until I am

now a professor at Duke uncomfortable. If I'm scared,

Lounsey of Kinokuniya Book W'eh

Dan Steele

SfaJJ Writer

If you have ever wished for a

school textbook that was educa-

tional and actually interesting to

read, then the brilliant and

unapologetic political satirists of

"The Daily Show" have finally cre-

ated one.

Released in September of last

year, America (The Book):A Citizen's

Guide to Democracy Inaction ($24.99

retail) is ever)thing a person could

expect in a book written by Jon

Stewart and his cohorts; chock fiill

of skillful satire, stuffed to the gills

with honest criticism, and

absolutely freakin' hilarious.

It was hailed b)- Fortune maga-

zine as "basically 'The Daily Show'

without TV censors to worry

about." The writers have creative-

ly set up America (The Book) in the

ail-too familiar format of a high

school civics textbook, complete

with "facts" on the sides of the

pages, discussion questions and

classroom activities at the end of

each chapter. And yes, they do like

to use the F-word ever)' chance

they get.

Chapters are devoted to democ-

racy's history from its historical

roots in Greece- and Rome, each

branch of government, elections,

the media, the current status of

the world (Canada not included),

and even to a possible future in

2184. No subject is too sacred to

laugh at (the foreword "by

Thomas Jefferson" is an excep-

tionally hilarious heresy), and

practically everybody remotely

involved with the history of this

country comes under the fire of

comedic shots launched by

Stewart and company. If any-

diing, the reader will find the

humor in this exploration of our

democracy to be good-natured

and the mood equally patriotic

and celebratory of American

Democracy as it is critical.

WTiile <}ne can open America

(The Book) up at random and read

just about any page to get a laugh,

the clever writing and brilliant wit

of "The Daily Show" staff

makes this book one you will

want to sit down and read

through from cover to cover.

The book is not very long;

with about 230 pages of exten-

sive and sometimes side-splitting

illustrations and detailed dia-

grams, most will find the reading

to be light. America can easily be

finished in a day, but it is possible

to spend weeks finding hidden

comedic nuggets.

Fans of "The Daily Show,"

politics, satire or seeing high gov-

ernment officials naked Qust

approach page 99 with caution.

Don't say I never warned you),

America (The Book) is the textbook

you'll wish was actually assigned

for a class.

LCVA Gala Deemed a Success

University. everyone else will be too." Cox

She has taught creative writing said that vdien people ask her if

at Boston University, Tufts she considers herself a Southern

University, Bennington College, writer, she says, "Yeah, I guess

The University of Michigan and so. The places I write about are

the University of North Carolina of the south. Family, children,

(at Chapel Hill). She lives in break up of marriages - I write

Littleton, Massachusetts with her about everyday, normal things."

family. Her favorite authors include

She started writing poetry in Flannery O'Conncr, Toni

her thirties, and moved to fiction. Morrison, all the Russian writers.

Her work includes two novels - Van Gogh, and many others. She

The Ragged Way

People Fall out of

I^ve and Night

Talk - and a book

of short stories.

Bargains in the Real

World.

The novel Night

Talk was rccendy

nominated for the

International

IMPAC Dublin

Literary Award.

J
Mary Carroll-Hackett

said, "I'm stupid

about science,

but I love to read

it." Brian Green's

The Elegant

Universe gives her

great images to

work with.

"I used to

think that if I

read it as the sun

came up, then I'd

^y^.midwcstwriun.org understand it bet-

intro- ter," she claimed.

duced Cox, saying, "Her teaching, As she wrapped up the end of

like her work, is loving and coura- the nig^t, she told both young

geous." and experienced writers in the

Cox read the short story room, "Remember: read, read,

"Saved" from her collection, read!"

EUie Woodruff

Cartoonist

Arriving at the Gala at 6:30, gallery

goers would be astounded at the

crowds of people already there-

and not just there, but dressed to

the hilt as well.

Inside the newly ren-

ovated LCVA, the

scene wasn't Farmville

at all. Instead it was like

something borrowed

from a Friday night in

Richmond or New
York City.

Farmville turned up

for this black-tie event

and turned up ready.

What makes this

event unique is obvi-

ous, even more so to

the art patrons who

paid the forty dollars

for the privilege of attending this

black-tie event.

It was an opportunity to dress

and impress colleagues and friends.

It was a chance to further diminish

the notion that Longwood and

Farmville are too provincial to

appreciate the fme arts or pull off

a successful gallery re-opening.

Both corporate and individual

sponsorship made the renovations

and Gala possible. While the

LCVA was down for improve-

ments, the staff was working hard

to make plans for the reopening

and events that would follow in its

wake.

Not only was the

stunning artwork sub-

mitted by local artists

and collectors, but the

efforts of the LCVA
to make this Gala

more than a galler)'

walk through were

highly successful.

The catering, done

by Aramark, featured

several vegetarian

options, sushi, exotic

dainties and an open

bar.

The atmosphere

was surreal—to think

this caliber of food and quality of

company was here on Main Street

Farmville.

The definition of "black-tie" by

Farmville standards, by the way,

ranges to include kilts, pin striped

zoot suits, top hats and formal

evening wear with trailing trains.

The art goers were as eclectic as

the pieces the gallery had up for

silent and live auction.

Ceramic work, quilts, wood-

working, steel sculpture, paint-

ings, photography and more were

all available to the highest bidder.

The attendees and the LCVA
had an overall positive impres-

sion of success.

While a few pieces were not

sold, the majority of them did

and the LCVA still needs a few

more days to know exactiy how

much money was raised by the

auctions.

The highest selling piece, an oil

painting on canvas entitled

"Summer Porch," sold for

$2,050.00.

Even during the event that

night, many people were hopeful

for a repeat Gala the following

year.

However, the LCVA thinks

that it would be in their best

interest to keep the event a bi-

annual rotation.

For more information about

upcoming LCVA events, check

out their website at www.long-

wood.edu/lcva/ and keep an eye

on the Rotunda for armounce-

ments.
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CD Review: Cannibal Ox ^'-'-'^^'^g,^-. a»«j.

Kyle Castillo

Staff Writer

Eveq,' so often an album comes

along that infects your eardrums

with sound waves so potent you'd

swear that you've been

exposed to a virus. Wu Tangs'

1994 debut album, "Enter the

36 Chambers," had a unique

gritty sound that burrowed

itself into the minds of many

hip-hop fans. Since then,

many artists have tried to cre-

ate a similar sound-scape, but

few have been able to accom-

plish such an illusive feat.

In 2001, New York based

hip-hop duo, "Cannibal Ox,"

released their only album to

date "The Cold Vein," on

Definitive Jux records. The album

exudes atmospheric qualities

unrivaled since the days when

Shaolin was an official bureau of

New York.

Armed with an imposingly vast

vocabulary, "Can-Ox" MC's

Vordul Megilah and Vast Aire

paint a vivid portrait within the

listeners' minds, ala "GZA" or

"X": "
Nas.

"It wasn't even Uke that; I

wanted my cardiovascular to

fight back; cupid had me runnin

circles blindfolded, in the day-

www.Jefinnyejux.com

time with a flashlight, looking for

her." (The F Word.)

Producer and Def lux label

owner El-P, caps off the group's

arsenal of musical talent with his

trademark street-sonic sound,

flawlessly complementing the

MC's styles. El-P accomplishes

the difficult task of allowing the

individual song to have its own

distinctive feel, while ensuring

diat each song acts as a layer,

building upon the one preceding

it. With seamless production,

"The Cold Vein" is truly an

album as opposed to a compila-

tion of singles.

The CD jumps off with the

staggeringly melodious song

"Iron Galaxv," in which the

MC's utilize their vernacular

to sculpt emotionally driven

vignettes, exposing more

about their persona in one

song than most artists are able

to accomplish throughout an

entire career. Vast Aire states,

"I rest my head on 115, but

miracles only happen on 34th

so I guess life is mean."

Other highlights include the

'epic "A B-Boy Alpha" and the

finale worthy "Pigeon."

While stylistically on a differ-

ent level than "Enter the 36

Chambers," "The Cold Vein"

undoubtedly reaches legendary

album status, giving others a new

^style to attempt to emulate.

RapAUmm alikeYear KenijeWest

AUnun ol tkeYear ' Genius Loves Compani), Rai} Cliarles

New Artist: Maroon 5

R&'B Allium: Alicia Keys

Song ol tkeYear Uau^ters," Jolan Maijer

Lifetime Ackeivement Awanl: Jemj Lee Lewis

Female Pop Vocal Perionnance: ounrise, Norak Jones

Coniemporanj R&'BAUmm: "Coniesrions," Usker

Rap Solo Perfonnance: "99 Problems," Jatj-Z

AlternativeMusic Alkunr"AGkost is Born," Wilco

RockAlkum: American Uiot, Green Daij

Soundtrack: t^ardenState"

Comedij Allnun: TkeDailt) SiowWitk Jon Stewart Presents.

America:A Citizen's Guide to Democraci) Inaction,' Jon Stewart and

tke Cast ol Tke Dedli) Skow.'

Pop Instrumental Performance: *Utk Commandment,'Ben Harper

Stevie Jav): Comedian, Storv) teller, Insigktful Artist
Leslie Smith

Assistant Editor-in-Chief

In 1998, Stevie Jay Savit decid-

ed that the world needed him.

"[The show] became something I

had to do," he said.

The show, life. Love, Sex,

Death...And Other Works in

Progress, came by

Longwood last

Tuesday night.

Stevie's take on

the show: "The

show is a journey

into the wild world

of relationships

and sex and life in

our modern times!

It delves into the

struggles we aU go

through as human

beings, to express

ourselves honesdy

and passionately-

to love fearlessly,
"^•«"''«/'9'^«'»

and to reach out to the people

we're attracted to, even when

we're scared."
I,

He's performed at many dif-

ferent venues, including

Kennesaw State University,

Indiana University, University of

Oregon, Charlottesville's Live

Arts Performance and The

Gravity Lounge. The show has

even toured internationally in

London and Scotiand.

Stevie does the show because,

"It's a blast to

make people

laugh, of course-

-and all the more

fulfilling to help

people get down

to some of their

core issues and

expand their

thinking beyond

conventional

boxes."

The show

touches on each

of the subjects in

the tide, and

includes a chakra

tutorial in the middle.

One of Stevie's main focuses

was "Love." "Intimate relation-

ships are difficult for all people-

it's a universal struggle, and as far

as I'm concerned, the key ques-

tion to delve into is not whether

one loves a man or a woman, but

whether one loves at all," he said.

"There's so much greatness to

be realized in our personal rela-

tionships-and there's no question

that this is what will matter to

each of us at the end of our lives-

-real love and connectedness—

safet)', honest}', and respect. This

is what matters to us now. So—

let's not miss it—while we're still

here."

Sexual labeling is another large

part of Stevie's show. "There is so

much grief about sexual orienta-

tion nowadays-and what a psy-

chic drain that is-distracting us

from what really matters," he said.

"I don't really think in terms of

gay and straight-I think that peo-

ple are people"

Stevie is very concerned with

the matter of male closeness in

any respect: "It has become a cul-

tural norm, in the Western hemi-

sphere, at least, for men to be

emotionally absent and non-

expressive. So when two men get Commitee Chair who initially

together in any context, there is talked to Stevie, and worked with

the greater possibility of an him up to the actual night of the

unwillingness to communicate show.
wwf.sUvielay3.com

Openly.

He gets ^H^Wnf
very emo-

tional about

this issue,

continuing,

"The fact is,

men (just

like women)

have great

admiration

"I Uked

Stevie's per-

formance. I

feel that he

might have

been odd

for this cam-

pus, but his

perform-
ance was

phenome-

for one another, and a deep long- nal," said Peets.

ing to connect with one another While the student turnout for

in a multitude of ways-a need to the event was small, the group

be loving, to be honest, to be was excited, and reacted strongly

unguarded-to be real with one to Stevie's performance,

another—and our culture simply "I liked it, very much. It was

does not allow for this!" very interesting. I really liked the

"We are taught to lie about it, way he addressed the [homosexu-

to be ashamed of it, to hide it, to al| labels, because I agree that

alter it, to essentially squeeze the labels arc very bad," freshman

life out of it, which is totally Aden Rowe said about the show,

damaging because men connect- Stevie's messages of love and

ing with other men is an inherent acceptance are loud and clear, and

human need," he finished. hopefully more people will learn

Freshman Kat Peets was the to pay attention.
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Online Courses: Could Cons Out Weigk tke Pros?
Kyle Castillo & KeUy Fischer

Staff Writers

Online courses offered this past

summer provide an alternative

to traditional classroom learning

formats, allowing students to

gain credit for a class within a

time period as short as two

weeks.

The initial courses offering

were limited to two courses,

Comm410: Communication

Technologies, taught by Dr.

Bill Stuart, of the

Department of Communication

Studies & Theatre, and

CIMS170: Computer

Applications, taught by Dr.

Linda Lau, an Associate

Professor of Computer

Information Management

Systems.

The trial period offered some

insight to both professors as to

what benefits online classes

offer, as well as the shortcom-

ings the change presented.

While there may be no face-

to-face interaction, both profes-

sors quicidy discovered that

technology has the ability to

bridge what might otherwise be

perceived to be a communica-

tion gap.

Stuart stated that, "I enjoyed

teaching my class. I felt that the

students overall got a lot better

at being resources for each

1 felt tkat I paid $400 lor

basically teackin^ myself.

"Ashley Dow, Senior

other. They would post a ques-

tion to the discussion board and

their classmates would help

them when I could not be

around quick enough to do so."

Online courses utilize the

Blackboard system, (which most

Longwood students are already

familiar with), giving its users

access to online message boards,

where they can post questions

or give advice to classmates.

Because students had limited

access to the professors, many

students utilized the message

board, forming a tight knit

online community.

According to Lau, online

classes are not for everybody.

"We cater to those students who

are independent," said Lau. Due

to the intensit}' of online cours-

es, the need to be proactive and

resourceful is not just a recom-

mendation; it's a mandate for

success.

Ashley Dow, of Stuart's

summer 2004 class stated, "It

was difficult, because if you

didn't know how to use

the programs then it was

more of teaching yourself,

and the class I took was only

three weeks long. I felt that I

paid $400 for basically teach-

ing myself."

Stuart concurs with Dow say-

ing, "Since the classes are taught

in a much shorter time than a

normal semester, if a student

misses one class, it puts them

very far behind. The great news

is that Longwood students would

have either delayed graduation or

have a more complicated sched-

ule if these online courses

weren't offered."

Dow was one of those stu-

dents who said, "Online classes

are good to take because I

wouldn't be able to graduate if

they hadn't offered the class I

took."

Lau found that many of the

faults that online courses have

are fixable. Most of the stum-

bling points she encountered

were because of miscommunica-

tion.

Lau believes that with time

We cater to.tkose students

wko are independent.

--Dr. Linda Lau

students and teachers alike will

become more comfortable and

aware of how to convey their

messt ,es.

Online courses may provide

greater temptation for Honor

Code violations. "That was the

biggest problem I had with

online courses, because there

really is no way to know whether

or not the student wiU cheat on a

test or project; but it's not like

there's not opportunities to cheat

within the classroom," said Lau

said.

The abilit}' to cheat on an

online test might not be able to

be stopped, but efforts are being

made to make it more difficult.

Online classes utilize "SAM"

software, which places a strict

limit on testing time. "SAM"

does make it more difficult, but

the ultimate fate of the Honor

Code rests in the individual

students' personnel integrity.

Onhne courses are not

devoid of potential problems

such as cheating, communica-

tion problems in student-pro-

fessor interactions and

increased workloads.

While students and professors

alike may have a fear of the

unknown, onhne courses are

forging the path of the future in

education. Limited only by the

restraints of technology and the

initiative one is willing to exert,

online courses stand on the

precipice of tomorrow, and we

may never look back.

X.OHCk'K^OOI)

WAHX XO MAVJE

* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.
* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included expect for telephone service.

* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning

facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!

* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here, you'll

never want to leave.

208 Cl^rk Str^t

Farmvffl^,m 23M1
434315.5566

www,hingw0^»village.coiii
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Catck tke Spirit: Hackneij Gives Back to His Community

Wes HackDey, always making time ior his Lon^wood iamily, as well as his own.

Wes Hackney from the

Facilities Management Dept.

in his Cub Master attire.

Photo provided by Longwood Public Relations.

Ashley Dow
Lonfffood Public Relations

"Like a big family," is how Wes

Hackney describes his relation-

ship with co-workers in the

Facilities Management

Department.

Family is a very important

part of Hackney's life at and

away from Longwood.

He spends much of his time

devoted to his 11 -year-old son

John Michael and his youth

activities.

"When my son joined Cub

Scouts I started going to the

meetings," explained Hackney

"The next thing I knew I was a

Den Leader and that is how it all

started."

Over the past few years.

Hackney has followed his son

through Cub Scouts and

assumed new roles with greater

responsibilities.

Currendy, he is Cub Master of

the Prince Edward-Farmville

Cub Scouts. He presides over

pack meetings and attends vari-

ous committee and roundtable

meetings each month.

"Even though being Cub

Master is time-consuming, I like

helping the kids," stated

Hackney. "I also try to get the

parents more involved in Cub

Scouts."

Hackney has taken his scouts

to Richmond Braves games, the

circus and ice hockey games.

However, his favorite event is

taking his scouts to camp every

summer in Goochland.

While at camp, scouts learn

the basics of first aid, fishing

and archer)'. They also have the

opportunity to advance their

swimming skills and learn how

to cook outdoors.

"The best thing about camp is

all the activities the kids can

enjoy," stated Hackney "Camp

also allows scouts from all over

Virginia to meet and exchange

ideas."

Despite his in-depth involve-

ment with the Cub Scouts,

Hackney still finds time to coach

baseball with the Prince-Edward-

Farmville-Youth Association.

He has been a coach for six

years.

"I like being a coach so I can

teach the kids sportsmanship and

how to play the game," said

Hackney. "Hopefully what I have

taught them will stay with them

throughout life and other activi-

ties."

Similar to Cub Scouts,

Hackney says baseball provides

youth an opportunity to gain

self-confidence and new skiUs.

"It is important that students

participate in activities and

sports," said Hackney. "They will

stay out of trouble, have a better

outiook on life and develop lead-

ership skills."

Hackney plans to work with

kids as long as he can. He enjoys

their excitement and enthusiasm.

"People always tell me I am a

big kid at heart," explained

Hackney. " I really just like help-

ing kids."

Hackney was born at

Southside Hospital and raised in

Farmville. He has worked for

Longwood for eight years.

Spring 2005 CAMPUS RECREATION HOURS

Weight Room
Monday 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Tuesday 11:00 am - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Wednesday 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Thursday 11:00 am - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Friday 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Saturday 11:00 am - 3:00 pm
Sunday 5:00 pm - 11:00 pm

WilletPool

Monday 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Tuesday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Wednesday 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Thursday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Friday 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Sunday 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Her Gym
Monday - Thursday 5:15 pm - 7:15 pm (Aerobics)

Monday - Thursday 7:15 pm - 9:15 pm (Intramurals)

Monday - Thursday 9:15 pm - 11:15 pm (Club practices)

Friday 4:00 pm - 7:00 pm (Open rec)

Saturday 11:00 am - 3:00 pm (Open rec)

Sunday 5:00 pm - 8:30 pm (Open rec)
*

.

Willet Gym
Sunday - Thursday

8:30 pm - 11:00 pm
Friday & Saturday

Qosed

Longwood University ID

is requiredfor entry into

all facilities.

Please present your ID to

the supervisor or life-

guard on duty.

Rubber Bracelet

Craze: Can Fasbion

HaveA Purpose?
HoUy Weiss

Guest Writer

What is going on with these

bracelets that everybody has

been wearing lately?

Livestrong? Support our

Troops? Dream? Athena? Find

the Cure? I did not vote 4 Bush?

The new silicone bracelet

craze all started when Nike

offered to make the now infa-

mous yellow Livestrong

bracelets for the Lance

Armstrong Foundation. Once

those became popular, compa-

nies everywhere began cashing

in on the fad.

If you do a search on eBay,

you can easily get hundreds, if

not thousands, of hits for

bracelets that look like the yellow

bands seen around campus.

And since so many are cash-

ing in, there are very few whose

profits actually are seen by non-

profit organizations around the

countr)'.

Out of the hundreds of bands

that are seen on eBay and other

internet retailers, only 17 were

found to have a real affiliation

with a non-profit group.

Many of those non-profit

groups are cancer-oriented, like

the American Cancer Society

(offering bands that say "Livefree

Smokefree" and "Share Beauty,

Spread Hope")

One of the bands that came

up most often was one for and

said "Tsunami Relief" However,

only one of these eBay sellers

explicidy said that the profits

were going to AmeriCares, an

oi^anization that is helping widi

tsunami relief

And, of course, there are many

out there that do not even claim

to be going to a non-profit. For

example, the green camouflage

band that says "Support our

Troops" has no affiliation with

any non-profit organization.

It's simply people who want to

cash in on the popularity of these

bracelets.

And rather than doing some-

thing good, people who buy the

fraudulent bracelets are not help-

ing anyone but the sellers.

The black bracelet with "I did

not vote 4 Bush" is starting to

gain popularit}' among eBayers

and Democrats.

This one in particular is in a

different category all in itself,

because the creator does not

even know where the proceeds

will go yet.

On the retailer's webpage

(www.ididnotvote4bush.com ),

there is a poll asking where peo-

ple would like the money to go,

such as the Human Rights

Campaign, Democracy for

America, or Planned Parenthood.

WHAT DO ALL THESE BRACELETS MEAN?

Celebrate Hope - A purple bracelet that goes toward

the American Cancer Society.

Liwelong - Support Breast Cancer Research and

Education. A rainbow one goes toward the Liwelong

Organization.

Athena: Victory starts here! - A pink bracelet that

goes toward Athena Partners, an organization trying

to find a cure for breast cancer.

Mothers, Daughters, Sisters, Friends - A pink

bracelet that goes toward thebreastcancersite.com .

Fear Nothing - A blue bracelet that goes toward the

American Cancer Society.

Cultivate Peace - A blue bracelet that goes toward

thehimgersite.com .

MakePovertyHistory - A white bracelet „that goes

toward Oxfam, an organization that teaches people

around the world how to survive.
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Longwood Part of Soutkern Humanities Conference
Ashley Reams

Staff Writer

At least six Longwood students

and 14 Longwood facultv' mem-

bers took part in The Annual

Conference of the Southern

Humanities Council at the

Crown Plaza Hotel in Richmond

Feb. 3-6.

Dr. Greg Salyer, Lecturer in

English, and Mary Carroll-

Hackett, Assistant

Professor of English, co-

chaired the event, which

was sponsored by

Longwood University' for

the first time.

This year's conference

also saw "the most partici-

pation by far from

Longwood students and facul-

t)'," said Salyer.

The general theme of the

conference was "Imagination

and the Public Sphere."

Students Walter Gray, Matt

Prickett and Melaina Evans, as

well as Susan Stinson, Lecturer

in English, participated in their

own panel presentation entitied,

"Prince Edward Count)' School

Closings: Longwood Universitx-

Looks Back."

In this presentation, they .each

focused on a particular aspect of

the Prince Edward County

school closings just before the

civil rights period in the late

1950s. Gray's presentation, "A

Child of Closing" concentrated

direcdy on how the closings

affected the youth of that time.

Gray interviewed Reverend

Samuel Williams, who was a stu-

dent of Moton High School in

Prince Edward and a participant

in the high school walk out. "It

was great meeting writers and

Longwood studentswko pat"

ticipated were dJDSoluteli)

essential to tke success oi tke

conference.

^Marij CarroU'-Hackett

people of literature from

around the world," Gray said

about the conference.

Prickett's segment focused

on the "unanswered questions"

brought about by the closings

and the general attitude of that

time.

"It seems to be something

the community wants to

ignore," he said.

Student Leslie Smith partici-

pated in a feminist forum enti-

ded, "What Women Really

Want."

Smith described her presen-

tation entitied, "Oh, So You're

Going to be a Teacher," as a look

into "how women come up

through the system" as English

majors. "Female undergraduates

are interested in teaching

because they do not know that

English majors can go into other

fields," she said.

"Teaching seems convenient,"

Smith added, "but there are

other opportunities for female

English majors."

In addition to participat-

ing in their own forums,

Longwood students ran

the registration table and

helped set up and break

down audio/visual equip-

ment.

Hackett, who was

responsible for organizing

the creative writing aspect of the

conference included readings

from different authors and pan-

els of Longwood's creative writ-

ing students as well as writers

from all over Virginia. She said

the Longwood students, who
participated were "absolutely

essential" to the success of the

conference.

"All of them were poised and

prepared," added Hackett,

"Participants from other schools

even thought they were graduate

students."

Students were not the only

ones who represented

Longwood at the conference;

Longwood facult)' members par-

ticipated as well. Dr. Michael

Lund, Professor of English, gave

what he described as "a formal

talk" entitied, "W^riting Viemam

after 9/11."

Dr. Lund served as an Army

correspondent in Viemam and

hid what he knew until Sep. 11,

2001 . After the terrorist attacks,

he decided to "offer the lessons

of history to be taken or reject-

ed."

Rodney Williams, dance

instructor with the Department

of Health, Recreation and

Kinesiology at Longwood, cho-

reographed pieces for the con-

ference as well.

According to Carmen Phelps,

Assistant Professor of English,

faculty members also promoted

student involvement. "The con-

ference brought students out of

the Longwood atmosphere and

into a broader context, which let

them demonstrate their talents

and skiQs," she added.

The Southern Humanities

Council is over 50 years old and

is geared toward people who are

interested in Humanities.

This year, professors from

around the world participated in

the conference. "We have gotten

positive feedback from the par-

ticipants," said Salyer "They look

forward to next year."

For more information, visit

www.southernhumanidescoun-

cil.Qrg/20Q5program.html.

VVRiTllNC] LAI

The Writing Lab is located in Room 154 in the

Information Commons of the Greenwood Library, offering

FREE assistance to students to enhance their writing

skills.

Monday 9-11 am; 7-9 pm
Tuesday 9-11 am; 1-3 and 7-11 pm

Wednesday 7-9 pm

Thursday 1-11 pm

Friday 3-5 pm

Check out the Academic Support Center Webpage. Then

click on Study Skills to locate an online guide for writing

research papers and individualized writing tutorials.

Culture Sliock for Longwoocl Minorities
Mallory Gordon

Guest Writer

On Feb. 14a meeting of minor-

ity peers gathered to discuss

what it feels like to be a minori-

ty in a majorit)' world, specifical-

ly a minority at Longwood.

Imagine being one of only

two black girls in your class. A
class discussion on slavery is

being held, and the teacher,

while attempting to use some-

one as an example, says "say I

owned...you," and points his fin-

ger direcdy at you.

This is just one of the daily

struggles minorities have to face

on a day-to-day basis.

"Diversity is very broad here

at Longwood. It's either she's

short or she's tall," says

Kyra Greene, Secretary of

the Black Student

Association (BSA). Dr.

Theresa Clark says, "We

need to include race, gender,

and sexual orientation into

our definition of diversity."

Longwood's total minori-

ty student population is about

11 percent, seven percent of

whom are African-American,

Dr. Pam Tracy, director of

women's studies, wonders why

Longwood should think of

diversit}' so broadly. Perhaps it is we just don't really talk about on

because "broadening our diver- campus."

sity makes it seem like we have Audry Henderson, comments

that "Longwood knows

there's a problem with

diversity; they just don't

know how to fix it."

There has been talk of

working toward change

with the faculty and staff

Longwood has discussed

hiring more minority

staff members on campus, but

Tracy and others wonder, "Does

this mean minorities for the

lower paying jobs or the higher

paying positions?"

The Committee on

We need to include race, gan-

der, and sexual orientation into

our definition oi diversitij.

'-Dr. Tkeresa Clark

more diversity than we actually

have," said Tracy.

Whitney Dunlap, vice-presi-

dent of die BSA, says, "People

feel like they have to be quiet

about it. Diversity is something

Diversification of Facult)' rec-

ommendations are now being

revisited. "Apparentiy you can't

talk about diversification of fac-

ulty' if you can't talk about diver-

sification of students," says

Tracy.

Members of the BSA, other

minorities, smdents and profes-

sors are all concerned with the

diversification of Longwood.

Perhaps with more talk, diver-

sification may, in time, increase.

Until then, it takes people

from this meeting, and others

concerned with Longwood's

growth as a University, to contin-

ue to speak out.
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Lancers Handed Loss by VisitingUMKC Kangaroos
Lancer s Benck Scores 29 ol 51 points as Longwood s Losing Streak is Extended to Fourteen Games

John Rosenstock

Staff Water

both ends of the court, UMKC
sophomore guard Quinton Day

hit a three-pointer for a mere 5-2

score within five minutes of play

in favor of the visitors. Day gave

Ix>ngwood a glimpse of what

The visiting Universtiy of

Missouri-Kansas City Kangaroos

won 12 of their previous 14

games when they arrived at

Longwood for a Valentine's Dav ^^^ ^° ^°"'^' ^' *^ Kangaroos

showdown. Coming off a 19- made six more threes in the con-

point loss to Texas A&M-Corpus ^^^^'

Christi on February 12th, the
Longwood's freshmen

Uncers looked to snap a 13-game
guard/forward Dana Smidi got

losing streak against the
the crowd into the game with a

Kangaroos.

Facing a suffocating defense

and outstanding scorers,

Long^A'ood had a tough time set-

tling d(wn and getting into a

powerful block on the defensive

end, however the squad contin-

ued to struggle on offense.

UMKC limited the Lancers to

just four points in the game until

rhythm. After a scrappy start on,
^eshmen guard Stanley Boateng

converted a lay-in with

9:40 left in the first

half. Sophomore for-

ward Leland Bealc fol-

lowed with a short

jump-shot to bring the

score to 20-8 near the

eight-minute mark.

With momentum in

favor of UMKC,
sophomore guard

Michael Jefferson

found an opening and

powerfully dunked the

ball, bringing

Longwood's total to

12 points around five

minutes remaining in

the half. Jefferson

scored two more times

before the conclusion

of the first half.

However, the

Kangaroos out-

scored the Lancers

37-16 going into half-

time.

At intermission.

Michael Jefferson (20) scores two of

his twelve points as he gets the slam

dunk as both teammates and oppo-

Photo byWill Pettus
nents look on.

UMKC had only made five more

shots from the field than

Longwood. The 21 -point differ-

ence came from the Kangaroos'

three-point shooting as well as

free throws. UMKC was 4-7 from

beyond the arc and 7-11 from the

charity stripe, compared to

Longwood, 0-3 and 0-4 in those

categories.

The Lancers got on the board

early in the second half as

Jefferson made a pass down-low

to junior center Chad Kosmo fin-

ishing the play with a lay-up with-

in the first minute of play.

However, the Kangaroos'

Brandon Temple and Quinton

Day, among others, continued to

make big plays to keep their

opponent down.

Similar to the first half, several

"in-and-out" jump shots plagued

Longwood early in the period.

Additionally, seven quick fouls

put UMKC in the bonus with 12

minutes remaining in the game.

As hopes for a victory were

coming to an end, several bench

players contributed for

Longwood in a big way.

Sophomore forward Darren

Holmes got the crowd excited as

he put up six points and grabbed

a rebound, playing nine minutes

late in the game.

"It felt good to come in and

help out," Holmes commented.

"The bench players work hard

and try to come in and boost the

morale towards the end of the

game."

When asked about his bench's

performance, head coach Mike

Gillian said, "They did a good

job, worked hard, and I'm glad

they got a chance to do

that."

A typical starter at guard,

Husein Pistoljevic, came

off the bench and collected

the Lancers' only three^

pointers, drilling two dis-

tance shots late in the con-

test. According to Gillian,

Pistoljevic was replaced by

Smith because of hard

work, and Pistoljevic's shot

has been a litde off.

Even though the

Lancers never made a seri-

ous charge at UMKC, they

played a better second half

and were outscored by just

two points (37-35). Also,

Longwood's bench

outscored their opponent's

bench 29-16. Despite

impressive bench play,

Longwood lost their 14th

straight contest, 74-51.

"(UMKC is] a really

good team,"Gillian said,

"and there is a reason they

have now won 13 of their

last 15,"

The Kangaroos domi-

nated on the offensive end

with three players finishing

in double- figure scoring.

Temple led all scorers with
j^j ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ rebounds,

a game-high 16 points, Day con-
je/ferson recognized several

tributed 14 points, and Aaron
advantages UMKC held, mention-

amassed a double-double witii 1 1 i^g^ "Their effort, energy, and
points and a game-high 14 size were aU factors for the loss."

rebounds. j^^ ^^^^^ basketball team
Jefferson was the lone player

pj^y^ ^^^-^ j^^^ ^^^ ^^^y ^^^^^
in double-figures for Longwood,

^^ Appalachian State, James
totaUng a team-high 12 points. Madison, and #5 Wake Forest
With five boards apiece,

^^^^^^ returning for their final

Jefferson, Kosmo, and sopho- home game of the season against

more forward Maurice Sumter Utah VaUey State on March 2.

Michael Jefferson goes for a

lay-up around Mike
Photo by Will Pettus

reverse

English (42)

Women s Lacrosse Set for First Full Division 1 Season
Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

Last year, the lacrosse team fell

one win shy of a perfect season in

their first year of the Division I

re-classification process with an

impressive 14-1 record. Senior

mid-fielder Emily Bikowski said,

"This is the hardest schedule

we've ever had, but there's no rea-

son we shouldn't go undefeated if

we play team baU."

This year, the Lancers face

their first full season against all

Division I opponents including

in-state rivals Virginia Tech and

William & Mary. In order to

pursue this goal, the team added

Lael O'Shaunessy to handle

assistant coaching responsibili-

ties and aid Head Coach Janet

Grubbs in the transition process.

"With eachjezyr^f^paching, I

have more experience and a

more educated approach,"

O'Shaughnessy said, "I learn

more about how to think and

view situations on and off the

field as a coach." O'Shaugnessy's

previous experience in recruit-

ing, scouting, and strength and

conditioning at WilUam Smith

College should help her adapt to

her new role.

Grubbs already notices a dif-

ference with O'Shaunessy's pres-

ence in the program. "She's good

off the field and she's good in the

office. She brings some new

ideas to the program, a passion

for the game, and she relates well

with the players," Grubbs

claimed, "It's made a huge differ-

ence in my life to have a fvill-time

assistant."

Besides adding a new assistant

coach, the Lancers gained five

new players, all freshmen, to

complement the 18 returning

players from last year's squad.

Compared to last year's team,

Grubbs seems confident about

the defensive lineup with return-

ing senior players Shawn Slotke,

Heather Crouse, and Leah

Graham.

However, she feels work needs

to be done on offense. Last year,

the Lancers outscored their

opponents combined in goals.

225-124.

"We kept all of our defense.

We have five seniors on defense.

Attack is where we are going to

have to fill in," Grubbs said.

In order to fill in the gaps, first

year players such as freshman

attacker Joyce Haines will need to

adapt to the change in the level of

play from high school to Division

I.

"It's a lot more competitive

and hard work than high school,"

Haines explains. "Basically, in

See LACROSSE p. 15
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Women s Basketball Continues to Dominate Inside tke Walls of Willet Hall
Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

Home sweet home. This year,

the women's basketball team has

been dominant at Willet Hall,

winning six of their seven home

games prior to Monday nights

Valentine's affair with the

Division II Panthers of Virginia

Union University (VUU). Head

Coach Shirley Duncan explains

the decision to play a Division II

team.

"WeU, we've got 26 D-I games

and we've got two games to work

with," Duncan said. "Virginia

Union is close by and we've

played them over the years and

it's a good situation for them as

well as us because they are so

close."

The Lancers are struggling on

the road currently 5-11 away

from Farmville. Longwood came

off of a 58-39 win over Savannah

State last Saturday before tKeir

final five games of the season.

In the first half, the Panthers

got off to a slow start with senior

guard Pira Stellmacher missing a

three-pointer in the opening

minute. Senior forward/center

Marita Meldere nailed a lay up

beneath the basket with 19:29

remaining; giving Longwood a

lead they never lost.

Three consecutive turnovers

for Virginia Union gave the

\
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Latvian born senior forward
Marita Meldere has become one

of the best women's basketball

players in Longwood history and
is the all-time legder in career

rebounds. rhmlyWiilhms

Lancers several scoring oppor-

tunities, including a pass from

sophomore guard Abigail

Freese to set up junior guard

Jessica Wilkerson's triple with

17:53 on the clock.

The Panthers reached the

scoreboard less than four min-

utes into the contest on a lay up

from sophomore guard LaToya

Green for a 7-2 score.

Virginia Union cut

Longwood's advantage to three

(10-7) after junior forward/cen-

ter Andrea Bellamy's free throw

with 14:48 to go, but the

Lancers used the next five min-

utes to pull away.

Senior forward/center

Catherine Dunn drilled a three

with 11:54 left in the half to

make it a 17-9 score. VUU's

Green answered with a three of

her own, but a jumper from jun-

ior forward Ashley Mason, a lay

up from Meldere, and another

three from Wilkerson put

Longwood ahead by 12 (24-12)

with less than 10 minutes to

play

The Panthers lost a chance to

gain ground on the Lancers,

missing nine shots in less than

two minutes before sophomore

center Shawanda Geter made a

pair of free throws for a 24-14

score with 7:29 left in the peri-

od.

Longwood outscored the

Virginia Union 12-3 over

the final 3:39 of die half,

including Mason's buzzer-

beating three-pointer with

one second left to lead 38-

22 over the visitors.

Green led Virginia Union at

intermission with seven points

including a three-pointer.

However, the Panthers shot a dis-

mal 20%, converting seven of 35

shot attempts in the first half

Turnovers plagued Virginia Union

as well. They committed 1 5 in the

half compared to Longwood's

seven.

Duncan offered an explanation

for the turnovers. "We changed

the defense to make them react

and think and they didn't respond

well," Duncan claimed.

Longwood's Mason and

Meldere each shared a half-high 12

points at the break with Meldere

leading in rebounding with six

boards. The Lancers managed a

42% field goal performance,

including an impressive 45% from

three-point range.

Similar to the opening half,

Meldere converted a jumper in the

opening minute after a VUU miss.

Wilkerson connected on her third

three of the game for a 43-24

score with 19:09 to increase the

Lancers' lead to 19.

Green hit a jump shot off a

pass from junior guard Shanell

Roberts, but Longwood scored

seven unanswered points to lead

by 24 (50-26) with 15:20 remain-

ing.

Two minutes later. Green con-

verted her third triple of the game,

but the Lancers' Freese responded,

making her first three-pointer of

the contest with 12:44 left in the

period.

Longwood outscored Virginia

10-2 over the next 3:44 of the

contest, with freshman guard

Leigh Mascherin hitting

Longwood's third shot from

behind the arc in the half to

extend the lead to 28.

Stellmacher responded with a

jumper and a free-throw shot to

chop the Lancer's edge to 25 (62-

37) with 8:35 remaining, but they

did not get closer.

With the game out of reach for

Virginia Union, Longwood uti-

lized the late minutes of the sec-

ond half to allow their bench play-

ers to gain experience.

Mascherin, along with freshman

guard Kieva Small added three

more triples over the final 5:30 of

the contest, giving Longwood six

three-pointers in the second half

Freshman forward Amanda

Chilcoat entered the game and

scored her 11th point of the sea-

son on a free-throw with less than

two minutes to play.

"I got really nervous at first

because I don't know when I'll go

in. I go in for Marita or [Catherine

Dunn] and it's my job to grab the

rebound, play good defense, and

pass it to the open player, and if

I'm open, look to score," Chilcoat

said.

Longwood held on to defeat

Virginia Union 77-47, improving

their record to 12-12 while drop-

ping VUU's record to 1 1 -1 1 on the

season.

Meldere and Mason led the

offensive onslaught for

Longwood, scoring 22 and 19

points respectively. Meldere

earned another double-double

with her 15 rebounds.

As the season progresses,

Meldere continues to impress her

coach with her performance.

"She's really done a good job,"

Duncan stated. "She's an out-

standing rebounder. She's done a

good job to develop her scoring."

Currentiy, Meldere is averag-

ing a double-double, leading the

Lancers in scoring and in

rebounding averaging 13 points

and 12 rebounds per game. Also,

Mascherin totaled a career-high

1 1 points with three three-point-

ers.

Virginia Union's Green led her

squad in offense, amassing 18

points in the loss, while freshman

forward Katchona Johnson

snagged a team-high seven

rebounds.

Compared to the Lancers, the

Panthers shot 24% for the game

to Longwood's 43% and com-

mitted 20 turnovers in the con-

test.

Duncan adds, "We shot 43%
from the floor. That in itself

should win you some games."

Longwood travels on the road

to play against Indiana-Purdue

Fort Wayne, a team they defeated

67-57 at home on January 8.

"I think one of the things we

talked about the other day is

being used to the Piome] floor

and the baskets. When we go

away, it's like a different environ-

ment," Chilcoat claimed.

Longwood hosts their next

home game against Norfolk

State on Monday, February 21 at

7:00 p.m.

Meldere Continues Exciting Lancer Career
Steve Reeves

Staff Writer

Literally on her own since

the age of twelve, the love

and dedication Latvian

native Marita Meldere holds

for the game has taken her

away from her family, and

allowed her a level of inde-

pendence not known by

many her age. "I consider it

[her ability to remain

focused while absent from

her family] my greatest

accomplishment.

"

Virtually born with a bas-

ketball in her hands,

Meldere tells of times she

was drawn to the game,

even as a toddler. "I have

pictures of me with a bas-

ketball in my hands when I

was two." She began organized

play in the first grade and attrib-

utes a lot of who she is to her

brother, who now plays profes-

sionally in Europe. "He is who I

look up to," said Meldere.

Upon her arrival to Longwood,

Meldere made her presence known

by adapting to her new role as a

post player. Before joining the

Longwood women's basketball

team, she rooted her skills in run-

ning the point guard position, a

role opposite to that of a post

player. Although she secures her

presence in the post, Meldere

remarked that she still gets that

thrill when she is able to start a fast

break for her team.

On the court Meldere is a force

to be reckoned with, shattering

Longwood records much like for-

mer NBA great Daryl Dawkins

used to shatter backboards with

his thunderous dunks. Currentiy

ranked number two in the nation

for rebounds and being the only

woman in Longwood's history to

score a thousand points and grab

a thousand rebounds, Meldere

reflects on her many years as a

student to the game of basketball.

Her favorite part of the game

though is what she is trademarked

for, rebounding. "I would rather

get rebounds than score, anybody

can score," she said. Leading

Longwood's rebounding records,

she doesn't plan on slowing down

just yet. "I wanna get some more

so nobody can beat me," Meldere

said with a littie smile.

Statistically speaking, Meldere

is averaging just over twelve

points and twelve rebounds per

game. Having two stats in double

figures is a feat known to basket-

ball fans as a double-double.

Majoring in finance, Meldere

plans to hone the skills she

gained in the classroom to pur-

sue a career in real estate here in

America. "People seem to be a

lot nicer here, they say thank you

a lot."

As her senior season comes to

a close, Meldere is looking for-

ward to closing the year out

strong with her service to the

team. And, after a two-year sep-

aration from her family, it looks

as if she will be able to reunite

with her mother, who will arrive

and be given the opportunity to

see her daughter play the game

she grew up loving.
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Wko is tke Onlij

Division I

Women s

Basketball Player

Averaging More

Rebounds tban

Marita Meldere?

Last Week's Question:

Who is the Only Division I

Men's Basketball Team With

Out a Win This Season?

Savannah State

Ifyou would like to siAmit a uivta ifueaion

send an e-mail to TOtunda@longwood.edu

subjea "Trivia"withjow question, answer

and naaie(if deared).

LACROSSE cont'd p. 13

"in high school you can do what-

ever you want and the refs will let

you get away with it. Here, every-

body out there's really good and

you're not out there for fun, but

you're out there because you

chose to be out there and want to

be out there."

Fortunately, the younger play-

ers can rely on the experience of

Bikowski, who led the team in

scoring last year with 36 goals.

"Most of the time, they have a lot

of questions and I try to answer

them and I work out with them

extra to just help them."

One change to look for this

season is a change between the

pipes. "We lost our diree-time

aU-American goalkeeper Stacey

Schmidt," Grubbs explained.

Junior Emily Wilson replaces

Schmidt as goalkeeper this sea-

son, starting at goalie for the first

time in her career.

"I don't really think diere is a

lot of pressure because last year,

we split the time," Wilson com-

mented. "I was really pleased

when I played last year. It might

be a litde different this year,

because the competition is harder

than last year."

In 11 appearances during the

2004 season, Wilson managed a

62% save percentage in over 300

minutes of play

To achieve their undefeated

dream, the Lancers face a bal-

anced 16-game schedule with

seven games at Lancer Field and

STDDMraTHLEmPRDmiS
Romana Bucur
Women's Tennis

Sophomore (Second yr.)

Brasov, Romania

Why do you play tennis?

-At first, it was because my

parents chose it for me. I had

to choose between volleyball,

basketball, and tennis. I

choose tennis because it's a

single sport. At the end of the

match, I know the results are

my work if I do well or fail.

Recall your best moment

playing here.

-Everything has been great

since I've been here. I've got-

ten better as a player, but also

improved my teamwork skills.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-I like it because it's a small

school and you can interact

with a lot of people and devel-

op as a student and an athlete.

What goals do you have?

-I have short-term goals. In

tennis, I always try to improve

from die last time I play. I try

to do better in everything and

not remain satisfied with any-

thing that's happened in the

past.

Who is your role model and

why?

-I don't have one in particular.

I try to take the best out of

everyone I come in contact with.

Everyone contributed to the per-

son I am now. They each brought

something that makes me better.

What are your favorite hobbies?

-I love watching movies. I love

music. I love playing other sports

such as volleyball, basketball, and

ping-pong. I love to travel.

What makes you unique?

-One interesting fact is I'm from

Romania and I came here to go to

college. It's been so much fim and

it's helped my life experience.

What do you want to be remem-

bered as?

-I'd like to be remembered as a

good athlete and a good student

who enjoyed everything, combin-

ing sports and school and making

the best of both of them.

Chris Newman
Men's Tennis

Senior (Third yr.)

Chesapeake, VA

Why do you play termis?

-My dad got me into it when I was

litde. Growing up, I played base-

ball as well. I was better at tennis,

so I just stuck with that and it's

worked out for me.

Recall your best moment play-

ing here.

-It was a home match against

liberty. I beat their #1 player

from Costa Rica in three sets.

That's probably one of my best

moments here at Longwood

University.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-I'm in a fraternity. Not only does

it provide a good place to learn,

but the social life is pretty exciting.

What goals do you have?

-I'm going to take some time off

after school to do some gambling.

Hopeftilly, I'll enjoy myself on a

couple of trips before I get a job.

I want to get a job and apply what

I've learned at Longwood.

Who. is your role model and

why?

-My dad, Jim Newman, he's suc-

cessful at being a business owner

and he works hard to get it.

Hopefiilly, I can be as successful

as he is.

What is your favorite hobby?

-Poker. I pretty much diversify

myself and play a lot of games

including Omaha, Stud, and

Hold 'Em. I play golf a lot. I

like to have a good time.

What makes you unique?

-I'm a well-rounded student.

I'm on the tennis team. I'm in

Pi Kappa Phi, and a finance

major. So as anyone who's in a

sport and going to school is

well-rounded.

What do you want to be

remembered as?

-I want to be remembered as a

good all-around person.

Someone who did well, had

fun, on and off the court, and

tried to set an example for the

freshmen.

nine contests on the road.

Longwood plays two of their

first three games at home, host-

ing Bucknell and St.

Bonaventure before a four-game

road trip. The Lancers will look

to avenge their only loss last sea-

son on March 8 against George

Washington.

Grubbs has her own goals.

"I'd like to beat a couple of top-

20 teams. William & Mary is

ranked 14th at this point and

that's one of the team's I'm

looking to beat. I'd like to have

another win against Virginia

Tech."

Beyond wins and losses,

Grubbs has specific expectations

for her team, stating, "I want to

play consistendy well and hard."

Catch Longwood in action for

their season opener on February

27 against Bucknell at 1:00 p.m.

at Lancer Field.

Mil Cancels "04^05 Season
Patrick Sullivan

Sports Editor

Yesterday marked the official

end of NHL Hockey, at least

for this season. At a press con-

ference held Wednesday after-

noon by Gary Bettman, the last

shovel full of dirt was placed on

top of the grave for the NHL
2004-05 season. Bettman put

the final nail in the this season's

coffin with the words, "It is my

sad duty to announce that

because a solution has not been

attained, it is no longer practical

to conduct even an abbreviated

season. Accordingly, I have no

choice but to announce the for-

mal cancellation of play."

The lock-out began when

owners felt that players salaries

were not in line with the money

teams were making. Since hockey

does share the same draw as its

other professional sports broth-

ers, owners felt that there needed

to be a limit on the amount

teams were paying their players.

The most feasible way to limit

player's payrolls was to create a

salary cap, however players

strongly ^posed this proposed

implication.

Since September the NHL
Players Association and theNHL
owners have been trying to ham-

mer out some sort of agreement

that would allow for a shortened

season. In the closing montfis

both sides had agreed.to a salary

cap but could not agree on the

amount. The NHLPA suggested

that the cap be $49 million per

team and the owners proposed

$42.5 million per team. In the

end the difference of a few mil-

lion dollars was one of the

major causes to the cancellation

of the season.

According to Bettman at his

press conference, "The

National Hockey League was

formed in 1917, and it has

played a season through to a

championship in every year but

1919." This will be the first time

that a major professional league

has cancelled its entire season.

Bettman summed it up best

with his closing remarks. "This

is a sad, regrettable day that aU

of us wish could have been

avoided."
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$25 Application fee waived through 2/25/05

I cannot tell a

lie. Sunchase
is great!

All apartments

were not

created equal.

Honest

deal,

'd sav!

It's a day

that will live

in luxury.

Ask what

Sunctiase

can do for

vou!

(^Tfl

Roomsfeature:
• Your own Bedroom

• Your own Bathroom

• Plush Carpeting

• Private Balcony

• Washer and Dryer

• Dishwasher

• Microwave

• Icemaker

• Breakfast Bar

Clubhousefeatures:

• 24-hour Computer Lab

• 24-hour Gym
• Game Room
• Movie Theatre

Communityfeatures:

-•

Swimming Pool

Basketball Courts

Volleyball Courts

Grilling Area
«

*

• *

:^ ^^^

SlwdlASE

Sunchase Apartments
501 Sunchase Boulevard

Farmville, Virginia 23901

Phone: 434-392-7440

Logon: www.sunchase-longwood.com

^
roup 01 \ spiici,

tiiatie for a Iimite<J tim

you sign witli yoiiir gr

swill receive one giomh o.

IfE-mail with questions: sunchase-longwood(5)msc-rents.com eqlSuSousinq
OPPORTUNITY
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Inside:

C5-A Forum Honors

Martin Lutker Kin^

Dr. Carmen Phelps presented

her interpretation of Dr. Martin

Luther King's "I Have a Dream
Speech."

see Ms & Entertainment pg. 6

* * * * *

RIP: Hunter S. Tkom):»on

Renowned journalist and fic-

tion author died Feb. 20 2006.

see Arts & Entertainment pg. 7

*****

Housing Options for OfI-

Campus Housing

Now that you've gotten off-

campus, where are you going

to live? Property comparisons

and prices.

see Features pg. 9
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Growing Pains: Rugtij Searckes For New Home
Kyle Martin Next, we have to find space the Sydney College to use their

Staff Writer university owns." pitch," women's rugby club pres-

Currently, the two clubs com- ident Liah Williams said.

As the construction date for the pete and practice on Johnston Depending on the start date

new outdoor athletic complex Drive, using the field direcdy for construction, it is possible for

approaches later this semester, across from Longwood Golf both teams to have a practice

the men's and women's rugby Course and the president's house field, but not a competition field,

clubs are pressed to find a new to meet regulation size require- according to Runion.

place to play and get money for ments, but the new outdoor stadi- "Right now, we are looking at

um will require both clubs to Her Field as an option for prac-

relocate with limited options tice only because it's not large

available.

"The only two [possibilities] I

am aware of are First Avenue

[field] and with some consider-

necessary equipment.

"The powers that be decided

that the athletic complex was

going out there on Johnston

Drive and that the teams need to

find another place to play,"

Director of Campus Recreation able work, over at Stanley Park

Jeromy Runion said.

Vice President for Student

Affairs Tim Pierson added, "It

wasn't a decision that was made in

consultation with the rugby

teams. It was a bigger campus

planning decision."

Runion described the move for

the teams as a two-part process.

"Well, the first thing we've got to

find is a field that is big enough to

meet the requirements for the

guys and girls to compete in the

enough for competition," he said.

"So that means the clubs will

have to reschedule all of their

home games to road games,

which will increase their cost

[apartments]," Runion claimed, gready."

"Right now, it's looking like First To meet regulation standards,

Avenue because it would be con- the field must be at least 100

siderably cheaper to move out yards long, at least 65 yards wide,

there." and have end zone length of nine

Junior Scott Zavrel, match sec- yards,

retary for the men's rugby club. Despite die decreased moving

echoes that sentiment, saying,

"We don't have the money for our

own fields."

"They have told me by mid-

March we cannot play any games

here. They have told us to play

Virginia Rugby Union [VRU]. games away or talk to Hampden-

expense to relocate to the First

Avenue field, the move does

club, the men's soccer club, and

there are some groups from

Farmville that use that field."

"As of September 1, I would

expect athletics to vacate Barlow

[Field] and First Avenue," director

of athletics Rick Mazzuto said.

Runion also added, "My other

concern is that the men's rugby

team has 60 members and they

average 200-300 spectators per

game, and there's no parking at

all."

Besides the logistical troubles,

money remains a central issue in

the move.

By working with the SGA, the

two clubs look to obtain funds in

order purchase removable goal

posts for their field.

"It's a 100% necessity diat we

have them," Runion claimed.

"What we are trying to get is a

reallocation of the money we have

to get goal posts," men's rugby

present die challenge of multiple club president Patrick Gorham
users. said.

"The varsity athletic teams are

out there," Runion explains. See RUGBY p. 4
"We've got the men's lacrosse

Special Okjmpics Held at Longwood
Ashley Dow
Staff Writer

Organization organized The tournament was arranged

Longwood's Special Olympics by skill level,

activities. Teams of similar abilities

Nearly 400 athletes converged at TRO is a service organization played against one another. The

Longwood on Saturday to partic- that seeks to promote the inde- tournament consisted of approx-

ipate in the Special Olympics.

Traveling from surrounding

counties in Southside Virginia,

the athletes participated in a team

basketbaU tournament.

Longwood is the site for the

basketball events in the Special

Olympics.

Each year the university spon-

sors the event for the Richmond

District of the Special Olympics.

"It is important to have the

Special Olympics at Longwood

because it is the most convenient

location for the athletes," said

relax.

This served as a way for the

participants to interact with one

another.

Athletes also participated in

skills tests that included freependence of individuals with dis- imately 25 teams,

abilities. Even if a team lost, they still throws and dribbling

Many

m

www.specialolympks.org

"The TRO executive board played more games,

worked closely with Dr. Lynch to All games were played

Theresa Naumann, president of organize everything for the event Lancer and Her gyms,

the Therapeutic Recreation including all the volunteers, ath- Before the basketball tourna-

Organization. "We also have the lete buddies and logistics," stated ment, athletes could visit the

facilities to accommodate a lot of Naumann. "We also had meetings Olympic town in Lancer gym.

adiletes." widi die chairman of Richmond In die gym, participants could for life. They should be encour-

The Therapeutic Recreation Special Olympics." play games, watch movies and aged in any way possible."

campus orgamzations

donated their time toward the

Special Olympics.

This year Sigma Nu Fraternity,

Phi Kappa Tau Fraternity, Delta

Zeta Sorority, Alpha Sigma Alpha

Sorority, Alpha Phi Omega
Fraternity, Lancer Alliance, the

men and women's golf teams and

the women's soccer team all vol-

unteered their time and talents.

"I think it is important to give

back to the community and to

help others whenever possible,"

explained Mikaela Bizer, volunteer

with the women's soccer team.

"The athletes have such a love
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Words From Tke Editor: Construction Issues Extend OfI -Campus

This morn-

ing, for the

first time

since moving

off-campus, I

had a flash-

back of what

it was like living in the dorms.

The apartment complex where

I live is currendy under-going

some construcdon on the

grounds, and I have to say, the

noise and inconvenience of the

crews being there is not pleas-

ant.

We can't park in certain

spaces right near our building,

and whether we went to bed at 1

a.m. or 4 a.m.; we are getting up

at 9 a.m., because, well, that's

when the construction begins.

I was very disgrunded about

being woken up at 9:30 this

morning since 1 don't have class

until 2 p.m. and I had been up

doing work until after 4 a.m.

In last week's article on suspension of fraternity pledging activ-

ities, a photo was included showing fraternity paddles. We intend-

ed to portray Greek institutions that were not part of Longwood's

community. However, due to incomplete research on our part,

the photo obtained from the Internet portrayed all historically

African-American Fraternities, two of which. Alpha Phi Alpha

Fraternity, Incorporated, and Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity,

Incorporated, have chapters on Ixmgwood's campus. These

organizations have not had their pledging activities suspended,

and they are not part of the Inter-Fraternity Council, which is

affected by these new sanctions. We apologize for any negative

repercussions Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Incorporated, Phi Beta

Sigma Fraternity, Incorporated, or any other NPHC organization

has experienced as a result of this error.
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Fortunately for me, they will

only be here for a few days, and

then they wiU be gone. I hope.

But this is not the case for those

living on-campus with the constant

presence of construction crews.

Wheeler is right next to the new

science building, and there is no

doubt that they get woken up at

whatever time the construction

crews begin their work.

Since I don't live on campus, I

don't know what time it all nor-

mally begins, but I do know that

when I get there at 9:30 a.m. on

Tuesdays and Thursdays, the crews

are already up and at it.

Now I know that 9:30a.m. does-

n't seem that early to some, but to

a college student who scheduled

late classes so they are able to par-

take in extracurricular activities

and do work at night, 9:30 a.m.

feels like the crack of dawn.

Living in those smffy dorms is

hard enough, but to have to keep

your windows closed at aU times,

hoping to block out the noise of

the construction, and still not

being able to drown out the noise

can not be a pleasant way to live.

Even in the dead of winter, it is

often necessary to open your win-

dows in the dorms just to air the

place out. So what choices are on-

campus students near construc-

tion left with?

Stuffy rooms with muffled

noises from the construction, or

aired-out rooms with the piercing

sound of jackhammers pounding

into their heads?

Either way, neither choice is

preferable, and off-campus hous-

ing always seems like the best

alternative, but apartment living

doesn't always mean you are free

of disturbances!

For those of you dealing with

reoccurring construction issues,

after dealing with them myself

for only two days, I sincerely

sympathize with you!

t
Bobbi Thibo

Editor-in-Chief

Black Historij Montk Sliovild be Year Round
V-Wire

Black History Month is almost

over, but many Kent State

University organizations said the

celebration of achievements in the

African-American community

should continue well past Feb. 28.

The Department of Pan-

African Studies was founded with

that mission in mind.

The department, along with the

Office of Campus Life and other

student organizations, planned

numerous events for the annual

celebration.

Carter G. Woodson started

Negro History Week in 1926 to

"bring attention to contributions

made by people of African

descent," said Mwatabii Okantah,

professor of Pan-African Studies.

"It wasn't his intention to isolate

it into a week or month. I think it's

misunderstood."

According to Biography.com,

Woodson also established the

Association for the Study of

Negro Life and History and found-

ed the Journal of Negro History.

He is often called the "Father of

Black History."

"We should emphasize not

Negro History, but the Negro in

history.

What we need is not a history of

selected races or nations, but the

history of the world void of

national bias, race hate, and reli-

gious prejudice," Woodson said in

1926, according to Infoplease.com.

The name was changed to Black

History Week in die early 1970s.

In 1976, it was expanded to

include the entire month of

February.

Pan-African Studies professor

George Garrison said Woodson's

intent closely mirrors that of the

Pan-African Smdies program.

"We believe the goal of all uni-

versities should, where relevant,

have courses that contain history,

culture and/or contributions of

people of African descent and

nonwhite people in this country,"

Garrison said.

Okantah said even in the

Department of Pan-African

Studies, there is much progress to

be made.

The preparation for Black

History Month takes anywhere

from a year to a few months in

advance, said Diedre Badejo, (ihair

of the Department of Pan-

African Studies.

"It depends on the theme and

what we're trying to achieve,"

Badejo said.

When she lived in California,

Badejo said, she appreciated the

celebration of Cinco de Mayo.

"I enjoyed it for what it was - a

celebration of their history and

culture," she said.

"We should celebrate the

accomplishments of other cul-

tures." Badejo said she would like

to see speakers such as Dolores

Aldridge, Shelia Walker or some of

her colleagues from Africa at next

year's celebration.

"We have some very gifted and

accomplished African-American

scholars throughout the nation,"

Garrison said.

"I would like to sec the univer-

sity bring in these scholars to talk

about their research, even if the

research is controversial or at

odds with the established ortho-

doxy of the academy."

He said he would like to see

some speakers such as Cornel

West, a professor at Princeton

University, or author Yosef Ben-

Jochanan.

Other organizations around

the country are spreading the idea

that black history should be a

yearlong interest.

McDonald's started its "365

Black" program in 2002 to help

promote black history.

"McDonald's is a company

that celebrates and values diversi-

ty," said Vicky Free, marketing

director of McDonald's, in a

press release.

"This campaign emphasizes

our recognition of and apprecia-

tion for the many contributions

African-Americans have made to

American history.

As a result, we hope that our

salute serves as a catalyst for year-

round celebration."

John Wiley Price, county com-

missioner of Dallas, refuses to do

speaking engagements during

Black History Month because

"black people were visible during

February, but the other 11

months of the year we became

the invisible people."

PBlack History Month can

remind people that they need to

focus on their culture every day,

not just one month of the year,"

said Stephanie Fields, junior com-

munication studies major.

/'

/
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"
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ActiAfUt ideay to- irotunda@lon^ood/.edii!.

Hollv)wood Needs to Stop Forcing Agendas
UWire

Everyone knows Hollywood

celebrities have money the rest of

America would not mind sharing.

They buy million-dollar homes,

cars worth hundreds of thou-

sands of dollars and Versace

clothes.

But one thing Hollywood liber-

als do not own, which they need

to buy, is a pacifier.

This pacifier would stop them

from whining and forcing their

views on every other American.

I'm not the only one who is

tired of being told by the

Hollywood left that conservative

ideals, and the Bush administra-

tion, are wrong.

Until God himself says either

conservative or liberal beliefs are

right, no one is wrong.

But listening to Michael

Moore, Julia Roberts and Sean

Penn, among many others, one

might think otherwise. Take for

example Moore's filmmaking.

Since "Fahrenheit 9/11" was

released, there have been numer-

ous reports of deceit in the

movie. Moore based part of this

movie off the 9/11

Commission's report, when the

Commission itself is mostly

Democrat.

I recall a trailer for "Fahrenheit

9/11" that implied that every-

thing Americans had been told

about 9/11 was wrong.

After the movie's

release, several films,

such as "Michael

Moore Hates

America," "Celsius

41.11" and

"Centigrade 9/11,"

were made.

lite Motion Picture

Association of

America had prob-

lems releasing these

films because they disagreed with

them. Only Celsius was released,

and it was not shown at many the-

aters. So "Fahrenheit 9/11" was

released throughout America, and

Moore once ^ain preached to

the masses about the many

things he dislikes about

America. And this is the guy

who referred to the United

Airlines flight 93 passengers as

say he is more American than our

president.

HoUj-wood has run its liberal

mouth too long, and conservatives

are tired of it. While everyone has

"chickens" for not killing the the right to free speech, it seems

hijackers, even after they scared like some celebrities are trying to

them into crashing the plane

into a cornfield instead of the

Capitol Building. What a classy

"American."

Then there's Julia Roberts

force their beliefs on every

American, when they ought to

know none of our views are neces-

sarily right or wrong.

By the election, I was enraged

who founded the phrase "Not about constandy being fed this

My President."

She is right. Bush is not her

president. He is every

American's president.

Then there's Sean Penn, who

mumbled about the lack of

weapons of mass destruction in

propaganda.

If there is one good thing the

Hollywood left accomplished this

year, it is that they gave some con-

servatives one more reason to vote

GOR
Some leftists might argue that

his Oscar acceptance speech, as conservatives have no right to be

the rest of his liberal Hollywood upset, because these celebrities are

cohorts in the attendance exercising free speech,

cheered. That is correct. However,

I remember their liberal back- Hollywood liberals are taking

lash kicked into gear in March of advantage of the First

2003 when Natalie Maines of Amendment,

the Dixie Chicks said she was There is a difference between

embarrassed about Bush's deci- presenting one's opinion and stat-

sion to go to war. ing the other side is wrong, or even

When Toby Keith defended worse, making documentaries to

our president, Maines wore an feed one's opinion to millions of

"EU.T.K." shirt to the Country people.

Music Awards - and denied Since celebrities like Moore pick

"T.K." meant Toby Keith. apart coundess things they dislike

Before the election, several

musicians went on a tour that's

purpose was to show discontent

for our president.

about our government and citi-

zens, I don't understand why they

still live here.

They are not changing our way

of life, they are only enrag-

ing people who disagree

with them.

Perhaps they are hyp-

ocrites and only stay here

because no other country

has the freedom and

opportunity of America.

If they lived in another

country, they certainly

would not have their high-

paying jobs.

One of the artists, Dave Our government is not perfect,

Matthews, has vehemently but they have kept our country

described his negative opinions wealthy, free and hopeful for over

of our government in oudets 200 years.

such as Rolling Stone Magazine. It is too bad people do not real-

He even had the audacity to ize that.

HOLLYWOOD
LIBERALS
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Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone

to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

Prppg ;

+ To student Spring Break packages.

+ To Greg Tsigaridas for sending The Rotunda

love.

+ To dirty Rugby girls.

+ To Writer's Cup at Perini*s.

+ To three o'clock smoke breaks.

+ To women with mohawks.

Drops:

- To everything being due this week.

- To cigarette butts all over Brock Commons.
- To the Cafe for selling the same mozzarella sticks

that we get in the D-hall.

- To Longwood Cinema for bringing Because of

W inrHDixLe instead of Constantine.

Speak Out
Wkick organizations on campus

t>enefit Longwood tke most?

Greek Life, Isecause

mani) events around

Longwood are sponsored

bi]Greek organizations

and communiii) service

ikrougliout campus-we
also contribute a large

amount ol lunds to tke

universitij kij students

and alumni.

-Rijann Mclean, Wkitneij

Hazard, Kristine Tkomas,

Britiani) McDonald

FresLmen

Tkerapuetic Rec

because tkey kelped

organize tke Special

Olijmpics, wkick I

tkink is a great cause!

-Kelsle Bradkern)

Sopkomore

All photos fy WiH Pmttt

TkeRA program, because

as a candidate, i^ou learn

to work witk \)Our peers on

a professional level.You
also get to interact witk a

varieti) ol students ^ou

maq not kave encountered

before on a personal level.

" Amanda Isle^

Senior J
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A Brief Busk Budget Overview
Kyle Castillo

Staff Writer

President Bush's proposed budg-

et for the 2006 fiscal year, and

beyond, promises sweeping

changes. In an effort to fulfill his

promise of slashing the federal

deficit in half by 2010, the new

budget looks to eliminate 150

federally funded programs that

President Bush says "just don't

work."

The departments that will feel

the brunt of the impact include

the Department of Education,

Housing and Urban

Development, Agriculture,

Labor and the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA).

While the budget only looks to

cut Rinding for the Department

of Education by 1% from 2005,

48 of the 150 programs subject

to elimination in the budget are in

the Education Department.

Even Start, a $225 million liter-

acy program will be replaced by a

new $200 million program. The

cuts wiU also eliminate vocational

education and will curtail funding

for the Department of

Education's drug education pro-

grams, reducing their funding

from $592.9 million in 2005 to

$203 million in 2006.

However, increases in funding

for drug programs throughout

the federal government will

increase $268.4 million, making

the total federal drug budget in

2006 $12.4 biUion.

The budget will slash loans to

states for water quality protection

projects by a third, to $730 mil-

lion, as well as reducing funding

for water systems infrastructure

restoration, which includes sewer

maintenance, by 83 percent, to

$69 million. Then Chesapeake

Bay cleanup effort will see a cut

of $40 million.

Urban development will

receive a blow with an 11.5%

overall drop in funding.

Community development

block grant programs, funded

at $4.7 billion in 2005 and

which helped restore and

maintain urban housing, will

be replaced by a new $3.7 bil-

lion dollar development pro-

gram. Hope VI, an award win-

ning program that helped ren-

ovate urban housing, will also

be cut. The budget for the

National Park Service will be

reduced by 3 percent to $2.25

billion.

Local policing efforts, how-

ever, are losing some programs

that many departments relied

on. The most noticeable loss

comes with the roll back in

funding for the COPS pro-

gram, which was designed to

help hire new officers, increase

school safety and implement

new policing strategies.

Longvsrcxxl to Reinstitute Communication Disorders Program

Jacqueline Plain

Staff Writer

In December of 2004, the

Longwood University Board of

Visitors decided to reinstitute

the Communication Disorders

program. A Bachelor's and

Master's program are scheduled

to begin in the Fall of 2005. The

Bachelor's program is a pre-pro-

fessional program.

Speech and language patholo-

gists are required to have their

Master's to practice. In this pro-

gram, students would spend the

typical four years as an under-

graduate plus an additional two

years as a graduate student.

Dr. Power-deFur, the depart-

ment chair of education states

the original program at

Longwood was cancelled for

"various reasons."

In Virginia, there is a shortage

of schools that offer

Communication Disorders. The

Communication Disorders pro-

gram is expensive because of the

amount of clinical experience

students are required to have.

Also, the equipment for speech

and language pathologists is

costly.

Longwood was given grants

to help finance this expensive,

but worthwhile, program.

In the state, there are only

five schools that offer

Communication Disorders and

Longwood makes the sixth.

There is tremendous demand

in this field. Dr. Power-deFur

said the field is expected to

grow 27% from 2002 to 2012.

There is great interest in

Longwood's budding

Communication Disorders pro-

gram. Students from as far away

as Japan have enrolled in the

program's online courses.

Kristi Anderson, a sopho-

more said, "I am really interest-

ed and think this a good oppor-

tunity.

The Longwood Chapter of

the National Student Speech-

Language-Hearing Association

has organized a silent auction

fundraiser to show their support

for the re-institution of the pro-

gram.

With salaries for certified

speech-language pathologists at

$52,600, the Communication

Disorders program is expected

to be popular with students

interested in this field.

Students can learn more

about this new program at

www.longwood.edu/cehs /edu-

cation/undergraduate /cdis/ind

Charleys would like to welcome The Outer You back to Main Street!

Angle Hall and Martha Bobb
The Dynamic Duo are back!
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RUGBY cont'd p.l

SGA treasurer Andy Peterson

admits a shortage of funds is

hindering the process.

"The problem we're running

into right now is we are low on

funds, and the reallocation is

not going to cover all the costs,"

Peterson said.

Runion says the clubs can

expect an estimated cost of

$3,000 for the goal posts and,

"As a result, the clubs won't be

able to purchase practice equip-

ment."

To date, the men's and

women's rugby clubs have

semester/yearly budgets of

$6,180 and $1,893, respectively,

with the men's club utilizing

$4,180 for equipment cost,

while the women's club current-

ly has no money allocated for

equipment.

Junior Heather Dodge, match

secretary for the women's rugby

club, acknowledged cooperation

between the two clubs to obtain

the funding.

"...pOC]e are splitting the

funds with the guys, because we

are not being supported by the

SGA to get the goal posts,"

Dodge said.

Zavrel adds, "They've already

said they'd go half in and they've

already started to fundraise."

According to women's rugby

club treasurer, Holli Witt, the

club participated in magazine

sales and in the future, they might

hold raffles for prizes such as

movie tickets to increase the club

cash flow.

Since he is unaware of a con-

struction start date, Gorham jok-

ingly commented, "I guess we'll

leave when bulldozers are out

here."

Williams, however, remained

confident about her club gaining

the money to continue playing

this fall. "If we have to raise all

of our fiands, we will get it done,"

Williams stated.

Pierson concluded, "It's

[about] accommodating these

[interests] the best we can. It's

how can we do that with the facil-

ities we currendy have and how

to make the best use of the fields

we have to accommodate the

demands of the athletic and

recreational programs we have on

campus right now."

BETA (;AMMA SK^MA

Congratulations to the following students who were invited to

become members of The Honor Society of Beta Gamma Sigma

Melissa Blackstock

David Overstreet

Wendy Guill

Ashley Cross

James Spencer

Dmitri Isakovski

Susan Gardner

Colin Sullivan

Ashley Lounsbury

Charles

Margaret Greany

Eva Cole

Neal Routson

Charles Harrison

David Ellis

Eric Stevenson

Kristen Lanier

Jennifer Grant

Patricia Townsend
McMillan

Membership in Beta Gamma Sigma is the highest academic

honor bestowed upon graduate and undergraduate business

and economics students at institutions where the business pro-

grams are accredited by AACSB International. To qualify for

membership, seniors must be in the top ten percent of their

class and juniors in the top seven percent of their class. The

public is invited to the induction ceremony on March 3 at 5:30

p.m. in Hiner 207.

We also recognize the following current student members of

Beta Gamma Sigma:

Rachael Amos
Morgan Atkins

Patricia Davis

Sharon Kania

Daniel King

Katie Moriarty

Kyle Paulette

Joshua Stanfield
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For tkeWeek ol FeLmarvj 25 - Marck 5
7tid[aif t/iQ 25tk Saturdaij tka 26tk ^undaif ike 2 7ik

Movie: National

Treasure

7:30 p.m.

ABC rooms

Longwood Theater:

Stop Kiss

8 p.m.

Janiian Auditorium

Longwood Autlior

Series: John

Hoppenthaler

8 p.m.

Wygal Auditorium

Baseball: Saint

Joseph's (2)

12 p.m.

Lancer Stadium

Karoke!

9:30 p.m.

Lancer Cafe

l^)ngwood Theater:

Stop Kiss

8 p.m.

Jarman Auditorium

Women's Basketball -

Season Finale:

Southern Virginia

4 p.m.

Willet Gym

Baseball: Saint

' Joseph's (2)

1 p.m.

Lancer Stadium

A Night at the Oscars!

DJ Dance Party

9 p.m.

Lankford Ballroom

Women's Lacrosse:

Bucknell

1 p.m.

Lancer Field

Tue^clau tke 15t U/edln25daif ike 2ndl

Baseball: VCU
2:00 p.m.

Liuicer Stadium

lx)ngvvood Theater:

Stop Kiss

3 p.m.

Jarman Auditorium

Women's Tennis:

Radford

3:00 p.m.

Longwood Tennis Courts

Baseball: Virginia State

2:00 p.m.

Lancer Stadium f" n Moutfi By: Ellie Woodruff

Men's Tennis: Radford

2:00 p.m.

lx)ngwo()d Tennis Courts

American Red Cross

Blood Drive

12 p.m. -6 p.m.

ABC Rooms

American Red Cross

Blood Drive

1 2 p.m. - 6 p.m.

ABC Rooms

Lpccmina Wcrksti€P§ &
Presentaticns

:

Career Corner

Workshops

Graduate and Professional School Admissions

Tuesday, February 22, 2005, 7 pm - Career Center

Finding an Internship and Landing a Job

Monday, February 28, 2005, 4 pm - Career Center

Recruiters Coming to Campus

Camp Hanover - Summer Camp Jobs

Tuesday, February 15, 2005, 10 am- 2 pm
Information Table Located In the Post Office Lobby

United States Marine Corps

Tuesday, February 15, 2005 and

Wednesday February 16, 2005, 10 am- 2pm

So I tAn ACCepV HvxV

,^^

Study Abroad Fair

Haven't been abroad?

Come find out what it's all about!

You have been abroad?

Come share your experiences with

others!

Thursday, February 24

3:30-5:00 pm
Lankford Ballroom

Spring Break 2005
Travel with STS, America's #1 Student Tour

Operator to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,

Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:

1-800-648- 4849 or

www.ststravel.com

iniormaaon i aoie locaiea m ine u- nau uuuuy

The following companies are currently accepting resumes

through LancerTRAK:
Camp Virgima Jaycee

•Ferguson Enterprise Rent A Car

The Roanoke Times •AIG Advisor Group-

•Keiter, Stephens, Hurst, SuivAmerica Securities

Gary & Shreaves CGI-AMS
•Auditor of IHiblic Accotmts YMCA Camp Silver Beach

APEX Systems, Inc. •Walgreens

•NVR Ryan Homes GEICO

March 2nd March 3rd

SunTrust Visit Target Interviews

llani-3pm 10 am -2 pm
Hiner 203 Hiner 102 &

Coyner 202

March 10th

FBLA - Mock

Interviews

2:30 pm
Hiner 203

March 29di

Walgieens

Internship Seminar

3:30 pm
Hiner 207

College of Business Events - Dates and Times
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CSA Forum Honors Martin Lutker Ring
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In a blink of an eye, everything changed here.

The memory is hazy and broken, like a DVD skip-

ping: my suitemate banging his fist on the door

and screaming something about a fire - running

down the hall, people running around me, scream-

ing and smiling, crying and laughing.

Amazing and terrifying in the same exact

moment.
The view from the steps of North Cunningham...

oh, that was a sight.

Dan Steele

CDR :Leview. L,emon Jell>)

Janet Johnson

Guest Writer

Nick Franglen and Fred Deakin

are the amazing producers

behind the electronic sounds cre-

ated by

Lemon Jelly.

Along with

producing
music,
Deakin is also

a DJ and

designer, hav-

ing his art-

work featured

in the culture

magazine, The

Face.

Franglen

has co-pro-

duced with

several artists

including
Bjork, Primal Screams, and even

the Spice Girls.

My favorite song by Lemon

JeUy is off of the cd '64-'95.

Every song from this cd is subri-

ded with a particular year

between 1964 and 1995, which

Nick- Franglen and Fred Deaki
www.cailiagiiye.com

designates a year from which

each song's samples were gen-

erated.

One night I ate psychedelic

mushrooms and began listening

to this CD.

Now,
every time I

listen to

this CD it

reminds me
of that trip-

py night

filled with

dancing
barefooted

to Lemon

JeUy

I would

have to say

my favorite

song off

this CD is

"The Slow Train." There is a

line that repeats throughout the

song that says, "I want to be

with you" and is coupled with

electronic overtones.

Guaranteed to bring sexual ten-

sion to any room.

^ .1 L . ; \ )
^ S

The Writing Lab is located m Room 154 in the

Information Commons of the Greenwood Library, offering

FREE assistance to students to enhance their writing

skills.

Monday 9-11 am; 7-9 pm
Tuesday 9-11 am, 1-3 and 7-11 pm

Wednesday 7-9 pm

Thursday 1-11 pm

Friday 3-5 pm

Check out the /Academic Support Center Webpage. Then

click on Study Skills to locate an online guide for writing

research papers and individualized writing tutorials

Leslie Smith

Assistant Editor

The Commuter Student

Association (CSA) welcomed the

small crowd of students and facul-

ty in the AB rooms on Wednesday

afternoon for the "I Have a

Dream" forum.

"Who considers themselves as a

dreamer?" Dr. Carmen Phelps

asked the crowd as she smiled and

the audience raised their hands.

Phelps talked about how Dr.

Martin Luther King Jr. saw dream-

ing, and how he "talked about it in

real life terms," instead of the way

most people perceive dreaming - as

an idea that would never be real-

ized.

"He was motivated by some

serious issues, like political unrest,

violence, economic unrest and

inequality for blacks," she contin-

ued. "This wasn't some sort of sur-

real concept. We talk about dream-

ing in this flowery way, but he

believed in dreaming as a privilege,

and as a right."

She read parts of the speech:

"In a sense we have come to our

nation's capital to cash a check.

When the architects of our repub-

lic wrote the magnificent words of

the Constitution and the

Declaration of Independence, they

were signing a promissory note to

which every American was to fall

heir."

Phelps emphasized, "And he

was talking about every American

here."

She talked about how he did not

agree with violence, the speech

saying, "We must forever conduct

our struggle on the high plane of

dignity and discipline. We must

not allow our creative protest to

degenerate into physical violence.

Again and again we must rise to

the majestic heights of meeting

physical force with soul force."

Phelps saw the speech as also

initiating a "relationship between

dreaming and freedom."

"It's no wonder this is such a

popular text," she said. "He talks

about freedom of self, but also of

freedom of place, and freedom of

people."

Senior Commuter student, and

CSA Chair, Crystal Storey was in

charge of organizing the program.

She said, "I did this in my high

school, and thought it was a pretty

cool way to do it like this, because

it brings commuters and residen-

tial students together."

Junior Commuter student,

Amanda Ramsey, was in charge of

bringing Phelps - "She was recom-

mended to me by Dr. Brett

Hursey."

Angela Jackson, the Assistant

Director for RCL, commented

that the program, "was an oppor-

tunity' to have fun, and be educa-

tional."

After the program, t-shirts

were designed with the materials

provided by the Commuter

Student Association.

Freshmen Valerie Carty and

Brandey Willett, who wandered

into the program in

time to make shirts,

drew things like,

"Sunshine," and

"Things that make

me happy," respec-

tively

Storey drew the

solar system, citing

her dream to be an

astrophysicist.

Ramsey drew a

house, with the

statement, "I dream

?rondedhyCSA of being a mother

with a happy healthy family,"

beside it.

Jackson wrote, "Some power-

ful words - spring nights, change,

family - from my dreams to my
words."

Junior Kristen Casalenuovo

wrote one of the quotes from

Phelps' speech, "It takes courage

to dream."

CSA encourages the students

and faculty who participated to

wear their shirts on the CSA des-

ignated "Dream Day," March 1st.

New Reading Group Looking to Take Grovind

BobbiThibo

Editor-in-Chief

Faculty members Dr. Pam Tracy

and Dr. Susan Booker plan to unite

faculty, staff and students by initi-

ating a regular discussion group to

talk about books that deal with

questions arising from a liberal arts

education.

"Our purpose is to get all con-

stituents of our campus talking

about ideas and issues dealing with

education," Booker explained.

"Often we only do it in isolated

groups."

This month's book, "Reading

Lolita in Tehran" by Azar Nafisi

was chosen based on the Women's

Studies theme "celebrating the

diversity of women." Currendy,

the focus of the group is educa-

tion-based, but there is not a set

reading list as of yet.

"We'd really love to see the

interest of the group define the

reading list for further discus-

sions," Booker said.

The first meeting will be held

Tuesday, March 1 in the dining-

hall annex from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30

p.m. No reservations or sign up is

required.

The purpose of the meeting is

to gather interested parties and to

come together as a group to make

decisions concerning the new

reading circle. Representatives

from the Longwood University

Bookstore will be present to sell

this month's book, "Reading

Lolita in Tehran" at a discounted

price of 20 percent off.

The new discussion group is

ideal for those interested in liter-

ature and education, or those

who want to further explore any

area of study.

READfN| LOLfTA

iN TEHRAN
/ //.^,.... *i,d.
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RIP: Hunter S. Tkompson, FeLruarxj 20tli, 2005
EUie Woodruff

Cartoonist

It was a punch in the gut you did-

n't expect. Not like some sucker

punches that have been executed

with the same assembly-line pre-

cision for decades into a timeless

past by greasy faced thugs in

darkened alleys.

It was a morning shocker, like

waking -up to find that Hells

Angels bikers had slipped into

your room and systematically

broken your legs while you were

out in some Nyquil-induced

coma.

It was like that on Monday

morning learning that Hunter

S, Thompson had shot him-

self the night befofe.

We, those familiar with the

creature that called himself

Thompson, took that defla-

tion in good stride until reali-

ty crept in past our wide

rimmed, rose tinted sunglass-

es.

Thompson, an icon of a

counter culture too many stu-

dents today are too young to

remember, is barely a name to the

average co-ed.

Who? What?

He wrote Fear and Loathing in

Las Vegas?

I thought that was Johnny

Depp.

He was a journalist but he was

more. And he is dead.

Philosophical rumblings aside

about why such a character took

his own life, it presented a prob-

lem. Funeral parlors can handle

the body, but what do you make

of what is left of the man?

What would CNN make of

the recap of his life, boil it down

to two simple words?

Not fair, not a good treatment

of a rather warped subject, but in

a day and age of digest and three

paragraph stories, it would work.

Gonzo Journalism

What is a gonzo journalist?

Simple answer.

Journalists who force them-

selves into the very story they are

reporting on, impacting the

events to unfold and irrevocably

changing the pages of history

just as they were writing them

down.

Thompson pulled it off and

did it with a panache that

shocked and tantalized a nation

of readers.

His drug-infiised re-hashing of

following American political

leaders on the campaign trail spray

painted obscene and beautiful

truths no one wanted to admit to.

He was an American journalist,

much like an American tourist.

Crass, bold and so far removed

in sentiment for his subjects that

his journalistic feats were anthro-

pological treatises.

His writings were extreme and

philosophical at times.

Readers couldn't help but won-

der how much of his writings con-

sisted of truth and how much was

fiction.

Between novels and collected

articles, it's hard to say.

Does it matter?

Not especially. Where today's

journalism requires the reader to

think for themselves, lest they be

spoon fed what the media wants

them to think true, Thompson

made the public recoil and read-

just, just to get their head around

the new perspective.

Crude and as inflammatory as

he was, Thompson made the

reader react, made the reader think.

Sometimes that can't be done all in

good taste.

Not only has America lost a for-

ward-thinking and creative writer

this week, but they have also lost a

unique perspective.

What only makes that sadder is

that so few people still knew to

look for it.

"The person who does not scat-

ter the morning dew will not live to

comb grey hairs." - Hunter S.

Thompson

JMWgHfltfUUJtl
to inform studtats ofmorie that the/ might either not be aware oj

or ar^ not cognitive of their exceUeace. Thii tettioa will attempt to

review not only classic movies bmt al$o movies with cult followings.

Movies Every CoU^e Student Skould See:

Boondock Sain ts

Patrick SuUhnan

Spt»1s ESttr

The are two tj^s of people

in this world, those who have

not seen Boondock Saints and

those who think that it's an

awesome movie. Director

Troy Duffy created this mo^'
in 1999, and since then, its

popularity has spi^ad mainly

through wotd of mouth.

The MacManus brothers,

Conner and Murphy, played by

Sean Patrick Flanery and

Norman Rcedus, respectively,

are two typical church-going

Boston Irish immigrants. One

day; the Russian Mafia's bu

ness began to hit too dose to

home, and the twins soon

believe that they have beoji

charged by God to clean up

the strexas. When the lo.

media catches wind o

mysterious deaths of

mob bosses, they dub

work of 'Saints.' The br

are soon loined on their

to purge Boston of e

their low-level Italian ..„

friend "Funny Man" Da%

Delia Rpcco, played by ,

Delia R(wcb (Tm not Idddin

However, die trail ot

bad guys does not go unn

ticed. FBI agent Pad Smccker,

played by Willem Dafoe, tries

lo tracK aown inc oaintb Dy

investigating their chaotic

crime scenes. Tagging along is a

trio of bungling Boston Police

Detectives who Smecker seems

to get particular pleasure from

berating.

Boondock Saints delivers a

great aspect of the movie in its

ability to deliver botl^ acdoo

and humor. Roccp's frustrated

rants and over-all goodness

provided a steady stream of

comic reUef Smeckcr's eccen-

tric characteristics also

b«x>mes fodder fof some very

^>"morous situations.

Needless to say, any movie

that has survived purely

throu^ \e6fd o ith is

rth seeing. TheiH^ij^s are a

bit off at times, aid «bme of

supporting ac > form-

es area Utt watch

Greenly*s (piayc«y|ijr Bob

siiStii, die

nedianj reaction;j||6ai he^

"flters the loft.

wcver, JDafoe ^ cAcellent

utationas one o^ ^» charis-

tic actors '^ time

nains intat,. __._ ^cenes

ere he visualized the Saints'

nes arc truly g and

U-shoL It is also a great con-

versation starter as far as the

support of vig^tc justice.

EXECUTIVE EXCELLENCE

JOHN R. DONOVAN ON CAMPUS

President

ARAMARK Business, Sports & Enteriainment

Tuesday, March 1 , 2005

7 P.M. IN HiNER Auditorium

PuBuc Invited - Seating Limited - Free Admission

COLLEGE OF BUSINESS & ECONOMICS

LONGWOOD ^ SiMtaJSr
UNIVERSITY ^U^ CORPORATE SPONSOR

NO CAR OR FAB NEEDED TO GET
TO CAMPUS ANYMORE!

Walk2Cainpus Properties offers newly renovated
housing that is within walking distance to campus!

Special features include:
*High-Speed Wireless Internet *Dishwashers
*Off-Street Parking *Security Systems
*Spacious Rooms *Hardwood Floors

*Washers and Dryers *Friendly Management

Take Advantage ofthis Opportunity!
Visit Walkslongwood.com or call Kyle @434-409-7io8.

WftlkZCampusProperties Isf
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Catck tke Spirit: Olenik Leads by Example

Educator and researcher.

Dr. Lisa Olenik.

Photo pnnided hy Longwood Public Relatione.

Ashley Dow
l^ngtt'ood Public V^latwns

Longwood provided Dr. Lisa

( )lcnik the chance to return to

what she loves, teaching.

Previously Olenik had

worked in administration at

other universities, but she

missed having daily interaction

with students.

For the past year and a half

she has served as the Chair of

the Health, Recreadon and

Kinesiology department.

"I wanted to be closer to

students. Longwood provided

that for me," explained

Olenik. "I also wanted to

return to working in my aca-

demic discipline."

Olenik has devoted her

endre life to studying adaptive

physical abilities.

She developed these inter-

ests as an undergrad student

working with children who

had disabilities and as a gradu-

ate student serving as an adap-

tive physical abilities educator.

While a doctoral candidate

at the Universit}' of Alberta in

Canada, Olenik participated in

an international program in

Berlin, Germany where she

developed ways to assist coun-

tries in developing programs

for people with physical dis-

abilities.

"I believe everyone, regard-

less of physical ability, should

have access to physically activi-

ty and sport," said Olenik.
"

While in Berlin, I worked with

students from all around the

world to realize that belief"

In December, Olenik

returned to Berlin where she

delivered the keynote address

for the United States at the

Sport, Women and Leadership

Conference.

At the conference, issues

pertaining to women with and

without disabilities v.'ere dis-

cussed in depth among disci-

pline experts from around the

world.

Olenik plans to focus on

women and sports in her

research concerning adaptive

physical abilities.

"I want to stay focused on

women, sports and disabilities

because it is an area that needs

the most research," stated

Olenik. "1 have access to the

information needed to study

the area and I have a disability. I

have a personal interest in the

topic."

Olenik has Multiple Sclerosis

and says that she has been able

to respond well to her disability

based on the resources she has

at her disposal as an educator

and researcher.

Olenik's research has led her

to become involved with the

International Paralympic

Committee and National

Multiple Sclerosis Societ}'. She

has also provided her student^

with opportunities to become

involved in the MS societ}-.

To give her students a practi-

cal hands-on approach to adap-

tive physical activit;-, Olenik cre-

ated the "Give Me Strength"

program.

The program focuses on

physical activit\' and nutritional

education.

Longwood students hold

classes in communit}- centers

and churches in the Blue Ridge

area.

The program is in conjunc-

tion with the Blue Ridge chapter

of the MS society.

"The Give Me Strength pro-

gram fits into the mission of the

universit}' very well," explained

Olenik. "The program gives stu-

dents an opportunity to get real

world experience and provide a

service to the community."

Olenik believes that

Longwood provides students

with a unique opportunity' to

explore their interests.

She says that a liberal arts

education is a great way to

become exposed to many differ-

ent disciplines so students can

discover their interests.

"I am truly a product of a lib-

eral arts education," said Olenik.

"I changed majors four times

before I discovered my true

interests. I encourage students

to keep searching until they find

something they get excited

about."

rOHG^rOOI)

^ITAirX XO MAVE.
NOW LEASING FOR SPRING AND FALL 05!

* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.
* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included expect for telephone service.

* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning

facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!

* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here, you'll

never want to leave.

208 Clark Street

FarmvOle, VA 23901

434.315.5566

www.longwood-viUage.com
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A Few Housing Options for Off^Campus Living
Elena Lucier

Staff Writer

So, you've been admitted to live

off campus, now what?

Looking for a place to live

around town is a complicated,

time-consuming process. Here is

some information that may make

your apartment searching a litde

easier.

Longwood Village is located

off of Route 15 about three

miles from campus. All of the

apartments have three bedrooms

and three bathrooms. Each has a

living room, kitchen area, and

laundry room equipped with a

washer and dryer.

You can choose from a 10 or

12 month lease and a furnished

or unfurnished apartment. Ten-

month lease prices are $430 per

month unfurnished or $470 per

month furnished. Twelve-month

lease prices are $385 per month

unfurnished or $410 per month

furnished.

All utilities except the phone

line are included. A bulk pay-

ment is offered in which you can

make two payments per year with

a 5% discount.

Longwood Village has a club-

house open to all of its residents.

The clubhouse includes a game

room and lounge, two pool

tables, an air hockey table, a juke-

box, two TVs with. Xbox and

Playstation2, fitness center,

movie theatre, vending machine

area, and tanning bed.

A pool and hot tub are located

behind the clubhouse.

When asked what sets

Longwood Village apart from

other apartment complexes in

Farmville, manager Shannon

Toombs replied, "Our great

amenities and our all-inclusive

rent. It helps roommates settie

monetary disputes."

Poplar Forest is another apart-

ment complex located about

four miles from campus. , It

offers one-bedroom one-bath-

room, two-bedroom two-bath-

room, and three-bedroom two-

bathroom apartments.

Leases are for 12 months.

One-bedroom apartments are

$345 per month; two bedroom

apartments are $625 per month;

three bedroom apartments are

$725 per month.

The clubhouse includes a 24-

hour fitness room. Outside

there is a pool, basketball court,

volleyball house, and children's

playground.

"We're just a few miles from

town, but we're far enough away

so that it's a country type of liv-

ing" said Wanda Nash of Poplar

Forest.

Sunchase is located just a few

miles from campus on Third

Street. Its apartments have four

bedrooms and four bathrooms.

Each has a living room, kitchen

area, and laundry room with

washer and dryer.

Rent for each room is $305 or

$310 per month depending on

whether the bathroom is in the

bedroom or not. There are cable,

Internet, and phone hook-ups in

each room. However, utilities

are not included in the rent.

The clubhouse at Sunchase

includes a lounge area with a big

screen TV and kitchen. There is

also a gam room, fimess area,

and movie theatre. Outside there

is a pool, grilling area, and a bas-

ketball court.

Sunchase differs from other

apartment complexes because it

has "spacious floorplans and

each person has her or her own

bathroom" said Janet Royali,

property manager.

Stanley Park, which is locally

owned and operated, is located

less than a mile from campus on

Third Street. It offers two-bed-

room two-bathroom apartments,

four-bedroom two-bathroom

apartments, and four-bedroom

2.5 bathroom townhouses.

You can choose between six-,

10-, or 12-month leases. For a

12-month lease, the two-bed-

room apartment is $325 per

month; the four-bedroom apart-

ment is $300 per month; the

four-bedroom town house is

$300 per month. Electricity and

phone are not included in the

rent.

The clubhouse at Stanley Park

has a gym, pool table, big screen

TV, fireplace, leather couches,

four study rooms, a 24-hour con-

cession area, and an office with a

computer, printer, copier, and fax

machine.

"Stanley Park is different from

other apartment complexes in

town because of our location.

Our residents can walk or ride

their bikes to campus" said apart-

ment manager, Laura Bishop.

Feel free to visit any of these

apartment complexes for a tour

of the apartments. Phone num-

bers and directions can be found

on the Longwood website.

At-a-Glance Apartment Information & Rates

Longwood Village

Three-bedroomAhree-bathroom apartments

10-month lease/unfurnishecl= $430 per month & bedroom

10-month lease/furnished= $470 per month & bedroom

12-month lease/unfurnished= $385 per month & bedroom

12-month lease/furnished= $ 410 per month & bedroom

**all utilities except for phone included

Stanley Park
For 12-month leases: (6- & 10-month leases also available)

Two-bedroom apartment= $325 per month & bedroom

Four-bedroom apartment= $300 per month & bedroom

Four-bedroom townhomes= $300 per month & bedroom
"'electricity & phone not included in rent

Poplar Forest
All 12-month leases:

One-bedroom= $345 per month

Two-bedroom= $625 per month

Three-bedroom= $725 per month

Sunchase
Four-bedroom/four-bathroom

apartments:

$305 per month & bedroom

(hallway bathroom)

$310 per month & bedroom

(bathroom in bedroom)

ONGWOOD
V n L A n li

ar l^oresi
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Women s Basketball Earns Fourtk Straigkt Against Norlolk State
Kyle Martin

Staif Writer

After a nail-biting 69-66 victory

over Indiana-Purdue Fort Wayne

last Thursday, the women's bas-

ketball team looked to extend its

three-game win streak against the

Spartans of Norfolk State.

"I think [the team has] really

begun to see what it takes to win

on the road at this level because

things are not going to go your

way. It's very physical, and I think

they've learned how to deal with

it," head women's basketball

coach Shirley Duncan said. On
Monday, the Lancers had to fig-

ure out how to deal with the

rematch to an in-state opponent.

In the opening minute, the

Spartans jumped to an early 2-0

lead when a steal from Senior

guard Shenae Johnson set up a

jumper for Junior guard Toia

Johnson. Longwood answered

back on a bucket from senior

forward/center Marita Meldere

to start a Lancer scoring run.

In a 3:39 stretch, Longwood

scored 11 unanswered points,

including five from Junior for-

ward Ashley Mason, to hold an

11-2 advantage with 15:34 on the

clock. After a pair of free throws

from each team, Sophomore

guard Abigail Freese extended

the Lancer lead to 10 with 14:16

remaining by nailing her first

three-pointej- of the contest.

However, the Spartans battled

back, cutting the Lancer edge to

six points after Norfolk State's

Shalynn Ixonard converted a

jump shot on a turnover from

Senior forward/center Catherine

Dunn.

Ix)ngwood continued to press

hard and did not allow Norfolk

State to remain closer than 10

points in the first half by engi-

neering a scoring drive with

11:38 left in the period. Meldere

started the Lancers' offensive

attack with a lay up beneath the

basket with a pass from

Freshman guard Keiva Small.

Over the next 4:15,

Longwood outscored Norfolk

State 12-2 to amass the advan-

tage. Senior forward/center

Catherine Dunn contributed

eight points during the drive to

give Longwood a 16-point, 28-12

lead with 7:23 remaining

The Spartans tried to rally late

in the period, utilizing a Leonard

lay up and consecutive free-

throw shots from Senior

guard/forward Stefani Williams

to chip the Lancer lead to 12 (28-

16) with less than six minutes to

play.

Dunn and Meldere settled the

Spartan comeback, each con-

necting on consecutive jumpers

to give Longwood a 19-point

advantage over the visitors with

3:11 remaining.

Norfolk State's Yomika

Corbitt connected on a jump

shot with 1 5 seconds in the peri-

od, decreasing the I>ancer lead to

16(39-23)athalftime.

At the break, Dunn posted an

impressive 12-point performance

to lead all scorers with Meldere

contributing nine points in the

opening period. Mason snagged

five rebounds in the half and also

added seven points for

Longwood.

Freshman guard Ashley Green

led Norfolk State at halfdme \^ath

five points while Leonard con-

tributed four points and added a

team-high four rebounds.

The Spartans, however, only

managed a 28% (8-29) shooting

performance, while Longwood

shot 46% (15-33), including 50%

(4-8) from three-point range.

Despite the 16-point advan-

tage, Duncan noticed a difference

between the two halves of play.

"We came out and started out

with a lot of energy and we put

them on their heels," Duncan

stated, "but in the second half,

they came out with a lot of ener-

gy and put us on our heels."

Norfolk State started the sec-

ond half strong as Freshman

guard/forward Areya Walker

drilled a jumper in the opening

minute. Seconds later. Walker

picked the ball away from

Longwood's Wilkerson, setting

Women's Tennis Optimistic Alter Tkree Tongk Losses
John Rosenstock

Staff WriUr

The Longwood women's tennis

team has been competitive so far

in 2005. The team has played

three matches already this sea-

son, and are looking forward to

the rest of the year.

Opening up against ACC
member Virginia Tech on

February 5 was not an easy task,

as the Lancers fell 7-0. However,

the team gained some valuable

experience playing such a talent-

ed squad. Sophomore Lexi

Torrice and Freshmen Eleiia

Triebskom played their singles

matches well and also competed

in doubles, hanging with Hokie

standouts Kate Harrington and

Bethan James.

"When you open up with an

ACC team you have to be tough

right away, and you cannot let

up, so it helped all around," com-

mented head coach Pat Breen on

playing Virginia Tech.

The Lancers proved Breen

right, bouncing back against a

tough Old Dominion team, pick-

ing up two singles victories,

courtesy of Triebskorn and

sophomore Romana Bucur. The

1-2 punch for LU took down

Larissa Santos and Barbara

Costa of the Monarchs, however

that was not quite enough, as

ODU won the competition by a

slim margin of 3-2, Their next

opponent was a solid Winthrop

squad, and Longwood dropped

four of the five matches played.

Bucur posted the lone singles

win, defeating Ana Paula

Novaes, the number one player

for the Eagles.

"We're playing competitively

against some very tough compe-

tition so far, and we're opti-

mistic about the rest of the

spring," said Breen.

Longwood women's tennis,

like many teams at LU, is

extremely young. Though that

has its negative aspects in the

immediate future, such as inex-

perience and lack of senior

leadership, the years to come

look very bright for the pro-

gram.

"Going from Division I to

Division II, it's nice to be

young," commented Breen on

the young squad. "We're build-

ing a program and do have one

Junior [Jessica Farr] who pro-

vides strong leadership to the

Freshmen and Sophomores,"

added Breen.

Although the remainder of

the spring schedule is heavily

See TENNIS p. 11

up a fast break lay up for junior

forward Brenda McClary

After having the lead reduced

to 12 (39-27) widil9:26 to play.

Mason converted a lay up in the

cylinder to counter the Spartans,

making it a 41-27 ballgame with

18:51 remaining.

However, Shenae Johnson and

Leonard threatened Longwood's

lead, scoring five of six points

during a Spartan scoring drive to

trail the Lancers 43-33 with 15:39

to go.

Mason pushed Longwood

ahead by 16 (49-33) at the 13:37

mark, but Norfolk State rose to

the occasion.

Duncan stated, "They are very

athletic. We knew if we let them

get athletic, we would be in trou-

ble."

With 12:08 remaining in the

ballgame, the Spartans' Williams

hit her first triple, igniting the

Norfolk State comeback.

Over the next 3:39 of the con-

test, Norfolk State outscored

Longwood 18-3, taking advan-

tage of turnovers by Small and

Dunn for three-pointers.

Williams chipped in five points,

including a three, during the drive

with Toia Johnson and

Sophomore guard Ashley

Bowman each contributing a

three-pointer during the run.

The Spartans trailed the

Lancers by one (52-51) with 8:29

to play, and tied the game with

Williams's third triple of the half

with 5:59 left in regulation.

However, Longwood's defen-

sive intensity turned up the heat

on Norfolk State. "We had to

change the defense to contest the

threes and our players did a good

job of it tonight," Duncan said.

The Lancers limited the

Spartans to two baskets after the

tie and begin to march away.

Ashley Mason converted consec-

utive free throws to put

Longv^'ood on top 58-54 with 4:45

to go and scored seven of the

Lancers' final 12 points.

Norfolk state missed nine shots

and committed three turnovers

from that point, allowing

longwood to earn the 69-59 win.

In the victory, Longwood's

Mason led all scorers with a dou-

ble-double including a game-high

20 points and a game-high 14

rebounds. Dunn, Meldere, and

Wilkerson each reached double-

figure scoring, contributing 19,

11, and 10 points respectively.

Dunn and Wilkerson also finished

with nine turnovers apiece.

Williams's three three-pointers

in the second half helped her

score a team-high 13 points.

Shenae Johnson also reached dou-

ble-figure scoring with 10 points

and Leonard led her squad in

rebounding in with seven boards.

The win improves Longwood

to 14-12 on the season and

Norfolk State drops to 10-15 with

the loss.

With two games remaining, the

Lancers look to finish their first

season with a Division I schedule

with a winning record.

"I think for us in the first year

of a full Division I schedule [to

win] would be historic and repre-

sent the character of our team,"

Duncan claimed.

Mason adds, "Honestiy, it's def-

initely an honor and a blessing to

be able to have the chemistry we

have on the floor and pull over

.500."

The women's basketball team

travels to Alabama for their final

road game today at 7:00 p.m. and

returns to Willet Hall on Saturday,

February 26 at 4:00 p.m. for their

season finale against Southern

Virginia.

EDUC Practica Abroad this May!

EDUC 370 or 265 Practicum in Ireland or Spain

For teachers in all disciplines, elementary, K-12

and secondary education.

Application Deadline: March 3

For more information, contact:

Dr. Lily Anne Goetz

Director, International Affairs

(434) 395-2158 goetzla@longwood.edu

http://www.longwood.edu/modemlan-

guages/PracticumSpain.htm
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Wkick returning

pitcker fortke

Lancers started tke

most games last

season?

Last Week's Question

Who was theonl^ D-IHbmen's

Basketball player averaging more

rdiounds then Marita JHeldere?

Sancho Lytde, Houston

Preview CW Ladies

Spring GoH Season

John Rosenstock

Staff Writer

The Longwood women's golf

team will begin their Spring 2005

campaign on the other side of

the continent. California State

University at San Marcos will be

hosting the Cougar Invitational

Feb 28 - Mar 1.

Entering his second year as

head coach, Lane Pace and his

five players are in position to

shatter the record for lowest

team average in Longwood

women's golf history

Additionally, Junior Stephanie

Hicks and Senior Tiffany

Woodyer have a chance to break

the Lancer record for the lowest

individual average in a year.

In the fall season the team

placed in the top- 10 in all five

events, including three top-three

finishes and a victory at the Elon

Intercollegiate in Sunset Beach,

NC. finishing 15 shots ahead of

rurmer-up North Carolina State.

"It was especially nice to beat

that many Division I teams,"

commented Pace.

Lancer women's golf is the

smallest team at Longwood, but

far from the least competitive.

The squad includes three

Seniors, one Junior, and one

Freshmen. Seniors Amanda
Diamond and Tucker McCarthy

are playing their last semester of

college golf, while Woodyer will

graduate next fall and plans to

compete for the first half of die

2005-2006 season.

"It's going to be fun and sad at

the same time," commented

Pace on his Seniors wrapping-up

their careers at Longwood.

Hicks completed the fall sea-

son with the lowest stroke per

round on the squad with a scor-

ing average of 76.00. Woodyer

JJiUUIiNT-ATHliiTE PROFILES
Michael Joyce

Men's Golf Qunior, 3rd yr.)

Peterborough, Ontario Canada

Why do you play golf?

-I like the individual aspect of

golf even though it's a team

sport here. The whole respon-

sibilit)^ is placed on you. I con-

trol the whole round.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-The thing I like most is my
teammates. I enjoy playing

with them and being with

them.

Who is your favorite role and

why?

-My role model is PGA golfer

Mike Weir because he's a hock-

ey player and a golfer.

What is your favorite hobby?

-I like wakeboarding, snow-

boarding, and hockey. I like

the adrenaline rush of wakeboard-

ing and snowboarding.

What makes you unique?

-I resemble Napoleon Dynamite.

What do you want to be remem-

bered as?

-I want to be the first player to

make it to the NCAA Division I

tournament.

Stephanie Hick

Women's Golf (Junior, 3rd yr.)

Bumpass, VA

Why do you play golf?

-My parents and grandparents

play it. My freshman year in high

school, I made the team and just

kept going.

What is your best moment
playing here?

-Winning regionals my freshman

year. "

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-The size of the classes and the

friendly atmosphere.

What goals do you have?

-To be happy. To break the single-

season scoring record average and

have a successful career.

What is your favorite hobby?

-Jetskiing. Poker. Hanging out

with friends and family. I love the

lake.

What mal<£s you unique?

-I was class clown in high

school. I still pull a lot of jokes

with my close friends.

What do you want to be

remembered as?

-I was a team player and a team

captain.

was a close second with an aver-

age of 76.22. McCarthy com-

peted in all five events for the

Lancers and finished vAth a

respectable average of 82.45.

.

"I especially like ou^ chance

at CSU, Buder, and Winthrop,"

commented Pace, "I think we
are one of the teams to beat in

those three tournaments."

Look for the Lancers to carry

on the tradition of first-rate

women's golf at Longwood.

Former Asst. Atkinson Becomes Soccer Coack

TENNIS cont'd p. 10

dominated by away matches,

the Lancers expect to bring

home some victories. There

next two competitions will be

in the Tidewater area, first

against Hampton followed by

Norfolk State on February

26 and 27. Another hi^ilight

of the season will be compet-

ing in the Hampton Roads

Elite 8 Collegiate Invitational

in Virginia Beach, March 24-

26.

The team's schedule

boasts five home matches,

including Division I oppo-

nents Radford, James

Madison, and George Mason.

Division II members Shaw

and Stony Brook will travel

to Farmville to <face the

Lancers.

With no players graduat-

ing, die j^ung squad is only

going to get better in die

years to come, and wiU hope-

fully have a smooth transition

into die Division I level.

Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

After finishing the 2004 campaign

with a dismal 1-16 record, Jon

Atkinson was promoted on

February 10 to replace former

head men's soccer coach Dave

Barreuta who was fired after the

season.

Atkinson, who has been the

soccer team's assistant coach for

the previous two seasons, immedi-

ately recognizes differences

between his former position and

his new post.

"Everything's hands-on now,"

Atkinson said. "My decision is

final. Before, I would suggest sit-

uations and practice schedules.

Ultimately, it is the head coach's

decision to shape the program."

Atkinson will rely on his previ-

ous experience as player in

England and his assistant duties at

West Viirginia Wesleyan in aiding

the team.

"I can relay the knowledge I

have unto the players in order to

make them realize their goals and

ambitions," Atkinson said.

Players on the team already rec-

ognize a drastic difference

between their current and former

coaches. Junior defense/mid-

fielder Leon Malca stated, "Dave

had more of an American style

and Jon has more of a European

style for the game."

Atkinson declared, "The

European style is about moving

the ball quickly, finding the open

man with the penetrating pass,

and a lot of running off the ball

to create openings."

Part of adjusting the team to

the his new system includes work-

ing on the basics of soccer,

according to Atkinson. "I try to

keep the game as simple as possi-

ble. It's all about fundamentals. If

you don't have basic fundamen-

tals, it's hard to build a fluent

attacking style."

Freshman defense/midfielder

Prentice Boone notices another

difference besides the style of

play Atkinson employs. "Coach

Barreuta liked discipline and liked

to discipline on the field, whereas

Coach Atkinson has us police

ourselves instead of him doing it,"

Prentice said.

Although they were a one-win

team last season, Atkinson real-

izes time is crucial with newly

recruited players. "You've gqt to

remember when you recruit a guy

and you bring him in August 17

and your first game was

September 1, you've only got two

and a half weeks to build the

squad," Atkinson mentioned.

Last year's team consisted of

18 freshmen and one starting sen-

ior, but Malca seems optimistic

about the current recruiting

effort

"First of all, his recruiting, it's

amazing," Malca stated. "He's try-

ing to get the rig^t players in the

right positions and so far it's

been very good. Every single

player he's been looking at is

going to be a major addition to

the squad."

Besides the recruitment of

new talent, Atkinson must adapt

his players for the team's inaugu-

ral season in the Adantic Soccer

• Conference (ASQ.

"We've put a schedule togeth-

er that's as tough an out-of-con-

ference schedule as possible," .

Atkinson said. "We are playing

ranked UVA, UNC, Duke, and

NC State so that when we go

into conference play, there

should be no surprises and we

should be prepared for the con-

ference teams."

A final objective Atkinson

faces is looking for a new assis-

tant coach. "We will be getting

another assistant in play by the

end of spring season. We will

probably post the position in the

coming months and reviewing

candidates," Atkinson stated.

With off season work under-

way this spring," Atkinson has

established goals for his first

head coaching season this fall.

"Realistically, we want to be

top-three in the conference,"

Atkinson mentioned. "I want'to

be competitive in all our con-

tests on the schedule and give

the fans and the community of

Farmville a team they can be

proud of."

• J
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/ Luxury Student Apartment Home Living / /

• Fully equipped Kitchens with

Dishwasher, Microwave, and

Icemaker

• Private bathrooms

(your very own bathroom!)

• Linen Room with Washer and

Dryer

• Ceiling Fans & Mini-BUnds Come outfar a

• 24-hour Maintenance tourofour
• Computer Lab open 24/7 clubhouse and
• Gym open 24/7 model!
• Swimming Pool and awesome

Sundeck .-

Movie Theatre and more! iJif||l^'

j\'*'.
^^^

'm^ ...wish I

could live at

Sunchase!

ribbit

**"%««*»»"

Sunchase Apartments

501 Sunchase Boulevard

Farmville, VA 23901

434-392-7440

www.sunchase-longwood.coml
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Fraternities--Administration Mending FencesInside:

Stop Kiss Run Finiskes

Succ^slullij

Longwood's newest produc- ,

tion finishes successfully.

see Arts and Entertainment pg.9

« * m

Longwood Saietij, Police s

Top Prioritij

Emergency blue lights around

campus help ensure stu-

dents' safety.

see Features pg.l 2

* *

Men s £^skeil3al} Humtled

h\j #4Wake Forest

Longwood travels to Winston-

Salem for it's final road game
of the season.

see Sports pg. 13
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Staff Wmers

W\n\e still an open investigation,

progress has been made in deter-

mining the fate of the six IFC

fraternities whose new member

initiation process was suspended

on Feb. 13. As of March 2, four

of the six fraternities have had

their new member privileges

reinstated. The status of the

remaining two fraternities. Alpha

Sigma Phi and Tau Kappa

Epsilon, is to be determined

after their upcoming panel

reviews.

Nothing is assured, but

Assistant Dean of Student

Affairs Dr. Laura Bayless is con-

fident that Alpha Sigma Phi will

be able to initiate new members

soon, stating, "I fully expect

Alpha Sigma Phi to be reinstat-

ed.,"Bayless said.

Tau Kappa Epsilon, the only

other fraternity waiting for rein-

statement, was the subject of

rumors stating that they planned

on voluntarily removing their

charter so that they could move

off campus. However,

Wednesday afternoon Tau Kappa

Epsilon submitted the necessary

paperwork for their panel review,

debunldng any notion of reloca-

tion.

The process used by the

adtninistration to configure their

final rulings of each fraternit)-

was driven by police assistance in

both research and interviews.

Chief of Police Charles Lowe

described the Departments

approach to the investigation as a

"cautious route to ensure that

people see we are being objec-

tive." Once the final report is

approved "we will turn it over to

Student Affairs, and they will

determine if there are any policy

violations."

While determination of any

fraternity deviation from school

policy rests in the administrations

hands, Lowe states, "We do have

to determine if the elements of a

crime are there, but we haven't

found anything of that nature."

There is a criminal statute for

hazing in Virginia, albeit a much

more conservative one than

Longwood's broad definition of

hazing which some believe bor-

ders on John Kerry-level liberal-

ism in its number of listed infrac-

tions.

Section 18.2-56 of Virginia

law states: "It shall be unlawfiil to

haze so as to cause bodily injury,

to any student at any school, col-

lege or university."

Bayless believes that, "most

fraternities have shared some of

their new member initiation

processes with us and have been

fairly honest about what they

need to change and what they

want to replace it with."

On the advice of National

advisors, Sigma Phi Epsilon

President, Jake Krekorian, made

a concerted effort to accommo-

date the administration's investi-

gation of their pledge process and

in evaluating problematic areas

within their organization. "We

found problems in our chapter

and we've done, to the best of our

abilities, what we can to fix them."

Bayless claims that the "sus-

pension of the new member

process is about the present and

future more so than the past."

With Sigma Phi Epsilon already

on probation until 2007,

Krekorian believes the ordeal has

given his chapter a chance to

show the administration that

".
. .we are changing and evolving,

it is for the good."

In what Olivia Acosta, Director

of Fraternity and Sorority Ufe

since 2001 proclaimed to be,

"...by far the most challenging

situation I've been in," the past

couple weeks have provided a

much-needed buffer period,

allowing tensions on both sides to

cool.

See PLEDGING pg.4

Tke Longwood Skow: Satire Comes to Campus
Dan Steele

Staff Writer

Auditions will be held on March

7, 8, and 9 for "The Longwood

Show," a web-video broadcast

based upon the style of Comedy

Central's "The DaUy Show,"

scheduled to begin running next

year.

According to Director of Web
Communications, Dave Hooper,

"The Longwood Show" project

will be a campus-oriented news

and entertainment program.

This will be designed to offer

students hand-on experience in

broadcasting, script writing and

film production.

It will also give prospective stu-

dents a glimpse of what life on-

campus is like at Longwood

University.

A full season of the show will

be one semester long, with three

episodes run per semester.

Participation in 'The Longwood

Show" will be offered as an

internship with the

Communication Studies

Department.

There will be a single host or

anchor and four field reporters, all

providing some commentary on

the programs stories. There will

also be two script writers respon-

sible for handling the hosts'

commentary and two techni-

cal directors who will man-

age shoots and be responsi-

ble for some editing.

Including the four camera

operators, all 13 positions

will be entirely filled by stu-

dents.

"The entire project is still

in its planning, or pre-pro-

duction, stages but there is

great hope that The Longwood

Show' will be successful enough

to be added to the campus televi-

sion stations," says Hooper.

Events covered by each

episode will be chosen by the

Longwood Show Comftiittee and

will be fairly specific.

However, there is the possibili-

ty that coverage will eventually

become more generalized and

open to student suggestions, as

well as the possibility of allowing

high-profile guests such as facul-

ty and outstanding students.

"The Longwood Show" is not

the only program being planned

for the campus. Hooper revealed

that a second show, "Longwood

Real-Life," is in the works.

The show is very loosely based

upon MTVs "The Real Worid,"

and will follow the lives of five

students during a semester.

"There is a big difference

between what we're trying to do

with this and what people have

seen on TV," said Hooper.

"There's going to be no video,

no planned dramatizing of situa-

tions." Every two weeks, the stu-

dents will submit a journal and

photos to be posted on the

Longwood website and stu-

dents will follow along as

the semester-long season

progresses.

Auditions for "The

Longwood Show" will be

open not only to those

majoring in

Communication Studies,

but also to Creative

Writing, English, Art and

Photography and Theatre stu-

dents.

As of Friday, Feb. 25, only 18 to

20 people had signed up for audi-

tions. Those interested can sign up

a t

www.longwood.edu/news/events

/thelongwoodshow/ by Sunday,

March 6th.
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Words From Tke Editor: Is Cormier Selling Our Souls To ESPN?

The other

day I was sit-

ting in class,

and we were

discussing

the always

-

hot topic of

Longwood's move to Division I.

During our discussion, we

were exploring the move and the

current standings of our athletic

teams.

After a negative rehash of our

current standings, one student

mentioned that he had some

information he had come across.

Supposedly, President Cormier

had been quoted as stating that

when she watched ESPN she

wanted to see Longwood at the

bottom ticker.

This statement sparked a com-

ment from a fellow classmate

that, "Dr. Cormier is selling our

souls to ESPN to make us look

like idiots." That statement got

me thinking. Do most students

feel that the move to Division I

was purely cosmetic?

Is it the general consensus

that we look like idiots when

our sports teams go to play

Division I schools?

With the argument looming

after my last class of the week,

I turned it over in my head

numerous times over the week-

end, and the only conclusion

that I can reach is that there is

no concrete answer.

Either way you look at it, cer-

tain groups are gaining while

others are losing.

Division I can be a great tran-

sition for many athletic teams on

Longwood's campus. Stronger

competition and travel opportu-

nities are just a few of the perks

to being a Division I institution.

The exposure that these ath-

letes receive due to the Division

I upgrade is undeniably excel-

lent.

Of course there is the positive

aspect for the Admissions Office.

Tides such as Division I are big

attention-getters to high school

seniors.

And then there is the recruit-

ment advantages to being a

Division I institution.

But what about the rest of us

who are also paying for this expen-

sive transition? VCTiere do we fit

into this whole scheme?

The rugby teams who are losing

their playing field or the non-ath-

letic students who feel they are

pa)'ing to gain nothing?

Is it these students who

believe that our souls are being

sold, or is it a mixture of all the

students?

Is the move to Division I an

attempt to better the entire

institution or are we really

being sold out for superficial

reasons?

I have to admit, although

this topic didn't have a lot to do

with our English discussion

that day, it was probably one of

the most thought-provoking

statements I had heard all week.

To be honest, 1 had never given

the Division I move much

thought at all, but now I have to

wonder, could it be true? Is

Cormier selling our souls to

ESPN?
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Dear Editor,

American Sign Language (ASL)

has gained widespread popularity

among college students in the last

decade.

In fact, the Modern Language

Association reports that ASL is the

fastest growing language among

university students.

The number of people learning

ASL now stands at 60,781, up an

eye-popping 432 percent since

1998.

Alanna Eddy, a Longwood stu-

dent who recendy completed a

project on ASL for ENGL 400,

informed me last semester that

ASL is now accepted as a foreign

language at 147 colleges and uni-

versities throughout the country,

including Stanford and Yale.

With such an outpouring of

support for ASL, some students

have asked why Longwood does

not accept ASL as a foreign lan-

guage to satisfy Goal 10 of the

general education requirements.

There are at least two reasons

why ASL, a perfecdy legitimate

language worthy of sustained

study, does not satisfy Longwood's

foreign language requirements.

The first is that ASL, as its name

implies, is not a foreign language.

WhUe it is true that ASL is

derived from French Sign

Language, ASL nonetheless

expresses American ideas and

American culture; it does not

require American students to con-

template foreign histories, politics,

civilizations, or literatures.

ASL does, of course, ask its stu-

dents to examine American deaf

culture, a subculture that remains

"foreign" to most hearing

Americans.

But ASL does not, by itself,

express ideas that are foreign to

Americans, and it cannot be used

to communicate with people who

are not American.

Sign language, in other words, is

not a universal language; students

of ASL cannot automatically com-

municate with, say, deaf

Colombians or deaf Austrians.

There is no foreign element to

learning ASL.

This is important, because

learning a foreign language neces-

sarily requires a student to appre-

ciate and respect non-American

cultures.

ASL does not ask this of its stu-

dents. If I'm signing to a deaf

American, for instance, and I use

the expression "9/11," my

American friend will instandy

know what I'm talking about.

I won't need to explain that

"9/11" stands for September 11th,

or that the expression "9/11"

refers to so much more than any

ordinary September 11th.

Because my friend and I are

bodi American, I don't have to

explain that in the United States

dates are actually written back-

ward.

A student of ASL doesn't need

to know that, in the rest of the

world, "9/11" doesn't mean

September 11th, but November

9th.

Similarly, if, while speaking to a

hearing friend from Senegal, I

translate "9/11" as "neuf/onze,"

my friend may not have any idea

what I'm talking about, or will

understand what I mean only

because she is in tune with my cul-

ture.

If our conversation is success-

fiil, it is only because she knows

Bobbi Thibo

Editor-in-Chief

something about me, not because

1 know something about her.

One reason why ASL does not

satisfy Goal 10 is because the lan-

guage a student of ASL learns is

not a foreign language.

In an ASL class, the students

may learn new ways to express

American words and ideas, but

they are not learning and express-

ing non-American ideas.

A second reason ASL is not

accepted at Longwood as a for-

eign language is that students of

ASL do not practice all the com-

municative skills that foreign lan-

guage students do.

ASL is a language that is both

spoken and heard.

But it is not written or read,

because ASL speakers read and

write American English.

Students of ASL do not read

passages in ASL, or learn to write

business letters and short essays,

the way students of a modern

foreign language do.

In my French classes, students

learn not only vocabulary words

and grammar, but also how to

form a good thesis statement,

how to structure an essay, how to

analyze a film, and how to read a

poem.

This does not happen in an

ASL classroom because ASL

speakers can communicate only

in real time and only with people

they can see.

ASL speakers do not use ASL

to write a letter to the editor, to

apply for a job on-line, to make

hotel reservations, or to read an

important cultural document,

such as the Declaration of

Independence.

Students of French, however,

can write a letter to the editor in

their new language.

See ASL p. 2
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ARAMARK Lenlant on Emploijee Policies

Trudy Berry

Guest Writer

What work ethic is Longwood,

especially ARAMARK, teaching

our young adult students?

This is not a guessing game: I'll

tell you.

Have you ever heard that there

are those willing to work and

those willing to let them? That is

what ARAMARK managers and

supervisors are instilling in our

young adult employees.

They imply the idea of, "don't

do any work as long as there are

others who will do it." I worked

the morning shift in Java City last

semester. Countless mornings I

came in to find my station not

only unprepared, but also dirty-

in violation of state health

department regulations.

I began working the evening

shift in Java City last week and

finally confirmed why my, and

others', stations were dirty in the

morning.

There were young adult stu-

dent employees standing around

doing nothing, chatting amongst

themselves, pretending to be

busy with cleaning bucket and

towel in hand as they stood at

their friends' tables jawin' with

them.

I watched as they walked on,

and over, trash rather than pick

it up and put it in the trash can.

I watched one worker as he

talked on his cell phone, rather

than fill the obviously empty nap-

kin holders.

I heard two yell from across the

room, "well take cards over here,"

rather than walk over to the other

register and serve customers.

And they were shocked when I

asked them to help us with a cou-

ple tasks!

I don't know if they've ever

caught Dobie Gillis in reruns, but

they are the perfect Maynard G.

Krebs, "Work?!"

Another reason tasks are not

accomplished by the evening shift:

management wants doors locked

and employees out by midnight.

See ARAMARK p. 4

Pledge Process Suspension Found To Be Unjust
Brandon TerpolilU

Guest Writer

At the meeting on Tuesday, the

Student Government Association

felt compelled to defend the

rights of the student body as a

whole and to stand up in

response to the Administration's

suspension of the campus frater-

nities' pledge process.

Secretary Kristen Casalenuovo

opened discussion by motioning

that, "As the Administration's

suspension of the fraternities'

pledge process violates the stu-

dents' right to Due Process, the

student body shall not recognize

it as valid."

The reasoning behind this was

that the Student Handbook out-

lines the procedures for handling

ASL cont'd p. 1

They can visit internet sites

written in a language other than

English. They study ideas written

over 500 years ago, and discuss

civilizations as widespread as

Europe, West Africa, Tahiti and

the Caribbean.

There is very little permanence

to ASL conversations, whereas

conversations in French, because

they can be written down, stored
£»»rvJ*i,-*,^ri!L-''-«*Er' wv .r^siri: ^;i."T» fes"«^'»

reported hazing incidents in the

Hazing Policy, basically that if

hazing is alleged, the students

involved are charged, and if they

are found

responsible, it

is then that

they will be

punished.

Dr. Richard

Chassey and Dr. Tim Pierson

were present to respond to this

accusation.

Chassey stated that the pledge

process could be a penalty at any

time if paperwork outlining the

new member pledge process had

not been turned in by a fraterni-

ty.

It is true that this is a policy

for fraternities set forth by the

and read, can influence diverse

generations and diverse popula-

tions. To be clear, ASL is a valu-

able language, and one worth

studying.

But because it is an American

language, and because it does

not teach its students to become

better readers and writers, it

should not take the place of a

Goal 10 language at Longwood.

-Dr. Wade Edwards :

The Administration^ s deci-

sion to suspend the pledge

process was poorly commu-
nicated at best and hasty

and impulsive at worst.

Office of Fraternity and Sorority

Life, but it had never been

enforced, nor has any specific kind

of punishment ever been part of

these policies prior

to this situation.

Pierson stated

that this punish-

ment was imple-

mented in the

spirit of being an "educational"

experience and that, therefore, the

principle of due process was not

involved.

Whatever language is chosen to

describe the situation, it ultimately

has punished all fraternities for the

behavior of some and had a brutal

effect on the reputation and the

morale of the fraternities.

The "educational" label tiptoes

around this fact. Using this "educa-

tional" logic, the administration

would be able to eliminate all due

process by simply renaming their

punishments to "educations."

The fraternities wanted simple

questions to simple answers and

were willing to do what the admin-

istration wanted of them in order

to reinstate the pledge process.

See HAZING p. 4
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Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone

to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

Props;

+ To finally having the day off for snow.

+ To Sunchase giving out free hotdogs and

drinks at baseball games.

+ To clean clothes.

+ To baseball for already having more wins

than every other men's sport combined.

Drops:

- To salt all over the cars.

- To snow falling off of Grainger.

- To people who run around in the hall

screaming that school was closed on Tuesday for

sure (It wasn't.)

Speak Out
Wkat significance does

Tke Rotunda re-opening

kave for ijdu?

Vm excited about the re-

opening of The Rotunda
because it*s a Lon^ood
landmark with tradition.

-Tiffany Graves
Senior

I think it signifies more pride

in Longwood because it s our
symbol.

-AJ. Kay
Sophomore

My sorority, Tri-Sigma
was founded there, so

the history is very impor-
tant to me.

-Sarrah Preston
Freshman

The re-opening marks the

culmination of several "^

years' work at restoring the

campus as a whole.

-Brent Dunn
Senior

All pictures ty Will fmus
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HAZING cont'd p. 2

In regards to their "educational

process," the administration

failed ta give clear and succinct

directions for the reinstatement

of the pledge process and lifting

of the suspension of activities.

Herein lies the problem.

The administration's decision

to suspend the pledge process

was poorly communicated at best

and hasty and impulsive at worst.

Had the administration more

carefully planned their behavior,

they would have been able to

answer these questions.

Hazing is an issue that

deserves scrutinizing.

There are no doubts about

that.

The administration's hazing

initiative is a noble cause, but it

needs to go through the proper

channels by applying previously

written down punishments

toward only those who have bro-

ken the rules.

Making hasty decisions and

"educating" everyone is not the

way to address the problem. It is

difficult to make any significant

changes with such a severe lack

of planning.

Many SGA members felt that

the situation could have been

addressed in a better way, and

that it should have been

addressed by the administration

a long time ago if it was such a

serious problem.

While the administration is

quick to point the finger at the

fraternities, maybe it's time they

took accountability' for their own

shortcomings and chose to

invite more feedback from stu-

dents before they punish groups

of us in such a dramatic and

hurtful fashion.

Opinion
There were some positive out-

comes of the SGA meeting

Tuesday.

One was that the fraternities

were fmally allowed to express

their feelings on the matter

before representatives of the stu-

dent body.

They fully support the hazing

initiative, but they have serious

doubts about the handling of it.

The SGA was also able to investi-

gate this particular situation in

which the violation of student

rights was called into question.

The Administration was finally

confronted with concerns regard-

ing their actions and Dr. Pierson

and Dr. Chassey kindly answered

questions posed by the SGA and

the fraternity members.

In the end, the original motion

was passed; indicating that the

SGA thinks that the pledge

process suspension was unjust

and that the Administration

should consider their actions

more thoroughly in the future

with regards to such serious mat-

ters in which student rights are

held delicately in the balance.

PLEDGING cont'd pg.l

However, some residual

resentment lingers among many

fraternity members.

Steve Frazier of Alpha Sigma

Phi believes tlfat the actions

taken by the administration

"changes the way the Greek sys-

March 3, 2005

tern looks at the school. It seems

like diey don't want to help us,

just change us to how they want

us to be; not the way we have

been for 25 years."

Final resolution is soon to

come and the current oudook on

the fate of the fraternities is pos-

itive. Bayless believes that despite

the drama the investigation has

caused some positives to come

from it.

Although the administration

might have appeared to play the

role of Medea, it appears her chil-

dren might live after all, leaving

what could have been a Greek

tragedy with an ending happier

than "My Big Fat Greek

Wedding"

ARAMARK cont'd p. 2

They begin shut-down at

1 1 :00 p.m. by putting up chairs

and running the vacuum around

customers.

As a customer, I hate that!

What doesn't get done by mid-

night is left for the morning shift.

How do they justif)' that when

they state they are open for busi-

ness until midnight?!

I have to shut down Java Cit)'

at 11:45 p.m. in order to take

down all my equipment, run

them through the dishwasher,

and set them back up.

And heaven forbid that no one

should show up to work Java

Cit\': they close early, because

what supervisor wants to run it

and clean it?

Or, because they are under .

staffed, what supervisor has the

time? I experienced the same sit-

uation as a Computer Lab

Assistant.

The last shift did not clean the

lab, leaving it for me to clean

when I opened at 7:30 a.m. One

student supervisor told me, "I

don't get paid to clean the labs."

This may or may not have

been the same student supervisor

who was at home, off-campus,

and in the shower, instead of on

duty as required, when ^e got a

call for help; she therefore called

me to do her job for her.

In both cases, the "team" spir-

it is lacking.

ARAMARK touts they are a

team, that there is no day shift

and night shift.

Well, the night half of the

team is seriously laying down on

the job.

I can't believe that 1 am so old

that the work ethic has come to

this.

If young adults and supervi-

sors get paid not to work . . .

make me a supervisor!

My supervisor told me in my

evaluation that I had to learn to

better communicate.

They leave a "comment

book" at each station so we can

inform previous and following

employees what is lacking, yet

when I comment what wasn't

accomplished the night before,

my comment book mysteriously

disappears. 1 follow protocol, I

repeatedly ask, tell, plead, and

then finally threaten my supervi-

sor to resign over what is wrong,

and my needs still go ignored.

I am not alone. Other

employees quit expressing their

needs because they, too, were

ignored by management.

WTiy are the slackers rewarded

with a paycheck and those of us

who work asked to do even

more work?!

Morale is low, but we contin-

ue to serve the customer with a

smile. So here I am again, forced

to resort to The Rotunda to send

my voice out there to others

who suffer the same.

And I ask: how are we going

to change this for the better?

ZILDGENSi ZILDGENS

TSUNAMI BENEFIT CONCERT
Thursday, March 3. 2005 - 10pm

Zildgons Hormerly Lighthouse)

Featuring: Jubeus; SHYORIVE; and Spaceheaters

$5 Donation to tho American Reil Cross - 21+

Sponsored by: Phi Gamma Delta a Alpha Samma Delta
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Construction Update: Ruffner Rededication Ceremony and Re--opening
Dan Steele

S/aff Writer

The rededication of

Ruffner will be held on
Saturday, April 23, 2005. It

has been nearly four years

to the day since the build-

ing was consumed in

flames on April 24, 2001.

The buildings are almost

identical, except for a few

alterations. "The biggest

change is the addition of a

basement," says Public

Relations spokesman Kent

Booty.

"The original Ruffner

was only three stories, but

the addition of the base-

ment allows for more class-

rooms and office space."

To die delight of the

student returning to

Longwood in the Fall

semester of 2005, the

History, Political Science

and Philosophy

Department, along with

the Sociology and

Anthropology
Department, as well as the

Psychology Departments

will have vacated Wynne
and moved into the new
Ruffner.

Math and Computer
Science will also move,

leaving vacant space in

Hiner.

Along with the four aca-

demic departments, the

offices of the

Vice-President of

Academic Affairs

and the Dean of

the College of

Arts and Sciences

will also find a

future home in the

22 classrooms, 63

faculty offices and

28 administrative

offices.

The reconstruc-

tion of Ruffner

had an overall cost

of $17.9 miUion

dollars and began

in December 2002

by English

Construction
Company.

From upper right, clock-

wise:

A view down from the third

floor of Ruffner.

A look at the paintings on
the inside of the dome.

Be prepared to walk down
the newfront hallway of the

Ruffner building upon com-
pletion.

.ill photos are courtestj of Kent iooty in tthe Public Relations

Furtker Independence lor Virginia s Public CoUeg

Long before there was a Charleys

Check List, the Timpone Test

Kitchen began. This very special man

ate Banana nut, poppyseed, and

chocolate chip pancakes (yuckl) with

a smile and a wink saying keep up

the good work. God only knows how

many burnt cookies (that were prob-

ably raw in the middle) my Dad ate

so 1 could become the baker I am
today. Mom was a wonderful cook

and teacher, but someone had to test

the messl

Wishing my best friend and Dad a very Happy 74th

Birthday!

You Rock, Daddy Boy!!

I thank you, and so does everyone who has ever enjoyed

Charleys' desserts! 1 love you. Dad!!

IW I i l II II

Casual Dining Private Parties

Catering

ANNE SIMBOLI
PastrvClMl

(4J4) 392-1566

201 B Mill Street

Farmvilie, Virginia 23901

Kristen Taylor

Staff Writer

Twin bills introduced to the

Virginia General Assembly on

January 21, 2005, were proposed

in effort to give Virginia's sixteen

public colleges and universities

further independence from the

government.

These autonomy bills, now

known as restructure bUls, were

recently passed.

The bill that began in the

Senate was passed by the House

on Februar)' 21, 2005; the House

biU was passed in the Senate on

February' 22, 2005.

Under these bills pending

Virginia Governor Mark

Warner's approval, pubic colleges

and universities wiU be granted

some independence from the

government.

Schools will be allowed to set

their own tuition rates; other deci-

sions, such as faculty and staff

pay, retirement funds, construc-

tion, and bonds, would also be

made by the schools.

However, there are provisions

in the bills that require that

tuition continue to be affordable

and that the schools remain

accessible to students and

prospective students.

Supporters of the restructure

bills promise that they will cut

down on red tape construction

around campuses and project uni-

versity expansion plans.

Of the three levels with wl^ch

the bill classifies schools- level

one, level two, and AA-,

Longwood University qualifies

for level one, as all Virginia public

colleges do.

Qualifications for level one

include but are not limited to:

maintenance of high academic

standards; affordable tuition;

active participation in the state

economy's advancement; a six-

year plan for enrollment, finances,

and academics; and a wide range

of student programs with institu-

tional mission.

Qualifying for the first level

allows Longwood, among other

things: exclusion from reporting

purchases to the Secretary of

Education; to sell unused proper-

ty and keep its proceeds; pay clas-

sified employees in part with

exclusive funds; a required for-

warding of monies at the end of

each fiscal year; and take part in

operating leases.

Governor Warner has until

March 30 to amend or sign the

restructure bills - House BiU 2866

and Senate Bill 1327.

.,-'i'^--^:'^^ariyifeMlWihilWiifftii^
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For tkeWeek of Marck 4-10

March 3 , 2005
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LP Movie: Finding

Neverland

7:30 p.m.

ABC Rooms

Founder's Day!

Comedian: Vidur

Kapur

10 p.m.

l^ankford Ballroom

Mozart's Requiem

7:30 p.m.

Farmville United

Mediodist Church

Longvvood Wind

Symphony

7:30 p.m.

Jarman Auditorium

Longw(X)d Women's

Rugby vs. Radford

11 a.m.

President's Field

Women's History

Month: Fearsome

Foursome

8 p.m.

Lankford Ballroom

Simkins Lecture: Black-

White Intimacy in Prince

Edward County Before die

Civil War
7:30 p.m.

Wygal Auditorium

Baseball vs. Old

Dominion

2:30 p.m.

Lancer Stadium

IP: Tres Vidas - Core

Ensemble

8 p.m.

Jarman Auditorium
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Ill ilic Hallioom

Mathematics & Computer Science

Colloquium: Dr. Robert Harger

High Point University

Reception: 3:30 - 4:00 p.m. - Hiner 108

Presentation: 4:00 - 5:00 p.m. - Hiner 107

Lpccitilna Werkshcps &
l^resentatlcns

:

Career Ccmer
Workshops

3/3 - 3pm - Resume & Cover Letter Writing - Career Center

3/5 - 5pm - How to Ace Your Interview - Career Center

Recruiters Coming To Campus

3/3 - Dining Hall Lobby - 10 ajn,-l p.m. - Virginia State Police

3/7 - Dining Hall Lobby - 11 a.m.-3 p.m. - Walt Disney World

3/7 - Hiner 212 - 5-7 p.m. - Information Session for Walt

Disney World

The following companies are currently accepting resumes

through LancerTRAK:

•Ferguson

•The Roanoke Times

Keiter, Stephens, Hurst,

Gary & Shreaves

• Auditor of Public Accounts

• APEX Systems, Inc.

NVR Ryan Homes

Camp Virginia Jaycee

Enterprise Rent A Car

Walt Disney World

CGI-AMS

YMCA Camp Silver Beach

Walgreens

support'
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Spring Break 2005
Travel with STS, America's #1 Student

Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:
1-800-648- 4849 or

www.ststravel.com

Mk... .,^.. IZLa I.

March^Srd

Target Intemews

10 am - 2 pm
Hiner 102 &
Covner 202

March lOdi

FBLA - Mock
Intemews

2:30 pm
Hiner 203

March 29i

Walpeens

Internship Seminai

3:30 pm
Hiner 207

College of Business Events -

Dates and Times
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** Peer

nesper amce in the

Studetit Union or

just email

fiffdperf^snswood.edu

for information!
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I hadn t seen her since Freshman year. We both

tried to avoid eye contact, but in the end, both

efforts were thwarted by an akward curiosity.

What had she done these past semesters? I heard

she had dropped Spanish. Didn t really like the

teacher. Im glad I got French out of the way first

semester.

We both murmured a simultanious. Hello, how
are you?

"

There was no response. We both kept walking - I

continued toward the Post Office, as she went into

the Dining Hall.

Maybe I II run into her at another one of Jake's

parties.

Chris Tobcv

Earli^ Mumcxn ftoad-ffTpsT..,

-hAcn "finis

"\o/^ aro
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Look-
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BookReview::A
Passage to India

Janet Jones

A &E Entertainment novelA Passage to India to address

social issues in 20th century

In 1924, E.M Forster wrote the Britain.

iM^'^AT^-KtT- 1 While this story was first pub-
In 1924, E.M Forster wrote the,.

, , ,

^ ^

, . r> . 1 J- lished almost 85 years ago, it is
. novel A Passage to India to

i ,

,

,

...
,-,r, ^ now relevant because these prob-

address social issues in 20th •„ i , i ,

T, . . lems have still not been absolved,
cenmry Bntain.

• t j- u r u u
•vri Ml- ^ in India or the rest or the world.
While this story was first _, .

, ,

,

,
,.

, , , or The social problems primarily
published almost 85 years ago,

i • , ,

,
. , explored in the novel are

It IS now relevant because these ^
r i- • i i •• •

, , , .„ , hypocnsy of religion and division
problems have still not been ^J^ '

^

of race
absolved, in India or the rest of . J^

, ,j A Passage to India exhibits a
the world. *

_,, 111 • • three- part movement. ^

The social problems pnman- _, . .
,

,

, 111. I
This is presented by separating

ly explored in the novel are . / ^ °
, r I-

•
I J•• the novel mto a thesis, antithesis

hypocnsy or religion and divi-

r and synthesis,
sion or race.

. r» . T J- II- The first section, and thesis ofA Passage to India exhibits a
, ,••,,! ..

,
the novel, is tide Mosque,

three- part movement. ^, • • , , ,

_,, . . J , This mtroduces the reader to
This IS presented by separat-

, , . , . the characters who are uving in
ing the novel into a thesis,^

,. , .
°

,

antithesis and synthesis.

The first section, and thesis

of the novel, is tide "Mosque."

This introduces the reader to,
, x» • • i i ,

, , , I- • hate the British and those who try
the characters who are bving in

, t^ • ,

T J. , . J to accept the British.
India, their motivations and ^

I Y r There are also British citizens

wr i-- L T J- i_
who are residing in India, trying

Within the Indians, there are
i . ,

' ^ &
, , AT I- IT- J to colonize the natives,
those who are Muslim, Hindu, „ ,

, 1 D - • V J V 1 They have grown somewhat
hate the Bntish and those who ^

i , •

, T. • •
,

accustomed to their current way
try to accept the British.

'

,-,, ,_..,.. of life, but when their family and
There are also Bntish citizens . . ... , ...

,
... • T I- fnends visit, the cunosity inside

who are residing in India, trying .
, . . , , ..... of these visitors leads into a mov-

to colonize the natives.
. ,

rrn , , ing and devastating plot.
They have grown somewhat .„„ .; , J'.. ,

accustomed to their current way

of life, but when their family and

E.M. FtmSTER
AmSSAJ
TOINO
NOWA MAJOR MOTION PICTURE
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Local Music Talent:

Grassroots Sin^ei" !
Laura Wortman mm

'India, their motivations and

beliefs.

Within the Indians, there are

those who are Muslim, Hindu,

While the British cannot

http: I Imc. clintock.com I

acknowledge these traits within

themselves, many of them encom-

pass the thoughts and learned

behavior of racism, superiority

and judging others by their gender

and class.

By the end of the first part of

the novel, many attempts have

been make to bridge the gap

between the characters, with the

use of religion and social gather-

ings.

The ending of the thesis leaves

the reader feeling hopeful that the

British and Indians can co-exist

together peacefully.

WTien you turn the page, you

will enter into the antithesis.

This opens with the planning of

a trip to the Marabar caves.

The British visitors do not want

to be fooled into seeing only the

fa9ade of the countryside; they

want to explore the "real" India.

WTiile in the caves two of the

women undergo internal transfor-

Krisdna Johnson

Staff Writer

Laura Wortman, a junior at

Longwood University, sang locally

at Wing Shak last Wednesday

night.

Unfortvmately, a series of

events such as trivia night, the lack

of a microphone and banter from

the men's rugby team posed a

problem for sound.

Wortman, who is barely five-

feet tall, stood atop a chair with

her guitar and sang sweet grass-

roots music against a background

of sports paraphanalia.

Despite this rude background

noise, Wortman's loyal fans quiet-

ed thex:rowd and gathered around

their favorite singer, who contin-

ued.

After her first set, she contem-

plated stepping down horn her

chair, but her highly influental fans

begged for more.

Her harmonious voice finally

caused the crowd to surrender to

her songs about freedom, love and

south-bound trains.

The crowd begged for an

encore and were awarded one last

song; "Angel frohi Mon^omery,"

originally performed by John

Prine.

Kristen Casalenuovo, a junior at

Longwood said, "She just had this

stillness on stage and her voice

was so melodic. Definitely, star

quality."

When asked what she thought

about her performance,

Wortman said, "The Wing Shak

gig was amazing and terrible all in

one. My biggest fans came to lis-

ten, but those I didn't personally

know just continued on with

their banter."

Wortman was disheartened by

the lack of respect displayed by

some last Wednesday, but person-

ally, as a fan, she should not be

discouraged by the desire for beer

and drunken ignorance.
'

Janet Jones, another of

Wortman's die-hard fans said, "I

have been listening to Lavira play

since our freshman year, I even

have a CD she recorded. But

when i heard her singing tonight

I still felt chills shoot throughout

my body, just like the first time I

heard her voice two years ago."

Wortman has flayed at various

other places in the Farmville area

such as the Lighthouse Cafie,

Hampden Sydney, and she even

made a late flight, memorable,

appearance at this past

Oktoberfest

Wortmanss's natviral stage

presence coupled with her flaw-

less voice and guitar skills to pro-

duce a folk lover's serenade.
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Book Review: Monster
Kristen Taylor

Guest Writer

from the felon through flash-

backs; Steven's childhood is

Written by Walter Dean Myers in touched on, as are episodes of

1999, Monster is the story of six- his life.

teen-year-old Steven Harmon, a A question following the

black male in prison and on trial audience throughout is how

for felony murder. someone who those events por-

Three other men, although trayed as the average your^ man

they had different ^mmmmm^^mm^mm^gmm in Harlem allegedl}'

roles in a drugstore ^Bip|lW|^BB|B becomes involved

hold-up that left its ^H|^UA9IHM with the others

owner dead, were ^^^^^^^^^^^l^^m accused of participat-

also charged with ^^^^^V^ ^H ^g ^^ ^^^^ crime.

^^^^^^^^j^^l^^m I found myself

The plot is ^^^^^^^H^^^H hoping for Steven's

revealed a ^^^^^^^^^^^^H innocence; he

screenplay written HJI^^^^^^^^^H someone who pos-

by Steven, a film- B^^^^^^^^|^^H sesses the flashbacks

maker in high ^^^^^^^^S^^H ^^ thoughts that

school. He goes BlHHillHHIHl could see myself sit-o www.beawtamyi.WBi '

through nights in jail, what he ting next to in class. However,

the prosecution's case against

him was strong enough to prove

that he was not as iimocent as

that- that he had become a mon-

ster.

Dos Passes PrizeWiinner:
Maureen i lowarHoward

witnesses there, and the trial of

himself and his three accom-

plices.

Myers' work allows the reader

to distinguish the real Steven

Elena Lucier

Staff Writtr

This year's Dos Passos Literature

Prize winner, Maureen Howard,

had a surprising confession: "My

undergraduate writing was pretty

terrible. My poetry was especially

bad."

Howard accepted her prize and

read an excerpt from her latest

novel last Wednesday night in

Wygal auditorium.

Howard, who lives in New York

Cit)' across the street from Central

Park, is the author of seven novels

including Grace Abounding,

Expensive Habits, A Lover's

Almanac, and Namral History. She

has taught at a number of univer-

sities in the Unites States such as

Columbia, Amherst, Yale, and

Princeton.

VCTien asked if she ever put her-

self in her books, Howard said,

"Oh, yes. 1 am not afraid to put

my voice or myself in my writing."

Howard often uses the allusion

of fairytales in her work because

"they release [the reader] from a

psychological reality." She said, "I

use them as a way to free [the

reader] from the expected."

The author's work is heavily

influenced by her family. "My

mother was very bookish. I often

use art in my work, and that comes

from my daughter, who is a art

dealer, and my son-in-law, who is

an artist" said Howard.

Howard read from her novel

The Silver Screen, the third book

of four about the seasons of the

year. The first two in the series are

A Lover's Almanac and ^ig as Life.

In the selection, the main char-

acter Isabelle - Maher is—picked

out of a pack of girls" to become

a silent movie actress, however it

is the end of the silent movie era.

Maher later becomes Isabelle

Murph}', a mother to three chil-

dren. One of her children, Joe, is

a Jesuit priest who has lost touch

with people because of his edu-

cation. While he should be pray-

ing, he thinks back to the educa-

tional excursions on which his

mother took him and his siblings.

Isabelle's trips were inspired by

Melville's Moby Dick, which she

loved.

Perhaps the greatest line from

The Silver Screen that Howard

read is "There are never enough

stories." She reminds us that we

should always be inspired to read,

write, and experience art.

For more information on

Maureen Howard go to

www.penguinpumam.com.

Tke History ol tke Jokn Dos Passos Prize
Leslie Smith

Asst. Editor-in-Chief

The chair of the

committee also serves

as the chair of the

The first John Dos Passos Prize Prize jury

for Literature was awarded to

Graham Greene in 1980. For

every year afterward, a new

author is honored in John Dos

Passes' name.

Three reasons are given in the

short essay, "The John Dos

Passos Prize for Literature: "he is

one of the most American of

writers, as we see in works of fic-

tion, such as Manhattan Transfer

Dr. Martha E.

Cook, Dr. Craig C.

Challender, and Dr.

Michael Lund have all

served as the chair at

one point. The jury

makes the final deci-

sions as to who is

picked for the award,

and is usually made up

John Dos Passos
hup: I /www.spanacus.

scboolnet.co.uk

of the immediate past

(1925), and his U.S.A. trilogy recipient and a well-known crit-

(1938); he had a connection witii jc, editor, or scholar.

Virginia both through spending Past jurors included Mark
his later years in the Nordiern Strand and Dabney Stuart

Neck and through his interest in (poets), Toby Thompson (non-

the political philosophy of fiction writer), Dorothy M.
Thomas Jefferson; and he has Scura (literary critic and schol-

not, though many gready admire ar). The Dos Passos Prize is usu-

his work, received the recognition aUy ftinded tiirough grants from Sciences, hosted a dinner and panel

the Longwood Foundation, but discussion diat included the 1994

has also been sup

in 2000.

One of the goals of

the Committee is to cre-

ate a stable financial base

that would allow them to

have greater freedom in

picking a winner and rec-

ognizing them through

an increased honorari-

um. Another goal is to

have an proper celebra-

tion of the 25th anniver-

sary of the Prize, some-

thing to give Longwood

recognition for support-

ing it. For the 10th anniversary in

1990, President and Mrs. WilUam

F. Dorrill hosted a dinner at

I-X)ngwood House.

For the 15th anniversary in

1995, President Dorrill and

William L. Frank, Dean of the

School of Liberal Arts and

he deserves."

The award itself con-

sists of a cash honorari-

um and a medal,

designed by Pamela

Woods, who had studied

at the Longwood Art

Department.

The Prize is adminis-

tered by a committee

from the English and

Modern Languages

Department.

Prize recipient, the late James

ported by private Welch, Elizabeth Spencer (winner

donors, by the dis- in 1991), William Hoffman (winner

cretionary ftjnd of in 1992), and David Quentin Vest,

the President of the a former member of the

College, and by the Longwood English faculty.

English and Another project would include

Modern Language the publication of an anthology of

Department operat- works by Dos Passos Prize win-

ing budget. The hon- nets. Benefits from such would

orarium, originally accrue to the University' for years

$1,000, was increased to $2,000 to come.

The Dos Passos

Prize
www. longwood. edu
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Elizab^^i^pen^v. 1991
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JaiTOS Welch - 1994
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StopK R Fi 1iss i\un 1 inisnes ouccessiuiiuS full
Bobbi Thibo

Editor-in-Chief

This past week, the I^ngwood

University Theatre Department

ran their latest production, Stop

Kiss.

The plot, which centers

around the relationship between

a woman who has just moved to

New York City, Sarah (Aubrie

Therrien), and a New York traffic

reporter, Gallic (Mel McConnel),

unfolded during the one hour

and fort)'-five minute intermis-

sion-free performance.

The women's relationship

evolves from practically

strangers, to friends, and then to

lovers who are violendy attacked

due to their sexual preference.

The play doesn't focus solely on a

lesbian couple, but instead it

focuses on relationships in gener-

al.

"The obvious focus is the les-

bian relationship, but really the

play is about relations with peo-

ple in general," Therrien

explained. "The play focuses on

how love sometimes comes out

of no where, and this time it just

happened to be between two

women."

Strucmrally, the play was in

split time, interchanging the

present and the past, with no

intermission.

This setup

worked well for

the production;

it emphasized

the severity of

Sarah's condi-

tion and the

internal conflict

in Gallic.

The lack of

an intermission

also worked sur-

prisingly well.

The entirety of

the play was

focused on the

development of

the central rela-

tionship, and to

break for an

intermission would result in a

break for that development.

Aubrie Therrien (left) as

Sarah and Mel McConnel

(right) as Callie.

Photo by Ashley Reams

and broke up the monotony of

more than 40 scene changes

while diverting the audiences

attention away from what was

going on onstage between

scenes.

The controver-

sial theme was

overall handled in

a tasteful yet real-

istic manner. The

term "pussy-eat-

ing cunt," and

other derogatory

phrases, were

only used to

express the level

of severity of the

situation.

While the

script obviously

attempted to stay

away from tj^ical

stereo-types and

classifications, a

couple of scenes,

including the

scene where Sarah suggests they

go to a gay bar, wasn't up to the

The sound track was catchy high standards of the majority of

Autkor s Series: Jokn Hoppentkaler, Poet

Leslie Smith

Asst. Editor-in-Chief

On Tuesday, March 2, John

Hoppenthaler came to campus as

a part of the 2004-2005 Author's

Series.

Dr. Graig Ghallender intro-

duced Hoppenthaler as an author

who fills his works with "hands -

hands as receptacles, hands as

tools of desires," and poems

"drenched in images of the every-

day"

A first generation American,

Hoppenthaler's parents came

over from Germany 50 years ago.

Hoppenthaler received his MFA
in Poetry Writing from Virginia

Commonwealth University in

1988. He has 19 poems nominat-

ed for the Pushcart Prize, and he

has been the personal assistant to

Toni Morrison for the last 10

years.

Hoppenthaler's started serious-

ly writing poems in 1980. "In high

school, I started writing song

lyrics for a band, and it started

there," he said. Hoppenthaler

started the night with two poems

inspired by up-state New York

folklore, "Anticipate the Coming

Resovoir" and "Cat Skills Story."

He continued with what he

called his "elegy-styled poems,"

poems that dealt with death and

history.

One of these, "Home
Movies," is his first international

poem, as it had been translated

into Romanian for an overseas

journal. Another, "Sea Robins,"

is set on the Long Island sound,

written about five years ago. The

poem "Ice" is a winter poem

about his father's death. "Often

it's 10 years between the event

and the poem... I think it's dan-

gerous to write too soon after an

event," he said about writing

poems about death, and other

serious matters.

His poem "A Jar of Rain"

touches on 9/11, written for a

collection of 9/ 1 1 works that his

friend was editing. The poem

"Ice Jesus" is a dramatic mono-

logue piece, and the next was

"Dolphins at Point Pleasant

Beach," set on the New Jersey

shore.

Next were a few relationship

poems, including the tide poem

for his book, "Lives of Water,"

set on the Hudson River, near

Sleepy Hollow.

The poem "Giradelli - San

Francisco," is a self-admitted

"love poem for my best friend's

wife, Mihaela Moscaliuc." Two

poems about sex, "Another Call"

and "Sex in Public Places," made

many audience members laugh.

The poem Hoppenthaler ended

on was one he "often end[s] on,

for a friend who had had some-

thing terrible happen to her,

caUed 'The Blue Bear'." .

As the editor of Kestrel, a lit-

erary journal, Hoppenthaler said,

"I think that poetry should be just

as well-written as prose."

Jenn Dize, Senior, commented

on the reading, "It was my

favorite reading this semester."

MeLaina Evans, Sophomore,

said, "I enjoyed the 'Sex in PubUc'

poem. I appreciate a poet who

can write about those sorts of

subjects."

the pla)*.

Based solely on appearance,

the obvious casting decision

would have been Therrien as the

New Yorker and McConnel as

the Midwesterner, but both

women overcame that physical

classification and developed their

the hardest part must have been

the kiss, but it wasn't. The hardest

part was making the audience

believe that they were in love and

. that they had watched us »fall in

love on stage," Therrien said.

Overall, the production was a

success in delivering its message

McConnel and Therrien during the final

scenes of the production. Photo by Ashlej/ Reams

characters.

As expected, there were certain

difficulties to overcome for all of

the cast and crew. For

McGonnnell and Therrien, the

development of their relationship

was challenging.

"Everybody says to me that

about human relations, despite

the difficulty of the script and the

structure.

Stage Manager Deanna

Martinez concluded, "Theater in

general is trial and error.

Sometimes you get a home run

and sometimes you strike out. I'd

Shannon's Watch
byJohn Hoppenthaler

"A child said it^ and it seetned Wj^

nings that are lost are, all equal.

'Marvin Bell

It's like v^n you lose your watch,

but tlieu the ghost-weight

around your wrist changes to sumething

else. Mayhe ah unexpected frangrance

fibm childhood, or the odd

turn of a phrase heard in passing

on a total stranger*s lips.

It would be too easy to say nodiing

is really lost, not accurate anyway,

now that friends have began' to cUe.

But we have weight & memory. People

who feel familar & might be hne day.

Better to buy a cheap plague wuulii,

you say & I agree lintil that changes too,

& I ^wear 6nly things we can't bear

to pai1 witli are really worth losing

s
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Healtk: Playing it Safe Wlien it Comes to Sex
V-Wire

It's all about empowerment - a

sexy thong for women with a

discreet pocket for condom

storage — an incredibly fun and

inno^'ative idea.

Clearly, when it comes to

STDs, it's never a bad idea for

sisters to step up and take con-

trol of the situation.

After all, a recent study shows

that many men appear to find

treatment for STDs preferable

to prevention.

There's no reason for women

to limit their stash to condoms

either. Some women just don't

realize the extent that STDs can

pass between female partners

(or even the risk of infection

from shared or unclean sex

toys).From barrier dams to fin-

ger cots, haNnng adequate cover-

age on hand can go a long way

toward STD prevention.

But, the Play Safe Thong®

isn't an ideal solution. Body

heat can break down latex.

causing invisible holes that are

just big enough for semen and

other nasty stuff to slip

through unnoticed. That is,

until symptoms set in....

In this case, choosing prod-

ucts made from heat resistant

polyurethane may be the safest

bet. It's also a good idea to

keep extras nearby, to replace

damaged items and keep that

tiny pocket stocked!

Women may have gained a

persuasive tool for negotiating

safer sex with partners, but

what about the guys? How can

dealing with painful itching

and burning, or even lifelong

consequences, seem better

than playing it safe from the

start?

For men, the concept of

playing safe is more about stay-

ing safe. Condoms often sym-

bolize a level of intimacy in

male circles.Some men think

NOT using is a way to show

commitment and trust: A trou-

bling brand of logic that man-

ages to put our closest connec-

tions at risk. In a studv of 224

men who visited a Birmingham,

Ala., STD clinic, nearly two-

thirds admitted they had been

previously diagnosed with one

or more STD.

Study participants also

reported that their lowest levels

of confidence for condom-use

centered around convincing a

main partner that they were in a

committed relationship.

This prevalent attitude may

be contributing to the resur-

gence of syphilis, a disease that

health officials once had hopes

of eradicating by focusing on

members of the high-risk

African-American population.

However, infection rates

increased 85.2 percent among

white males in 2002 over the

previous year, with gay and

bisexual men appearing most

vulnerable.

Syphilis can remain hidden in

the body for up to 90 days, long

enough to get past new relation-

ship jitters and lapse into risky

behaviors. And with syphilis on

the rise, health experts worry

that the resulting genital sores

and cankers will provide an

open door for HIV infection.

Bottom line, whether you're

kindling a new spark or fanning

an old flame, it's important to

keep the fire in control with a

good prevention strategy^

Think you're playing it safe?

Our entertaining and informa-

tive "Rubber Ready" flash tool

may offer a few surprises.

Please log ' into

MyStudentBodycom STDs to

learn more about barrier meth-

ods of protection. Visit the fol-

lowing URL for additional

information: http://www.mys-

tudentbodycom/ABOUT/find

outmore.asp

About the myStudentBody®

comprehensive college health

suite: The myStudentBody®

comprehensive college health

suite tackles the most relevant

health-related issues on college

campuses today, including alco-

hol, sexually transmitted dis-

eases, and tobacco. Each com-

ponent Web site has been devel-

oped and tested for efficacy and

user satisfaction by a top-notch

team of behavioral scientists,

through a series of competitive

grant awards from the National

Institutes of Health. At the core

of each site, a self-administered

risk assessment functions as a

brief intervention or screening

tool, providing tailored motiva-

tional feedback and Web site

personalization based on specif-

ic areas of risk.

Additional resources:

Planned Parenthood: The Truth

About Condoms URL:

http://www.plannedparent-

hood.org/pp2/portal/files/por

tal/medicalinfo/birthcontrol/fa

ct-truth-condoms,xml

"Play Safe Thong" product

information:
http://www.playsafethong.com

© 2005 MyStudentBodycom,

Inflexxion, Inc.

roireiroor

^W^AHT TO MAVH.
NOW LEASING FOR SPRINGAND FALL 051

* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.
* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included except for telephone service.

* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning

facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!

* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here, youll

never want to leave.

208 Clark Street

FarmvUle, VA 23901

434.315.5566

www.longwood-viUage.com
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Are Longwood s Class Sizes Increasing Every Year?
Ricky Jennings

Staff Writer

The perception of Longwood

University is one of a small uni-

versity with big things to offer.

The 2004-2005 LU student

handbook gives this impression

by explaining all the benefits

that Longwood has including

internships, student programs,

and a claim of a 19 to 1 stu-

dent-teacher ratio.

This number is at odds

with updated figures from

Associate Director of

Assessment and Institutional

Research Sandra Bollinger.

According to Bollinger's statis-

tics, the student-teacher ratio

was 26 to 1 in Fall 2002; 27 to 1

in FaU 2003; and 24 to 1 in Fall

2004.

The enrollment for freshmen

during die 2004-2005 academic

year was 972 freshmen. This is a

jump compared to last fall with

the enrollment of freshman at

about 880.

This increase in size of the

freshman class brings total

enrollment at Longwood up to

3,950, including about 3,700

undergraduates and 250 gradu-

ate students.

With this increase in the num-

ber of the student body, some

students have the perception of

Longwood losing its small class-

es.

Dr. Wayne McWee, interim

vice president for academic

We grow in a controlled
M

manner.

--Dr. WayneMcWee

affairs, explained that this is a big

concern, and that this percep-

tion of Longwood needs to be

maintained.

"The current administration

here at the university firmly

believes in keeping the close stu-

dent-teacher relationship intact,"

McWee said. "First, it is being

assumed that the overall student

body is growing at a rate that

would gready influence this per-

ception of Longwood."

While this years' freshman class

was the largest in Longwood's his-

tory, so is this year's graduating

class.

This balances out the current

increase in the student body,

which explains that the student

body is not growing in leaps and

bounds.

"We will and are growing, but

we grow in a controlled manner,"

McWee said.

The university has main-

tained a low student-teacher

ratio with about 70 percent

of students enrolled in class-

es with sizes of 20-29 stu-

dents and 95 percent of all

students having classes with less

than 45 students per class.

Some students hke Jamie

Hildrup, Psychology major, are

concerned about a growing class

size because "as my class increas-

es in size, the pace at which the

material is taught is slowed

because more people need a high-

er degree of explanation,"

Hildrup said.

Other students find that their

classes maintain a 25 to 1 student-

Spring 2005 CAMPUS RECREATION HOURS

Weight Room
Monday 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Tuesday 11:00 am - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Wednesday 12:00 pm - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Thursday 11:00 am - 1:00 pm & 6:00 pm - 11:00 pm
Friday 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Saturday 11:00 am - 3:00 pm
Sunday 5:00 pm - 11:00 pm

Willet Pool

Monday 12:00 pm - 2:00 pm & 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Tuesday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Wednesday 12:00 pm - 2:00pm & 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Thursday 7:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Friday 3:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Simday 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Her Gym
Monday - Thursday 5:15 pm - 7:15 pm (Aerobics)

Monday - Thursday 7:15 pm - 9:15 pm (Intramurals)

Monday - Thursday 9:15 pm - 11:15 pm (Club practices)

Friday 4:00 pm - 7:00 pm (Open rec)

Saturday 11:00 am - 3:00 pm (Open rec)

Sunday 5:(X) pm - 8:30 pm (Open rec)

WiUet Gym
Sunday - Thursday

8:30 pm - 11:00 pm
Friday & Saturday

Closed

Longwood University

ID is requiredfor entry

into all facilities.

Please present your ID

to the supervisor or life-

guard on duty.

teacher ratio. Most students who

were interviewed said that they

feel fine with current class sizes.

Junior Tabor Vess said,

"Classes are very small com-

pared to other schools."

Another reason as to why the

current perceptions of the uni-

versity will not change,

explained McWee is that there

are 192 faculty and staff mem-

bers will hold at the University.

This year they are planning to

hire five new faculty members.

These new faculty member

positions are in the business

department, education depart-

ment, and in arts and sciences.

The university is planning to

fill five more positions a year for

the next three years, putting the

total faculty number at 212 in

2009.

This growth in the faculty is

expected to adequately fulfill the

educational needs, of the ftiture

size of Longwood University and

the student body.

Aiti Ancan'-zAmencan

nistonj cr' Heritage:

Wkat Is NPHC?
Justin Wilkes

Guest Writer

On May 10, 1930, at Howard

University in Washington, D.C.,

five organizations decided that

there was a need for a stronger

bond among the historically

black fraternities and sororities.

And on that day, die NPHC
was botn.

NPHC, the acronym for

National Pan-Hellenic Council,

is the umbrelk union of all nine

African-American based inter-

collegiate organizations and is

used to promote interaction

through meetings, forums, pub-^

Kc events and other mediums in

an effort to initiate awareness

and individual interests of the

student bodies they serve.

On Longwood University's

campus die NPHC has beU

annual events such as their fell

and spring step show, karaoke

night in die cafe and numetous

other socials and informational

meetings.

The overall and founding

mission of the NPHC is

"Unanimity of thought and

action as fer as possible in the

conduct of Greek letter colle-

giate fraternities and sororities,

and to oonsider problems of

mutual interest to its member

organizations."

The nine organizations that

compose die NPHC are as list-

ed: Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,

Inc.* which was founded in

1906 at Cornell University,

Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,

Inc.* which was founded in

1908 at Howard University,

Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc.

which was founded in 1911 at

Indiana University, Omega Psi

Phi Fraternity, Inc. which was

founded in 1911 at Howard

University, Delta Sig^a Theta

Sorority, Inc.* which was

founded in 1913 at Howard

University, Phi Beta Sigma.

Fraternity, Inc.* which was

founded in 1914 at Ho\^rd

University, Zeta Phi Beta

Sorority, Inc.* which was

founded in 1920 at Howard

University, Signw Gamma Rho

Sorority, Inc.* which was

founded in 1922 at Buder

University and lott Phi Theta

Fraternity, Inc.* which was

founded in 1963 at Morgan

State University.

Keep a look out for flyers,

posters, etc. for woid on what

the NPHC organizatons will be

doing next.

Allfacts and information takmfnm: wnw.nphchq.or^ahmt.htm.

*^^^smts those affiliated at Lon^md University.
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Longwood Safetij, Police s Top Priority
Janet Jones

A&E Editor

The safety of a college campus

is usually a factor for many

high school students when

choosing a residence to live and

learn.

For many parents it is a pri-

mary factor. Why would it not

be? They are paying thousands

of dollars a year for their child

to live away from home

unharmed.

Despite effort by the college

and community, safety still

seems to be an issue that must

constandy be dealt with.

lx>ngwood University is no dif-

ferent than any other college

campus.

While it is much smaller and

friendlier than other universi-

, ties, crime still manages to

creep into the lives of

Longwood students.

Elven though there are blue

emergency lights located

throughout campus and police

working 24 hours a day to pro-

tect Longwood's students,

every month or so we receive

an email to warn about sexual

assault, burglary or hate crimes

being committed.

One area in particular where

students and faculty' have

seemed to express a feeling of

uneasiness is next to Grainger

and construction of the

Rotunda. There are no blue

emergency lights in this dimly

lit area on the edge of campus.

With this said, how exacdy

are you going to contact help in

this area of campus if an emer-

gency situation arises?

Walking home alone at night

is not one of the most sought

after activities a young adult

would aspire to. Longwood

provides Night Walkers to

assist students if they become

frightened, but many people do

not feel frightened or intimidat-

ed.

Luckily, on this campus,

there is not an overwhelming

threat of known predators or

criminals walking the streets at

night. However, that does not

Photo provided hv Kyle Pretsch

mean that they do not exist.

If you do encounter a situa-

tion such as this, Longwood

strongly encourages individuals

to report assaults to officials.

Reporting the assault is the only

effective way for action to be

taken.

The mission found on the

Longwood Police website

states, "The Department of

Public Safety supports

Longwood University's mission

of developing citizen leaders

who are prepared to make pos-

itive contributions to the com-

mon good of society."

The Longwood Police

department has 13 sworn law

enforcement officers. All of the

officers have completed a 22-

week basic law enforcement

course and must update their

training every two years.

Many of these officers hold

certifications in rape aggression

defense instruction and crime

scene forensics.

Not only are these police

officers themselves trained to

serve and protect, but they also

offer hall programs to teach

self-defense and hold

classes to certify for

aggression defense

The crime statistics

campus securit}' from January

2004 to December 2004 for on

campus, off campus, public

propert}' and residential arrests

open

rape

from

are posted on the Longwood

Police website at www.long-

wood.edu/police.

An overview from the past

year on various crimes is as fol-

lows: three burglaries, two

forcible sex offenses, 68 arrests

for violation of liquor law,

eight arrests for violation of

drug law, three robberies, four

referrals for violation of liquor

law and two referrals for viola-

tion of drug law.

Not all of these offenses will

direcdy affect other Longwood

students, but they may be con-

tributing factors that influence

the behavior.

The police officers at

Longwood are not trying to

ruin your the lives on young

adults, but cut back on the

number of disturbing e-mails

sent out every so often.

Whether it is rebellion, bore-

dom, hatred or extreme sexual

deprivation, even these preven-

tative efforts seem to not be

enough.

PURE VALUE.
Vehicle starts well equipped. You can accessorize (or not). Simple, straightforv/ard menu pricing.

Scion's Pure Price" purchase experience

means No haggle. No hassle.

/4

in

Price Stan inq at

XB ^4195 *i6:o70

Standard
features include: _^
160-watt Pioneer CD stereo with six speakers, including two
tweeters and Scion Sound Processing / MP3 capable and XM
satellite ready / Air conditioner / Choice of three wheel cover

designs / Anti-bck brakes / Power windows, door locks, and
outside mirrors / 5-year. 60.000-mile Powertrain warranty^

Locate your nearest Scion Dealer at Scion.com or call 1 -866-70-SCION.

•M5R"' includes di^livery processing and handling *ee;ex(..udest3:« c jplt' i^nt A.fii.il J-c 'lay vary. TRD USA. Inc IToyota
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what moves you
scion.com
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Men's Basketball Humbled Bij #4Wake Forest
Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

The men's basketball team com-

peted in their final road game of

the 2004-2005 season against the

ESPN/USA Today Coaches Poll

fourth-ranked Demon Deacons

of Wake Forest last Wednesday.

The Lancers hoped to avoid

going winless on the road this

season, but faced the daunting

task of their third ranked oppo-

%m*M
•i *'

i

w^^f0 *^^

^7
ii'

^^HH^
1 ^

Lamar Barret

Decon player.

charges a

Photo BjWill Pettus

nent in their first full year of

Division I scheduling.

"We didn't have good momen- Jefferson each converted three

sparked the Demon Deacons to

nine unanswered points with a

three-pointer after a pass from

senior forward Jamaal Levy

behind the arc for an 1 8-2 score

with 14:51 left on the clock.

Sophomore guard Husein

Pistoljevic drained Longwood's

second basket, by connecting

from three-point rage with a

pass from sophomore forward

Jon Larson.

"I was kind of surprised to

be open to shoot such easy

shots," Pistoljevic said.

However, Wake Forest

unloaded 14 straight points

including a pair of dunks from

junior guard Richard Joyce and

Ellis; triples from Downey and

Paul to lead 39-5 with 6:47 to

play

Sophomore forward Maurice

Sumter responded with the

drained jump-shot, but the

Demon Deacons' junior guard

Justin Gray drilled back-to-back

threes, and assisted a Paul

jumper to amass a 40-point (47-

7) mountain for Ix)ngwood to

overcome.

Freshman forward Lamar

Barrett helped trim the deficit,

making the jumper along the

baseline with a pass from fresh-

man guard Brandon Giles for a

47-9 score.

Over the final 2:00 minutes

of the half, the Lancers limited

Wake Forest to one basket and

six free-throws." Barrett and

tum going into it," freshman

guard Stanley Boateng said.

Longwood came into the match-

up after losing a close game last

Monday night to in-state rival

James Madison in a last-minute

batde 72-70.

In the first half. Wake Forest

jumped out to a commanding 15-

lead less than five minutes into

pointers during that span, but

the Demon Deacons finished

the half with a 57-22 edge.

"Like a lot of young players,

their energy goes the way the

game goes," head men's basket-

ball coach Mike Gillian said.

Fortunately for Longwood, the

Lancers did not flat-line.

At halftime, Longwood's

the contest with junior forward Jefferson led the squad with 10

Chris Ellis and senior guard

Taron Downey contributing 12

points in the run.

After missing their first six

shots, sophomore guard Michael

Jefferson put the Lancers on the

board with 1 5:26 remaining, nail-

ing a jumper outside of the cylin-

der.

Pre-season Ail-American can-

didate Chris Paul, a sophomore,

points and three rebounds, the

only Lancer in double- figure

scoring. Barrett and Sumter

chipped in five and four points

respectively. As a team,

Longwood shot 32% (8-25)

from the floor and committed

11 turnovers.

Paul and Downey led Wake

Forest at the break, each scoring

10 points, with Paul snatching

three rebounds. Ellis led all play-

ers at the break with seven

boards and as a team the Demon
Deacons snatched an impressive

32 rebounds in the opening peri-

od. Wake Forest shot 48% (19-

40) from the floor, committing

three turnovers.

The second half continued to

be a struggle for Longwood to

establish shooting momentum,

missing their first four shots of

the half.

Sumter tried to get the Lancers

in a rhythm by tipping in the

rebound from Barrett's missed

jumper with 18:03 to play.

Jefferson helped Longwood

cut the lead to 34 with his jumper

at the 16:54 mark, but the

Lancers could not get closer.

The Deacons' Downey drilled

his second three of the game 12

seconds later, making it 64-27, as

Wake Forest began to pull away

A pair of free-throws from

Williams and a Levy lay-up put

Wake ahead, 68-29, with less than

1 5 minutes to play

Pistoljevic provided a needed

basket with his second three of

the game with 13:12 left, to cut

the margin to 36.

From that point, the Deacons

scored 10 unanswered points,

capped off by senior forward

Vytas Danelius's lay-up, to jump

to a gargantuan 46-point, 80-34

landslide with 9:07 remaining in

the game.

After a pair of Jefferson free-

throws. Wake Forest put the

exclamation point on the match

at the 7:10 mark with Ellis's dunk

off the pass from Downey.

Barrett connected on three

straight free-throw attempts and

Sumter nailed a lay-up with 4:33

left in regulation to

trail 80-39.

With the game in

hand for the Demon
Deacons, both teams

emptied their bench-

es to provide needed

experience for their

younger players down

the stretch.

Freshman forward

Wes Hager entered

the contest and in the

final 2:47, grabbed a

rebound, made a lay-

up, converted two

free-throws, and

made a steal.

"It was exciting to

pla\' Wake Forest, the

biggest team in the

ACC," Hager said.

"It was intense."

Wake Forest held

on to defeat

Longwood 88-47 to

improve to 23-4 and dropped

Longwood to 1 -29 on the season

with one game remaining.

In a post-game interview.

Wake Forest head coach Skip

Prosser complemented the

effort of Gillian and his squad.

"When I watch Longwood

University- on tape, despite their

record, they competed," Prosser

said. "Give their coach credit for

that."

In the loss, Jefferson led all

scorers with a game-high 14

points and snatched five

rebounds. Sumter added a nine-

point effort, while junior center

Chad Kosmo recorded a team-

high seven rebounds.

Longwood finished the game

shooting 16-58 (27.6%) and

committed a game-total 25

Michael Jefferson tries for a three-

with a Wake Forest defender's

his face. pboto B/ w,ll Pmus

pointer

hand in

rebounds.

Wake Forest's Gray earned a

team-high 13 points, shooting a

perfect 5-5 from the free-throw

line to lead five players in double-

figure scoring. Williams grabbed a

game-high 1 1 rebounds to go with

his 12-point performance. The

Demon Deacons finished the

game shooting 45.5% (30-66).

More importantly, the team

grabbed a collective 53 rebounds

in the win.

The lancers hosted Utah Valley

State on Wednesday in their sea-

son finale to earn their second vic-

tory.

For the Lancers to be success-

ful, according to Kosmo, "We

have to play really good defense

against Ronnie Price, defend and

rebound, and take smart shots."

Longwood students made the three and a half hour drive down to Winston-Salem, North
Carolina to support their fellow students in the game against Wake Forest. Photo ByWUl Pmus
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Baseball Record 2-1 at Home Alter Opening Series Against St. Joe Hawla
John Rosenstock

Staff Writtr

Finally, after eleven road games

and the original home-opener

with VMI cancelled due to rain,

Longwood baseball hosted their

first games at Lancer Stadium in

2005.

Longwood struggled in the

first eleven matchups away from

their home-turf, winning just one

game at Hawaii-Pacific. The

Lancers returned home to a warm

crowd in Farmville, facing off

against the Hawks of St. Joseph's

University in a three-game series

February 26 and 27.

"We had a rough start away

from home and we took our

home opener as a new begin-

ning," commented senior tri-cap-

tain Brett Mooney. "It's always

nice playing at home, and it's even

better putting one in the win col-

umn in front of friends and fam-

ily," Mooney added.

The Lancers came out with a

decisive victory in game one, win-

ning 9-4 against the Hawks.

Freshmen pitcher John Farrell

pitched six respectable innings,

giving up eight hits and four

runs, complemented by eight

strikeouts.

Mooney started things off for

Longwood at the plate, singling

in the bottom of the first. With

two outs and Mooney still on

first, sophomore Charlie

Yarbrough hit a shot to left field

that cleared the fence, lifting the

Lancers to a 2-1 lead. Freshman

Nick von Gersdorff scored fel-

low first-year teammate Louis

Ullrich on a fielder's choice in

the second inning, and the lead

advanced to 3-1.

The contest was tied-up going

into the bottom of the seventh,

when sophomore Tyler Childress

doubled, scoring Yarbrough and

sophomore Matthew Duval to

give Longwood the 6-4 advan-

tage. A 3-run eighth inning put

the Lancers up by five, and they

never looked back, finishing the

game off 9-4.

"It felt really good to come

out with the win in our '05 sea-

son opener," commented assis-

tant coach Rick Blanc. "We've

been close, the mental mistakes

had been hurting us more than

the physical ones, and it was nice

to get over that hump."

Unfortunately for the Lancers,

the second game of the double-

header did not go as planned.

According to Blanc, the team

probably got a little over-confi-

dent and did not play as hard and

committed as they did in the first

game.

St. Joe's scored four quick runs

in the first inning, and the

momentum the Lancers may

have had from the first game was

immediately shut down. Poor

pitching and lack of offensive

productivity plagued Longwood

in game two, and the visiting

Hawks came out victorious 9-1.

Mooney was unquestionably

the player of the day for

Longwood at the plate. After

going 4-5 in game one and scor-

ing twice, he followed it up hit-

ting 2-3 in the second game,

totaling six hits for the day.

Commenting on the let-down in

game two, Mooney said, "I think

our defensive play in the first

inning where they scored 4 runs

was the major cause of the loss."

Longwood dominated game

three in all aspects. Sophomore

Alan Moore pitched seven solid

innings for the Lancers, allowing

just four hits and one run.

Freshman pitcher Sean Quinn

closed out the last two innings

giving up a mere one hit and

zero runs.

At the plate, Longwood

amassed seventeen hits and ten

runs, marking the first time this

season the team reached double-

digits in runs. Freshman Joe

Bott had his best performance

of the year, with three hits in

four at-bats.

"We've all been struggling a

bit getting hits in key situations

and executing," commented

Bott, "so it was nice to have a

day where we all were able to

contribute and I think the fact

that we had 17 hits says a lot

about the intensity that we
brought to the game."

The bottom of the second

inning seemed that it would

never come to an end. A great

example of the elusive intensity

Solttall Looks to Improve on Last Year's 37-13 Season
Steve Reeves

Staff Writer

The distinct smell of freshly cut

grass, along with the resonating

sound of the infield rake loosen-

ing the red dirt that surrounds

the bases, both indicate the

beginning of Spring, and more

importanti}; the start of the 2005

Longwood Softball season. Lead

by Coach Kathy Riley, in her

eight year as head coach, the

Lady Lancers are confident in

their ability to compete with

what is to be a most difficult

Division I schedule. "We are

improving every time we play,"

stated senior co-captain Jen

Steele.

The Lady Lancers are coming

off a remarkable 2004 season of

37-13 in which they were classi-

fied as D-II Independents.

Losing two instrumental players

in third baseman Heather

Williams and pitcher Abby
Welch, the team was able to re-

focus on the present. WTien

asked about the difference in

terms of strengths and weak-

nesses from last year to this year's

team, Coach Riley said, "We

have a lot of players who are

returning, (9) which will give us

experience; however our pitching

is a bit thin, but we are getting

better."

The team shows their dedica-

tion by getting up at 4:30 in the

morning and ready to practice by

5 a.m.. Following their morning

practice, the players tiien hit the

batting cages in the afternoon,

and complete an evening prac-

tice, all huddled around the

mound, viewing the sunset as a

team. "I want hard-working,

good people on my team," stated

Co-captain and shortstop Megan

Cameden.

Although each player has

varying philosophies and pre-

contest rituals (such as Junior

first baseman Megan Wilson's

listening to her "softball techno

mix,") they all agree with the

level of hard work and motiva-

tion that is a prerequisite to join-

ing the team. "You're only as

good as your weakest player,"

stated Co-captain Jen Steele, who
also looks for teammates with a

strong work ethic.

This year's team seems to be

very goal-oriented; having set

benchmarks for each tourna-

ment they enter. Prior to the

start of the season the team got

together and were given the

responsibility by Coach Riley to

decide what they saw as feasible

goals they wanted to meet. She

reflected on her decision to

bestow upon the team, the

responsibility of setting goals

saying that it was really a team

process, not solely her own and

that creating goals was an impor-

tant process for the team.

Among what they believe will be

the most trying of match ups is

their game against San Diego

State on March 18 through the

20. "It will be tough out west,"

said junior transfer, and

Michigan-native, Megan Wilson

in reference to their San Diego

State Tournament.

They face other notable com-

petition with teams like Radford,

UVA, Liberty, and George

Washington. The Lady Lancers

will be hosting four games and

Coach Kathy Riley

two week-

end tourna-

ments here

in Farmville,

and will be

competing

in the covet-

ed alumni

game during

spring weekend, April 16. On
March 22 and 23 the Lancers

will be hosting the Lancer

Invitational Tournament, fol-

lowed by the Longv\'ood Classic

on April 9 and 10. On April 13

the Lady Lancers play host to

Coppin State, Liberty on April

19, Howard on April 21 and fin-

ish up at home with George

Washington on April 26.

Taking pride in the fact that

the team possesses a work ethic

second to none, along with their

understanding of what it takes

to succeed, this year's team

seeks out the perfection of

minute details which encom-

pass the game. "You gotta do

the little things right, stated

Cameden, Everything else will

come together."

the Lancers were looking for, the

team totaled six hits and five runs

in the second. Bott led off the

inning with a double to right-cen-

ter field, followed by a single

from senior Chris Balus that put

runners in the corners. A sacrifice

fly to center scored Bott, and

four more runs were to come

before the Hawks had a chance

to bat.

Longwood closed out the

game with an impressive 10-1 win

over St. Joseph's. They also came

out victorious in the series,

defeating the visitors in two of

the three games. The Lancers will

be back in action for a three-

game series at Radford

University, March 5 and 6.

Lancers Wrangle

Dison in Opener
Kyle Martin

St^ Writer

To start the 2005 season, the

lactosse team executed in dom-

inant fashion against the Bison

of Bucknell University. "My

team is very well organized.

They executed perfectiy," head

coach Janet Grubbs said after

the 14-5 victory last Saturday.

In the first period, the

Lancers trailed after the first

three minutes when Bucknell's

Emily Burman, a midfielder,

beat junior goalie Emily Wilson

for a 1-0 lead.

Longwood, however,

answered back on senior mid-

fielder Sophie Dress's goal with

26:29 remaining in the half.

Twenty-eight seconds later, a

pass from Dress set up sopho-

more attacker Kathleen Barry

for the shot beating junior

goalie Lizzy McDaniel, giving

the Lancers the lead they never

surrendered.

Over the next three minutes,

Barry and Dress each tallied

another score, but senior

attacker Isa Cohen established

herself as an offensive leader.

"Everyone knows their part

and knows their plays. When
everyone's where they're sup-

posed to be, it clicks so well,"

Cohen said.

Cohen connected on the first

of a game-high five goals at the

6:28 mark and assisted on senor

* See LACROSSE p. 15
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Weekly Trivia

Wkoistke

currently leads

tke Lancers in

komeruns?

Last Week's Question:

Which returning pitcher

for the Lancers started the

most games last season?

Alan Moore (1 2 starts)

Ifyou would like to submit a trivia question

send an e-mail to rotunda@Iongwood.edu

subject "Trivia" with yout question, answer

and name(if desired).

LACROSSE cont'd p. 14

attacker Leann Kibler's first

score of the contest with 20:10

left on the clock.

After securing a 6-1 lead,

Cohen notched three of the

Lancers' six goals over the next

10:24, giving Longwood a 10-goal

lead (11-1) with 9:36 remaining.

In the remainder of the half,

Longwood utilized defense and

noteworthy saves from Wilson,

stoning freshman attacker Ashley

Flood and sophomore attacker

Katie Edge.

Kibler tallied her final goal of

the game at 23:48, but Bucknell

went on to the break with a bit of

momentum on freshman mid-

fielder Elizabeth Whipple's only

score.

At halfrime, the Lancers held

the 12-2 edge over the Bison,

committing five turnovers to

Bucknell's 10.

"Warming up, [Bucknell]

looked so big and strong, but in

the game, they did a lot of over-

throws and couldn't handle the

pressure," Grubbs stated.

The second half was reminis-

cent of the first, with Bucknell

notching the first score in the

first minute of play on senior

midfielder v^ndrea Paraud's shot

assisted by a pass frotn behind

the net.

At the 4:48 mark, junior attack-

er Ali Shaffer put her mark on the

scoreboard to give the Lancers a

13-3 lead. Cohen nailed

Longwood's final score of the

game with less than 18 minutes to

play, earning her fifth score of

the match.

Bucknell pressured late, but

saves by Wilson over the 'final 10

minutes helped Longwood seal a

Sports PAGE 15

STUDENT^ATHLETE PROFILES
Chris Balus

Baseball (Senior, 3rd yr.)

Newport News, Virginia

Why do you play baseball?

-My brothers played when 1

was younger, so my parents

signed me up when I was five

and I've been playing ever

since.

Recall your best moment
playing here.

-My freshman year, hitting .350

and starting every game was a

good achievement.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-1 like that it's small, every-

thing's close together.

Everybody knows everybody.

You're not just a number on

campus.

What goals do you have?

-My goal is to graduate from

Longwood University as a

physical education major and

become a coach at a high

school. Some of my athletic

goals include hitting over .300

and making less than five

errors.

What is your favorite movie, t.v.

show, or song?

-One of my favorite movies was

"The Sandlot" because it was kind

of like when I was growing up

playing sandlot baseball.

What is your favorite hobby?

-I have a daughter, Sydney, who is

one. I spend a lot of time with her.

What makes you imique?

-I have a child and I have to bal-

ance school, my team, and my fam-

ily. It's unique that I'm a father

playing college sports.

Shawn Slotke

Lacrosse (Senior, 3rd yr.)

Hometown: Baltimore, Maryland

Why do you play lacrosse?

-1 played soccer and lacrosse in

high school, but lacrosse has been

more exciting for me and it's a

faster paced game.

Recall your best moment play-

ing here.

-Last year, beating Virginia Tech

in double-overtime sudden death.

We came from seven goals behind

to win.

What do you like most about

Longwood?

-I feel that lacrosse is being more

and more respected every year at

Longwood University.

What goals do you have?

-Just for lacrosse, I want for i\s to

be competitive. I just want us to

show Division I that Longwood

University can compete.

What is your favorite movie, t.v.

show, or song and why?

-My favorite movie is

"Zoolander" because it reminds

me of my teammates, how funny

they are, and we watch it together.

What is your favorite hobby?

-I like all sports really. I'm a

huge Maryland University bas-

ketball fan. I love the Ravens.

What makes you unique?

-I'm unique because I didn't

make varsity lacrosse until my
senior year in high school and I

started my sophomore year

here.

What do you want to be

remembered as?

-I guess being really hardwork-

ing and enthusiastic.

14-5 victory over the visiting

Bison of Bucknell.

Cohen led the Lancers, and all

scorers, with five goals, with

Dress, Kibler, and Barry notch-

ing two scores apiece. Wilson

recorded six saves in the win.

"I have to adtnit I was nerv-

ous," Wilson said, "but I think

after I calmed down in the sec-

ond half it went well."

In defeat, five players each

scored in the contest, with senior

attacker Amy Lee contributing

two assists in the effort.

The win drops Bucknell to 0-1

and improves Longwood to 1-0

on the season.

Unfortunately, the Lancers

learned they will have to com-

pete without the play of senior

midfielder Emily Bikowski, who

scored a team-high 36 goals last

season, due to an ACL injury,

according to Grubbs.

"Everybody's got to step it up

and cover for her," Grubbs said.

The Lancers' game at Virginia

Tech scheduled for March 2 was

postponed due to inclement

weather. The Lancers host St.

Bonaventure at noon on

Saturday at Lancer Field.

Men s Tennis Results
sports Information

Longwood University dropped a

6-1 men's tennis decision to visit-

ing Radford University

Wednesday. The Lancers dropped

to 0-3 this season with the home

loss. Longwood will play again

this Friday, March 4, hosting Elon

University at 2 p.m. in Farmville.

Longwood got its lone win in sin-

gles at #2 as sophomore Rashko

Patnikov/Bankya, Bulgaria

(Smirnenski) won 6-4, 6-0.

Radford 6, @Longwood 1

Singles

1. Uoyd (RU) def. Tobias

Guennel (LU), 6-0, 6-0

2. Rashko Patnikov (LU) def

Vasarevic (RU), 6-4, 6-0

3. Johnson (RU) def. Chris

Newman (LU), 4-6, 6-2, 10-2

4. Cavaco (RU) def. Mani

Barajas-Alexander (LU), 6-4, 6-

1

5. Arhammar (RU) def Ian

Young (LU), 6-4, 6-4

6. Mergisteab (RU) def Ross

McBee (LU), 6-2, 6-2

^ ^^^ MISS

HOCKEY? mine

Mr

Richmond Riverdogs vs.

Danbury Trashers

Plus

Battle of the Bands
4 of Richmond's top bands battle it out

during the intermissions. You can win prizes as 4^
jjk well during the game. ^
^ Saturday April 2nd . Bus Leaves at 5:30. ^W Returns around 11. ^
^ Tickets on sale at the Recreation Area in the ^

Student Union Starting March 7th ^M from 8:30 ain-4:30 pm ^
^ $7 includes ticket and bus ride. ^
^ For more information ronic by tke miin office of the Sti- w
" dent Union, call 2103 or e-mail lankford(^loagwoo(UdH ^«a

0<00000000l^0000^000



/ttUitiUaH: Am^imo^d SttidBmUf

wVkjajL cJuc yjOTL iunl£lM±g. JjruH.?
It's time to

SIGNYOUR LEASE "^

Suttchase Apartments

FREE HOT DOOSHND FEFSI PRODVCTS AT HOME BASEBALL GAMES!
Be sisre to come out andi cheeir for the Lancers, while you enjoy
hot dogs and soft drinks in Lancer Stadium at no charge.

« Wednesday, March 9'^ vs. UNC«Chapel Hill at l:30pni
Saturday, March 12*** vs. SU Pete's at noon

• Sunday, March 13*** vs. St. Pete's at 1 lam

vviU/ Sunchase Apartments
i^ur^?^. 501 Sunchase Boulevard501 Sunchase Boulevard

Farmville, VA 23901

434-392-7440

Check out our website! www.sunchase-lonawood.com
AIM Screen Name: SunchaseBuzz EHO
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One of the stores at University

Village is Boar's Nest Bar and

Bistro, a deli that also doubles as a

wine and martini bar. There is also

a Port City Java, a Wilmington,

N.C.-based coffee shop. A cloth-

ing store is projected to open

sometime this year.

"We don't have a Starbucks, but

I think that we have something

better. I love Port City - It's good

coffee, and it's cheaper than

Starbucks. I think that having

retailers underneath us was a great

idea," said Miner. The idea of

retailers coming to Farmville may

be more a dream than a reality,

though. At ODU, Miner says that

there has been a "delay of retail" in

the designated shopping space on

the bottom floor. Students at

ODU have been waiting for a hot

dog stand and a tropical smoothie

shop to open at University Village

for months.

"The company that worked with

us at ODU made it seem like there

would be tons 'of retailers wanting

to come to Norfolk," Miner said.

Benelit Concert Held at

Zildgens

A benefit concert was held

at Zlldgen's to collect money
for tsunami victims.

see Arts & Entertainment pg. 7

rind Youi' Summer

Internsliip Now

Obtaining the perfect intern-

ship means networking, not

procrastinating.

see features pg. 8

Lancer Basketi>all Comes

to a Close in 2004^2005

An end-of'the-season look at

the Longwood basketball sea-

son

$ee sports pg, 10
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Lori Ashmore

Staff Writer

When Old Dominion University

student Mike Miner thinks about

his brand new, fully furnished two-

bedroom apartment that just hap-

pens to be conveniendy located

above his favorite coffeehouse,

the quote "all that glitters is not

gold" comes to mind.

Plans for Longvt'ood's new

housing and retail complex are

strikingly similar to Old

Dominion University's University

Village, an apartment and retail

area that consists of four three-

story brick and stucco buildings

that house over 500 upperclass-

men and graduate students and is

home to two retail stores. "We're

using the same arrangement and

planning as ODU," said Ken

Copeland of the Longwood Real

Estate Foundation. ODU's

Village, which was completed in

2003, gives students the choice to

live in one, two and four bedroom

units.

All of the apartments are fully

furnished with all utilides includ-

ed. The ODU police department.

fitness center, a coffeehouse, bar

and deli are located on the first

floor.

"I have a

spacious
apartment

and an awe-

some bath-

room all to

myself The

billing is con-

venient for

me, and since

everything is

included, I

don't have to pay 13 different bills

each month," said Miner.

However, Miner says that even

though paying $600 a month to

live in his two-bedroom apartment

is cheaper than other places he

could live in Norfolk, he and oth-

ers are beginning to have concerns

about the increasing costs of liv-

ing in the Village. Like

Longwood's proposed complex,

ODU's University Village was

built by private companies with

private fimds, which Miner thinks

could become troublesome.

"Right now. University Village

is thinking of raising the prices to

live here. If they do that, I won't

be able to afford living here.

When you're

doing business

with private

companies,

they can raise

the prices to

any amount

they want, and

I know diat if

the price con-

tinues to

''7*""'*r "7 increase, many
w.iongwooa.eau ' '

Other students won't be able to

live here either," said Miner.

Aside from pricing issues, many

ODU students like the idea of

having retailers underneath their

apartment complex, and even stu-

dents that don't Uve in University

Village can benefit from the retail-

ers there. "There's not a lot of

places you can walk to in Norfolk,

and I know a lot of people who

will go to the stores at University

Village because they're close, and

they're also open later than a lot of

other places around here,"said

Miner. See COMPARISON p. 4

Pride in Longwood s Low Vandalism Rate at Risk
Naomi Pearson

Staff Writer

When Doug Howell was a stu-

dent at Longwood in the 1980s,

there was a problenj with vandal-

ism, litter, some graffiti, broken

windows and equipment, and

body fluids in the common areas-

especially in Cox Hall. At that

time it was an all-male residence.

When he returned to the uni-

versity as an employee - the

Associate Director of Residential

and Commuter Life - he was

impressed with the cleanliness of

the campus and attributed it to

the administration's dedication to

a clean campus and to the

improved quality of the students.

"It takes everyone's support and

cooperation to make the campus

as nice as possible whether inside

or outside of campus buildings,"

he said.

However, recent incidents of

vandalism may dampen such

enthusiasm. An announcement on

the door of a public restroom in

one of the residence halls reads

that, "Due to unfortunate misuse

by residents," it will be closed until

further notice. The brand-new

sign in front of Curry Hall was

seriously damaged, requiring

police involvement.

Exit signs have been broken,

and graffiti, which had almost dis-

appeared in the last few years, has

made a comeback.

"The appearance of the cam-

pus is very important in creating a

good first impression," Howell

said.

. Compared to other institutions

of higher learning, Longwood

University has a pristine campus;

the severit}^ and frequency of van-

dalism is low, so it is not that big

an issue - yet, according to Mike

Montgomery, the assistant direc-

tor of facilities.

Montgomery added that if par-

ents see something like the broken

sign, they don't know that it may

have happened just that morning,

or that it is going to be repaired

that afternoon - they may wonder

what else isn't being taken care of.

Every instance casts a less-than-

favorable light on the school.

Residence Education

Coordinator for Frazer Hall,

Melissa Lucas, described one of

last year's occurrences of vandal-

ism when obscene graffiti was

scrawled in one of the elevators.

"Every time the doors closed,

there it was. It was embarrassing

to the residents and to their par-

ents and visitors," Lucas said.

Montgomery defined vandal-

ism very narrowly, in terms of

avoidable damage.

"If it takes the effort of anoth-

er person to rectify it-that's van-

dalism," he said.

He included cigarette butts

scattered on the ground despite a

nearby receptacle in his defini-

tion, as well as putting soap in the

fountain, which in fact, can and

does damage its equipment.

"Vandalism impacts the greater

institution; every act initiated by

[anyone] impacts the entire

Longwood community," said

HoweU. "It's unfair to the staff; it's

unfair to the community."

Usually the person who caused

the damage takes responsibility

and is required to pay for the cost

of the repair, but if even after

investigation no responsibility can

be assigned, a community damage

charge will be billed to all of the

residents of the floor or to the

community-at-large.

"Students seem to be more

concerned when their pocket-

books are involved - when they're

going to be billed for something,"

said Chris Corner, the REC for

the Cunninghams.

See VANDALISM p. 4
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One of the stores at University

Village is Boar's Nest Bar and

Bistro, a deli that also doubles as a

wine and martini bar. There is also

a Port City Java, a Wilmington,

N.C.-based coffee shop. A cloth-

ing store is projected to open

sometime this year.

"We don't have a Starbucks, but

I think that we have something

better. I love Port Cit)' — It's good

coffee, and it's cheaper than

Starbucks. I think that having

retailers underneath us was a great

idea," said Miner. The idea of

retailers coming to Farmville may

be more a dream than a realit\',

diough. At ODU, Miner says that

there has been a "delay of retail" in

the designated shopping space on

the bottom floor. Students at

ODU have been waiting for a hot

dog stand and a tropical smoothie

shop to open at University Village

for months.

"The company that worked with

us at ODU made it seem like there

would be tons 'of retailers wanting

to come to Norfolk," Miner said.

See COMPARISON p. 4

Benefit Concert Held at

Zild^en s

A benefit concert \flas held

at Zildgen's to collect money
for tsunami vidims.

see Arts & Entertainment pg. 7
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Find Your Summer

InternsliipNow

Obtaining the perfect Intern-

ship means networking, not

procrastinating.

see features pg. 8

Lancer Basketlsall Comes

to a Close In 2004-2005

An end-of-the-season look at

the Longwood basketball sea-

son.

see sports pg. 10
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Lori Ashmore

Staff Writer

When Old Dominion Universit}'

student Mike Miner thinks about

his brand new, fully furnished two-

bedroom apartment that just hap-

pens to be conveniendy located

above his favorite coffeehouse,

the quote "all that glitters is not

gold" comes to mind.

Plans for Longu'ood's new

housing and retail complex are

strikingly similar to Old

Dominion University's University'

Village, an apartment and retail

area that consists of four three-

story brick and stucco buildings

that house over 500 upperclass-

men and graduate students and is

home to two retail stores. "We're

using the same arrangement and

planning as ODU," said Ken

Copeland of the Longwood Real

Estate Foundadon. ODU's

Village, which was completed in

2003, gives students the choice to

live in one, two and four bedroom

units.

All of the apartments are fully

furnished with all utilities includ-

ed. The ODU police department.

fitness center, a coffeehouse, bar

and deli are located on the first

floor.

"I have a

spacious
apartment

and an awe-

some bath-

room all to

myself The

billing is con-

venient for

me, and since

everything is

included, I

don't have to pay 13 different bills

each month," said Miner.

However, Miner says that even

though paying $600 a month to

live in his two-bedroom apartment

is cheaper than other places he

could live in Norfolk, he and oth-

ers are beginning to have concerns

about the increasing costs of liv-

ing in the Village. Like

Longwood's proposed complex,

ODU's Universit)' Village was

built by private companies with

private funds, which Miner thinks

could become troublesome.

"Right now. University' Village

is thinking of raising the prices to

live here. If they do that, I won't

be able to afford living here.

When you're

doing business

with private

companies,

they can raise

the prices to

any amount

they want, and

I know that if

the price con-

tinues to

i-id increase, many
w'H ».iongnood.eOu ^

Other students won't be able to

live here either," said Miner.

Aside from pricing issues, many

ODU students like the idea of

having retailers underneath their

apartment complex, and even stu-

dents that don't live in University'

Village can benefit from the retail-

ers there. "There's not a lot of

places you can walk to in Norfolk,

and I know a lot of people who

will go to the stores at University

Village because they're close, and

they're also open later than a lot of

other places around here,"said

Miner.

Pride in Longwood s Low Vandalism Rate at Risk
Naomi Pearson

Staff Writer

When Doug Howell was a stu-

dent at Longwood in the 1 980s,

there was a problem with vandal-

ism, litter, some graffiti, broken

windows and equipment, and

body fluids in the common areas-

especially in Cox Hall. At that

time it was an all-male residence.

When he returned to the uni-

versity as an employee - the

Associate Director of Residential

and Commuter Life - he was

impressed with the cleanliness of

the campus and attributed it to

the administration's dedication to

a clean campus and to the

improved quality of the students.

"It takes everyone's support and

cooperation to make the campus

as nice as possible whether inside

or outside of campus buildings,"

he said.

However, recent incidents of

vandalism may dampen such

enthusiasm. An announcement on

the door of a public restroom in

one of the residence halls reads

that, "Due to unfortunate misuse

by residents," it will be closed until

further notice. The brand-new

sign in front of Curry Hall was

seriously damaged, requiring

police involvement.

Exit signs have been broken,

and graffiti, which had almost dis-

appeared in the last few years, has

made a comeback.

"The appearance of the cam-

pus is very important in creating a

good first impression," Howell

said.

. Compared to other institutions

of higher learning, Longwood

University has a pristine campus;

the severity and frequency of van-

dalism is low, so it is not that big

an issue - yet, according to Mike

Montgomery, the assistant direc-

tor of facilities.

Montgomery added that if par-

ents see something like the broken

sign, they don't know diat it may

have happened just that morning,

or that it is going to be repaired

that afternoon - they may wonder

what else isn't being taken care of.

Every instance casts a less-than-

favorable light on the school.

Residence Education

Coordinator for Frazer Hall,

Melissa Lucas, described one of

last year's occurrences of vandal-

ism when obscene graffiti was

scrawled in one of the elevators.

"Every time the doors closed,

there it was. It was embarrassing

to the residents and to their par-

ents and visitors," Lucas said.

Montgomery defined vandal-

ism very narrowly, in terms of

avoidable damage.

"If it takes the effort of anoth-

er person to rectify it-that's van-

dalism," he said.

He included cigarette butts

scattered on the ground despite a

nearby receptacle in his defini-

tion, as well as putting soap in the

fountain, which in fact, can and

does damage its equipment.

"Vandalism impacts the greater

institution; every act initiated by

[anyone] impacts the entire

Longwood community," said

Howell. "It's unfair to the staff; it's

unfair to the community."

Usually the person who caused

the damage takes responsibility

and is required to pay for the cost

of the repair, but if even after

investigation no responsibility can

be assigned, a community damage

charge will be billed to all of the

residents of the floor or to the

community-at-large.

"Students seem to be more

concerned when their pocket-

books are involved - when they're

going to be billed for something,"

said Chris Comer, the REC for

the Cunninghams.

See VANDALISM p. 4
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Insidie:
Skould Longwood Compare Tkeir Plans to Otker Sckools?

One of the stores at University

Village is Boar's Nest Bar and

Bistro, a deli that also doubles as a

wine and martini bar. There is also

a Port City Java, a Wilmington,

N.C.-based coffee shop. A cloth-

ing store is projected to open

sometime this year.

"We don't have a Starbucks, but

I think that we have something

better. I love Port City — It's good

coffee, and it's cheaper than

Starbucks. I think that having

retailers underneath us was a great

idea," said Miner. The idea of

retailers coming to Farmville may

be more a dream than a reality,

though. At ODD, Miner says that

there has been a "delay of retail" in

the designated shopping space on

the bottom floor. Students at

ODU have been waiting for a hot

dog stand and a tropical smoothie

shop to open at University Village

for months.

"The company that worked with

us at ODU made it seem like there

would be tons 'of retailers wanting

to come to Norfolk," Miner said.

Benelit Concert Held ai

Zild^ens

A benefit concert was held

at ZJIdgen's to collect money
for tsunami vic^ms.

see Arts & Entertainment pg. 7

** *

rind Your Summer

miernsliip Now

Obtaining the perfect Intern-

ship means networking, not

procrastinating.

see ieatures pg. 8

Lancer Basketi)all Comes

toaClosein 2004-2005

An end-of-the-season look at

the iongwood basketball sea-

son.

see sports pg. 10
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Staff Winter

When Old Dominion University

student Mike Miner thinks about

his brand new, fully furnished two-

bedroom apartment that just hap-

pens to be conveniendy located

above his favorite coffeehouse,

the quote "all that glitters is not

gold" comes to mind.

Plans for Longwood's new

housing and retail complex are

strikingly similar to Old

Dominion University's University

Village, an apartment and retail

area that consists of four three-

story brick and stucco buildings

that house over 500 upperclass-

men and graduate students and is

home to two retail stores. "We're

using the same arrangement and

planning as ODU," said Ken

Copeland of the Longwood Real

Estate Foundation. ODU's

Village, which was completed in

2003, gives students the choice to

live in one, two and four bedroom

units.

All of the apartments are fully

furnished with all utilities includ-

ed. The ODU police department,

fitness center, a coffeehouse, bar

and deli are located on the first

floor.

"I have a

spacious
apartment

and an awe-

some bath-

room all to

myself The

billing is con-

venient for

me, and since

everything is

included, I

don't have to pay 13 different bills

each month," said Miner.

However, Miner says that even

though paying $600 a month to

live in his two-bedroom apartment

is cheaper than other places he

could live in Norfolk, he and oth-

ers are beginning to have concerns

about the increasing costs of liv-

ing in the Village. Like

Longwood's proposed complex,

ODU's University Village was

built by private companies with

private funds, which Miner thinks

could become troublesome.

"Right now, University Village

is thinking of raising the prices to

live here. If they do that, I won't

be able to afford living here.

When you're

doing business

with private

companies,

they can raise

the prices to

any amount

they want, and

I know that if

the price con-

tinues to

www.iongwooa.eau ' ^

Other students won't be able to

live here either," said Miner.

Aside from pricing issues, many

ODU students like the idea of

having retailers underneath their

apartment complex, and even stu-

dents that don't live in Universit}'

Village can benefit from the retail-

ers there. "There's not a lot of

places you can walk to in Norfolk,

and I know a lot of people who

will go to the stores at University

Village because they're close, and

they're also open later than a lot of

other places around here," said

Miner. See COMPARISON p. 4

Pride in Longwood s Low Vandalism Rate at Risk
Naomi Pearson

Staff Writer

When Doug Howell was a stu-

dent at Longwood in the 1980s,

there was a problem with vandal-

ism, litter, some graffiti, broken

windows and equipment, and

body fluids in the common areas-

especially in Cox Hall. At that

time it was an all-male residence.

When he returned to the uni-

versity as an employee - the

Associate Director of Residential

and Commuter Life - he was

impressed with the cleanliness of

the campus and attributed it to

the administration's dedication to

a clean campus and to the

improved quality of the students.

"It takes everyone's support and

cooperation to make the campus

as nice as possible whether inside

or outside of campus buildings,"

he said.

However, recent incidents of

vandalism may dampen such

enthusiasm. An announcement on

the door of a public restroom in

one of the residence halls reads

that, "Due to unfortunate misuse

by residents," it will be closed until

further notice. The brand-new

sign in front of Curry Hall was

seriously damaged, requiring

police involvement.

Exit signs have been broken,

and graffiti, which had almost dis-

appeared in the last few years, has

made a comeback.

"The appearance of the cam-

pus is very important in creating a

good first impression," Howell

said.

. Compared to other institutions

of higher learning, Longwood

University has a pristine campus;

the severit}' and frequency of van-

dalism is low, so it is not that big

an issue - yet, according to Mike

Montgomery, the assistant direc-

tor of facilities.

Montgomery added that if par-

ents see something like the broken

sign, they don't know that it may

have happened just that morning,

or that it is going to be repaired

that afternoon - they may wonder

what else isn't being taken care of

Every instance casts a less-than-

favorable light on the school.

Residence Education

Coordinator for Frazer Hall,

Melissa Lucas, described one of

last year's occurrences of vandal-

ism when obscene graffiti was

scrawled in one of the elevators.

"Every time the doors closed,

there it was. It was embarrassing

to the residents and to their par-

ents and visitors," Lucas said.

Montgomery defined vandal-

ism very narrowly, in terms of

avoidable damage.

"If it takes the effort of anoth-N

er person to rectify it-that's van-

dalism," he said.

He included cigarette butts

scattered on the ground despite a

nearby receptacle in his defini-

tion, as well as putting soap in the

fountain, which in fact, can and

does damage its equipment.

"Vandalism impacts the greater

institution; every act initiated by

[anyone] impacts the entire

Longwood community," said

Howell. "It's unfair to the staff; it's

unfair to the community."

Usually the person who caused

the damage takes responsibility

and is required to pay for the cost

of the repair, but if even after

investigation no responsibility can

be assigned, a community damage

charge will be billed to all of the

residents of the floor or to the

community-at-large.

"Students seem to be more

concerned when their pocket-

books are involved - when they're

going to be billed for something,"

said Chris Cotner, the REC for

the Cunninghams.

See VANDALISM p. 4
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Words From Tke Editor: Attendance Policy as Botkersome as It Appears?

As a high

school sen-

ior, one of

the "perks"

that students

look forward

to in college

is the freedom of choice of

whether or not to go to class.

As a high school senior, ever)'

class period takes roll, there are

attendance officials and you need

a note from your guardian to

leave early for anything.

"All that is going to change,"

we were told. " College professors

don't care whether you come to

class or not; it's up to you to make

that decision."

All the while, rtiy high school

brain was thinking, "sounds

great."

When I got to college, I was in

for a huge surprise. Class wasn't

optional! Every class I had my

first semester freshman year took

attendance, and Longwood actu-

ally has an attendance policy.

It isn't as simple as coming to

class when you feel like it, taking

the tests and getdng good

grades. Most professors won't

even pass you if you don't come

to class!

Sure, your parents aren't there

to physically force you to get

your ass out of bed, but the pro-

fessors care a lot more than

anticipated.

As a freshman, this was a

major disappointment, but now,

three years later, I'm looking at

the situation in a whole new

light.

' As aggravating as it may have

been to have my "college with-

out classes" dream shattered, I

am now able to understand the

reasoning behind this often irri-

tating policy.

The truth is, the professors

really do care.

Behind their strict policies on

attendance—and participation,

professors have justified reason-

ing
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It's our education.

As much as I would like to say

that coming to class and being an

active student isn't necessary to be

successful, I can't do it. I would be

lying.

Copying somebody else's notes,

reading cliff notes off the internet,

tracking assignments through

blackboard and downloading

power point presentations are not

suitable substitutions for attending

class.

The personal contact with pro-

fessors, which is one of the perks

of attending a small university such

as Longwood, is lost if students

do not attend classes.

Registering for a lecture

class, not showing up and

depending on other resources

to get the information is a

waste of time and money.

If this is your preferred

method of learning, take an on-

line course.

Believe me^ I don't like get-

ting up in the mornirig either.

And I'd be lying if I didn't

adtnit to the fact that every

morning when my alarm goes

off, I think about ripping it out

of the wall and rolling back over.

However, the next time you

are cursing your professors for an

attendance policy and thinking

up your next great excuse,

remember that they don't do it to

make your life miserable. They

are giving you what you paid for

and what you deserve.

t

Letter to tke Editor
Dear Editor,

I have a pet peeve: people who

don't clean up after themselves. As

a dining customer, I hate it when

people get up and leave a mess on

their table.

As a food and beverage server, I

especially hate it when people

make a mess and don't clean up

after themselves.

I won't fault solely Longwood's

young adult student population,

because we do serve adult faculty

and staff, but students are the

majority we serve, and I do tend to

notice them more.

The Lancer Cafe is a buffet style

dining facility; you get your own

tray and plasticware, a server hands

you your choice of menu item, you

serve yourself a beverage, and you

throw away your own trash and

return your tray

But not many students; oh, no,

they leave trash not only on the

table, but also on the floor under

and around the table.

What are these students think-

ing?

Or are they not?

A messy table keeps the next

customer away from it.

After they leave a few more

unsigjidy tables in their wake, an

entire section of the Cafe looks as

if hit by a tornado.

• The next customer is not

responsible to clean your mess.

The Cafe staff is not responsible

to clean your mess.

NEWS FLASH: You are

responsible to clean your own

mess!

The cafe staff must wipe down

the tables, stock the napkins and

condiments for all customers.

They are not maids paid to clean

up after you.

If you spill some of your drink,

wipe it up. If you splatter ketchup,

wipe it up.

In an ideal situation, we'd have

an employee paid to do nothing

but stand ready to clean up imme-

diately after you leave your table.

But the situation is not ideal, so

take your used napkins, your food

packaging, your drink cups and

botdes (including the ones you

dropped on the floor) and throw

them in the trash containers.

You'll find them all around the

cafe.

Return your tray to the top of

the trash containers; they were

made for that.

Who is the person who spilled

part of their drink on the table,

right in front of a basket full of

napkins and left the mess there?

I am sure their parents did not

raise them to leave a mess for oth-

ers to dean up.

What would their mothers do if

they knew how their children

acted?

I can only hope my children act

as we taught them. I cringe at the

thought that they don't.

Yes, we are here to help you.

Accidents happen.

If you spill your entire drink,

rather than use a wad of napkins,

bring it to the attention of one of

us and we will be happy to get a

towel and wipe it up.

Don't just leave it there.

If you splatter your whole

Nacho Stupendo all over the floor,

let one of us know and we will

gladly clean it up.

Don't just leave it there!

I just want to make customers

aware that we are understaffed.

Every employee has a main job to

perform, followed by helping

Bobbi Thibo

Editor-in-Chief

other employees of their team,

followed by cleaning and stocking

the dining area.

The cashier not only takes

your money, but she also makes

coffee, cleans, and stocks; addi-

tionally, the day shift cashier also

bakes cookies and scones and

takes inventory.

Any time the cashier must be

away from the cash register, when

there is ho one else available, the

Java City staff will take your

money, while also trying to serve

their customers.

Our customers are great; they

understand and remain friendly

and smiling when we need to be

away from our stations and when

we make mistakes.

We thank and appreciate them

for that.

But I am sure they curse at us

under their breath when they are

in a hurry, and we aren't there to

serve them.

How many times have you

walked up to a register and been

directed to go to the register on

the other side of the Cafe or

been asked to wait while we go

after someone to run the register?

So now you know; every

employee trying to do the job of

two or three employees means we

sometimes tend to direcdy serve

customers in a manner less favor-

able than they like to be served

and less favorably than we like to

serve them.

Serving you is #1.

Cleaning up after you is at the

bottom of our priority list,

because we have so many tasks to

perform to serve you.

We perform and respect our

jobs. Please respect us and do the

responsible thing: clean up after

yourself.

-Trudy Berry
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Wkat does Wal-Mart Tkink Tkeij're Doing?

Leslie Smith

Ass/. Editor-in-Chief

A small story ran on the

Delmarva 47 News website

(http://www.wmdt.com/) about

Wal-Mart sicirting local ordi-

nances in Calvert County, MD
that limit the size of its stores.

Because a single large store

was denied due to new size limits

in the county, Wal-Mart decided

to get tricky, and build two stores

side-by-side.

One being a garden center,

and the other being the actual

Wal-Mart main store.

This dual-Wal-Mart action

keeps the corporation from get-

ting sued by the county, and also

helps them attack the local town

from the safety of two stores,

instead of just one.

While this is the first time this

anomaly has occurred, Wal-Mart

reportedly has been thinking

about continuing this practice in

other towns.

Wal-Mart, the destroyer of

Mom and Pop shops, the eater of

littie curio store

profits, and

now there's

even talk of

Wal-Mart open-

ing a banking

branch.

From a stu-

dent's stand

point, I can see

how Wal-Mart

is desirable.

Many of my

friends admit

that it's the eas-

iest place to

go to get

clothes and

food.

It's con- |-

V e n i e n t

because it is open 24 hours (in

most places), and it has a wide

selection of low-priced items.

But look past the gilded cover.

They have questionable hiring

and promoting policies;

1.6 million women who work,

or have worked at Wal-Mart,

have been aUowed to join a

class-action lawsuit against Wal-

Mart.

They are trying to win com-

pensation for wages not paid

them due to their gender.

Wal-Mart's workforce is more

than two-thirds female, while

less than one-third of its man-

agement is female.

Many female workers who

have worked there for years

watch male employees hired into

higher positions that they

thought they might have been

hired for.

Lawyers for the plaintiffs said

female workers were routinely

steered toward positions such as

cashier, where there was littie

chance for promotion.

According to court docu-

ments, one woman was told she

was not qualified to be a manag-

er unless she could stack 50-

pound bags of dog food.

Where are the ethics in this?

Wal-Mart can afford to pay

these
women the

wages they

deserve.

We all

know that

they're a

"mega cor-

poration,"

one that

will have to

have money

to spare

now, as they

might have

to cough up

a hefty

$4,000 per

woman.

That is

not the only

case of Wal-Mart employees

being mistreated.

Another lawsuit is coming up

for the corporation, one by the

janitors and overnight stockers

who are habitually locked in the

store, and told that they would be

fired if they opened the doors,

because it's apparendy a fire risk.

Wal-Mart says it has a Code of

Conduct and monitoring program

which guarantees respect for the

human rights of any worker, any-

where in the world, who produces

goods for sale in Wal-Mart stores.

They even wrote in their

"Standards for Vendor Partners" in

1997 that "Walmart prefers work

weeks limited to sixty hours per

week with one day off per seven-

day week."

But in Saipan, the reality for the

women sewing Wal-Mart clothing

is that they get $3 an hour to work

10 to 12 hour shifts, seven days a

week.

Young women get fired and

deported for becoming pregnant,

refusing to work overtime without

pay, or complaining about their

working or living conditions.

Sounds rather pleasant, right?

Way to go, Wal-Mart.

On www.walmartwatch.com,

they oudine die "Top 10 Wal-Mart

Worse Actions," including:

A jury found that Wal-Mart

fired a white female employee

because she was dating a black

man in a 1998 case.

Wal-Mart sold fake Tommy

Hilfiger apparel to consumers after

a judged ordered the company to

stop.

Only 38 percent of Wal-Mart

employees have company provided

health insurance-compared to a

national average that shows 60%

of employees are covered by com-

pany plans.

I won't lie to you.

I've shopped there, multiple

times.

I had a night job one summer,

and was happy to be able to go to

a store at three or four a.m.

But I've slacked off on going

there.

The Dollar Tree and Dollar

General stores have better prices,

and, as of my understanding,

haven't been taken to court for

anything.

Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone

to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

+ To teachers cancelling classes before Spring

Break.

+ To smoothies!

+ To Madeline's House staying open.

+ To doing your laundry at home.

+ To deep dish pizza.

+ To Doc Brock's excellent taste in music.

Props:

- To having to work over Spring Break.

- To the wind tunnels outside.

- To gigantic cockroaches in The Hamms.
- To being a broke college student.

Speak Out

Wko s \jOXit Favorite

Simpson s Ckaracter?

Millhouse! Because I want
him!

-Leanna Shearin

Sophomore

Ralph, because he rocks my
socks!

-Sarah Blackwell

Sophomore

Flanders, he*s just like

me!

-Lindsajr McGovern
junior

Santa's lil' Helper, because
his name is stellar.

-Sara Poston
Sophomore

AH piauTK by Will httus
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VANDAUSM cont'd p.l

Vandalism is not restricted to

(km^ of university property.

Nearly •-^€v^ Resident

Assistant (iRA) has ha4 one of

thar bdiedn boards damaged, or

knows of one.

"l^at year there was a lot of

writing; diis year they just tear

stuff down," said Ginny Strouse,

a former Curry RA. This fall, her

first bulletin board was vulgar-

ized.

"I just wanted to say to them,

'Do you not really not have any-

thing better to do with your time

than to destrc^ things?'" Strouse

asked This school year, every sin-

gle bulletin board of one of the

RAs in the Cunninghams has

been completely ruined almost as

soon as it was posted.

"It's a slap in the face to the

RA," Lucas said.

Alcohol use is frequently

mvolved, and the few who do the

damage are often residents of

other floors or even other resi-

dence hails.

If they come forward, and the

COMPARISON cont'd p. 1

"We all discovered that it was

more difficult than they [the com-

pany] thought it was to bring

businesses to the area. If Norfolk

isn't a retail area ... I wonder

about Farmville," Miner contin-

ued.

"If there is a slight decrease in

the amount of retail space, rent

could go up," Miner

said.

The lack of retailers

for the bottom part of

the complex is a con-

cern that could become

a reality at Longwood,

and like Miner, many

Longwood students

damage is dctertnined to be

unintentional or accidental, and

they are sometimes gjven the

choice of repairing the bulletin

board or facing the Judicial

The propert)' violence annoys

not only the RAs; even the resi-

dents are angered by the disre-

spect to the time and energy the

RAs put into each board.

Sometimes diey take the initia-

tive and put back up the flyers

that others have torn down, or

help with the clean up and repair

of other types of damage.

In fact, the administration

credits the relatively low occur-

rence of vandalism to tiie stu-

dents themselves,

.The)f help to set the tone of

community standards from the

beginning of each year to create

an environment comfortable to

live in that diey all can be proud

of.

"The residents hold each

other accountable," said Lucas.

"When there is a sense of respect

in the community, they don't

stand for that kind of behavior."

same factors will apply to

I^ngwood's complex.

"The pricing and rent rates of

the apartments will be set by the

University, and not by private

contractors or the Real Estate

Foundation," Copeland said.

One factor that students don't

always keep in mind during a

building process is the amount of

time it takes leasing agents to

choose the best

blend of retailers

that can accom-

modate both to

students and to

the community.

What seems

like a lack of

retailers in general

Madeline's House Tkrilt Skop Has Found a New Home

"/ would advise

l.onijwood students

to he very suspi-

cious and ask lots

oj questions dur-

ing the building

pron'ss,"

-Mike Miner

Lisa Martin

Staff Writer

Madeline's House Thrift Shop

will be relocating from 304

South Street (behind

McDonald's) to 221 East 2nd

Street beside Dowdy's Furnimre

and across from the Farmville

DMV.
The move is an effect of the

Longwood Real Estate

Foundation's purchase of the

Farmville Shopping Center,

which will be torn down in order

to make way for Longwood's

new apartment complexes.

Madeline's House has been at

its 304 South Street location

since it opened in 2003. Another

store is located in South Hill,

Virginia.

Linda Fox, manager of

Madeline's Houseand a

Longwood alumnus said, "I'm

going to need lots of hands," in

order to get the store moved.

She hopes to be changing

locations the week of March 21

and the new store will be

opened by April first.

Because the new store is not

as large as their current location,

they will have to consolidate as

much as possible.

Madeline's House Thrift Store

started as a way to raise money

for the Madeline's House shelter

by selling donated items.

Madeline's House was opened

in 1999 as a shelter for women

and children who were victims

of domestic violence. The shel-

ter was founded after a Farmville

resident was killed in her own

may have concerns about poten- to students may actually be a lack

tial rising costs.

Both Julie Adie of ODU's Real

Estate Foundation and Ken

Copeland of Longwood's Real

Estate Foundation said that rent

costs have nothing to do with

retail.

Adie explained that the

increase in rent prices at ODU's

Village was not dependent on the

amount of retailers but instead

of the right retailers to leasing

agents.

"We are going slower than we

originally expected . . . but we're

trying to pick the right mix.

There are a lot of retailers that

will call and say, 'Gee, I'm really

interested', but I turn them

away," Adie said.

"We want retailers that are

unique to the area, retailers that

was comparable to the rates of you can't drive a mile down the

other property in die Norfolk foad and find another one. We're

area. quite selective, and I really am

According to Copeland, the trying to create sort of a destina-

tion here. I want students to be

able to say, I came here because I

can't get this anywhere else."

Copeland agreed with Adie,

saying, "Any other college town

has more conducive retail than

what Farmville's got. We want

name recognition retailers. We
don't want ones the Farmville

area already has."

But Miner still thinks that sm-

dents should be cautious con-

sumers.

"I would advise Longwood

students to be very suspicious

and ask lots of questions during

the building process. Ask upfront

questions about prices and costs

in case they change before you

move in," Miner said.

home by her husband who later sends people to the dirift shop to

committed suicide. complete dieir community serv-

The woman who handled the ice.

case worked at the Because of the move is to a

Commonwealth Attorney's smaller location, Fox said they

Office, and founded Madeline's may not be able to do things that

House because she had tried to she has liked doing in the past,

protect Madeline from the Currentiy, she provides

domestic violence, but failed. Longwood sororities with "dated"

apparel when

they are hav-

ing their

functions.

She allows

them to pick

The shelter houses 32 women out items from die 60's, 70's, or

and children, and while at the 80's and cut the price for diem,

shelter, women and children are Most of the time diey can get

provided with clothing from dresses for about a dollar.

Madeline's House Thrift Shop. Fox would like for many more

They are also provided with volunteers to take part in their

furniture when they leave the move.

"fWje^re are very well sup-

ported by Longwood. "

'Linda Fox.

shelter to start a new home.

" [Madeline's House is] the

second safest shelter on the East

Coast," stated Fox.

Not only does Madeline's

House Thrift Shop service

Madeline's House, but they also

donate books, puzzles, and

"I will need a lot of help,"

which may include bagging

clothes or boxing dishes. Fox said.

She expects that it will take

about four days to set up the new

store.

Madeline's House Thrift Shop

is also trying to sell out as much

games for die juvenile and adult inventory as possible, in order to

prisons in Farmville. make their move easier.

The Red Cross, Social Services Leftover inventory will have to

and others organizations make be shipped to their South Hill

requests for items for families location,

that are in need. Clothing is currendy priced

Fox added that, "[W]e're are from 50 cents to three dollars,

very . well supported by Books are priced 10 cents for

Longwood." Many smdent vol- soft-back, 25 cents for hard back,

unteers from Longwood sorori-

ties, sports teams, and classes

help at the shelter.

The Town of Farmville also

and a dollar for cookbooks and

textbooks. Furniture and dishes

have various prices.
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For tkeWeek ol Marck 11-20
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7T!dautke I Itk Satutday the /2ik Sunday ike 13tk Monday tke I4tk I'M^daif tka 1 5ik

Applications for SGA, Class

Officer, Honor Board, and

Judicial Board Positions Due

by 5 p.m.

Applications are located on

Blackboard

SPRING BREAK!

The University will be

Closed

SPRING BREAK!

The University wiU be

Closed

SPRING BREAK!

The University wiU be

Closed

SPRING BREAK!

The University will be

Closed

SPRING BREAK STARTS!

The Rotunda wishes every-

one a safe h©liday!

Baseball vs. St. Peter's

(doubleheader)

12 p.m.

Lancer Stadium

Baseball vs. St. Peter's

1 1 p.m.

Lancer Stadium

Baseball vs. Princeton

2:30 p.m.

Lancer Stadium

Ikutidaif tke I 7tk

SPRING BREAK!

Men's Tennis vs.

Coastal Carohna

12 p.m.

Tennis Courts

U/ednQ5datf tke 1 6tk

SPRING BREAK!

Baseball vs. Norfolk

State (doubleheader)

1 p.m.

Lancer Stadium
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U
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7ttdaif tke 1 8tk

SPRING BREAK!

Student Paychecks

Available to Pick Up
in Lancaster

Ml

III

V 0^ H
m S U4

Upccmina Werksticps &
rresenlatlcns

:

Career Conner

Workshops;

Finding and Internship & Landing a Job

Thursday, the 24th - 5 pn\

Resume & Cover l^er Writing

Monday the 28th - 6 pm

How to Ace Your Interviews

Monday the 28th r 7 pm

Prftfff!!^atl4?ll?^/T"fo Sessions:

Hawaii Pacific University - D-Hall Lobby
* Wednesday the 30th - 10 am - 2 pm

Recmiters accepting Resumes tbwi^igti T^^<^ftrTRAK

*Briar Patch Bed & Breakfast

*Keiter, Stephens, Hurst, Gary & Shrea^ves

*AIG/Sunamerica Securities, Inc.

*The Sanderiing

*First Investors Corp.

*Mohawk Industries

*Auditor of Public Accounts

*Richmond Police Department *£]]t Hill

*CGI-AMS *Verizon Distance Education

*United Way/South Hampton Roads & Family Uteracy Center

*YMCA Camp Silver Beach

"The American Cancer Society Relay for Life repre-

sents the hope that those lost to cancer will never

be forgotten, that those who face cancer will be

supported, and that one day cancer will be elimi-

nated," www.cancer.org .

This year, Relay for Life will take place here at

Longwood University, April 8-9, 2005. Teams from

both Longwood and Hampden-Sydney will walk

and raise money to help find the cure for cancer

and to raise awareness of cancer prevention and

treatment. 15 organizations have already signed

up to participate in this event. If you would like to

participate please contact the team relations coor-

dinator at mlcantSilong;wood.edu .

Spring Break 2005
Travel with STS, America's #1 Student

Tour Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,

Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida.

Now hiring on-campus reps.

Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations:

1-800-648- 4849 or

www.ststravel.com

March lOt

FBIA - Mock

Intcmevvs

2:30 pm
Miner 203

Marchm
Wiilgrceiis

Internship Seminar

3:30 pni

Hiner 207

College of Business Events

Dates and Times
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Candi Ziegert
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Cctt?pe Ment
She smiled and said a pleasant hello to everyone

as their paths crossed. No one answered; some

looked the other way. Several crowded her off the

sidewalk into the mud.

He picked up and handed back another guy s

pen. Not even a Hey; thanks, man. He let the gig-

gling group of girls go first. They let the door close

in his face.

She said all the right words; he did all the right

things. Still-no friends.

Tell them again, why did they come to friendly

little Longwood?
Intersecting paths-her Hi! -his smile.

Finally! A human connection.

Naomi Pearson

^
^ /

N A PEKFeCT WORUO,

^VERVowe wou-t-D nve \n peas.

Facetook Finally Invades Longwood University

Lori Ashmofe

Staff Writer

Longwood students have the

fever - and it's for The Facebook,

an ever-changing, online year-

book that gives students the

chance to connect with

friends, classmates, and other

students across the country,

and, in turn, prove their social

status.

The Facebook, which can be

accessed by visiting www.theface-

book.com, is defined by creator

and Harvard student Mark

Zuckerberg as "an online directo-

ry that connects people through

social networks at coUeges and

universities."

Since www.thefacebook.com,

was first launched on February 4,

2004 at Zuckerberg's Ivy League

school, it has quickly spread to

other schools such as MIT, Yale,

and Stanford - and from there,

well, the rest is history.

Now, a littie more than a year

later, www.thefacebook.com has

become an obsession for more

than 1.4 million students at over

295 schools, including

Longwood, which became an

official Facebook school on

March 1,2005.

For many Longwood students,

that's the day that the mania

began. Right now, www.theface-

book.com is considered by many

college students the hottest way

for college students to communi-

cate nationwide.

By creating a profile that

includes everything from "basic

information" such as name, age,

requesting to be someone's trusted Message Checkers Anonymous -

hefacebook.com

confidant.

Once accepted, you can then

divulge into all sorts of informa-

tion about

your
friend,
including

informa-

tion about

Longwood Chapter,"

"Blondes/Brunettes/Redheads

Have More Fun;" "I Heart Naps;"

'"Anti-Pop A Collar;" and

"Facebook Addicts."

"I "think it's interesting to see

who joins which groups," said

Leslie Smith, senior. "It opens up

your eyes to who has things in

hometown, graduation year and

major, to "extended informa-

tion" favorite movies, music,

and quotes, as well as one's rela-

tionship status, including choic-

es such as "single," "in a rela-

tionship," "random play," or the

ever-popular "whatever I can

get," students can find and com-

municate with friends, groups,

and love interests of all races,

ages and personality types.

If you've ever felt a littie low

on the social totem pole, then

www.thefacebook.com is just

for you.

The site keeps track of how

many friends you have here at

Longwood, also giving a detailed

description of how many

friends you have at other

Facebook schools.

Friends, as defined by The

Facebook, are only those people

cool enough for you to accept.

As with any good friendship, the

relationship is reciprocal, and in

order to become someone's

Facebook friend, you first must

be 'Facebooked' - the process of

the number of friend your friends common with you. There are peo-

has. pie who joined the 'People Who
Senior Jeff Sharrard is already Find Girls Wearing Eskimo Boots

up to 42 friends at Longwood, Ridiculous (Ix)ngwood Chapter)'

often checking the site two to three that I never expected to. It's a new

times a day to see if he's gotten any way to connect with your friends,

new invites. and to find new friends."

"The Facebook is cool. It's crazy By posting your class schedule,

to see how you are connected to so you can see how many people are

many people on campus by your connected to you through classes,

friends . . . I've also gotten in con- You can also see how many people

tact with

people
from high

school I

never
thought I

would talk

to again,"

Sharrard

said.

*rhe Facebook is cool. It*s crazy to see

how you are connected to so many people
on campus by yourfriends.. .I've also got-
ten contact with people from high school
I never thought I would talk to again.*'

- Jeff Sharrard

Sharrard isn't the only one. Over

65% of users nationwide admit to

logging in at least once daily.

You can also show other sides of

your personality by joining special-

ized groups created by users.

you are connected to through

friends.

Facebook membership isn't just

limited to enrolled students.

Alumni and faculty can also create

a profile.

Although no Longwood faculty

are on www.thefacebook.com as

Popular groups range from fra- of yet, there is "A Dr. Lund Fan

ternity, sorority and other club Club" group, created by Dr.

groups to "AIM Profile/Away Lund's loyal English students.

However, some see The

Facebook as a justified form of

stalking.

"The Facebook is basically

just like putting your name and

life out there where someone can

read it. No matter what, people

will be able to find you . . . you

don't even have to have the per-

son's whole name to then find

them, their picture, who their

friends are, and every other con-

nection to their life. I think it's

scary," said sophomore Heather

Slusar.

That person that you random-

ly talk to on the elevator or meet

at a party could remember your

first name, look you up, and want

to be your friend.

Maybe the person that you've

had a crush on since you've been

at Longwood will add you as a

friend, giving you new found

hope for a relationship with him

or her.

Junior Brandon Moore puts it

like this; "Some' girl that I don't

even know wanted to be my
friend. I didn't accept her - If I

don't know you, you're not my

friend."

Right now, love it or hate it, no

one knows if thefacebook.com is

here to stay for a while, or is just

a crazy fad.

But for now, thefacebook.com

is helping to give the phrase

"thanks for being my friend" a

whole new meaning.
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Movies Every College Student Should See it iateaded by the writer

to iaform students oj movies that they might either not be aware of

or are not cognitive of their excellence. This section will attempt to

review not only classic movies but also movies with cult following.

Movies Evenj College Student Skould See:

The Fihb Element

Alan Smithee

Mofie Crittt

Plot: Like any good Bruce

Willis movie, this stars the

balding tough guy as a tough

bald guy who is dovm on his

luck.

Set in 2263 an unknown

entit}' appears in space and

threatens to destroy the entire

universe. The only hope for

existence, and more important-

ly, the human race, is an

ancient race of wise aliens. The

problem is, they've just been

wiped from existence them-

selves.

The president of the world

sees no other choice but to call

in ex-military hero turned cab-

bie, Korben Dallas, Willis, for

die task of saving the world.

Luckily for Dallas, and the

male viewers at home, a sexy

alien, played by MiUa Jovovich,

comes along to fulfill centuries

old prophecies as the fifth ele-

ment.

The only person who actu-

ally is trying to help negate

existence is the evil business-

man Zorg, played by Gary

Oldman.

Upiside: The action draws in

the guys while the colorful,

stunning sets keep the girls

from rolling dieir eyes.

Willis is his normal badass-

self and as DJ Ruby Rhod,

Chris Tucker gives his finest

on-screen performance, with

the obvious exception of

Friday.

Downside: Apparently they

were running low on extras

for this movie, because some

of the supporting actors

deliveries are just plain awful.

Also, unless director Luc

Besson was trying to be satiri-

cal with the costumes, they

just look ridiculous.

Summary: A great action

movie with remarkable sets

for a background makes for

an excellent popcorn thriller.

Benefit Concert Held at Zildgen s

All Proceeds Donated to TheAmerican Red Cross

Bobbi Thibo

Editorln-Chief

On Thursday, March 3, Alpha

Gamma Delta and Phi Gamma
Delta held a benefit con-

cert, consisting of three

bands, to raise money for

the tsunami victims.

The concert was held at

Zildgen's restaurant, and

the cover charge of five

dollars per person was

donated in full to the

American Red Cross.

The night started off at

10:00 p.m. with a decent ini-

tial turnout of approxi-

mately 75 people. The "The

crowd primarily consisted

of a mixture between

Hampden-Sydney College and

Longwood University students,

with the exception of a few pro-

fessionals.

As the night progressed, more

students trickled in, bringing the

total head count up to around

120-130 people in attendance

through out the evening.

According to Zildgen's

man^ement, the benefit was kept

at 21 and up simply because the

restaurant tries to keep most of

their fimctions within this limit.

ng

last hand of the night, Spacebea

at the benefit concert.

The band lineup started around

10 p.m. with Jubeus. The band,

formerly Mickey Finn, is a

Longwood-based band diat start-

ed in 2000.

Following Jubeus was the

Hampden-Sydney based band

SHYDRIVE. Closing out the

night was the performance by

Spaceheaters. All of the bands

were happy to perform at the

benefit.

"It's a good way to appreci-

ate the good times that we have

and use that to

benefit others,'

explained Br}'an

Reed, keyboard

and percussions

for Jubeus.

Everyone
involved,
whether it be the

bands, the

Zildgen's staff

or the audience,

seemed to have

had a good rime

while benefit-

ing a great

cause.

"We wanted to see what kind

of support we could get from

the Hampden-Sydney and

Longwood communities, and

we're really impressed with the

turnout," stated Alpha Gamma
Delta Advisor Lauren

Rademaker

ters, perform-

Photo by Bobbi Thibo

PURE VALUE.
Vehicle starts well equipped. You can accessorize (or not). Simple, straightforward menu pricing.

Scion's Pure Price** purchase experience

means No haggle. No hassle.

Price starlinq at

XB *U.195 *16.070

Standard
features ingtude;

UO-watt Pioneer CD stereo with six speakers, including two

tweeters and ScJon Sound Processing / MP3 capable and XM
satellite ready / Air conditioner/ Choice of three wtteel cover

designs / Anti-lock brakes / Power windows, door locks, and

outside mirrors / 5-year, 60.000-mile Powertrain warranty^

Locate your nearest Scion Dealer at Scion.com or call 1-866-70-SCION.
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Catck tbe Spirit: Levy Finds Success in Student Affairs

^how proridtd bjr Loiywood Public Relations.

Ashley Dow
hanffvood Public Re/a/tons

Life as a lawyer in New York City

left something to be desired for

Dave Levy. After three years of

working in the law practice he

started with his friend, Levy left

the city and moved home to

Connecticut. Levy now works as

the Residence Education

Coordinator for Arc and Stubbs

residence halls.

"I loved New York but I

hated being a lawyer," stated

I^evy. "I didn't want to get old

practicing law. I moved to

Connecticut and taught math

and English at my old high

school."

As a teacher. Levy enjoyed

the interaction he had with stu-

dents. However, he did not like

that he could not hold students

accountable for their actions.

"In high school there is so

much parental involvement in

the students lives," said Levy.

"This is good and bad. Because

of that, the students were not

held responsible for their

actions, the pareilts were."

Levy realized that he wanted a

career in education and was sure

high school was not the right

place for him. He approached

the career center staff at his

alma mater, The University of

Connecticut for advice.

"Basically I went into the

career center and told them I

wanted a career in education,"

The Writing Lab is located in Room 154 in the Information

Commons of the Greenwood Library, offering FREE assistance to

students to enhance their writing skills.

Monday 9-11 am; 7-9 pm

Tuesday 9-11 am; 1-3 and 7-11 pm

Wednesday 7-9 pm
Thursday 1-11 pm
Friday 3-5 pm

Check out the Academic Support Center Webpage. Then click

on Study Skills to locate an online guide for writing research

papers and individualized writing tutorials.

Having trouble deciding what you

want to MAJOR in?

Do you like to help people?

Would you like to assist people in
changing their behavior to inqprove their

health?

Then Community Health Education may be the

choice for you!

Interest Meeting: Tuesday, March 29, 2005
Location: Willett (a.k.a. Lancer Hall) Room 207

Time: 5:00 p.m.

Refreshments will be served!

CHED Majors will be on hand to answer any

questions!

Contact: Dr. Chrys Kosarchyn @ 395-2543

explained Levy. "They suggested

I look into jobs within university

student affairs."

That piece of advice brought

Levy to Longwood. Even

though his professional back-

ground was not in student

affairs, Longwood's former

Director of Residential Life,

Mike Clements believed that

Levy's diverse experiences would

be a great asset to the university.

"The university thought my

experiences would bring a new

perspective to the residence edu-

cation coordinator position,"

stated Levy. " I think it is good to

have a group of REC's with

diverse backgrounds working for

the students."

Levy says he truly loves his

job even though he initially

found it difficult to be taken seri-

ously.

Levy supervises over 400 hun-

dred students, with an over-

whelmingly female population.

Ten sororities are housed in

Stubbs residence hall.

"I have the best job in the

world," said Levy. "Each day I

try to create solutions and get

help from other people."

With such a passion for help-

ing others and commitment to

his job, Levy says he would like

to create more opportunities for

leadership in the residence halls.

He believes the future of resi-

dential life will be shaped by the

actions of current students.

"A lot of times the residential

life staff may not know what

students want and need," said

Levy. " I would like to see stu-

dents challenge us and each other

kindly. Students should come for-

ward with suggestions and be

willing to work to get them

accomplished."

Levy also wants to promote a

certain level of respect among

faculty, staff and students. He
believes that respect and open

communication are the keys to

positive change.

"If people want to be respect-

ed they must be able to give it

both ways," explained Levy. "If

you give respect you will receive

it in return."

VCTien Levy is not talking to

residents and advising organiza-

tions, he enjoys wofking out at

The Gym, sleeping and playing

poker.

rind Your Summer InternshipNow
Obtaining the perfect internship means networking ana not procrastinating

Ashley Dow
Staff Writer

Beginning in the fall 2002

semester, all new students to

Longwood were required to

complete a one-credit internship

to satisfy goal 1 5 of the general

education requirements.

The purpose of this require-

ment is to enable students to

apply coursework in a profes-

sional setting. Most academic

majors reqviire students to com-

plete a three-credit ilfternship.

Gaining professional experi-

ence before graduation is an

excellent way to enhance a

resume and further discover

career interests.

However, gaining an intern-

ship in your desired field can be

a time consuming task. The key

to finding the internship that is

best for you is to start research-

ing early.

If you are planning to partic-

ipate in an internship this sum-

mer, you should have already

researched and contacted sever-

al companies and organizations

with whom you would like to

intern. By initiating contact

early, you send the message to

the company or organization

that you are serious about work-

ing for them and have a pro-

active attitude.

Most companies and organiza-

tions receive loads of resumes,

letters of interest and calls from

college students each spring who

are seeking internships. The ear-

lier your resume is on the desk of

the company's internship coordi-

nator, the better your chances are

of landing the internship.

If you have not started to look

for your summer internship you

need to start as soon as possible.

Ask your friends and family if

they or anyone they know is

working in your professional

field of interest. Networking is

one of the best ways to find an

internship.

Meredith Carr, a junior major-

ing in English and

Communication Studies, worked

as an intern at NASA Langley's

Office of Public Affairs in

Hampton, Virginia during the

summer of 2004. She heard

about her internship through a

family member.

"My father saw a flyer at work

advertising a NASA internship

opportunity," said Carr. "He sent

me the link to the internship site

and I applied."

Professors, career center

counselors and alumni can also

be an invaluable resource when

searching for an internship.

Professors can provide you with

guidance on what to look for in

an internship employer. The

career center can assist you in

your search and provide guid-

ance in resume and cover letter

writing. Alumni often contact

the school with internship open-

ings for Longwood students.

Recent graduates can offer great

advice on the job oudook in

your chosen career field.

Senior marketing major,

Sarah Robertson, used the

career resources available to her

through the College of Business

and Economics to secure her

internship during the summer of

2004 with Nordstrom depart-

ment stores.

"I heard about the

Nordstrom Internship Program

through Mr. Dame, the intern-

ship director for the College of

Business and Economics,"

explained Robertson. "I then

researched the company online

to see if their program offered

hands-on experience in different

areas of the business."

Internships are also posted

on company and organization

websites.

. See INTERNSHIP p. 9
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However, it is important to

understand that internships post-

ed on-line, receive a huge

response. Do not rely on web-

sites to gain an internship or you

might be left empty handed.

When you contact a company,

organization, friend, family

member, professor or alumni to

provide you with an internship,

you should have a detailed

description of what you would

like to gain from your internship

experience. This can help the

person you are contacting deter-

mine whether or not they can

meet your needs and you can

meet theirs. If the first person

you contact cannot offer you an

internship don't get discouraged.

You may have to contact ten

people before you receive your

desired response.

Junior Brooke Lineberry is

seeking a summer internship in

communications. She began her

search early this semester by

researching prospective employ-

ers.

"I have learned that you really

need to research the company

when you contect them for an

internship," said Lineberry.

"When I left a voice message

with a potential internship

employer, I congratulated the

company on recent awards they

had won. The company

returned my call."

To truly impress those you

contact, your resume, cover let-

ter and portfolio if required,

should be impeccable. This

means that there should be no

grammatical or typing mistakes

on your resume or cover letter.

Your portfolio should showcase

a few samples of your best

work from academic classes or

previous jobs.

If you have yet to find a sum-

mer internship, take time over

spring break to research and

contact companies and organi-

zations in your geographic area

about possible internship

opportunities.

For more information and

internship resources check out

the Longwood's career centerwebsite
www.longwood.edu/career.

Raising Awareness, One in Four Group

Speaks to Students About Sexual Assault
Tracy Agnew
SU^ Writer

On Monday, March 7, 2005, six

members of One in Four, a

men's sexual assault awareness

group, presented to Longwood

students at 7 p.m. in the

I^nkford Ballroom.

The program was sponsored

by Students Advocating a

Fearless Environment (S.A.F.E.).

The group, which was started

by concerned students at the

University of Virginia, is now a

widely recognized presentation

group, traveling to colleges and

universities around the country

to present their program on sex-

ual assault awareness.

The group is made up of male

students from UVA, many of

whom have experienced helping

a sister, a girlfriend or other

female friend who had been sex-

ually assaulted.

The group takes their name

from the sobering statistic that

one in four college-aged women

has survived rape or sexual

assault since their fourteenth

birthday.

The men in One in Four pre-

sented a video from the

Pordand, Oregon Police

Department, which featured an

officer doing empathy training

for victims of sexual assault or

rape with other members of the

department.

It was described by members

of One in Four as the most

important part of the presenta-

tion.

One in Four also presented

definitions of sexual assault and

rape, how to help a victim who

has confided in you and con-

ducted a question-and-answer

section.

"This is a program designed

for men to give them the basic

tools to help a victim of sexual

assault," said Thomas Broeker,

"A lot of us guys got into the

group because a girl we knew was

sexually assaulted and we didn't

know how to help her; Sexual

assault and rape is not something

men like to talk about."

In 2004, longwood University

Police received two reports of

forcible sex offenses.

That number, however, does

not reflect crimes that were not

reported to the Longwood Police

Department.

One in Four has recendy pre-

sented at Florida International

University and Wake Forest

University.

Within the University of

Virginia, they present to their fra-

ternities and athletic teams.

They now also have chapters

at the College of William and

Mary and James Madison

University.

"We're just a bunch of average

guys," said Broeker. "We're only

trying to make a difference, not

change the world."

i,oirfiwooi)
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* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.

* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included except for telephone service.

* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning

facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!

* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here, you'll

never want to leave.

208 Clark Street

Farmville, VA 23901

434.315.5566

www.longwood-village.com
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Lancer Basketball Comes to a Close in 2004--2005
John Rosenstock

Staff Writer

Longwood jumped head-first

into Division I college basketball

this year. With 30 Division I

opponents, including top-25

teams Illinois, Cincinnati, and

Wake Forest, the Lancers played a

long, grueling season that rivaled

many established, upper-echelon

programs' schedules.

Although the season seemed

very dismal and unexciting for

basketball fans at Longwood,

there were some positive aspects

of the '05-'06 campaign.

"A major highlight of this year

was beating a Division I oppo-

nent for the first time," noted

third-year assistant coach Bill

Reinson. "Playing well against

Illinois and Cincinnati, as well as

getting exposure to the university

across the country were some

other highlights for this year."

The team did struggle for the

majority of the season. However,

the exposure Reinson referred to

was big for the school. The team

opened up the season in New
York City for the Columbia

Classic. They then hosted

Radford and Quinnipiac before

hopping back on the road to play

nearby rival Hampden-Sydney,

William and Mary, and Howard.

After coming back to play a pair

of games at home against

Hofstra and VMI, the squad flew

across the country to play in the

Northwestern Mutual Shootout

in San Francisco, California.

Glory at last. After losing 11

straight games, four of which

were 10 points or less,

Longwood defeated Howard 75-

69 in Farmville on December

18th. Unfortunately, the next

home game for the Lancers

would not be until over a month

later, January 29th against South

Carolina State. The Las Vegas

Classic stood in front of the

young team before they return

home. The tournament provided

for some incredible competition,

as the Lancers faced the No. 1

team in the land, the Fighting

Illini of Illinois. Playing in front

of a crowd of approximately

16,000, Longwood battled, and

with nine minutes remaining, it

was a mere eight-point lead for

the nation's top team. Illinois

pulled away and ended up win-

ning the contest 105-79. They

also played tough against No. 17

(at the time) Cincinnati, but the

Bearcats came out with the vic-

tory, 95-69.

Close losses plagued the

Lancers the entire year, as the

team finished widi 11 defeats

that were within 10 points. They

took VMI and Quinnipiac to

overtime, fell to James Madison

by just two points, and lost a pair

of heart-breakers at home to

S.C. State (71-65), and the season

finale versus Utah Valley State

(54-50).

"It takes 40 minutes of solid

basketball to win at this level,"

commented Reinson. "It often

comes down to the la'st couple of

minutes."

The good news is that

Longwood basketball is opti-

mistic about the uphill climb to

Division I, and they understand

it will be a formidable challenge

to be a competitive program in

the nation's premier level of col-

lege basketball. The team had

one of the youngest squads in

America, with no seniors, one

junior, eight sophomores, and

five freshmen. Zero players

graduating is a huge plus, and the

team hopes to add two or three

players for next year.

"We're in the process of

Lancers Lose to Wolverines in Season Finale
John Rosenstock

Staff Writer

The Longwood University bas-

ketball team entered their 31st

and final game of the season

against Utah Valley State on

Wednesday March 2, hopeful for

one last taste of victory. An excit-

ed and encouraging crowd wel-

comed the visiting Wolverines,

after all, the school was looking

for just its second win of the sea-

son. The Lancers had not won

since Howard came to Farmville

on December 18, falling to LU
75-69.

The game started off well for

Longwood, as they led 8-7 four

minutes into the contest. At

about the 14 minute mark, soph-

omore Husein Pistoljevic nailed a

three-pointer to extend the

Lancer lead to six points, 15-9.

The Wolverines boast one of

the best players in college basket-

ball, senior guard Ronnie Price.

Price was averaging 24.8 points

per game entering the match-up,

however, good man-to-man

defense held Price to minimal

scoring throughout the game. He

had just six points at the seven

minute mark, and Longwood

maintained a 24-18 lead.

However, other players such

as junior guard Sylvester Allison

started to get hot for the

Wolverines. UV State halted

Longwood's momentum, and

eliminated the deficit. After a

three-pointer from Allison, the

score was tied 26-26 with two

minutes remaining in the first

half.

The game turned very sloppy

and there were numerous

turnovers on both ends of the

court. It looked as if the game

would go into halftime tied up,

but Allison threw up a despera-

tion jump shot at the buzzer that

banked in, giving the visiting

team a 28-26 lead at intermis-

sion.

Things were still looking pret-

ty good for the Lancers, howev-

er. Six players scored for

Longwood in the opening half,

and they seemed to be in control

of the ball and their emotions in

the team's last game of the year.

Ironically, both teams shot an

identical 12-34 (35.3%) from the

floor after 20 minutes of play.

It was a slow start to the sec-

ond half, and after just under five

minutes of play, the Wolverines

led 34-29. Things started to look

up for the Lancers, as UV State

went cold and the home team

took a one point lead with 10

minutes remaining, 35-34. The

scoring was still very spread out

for Longwood, as they, nor UV
State, had no players in double-

digits.

The Wolverines' Allison

changed that, drilling a three-

pointer and a lay-up in consecu-

tive possessions. That got the vis-

itors fired up and they went on an

8-0 run to take a 42-35 lead with

6:50 remaining.

The Lancers bounced back,

however, as Jefferson drove hard

see LANCERS p.ll

recruiting right now," said

Reinson. "We plan to a get a few

new guys to cope in and con-

tribute right away, as well as push

the ones we have right now."

There is no question that this

year's season was very disap-

pointing for Lancer fans. It

almost seemed fitting that visit-

ing Utah Valley State snag the

last game of year from

Longwood in the last few, des-

perate minutes of the year.

However, as said before, the pro-

gram is optimistic.

"There is nowhere to go but

up," commented Reinson, "As

our players get older they'll learn

more about playing at this level

and become experienced com-

petitors."

Look for the Lancers to not

only compete in 2005-2006, but

possibly pull out a respectable

number of wins against Division

I foes.

Lancer Spirit on Brink ol Non-Existence
Caitlin Dinnen

Sug Writer

Spirit on campus is in short

supply this year. As a student, I

believe that the transition to

Division I would make the

school booming with Lancer

pride. With our student-athletes

out there facing opponents

such as Wake Forest,

Longwood Students should be

pumped about making this

huge change.

Lancer athletics has jumped

into the big league to face

newer and tougher competi-

tion. However, the overall sup-

port of this transition has not

maintaining grades is more

than most could handle, yet

these students are willing to do

it. Go to the next home game

and show your Lancers that

you are proud to Se a Lancer

too.

When it comes to spirit it

comes in all shapes and forms.

You may be the type who loves

to paint your face, or you might

be the poster holder at sporting

events. Whichever you choose,

even the smallest spirit adds to

the feel of any event If for no

other reason, go out there to let

loose and be a different person

then you would ever normally

been reciprocated by students be. It's such a freedom to go

with leaps and bounds. Lancer crazy with spirit cause you can

spirit has rarely been extremely blame it on your love of this

visible, mostiy during spirit school.

week this past October that cul-

minated with the much beloved

Oktoberfest festivities.

It seems that when spirit has

been planned out for students

they enjoy partaking in it.

Unfortunately, when it comes

to indrvidud spirit we seem to

be lacking.

As a spirited person myself I

am here to inform you of some

If you are the person who

needs an organization to make

you excited about something I

have good news for you. An
organization called the Lancer

Spirit Squad is starting up in the

near future. There will be an

interest meeting sooner than

you can imagine. The Spirit

Squad is being set-up to

encourage spirit on the campus.

things that are incentives as to This gtoup hopes to promote

why you should be a more spir- and encourage students to go

ited person on campus. Or if out there and show their sup-

you are the spirited type here port for all Lancer organiza-

are some reasons to contmue

your spirited ways and influence

those around you!

If you have not taken the

time to go and show support

for fellow Longwood students

now is the time to step it up a

notch and show them that you

appreciate them representing

Ixjngwood in the rocking' way

they are! Being a student-athlete

is not all it's cracked up to be.

Endless hours of practice while

tions. ,'

So from one Longwood stu-

dent to the rest of my fellow

students, I charge you to chal-

lenge yourself and step it up in

the spirit department. All it

takes is one person to put

themselves out there for others

to want to follow. Be the one to

take the first step and watch as

the campus begins to bleed

blue and white!
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iertly Trivia

Including tkis

season, kow many

consecutive

winning kave tke

women s JDasket-*

kail team kad?

Last Weekls Question:

Who curentley leads the

Lancers in homcruns?

Charlie Yarbrough

Mnimi,Yifiiiiiii»iii

Tyler Childress is aforce at

and behind the plate,

www.loagwooMancen.com

Ckildress Named

D--! Independent

Plaijer of tke week
sports Information

Longwood University sopho-

more Tyler Childress has been

selected as diis week's NCAA
Division I Independent Baseball

Player of the Week. Childress hit

.556 (5-9) during two games last

week, including a grand slam

home run, scoring three runs

with four RBI. The second-year

catcher led the Lancers (4-14) to a

10-6 win past Towson University

March 6 with his 3-4 effort at the

plate, including a grand slam

home run in the seventh inning

to secure the home triumph.

For the season, Childress leads

Longwood in batting with his

.386 average (22-57), including six

doubles, one triple, one home

run, 13 RBI, a .579 slugging per-

centage, a .426 on-base percent-

age, and a .973 fielding percent-

age. He leads the team in batting

average, doubles, triples, RBI,

slugging, and on-base percent-

ages.

COLUMN: Steroids in MLB are kere to staij
Dan McDonnel

V-Win

Steroids, Human Growtji

Hormone, Amphetamines, these

are just a few of the performance

enhancing drugs used by profes-

sional athletes, most notably

baseball players.

Major League Baseball has

recendy started a testing policy

for performance enhancing

drugs. They claim that they are

planning to clean up what is now

considered to be somewhat of a

dirty game. Big name players

such as Barry Bonds, Jason

Giambi, and Gary Sheffield have

been linked to steroids over the

last year or so (fitting that two of

those names happen to be

Yankees. Go Figure. Cheaters).

Major League Baseball is at an

all-time high in popularity in the

present. Fenway Park has already

sold out nearly every game for

the entire season, and Spring

Training just started about a

week ago. An entirely new fan

base has gained interest in the

sport. Baseball is once again

becoming the biggest sport in

the country.

The biggest reason for this

new interest in the sport is the

home run. After the players'

strike in 1994, people lost inter-

est in the sport. Then in 1998 the

big home run chase between

Mark McGwire and Sammy Sosa

happened. Who would catch

Roger Maris' 61 home runs?

Would they both surpass Maris?

Who would pass him first? What

will the new record be? The

answers in order: both, yes,

McGwire, 70 (which was eclipsed

just a few years later by Bonds).

During and after the 1998 sea-

son, baseball became huge.

Everyone was interested. Now
today we have the steroids con-

troversy that is starting to shed

light on a problem with the

national pastime. More questions

have come to the forefront. •

How long have steroids been a

part of baseball? Who exacdy is

using steroids? Will the game

ever really be

clean again? Was

it ever really

clean in the first

place? Is Jose

Canseco right

with his accusa-

tions in his new

book or is he just

bitter towards a

sport that he

could have

become a god in

but wasted his

time relying on

steroids and

weightlifting

instead of actu-

ally perfecting his baseball skills

(or lack thereof, see: blooper reel

with Canseco giving up a home

run off his head)?

Here's my own personal

answers to those questions: A
long time (at least 20 years),

almost everyor^e, not a chance in

hell, too hard to tell, and more

truth than lies.

Canseco has thrown out a lot

of names in his book. He has

brought the issue to a new level.

Now people are concerned as to

how much of his book is factual.

Personally I haven't read the

book yet so I can't tell you exact-

ly how I feel about it. From what

I have heard through friends and

ESPN, I think he's come pretty

close to the truth.

Steroid use is running wild

through baseball. People need to

learn to accept that fact, because

it is a fact. It's not just guys like

Bonds and Giambi. It's also the

Juicing or not, Barry
Bonds has brought much to

MLB recently.
,^^^^^^^,

guys that you never hear about

like a backup catcher for the

Pirates who nobody even knows

his name.

And I hate to break it to you all

but steroids aren't going any-

where. The new testing policy is a

sham. It's just a

way for baseball

to say that their

athletes are clean.

They'll test guys

like Pokey Reese

who no one

would even

expect to be on

the juice. They'll

punish a no name

rookie that

warms the bench

for the Brewers

just to say that

MLB will not

stand for steroid
com

use.

Now why do I think steroids

will stay in the game?

Like I already said, baseball's

popularity is at an all-time high,

and it's because of the home run.

The home run has become one

of, if not, the most exciting event

in all of sports. Think of your

own personal reaction when

Manny Ramirez or David Ortiz

strolls up to the plate. You're on

the edge of your scat

Then at every swii^ and foul rip

you're thinking, "ooh just missed

<hat one, he's got' the next one

though." Then comes that next

pitch and Ramirez connects send-

ing the ball towards the Cask 'N

Flagon. You're now jumping up

and down giving higji fives around

the room to your friends.

And it's because of a home run.

How often do you get that excited

about a sacrifice bunt with no outs

in the 8th inning? Unless you are a

diehard baseball guy like me the

answer is almost never.

Steroids will stay because they

cause more home runs, which

cause more interest in the game,

which causes higher ratings, which

inevitably means more money for

Major League Baseball. More

money for baseball means no true

banning of steroids. Bottom line.

But then again, seeing the ball

clear the Green Monster isn't

going to cause complaints. And

again, would you rather see a home

run or a sacrifice bunt? It's like that

old commercial with Greg

Maddux and Tom Glavine:

"Chicks Dig the Long Ball"

LANCERS cont'd p.lO

to the rig^t side and scored just

Seconds after comii^ back from

a timeout The crowd sent out a

thunderous roar after junior

Chad KJosmo hit a lay-up to get

Longwood within two around

the four-minute mark.

Unfortunately, that is as close as

the team would get UV State

did not give in, and even after a

buzzer beating three from

Pistoljevic, the Wolverines came

out on top by^ four.

That was that An exhaustir^

season had come to a close. The

54-50 loss was hard-fought by

die Lancers, and they deserve

credit for giving it their all in the

losing effort. Look in next

week's issue for a men's basket-

ball season wrap-up, and let's all

look forward to die 2005-2006

season.

MISS

HOCKEY?

Richmond Riverdogs vs.

Danbury Trashers

Plus

Battle of the Bands
4 of Richmond's top bands battle it out

during the intermissions. You can win prizes as

well during the game.

Safardav April 2nd . Bus Leaves at 5:30.

Returns around U. ^
Tickets on sale at the Recreation Area in the ^

Student Union Parting March 7th

from 8:30 aiii-4:30 pai

$7 includes ticket and bus ride.

For more inforniation come by the mtin oflice frf tiie Sta-

dent tnkm , cill 2103 or e-mtil liiiikford$:;ioiigwood.e<iii
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There's no better time than NOW to sign your

your lease at Sunchase. Rooms are still

available, but are going quickly. Get the best

selection of rooms available..xome \n today!
***Are youQ freshman or sophomore who hasn't setn Sunchase yet?

Don't be shy...come out for a tour of the model and clubhouse and

find out what the BUZZ really is all about!

4-bedroom$ / 4-bathrooms

Wqsher/Dryer

Gourmet Kitchen:

dishwasher, microwaw>e,

icemaber, garbage disposal

Plush Carpeting

Ceiling Fans In dll rooms

Hnvate Balcony

24-hoiir Gum

24-hour computer lod

Gnm<? Room

iviovie Theatre

Swimming Pool

Volleyball

Bashetball

Grilling Station

C>lenty of Parking

"Who says you have to live like a student?"

'r<\
Did you know?

Groups of Four

get a month of

FREE RENT!

501 Sunchase Boulevard

Farmville. VA 23901

' 434-392-7440
"'" www.sunchase-lonqwood.com

AIM: SunchaseBuzz
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Election

Results
« « «

SGA President

Kristen Casalenuovo

SGA Vice President

mere will he a run-ojff

election l)etween Tiifauoij

Rice and Daniel Wraij

SGA Treasurer

Scott Krogii

SGA Secretanj

Stefanie Mancuso

SGA Senators

Cnelsea Cunnin^kam

Sara QualkinLuxsli

Askleij Bilbo

Kathrijn Holl

Jon Miller

Gre^ Zawistowski

Askieij Tkeaclo

Brian Raska

Jacob Stetson

R^an Halpin

See Blackboard for com"

ete election results.-.

SGA Misunclerstancling" Causes Stir among Candidates
Kyle Martin

S/aff Writer

Although the elections for the

Student Government

Association (SGA) and class

positions are now over, the cam-

paign process for the elections

turned into a week highlighted

by controversy, rumors, and

loose interpretations of proce-

dure.

"...there was an incident on

Brock Commons on Thursday

(March 24) involving both the

candidates for SGA executive

president and [both of the can-

didates for] senior class presi-

dent," current SGA Treasurer

Andy Peterson said.

As a result, the campaign

privileges of SGA executive

presidential candidate Steven

Jones and senior class presiden-

tial candidate were suspended.

"I think that because of this

incident a lot of people are

going to choose not to vote at

all and it damaged not only the

reputation of the candidates,

but the SGA as well," SGA

executive presidential candidate

Kristen Casalenuovo said.

Casalenuovo felt fellow candi-

date Steven Jones and Craig

Smith interfered with her

planned rally

"Craig and Steven decided to

campaign in front of mine and

[Stefanie Seniw's] scheduled rally

Thursday afternoon,"

Casalenuovo said. She planned

to have a d.j. perform at her rally

between the Student Union and

the Doral Dining Hall, but Smith

arrived at the event with a mega-

phone.

"Craig knew we were rallying,

so Craig and Steve decided to

hold a counter-rally in front of

ours. Considering our rally did-

n't go as scheduled, Craig had

the upper hand with the mega-

phone." She continued, "We

asked Craig and Steve to leave.

They refused because they said it

was public space."

Smith, however, has a differ-

ent view of what occurred. "It

can be misconstrued that we

showed up at their political party

to crash the rally We showed up

and [Seniw, senior class presi-

dent candidate] asked me to

move from their spot," Smith

claimed.

"Thursday was a loosely

organized campaign event for

us. We weren't having anything

to the effect we had on Monday,

so I did not consider Thursday's

actions to be a rally," Smith said.

On March 21, Smith held an

approved rally on the stairs of

Brock Commons featuring

music and a d.j.

According to Casalenuovo,'

the actions of Smith and Jones

attracted current SGA President

Alicia Moody, and Elections

Chair Amber Mader to view the

scene outside.

"We didn't witness the event,

but we saw what was going on

and we had a meeting to discuss

what was going on," Mader said.

Last Thursday's meeting

between the candidates, Mader,

and SGA Senator Scott Kroghs,

according to Smith, was held to

determine the definition of a

rally.

"We got a dictionary and we

thought it was ambiguous," Smith

said. As explained in the current

SGA Constitution, there is no

definition of the term rally, only

the process of notification for a

rally.

Under the current constitution,

"All organizations or candidates

organizing official election rallies

and/or debates must notify the

Elections and Regulations Chair

at least 48 hours before the

event."

"At no time were there charges

being turned in at the time of the

meeting/' Smith said.

According to Mader, at 8:41

p.m. last Thursday, the campdgn

privileges for Smith and Jones

were suspended, but the candi-

dates were still allowed to run for

their respective offices.

Mader adds, "I made the deci-

sion to suspend all campaigning

after talking with Alicia Moody to

see what was best."

see SGA p. 8

Longwood Students Lose Home to Fire

MliiiflifiSi^

Kelly Fischer & Stacey Kluttz

Staff' Writers

In the early hours of Saturday

morning, March 26, 2005, a fire

demolished the house of

Longwood students Jake

Krekorian, Todd Sturgill, and Paul

Schinkel.

The fire destroyed the house

but harmed no one. The cause of

the fire has not yet been deter-

mined.

The sole person occupying the

house at the time of the fire was

Sturgill, a senior at Longwood

University and a member of the

Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity.

"I was talking to my mom on

the phone and heard the smoke

detector going off," Sturgill said.

"I went downstairs and saw

smoke coming from Jake's room.

I then ran back upstairs to put on

some pants and shoes, then

grabbed the fire extinguisher and

kicked Jake's door open to begin

spraying the

extinguish-

er."

As Sturgill

escaped, he

watched as

his home

disintegrat-

ed. "I was

thinking, oh

****, hurry

up Farmville

fire depart-

ment."

Sturgill has

lived in the

house for two

semesters and said that the

house has been there since the

early 1900s.

The students have received

assistance from the school and

community.

"We lost everything, every

earthly possession plus a band's

worth of equipment, drum set,

The remains oj

Krekorian, Todd St

reside.

the house where Jake
urgill and Paul Schinkei

Photo by Stacey Kluttz

etc.," Sturgill said. "Jake lost all

of his artwork so he has no

portfolio to get a job. Luckily

we all have insurance, USAA.

Also, the school has helped us

move into Stanley Park and is

paying for our utilities."

The landlord is also lending a

hand according to Sturgill. "He

said that if we need anything to

call him."

The Longwood community

has helped them with the neces-

sities that people take for grant-

ed like an alarm clock and a

radio, for example.

Schinkel, who came home t

the damage, said, "We really

appreciate everyone helping us

out. The first couple of days

were kind of shock and depres-

sion that we lost everything but

by Easter night, I started to real-

ize that it could have happened

at any other time, especially

when all of us were there, with-

out a fire alarm since we only

just installed it a month ago."

In order to help the students,

necessities may be dropped off

at Stanley Park, 204 G.
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Sckiavo Case: HowCan Anyone Be So Selfisk?

Everyone

in America,

and probably

everyone in

surrounding

countries,

has heard of

Terri Schiavo and her current sit-

uation.

We have listened to testimony

from her husband, from her par-

ents, from what seems like mil-

lions of doctors and "experts"

and even from the Reverend Jesse

Jackson.

And of course we can't for-

get the government's never-end-

ing involvement.

It seems like everyone has an

opinion, and everyone wants to

be heard. Yes, many people think

that the case is being over-publi-

cized, over-analyzed and over-

done.

But I too have an opinion, and

I suppose I am no different then

everyone involved in this case

who demands to be heard.

Too be completely honest

and open, I just want to say to

everyone whp is fighting to keep

her alive, how selfish can a per-

son be?

The fight for "Terri

Schiavo's life" isn't about Terri

Schiavo and what is best for her.

It's about the sclf-centeredness

of human nature, masqueraded

in the form of her parents.

Everyone knows the case by

now, so I am not going to waste

anyone's time by rehashing the

events of the past couple weeks.

But seriously, that poor girl.

FIFTEEN YEARS. She has

"lived" as a vegetable, with only

a litde more then half her brain,

and without the ability to move,

communicate, think or even feel

pain.

I understand keeping her
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alive for a couple years. Getting

second opinions, exploring possi-

ble options and experimendng

with new medications is complete-

ly understandable. For a couple

years.

But we are talking more then a

decade. For 15 years, Ac body of

Schiavo has been kept functional

by machines and feeding tubes that

supply her with just enou^ nutri-

tion to keep her heart beatii^ and

her blood circulating. What is

enough?

I have grave sympathy for

Michael Schiavo in his desperate

attempts to do his wife justice and

let her finally be in peace. I can

relate to his situation, althou^ not

nearly to the same d^ree.

This past fall my grandmother,

who lived with my family and who

I loved dearly, fell, causing bleeding

in her brain.

She hadn't had major health

problems that would cause her to

pass any time soon; she feU in a

freak accident that left her a v^-

etable.

My family and I listened to the

doctors as they explained her situ-

ation and the diagnosis that she

would never recover ftom being

anything more then a vegetable.

We got second, diird and fourth

opinions and we all listened to die

same thing over and over again:

she didn't even have enou^ brain

waves to feel pain.

After the most difficult deci-

sion my family has ever had to

made, we decided what was best

for my grandma, what was truly in

HER best interest, and not ours,

was to let her go. She wouldn't

want to "live" like this, and we did-

n't >A^nt to be the selfish ones to

hold on to her for our own sake.

I've been there, so have my
parents, and even thou^ it wasn't

what was best for us emotionally,

it vk^s what was best for her. If

you really and truly love someone,

you have to know when to let go.

Looking back at that experi-

ence, I think to myself, how can

her parents do this? How could

her husband put up with it for as

long as he did?

Can you really, truly love

someone if you are able to let him

or her suffer for 1 5 years, knowing

that diat is not what he or she

wanted?

This "fight for life," better

known as the current three-ring

circus, has strayed away from pro-

tecting the rights of a suffering

human being and has turned into a

batde between the government

and the husband versus the par-

ents.

Every time I turn on the tele-

vision, I just want to scream, if

you love her, let her go! Don't you

want to remember her as your

happy, healthy beautiful dau^ter

and not the sick, dying, non-

responsive vegetable she had

been for 15 years?

I want to yell; don't you want

your daughter to be remembered

by her family, her friends and the

public as a person fiill of life and

love? I have to resist the urge to

scream: now, thanks to your self-

ish actions your daughter will be

remembered as nothing but a

court case.

Way to go.

I don't mean to sound too

incredibly harsh. I know that this

position is a horrible one to be in,

no matter who you are or how

publicized your case is. But the

facts don't change. The poor girl

has been in a vegetative state,

with no hope of recovering, for

1 5 years.

Her husband has been unable

to move on his life because he

won't remarry in fear of losing

custody over her situation. Her

friends have to stand by and

watch her be a vegetable, not the

girl they remember.

I know its hard, but stop

being selfish. Let her body go,

her soul has been gone for 15

years.

Bobbi Thibo

Editor-in-Chief

Letter to tke Editor

J

Dear Editor,

This letter is in response to

February 24th "HoUywood Needs

to Stop Forcing Agendas"

Whiners have sh^sed America

and whining is what we do best

Sure, at times this whining can

become annoying, but we must dis-

cuss our opinions.

I guess I can assume widi our

anonymous writer that most of

these Hollywood Stars seem to be

liberal, and I do agree that they

have a lot of influence over the

masses, but this does not mean

that they take ad\^uitage of First

Amendment

By the nature of amendment

you cannot abuse it

Watching a commercial about

food can make me hungry and

Thomas Paine's pamphlets can

help move people to revolt.

But this is not abuse.

I also cannot agree with our

writer that, "they are only enraging

people who disagree with them."

We all have a choice to be

enraged.

No one can make you be angry

This is true no matter how dif-

ficult or personal the argument

and no matter how much power

the arguer has, whether it's King

George or a Hollywood Star.

It is hard to not be affected by

the many images that get thrown

at us by the media.

With this right of free speech

comes a huge responsibility to the

citizen, a responsibility which soci-

ety has forgotten about

We must think about what we

hear and what we listen to and we

must also be able to filter this

very confusing stuff and commu-

nicate about it

I am glad that our writer was

not wearing a pacifiet

His or her writing has gotten

me to think a littie.

I thought so much about it

that I decided to take my pacifier

out to write about it

-John Gilbert
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How Hard is it to be a Vegetarian in Today s World?

Maneet Kaur

V-Win

Whether it is for living a healthi-

er lifestyle or moral reasons,

many people decide cither to

become vegetarians or have

never eaten meat in their entire

lives.

I decided I would not eat meat

Feb. 10 because of personal rea-

sons.

My cousin had to give it up for

health reasons, and I wanted to

give him moral support so we

could go through it together.

cat meat, and now either they harder to be a vegetarian when I

have cut it down or stopped am at home

completely.

The reason why so many peo-

ple fold on vegetarianism is

because it is so rare to find a

variety of vegetarian food.

I visit Club Busch every day

because I am a first-year stu-

dent, and we are forced to buy a

meal plan we all know we will

never finish.

And they wonder why the

I went out with my cousins, and

the only place to eat was

McDonald's. Both of my cousins

had something involving chicken, I

looked at the combos three times,

and even the salads had chicken in

them.

There arc NO vegetarian com-

bos. I ordered a salad without

chicken. Oh how filling it was.

Not to mention the fries. It is a

crime to go to McDonald's and not

Guide to Vegetarianism

"freshman 1 5" hits,

Normally the only thing to buy fries - that has been brain-

eat for a vegetarian is one soup, washed into my head thanks to Ray

His vegetarian lifestyle became pizza, a sandwich, salad or cere- and his parmers the McDonald

a semi-vegetarian lifestyle due to al. brothers. Old McDonald's farm

the rare vegetarian food

varieties. I have often

felt the need to break

my diet due to the same

reasons but have held

strong.

It seems so much

more difficult to give up

meat if you have already

eaten it. People who

have never eaten meat

there entire lives have

made their bodies

accustomed to not eat-

ing meat, but I am

Punjabi.

The Punjabi culture is

known for eating lots of

meat, so while I grew

up, my dad would force

me to eat meat because

he did not want me to

become weak.

He gave up meat

many years ago and has

been able to stick to it,

yet he still wanted me

not to stop eating meat.

He even used to cut

up the chicken for me.

Ironically my grand-

mother has supported

me throughout all of

this.

1

Tastv)

has come a long way to

incorporate salads, so I

guess I should be thank-

ful for that much.

Before salads, there

was nothing.

Don't get me wrong, I

do not mean to com-

pletely bash McDonald's.

McDonald's at least

supports the Ronald

McDonald House, which

is amazing. It helps the

families of ill children by

giving them a place to

stay when their loved

ones are receiving treat-

ment in near by hospitals.

Another ironic thing is

that it is the same cousin

who originally gave up

meat who was aided by

the Ronald McDonald

house.

But back to vegetarian-

ism; it is a lifestyle choice

that requires an incredi-

ble amount of resistance,

and people who are vege-

tarians should be given

credit.

So I would like to

honor all of those "leaf

Now that seems okay, but eaters" out there who have with-

When I look at my family now, think about having this variety held the temptation to make life

about half of them are vegetari- on a daily basis for two to three easier and just eat meat.

ans. meals a day. It becomes repul- It probably doesn't mean much,

So a lot has changed over the sive. but I congratulate you.

years because all of them used to The sad thing is that I find it

NotTastij
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Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone

to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

2lQfiSl

+ To warm sunny days.

+ To alternate movie endings.

+ To Cheesy Poofs.

+ To watching movies at wofk.

+ To The Mars Volta blowing up. (figuratively)

+ To little girls jumping into mud puddles.

+ To Justin Dorsk for rocking our world.

Drops:

- To professors not over-riding people into classes

they need to graduate.

- To Longwood mrning into a bog when it rains.

- To non-stop slander from SGA candidates.

- To dying cell phones.

Speak Oil t

Should last food compa-

nies be responsible lor

wbat tlieij serve?

No, it's the customer's deci-

sion. They should know
what they're eating

- Kristin McRae
sophomore

No, they shouldn't. Fast food
companies just serve the cus-

tomers
- Stan Schoppe

Junior

If you get big, it's your
own fault. If people are

allowed to sue fast food
companies, then I'll have

to pay more for fast

food.

-John MiUer
Senior

I think what you eat is your
own choice, but I also

think that having healthy

options at fast food resta-

raunt is a good idea.

Tiffany Rice

Semor

.Hi ftUtute I^MiU Petti.
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Longwood University to Host

20tli Anniversary Relay For Life

Naomi Pearson

St̂ . Writer

Their goal is to cure cancer, one

step at a time. More than twenty

teams comprised of mostly

Longwood students plan to walk

in the American Cancer Society's

Relay For Life on Friday, April 8.

The twelve-hour overnight event

raises money for research and

programs in the fight against can-

cer and celebrates survivors of

the disease.

Most individuals and groups

take part by organizing them-

selves into teams, so that during

the Relay there will always be at

least one member on the track

throughout the night, as well as to

facilitate fundraising efforts.

Some of the funds raised come

from sponsorships-businesses,

organizations or individuals who

donate outright in support of the

walkers. Others collect donations

for such things as car washes or

baked goods. Because the

American Cancer Society (ACS)

is a non-profit organization,

those raising money can only sug-

gest donation amounts rather

than set a specific price. As of last

Thursday, March 24, a litde more

than $2855 has been turned in,

only about one-fourth of the

$12,000 goal.

The kick-off begins at 6:00

PM with a reception for cancer

survivors. ACS staff member

Lori Crowe, a former Longwood

employee and Relay For Life

advisor, herself a cancer sur-

vivor, is the scheduled speaker.

Last-minute registration ends

at 7:00 PM, when the Relay itself

begins. The luminaria ceremony

to honor survivors and in mem-

ory of those who have passed on

will be at 9:00 PM.

The Relay ends at 7:00 AM,

followed by breakfast for the

participants.

Numerous bands are perform-

ing at the event along with vari-

ous other entertainment and

educational programs taking

place throughout the night. The

track itself will be centered

behind the Lankford Student

Union.

All members of the

Longwood community are invit-

ed to participate. "You can hear

stories of lives changed by pro-

grams funded by Relay For Life,"

said Amanda Jones, this year's

Unnatural uJelection

FIGifT CAMCER

www.bbhcsd.oig

Relay chairperson and a junior at

Longwood. She went on to say

that anyone can join in the Relay,

make donations, volunteer or just

come to support the walkers,

because after all, "everyone is

affected by cancer in some way."

Longwood numbers several can-

cer survivors among its students

and staff

To register, contact Meredith

Carr at 434-395-4074 or

mlcarr@longwood.edu. The $10

registration fee may be paid by

cash or check. Donations can be

made through the Relay For Life

at Longwood website.

http://www.acsevents.org/relay/

va/longwoodu.

Longwood hosts the only

Relay For Life event in Prince

Edward County. It is a non-

smoking, alcohol-free event. This

year marks the 20th anniversary

of the Relav For Life.

Attention Class of 2005:

During your time at Longwood University, who are the people who support you

the most? Now that graduation is fast approaching, take a minute to think about

those people. They could include your friends, your professors, your parents, etc.

Wouldn't you like to say thanks for all they've done for you?

You can do this through a gift to the Class of 2005 Senior Challenge. Lx)ok for

Senior Challenge representatives throughout the semester at Senior Class events,

the Commencement Fair and in your classrooms for more information.

With a gift of $25.00 or more to the Senior Challenge, you will receive:

Three entries in the In Honor publication;

An exclusive Class of 2005 mug;

Invitations to Senior Class events;

A Class of 2005 discount card - good at local restaurants;

A wine and cheese reception with President and Dn Cormier during

Senior Week.

IT IS SO EASY! YOU CAN MAKE A GIFT ONLINE AT:

www.longwood.edu/advancement/seniorchallenge.html.

Kyle CastiUo

St4 Writer

The first tear begins its decent,

leaving only the residue of a life-

that was supposed to be.

Idelissa's love overshadowed any

understanding of how a defective

gene could determine the health

of her unborn child. Willing to

sacrifice her OAvn life if it meant

saving a child who's face was only

visible when lookir^ within her

own heart, from the burden of

Jiving a life with Cystic Fibrosis.

The random assembly of

genes allows for millions of chil-

dren to be born with disabilities,

leaving some with shortened lives

and others with a hindered abilit)'

to experience the full spectrum

of life.

On March 24th guest speaker

Ronald Bailey, who is the Science

correspondent for Reason maga-

zine, gave his vision of a day

when such naturally occurring

atrocities can be forecasted and

avoided.

We stand now on the verge of

being engulfed by what Bailey

labels the, "bio-tech era." A dme

in which the possibilities for

genetic human improvement are

bound orily by the dogma society

places upon the science's abilit)'

to evolve.

"The most inspiring thing

about biotech would be to drasti-

cally improve human health and

longevity, possibly even offering

the option of immortalit)': I see

that being in the cards and would

suspect that we would be able to

do that before the end of the

century" Bailey says.

Many fear what will come

from man playing the role of

God. Bailey states that members

of both the left and right wing

have moral qualms with the

direction this technology might

lead society. One fear is that the

ability to select the aesthetic and

physiological cliaracteristics of a

child will give way to a new breed

of racism and further perpetuate

the division of the social classes.

But Bailey refutes such chiims

saying, "Inequality is inscribed on

the human genome."

Bailey makes no attempt to

disguise his liberal vantage point

when discussing the etiiics of

biotechnology. When discussing

the United States government's

current bio-conservadve policies.

such as the March 17 th

Congressional vote to make

research on both therapeutic

and reproductive cloning illegal,

Bailey states, "People will

become prisoners of decisions if

we deny them the possibility to

better themselves."

Bailey believes that, " The line

is to not do anything that can

make a diminished human

being." One sudi possible viola-

tion of this moral code is die

creation of trans-humans. The

ability to merge human genes

with those of an animal is a real-

istic possibility, but one that

Bailey claims is, "completely

immoral."

Yet the desire to improve

upon animals, especially pets,

will surely give rise to an ethical

dilemma in the near future. A
dog is already mans best friend,

so imagine having the ability to

have a lucid conversation with

him.

"The FOXP2 gene was dis-

covered to be the gene that

allows for human speech. All

primates have this gene; ours

varies from the chimpan2ees by

two base pairs. Would it be ethi-

cal to try and replace their genes

with a human gene? There

would need to be a lot of think-

ing about that. First off because

the gene is not only about artic-

ulate speech, but it also directs

and orchestrates a lot of the

developments of the brain in

the eady stages of life."

There is no disputing that the

advancement of biotechnology

provides endless possibilities.

The ability to know and fix the

long-term health risks of a child,

as well as to improve upon the

limitations set in place by ran-

dom genetic sequencing,

inspires some to hope and oth-

ers to fear that humans will

become robots programmed to

live a destiny that they never had

control of. Bailey claims that this

fear is irrational, because

humans even now have a pre-

programmed genetic makeup.

"Indivndual brain.s, not indi-

vidual genes, are what make

us... Genes are at the mercy of

our brains."

With a new dawn on the hori-

zon the ethical debate over bio-

engineering is sure to radiate as

intensely as the sun itself.

I
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For tkeWeek of April 1 - 7

B^i

TtidUy the hi SatutdUif ike 2nd SuiuJlay the 3td Mond&ij the 4th WetJlne5deLif the 6th

Women's Lacrosse vs.

Canisus

2 p.m

Movie: Meet tlie Fockers

Lankford ABC Rooms

7:30 p.m

Jason DeShaw performs

in Lancer Cafe

10 p.m.

Men's Baseball vs.

George Mason (2)

1 p.m.

Come play Family Feud

in

Lankford Ballroom

9pm

Women*sLacrosse vs

Manhattan

12 p.m.

Poet E. Ethelbert Miller

will read in Wygal at

8 p.m.

Men's Baseball vs.

Appalachian State

3 p.m.

WMLU radio elections

9 p.m.

Happy Birthday

Laura! 1 Janet loves you!

Wendy's Night Out!

support the American

Cancer Society

"Th<^ famdcdsi Cancer Society Relay for life rej>|;«-

seats the hni^gxt that those lost to cancer wiJI iicver.

.'be fol^otten, that those who face cancer will be

.|§|»pOftect, ^Bid that one day cancer will be eliiai^^
,^

^ted," www,canci?r.org .

This year, Relay for Ufe will take place here at 4.

Longwood University, April 8-9, 2005. Team* froisa

both Lonjgwood and Hampden-Sydney will walk
and raise money to help find the cure for cancer
and to raise awareness ofcMiCtt prevention Bind

trefttnjeiit 1 5 organizaticrriS ha*e already signed

up to participate in this event. If you would like to

jaarticipate pleaae.coataBCt the team relations co^^
dinator at mlcargc^ldnjjwalbed^edtt'.

Do you iiicft ii^tfibis others? Do pcopio come to^Uk
awMce? Do yoy wamt to imrice a diHereiice oMilii
and in 1^ community? ff so, the Peer Helpers are now

aeceptfais appiicalions lor m» semcslef

.

if interested, applications cmi be picked up outside the

Peer Helper ol^e in ^le Student Union or

}ttst email PHeipers@ionfflyw»d>edu tor more httorma^

ualL

'-.^N:

,^J^4J^^N^i^^^^M4vvC*4l*^^'7.

FJUmifSPREIIDESRESTAlliUNT

Cnarleys Waterfront Qjaic

IS SEEKING AfPUCAHONS FOR

WJirrSTAFFEIPLOYMEIIT.

WEIEFARnCll^

SSfESSWHOMIffiAYiillMM

im(NKa(2illH!A1I0NIDI^

HMsnfirnusriuiMTnFum

Upccmina Wcrkshcps
& l^resentalicns

:

Please check with the

Career Center for

Deadlines for

Resumes
Career Ccrner

Presentations/Info Sessions:

April 5 6 p.m. Career Center Fining and Internship

April 6 7 p.m. Career Center Graduate & Professional Shool

Admissions

April 13 4 p.m Career Center Resume & Cover Letter Writing

April 13 5 pm Career Center How to Ace Your Interviews

Some Recruiters Now Accepting Resumes:

CG1/AMS> Friday, April 1st

First Investors - Friday, April 1st

Auditor of Public Accounts - Friday, April 15th

BB & T- Friday, April 15th

Elk Hill -Friday, April 15th

United Way - Friday, April 15th

Richmond Police Department - Monday, April 18th

Dominion Resources - Wednesday, April 20th

USA Deck, Inc., Monday, April 25th

YMCA Camp Silver Beach, Sunday, May 1st
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As I begrudgingly returned to Virginia after serv-

ing witness to the campfire, mean boy and cheese-

cake I knew things would-could never be the same.

And how could they? I finally received my revival

with a mere accent, bourbon and the girl with the

cousin.

The memories of rugby songs in bars, mother on

a mechanical bull and scars from cobblestones

would only make me long for those few precious

days, and leave me with one thing I could ascertain:

I now know there is nothing more ridiculous than a

Lanatee on River Street.

By: Janet Jones

Movie Review:

Lonesiar Siate oi

Mind''

Lisa Martin

Sta£Wnter

A small town in Bennett, Texas

sets the scene for 88 minutes of

chaos and mishaps in "Lone Star

State of Mind."

The film begins with the rob-

bery of a piiKza deUveryman who

turns out to be a drug dealer,

Tinker (Ryan Hurst) and junior

(DJ Quails) rob the pjzza deliv-

eryman with maxi pads stuck to

their faces. From the robbery

they get $20,000 in cash and a

duffle bag full of cocaine.

Once Earl Crest (Joshua

Jackson) hears about Tinker and

Junior's findings, he tries to get

Junior to do the right thing and

return the drugs and money

before the drug dealers come

after him.

Earl is dating junior's cousin

and his identical stepsister, Baby

0aime King), who is ready to

move away from Bennett to L.A.

to become a Soap Opera actress.

Carl and Baby's parent got

married after the two had been

dating.

Earl takes junior to Tinker's

trailer and they get the drugs and

money back, and Earl hide's it

until the drug dealers come look-

ing for it.

While trying to save

junior's behind. Earl gets

shot by Tinker, loses his

own money that he had

been saving to move to

LA. with Baby and has

to deal with two sets of

drug dealers.

In the middle of all

the chaos he has to stop

Junior's limbs from being

cut off for spending part

of the drug money.

Tinker knows a guy he

met in prison, and gets

him to act like the drug

dealers, so that Earl will

give them the drugs and

money.

When the real drug

dealers come looking for

their drugs and money,

Earl has to steal them

back to save their bves.

This movie is a dark

comedy and is full of

laughter and has some

action scenes. It also has a little

romance^ but not enough to

make it a chick flick.

This movie could be enjoyed

by anyone, especially those from

a small town because they could

possibly relate to the life that

folks in Bennett, TX are living.

Movie Review: Constantine

Ricky Jennings

Staff Writer

Constanrine entered into this

world with a gift he did not want,

the ability to recognize the half-

breed angels and demons that walk

the earth in human form.

The two main half-breed charac-

ters are the angel Gabriel, who

most know from stories in the

Bible, and the demon Barabas,

who was the murdering thief who

was set free just before Jesus* cru-

cifixion as also mentioned in the

bible

John Constantine, played by

Keanu Reeves, is driven to take his

own life to escape the constant tor-

menting of his visions. But he

failed. Resurrected against his will

bv the devil, he found himself

pushed back into the land of the

living.

His soul is now marked with an

attempted suicide which delivers

certain damnation after his death.

He only sits on earth with a

temporary lease on life to patrol

the terrestrial border between

heaven and hell, hoping desperate-

ly to earn his way back to salvation

by sending the devil's minions

back to the depths.

He is consumed by the world

around him and at odds with the

one beyond.

He's a hard-drinking, hard-liv-

ing bitter hero who scorns the

very idea of heroism.

Constantine fights for the lives

of those around him, but he does

it at the cost of his own soul. His

motivations are selfish which leave

him without a guarantee from

God of his salvation and his for-

giveness.

A desperate but skeptical police

detective, Angela Dodson, who is

played by Rachel Weisz, enlists

his help in solving the unexpect-

ed and unusual death of her men-

tally hospitalized twin sister, who

is also played by Weisz. Their

investigation takes them through

the realms of demons and angels

that exist just beneath the exis-

tence of modern Los Angeles.

Caught in a catastrophic series

of otherworldly duals between

forces of heaven and hell, the

two become involved and seek to

find their own peace on this

world at whatever cost.

This movie is definitely worth

the monev and the drive to the

theater. It is a movie that should

be on everyone's must-see or

must-buy list.

Anyone who wants to see a

movie that .is going to keep on

the edge of you seat as well as

make you jump from time t6 time

throughout the film.

The only problem with the

movie is the slow development of

some of the characters, which at

the beginning may bring confu-

sion to the viewer as the film

unfold.

Tke Longwoocl Universitij Department

of Music presented Mvisic lor Clarinets

Kristina Johnson

Staff Wriler

The Longwood University

Department of Music presented

Music for Clarinets on Tuesday,

March 29, 2005, at 7:30 p.m. The

featured musicians included David

Niethamer, jared Davis, Albert

Regni and Ralp Skiano, who all

reside in Richmond, Virginia.

Niethamer currently teaches

Clarinet and jazz history at

Longwood, Davis is the 2d and E-

flat clarinetist for the Richmond

Symphony.

Skiano is the Principal Clarinet

for the Richmond Symphony, and

Regni teaches woodwinds at

Virginia Commonwealth

University.

The music styles featured in

Tuesday's program include:

Beethoven, Hungarian folk music

and contemporary North

American and Latin American

sounds.

There are two upcoming con-

certs, which are both to be held

in Wygal's Molnar Recital Hall.

The first is Friday, April 1, at 7:30

p.m., which will feature a guest

voice recital by Melanie Melcher.

On Tuesday, April 5, also at

7:30 p.m., there will be a faculty

recital featuring Dr. Chris Gassier

playing selected trombone pieces.

For information about becom-

ing a Patron of Chamber Music

at Longwood, please call

434.395.2504 or 434.395.2495.

wwn'.geocities.coml stimpysmeotradingjhsom.jpg

This film also has two other

names: "Coyboys and Idiots" and

"RoadtoHeU."
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Simkins Lecturer Spoke About Race Relations In Prince Edward County

William S^Mary Proiessory Dr. Melvin Patrick Ely, talked about pre^Civil War racial history.

Megan McAbee
St^ Writer

Dr. Melvin Patrick El)', a profes-

sor at the College of William &
Mary and author of Israel on The

Appomattox, a critically

acclaimed book about free

African-Americans here in Prince

Edward County, gave a Simkins

lecture on the subject at 7:30 p.m.

on Wednesday, March 9 in the

Wygal Auditorium.

The professor of histor)' and

black studies at William & Mary,

spoke on 'Black-White Intimacy

in Prince Edward County Before

The Civil >X^r.' What was per-

ceived as the most-moving

remark made throughout the

night invoked many responses

throughout the audience and was

widely received - and although

Ely was referring to the time

before the Civil War - it is still fit-

ting for 2005 in Prince Edward

County and Longwood

Universit)^

While referring to the intimacy

between both races Ely stated,

"Love can leap over the color

line." And ended the lec-

ture by saying, "although

there were differences

between both the free-

blacks and superior-whites,

the differences were histor-

ically downplayed through-

out this time period."

Ely discovered the idea

for the book, Israel on The

Appomattox, in the 1980's,

while looking through his

seventh grade History of

Virginia textbook and dis-

covered that it contained

only one sentence referring

to Richard Randolph. The

sentence read, "Randolph

had freed his

slaves and grant-

ed them land in

a place called

Israel Hill," said

Ely. Israel Hill

was located just

two-miles west

of modern-day

downtown Farmville. The Israel

Hill community existed well into

the 1920's and before the Civil

War housed at any given rime at

httf: //wwwjongwood.edu /item /releases/siinkins_ely.html

^^ Whites and blacks equaUv conducted business,

sued each other, drank together, lived together, and

had intimate relationships throu<jhout the years

before the Civil War,
"

-Dl Melvin Patrick Ely

time period and records show

that he was the wealthiest

freed-slave. He made a profes-

sion by being a cobbler and

records show he owned two or

three of his own slayes. When

Jackson died his white friends

laid him to rest in the "white

cemetery."

At that rime it was named

The Farmville Cemetery.

Todav it is named Westview

Cemetery and is located next

to the shopping center that

houses Kroger and Roses in

Prince Edward Count)'.

Ely specifically spoke about

the "inrimacy and interaction

between blacks

and whites in

Prince Edward

County" before

the Civil War

throughout his

lecture. Ely men-

rioned many

instances that he

least 150 free African-Americans. found when researching that

Ely mentioned a man named referred to free-blacks working

Booker Jackson. Jackson called and living with whites.

Israel HiU his home during this "Whites and blacks equally con-

ducted business, sued each other,

drank together, lived together,

and had intimate relationships

throughout the years before the

Civil War," Ely said. One impor-

tant example in Prince Edward's

history is that The Farmville

Baptist Church was founded in

1836 by whites and blacks.

Together the two different

groups joined and started the

church.

Ely spoke as part of a series of

two Simkins lectures given each

year. Chosen prominent scholars

lecture in honor of the late Dr.

Francis Butler Simkins (1897-

1966). Simkins taught history at

Longwood for almost 40 years

and was viewed by most as an

important scholar in the field of

Southern History. Simkins was

also known for often taking con-

troversial stances on important

issues throughout his life.

Ely's lecture was co-sponsored

by The Department of History,

Political Science, and Philosophy

For more information:

http: / /www.longwQQd.edu /news

/releases /simkins ely.
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Catck tke Spirit: Rkoten Connects Ckemistnj to tke Communitij

Aaw pToridedhf txmgmeei fuMic Motiom

Ashley Dow
Longumd Public ReJations

Like most Natural Sciences pro-

fessors, Dr. Melissa Rhoten is

anxiously awaiting the day she

can teach in the new science

building.

As an Assistant Professor of

Chemistry and area coordinator,

Rhoten is busy preparing her

department to move into the

state-of-the-art facility this sum-

mer,

"The building is going toliave

labs that will bring us into the

21st century," said Rhoten.

"These labs will enable us to

be more creative in classes and

have dedicated research space."

Rhoten has always had an

interest in science.

After graduating from L.C.

Bird High School in

Chesterfield, she went to James

Madison University.

Rhoten studied chemistry

there and focused on going to

medical school.

However, her plans changed

with one assignment.

"I really thought I wanted to

go to medical school and

become a doctor," stated

Rhoten. "But after doing a

research project early in college,

I realized I wanted to focus on a

career in research."

As faculty adviser for the

Chemistry Club, Rhoten has

dedicated a lot of time to pro-

feGA cont'd p. 1

The method used to notify

Smith of the decision left him

displeased. Due to the e-mail.

Smith and Jones took further

action by reading their e-mails in

their Friday classes, according to

Casalenuovo.

Last Friday, a meeting was

held at 6:30 p.m. to make

changes concerning the current

SGA Constitution outlines for

elections. Krogh, Mader, and

Dr. Laura Bayless, according to

Peterson, "...introduced some

new rules that they can't enforce

because the campaign rules are

in the constitu^on. In order to

ensure fairness, they asked the

candidates to honor the new

rules on good faith."

The new" rules introduced a

definition of rally as well as con-

sequences for violating the elec-

tion code. Also, as a result of

last Friday's meeting, campaign-

ing was re-instated, according to

Peterson.

Almost common with any

political arena, rumors have

spread among the student body

concerning last week's events.

One such rumor alleged Smith

of filing a law suit against the

school and Mader for the deci-

sion to remove his campaign

privileges.

Smith acknowledged that he

has used a law)'er to investigate

the matter, but that he has not

filed a suit. "I felt I was being

railroaded and threatened... It

was basically a gag order

against me and it also made me
accountable for the actions of

others. But most importandy,

it disadvantaged me because I

could not campaign," Smith

said.

Regardless of the outcome,

Mader recognizes future deci-

sions might prevent such an

incident from happening. "As

of right now, myself and Scott

Krogh are working on amend-

ing the constitution to elimi-

nate confusion because there

are so many loopholes in the

constitution and there's no sec-

tion about consequences for

breaking the election code."

Mader said. "We hope to have

that amended before the end of

the semester or put in place

before next year's elections in

hopes to prevent what has hap-

pened this and previous years

from happening again."

viding students with opportuni-

ties to present their research and

help odiers learn more about

chemistry.

"The club is trying to incorpo-

rate chemistry. into community

events," stated Rhoten. " In

February club members volun-

teered with a local Boy Scouts

troop to help the boys get their

science badge."

Recendy, Rhoten and two stu-

dent members of the chemistry

club presented posters on their

original research at the American

Chemical Society Conference in

San Diego.

Rhoten presented findings on

chemically modified electrodes.

Electrodes are pieces of metal

that conduct electricity.

She plans to continue

researching electrodes.

Rhoten says she really enjoys

working with students in the

Chemistry Club and in classes.

Each year she gets to know

many freshman chemistry

majors.

However, she feels that even

though many students have a

real interest in the subject they

don't realize what it means to

study.

"Students have to study more

than the night before an exam,"

explained Rhoten. "All chemistry

courses build on one another.

Everything students are exposed

to will show up in other classes."

Rhoten has been at Longwood

since 2000. She received her

Ph.D. in analytical chemistry

from Virginia Commonwealth

University.

Rhoten is married to her high

school sweetheart and lives in

Amelia.

She enjoys participating in

water sports and playing racquet-

baU.

She is a dedicated NASCAR,
New York Yankees and

Indianapolis Colts fart.

Healtk Center Accuracv) A Concern
Hope Hollenbeck

Siaff Writer

Students are concerned about

the accuracy of the care the

Health and Wellness Center pro-

vides.

Accounts of students have

ranged from being told they

were most likely pregnant

(although they were not sexually

active) to having their illness

brushed off as something

minute when, in fact, they were

in the beginning stages of some-

thing quite serious.

Most cases have resulted in

students seeking help from

health care professionals in their

hometown as opposed to local

care.

While the intention of the

health center is to help students,

some students have been unsat-

isfied with their services. "They

assume everyone is pregnant,

has an STD or mono," says

Dndsey Kleinschnrut.

Kleinschmit said that the

health center's biggest fault is

their ability to make assump-

tions that lead to improper care

and treatment for illnesses.

According to Kleinschmit,

she was treated for something

she did not have without proper

testing.

She went home to seek care

from a family doctor, to find out

she had a health issue that was

not what she was being treated

for.

Pam Higgins, Family Nurse

Practitioner and Director of the

Student Health and Wellness

Center, says this type of concern

happens at least every 3-4 years,

often after a student goes home

and the diagnosis they get from

their doctor contradicts the

health center.

Higgins says there are ways

that the STD chlamydia, which is

the most common, can be misdi-

agnosed.

The problem is that chlamydia

"can mimic other things", says

Higgins. Symptoms of chlamy-

dia include burning urine, bleed-

ing and spotting, which are

symptomatic of a urinary tract

infection.

'Chlamydia and urinary tract

infections are the two most com-

monly confused; unfortunately

there is not a good test for

chlamydia that is under $100,*

according to Higgins.

Higgins says it is often cheap-

er to treat than to screen for dis-

eases in cases where symptoms

are the same.

In a similar case, junior Beth

Martin was told she had a rash

and a virus when she visited the

health center her sophomore

year.

After going home to her doc-

tor, she found, out she instead

had poison ivy and bronchitis.

Her doctor prescribed the

proper medication and she was

fine within a few days.

"All they had to do was pre-

scribe the Z-Pack, but because

they didn't 1 just became sicker",

said Martin. Martin visited the

health center again this fall "and

they gave me the medicine I

needed, I was surprised", said

Martin.

However, she is still hesitant

to seek help from the center and

instead goes to her hospital at

home.

A further complaint from

Martin is the hoops you some-

times have to jump through to

obtain an appointment.

"I was sick with a tempera-

ture, I couldn't sleep, go to class

or anything and they still would-

n't give me an appointment,"

said Martin frustrated.

Martin was denied an

appointment despite calling

right at opening and told her she

could not be fit in for another

day

However, things changed

when Martin's mother called.

They said they could see her

right away.

Students are taken on an

appointment basis only, made by

calling in or in person.

See HEALTH p. 9
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Students are asked what die

reason for the appointment is to

assess the "acuity level", or how

time-based the illness is. At the

appointment, an RN or assistant

may take the vitals and, if need-

ed, pregnancy and strep tests can

be done.

All tests are done confidential-

ly and results are never given

over the phone. "It's a privacy

right... If we didn't do it that

way, students would be afraid to

come," says Higgins.

To foster a positive relation-

ship between students and the

health center, there is a student

advisory board, referred to as

Student Health Partners. These

students typically seek a future in

health care. They conduct sur-

veys and notify the health center

on which student health issues

should be focused on.

If anyone would like to learn

more about the Student Health

and Wellness Center or have any

questions or concerns, please

contact Pam Higgins at:

higginspe@longwood.edu.

Greek Life Diversity on Longwood s Campus
Sarah-Tykr Moore

St<g Writer

It's an unintentional secret that

Lx)ngwood is the home of four

black sororities and two black

fraternities.

A secret that the sisters of

Alpha Kappa Alpha, Delta

Sigma Theta, Zeta Phi Beta, and

Sigma Gamma Rho shouted out

for Women's History Month

Dedication and compassion

poured out of Audrey

Henderson's (Zeta Phi Beta)

song about her sorority's found-

ing, as paused several times to

speak the audience and flash a

smile. It was also apparent in

Melanie Bundick's (Sigma

Gamma Rho) step dance she

managed to execute perfectly

while simultaneously shouting

out her organization's roots.

These unconventional

approaches showed the Vomen's

recognition, for the determina-

tion that was exerted and opposi-

tion that was overcome for the

sororities to exist. They're proud

of their sisterhood's accomplish-

ments. Nearly a century ago

other passionate, pioneering

women laid the groundwork for

Black sororities nation-wide:

Alpha Kappa Alpha

Alpha Kappa Alpha was

founded in 1908 at Howard

University, and is the first Greek-

letter organization chartered by

Black women in the U.S.

Over 170,000 women
worldwide are sisters of

Alpha Kappa Alpha.

Delta Sigma Theta

Because of Alpha Kappa

Alpha's efforts, in 1913 at

Howard University, Delta

Sigma Theta was formed.

The founders participated in a

march on Washington D.C. for

women's suffrage. Today, the

sorority has 23 charters.

Zeta Phi Beta

Also founded at Howard

University (in 1920), Zeta Phi

Bern was the first sorority to be

constitutionally bound to a fra-

ternity (Phi Beta Sigma).

The organization believes that

every womgn regardless of

"regardless of race, creed, or

color, who has higji standards

and principles, a good scholarly

average and an active interest in

all things that she undertakes to

accomplish,'' can be a Zeta.

Sigma Gamma Rho
Sigma Gamma Rho differs

"/ don'r think anybody^& hesitant to

accept diversity-black, white, whatever^

you just want them to accept what your
organization is about.*'

- Justin WHkes

from the other sororities in that it

was founded exclusively by teach-

ers.

Five female educators helped

create the organization's charter

at Butler University in 1929. It

was also the first black sorority

on a predominantly. white cam-

pus. Sigma Gamma Rho's

motto is "greater service, greater

progress."

Alpha Kappa Alpha, Delta

Sigma Theta, Zeta Phi Beta, and

Sigma Gamma Rho as well as

the two Black fraternities Alpha

Phi Alpha and Phi Beta Sigma,

are all part of the National

Panhellenic Council (NPHC),

founded in 1930.

The NPHC is a governing

body that works to ensure una-

nimity of thought and

action, while simultane-

ously encouraging indi-

vidual identities. NPHC's

main objective is advanc-

ing their message of

unprejudiced service.

"I don't think anybody's hesi-

tant to accept diversity-black,

white, whatever you just want

them to accept what your organ-

ization is about," said Justin

Wilkes, Alpha Phi Alpha senior

and president of NPHC on

campus.

XOHAM^OOD
...YOU'tl. jrEVJER
^rAWX TO MAVi;

NOW LEASING FOR SPRING AND FALL 05!

* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.
* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included except for telephone service.

* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning

facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!

* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here, you'll

never want to

434.315.5566

www.Ioiigwood-village.
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Baseball Splits Series Witk Indiana Hoosiers; 1^1
Brian McCullou^k Limits NumlDer One Offense in Big Ten to Just Tkree Hits

Steve Reeves

St(fi Writtr

Longwood's victory in the second

game of Saturday's match up was

considered by Coach Buddy

Bolding to be "the biggest win in

the history of the program.

"This win is the most vital win for

where we arc going. I'm very

proud of my kids, and I told

them to enjoy every moment of

it," said Bolding.

The Lancers (8-17) split a two-

game series this past Saturday

widi visiting Indiana University,

marking the first time in school

history that Longwood has com-

peted against a Big Ten school.

Led by Bob Morgan in his 22nd

year as head coach, The Hoosiers

ttx)k the first of two with a 10-4

victory, utilizing right handerJosh

Lewis on the mound. The open-

er kicked off with Indiana out-

fielder Reggie Watson showcas-

ing his ability at the plate.

The leadoff Watson singled

and then stole second, and was

later advanced to third on a

grounder. Watson scored a few

minutes later, putting Indiana up

1-0 in just the first inning. The

Hoosiers saw offense from Joe

Kemp, and infielder Jay Brant, as

well as a handful of others.

Kemp, Brant, and Watson com-

bined to see 14 at bats and

record eight hits from those at

bat. Scoring a combined five out

of the 10 posted runs, Kemp,

Brant and Watson held a distinct

presence throughout the dura-

tion of the first game.

The second game win was

proof for Bolding that

Longwood is heading in the right

MISS

HOCKEY?

M^-

Richmond Riverdogs vs.

Danbury TVashers

Plus

Battle of the Bands
4 of Richmond's top bands batt)e it out

\ during the intermissions. You can win prizes as

well during the game.

Saturday April 2nd . Bus Leaves at 5:30.

Returns around 11.
'^

Tickets on sale at the Recreation Area in the

Student Union Starting March 7th

from 8:30 am-4:30 pm

$7 includes ticket and bus ride.

( For more information come by the main oflke of the Stu«

^ dent Union , call 2103 or e-mail tankford^longHooduNio

^3J^3^ '"mmims^mim&^m

The bands cx>mpeting tLis Saturdaij at 735 are

Tbe RAchel LeqcoBond, In-^Sessioiv

59H20and G>pper Sails.

direction in their re-classification

to Division I athletics. "It's a

great step for the program," said

Bolding, who has spent the past

26 years developing the

Longwood Baseball program.

The final ins^ment of the dou-

ble-header last Saturday featured

sophomore standout Brain

McCuUough on the mound for

his Longwood Lancers.

McCuUough, who is classified as

a rigjit handed sidearm pitcher,

was able to get his curve, change-

up and fastball working well.

Having solidified a high degree

of confidence in his pitching,

McCuUough takes pride in

throwing the heat. "My fastbaU is

probably the best pitch I have,"

he said.

On offense, outfielder Matt

Duval led Longwood, posting

three hits, one RBI and one run.

His first at bat of the shortened,

seven inning game, Duval sent a

screaming low drive to starded

southpaw pitcher Brad

Davidson, as if to send a mes-

sage early. Teammate

McCuUough tipped his hat to

Duval, saying that "he played

very weU today."

Chris Balus, Tyler Ames, and

Nick Von Gersdoff also scored

for the Lancers, securing a 4-1

lead after the top of the 7th,

when the boys from

Bloomington got retired quickly,

now 13-5 in their 2005 cam-

paign.

Right fielder Louis Ulrich,

designated hitter CharUe

Yarbrough who crushed a solo

shot almost into the road during

the first game, second baseman

Danny McCraw, and first base-

man Travis Lydon, were aU able

to post hits for Longwood. The

ease at which the Lancers hit off

of Davidson eventuaUy required a

pitching change, decided on by

Hoosier's Head Coach Bob

Morgan. Morgan put the baU in

four different pitcher's hands

diroughout the duration of the

game. Right hander Joe Trucchio

was caUed from the buUpen who

later gave the game baU to be

thrown by lefty CUnt Crosier.

Finally Chris McCombs was

caUed in to finish off the top of

the 6th inning, but by that time

Longwood had furthered their

lead to 4-1, cUnching the victory

at Lancer Stadium.

The Lancers play host to

Appalachian State on Wednesday,

April sixth at 3 p.m.

Women s Golf Finiskes Tkird at William and

Manj Invitational; Hicks Claims Top Prize
John Rosenstock

Sfaff Writer

Junior Stephanie Hicks is becom-

ing accustomed to the winners

circle in women's coUegiate golf.

Hicks claimed first place her

freshmen year at the

Tusculum/Agnes McAmis

Memorial and tied for first at the

Pat Bradley Invitational as a

sophomore. Coming into the

WiUiam and Mary Invitational,

Hicks had finished in the top-five

in the last four events, but had

not broken through for a victory.

The third year team member was

due for a win, and it came after

impressive rounds of 73 and 70.

"I had a good feeUng coming

into this tournament because I

finished the last tournament with

a one-under par round of 71,

and I am really feeling confident

with my putting," commented

Hicks, who added, "I also knew

my parents and grandparents

were going to be there, and I

always have good feeUngs when

they are watching."

The two day event in James

City, Virginia went weU for the

rest of the team as well.

Finishing third out of the 14

teams in a strong field is a great

accomplishment for the pro-

gram. Senior Tiffany Woodyer

posted rounds of 78 and 77 to

place 10th and help the Lancers

finish 12 shots ahead of the

fourth place team, Elon

University.

"As a team we did ok. I think

we aU know that we can do bet-

ter in certain areas but overaU it

was a good tournament finish,"

said Hicks.

The remaining three golfers

played soUd golf at the competi-

tion. Senior Amanda Diamond

finished in the top-25, shooting

82-80 for a 162 total. FeUow

Senior Tucker McCarthy posted

rounds of 84-82 for a 166 total

which was good for 41st place.

The lone freshmen on the team,

Petra Nystrom completed the

event with rounds of 87-88,

totaling for 175 strokes and tie

for 68th place, respectively.

With nine events down and

one to go, the Lancers have high

expectations for the season finale

at the UNC-WUmington

Invitational. The team captured

first place as a team in the Elon

IntercoUegiate in the fall and are

looking for a spring victory to

complement their triumph in

September.

"As a team I think we should

be contenders for a top position,"

commented Hicks. When asked

what her thoughts were going into

the tournament individually after

winning at WiUiam and Mary, she

said, "I'm just going to go out

there and play one shot at a rime

and see what happens, that's aU

you can do with this sUly game."

The UNC-Wilmington

Invitational wiU be played April 4-

5 in WUmington, NC, and wUl

mark the conclusion of the 2004-

2005 season for the Longwood

women's golf team.

Weekly Trivia

Wliat are the

dimensions ol

Lancer Staclium?

Last Week's Question:

How many consccume

winning seasons have the

vi-omen's baseketball team

had?

I J.
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L Lancer j-acrosse i^ownsD ^20 Meldere and Mason Honored

William^ Marij Togetker'
Longwood Stuns tke TrilDe Witk9^8 Victorij

Two Lancers Earn D-I All-Indep. Honors

Kyle Martin

Staff Wriler

"Together," yelled the lacrosse

team as tfiey broke their pre-game

huddle before hosting the #20

ranked Tribe of William & Mary

(W & M) under the lights of

Lancer field this past Tuesday.

Longwood utilized their strong

teamwork to defeat The Tribe

and gave head coach Janet

Grubbs a significant victory. "In

my Longwood career, it's the

biggest win," Grubbs said.

The Lancers got the upper

hand in the match at the 6:07

mark on sophomore attacker

Kathleen Barry's goal past junior

goalie Debby Petracca, "Getting

the lead is always helpful for

momentum. To stay with a team

like this is even more motivating

for us," senior attacker Isa

Chohen said.

Three minutes later, W & M
sophomore attacker Jamie

Fitzgerald fought back and fed

the pass in front of the net to jun-

ior attacker Laura Nolan to tie the

match 1-1.

A Tribe turnover gave the

Lancers the chance to once again

seize the lead and match the pace

of W & M as junior attacker Jenn

Shipp beat Petracca unassisted,

giving Longwood the 2-1 edge

with 20:54 to play. A Cohen

score gave Longwood a two-goal

lead, butW & M's Colleen Dalon

netted a goal past junior goal-

keeper Emily Wilson at 13:48 for

a 3-2 score.

With 5:21 left in the half, The

Tribe tied the game at 4-4, but

sophomore midfielder Kara

Parker gave them their first lead

of the contest with 3:59 remain-

ing

William and Mary missed a

valuable chance to gain a two-

goal lead at 27:47 when Wilson

shoved an opposing player. The

penalty gave The Tribe's Dalon

an open net shot, which she

missed wide left.

After the miss, Longwood

recovered the ball and Cohen net-

ted her second goal of the half

with 1:16 left, creating a 5-5 tie at

halftime.

Although the contest was

heated, Cohen admits the inter-

mission talk was calm.

"[Grubbs] was cool at halftime,"

Cohen said.

One of Grubbs concerns at

the break was draw control. "We

were not getting the draw at cen-

ter," Grubbs said. In the first

half, W & M won eight draws to

Longwood's three.

With both teams locked in a

dead heat, the second half

proved to be a grudge match

between the well-known and the

unknown.

Unlike the opening period.

The Tribe reached the score-

board first with senior midfielder

Morgan Watkins blasting the ball

past Wilson on the left side of

the net at the 4:07 mark. W & M
continued to press and gained a

7-5 edge with 18:13 to play.

"William & Mary still hadn't

gained the momentum, so we

just kept playing on ours,"

Grubbs mentioned.

Although behind, the Lancers

mounted a comeback sparked by

the play of sophomore midfield-

er Cathleen Strain and sopho-

more midfielder Sophie Dress.

With 15:08 left in the game,

Dress advanced the ball, and

made the running pass to Strain

for a catch-and-shoot goal.

As the game progressed, the

level of physical contact height-

ened between the teams and

altered the outcome of the con-

test.

Back-to-back yellow card

penalties gave Longwood the

chance to tie the game and Dress

notched the score with 13:33 to

play for a 7-7 match.

The Lancers completed the

comeback at the 19:55 mark with

Cohen's game-hi^ third score

to take the lead for the first time

in the half

After gaining the lead. Coach

Grubbs relied on a planned strat-

egy to keep the advantage. The

Lancers continued to drive in

Tribe territory, but drained time

on the clock by passing the ball

around instead of attacking the

net.

With 4:08 remaining,

Longwood pulled off an amazing

acrobatic play to increase the

lead. Cohen, who had the ball

behind the net, launched a fast

pass to Strain who dived in front

of the net and hurled the ball

past Petracca for Longwood's

final score.

"Cathleen will lay her entire

body on every play. It was good

vision on Isa's part to recognize

the give-and-go," Grubbs stated.

"It's something they've been

practicing, and it was good to get

that."

W & M quickly responded,

and scored in less than a minute

for a 9-8 game. However, the

stingy Lancer defense and play of

goalie Wilson helped the Lancers

hang on for the upset victory.

"The whole premise of this

team this game was together. We
don't have the skill to do this

individually, but the synergy

when they work together is

unbeatable," Grubbs said.

"This is probably the best win

we've ever had," Wilson said. "I

think we can play with any of the

top-20 teams."

In the contest, Cohen le;i

Longwood and netted three goals

with Strain adding two scores.

Wilson faced 25 shots and

recorded nine saves in the victo-

ry.

The Tribe was led by Dalon

and Nolan who each scored two

goals.

Petracca recorded six saves

and faced 17 shots.

The win improves Longwood

to 5-1 and drops #20 William &
Mary to 3-5 on the season. The

Lancers will host Canisius on

Friday at 2:00 p.m. and

Manhattan at noon Sunday. "I'll

probably be looking to my subs

to carry more of the weigjit,"

Gurbbs said.

With the historic win com-

plete, Grubbs said, "It's going to

help our reputation tremendous-

ly and I don't think anybody's

going to sell us short"

Sports Information

Longwood University women's

basketball senior Marita Meldere

has been named to the 2005

Division I All-Independent First-

Team, while junior Ashley Mason

earned 2005 Division I All-

Independent Honorable

Mention. Texas A&M-Corpus

Christi's Terra Andrews (15.8

points) was chosen as Player of

the Year, TAMUCC's Jackie

Ododa (10.3 rebounds) was

Defensive Player of the Year,

IPFWs Johnna Lewis-Carlisle

(9.8 points) was Newcomer of

the Year and Texas A&M-Corpus

Christi's Jodi Kest (23-6) was

Coach of the Year.

Meldere, a 6-0 forward/center,

finished the year averaging a dou-

ble-double of 13.4 points and

1 1.7 rebounds per game. She also

added a team-leading 24 blocks,

along with 48 steals and 39

assists. She finished the season

with 13 double-doubles, scored

in double-figure points in 21 out

of LU's 28 contests and had 17

double-digit rebounding games.

Meldere ended the season with

328 rebounds and 1,240 total to

became the first women's basket-

ball player in Longwood's history

to grab over 1 ,000 rebounds. She

also became the third leading

scorer in Lancer history with

1,552 after finishing the season

with 376. She led the team in

scoring 12 times and in rebound-

ing all games except for four.

Meldere scored a season-high 26

points and grabbed 11 rebounds

against Southern VA. Her sea-

son-high boards was 19; grabbed

three different times (Norfolk St.,

IPFW, Savannah St.).

Meldere was named to the

Lancer Invitational All-

Tournament Team after averaging

15.0 points and 11.5 rebounds

over two games. She also earned

UNC Wilmington AU-

Toumament Team honors after

averaging 14.0 points and 18.0

rebounds over two contests.

"I think that Marita earning

this accolade is a real exciting

thing to cap off her career," said

22nd year head coach Shirley

Duncan. "She certainly deserves

this recognition and for it to

occur during our transition to

NCAA Division I makes it even

more special."

Mason, a 5-10 forward, aver-

aged 12.0 points, 6.4 rebounds,

1.6 steals and 1.5 assists while

shooting a team-best 54.3% (114-

210) from the field, including

29.0% (9-31) on three-pointers,

and 72.7% (64-88) from die free

throw line. She had season-highs

of 30 points (vs. IPFW), 15

rebounds (vs. Texas A&M-
Corpus Christi) and six assists (vs.

Norfolk State). Mason scored in

double-figure points in 17 games

and had three double-doubles

(12p, llr at UNC Asheville; 17p,

15r at Texas A&M-Corpus

Christi; 20p, 14r vs. Norfolk St.).

"It's an honor for Ashley to be

recognized for her play this sea-

son by the Independent NCAA
Division I institutions across the

country, "stated Duncan. "She is

an outstanding competitor who
will not be denied when playing

inside. She can add this to her

selection as a member of the All-

Academic Team as selected by the

same group, and this honor caps

off an outstanding season for

Ashley."

Longwood finished the 2004-

05 campaign with a 15-13 overall

record.

Listen ToWMLU 913 April

Dtk at 3 p.m.

As Baseball Hosts

Appalackian State

For More Information visit vAVW>wmlu.or^
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Inside:

BrockCommons

Drainage Issues Being

A<l<Iressed[

Standing water on Brock

Commons being dealt with.

see News pg.4

Esteemed Poet at

Longwood

On Monday, April 4, 2005 E.

Ethelbert IVfilier came to speak

at Longwood Universit}^ for

this year's last Author Series

reading.

see Arts and Entertainment pg. 6

Lacrosse Rolls Past

Canisius, Mankattan; falls

to George Waskington

Women's Lacrosse beat

Canisius and Manhattan, but

they (est to George

Washington.

see Sports pg. 11
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Inspiring Speaker Wraps Up Women's Historij Montk
WoodrowWilson Visiting Fellow, Anita Perez Furguson, visits Longwood's campus

Kelly Fischer

Staff Writer

A bright and inspiring speaker

came to Longwood's campus to

wrap up Women's History

month and speak about women
in leadership roles. Anita Perez

Ferguson, speaker, trainer, and

author, visited campus last

Thursday as a Woodrow Wilson

Visiting Fellow for the week and

spoke Thursday night, about her

recent book, "Women Seen and

Heard."

As the audience entered the

room prior to the lecture,

Ferguson displayed great com-

passion for her listeners and

introduced herself to each per-

son that walked in. Assistant

Professor of History Larissa

Smith introduced Ferguson and

told the audience of her diverse

background. She has worked

with the National Women's

Political Caucus, has worked

with the Inter-American

Foundation, the White House,

the Democratic National

Committee and now serves on

the board of directors at Planned

Parenthood

Federation of

America.

The lecture

proved to be

an in depth

discussion of

her most

recent book

about women

in leadership

roles.
Ferguson was

enthusiastic

and visual

with her hands

while she

spoke and dis-

cussed attitude

in detail. She

pointed out how it is important to

make a difference and include

more voices in decision-making,

especially women.

Ferguson performed two exer-

cises for the audience to partici-

pate in. The first was to look

Anita Perez Ferg

around the room and fmd two

people who looked alike. When
this task was unable to be ful-

filled, she

explained that it

was because no

one is the same

and meant that we

are all unique and

have different

views and voices.

The second

example required

the audience to

stand and act as

voters and

Ferguson was pre-

tending to run for

President of the

United States.

She had different

sections sit down

to represent those

that can't vote, don't vote, forget

to vote, etc. and left one section

standing containing Dr. Patrica

Cormier and several other facul-

ty plus a couple of students. The

point was to discuss whom peo-

ple campaign to and who votes

uson
www.longwood.edu

in the political world. Ferguson's

premise was to get more women
to be decision makers, stand, vote,

etc. One other point is to learn

how to use your voice to commu-

nicate and respond and not intim-

idate.

Ferguson ended the lecture

with some words of wisdom for

her audience. She made a state-

ment that was a concern from her

book, encouraging us to set the

sail so that everyone's voice is

heard and everyone reaches their

destination.

Afterwards, Ferguson enter-

tained questions and then pro-

ceeded to the reception in the hall

where the Ix>ngwood Bookstore

had provided some books for

sigtiing and some desserts and

coffee.

For more information on cur-

rent topics, visit www.aauw.com

and to get more women involved

at earlier ages, research Girls

Incorporated, for young girls age

seven and up.

Blacktoard Cause of SGA Voting Trouble

Caitlyn Dineen

Staff Writer

With elections ending a mere

week ago there has been some

discrepancy about the actual

results. Rumors are going

around faster than the flu last

semester, and it has everyone

talking. Rumors ranging from,

"I heard they have to re-do the

entire election" to "Well, I

heard they only need to re-do

the Presidency!' are finally set-

tling down enough for the air

to be cleared.

Amber Mader, the SGA
Elections Chair, has been

working with this problematic

election non-stop since early

last week. Mader who has been

the Elections Chair for the past

three years says this was the

worst one yet. According to

Mader the "old Blackboard" was

very dependable and the newer

version is nothing but problems.

Some "hiccups," as Mader

referred to them as, were that the

system would erase votes and

that students had the ability to

vote multiple times.

When students voted more

than once it would just replace

the previous ballot, according to

Mader "For right now, we have

to have a run-off for SGA Vice-

President," says Mader, "and we

might have to do one for SGA
President and class of 2008

President." According to Mader,

Blackboard and its tallying has a

tendency to round-down or to

round-up.

These run-offs are to ensure

that the proper tally of votes is

done. According to the SGA
constitution, a winner is

declared when they have

received 51 percent of the vote.

Due to Blackboard and the

rounding system, the votes

could possibly be as close as

50.99 percent.

Mader has been informed,

Longwood should be getting a

newer version of Black Board

diat, in the fiiture, will tell us the

exact number of votes, instead

of percentages. According to

Mader, this will simplify the sys-

tem greatiy. "People will want a

simpler system," says Mader,

"51 percent is 51 percent,"

In response to events that

occurred last week Mader and

Scott Krogh, SGA Treasurer,

have been working to adjust the

election standards. According

to Mader, there are just too

many loop holes and they are

working to prevent things like

that from happening in the

future. Mader and Krogh are

working on defining more terms

in the election rules so that no

one can go outside of them.

This year's election resembles

one which took place about

three years ago between Billy

Magyar and Mike Smith.

According to Mader the winning

candidate ended up leaving the

school due to honor charges

over incidents that occurred.

"The candidates are very known

all over campus," says Mader,

"it's a hot race, I never thought it

would^get to this point."

Mader has looked over the

see SGA p.4

/^
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Words From Tlie Editor: Trip To Nij Offers Hope
Ix)oldng

back on tht

past few

da\s, 1 haw

U) admit that

never before

has (inc c'n\

changed mv lite so drasucallv.

Thanks to ihe American

DcmocracN Program and the sup-

port of the atlmmisrration here at

I-ont!;wo(Hi, iblc to go to

New York (^irv and attend a con-

ference \vi:h The New York

Times.

Not only did I get a wonder-

ful opporiunirv to get a behind

the-scenes look at the paper, talk

to The Times edit(jrs, meet other

college-level editors and hear

about the possible internships

and job openings, but 1 also fell in

love with a city.

I've been to New York

before, but it was years ago and I

wasn't right in the qriiddle o\

New ^'ork CitA'. For the confer

(.ncL. 1 stayed at the Milford

Pla2a, which is right in timc^

square, in the heart ot

Manhattan.

1 could walk to the New

^ork Times Building, it was onlv

alxjut 4 blocks from m\ an.irt

nunt, I learned to hail :i cab. to

avoid c\e contact with people

voii pass on the street aiKl to

nc\cr. c\cn if the traffic seems

clear, ever walk if the light sa\ s

not to. 1 thought 1 was a had

driver, but I can't imagine the

rate of car insurance in that cit\'.

It was also a relief to be able

to communicate with editors

from other papers and listen to

the problems that their publica-

tions face.

There are times that I sit at

this computer screaming, won-

dering if we are the only staff

on the face of the earth that has
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The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood University, is pub-

lished weekly during the academic year (except holidays and exam

periods) and is printed in the offices of the Farmville Herald, Farmville,

VA.

Ail articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must

be received by nine p.m. the Sunday prior to the next Thursday's pub-

lication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and

telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not

appear on the published letter must request so in writing. All letters are

subject to editing.

The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is

looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We cur-

rendy have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to

come to our meetings, on Tuesdays at 7:00 PM.

to deal with the b.s. that we do. But

guess what, we're not alone!

Surprismgh, as 1 was listening to

others comphun, there were actual-

l\ a couple times I remember

thinking, wow, and I thought we

had it bad at home. There are no

words to descnbc the wave of

relief that washed over me. At

times I felt like I was listening to

some other staff member voicing

my very own problems.

living with the drcatn of being

a journalist of a Tier )ne paper all

my life made tlie experience that

much more surreal. As 1 was enter-

ing The Times building, showing

my I.D. to security and being

passed on through, I kept thinking,

this can't be real. But it definitely

was, and it was probably single-

handedly the most inspiring

moment of life.

Sitting in the conference, dis-

cussing the opportunities that The

New York Times has to offer, I

realized, this is what I'm going to

do for the rest of my life. Then and

there I decided that there was

nothing else I would be happy

with. I feel much better about

graduating next December. I don't

have to worry about what I want to

do with the rest of my life. I know.

It might be challenging, but at

least I don't have anv doubts any-

more.

This should be a glimmer of

hope to all of you graduating this

semester in the near future.

Although vou're probably terrulcd

right now, doubting evervthinu

from your school choice to vour

m.i|or to what companies vou

applied to for jobs.

As a person w^howa^ in that

.same position until two cla\s ago,

take it from me, you will figure it

out. It rcalb does come out ot

nowhere.

I stiUhave an entire semester

after May, as well as a summer

school session, so I wasn't even

panicking too much. More or less

it would only cross my mind at

night, when my mind would wan-

der and think about everything.

My point being that perhaps it

is necessary to not think about it

so much. Don't stress, don't worry

just wait. Focus on the task at

hand, do what you have to do until

graduation. Somewhere in

between the rushing around and

the finishing up and the constant

stress, everything will become

clear. When you stop stressing it

and let yourself breathe, when

Letters to tlie Editor
Dear Editor,

>Xnien I went to leave school this

past Friday, I found that my car

would not start.

I figured that my battery was

dead, and I needed to find some-

one with jumper cables to get my
car started.

So I called my roorrunate and

had her find the campus police

phone number.

I spoke with someone in cam-

pus police, told him where I was at,

and he said someone would be

there shortly.

He even told me to stay at my
car so that they could find me.

So I sat there with my hood up,

waiting.

One Longwood student stopped

as she was leaving the parking lot

to ask if I needed help.

I thanked her, and told her that

I didn't because campus police was

on their way to help me.

After about 45 minutes, no one

had come, and many cars had

passed.

When was my help coming?

The answer, they never came.

I got my car jumped by a gen-

demen in a business suit who was

entering the Congressman of

Virgil Goode House.

He said that he always keeps

jumper cables in his car and he

had helped many Longwood stu-

dents throughout the winter

months.

When I told him tiiat I had

been waiting for campus police, he

said he'd passed at least two on his

way to the office.

There must have been a rash of

crime at the time that I called the

Longwood police office.

I'm not completely ditching

Longwood police, I have needed

their jumper cables in the Fall

2004 also.

The difference, I think, is that

you least expect it, ndu'II figure it

all out.

I would like to completely

change my train of thought and

focus on the future of The

Rotunda, hirst of all, I would like

to say thank \ < )u t< > e\ er\ i )ne who

has worked so hard at making the

transitions as smooth as possible.

I know that we have all had

an intense past couple of months

and for all of vou who have

stepped up and tlone what need-

ed to be done, I am grateful from

the bottom of my heart. We have

done a damn fine job.

1 would also like to take the

opportunity- to sa) that next w^eek

we will be holding elections for

ed board positions for next

semester. We are working very

hard to improve the paper, and

we are constantiy looking for new

members. Applications wiU be on

The Rotunda office door. Just

come by fill one out and bring it

with you to the normal meeting

Tuesday at 7 p.m. I look forward

to seeing you all there!

Bobbi Thibo

Editor-in-Chief

the time I walked to the campus

police office and asked for help

directiy, they were more willing to

serve.

Did they think my car trouble

was an April Fools' joke?

I am disappointed in campus

police, they failed to help a

Longwood smdent who needed

them.

My parents are not too happy

with them also.

Of course my situation was

not an emergency, but I'm sure if

my car had been parked in some

place it should not have been,

campus police would have

swarmed to it in order to write

me a parking ticket.

Longwood students should

not have to depend on the kind-

ness of strangers, even though it

is much appreciated.

They should be able to depend

on campus police.

That is what they are there for

right?

-Lisa Martin
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Iran Stcx;kpillin^ Weapons lor TkeirWar on Drugs

Sean Whittmore

v-wmE

Iran is quiedy building up a

stockpile of high-tech conven-

tional weapons, according to the

Associated Press.

The country is buying every-

thing it can get its hands on,

including satellite tracking equip-

ment, tanks and cruise missiles.

It is obtaining many of these

weapons through a United

Nations program to help under-

developed nations fight drug traf-

ficking within their borders.

Some weapons are obtained

legally through legitimate nation-

to-nation arms deals, while oth-

ers are under the table.

This should no doubt be cause

for alarm for Americans who

have family members serving in

Iraq.

After all, at the beginning of

the Iraqi insurgency, there were

several reports of hundreds of

Iranians streaming across the

border with military equipment

into southern Iraq.

It is in the Iranians' best inter-

est to keep Iraq as unstable as

possible.

It's been known for some time

that a large percentage of the

insurgents in Iraq were foreign-

ers.

Iran could very easily "allow"

these weapons to fall into the

hands of Iraqi insurgents, further

destabilizing the Iraq situation.

If the prospect that nations

were continuing to arm a known

state-sponsor of terrorist groups

was not bad enough, the arms are

being sold to the Iranians by our

European allies.

Iran stood against the Iraqi

elections; it has supplied some of

the most dangerous terrorist

organizations in the world, and

now is being armed by the United

Nations and America's other

European allies.

The Iranian government claim

to have a legitimate need for the

weaponry.

Iran is insisting it needs these

high-tech weapons to combat

Afghani drug-smugglers who

use Iran as a highway to Europe.

According to Fox News,

although the bulk of American

narcotics come from Columbia,

European drug dealers get their

supplies from Afghanistan.

Iran expects the West to

believe that with this new

weaponry, which includes sniper

rifles, artillery pieces and anti-

ship .missiles, will be used for

drug enforcement.

Sounds like overkill doesn't

it?

When was the last time you

heard of the U.S. Drug

Enforcement Agency taking out

drug smugglers with a 105mm

howitzer, or the Coast Guard

taking out smugglers' speed-

boats with an anti-ship missile?

Iran has demonstrated that it

cannot be trusted.

Its government has been ille-

gally acquiring weapons for

some time.

In 2001, the Ukrainian arms

dealers sold Iran as many as 12

nuclear-capable cruise missiles.

Unfortunately, the United

States has only recentiy learned

of such deals, as the Ukrainian

opposition movement has

released several intelligence

reports previously unavailable.

Iran is also pursuing a satellite

network, funded by the United

Nations, which, if obtained, will

allow the Iranian military to use

high-tech surveillance to pin-

point the location of not just the

supposed drug dealers, but U.S.

troop movements in both Iraq

and Afghanistan.

Wouldn't that be convenient for

Iranian intelligence?

Iran and the United States are by

no means allies.

The fact that our allies are sell-

ing weapons to a nation that has

publicly supported groups such as

Hezbollah and Islamic Jihad is

deplorable.

It is understandable that

European nations would wish to

curb the drug tides flowing into

their streets, but arming a regime,

which is at best hostile to the West,

is morally reprehensible.

Two years ago, according to the

Ayn Rand Institute, Iranians

marched a missile through the

streets under the banner "Israel

must be wiped out."

The following year, a missile was

marched through the streets under

the banner: "We will crush

America under our feet."

By arming Iran, The UN risks

making the same mistakes the Cold

War U.S. intelligence establishment

made when it armed the Afghan

Mujahidin resistance.

It's possible that a war with Iran

is in the near future.

Continuing to arm a nation

which seems to be defiantiy pursu-

ing nuclear weapons seems coun-

terproductive.

Iran's chief delegate to the

United Nations has dismissed

President Bush's fears that Iran

wiU use these weapons for purpos-

es other than drug interdiction, as

"a political stance not based on

realities."

On the contrary, Bush acknowl-

edges that Iran has a history of

endangering innocent lives

through weapons deals and that

there is no reason to believe the

Ayatollahs have changed their poli-

cies.

Europe should seriously consid-

er Iran's history before giving it

weapons that could be used not

only against the United States, but

also a U.N. coalition that might be

forced to invade and remove

Iranian nuclear capacities perma-

nendy.

Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone

to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

+ To warm weather here at last.

+ To Cherry Vanilla Dr. Pepper.

4- To people who feed the squirrels outside of the

Hamms.
4- To taking a Lancer Day and going to the play

ground to swing.

+ To The Sony PSP.

Drops;

- To Longwood getting rid of all our parking.

- To melted chocolate Easter bunnies.

- To no air conditioning in your dorm.

- To Dominos Pizza for screwing up our order on a

regular basis.

Speak Out
Wliat is your lavorite

tking to do on a warm

spring day?

We like to enjoy the weather with all of our
friends.

-Amanda Kregiel -Jessie Paul -lindsey Rogers
Junior Sophomore Sophomore

I like to walk through feilds

of flowers.

-Keith Lichliter

Sophomore

I love to hang out with
my friends outside and

playfrisbee!

-Katelyn Stillman

Freshman

.ill pictures bv Will Ftttus
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Brock Commons Drainage Issues Being Addressed

Naomi Pearson

Staff Writer

Hop, skip and jump; splash, slog

and wade - these are the options

for traversing Brock Commons
after a rain. Green areas become

wetlands where the grass strug-

gles to survive despite water-

logged roots.

Before Brock

Commons was

built, all the rainwa-

ter flowed down

the hills and into

the Pine Street gut-

ter drains. Now
much of the run-off has no

place to go. It collects in mud

puddles and pools in what

seems to be every corner of the

Brock Commons lawns.

Visitors and students alike

have made comments to this

effect all this money was spent

for this project and it's underwa-

ter? Even the March 31st issue

of the Rotunda offers one of it's

drops, "To Longwood turning

into a bog when it rains."

"Once, when I had to step off

the sidewalk," sophomore

Amanda Duck described her

experience, "I sank this far." Her

hand gestures measured a space

of about three inches.

Last week, several men from

Facilities armed with leaf blow-

ers attended to the puddles,

using the blast of air to spread

the slurry across a wider area of

He

the

team

A member offacilites explained that

the Brock Commons project is still

under contract, so until the terms

expire, Longwood^s Facilities

Department cannot implement a per-

manent solution to the drainage

problem.

the sidewalk to hasten its evapo-

ration.

"We can't have standing water

out here," said the man, who

identified himself only as

Charles. "It doesn't look good."

There isn't much more they can

do. He explained that the Brock

Commons project is still under

contract, so until the terms

expire, Longwood's Facilities

Department cannot implement

a permanent solution to the

drainage problem.

Mike Montgomery, Director
Gifts, was involved in the coordi- al engineering firm responsible

of Facilities, said that there just ^^tion of the Brock Commons for the Brock Commons design

wasn't enough drainage built project. He said that in a project and subcontracting the con-

struction, was notified

in writing before the

deadline, so it will be

addressing the drainage

problems in the coming

year. In the meantime,

other campus areas of

chronic dampness will

be handled by Facilities.

Montgomery said

that Longwood's

Facilities Management

Services were not part

of the planning for

Brock Commons.
Standing water causefor concern on the newly-con- However thev are

into the Brock

Commons con-

struction,

joined

Facilities

about a year ago,

when the con-

struction was

almost complete.

No one knew

then that there

would be any

problems.

When hurri-

cane season

began, several

storms brought

many days of

heavy rain.

Several drain covers toward the

south section of Brock

structed Brock Commons.
www.hngwood.tda

1 mthat size, there are glitches.

sure that will be addressed."

Commons had to be replaced x^e Facilities department has

last year because they were detected other drainage trouble

more decorative than effective,
areas.

The Brock Commons construc-

tion project is under a one-year

warranty that will expire in May,

according to Interim Director of
Director of Planned and Major Capital Planning, Galen May

Ayers Saint Gross, the architectur-

The old covers contributed to

the flooding that damaged the

floor in Lancer Hall.

H. Franklin Grant, the

involved in the planning

and review of the

designs for the new

recreation center to be built. He

hopes that any water or drainage

problems will be prevented by

having the input of the people

that' will be performing the

maintenance for the area, as well

as that of a good drainage engi-

neer.

Charley's Chef, Anne Simboli's

Recipe Featured in Pie Cookbook!
Ai^ way you slice it, homemade pies are a scrumptious way to end a meal.

Now beginner and well-seasoned bakers alike can treat family and friends

to some of the best frora-scratch pies in the country. It's easy with the 229

pleasing recipes found in "Best of Country Pies"

This photo-filled volume contains the most requested pie, tart, crisp and

cobbler recipes from past issues of "Taste of Home" and other Reiman

Publications magazines.

Who could forget Anne Simboli's Pecan Macademia Pie? Since moving

to KeysviUe, she's added 47 more blue-ribbons to her Farmville collection!

Anne credits her mom for being the best teacher ever, her dad for eating

those strange inventions 35 years ago and her boss Tommy Gaziano of

Charley's Waterfront Cafe for always lettering her "dare to be different"

when it comes to filling their ever-changing dessert tray.

''Best of Country Pies" is available for $15.99 plus %S.95 shipping and

handling. To order, send payment to: TASTE OF HOME BOOKS, suite

4977 p.o. box 990, Greendale, WI 5S129

SGA cont'd p. 1

that occurred. "The candidates

are very known all over campus,"

says Mader, "it's a hot race, I never

thought it would get to this point."

Mader has looked over the other

offices and says they are all

checked out. Mader had to make

sure everyone one was in good

standing and people who were not

have been told they are unable to

hold the positions. According to

Mader sometimes students fall

through the cracks of the system

and are able to run even if they

do not meet election require-

ments.

Mader says she hopes that this

year's elections have not discour-

aged the campus from support-

ing the SGA in future elections.

"I hope that the student body

would keep faith in us," says

Mader, "There are always speed

bumps along the way in anything

political. We [SGA] are always

•trying to better ourselves to serve

the students and find new meth-

ods."

Z dqWk-#ih\4tQYR0YHGfel/k#kh^0DVV#:J#

5339B#

The officers are looking for chair

persons to head committees!

So, get involved to

make your Senior

year great!

H Op dljtfkvp IkC crqj z rrgligx«i«| rx#cdidi«q
|
«txhw4:qv/1

comments or want to be a part of it all

!

Some ofthe

positions we are

looking for:

• Publicity

• Fundraising

• Food Services

• Senior Week
• Spirit Chair! #
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7tlday the 8th SctattLif the 9th Sundau the 1 0th AtoneUu the I Ith Wedlneidau the 13th
Kelay for Life

Behind the Student Union
7 p.m. to 7 a.m.

Foker Night

Lankford BaUruom

9 p.m.

Guest Baritone Ray Feener

and Pianist Natalia Rivera

Recital: Melanie Melcher

Molnar Recital Hall

7:30 p.m.

Softball vs. Radford

9 a.m.

Central Plains

Behind Student Union

9:30 p.m.

Women's Tennis vs. James
Madison

2 p.m.

Softball vs. East Carolina

3:45

Vagina Monologues

Bedford Auditorium

8 p.m.

"The American Cancer Society Relay for Life repre-
sents the hope that those lost to cancer will never
be forgotten, that those who face cancer will be
supported, and that one day cancer will be elimi-
nated," ^vww.cancer,org .

This year, Relay for Life will take place here at

Longwood University, April 8-9, 2005. Teams from
both Longwood and Hampden-Sydney will walk
and raise money to help find the cure for cancer
and to raise awareness of cancer prevention and
treatment. 15 organizations have already signed
up to participate in this event. If you would like to
participate please contact the team relations coor-
dinator at mlcarrfqjlongwopd . ecjlu .

P
^3

U

Do you like heipins others? Do people come to you for

advice? Do you want to malce a difference on campus
and in the community? H so, ^e Peer Helpers are now

accepting applications for next semester*

if interested, applications can be picked up outside the

Peer Helper office in the Student Union or

Just email PHelpers@lonswood.edu for more informa-

tion!

FiUaiVllJI'SPIIEIIERRESTAlllUlIT

Cnarleus Waterfront Cafe

IS SEEKING APPUCAHONS FOR

WMTAFFEIPIjOTIIENT.

WEIIEPARnaUiLTinEBSIEDilillK

SBfOtSfiiOWUBEAfAiUHEIOWOlE

niisEsivRKBniiiuirniumtfimiciiMi

yoitbail vs. UNC-Wilmington

9 a.m.

Men's & Women's I'ennis vs.

George Mason
1 p.m.

isimkins Lecture: Dr. Brian

Czech

Wygal Auditorium

7:30 p.m.

71

/

Upcemlna Werkshcps
& Dresentatiens

:

I

Please check with the

Career Center for

Deadlines for

Resumes
Career Ccmer

Presentations/lnfn .<i;^<^y{^^y»

April 13 4 p.m. Career Center Resume & Cover Letter Writing

April 13 5 p.m. Career Center How to Ace Your Interviews

April 14 11 a.m. Dining Hail lobby Student Employment Fair

Some Recriiiters Now Acceptinff Re^nmeii
^

Richmond Police Department-Tuesday April 12th

Auditor of Public Accounts - Friday, April 15th

BB & T- Friday, April 15th

Elk Hill - Friday, April 15th

United Way - Friday, April 15th

Richmond Police Departaient - Monday, April 18th

Dominion Resources - Wednesday, April 20th

USA Deck, Inc. - Monday, April 25th

Atlantic Credit & Finance - Tuesday, April 26th
Royall & Company - Sunday, May 1st

YMCA Camp Silver Beach - Sunday, May 1st

Cornerstone Kentbridge - Sunday, May 15th
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Cetppe IDient

! was so nervous that day, and I will never for-

get it. We had been waiting for months for the

right time to meet. It was his 21st birthday, a

Tuesday I think, and I had skipped class. We met

in the middle. That was only fair. When he

walked into the room I was greeted with the

warmest smile. Small talk over dinner formed the

love of a lifetime.

Its been almost a year. His birthday is

Wednesday. Im just as nervous and excited now
as I was then, and I can t wait to see that smile.

Lisa Martin

Courtney Johnson

Staff Writer

On Monday, April 4, E. Ethelbert

Miller came to speak at I^ngu-ood

University for this year's last

Author Series reading.

Ethelbert is Director of the

African-American Resource

Center at Howard Universit)- and

has taken part in coundess other

programs for the arts. With ten

books in print and as editor of

four anthologies, this poet is wor-

thy of highly-esteemed reputation:

In 1979, the Mayor of

Washington, D.C., proclaimed

September 28 as "E. Ethelbert

Miller Day."

Ethelbert was introduced by

Longwood professors Craig

Challender and Mary Carrol-

Hackett. Carol-Hackett, who

studied under Miller as a student

of the Bennington Wridng also went on to say that he also

Seminars, concluded her introduc- gets inspiration from his family

Robots: Tecknolo^y Mimics Societij
Ricky Jennings

Staff Writer

in Robot City.

Rodney also meets Cappy,

voiced by Halle Berry, an execu-

Rodney Copperbottom, voiced tive at Bigweld Industries who

by Ewan McGregor, is a small

town robot who has a gift for

inventing things and a hope of

moving beyond his quaint sur-

roundings. He works side by

side in a restaurant with his dad

who is a dishwasher - literally a

dishwasher.

Rodney has dreams of

something greater. Created

with his unique talent for

inventing, Rodney sets out on a

journey to Robot City to meet

his idol, the incredible inventor

Bigweld, voiced by Mel Brooks.

An iconic figure in all of Robot

City, Bigweld has spent a life-

time creating things to make

the lives of robots better.

Once in Robot City, Rodney

finds that things are not quite as

takes an instant liking to Rodney

and sees a lot of herself in him.

he expected, and his quest may Along their adventures,

be a lot harder than he imagined. Rodney and his new friends

As he tries to navigate his way encounter unsavory characters

around this new city, Rodney who try to derail Rodney's plans

befriends the Rusties, a group of to find Bigweld and save Robot

street-smart bots who know the City.

ropes. This movie is Hilarious; it is

One of the Rusties, Fender definitely worth going to see.

who is voiced by Robin Williams, The movie is perfect for kids,

immediately becomes Rodney's with music and colorful scenes

best friend and even lets his that will bring out the imagina-

corky kid sister Piper Pinwheeler, tion of a child. It, however, is

voiced by Amanda Bynes, tag great for young adults. The

along. They take him in, and for movie invokes many of the typ-

now, at least, Rodney has a home ically weird adolescent moments

we all went through growing up

and plays on them in the mecha-

nized sense of robots.

There are several scenes that

make fiin of current pop stars

like Britney Spears and put a

comic twist on many of the

funny situations that arise in

modern societies. Robot city is,

in any persons view, a representa-

tion of a modern society that

exists today. They creators of

this movie just give that repre-

sentation a cartoon look and feel.

On a more serious note, the

movie does give a great moral

lesson that is becoming more and

more relevant in modern cul-

tures. People today, especially in

rich modern cultures - like

America, are labeled based on

their socio-economics and are

limited or rejected because of

labels. This is how the movie again

relates to adults because most of

the time kids don't pick up on that

kind of stuff until they reach a cer-

tain age, but while watching it, the

thought of how this applies to the

type of classification of people we

have today really hit home.

The movie has real life interpre-

tation and has a deep meaning. It is

a generally good movie and it is

recommended for everyone to go

see or buy when it is released on

DVD. There are scenes for kids

and scenes for adults, which makes

this an all around great movie for

anyone.

tion by say-

ing, "I wish

every da)'

could be

Ethelbert

Miller day,

and fortu-

nately for

us, tonight

it is"

He began

by reading

several
other poets

before read-

ing his own

work to celebrate

and the evening

news.

One poem in

particular was

inspired by a

story he heard

on National

Public Radio

;ihout a family

who committed

mass suicide to

)oin God. He

tided the poem,

"Angela," after

the littie girl they

left on the side

of the road.

Another poem he read was

April as

National Poetry Month.

The first poem he read was from his newest book, "How WE
"Rapture" by James Tate. He pro- Sleep On The Nights WE don't

ceeded to read a variety of other Make Love." The poem tided

poems on vanous topics.

This lead him to discuss his

inspirations. He told the audience

about how the times in which he

"5th Inning," is symbolic of him

entering his fifties and played on

his lifetime love of baseball.

Miller commented that he

has lived has have been of great thoroughly enjoyed the enthusi-

influence; he cited such examples am of Longwood's students, who

as the Women's Movement and made sure to have thier questions

the Civil Rights Movement. Miller ready for the poet.

Tke Vaginas are Back
CaitiUbn Dineen

St4 Writer

From April 7-9, "The Vagjba

Monologues" are back in Jarman

for ditc third year.

Longwood students have

come together to prepare this

production with the leadership

of student director Alexis Spicer.

Spicer has worked with the pro-

duction the entire time it has

been at Lot^wood. According

to Spicer, "The Vagina

Monoic^ues" is more than just a

"taboo" show for people to get a

kick out of.'

AH of the money raised from

the production is donated to var-

ious causes. 10 percent will go to

the nationally selected "spot-

light" cause, which this year is for

women in Iraq. The other 90

percent will go toward an effort

to build a women's abuse center

inFannville.

Aside from supporting this

great cause there are numerous

reasons students should come

see diis show. According to

Spicer, 'the show is hilarious and

it really draws a crowd/ Sexual

assault is common, "One in three

women our age have experi-

enced it", said Spicer.

With such monologues like

the "Angry Vagina" and "Hair,"

the audience can expect a great

laugh, "It's a fun show, but it's a

great cause", said Spicer, "It

needs to be addressed."

This show is not just for

women, "It's really important

for men to see," said Spicer,

"And the first 50 men at the

door on Saturday recei\« a free

chocolate vagina."

After the show, the audience

can participate in a short ques-

tion and answer session, in

which, people can ask questions

they may have for the cast

"The most important thing is

to end violence against women,

not about taboo words," said

Spicer, "It's about this cause."

In addition to just experienc-

ing the Vagina Monologues,

Longwood students can also

purchase memorabilia to remind

them of the great time they have

at the show. Shirts announcing

"I love Vaginas" will beon sale,

and remember to buy a tasty

chocolate vagina.
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Students, Professors Find Comradenj at Writer s Cup

Janet Jones

Asst. Editor

If you were looking for the

brilliant writing minds in a college

town on a Tuesday night, where

would you begin the search?

Maybe a classroom, the hbrary, or

a writing lab. If this coUege town

happened to be Longwood

University the answer would be

an Italian Restaurant on High

Street.

This group compiled of stu-

dents and professors meet the last

Tuesday of every month for

something called the "Writer's

Cup."

This meeting was created for

writers, English majors and peo-

ple who just enjoy pizza and

commradere to be able to talk

about classes and writing.

The "Writer's Cup" meets at

Perrini's Pizza, located on High

Street, at 7 p.m., orders their pizza

or pasta and engages in literary

discussions, writing techniques,

classrooms and banter.

Many of these students are

English majors, although, it is

not limited to just those with

that concentration.

Not only do English students

attend, but many of the English

professors come to join in the

discussions at "Writer's Cup."

Among those who have come

are Brett Hursey, Mary Carroll

Hackett and Craig Challender.

This is just another example of

the professor closeness found at

Longwood University.

The "Writer's Cup" was

founded last year by Brett

Hursey. He is ^ new edition to

the faculty at Longwood, but

already, aside from his teaching,

has contributed and made an

effort to keep writing at

Longwood progressive and for-

ward moving.

Hursey is an English profes-

sor who attended and taught at

East CaroUna University. Many

students, even those who are not

English majors, have praised

Hursey and his teaching tech-

niques.

A business major, Cricket

Gicz, is taking her second class

from Hursey and said, "He's a

good change from traditional

English teachers. He is very sup-

portive of students saving their

opinion and how they feel, even if

it isn't exacdy what he thinks. He

supports students defending their

answers and never shuts them

down."

Along with Brett Hursey, Walter

Gray helped bring the idea of the

"Writer's Cup" to life. Walter is a

student at Longwood University'

who is very involved with the

English department, as well as

Unity Alliance.

Hursey commented on the loca-

tion of the "Writer's Cup: "It used

to be located at MuUigans, but it

wasn't very seating friendly and I

think some people had a problem

with it being in a bar. Although, a

lot of writers do meet in bars."

At the last "Writer's Cup" stu-

dents were eating pasta and dis-

cussing the classes they signed up

for, for next semester.

One student is minoring in cre-

ative writing and was explaining to

the rest of the students what exact-

ly that entails. Hursey, being a cre-

ative writer, was of course encour-

aging students to pick up this

minor or concentration.

Kristina Johnson, another

Ix)ngwood writer who attended

"Writer's Cup" was there for the

first time. After the experience

she felt that, "It is a great idea and

an awesome way to get to know

your classmates, especially profes-

sors. I could not believe how laid

back everything was.

"It was really cool to see one of

my professors out of his teaching

element. It reminds you that not

only are they human just like you,

but they are also going through

the constant struggle of writing

and revising and feeling that even

after all their experience their

work still isn't perfect. It is very

encouraging to a young writer to

hear your role models say that."

Among the writers that attend,

there is an array of choice in writ-

ing styles. There are those stu-

dents who write poems, fiction,

non-fiction and dramatic writing.

Johnson commented, "It is awe-

some to be able to see how writers

who write other styles work.

"Being a poet myself, I was

extremely intrigued to hear the fic-

tion writers discuss story ideas and

the non-fiction writers talk about

how they decide on which events

in their life were important

enough to write about."

While the regular group that

meets is not very large it is con-

standy growing. There are usual-

ly around 10 people who attend,

but Hursey feels confident that

the numbers will continue to rise.

The "VXMter's Cup" has been

publicizing and continually

encouraging other writers and

friends.

Hursey said, "We have been

trying to get the word out and

emphasize that everyone is wel-

come. You do not have to be a

creative writer to come.

"You don't even have to be an

English major. We accept and are

happy to have everyone that

comes out to participate in our

discussion and have a good

time."

Keep your schedules free so

that you can be one of the lucky

Longwood students to experi-

ence the "Writer's Cup."

Deep Puddle Dynamics: Stretcking Tke Boundaries of Hip-Hop

Kyle Castillo

Staff Writer

It's been 26 years sincethe Sugar

Hill Gang exposed hip hop to the

majority of the American public.

The years since have wimessed

the art form integrate itself into

the melting pot that is American

culture, while in the process sup-

planting rock and roll as the

authentic American voice in the

21st century. Althou^ still in its

relative youth, the hip-hop move-

ment has evolved into an increas-

ingly vast array of styles and sub-

cultures.

In 2000 underground super-

group, "Deep Puddle Dynamics,"

(DPD), demonstrated that hip-

hop had only begun to tap its cre-

ative potential with their release,

"The Taste of Rain... Why
Kneel."

DPD is composed of 4 MC's,

three of which are label-mates on

Anticon Records. Dose-One's

nasal heavy voice and eccentric

cadence structure provide him

with an easily recognizable and

authentic style.

Sole and Alias bring their own

styles to the table, each placing

an emphasis on the use of an

expansive vocabulary while

often times making rhyming a

casualty. Slug from the group

Atmosphere completes the out-

fit. Using his poetic yet whimsi-

cal style he helps lighten the

dreary mood that the other

MC's often convey.

Their abstract wordplay is

beautifully complemented by

the production of Jel,

Moodswing 7 and DJ

Mayonnaise. Each producer

maintains their individual

integrity, while together sculpt-

ing a surreal and dreamlike back-

drop that allows the MC's to

shine.

The best art often manifests

itself through uninhibited spon-

taneity. Completed in just four

days, the album deviates fi-om

the limitations of the typically the artists' perception of their tan-

refined packaged hip-hop formula gible realities and the correlating

that most artists use. emotions and patterns of thougjit

that come to light in the

process. Rapping about

topics such as the burning

of a candle, their use of

thick words provides visu-

al descriptors usually

reserved for the finest

poetry, as seen in the song,

"Heavy Celling".

"Where those two walls

and ceiling meet; Where

you'll be peeling me from

when the dreams become

abilities; The trilogy of

growth; I'm at the second

level; Where every word is special

and I'm lost inside the echoes."

While the majority of the lyrics

are abstract in their construct.

www.anticon.com

structure, the MC's are able to

tap into their raw subconscious

when manufacturing their lyrics.

Their ability to capture and com-

pose lucid thoughts and juxtaposi-

tion those thoughts, makes trying there are portions that seem to

to understand these lyrics much provide a more straight forward

like trying to decipher the meaning message. This is evident in "The

of a strange dream. Scarecrow Speaks", when Sole

The goal of many of the songs states,

seems to be the art of describing "treat your girl like you treat

your TV; How you should use

your headphones as positive role

models; Try staying home, stop

trying to prove, stop trying to be,

stop trying to do, just be, prove,

do, and exist."

"The Taste of Rain...Why
Kneel", is not the album to play

during that Friday night kegger. It

is better left for that rainy day

when you are inclined to jump

start your mind and cast off into

a musical world different from

anything you've ever heard.

As a whole, DPD creates a

musical world so unique that the

Ustener is left either in awe or

complete confusion. But as

DoserOne states m The
Scarecrow Speaks", "In the

immortal words of Oliver

Wendell Holmes, a mind that is

stretched by a new idea never

returns to its' original dementia."
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Your Monevj: Time Running Out For Tuition Cap Dills

Scott Dance

V-Wire

A \ear ago, state lawmakers ral-

bed and passed a bill to secure

lower tuition costs for university'

students and their families,

although it was vetoed by Gov.

Bob Ehrlich (R) in June. But

today, progress toward repeating

the feat in the General Assembly

is at a standstill.

With no less than five bills

drafted that would take similar

tuition-capping measures, none

have made it to debate on the

floor of either chamber of the

General Assembly with less than

a week remaining in the legisla-

tive session.

Legislators supporting the

bills said they are losing hope as

the session draws to a close.

"It's hard to be optimistic at

this point in the session," said

Sen. Brian Frosh (D-

Montgomery), who along with

Del. Richard Madaleno (D-

Montgomery) introduced a pair

of bills in each chamber that

would restore SI 20 million in

cuts to the University System of

Maryland and cap tuition

increases at 4 percent annually

"When you look at 2003 to

the present ... I still

think there's cause

for outrage," Frosh

said of the need for

tuition caps, citing

tuition rates that

have risen 39 per-

cent over three years

and per capita fund-

ing that has dropped

by 17 percent.

Frosh said he thought there

may be a decrease in support for

tuition caps because many legis-

lators may feel the additional

amount Iilhrlich appropriated to

the system is adequate. \

F^hrlich announced a $43 mil-

lion addition to the system's

budget in January - a 5.7 per-

cent increase over a year earlier.

WRITING LAB HOURS
The Writing Lab is located in Room 154 in the Infornfiation

Commons of the Greenwood Library, offering FREE assistance

to students to enhance their writing skills.

Monday 9-11 am; 7-9 pm
Tuesday 9-11 am; 1-3 and 7-11 pm
Wednesday 7-9 pm
Thursday 1-11 pm
Friday 3-5 pm

Check out the Academic Support Center Webpage. Then click

on Study Skills to locate o.r\ online guide for writing research

papers and individualized writing tutorials.

Having trouble deciding what you

want to MAJOR in?

Do you like to help people?

Would you like to assist people in
changing their behavior to improve their

health?

Then Community Health Education may be the
choice for you!

Interest Meeting: Tuesday, March 29, 2005
Location: Willett (a.k.a. Lancer Hall) Room 207

Time: 5:00 p.m.

Refreshments will be served!

CHED Majors will be on hand to answer any

questions!

Contact: Dr. Chrys Kosarchyn @ 395-2543

although universitv President

Dan Mote prcviouslv told The

Diamondback this university's

share increased its state support

by only 4.1 percent.

Madaleno and Frosh intro-

duced two tuition-capping bills

each: one that

would require

tuition caps given

specified amounts

of funding are

provided and

another that

would impose 4

percent caps on

tuition increases

and specify fund-

ing levels for future years.

None have made it past the

committee level in the legislative

process.

A fifth, introduced by Del.

Adrrenne Jones (D-Baltimore

Co.) and essentially identical to

the bill passed last year, would
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ha\e secured annual funding

increases for four years and

capped tuition hikes to 5 percent

annually with funding frf)m a 1

percent increase in corporate

taxes.

The bill was withdrawn in

February.

Madaleno said obstacles for

many legislators this time

around may still be the fact that

a tax increase may be necessary

to pay for the caps and fund the

system.

Also, the bills introduced by

Madaleno and • Frosh do not

specify any source for the fund-

ing thev require, placing a bur-

den on the state general fund

which is divided among state

agencies.

Del. Frank Turner (D-

Howard) said many legislators

backed off tuition-capping legis-

lation after finding it can take

away some of the flexibilit\' of

the individual institutions needed

in case of enrollment growth.

Turner also said it did not

make sense to pass a bill that

could burden the general fund

and still expect healthy funding

increases in the state's budget

each year.

"You don't want to [increase

funding] and pass the bill, too,"

he said.

The majority of members of

the system's Board of Regents

have expressed their distaste for

any policy that takes from their

autonomy in tuition-setting pow-

ers.

Last year's bill narrowly passed

the assembly in the final hours of

the 2004 session, was vetoed in

June and died in January when an

attempt for an override failed to

materialize.

Many officials, including

Ehrlich, opposed the bill because

of the business tax.

Healtk Center Refers Students to Farmville Healtli

Department, Higli Number of Flu Cases to Blame
Kelly Fischer

SlaJJ Writer

Longwood Student Health Clinic

has reccndy been declining birth

control and family planning for

current students due to the flu

epidemic on campus.

What this means for students

is that they will have to go to the

Farmville Health Department

for their family planning issues,

which include examinations and

birth control pills.

The reason for this referral to

Farmville from Longwood is due

to the particularly high number

of flu cases this year.

Pam Higgins, director of

Student Health and Wellness

Center said, "We had 50 flu cases

in one week. We didn't want

healthy people being in jeopardy

of getting sick since there were

so many cases of the flu."

Ms. Higgins has been at

Longwood for 18 years and is

not worried about students now
having to go to the Farmville

Health Department.

"I have worked there before.

Everyone has a different experi-

ence but I am extremely com-

fortable with the Health

DeparttTicnt. I don't send any-

one to anybody that 1 wouldn't

send my own children to," said

Higgins.

There are some important

concerns for students. This is in

regards to procedures at the

Farmville Health Department

that differ from those at

Longwood.

The Health Department

requires you to bring in a form of

income, such as a paycheck or

tax form showing how much

money you make or could make

in a year.

The amount you are charged

is based on this income.

Therefore, students attending

Longwood who cannot work all

the time will most likely not

make enough to be charged for

things such as birth control pills.

In comparison, the Longwood

Student Health bills the student

or their insurance for the pre-

scription they write and do not

go through a financial process.

The Health Department has

only one nurse practitioner that

oversees seven counties, which

only lets her be in Farmville one

Friday a week.

Students should be aware of

this and plan to make appoint-

ments ahead of time.

Higgins stated that they would

resume family planning, "If we

start getting more requests for

appointments, then we probably

will."

The health of Longwood stu-

dents is of utmost importance to

Higgins.

"Think about it as women's

health should be as routine as all

of our other health issues.

Contraceptive health is making

healthy choices for women's

health. It can influence your aca-

demic choices. If we could think

of health prevention activities as

important, then it would make a

difference," stated Higgins.

"Contraceptive health isn't just

a woman's issue; it's a man's issue

as well. Men and women need to

practice good health care for

healthy families," concluded

Higgins.

For more information on what

the clinic is currendy providing,

call 395-2102. For information

from the Health Department, call

392- 8187.
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Catck tke Spirit: Hig^ins Works for a Healtkier Communitij

Health and Wellness Center

Director, Pam Higgins.

Photo ptoviiti hy Longwooi hHu Relations

Ashley Dow
hongwood Public Relations

It is hard for Pam Higgins to

remember a day in her life when

she was not focused on nursing.

She grew up watching her

grandmother, a nurse, take care

of patients.

Her grandmother received her

nursing degree at the age of 50

and served as a role model to

Higgins.

At the young age of 16,

Higgins began to follow in her

grandmother's footsteps and

became a nursing assistant at the

University of Virginia hospital.

Higgins is currendy the

Director of the Student Health

and Wellness Center.

As a college student in the

early 70's, Higgins studied nurs-

ing at Longwood for two years

before completing her degree at

UVA.

She then received a masters

degree in nursing from there

with a focus in rural community

health.

"I wanted to practice rural

community health care because

it involves more than the person

who is sick," said Higgins.

"Community health involves

everyone."

After college, Higgins worked

for the Piedmont Health

District and helped to open the

first family planning clinic at

Longwood.

The clinic, located on the third

floor of Tabb residence hall,

provided healthcare to women

and promoted general health

awareness.

When working with the health

district, Higgins was approached

by a nurse practitioner at

Longwood, to work in the health

center at the college.

She accepted a job as the

assistant director for the health

|nd wellness center in 1988 and

was promoted to her current

position in 1993.

"During the five years I served

as assistant director, I had the

opportunity to work one-on-one

with many students," said

Higgins. "I brought AIDS pro-

grams to campus and educated

RA's about health concerns."

Higgins is very glad she was

able to pursue a career in rural

community health close to her

family roots.

Even though she grew up in

Charlottesville, Higgins has a

family history in Farmville.

"My work in rural community

health has enabled me to help

people grow healthy babies and

families," stated Higgins. "I have

been invigorated and inspired by

those I have helped. That is

exacdy what I wanted to do with

my nursing career."

As director, Higgins oversees

the Longwood Student Health

Partners, a student advisory

group for the center.

The group which seeks to

promote the basics of self-

health, often presents programs

on stress, lack of sleep and cold

and flu symptoms in addition to

other requested programs.

Higgins believes that along

with the health parmers, all stu-

dents seem to display a real

interest in keeping themselves

healthy and looking out for each

other.

"I have seen an entire resi-"

dence hall suite of freshman

come into the health center to

make an appointment," stated

Higgins. "I feel that most stu-

dents share a comradery and

have a concern for their commu-

nity."

To keep herself healthy,

Higgins develops alternative ways

to relieve everyday stress and

combat illness.

She believes it is important to

use the beneficial things in nature

because they can really teach

everyone how to become a

healthier person.

"I have been gardening since I

moved to Farmville at the age of

20. 1 have not had a season with-

out a garden," explained Higgins.

"For me gardening is a way to

relive stress and burn calories."

Higgins is not the only person

in her family to attend

Longwood, one of her twin

daughters, Kindle is a 1999 grad-

uate of the university.

When not looking out for the

"Health and well-being of stu-

dents, Higgins enjoys gardening

and raising bees and honey with

her parmer of seven years. Jack.
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W^AHT TO MAVE.
NOW LEASING FOR SPRINGAND FALL 051

* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.

* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included except for telephone service.

* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning

facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!

* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here, you'll

never want to leave.

208 Clark Street

Farmville, VA 23901

434.315.5566

www.Iongwood-village.com
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Lancers Hit On All Cijlinders OnWay To Blowout Win

Jimmy >^ckera

Guest Writer

Longwood's offense exploded

yesterday as the Lancers

destroyed the visiting

Appalachian State University

Mountaineers by a score of 15-

4. "Longwood has always had a

reputation for having a power

offense," said head coach

Charles Holding. "We compare

ourselves to the Boston Red

Sox, we're going to come out

swinging and see if you've got

the pitching and defense to

handle us."

Centerfielder Matt Duvall's

three-run blast in the sixth is

just one example of

Longu'ood's "swing-away"

offense displayed on

Wednesday. "I had no idea it

was going over [the fence]

when I hit it. . . the wind helped

it," said Duvall. "Everyone was

hitting well today. I thought,

and a lot of other guys on the

team thought, that the pitchers

were just setting them up for

us. I was able to see the ball

very well

today," said

Duvall.

Catcher

Tyler
Childress

scored one

run and

Duvall
scored three

runs, as they

both
knocked in

three RBI's.

Left-fielder

Tyler Ames went three for five

and had an amazing four RBI's

for the game. Chris Balus

scored an incredible five runs

of his own on Wednesday.

It wasn't just great hitting

that accounted for the Lancer's

seventh win out of their last 1

1

games; great pitching was a big

part of Longwood's win on

Fltcher Brian McCuUogh
records six strikeouts in Lancer

Win.

Wednesday as well.

"I felt like I could throw any-

thing for a strike," said Brian

McCullough,
who pitched 6

innings, record-

ed six strikeouts,

and only gave up

one earned, and

one unearned

run on three

hits.

"This was his

[Brian
McCulloch] sec-

ond quality per-

fhou byJimmy YiAet\ formance in a

row. He's the

backbone of our pitching staff,"

said Bolding. McCullough

allowed the earned run in the

first but settled down and

retired 15 straight Mountaineer

batters.

"They only scored because I

hit a guy and they got a lucky

dribbler," said McCullough.

For the Mountaineers, Julian

Brown scored on Kevin Buder's

RBI dribbler. Longwood's

offense answered the

Mountaineers' run in the first

with a run of their own. "We

just kept doing the same thing

out
there

and
the

record to 8-5 and 11-19 overall.

The loss brought the

Mountaineers down to 7-23 for

the season. The Lancers

bounced back from a disap-

pointing 11-6 loss to JMU and

are now eager for

a three-game

series with VMI.

"Today's game

made us very

confident. I'm

really looking

forward to play-

ing VMI," said

Duvall.

Longwood's

three-game series

with VMI tak^s

Cenierjielder Matt Duvall drills a place in

„ . Lexington and

begins Friday,

three run home run.
Photo iyJimmy \

offense put a lot of runs on the

board which made it easy for us

to settle down," added

McCulloch.

Yesterday's win

brought the Lancers' home

April 8-10. The Lancers' next

home game is on Thursday,

April 14 when they host

Hampden-Sydney at 3:00 p.m.

PURE VALUE.
Vehicle starts well equipped. You can accessorize (or not). Simple, straightforward menu pricing.

<^

Scion's Pure Price" purchase experience

means No haggle. No hassle.

Pnce starttnq st

XB *14195 »i6,070

Standard
features include: .«__
160-watt Pioneer CD stereo with six speakers, including two
tweeters and Scion Sound Processing / MP3 capable and XM
satellite ready / Air conditioner / Choice of three wheel cover

designs / Anti-lock brakes / Power windows, door locks, and
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Lacrosse Rolls Past Canisivis, Mankattan; falls to George Wasliington
Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

Riding a train of success built on

the rails of six straight wins; the

lacrosse team suffered a setback

against the Colonials of George

Washington in an 11-10 defeat

yesterday. The lancers' only loss

last season occurred at George

Washington while yesterday's

outcome was their second in

the 2()()S campaign.

After a wild win last

Tuesday against #20 William

and Mar\, the lacrosse team

continued their three-game

home stand last weekend

against Canisius College and

Manhattan College riding a

four-game win streak.

Despite the oppo-

nents combined record of 4-

6, Longwood did not take the

visiting teams lightly

"We take every team

the same," junior midfielder

Jenn Shipp said. "It doesn't

matter if the team is a big

name or not, but we just came in

with the same mental toughness

that we've been doing every game

and the same focus."

Last Friday, the Lancers

focused on finding the net early

and often against the Golden

Griffins of Canisius, with sopho-

more attacker Kathleen Barry tal-

lying the Lancers' first score with

28:35 remaining in the opening

period. On the ensuing draw,

sophomore midfielder Cathleen

Strain used her speed to snatch

the ball and raced to the net for

an unassisted score.

Enter Shipp. The mid-

fielder set sail on a five-goal

odyssey at the 1:57 mark after

catching the set-up pass from

junior attacker AU Shafer and

blasting the ball past sophomore

goalie Brenton Rasheeda. Shipp

notched the next two goals, giv-

ing the Lancers a 5-0 advantage

with 26:10 to play in the period.

Freshman midfielder

Erica Nasca ended the shutout

by capitalizing on a free position

chance for the Griffins' first goal

of the game.

Longwood recovered

quickly, delivering four straight

goals, including Barry's second of

the game, giving the Lancers a 9-

1 stranglehold over Canisius at

the 7:01 mark.

After ending the

scoreless drought, Nasca, along

with sophomore attacker

Amanda Marts began an offen-

sive onslaught, combining to

score five straight goals to slash

Longwood's lead to three with

9:09 left to play.

With the quick come-

back and a close game, head

Senior Isa Cohen lead Lancers with

four goals against Manhattan.
Sports InfoTiBOtion

coach Janet Grubbs remained

confident.

"1 think we had con-

trol of the game the whole

time," Grubbs said.

Longwood shattered

any dreams of a comeback with

three consecutive goals, giving

the Lancers a 12-6 lead, at half-

rime.

Although armed with

focus, Grubbs emphasized a

need for, "Being a litde sharper.

We were kind of getting sloppy

because they're skill level wasn't

as strong as ours."

In the half, Shipp and

Nasca lead their teams in

offense with three and four

goals respectively. Longwood

out-shot the Griffins 19-11 and

recorded three saves to

Canisius' five.

Even with a comfort-

able cushion, Longwood

refused to run on cruise control

in the second half. At 32:30,

Strain netted an acrobatic goal

with a spin move in front of the

net to beat freshman goalie

Katie Ferguson.

The Lancers netted

the next four goals, including

Shipp's fifth, for a 17-6 advan-

tage with 17:00 to play.

Notching the only two

Griffin goals of the half, Nasca

continued her impressive per-

formance down the stretch scor-

ing a game-high of six. But it was

not enough to stop the lancer

juggernaut as Longwood won

22-8.

The comfortable

advantage during the game

allowed younger players, includ-

ing freshman goalie Jen Holliday,

to gain valuable playing

experience.

"It was nice to see her

pla\ m !iehind the starting

hneup," Cjrubbs said. "She

did a good job ot toeusing

on the ball and she did a

good job of handling the

defense, and her clears

were right on the money."

Holliday was enthusi-

astic about contributing in

the win. "Well, it's awe-

some to get in because the

other games have been so

close, so I haven't gotten a

chance to get in as much,"

Holliday said. "When I go

in, I give 100% all the time

and do what 1 can do. It's great

to be on this team where we are

winning and building togeth-

er."

Shipp added, "They

[the bench players] came in a lit-

de slow. Coach called a timeout

and everyone loosened up and

they played well together. They

just moved the ball beautifully in

transition."

After dominating

Canisius, the Jaspers of

Manhattan College hoped to

avoid becoming the latest victim

of the Longwood massacre.

Although winless before last

Sunday's match-up, Grubbs was

cognizant to not underestimate

their ability.

"Manhattan's going to

be a lot tougher. ..so I can't say

who will be playing until the

game goes along," Grubbs men-

tioned.

Manhattan got the

upper hand early against the

hosts when junior midfielder

Molly Pheterson lunged a shot

past junior goalie ^lily Wilson

thirty seconds into the match for

a 1-0 lead.

The Jaspers kept the

Lancers scoreless for almost nine

minutes, but Shafer broke

through. After a pass from

Shipp, Shafer hit the spin cycle in

front oi sophomore goahe

Ashley Denns for a quick shot

to tie the game.

With 18:33 remaining

in the period, Longu'ood pulled

the trigger on their loaded

offense, adding three straight

goals from Strain, Shipp, and a

free position score from fresh-

man attacker Joyce Haines t«

hold a 4-1 edge.

The final ten minutes

of the first half continued to be

a fit^ht for the lead as the winless

Junior Jenn Shipp finshes with Jive

goals and three assists in victory

over Canisius
Sports Information

Jaspers mounted a comeback.

Senior midfielder Victoria

Carman netted a goal at 20:41

making the score 4-2. The

Jaspers scored two of the next

three goals and trailed 5-4 with

more than two minutes to play.

With less than a

minute remaining Senior attack-

er Isa Cohen snatched the

momentum away from

Manhattan by scoring her first

goal of the game to put

Longwood in front 6-4 at half-

time.

"I don't think we were

concerned," Shipp explained,

"but we weren't playing at our

top level."

In the first half, the

Jaspers ruled draw control with

a 9-2 advantage. However,

Longwood out-shot Manhattan

20-7 and committed four fewer

turnovers in the period.

Although dose at half-

time, the combination of

Cohen, Shipp, and Strain pro-

vided Manhattan's demise with

offensive play.

During the first minute

of the second half. Strain dis

played her acrobatic prowess

with a running jump shot that

blew past the Jaspers' Devins.

Cohen continued the onslaught

with three consecutive goals,

including an unassisted master-

piece landing in the corner of

the net. Shipp capped off the

offensive with her second tallv

for an 11-4 advantage with 16:02

left in the game.

The jaspers eventually

penetrated the stout defense

of the Lancers for back-to-

back goals, hut the\ ne\er

recovered from Longwood's

early half push.

Longwood netted four

of the final five scores, giving

the Lancers their sixth consec-

utive victory with a 1 5-7 win.

Once again,

Longwood's younger players,

such as back-up keeper

Holliday, received several min-

utes of play throughout the

contest as Grubbs continued

to develop her maturing tal-

ent.

"Fear needs to be less

of a factor," Grubbs

explained. "My older ones

have learned to play the game

without fear. Their staying

focused no matter what the

score. The younger ones are

really hesitant."

Holliday already

notices a change due to Grubbs's

system. "For the goalies, the

game play is so different from

high school," Holliday said, "I've

learned to be aggressive, have no

fear, and play with my heart."

Cohen and Shipp lead

the Longwood offense with four

and three goals respectively. The

tandem of Wilson and Holliday

managed nine saves while fac-

ingl6 shots.

The Jaspers' Pheterson

netted three goals in defeat and

keeper Devins managed to save

13 out of 35 shots.

Longwood is currendy

7-2 on the season. They now

face road games against

Lafayette and Lehigh in

Pennsylvania before heading

back home to batde Howard at

Lancer Field on Tuesday, April

12 at 4:00 p.m
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Universitij Breaks Groundior New Recreation Center

spring Weelceiwl:

Lon^woodi Bandlesi 2005

Musical performances horn

"The Sugar HiM Gang,"

"Everclear" and many others

entertained Longwood's

campus this past weekend.

see Arts & Enterta«ment p. 7

Reiay-'lor-ljle Finds

Success in Longwcxxi s

Volunteers

Longwood raised over

117,000 to beat the goal by

$5,00.

see features p. 8

AtWete, Personnel

Honored at Awards

Banquet

Students and staff were recog-

nized for their achievement in ath-

letics for the 2004/2005 school

year.

see Sports p, 10
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"This facility will transform

our campus," said Pierson. "It's

something that students here have

wanted and needed for a long

rime. Campus Recrearion current-

Ashley Dow
Staff Writer

To idck off the spring weekend

events last Friday, Longwood

marked the beginning of the

construction of the new

recreation center with a

groundbreaking ceremony in

the lower Frazier parking lot.

At the beginning of the

ceremony, an aerial photo-

graph was taken of students

standing along the planned

outline of the new center

waving blue and white pom-

poms. Following the photo.

President Patricia Cormier

and Vice President for

Student Affairs Dr. Tim , , r y- , ,

ly shares faculties with the
Pierson spoke to studems about

Department of Health,
the new center and the changes it

Recreation & Kinesiology, which

President Cormier along with stu-

dents,faculty, and staffpartake in

the Recreation center ground-
breaking.

would bring.
is growing, and with the athletic

Parking SpacesWon t Be Lost

Elena Lucier

Staff Writer

With the new recreation center

set to occupy one of the largest

commuter parking lots, students

are concerned about parking

next year and rumors are circu-

lating about what will happen.

Longwood is adamant that all

the spaces will be compensated

for by next semester.

"The new gym will make us

lose 185 spaces, but we will find

other places for these students

to park by the fall," said

Longwood Police Chief Charles

Lowe.

"We're going to add extra

spaces around campus," he

added.

In actuality, the rumors have

circulated that parking from the

upper Frazier lot or the Wynne

lot will be lost are in fact just

rumors.

"That is a viciously untrue

rumor," Lowe said. "Some

parking spaces behind the new

gym will be used for Smdent

Health, but tiiat is it."

However, new parking does

mean more money. Even

though all of the money from

parking tickets is used for park-

ing purposes, it still is not

enough.

"Parking should pay for

itself," Lowe said. "But it cur-

rentiy isn't. We're stiU paying for

the new Wynne parking lot."

• Students will probably see an

increase in the price of parking

permits next year, but not in

parldng tickets, Lowe said.

Some students have

suggested that Longwood

should limit the number of

sophomores who drive to

school in order to alleviate the

parking problem. jWthough this

seems a good solution, admis-

sions is hesitant to do so

because it would discourage

prospective students.

"I know many colleges where

freshmen can't drive, but I can't

think of a single one that does-

n't allow sophomores to 'drive,"

explained Lowe.

Eventually off-campus

parking lots will be constructed,

and Longwood hopes to work

with the FAB in order to have

smdents shuttied to and from

the lots. There may also be

some incentive for parking off-

campus instead of in the on-

camnus lots.

department, which is moving to

Division-I status. With the

tremendous demands on our

current facilities, it is critical to

have a facility that is available

for general student use for

extended hours every day."

The 75,000 square foot recre-

ation center will feature two bas-

ketball courts, an indoor run-

ning track, two racquet ball

courts, three multipurpose

rooms, a rock climbing wall, a

main workout room with space

for approximately 180 pieces of

equipment and a juice bar.

There will also be a station for

equipment rental and ample

storage space.

"The new weight room facili-

ties will allow more strength

training for our games," said

Byron Trafton, member of the

men's rugby team. "I like the

idea of a juice bai: and it would

be great to have the facility

open longer hours."

The center will be built of

brick and glass, with the corner

at Main and Franklin streets

featuring a curved section of

glass. Additionally, some of the

ceiling over the fitness area and

entrance way will also be glass,

letting in natural light.

The complex will serve as

the new office location for the

Student Healtii and Wellness

Center, Counseling Center and

Student Recreation. The center

is being designed by Moseley

Architects from Virginia Beach

with recreation consultants

Hastings & Chivetta firom St.

Louis, MO.

Photo courtesy ofPublic Relations

Ruffner/Rotiincla Rededication

Kent Booty

Office of Public Relations

Almost four years to the day

after being destroyed by fire,

the new version of Longwood

University's signature building

will be rededicated Saturday,

April 23.

Ruffner Hall, topped like its

predecessor with a rotunda

dome, will be dedicated in a rib-

bon-cutting ceremony at 11

a.m. The celebration will

include a picnic on nearby

Lancaster Mall from 11:30 a.m.

to 1:30 p.m. ($10 for the public

in advance, $15 that day), along

with self-guided tours of

Ruffner from 11:30 a.m. to 2:30

p.m. Every Longwood class

from 1930 to the present will be

represented.

The changes throughout the

hall are dramatic with state-of-

the art classrooms, office,

research and conference rooms.

There is a wide range of tech-

nology improvements and

amenities, including a "sympodi-

um" in each classroom, an

observation lab in the psycholo-

gy area, an archaeology lab, two

plasma screens on each floor. A
sympodium, which can be

mounted on the instructor's

desktop, is an interactive pen

display that works as a comput-

see RUFFNER p. 4
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Words From Tke Editor: SGA Process a Protlem?
I would like

to start off

by apologiz-

ing for last

week and the

fact that we

couldn't put

out a paper.

We had technical problems

including a netuork failure and

computer errors that couldn't be

fixed in time to get a paper print-

ed.

We have just installed three

new computers, so the process

should run a little smoother from

here on out. Hopefully we will

have 2 more computers so if

nothing else we will fmallv have

five computers that actually work!

It's disturbing for a newspa-

per to get excited over having five

computers that work, I know, but

if any of you have ever been in

the office, then you understand.

I appreciate those of you

who have stuck it out with us,

and I ask you to continue to bear

with us as we get the new system

in order.

One thing that I know is on

the minds of most people who

are involved in SGA-funded

organizations is the way the new

budget process has been han-

dled. I, of all people, can sympa-

thize with the lack of organiza-

tion and effectiveness of the

process.

Believe me.

There has been very littie

organization, a ridiculous

amount of wasted time and a

lack of clarit)' in reaching the

students about the process and

the next steps they need to take.

I too have had my fair share of

fighting the new system, you all

are not alone. I can't remember

the last time one single organiza-

tion has been the cause of so

much stress and anxiety.

Although I do not agree
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with the way the budget hearing

process was handled this year, I

have to admit that the intentions

were sincere.

As the old budget process

stood, the smaller organizations

were heard last, foUowing the big-

ger, much more expensive groups.

Allocating money before all the

groups were heard often left very

littie for the smaller organizations.

I understand that completel}', and I

congratulate the committee for

recognizing the problem and

attempting to fix it.

However, attempting is the

operative word. While the commit-

tee has solved the problem of

hearing all budgets before alloca-

tion, it has opened up many more,

the biggest problem being the lack

of organization.

Looking over all the budgets

and hearing the organization's

arguments was an excellent idea,

don't get me wrong. But excuse me
when I say what the hell happened

after that?

We all come to a meeting, on a

Sunday evening no less, that we are

requested to attend, to sit, some of

us anyway, for 4 hours plus and

never be heard. Other groups,

such as myself, went back home

and came back hours later to be

turned away and told they would

be notified when their budget was

to be heard.

Ok, fine. I can even deal with

that. It's a new process, and I com-

pletely understand the problems

with change. My real problem

comes to this, after being prom-

ised by multiple members that I

would be notified before my allo-

cation, after making it perfecdy

clear that I wanted to be at the

allocation to answer and ask ques-

tions, my hearing was held without

me. When I was told it wouldn't be

heard that day and not to worry

about showing up.

Until this point, I have been

very patient with the new system.

As I stated earlier, I can appreciate

the motivation to change and

improve, and I can understand the

unexpected kinks and obstacles

(including time issues) when test-

ing out a new operation. Wliat I

can't understand is why I was

deliberately not contacted when

my budget was heard.

My point is this, for all of the

organizations out there who

understand my frustrations; I

want you to know that most of

us are dealing with the same

thing. Many organizations think

the same, if not worse. Some

aren't speaking up, maybe some

are concerned with making cer-

tain people angry, I don't know.

However, if you have a com-

ment, question, or concern with

the new budget process, I

encourage you to express those

opinions. I truly believe that at

least most members of the SGA
committee are working hard to

make this a more fair process,

and while there's nothing you can

do about those who aren't sincere

and honest, it just might make

you feel better to vent.

Bobbi Thibo

Editor-in-Chief

U.S. Hiding Plan for Glotal Empire
Brett Battle

V-WIRE

I've never considered myself a

conspiracy theorist.

The average person might con-

sider a conspiracy theorist to be a

basement-dwelling nut job like

Dale Gribble from "King of the

HUl."

I don't believe the whole world

is out to get me like Dale does.

However, I do take into consid-

eration evidence presented to the

table when it comes to topics of

discussion.

Global dominance is today's les-

son, children.

The United States has the means

to achieve global domination.

But there must be a plan - some

kind of agenda - to get over the

social hump of morality and ethics.

There must be a plan that can

congregate the "free" masses of a

"democracy" so we can feel like we

are doing the right thing.

This plan is known as "The

Project for a New American

Century," founded in 1997 by con-

servative members of United

States leadership including Vice

President Dick Cheney, Secretary

of Defense Donald Rumsfeld,

Florida Governor Jeb Bush and

Deputy Defense Secretary Paul

Wolfowitz.

PNAC is supposedly inspired

by the Ronald Reagan world view.

This world view calls for an

increase in military power and the

removal of foreign regimes "hos-

tile to our interests and values."

This project also asks for "pre-

serving and extending an interna-

tional order friendly to our securi-

ty, our prosperity and our princi-

ples."

If you haven't seen the movie

"Head of State," the opposing

candidate to Chris Rock's charac-

ter used the slogan "God bless

America and no one else."

Keep in mind, Reagan set forth

the policies of his time to snuff

out the final remnants of the

USSR.

Now we need to extend those

same policies globally?

In the modern era, the threat to

the status quo is no longer com-

munism.

And don't buy into the threat of

terrorism.

We, the people of this govern-

ing body, are the direat to the sta-

tus quo and our leaders are doing

everything they can to keep us

from bringing about any form of

change.

A social renaissance would be

their worst nightmare.

How do you prevent a social

renaissance?

Prevent the people from

knowing your plans.

How many Americans know

of PNAC?
It's not discussed on radio talk

shows or commercial news on

television.

PNAC is not taught to us in

public schools.

It was never mentioned before

or after the invasion the Iraq.

It seems to have slowly setded

into this culture's skin that a glob-

al American police state is not

only good, but inevitable.

An American flag in every

home is what it means to be free.

Cheney and Rumsfeld should

come out in the open and say,

"These are our plans, I hope you

don't mind because you don't

have a choice," but they never

wiU.

Why is that? Because you and

I are working like slaves funding

these plans with our tax dollars.
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Littering is Not a Landscaping Problem
HoUy Weiss

Guest Writer

Imagine a beautiful day: the sun

is shining, and it's a wonderful 70

degrees out, but you know you

have to go to class, so you walk

past all of the students having fun

in firont of your residence hall,

Stubbs.

You envy them for being able

to spend a carefree afternoon

playing volleyball, tossing a foot-

ball, sun-bathing or catching up

with friends.

You go to class hating every

second of it, because it's in a

room without windows, so you

cannot have anything to do with

the beautiful day out besides the

walk to and from class.

You come back from that hor-

rid class to find a lawn empt)' of

people, but full of eyesores every-

where: TRASH!

Not only are there cans and

botdes being left there, people are

starting to leave personal items

out as well.

For instance, just recendy, I

found a dirty white sock on my
walk up the front path to the

building I have lived in for almost

two years.

This semester, things have only

gotten worse.

Every time there are- students

out there on a nice day, it's not

uncommon to find students on

both sides of the sidewalk, usual-

ly shirtiess guys playing volleyball

(and come on, what straight girl

would object to that?, and on the

other side groups of students just

enjoying their afternoon.

But the fact that I can tell that

they were there that day is what

bothers me.

That old cliche of "take noth-

ing but pictures leave nothing but

footprints" comes to mind.

Could it be because of the fact

that I spent part of my summer

learning about the effects of trash

on our environment?

Possibly.

Could it be that there are more

students than ever before on

Longwood's campus?

Possibly.

But it's more likely that fewer

people have started caring about

the upkeep of our campus.

Now on these nice days, it's not

uncommon to see a few cans

among the grass, with a few

plastic cups here and there.

Thank goodness for our facil-

ities department, because those

cans would be lying there for at

least 200 years!

Imagine! A can being there

from the 1800s (granted, alu-

minum was probably not invent-

ed that long ago.)

And those cups?

They NEVER biodegrade.

That Uttie white plastic ribbed

cup could be in that same spot

300 years from now, and still be

usable.

And if you walk around any-

where, chances are you will see a

cigarette butt among the grass

near the sidewalk.

During my internship (on a

whale watching vessel out of

Gloucester, Massachusetts), I

had learned that it takes 15 years

for those butts to biodegrade.

FIFTEEN!

Can you imagine that? Can

you imagine a cigarette butt

being in that one place from the

time you are born up until the

time you first learn how to

drive?

Its ridiculous!

Granted, it does take some

effort to find a receptacle to put

your butts into, but if you think

about the alternative-that butt

being there for 15YEARS?

It's disgusting!

I know that our campus is

somewhat apathetic, but we

should at the very least take

some pride in our common
areas such as the lawn in front of

Stubbs.

That fateful day I saw all the

trash in front of Stubbs, the

facilities department had spent

the morning and early afternoon

mowing the grass, and walking

around with weed whackers getting

everything just right: for us to

mess it up soon afterwards with

trash!

Can you imagine how frustrat-

ing it must be for the landscaping

staff to see how unappreciative

some people are?

I think Mr. Incredible from the

recent Pixar hit "The Incredibles"

can put this best. "No matter how

many times you save the world, it

always manages to get back in

jeopardy again."

Sometimes I just want it to stay

saved!

You know, for a littie bit?

I feel like the maid: 'I just

cleaned up this mess! Can we keep

it clean for... for ten minutes!'"

I'm not expecting to save the

world, just make a slight difference

in the way people treat the campus.

If this article inspires one per-

son on Stubbs lawn to take their

Mountain Dew bottie to a trash-

can, my ranting has been worth it.

Come on Longwood.

It takes littie to no effort what-

soever to go to a trashcan with

your cans and/or cigarette butts on

your way back to your dorm from

Stubbs.

Chances are, you probably

walked past one on your way to

pick up this newspaper.

Would you rather take some

responsibility for your trash, or

have trashcans lining all of the

sidewalks around campus?

Hopefully it's the first of the

two.

The responsibility of us having

to throw out our trash in the din-

ing hall has already been alleviated,

but we still have to take care of our

trash on this campus.

Its not only a matter of person-

al responsibility, its a matter of

respect for the student? who have

to look at the eyesores, not to men-

tion to our landscaping staff that

have put so much work into beau-

tifying our wonderful campus!

Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone

to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

+ To Christmas time in April.

+ To the Farmviile railroad tracks.

+ To Saul Williams and Bandfest.

+ To people stealing beer from the field parties.

+ To harmless water balloons.

+ To hemp necklaces made by the women's rugby.

team.

Drops;

- To extremly vicious and giant wasps.

- To only two more weeks of school.

- To the new SGA*s lack of organization.

- To having a paper due for every single class all on

the same week.

Speak Oil i

Wkat do ijou tkink about tke art

work tkat kas keen placed around

,9campus

!

I think its at times fes-

tive, actually what art-

work?

-Antnyon Mitchell

Senior

I think it is a waste of

my money to keep it

here.

-Lauren Turner

Freshman

In theory, supporting the

arts is great, but they seem

too avant garde and clutter

our campus.

-Meredith Carr

Junior

I don't reaUy like any of it; I

would have rather seen art

that was related to Longwood.

-Jenn Dize

Senior

Ml piaum bji WlH httm
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Bookstore Back On^Campus

April 22, 2005

Lisa Martin

Staff W^riter

Although the Longwood

Bookstore has been in five

locations in eight years, and|

another move is being

planned, the staff is happy

to have returned to campus

with more space.

The bookstore has been

operating since March 3

from the first floor of the

Blackwell building.

According to bookstore

manager Louisa Lackey, they

do not yet know when the

bookstore will move into its

permanent location in the

lower level of the Blackwell

building.

"We're very happy to be

back," Lackey commented.

She also added that they feel

more connected with the cam-

pus at its new location.

"Hopefully things will be

less claustrophobic when buy-

ing books from now on," said

junior Nicole Rudd.

The move has not meant a

change in the number of

employees or prices.

cashback
for books

is very excited."

"I think the new bookstore

is beautiful and it's so conven-

ient to have it back on cam-

pus," bookstore employee and

Longwood sopho-

more Anne

Reynolds
explained. "We've

all worked really

hard to get the

bookstore set up

and everyone is

really excited it's

back on

Wm^imm. m^. m).m^m

"The move does not gener-

ate any kind of ii>crease in the

price of books in the new

bookstore," Lackey said.

The new location of the

bookstore seems to be having a

positive effect on everyone.

"Students come in and go,

wow!, this bookstore looks like

a real college bookstore."

Lackey said, "I think everyone

finally

campus."

The new loca-

tion is also helpful

in promoting Longwood to

high school students and fami-

lies. Longwood Ambassador

Josh Elder said "It is nice

being able to end my tours

with perspective students at

the bookstore, so they have a

chance to buy Longwood

apparel."

Charley's Chef, Anne Simboli

Makes a Special Request of the

Class of 2005

Dear Friends and Class of 2005,

It has been a privilege being part of Farmville for the past

13 years! Working in a college town is magic. Instead of an

ad this week I have a special request for the Class of 2005.

Please think of Madeline's House when getting ready to

move. It always amazes me the amount of stuff to be thrown

out during and after graduation weekend. Madeline's House

is now located next to Dowdy's furniture and would appreci-

ate your donations.

If you don't have a car or can't get someone to help you drop

it off call Madeline's House to arrange a pickup.

wmmrnm

Tkelt at Longwood

Naomi Pearson

Staff Writer

Two young men were appre-

hended on March 30 by

Farm\ille police in connection

with the breaking and entering

of one Farmville business and

the attempted break-in of

another. After executing a

search warrant, the police also

linked them with the recent rash

of car break-ins in the

Longwood parking lots at Main

Street and at the Wynne upper

tier, according to Longwood

Pohce Inspector John

Thompson.

One of the young men is an

18-year-old senior at Nottoway

High School. The other, also 18,

is a student at Southside

Virginia Community College in

Keysviile. Both are being held in

the Piedmont Regional Jail, said

Thompson.

The town has filed charges

against the two for the business

break-ins and thefts.

The Longwood Police

Department has not filed

charges due to legal complica-

tions.

Despite the seizure of car

stereos and other equipment

from the homes of the young

men under the terms of the

search- warrant, none of the

Longwood break-in victims

were able to conclusively iden-

tify any of the equipment as

their own.

"Most people buy their

stuff and just throw the papers

[that come with it] away,"

Thompson said. Since the

papers often contain the serial

numbers of the equipment,

they are the very documents

that can prove a person's own-

ership. He encourages every-

one to record the serial num-

ber of their property or to

make an identifying mark on

it, such as engraving, to pre-

vent this kind of ambiguit)'.

There is no conclusive link

between the equipment seized

and those who lost their prop-

erty, Thompson said. He

noted, however, that since the

young men were brought in

"there haven't been any more

break-ins."

Thompson is continuing to

investigate.

RUFFNER p. 1

monitor. The observation lab has

four cameras and a microphone,

and an operator can switch from

one camera to another, display

the lab live to an adjacent class-

room and record onto DVD. The

plasma screens, near the elevator

on the east and west side of each

floor will run announcements

about student life.

The overall project, which

began in December 2002, cost

$17.9 million. It was built by

English Construction Company

Inc. of Lynchburg, as was the

adjacent Grainger Hall, also

reconstructed to closely resem-

ble its predecessor.

For more information about

the rededication and grand

opening of Ruffner Hall, please

phone I.x)ngwood University at

1.800.281.4677, Ext. 3, or visit

online at

www.longwood.edu/news/eve

nts/ruffnerdedication/

W anttogetlNVOLVED wihthe CLASS of

20061

The officers are looking for chair

persons to head committees!

So, get involved to

make your Senior

year great!

B -m aiL clisni Iha bngwoodfidu iCyou have any questiuis,

comments or want to be a pait of it ail!

Some of the

positions we are

looking for:

• Publicity

. • Fundraising

• Food Services

• Senior Week
• Spirit Chair!
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22
April

PBB ^ Women's rugby car wash at Auto Zone

|ij Movie: Liie Aquatic with Steve Zissou

IIh Trivia Night, 10 p.m., Lankford Mall

23
Ruffner Hall Rededicatlon

Theatre: Sing Down ttie Moon: Appalachian Wonder
Tales, 7 p.m.

Percussion Ensemble Concert, 10 p.m.,

Molnar Recital Hall

124
Theatre: Sing Down the Moon: Appalachian Wonder

Tales, 7 p.m.

Senior Piano Recital, 4 p.m., Molnar Recital Hall

125
Wind Symphony and Jazz Ensemble A Concert,

7:30 p.m., Jarman Auditorium

26
Softball vs George Washington, 4 p.m.

127
Flute Ensemble Concert, 7:30 p.m., Molnar Recital Hall

128
Lacrosse vs Davidson, 7 p.m.

Faculty Piano Recital, 7:30 p.m., Molnar Recital Hall

SGA Presidential Inauguration, 4:00 p.m. Student Union

FAHinmntEHERilESriUlitiUIT

C.narlcu5 Waterfront C^afc

BMnGAPPuangiiSFOR

WAnSTAFFEmjOTIEHT.

imPlimcnJUiTMIBESIEDilllK

SBIBSIHIWUKATIIUHIIOIQII
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east gas still costs less than cafe pizza"

By: ElUe Woodruff

Peep Helpers
Do you like helping others? Do people come to you for advice? Do you want to

make a difference on campus and in the community? If so, the Peer Helpers are

now accepting applications for next semester.

Pick up an application outside tiie Peer Helper office.

For more info email us at PHelpergptongwood^edu

April 26
Cover Letter and Resume Workshop, 6 p.m.

How to Ace Your Interview Workshop, 7 p.m.

Recruiters still accepting resumes:

USA Deck, Inc. - Monday, April 25th

Atlantic Credit & Finance- Tuesday April 26th

Royall & Company- Sunday, May 1st

YMCA Camp Silver Beach- Sunday, May 1st

Cornerstone Kenbridge- Sunday, May 15th

State Farm Insurance- Sunday, May 15th

Hall Automotive- Wednesday, May 31

Southern States Cooperative, Inc.- June 1st

www.lon^wooil.eilu/career

The Career Center is located in Lancaster Hall, room G08

Call us at x2063 or e-mail us at career(a)longwood.edu
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Sculptor Katkleen Driscoll Makes a Splask

Ellie Woodfuff

Sttg Writtr

Last week professor and sculp-

tor Kathleen Driscoll visited

Longwood's ca«ipus as she

installed one of Longwood's

new sculptures, "Mother's

MUk."

The piece took four days

(Monday through Thursday) to

install and is composed primari-

ly of burlap and plaster with a

plywood infrastructure beneath.

The new installation is part of

the on-going sculpmre series

being hosted at Longwood, led

by the Longwood Center for the

Visual Arts and Longwood's Art

department.

Other sculptures previously

brought to campus range from

soapstone carvings, steel struc-

tures and mixed media pieces.

Johnson Bowles, director of the

LCVA, hopes that the pieces

will help promote thoughtful

discussion among students.

Driscoll worked with her

team of two assistants, first

erecting the plywood construct

and then in stages mixing the

plaster, soaking the burij4> and

then draping. Each step

required coordinated effort

from the team and students

from the art deparmient were

invited to come and assist

Dtiscoll's work has predomi-

nantly been with plaster and

piaster casting, experimenting

with form and die variety of

shapes diat cloth can take, in

and out of a plaster setting.

She has done numerous

pieces similar to Longwood's

"Mother's Milk", the form

always referencing the effect

of falling water. Similar pieces

have been constructed to

"flow" over rocks, pour from

the sky among trees, or in one

outdoor installation, appear to

flow over the very air itself.

In Mother's Milk, Driscoll

hopes to not only reference

that aspect of falling water,

but that the water is also like

the milk that nurtures us all,

brought forth from the Earth,

acting as a mother to us all.

Metaphorical connotations

aside, on the simple design

side of the piece, the shape of

"Mother's Milk" also echoes

die column structures found

around campus, particularly

the more modernized rectan-

gular pillars of the

Greenwood Library, where the

sculpture is located.

Numerous students and

professor's in the art depart-

mient eageiiy await the first

snow this coming winter to

see the change in effect of die

piece in relation to the land-

scape.

"Modier's Milk" is planned

tso be left on display until 2007.

Vanilla Ice Visits Farmville

Kelly Fischer

Staff Writer

The shaved line in the eyebrow,

the blonde pompadour, the harem

pants and the cheesy dance moves

might remind one of a certain rap-

per from the early 90's. That's right,

Vanilla Ice.

He took the stage at Hampden-

Sydney's field house on Thursday,

April 7 as part of the Greek Week

celebration. At 9:30 that evening,

several hundred students paid $1

to hear the concert and partake, if

age 21, in the Beer Garden.

While waiting, the crowd began

to chant, "Ice," as they stood with

anticipation for the one hit wonder

to take the stage. The evening was

an experience to say the least.

Vanilla Ice a.k.a Rob VanWinkle

took the stage 30 minutes late and

began to chant, "Ice Ice Baby," but

those in the crowd could tell that

this would not be a trip down

memory lane.

Ice began to rap several songs

from his newest album, "Bi-

Polar." In between songs, he

would tease the audience with

chants of "Ice Ice Baby" and "Go

Ninja, Go Ninja, Go." Due to

rumors that he was contracted to

sing his old music, the audience

was expecting him to break out his

notorious hit.

After several songs from his

newest album and solos by his

drummer and disc jockey, there

soon came a beat that made the

crowd go wild. As he looked out

among the audience with the

music to "Ice Ice Baby" playing,

VanWinkle smiled and shook his

head.

Junior Nicole Matthews said,

"everyone was so excited and

when he finally played 'Ice Ice

Baby' it was worth listening to all

his new smff just to hear that

live."

Despite his new oudook on life

and new image, he cannot deny

the impact he had on the youth

of the 90s with his famous hit. -

He has been quoted as saying

he was a "puppet for the indus-

try" back in the early 90s and his

new image is "no image, no pol-

ished made up gimmicks created

by record companies

(http://www.vanillaice.com/bio.

shttnl)."

One can only wonder what

was going through his mind

when he had just played all of

his new music with not much

reaction, and then plays his 15

year old hit that caused the audi-

ence to go crazy.

In the blink of an eye, the

experience was over. And that's

exacdy what it was....an experi-

ence. Everyone who attended

the concert can say that they got

to "collaborate and listen" to

Vanilla Ice in Farmville.

At Table One of Longwood s Newest Arrivals

EUie Woodruff

Staff Writer

So have you seen it? The yellow

table with writing in front of

Bedford? Wondered about it at all?

Congramlations, you've seen one

of the new sculpture installations

for Longwood's campus.

The yellow table is a

contemporary piece by

sculptor and art historian

Brece Honeycutt. Entided

"At Table," Honeycutt has

taken seemingly obscure

individuals from the pages

of history and used them

as the center of her sculp-

tural endeavors.

Other aspects of her

work include a series of desks and

copper pages viewers could turn to

learn the story of Mary Elizabeth

Garrett, a philanthropist who
believed in educating girls in the

late 19th century and spent a good

deal of her inheritance towards

that goal.

Brece's portrayal of figures that

"history has forgotten" tends to

select white women whose

achievements have been nearly

lost, save perhaps oblique mention

in some books or by having high-

ways, buildings and other such

structures named for them. were imported from England or

And like with the names of other European countries and

most things, few individuals dig the house mistress would read

deep to understand why a building the recipe to her predominandy

or road might bear a certain name, illiterate servants.

Part of the excitement for Randolph's compilation

Honeycutt is digging into that past included many of the modified

and uncovering the stories she recipes that would evolve from

wants to bring to art-goers.

.

the memories of these servants

and several

Americanized recipes.

Honeycutt's inten-

tion with her piece "At

Table" was to create

that same long table

environment one

would find at the

boarding house and

then played with the

surface of the piece to

incorporate several

sculpture is a piece devoted to recipes -plus the evolution of

Longwood's
Photo Coiatesy Ashley Reams

Mary Randolph, a well to-do

woman from the Richmond area

who opened a boarding house

shortiy after the Civil War despite

the social and class issues that

would arise from a woman run-

ning such an establishment.

Most notable among her

food and food preparation in

America through out history.

The social commentary and

ramifications of such informa-

tion delves deep and asks the

viewer to consider many different

points.

Johnson Bowles, director of

achievements were the recipes she the LCVA, is please with the

collected and compiled into one of progress of the sculpture pro-

the first cookbooks found in the gram and the discussion it is gen-

Americas, crating among students and fac-

Prior to this, most cookbooks ulty.
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Spring Weekend: Longwood Bandfest 2005
Kyle Castillo

Staff Writer

A long school year it has been.

Many students have spent way

too many sleepless nights dedicat-

ed to their school work, and last

weekend was tjie school's reward

for those students. Not that the

weekend didn't consist of more

sleepless nights, as I'm sure many

of you succumbed to the tempta-

tions that a legitimized party

weekend can provide.

This year's two-day bandfest

event provided entertaining

music, giving fuel to all those in

search of a good time. The event

kicked off with the acoustic punk

stylings of "Shindig," who played

behind Willet Gym. Much in the

elk , of "Dashboard

Confessional," lone guitarist and

vocalist Ritchie Ray primed the

crowd for what was to come with

his energetic yet melodic acoustic

set.

Longwood's own, "Word Life,"

was the first to play on the small

stage. The

student-
formed hip

hop group

set the pace

for the

evening with

their catchy

beats and

excellent
flows that

sounded
radio worthy.

The chris-

tening of the

main stage

was the duty

of alternative

rock group

"Nada Surf."

Perhaps best

known for

their 1998 song "Popular," the

group captivated a good sized

crowd with their sonic punk gui-

tar riffs and emotionally charged

vocals during the time of day that

vocalist Matthew Caws referred

to as the "magic hour," where the

sun is almost set, casting a soft

toned light over the crowd.

Nada Surf took a break from

finishing their soon-to-be

released album tentatively tided

"Twilight Savings," in order to

play at Longwood. When asked

about the reasoning behind com-

ing here despite being incredibly

busy. Caws stated that, "It is

always fiin to play a one-off

show and not have to worry

about a full tour. WTien you're

recording an album, it feels Uke

your on vacation but you're con-

standy busy"

According to Caws, the best

part about performing in a col-

lege atmosphere is that it "seems

more like real life. At a club

everybody is just going out, but

at a college people live there.

The atmosphere is more relaxed

and authentic."

This year's bandfest was an

international event, with a cou-

ple of acts jumping the pond to

play the show. Kevin Pearce was

one of those acts. A quartet out

of London, vocalist and gui-

tarist Kevin Pearce and his band

mates provided one of the high-

lights of the weekend, despite

the fact that Pearce was hospital-

ized the previous evening with

pneumonia. With a sound that is

somewhere between Bob Dylan,

Members of the band Muelle

Dave Matthews and REM,
Pearce and company electrified

the crowd with their original

blend of classic folk harmony

and what the band referred to as

"British Blues."

Besides playing their original

songs which the band describes

as being, "good honest music,"

the band also covered Al

Green's "Ain't no Sunshine

When She's Gone," and closed

their set with the Beades', "A

Day in the Life."

Though this was the bands first into the mike his philosophy on

trip to the states they hope that by life; "It's time to part}','' sending

the next

time they

won't be

covering the

Beatles,
instead they

will have a

following

that is, "big-

ger than the

Beades."

The sec-

ond act to

fly here

from Britain

was poet

and hip- hop

artist Saul

Williams.

Armed with

an array of

insightful

lyrics and backed by pulsating the crowd into a sea of flying bod-

beats, Williams managed to rev the ies that wouldn't stop until the

crowd into a rabid state, as if to speakers went silent,

remind them that this is a weekend Saturday's proceedings started

to let go. early at 12 noon, with the sounds

of Basic Gospel, followed

by Longwood alum, Jubeus

and their, "worldly

rhythms and intriguing

melodies."

Third place battie of the

bands winner Jason Long

played his acoustic set of

country/ folk music. With

a good voice and song

writing skills. Long provid-

ed a good lead way for the

country act, "PinMonkey."

"PinMonkey's " slide gui-

tars and pop-country

sound captivated a large

crowd and amped them up

for the rest of the days

events.

Richmond punk band

"Forever in a Day," played

a mezmorizing set showing

Courtesy oJWiii Pettus why many believe that they

Carolina Heavy Metal will soon blow up on the

band "Bridge" was the opening act national scene,

for the headliner Andrew W.K. When "Sugar Hill Gang" took

They played a vibrant set that was the stage, it seemed as if half of

heavy and powerful, yet sounded Farmville was there to cheer them

thoughtful, much in the style of on. Townspeople of all ^es came

"Creed." to enjoy what was undoubtedly the

Andrew W.K capped off the premier show of the weekend,

opening nights festivities with his There were grandmothers dancing

patented party metal. It's pretty to the beats that founded hip-hop

rare that you see a heavy metal and toddlers reciting lyrics that

band open up with a keyboard riff, were penned well before their

but with Andrew W.K. nothing birth On such a beautiful after-

should surprise you. W.K. bellowed noon nothing could have been

www. madlAand.com

better than what felt like a sum-

mer block party. After playing

classic song

after classic

song. Sugar Hill

invited fans

onto the stage

to help with

their finale,

"Rappers
DeUght."

The best

show that

nobody saw

was Richmond

based jam band

"MueUe," who

performed their

jazz infused

rock in front of

perhaps 20

people. They

were the tight-

est knit band to

play this year, with melodic gui-

tars, horns and percussion creat-

ing a very relaxed vibe. They

might have drawn a larger crowd,

but as one band member said,

"the ghost band on the other

stage must have put on a hell of a

show."

The "ghost band," being

referred to was created by the

campus' anticipation to hear the

headlining band, "Everclear."

Although they were not going to

play until after Muelle had com-

pleted their set, hundreds of stu-

dents still gathered in front of the

empty stage jockeying for posi-

tion.

"Everclear" opened to a roar

of applause and instantiy jumped

into the fray playing their version

of alternative rock. After playing

as a band for a while, vocalist Art

Alexakis played a short solo set

which included a cover of his

daughter's favorite song, "Brown

Eyed Giri."

While there was no flashing

going on, one girl threw her field

hockey jersey on stage which was

quickly adorned by the bands

bassist.^ After completing their

set, a modest request from the

crowd incited Everclear to return

to the stage for an encore which

included one of their most popu-

lar songs, "Santa Monica."

Outside of a slipup by

Alexakis who called Longwood,

"Linwood," Everclear completed

what was an entertaining and

very enjoyable weekend.
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Catch tke Spirit: Brastow Newkj Immersed In E

Ashley Dow
Lariffpood Public Re/afions

Ray Brastow did not always

know that he wanted to pursue a

career in teaching.

In fact, it was not until he was

in front of a classroom that he

realized it was the job for him.

"I went to graduate school

then to get my Ph.D. It was dur-

ing that time, through an assist-

antship, that I realized I wanted

to teach," explained Brastow. "I

seemed to have a natural ability

to teach and hold the students'

attention. I also liked that the

faculty were able to spend their

entire day learning and working

in their field."

As a professor in the College

of Business and Economics

(COBE) since 1987, Brastow

has seen a lot of changes take

place within the college. '

"When we became nationally

accredited, we had to go through

many changes," stated Brastow.

"We now have a lot of profes-

sors who have taught at other

colleges and held jobs outside

higher education."

Brastow also believes that the

students in the COBE have

become more passionate about

Relaij lor Life Finds Success in

Longwood s Volunteers
Caitlin Dineen

Staff Writer

Whether it was the group of

walkers or the loud music that

attracted so many people, Relay-

for-Life took hold of Longwood

on Friday, April 8.

Coundess students, friends,

and survivors were all working

fqr the same cause, to raise

money for the American Cancer

Society.

This 12-hour event took place

behind the Student Union from

7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

With a track marked out with

wooden stakes and rope, each

team had at least one representa-

tive walking at all times.

The evening was bubbling

with excitement and determina-

tion to hit the goal target of

$12,000.

Longwood teams had been

fundraising for several weeks to

raise money.

These fundraisers included

"flocking" faculty and staff with

flamingos to raise money and

allowing people to pay for others

to be attacked by the "Polypi."

Moods grew very somber

around 9 a.m. as the Luminaria

Ceremony began.

Participants had the oppor-

tunity to buy a luminary in

order to honor a cancer sur-

vivor or to remember a cancer

victim.

Students closed around the

luminaries and watched with

tear-filled eyes as fellow stu-

dents lit the luminary for a

friend or loved one who had

been affected by cancer.

At the end of the night,

Relay-for-Life had raised over

$17,000 for the American

Cancer Society, beating their

goal by over $5,000.

Participants packed up their

belongings and took down their

tents with an air of accomplish-

ment settling behind Lankford.

Overall, it was a very reward-

ing event and the participation

was nothing short of amazing.

For more information on

how to donate money or to get

involved with Relay-for-Life

next year, check out the

American Cancer Society at

www.cancer.org.

business and the faculty has

been successful in helping stu-

dents to achieve their academic

and professional goals.

"Longwood students have

become serious about their edu-

cation," said Brastow. "The fac-

ulty members try to meet the

students where they are academ-

ically and that helps them to suc-

ceed."

This summer Brastow will

continue to immerse himself

within economics, as he goes on

sabbatical through the fall

semester.

He accepted a temporary

position with the Federal

Reserve in Richmond.

There he will be working with

a team of economists to study

how the Federal Reserve super-

vises banks.

This unique opportunity will

enable Brastow to gain further

understanding in the field of

economics.

Something he suggests stu-

dents do as well.

"To be a good economist, stu-

dents should read widely,"

explained Brastow. "Then when

students think about the world

they have a good view of what

the world is actually doing.

Economics is a fairly simple way

to know what is going on with

goods, markets and the econo-

my.

Brastow is a graduate of The

conomics
University of Washington.

He previously taught at

Whitman CoUege in Walla WaUa,

WA.

He has been actively involved

in the Farmville-Prince Edward

youth soccer program and is an

avid supporter of the Richmond

FC soccer club of which his son,

Tennant, 15, is a team member.

He enjoys spending time with

his wife Onie, son, and daughter

Mckenzie, 12.

VVRn ING LAB HOURS
The Writing Lab is located in Room 154 in the Information

Commons of the Greenwood Library, offering FREE assistance

to students to enhance their writing skills.

Monday 9-11 am; 7-9 pm

Tuesday 9-11 am; 1-3 and 7-11 pm
Wednesday 7-9 pm
Thursday, Ml pm
Friday 3-5 pm

Check out the Academic Support Center Webpage. Then click

on Study Skills to locate ar\ online guide for writing research

papers and individualized writing tutorials.

INDIANA
THE LONGWOOD

ARCHAEOLOGY FIELD SCHOOL
May 23 -June 15, 2005

That's right! For four weeks you can live the adventure

that is archaeology and earn 6 credits at the same time.

Brave the wilds of Charlotte County as you discover the

remains of an ancient culture along the banks of the

Staunton River. The crew for this summer's adventure is

now forming.

.i!

1
•J

-S

For more information contact Dr. Brian Bates at

395-2875 • E-mail: batesbd@longwood.edu
Minimum G.P.A of 2.5 or permission of instructor required .
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Simpkins Lecture Given on Economic Growtn Tkreat to Environment

Megan McAbee

Staff W'nter

On Monday, April 11, wildlife

biologist gave a Simkins Lecture

on how economic growth threat-

ens the environment and nation-

al and international securit)'.

Czech's lecture was entided

"What They Don't Tell You

About Economic Growth, And

Wh)-."

Czech helped the packed

auditorium understand the topic

by giving a brief overview of

important ideas such as produc-

tion as a function of capital and

labor.

"Development of major eco-

nomic organizations is done by

wealthy patrons, institutions and

theorists," said Czech. "Our

economy and societ\' is based on

production that degenerates the

land."

One important fact that

Czech kept returning to

throughout his presentation was

that students are learning not to

care about the land in their eco-

nomics classes.

"Students in universities are

learning not to give a hoot about

land," said Czech. "[Economics]

textbooks don't recognize the

land," he added.

Toward the end of the

evening, Czech answered the

question that was on most audi-

ence members' minds.

Why do wildlife experts get

into economics?

"I don't know. I hate it, but I

had to because of the endan-

gered causes," said Czech.

These causes are not impor-

tant to the "who's who of the

American economy," Czech said.

Czech proposed that the

problem "is fundamental con-

flict between economic growth

and wildlife conservation."

Czech left the audience mem-

bers thinking as they departed

the auditorium when he added:

"The upshot of the conflict

between economic growth and

environmental conservation is

that the origins of money are in

the liquidation of natural capi-

tal."

Natural capital includes land,

animals and organisms.

"The future is going to

depend on these things," said

Czech.

At the beginning of his lec-

ture, Czech spoke about his

involvements and passions stat-

ing, "I am a very busy man."

Czech has served publicly for 1

5

years as a certified wildlife biolo-

gist.

Currentiy Czech is the conser-

vation biologist in the national

office of the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service.

His duties include developing

policies, goals and objectives for

the National Wildlife Refuge

System.

In addition, Czech is an

adjunct professor at Virginia

Tech and the founding president

of the Center for the

Advancement of the Steady State

Economv

In his book, "Shoveling Fuel

for a Runaway Train: Errant

Economists, Shameful Spenders,

and a Plan to Stop Them All,"

Czech describes his plan for a

"steady state revolution7' which

would replace the national goal

of economic growth.

Czech's lecture was the second

of two Simkins Lectures this

year.

Dr. Francis Butler Simkins

(1897-1966) taught history at

lx)ngwood for almost 40 years

and was viewed by many as an

important scholar in the southern

history field.

Czech's lecture was co-spon-

sored by the Department of

Natural Sciences. For more infor-

mation refer to his website

wA^w.steadystate.org.

loirckwoor
• • •

^irAHT TO MAVE.
NOW LEASING FOR SPRING AND FALL '051

* Three bedroom apartments starting at $385.
* Why worry about monthly bills? All utilities are included except for telephone service.

* Enjoy our luxurious clubhouse with game room/lounge, media room, theater, tanning

facility, fitness center, pool and hot tub!

* Stop by our office for a tour of the clubhouse and an apartment. Once you're here, you'll

never want to leave.

208 Clark Street

FarmviUe, VA 23901

434.315.5566

www.ioiigwood-village.coin

lifikAMJuiiiia
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Atkletes, Personnel Honored at Awards Banquet
Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

After all of the jump shots, goals

scored, putts made, and bases

stolen, the athletic teams suited

up one last time to conclude the

2004-05 season with the annual

awards banquet held at the Lee

Grand Dining Hall. On Tuesday,

more than 40 athletes, trainers,

and personnel were recognized

for their accomplishments and

took some time to remember the

life of a former player and admis-

sions worker, Jimmy Yarborough

Before festivities began,

Yarborough was honored with a

moment of silence and at the

conclusion director of athletics

Rick Mazzuto shared his

thoughts about the former bas-

ketball star.

"Perhaps the highest praise

you can give any human being

is... [to say that] he or she is just

a good person," Mazzuto said.

'There are so many people who
owe him so much... his commit-

ment and spirit will

continue... certainly he was and

is a wonderful guy. ,

."

Yarborough, who
graduated from Longwood in

1982, passed away last Thursday

and still holds the men's basket-

ball record for points in a

game with 46.

During the festive

affair, a variety of awards

were presented for the

best freshman athletes,

the Student-Athlete

Advisory Committee

(SAAC) coach of the

year, Henry I. Willet

scholar-adiletes, and top ^tbletes honored at banquet
honors for players of the

year. Seniors Chris Balus

and Marita Meldere received the

male and female athlete of the

year awards. Balus, who had a

,361 batting average prior to

yesterday's game against James

Madison University, ranks

eighth all-time in stolen bases

with 52. Meldere finished her

career by snatching a school

record 1,240 rebounds and

scoring 1,522 points to finish Walton (cross-countr)') received

third in all-time scoring, the Henry I. Willet Scholar-

Softball's Ryan Washington Athlete award with their respec-

proved her worth for the tive 3.87 and 3.80 grade point

Freshman Female Athlete of the averages. Finally, lacrosse head

Year award, arriving late in uni- coach Janet Grubbs took home

the SAAC Coach of the

Year award with a current

record of 10-2 and a victory

against #20 William &
Mary.

Perhaps the most emo-

tional and inspirational part

of the evening occurred

during the senior salute.

Each head coach honored

their graduating class with

the gift of warmth by pre-

senting them with personal-

form after aiding her team to two ized blankets as tears were shed

wins against Liberty in a double- and hugs were shared between

header during the afternoon, the coaches and their athletes.

Basketball's Laniar Barrett Besides handing out plaques

wrapped up die men's accolade and blankets. Dr. Wayne McWee,
averaging 9.7 points per game vice president for academic

and 4.9 rebounds per game in his affairs, parted some of his wis-

freshman campaign. Awarded dom through his days as a player,

for academic excellence and coach, and umpire through his

exceptional play, seniors Stuart speech encouraging players and

Bertsch (soccer) and Jessica coaches to demonstrate profes-

Photo Ccurmy ^Los^woed Spons hjoTmmion

sional sportsmanship.

After an electrifying

evening of emotion and praise

was given to honor Longwood's

best players, Mazzuto took time to

reassure everyone of the athletic

program's progress towards

Division I status.

"We're in a completely

different level of competition and

the students and athletes are a big

part of making that happen,"

Mazzuto said, "This is an extraor-

dinary time to be here,,. In the

next five years over 100 million

dollars in construction will occur

[on campus] and that does not

include athletics,..We've made a

lot of changes and improve-

ments."

Construction for the

new soccer and artificial turf

complex began last Saturday

across from the golf course,

according to Mazzuto. After a

roller-coaster year of highs and

lows for the athletic teams, the

common bond of the games

allows for the teams to get togeth-

er and celebrate their work.

PURE VALUE.
Vehicle starts well equipped, You can accessorize (or not). Simple, straightforward menu pricing.
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Tennis Player Teaches the Game, Learns About Life

Steve Reeves

Staff Writer

Surrounded by uncertainty and

facing an empt}- wallet, sopho-

more Rashko Patnikov survived

last summer with the help of a

simple game: tennis. It was exact-

ly a year ago this week that the

Bulgarian native found himself

wondering what would be of his

summer in the United States.

Not able to afford the pricey tick-

et to fly home, Patnikov was left

to make a decision. "Flying is

very expensive, I pay for every-

thing here," Patnikov said.

Instead of spending his summer

relaxing at the beach, Patnikov

needed to get a job. He found

.himself doing what many do

when they find themselves in a

bind: he phoned a friend.

Patnikov's family friend

knew of the perfect summer job

for him as a tennis instructor in

Brooklyn, New York. As it

unfolded, a Bulgarian tennis

coach established her own school

of tennis instruction and was

looking for an assistant. Without

delay, Patnikov agreed to the

summer position and two weeks

later found himself on a

Greyhound headed from

Farmville to the Big Apple.

He recalls the feeling

he had when he got on that p

bus like stepping onto a frozen

pond with no true comprehen-

sion of just how thick the ice

was. "I took my bags to New
York City and just took a

chance," Patnikov stated.

Upon his arrival he was met by

his fellow Bulgarian and owner

of the school of tennis

instruction.

A family, which made up a

portion of her clientele base,

agreed to house Patnikov for

the summer, in exchange for a

few extra tennis lessons, and

so began his up at six and to

the courts by seven routine.

For the next 22 days,

Patnikov recalls some regulari-

ty in the schedule he kept,

assisting in the teaching of a

wealthy clientele base, ranging

from small children to senior

citizens. His teaching included

components of the game of

tennis such as proper service

technique, as well as lobbing,

and back and forehand remrns

among others. His somewhat

secure, but hardly lucrative

summer livelihood all came

crashing down three weeks into

his New York excursion.

He remembers the

morning of May 22nd quite

vividly, awaking to hear that his

Rashko Patnikov

Photo courtesy ofLongwood Sports Information

presence with the family was to

be discontinued, and that he

needed to look for other living

arrangements for the remain-

der of the summer. Humbl)',

he packed his bags and went to

the only place where he could

truly call home, the tennis

court. It seemed like the

weight of the world was on his

six foot-five frame that day.

Pondering the situation,

Patnikov knew that what could

easily be the most famous city

in the world, could also be one

of the most dangerous and now,

literally homeless, he recog-

nized that once again he

would have to make a tough

decision.

He began the day with

a teaching lesson with

Yevgeny Pisarevski, a

Ukrainian dental surgeon who
lived in the city. Cognitively,

Patnikov waited for the per-

fect moment to tell of his

troubles. "And that's when

you say to yourself, something

must happen now," Patnikov

stated. Moments later he did

just that, spilling his situation

to the Ukrainian man. "I have

nowhere to live, I'm on the

street, can you help me?"

asked Patnikov. No more than

thirty seconds later the man

relieved Patnikov of his worry,

saying, "Sure, you can come live

with me for the summer."

To Patnikov, the series

of events unfolded, "Like a

movie." After the duo exited the

courts in Pisarevski's brand new

Mercedes, Patnikov recalled

himself standing in what could

have been, "One of the nicest

apartments in all of Brooklyn."

Equipped with three plasma

screen televisions as well as a

view of the beach that could put

a smile on the most stoned of

faces, Patnikov could not

believe his luck. The very next

day he received a phone call

from his boss, informing him

that his services would no

longer be needed, but at this

point, Patnikov did not care.

He spent the remaining two

months of summer in the

presence of the dental surgeon

Pisarevski and his fiance, a

New York attorney. . Patnikov

eventually found more work as

a tennis instructor, this time in

New Jersey What amounted

to a slighdy different schedule

of up at five and to Penn

Station by seven, Patnikov

hopped an Amtrak train to

New Jersey where he began

lessons at nine every morning.

When the transportation

filled summer finally ended,

Patnikov found his way back to

the Greyhound station where

he arrived three months

before. For fift}' dollars he

grabbed a ticket back to

Farmville, ready to assume the

role of the student athlete and

leave the tennis teaching for

another day. As his 2005

school year comes to a close,

Patnikov is looking forward to

his trip down to Adanta, where

he will be working for the sum-

mer as a tennis instructor, of

covirse.

Grand Finale: Lancers Get First-Ever Win AgainstJMU
Jimmy Vickers

Staff Writer

For the first time in school his-

tory, the Longwood Lancers

defeated the Dukes of James

Madison University (JMU) in

come-from-behind fashion. For

the eighth time, the Lancers and

Dukes faced of this past Tuesday

on senior day.

Longwood battied back from a-

4-0 deficit to claim its first come-

from-behind victory of the sea-

son against JMU. The game was

scoreless until the top of the

third inning when JMU second

baseman Michael Cowgill hit a

bases loaded triple to putJMU up

3-0. The Dukes added another

run in the third to lead 4-0.

The Lancers

answered in the bottom of the

fourth with freshman right

fielder Louis Ullrich's solo

shot over the right centerfield

wall, his third of the season.

Ullrich was the offensive high-

light for the Lancers as he

went 2-4 with an r.b.i. and two

runs.

"Louis's big homerun in the

fourth was very critical. It was

the key offensive play of the

game," head coach Buddy

Bolding said. "We were pinned

down and not able to get up,"

Bolding said, "but he [Louis]

got up and that woke every-

body else up."

The Dukes scored one run in

the top of the fifth, but the

Lancers exploded for four runs

in the bottom half of the inning

and tied the game at 5-5.

Longwood scored one more

run in the sixth to go ahead for

good.

Sophomore Brett Mangigian

came in to relieve sophomore

starting pitcher Brian

McCullough in the sixth irming

and earned his second win of

the season. McCullough was

charged for all five of the

Dukes' runs, while Mangigian

pitched three and two-thirds

scoreless innings and gave up

only two hits.

"I felt no pressure out there;

I felt great," Mangigian said,

"There wasn't a single pitch

that didn't work for me."

Before the first pitch,

Longwood honored senior

players Chris Balus, Robert

Gillis, and Brett Mooney by

thanking them for their dedi-

cation to the program.

Longwood centerfielder

Balus said, "It was really nice

to win my last game here at

Longwood. We're a young

team, it was great for us to be

able to bounce back and win

this game on senior day,"

Balus said. Balus went 1-4

with one r.b.i. and scored a

run.

victory today; we all really

wanted to win this one for our

seniors," Mangigian said.

After Tuesday's come from

behind victory, the Lancer's

are now 10-8 in their last 18

games and 14-23 overall.

"We have a lot of improv-

ing to do, this is going to be a

long process," Bolding said.

"It won't be pretty, but we will

have some glimmering

moments."

The Lancers will finish the

remainder of their schedule

on the road, starting with a

double header next Tuesday

against VCU.

Tt meant a lot to get the
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Parking Provisions Being

Made

Parking changes will be

made for next year, including

location of lots and price of

parking decals.
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Longwood Theatre*s chil-

dren's show ran from Wed.
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Riiffner Rededication Marks New Era in Longwood Histonj

Bobbi Thibo

Editor-in-Chief

Saturday, April 23, marked the

beginning of a new era in

Longwood's history. The rededi-

cation of Ruffner Hall and the

Rotunda was held at 11 a.m. on

the lawn in front of the recon-

structed building, whose original

was destroyed in the biggest fire

of Longwood's history on April

24, 2001.

The number of people in

attendance was overwhelming.

The crowd consisted of alumnus,

faculty, staff, students, families

and citizens of Farmvnlle, and

they represented all parts of the

country.

Lucy Clark, class of 1952,

traveled from Staten Island, NY
to honor her alma mater. The

ceremony had more then one

emotional attachment for Clark.

"As a child, I lived on Pine

Street, and it's gone now. It's a

very nostalgic thing to see Brock

Commons," she said.

The beginning of the cere-

mony was marked as the Dr. Carolyn Wells, former

Longwood University Rt)TC professor of Biology and vice

raised the flag over the Rotunda, president for Academic Affairs

Class representatives cut

Ruffner /Rotunda rededication.

ribbon at the

Photo by Ashley Dow

Alice Thomas, class of 1991, sang

The Star-Spangled Banner, and

the official opening of the rededi-

cation began with the ringing of

the Longwood bell.

The bell, which now resides in

Greenwood Library, originally sat

on top of South Ruffner. It was

rung four times, once for each

year since the fire that consumed

the historic building.

for who worked for Longwood

for 40 years, took the crowd

through the building's history

with her speech entitled "Once

Upon a Time."

During her speech, emotions

were at a high as Wells remi-

nisced, from the voice of the

steps of the Rotunda, about the

singing at Christmas, the fresh-

men who rubbed the steps for

good luck and the night time visits

from students who "kept me [the

step] from being lonely."

"(The most emotional part of

the ceremony] was the speech by

Dr. Wells," said Professor of

English Dr. Craig Challender,
"

After you put a certain number of

years in somewhere, spirit of place

means something more then just a

phrase."

Other speakers included

Barry Case from the Board of

Visitors, Dean of Arts and

Sciences Dr. David Cordle,

Senator John Chichester, and

President Patricia Cormier.

Cormier was held in the high-

est regard during Saturday's cere-

mony, and her persistence in com-

pleting the reconstruction of the

building was applauded and

praised. Wells described Cormier

as "one who never wavered in her

determination to restore our

Rotunda."

See RUFFNER p.5

SGA riolds Student Interest Forum
Courtney Stewardson

Staff Writer

On Tuesday April 19th, the

Student Government

Association held a forum to

have a better idea of concerns

from students and what SGA
officials need to work on in the

next term.

Concerns ranged from keep-

ing Longwood a smoking cam-

pus and getting vital informa-

tion out to students in better

ways, to helping all of the clubs

and organizations on campus

achieve better communication.

The SGA voiced concerns

about students lacking involve-

ment in the student govern-

ment and that this lack of par-

ticipation was due to unaware-

ness on behalf of the student

body Despite many flyers and

questionnaires on LU connect,

many students still are not aware

of what is going on on the cam-

pus around them.

Kristen Casalenuovo, SGA
President for next term said, "The

new SGA is planning an initiative

that will drastically improve corre-

spondence between the smdent

body and the SGA."

Ideas for improving awareness

were such things like having

WMLU, the campus radio station,

broadcasting from the speakers

on Brock Commons and having

important dates, times and meet-

ings announced.

LU connect is another source

for information, but it remains

untapped for many Longwood

students because they either don't

know it exists or they don't know

how to use it.. SGA is goinc to re-

launch the LU Connect website in

hopes of using it as a source of

student interaction between each

other and the SGA.

Stephanie Mancuso, current

SGA Publicity' chair, secretary for

next term, made it apparent that

her main concern for the follow-

ing term was to better organize

clubs, organizations, and Greek

life, so that they have better means

of communication. "Too often

club and organizational meetings

or events are overlapping each

other," Mancuso said, stressing

her reason for wanting a better

system for information exchange

between on-campus clubs.

As part of the SGA initiative, a

newsletter will be developed that

will allow all Longwood organiza-

tions to communicate about their

upcoming events in hopes that

scheduling will improve, and stu-

dent participation will improve

because they will be more

knowledgeable in campus

events.

Overall, SGA is looking for

more student involvement. The

council is supposed to act as a

smaller version of our student

body and represent all students

in matters concerning

Longwood administration,

Casalenuevo said. Students

rarely know when they can be

heard, which was apparent by

the dozen students present at

the forum. Because smdents

don't know when to participate

or how, the student body often

goes unheard, and SGA is left

with the responsibility and

blame for matters that concern

everyone on campus, said Kyle

Pretsch, senator.
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Last Words From Your Opinion Editor
When 1

first walked

into The

K t u n d a

office, a

young
woman

greeted me and asked me if I was

interested in working for the

newspaper.

I was, and she asked me if I

was interested in sports or news.

I said no, that I would rather

have an editorial column that I

could feel free to write about

what I wanted.

Then, that woman told me that

I could have an entire page, and I

became the Opinion Editor for

The Rotunda my freshman year.

That woman turned out to be

none other than Amy Whipple,

who has since become one of my
closest friends.

That first year was excellent,

layout night meant pizza and

South Park, Daily Show, deserts

from Charley's and a good time

all around.

Except when the computers

crashed on a regular basis, that

sucked big time.

I felt like The Activist, the

section specifically designed for

students to speak to their com-

munit)' about anything they felt

needed to be said was a great

idea.

Sadly, the submissions to this

section were far and few

between, and I found myself

writing The Activist every single

week.

The letters to the Editor were

not much better either.

But I kept my head up, and

decided that if I kept writing,

eventually I would piss someone

off enough for them to write

bacL

In my head, this was a bril-

liant plan.

To my dismay, replies weren't

as numerous as I had hoped.

Box 2901
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FarmviUe,VA 23909

Phone: 434-395-2120

Fax:434-395-2237
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The year closed out and we all

went back home for the summer.

I left knowing that I had helped

make our school's newspaper bet-

ter.

Now, it seems another year has

come and gone.

And with it, a slew of changes.

The newspaper office as of late

has not been without turmoil, sev-

eral editors have quit, along with

Amy's unexpected resignation.

I think I speak for all of us

when I say we were sad to see her

leave.

By far, the best memory I have

with The Rotunda is Am)^ Shawn,

and I standing on the loading plat-

form outside, smoking cigarettes

and complaining about just about

everything.

For almost two years, every

Wednesday night, we stood on that

platform behind the Student

Union and watched this campus

change.

We watched Brock Commons
grow from a mud hole to a, well, an

above parking garage mud hole.

I'm sure you've also noticed the

sporadic placement of swamp and

(or lack of proper drainage) and

thought just as I did, that there is

no excuse for poor drainage on a

project that big.

What a huge ordeal that was.

Remember those u^y orange

flags?

The one's trying to stifle smok-

er's rights?

Didn't that go well?

Hopefully, the basement of

Ruffner won't leak.

Speaking of Ruffner, the open-

ing was a success, aside from the

rain.

I hope you got to see the hun-

dreds of tables and chairs that

were between Grainger and

Lancaster.

They looked especially creepy at

night, like some kind of abstract

table art.

Anyway, as I said before,

Longwood is changing.

This University is going Dl,

and there seems to be no stop to

Longwood's outward progression.

A common joke among friends

of mine is that Longwood's motto

is, "Under Construction",

Jokes aside, I can honesdy say

that I am not sure if this is now
the same school I fell in love with

two years ago.

I am sure, however, that this

newspaper is not the same either.

As a volunteer newspaper. The

Rotunda needs any student who is

willing to help.

Without you, this newspaper is

nothing.

I have tried my hardest to

encourage people to submit sto-

ries, articles, even a CD review is

helpful.

I'm sure that by now, if in fact

you're still reading this nostalgic

stream of conscience, that you're

wondering why I have taken the

Editorial Section for this last

week of publication.

The reason being is that I have

decided to resign from The

Rotunda.

I feel as though I have done all

that I can, and now I wish to pur-

sue other extra-curricular activi-

ties in place of this.

My time here has had its fair

shares of ups and downs, good

times and bad, serious things that

I felt needed to be said, and sto-

ries about goldfish named Jesus.

If you've been reading, dien

thank you.

Tanner I^ith

Opinion Editor

Letters to Tke Editor

The Rotunda, the student newspaper at Longwood University, is pub-

lished weekly during die academic year (except holidays and exam
periods) and is printed in the offices of the Famvilk Herald, Farmville

VA.

All articles, advertisements, letters to the editor, and pictures must

be received by nine p.m. die Sunday prior to the next Thursday's pub-

lication. All letters to the editor must be typed and include name and

telephone number. Any person wishing to have his/her name not

^pear on die published letter must request so in writing. All letters are

subject to editii^

The Rotunda is an equal opportunity volunteer organization and is

looking for people who are interested in writing or layout. We cur-

rendy have positions available and ask anyone who is interested to

come to our meetings, on Tuesdays at 7:00 PM.

Dear Editor,

I'm writing to address a situa-

tion that has concerned me
since my first day on campus,

when I was told that it is safer to

drive when I'm drunk, than it is

to walk back to campus after

drinking at some party

The Farmville and Longwood

police target students whom
walk home while intoxicated,

scaring many students into get-

ting behind the wheel in order to

avoid any potential run-ins with

the local or campus authorities.

When I arrived on campus,

my orientation leader assured

me that, even if I was sober, any

act of clumsiness on the street

could easily lead to me being

harassed by Longwood police

for suspected intoxication.

Is this really okay? Farmville

and Longwood police preying

on die very people for whom
they are paid to protect

I mean seriously, what the hell

is going on here: According to

MADD, 44 percent of college

students confirmed that they

binge drink. So in a college town

that consists of very litde to do,

other than get wasted at the

nighdy fraternity parties; a town

that is devoid of any late night

transit system, I would think that

cops would rather see you walk

home from the bar or the party

than to get behind die wheel of

your car and risk the lives of

those in the car and all those

people that cross your path. Why
should I drive in a town that is

five miles wide if I am wasted

when I could just walk to the

dorms? I have even known peo-

ple that, because of this asinine

policy, have driven home drunk,

parked their car, and gotten

picked up by campus police

while walking from whatever

parking lot to dieir dorms. This

is ridiculous!!

And don't assume this is the

rantings of a binge-drinking col-

lege student. Many of my Mends

have fallen victim to this ass-

backwards policy that favors

those who place others' lives

in their own drunken hands.

After successfully walking

home after a party while wast-

ed, one of my teammates had

an asthma attack in her dorm

room. When her RA called

for an ambulance the campus

police showed up. After going

to the hospital and getting

checked out, my now partially

sober friend was told that she

could leave. Assuming that it

was safe to do so, she exited

the hospital only to be greeted

by a Farmville police officer

who charged her with being

drunk in public.

Another example of police

harassment is a friend of mine

who has been kiclud out of

Longwood twice after being

picked up by Longwood
Police

see LETTER p. 3
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Tlie Art of Apatlivj
Joseph McCoy

Guest Winter

I've seen them around campus

and so have you. You do a dou-

ble take and then you move on.

But I'm sick of moving on when

every time I turn around, there's

a new "sculpture" littering the

campus. Bad enough we've got

more pavement than grass, do

we really need to clutter the lawn

space we have with ugly and

unintelligible sculptures?

That's right -unintelligible.

These stupid things are sup-

posed to promote conversation

on campus? Right. One of peo-

ple babbling about how they

don't understand. They don't

understand the point, the mean-

ing and above all the purpose of

these pieces -so why should

Longwood's art department and

the Longwood Center for the

Visual Arts waste their money?

I think these art works have

some use, sure. As running

jokes. And I can appreciate that

Longwood wants to introduce us

to "contemporary sculpture."

But give me a break. Most stu-

dents aren't even familiar with

classical sculpture -you want

them to have some appreciation

for contemporar}' stuff? How
do you explain a poorly con-

structed yellow table to be

art? How do you justify

spending money on some-

thing that looks like a giant

mop? Is this what Longwood

is after? Would you call the

resulting pissy rantings of

one person the goal of these

sculptures? Is this "discus-

sion?"

No. By asking Longwood's

students to understand and

appreciate these "art pieces,"

you're asking them to step

into the middle of a long

conversation and try to figure

out what everyone is talking

about. The students here

don't have the basis in art to

understand what's being done

-and rather than work to

learn, they're going to step up

and not care. Apathy, after all,

is far easier than education.

I guess it's not the art

department's fault that the

rest of the student body

doesn't care. However, don't

delude yourself that the con-

fusion you generate is in

some way educational. I've

had three years of failing

Spanish to know that confu-

sion doesn't necessarily equal

eventual comprehension.

And what can you expect

from students who are more

interested in padding their

resumes rather than expanding

their horizons? A paycheck goes

a lot further than any sort of

personal growth would.

So Congrats, Longwood. I'm

impressed that you've redirected

funds away from students in

your own art department to try

and reach out to people who

didn't have an interest in you in

the first place -and will continue

not to. I can respect you had

some lofty goals with this proj-

ect. But you're swinging and

missing with each new piece to

hit the grass. Why fritter away

your funds on weak art? Things

that people can't find approach-

able? You're going for quantity'

over quality and that greed is

killing the "conversation" you're

trying to generate.

Hats off to you, sculpture

committee. Maybe you can

claim that the baffled expres-

sions of students when they

look at your selected pieces ele-

vate the sculptures to perform-

ance art.

Of course...

That's assuming you can

explain to your students what

performance art is.
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multiple times for walking while

drunk- Why was he walking?

Because we are all taught to use

our feet instead of a rolling bul-

et when we are drunk.

But oh no, not here. When

cops stake out parties waiting for

those stumbHng students, orvrait

outside hospitals, or pick you up

when walking two blocks

aetween your house and the bar,

they are pretty much telling the

students to drive drunk.

The Farmville Area Bus stops

running at 6:00 PM and unlike

other universities Longwood

doesn't have programs like

drunk buses.

When asked about this poli-

cy, Longwood campus police

simply commented, "don't

drink." Well, yeah that makes

sense, but for people living in

the reakn of reality, drinking

goes hand-in-hand with the

college experience, but getting

arrested shouldn't.

What is the excuse offered

by these police officers for their

picking up responsible kids that

decide to walk when drunk?

They say that "everyone is sue

happy" so to protect their own

asses, the powers that be at

Longwood have simply decided

to screw their students into crim-

inal records.

So what is the moral of my
story? Thanks to Longwood

cops, everj'thing I was taught in

high school is actually wrong;

drunk driving IS ok because I am

safer driving while so wasted I

can barely stand, than I am to try

to walk home.

-Anonymous
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Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and everyone

to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

Props:

+ To Mary Carroll-Hackett for being the best

person ever.

+ To Softball and lacrosse for winning seasons

+ To Courtney Crawford the RTA.

+ To waking up smiling.

+ To late night study parties.

+ To the end of the year!!!!!!

Drops:

- To being sick during exam week.

- To the SGA, for continuing to let students down.

- To people who can't go 3 hours without eating

dead chicken.

- To parking tickets.

Speak Ou t

Do ijou tkink Longwcxxl skould

jbecome a smoke'-liree campus?

Wky oir wkij not?

- No. If Longwood does

become smoke-free campus

what is going to stop someone

from smoking away? Since

when does a public university

have less freedoms than a jail?

- Sara Saunders

- 1 don*t think Longwood

should be smoke free

because it would not be fair

to those who do smoke

unless there was a sperate

area created for smokers.

- Emma Hendey

- No. It's a violation of

smoker's rights. Smokers just

need to learn to be more

considerate and to throw

away their cigarette butts

- Jessica Watkins

- No. It's taking away peo-

ple's rights. We can't be

penalized for something as

small as smoking.

-Bo Tucker

All piaurts fyWUI Patus
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Parking Provisions Being Made:

ChangeMay Mean Higher Fees ior Studen ts

BobbiThibo

liditor-ln-Cbief

The details of the parking

situation for next semester are

in the process of being laid

out, and many changes are to

come for Longwood students,

facult}' and staff. According to

Chief of Police Charles Lx)we,

the university' is looking at a

"pretty radical situation."

Major changes are in store

for residential students.

Starting in the fall semester,

residential parking lot decals

will no longer be divided by

class. Instead, all on-campus

sophomores, juniors and sen-

iors will share residential lots.

According to Lowe, having

the decal separations takes up

unnecessary space and com-

bining the residential students

is best way to utilize the

resources that are available to

the institution.

Another major change for

on-campus students will be

the location of their new lots.

.The plan is to move aU residen-

tial parking toward the south

end of the campus, near

Wynne.

Because they anticipate

n^ative reaction from some of

the residential students, the

administration is already work-

ing on a plan to alleviate the

problems that come along with

far-off parking lots. The uni-

versity is working with the

Farmville Area Bus (FAB) in an

attempt to set up a system of

"shuttling" students from the

parking lots to their destina-

tions, similar to the system set

up by other major institutions

including James Madison

University. They are also plan-

ning to rezone parking around

the residence halls for loading

and unloading.

The biggest issue that is

going to hit students is the

financing end of the new park-

ing plan. This past year, a law

was passed by Virginia legisla-

ture stating that parking on col-

lege and university campuses

has to pay for itself. According

to Lowe, Longwood's parking

fees do not pay for the parking

expenses, and it hasn't for a

while. Therefore, the only way

to raise the money to accom-

modate the need for parking is

to raise the parking fees.

Although the exact prices

of parking decals for next year

is yet to be established, the

administration is currently

looking at a figure in between

$200- $235 per year.

In order to make this infor-

mation available to the student

body, a slide show explaining

the financing aspect of the

parking situation will soon be

available on the SGA website.

A proposed parking space allo-

cation map with be posted on

the parking webpage in the

near future. This map is a back

up plan in order to prepare for

the worst-case scenario that the

rezoning will not be completed

by the start of the fall semester.

For further information, visit

the Longwood website or con-

Congratulations

!

The Following Members of the Longwood Community Were
Recognized by CHI for Their Leadership and Contributions:

Stuart Bertsch Hilary Palmer Mr. Jeremy Lucas Kimberly

Matt Bogart CJ Roberts Dr. Dermis Malfatti Schade
AnthaBolt Laura Robb Dr. Chris McGee Laura

Phillip Bums Sarah Rogers Mr. Jason Robertson Wooldridge

Jenn Craig Alexis Schaeffer Dr. Cathy Roy

Eric Crowder Kim Schonter Ms. Kerstin Soderlund Junior Banner
Ashely Dow Shana Smith Ms. Susan Sullivan Bearers

Sarah Farmer Rebecca Snyder Mrs. Rosa Thomas Emily Fisher

Rebekah Fisher Frannie Stubbs Mrs. Kim Wingo David Weber
Angela Francis Ashley Theado Dr. Melissa Zwick

John Gilbert Bobbi Thibo Sophomore
Walter Gray Katie Thomas O^anizations Helpers

Danielle Houston Kenny Turner Alpha Gamma Delta Dana Colinger

Anne Hundley Katherine Warner ARAMARK Caitlin Dineen
Amanda Jones Karl Willkie Baptist Student Union Kathleen Shaw
Couitney Jones Sumjnar Wood Career Center Amber
Scott Krogh Etelta Sigma Theta, Wilkinson

Jonathan Larson Faculty/Stair Inc.

Stefanie Mancuso Ms. Mary Carroll Women's Lacrosse Fireguards

Grace Marbella Hackett Team Men's

Ashley Mason Dr. Teresa Clark Basketball

Robert McGrath Mrs. Gayle Daly Senior Torch Bearers Team
Erin Millbaugh Mr. Earl Dodd Mikaela Bizer Women's
Alicia Moody Ms. Jennie Hardy Chris Leech Basketball

Tawana Nowlin Dr. Drew Harris Christine Mann Team

CHI Recognizes Longwood Communitij

Caitlin Dineen

Staff Writer

Students, facult); and fami-

lies gathered on Friday April

22nd behind Wygal Hall to

see a sacred Longwood tradi-

tion: Chi Burning. During the

ceremony, seniors in Chi

reveal their hidden identities

to the school and commend

students and facuitj' for their

contributions to the commu-

nit)? throughout the year.

As the members of Chi

walked into the circle, the

audience spotted the mem-

bers who they guessed were

part of the organization and

those who shocked the view-

ers by coming forward. As

members Amber Groves,

Mark Rutherford, Tiffany

Graves, Sarah Woitesheck,

James Burnett, Josh Elder,

Jeremy Nuckols, Justin

Wilkes, Amy Cristofano,

Nicole Roach, and Laura

Mayhew took their places, the

crowd grew silent to listen to

what they had to say.

Chi commended about 70

to 75 students and faculty, to

the roaring approval of the

audience. Commended stu-

dents appeared stunned to be

one of the select few to

receive a commendation,

which is considered one of the

highest honors anyone can

receive at Lx>ngwood. Each sen-

ior member took time to recog-

nize these individuals with a

short summary of why they were

deserving of the commendation.

The Chi Burning is an event

that occurs every year and brings

the entire smdent body together.

Whether people come out to

every Chi Walk or wait until the

end of the year to see the Chi

Burning, the entire smdent body

has an appreciation for all that

Chi brings to campus. It brings a

sense of mystery and pride due

to its overwhelming respect on

campus. No matter where you

go Chi is there. Between the

gorgeous fountain in front of

the Student Union to the blue

rotundas all over campus, the

idea of Chi is the foundation of

this institution.

As inscribed on the Chi foun-

tain "Chi is an ideal always

sought but never attained. It is

the spirit found in the hearts and

minds of those who seek its real

purpose." Chi is more than

being a leader and figure on cam-

pus. It is about taking the extra

step to have blood that bleeds a

blue and white spirit

RUFFNER p. 1

"There is simply no telling

how this story would have

unfolded without the guidance,

perseverance and sheer grit of

Patty Cormier," Wells stated.

According to Cormier,

Saturday's dedication was a

"promise fulfilled."

"The morning after the fire I

pledged to rebuild The Rotunda

and the Ruffner to their former

glory. So many generations of

alumni and current students

were impacted by the devastation

of our beloved signature build-

ings that I knew I had to do this.

With the superb team of so

many individuals on campus,

with support from the Virginia

General Assembly and the

Governor's office, with coopera-

tion from the myriad agencies

involved in both the clean up and

rebuilding, I was able to keep my

promise," Cormier stated. " This

has been one of the most signif-

icant achievements in my forty

years in higher education."

The ribbon was cut by sm-

dents, faculty and staff, including

alumnus representatives from

the classes of 1931 through

2008. Both tiie original and

updated versions of the alma

mater were sung by Tiffany

Graves, class of 2005.

Following the ceremony, the.

doors were opened for self-guid-

ed tours of the new building fol-

lowed by lunch and an outside

reception. Numerous guests cut

off small sections of the ribbon,

and many of the children

enjoyed ringing the Longwood

bell.

Ruffner Hall and the Rotunda

will be open for daily operation

for fall semester 2005.

A
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Company of Dancers Spring Concert, Jarman,
7:30 p.m., $3

Opera Wof1<sfx)p Perfomfiance, Molnar Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.

30
Company of Dancers Spring Concert, Jarman,

7:30 p.m., $3

Community Achievement in the Arts Award, LCVA, 6 p.m.

01
Midnight Breakfast

02
MWF 8 a.m. class, 8 a.m. exam
MWF 9 a.m. class, 11:30 a.m. exam
MWF 10 a.m. class, 3 p.m. exam
MWF 6:15 p.m. or later class, 6:30 p.m. exam

103
TR 12:30 p.m. class, 8 a.m. exam
TR 2 p.m. class, 11:30 a.m. exam
Conflicts and Makeups, 3 p.m. exam
TR 5:30 p.m. and Tues. evening class, 6:30 p.m. exam

04
MWF 2 p.m. class, 8 a.m. exam
MWF 3 p.m. class, 11:30 a.m. exam
MWF 4 p.m. class, 3 p.m. exam
MW 5:30 p.m. and Wed. evening class, 6:30 p.m. exam

05
MWF 11 a.m. class, 8 a.m. exam
MWF 12 p.m. class, 11:30 a.m. exam
MWF 1 p.m. class, 3 p.m. exam
TR 6:15 p.m. and Thurs. evening class, 6:30 p.m. exam

06
TR 8 a.m. class, 8 a.m. exam
TR 9:30 a.m. class, 11:30 a.m. exam
TR 11 a.m. class, 3 p.m. exam
Conflicts and Makeups, 6:30 p.m. exam

Tongue In Ckeek
By: Ellie Woodruff

Aca»w
Good Luck on Exams!

Recruiters still accepting resumes:

Royal! Sa Company- Sunday, May 1st

YMCA Camp Silver Beach-Sunday, May 1st

Cornerstone Kenbridge- Sunday, May 15th

State Farm Insurance- Sunday, May 15th

Hall Automotive- Wednesday, May 31

Southern States Cooperative, Inc.- June 1st

www.lonJwood.eilu/career

The Career Center is located in Lancaster Hall, room G08
Call us at x2063 or e-mail us at career(g)longwood.edu

For Rent- 618 Second Ave

Nice Residential area, 3 blocks from Longwood University

w/ ample parking

3 BR, LR, Den/Study, Working Fireplace

New Central Air, Washer/Dryer, Basement for storage.

Very clean and nice

$800 per montii

Call Hugh or SheUe at 1-800-203-3494

IS SEEKING APPUCAHQNS FOR
WAnSTAFF EMPLOYIENT.

lIlEPAincaUIIIIIIEIfSIIDIRlinK
satiBsmilu BEATMUBUnmn

HXissiwirvMaiiiuiitiuiiiiiriPffiKKmL
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LCVA s New Galleri^ Skowings

By: Janet Jones

Ellie WoodrufT

Sfaff Writer

Exams dragging you down and

need some quiet time? Just need to

go to one more cultural actiNdty for

your class credit? Maybe you're

genuinely interested in works of

art?

The Lx»ngwood Center for the

Visual Arts opened several new

gallery showings on April 4th,

many of which will continue

through exam week. Admission is

free and the walk isn't far. Plus, the

variety of exhibitions could appeal

to almost anyone wandering

around throughout Longwood's

campus

The LCVA has rolled out part of

their permanent collecdon,

"Telling Objects," a series of

African art pieces. Most of the

pieces are sculptural and predomi-

'nandy functional, be it for ritual or

everyday use.

The collection of masks, orna-

ments, and other intriguing pieces

from "Telling Objects" will be on

an ongoing display in the Miller

GaUery of the LCVA.

In interesting contrast with the

African art pieces, in the Bishop

Gallery, Improvisation:

African American Quilts wiU

be on display until June 24th.

All the quilts displayed are

from the collection of

Michael David Whaley.

Whaley's collection is unique

because not only are all the

quilts created by known quil-

ters who's lives and works are

accredited by scholars, but

because of the perspective

Whaley took when compiling

them.

A graphic designer,

Whaley's collection has a

unique and moving use of

design and color. Along with

that, add the fact that all these

quilts were made from scrap

materials by women who

experienced great hardship

throughout their lives.

Not only do these pieces

have an engaging contempo-

rary qualit}' but speak vol-

umes about the vibrancy of

human spirit.

Finally, in the Sully gallery

and going soon, Shenandoah:

Views of Our National Park

will be on display until May

13th.

Shenandoah is a collection of

black and white photographs by

HuUihen Williams Moore.

Moore's images capture the

cycling transformation of the val-

le)^ observing growth and

destruction that convey a sense

of both personal and natural his-

tory.

Moore has worked as a pho-

tographer since he was in high

school and spent time under the

tutelage of. Ansel Adams.

These are just a few of the

•programs that the LCVA has

offered in the past.

Longwood's Brock Commons

sculpture program has been

going strong all semester. Before

the LCVA closed for rennova-

tions, other showings included

many rotable Virginia photogra-

phers, facult}' shows, and vintage

album covers.

W^hen we return next year,

expect to see more. For more

information about the LCVA, its

programs and hours of operation

check out their web site at

http:/ /www.longwood.edu/lcva/

Miss Congeniality 2: Armed and Familous
Ricky Jennings

Staff Writer

Miss Congeniality 2: Armed and

Fabulous catches up with FBI

agent Gracie Hart, played by

Sandra Bullock, soon after she

successfully reconciled the death

threats towards the Miss United

States Pageant while working

undercover as a contestant in

Miss Congeniality, the first movie

hit theater in 2000, and became

an overnight media sensation.

A bad aspect about the movie

from the beginning is that it is

very dependent on the viewers to

have seen the first Miss

Congeniality.

Back to the movie, officer

Gracie Hart has not had things

going so well for her lately.

Recovering from a broken

romance, a relationship that

developed from the first movie,

and firustrated to find her new-

found fame is jeopardizing the

undercover work she loves,

Gracie is now forced to agree to

serve the Bureau in the only way

possible: coifed and styled for

the talk show circuit as "the face

of the FBI."

She is very resistant at first,

but she soon warms to the

attention, and it is not long

before she is getting into her

new role a little

too much. Her

new parmer Sam

Fuller, played by

Regina King, a

tough agent who

is clearly not her

biggest fan, is the

first to point out

that the pampered

bureau star is turn-

ing into FBI

Barbie.

When Grade's

best friend, pag-

eant winner Cheryl Frazier,

played by Heather Burns, and

pageant director Stan Fields

played by William Shatner, again

all from the first Miss

Congeniality, are kidnapped in

Las Vegas, Grade's crime-fighting in the movie is good but it just

instincts kick back in. doesn't develop into the movie

Not wanting to risk losing their that you are expecting. The

greatest PR asset, the FBI top first Miss Congeniality was fiill

brass forbid her to get involved of humor and was well pro-

and charge Sam with keeping her duced.

in line. But when it comes to The viewer could probably

breaking a difficult case and help- predict what was going to hap-

pen before it was

going to ha|3pen,

which made some

of the scenes dis-

appointing.

Another bad

aspect about the

movie was the

plausibility.

Gracie Hart is the

FBI's most valu-

able player, at the

moment. This is

because of the

successful com-

ijletion of her case

ing her friends, there's nothing in the first Miss Congeniality,

Grade will not do. which has only been completed

This was a good movie, but as 3 weeks ago from the start of

most sequels usually go it was not the time line in the second Miss

as good as the first. The story line Congeniality.

http:/Avww2.wamerbros.coin/misscongeniality2/

But, Gracie is pushed around

and no one is listening to her in

this movie which doesn't make

sense because in the last case she

was the only person who solved

the case in the first Miss

Congeniality.

Sandra Bullocks' acting in the

movie was great and you can real-

ly see her comedic style in this

movie. It would be wrong to say

that all the actors in this movie

exhibited the same acting skills as

Bullock. The two villains were

horrible; they represented the

slap happy idiots who just com-

mitted this huge crime on a

whim. They did not add to the

story at all. While watching the

movie, viewers are going to most

likely wish that their scenes were

just cut out the movie all togeth-

er.

This movie is something to

see, but would be better to rent

or to add to the DVD collection

than to fork out money to see it

at the movie theater.
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Sing Down tke Moon:

Appalackian Wonder Tales

Hope Hollenbeck

Staff Writer

er than life, one actor held over-

sized hands attached to broom

sticks and another actor behind

hoisted up a giant puppet head.

The Sow and Her Three Pigs

"Sing Down the Moon:

Appalachian Wonder Tales,"

Longwood Theatre Department's was perhaps die most audience

final show of the year brought to engaged, with one of the diree

life Mary Hall Surface's collection pigs weaving in and out of the

of children's folidore from April audience to escape the hands of

20-24. The cast of 14 students the hungry fox. The fox began

allowed for diverse characters, to eat the pigs one by one until

costume changes and props, being outsmarted by "Nancy,"

resulting in non-stop entertain- the pig whose house of steel

ment.

The play was

divided into six

folk tales: Jack

and the Wonder

Bean, Catskins,

Jack's First Job,

The Sow and

Her Three Pigs,

Jack of Hearts

and King

Marock, and

The Enchanted

Tree. Easily rec-

ognizable to

both children

and adults in the

audience were

the tales of Jack

and the Wonder

Bean (fack and die Beanstalk) and

The Sow and Her Three Pigs

The ever-popular giant

scene from "Jack and

The Wonder Bean."

Photo fyAMty Reams

proved strongest.

"I really thought

they portrayed the

houses in the

Three Little Pigs

very well, which

also was the funni-

est play," said

attending sopho-

more Bea Huie.

The image of

death throughout

the play was done

in the best way

possible, by incor-

porating humor,

assuring that the

key audience mem-

bers (children) were

taken into consider-

ation. In The Sow and Her

Three Pigs death was shown by

(The Three litde Pigs). putting a halo on and joining the

The entire cast joined in song sow on a flight of stairs

at the beginning of the play to

preview of what the viewers

could expect to see. Then the

play unfolded into each of the six

tales, often introduced with a

song, begintiing with Jack and the

Wonder Bean. In order to obtain

their treasures and return home

with them, Jack would have to get

past the giant and his wife who

dwelled at the top of the

To conclude the play and the

last tale, gold coins were thrown

into the audience and were gath-

ered excitedly by children.

The interchangeable set along

with the accompaniment of an

orchestra made the play a delight

for all who attended. The play

was "very entertaining and

humorous," Huie said. " I

enjoyed all of the tales aldiough

beanstalk. Cleverly, the tale used I thought the last tale couldhave

puppetry to depict the giant's been shortened slightly All of

wife. To make the giant look larg- the actors were phenomenal."

Want to get INVOLVED with the CLASS of

2006^

The officers are looking for chair

persons to head committees!

So, get involved to

make your Senior

year great!

E-mail: chsmith@lcmgwood.edu if you have any questions,

comments or want to be a part of it all!

Some of the

positions we are

looking for:

• Publicity

• Fundraising

• Food Services

• Senior Week
• Spirit Chair!

Longwcxxl Compantj ol Dancers' Spring Snow

''Stompin on Clouds " WillBe Held April 29^30

Janet Jones

Assistant Editor

Monet Salvadore, a junior in company he had the idea for

the dance company who will be "Stomping on Clouds," but the

performing this weekend, feels rest of the company did not

This coming Friday and
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ g^^^^ However. Rodney prom-

Saturday the Longwood
because, "It's going to be a great ised Hallberg that he would

Company of Dancers will per- ^^^ ^^ entertainment A lot ensure the tide was implemented

form their spring concert at 7:30
^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^ campus don't his last semester dancing here,

p.m. in Jarman Auditorium.
^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ probably know The company will also hold a

These dances will range from
^Qj^gone in the company. I children's show at 10 a.m. on

tap to hip-hop, and modern to
^^^,^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^e how Friday before their show. This is

ballet.
jjj^^j, jij^g j^Qjj effojt ^g p^ only one of the events the com-

These 18 students have been p^^y hosts for the children of

practicing every afternoon ,___— ;
—-—^—-—

_
1 Farmville. The members

in Lancer dance studio,

located in Willet Hall, to

prepare for these two

nights. Their dance

instructor, Rodney

Williams, has guided and

supported these students

throughout the year.

Williams is an educator, cho-

reographer, singer and dancer.

He is nationally acclaimed and

has received many awards in his

field.

Williams has arrai^ed guest

performers and five of the

dances to be performed are

modern pieces choreographed

by him. The other 12 of the 17

dances were choreographed by

Longwood students in the

dance company. These dances

will be performed to songs by

musicians such as Frank Sinatra,

Lenny Kravitz, Rusted Roots,

Rolling Stones and Madonna, to

name a few.

"It's going to be a great night of enter-

tainment. A lot of people on our cam-

pus don't realize that they probably

know someone in the company. I don't

think people realize how much time

and effort we put forth, and this would

be an opportune time for them to see

everything we do." - Monet Salvadore

want to promote the art

of dancing and share

their love for it to others.

This weekend is only

one of the events that

the company puts on

diroughout the year.

Annually they also have

forth, and this would be an an Ofctoberfest concert in the

opportune time for diem to see Lancer dance studio and a fall

everything we do. And they can concert performed in Jarman

expose themselves to die art of auditorium,

(jance" ^^ order to become a member

This is also going to be the of the dance company you must

last show for three of the com- attend die audition held once a

pany's dancers; Ashley Dow, year in the fall.

Mason Hallberg and Jeremy Admission to the spring con-

Moran. Along with choreo- cert will be $3 and all proceeds

graphing dieir last dances at go toward helping the company

Longwood, Hallberg and with costume and production

Moran will be participating in costs. For more information on

die all male piece. the company yOu can visit their

"Stornping on Clouds," die website at http://www.long-

tide of die concert, was actually wood,cdu/staff/williamsrl/.

chosen by one of tlie dancers.

When Hallberg first joined die

Food collection lor FACES
To support the mission of FACES, the local food pantry, Longwood

Theatre collected food during the performances of the last produc-

tion, Sing Down the Moon: Appalachian Wonder Tales.

We would like to extend this initiative by offering you the opportu-

nity to help FACES with your contribution of food from your room

that you do not want to move home with you at the end of the

semester.

You can either bring your food contributions to the Jarman lobby

any time between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. on weekdays between now

and May 13 or deposit them in the boxes located in your dorm.

It would a very nice gesture for the community!

Thanks for your support.

For more information, contact Sabine de Laforcade,

x2474 or delaforcadea@longwood.edu.

^e^m^m^mt^iimmm^m^m
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Catck Tke Spirit: Lynn a Master of Music

fi^o eomtojf efhShc Kekthns

Ashley Dow
Staff Writer

As a young boy, William Lynn

spent a lot of his time at

Longwood. He attended the

first grade in the Hiner Building

and frequently helped his

father, a piano technician, tune

pianos in the music depart-

ment. This experience marked

the beginning of Lynn's life-

long interest in music.

Lynn serves as the multime-

dia supervisor for the universi-

ty. In this capacity he provides

technical support for com-

mencement, conferences and

special events. He also works

with many student groups and

professors to produce music.

Lynn says that he loves working

with students and music but

knew early in his career that he

was not going to be a perform-

ance musician.

"It took me a year of piano

lessons to learn the basics. I

also played the french horn,"

said Lynn. "But I decided that I

was not a good musician so I

needed to be in a music sup-

port position."

Born and raised in Farmville,

Lynn graduated from Prince

Edward Academy. He then

moved to Lynchburg to take col-

lege classes, but soon found he

missed living and working in a

small town.

"In Lynchburg I found that

there were a lot of things to do

but I did not have the money to

do them," explained Lynn. "I

realized that the activities I

enjoyed doing the most were

simple and not the big exciting

things found in larger cities,"

Lynn left Farmville again

thanks to Uncle Sam. In 1972 he

joined the United States Coast

Guard and performed small boat

search and rescue operations for

eight years. When he returned

from the military he still wanted

to be involved with music. He

helped his father run Lynn's

Music Center on 3rd Street in

downtown Farmville.

"The store just had pianos,"

said Lynn. "I was curious about

other instruments so I started

volunteering in the theatre

department at Longwood."

There Lynn helped to build

production sets and produced

the sound for the Miss

Longwood Pageant and com-

mencement. He found that he

really enjoyed working on the

sets and helping out the technical

director.

"I brought the first wireless

microphone to Farmville in

1986," stated Lynn. "It was for

the pageant."

After the death of his father,

Lynn was the only one who could

tune the pianos and run the store.

He decided it would be best if he

closed the store. Shordy after,

Lynn began working full-time at

Longwood.

Lynn spends a lot of his free

time listening to music and

working on his beloved 1929

Mercedes Gazelle, named

Randolph Scott. He built the car

from a kit he purchased and

chose the car's name for its regal

sound.

"When I got die kit I had to

do all the wiring, upholstery and

lights," stated Lynn. "There

were instructions but they were

vague. The car is still a work in

progress."

Lynn has continued to spread

his love of music as the voice of

Sunday morning radio in

Farmville. Since 1994 he has

hosted the famed 7a.m. easy lis-

tening show on WFLO.

Residence Hall Staff Ckanging at Longwood
Naomi Pearson

Staff miter

Not many weeks after the last

student has left for the semester,

the Residential and Education

Coordinators (REC) of four res-

idence halls will be leaving as

well.

Chris Cotner of the

Cunninghams, Rachel Amos of

Cox/Wheeler, and Melissa

Lucas of Frazer are moving on

after three years of service to

the Longwood University com-

munity. Sarah Whitley, mid-

semester replacement for Curry,

is also departing.

While this news may come as

a surprise to many students,

Larry Robertson, the director of

Residential and Commuter Life

said that he knew they would be

leaving soon.

Robertson explained that the

job of an REC is very demand-

ing and requires a tremendous

time commitment although it is

considered an entry-level posi-

tion, but "we won't have diffi-

culty finding people to fill those

slots." Three years as an REC is

considered an average term for

the around-the-clock, seven

days of work, year-round posi-

tion.

Amos, in addi-

tion to teaching

freshman seminar

classes, has

worked closely

with SAFE, as a

Judicial Board

advisor and in

New Student

Programs. Lucas

also taught

Longwood
Seminar while „,^^

being involved in

Student Wellness, the Student

Union and as the academic

advisor for undeclared stu-

dents.

Comer has been the advisor

for the Residence Hall

Association, Unity Alliance,

and the Hockey club. Whidey

worked in the office New
Student and Leadership

Programs before jumping in

midyear as the REC for Curry.

All four are not just step-

ping out, but stepping up in

their careers. Whidey plans to

return to school for graduate

studies, while Lucas is returning

to her home state of Florida to

take a position as

an assistant direc-

tor of housing or

perhaps, academic

advising. Amos is

the new

Coordinator of

Orientation and

Family Programs

at a university in

New Jersey.

Cotner plans to

stay nearby as he

longwood.edu /RCL/Staff
^^VCS Up,

although he toys

with the idea of instead driving a

tractor-trailer or opening a bak-

ery to sell frosting and candy

covered sugar cookies.

Among the hardest things for

them to leave behind are the stu-

dents.

"I can't walk from Cox to the

D-Hall without seeing people I

know," said Amos. "Longwood

students are helpful and friend-

ly." She added that she is always

struck by their kindness. "And

my RAs are the number one peo-

ple I will miss hands-down."

"The students are just nice,"

Lucas agreed. "They're driven

to make a difference on campus

and better themselves as individ-

uals."

They said that they have real-

ly enjoyed their time at

Longwood, learning a lot from

the experience. They are taking

more than just good memories

with them. As Cotner said, it's

the "knowledge I've helped peo-

ple grow, and touched people's

lives." Conversely, they have

reached out and touched him

too, he said, making a difference

in his life.

"It's rewarding to help anyone

I can, helping them to develop

as people and professionals,"

said Lucas. She lamented the

fact that they can never touch

every student, but hoped that

they will have left something

positive.

As they prepared to say their

good-byes to the Longwood

community, they expressed their

hope for the future of the stu-

dents and institution.

"I'm excited for you guys,"

Amos said. She considered all

the new construction and the

rebuilt Rotunda, and added, "I

think this is a new era for you.

It's going to be Longwood

again."

"Recapture and rebuild the

Longwood spirit," said Cotner.

"After the fire it was kind of

lagging, but it's on the rise.^'

"I'd love to come back in five

years and see all the changes

and to keep in touch," Lucas

said. "I'm excited to see what

they do with their Uves."

Their parting messages to

Longwood were simple.

Lucas said, "I hope for suc-

cess and happiness for

Longwood in its changes." She

just wants to know that that

their successors are good and

protective of the staff and stu-

dents. "I don't want to hear that

they can't co-operate and that

everyone hates each other and

are miserable."

"Consider the impact of a

rumor or gossip on someone's

life," Cotner said. "Find more

ways to build each other up; it

spreads just as well."

"Continue to be kind," Amos

said.

"I'll miss working with

them," Robertson said, "They

have exemplified what a good

REC should be, what a student-
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Remembering Jimmij Yarbrougk, Longtime Part of Longwood Admissions Stall

Kent Booty

Vuhlk Relations

James M. "Jimmy" Yarbrough,

one of Longwood University's

most beloved employees, died

April 14.

Yarbrough, 48, a Longwood

alumnus who had batded non-

Hodgkins lymphoma for eight

years, was senior associate direc-

tor of admissions. He had

worked in the admissions office

since August 1989. He was

known for his impassioned and

sometimes humorous oratory,

his deep faith and his ability to

connect with young people. The

pastor of St. Luke's Baptist

Church in Brookneal, he deliv-

ered countless invocations at

campus events, and other speak-

ers often said they dreaded fol-

lowing the gifted speaker to the

podium.

"Jimmy was one of our shin-

ing stars," said Longwood

President Patricia Cormier. "He

was a father, a husband, a pas-

tor, and a valuable member of

the university' and the commu-

nity. Jimmy was

unique. He wiU be

missed by everyone

who knew him."

A Richmond

native, Yarbrough

transferred to

Longwood in the

spring of 1977, in

the middle of his

sophomore year,

from Virginia

Union University,

where he was a sci-

ence major on an

academic scholar-

ship. "I had a basketball fever

I wanted to cool down," he

said in a 1993 article in the

Richmond Times-Dispatch.

"Basketball brought me here.

I didn't even know the place

existed." A guard on the

Longwood basketball team for

Phoio cQuntsy ofPMic Kelatiom

two years, he set a school record

that still stands when he scored

46 points against Bluefield

College in the final

game of the 1977-78

season. He averaged

22.2 points per game

in the 1976-77 sea-

son, the first season

for men's basketball,

and 16.9 the next

year. As he often

joked, he decided to

give up basketball

because Longwood

hired a new coach,

Ron Bash, who
wanted his guards to

shoot less.

At the time, he was one of

only two African-American

males on the campus. During the

1979-80 and 1980-81 academic

years, he was a part-time student

and worked part-time as an

admissions counselor before

earning a B.S. in therapeutic

recreation in 1982. He worked

at Southside Virginia

Community' College as a stu-

dent services assistant/activi-

ties coordinator from 1981 to

1988, then directed the

Charlotte County office on

youth for one year before

returning to his alma mater to

work in the admissions office.

He earned an M.S. from

Longwood in community' and

college counseling in 1996.

It was at Longwood, as an

undergraduate, that he met his

wife of 26 years, Allie Chaffin

Yarbrough, who is co-principal

of Prince Edward County

High School. She earned a

bachelor's degree at Longwood

in 1978 and a master's degree

in 1982. They have three chil-

dren: Neal, Jason and Anne.

Yarbrough was an effective

and popular admissions

recruiter. "Jimmy's long career

at Longwood was very instru-

mental in our strong admissions

growth over the years," Dr.

Cormier said. "He could always

tell when a prospective student

was a good fit for Longvrood

and, over the years, he recruited

thousands of future Longwood

graduates."

He became a licensed minister

in 1986 and at one time pastored

two churches. Yielding Zion

Baptist Church in Burkeville and

St. Matthew's Baptist Church in

Kenbridge. "I've got three jobs:

one with Longwood, one with

those churches and a third one

with the wife and kids" he told

the Times-Dispatch in '93. A
funeral service was held Monday

at Mount Olive Baptist Church in

Victoria, followed by interment

in the church cemetery. Details

of a forthcoming memorial serv-

ice on the Longwood campus

will be announced soon.

roire^K^ooD
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Field Hockey Bids Farwell to Barlow Field
Kyle Martin

Staff Wnkr

With the re-dedication of the

Rotunda and Ruffner Hall com-

pleted under the brilliance of sun-

shine and clear skies. Barlow Field

closed its doors for competition

for the final rime last Saturday

under a veil of pouring rain, wind,

and hail. Although the foul

weather cancelled the 2005 edi-

tion of the field hockey team's

alumni game, spirits were bright

as past and present players gath-

ered for photographs and a

chance to tell stories about their

memories of the team.

"Wc had 24 [players] registered

to play," field hockey head coach

Nancy Joel said, "and we had

about a hundred more that were

going to attend as spectators."

According to Joel, Saturday's

affair was the largest gathering of

former players at a team alumni

event.

Spanning 35 years of playing

history, Christy McDonnell St.

Clair represented the class of

1970 and, consequendy, remem-

bered playing in a numberless

tunic instead of a modern athlet- Jenn Cope, a 2001 graduate, who
ic jersey as well as being a part of recendy returned from duty^ in

this rime-honored tradirion her Afghanistan.

freshman year.

According to St.

Clair, her favorite

I^ngwood mcmor\

was "being selectt

usherette for Circus

my freshman year

The Circus evolved

to become

Oktoberfest. It's an

honor. They only

pick two [students]

from each class and

it was neat to do

that being new

here."

Terri Sawyer, who graduated

in 1976, had her own

Oktoberfest memories as well.

"My favorite moment was the

Oktoberfest games where we

played in clown makeup," Sawyer

said. "We came from the parade,

took off our suits, put on our

uniforms, and ran onto the field

to play."

Earlier this month, the team

welcomed back Army Captain

"For me, it's kind of special to

umni game.
Picture courtesy ofAm

come back since I've been away

for a year and to see the school

and my coach and how it has

changed," Cope said.

With the experiences of field

hockey and the military embed-

ded in her life, Cope acknowl-

edged she relies on the skills of

the game to survive life in the

Army.

"[By] being in field hockey

and having to work with different

kinds of girls and coaches... it

just helps you work with other

people," Cope said. "The

Army's like your team." Cope is

srill involved with the Army,

continuing her four-year

career in Hawaii.

With the group gathered

I in the right confines of a

I racquetball court in French

Hall, the former players

quickly recognized the

changes to their alma

mater. For Sawyer, the

biggest differences include

the university becoming

co-ed and the athleric pro-

gram moving to Division

I.

"[The move to Division l\

means a lot to the university and

will help the university grow,"

Sawj'er said.

Despite the foiled plans to

play due to weather, Joel is pur-

suing the possibilit}' of an alum-

ni match during Oktoberfest this

faU.

"There will be some alumni

event October 8," Joel said. "We

were certainly pleased with the

amount of people who came

Schmidt

that we don't want to lose their

enthusiasm, so we want to give

them the chance to play." With

the gates of Bariow Field closed,

look for the next alumni event to

occur on the new artificial turf

field currently under construc-

tion, according to )oel.

During the celebration, Joel

also revealed her plans to author a

guide chronicling the school's

field hockey history "It will have

names of aU the players who

played here, messages from the

coaches, and all the histories and

accolades of the teams as well,"

Joel said. "It will be a collection

of research information from

alumni, past coaches, plus the

archived material we already have.

We want to get it out for the

2005-06 year because 2006 is our

80th anniversary"

With Barlow Field now

a memory to the field hockey

faithful, Joel admitted, "I'm not

sure I can pick a favorite moment

as much as I can the enjoyment of

watching young women mature

and excel at their sport."
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Softball Seniors Sweep George Waskington
Kyle Martin

Staff Writer

The Softball team con-

cluded their season in an almost

flawless fashion on Tuesday by

sweeping the Colonials of

George Washington University at

home in a double-header. For

senior players Mega Camden,

Ashley Hawkins, Jen Steele and

Alishia Stewart, their final playing

appearance was a blend of emo-

tions captured under the cold,

high winds.

"P had] mixed emotions,"

Hawkins said. "[I was] so excited

to get to play with these girls one

last time. I don't think [leaving

here] will hit me until school is

over." •

In game one, Longwood

gained a two-run lead in the first

after senior pitcher Jen Steele hit

the ball at GW's Catherine

Belanger. Belanger hobbled the

ball, allowing freshman outfielder

Caitlin Hooe to score from third

base and junior outfielder

Shamana Washington to score

from second base for the early

lead,

Longwood tacked on two

more runs in the game, but the

GW's Lindsay Graham at second home for the early 1-0 lead,

widi Longwood's Hawkins toss- Leading 1-0 in the bottom of

ing the ball to first base for the the third, the Lancers Hooe

inning-ending double play, struck again with two outs on a

Longwood tacked on diree more hard hit single to GW freshman

double plays for an out-

standing total of four.

"That was probably the

best defensive game we've

ever played," Hawkins said.

"I don't know what the

record for double plays is,

but that was impressive."

Steele finished her career on

top throwing a complete

game shut out allowing only

five hits and striking out

four batters.

"I wasn't nervous, but 1

remember everything dur-

ing that game," Steele said.

"I let it all soak in." Steele

finished her pitching career

with an overall record of

73-36 and she holds the

school record for wins, win-

ning percentage, strike outs,

and innings pitched.

With one game remaining for

the four seniors, Hooe stole the

show, literally. In the bottom of

the first with one out, Hooe

reached first with a single, and

steals in the contest. ting in sync on offense and

The offensive onslaught con- defense was probably the most

tinued in the home half courtesy difficult thing we had to accom-

of senior shortstop Megan plish."

Camden. After Steele reached The victories gave Longwood a

first with a walk and Washington final standing of 32-20 while

advancing to second base, dropping George Washington to

Camden swung hard and deposit- 9-29 with three regular season

ed Culp's pitch deep into right games remaining,

field. Washington and Steele Softball head coach Kathy

reached home safely and Camden Riley earned her eighth winning

marched to third with a bases- season in her eight years with the

clearing triple, giving Longwood program.

a 4-0 advantage. "I think it's a direct result of

"I was just looking to hit what a lot of coaches tell their

something hard," Camden said, teams and that's if you put some-

"I struggled in prior iimings and I thing in it, you'll get something

just wanted to go up there, see a out of it," Riley said. "I think the

good pitch, and hope [my hit] early morning practices, the

finds a hole." Camden closed her weight room sessions, how much

Longwood career with the school they had to focus in practice and

records for at bats and base hits, their difficult early season sched-

etSenior Megan Camden plays in h

final game.

Photo courtesy ofSports liiformattoB

The Lancers tacked on three

more insurance runs for a 7-1 vic-

tory as freshman pitcher Rachel

Mills went the seven-inning dis-

tance for her 12th win of the sea-

shortstop Elana Meyers, son, finishing her first Longwood

Washington knocked a base hit season with a 12-9 record,

and then the rundown began. In the wins, Alishia Stewart

Hooe charged from first to third scored a run and recorded an

base, but got caught between r.b.i., finishing her three-year

third and home plate. Longwood career with 52 hits

Washington made it safely to first, and scored 41 runs.

"I think after .all the work

ule were all factors in the way they

played down the stretch."

Riley acknowledged her senior

players as crucial pieces to the

team's success.

"First of all, for four years they

have given their heart and soul to

the Softball program and

Longwood University," Riley said.

"These kids on and off the field

gave a tremendous effort in both

areas. I do think individually

there are things I'm going to miss.

then stole second base. With
defense proved to be impenetra-

Washington at the plate, Hooe but was trapped between first and
ble. In the top of the first inning

shagged third after Washington second base. With the hard we've done diroughout the year, but collectively I'm going to miss
with a runner on first. Colonials'

gfj-m-k out. Steele came to bat, choice to make. Gulp tried to it all came together, Stewart said, the effort they gave."

freshman pitcher Lisa Cohen laid ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^^ p-^^.^^^ ^^^^ catch Washington, but Hooe stole For Stewart, the hardest part of
down a bunt back to Steele,

^^^^^j^ p^^^ Colonials' freshman home again and reached the sin- die 2005 season, "Was getting to

Steele covered the ball, threw out
pitcher Gabby Gulp and stole gle-game record books with four where we were today. I diink get-

Women s Soccer Brings in Grade A Recruits
Mallory Gordon •

Staff Writer

Although another year is over

for the women's soccer team,

they can look forward to a new

team next year with recruits that

trigger everyone's excitement.

Todd Dyer, the women's soc-

cer head coach, believes next

year's team is going to be even

better than the current roster.

It's hard to make the transition

as a Division I athletic team and

even harder to attract Division I-

caliber players.

"We knew that we had to get

Division I talent and we hope

that once the season begins that

we will see what these upcoming

freshman will bring to

Longwood's

athletic pro-

gram," Dyer

said. "One

of the

biggest rea-

sons these

recruits
chose
Longwood
was because

they would

have the

chance to

have a bigger

impact soon-

er than if

they were at a

more estab-

lished Division I program." Stevens

Todd Dyer.

^aim courttsy ^Sports !af»mati0n

When new play-

ers are recruited,

team chemistry is

an important fac-

tor. "This is the

first year we've

been able to get so

many out-of-state

recruits, so I'm

hoping that the

diversity will add to

the team and

enhance team

chemistry overall,"

says Dyer.

Most of the new

recruits hail out-

side Virginia and

include Maddie

from Charles Town,

West Virginia, Ingrid Hale from

Littleton, Colorado, Ashlee

McConnell from Carlisle,

Peimsylvania, and Cassie Lytm

from Kellam High School in

Virginia Beach, have signed to

become Longwood's women's

soccer freshman class for 2005.

Junior mid- fielder Tiffany

Crane had Lynn stay with her on

an official recruiting visit.

"Cassie and I played higji school

soccer together so I'm really

excited to play in college with

her". Crane said. "She is a very

good leader and I'm sure she will

doweU".

According to Crane, Lynn

chose to attend and sign with

Longwood because, "Every year

the school becomes more recog-

nized so that definitely aided in

her decision. She wanted to

come here from the get-go. . .she

really seemed to like die school

and the team looked very happy

as a whole."

With four new players and

possibly another recruit on the

way, the women's soccer team

will be one step closer to being

able to play with the best of the

best. "The biggest difference of

where we were and where we are

is that competition is better, so

players have to be better. I feel

like we are accomplishing that".

Dyer said.
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